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["Mineral Kesources of the IJuited States, 1883 and 1884."]

The publications of the United States Geological Survey are issued in accordance with the stat

approved March 3, 1879, which declares that

—

" The publications of the Geological Survey shall consist of the annual report of operations, ^ecKogfcaiP

and economic maps illustrating the resources and classification of the lands, antl reports upon general

and economic geologv and paleontology. The annual report of operations of tlie Geological Survey

shall accompany the annual report of the Secretary of the Interior. All special memoirs and reports

of said Survey shall be issued in uniform quarto series if deemed necessary by the Director, but other-

wise in ordinary octavos. Three thousand copies of each shall be published for soientiiic exchanges

and for sale at the price of publication ; and all literary and cartographic materials received in exchange

sha II be the property of the United States and form a part of the Library of the organization : And the

moiiey resulting from the sale of such publications shall be covered into the Treasury of the United

States."

On July 7, 1882, the following joint resolution, referring to all Government publications, was passed

by Congress

:

"That whenever any document or report shall be ordered printed by Congress, there shall be printed

in .addition to the number in each case stated, the 'usual number' (1,900) of copies for binding and
distribution among those eniitled to receive them."

Inder these general laws it will be seen that none of the Survey publications are furni.shfcd to it for

gratuitous distribution. The 3,000 copies of the Annual Report are distributed through the document
rooms of Congress. The 1,900 copies of each of the publications are distributed to the oflticers of tbe

legislative and executive departments and to stated depositories throughout the United States.

. Except, therefore, in those cases where an extra number of any publication is supplied to this Office

by special resolution of Congress, as has been doneiu the case of the Second, Third, Fourth, and Fifth

Annual Reports, or where a number has been ordered for its use by the Secretary of the Interior, as in

tho case of Mineral Resources and Dictionary of Altitudes, the Survey has no copies of any of its pub-
lic itions for gratuitous distribution.

ANNUAL REPORTS.

Of the Annual Reports there have been already published

:

I. First Annual Report to the Hon. Carl Schurz, by Clarence King. 1880. 8°. 79 pp. 1 map.—

A

preliminary report describing plan of organization and publications.

n. Report of the Director of the United States Geological Survey for 1880-'81, by J. W. Powell.

1882. 8°. Iv, 588 pp. 61 pi. 1 map.
III. Third Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1881-'S2, by J. W. I'owell. 1883.

8°. xviii, 5G4 pp. 67 pi. and maps.

;rV". Fourth Annual Report of the United States Geological Survey, 1882-'83, by J. "W. Powell. 1884.

8°. xii, 473 pp. 85 pi. and maps.

The Fifth and Sixth Annual Reports are in press. _ ' . f-

MONOGRAPHS. U ** ^J^"^ ,•

Of the Monographs, Nos. II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, and VIII are now published, viz.

:

II. Tertiary History of the Grand Canon District, with atlas, by Clarence E. Dutton, Capt. U. S. A.
1882. 4°. xiv, 264 pp. 42 pi. and atlas of 24 sheets folio. Price $10.12.

III. Geology of the Comstock Lode and the Washoe District, with atlas, by George P. Becker.
1S'.82. 4°. XV, 422 pp. 7 pi. and atlas of 21 sheets folio. Price $11.

IV. Comstock Mining and Miners, by Eliot Lord. 1883. 4". xiv, 451 pp. 3 pi. Price $1.50.

V. Copper-bearing Rocks of Lake Superior, by Roland D. Irving. 1883. 4°. xvi, 464 pp. 15 1.

29 pi. Price $1.83.

VI. Contributions to the Knowledge of the Older Mesozoic Flora of Virginia, by "Wm. M. Fontaine.
1883. 4°. xi, 144 pp. 54 1. 54 pi. Price $1.05.

VII. Silver-lead Deposits of Eureka, Nevada, by Joseph S. Curtis. 1884. 4°. xiii, 200 pp. 16 pi.

Price $1.20.

Vm. Paleontology of the Eureka District, by Charles D. Walcott. 1884. 4°. xiii, 298 pp. 24 1.

2t pi. Price $1.10.



ADVERTISEMENT.

The following are in press, viz.

:

IX. Bracliiopoda and Lamellibranchiata of the Earitan Clays and Greensand Marls of New Jersey,

by Kobert P. Whitfield. 1885. 4°. ix, 338 pp. 35 pi.

X. Dinocerata. A Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals, by Othniel Charles Marsh.

1885. 4°. — , — pp. 56 pi.

XI. Geological History of Lake Lahontan, a Quaternary Lake of Northwestern Nevada, by Israel

Cook Russell. 1885. 4°. xiv, 288 pp. 46 pi.

The following are in preparation, viz.

:

I. The Precious Metals, by Clarence King.

— Geology and Mining Industry of Leadville, with atlas, by S. P. Emmons.
— Geology of the Eureka Mining District, Nevada, with atlas, by Arnold Hague.

— Lake Bonneville, by G-. K. Gilbert.

— Sauropoda, by Prof. O. C. Marsh.

— "
^ '<{|;osaaria, by Prof. O. C. Marsh.

BULLETINS.

The Bulletins of the Survey will contain such papers relating to the general purpose of its work as

do not properly come underthe heads of Annual Reports or Monographs.

Each of these Bulletins will contain but one paper and will be complete in itself. They will, how
ever, be numbered in a continuous series, and will in time be united into volumes of convenient sizes.

To facilitate this, each Bulletin will have two paginations, one proper to itself and another which be-

longs to it as part of the volume.

Of this series of Bulletins Nos. 1 to 21 are already published, viz.

:

1. On Hypersthene-Andesite and on Triclinic Pyroxene in Augitic Rocks, by Whitman Cross, with

aGeologi.alSketchofBufifaloPeaks, Colorado, by S.F.Emmons. 1883.8°. 42 pp. 2 pi. Price 10 cents.

2. Gold and Silver Conversion Tables, giving the coining value of troy ounces of fine metal, etc., by

Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. ii, 8 pp. Price 5 cents.

3. On the Fossil Faunas of the Upper Devonian, along the meridian of 76° 30', from Tompkins ('ounty,

New York, to Bradford County, Pennsylvania, by Henry S. Williams. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. Price 5 cents.

4. On Mesozoic Fossils, by Charles A. White. 1884. 8°. 36 pp. 9 pi. Price 5 cents.

5. A Dictionary of Altitudes in the United States, compiled by Henry Gannett. 1884. 8°. 325 pp.

Price 20 cents.

6. Elevations in the Dominion of Canada, by J. W. Spencer. 1884. 8°. 43 pp. Price 5 cents.

7. Mapoteca Geologica Americana. A catalogue of geological maps of America (North and South),

1752-1881, by Jules Marcou and John Belknap Marcou. 1884. 8°. 184 pp. Price 10 cents.

8. On Secondary Enlargements of Mineral Fragments in Certain Rocks, by R. D. Irving and C. R.

Van Hise. 1884. 8°. 56 pp. 6 pi. Price 10 cents.

9. A Report of work done in the Washinston Laboratory during the fiscal year 1883-'84. F. W.
Clarke, chief chemist ; T. M. Chatard, assistant. 1884. 8°. 40 pp. Price 5 cents.

10. On the Cambrian Faunas of North America. Preliminary studies by Charles Doolittle Walcott

1884. 8°. 74 pp. 10 pi. Price 5 cents.

i 1. On the Quaternary and Recent Mollusca of the Great Basin ; with Descriptions of New Forms, by

R. Ellsworth Call; introduced by a sketch of the Quaternary Lakes of the Great Basin, by G. K. GU-

bert. 1884. 8°. 66 pp. 6 pi. Price 5 cents.

12. A Crystallographic Study of the Thinolite of Lake Lahontan, by Edward S. Dana. 1884. 8°.

34 pp. 3 pi. Price 5 cents.

13. Boundaries of the United States and of the several States and Territories, by Henry Gannett,

1885. 8°. 135 pp. Price 10 cents.

14. The Electrical and Magnetic Properties of the Iron Carburets, by Carl Barns and Vincent

Strouhal. 188.'5. 8°. 238 pp. Price 15 cents.

15. On the Mesozoic and Cenozoic Paleontology of California, by Dr. C. A. White. 1885. 8°. 33 pp.

Price r> cents.

16. On the higher Devonian Faunas of Ontario County, New York, by J.M.Clarke. 1885. 8^.

86 pp. 3 pi. Price in cents.

17. Ou the Development of Crystallization in the Igneous Rocks of Washoe, by Arnold Hague and

J. P. Iitdinss. 188.'j. 8°. 44 pp. Price 5 cents.

18. On Maiine Eocene, Fresh-water Miocene, and other Fossil Mollusca of Western North Americt-,

by Dr. C. A. White. 1885. 8°. 26 pp. 3 pi. Price 5 cents.

19. Notes on the Stratigraphy of California, by George F. Becker. 1885. 8°. 28 pp. Price 5 centa.

20. Contributions to the Mineralogy of the Rocky Mountains, by Whitman Cross and W. F. Hilk>-

brand. 1885. 8°. 114 pp. 1 pi. Price 10 cents.

21. The Lignites of the Great Sioux Reservation, by Bailey Willis. 1885. 8°. 16 pp. 5 pi. Piice

5 cents.

N'lmbers 1 t« 6 of the Bulletins form Volume I ; Numbers 7 to 14, Voluoie II ; and Numbers 15 to 23,

Volume 111. Volume IV is not yet complete.



ADVERTISEMENT.

The following are in press, viz.

:

22. On New Cretaceous Possils from California, by Charles A. White, M.D. 1885. 8°. 25 pp. 5 pi.

Price 5 cents.

23. The Junction between tho Eastern Sandstone and the Keweenaw Series on Keweenaw Point, by
R. D. Irving and T. C. Chamberlin. 1885. 8°. — pp. 17 pi. Price — cents.

24. List of Marine MoUusca, comprising the Quaternary fcssils and recent forms from American
localities between Cape Hatteras and Cape Roque, including the Bermudas, by "W. H. Dall. 1885. 8°.

336 pp. Price 25 cents.

25. The Present Technical Condition of the Steel Industry of the United States, by Phineas Barnes.

1885. 8°. 82 pp. Price 10 cents.

26. Copper Smelting, by Henry M. Howe. 1885. 8°. — pp. Price— cents.

STATISTICAL PAPERS.

.1 fourth series of publications, having special reference to the mineral resources of t ^acrnited

States, is contemplated.

Of that series the following have been published, viz :

Mineral Resources of the United States [1882], by Albert Williams, jr. 1883. 8°. xvii, 813 pp. Price

50 cents.

Mineral Resources of the United States, 1883 and 1884, by Albert Williams, jr. 1885. 8°. xiv, 1016

pp. Price 60 cents.

Correspondence relating to the publications of the Survey, and all remittances, which must be by
POSTAL NOTE Or MONEY ORDER (not stamps), should be addressed

To THE Director of the
United States Geological Survey,

Washington. D. C.
Washington, D. C , September 1, 1885.

f*
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NQ.TICE.

This volume, "Mineral Resources at the United States, 1883 and 1884," is the sec^

ond of the series. Its price is 60 cents. The price of the first volume, " Mineral Re-

sources of the United States," is 50 cents. Remittances should be made by postal

note (not stamps), and should be addressed to the Director, United States Geological

Survey, Washington, D. C. In ordering the volumes of this series care should be

taken to designate the first as "Mineral Resources, 1882," the second as "Mineral

Resources, 1883 and 1884."

Corrections, additions, or notice of important omissions, reports and maps of mines

or mining districts, pamphlets on metallurgical processes, lirief notes on new mineral

localities, etc., wiU be highly appreciated, and should be addressed to Albert Will-

iams, jr., U. S. Geological Survey, Washington, D. C. Duidicate copies of all such

reports, maps, pamphlets, or notes as are actually published are especially desired

for continuing the already fine set of mining pamphlets, etc., in the library of the

Survey, and will be thankfully acknowledged if sent

To THE Director of the
United States Geologioai. Survey,

Washington, D. C.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

United States GEOLoaiCAii Survey,
Division of Mining Statistics and Technology,

Washington, D. (7., June 9, 1885.

Sir : I have the honor to transmit herewith a statistical report upon
the present condition of the mining industries of the United States.

This report is the second of the series, the first volume having been

issued in 1883. The earlier report brought the statistic^ of production

to the close of 1882, with estimates for the first half of 1883. The
present report carries the statistics to December 31, 1884, and is enti-

tled " Mineral Eesources of the United States, Calendar Tears 1883

and 1884." In accordance with your instructions, it is proposed to issue

a third volume (for the calendar year 1885) early in 1886.

Very respectfully, your obedient servant,

ALBERT WILLIAMS, Jr.,

Geologist in charge.

Hon. J. W. Powell,
Director United States Geological Survey.





INTRODUCTORY.

Acknowledgments.—Contributed papers appear under the names of

the writers ; but it has been found impossible to give credit for much of

'the information received from agents and correspondents. As was said

in a former report, a mere mention of the names of those who have re-

sponded, often at considerable sacrifice of time and trouble, to the thou-

sands of inquiries which have been addressed to them through the mails,

would in itself occupy many pages. It would be ungracious, however,

to omit testifying to the uniform courtesy and interest displayed by

miners, manufacturers, and dealers in mineral products, without whose

public spirit and cordial co-operation little could be accomplished.

Scope of the report.—This volume is for the calendar years 1883 and

1884. While it bears the same title, with the exception of the date, as

the former one (" Mineral Eesources of the United States," published

in 1883), it is not a reprint or second edition of that report. The tables

of production are reproduced ; but it has been the endeavor to avoid-

so far as possible, repetition of the descriptive matter—a difficult ques-

tion sometimes, as for certain mineral industries there is little to add

to what has already been said, and as the text of the first report was

too concise to bear further condensation. The two volumes should be

consulted together. Some of the minor topics treated of in the first

report, but regarding which no changes have occurred in the last two

years, are omitted. On the other hand, some subjects which were not

adequately discussed before are now dealt with at considerable length.

This causes an apparent want of proportion between the space allotted

to some of the subjects and their relative importance. Such dispropor-

tion has seemed unavoidable.

The gold and silver mining industries have been reported on by the

late Director of the Mint for the years 1880, 1881, 1882, and 1883 ; and

his report for 1884 will be issued during the present year. It is deemed

unadvisable to duplicate this work, and the matter here given, is merely

a compact statement of the production statistics, in which the estimates

of the Director of the Mint for the last four years are accepted as official.

Close of the time covered by this report.—In justification of the state-

ments made by specialists who have contributed to this volume it should

be stated that their reports aud those of agents represent their views

M the time of writing, which in most instances was immediately after

the close of the year 1884. The unavoidable delay in publication of
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this volume has allowed the lapse of time which has developed some
new features, but as this is professedly a report eovering only the time

ending December 31, 1884, it has been deemed unadvisable to add state-

ments of later events, which will be more properly discussed in a sub-

sequent volume, though in a very few cases late notes have been in-

serted.

Delay in publication.—Although strenuous efforts were made to com-

plete this work at an earlier date, it was found impracticable to do so.

The value of statistical publications depends very largely upon the

promptness with which they are issued, and the gentlemen who have

assisted in the collection of these statistics were fully impressed with

the importance of this consideration. In a compilation covering so

many details of equal weight delay in a few branches, or even in a single

one, suffices to retard the completion of the whole, no matter how for-

ward the condition of the mass of the matter may be.

Arrangement of matter.—The form of presentation adopted is that

which leads to convenience of reference. The sections are divided ac-

cording to the mineral products discussed, the geographical distribu-

tion of occurrences being subsidiary to the grouping by substances. In

this way everything relating to copper, for example, will be found in

one portion of the book ; everything relating to salt, in another, with

some few exceptions, where the overlapping is indicated by cross-refer-

ences. Thus a glance at the table of contents will show where to look

for information of a given kind.

Character of the production statistics.—In the case of some products,

iis for example, quicksilver, the statistics are accurate to the last unit;

in others, as iron, they are probably correct to within a small fraction

of 1 per cent.; in others, as copper, lead, zinc, mineral waters, salt, etc.,

they rest upon a large mass of exact individual returns, in which, how-

ever, gaps have to be filled by estimates ; in still others, as pyrites,

natural gas, etc., the totals represent a consolidation of estimates for the

several producing localities ; in others, as lime, cement, building stone,

etc., the figures are the lump estimates of authorities, based on the

known changes in the state of the industries since the collection of the

census statistics; and finally, some of the estimates are simply the best

guesses possible under the circumstances. It has been the endeavor

to show with perfect frankness the relative reliability or credibility of

these different grades of figures; and indeed, when a product is stated

at " about 30,000 tons, worth about $120,000," the use of the round figures

speaks for itself. But it will be generally admitted that a round esti-

mate, put forth for what it is honestly worth and no more, is not only

better thaQ nothing, but often better than incomplete returns obtained

by direct canvass, so far as the total is concerned. And to conduct a

complete direct canvass—that is, a census—of all the mineral industries

would be out of the question, the expense of the tenth census in the

same field having been not less than forty, and probably more tham
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fifty, times more than tbe entire cost of the present volume or its

predecessor.

The unit of quantity adopted is that commonly used in the several

trades. It is a misfortune that the standards of weights and measures

accepted in this country are not more uniform
;
but it is questionable

whether a reduction of the units of quantity to uniform terms would

much help the matter, since the usage is so different in different indus-

tries and also in different parts of the United States.

The ton of 2,240 pounds is in this report called the "long" ton, and

that of 2,000 pounds is called the "short" ton; the terms "gross" ton

and "net" ton being sometimes misleading, as for instance where
" gross ton of ore" might be taken to mean a ton (of perhaps only 2,000^

pounds) including moisture, or where "net" might be understood as

referring to the weight after deducting the tare of package, etc. In quot-

ing statistics of the European continent the "metric" ton (tonne) of

2,204 pounds avoirdupois is generally adopted and is specified. For

Great Britain and its colonies the long ton of 2,240 pounds is the unit.

Pounds are avoirdupois throughout, unless otherwise specified.

The statistics of the weights of imports into and exports from the

United States are quoted in long tons and long hundredweights (112

pounds), these being the units adopted at the custom-houses.

Calendar andfiscal years.—Unless otherwise specified, years are un-

derstood to be calendar years ending December 31. The Government

fiscal year ends June 30, and is designated by the number of the calen-

dar year in which it is completed. Imports and exports, with a very

few exceptions, are given by fiscal years because they are thus reported

by the Treasury Department, and because a considerable delay would

ensue if a computation by calendar years were attempted. It is ad-

mitted that for purposes of comparison the calendar year would be a

more convenient time unit.

Imports and exports.—The very valuable statistics of imports and ex-

ports, obtained through the courtesy of the Bureau of Statistics of the

Treasury Department, need a word of explanation, inasmuch as some

of the tables of back statistics of imports given in this report differ

considerably from those published in the former volume of this series.

This apparent discrepancy does not involve an error, however. Both

sets of figures are correct. The Bureau of Statistics of the Treasury

Department, in its annual reports on "commerce and navigation," has,^

since 1867, published two kinds of import tables : The first embraces (1)

imported articles entered for immediate consumption on arrival, plus

(2) entries of imported articles for warehouse; the second form of table

shows the imports entered for consumption, with rates of duty and

amounts of duty collected on each article, and embraces (1) articles en-

tered for immediate consumption on arrival, plus (2) articles withdrawn

from warehouse for consumption. The latter import table affords a

better idea than the first of the consumption of the various imported
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articles, but the total value of the articles which would appear in one

table would in many cases differ from the amount shown in the other

table by the difference between the amount entered for warehouse and

the amount withdrawn from warehouse for consumption. The present

import figures are therefore based upon quarterly returns, which in-

clude (1) "entries for immediate consumption," plus (2) "withdrawals

from warehouse for consumption." These give a clearer view of the con-

sumption in this country than figures including in part entries for ware-

house, since the classification and appraisal are more accurate when
goods are taken out of warehouse than when first sent to warehouse on

a provisional classification. For example, imported iron pyrites con-

taining some copper might at first be classed, on entry, as sulphur ore

or iron ore ; and afterwards, on appraisal at the time of withdrawal, be

known as copper ore, according to the application of the tariff rules.

The withdrawals from warehouse are also evidently a better guide as to

the demand for consumption during a given i)eriod than are the entries

for warehouse.



MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE UNITED STATES.

CALENDAR YEARS 1883 AND 1884.

Albert Williams, Jr.,

Chief of Division of Mining Statistics and Technology.

SUMMARY—1884.

Coal.—The only statistics in which the trade is interested are those

relating to the amount of coal which is mined for and reaches the

market. There is besides a local and colliery consumption which is

usually disregarded in statistics, and which ranges from 5 to 6^ per

cent, of the total shipments. Of what may be called the commercial

product the quantities in 1884 were as follows: Pennsylvania anthra-

cite, 30,718,293 long tons; bituminous and brown coal, lignite, and small

lots of anthracite mined elsewhere than in Pennsylvania, 66,809,356

long tons; total, 97,527,649 long tons. The spot value of the commer-

cial product was: Pennsylvania anthracite, $61,436,586; bituminous

and all other coals, $70,149,824; total, $131,586,410. Including the

local consumption, etc., the total product in 1884 may be stated at

106,906,295 long tons; namely, 33,175,756 long tons of Pennsylvania

anthracite and 73,730,539 long tons of bituminous and all other coals;

and the value at the mines was: Pennsylvania anthracite, $66,351,512;

bituminous and all other coals, $77,417,066; total, $143,768,578. The
total production (that is, including colliery and local consumption) of

anthracite was 1,160,713 long tons less than in 1883, while its value

was $10,905,543 less, the disproportionate decline in value being due to

a fall of 25 cents per ton in spot price ($2.25 to $2). The total bitumi-

nous coal production increased 5,199,039 long tons over that of 1883;

but its value was $4,820,734 less, the average valuation at the collieries

having fallen from $1.20 to $1.05. The total output of all coals showed
a net gain in tonnage of 4,038,326 long tons and a decline in value of

$15,726,277.

Gohe.—There were 4,873,805 short tons of coke made in 1884,' worth

$7,242,878 at the ovens. This production consumed 7,951 ,974 short tons

1
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of coal. The amount of coke made was 590,910 tons less than in 1883,

and the value was $878,7:9 less.

Petroleum.—The production of crude petroleum in 1884 was 24,089,758

barrels of 42 gallons each, of which the Pennsylvania and New York
oil fields produced 23,622,758 barrels. The total value, at an average

spot price of 85 cents, was $20,470,294. As compared with 1883 the pro-

duction was 089,529 barrels greater ; but the total value was $5,203,958

less, the average spot price having fallen from $1.10, or 25 cents per

barrel.

Natural gas.—The estimated value of the natural gas used in the

United States in 1884 was $1,400,000, as against $475,000 in 1883. The
value is computed from that of the coal superseded by natural gas.

Iron.—The principal statistics for 1S84 are as follows : Iron ore mined,

8,200,000 long tons; value at mine, $22,550,000. Domestic iron ore con-

sumed, 7,718,129 long tons ; value at mine, $21,224,854. Imported iron

ore consumed, 487,820 long tons ; total iron ore consumed, 8,205,949 long

tons. Pig iron made, 4,097,808 long tons, a decrease of 497,042 tons as

compared with 1883; value at furnace, $73,701,024, or $18,148,570 less

than in 1883. Total spot value of all iron and steel in the first stage

of manufacture, excluding all duplications, $107,000,000, a decline of

$35,000,000 from 1883. Fuel consumed in all iron and steel works, in-

cluding blast furnaces, 1,973,305 long tons of anthracite, 4,220,980 long

tons of bituminous coal, 3,833,170 long tons of coke, and 02,110,000

bushels of charcoal, besides a notable quantity of natural gas. Lime-

stone used as flux, 3,401,930 long tons ; value at quarry, $1,700,905.

Gold and silver.—The mint authorities estimate the i^roductiou in

1884 at $30,800,000 gold and $48,800,000 silver (coining rate) ; total,

$79,000,000. This was an increase of $800,000 gold and $2,000,000 sil-

ver, as compared with 1883. The gold production was equivalent to

1,489,949 troy ounces ; and the silver to 37,744,005 troy ounces.

Copper.—The production in 1884, including 2,858,754 pounds made
from imported pyrites, was 145,221,934 pounds, worth $17,789,087, at

an average price of 12^ cents per pound in New York City. The amount

was 28,070,139 pounds greater than the production of 1883 ; but the

value was $275,120 less than that for 1883, owing to the decline in price.

In 1884 4,224,000 pounds of bluestone (sulphate of copper, " blue vit-

riol") were made; worth, at 4.3 cents per pound, $181,032.

Lead.—Production, 139,897 short tons. Total value, at an average

price of $75.32 per ton on the Atlantic sea-board, $10,537,042. The

production was 4,000 tons less than that of 1883, while the decrease in

value was $1,785 077. The production of white lead (carbonate) is es-

timated at about 05,000 short tons, worth, at 4J cents per pound,

$0,337,500, almost all of which was made from pig lead. The produc-

tion of litharge and red lead lias not been ascertained.

Zinc.—Production of metallic zinc, 38,544 short tons ; worth, at an

average price of 4.44 cents per pound in New York City, $3,422,707.
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The output was 1,072 tons greater than in 1883, and the vahie increased

$111,001. Besides the spelter and sheet zinc, about 13,000 short tons

of zinc white (oxide) were made directly from the ore, the total value of

which, at 3^ cents per pound, was $910,000.

Qiiiclcsilver.—Production, 31,913 flasks (of 7GJ pounds net = 2,441,344

pounds), or 14,812 flasks less than in 1883. Total value, at an average

price of $29.34 per flask at San Francisco,. $930,327, a decline of $317,-

305 as compared with the total value of the product of the previous

year. During the year 000,000 pounds of quicksilver vermilion were

made, worth $288,000.

J\^ic/te?.—^Production of nickel contained in copper-nickel alloy, 64,550

pounds, worth, at 75 cents per pound, $48,412; an increase of 5,750

pounds, but a decline of $4,508 in total value, owing to the fcdling off

in price.

Cobalt.—The amount of cobalt oxide made in 1884 was about 2,000

pounds, as against 1,096 pounds made in 1883. Its value, at $2.55 per

pound, was $5,100. The value of cobalt ore and matte cannot be as-

certained, as it is chiefly dependent on the nickel contents.

Manganese.—The output of manganese ore in 1884 was about 10,000

long tons, or 2,000 tons more than in 1S83. The total value, at $12 per

ton at the mines, was $120,000, or about the same as in 1883, the aver-

age price having declined $3 per ton.

Chromium.—The production of chrome iron ore, all from California,

was about 2,000 long tons, or about two-thirds as much as in i883. At
an average value of $17.50 per ton at San Francisco, the total value

was $35,000.

Tin.—A little tin ore was taken out in the course of development

work in Dakota, Wyoming, Virginia, and Alabama, but the only me-

tallic tin made was a few hundred pounds from ore of the Black Hills

(Dakota) mines made in sample tests at ]^ew York City pending the

building of reduction works at the mines.

Platinum.—The amount mined in 1884 was about 150 troy ounces,

worth, crude, $3 per ounce.

Aluminum.—The amount made in the United States in 18184 was 1,800

troy ounces, an increase of 800 ounces over the production in 1883. At
75 cents per ounce the total value was $1,350.

Building stone.—It is estimated that the value of the building stone

quarried in 1884 was $19,000,000, as against $20,000,000 in 1883; the

decline being due partly to dullness of trade and partly to the increased

use of other structural materials.

Bride and tile.—The output was about the same as in 1883, but as

manufacturers cut down expenses still further, meeting a lower market,

the total value is estimated at $30,000,000 as against $34,000,000 in

1883.

Xime.—There were 37,000,000 barrels (of 200 pounds) made in 1884,

the average value per barrel at the kilns being not over .50 cents, or
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$18,500,000. The production was about 5,000,000 barrels greater than

iu 1883, butowiug to the fall in price the total value was about $700,000

less.

Cement.—About 100,000 barrels (of 400 pounds) of artificial Portland

cement were made, or 10,000 barrels more than in 1883 ; the total value,

at $2.10 i^er barrel, being $210,000. The production of cement from

natural cement rock was 3,900,000 barrels (of 300 pounds), or 200,000

barrels less than in 1883 ; worch, at 90 cents per barrel, $3,510,000.

The total production of all kinds of cement was about 4,000,000 bar-

rels, valued at $3,720,000.

Precious stones.—The estimated value of American precious stones

sold as specimens and souvenirs in 1884 was $54,325, and the value of

the stones sold to be cut into gems was $28,650 ; total, $82,975. About
$140,000 worth of gold quartz was saved as specimens or made into

jewelry and ornaments.

Buhrstones.—The value of the buhrstones yearly made in the United

IStates is about $300,000.

Grindstones.—Dealers estimate the value of the grindstones made in

1884 at $570,000.

PhospJiates.—The production of washed phosphate rock. in South

Carolina during the year ending May 31, 1884, was 431,779 long tons,

worth $ .',374,784, or 53,399 tons more than in the previous year, with

an increase of $104,504 in value. The average spot price, $5.50 per

ton, was 50 cents less than in the preceding year. The recent dis-

coveries of phosphate rock in the neighboring States of Korth Carolina,

Alabama, and Florida will probably lead to a still further increase in

production. Of manufactured fertilizers, 967,000 short tons, worth

$26,110,000, were made in the year ending April 30, 1884, and 1,023,500

short tons, worth $27,640,000, were made in the year ending April 30,

1885.

Marls.—In New Jersey about 875,000 tons, worth $437,500 at the

pits, were dug in 1884. In addition, small quantities were produced

for local use in some of the Southern States. The production is declin-

ing, owing to competition with fertilizers made from phosphate rock,

etc.

GypGum.—In the Atlantic States, from Maine to Virginia, 65,000 long

tons of laud plaster and 60,000 tons of stucco, total 125,000 tons, were

made in 1884, of which nearly all was from Nova Scotia gypsum. The
statiistics for Michigan have not been reported, but the production

did not vary greatly from that in 1883, in which year it was 60,082

short tons of land plaster and 159,100 barrels (of 300 pounds) of stucco.

In Ohio 4,217 short tons of land plaster and 20,307 barrels of stucco

were produced. There was also a small production in other parts of

the country ; but the total amount of domestic gypsum used is not

known.
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Salt—The production in 1884 was 6,514,937 barrels of 280 pounds

(equivalent to 1,824,182,360 pounds, or 32,574,(;85 bushels, or 912,091

short tons, according to the unit used). The total value, computed on

average wholesale prices at the point of production, was $4,197,734.

The apparent output was 322,706 barrels greater than in 1883, while

the value was $13,308 less ; but the production figures do not include a

considerable stock on hand in the Onondaga district, not officially re-

ported because not inspected.

Bromine.—The production is estimated at 281,100 i)ounds, all from the

Ohio and West Virginia salt district; worth, at 24 cents per pound,

$67,464.

Borax.—Production about 7,000,000 pounds, or 500,000 pounds more

than in 1883. The total value, however, was less than that of the prod-

uct of 1883, being about $490,000 at San Francisco rates, as against

$585,000 in 1883.

Sulphur.—No exact statistics. The production was only about 500

tons, worth about $12,000.

Pyrites.—About 35,000 long tons were mined in the United States,

worth about $175,000 at the mines. Some 33,500 tons of imported

pyrites were also burned, making a total consumption of 68,500 tons.

Barytes.—Full statistics not received. The production is estimated

to have been about 25,000 tons; worth, at $4 jier ton, unground, at the

point of production, $100,000.

Mica.—^The production of merchantable sheet mica, not including

mica waste, was 147,410 pounds, valued at $368,525.

Feldspar.—The production was 10,900 long tons, or 3,200 tons less

than in 1883. Its value at the quarries was $55,112.

Ashestus.—The amount mined was about 1,000 short tons, worth about

$30,000.

Graphite.—Production nominal, the supply being drawn from the

stock accumulated in 1883.

AspJialtum.—The annual production is about 3,000 tons, having a

spot value of $10,500.

Alum.—About 38,000,000 pounds were made in the United States in

1884, or 3,000,000 pounds more than in 1883. At an average spot value

of 1^ cents per pound, the product was worth $712,500.

Copperas.— The amount made in 1884 was 15,500,000 pounds, worth,

at 60 cents per hundredweight, $93,000.

Mineral waters.—The sales of natural mineral waters in 1884 amounted
to 68,720,936 gallons, valued at $1,665,490, an apparent increase of

21,431,193 gallons and $526,007 upOn the figures for 1883. While the

sales are undoubtedly increasing it is possible that the excess in the

reported quantity and value of the waters sold in 1884 as compared
with 1883 may be partly due to the greater fullness of the returns for

1884. Besides the waters bottled and placed on the market there is a

large local consumption, not included in the foregoing figures,
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Totals.—As was remarked in the former report, it is impossible to

state the total mineral product in any form wbich shall not be open to

just criticism. It is evident that the production statistics of such in-

congruous substances as iron ore, metallic gold and silver, the spot

value of coal mined and the market value of metallic copper after hav-

ing been transported hundreds of miles, the spot value of a crude sub-

stanee like uuground, unrefined barytes, and the value of a finished

product like brick (in which the cost of manufacture is the leading item)

cannot well be taken as items in a general summary. The statistics

have been compiled with a view to giving information on those ijoints

which are of most interest and utility, and are presented in the form

usual-iu the several branches of trade statistics. The result is that the

values stated for the different products are necessarily taken at different

stages of production or transportation, etc. Theoretically perfect sta-

tistics of mineral products would include first of all the actual net spot

value of each substance in its crudest form, as taken from the earth;

and yet for practical purposes such statistics would have little interest

other than the fact that the items could be combined in a grand total

in which each substance should be rated on a fairl5^ even basis. The

following groupings, therefore, are presented with a full realization of

the incongruity of many of the items. The grand total might be con-

siderably reduced by substituting the value of the iron ore mined for

that of the pig iron made, by deducting the discount on silver, and

by considering lime, salt, cement, borax, etc., as manufactures. It will

also be remarked that the spot values of copper, lead, zinc, and chrome

iron ore are much less than their respective values after transportation

to market. Still, the form adopted seems to be the only one which ad-

mits of a comparison of the total values of the mineral products from

year to year.

Metallic products of the United States in 1884.

Quantity. Value.

Pig iron, long tons, spot value

Silver, troy ouuces, coining value

Gold, troy ounces, coining value

Copper, pounds, value at New York City (a)

Lead, short tons, value at New Yoik City

Zinc, short tons, value at New York City

Quicksilver, flasks, value at San Francisco

Nickel, pounds, value at Philadelphia (b)

Aluminum, troy ounces, value at Philadelphia

Platinum, troy ounces, value crude at New York City.

Total

4,

37,

1,

,145,

097, 868

744, COS

489, 949

221, 934

139, 897

38, 544

31,913

64, 550

1,800

150

$73, 761, 624

48, 800, 000

30, 800, 000

17, 789, 687

10, 537, 042

3, 422, 707

936, 327

48, 412

1,350

450

186,097,599

Including copper made from imported pyrites. b Includiiig nickel in copper-nickel allojr.
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Non-inetalUo mineral products of the United States in 1884 (spot values).

Quantity. VaJue.

Bituminous coal, brown coal, lignite, and anthracite mined elsewhere than

in Pennsylvania long tons (a).

Pennsylvania anthracite do (&)

Petiolfum barrels.

Building stone

Lime barrels

.

Salt do...

Cement • do...

South Carolina phosphate rock long tons (c)..

Limestone for iron flux do -

.

Mineral waters gallons sold..

Natural gas

Zinc white short tons .

.

Concentrated borax pounds -

.

New Jersey marls ..short tons..

Mica pounds.

.

Pyrites , long tons .

.

Gold quartz souvenirs, jewelry, etc

Manganese ore long tons..

Crude barytes , ;..do

Ocher do

Precious stones

Bromine pounds .

.

ITelcispar long tons..

Chrome iron ore do

Asbestus. short tons.

.

Slate ground as a pigment .' long tons..

Sulphur shoi't tons .

.

Asphaltum do

Cobalt oxide pounds.

.

Total

73, 730, 539

33, 175, 750

24, 089, 758

37, 000, 000

6, 514, 937

4, 000, 000

431, 779

3, 401, 930

68, 720, 936

13, 000

7, 000, 000

875, OOO

147,410

35, 000

10, 000

25, 000

7,000

281, 100

10, 900

2,000

1,000

2,000

500

3,000

2,000

$77, 417, 066

66, 351, 512

20, 476, 294

19, 000, 000

18, 500, 000

4, 197, 734

3, 720, 000

2, 374, 784

1, 700, 965

1, 665, 490

1, 460, 000

910, 000

490, 000

437, 500

868, 525

175, 000

140, 000

120, 000

100, 000

84, 000

82, 975

67, 464

55, 112

35, 000

30, 000

20, 000

12, COO

10, 500

5,100

220, 007, 021

a The commercial product, that is, the amount marketed, was only 06,809,356 tons, worth $70, 149,824.

6 The commercial product, that is, the amount marketed, was only 30,718,293 tens, worth $61,436,586.

c Tear ending May 31.

E48um4 of the values of the metallio and non-metallic mineral suhsiancts produced in the

United States in 1884.

Metals ; $186,097,599

Mineral substances named in the foregoing table 220,007,021

406, 104, 620

Fire-clay, kaolin, potter's clay, common brick clay, terra cotta, building sand, glass sand,

limestone used as flux in lead smelting, limestone in glass making, iron ore used as flux

in lead smelting, marls (other than New Jersey), gypsum, tin ore, antimony, iridosmine,

mill-buhrstone and stone for making grindstone.-i, novaculite, corundum, lithographic '

stone, talc and soapstone, quartz, fluorspar, nitrate of soda, carbonate of soda, sulphate

of soda, native alum, ozocerite, mineral soap, strontia, infusorial earth and tripoli, pumice-

stone, sienna, umber, etc., certainly not less than 7,000,000

Grand totaj , , , 413, 104, 02g
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The production in 1884, 1883, and 1882 compared.—Tables sbowiDg

the quantities and values of the mineral products of the United States

in 1883 and 1882 are appended for the sake of comparison. From these

it appears that the total value of the metals and minerals produced in

1884 was $39,100,008 less than in 1883, and that the decline in 1883

from 1882 was $3,012,061 ; that is, the falling off in value began on a

small scale in 1883, but was accented in 1884. The net decline, as will

be seen by reference to the tables, has been due rather to a depression

in price than a decrease in quantity ; indeed, several important sub-

stances show a decided increase in production, notwithstanding the

general dullness of trade. The overproduction, taking the whole held

into consideration, has been less than was generally fea"red.

Metallic products of the United Stales in 1S83.

Pig iron, long tons, spot value

Silver, troy ounces, coining value.

Gold, troy ounces, coining value

Copper, pounds, value at New York City (a)

Lead, short tons, value at 'Now York City

Zinc, short tons, value at New York City

Quicksilver, flasks, value at San Francisco

Nickel, pounds, value at Philadelphia (6)

Aluminum, troy ounces, value at Philadelphia

Platinum, troy ounces, value crude at New York City.

Total

Quantity.

4,

35,

1,

117,

595, 510

733, 622

451, 249

151, 795

143, 957

36, 872

40, 725

58, 800

1,000

200

Value.

$91, 910, 200

46, 200, 000

30, 000, 000

18, 064, 807

12, 322, 719

3,311,106

1, 253, 632

52, 920

875

600

203, 116, 859

^Including copper made from imported pyrites. 6 Including nickel in copper-nickel alloy.

Non-metallic mineral products of tlie United Stales in 1883 {spot values).

Quantity.

Bituminous coal, brown coal, lignite, and anthracite mined elsewhere than
]

in Pennsylvania long tons (a}..' 68,531, 500

Pennsylvania anthracite do (6) . . ! 34, 336, 469

Petroleum barrels . . l 23, 400, 229

Building stone
i

Lime barrels..
j 32,000,000

Cement '. do....j 4,190,000

Salt do.... I 6,192,231

Sovith Carolina phosphate rock long tons (c) ..j 378,380

Limestone for iron flux , do
j

3,814,273

Mineral waters gallons sold..i 47,289,743

Concentrated borax pounds . . 6, 500, 000

New Jersey marls short tons. .
j

972, 000

Natural gas
j

Mica pounds. . |
114, 000

Value.

aThe commercial product, that is, the amount marketed, was only 65,030,171 tons, worth $78,

6 The commercial product, that is, the amount uiarl^etpd, was only 31,793,027 tons, worth f71

f Year ending May 3J.

237, 800

257, 055

740, 252

000, 000

200, 000

293, 500

211, 042

270, 280

907, 136

139, 483

585, 00 I

486, 000

475, 000

283, 000

036,205

534,3U,
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Non-vxetallic mineral ])roduoia of the UniUd Slates in 1883, ^c.—Continued.

Quantity. Value.

Pyrites long tons.

.

Manganese ore do

—

Gold quartz souvenirs, jewelry, etc

Crude bary t es long tons .

.

Precious stones -

Ochor long tons . -

Bromine pounds..

Feldspar ". long tons..

Chrome iron ore do ...

Graphite pounds..

Asbestus short tons.

.

Sulphur do

Slate ground as a pigment long tons.

.

Asphaltum short tons..

Cobalt oxide pounds..

Total

25, 000

8,000

27,000

7,000

301,100

14, 100

3,000

575, 000

1,000

1,000

2,000

3,000

1,090

$137, 500

120, 000

If., 000

108, 000

92, 050

84, 000

72, 264

71, 112

60, 000

46, 000

30, 000

27, 000

24, 000

10, 500

2,795

241, 087, 769

Il6sum4 of the values of the metalUe and non-metalHc mineral substances produced in the

United States in ItiS'S.

Metals $203,116,859

Mineral substances named in the foregoing table 241, li87, 769

444, 204, 628

Estimated value of mineral products unspecified , 8, 000, 000

Grand total 452,204.628

Metallic products of the United States in 1882.

Pig iron, long tons, spot value

Silver, troy ounces, coining value

Gold, troy ounces, coining value

Copper, pounds, value at New York City (a)

Lead, short tons, value at New York City

Zinc, short tons, value at New York City

Quicksilver, flasks, value at San Francisco

Nickel, pounds, value at Philadelphia (b)

Antimony, shoit tons, value at San Francisco

Platinum, troy ounces, value crude at New York City.

Total

Quantity. Yalue.

4, 623, 323
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Non-metallio mineral products of the United States in 1882 {spot values).

Quantity. Value.

Bitaminoas coal, l)rown coal, lignite, and anthracite mined elsewhere than

in Pennsylvania long tons (a) .

.

Pennsylvania anthracite do (6) .

.

Petroleum harrels (c) .

.

Lime - do

—

Building stone '.

Salt barrels..

Cement do—
Limestone for iron flax long tons..

South Carolina phosphate rock do (d) .

.

Kew Jersey marls short tons .

.

Concentrated borax pounds.

.

Mica do...

Kataralgas

Oclier long tons..

Soapstone short tons .

.

Crndobarytes long tons..

Precious stonoa

Gold quartz souvenirs, jewelry, etc

tons.

60, 861, 100

31, 358, 264

30, 053, 500

31, 000, 000

Pyrite .long

Manganese ore do . .

.

Chrome iron ore do . .

.

Asbestus short tons

.

Graphite pounds

.

Cobalt oxide do . .

.

Slate ground as a pigment ,. ..long tons.

Sulphur short tons.

Asphaltum '. do -.

Corundum do. ..

Pumice-stone do . .

.

6,412,373

3, 250, 000

3, 850, 000

332, 077

1, 080, 000

4, 236, 291

100, 000

7,000

6,000

20, 000

12,0j0

3,500

2,500

1,200

425, 000

11, 653

2,000

600

3,000

500

70

Total....

$76, 076, 487

70, 556, 094

23, 704, 698

21,700,000

21, 000, 000

4, 340, 140

3, 672, 750

2, 310, 000

1, 992, 462

510,000

338, 903

250, 000

215,000

105, 000

90, 000

80, 000

75, 000

75, 000

72, 000

52, 500

50, 000

36, 000

34, 000

32, 046

24, 000

21, 000

10, 500

6,250

1, 750

227, 461, 580

a The commercial product, that is, tho amount marketed, was only 57,963,038 tons, worth $72,453,797.

6 The commercial product, that is, the amount marketed, was only 29,120,096 tons, worth $65,520,216.

c Pennsylvania and New York field only ; the outside production was very small.

d Tear ending May 31.

Rhum4 of file values of the metallic and iion-metallic viineral substances produced in the

United Stales in 1882.

Metals $219,755,109

Mineral substances named in the foregoing table 227, 461, 580

447,216,689

Estimated value of mineral products unspecified 8, 000, 000

Grand total 455.216,689

This total for 1883 has been increased, by corrections and additions,

$1,304,283 upon the figure given in the first report of this series, which

was $453,912,400.



COAL.

The coal statistics of tbis volume liave been drawn from various

sources, including the reports of agents and correspondents of this

otfice, the transportation records of the railroad companies, reports of

State mine inspectors and of State geological surveys, etc. Special

acknowledgment is due to the excellent work of Mr. F. li. Saward,

editor of the Coal Trade Journal, whose estimates have been followed

in many cases. The compilation has been in charge of Mr. S. C.

Armstrong. The papers of Dr. H. M. Chance on anthracite mining, Mr.

Stuart M. Buck on coal mining in the Kanawha valley, and Mr. Joseph

T>. Weeks on the manufacture of coke, which follow this section, should

be consulted in connection with it.

PRODUCTION.

A concise statement of the coal output of the United States in 1884,

as compared with that of 1883, is here reproduced from the summary,

page 1 : ..

The only statistics in which the trade is interested are those relating

to the amount of coal which is rained for and reaches the market. There

is besides a local and colliery consumption which is usually disregarded

in statistics, and which ranges from 5 to 6^ per cent, of the total ship-

ments. Of what may be called the commercial product, the quanti-

ties in 1884 were as follows: Pennsylvania anthracite, 30,718,293 long

tons; bituminous and brown coal, lignite, and small lots of anthracite

Diined elsewhere than in Pennsj'lvania, 06,809,356 long tons ; total,

97,527,649 long tons. The spot value of the commercial product was

:

Pennsylvania anthracite, $01,436,586 ; bituminous and all other coals,

$70,149,824; total, $13
1
,586,410. Including the local consumption, etc.,

the total product in 1884 may be stated at 106,906,295 long tons; namely,

33,175,750 long tons of Pennsylvania anthracite and 73,730,539 long
tons of bituminous and all other coals ; and the value at the mines
was: Pennsylvania anthracite, $66,351,512; bituminous and all other

coals, $77,417,066 ; total, $143,768,578. The total production (that is, in-

cluding colliery and local consumption) of anthracite was 1,100,713 long
tons less than in 1883, while its value was $10,905,543 less, the dispro-

portionate decline in value being due to a fall of 25 cents per ton in

spot price ($2.25 to $2). The total bituminous coal production in-

creased 5,199,039 long tons over that of 1883; but its value was
11
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$4,820,734 less, the average valuation at the collieries having fallen

from $1,20 to $1.05. The total output of all coals showed a net gain in

tonnage of 4,038,326 long tons and a decline in value of $15,720,277.

The following table shows the commercial output during the last five

years, by States and Territories, in long tons. In the case of a few of

the smaller items, originally estimated in short tons, it has not been

deemed advisable to convert the figures into long tons, the difference

being less than the jirobable error, and the round figures being prefer-

able.

Coal produced in the several Stales and Territories, not including the local and colliery ton-

sumption.

States and Territories.

Pennsylvania, anthracite .

.

Pennsylvania, bituminous.
Illinois .

.

Ohio
Maryland
Missouri
West Virginia
Indiana —
Iowa
Kentucky
Tennessee
Virginia
Kansas
Miihifjan
Ehode Island
Alabama
Georgia
Colorado
Wyoming .

Kew Mexico
Utah
California
Ort'gon
Washington
Texis
Arkansas
Montana
Dakota
Idaho
Indian Territory

Total.

1880.

Long tons.

23, 437, 242
19,01.0,000

4, 000, 000

7, 000, 000
2, 136, 160

1, 500, 000
1,400,000
1,10(1,000

1, 601», 000

1, 000, 000
600, 000
100,010
550, 000
75, 000
10, 000

340, 000
100, 000

• 390, 1 83
275, 000

(?)

225, 000
175, 000
80, 000

175, 000

1881.

65, 218, 585

Long tons.

28, 500, 016
20, 000, 000
6, 000, 000
8, 250, 000
2,201,918
1, 750, 000
1, 500, 000
1,771,536
1, 750, 000
1, 100, 000

750, 000
100, 000
750, 000
100, 000
10,000

375, 000
1511, 000
6:fl,021

375, 000
(h

225, 000
125, 000
£0,000

175, 000

1882.

76, 679, 491

Long tons.

29, 1.0, 096
22, OUO, 000
9, 000, 000
9, 4'i0. 000
l,54it,4C6

2, 000, 000

2, 000. 000
1,976,470
3, 5U(», 000

1, 300, 000
8o0. 000
100,000
750, 000
130. 000
10, 000

800, 000
175, 000
947, 749
631,932
146,421
250, 000
150, 000
30, 000

225, 000

1883.

Long tons.

31,793,027
24, 000, 000
10,3'0, 000
8, 229, 429
2, 206, 172
2, •- 50. 000
2, 805, 565
2, 560, 000
3,881,300
1, 650, 000
1, 000, 000

22.5, 000
900, 000

135, 000
10, 000

1, 400, Olio

200, 000
1,097,851

696, 151

188,703
250, 000
175, 000
50, 000

300, 000
100, 000
75, 000
60. 000
50, 000
10, 000

175, 000

87, 083, 134 I 96, 823, 198
i

1884.

Long tons.

30,718,293
25, 000, 000
10, 000, 000
7, 650, 062
2, 469, 051
2,510,000
3, 000, 000
2, 260, 000
3, 903, 458
1, 550, 000

1, 200, 000

300, 000

1,100,000
135, 000
10, 000

2, 000, 000
200, 000

1. 008, 950

805, 911
190,924
250, 000
150, 000

50, 000
300, 000
100, 000
150, 000
60, 000
40, 000
20, 000

400, 000

97, 527, 649

Including the local and colliery consumption, the figures for the last

three years would be as follows, the values being values at the mine

:

Total coal output of the United States, 1882, 188.3, and 1884.

Tears.
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THE WORLD'S PRODUCTION OF COAL.

The following table shows the total output of coal for the last calen-

dar years of which statistics are available. With the exception of the

figure for the United States, the table has been compiled by the secre-

tary of the American Iron and Steel Association. Long tons of 2,240

pounds are used in giving the statistics of Great Britain, the United

States, Eussia, and " other countries," and metric tons of 2,204 pounds

for all the continental countries of Europe except Eussia. As the dif-

ference between the long ton and the metric ton is so trifling, it is not

necessary to change official figures.

Countries. Tons.

Great Britain (1884) •.

United states (1884)

Germany and Luxemburg (1883)
France (1884)

Belgium (1884)

Austria and Hungary (1883)
Kussia (1882)

Sweden (1882) ,

Spain (1880)
Italy (1882)
Other countries (1883)

Total

160, 757, 815
106, 906, 295
70, 442, 648
20, 127, 209
18,041.000
17, 047, 961

3, 742, 380
250, OOO
847, 128
220, 000

8, 000, 000

406, 382, 436

From this it will be seen that the annual coal production of the United

States is now one-fourth of that of the world.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

The following tables show the movement of coal during recent years,

as reported by the custom-houses. The values aro those declared, and
are of course much higher than the " sj)ot " rates which have been used

in computing the total annual value of the domestic production.

The tariff from 1824 to 1843 was 6 cents per bushel, or $1.68 per long

ton ; from 1843 to 1846, $1.75 per ton ; 1846, 30 per cent, ad valorem

;

1847 to 1801, 24 per cent, ad valorem; 1862 to 1804, $1 per ton; 1865,

$1.10; 1866 to 1872, $1.25 per ton; since August, 1872, 75 cents per

ton. During the period from June, 1854, to March, 1866, the reciprocity

treaty was in force, and coal from the British possessions in jS^orth

America was admitted into the United States duty free.

The imports are from Australia and British Columbia to San Fran-

cisco; from Great Britain to the Atlantic and Pacific coasts, and from

Nova Scotia to Atlantic coast ports. The exports are mainly from the

lake and Atlantic shii)ping ports to the Canadian provinces and to the

West Indies.
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Coal hnporled and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884, inclusive.

Fiscal years ending Jane 30—
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by a narrow belt of older rocks, is the Cahaba coal field, having an area

of about 230 square miles, while northeast of this and near it is the

Coosa field, covering about 300 square miles. These smaller fields were

evidently at one time continuous with the greater ones to the west atid

belonged to the great Appalachian basin, from which they have been

separated by folding, faulting, and erosion. They are narrow and elon-

gated in a northeast and southwest direction. Comparing the geology

of Alabama with that of Pennsylvania we find that certain series of

strata are very much reduced in thickness. In this State the Coal Meas-

ures, however, have suffered no apparent diminution in thickness ; they

are estimated in rour.d numbers at about 3,000 feet, one section meas-

uring, according to Prof. E. A. Smith, 2,600 feet. The Warrior coal

field is divided by Professor Smith into the plateau or table-land region

on the north and the Warrior basin proper lying to the south. The

southward extension of the anticlinal, which in the northern portion of

the State gives rise to Brown's valley, traverses the field as a low ridge

and divides the basins into two unequal troughs ; of these, the one in

the east, which is the narrower and is drained by the Locust fork or

Little Warrior liver, is the best known, lying as it does between the

anticlinal just mentioned and that of Long valley. Between this valley

and Locust fork the section already referred to was made by Profes-

sor Smith and shows above the Lower Carboniferous limestone about

2,600 feet of Coal Measures, including the Conglomerate at the base;

this, from its proximity to the valley and to the railroad, is the part of the

field which has been best explored. There arefound in this section twelve

seams of coal of from 2^ to 7 feet, and having an aggregate thickness of

50 feet ;. of these, five seams have been mined. The strata are nearly

horizontal and affected only by slight undulations. The Pratt seam,

the highest in the section, which is now extensively mined about 6 miles

west of Birmingham, yields 4J feet of coal with one shale parting.

To the west of the division just described the development of coal in

the region drained by the Big Warrior river is not less considerable,

the surveys of Professor Smith and others showing the existence of

many excellent seams of good quality, measuring from 3 to G feet in

thickness.

In its southern part, where the Cahaba field attains its maximum
breadth of 12 miles, the measures are regular, and have a dip of from
6° to 10° along the western border, gradually increasing to 12° or

15° near Lily shoals, on the river, and to 45° or more near to its

eastern edge, where the strata along the great fault are sometimes
nearly vertical. Farther northward, about 30 miles from its south-

ern extremity, where the Cahaba field is reduced to a breadth of 6

miles, the strata are somewhat crushed, and the Upper Measures, which
appear farther south, near Montevallo, are wanting. The field is here

crossed obliquely by the Alabama North and South railroad, along the

line of which, according to Professor Eothwell, are found nine work-
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able beds of coal measuring from 2 to 4 feet in thickness, and giving an
aggregate of over 28 feet. In the wider and less disturbed parts of the

field, farther south, the coal seams are thicker. On Four-Mile creek

the same observer found eight seams with an aggregate thickness of

38 feet, besides four higher seams in the Montevallo beds, equal to 12

feet. Along the eastern border of the field, however, the lower coals

will be too deep for profitable mining.

Besides the analyses of coals from this field given by Eothwell, an

extended table of analyses of others from the Warrior basin is given by

Smith in bis report for 1879-1880, and it may be said in general terms

that the coals from both these fields are equal to those from the more

northern portions of the Appalachian basin. They present the usual

varieties in quality and composition, some of them being dry-burning

coals, others coking coals with as much as 65 per cent, of fixed carbon,

while others contain much more volatile matter.

The coal fields of Alabama-, although examined and studied early in

the present ceutury and investigated at several times since, were not

developed to any extent until during the war. Mines were opened in

Alabama to supply coal for the Confederate Government and were

worked with success. The excellent qualities of the coal were then

clearly demonstrated. Soon after the close of the war several com-

panies were formed to mine coal, but the results were not favorable;

the demand had to be built up; the pioneers in the business did not find

it profitable ; some could not fiud a market ; others struck jjoor veins

of coal, and the result in either case was failure. The day had not come

for Alabama coal, nor for the Cahaba, the Newcastle, the Spencer mines,

and others. Perhaps the first real success in profitable mining in the

State was made by Messrs. T. H. Aldrich & Co., who leased a mine and

worked and continued to work the Montevallo coal, a very superior

grate coal, fully equal to English caunel coal. In 1872 only 10,000 tons

of coal were mined in Alabama. In 1879 the Pratt Coal and Coke Com-
pany went to work operating the Pratt seam for steam, coke, and gas

purposes, and the Helena seam for grate and coke ])ui poses ; this was

a new era in the coal business of the State, and much credit is due to

Mr. H. P. De Bardelebeu, the originator and principal owner of this

company, who had the foresight to see the future that awaited the coal

industry in Alabama.

Aside from the abundance and excellent quality of the coal in Ala-

bama, a very important circumstance in connection with it is its prox-

imity to the waters of the Gulf of Mexico, with which it can readily be

connected by improvement of the rivers draining the coal Helds. From
Tuscaloosa, which is on the southeastern edge of the Warrior field, there

is navigation throughout the year to Mobile, a distance of 355 miles.

As appears from a report of the United States Engineers to the War
Department submitted to Congress in 1880, there is between Tusca-

loosa and Sipsey fork, in the Warrior basin, in a distance of 92^ miles,
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a rise of about 160 feet. A system of dams and locks, with cliambers 145

by 30 feet, would suffice to establish water communication from this

point, in the heart of the coal field, to Mobile throughout the year, for

an estimated cost of $400,000. Barges laden with cotton, coal, and

lumber have, it is said, for many years been sent down this way during

seasons of high water.

The Alabama river is navigable from Montgomery or Wetumpka to

Mobile ; and the Cahaba river, which drains the Cahaba field and falls

into the Alabama a little above Selma, can in like manner, according

to official report, be made navigable at a cost of $500,000. Eailroad

facilities, while for a long time insufficient, are also good, four prominent

roads now passing through the coal districts. They are the Louisville

and Nashville, the Georgia Pacific, the East Tennessee, Virginia and

Georgia, and the Alabama Great Southern. The scope of work has,

consequently, widened, instead of confining itself to the river banks,

as was formerly the case. Six years ago the Louisville and Nashville

road hauled only 2,000 tons of Alabama coal. Now there are as many
tons mined each day in the Birmingham district alone. The demand
for Alabama coal is far in excess of the supply. Its introduction into

New Orleans and other southwestern markets has met with immense

favor. Many new mines are starting into operation, and branch rail-

ways are being constructed, so that the outlook for the coal industry in

this State is very good. The appended analyses will serve to show the

character of the coal

:
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by the 1.09 per cent, additional moisture in the latter coal. The amount
of sulphur is less than in either of the two best Tertiary coals on the

line of the Central Pacific railroad, and the amount of moisture is

claimed to be lower than in any other American coal of which analyses

have been tabulated. A good coal has been found also on Admiralty
island, almost equal in quality to the Wellington coal of Vaucouver
island. A bed of coal represented to be anthracite was recently dis-

covered at Saint John's bay, 17 miles north of Sitka, a sample from
which used on one of the United States vessels in those waters was
pronounced a fair steam coal.

ARIZONA.
In Apache county, Arizona, vast measures of coal exist, but are yet

undeveloped. The coal region embraces the northern division of Apache
and that portion of Yavapai county north of the Little Colorado river.

This coal bed also extends into New Mexico on the east and Utah on
the north. Mr. C. P. Stanton, who visited the fields, writes

:

"Close to Fort Defiance there is a vein 9 feet thick, and it seems to

possess all the qualities of excellent bituminous coal, and to rank next

to anthracite for domestic purposes. I see no reason why it should not

be pre-eminently useful for generating steam and for smelting purposes.

This descrii)tion will apply to all the coal in the Arizona coal basin.

The next great bed of coal is situated almost 20 miles northwest from

the Moqui villages. It is 23 feet thick, and boldly crops out for a dis-

tance of 3 miles. The coal is close, compact, and forms a very hot

fire. It resembles in external appearance the Pennsylvania bituminous

coal."

The Atlantic and Pacific railroad passes a few miles south of this

deposit in New Mexico, and the company uses the coal for locomotive

fuel. The main belt is nearly 50 miles north of the line.

Mr. Patrick Hamilton, author of "Eesources of Arizona," says

:

"On Deer creek, a tributary of the Gila, in Pinal county, bituminous

coal of an excellent quality has been discovered. The extent of the

deposit is about 4 miles long by 2 miles wide. The veins are from 3 to

8 feet thick. The coal makes excellent coke, and for domestic purposes

is said to be unequaled."

The late survey of the San Carlos reservation brings these coal beds

within its limits, and the work of development has consequently been

stopped.
ARKANSAS.

The coal field of Arkansas covers twelve counties and has an area

which has been variously estimated to be from 9,000 to 12,000 miles. It

is a portion of the great Missouri field, but projects into Arkansas, not

from Missouri, but from that portion of the field lying in Indian Terri-

tory, and while broad as it enters the State, narrows ra])idly to a point.

The outcrops, showing coal from 4 to 7 feet thick, are nearly all found on
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the south side of the Arkansas river, in Sebastian county, and cover

a territory from 12 to 18 miles wide, east and west, and 30 to 35 miles

north and south. C n the north side of the river the coal shows a thick-

ness of only a foot or two until Ozaik, 30 miles from the west line of

the State ; there it apiiroximates 4 feet, but rapidly thins until it runs

out about 100 miles fiom the Indian Territory line, on the north side of

the Arkansas river. The Spadra semi-anthracite is the only coal that

is known in market to any extent. An account of its location, etc.,

will be found in the first volume of this series. As far as mining oper-

ations are concerned but little has been done. The Little Eock and

Fort Smith Eailroad Company mine to a small extent 30 or 40 miles

east of Fort Smith, taking coal to Little Eock and other points. A
corporation under the name of the Arkansas Coal and Mining Com-

pany, however, has purchased 3,000 or 4,000 acres of coal land, 25

miles south of Fort Smith, and may inaugurate extensive operations.

There is not yet much local demand.

CALIFORNIA.

Although it is easy to find coal at many localities in the Coast range

from one end of the State to the other, as well as at certain points in the

western foothills of the Sierra Nevada, it generally happens either that

its quality is poor, or its quantity is small, or else that it is situated in

the heart of the mountains so far from market that the cost of trans-

portation alone would far exceed the value of the coal. The develop-

ment of mines which, under other circumstances, might be worked has

also been interfered with by the facility with which imported coal can

be secured on the Pacific coast.

The fact that many ships are constantly coming to San Francisco, the

main point of delivery for wheat cargoes, is in favor of comparatively

cheap freights for foreign coals; and cargoes of coal are thus brought

from Australia and Great Britain at very low rates. Owing, however,

to the number of losses of ships during the past two years from their

cargoes of coal taking fire, it is hardly probable that any lower rates

of freight will be secured, as the insurance companies are now consider-

ing the advisability of still further increasing the already large premi-

ums for such cargoes. It is now difficult to secure shipments of Scotch

splint. West Hartley, and similar coals, as the insurance companies are

demanding double the rates of 1883, on the ground that, on account of

the great combustibility of these cocls, they are not adapted to long-

voyages. Owing to these tendencies the coal-mining industry on the

Pacific coast has been stimulated during the last two years, and greater

activity, with a consequent increased production, has resulted.

In 1883 the receipts of coal in San Francisco amounted to 899,301 tons,

of which the Mount Diablo, California, mines produced only 7G,lGli tons.

These mines, combined with the coast collieries, produced of the total

ajpount but 322,335 tons. During the first six mouths of 1884, how-
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ever, the consumption of coal increased more than 96,000 tons over the

similar period iu 1883. During these six months too these importers

of foreign coal are said to have made heavy looses. Thus incited to

greater efforts, some of the coast collieries increased their product con-

siderably in the period mentioned, the Tacoma and Seattle collieries

having shipped 50,000 tons in excess of the amount produced in the

same period in 1883. Again, a colliery in Nanaimo, British Columbia,

which did not yield anything in 1883, sent down 45,240 tons in the first

six months of 1884. The following statistics show the receipts of coal

at San Francisco for the past three years

:

Receipts of Pacific coast coal at San Francisco.

Mines.

Monnt Diablo
Soutliport
Seattle
Rent 'D

Newport
South Praiiie.
Carbon Hill...

Location.

Mount Diablo, California .

Coos Bay, Oregon .

Newcastle, Washington ..

do
Coos Bay, Oregon
Tacoma, Washington
Carbon HiU, Washington

.

1882.

Short tons.

113,35b
12, >-6(i

150, 000

24, 000

64, 745

Short tons.

76, 102

139, 600

20, 476

15,871
140, 135

Short tons.

77, 4b5

125, 000
32.413
a5, 000
&22,9i0
122, 060

a Not worked tUl December. b Shipments began in June.

The various sources from which California derived her coal supplies

during the past two years are £is follows

:

Total receipts of coal at San Francisco in 1883 and 1884.

From

—

British Columbia (Wellington and Nanaimo)
Australia .,

English and Welsh
Scotch
Eastern (Cumberland and anthracite)
Seattle ;...

Carbon Hill
Mount Diablo (three mines)
Eenton, Newport, and South Prairie ;

Total ..'.

1><83.

Short tons.

128, 503
174, 143

131, 355
21,942
43, 861

139,6^0
140, 135

76, 162

43, 600

1884.

Short tons.

291,040
190, 497
108, 808
21. 143
38, 124

125, 300
122,060
77, 485
60,413

899,301 I 1,035,076

In computing these annual imports into California the arrivals at

Wilmington (the seaport of Los Angeles) are included, amounting in

1884 to 07,000 tons of foreign coal.

While numerous other deposits in the State have of late years been

developed, and are attaining some commercial importance, the Mount
Diablo field continues to be. the principal home source of supply. The
extent of this field may be stated in broad terms to be some 10 or 12

miles along the line of outcrop of the beds running through the north-

ern part cf township 1 north, range 1 east, and the northwestern and
central ijortions of townshii) 1 north, range 2 east, Mount Diablo me-

ridian.

By the phrase " Mount Diablo coal field," as here used, however, must
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be understood not merely the actually productive region but the whole

extent of the belt through which there has been found some definite

evidences of probability that the beds were once continuous, or nearly

so, and within which sufficient discoveries have been made to lead to

the expenditure of any considerable sums of money in explorations and
attempts to develop new mines. The area within which the mines have

hitherto been profitably worked, however, is far more limited in extent.

It lies among the higher hills in the western portion of the belt above

described, and incJudes a distance of only about 2J miles along the

strike of the beds, from the west limits of the Black Diamond Com-
pany's workings in the northeast quarter of section 7, where the beds

either split up, or run out, or become too much crushed and broken to

pay for working, to the most eastern limits of the Pittsburgh Com-
pany's workings in the southwest quarter of section 3 and the north-

west quarter of section 10, where they are stopped by the wall of a great

fault which interv^enes between them and Stewart's mine on the east.

The Central {i. e., Stewart's) mine is not here included within the profit-

ably productive limits, for the simple reason that while it has produced

considerable coal, its shipments having been sometimes as high as a

thousand tons per month, it is more than probable that its production

has been at a loss instead of a profit to its owners.

Within the limits thus indicated, the chief openings of the mines, as

well as the dwellings of the miners and other buildings, are, owing to

the topography of the country, concentrated at two villages, Norton-

ville and Somersville, which are about a mile apart. Each of these

villages lies at the head of a deep canon running northerly to the edge

of the San Joaquin plain. Down each cafLou runs a railroad of stand-

ard gauj^e, the distance from eacii village to the plain being about 3

miles. The railroads, after emerging from their respective canons, con-

tinue northwardly across the jdain, which is about 3 miles in width, to

the San Joaquin river, terminating at points of shipment on that stream.

The coal beds which have been profitably worked in the Mount
Diablo district are three-in number, and are known, respectively, as the

"Clark vein," the "Little vein," and the "Black Diamond vein." Of
these the Clark vein is the highest in stratigraphical position ; next in

order below it comes the Little vein ; while the Black Diamond vein is

the lowest and underlies both the others. The beds lie nearly parallel

with each other, all dipping to the north, and at the immediate localities

of the villages, both of I^ortouville and Somersville, the amount of dip

is from 30° to 32o.
•

In the Clayton tunnel, at Nortonville, as the level distance from the

floor of the Clark vein south to the roof of the Black Diamond vein

is GOG feet, and the dip here being about 31°, it follows that the

total thickness of the strata, including the Little vein, between the

Clark and Black Diamond veins, is at this locality about 359 feet. At
certain points the level distance between the beds is somewhat less than
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it is here, while in other places it is considerably greater. This is due
mainlj^ to changes in the degree of dip of the beds, though it is more
than probable that the actual thickness of the strata between them also

varies somewhat at different localities.

Mount Diablo coal has been mainly used for steam coal in San Fran-

cisco and on the steamers of the bay; but it is a liguite of poor quality,

and, owing to its sulphur, is disliked for domestic purposes.

Commencing to produce in 18G0, the Mouut Diablo mines have since

turned out about 100,000 tons a year. Their yield for the past two

years, however, has been about 76,000 tons per year, and a material de-

crease is expected, if not an entire cessation of pi;oduction. The sup-

ply of other coal of better quality is increasing, and competition will

probably soon become too severe for a profitable working of these de-

posits. This has already gone so far that the mines are at present

closed, and there i« some doubt as to their starting again.

The coal fields of lone valley, Amador county, which produce an in-

ferior coal, are being rapidly developed. They are known to extend

from Lancha Plana to Buckeye valley, a stretch of about 20 miles in

Amador county, and into Placer county, where the Lincoln coal mines

are being worked. The coal is found in a narrow channel of varying

width. On various spots on the Grant Company 's property holes have

been bored, and coal is found at a depth of 00 feet from the surface. The

seam varies from 4 to 20 feet in thickness, and the practice so far has

been that when the layer has been worked out the mine has been aban-

doned without exploring to greater depths. The coal seam rests upon

a mixture of white clay and sand, the underlying formation being un-

known. The deepest point at which boring operations have been

pushed is 125 feet. Coal is being mined at three distinct places : from

two mines near lone City, one owned by the lone Coal Company, or

more generally known as the Railroad Company's mine, and the other

by D wight Younglove. The former is shipping an average of 100 tons

per day, and the shipments of the latter have averaged 50 tons per day.

This coal is delivered on the cars at lone for $l!50 and $2 per ton, the

higher price being for stove coal for household use. At tbe Younglove

mine a tunnel has been run from the side hill, which has penetrated the

coal channel a distance of 250 feet, and how far beyond lies the western

limit of the deposit has yet to be determined.

The Lancha Plana coal mine, owned by Murray & Waddell, and

which has been idle for some time, owing to want of means to work it

to advantage, has recently been leased for a period of twenty years to

Mr. Gregory, of Sacramento. The coal found at this point is said to

be of a better quality than the lone coal. The new proprietors have

started in to work the property on a large scale. The mine is 5 miles

distant from the terminus of the San Joaquin and Sierra Nevada nar-

row-gauge railroad. At present the coal is hauled by team to the rail-

road depot at a cost of $2 per ton. By the cars it is hauled to tide-
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water and from thence shipped to San Francisco and other points. It

can be laid down in San Francisco for $G per ton, which will leave the

mine owners a fair margin of jn-otit. It is the intention of the new
management to biiild a railroad side track to the coal mine, which will

greatly reduce the cost of transportation to market.

The lone Coal Comi)an.y is opening up a new mine about 3 miles north

of lone. Coal has been encountered at a depth of 55 feet, and also a

strong body of water, which is giving considerable trouble to control.

The lone Valley coal frequently receives the name of iouite, from its

peculiar composition. This name was given it by Mr. Samuel Purnell,

of the Central Pacific Eailroad Company. Mr. Purnell describes it as

follows:

" When first found it contains 50 per cent, of water, but when air-

dried it floats on water, the specific gravity being about 0.9. It melts

to a pitch-like mass which burns easily with a dense black smoke, hav-

ing a resinous aromatic odor, and with a yellow flame. Iouite contains

13 per cent, of impurity, principally silica and alumina. Streak reddish

yellow, fracture irregular, luster none. When i)ulverized, water sus-

pends a portion of the clay in the mineral. It is partly soluble in cold

alcohol, more so in boiling alcohol, giving a brown solution. On addi-

tion of water no precipitate is deposited, but the solution becomes per-

manently of a milky color. Very soluble in etiier, forming a brownish

black solution ; on adding water a brown tarry substance is obtained,

very inflammable, and which, while burning, gives off the odor of burn-

ing sealing wax; wholly soluble in chloroform, except the clay or ash,

forming a brownish black solution
;
poured into water a brown oil falls

to the bottom
;
partly soluble in cold, more so in boiling oil of turpentine,

forming a wine-red solution; on concentration of the solution crystals

of paraffine are separated ; almost wholly insoluble in cold or boiling

petroleum naphtha; subjected to dry distillation a brown tarry oil passes

over mixed with green colored water, lonite is found in considerable

abundance at the original locality, and I Uave found it in lignite beds
in San Benito county. It will be more carefully studied in the future

and will perhaps be found valuable otherwise than as a fuel."

Among California discoveries announced" of late, the deposit known as

the Mcintosh & Cheney, in San Diego county, is seemingly the most
important. A tunnel which has been carried into this deposit a distance

of 200 feet shows a solid vein of coal of from 4 to 7 feet in thickness,

but little mixed with slate or other foreign matter, and not much differ-

ent from the Mount Diablo coal. This coal can be easily mined, and as it

burns well and can be afforded at a low price, the output of the mine,

amounting to several hundred tons, has met with ready sale to con-

sumers in the neighborhood. Should this deposit prove permanent, it

will greatly benefit that part of the country, which is almost destitute

of timber. Coal indications of a similar kind have also been met with

during the past year or two in Mono and Los Angeles counties, the im-
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portance of these finds being magnified through their occurrence in

sparsely wooded districts. Coal signs occur in many other parts of the

State, but in few instances has enough work been done upon them to

indicate their probable value.

COLiOKADO.

The deposits of coal in Colorado are of great extent, and are found

in almost every portion of the State. The coal area has been variously

estimated at from 20,000 to 50,000 square miles. The known and par-

tially developed coal fields cover about 1,500 square miles, while the

area of the Laramie, Fox Hills, and Colorado Cretaceous formations,

which are coal- bearing, comprises about one-third of the surface of the

State, or approximately 35,000 square miles.

Coal raining in Colorado is yet in its first stages; but the develop-

ment of the Diiues is keeping pace with the growth of the State. The
rapid increase of the manufacturing and railroad interests has of late

created a large demand for fuel, which has caused the opening of a

number of new mines, and the resumption of work at many old and

abandoned workings. However, except in the immediate neighbor-

hood of Golden, no depth has as yet been attained, only those veins

which crop on the surface having been opened to any extent.

The coal fields of the northernmost portion of Colorado are known
to occupy quite a wide extent of territory, but remain as yet undevel-

oped through lack of railroad facilities and a market for the coal. The

best known coal veins are embraced in the Crafton property, containing

6,720 acres in the North park. Grand county. The coal here occurs in

the Laramie formation, and is similar in almost every respect, as to

character and mode of occurrence, to the coal in the Boulder and Weld
county fields. It is a lignite of ordinary quality, and occurs in three

distinct veins. The principal openings are the Coal Hill, Eed Hill, No.

1, and No. 3. In the Coal Hill mine the coal exposed is about 15 feet

thick, breaks in lumps of all.sizes, and is free from earthy matter, but

contains considerable quantities of iron pyrites. The following are

analyses of two specimens :

STo. 1. ITo. 2.

Water
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Ash
Snlphur

Per cent.

18.35
32.20
41.90
6.45
1.10

100. 00

Per cent.

8.82
41.56
41.17
6.00
2.45

100. 00

The specific gravity of No. 1 is 1.364. The color of the ash is gray.

The Eed Hill vein is about three-quarters of a mile distant, and shows

27 feet of coal, including two 6-inch bands of shale. The coal is similar
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to that exposed in the Coal Hill mine,

its composition

:

25

The following analyses show
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Tbe leading ones are the Marshall, Fox, Welch, Boulder Valley, Nor-

throp, Stewart, Superior, IMitcliell, Garfield, Brings, Star, Baker, White
Ash, Murphy, Ralston, Black Diamond, and Mount Carbon.

The coal from this district is a free-burning lignite of jet-black color,

high luster, and of a specific gravity averaging about 1.33. As a rule,

it is wholly destitute of any fibrous or woody structure, and contains

less than 0.4 per cent, sulphur. The proportion of ash varies from 2 to

8 per cent., averaging about 4.5. It if*ii^general use for domestic pur-

poses, for locomotives, and for blacksmithing. The veins which are

worked vary in width from 3 to 12 feet and average about 6 feet.

The following analyses show the characteristics of the coal from the

various mines of northern Colorado

:

Water
Volatile iflatter

Fixed carbon .

.

Ash

Golden.

No.l.

Per cent
13.43
37. 15

45. 57
3 85

100. 00

No. 2.

Per cent.

13.07
34.75
47. .^8

4.00

100. 00

:i«:

Per cent.

13. 8:i

35 88
44.44
5.85

100. 00

5 = = o

Per cent.

12. 1.0

26.00
59.20
2.80

5 =
£ "S

Per cent
14 80
34 50
47. 30
3.40

100. 00 100. 00

The coal mines of northern Colorado stand second in the list of pro-

ducers, their output being exceeded onl^^ by the mines of southern Col-

orado, which section includes the mines of Las Animas county.

All the coal mined in northern Colorado is used on the divisions of

the Union Pacific railroad in Colorado, the Denver, Utah and Pacific

railroad, and in Denver and the agricultural mining towns north of the

divide. The capacity of the various mines at Erie, Caufield, Louisville,

and Langford, on January 1, 1883, has been estimated by Major Mc-

Dowell, of Erie, to be as^ follows:

Localities.
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the Denver and Rio Grande railway. The vein is in the upturned edge

of tbc Laramie rocks and varies iu width from 8 to 14 feet, the coal being

free from bone and slate throughout its thickness. It is a lignite of fair

quality, resemhling the Franceville coal. It is opened by a shaft IGO

feet deep on the vein, which dips at an angle of 80°. Four hundred

and thirty feet of side drifts have been run on the vein. Depth shows

that the coal is materially improving, and a new shaft will be sunk to a

dei)th of 500 feet. The coal is consumed bj^ towns along the Kio Grande

railway in Denver, and to some extent on the railroad. Twenty-two

men are employed, and the output in 1885 will be much increased. In

1683, during November and December, the production was 1,500 tons.

The production in 1884 has been 9,000 tons.

The Denver and New Orleans mine at Franceville, in El Paso county,

has been opened for a little more than two years, or since the comple-

tion of the Denver and New Orleans road, has been actively worked,

and is a large producer of lignite. The mine is situated about ten miles

east of Colorado Springs, and the coal occurs in the rocks of the Lar

amie period. The vein is 10 feet wide, with fireclay Toof and slate floor.

The i)roperty contains ICO acres, and is opened by a main drift 1,700

feet long. About 10 acres have been explored by drifts, while the area

mined is less than 5 acres. The coal is an average lignite of jet black

color, and showing a rather high percentage of ash. Of the 10 feet of

coal only 8 are mined, 2 feet being lelt as a roof. The coal is quite clear

of bone, and no firedamp is found iu the mine. The following is an an-

alysis of this coal

:

Per cent.

Water
Volaiilo matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Asli

12.90
29.10
4 ;. 00
12.00

100. 00

The entire fuel supply of the Denver and New Orleans railway is fur-

nished by this mine. The railway consumes about 15 per cent, of the

whole output. Production began in July, 1882, and the output up to

January 1, 1883, was 23,694 tons. During 1883 the output was 54,410 tons,

and in 1884, 50,070 tons. Production in 1884 was considerably decreased

by the general strike throughout the coal mining regions in October and

November. The fuel supply of Colorado Springs is derived mainly from

these mines, while large quantities of the coal are sold for domestic con-

sumption in Denver at the pooled price for northern coals, $4.50 per ton.

In Park county the coal mines are near Como, and are owned by the

Union Coal Company. They produce a good coking coal, the greater

part of which is consumed by the railway comp »ny. The fuel supply

of Leadville comes largely from these mines, which are not far distant.
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The bank is faulted in several places, and is expensive to work. The
seam is known as the Lechner coal, and varies from 5 to 6 feet in width.

The principal mines in Fremont county are the Coal Creek, Oak Creek,

Eockvale, and Williamsburg mines, and are owned by the Colorado

Coal and Iron Company, and by the Atchison, Topeka and Santa F6
Eailroad Company. Two separate beds are worked, the upper averag-

ing about 3J feet, and the lower from 3f to 4 feet in width. The coal is"

semi-bituminous, and is sometimes mixed with bituminous coals from

El Moro to make coke. Its composition is shown by the following an-

alysis, which is taken from a report by Mr. C. M. Rolker

:

Moisture
Volatile matter .

Fixeil carbon . .

.

Ash

Per cent.

I Sulphur

I

Specific gravity

5.03
35.85
50.97
8.15

100. 00
1.04
1.363

The composition of other coals from the same section and taken from

the two Oak Creek mines is shown by the following analyses from the

company's books

:

'
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sample across the vein, excluding bony parts, gave the following anal-

ysis :

Moistnre
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Ash

Sulphur

Per cent.

.95
29. 82
56.41
12.82

100. 00
.41

The following are three other analyses of this coal:

Water
VoLuile matter
Fixed carbon...
Ash

Ko. 1. Ko. 2. Kg. 3,

Per et.

.26
29. (i6

65.76
4.32

100. 00

Per ct.

1.06
34.48
60. 08
3.78

Per ct.

1.34
35.79
54.75
8.12

100. 00 100. 00

The present capacity of the mine is about 1,000 tons per day, but

this amount can readily be increased. The mine produced from 1879

to January 1, 1884, 783,000 tons of coal. The property owned by the

Colorado Coal and Iron Company here is estimated to contain 8,124,000

tons of good coal.

' The Cucharas deposit is situated near Walsenburg in Huerfano

county. One vein only has been heretofore developed. This is 7 feet

thick, and the coal is very similar to the Canon City coal, affording an^

excellent fuel for steam and domestic purposes. This coal is said to be

the best for locomotive use mined in the State, and has been largely

used by the Burlington and Missouri Eiver railroad's engines.

Its composition is shown by the following analyses:
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poration which is closely allied to the Denver and Rio Grande Railroad

Company.
A large proportion of the area of La Plata county is underlaid by ex-

tensive beds of coal which occur in the Fox Hills horizon. Only the

portion of the coal field near Dnranuo has yet been explored, and here

the exploration has been limited by the small local demand in Durango
and Silverton. About one-quarter of the fuel supply of the Durango
branch of the Denver and Rio Grande railway is derived from these

mines. While it is generally claimed that these veins are of great thick-

ness, they are so broken by seams of slate and bony coal that the workable

width of the veins is only slight. The Mammoth vein is estimated to be
from 60 to 90 feet thick, but the coal is so mixed with seams of slate

that the thickest stratum of workable coal is only 5 feet G inches thick.

Other seams of the same bed range from 3 feet down to 20 inches in

thickness. In the bed there are three or four workable seams only.

The coal contains a good deal of sulphur and the mines are troubled

with firedamp. The dip of the bed varies from almost 60^ to 40°. The
natural inclination of the Fox Hills group is probably about 7° to 8°.

Upon this belt four openings have been made, the California, Carbonaria,

Peerless, and Fairmount mines. The California mine has been worked
but slighlly and produced scarcely anything in 1884. The Carbonaria

mine is about 2J miles from Durango and is owned by the Durango Coal

and Land Company. This mine supplies the ten beehive coke ovens

owned by the New York and San Juan Smelting Company with slack

for coking. The coal mine formerly supplied the town of Durango
with a large portion of its fuel, but the local demand is now mainly sup-

plied by the Adams Coal Mining Company.
The Peerless mine has produced no coal. The Fairmount has been

idle for two years.

About 1 mile from the Mammoth is another series of veins varying

from 2 to 5 feet in thickness. The beds are separated by layers of sand,

stone, fireclay, and shale, varying from 25 to 100 feet in thickness. A
mine was opened upon this belt by Mr. J. A. Porlerin 1883, the product

being an excellent bituminous coal, well adapted for coking, but the

thinness of the vein rendered work unprofitable and it was closed in the

spring of 1884.

Upon the same belt is the City coal bank, which produces a semi-

bituminous coal of good grade. The vein is from 2 feet G inches to 3

feet in thickness. Near this mine is the Black Diamond mine, which

produces a good coal. The mine has only been worked during the fall

and winter months of each year. Messrs. Wixon & Chandler and Gal-

legan Brothers also own mines in this belt. Near them is the Champion
mine, on which work was actively begun about September 30, 1884,

when the owners began supplying the Denver and Rio Grande railway.

The Adams Coal Mining Company is iilso mining considerable quantities

of coal. Its mine and the Black Hawk mine are situated near the

Champion.
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The production for 1884 in La Plata county was

:

Mines.

Adnms Coal Mining Company.
Driscoll & IIaujp.son
Clinnipion
Knapp & riiornton
Other mines, about

10,000
1,!50
2, 50t

337
5,000

Total
I

10,048

Short
toiia.

The coal field of Dolores county is some 9 miles from Rico, and has

not been opened very extensively. Its area is about 5 by 10 miles.

The bed lies on both sides of the Dolores river and about 750 feet above

the stream. It has been opened by the Pasadena Eeduction Company,

the Grand View Smelting Company, and J. W. Parks. The Pasadena

opening shows a seam from 32 to 30 inches in width, the Grand View

seam is from 18 to 22 inches thick, and that of J. W. Parks is about 20

inches.

The production in 1884 was

:
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The Colorado Coal and Iron Company, since the opening of the

Denver and Rio Grande railroad to Salt Lake City, is shii)ping con-

siderable quantities of coal and coke from Crested Butte to Utah.

Small quantities of Crested Butte coal are used east of the continental

divide, but the ])jincipal part of the product is consumed in coke mak-

ing and for fuel in Gunnison and other western counties. The only

anthracite coal known to occur in Colorado is found in Gunnison county,

on Slate creek, near Crested Butte, west of Irwin, and on Anthracite

creek, which is a tributary of the North fork of the Gunnison river.

The field near Crested Butte is of limited extent, anthracite coal being-

known to occur only over an area of about two square miles, but the

extensive development of the Anthracite Mesa mine has made this the

most i)rominent and well-known field in Gunnison county. The devel-

opments hitherto made have been in this mine alone, which is opened

by a main drift over 1,300 feet long. Of the 040 acres owned by the

company only about 25 acres have been explored by drifts and entries,

of which perhaps 10 acies have been mined. There are three or four

veins in the field, of which only one has been opened. The vein is

about 4 feet 5 inches in thickness on the average, and dips 7° to the

south. It is underlaid by from 3 inches to 1 foot of broken anthracite

and slate. The roof is sandstone. The composition of the coal, which

is a true anthracite, is shown by the following analyses:
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10,191 tons. During five months tbe mine was closed, aii<l on August

25, 1884, was leased to the Colorado Fuel Company, of Denver. Up
to that date the product in 1884 was 3,871 tons, and from August 25

to January 1, 1885, it amounted to 12,038 tons, making the total for the

year 15,909 tons, and for the entire period of working, 20,100 tons. The
coal is sold in Gunnison for $0 per ton, and in Denver for $8.50 per ton

of 2,000 pounds. The number of men employed December 1, 1884, was
75. The coal is conveyed from the mine to the breaker by a tram 1,750

feet long and there loaded on the cars of the Denver and Rio Grande
railway. The breaker owned by the company is modeled after the ordi-

nary anthracite breaker used in Pennsylvania and has a capacity of 300

tons in 10 hours. The work of the mine is seriously interfered with

during winter months by the heavy snowfalls characteristic of the sec-

tion.

To the south of the town of Irwin and some seven or eight miles west

from the Anthracite Mesa is a continuation of the same vein of an-

thracite coal in a field of some considerable extent. The vein of an-

thracite here has been opened and prospected in various places, but as

yet there has been no production beyond a few tons annually for local

use. The field here is probably much larger and possibly better than

the Anthracite Mesa field. Down Anthracite creek and on various

tributaries of the iTorth fork of the Gunnison, anthracite coal is known
to occur over a large extent of territory, but the quality of the coal is

generally inferior and no good vein has been opened.

This anthracite field is particularly remarkable frojn the fact that it

is, with the exception of a limited field in Sante Fe county, New Mex-
ico, the only locality where true anthracite is known to occur in any
quantity in the West. In quality it is excellent, and, where used for

domestic purposes, is generally preferred to any other coal. It burns

well, and contains quite small quantities of ash. Its superior quality is

not generally known, but its use is continually growing.

The Cutler banks in Uncompahgre county, on the divide between the

Cimarron and the Uncompahgre, produce a medium grade lignite, suit-

able especially for domestic and railway purposes. There are four prin-

cipal veins, 21 feet, 14 feet, 12 feet, and G feet in thickiiess. They have

as yet been only partially opened, but their proximity to the Utah ex-

tension of the Denver and Eio Grande railroad will cause their early

development. The following analysis shows its composition

:
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A vein of semi-anthracite coal occurs in the cafion ofthe Uucompahgre,
about five miles north of Uncompahgre park. The vein is about 2^
feet in width, and some small amounts of the product are freighted to

Ouray. The composition is shown below

:
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by individuals at Crested Butte and Eico. The production of coal by
tbis company is shown by the following table:

Years.
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The coal properties of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa F6 Company,
and their iiroduction in 1883 are as follows

:

Mines. Short tons.

Trinidad mines. Las Animaa county
Caiion miues, Fremont county

Total

109, 190
106, 854

216, 044

The Denver and New Orleans Railway owns the mines at Franceville,

El Paso county, the production in 1883 being 54,416 tons. The Mitchell

mine is in Weld county and is operated by the Denver, Utah and Pa-

cific Eailway. The iiroduction of the mine in 1883 was 18,119 tons.

The total production of coal by railways in 1883 was 1,093,170 tons,

leaving but 136,523 tons as the output of other corj)oration8.

The production of coal in Colorado has steadily increased since the

mines in Boulder and Jefferson counties were first opened. In the dec-

ade from 1860 to 1870 considerable quantities of coal were mined for

domestic uses in Golden, Denver, Boulder, Black Hawk, and Central,

the principal supply coming from the mines near Golden, and on Eal-

8ton creek, 10 miles north. The Marshall coal bank assumed impor-

tance as a producer in 1865, although x)revious to that time the ranchmen

in the neighborhood had hauled away small quantities of coal. The
completion in the summer of 1870 of the Denver Pacific railroad from

Cheyenne to Denver, the Kansas Pacific, and the Colorado Central from

Denver to Golden, created si large demand upon the mines of Jefferson

and Boulder counties. The completion of the Boulder Yalley railroad

from Brighton to Boulder, in 1873, opened to market the mines of Weld
and Boulder counties, where the present coal-mining towns of Erie and

Caufleld now stand.

The following table shows the growth of coal mining near Golden

:

Tears.

1864
1805
1860
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874

Short tons.

a 500
a 1,200
a6C,400

ab\ 7,000
ab 10, 500
ah 8, 000
ah r.i, 500
ab i5,8G0
abM, 200
ab 14, 0(10

ab 15, 000

1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884-

Years. Short tonB.

6 23, 70J
ab2»,750
a 30, 000
31,400
33, 435
36, 500
37, 625
40, 264
21, 100
21, GOO

aEstiraatotl.
{) Includes product of Marshall mine, Boulder county.

The amount of coal shipped from the mines in the vicinity of Erie

and Canfield, from the completion of the Boulder Valley road in 1872

to 1877, is shown by the following figures, furnished by the auditor of

the Denver Pacific railroad

:
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Tears.

1872
1873
1874

Short tons.

64,340
43, 790
44, 280

Tears.

1875.

187C.

Short tons.

59, 860
G8, 60O

The estimates of the production of tlie northern division for the years

1877 and 1879 are taken from Fossett's "Colorado," which is generally

accepted as an authority in statistical matters. The average thickness

of all the beds composing the Jefferson County coal field is from 30 to 35

feet. These beds have been explored to a depth of over 600 feet—the

deepest coal mining in the Far West. At thi§ depth the coal is deuse,

hard, free from mechanical moisture, and of superior quality as fuel, re-

sembling anthracite in many of its properties.

Coal production of Colorado from 1864 io 1884.

Years. Localities. Short tons.

1804.
1865.
1866.
1867
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.

1873.

1874.

1875.

1876-

1877.
1878.

1879.

1880.

1881.

1882.

Jefferson and
Jefferson and
Jefferson and
Jefferson and
Jefferson and
Jffferson and
Joti'ersoii and
Ji'ffcrsou and
Jefferson and
Weld county.

Jefferson and Botilder counties
Weld county
Las Animas and Premont counties.

Boulder counties..
Roulder counties.
BouldtT counties.
Boulder counties -

Boulder counties

.

Boulder counties

.

Boulder counties

.

Boulder counties.
Boulder counties

.

Jefferson and Boulder counties
Wold county —
Las Animas and Fremont counties

Jefferson and Boulder counties
Weld county _. . .

.

Las Animas and Fremont counties

Jefferson and Boulder counties
Weld county
Las Animas and Fremont counties

Northern division
Ceutral division .

.

Southern division .

.

Northern division
Ceiitriil division .

.

Southern division

.

Northern division
Central division
Soul hern division
Northwestern division.
Unreported mines

Northern division
Central division
Southern division
Northwestpru division.
Unreported mines

Northern division
Central division
Southern division
North'webteru division.

14, 200
54, 340

14, 000
43, 790
12,187

15, 000
44, 280
18, 092

23, 700
59, 860
15, 278

28, 750
68, 600
20, 316

87, 825
73, 137

39, 668

182, 630
70, 647
69, 455

123,518
136, 020
126, 403

1,064
50, 000

150, 126
174, S82

209, 045
0,691

100.000

300, 000
2-13, 694
474, 285
43, 500

500
1,200
6,400

17, OUO
10, 300
8.000

13, 500
1.5, 800

68,540

69, 977

77, 372

98, 838

117,666
160, 000

200, 630

322, 732

437, 005

706, 744

1, 061, 479
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Coal production of Colorado from 1864 to 1884—Continued.

Tear. Localities. Short tons.

1883. N'orthom division

:

Mines near Erie anfl Canfield

.

Louisville
Langford
Golden

80, 165
97. 138
45, 500
21,100

Central division

:

Mines near Sedalia
Franceville

.

Conio
Canon City

.

1,500
54,416
60, 140

280, 345

Sonthom division

:

Mines near Trinidad and EI Moro
Walsonburg
Durango and Kico

400, 929
87, 680
12, 689

NorthM-estern division

:

Mines near Crested Butte.

Total, 1883 ,

243,903

396, 401

501.307

87, 982

1,229,593

The coal production of Colorado in 1884 was greatly lessened by re-

peated and extended strikes among coal miners, lasting from August 4

to the end of the year. The company suffering the heaviest loss has

been the Colorado Coal and Iron Company, but almost every coal oper-

ator in the State has felt the effects of the strikes to a greater or less

degree. The production of the mines of the northern portion of the

State would otherwise have shown a great increase consequent upon

the growth of Denver and of railway and manufacturing interests.

The production in 1884 was as follows

:

Uortliern division

:

Short tons.

Mines near Erie and Canfield 102, !I55

Uornsville 73,327
Lansford 56, OuO
Golden 21,000

Central division

:

Mines near Sedalia
Franceville
CoTno

253, 282

9, OCO
50,070
63,123

Canon City 1C7, 095

296, 188

Sonthern division

:

Mines at Trinidad and El More.
Walsrnburg
La Veta
Durauco and Eico

Short tons.

. . 402, 000
01,798

583
10,424

North-vroBtem division

:

Mines at Crested Butte .

Onriiy
luildwin

Anthracite coal

483, 865

51, 538
400

28, 842
1.-), 909

90, 689

Total 1,130,024

The number of men employed in coal mines is estimated to be about

1,750. The wages paid vary from GO cents to $1.25 per ton. The value

of Colorado's product in 1883 may be averaged at about $2.25 per toa

at the mines, a total of $2,700,584.25. The value of the output in 1884,

at the same price per ton, is $2,542,554.

DAKOTA.

Western Dakota shows over a vast extent of country the rocks of the

Laramie formation, and a large portion of this Territory is probably un-

derlaid by seams of coal of varying thickness aud quality, but siuiilar to

those of the eastern coal field of Montana. As in all the northwestern

Territories, lack of surveys renders all estimates of the area of the coal-
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bearing territory valueless. In 1874 the Government Land OfiBce esti-

mated the coal-bearing area at 100,000 square miles, but investigations

have shown that this estimate is much too great, and the probability

is that only a comparatively small section is coal-bearing. Although
some deposits are known to occur north of the Black Hills and else-

where, the coal development has so far been confined to two localities,

Sims and Little Missouri, where the Northern Pacific Coal Company has

opened mines. The Little Missouri mine is near the western boundary of

the Territory, on the line of the Northern Pacific. The coal produced

here is a poor lignite. The mine has been closed since February 1, 1884,

and probably will not be worked again. During Januarj-^, 1884, the

production was but 323 tons of coal. The coal has been superseded

entirely for use on locomotives by the greatly superior coals found else-

where on the Northern Pacific, notably at Bozeman, Montana.

GEORGIA.

The coal field of Georgia is found in the northwestern corner of the

State, and is of comparatively small extent, covering only 170 square

miles. It is formed by the passing across of a portion of the Ai)pala-

chian field on its way from Tennessee into Alabama. Some few works
mine the coals, wliich are similar to those found in adjacent iDarts of

Tennessee and Alabama. The product is small, being estimated at

200,000 tons for ]884.

IDAHO.

Bituminous coal and lignites, some of which burn well, have been

found at many x>oints in Idaho. In the Squaw Creek country, 20 miles

from Boise City, the outcrop of good coal is found over a district 12

miles square. The coal has been tested and has proved excellent. A
company has been formed to carry on mining operations in the district,

and several contracts have already been placed for it. This coal may
possibly be used extensively at the smelters in the vicinity of Wood
Eiver.

iiiLiisrois.

This State contains the greater part ofthe Illinois coal field, a very large

proportion of its surface being underlaid by the Coal Measures. The
field is longest from northwest to southeast, the eastern side spreading

over a considerable portion of Indiana and the southeastern extremity

passing across the Ohio into Kentucky. The Coal Measures, as in the

Appalachian system, contain rejieated alternations of sandstones, shales,

bituminous slate, thin bands of limestone, and seams of coal, with the

under clays which usually accompany them. In southern Illinois they

attain an aggregate of from 1,200 to 1,400 feet, while in the northern

portion of the State their entire thickness does not exceed GOO or 800

feet. The Conglomerate sandstones at the base of the true Coal Meas-

ures must be considered with the latter, for the reason that they con-
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tain, as in other States, coal seams of workable thickness, which shade

into the trae Coal Measures in such a manner that it is difficult to fix

any dividing line between them. In the southern part of the State

these Conglomerate Coal Measures are from 200 to 300 feet in thickness,

and at some points contain well-defined coal seams, though generally-

local in their character.

The report of the Bureau of Labor Statistics for 1882 presents much
valuable information in regard to the coal field of the State. From it

we learn that within the limits of the Coal ]\Ieasures there have been

discovered sixteen different seams of coal. These seams vary in quality,

in continuity, and in thickness, and are never all found at any one place
j

yet some of the most persistent of them pervade large areas, are of

good minable thickness, easily worked, and sufficiently near the sur-

face to be readily reached. At the same time there is a marked degree

of uniformity in the distribution of these productive seams throughout

the State, so that coal may be said to be generally prevalent.

In the geoh'gical classification these seams of coal are numbered up-

ward, the No. 1 bed lying at the base of the formation and the No. 16

at the top. The strata bearing all those seams below No. 9 are desig-

nated as the Lower Measures, and those above and inclusive, the Upper
Measures. The former underlie nearly the whole body of the State,

and being carried to a great depth by the dip of the strata in the middle

and southeastern portions of the State, are there overlaid by the Upper

Measures, which occupy perhaps a half of the whole field. The most

prolific and persistent seams, and the only ones which are extensively

mined, are those of the Lower Measures, which are also the most uni-

versal. Of these Nos. 1, 2, 5, C, and 7 are the most conspicuous and

productive.

No. 1 is the characteristic coal of Rock Island and contiguous counties,

in the northwestern borders of the field ; and it is not elsewhere so ex-

tensively mined, though found in Warren, McDonough, and other coun-

ties. No. 2, however, is more generally distributed. It has its fullest

development in the "Big Muddy" region, where it sometimes attains

a thickness of 8 feet at or near the surface. In this region the earliest

coal mines of the State were developed. The same seam also appears

in the opposite extremity of the State, in the Braceville and Wilmington

districts, with a thickness of 3 feet and a depth below the surface of

about 100 feet. Again it is found at La Salle, at a great depth, and is

known as the " third vein " coal ; and at Minonk, in Woodford county,

it is about 2^ feet thick, and is reached at a depth of 552 feet below the

surface. Its latest discovery has been at Mattoon, in Coles county,

where it has been reached by the deepest and most costly shaft in the

State, at a depth of 904 feet. At all these points this seam is notice-

able for its excellence.

In the central portion of the State No. 5 is the commercial coal, and

in Sangamon and Macoupin counties it lies at a dei)th ranging from
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200 to 400 feet, and attains a thickness varying from 5 to 8 feet. This

seam also produces the greater jiortion of the coal in Peoria county,

where it is found nearer the surface, and about 4J feet thick. No. 5 is

also the so-called " second vein" at La Salle. Of late it has been discov-

ered and opened at Niantic, in Macon county, where it is 5J feet thick

and 3G5 feet deep, and is also found at Decatur, with a thickness of 4^
feet and a depth of 012 feet, and at Pana, in Christian county, at a depth

of 7 14 feet and 7^ feet thick. It constitutes the rich deposit at As-

toria, in Fulton county, and appears also in the south end of the State,

both in Williamson and Saline counties, and wherever found is a seam
of good body and quality.

Seam No. G is the distinguishing coal of the Belleville district, embrac-

ing several counties tributary to Saint Louis. It is from 6 to 7 feet

thick at the surface, but, following the inclination of the strata in a

general dip to the east, is carried in Clinton county to a depth of 400

feet, and in the vicinity of Centralia, Marion county, to a depth of 600

feet. In Saint Clair county, however, it is generally within 150 feet

of the surface. This seam is also identical with that at Kewanee and
Sheffield, on the north ; it is associated with No. 5 in the mines at Bloom-

ington, and makes a valuable outcrop in the vicinity of Danville, Ver-

million county.

The phenomenal seam, however, is No. 7, which in Williamson county,

in the southern extremity of the State, presents an outcrop 10 leet thick,

and an average thickness in the mines at Carterville, about 60 feet be-

low the surface, of 9 feet. This seam also shows a thickness of 7 feet

in the Danville district, where it is extensively mined and stripped, and
again appears as the "first" or upper vein of La Salle, and is associ-

ated with No. 5 in the outcrop on the Ohio river. The Streator has also

been identified as No. 7. This seam is distinguished wherever found

by the character of its i)artings. Late discoveries at Streator disclose

a seam 9 feet in thickness, with two partings, whereas in the old work-

ings the seam is 6 feet, with one parting. These i)artings give the deposit

the appearance of three seams in one, but it is believed to be nearly one

seam.

The seams peculiar to the so-called Upper Measures, numbered from

9 to 16, are found in those parts of the State where the Ui)per Measures

prevail, though rarely of sufficient importance to be worked. They are

frequently intersected by the deeper shafts in different localities before

the lower coals are reached, and thus their character and relative posi-

tions are defined.

At the La Salle shatts, Nos. 9, 12, and 13 are i3resent, in addition to

Nos. 2, 5, and 7, which are the workable beds. These upper seams

range from 6 to 12 inches in thickness. In Macoupin county Nos. 8, 9,

and 10 appear above the principal seam from 10 to 15 inches thick

j

while in the counties lying south and east of the center of the State, Nos.
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14, 15, and 16 sometimes attain a thickness of 20 or 30 inches, and when
lying near the surface possess some economic value.

In this part of the State the main seams of the Lower Measures are

carried by the inclination of the strata to a great depth ; but the belief

is entertained, and confirmed by observation and experience, that the

greater cost involved in reaching these lower seams will be compensated

for by the greater uniformity and purity of the coal when obtained.

This has proved to be the casein the interesting and costly test for coal

which has just been successfully consummated at Mattoon. At this

point the shaft has been pushed to a depth of 904 feet, but at that depth

has disclosed 3J feet of coal entirely free from the prevailing impurities

of Illinois coal. At Pana and at Decatur valuable seams have also been

discovered at great depth.

On the extreme northeastern border of the coal fields in Grundj^, Will,

and Livingstone counties the measures contain a single seam of coal,

averaging about 3 feet in thickness. In the vicinity of Morris this seam
is about 30 feet below the surface, and is easily accessible but somewhat
variable in quality. This seam has been reached at other places in the

same part of the State by boring, and its proximity to Chicago renders

it of importance. It is supposed to be the equivalent of the seam found

at Murphysborough, in Jackson county, or No. 2 of the general section.

Analyses of some Illinois coals.

Desismatioii.

Bloomingtoii, McLean county
Blair Blutf, Ileiiiy county
Biirclay, Sangamon county
Carbondale, Jackson county
Catlin, Vermillion county
Danville, Vermillion county
DuQiioin, Perry county
Elmwood, Pcoiia county
Farmins'ton, Talton county
Grape Creek, Vermillion county
Kewanee, Henry county
Lincoln, Lo.;an county
Lombaidville, Stark county
Mount Carbon, Jackson county -

Ojcleaby, La Salle county, second vein
Oglesby, La Salle county, third vein
Peru, La Salle county, second and third veins

Water.
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increased largely, being given for the latter year as 639, and 741 for the

year ending July 1, 1884. The analysis of the character of the several

mines, as indicated by their output, however, shows that the increase in

the number of mines producing more than 10,000 tons a year is only

nine, the increase indicated by the totalnumber of mines being almost

entirely in mines whose annual product is less than 10,000 tons. The
average value of coal per ton at the mines, for the State at large, as

computed by the bureau, was, for the year ending July 1, 1884, $1.30,

as opposed to the average of the previous year, $1.46. The average

working time of all the mines in the State for the same year is com-

puted by the bureau as 200 days. The following is a statement of the

coal production of Illinois since 1873 :

Tears.
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States, extensive shipments being made as far west as Kansas. The
output has increased 300,000 tons a year for the last six years. The most
important, from a manufacturing point of view, is the block coal, which

is chiefly found in three veins, the lower block 3 feet 8 inches thick,

the main block 4 feet 4 inches, and the upper block 1 foot 10 inches.

This is an admirable coal, and in many respects is peculiar to the State.

What the celebrated English chemist Mushet said about a certain

Welsh coal is equally applicable to the block coal of Indiana. To the

])uri1y of splint coal it unites all the softness and combustibility of wood,

and the effects produced by it in the blast furnace, either as to the quality

or quantity of iron, are claimed to exceed everything iu the manufacture

of that metal with charcoal. From careful analyses it is ascertained

that this coal gives from 56 to 62 per cent, of fixed carbon, and a small

amount of water and of ash. Dr. E. T. Cox, the geologist, gave this coal

an exceptional character as an iron-smelting fuel, and reports a ton of

pig iron as being made with 4,250 pounds of block coal.

The coal in Clay county is favorably known as an iron-smelting fuel,

and its qualities are thus described : "There are two veins of coal, the

upper averaging about 3 feet 10 inches in thickness and the lower aver-

aging about 4 feet. The roof is principally sand rock, slate, and slate

and sand rock mixed. Fire and potter's clay of good quality underlie

the coal. The average depth to the first vein is about 45 feet from the

surface, and the second or lower vein is found at an average depth of

75 to 80 feet. The coal is free from slate and sulphur. It burns ireely,

and leaves a soft, fine, white ash, similar to wood ash, and no clinkers."

For domestic and steam purposes the coal is largely used in all the cities

and towns both of this and adjoining States, as transportation facilities

are of the most extended character.

In the block-coal zone of the Indiana coal fields there are as many as

eight seams of non-coking coal, four of which are of good workable thick-

ness over a portion of the field. These are I, G, F, and A, which to-

gether have a maximum thickness of 15 feet ; and by including the other

four seams we have 6 feet more, making a total of 21 feet of block coal.

The coal of Parke county is favorably reported on for the manufact-

ure of iron. It is a block coal, averaging 5 feet in thickness, weighing

77 pounds to the cubic foot, and gives by analysis 62.5 fixed carbon,

31.00 volatile matter, 4.05 water, and 2 per cent, of ash. The estimated

area is about 300 square miles of workable coal.

The "upper block," at Washington, in Daviess county, is extensively

mined, and meets with a ready market at Saint Louis and all the towns

on the Ohio and Mississippi railroad. Its specific gravity is 1.294 ; a

cubic foot weighs 80.87 pounds; by analysis it yields: Fixed carbon,

60.00; ash, 4.50; volatile matter, 35.50. The coal worked is known

as L, a 5-foot seam of bituminous, an excellent coking coal, free from

impurities, and which may be handled and stocked without much loss.

It has been used for gas-making at Saint Louis, and is a 3-foot 10-iuch
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seam of very pure coal, jet black, of cubical fracture, and bears a good
reputation as a fuel for general uses.

The following analyses show the character of the Indiana coal

:

Localities.

Fountain coanty—
Vanderburg county.
Warwick county
Posey coanty
Sullivan county
Daviess county
VerinilJion county ..

Paiko county
Moutgoiueiy county
Clay county
Owen county
G-reeno county

Fixed
carbon.

Volatile
matter.

54.5
48.5
40.5
51.0
55.0
5.'!. 5
46.0
46.5
52.0
CI. 5
57.5
63.0

36
42.0
41.5
39.5
40.0
30.0
44.0
40.

41.5
32.5
38.5
29.5

Water.

.5.0

3.5
3.5
4.0
3.5
5.5
5.5
4.0
3.0
3.5
2.0
7.0

Ash.

4.5
6.0
5.5
5.5
1.5
5.0
4 5
3.5
3.5
2.5
2.0
0.5

The following statement shows the production of coal in Indiana

since 1873

:
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of country some 50 miles in width, passing through some nine counties.

These measures contain all the larger beds of coal, and in fact the most
of the coal of any commercial importance found within the limits ot the

State. The line within which the outcrop of the Lower Coal Measures
is found is very irregular, but in general does not depart far northeast

of the line of the Des Moines river. The line of outcrop of the Lower
measures is of course the limit of the coal of Iowa, with the exception

of a small deposit in Scott county, 8 miles west of Davenport. Here
there is a small district of almost one township containing a seam of coal

averaging 3 feet in thickness. In this district are located ten mines

(one slope and nine shafts), the deepest of the latter being G4 feet.

In the main coal field there are eight counties which have coal ranging

from 5J to 9 feet in thickness, while several of the others have within

their limits veins from 3 to 4 feet thick. The development of the coal

industry in Iowa, as in Indiana, has been quite recent. A few years

since the State was considered to have but little coal of importance.

With a great spread of railroad facilities, however, development of the

coal fields has been going on rapidly, and the production of the State

will no doubt rise greatly within the next few years.

The following statement shows the production in Iowa since 1873:

Output of coal in Iowa.

Years.
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In Osage county coal is mined tbrougliout a district about 30 miles

long by 8 or 10 wide. The vein is light, averaging about 15 to 18 inches,

but at one place runs from 20 inches to 3 feet thick. The coal is bitu-

minous, but a little drier and lighter than the southeastern Cherokee

coal. The mines are not deep, most of them being less than 50 feet.

There are nearly 100 shafts in Osage county alone, and a large number

of men find employment. This coal is marketed in the central part of

the State, diverging in all directions from the mines, the railroads tak-

ing a large proportion.

At Leavenworth is found the deepest coal of the State, 712 feet from

the surface. The vein is 23 inches thick, and extends south to Lansing,

the location of the penitentiary, where it is worked by the convicts,

under the authority of the State. These are the only two points where

the coal is mined, but it seems probable that the coal deposits cover a very

large portion of the country. The coal is good, hard, with considerable

luster, and a little inclined to be brittle. The works mining this coal

at Leavenworth are the most extensive in the State.

In Franklin and Keosho counties thin veins of coal are found similar

to the Ot>age coal. In Cloud county a vein of lignite of inferior qual-

ity is found in several places, from 20 to GO feet from the surface, and
averaging about 2 feet in thickness. This coal is mined chiefly for local

use. It is found also in Ellsworth, Eussell, Lincoln, and Mitchell coun-

ties.

A very good vein of coal over 3 feet thick has recently been discov-

ered at Omio, Jewell county. A company has been formed which has

put down a shaft in the vein and is j)reparing to do a considerable busi-

ness.

There are but few counties in the eastern half of the State that have

no coal. Several which have no mines of commercial importance have
many workings which produce coal for local use, generally of inferior

quality.

The production ofcoal inKansas was largely increased lastyear, owing,

in part, to the strikes in Colorado. The following figures show the

amount of coal produced during 1869 and since 1880, the figures for

1869 being from the census report

:

Tears.
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in the table showiug the area of the coal fields of the United States,

does not make a very promiueut showing, although her entire coal area

is 12,871 square miles, giving her, in a comparison of the States with

regard to their total coal area, a place above both Pennsylvania and
Ohio. The coal field in the eastern or mountainous portion of the

State, in the Appalachian system, has an area of 8,983 square miles, and

the western field covers 3,888 square miles of the State's surface. The
coal formation of Kentucky is naturally divided by the intercalation of

two conspicuous and generally persistent sandstones into three sub-

divisions, an upper, middle, and lower, the chief coals being found in

the last two divisions.

In the eastern field all of the veins which exist in the State are no-

where found, but in the southwestern part of the western field the

series is complete, eighteen diflerent beds of coal being recognizable.

The united thickness of these eighteen beds is about 43 feet, of which

about 13 feet are included in the lower subdivision of the measures,

about 21 feet in the middle, and 6 feet in the upper. Of these coals the

most reliable both for uniformity of thickness and extent of area are,

counting from the lowest, Nos. 1, 9, and 11; No. 12 also often attains a

good workable thickness. In the western field No. 1 coal ranges from

4 to 6 feet and is a very reliable bed. No. 9 coal is also persistent

and uniform in the western field, averaging 5 feet in thickness, and is

probably the best coal of the series ; it is excellent for grate and furnace

and makes good coke. No, 11 coal attains its greatest thickness in Hop-

kins county. In the western field cannel coal is found, but only in local

deposits.

The eastern Kentucky coal field contains coals even superior to those

of the western field in quality and extent, the mineral being found in

every county on a line between the Ohio river and the Tennessee State

line. Besides its bituminous coal, this field contains one of the largest

areas of cannel coal in the country. This coal is from 3 to 4 feet thick

and of superior quality.

The coal product of the State has been rapidly increasing of late years

and its resources are being very rapidly developed. Kailroad facilities

are improving, and while last year transportation by river was seriously

interfered with by low water, rapid extension of rail transportation fa-

cilities has sufBced to keep the output from being reduced in any con-

siderable quantity. The present Geological Survey is pushing work
energetically, and the results of its work will, no doubt, present very

fully and accurately the coal resources of the State, and will doubtless

shed much light on the correlation of the Coal Measures with those of

Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West Virginia. There seems to exist at pres-

ent no thoroughly reliable information as to the correspondence between

the coal systems of Kentucky and the States named.

The report of progress of the Geological Survey announces the dis-

covery in the southeastern part of the State of a very thick coal of
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great purity, which has been named the Elkhorn cokinfj coal. It lias

been identified and traced over a large area on the headwaters of the

Big Santee, Licking, Kentucky, and Cumberland rivers, where it is

found to be from 8 to 9 feet thick, with conditions favorable for cheap

mining. The quality of this coal with respect to coking is treated of

elsewhere in this report.

Coal production of Kentucky since 1873.

Tears.
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The facilities which this region has for transporting its coal to mar-

ket have largely enhanced its commercial importance. The Baltimore

and Ohio railroad began carrying the coal in 1842, the Chesapeake and

Ohio canal in 1850, and the Pennsylvania State Line branch in 1872.

The George's Creek and Cumberland railroad was completed in Decem-

ber, 1880. The total business since the beginning, in 1842, to the end of

1884, foots up 46,918,004 tons, divided as below:

Carried by

—

Long tons.

Baltimore and Ohio railroad
Chesapeake and Ohio canal
Pennsylvania State Line branch

30, 301, 394
14, 196, 480
2, 420, 721

Within the past ten years business has fluctuated as below

:

Maryland coal shipments since 1873.

Tears.
Baltiroore
and Ohio.

Chesapeake Pennsylvania »r/»*oi
and Ohio. State' Line. |

^*"**-

1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Long tons.

1, 780, 710
1, 576, 160
1, 302, 237

1, 070, 775
818,450
924, 254

1,075,198
1, 319, 5S9
1, 478, 502
1, 085, 249

1, 434, 766
2, 233, 928

Long tons.

778, 802
767, 064
879, 838
632, 440
584, 996
609, 204

501, 247
603, 125
504, 818
269, 782
6S0, 119
344,954

Lono toru.

114, 589
67, 671

160, 698
131, 866
170, 884
145, 864
154,264
213,446
278, 598
185, 435
419,288
356, 097

Long toiu.

2, 674, 101

2, 410, 896
2, 342, 773
1, 835, 081
1, 574, 330
1, 679, 322
1,730,709
2, 1:16, 160
2, 261, 918
1, 540, 466
2, 544, 173

2, 934, 970

MICHIGAN.

The Coal Measures of Michigan lie in an isolated basin having no con-

nection with the coal of any other State. They are supposed to occupy

an area comprising about one-fifth of the central portion of the lower

peninsula. The seams of coal are interstratiiied with beds of shale, beds

of coarse, friable sandstone, and clay. The entire formation has an esti-

mated maximum thickness of about 300 feet.

The extent of the coal field is embraced in a circle with a radius of

50 miles, having its center southeast of the village of Saint Louis, in

Gratiot county, and its southern boundary passing a few miles south of

the city of Jackson. Over the greater portion of this wide field indica-

tions of coal have been found, and in many localities some incipient

mining work has been done. But a limited amount of systematic ex-

ploring has been prosecuted, and the coal seams which have been

reached vary from a few inches to a maximum of 4 feet in thickness.

The rock beds in lower Michigan have but few exposures ; everywhere

they are deeply buried by the overlying drift, so that actual boring is

required to determine whatever of mineral value may lie beneath the

surface in any i^articular locality. This operation involves considerable
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trouble aud expenditure, and, unless for a specific object, is seldom re-

sorted to. While the coal deposits ])robabl.y exist over a wide field in

Michigan, it by no means follows that the beds are continuous, and that

coal may be ev^ery where found in workable quantity. The basins in

which the coal was originally laid down, unprotected by later deposits,

Lave suftered from exposure to the forces of nature during the long geo-

logical periods that have intervened. Probably the greater portion of

the coal originally dei)0sited in this State during the epoch of the coal

formation was subsequently worn away and destroyed by the moving
glaciers of the Drift period. The soft, yielding rock deposits of lower

Michigan were eroded and swept away b}^ the great rivers of ice that

moved over them, to be again buried and hidden beneath the accumu-

lated drift and d6bris furnished by these glacier masses, and by subse-

quent geological changes.

The consequent absence of precipices and ledges renders it difficult to

study the strata aud formations of the State. Enough has been done,

however, to prove that in this State there are deposits of coal of neces-

sarily limited extent. So far as is known there is but a single workable

seam, and this has only a maximum thickness of 4 feet, with an average

of from 2^ to 3 feet. At j)resent there are about five mines in opera-

tion.

The following table shows the production of coal in Michigan since

1877
J
the amount produced previous to 1877 is estimated to be 350,000

tons.

Tears.
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division is from 250 to 350 feet, embracing five workable beds varying

from 1^ to 4J feet in thickuess, and thin seams between 6 and 11 iiiclies,

besides unimportant streaks, in all 13 feet 6 inches. The total thickness is

therefore nearly 1,900 feet of Coal Measures and 26 feet 6 inches of coal.

The upper division is usually called the Barren Measures. In twenty-four

counties coal mines are operated in good veins of workable thickness;

in some other counties adjoining these there are coal beds worked with

some profit, but they are not so thick and cannot be mined so econom-

icall3^ The mines in Bates and Yernon counties are being rapidly de-

veloped. The Bates County district has ample railroad facilities, being

traversed by four dilferent lines, and is rapidly growing in importance,

producing 600,000 tons last year. Extensive prospecting has developed

large beds of fine bituminous coal at depths of 20, 40, and 80 feet, the

upper bed being 5|, the middle 6, and the lower 7^ feet thick. The fol-

lowing analysis of Eich Hill, Bates county, coal is presented

:

Moisture
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Ash

Sulphur

Per cent.

6.50
36.87
52.99
3.63

100. 00

^."69"

The production of coal has been as follows

:

Production of coal in Missouri since 1873.

Years.
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it the characteristic lignites can readily be found. Along the line of

the Yellowstone, at stations on the Korthern Pacific railway, coal mines
have been opened from Glendive to Sanders. In the present unsur-

veyed state of the larger portion of the Territory it is impossible to cor-

rectly estimate the coal area, but it seems assured that at least 25,000

square miles of the Territory are coal bearing. The characteristic coal

is a rather inferior lignite, but in the Judith, Bozeman, Sand Coulee, Gar-

diner, and Eock Creek fields the coal is bituminous in character and
makes a fair coke. The principal development of the coal of Montana
has been made by the Northern Pacific Coal Company, which -supplies

the fuel of the i^orthcrn Pacific railway.

The most important and best developed field yet opened is the Boze-

man, which lies along the line of the Northern Pacific railway between
Livingstone and Bozeman. The vein here opened is from 3^ to 4 feet

in width, and dips at an average 45°, so that the width of the field

available for mining does not exceed 2,000 feet. The outcrop extends

11 miles in length. The coal is hard and solid, with bright black color

and brown-black streak. It breaks in good square lumps, and also, in

other portions of the vein, into friable masses. Both varieties coke well,

although coke made from the friable portion seems to be the best. Its

character is so good that it is now used exclusively for fuel on the North-

ern Pacific railway from Glendive, Montana, to Sprague, Washington.
Its composition is indicated by the following analyses

:
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The vein has been opened by Horr Brothers, of Gardiner, who began
work in June, 1833. Only four men were employed during 1883, and the

product was 485 tons.

Another coal field which promises to be of great importance is the

Kock Creek field, on the Crow Indian reservation. The coal field is as

yet untouched, but the vein crops out on Eock creek, about 35 miles

south of Stillwater, on the Northern Pacific railroad. Some seven seams

occur here, and the total thickness of coal exposed is over 40 feet. The
thickest single seam is nearly 4 feet. The coal is a good bituminous

coking coal, and from the position of the field, the slight dip, good loca-

tion, and superior quality of the coal, this promises to be one of the best

in the Territory. There seems to be some reason to believe that this

coal field is the continuation of the Bozeman coal, as similar veins are

said to crop out at points farther west in the Crow reservation. The

area of the field is about 15 square miles.

The upper Missouri coal field occurs in Choteau and Meagher counties,

on both sides of the Missouri river, near Fort Benton. The coal here

occurs in rocks of the Dakota formation, and the principal outcrops are

on the Sand Coulee and Deep creek and in the neighborhood of Great

Falls. The vein is from 4 to 8 feet in width and dips at a slight angle.

The coal is ofthe bituminous variety, is generally non-coking, and is valu-

able for many uses. The Great Falls Coal Company has opened the

vein on its property, comprising 80 acres of land. The mine is located

on Deep creek or Smith river, about 55 miles from Fort Benton. The
width of the vein worked is 7 feet, and it is developed by a tunnel 160

feet long. The vein has not been worked steadily, nor has any coal been

sold except 70 tons hauled to Fort Benton, where it sold readily. The
distance and want of cheap transportation have precluded any contin-

uous working of the mine. The coal is of excellent quality, burning

freely and leaving but little ash, and cokes well. The vein is free from

bone and slate and has a sandstone roof. It is easily worked. Near

Anaconda a vein of coal has been opened by Mr. F. A. Barrett, but ex-

ploration has not yet extended far enough to determine the width of

the vein or the extent of the field. A rough preliminary analysis

showed

:

Per cent.

Volatile matter and water 45.09
Fixed carbon 45. 77
Ash (reddish yellow) 7. 37
Sulphur 1.77

!
100. 00

The Bull Mountain coal field is about 30 miles north of Billings, and

lies between the Yellowstone and Musselshell rivers. The coal occurs

in the Laramie formation, and is a lignite of a jet-black color and brown

streak. The vein is what is known as the Mammoth, and is from 12 to
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14 feet thick, although it is frequently separated by partings into two
or three seams. Where separated, the smallest seam is 4 feet wide and
the widest G feet, and generally aggregates a little greater width than

where the vein is solid. The coal has a jointed structure and comes
down in large blocks. It is much better than the lignites found further

east, but carries much sulphur, the cleavage aud bedding x)lanes contain-

ing considerable quantities of iron pyrites. The coal has not yet been

mined to any extent, but the well-defined outcrop around the entire field

affords data for a very close approximation of the amount of coal avail-

able for mining. The urea of the field is about 60 square miles, and it

contains about 400,000,000 tons of available coal. Most of the outcrop

is located, and a large portion of the field is controlled by the Northern

Pacific Coal Company.
The Judith coal field is situated on both sides of the Judith river,

nearly north of the Bozeman field. The exjDlored area of the field is

about 12 square miles in extent. The coal occurs in the -Dakota rocks

and in two veins, one 2 feet and the other from 4 to 6 feet in width.

The coal is bituminous, but, so far as exj)lorations have gone, does not

coke. The field is of large extent and the veins easily worked, but there

has been no development.

Besides these fields described in western and central Montana, coal

is known to occur in various other localities, but lack of verification

renders the statements too valueless to be quoted.

The eastern coal field is of great extent, but has not been opened ex-

cept at various points along the line of the ]S"orthern Pacific railway,

where coal has been mined for quite a number of years, notably at the

Lignite mines at Lignite.

The following figures give the production of the Lignite and Bozeman
mines for 1884

:

Production of coal at the Lignite and Bozeman mines, in Montana, for 1884.

Lignite Bozeman
mine. mine.

January 1 to September 1 (actual output)

.

September 1 to January 1 (estimated)

Total

Short tons.

12, 221
4,000

16,221

Short tons.

25, 558
12, 000

37, 558

NEBRASKA.
The southwestern corner of I^J^ebraska is covered by a portion of the

Missouri coal field, the area being 3,600 square miles. The outcrops

belong entirely to the upper of the three divisions of Iowa and Missouri,

and the general opinion seems to be that no good workable beds of coal

are likely to be found, at least near the surface. Beds of the thickness

of 6, 11, 15, and 22 inches are reported from different counties. The
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coal is usually Inferior, but may be used in the neighborhood to some
adv^antage in the absence of all other fuel.

A test well was recently bored by the citizens of Brownsville, Nemaha
county, which brought to light some interesting information. The bor-

ing was begun at an elevation of 919 feet above sea level, and was car-

ried to a depth of 1,000 feet. The drill penetrated the Lower Coal Meas-
ures, but did not pass through them. These measures are those which
are productive in Iowa and the States farther east, and it might be ex-

pected that coal would be found in them. The only seam found in

these measures, however, was one of bituminous coal of fair quality, 30
inches in thickness, at a depth of 820 feet. Above this 30-inch seam
three others were found, of 8, 14, and 10 inches in thickness, respect-

ively, and all evidently belonging to the Upper Measures. It seems
questionable whether the 30-inch vein will ever prove of practical value,

but the nature of the country and the distance from other coal supply
will go far towards inducing attempts to utilize it.

NEW MEXICO
In New Mexico coal is found in Colfax, Sante '^6, Eio Arriba, So.

corro, Bernalillo, Valencia, and Doi5a Ana counties, in beds from 1 to

14 feet in thickness. The Ne^t^ Mexican coals range through all varie-

ties from brown coal to anthracite. The most important fields yet

opened are those in Colfax county at Eaton, which embrace an area of

about 600,000 acres, the product being a lignite which varies greatly in

quality. The following analyses were made from specimens taken near

the surface

:
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tier of the year i)ro(lu('e(l 21,000 tons of coal. In 1882 the output was
91,798 tous, and in 1883, 117,977 tons. Large numbers of coal beds are

found in Colfax county, t beir number being estimated to be about thirty-

five, some of which are fiom 7 to 8 feet in thickness; but their remote-

ness from the railway renders them without value for the present.

The anthracite and bituminous fields of Santa Fe county cover an
area of at least 15,000 acres, a ousiderable proportion of which is under-

laid by four distinct veins of atithracite coal, varying from 2 to 4 feet

in width. The coal beds are found between the Eio Galisteo and the

Eio Santa Fe, and are about 25 miles southwest of Santa Fe, and not

very far from Cerillos station, on the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe
railroad. They are known as the Los Cerillos beds. The coal is hard,

dense, and of brilliant luster, and is said to be, " so far as its application

for all practical purposes is concerned, fully equal to the best Pennsyl-

vania anthracite." Its composition is shown by the following analysis

:

Percent.
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their developmeDt, but the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad Company is

now rapidly opening- them up. The product of the mines at Gallup

from March 20 to December 31, 1882, was 33,373 tons, of which 30,705

tons were used by the railroad and 2,668 tons were shipped for com-

mercial use. The average number of men employed at Gallup is 220.

Near Silver City, Grant county, there is a bed of moderate extent

which produces a massive, compact, very hard, and uon-intumescent

coal of the semi-anthracite variety. Its composition is

:

Per cent.

Water
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Ash

2.13
4.86
86.56
6.45

It has not yet been developed to any extent.

The coal area in the vicinity of San Antonio, Socorro county, is of

considerable extent, but has not yet been fully explored. The field now

being worked embraces about 960 ticres, and others of unknown value

and extent are known to exist a little further north. The mines here

are operated by the San Pedro Coal and Coking Company, for the

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railway. The coal vein is 6 feet thick,

and the product is an excellent coking coal, which contains less than 5

per cent, of ash. The intention of the company is to convert the entire

output into coke. The coke is used by the Billings smelter at Socorro,

and is also shipped largely to other New Mexican points and to Ari-

zona and Mexico. In 1882 the product of coal amounted to 16,321 tons,

and in 1883 to 37,966 tons.

The New Mexican coals compare favorably with those found further

north, and only a comparatively small proportion of the Territory is

known to be coal-bearing. With further and more thorough exploration

other and good beds will probably be found.

The product of the Territory was as follows

:

Coal production of New Mexico in 1882, 188".3, and 1884.
i

Localities.
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developed. About 600 men are employed in the mines, and about 93

per cent, of their product is consumed by the railways.

Placing the value of these coals at $3 per ton, the value of the prod-

uct of the Territory during the past three years would be

:

Tears.

1882
1883.
1884.

Value.

$471, 278
GU, 041
661, 671

NORTH CAROLINA.
It has long been known that there are large deposits of good coal in

Stokes county, but owing to lack of transportation facilities the beds

have never been mined to any extent, except during the war, when the

coal produced acquired a high reputation. The coal is semi bituminous.

The surface indications commence about 4 miles west of Walnut Grove

and extend in an easterly direction down the Town fork and the Dan
river for a distance of 30 miles. Near Walnut Grove the outcropping

shows fourteen beds at a distance of from 30 to 50 feet apart, the dip

being about 45°. One vein contains coal very much resembling an-

thracite. There is some sulphur in the surface vein, but it cokes well.

There have been a few small shafts sunk near Stokesburg, but none

deeper than 15 feet, one of them striking a solid vein of coal at this

depth 6 feet thick. Some of the veins contain shale partings, but with

these often show from 2 to 4 feet of clear coal. Two analyses by Dr.

Genth of samples of different seams gave respectively 75.96 and 76.56

per cent, of fixed carbon and 11.44 and 13.56 per cent, of ash, the vola-

tile matter being about 12 per cent, in each.

tOHIO.

The Coal Measures of Ohio are a part of the Appalachian coal field,

the northwestern prolongation of this great field underlying the eastern

and southeastern portion of the State. Speaking comparatively, over

one fourth of the State is underlaid with coal-bearing strata, the area

so occupied being estimated at from 10,000 to 12,000 square miles. Ohio,

therefore, has the third place as to size of coal field among the eight

States included in the Appalachian system. According to the nomen-

clature which most generally obtains in Pennsylvania as to the strati-

graphical order of the several veins of coal—that of Prof. H. D. Eogers

—

the formations in which coal is found in the Ohio are four—the Serai

(Pottsville) Conglomerate, the Lower Coal Measures, the Lower Barren

Measures and the Upper Coal Measures. There is, however, some dissent

to this classification of the Coal Measures of western Pennsylvania and

Ohio as to the first two subdivisions. Considering the strata of the terri-

tory named, the division into Conglomerate and Lower Measures appears

decidedly arbitrary, and the classification seems only to have been made
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through the supposed establishment of equivalency between the varied

seams of these measures in western Pennsylvania and the great Potts-

ville Conglomerate of eastern Pennsylvania. In point of fact, there i&

in Ohio no more marked separation between the highest coal seam of the

Conglomerate series and the lowest of the Productive Measures thai*

can be found between any two co^ls of the latter division ; and, witl

the sanction of Professors Kewberry and Lesley, while accepting the

identitication referred to as a matter of geological history, the subdivis

ions may be considered as three—the Lower Coal, the Lower Barren,

and the Ui)per Coal Measures.

The Lower Coal Measures are most widely distributed in Ohio. An
imaginary line drawn from the Pennsylvania boundary in Trumbull

county northwestwardly to near Lake Erie, and thence southwest by

south to the Ohio river in Scioto county, will roughly indicate the

northern and western boundaries of these measures, the entire portion

of the State between the line and the Ohio river, the eastern and south-

ern boundary of the State, being underlaid with coal-bearing strata. The
Lower Measures have an average thickness of about 500 feet. Twelve

seams of coal occur in these measures, all of which have, with more or

less certainty, been identified with the seams of the corresponding meas-

ures in Pennsylvania, the nomenclature of which State will be used in

discussing them. The most imjiortant veins are the Sharon, the Brook
ville, the Lower Kittanning, the Middle Kittanniug,and the Upper Free

port seams.

The Sharon coal, occurring in the so-called Conglomerate, is mined

in the seven counties which constitute the northeastern corner of the

coal field of Ohio, and also seems to be the coal which is mined in

Jackson county. This seam has long been considered one of the most

important veins in the State, and has been very largely used as a blast-

furuace|pel. It is unfortunately very uncertain as to quantity, ranging

sometimes from 6 to 7 feet thick, and frequently thinning out and en-

tirely disappearing ; and also as to purity, many gradations in quality

being found, often in close proximity. The Sharon seam has its best

development in the Mahoning valley, where it receives the name oi

block coal, being ver^^ compact, and, when mined with skill, making
very little slack. It is also known here as the Brier Hill coal. The
Mahoning Valley deposits are being rapidly exhausted, and, owing t(

competition, no longer command as high a price as formerly. The fol

lowing is an analysis of this coal

:

Moisture
Volatile combustible matter

.

Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur
Specific gravity.

Per cent.

3. GO
32.58
02.66
l.Ki

100. 00

.85
1.284
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In Summit, Stark, Medina, and Wayne counties, collectively called

the Massillon district, the Sharon coal is largely mioed, and has here

less of the block character and is more bituminous. It analyzes as fol-

lows:

Moisture
Volatile combustible matter
Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur
Specific gravity

No. 1. No. 2.

Per cent.

6.95
32.38
57.49
3.18

100. 00

1.247

Per cent.

4.10
32.90
61.40
1.60

100. 00

1.07
1.250

In Jackson county this seam is mined largely for iron-smelting pur-

poses, and the coal resembles the Mahoning Valley block coal. Analy-

ses show a coal low in sulphur and high in carbon, but with consider-

able moisture.

The Brookville seam is quite widely spread throughout the State,

and is mined, though principally for local cousumption, in some seven

or eight counties, receiving in Stark county, where it is at its best, the

title of gray limestone coal, from the thick stratum of that nature

which overlies it. The following analysis shows its composition :

Moisture
Volatile combustible matter
Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur

Per cent.

7.00
30.80
59.50
2.70

100. 00

.65

The Lower Kittanning vein is one of the most important seams of

the State. It is found in gi-eat purity as the Leetonia coal in Colum-

biana county, where it is coked for blast-furnace use. It thins some-

what in Stark county, but regains its volume and is mined at Mineral

Point, Tuscarawas county, in Muskingum and Perry counties, and in

large quantities in Lawrence county. It is, however, somewhat over-

shadowed by the Middle Kittanning coal, which lies from 20 to 50 feet

above it, the continuance of the two veins being very steady and persist-

ent.

The Middle Kittanning is doubtless the most important coal seam in

the State. Although traceable from Columbiana county westward and

southward, it does not attain its greatest importance until in the vicin-

ity of Kew Lexington, Perry county. From this place southward it

acquires much greater volume, and becomes the " Great vein " of the

Hocking valley, being also widely known as Straitsville and Nelsouville

coal. In Perry county a change in the compositi(m of the coal also oc-
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curs. Hitherto it is a moderately cementing, red-ash coal ; but in the

neighborhood of New Lexington, simultaneously with its increase in

volume, it changes to a white-ash, open-burning coal. These latter

characteristics it retains throughout its entire southward extension, al-

though varying somewhat in volume. The followiug figures show the

result obtained by averaging the analyses of ten specimens of coal ob-

tained from as many different mines in the '^ Great vein" of the Hock-
ing valley

:

Moisture
Volatile combostible matter
Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur

Per cent.

5.98
36.48
52.41
5.13

100. CO

1.09

The following are the two analyses of the ten which present respect-

ively the best and the poorest showing

:

Moisture
Volatile combustible matter
Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur

No. 1.
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The strata lying between the massive Mahoning sandstone, which

overlies the Upper Freeport coal, and the great Pittsburgh coal seam

have received the name of the Lower Barren Measures. The name is

especially apt when applied to the strata as they are disclosed in Ohio.

The Lower Barren Measures consist of alternations of sandstone, shale,

and limestone, to the thickness of about 400 to 500 feet, intercalated

with streaks of coal which but rarely become of workable thickness.

In northeastern Ohio these measures retain this character for a long

distance westward. The only workable vein of coal in these measures

in this division of the Statfe is the Salineville strip vein, in Columbiana

county ; and even this vein is claimed by Professor Newberry for the

Lower Coal Measures. As, however, its place is plainly above the Ma-

honing sandstone, the accepted foundation of the Lower Barren MeaiS-

ures, it seems rightfully to belong to the latter subdivision. Its com-

position is shown by the following analysis

:

Moisture
Volatile combustible matter*
Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur

.

Per cent

1.70
34.30
59.50
4.50

100. 00

1.62

In central and southern Ohio, however, the Lower Barren Measures
are less barren. Several beds of coal of sufficient size to be worked re-

muneratively occur, but are comparatively small and very uncertain.

In Carroll, Muskingum, and Guernsey counties coal is found in these

measures, and in the former county one of the beds is mined in several

places, receiving the name of Harlem coal. In Jefferson county two
seams of canuel coal are found, but are of poor quality and are local.

The Upper Coal Measures have for their base the well-known Pitts-

burgh seam, and are chiefly important, from our standpoint, as containing

this valuable bed. The Pittsburgh seam exhibits two lines of outcrop in

Ohio. Entering the State in Jefferson county, one of these lines passes

down the Ohio Eiver valley, and from Steubenville toBellaire is mined
almost continuously, the thickness between these two points varying

from 5 to 9 feet, and the quality being geuerally excellent. The follow-

ing analyses show the composition of the Pittsburgh seam along the

Ohio river, the specimen in No. 1 being from Jefferson county and that

in No. 2 from Belmont county:

Moisture
Volatile combustible matter
Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur
Specific gravity

.

No. 1.

Per cent.

1.45
36.35
57.95
4.25

100. 00

No. 2.

Per cent.

1.00
34.20
59.40
5.40

100. 00

2.72
1.302

2.63
1.290
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Below Bellaire tbe dip is rapid, aud tbe seam passes to a great deptb

below tbe level of tbe Obio river. Retarning to tbe starting point iu

Jefferson county, tbe second line of outcrop passes tbrougb tbe State

in a tortuous but generally soutbwestward direction. Tbe following

counties are crossed by tbis line : Jefferson, Harrison, Belmont. Guern-

sey, Muskingum, Morgan, Atbens, and Meigs. In tbe last county tbe

line reacbes and crosses tbe Obio river into West Virginia. In Mus-

kingum county tbe seam is quite tbin,but in Morgan and Atbens coun-

ties ranges from 5 to 9 feet in tbickness, and attains great importance

at Pomeroy, Meigs county, on tbe Obio river, wbere it is very largely

mined, being widely known by tbe title of Pomeroy coal. It is very

bigbly esteemed as botb a steam and mill coal. Tbe following analy-

ses, tbougb fairly typical, sbow a considerable variation in tbe amount

of sulpbur—ISTo. 1, of a sample from Atbens county, exbibiting a very

bigb percentage, wbile Ko. 2, from Pomeroy, is very low in tbis respect:
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ing the Columbus and Hocking Coal and Iron Company—the syndicate,

as it was generally known—and the Coal Exchange to withdraw it.

On May 1 a general convention of the miners of the district was held,

and it was resolved to indefinitely postpone the consideration of the

syndicate's proposition. Kelations between the miners and operators

gradually became somewhat strained, and on June 20 the syndicate

and the Coal Exchange formally announced that the price paid for

mining was reduced to GO cents. The mines being idle, the miners

could take no action except to persist in stating that they could accept

no such reduction. Finally, on July 5 the two corporations issued a

notice to tbe effect that their offer of 60 cents was withdrawn, and on

July 12 the miners were paid off and ordered to remove their tools from

the mines. Three thousand men were thus thrown out of work.

Then began a series of depredations made by the miners on the prop-

erty of the corporations. The latter began to import labor to work

the mines, and were comjielled to guard their new hands by employing

a force of detectives and others. These guards were several times at-

tacked by the strikers, and property of the corporations was burned

and destroyed, the latter being eventually compelled to ask that the

militia be called out. This was done September 2. The militia were

stationed at several places throughout the region, and remained in serv-

ice for a month. Many of the strikers left the valley, and several mines

in the district which were paying the price demanded by the miners

employed many of them, and these miners contributed liberally of their

earnings to the aid of the strikers. Contributions of food and money
from other mining districts, from trades unions, and the general public,

also came in largely, and commissaries were established throughout the

valley, where weekly rations were served out to the strikers. Seldom,

if ever, in the history of strikes, has such thorough organization existed

on both sides, and such firm determination to succeed. At present the

Columbus and Hocking Coal and Iron Company is paying the miners

employed in its mines 50 cents a ton, while at most of the other mines

40 cents prevails, many miners who struck last year against the reduc-

tion from 70 to GO cents now working at this price. In the Sunday
Creek valley the iO cent rate also prevails.

Two other strikes of importance took place in Ohio during 1884. One
at Dell Eoy, in Carroll county, was caused by a proposed reduction of

13 cents in the price of mining, and, after a strong resistance of six

months, was ended by the miners accepting the reduction. An inter-

esting outgrowth of this strike, but immediately caused by a reduction

of wages in some mines near by, was the organization of certain miners

into coal-mining companies. Two were formed, and are now working

mines upon leased proi)erty. The other strike, occasioned mainly by

the reduction in the Hocking valley, took i)lace in the Coalton and

Wellston district, in Jackson county, and lasted about a month. It was

ended by an amicable agreement.

2 M E 5
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Comparison with the figures of procluetion given in the first volume
of this series will shuw a slight difference between them and the figures

given below. These for the years previous to 1S83 are the estimates

made by Mr. Andiew Eoy, late mine inspector of Ohio, in the absence

of exact figures, and for the years 18S3 and 1884 are the production as

compiled by the present mine inspector. The facilities for collecting

statistics of production are now such that the rejDorts of the mine in-

spector must necessarily be quite accurate.

Production of coal in Ohio.
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most part in the counties of Lackawanna, Lazernc, Carbon, Schuylliill,

Columbia, Nortbnmherlancl, and Dauphin. Susquehanna, Wayne, Leb-

anon, and Sullivan counties also contain small areas, that in the latter

being a detached deposit, known as the Loyalsock field, which i)rodncps

anthracite ditierentin character from that produced in the main fields.

The chief fields, with their resi)ective areas, are as follows

:

Fields.
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Lebigh, Black Creek, West Cross Creek, Hazleton, and Beaver Meadow
basins. They are narrow and comparatively shallow as compared with

the other anthracite basins. The deepest parts of the Black Creek and

West Cross Creek basins contain about 500 feet of Coal Measures above

the lowest bed, with about 7o feet of coal, divided into eight different

beds.

The Hazleton basin contains about 700 feet of strata above the lowest

coal bi^d, and there are about the same number of beds, with an average

thickness possibly a little greater than in the former basin. At one

point in the Black Creek basin the Mammoth bed is between 60 and 90

feet thick over a large area where the coal bed is worked.

Western middle field.—This is contained in the counties of Schuylkill,

Columbia, and Northumberland. The geological structure of this field

is somewhat different from that of either the northern or the Lehigh

field. Although the outline of the bottom of the Coal Measures is con-

tinuous around the entire field, as it is in the northern field, yet it is

broken u[> into a number of independent basins by prominent auticlinals,

as in the Lehigh field, but which do not separate the district into isolated

areas underlaid by the Coal Measures, as in the Lehigh. The dip of the

coal in this field is generally mucL greater than in the northern field,

while it may be considered to be nearly the same as the average dip of

the Lehigh field. • In the eastern half of this district there is a thick-

net^s of about 1,000 feet of Coal Measures over the Buck mountain, which

is the lowest bed exploited, and which probably corresponds to the red-

ash bed of the northern field. The total average thickness of all the

coal beds here is probably about 110 feet, divided into thirteen individ-

ual beds. In the vicinity of Shenandoah, the Mammoth bed measures

over 100 feet in thickness. In the western half of this field there is a

thickness of about 1,600 feet of Coal Measures above the Lower Lykens

Valley bed, which may probably here prove woikable. There is here

an average thickness of about 120 feet of coal, contained in sixteen

different beds.

Southern field.—The southern coal field lies in the counties of Carbon,

Schuylkill, and Dauphin, with a small area in Lebanon. The eastern

portion of the field, between the Lehigh and the Little Schuylkill rivers,

is known as the Panther Creek basin, and has always been included in

the Lehigh field, from the fact that most of the coal which has been

mined from it has been shipped down the Lehigh river. That portion

of the field west of the Little Schuylkill river is generally known as the

Schuylkill coal field. More recently the same name has been applied

to the western middle field, although not half of this latter field lies in

Schuylkill county. The bulk of the coal, however, which is mined from

it has been shii)ped through the Schuylkill valley. The deepest basins

in the region are contained in this held. In many cases the individual

basins are no broader than those of the western middle or eastern mid-

dle field ;
consequently the highest dips are found in the southern field.

At Tamaqua, which, is on the Little Schuylkill river, near the eastern
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end of the field, there is a thickness of Coal Measures of 2,H00 feet,

which contained twenty-one coal beds, with an aggregate thickness of

126 feet, although, as has been stated, one of the beds, the Mammoth,
is 114 feet thick a short distance e^st of Tamaqua. In the vicinity of

Pottsville there are about 3,300 feet of Coal Measures, which contain

twenty-eight individual beds, with an aggregate average thickness of

154 feet.

Thickness and contents of the measures.—The aggregate thickness as-

signed to the Coal Measures in the northern field is that determined

near the center of the basin, where the strata are frequently nearly

horizontal for several hundred feet, so that the thickness of the strata

represents the depth of the coal basin. In the other three fields, how-

ever, on account of the steepness of the dip of the strata and the sharp-

ness of the bottom of the basins, their depth is much greater than the

thickness assigned to the strata. For instance, at Tamaqna, which may
be considered a fair illustration, there are 2,c00 feet of Coal Measures

above the lowest coal bed ; this bed, however, in the center of the Tama-
qua basin, is 2,800 feet vertically below the surface of the ground.

A number of estimates have been made as to the total contents of

the anthracite basins and their probable life. These have been based

upon very general, and in many cases questionable, data, so that noth-

ing is certainly known, from a systematic examination of the entire

region, as to what the total contents are. Estimates will, however, be

made by the State Geological Survey before the completion of the work.

They have already been completed for the Panther Creek basin, whose
area, as has been already noted, is 12.5 square miles. This basin origi-

nally contained 1,032,997,000 long tons. The area which had been ex-

hausted, and was under exploitation at the end of 1882, originally con-

tained 92,189,000 tons. Out of this area there have been taken

54,110,000 tons.

Anthracite analyses.—The following table of analyses of Pennsylvania
anthracite has been prepared by Mr. Ashburner

:

Analyses of Pennsylvania anthracite.

Eastern middle
field.

Western middle field. Southern field.
KoTthern

field.

Water
Volatile matter

.

Fixed carbon . .

.

Sulphur
Ash ,..

Total
Specific gravity

Per ct.

3.713
3.080

86. 404
.585

6.218

Per ct.

4.119
3.084

86. 379
.496

5. 9i2

Perct.
3. 541
3.716

81. 590
.499

10. 654

Per ct.

3.163
3.717

81. 143
.899

11.07.S

Per ct. Per ct.

3.042
I

3.410
3. 949

I

3. 978
82.602 80.868

.402 I .512
9.885

i

11.232

100. 000
1.620

100. 000
1.617

100. 000
1.654

100.000 1100.000
1.657 1.667

100. ouo
1. 651

Per ct.

I

3. 0li8

4.125
87. 982

. .-.0(i

4. 379

)0J. 000
1. 584

Per ct.

3.087
4.275

83. 813
.041

8.184

100. 000
1.631

Per ct.

3. 421
4.381

83. 268
.727

8. 203

100. 000
1.575
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Anthracite production.—A number of statistical tables have been

prepared by diti'ereiit autboiities to i*how Ibe past production of the

authracite region. Of these (he table printed below seems to have the

most in its favor. It has been conii)iIed by Prof. P. W. Sheafer for the

years 1820 to 18G8, inclusive, and since 18G8 by Mr. John H. Jones,

accountant of the anthracite transporiing companies, and has been

adopted by Mr. Ashbnrner for the use of the State Geological Survey.

This table does not include the coal sold to the local trade and consumed

for fuel at the collieries. This amount in the past has been variously

estimated to be from 8 to 10 per cent, of the total tonnage reported as

shipped to market. At the present time it would seem to range from 5

to 0^ per cent, in the dilierent parts of the anthracite region. Although

the amount of coal burned within the region has increased from year to

year, the percentage of the total amount mined which has been so used

has unquestionably diminished at the same time.

SMpments of cool from lie aviliracite fields of Pennsylvania from 1820 to 1884, inclusive,

with the amount and percentage of the total sliijjpedfrom each region.

Tears. Schuylkill region.

1820...
1821 ...

18J2 ...

1«'>3 . .

.

1824...
1825...
1826...
1827...
1828...
1829...
1830 . .

.

18:il ...

1832 ...

18;i3...
18"4 . .

.

1HJ5...
1636...
1837...
1838 ..

1839 . .

.

1840 ...

1841 ...

1842 ...

1843 . .

.

1844 ...

184.T . .

.

1840...
1847 ...

1848 . .

.

1849 ...

18.-,0 ...

18:>1...
]8.-)2 . .

.

18.'')3 ...

18.-.4 ...

18.-).5 . .

.

18.50 . .

.

18.57 ..

1858...
18.-19...

1800 ...

1801...
1802 ..

1803 . .

.

1804 ...

1805...
1806 . .

.

1807...
1868 . .

,

Long tons.

1,480
1, 128

1,507
0, .'=00

10, 707
31.300
47. 284
70, 973
80, 984
8l,8.-i4

209,271
252. 971
220, 002
339, ni 8
432,(14.5

530, 152

440, 875
475, 077

. 490, 590
024, 460
583, 273
710,200
887, 937

1,131,724
1,308, .5(i0

1, 605, 735
1,733,721
1, 728, 500

1, 840, 020
2, 328. 5-'5

2, 030, 835
2,605 110

3, 101,070
3, 5.y2, 043
3, ro (, 029
3, 373. 797
3, 273. 245
.3, 44S, 7118

3. 740. 12

3, 100, 747
3, 37.i, 51^3

3.911,083
4, 101,970
4, 3."i(l, 9.-.0

5, 787, 902
5,101,071
6, 330, 737

Per ct.

Lehigh region.

39.79
10.23
14.10
18 00
34.90
49.44
01.00
71.35
51. .50

40. 29
57.61
51.87
60. 19

60. 54
03. 16

00. 98
00 49
58. 05
56.75
65.07
52.62
50.21
54.45
50.22
.55 82
57. 79
56.12
53. 30
54 80
52. 34
5i. 81
.51. 30
53. 14
53 77
.52. 91
50.77
47.86
44.10
44 04
30. 74
42. 80
40.90
40. 89
4.5. 14

45. 50
39. 74
38.62

Long tons.

305
1,073
2. 240
5,823
•9,541

28, 393

31, 280
32, 074
30, 232
25,110
41,7.50

40, 966
70. 000
123 001

106, 244
131,250
148,211
223, 902
213,015
221,025
22.5, 313
143,037
272. 540
207, 793
377,0ii2

430, 453
517,110
633, 507
670,321
781, .5.50

690, 4:50

9n4, 224
1,072, 130

1,054,3 9
1,207, 180

1,284, 113

1.351,970
1,318, .'i4l

1.380,030
1 028. 31

1

1.821,074
1, 738. 377
1.3.51.054

1,894.713
2. 054, ('l.O

2,040,913
2, 179, .304

2, 502, 054

2, 502, 582

Per ct.

Wyoming region.

Long tons.

60.21 1

83.77 1

8.5.90
i

81.40
6.5. 10 i

50.56
39.00
22.40

;

23.90 I

23. 17 I

19.27
1

25 22 !

28.21
1

23.41
1

21.66
I

25.75
2H. 92
27.01
26. 07
14 90
24. .59

21. 19
23. 12

21.33
22.17
21.98
21.70
24. 10

20. 56
21.08
21.47
20. 29
20. 13

19.43
10. .52

19 84
20. IS

20.80
21.40
21.85
17. 7

19.80
20. 19

21. 14
17. 15

19. 27
18.13

7,000
43. 000
54, ooo

84, 000
111.777
43, 700
90, 0(10

303.801
11,5,387

78,207
122,300
148,470
192, 270

252, .599

285, 6u5
365,911
451,836
518.389
683, 067
68,5, 196
732,910
827, 823

1, 156, 107

1,281, .500

1, 475, 732
1,003,478
1,771,511
1,972,581
1.952, (.03

2, 18(i, ii94

2, 731,2:;0

2,041,817
3,0.5.5. 140

3, 14.5.770

3,7.59,010

3, 000, 830
3, 254, .519

4.730.016
5, 325, 000

6, 068, 146

Perot.

6.25
24. 1.0

30. 54
23. 12

22. 91
11. CO
10.05
15. 18

13.27
10. .50

14.94
17.18
20 03
22.79
22. 00
22 43
22. 45
22. 1

1

20. 23
22.18
22.00
24.04
25. 98
25. 72
28.41
20. 73
20.80
28 47
29. 39
31.90
34.98
34. .50

38.41
39. 97
39. 30
38. 92
33. 72
37.29
40.99
43.25

Total.

Long tons.

365
1,073
3, 720
6,951

11, 108

34, 893
48. 047
63. 434
77,516
112,083
174,734
176,820
363. 271
4h7, 749
370, 036
560,7.58

684. 117

809. 441
738, 697
818. 402
864, 379
959. 773

1,108.412
1,263 .598

1, 630. 8.50

2,01.3,013

2, 344. 005

2, 882, 309
3, 089, 238

3, 242. 966
3, 358, 809
4,448,916
4,993.471
5, 19.5. 151

6. 002, 334

6. 608, 567

6, 927. 580
6. 044. 941

6, h39 369

7, 808. 2.'^5

8,513. 123

7, 9.54. 204
7, KiO. 407

9, 500, 006

10. 177,475
9, (i52, 391
12,703.882
12, 988, 725
13, 8ul, 465

i
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Shipments of coal from the anihrncUe fielih of Pennsylvania, 4'0 —ContlDued.

Yeara.
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Anthracite (.oal tonnage of the different transportation companies, ^-c.—Continued.

Companies.

PhiladfIphia and Reading Railroad Com-
pany

Lehigli Valley Railroad Company
Central Kailrba-d Company of NeAV Jer-
sey

DeliiWiUe, Lackawanna, and "Western
E;iilroa(l Company

Del.iwaic and Hudson Canal Company..
Pemj[.--y:viUila Railroad Company
Peni)ti\ Ivuii-a Coal Company
New Voik, Lake Erie, and Western Rail-

voail

Total ;

1875.

Lmig tons.

4, 782, 311

3, 285, 225

2, 465, 902

2, 833, 670
2, 843^ 229
1, 772, 719

1, 426, 377

303, 030

19, 712, 472

1876.

Long tons.

4, 931, 7i4
3, 985, 351

2, 778, 096

1, 998, 654
1, 809, 190
1, 623, 335
1,143,922

230, 709

1877.

Long tons.

6.842,105
4, 447, 881

2, 837, 500

2, 089, 523
1,787,470
1, 530, 594
1, 118, Oil

175, 095

18, 501, Oil

1878.

Long tons.

5,112,219
3, 403, 318

2, 264, 979

2.180,673
2, (46, 235
1, 302, 674

957, 032

278, 132

20, 828, 179 17, 605, 262

I

1879.

Long tons.

7,442,617
4, 405, 958

3, 825, 553

3,867,405
3,014,117
1,682, 106

1, 427, 150

477, 783

26, 142, 689

Companies. 1880.

I'hiliidtlphia and Reading Railroad Com-
pany

Lelii;;!) Valley Railroad Company
Central Eailioad Company of New Jer-

sey
Dt'laware. Lackawanna, and "Western
Railroad Company

Belawaic and Hudson Canal Company..
Pennsylvania ll.iilroad ( ompany
Ptnnsylvauia Coal Company
New "Vork, Lako£rie, and Western Rail-
road

"Total

Long tons.

5, 933, 923

4, 394, 533

3, 470, 141

3, 550, 348

2, 674. 705
1, h04, 032
1, lb8, 406

411,094

1881.

Long tons.

6, 940, 283

5, 721, blO

4, 085, 424

4, 388, 970
3. 211, 496
2,211,303
1,475,380

465, 230

23, 437, 242 28, 500, OIC

1882.

Long tons.

7,000,113
5, 933, 740

4,211,052

4, 638, 717
3.203,168
2, 332, 974
1, 40J, 821

330,511

29, 120, 096

Long tons.

10,487,003
0, 271, 773

a\, 745, 399

5,079, 123

3. .ML', 971
2,773,419
1,541,145

382, 194

Long tons.

11,163,920
5, 935, 254

5, 2C4, 362
3, 302, 060

3, 169. 287
1, 397, 946

484, 844

31,793,027
I

30,718,293

a To Juni! 1, 1883 : the road was then leased to the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company, which

after that date is credited with the tonnage of both its own and the Central roads.

llie iiiuouut of coal which still remains to be rained has been vari-

ously estimated , but all the estimates have been based upon insuffi-

cient facts, and until the completion of the State survey but little can

be certainly known. Mr. Ashburner has estimated that the region

originally contained about 2o,0()0,000,00() tou<, which is between the

extreme estimates which have been made, and is probably nearer the

truth tiian any other.

In tbe preceding statistics the production of the Loyalsock basin, in

Sullivan county, has not been included. The following table gives the

iigures in regard to this field

:

Productian of the Loyalsock field, Sallivan county.

Years. Long tons.

23,122
51,527
32, 0.".8

30, 208
16 52 >

30, 000
23, 000

37, 000

Ye.ars.

1879
1880
1881

1882
1883
1884

Total

Long tons.

50. 000

65, 000
70, 000
70, 01)0

80, 000
85. 303

609, 890
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Ownership.—On the anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania the land

is owned by large corporations, wLo&e respective interests are shown
in the lollowiuff table:

Ownership of anihracite coal lands.

Companies.
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Sizes of anthracite.—AX one of the largest collieries in the anthracite

coal field the percentages of the various sizes shii)i)ed to market in 1882

were ciircfuUy recorded, with the following result

:

Per<}€niage of marleiahle sizes of anthracite.

Sizes.

Lump
Sti-aoilioat

.

Brokeu
EgK
Stove
Ch«*Btnut .

.

Pea

Total

Quantity. Percent.

Short long. Cwtx.
93, 704 ]4

2. !i27

148, C68
88, 38.'i

97, 104
15i>, 604
1 13, 920

694, 194 09

13.5
.3

20
12.8
14.0
22 4
16.4

100.0

Wages in anthracite mininfj.—The following tables from the volume of

Industrial Statistics, i)ublished by the secretary of internal affairs of

Pennsylvania, show the condition of anthracite coal miners, and other

emi)loy^s about the mines, with regard to wages in 1881::

Exhibit of highest average wages paid in the anthracite coal mines of Pennsylvania, based on

full working time.

Einploy6s. Day. Week. Year.

Miners on contract .

Miners on wiijres—
Laborers, iusule
Laborers, outside—
Boys
Di ivers and runners
Firemen
Engini-ers
Blacksniilbs
Slate ))ickers, lio<<s .

Slate pickers, boys

.

$2.70
2.00
1.78
L40
.£:>

1.43
1.58
l.>>8

1.91
L55
.50

$16. 20
12 00
10.68
8 40
3.90
8.58
9 48
11.28
11.40
9.30
3.00

$842 40
024 00
6-15. 36
4S6 80
202 80
446. 16
492. 96
58b. 50
595. 92
483. 60
150. 00

Exhiiit of actual wages paid in the anthracite coal mines of Pennsylvania, based on actual

time employed.

Employes.

Miners on contract.,

Miners on wajres

—

Laborers, in«i<le

Laborers, outside .

.

Boys
Drivers and ruunera
Firemen
ED^iueers
Bl;icksmitii8
Slite pickers, boss .

Slate pickerg, boys.

Day.

$2.70
2.00
1.78
1.40
.65

1.43
1.58
1.88
L91
1. 55
.50

Week.

$8.84
7. CO
6. 14

4.91
2. 07
.5.32

5 73
8.84
7.10
5.60
1.70

Year.

364. 00
319.28
255. 32
107.64
276 64
297. 90
459. 68
372 32
291. 20
88.40

The great difference shown in these tables between the rates of

wages and the actual earnings is accounted for by the difference be-

tween the theoretical number of working days in a year and the average

number of days in each year that the collieries are actually operated.

The latter number of course varies.

Working records.—The following table, prepared by the Bureau of

Industrial Statistics of Pennsylvania, feUowfe» tUe number of collieries,

\
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days in operation, nrnnber of employes, wajres paid, and coal produced

iu the antbracite mines of Pennsylvania for 1884:

:

Condiiion of (he Pennsijlvania at>throciie minea in 1864.

Localities.

Schuylkill region.

Colnmb'a
Diinpliin
J.'ovllmiii'ierlan<l

Scliuylliill, i)ait of

Total for region, 1884

Lehigh region.

Varts of CarhoTi, Lnzernn, and Scbuyltill coun-
ties : Total for rejj.im, 1884

Wyoming region.

Laclca'wnnraand part of Luzerne conntj': Total
for I e;;iou, 188 1

Grand total, 1884
Grand total, 1883

Decrease iu 1884

biM- (,f

col.

lieriea.

Avorajxe
iiiinilicr

ol<l.!\8

in i>iiera-

tiou.

ro
207
197
lt^()

281

310

29

173

185

185
2.1

30

Knm'u-r
(pf pi'T--

s >iis « ni-

ploytd.

2rl80
1,019
7, loa
19.099

30, 387

Amount
paid

iu wa;iC8.

$094. 799
591.571

2,011,079
0, 9^1.8^.•

10,9,9,l:01

13,950 5,159,924

Xnnilier of
lOllS (if

coul Uiiued.

07.'?. 099
5:.2. 409

2. 0!i8. 712
5, ti2«. 904

8,933,124

4,1.14,262

38,973 1.3,827,077 12, .544. 298

83,310 I 29,900.202
87, 3(,8,

j 33, 597, 2-33

2.5, CM, 004
30, 1.54, .546

3,992
I

3,091,991 4, 502, 882

In explanation it is stated that "the above report was obtained from

all the operators reporting in 1883, together Avith some who had not

reported before. Tiie decrease since 1883 can be accounted for by de-

pression in trade and by sales of collieries formerly owned by individ-

uals to large companies. Some of them were shut down to restrict

I)roduction. We have given the returns by counties whenever practi-

cable. In the Lehigh and Wyoming regions tbe returns were of such

a nature that it was not ])racticable to tabulate by counties. To the

above total of coal mined there should be added per cent, for coal

consumed or sold at collieries."

Prices.—The following figures give the range of prices of anthracite

during the years named. The unit is the long ton, and the delivery is

free on board vessels in New York harbor.

Prices of
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Mr. Saward says with reference to these figures: ''It must be borne

in mind that at no time within the years named were the circular rates

actually realized; the divergence therefrom grudually became greater,

and it is not saying too much to remark that during the latter part of

1884 tbere was a difference of 30 cents on grate and egg and 40 cents

on stove and nut per ton between the circular and tbe actual quota-

tions; the circular showing an advance of 25 cents per ton on the

domestic sizes made on the 1st of July was a practical nullity."

PENNSTLVAKIA—BITTTMIXOTJS.

The Appalachian field, from which more bituminous coal has been

mined than from any other, is one of considerable dimensions, extend-

ing over portions of nine States. Its shape is difficult to describe. Its

general line of direction is from northeast to southwest. Commencing
in several detached deposits in northeastern and north-central Penn-

sylvania, it rapidly broadens until it spreads over a large part of the

western end of the State and covers about one-fourth of Ohio. ;Nar-

rowing slightly, it passes southwest through Ohio and West Virginia.

Passing into Kentucky on the west, and including within its eastern

boundary a small portion of Virginia, it rapidly narrows until its width

in Tennessee is less than one-fourth of its greatest width. The deposits

then can be traced into Alabama, passing across the northwestern

corner of Georgia in their course. In northern Alabama the field

spreads out again, covering quite a considerable area, but abruptly

ends with this expansion.

The total area of the A])palachian field is estimated af 59,435 square

miles, which is distributed among the States over which it passes as

follows:

States.

Pennaylvania

.

OLio ,

iliiiyland ...

West Virginia
Virp Ilia

Kentucky —

Square
miles.

12,302
10, 000

5:i0

16, QUO
J, 000
8,983

States.

Tennessee
Goorpia...
Alabama .

Total

Square
miles.

5,100
170

5,530

59, 635

Coal area of Pennsylvania.—The bituminous coal district of Pennsyl-

vania, the northeastern end of the great Appalachian coal field, occu-

pies about one-half the area of the State, being bounded on three sides

by the States of New York, Ohio, West Virginia, and Maryland, and on

the east by the Alleghany mountains. It also includes the mountain

lands of Tioga, Lycoming, Bradford, and Sullivan counties, extending

very nearly to the northeast corner of the State. The counties of Brad-

ford, Sullivan, Lycoming, Clinton, Centre, Huntingdon, and Fulton,

forming a crooked belt across the State from northeast to southwest,
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are the- most easterly counties coutainiug bituminous coal ; in these, and

in every county west of the belt so formed, with the sole exception of

Erie county, bituminous coal is found in greater or less quantity.

In a commercial sense, however, the i)roductive bituminous coal field

of Pennsylvania (jannot be said to be of so great extent as this. The
general southerly dip of the strata in the district under consideration,

and the outcropping of lower and lower formations as we progress north-

ward through the State, indicate that at an early period in the earth's

history the northern part ot the State was lifted high above the south-

ern. Erosion and denudation then took place, the northern portion of

the State being entirely deprived of many of the strata which exist

undisturbed in the more southern counties. Accordingly, the counties

in the northern part of Pennsylvania west of the line described con-

tain coal only in small patches, having been deprived, in the manner

described, of nearly all the deposits which once existed in that part of

the country. The true bituminous coal-producing district, then, is not

synonymous with the part of the State covered by the counties which

contain coal, but is much more limited. Constructing, as before, a belt

of counties which shall be the boundary of the district, we name, com-

mencing at the western boundary of the State, the following : Mercer,

Butler. Clarion, Jefferson, Clearfield, Cambria, and Somerset, the last

on the southern border. These counties, and all those west and south

of the belt they form, constitute the bituminous coal district of Penn-

sylvania. A small part of Elk, and the four northern townships of

Centre county, should, speaking precisely, be included in the district,

and it must be remembered that severaf of the outlying deposits, such

as the Broad Top field in Huntingdon, Bedford, and Fulton counties,

and the Blossburg field in Tioga county, are of no small imijortance in

a commercial way.

A.cross the district thus bounded lie the bituminous coal measures,

in six principal basins, arranged in concentric curves of wide sweep,

and separated by five great anticlinal waves. Lack of sufficient data

prevents the tracing of these grand anticlinals throughout the State,

but in general their persistence is lemarkable. Laurel hill, the first

mountain range west of the Alleghany mountains, forms the northern

part of the first anticlinal axis (the southern portion not being exactly

identified) and separates the first and second basins. Chestnut ridge

forms the second axis. The third anticlinal wave, crossing Clearfield,

Jefferson, Indiana, Westmoreland, and Fayette counties, is a very i)er-

sistent axis. Of it Mr. Franklin Piatt says :
" The perfect straightness

and regularity of this remarkable anticlinal is as wonderful as any phe-

nomenon in geology. From Avhere it enters the State across the Vir-

ginia line, to where it leaves Clearfiehl and enters Elk county, it runs

100 miles in an absolutely straight line " The fourth anticlinal axis has

been carefully traced over but a part of its course; but the filth axis

is very distinct, and seems to be even more remarkable tban the third
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axis, rnnning nearly 150 miles without any sucli bend as at one point

cbnracteiizeU tbe other.

Varieties of FcnnsyJvaniahitiiminous coal.—The coal field of Pennsyl-

vania contains almost every possible variety of bituminous coal. The
greater part of tbe coal mine<l iu this field is true bituminous coal, con-

taining 20 per cent, and upward of volatile combustible matter; but in

the delacbed deposits of Tioga, Bradford, and Iluutingdou counties,

and along tbe summit of tbe Alleghany mountains, tbe coal has a semi-

bituminous character, containing only from 15 to 18 per cent, of volatile

matter. The bituminous coals of Pennsylvania are known the country

over for their admirable qualities. Coal for domestic use, steam coal,

gas coal, coking coal, blacksmithing coal, all are found in wonderful

variety and profusion iuthe Pennsylvania measures, and of unsurpassed

quality for each purpose. To tbe cities of tbe Atlantic coast, to those

of tbe extreme Soutb, and to those of tbe Far West, Pennsylvania coal

goes constantly, and is in steady demand.
Reserves.—Some twenty-one or twenty-two coal seams of commercial

importance have been found and named in the bituminous field of Penn-

sylvania. Tbese have been in most cases traced with much certainty

throughout the district, nearly every bituminous deposit known to ex-

ist iu the State being with more or less certaiutj' identified with some

one of them. The quantity of available coal contained in these seams

has been carefully estimated by Dr. H. M. Chance, assistant geologist

of the State Geological Survey, and a statement prepared by him is

subjoined. It sbould be stated that no attempt is made in this table to

show the total amount of bituihinous coal contained in the deposits of

Pennsylvania ; the information it gives is of much more value, being

in respect of the total amount of that coal alone which is accessible and

workable, and of commercial value.

Reserves of hituminous coal in Pennsylvania.

Beds.
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The total available tounage may be divided thus:

Classification of beds.

Beds over 6 fcef lliick

Beds i'rom 3 to C fVet thick
Beds from 2 to 3 feet tliick

Total

Lonj; tons.

10,057.200.000
19. .'580,800,000

3, (,u;i, lioo, 000

33, 547, 200, 000

"Excluding coals less than 3 feet in thickness," says Dr. Chance,
" we have an available tonnage of 30,544 billion tons, and, assuming that

75 per cent, of this can be won in mining, we have 22,908 billion Ions as

the possible output from seams 3 feet or more in thickness. Probably

two-thirds of this amount lies favorably situated for mining, and at or-

dinary prices for labor can be mined and i)laced on the cars at an aver-

age cost not exceeding $1 per ton ; but the remaining tbird lies beneath

water level, or beneath a thick covering of superimposed measures,and
will probably cost from $1.25 to $1.50 per ton, at the present price of

labor. The two-thirds, 15,272 billion tons, accessible above water level,

and contained in beds not less tban 3 feet thick, is sufficient to main-

tain the present average yearly output from Pennsylvania for about
eight hundred years, or to supply the whole world for fifty years.-'

Sharon seam.—The lowest bituminous coal seam worked in the State (in

a geological sense) is the Sharon seam, occurring in workable quantity
only in Mercer county; its geological position being immediately above
the Sharon Conglomerate, which lies at the bottom of the Great Con-
glomerate series No. XII. This coal is very uncertain, being found in

little patches or basins which have apparently no connection with each
other; it is, however, highly valued, as it is generally a splint or block
coal, making a tine blastfurnace fuel. The deposits are being exhausted
rapidly, and it is estimated that the coal will all be extracted in at most
fifty years at the present rate of production. In Ohio this is an im-

portant seam, and analyses are given of it under that head.

The Mercer Upper and Loicer coals, two other seams of formation XII.,

attain considerable importance only in Mercer county, where, while
widely spread and afibrding an abundant supply of domestic fuel, they
are at best impure, and in McKean county, where their proximity to

market enhances their value.

The BrooJcville hed, the lowest seam of the Carboniferous series, occurs

in some fifteen counties of the State, ranking sixth among the produc-
tive seams. In Jefierson county, from whose seat of government it de-

rives its name, it is nearly always impure, but is mostly of workable
dimensions, and is the main source of the local supply. In Centre and
Blair counties this bed is mined, and furnishes in some places quite

pure coal, but in general it is sulphurous, in many places being too

much so for use.

The Clarion bed is formed in two subdivisions in some of the westeru
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counties, the upper of which is known as the Sembgrass coal. It some-
times furnishes coal of excellent quality, but the bed is usually tliin.

Loicer Kittannhig hed.—The next scam in asceudin^uoider is the Lower
Kittanniug- bed, which in point of resources i)robal)ly ranks second only

to the Pittsburgh vein. In the southwestern part of the State it is not

met with in workable quantity in many places, although in Beaver
county it is persistent, aud is very valuable in the \ icinity of the towns
of Industry, New Brighton, aud Beaver Falls. Passing northwestward

it is exposed in Butler County, where it is workable over a small area,

and is of great extent in Armstrong and Clarion counties. In the

former, while regular and persistent, it is somewhat impure; but in

Clarion county it is spread over a large territory, and is a j:ood steam

coal. In Jefferson, Indiana, and Clearfield counties it is not a bed of

great value, and while good in Centre county, is but slightly exposed.

In Blair county it is of much importance, being known in some districts

as the Miller seam. It is here mined in many phices, is a very good

coal, and is coked. Passing farther north and east the supposed equiv-

alent of this vein is found in many of the detached deposits which outlie

the northwestern edge of the Appalachian tield. In Lycoming county

the Big betl of the Little Pine creek basin is referred to this horizon,

and contains large deposits of valuable coal. In Tioga county it is

identified with the Bloss vein, producing the well-known IM orris Run coal.

In Sullivan county its supposed equivalent is mined in several places,

and in Bradlbrd county the Barclay coal, an admirable fuel for steam

and household i)urposes, is referred to the Lower Kittanning horizon.

The Kittuniiing Middle coal is locally woikablc in Butler, Jefferson,

Armstrong, Elk, Cameron, and Clarion counties, but is not a seam of

very great injjjortance, and does not contain nearly so much coal as

many of the other veins.

Kittanning Upper seam.—This is noted not so much for the quantity

as for the character of the coal it contains, nearly all the x^annel coal

in Pennsylvania, and in one or two localities a block coal, occurring at

this horizon. In the extreme southwestern part of the State it is, of

course, not, found ; but in Beaver and Lawrence counties, on the Ohio

line, it is a bed of much importance. In Beaver county it is occasion-

ally uncertain ; but, in the main, is a good coal, and in many places is

very good and rich, notably on the Big Beaver river. On the Little

Beaver river, three miles below Darlington, it appears in the form of a

great cannel deposit, averaging 7 feet in thickness, and is hence known
widely as the Darlington seam. In Lawrence county it extends over a

wide territory, and is from 2 to 4 feet thick. It varies in qualiij', but

in some places is exceptionably pure, making a fine gas coal, and occur-

ring in one locality as a genuine block coal. In Culler county, the Kit-

tanning Upper bed is the chief .'^ource of suppl\ ; and here, too, is some-

times a cannel coal. In Armstrong county it is somewhat uncertain,

and in some places is an impure cannel, "but is fairly good in others.
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In Clarion and Jefferson counties the seam is small and unimportant.

In Indiana county it is occasionally good, and in Clearfield county,

while often slaty, is in some localities of great importance. In Cambria
and Blair counties it is not mined. In Centre county it is an exceed-

ingly important deposit, being the chief bed of the well known Snow-
shoe basin. Persistent, everywhere above water, easily accessible,

thick, and of excellent quafity, it is here as valuable a deposit of coal

as falls to the lot of any county in the State. It here justly receives

the title of the " Big bed." In the Broad Top region of Huntingdon
and Bedford counties the Barnet bed is supposed to be the equivalent

of the Kittauning Upper coal, although some authorities identify it with

the Kittanuing Middle seam. Farther northwest it is of no importance,

being seldom exposed.

The Frecport Lower coal is the next in ascending order, and ranks

fourth in impoitance. It is persistent, but very irregular, in Butler

county, being workable in but few places, but sometimes attaining

great thickness, measuring 16 feet in one locality. In Clarion county

it is of limited extent, but is very good, and has been used in blast

furnaces, also being available for gas. In Armstrong county it is

usually uncertain and somewhat impure, but is available in some

places. In Jc fferson county it is the source of supply of the Eeynolds-

ville basin, and is the main seam in the county, being workable where-

ever the hills are high enough to contain it. In Indiana county it is of

less consequence, but in Cle.arfield and Cambria counties regains its

importance. In the former it is the celebrated Moshannon vein, being

nearly always a good coal, while in the latter it is mined extensively

by the Cambria Iron Company at Johnstown. In Centre county it is

nowhere opened. It is identified by the best authorities with the

Kelly seam in the Broad Top field. It is also workable in parts of Elk

and Cameron counties.

The Freeport Upper coal is workable in parts of fifteen counties, and
ranks third among the productive seams of the State. It is of consid-

erable importance in the eastern half of Butler county, but west of this

k of less valu . In Armstrong county it is generally uniform, regular,

and pure. In Clarion county the bed underlies a limited extent of ter-

ritory, but the coal is very good , and has been used in blast furnaces.

In Jefferson county it is unreliable, but in Indiana county it is the chief

coal, being good and thick. In Cambria county it is a good steam coal,

and is mined considerably; in Blair county, however, while possessing

the same character and being generally 5 feet thick, it is not mined to any

extent, owing to the great superiority of the Miller or Kittanuing Lower

seam. In Somerset county it has a fair thickness, and contains a consid-

erable amount of available coal. In Clearfield and Centre counties it is

generally good, but of limited extent and importance. A considerable

amount of coal in the two Freeport beds is accessible in Allegheny

2 M K 6
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coonty, but it is generally inferior in quality and receives little attfeii-

tion.

The MiUerstotrn led^ the bigbest of tbe Lower Productive series, is

locally workable in Butler county, and is not of wide im])ortance.

In tbe Lower Barren Measures occur several beds in Indiana, Somer-

set, and Butler counties, attaining workable size over a limited area,

and in Armstrong and Beaver counties tb^re is also a small quantity

of workable coal iu these measures. These seams, however, will prob-

ably never attain great commercial importance, and will be mined

chieily to supply the local demand.

The Pittsburgh coal bed, at the bottom of the Upper Productive Coal

Measures, is the best and most valuable seam of tbe bituminous coal

area. It ranges from 3 to 9 feet in thickness, and, according to the

estimates of Dr. Chance, contains nearly one-lhird of the available bitu-

minous coal in Penns.>lvania. Its most extensive areas are found in

Fayette, Washington, Allegheny, Westmoreland, and Greene counties,

small areas also occurring in Indiana, Somerset, and Beaver counties.

Tbe purity and quality of this coal and ihe excellent chara ter of the

coke made from it—the famous Connellsville—render it much more val-

uable than any other seam. This bed alone, of a 1 the beds in the Up-

per Productive coal series, has such narrow limits of variation, as to be

an available bed throughout the district, wherever it is within reach.

It nowhere becomes too thin or too impure to rejjay working, and nniin-

tains its quality with remarkable persistence. The fact that it is acces-

sible nearly all the way along the Monongahela liver from the State

line to Pittsburgh renders it immensely more imi)ortant in a commer-

cial way, owing to the cheap transi)ortation which is thus aft'onled.

With rare exceptions this bed is double, consisting of a roof and a

lower division, separated by a clay ])arting; and a bituminous shale,

from 8 to 12 inches thick, is frequently found resting on the roof. The

roof division of the vein varies greatly in thickness, ranging from 2

inches to 8 feet, with a generally greater thickness towards the north

of the field. Occasionally it is a single bench, but commonly it contains

two or more benches, sei>arated by clay. The coal is invariably poor,

owing to tbe large proportion of ash. The lower division of the vein

varies from 3J to 9 feet in thickness, and is divided by three persistent

but thin partings into four benches. The top or "upper" bench is the

thick bench, and usually yields the best coal. The second or "bear-

ing-in " bench varies from 2 to 4 inches, but is invariably distinct, except

where the bed is a block coal and all the partings are missing. The

name is applied because on this bench the miner works in to gain a

face against v/hich to bring out the other portions of the bed. The

coal is generally good, but in removal is reduced to slack. The third

or "brick" bench is characterized by cleavage i)lanes which break the

coal into blocks in size and shape like a common brick, whence the

name. It yields a good coal, hardly inferior to that from the " upper"
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bench. The coal of the " loWet* bottom " bench, the lowest, Is generally

iufeiior or worthless.

As stilted, the total thichness of the Pittsburgh coal bed ranges from

3 to 9 feet. In the southeastern part of the district the total tLickness

is from 7 to 9 feet, being greatest at Brownsville, where the roof meas-

ures 4 inches and the lower division 9 feet. In the vicinity of Pitts-

burgh and the adjoining portions of Allegheny county it varies little

from 5^ feet, while in northwestern Washington county it ranges from

3^ to 5 feet, the former thickness being found at Midway, on the Pitts-

burgh, Cincinnati and Saint Louis railroad, where the coal is a block.

The coal from tlie lower division of the Pittsburgh bed is somewhat
brittle, rich in combustible matter, contains a variable percentage of

sulphur, and cokes. In some portions of the district it exhibits layers

cf cannel near the top, and occasionally, as along the Panhandle rail-

road in Washington county, mentioned above, it becomes a very supe-

rior block coal.

The next three beds, in ascending order, are of but local importance.

They are the Uniontowu,the Sewickly, and the Redstone beds, the first

two being locally workable in parts of Fayette and Greene counties,

and the latter in Westmoreland and Allegheny counties.

The Waynesbvrg led, the toj) coal seani of the Upper Productive Coal

Measures, is a vein of great importance in Greene and Washington coun-

ties, and attains also a good thickness in Fayette and Westmoreland

counties. According to Dr. Chance's estimates, it holds the fifth place

among the coal beds of the State in point of available fueh

In the Upper I>arreu Measures is found but one coal seam of commer-

cial imi)ortance, the Washington bed, which attains its best development

in Washington and Fayette counties, but is not persistent as a work-

able seam in any other county. This series of rocks contains several

other seams, but the.v areusually very thin and of i^oor quality, although

one, the Waynesburg A bed, may prove workable over a small area in

Fa>ette county.

Froduction.—From the best sources of information the following state-

ment of the i)roduction of bituminous coal in Pennsylvania has been

prepared

:

Output of Mfuminous coal in rennsylvania since 1^73.

Years.
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WorMng records.—The following table shows the number of mines in

operation, number of days in operation, bauds employed, wages paid,

and coal produced during 1884, compiled from returns made to the Bureau

of Industrial Statistics of Pennsylvania

:

Condition of the Pennsylvania hituviinous-conl mines in 1884.

' Counties.
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be the rate paid for miniDg. This rate was generally accepted, and pre-

vailed for some time.

lu 1884 anotber reduction was decided upon by the operators and
objected to by tbe miners. After much dissension tlie tribunal was re-

vived, and Mr. Josei)b D. Weeks, secretary of tlie Western Iron Asso-

ciation, was selected as umpire. Tbis gentleman rendered a very able

and logical decision, fixing tbe rate at 2^ cents per busbel (or tbe time

at wbicb tbe decision was made, aud presenting a carefully considered

sliding scale for tbe future adjustment of wages, based on tbe selling

price of coal at Pittsburgh. Tbis scaleran from $7.75 perlOObusbels, at

wbicb price tbe wages for mining were to be $4,G0, to $4, at wbicb tbe

wages were to be $2. Tbis decision was made Eebr-uar3' 11, 1885. Un-
fortunately for tbe miners, tbey came to tbe conclusion tbat tbey could

by striking obtain better rates tbau tbe scale provided, and accordingly

tbe award was not api)roved and a strike was begun, wbicb lasted until

tbe latter part of April, wben tbe miners yielded and work was resumed
in tbe railroad pits, generally at lower prices tban tbe scale presented by
tbe umpire provided.

Disputes between tbe operators and miners in the "Fourth pool" of

the Monongabela river—tbat part of the country lying along tbe river

between dams Kos. 4 and 5—arose in 1883, and arbitration commit-

tees were appointed. These were unable to agree, and selected Mr.

Weeks as arbiter or umjure, tbe proceedings, however, not being under

the Wallace act, but of the nature of private arbitration. Mr. Weeks
gave his decision on December 22, in tavor of the miners' position, the

question being tbe proportion which should exist between the i)rice paid

for mining in the "Fourtli pool" and tbat paid in the "Second pool"

The miners, who held that tbe difference between the two prices should

remain ^ cent, were npheld by the decision. The operators refused to

abide by tbe award, and a strike occurred. Some of the mines suc-

ceeded in inducing their workmen to resume at 2 cents i)er busbel, tbe

price demanded by tbe operators, and tbe striking miners strenuously

endeavored to induce all who were at work to '' come out" and render

the strike general. " Camping," or locating a camp of striking miners

adjacent to tbe works the miners at which were not striking.', and con-

stantly arguing and urging them to strike, was one of the methods

adopted by tbe strikers. All expedients finally failed, however, and on

October 1, 188-J, all tbe "Fourth pool" miners went to work at 2 cents.

A serious strike occurred at Du Bois, Clearfield county, in 1883, in

wbicb the employes of sixteen mines were engaged, numbering in all

some 25,000 men. The strike lasted about ei^'ht weeks at some mines

and about twelve weeks at others. The question at issue at first was, as

in the "Fourth pool" troubles, tbe relative ])ricein comparison with other

districts. Other disputed points turned up at various mines, and the

trouble became somewhat complicated, but ended in the discomfiture of

the strikers.
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The follbwing table showing the rates of wages paid in the railroad

mines of Allegheny couuty for a series of years has been i)repared by
Mr. Saward:

Prices paid for mining PHislurgh coal.

[Price of coal mining on railroads cnteiing city of Pitt.sburfili, for coal run over a IJ-inch screen.
100 buslicls, 76 pounds per busliL-l.)

Per

Months. 1875. 187C 1877. 1878.
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Paleontological evidence seems to indicate that the coal corresponds

with that of the well-known Mammoth anthracite vein and the Lower

Freeport bituminous vein, in Pennsylvania.

TENNESSEE.

The area ot the Appalachian coal field contained in the State of Ten-

nessee is 5,100 square miles. The same formations in which coal is

found in Pennsylvania contain coal in this State, and, in addition, for-

mation XI., the TJmbral red shale of Eogers, below the Conglomerate,

contains several workable seams of coal of excellent quality. The
usual classification of the Coal Measures has been into Upper and Lower
Measures, the division being made on the thick Conglomerate which

forms the Cumberland table land or plateau. The more proper classi-

fication, and one more in unison with those ofother States, is into Upper,

Lower, and sub Conglomerate Measures. This would seem to be more

proper, as it is stated that the fossils of the seams immediately above

the Conglomerate are identified with those of the Lower Coal Measures

of Ohio and Pennsylvania. The chief seam of coal in this State is the

Sewanee seam, which furnishes a greater amount of coal than any other

single seam in Tennessee, and has all the qualities that combine to make
a useful and valuable coal. It varies in some of its characteristics and

constituents in different localities, but in general is a good steam-mak-

ing coal, makes a hot, durable fire in a grate, and is nearly free from sul-

phur ; it also makes a good coke. It is the only seam in the Lower

Measures (adopting the more accurate classification) which is of value

in the southern part of the State, and is mined extensiVely in the vi-

cinity of Tracy City, in the Little Sequatchee valley, and at many other

points about the headwaters of the same stream, as well as at other

places in the southern portion of the field. In the northeastern portion

of the field the measures above the Conglomerate contain eight work-

able seams. The sub-Conglomerate veins are usually three: the slate

vein, the lowest, is from 1 to 3 feet thick, and is very hard and lus-

trous ; the Cliff vein, lying 60 to 80 feet above the slate vein, varies

from 1 to 12 feet in thickness, and in hardness resembles that of the

slate vein; the sub-Conglom.erate vein, just below the division between

the Lower and sub-Conglomerate Coal Measures, is too thin to work

at the outcrop, but is very persistent and affords, excellent coal. The

transportation facilities, together with the production of coal, are

increasing rapidly.

Production of coal in Tennessee since 1873.

Tears.

1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Long tons.

350. 000
350, 000
360, 000
550, 000
450, 000
375, 000

Years.

1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Long tons.

450, 000
6n,042
750, 0(10

850, (100

1,00(1.000

1, 200, tiOO
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TEXAS.

The coal fields of Texas are coming quite prominently to the front, of

late years. There are three very large and promising fields in the

State—the Red Eiver, the Eio Grande, and the Pecos districts. In the

first of these districts are embraced the counties of Montague, Clay,

Wise, Jack, Young, Shackleford, Palo Pinto, Parker, Erath, Comanche,

Eastland, Callahan, Brown, Coleman, Runnells, McCulloch, San Saba,

and Menard. The same coal also crops out at various places in Burnet,

Mason, Llauo, and Tom Green counties, and they may therefore be con-

sidered a part of the same district.

As this State has never yet had a geological survey, the extent of her

coal strata is not well defined. It is supposed, however, to embrace

about 30,000 square miles in the northern and western portions of the

State. Over this great area coal has been found at many places, but at

no place has it been mined except to a small extent. It is a bituminous

coal, and a]mo>t, if not quite, precisely similar to the McAllster coal

of the Indian Territory. Some anthracite is said to have been found

in this coal field. The railroads are now penetrating the coal forma-

tions of Texas, and this great source of wealth will soon doubtless be

rapidly develoi)ed. In addition to the true coals of Texas, there is an

immense bed of lignite, which extends apparently across the entire

State Irom northeast to southwest. It is said to be at some i)oints 20

feet thick. This lignite much resembles cannel coal. Extensive devel-

opments of sui)eiior coal have been made at and near Laredo. This

city is on the line of the Eio Grande and Pfcos railway. On this rail-

way, near Laredo, and on the coal lands belonging to the company, sev-

eral mines have been opened, two of which on the railroad company's

land, known as the Hunt mines, were recently producing 130 tons per

dav, whicli uuti)ut could easily be doubled. The thickness of coal in

the Hunt mines is from IJS to 1*6 inches. Three workable veins of coal

are believed to exist on the property, tests having indicated their i)res-

ence. The price paid for mining is necessarily high, Init such is the

scarcity of luel in this region that prices sufficient to realize profit can

easily be obtained. The coal shows a marked absence of sulphur and

burns freely. This State probably produced 125,000 tons of coal during

1884.

UTAH.
The earliest cotil developments made in Utah were at Coalville, Sum-

mit county, where in 1864 operations were commenced at what is now
the Acme mine of the Acme Coal Company. The vein here is 12 feet

thick, being opened at two jilaces. About 100 men are employed, and
the product is consumed chiefly at Park City in operating silver mines

and mills. Many other mines are located near Coalville, on the Weber
river.

T\h) Pleasant Valley coal is also a well-known coal, and is probably
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the best coal mined in Utah. The mines are two in number, are owned
by the Denver and Rio Grande Railway, and are located at Scofield,

about 115 miles southeast of Salt Lake City. Other companies have

opened mines in the same vicinity, and the production is becoming very

large.

Another less-known but old mine is the San Pete Valley mine, in San

Pete county, nearly 100 miles south of Salt Lake City. This mine has

been opened in a small way nearly twenty years, and is worked only to

supply a local demand. The vein is 5 feet thick, and affords a hard,

bituminous coal.

South of Pleasant valley a few miles is Castle valley, where, as well

as in Iron county, farther south, very large deposits of coal have been

discovered. The remoteness of these from transportation will, however,

long delay their development.

A fall discussion and analyses of some Utah coals, with other i)articu-

lars, will bo found in the first volume of this series.

VIRGIXIA AXD WEST VIRGIXIA.(fl)

Owing to the fact that five-sixths of the coal area of Virginia lie in

the great Ai)palachian basin, and are intiuuitoly coniiecrod with the i)or-

tion of that basin which covers the State of West Virginia, the two

States will be considered together. .In these two Statics are contained

about 17,000 square miles of the Appalachian basin. The principal

districts in which the bituminous coals of this basin are mined are along

the Ohio river, along the Baltimore and Ohio railway from Preston

county. West Virginia, west to the Ohio, and on tbe Great Kanawha
and New rivers, this latter district extending south into Virginia and-

beingby far the most important. TheEikGanhn tiel«I,on the upper Po-

tomac river, on the dividing line between the two States, is growing in

importance. In the nortbern ])art of the division of the Appiihichiau

bfism contained in these two States the coals of formation XIV. are

mined, and in the southern part the Lower .Measures and the Conglom-

erate, formations Nos. XII. and XI., furnish the chief su[)plv.

The Pittsburgh coal bed is of great importance in the northern part

of West Virginia, tieing the chief source of supply. It is generally of

great thickness, averaging from 8 to 10 feet. It is of great value at

Wheeling, furnishing fuel to supi)ly her extensive iron and nail mills,

blast furnaces, and glass works, li is the coal which is mined chiefly

along the Ohio river, and is the chief product of the mines along the

Baltimore and Ohio railway, the product at Fairmount, (3hirksl»urg,

and Newburg being largely used for making gas. Passing farther

east, it is found at intervals throughout the Potomac-Cheat field, attain-

ing in the Elk Garden field a ihicUness of 14 leet of merchantable co:»l,

rarely excelled as a steam coal. Passing on to the northeast, it ap-

aSeo also tbe discnssion of coal miuiug in the Kanawha valley of West Virginia,

by Mr. Stuart M. Buck, page 131 of this volume.
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pears as tho well-kno^n coal of tbo Cumberland or George's Creek dis-

trict, in Maryland.

The basin of the Great KanawLa river, however, as lias been men-

tioned, is the chief location of the bitnniinons wealth of Virginia and

West Virginia. In this basin the Coal Measnres of the great Ajjpalacb-

ian field attain their greatest thickness, contain the largest number of

workable beds of coal, and aggregate the greatest thickness of coal.

The Coal jM ensures ot the Great Kanawha basin have been carefully

studied, and the several beds identified in most cases with those of the

Pennsylvania bituminous-coal district, by Prof. I. C. White, of the

United States Geological Survey, to whom this report is indebted for a

large proi)ortion of the information which follows in regard to the Ka-

nawha field.

The following summary is compiled from a generalized section of the

Coal iAIensure rocks along the Great K;ina vha made by Professor White,

and shows in a general way the number and total average thickness of

the several beds in the district, together vith the thickness of the for-

mations which contain them : Ko. XV., 274 feet of measnres, 2 beds, 14

feet of coal ; Ko. XIV., SCO feet of measures, 5 beds, 18 leet of coal;

Xo. XIII., 97G feet of measnres, 8 beds, 2(i fett of coal ; Xo. XII., I,ul0

feet of m asnres, 4 beds, 10 leet of coal.

In many cases beds are found ranging much above the thickness

taken as the average, and also are oitcn found dis])laying a division

into two or more beds; the above is simply an exhibit of the average

number and thickness of the beds.

Commencing with the Ujjper Coal iMeasures, formation XV., two

beds of coal are tbnnd, but one of which is of commercial imjjortance.

The Wayjiesburg coal, at the top < f this grouj), is found along the

river hills near the center of the great A[)palachia!i trongli, and was once

oi)ened and mined to a small extent near Arbuckle. It does not exceed

3 feet in thickness anywhere on the Kanawha. Xot more than half of

this is puie enough to uise, and the bed is olteu absent entirely, so that

economically it is of no importance.

The Pittsburgh coal, the lowest member of Xo. XV., has been success-

fully mined for many years at Paymond City, where, aside from the roof

coal, it has a thickness of 5 to feet. Its final outcrop to the south is

on Two-mile run, below Charleston, 4 miles back from the river, and

hence it has been mined only in a small way, for country use and for

hauling to Charleston, G miles distant. The coal is a "s])lint" of most

excellent quality on Two-mile run, and is greatly iirized for domestic

purposes. The thickness of the main bench is seldoai less than 5J feet,

and often exceeds G, and since its area spreads from Two mile across to

the Pocatalico at Sissonville, and thence to the Kanawha at Eayraond

City, there is evidently an imjiortant coal field awaiting development

here when railroad iacilities shall have rendered it accessible. When
followed down the Kanawha river from the region of Raymond City,
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the Pittsburgh coal develops a tendency to patchiness, that is, it is either

absent entirely from large areas or too thin and uncertain to warrant

mining. Just before it disappears below the Kanawha river, how-

ever, it comes in again 5 miles below Winfield, and has there been mined

by Mr. Boyer, at Oak Eidge.

The Lower Barren Measures contain five coal horizons. Of these, the

upper two, corresponding to the Elk Lick and Bakerstown beds, fur-

nish nowhere in the region coal of any commercial value. The Brush

Creek bed, however, in the Mahoning sandstone group, is as persistent

here as in Pennsylvania and Ohio. This coal comes up to the Kanawha
below the mouth' of Elk river, and below Charleston station exhibits

the following structure:
rt. In.

Coal 6

Black, sandy slate 2 6

Coal 1 6

4 6

This coal is thiu, irregular, and of no importance in the immediate

vicinity of Charleston, but going south from there 3 miles it thickens

up to from 3 to 4 feet and has been successfully miued for local use.

Still further south, in the vicinity of North Coalburgh, it swells up to an

immense thickness, and is usually called the "Big bed,'' exhibiting the

following structure there at one opening

:

Ft. In.

1. Coal 1 6

2. Black slate 6

3. Coal (good splint) ;=^ 4 2

4. Shale 2 6

5. Coal 6

6. Shale 5

7. Coal 3 6

17 8

No. 3 is the valuable portion of the Brush Creek bed, since it is a

"block" or ''splint" coal of very fair quality. Ir has not been mined
for shipment heretofore, because of its inaccessibility, occurring as it

does in the tops of the hills, 750 feet to 800 feet above the Kanawha
river.

This bed, which is nparly always a splint coal, will doubtless furnish

a considerable quantity of valuable fuel in the region southwet^t from

the Kanawha, since at the head of Cabin creek it exhibits 5 feet of

good coal iu one bench, while on Huff Creek mountain, near Guyandot
river, Wyoming county, it is rejjorted as 10 feet thick. This also seems

to represent one, or perhaps two, of the beds of splint coal reported

along Elk river, since it is double or triple nearly everywhere.

The two lower coal beds in formation XIV. are new elements in the

Barren series, and have been named by Professor White the Upper and
Middle Cannt-lton coals, from the locality where the former has long

been mined. It is an excellent quality of splint, having been used suc-

cessfully in the raw state for smelting iron ore. The entire bed is about
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6 feet thick at Canneltou, but the upper portion is split up with part-

ings, so that only 4^ feet of good coal is obtained from the bed.

Near the mouth of Armstrong creek, at an elevation of more than

1,200 feet above the Kauavrha river, this bed shows a thickness of -54

inches of clean coal; northward from Canneltou it becomes thinner and
poorer in quality, and in the vicinity of North Coalburgh is only from 3^
to 4 feet thick, and is not there regarded as a workable bed.

Tbe Middle Canneltou coal is a valueless seam which immediately

overlies the "Black Flint," at the bottom of the Barren Measures, and
seems to be rather persistent, but being slaty and worihless has never

been rained.

A remarkable feature in the geology of West Virginia is the great

thickness of certain series of strata as compared with the same forma-

tions in Pennsylvania. Thus, the Barren Measures average about 800

feet in thickness in West Viiginia, but average in western Pennsyl-

vania but GOO feet, and in Ohio much less. Similarly, the Lower Coal

Measures sometimes show in this State a thickness of 1,!00 feet, while

in western Pennsylvania the maximum is 350 feet. With this much
greater thickness, however, there are found only six beds, the same
number that occur in western Pennsylvania. In these six beds of the

Lower Coal Measures are stored up all the valuable fuel found in what
is generally known as the Great Kanawha coal field. This field

stretches along the Kanawha river from Charleston to the mouth of

Gauley river, a distance of 40 miles, following the course of the stream.

i?he highest bed of coal in the group lises above water level at Charles-

ton, and at Gauley river the lowest one just overshoots the mountain
tops.

It must not be supposed, however, that all of these six beds furnish

valuable coal along this entire distance. A prominent characteristic

of all the six beds of XIIL in the Kanawha valley is their variableness

both in thickness and quality. A certain bed may i)rove excellent on
one property, and on the adjoining land thin away to a streak, be split

up with partings, or disappear entirely ; and as this may happen to

every one of the six beds, it results that seldom more than two are

workable on the same property, and sometimes none.

These irregularities are referred by Professor White to the rapid sub-

sidence and deposition of sediment, by which 1,100 feet of rocks ac-

cumulated there in th€ same time that 250 to 300 feet accumulated
in Ohio and Pennsylvania. This accounts satisfactorily for all such
phenomena as the splitting of coal beds by shale and rock deposits

;

their thinning away and disappearance over wide areas ; the fact that

only one or two good beds are found in the same hill ; and all other fea-

tures by which this region differs from other coal fields of the country.

The highest member of the No. XIII. coals, called the Lower Cannel-

tou by Professor White, but corresponding in every respect to the

UjiperFreeport coal of Pennsylvania, rises above the Kanawha river near
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the Charleston ferry, tvliere it bas a thickness of 3 to 4 lect, iuclnding

parting slates, and is in structure about half way between canuel and g
ordinary bituminous coal. It seems to contain rather too much sul- ^
phur, and hence is not mined except for local use at a few points, though

it formerly furnished a considerable quantity of fuel to the salt furnaces

between Charleston and Maiden. About 4 miles above Cbarieston it

thins away to only a few inches of worthless stuff, and is found no more

in WOT kable condition until Coalburgli is reached, 19 miles above Charles-

ton, where two benches of coal are found, separated by 25 to 40 feet of

rocks. The lower bench is 3 to 4 feet thick and. has long been called

the "Lewiston seam," under the mistaken idea that it was the same

bed as that once mined extensively at Lewiston or Winifrede junction,

on each side of Field's creek. The upper bench is 2^ feet thick at North

Coalburgh, according to Mr. C. C. Lewis, but neither it uor tlie lower one

has been mined in that vicinity, the lower bench being too impure and

the upper too thin. At tbe Crown Dill mines, below Paint creek, the

upper bench seems to have thinned away, and the lower one has devel- .

oped into an excellent quality of " si>lint" coal, 3 to 4 feet thick. In

the river bluff below the mouth of Hughes creek this bed attains a

thickness of 5^ feet, the most of wbich appears to be good splint ; but

furtLier up the Kanawha it gains quantity at the expense ot quality,

and in the vicivity of Upper creek it attains a tbickness vi 11 feet, but

thelittle good coal is so interstratified with worthless stuff as to be value-

less. At Cannelton, 2 njiles above where it t^hows such a remarkable

thickness, it undergoes another great chan.ue, the lower half being d(j-

veloped into 1^ to 4 feet of most excellent cannel, while 2 feet to 2.} feet

of bituminous coal rests immediately on top of tbe latter. The coal

has long been jiiined here, and has received its local designation of

" Stockton cannel," from the former owner of this jiroj^erty.

Further up the Kanawha from Cannelton this coal thins away again

to a thin bed, and is mined no more, though its outcrop does not pass

into the air until beyond Mount Carbon.

The next coal bed below the one last described is known in the Ka-

nawha valley as the Coalburgh seam, from its development at the village

of that name, 19 miles above Charleston, but corresponds stratigraph-

ically to the Lower Freeport coal of Pennsylvania and Ohio. This bed

is always double, and sometimes triple. Where it first rises above the

Chesa])eake and Ohio railway, one-fourth mile south from Porter branch,

it is split into two or three worthless layers by 25 to 30 feet of sand-

stones and shales, and these ])artings do not thin out and bring tbe

separate layers of coal close enoujih together to wairant mining until

in the neighborhood of the Daniel Boone salt works, 3^ miles above

Charleston. Here tbis coal is mined in three benches, eacb 12 to 24

inches thick, and separated by rock layers of 2 to 24 incbes thickness.

The coal is known as the "Brooks vein," and is mined for use at the

Bait furnace. Passing up the river from the Boone salt works the coal
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jlgain becomes worthless along the river hills by the great thickening of

its partings, but at the Snow Hill salt works the i)artiug8 have tliinDed

away to a small thickness and the bed is again workable. This same

productive belt seems to stretch through to the first branch of Campbell

creek, along a tributary of wbich this coal has wry much the same

structure as seen at the Snow Hill and Boone mines. From this point

on up the Kanawha, however, the bed splits up and is worthless until

Coalburgh, the region of its greatest development, is reached. Here

it has been successfully mined for a long time on both sides of the

river, and is characterized by the following structure from above down-

ward:

Splint coal i foot to | foot.

'• Kigger head " Jfotto ff'uot.

Splint coal 2J feet to 3.J Let.

Shale 1 ioot to8 feet.

Soft coal 1 foot to li feet.

"The term 'Nigger head,'" says Professor White, "is used by
the Kanawha miners to designate a hard, heavy, impure coal, often

resembling cannel, which to the unpracticed eye can scarcely be distin-

guished from genuine coal, but which on the fire refuses to burn uj), and
remains as a solid b'.ock after its carbon has disai)])eared. It evidently

owes its origin to an invasion of the old coal marsh by sediment (fine

sand and clay). The Kanawha coals are uiuch injured in value by this

substance, since it occurs to a greater or less extent in the upper three

beds of No. Xlll., and its removal is necessary, however troublesome

or expensive it may be. The great heaps of refuse about Coalburgh

and other mines along the Kanawha are composed largely of this ma-

terial."

The Coalburgh bed continues up the Kanawha river from Coalburgh

in rather fair development, with only occasional barren patches, until

within 2 or 3 miles of Caunelton, when it again deteriorates and becomes

worthless, although exhibiting a thickness cf 5 to G feet on the Cannel-

tou Coal Company's property. Its outcrop passes into the air near the

mouth of Loup creek, but the coal has there thinned away almost en-

tirely*

The third important coal horizon of the Lower Coal Measures is locally

called theWinifrede bed, being very extensively mined near Wiuifrede,

on Field's creek, a tributary oi the Kanawha, 13 miles above Charles-

ton. Its stratigraphical position corresponds to the horizon of the

Upper Kittauning coal of Pennsylvania, and the coal is usually a

mixture of "splint" coal layers interstratified with richly birumiuous

ones, the whole making a domestic fuel of excellent quality.

The Upper Kittauning or Wiuifrede bed first makes its appearance

along the Kanawha at the mouth of Wilson run, 2.^ miles above Charles-

ton, where it is 45 feet above the liver and only 18 to 20 inches thick.

It has long since been abandoned in this viciuity, however, on account

of its thinness and large amonnt of impurities, and it really does not
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attain workable diraensious until in the vicinity of Field's creek. A
short distance above tliis stieam it is now mined on the north bank of

the river, where it is a most excellent coal. Above Ihis point, however,

the coal thins down, and is not of workable thickness or qnality until

in the rejiion of Ui)p(T and Morris creeks, where it comes in ajjain

about where Ihe Ui)per and Lower Freeimrt beds have become worth-

less. This is the bed at the Kanawha WIninjj Company's works, from

which the Chesapeake and Ohio railway engines receive tlieir supplies.

At Coal Valley, however, 1 n)ile above the latter locality, the bed

has all disajipeared except 15 to 20 inches of worthless matter which

remains at its ])roper hoiizon, and it does not thicken up again to a

workable condition before the horizon passes into the air above Loup
creek.

The Middle Kittanning coal is represented on the Kanawha by a

small but very i)ure bed of sjjlint coal of sufficient thickness for mining

only between Siiuraons and Kelley creeks. It is extensively mined in

the vicinity of Cedar Grove, 1 mile below Kelley creek, and has re-

ceived its local name from that village. The main coal is free from

slate or ])artings of any kind, but only 2 feet 8 inches to 3 feet 4 inches

thick. It furnishes a splint coal of very good quality, though it is dif-

ficult to mine, since the only soft coal in it is a few inches at its very

top. This coal first rises above the bed of the Kanawha river about

one-half mile below Campbell creek, and at the mouth of this stream

was once mined to a small extent. In the vicinity of Simmons creek

it develops into a workable bed, having a thickue.'^s of 40 inches of i)ure

splint, but seems to disappear almost entirely in the vicinity of Cannel-

ton and northward.

The next coal bed, in descending order, is one that has long been suc-

cessfully mined on Campbell creek, in the vicinity of Maiden, and it is

generally known in the Kanawha valley as the Cami)beH Creek bed.

In stratigraphical fca'ures and persistence it seems to accord well with

the Lower Kittanningcoal of the Pennsylvania column, and may be con-

sidered as identical with that bed. In the Cami)bell Creek region this'

bed is from 4 toG feet in thickness, and is usually subdivided into three

benches by two slates. Passing up the Kanawha beyond Maiden, how-

ever, these slates begin to thicken and others make tlieir appearance

until the upper and lower members of the bed are separated by 20 feet

of shales, in which a third layer of coal is generally found. This re-

markable expansion of the' bed continues until, in the vicinity of the

Peerless Coal Company's mine, 10 miles above Campbell creek, the bed

is actually 97 feet in thickness, and contains eightor nine layers of coal

alternated with shales. But one layer of coal is mined by the Peerless

Coal Com])any in this 97 feet of ]0(k. It is' about 2^ feet in thickness,

and is a very superior gas coal. Going on south to the Coal Valley re-

gion, these rock intervals which separate the members of the coal so,

widely at the Peerless mine have thinned almost completely away, and^
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on Morris creek the several components come practically together again

and form a bed 10 feet thick.

The lower half ot tbe Campbell Creek bed remains worthless until

Blacksburg is reached, when the separated members fuse together and

form a bed of good coal 4 ieet thick. This is often called the Blacks-

burg coal, but it is only the lower half of the Campbell Creek bed, or

that portion of this bed which lies below the Peerless member.

The Coal Valley gas coal is mined from this bed, which also is worked

at Ansted by the Hawk's Nest Coal Company, and at the head of Cabin

creek.

The lowest coal bed pf formation XIII. corresponds stratigraphically

to the Clarion coal of Pennsylvania, and has been extensively developed

at the Eagle mines, 2 miles above Cauneltou, where it has proved a su-

perior coking coal, and hence is generally known along the valley as

the " Eagle seam." It is also successfully mined at Frederick, the next

station below Eagle.

The productive coals of formation XII. are three in number. The
Kuttall coal is the first workable coal bed found in descending from the

top of XII. on New river. It has been mined successfully for several

years at Nuttall station, en the Chesapeake and Ohio railwaj^, and the

coal is designated from that locality. For regularity and persistence

this bed seems to surpass any of the coals of formation XIIL, since it

is never absent at its proper horizon after arising above New river, a

short distance beyond Hawk's Xest station. It is there, however, but

2 to 2J feet thick, and has been mined to only a small extent. This bed

increases regularly in thickness tow^ard the south, and at Stone Cliff'

has attained a thickness of 4J to 5 feet. It occurs a few feet above the

top of the great cliff" rock, on the road leading from Prince station to

Ealeigh court-house, w^here it is 5 to 6 feet thick, and trends away
toward the Flat Top region in a seemingly persistent bed. It is every-

where pure and free from admixture of slate, and is a good coal.

In the vicinity of Sewell station two more workable coals make their

appearance in the No. XII. series, the upper one coming about 300 feet

under the Nuttall bed, and the other 100 to 130 feet lower. Both have

been mined at Sewell, where they are eafeh 3 to 4 feet thick, though quite

irregular, the upper one thinning away entirely when followed into the

mountain. One of these beds has been extensively mined at Quinnimont

and the other at Fire creek, and they have been designated from these

localities. The two beds are never well developed at the same time,

however, and hence some doubt yet remains as to their relative posi-

tions, some coal operators contending that the "Quinnimont bed" is

the lower, and others that the "Fire Creek" is. Both are coking coals

of excellent quality, though neither can compare with the Nuttall bed

in regularity or freedom from imi)urities.

Of coal fields in Virginia exclusively, the Kichmond field is perhaps

2mk 7
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the most important. The extent of this field is a little over 150 square

miles, its shape being an irregular parallelogram, with the northern ex-

tremity ending in a sharp point. The geological horizon in which the

coal is found is the Jura-Triassic, the mineral occurring there being

newer, geologically, than that of other jDarts of Virginia and West Vir-

ginia. The mines, however, have been worked from a very early date.

At present there are some half dozen companies developing the field,

one of which was recently reported as producing about 300 tons i)er day.

The mine from which this coal is taken is a slope about 2,300 feet long,

driven on the coal from the outcrop to a vertical depth of a little over

800 feet. A good development of coal of a general thickness of 25 feet

is shown, of extent sufficient to last for many years. Another basin,

owned by the Midlothian Company, is said to contain coal over 100 feet

thick, free from slate bands and bone, and of exceptional purity.

There are also in Virginia numerous patches of anthracite and semi-

anthracite coal, the united area of which is stated byMaj. Jed. Hotch-

kiss, in The Virginias, to be about 100 square miles.

In recapitulating the coal output of West Virginia one must include

the coal shipped by the Kanawha river, that by the Chesapeake and

Ohio railway, the gas coal on the line of the Baltimore and Ohio rail-

road, and the bituminous coal sent out from the Elk Garden basiu. Its

statistics are as follows

:

Production of coal in West Virginia since 1873.

Tears.
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WASHINGTON.
The coal fields of Washington are the most important of the Pacific

coast. Their development may be said to have only commenced, but

already their product is much greater thanthatof any other district on

the coast, and promises to increase even more rapidly in the future

than it has done hitherto.

Mr. Bailey Willis, of the late Northern Transcontinental Survey, in

a forthcoming report on the coals of this Territory, groups them under

three heads: (1) " lignites"—those which do not coke, which slack on ex-

posure to the air, contain a considerable percentage of moisture, and

are of homogeneous or woody structure, with conchoidal fracture and with

a brown streak and a resinous luster; (2) " bituminous lignites"—those

which coke slightly, do not air-slack, have a homogeneous structure

and irregular, slightly conchoidal fracture, contain but little moisture,

but in the ratio of volatile hydrocarbons to fixed carbon and in streak

andluster resemble lignites
;

(3) " bituminous coals," which coke strongly,

have a black streak and a more or less cubical fracture, and resemble

the eastern coking coals, such as the Kanawha splint, but softer. These

three types grade into each other. There are, besides, occurrences of

authriacite in the immediate neighborhood of volcanic dikes, not of eco-

nomic importance. The coals of the Bellingham Bay, New Oastle and
Eenton, and Ohehalis Valley fields are lignites, those of the Green
Eiver field are bituminous lignites, and those of the Skagit Eiver and

Wilkeson fields are bituminous.

The coal deposits of Washington are mainly in the vicinity of Seattle,

King county, on the eastern shore of Puget sound, and at Bellingham

bay, close to the British Columbia line. The Seattle field is one of the

most important on the coast, covering a large area, and its deposits are

being developed at several mines, which are steadily increasing in out-

put.

The Bellingham Bay mine, the oldest source of supply on the Ameri-

can side of Puget sound, was first worked upwards of twenty years ago.

Its production reached the highest point in 1869, when it sent upwards

of 20,000 tons to San Francisco. The shipments to that point in 1871,

1873, and 1876 were also about 20,000 tons. A few years ago the mine

caught fire, and though the fire was subdued, it has been worked with

little activity since, the shipments to San Francisco having ceased in

1878. The following is an analysis of Bellingham Bay coal:
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Another important deposit of the Puget Sound region is the coal

field lyiug back of its eastern shores, up against the base of the Cas-

'cade mountains. Its width is from 10 to 20 miles, and its length when
fully explored will probably be found to be as great as that of the sound

itself, reaching from Carbonado northward to and beyond the British

Columbia line, a distance of over 100 miles. Mining operations in this

field are facilitated by railroad transportation to tidewater.

The Carbon Hill coal mine is about 3 mOes from Wilkeson and 32J
miles northeast from Tacoma, near the line of the Northern Pacific

railroad. The mine is the largest on the coast, and belongs to the man-

agers of the Central Pacific Eailroad Company (Pacific Improvement
Company), who have a line of steam colliers carrying the coal to San
Francisco bay, for the use of steamers and locomotives of the Central

Pacific and Southern Pacific railroads. It is stated that the mine can

produce 20,000 tons a month, although in 1884 its production was only

about half this quantity. At this mine 234 men are employed, of Avhom

45 are Chinese. The Chinese are paid $1.25 per day and white men
from $2.75 to $3 per day, all boarding themselves. Some work by the

piece, and earn from $2 to $3 per cubic yard broken Out. These aver-

age $2.75 per day. Extensive wharves and bunkers have been built,

and the mine has been opened up on a large scale. The coal from this

region is a true bituminous coal, hard, solid, black, and clean, not equal

in heat-producing capacity to the best Pittsburgh coal, but a good fuel

for railroad and steamship purposes.

Back of Seattle, and reached by a narrow-gauge railroad, lies the

New Castle lignite field. The coal is of a younger formation than that

of the Carbonado district. It comes out in fine, clean, solid blocks,

does not slack easily, like the brown coal of Dakota, and has about

two-thirds the heat-producing quality of bituminous coal. The New
Castle mine, which shipped about 150,000 tons last year, will increase

the shipments to 200,000 tons for 1885. This mine is 20 miles from the

sea.

The Eenton mine is 13 miles east of Seattle, and is producing regu-

larly. Its coal is sent to the seaboard by the Columbia and Puget

Sound railroad.

WYOMING.
The coal fields of Wyoming are of great extent and value. They have

been known since 1850, but remained undeveloped until the completion

of the Union Pacific railroad to Carbon, 100 miles west of Laramie, in

1868. The Coal Measures are estimated to cover at least 20,000 square

miles of the surface of Wyoming, and the beds are found for nearly 350

miles along the line of the Union Pacific, in every case where developed

cropping boldly on the surface. In quality the coal is a lignite of su-

perior grade, and suitable for all heating and domestic puri)oses, but

non-coking and useless for gas making.

The vein which is worked at Carbon is 9 feet in width, the coal being
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the best quality of Tertiary brown coal—compact, pure, and compara-

tively free from moisture. It is used almost entirely as fuel on the

Union Pacific railroad, the supply of coal for domestic purposes coming

chiefly from the mines at Eock Spring. The following analyses were

made of specimens taken from t,wo veins at Carbon

:
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It is a cleau-breaking coal, wbicli does not slack* upQii exposui'e to

the influence of the atmosphere. The mine was opened in 1868 by Mr.
Thomas Wardwell, who was in the employ of the Union Pacific Rail-

road Company, which is the present owner of the mines. The product

of the district since 1868 has been

:

Product of the Eock Spring mines, Wyoming.
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At Airny tJie miues owned by the Central Pacific Eailroad Company,
from 1870 to 1884, inclusive, produced the following amounts

:

Product of the Central Pacific mines at Almy, Wyoming.

Tears.
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Black Buttes, Old Eock Spring, and Bear river, it is estimated that

over 100,000 tons of coal were produced, but the annual product is not

obtainable. The i)roduct of the Territory for the years from 1868 to

1884, inclusive, has been as follows

:

Becapitulaiion of the coal production of Wyoming since 1868.

Tears.

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879.

1880
1881
1882
1883.

1884.

Carbon.

Short tons.

6, 560
.^0, 482
54, 915
31, 748
59, 237
61,164
55, 880
CI, 750
69, 060
74, 343

62, 418
75, 424

100, 433
156, 820
200.123
248, 380
319, 883

Eock.
Spring.

SJiort tons.

365
16, 933

20, 945
40, 566

34, 677
44, 700

58, 476
104, 664
134, 952
140, 494
154, 282
193, 252

244, 460
270, 425
287, 510

304, 495
318, 197

Almy.

Union Pa- Central Pa-
cific mines, ciflc mines.

Short tons.

1,967
12, 454
21, 171

22, 713
22, 847
23, 006
41, 805
CO, 756
54, 643
59, 096
71, .576

100, 234
110, 157
117, 2U
111, 713
150, 880

Short tons.

10, 981
53, 843

105, 118
130, 989
81, 699
92, 589
69, 782
67, 373
57, 404
60, 739
82, 684
90,779
94, 065
78, 450
68, 471

Twin
creek.

Short tons.

Total.

8,855
36, 651
45, 189

Short tons.

£,925
49, 382

105, 295
147, 328
221, 745

259, 700
219, 061
300, 808
334, 550
342, 853
333, 200
400, 991
527, 811
628, 181
707, 764
779, 689
902, 620

The number of men at present employed in the mines of the Territory

is about 1,000. The wages paid range from 90 cents to |1.15 per ton.

AIS^THEACITE COAL MINING.

By H. MT Chajstce.

In preparing this i^aper an effort has been made to present as con-

cisely as possible the chief features of anthracite mining methods in

Pennsylvania in such a manner that miners in other regions may be

enabled to compare these systems with their own. The details of con-

struction and operation, and the minor variations in mining methods

found throughout the region, are not here discussed. For such fuller

information,reference.may be had to Eeport AC of the Second Geolog-

ical Survey of Pennsylvania, on the " Mining Methods and Appliances

used in the Anthracite Coal Fields,'! by the present writer.

The mining of anthracite coal in Pennsylvania dates from 1820, when
365 tons were shipped from' the Lehigh region to Philadelphia. The

first coal there mined was worked by an open cut at Summit Hill. A
few years later (1822-'25) tlie Schuylkill region was opened to market

by the Schuylkill Navigation Comi)any, and in 1829 mining was com-

menced in the Wyoming region, with a shipment of about 7,000 tons.

The wonderfully rapid growth of this industry has effected great

changes in the mining methods and in the mechanical appliances used

both in mining and preparing the coal for market—changes necessitated
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for the most part by increased deptli, with enormous vohimes of water
to be handled, great and constantly increasing volumes* of firedamp to

contend with, and the enlarged output of the collieries of to-day as

compared with that of earlier operations. For the first twenty years
following the opening np of these coal fields mining was confined prin-

cipally to coal lying above water level, which could be reached by tun-

nels and drifts. These mines were self-draining, and they commonly
enjoyed another advantage over the mines of to-day, namely, the ab.

sence of large quantities of firedamp, this gas rarely existing in great
volume above water level.

Location and structure.—The anthracite coal fields of Pennsylvania
lie entirely east of a north and south line drawn through Harrisburg,

and north of the Blue ridge or ISTorth mountain. They consist of a num-
ber of long, narrow basins, roughly parallel to each other and with a
southeast and southwest trend. These basins are generally canoe-

shaped troughs, the coal dipping in towards the center from the north-

ern and southern edges; but the north dips are steeper than the south
dips. Thus, in the Southern, First, or Pottsville basin the south dip

(on the north side of the basin) ranges from 5° or 10° to 40° or 54°,

while the north dip (on the south side of the basin) is commonly from
00° to vertical. The large basins are divided into a number of sub-

basins by a more or less complicated series of minor anticlinal and syn-

clinal folds, which warp the coal into curiously curved surfaces, with

dips ranging all the way from vertical to horizontal. Some of these

flexures are overturned, and in places the coals are found folded back,

with a reverse dip. Sharp breaks or changes in the dip are not com-

mon. The coals generally curve gently from a steep to a flat dip or

vice versa, and it is to this feature that the practice of mining by slopes

owes its great success.

Pennsylvania anthracite is almost unique as a domestic fuel. It is

extremely hard, somewhat brittle, and contains a very small percentage

of volatile matter. Hence to burn such a fuel successfully in stoves or

grates it is absolutely necessary to have a uniform draught, and this can
only be accomplished by thorough separation of the coal into grades of

uniform size. As the coal beds frequently contain seams of slate, and
as it is often impossible to separate this from the coal in mining, the

process of preparation includes the separation of slate and other refuse.

The building in which this is done is known as the "breaker," and con-

stitutes the most striking portion of an anthracite colliery plant at the

surface.

Mining -plant.—The plant at the surface comprises:

1. The breaker.

2. Engine for driving the breaker machinery.

3. Boilers and coal bins, feed-water pumps, etc.

4. Winding-engines, etc.

5. Head frame.
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6. Pumping fengine.

7. Ventilating fan.

8. Culm or dirt or waste and rock banks, with, inclined plane.

In the arrangement of the plant aboveground no one system lias beem
generally adopted by mining engineers throughout the anthracite-region.

The arrangement is necessarily varied to suit the topography of the

ground, and alterations are constantly being made to meet the require-

ments of increased output, with increased ' depth and extent of work-

ings. The best practice seems to be that in which all the steam ma-

chinery is housed in one building, and the breaker operated by wire-

rope transmission of power from this building; the boilers placed to-

gether under a separate shelter ; the head frame bailt open (unhoused),

and the breaker located some distance from the shaft. A plan in favor

some years ago was to build the breaker directly over the shaft, and to

place the breaker engine, and sometimes the hoisting engine also, in the

same or an adjoining structure, but the risk from fire and of seriously

comi)licated mine accidents is so great that this plan has been dis

carded.

Frospecting.—Anthracite properties can generally be prospected for*

shallow workings by shafts sunk by hand; but when the exact positioni

and thickness of the coals at considerable depth must be known, resorlr>

is had to boring. There can be no doubt that for this work the diamondl

drill has given the best and most satisfactory results. Where the depthi

only of a coal is to be determined, a hole drilled by the rope-drilling:

method, as used in the oil regions, gives equally good results, and ofteci

at from one-half to one-fourth the cost of a diamond-drill hole. Th)©

cost of drilling with the diamond drill increases so rapidly with, the

depth that holes are seldom sunk by this method more than 80(^ to 1,200

feet in depth. This objection does not apply to the roi^e-drilling

method.

The best method of constructing geological cross-sections has become

of considerable importance to mining engineers. The limits of this ar-

ticle forbid a discussion of this subject. Eeference may be had to Ee-

port AC of the Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania.

21etJiods of opening coal.—The geological structure always determines

the method to be adopted in opening a coal bed. When the outcrop is

accessible and the coal dips more than 10°, it is considered best to de-

velop by slopes driven down upon the bed, following the dip of the

coal from the surface down. Beds lying above or below the main seam

are frequently developed by driving tunnels (cross cuts) through the

intervening rock from each gangway in the main workings. When the

coal is to be opened by shaft, the shaft is located in the deepest part of"

the basin, -or in the deepest part on the property to be developed.

The mines ventilation act requires eac/h mine to have two outlets;.

Unless the property contains a swamp or small basin, or parts of two*

basins, the location of this second opening is not a matter of much im-
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portance ; but if such be the case, then this shaft is best located in the

second basin or trough.

Lift mining.—In developing by slope the usual practice is to sink the

slope and its airway side by side (parallel), but with a sufficiently thick

pillar between them. At a depth of about 100 yards a " lift" is opened

out by driving a gangway both to the right and left. The breasts

opened along these two gangways constitute the " first lift." This is

often worked for several years before the slope is sunk to open a sec-

ond lift, but it is now common to continue the sinking without waiting

until the coal on the upper level is exhausted. This work is prosecuted

at night, so that the mining and hoisting of coal is not interfered with.

The " second lift " is usually opened out at a depth (on the slope) of 75

to 90 yards below the first lift. Sometimes three or four lifts are opened
at once, but there are few collieries mining coal from more than three

lifts at once, although many of them have exhausted two, three, or even

four lifts, and are now working in the fifth, sixth, and seventh lifts.

Drainage.—In "lift mining" the water is caught on each gangway
when this is possible, and at many collieries nearly all the water is

caught on the first and second lifts, and the lower workings are very

dry ; but as the workings are extended from year to year it is generally

found more expensive to attempt to hold this water up than to pump it

from the lower workings, for to do this thick chain pillars must be left

below each gangway and long lengths of gangway through exhausted

ground must be kept open. Hence mining engineers are now generally

abandoning this practice, and make no effort to hold the water except

perhaps on the "water-level" (self-draining) gangway. By the adop-

tion of this plan a much larger percentage of coal is recovered, as the

chain pillars and breast pillars are robbed as soon as the gangway is

worked out, and the gangway is then abandoned.

When the outcrops of the coals cross swampy land or flat valleys, large

expenditures are sometimes incurred by the necessity of deflecting the

stream or of carrying it over the outcrops in a flume. This must be

done as soon as the workings approach the surface, and many instances

might be cited of disastrous mine floodings that might have been averted

in this way.

When the workings are approaching old workings suspected to con-

tain inflammable gases or to be inundated with water, the law requires

boreholes to be constantly kept 20 feet in advance of the face of each and
every such place, and if necessary on both sides.

In lift mining the sump is commonly excavated in the coal beneath

the gangway level. Where the water is caught on each lift, a sump or

lodgment is of course provided on each gangway. The water is con-

veyed to the sumps along drains or gutters cut on one side of the gang-

way, more rai^ely in the center under the track; and these gutters have

of course the same fall as the gangway, which is most commonly about

1 foot in 200 feet.
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In the deep-shaft collieries, where the coal lies ongeutle angles of clip,

as at Pottsville, Wilkes-Barre, etc., the quantity of water to be pumped
from the lower levels is very small as compared with that found in con-

torted and steeply dipping coals, as of the Panther Creek and Hazleton

districts. The former are known as "dry mines," some being so dry

that coal dust accumulates in enormous quantities in the rooms and

passages. At many of the wet mines of the Lehigh district an average

of from 8 to 10 tons of water is pumped from the mine for every ton of

coal raised, and at a few collieries more than 20 tons has been pumped
for every ton of coal raised ; but in the dry mines of the deeper parts

of the Schuylkill and Wyoming districts the water tonnage is often less

th^n the coal tonnage. However, even under such circumstances pumps
of no small capacity are needed.

The rod-plunger pumps of Cornish pit-work style, run by high-press-

ure, horizontal, flywheel engines, bull pumps, and inside steam pumps
are used, almost to the exclusion of other forms. The average working

speed of the bull pumps is four to five strokes, running up to seven or

eight strokes per minute in emergencies. Eod-plunger pumps, driven

by geared, high-pressure, horizontal engines, run at a higher average

speed, say five to seven strokes. The old-style Cornish walking-beam

engine is not used in the anthracite region. Nea.rly every style of steam

pump made in this country has been used in these coal fields, but the

plunger pumps have almost entirely displaced piston pumps. The

strongly acid water quickly ruins ordinary piston pumps. Exhaust

steam underground and heat from the exhaust are objections almost

fatal to the use of steam pumps in the mine, as the heat and moisture

hasten the decay of mine timber so that it is destroyed at a>uinously

rapid rate, and they also frequently soften the roof or floor, and thus

bring greater strains upon the already weakened timbers. The exhaust

is sometimes conveyed to the surface, sometimes thrown into the sump,

and sometimes into the upcast ; but, with rare exceptions, it is, however

disposed of, an unmitigated nuisance, and costly evil. Compressed air

has recently been introduced at several collieries to run underground

pumps and hoisting engines. It apparently costs but little more than

steam (barring first outlay) and is open to none of its objections.

A few collieries are not provided with pumping machinery ; the

quantity of water being quite small, it is raised in tanks or tank cars.

Shafts.—Anthracite mining shafts are nearly always of rectangular

cross-section. Their width is governed by the length of the mine cars,

which range from 9 to 10^ feet over all, and the shafts are therefore

commonly 10 or 11 to 13 feet wide inside the timbers. The (horizontal)

length of the shaft is governed by the number of compartments needed

for hoisting and the cross-sectional area required for an airway. Each

compartment is made 6 or 8 feet broad inside the buntons, or, on an

average, about 6^ feet between the guides ; lience the compartments

measure 7 to 9 feet from center to ce'nter. A shaft with two compart-
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meuts is therefore given a length of 16 to 20 feet 5 with four compart-

ments a length of 30 to 38 feet is required. In addition to the space

devoted to these hoistingways, a large space is necessary for an airway,

so that the (horizontal) length of shafts recently sunk often greatly ex-

ceeds the above figures. Thus the Dorrance shaft of the Lehigh Valley

Coal Company is 13 feet by 52 feet ; the Woodward shaft of the Dela-

ware, Lackawanna and Western Coal Company is 10 feet by 53 feet
;

and the Gaylord shaft is 12 feet, by 47 feet.

That very few shafts have been sunk with power drills is doubtless

owing to the character of the slates, shales, and sandstones passed

through being such that good time can be made by hand drilling; and

it is not at all certain that the speed can be increased and the cost de-

creased by the use of steam or compressed-air drills. The first cost of

the compressors and drills, for which there is commonly no use after-

wards, is probably the true reason why these drills have not come into

more general use.

Explosives of the dynamite type are used very largely iijilvork of this

character, and simultaneous tiring of groups of holes by electricity is

the plan now preferred, as giving the best results at the least expendi-

ture of time and powder.

When the sinking passes through drift or alluvium (sand, clay, gra^sel)

carrying water, before striking bed rock a water-tight cribbing or curb-

ing is built to shut this water out,. This is built double, like a coffer

dam, and is packed with clay.

At most shaft collieries two compartments are sufficient to handle

the coal ; but with large outputs a tbird comi^artment is devoted exclu-

sively to raising and lowering men and supplies, so that the work of

raising coal shall not be interrupted. The compartments used for hoist-

ing are utilized for ventilation as a downcast airway, and another com-

partment of sufficient size is bratticed off' for the upcast, and this is also

used for the pumj)s and column pipe and as a manwa'y. Where the sec-

ond opQping (shaft or otherwise) is used as an upcast and the whole of

the main shaft is used as a downcast, it is still necessary to iDrovide a

separate compartment for the pump rods and column pipe. Instead of

providing a separate compartment in the main shaft for raising and

lowering men and supplies, the second opening is sometimes fitted up

with winding machinery for this purpose ; but if this shaft is also used

as an upcast, it must be fitted with double trap doors, a dangerous prac-

tice, not approved by mining engineers throughout the region.

Shaft sinking is commonly carried on with a temporary sinking plant

consisting of engine and boiler, sinking pumj), and head frame. While

sinking is progressing, the permanent boilers, winding engines, breaker,

etc., are erected, and the permanent head frame may also be put in

place without removing the temi^orary structure, tlie former being built

over the latter, so that no stoppage in the work of sinking and of open-

ing gangways is caused by the erection of these structures.
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When the rocks passed through are hard and compact they frequently

require no timbering, or the timbering eventually necessary is limited

to certain parts of the shaft. Under such circumstances the sinking

may be carried down to the coal, and the shaft is then timbered up from

the bottom, that is, with such timbering as is needed ; but it is of course

always necessary to have substantial buntons to carry the guides, the

pump rod, column pipe, etc. The bottom of the shaft is sunk some lit-

tle distance below the coal, to provide a well and a pit for the cages.

The sump is excavated in the coal to the dip (below the gangway level),

gangways are started right and left, and the work of development is

commenced.

From 200 to 300 feet per year may be considered as a fair average of

the time made in sinking, including all stoppages. There is little dif-

ference in the speed of sinking shafts of large and small cross-sectional

area. In sinking through the harder rocks of these Coal Measures the

cost ranges from $5 to $8 i3er cubic yard for shafts 400 to 800 feet deep,

the cost increasing rather rapidly with the depth. In shale and soft

sandstone and slate the cost is from $2 to $5 per cubic yard.

The long-hole diamond drill method was used in sinking the Potts-

ville deep shaft and the Ellengowan shaft, but it does not seem prob-

able that this plan will come into general use. It is doubtless best

adapted to shafts 200 or 300 feet deep, where all the 1 oles can be drilled

from the surface to the bottom at one operation. The KindChaudron
process has not been used in these coal fields.

Slopes.—The main hoisting slope is commonly divided into three com-

partments, two for hoisting, and one smaller compartment for the pump
rods, column pipe, etc., and sometimes a fourth small compartment on

the opposite side of the slope is used as a manw^ay, more rarely as an
airway. Main hoisting slopes are from 16 to 24 feet wide and about 7

feet high in thick beds ; in thin beds somewhat lower. The hoisting com-

partments are from 6to Ofeet wide. Sometimes there isonly onehoisting-

way, with three rails and a turnout for the cars to pass each other half-

way down the slope; but this is not considered good practice, and in-

evitably leads to many derailments and collisions.

In slope sinking the timbering is carried down with the sinking.

The best form is the completely framed set, with foot-sill and center-

props (two or three), with the legs set at a batter of about 1 to 4. Some
slopes require no timbering except at the mouth, and others are tim-

bered only with center-props, while in loose coal, shattered by pressure

and with a tendency to ^'run," the timbers are set as close as they can

be placed. The foot-sills are notched into the rib (pillar) to hold the

timbering in place, and the rails are often spiked directly to the sills

and to small sleepers laid between them, and wedged in place by short

struts.

Gangways.—The extraordinary thickness of most of the anthracite

coal beds enables the mining engineer to drive gangways of almost any

I
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desired size or shape. Seven feet in height in the clear and 9 to 12 feet

wide are the common dimensionsfor a single-track gangway, but when
the gas is troublesome they are sometimes driven 14 feet wide and 8 feet

high. Where double tracks are necessary, as at turnouts and at the

landings at the foot of slopes and shafts, the width is 16 to 20 feet or

(even more. In such cases very heavy timber is needed, and it is fre-

quently necessary to reinforce the caps (collars) by center-props ; but
icenter-props are avoided whenever and wherever they can be dispensed

with, as they are the cause of many accidents to mules, drivers, and
miners. Footsills are rarely necessary in gangway timbering. Eound
timber is used almost exclusively on gangway work, and the lagging

is round or half-round stuff. From 12 to 14 inches may be taken as an

;average measurement of the timber used (small end), but on turnouts

;and in loose coal 18- and 20inch stuff is used. Much 24 inch timber

^could be used to advantage if it could be obtained, but mine owners

(experience great difficulty in obtaining stuff of this size at moderate

icost. The standard upright form of gangway timbering is commonly
framed so that the legs stand on a batter of 1 to 4. In mines using

isteam underground the timber has a very short life, often rotting in

;a few months. Some gangways need retimbering every year. Under
more favorable conditions timber is now standing, perfectly sound, that

was placed fifteen or twenty years ago j but this is the exception, not

the rule.

An independent airway is nearly always driven' parallel to and a few

yards distant from the gangway, and the two passages are connected

.at intervals by cross-headings. Except in very gaseous workings, this

airway is made much smaller than the gangway, about G by 8 feet or

perhaps a little larger; but in some districts, as at Wilkes- Barre, it is

necessary to drive the airways as large as the gangways (8 by 12 feet).

The gangway is used as an intake and the airway as the return airway,

the air being led up to the face from the last cross-heading by brattice.

W^hen the coal bed is thick the airway is driven at a higher level than

the gangway, sometimes almost vertically above it, and the coal taken

from the airway is then thrown into the last cross-heading, which is

used as a chute, and falls by gravity into a car standing on the gangway
l)elow. A buggy is used in the airway. When the coal is not gaseous,

ventilation is often effected by bratticing off an airway on one side of

the gangway. This answers very well during the driving, but is a

most unsatisfactory method of securing permanent ventilation, as such

l)rattices always leak badly.

Tunnels.—In tunnel driving an airway is sometimes secured by brat-

ticing off the upijer part of the tunnel, but it is more common to brattice

off" one side. Single-track tunnels are commonly 8 to 11 feet wide and

6 to 8 feet high, unless the gaseous condition of the beds developed by

them requires greater cross-sectional area. Double-track tunnels are

g,bout 14 feet wide. The cost per cubic yard of tunnel driving varies
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but slightly from that of shaft sinking, depemiing of course largely

upon the nature of the rocks to be pierced.

2Iining systems.—All underground anthracite mines, with perhaps one

or two individual exceptions, are operated upon one and the same gen-

eral system, namely, the "pillar and breast "("pillar and room," ''post and
stall," " stoop and room," " board and pillar") ; and although the details

of this system under different mining conditions vary so widely that

the superficial observer sees apparently several totally unlike systems,

a careful inspection discloses the fact that they all have three identical

characteristics: (1) the "breasts" or "rooms" (working places) are all

long and narrow; (2) they are driven nearly parallel to each other; (3)

they are separated by long, narrow pillars of coal, broken only by small

openings for ventilation. These are the characterizing features of the

"pillar and breast" system of mining.

In a few localities where large bodies of coal lie close to the surface

the coal is mined by stripping. It is entirely unnecessary to dilate upon
this open-cut work. The coal that can be mined in this way is quite

insignificant compared with the enormous bodies under deep cover.

The j)illar and breast system used in the anthracite regions is simple

and elementary in its general features, but its details present a multi-

tude of complicated variations. To describe its general features we
may conveniently consider the workings as divisible into two classes

:

(1) those on beds dipping from about 25° to horizontal, or flat workings,

and (2) those on beds dipping from about 25° to vertical, or steep or

pitching workings.

In flat workings opened by shafts the gangways are driven oft' on

each side, and when they have reached a sufficient distance to allow a

thick pillar of coal to protect the shaft, "breasts" or "rooms" are

opened out along the upper side of the gangway. When the dip is less

than 5°, a track is laid from the gangway track up into each breast. If

the dip is over 3° and less than 7°, the breasts are turned at an angle

to the gangway (instead of at right angles), to reduce the grade of the

breast roadway. These rooms are either opened out to the full width

of 8 to 12 yards on the gangway, or a small opening just large enough

to admit a mirfe car is driven in 8 or 10 yards and the breast is then

opened out to its full width. Very flat breasts are sometimes driven

long distances, occasionally reaching a length of over 200 yards. It is

more common, however, to find a counter-gangway driven across the

upper limit of the first row of breasts, which are usually 100 to 150 yards

long, and the coal is taken out along this counter-gangway. On steeper

dips the mine cars are lowered from this to the main gangway by a self-

acting plane built in a worked-out breast. When the coal lying above

the shaft is exhausted, that lying at a lower level is frequently opened

by an inside slope sunk from the main gangway. A gangway is driven

off from the foot of this slope, and the coal is mined in the same way as

that on the upper levels,
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When the dip is 5<^ or 6° to 12° tbe plan of worting is the same ; but as

the mine cars cannot be taken up to the lace, the coal is brought down to

the gangway in a " buggy," which holds from half a ton to one ton of

coal. It is dumped on a platform and loaded into the mine car by hand„

but by running the baggy upon a trestle the coal is sometimes dumped
directly from the buggy into the mine car. When the iuclination ex-

ceeds 12° the buggy may be discarded and replaced by a chute lined

with sheet iron, or by sheet iron laid on the floor of the breast. The
coal must be pushed down over these plates. From this inclination up

to 25° the general plan of working is the same, the coal sliding down
to a platform near the gangway, where it is loaded into the mine cars.

Sudden changes in the direction and strength of di}) often destroy the

simplicity of this system of working, l)y necessitating the driving of

many counter-gangways and the addition of planes and slopes to over-

come adverse grades and favorable grades of too great pitch.

When the dip exceeds 25° the method of development is principally

by slopes, and is known as " lift mining," to which reference has already

been made. The breasts are opened by a chute about 6 feet high by 6

to 9 feet wide, and this is driven upon the bed 8 or 10 yards from the

gangway before the breast is opened out to its full width. Frequently

each breast is opened by two such chutes, which are placed about 15

feet apart. The breasts on each lift are worked up to the gangway
above, and when this is Xvorked out they are holed through and the pil-

lars are robbed out.

There is considerable variation in the thickness of pillars both in

pitching and flat workings, the range being from 6 to 10 yards. Slope

pillars and barrier i)illars are 15 to 30 yards thick. Barrier pillars are

thick pillars left at intervals of every ten or twenty breasts, or between
two sets of workings, or between adjoining properties, to prevent a

squeeze caused by the settling down of the superincumbent rocks from

becoming general and doing extensive damage 5 in other words, to local-

ize its effects.

The distance worked on each side of a slope is governed by the cost

of haulage and by the cost of keeping open long gangways through ex-

hausted workings. When the coal is hard and the oldr workings have
not been robbed out, it is often found cheaper to haul coal 2, 3, or even

4 miles than to sink a new slope and open new workings 5 but the limit

is generally much smaller, and at a majority of collieries coal is not mined
at a greater distance than 1 mile or thereabouts from the main hoisting

slope.

When a slope is sunk to the second lift, the first lift is frequently

converted into a counter-gangway and the coal is lowered by an inside

plane or by a chute to the lower gangway, so that all the hoisting is

done from one landing, and the winding machinery is thus rendered

more effective in handling a large outi:>ut.

The working places are termed "breasts," but on flat dips they are

2 MR 8
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more frequently spoken of as "rooms" or "chambers." To describe more
clearly the methods of opening, ventilating, and working breasts, they

may be conveniently divided thus: (1) wagon breasts, in coar dipping

less than 7°; (2) buggy breasts, in coal dipping 6° or 7° to 10° or 12°

;

(3) chute breasts or pitching breasts, in coal dipping 12° or 15° to 90°.

Wagon breasts.—Eooms into which the mine car is taken directly to

the working face are known by this name. They admit of few vari-

ations in the method of working. They are opened either to full width

on the gangway or by a wagonway driven in 8 or 10 yards before open-

ing out to full width. This plan is adopted when the roof is poor, as it

saves timber on the gangway, or when the gas is very troublesome.

Breasts of this class are necessarily driven in such a way as to secure

a favorable grade for the mine car, and they are consequently often

curved, not adhering to a straight line. Their width is, of course, depend-

ent upon the nature of the roof—7 to 10 yards, 8 yards being the most

common size. With 8-yard rooms the pillars are 6 or 7 yards 5 with 10-

yard rooms the pillars are 8 yards thick. Ventilation is maintained by

cross-headings through the pillars every 15 or 20 yards; these cross-

headings are 5 or 6 feet by 6 or 8 feet, except when large quantities of

gas demand a larger area. "When the bed is thick the bottom bench is

sometimes worked out to the limit, and the upper coal is then blown

down by commencing at the back end of the breast ; but this practice is

not general. To reach the top coal the miner stands on a pile of loose

coal that is allowed to lie against the face for this purpose. When this

is not sufficient, ladders or rough scaffoldings are used. In all breasts

of this class the slate and other refuse ("gob") is thrown on one or both

sides of the breast.

Buggy breasts.—These are opened and worked in very much the same

way as wagon breasts. W^henever possible, the buggy tramway is car-

ried on a staging near the mouth of the breast, so that the buggy may
be run out on this and the coal dumped directly into the mine car, thus

avoiding double handling of the coal. When this is done the chute or

opening of the breast is enlarged enough to make room for a mine car,

and a siding is laid in from the gangway track, so that a mine car may
stand in this recess, while being loaded, without blocking the gangway.

The entrance of the breasc can then be closed by a door, thus cutting

off all communication with the gangway. The refuse ("gob") is piled

on one or both sides of the breast.

Fuelling or chute breasts.—When the dip is less than 18° to 22° coal

will not slide on sheet iron, and the miner must push the coal down
;

but on steeper slopes the coal will run readily. On inclinations less

than 25° or 30° breasts may be worked like buggy breasts, with one

chute, ending in an apron projecting into the gangway high enough to

allow a mine car to pass beneath it to be loaded. When the roof is

good and the breasts are driven 10 or 12 yards wide, they are opened

with two chutes, Wheu the dip exceeds 30° the coal will slide ou the
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floor of the breast without sbeet iron j but as the gob will also slide

down the pitch and run out with the coal, a different method of working

is necessary ; and in this case the breast is opened by driving up two

chutes 8 or 10 yards and then opening it out to full width. The pillar

of coal between these chutes is called a '* stump." Each chute is closed

by a plank i)artition, with an opening (drawhole) through which the

coal is drawn. As the breast is driven up the dip, the gob is thrown

in the center and the coal is thrown down the chutes. These chutes are

also used as manways and airways. When the bed is thin they are

made by standing a row of props along each side of the breast 4 to 6

feet from the pillar. These are planked if necessary, forming a partition

to hold the gob in the center of the breast. If the bed is thick, a "jug-

gler" manway is built. This consists of an inclined partition made by

placing inclined props or "jugglers" from the pillar to the floor, thus

forming a three-cornered manway or chute. They are notched into the

pillar coal and also into the floor to hold them securely in place.

When the coal dips more than 35° or 40° thiS' method of working is

not feasible, as the miner has nothing to stand on unless the bed con-

tains so much refuse that the top of the gob left in the breast is always

within a few feet of the working lace. This rarely hapj)ens. When the

bed is thin the miner easily builds a platform upon which to stand by
placing three or four props across the breast and covering them with

plank. This plan is adopted on dips of 35° or more in beds 10 feet thick

or less, but when the bed is thick some other method is required.

The two chutes are closed by a strong log battery, with an opening

through which to draw the coal, and the whole breast is kept full of

coal to furnish a supi)ort for the miner. As the broken coal occupies

more space than coal in the solid, the miner always has a certain amount
of surplus coal. This he sends down the manway, and the other coal

lying in the breast (" stock coal") is allowed to remain until the breast

is driven to the limit.

When the dij) is so steep that the surplus coal falls down the man-

ways with great violence, this surplus coal is sometimes drawn from

the breast from time to time through the battery at the bottom. W^hen

this plan is to be adopted it is often considered best to open the breast

'with one central chute instead of two, as the movement of coal in the

breast then takes place in the center, and the jugglers on either side

are not so likely to become unseated and the manways closed as when
there is a drawhole on each side of the breast. Single chute breasts

are also often preferred in gaseous workings, because their connection

with the gangway can be more perfectly severed and the ventilation thus

rendered more effective.

It will be observed that in working by these latter methods all the

bony coal, slate, sulphur, and other impurities are allowed to remain

with the coal filling the breast, and that when this coal is drawn out

and run into the luine oa-rs this refuse is still in the co'al and must be
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separated from it in process of preparation. At some colllerletj a load-

ing platform is built in the chute below the drawhole, auil as the coal

runs out upon this platform the slate is separated from the coal and

thrown into a subdivision of the chute, where it lies until ar carload of

refuse is obtained, when it is loaded into a mine car and sent out to be

dumped on the waste or rock piles.

When the bed is not thick enough to carry an independent airway

over the gangway, the chutes are driven up until they intersect the

heading (airway) and the breast is opened out just above the airway, a

battery being built in the heading immediately above each chute, and

the air is then coursed through the breast. A manway is sometimes

driven uj) through the center of the stump pillar until it intersects the

heading, and this is then used as a traveling way and to take up tim-

ber, etc. A modification of this plan is often effected by driving the

chutes a few feet above the airway before opening out the breasts to

full width. This leaves the airway open. A brattice or door is i)laced

in the airway midway between the two chutes and the air is coursed

through thu breast; but in case of accident to any breast by closure of

the manway, the ventilation of other breasts is restored by opening this

door.

To insure good ventilation in single-chute breasts, and reduce the

risk of closure to a minimum, a manway is often driven up in the pillar

between each pair of breasts, and after being driven up a few yards is

forked out to intersect each breast. From the tops of these branches

juggler manways are carried up each breast, as in other plans of work-

ings.

When the coal dips steeply the gangway is not infrequently driven

in the top bench of coal, against the roof, instead of against the floor,

the risk of closure by crushes being much decreased and the excessive

pitch of the chutes being reduced by this plan. The cost of working

is increased by the increased length of the chutes, manways, and air-

way cross cuts.

In single chute breasts the main chute is not always at the center,

but is sometimes on one side of the breast, and a manway chute is

driven up on the oiiposite side to take the manway (surplus) coal and

furnish ready access at all times to the workings. On very steep dips

the lower end of the chute is slanted or curved to check the descent of

coal from the battery and prevent it from jamming fast and blocking

the chute. In addition to these methods of working steep pitching

breasts, many other plans have been devised, some of which have been

tried and abandoned and some are now in use at a few collieries; but

the above-described plans cover the essential features of all the methods

in general use.

Mining or cutting coal.—The actual mining or "cutting" of bituminous

coal is effected by making an undercut with a coal pick in the bottom

bejich or floor ar a slate parting- near tlie bottom of t]>c bed, and then
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breaking' down the coal by wedging, by blasting, or with a pick. The
undercut is 2J to 4^ feet deep and 6 to 12 inclies high at the face and 1 or

2 inches at the other end. Anthracite coal is not only too hard to be

undercut in this way, but is so brittle and the splinters flying from the

coal are so sharp that few miners would be willing to expose face and

eyes to the flying fragments. The mining of anthracite also presents

difSculties that will not be readily overcome by any coal-mining ma-

chine. The coal is too hard to be scraped off by rotating cutter bars,

and the percussion cutters are not, in their present form at least,

adapted to this work. In addition to the difficulties presented by the

hardness of the coal, the steep pitches on which most of the coal must be

mined would make it very difficult to adjust a machine and hold it up

to its work. These are some of the reasons why coal-cutting machines

are not used in the anthracite regions. After visiting the mines and be-

coming familiar with the conditions, the inventors of these machines

have not cared to try them at this work.

The principle of underholding is employed in anthracite mining,

but the undercut is from 3 to 7 or 8 feet high and is made by blasting.

Sometimes the plan is reversed and the top benches are first attacked

and the bottom benches raised afterwards. Gunpowder is preferred to

the higher explosives, as these shatter the coal and produce too much
fine coal. In fiery (gaseous) workings explosives of the dynamite type

are sometimes used on account of the lessened risk, gunpowder mak-

ing a long flame and being much more likely to tire the gas. The

direction of the cleat or cleavage is practically disregarded in anthra-

cite mining, except in so far as it influences the miner in choosing the

best location for shots.

While anthracite is too hard to be readily worked with a coal-cutting

machine, it is soft enough to be readily drilled with hand-boring ma-

chines, and many of these are now in use, iu some mines to the exclu-

sion of the common drill. The ordinary drill is dressed to quite a

chisel edge and of fish-tail style, is 5 or 6 feet long, and is used as a

"jumper" or churn drill. The hand boring machines are simply augers

with a positive screw feed and a clamping device, which is commonly
fastened in a shallow hole to hold the drill in place. There are many
diflerent styles of these drills now in use, but they are all practically

the same in principle. An efficient miner, understanding or having the

"knack" of using these machines, will bore a hole about twice as fast

as it can be drilled. But the miners dislike this kind of labor (the

turning of the crank), and many cannot be induced to use them. As
the miners commonly are paid by the ton or car or by the number of

yards driven, they are allowed to use whichever style of drill they

prefer.

Mine railroads.—The gauges of anthracite-mine railways underground

- range from 2^ to 4 feet; 3 feet and 3J feet are the gauges in most com-

mon use. The rails are iron and weigh from 20 to 3G pounds per yard.
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Fish-plate joints are used on main haulage roads; on branches and sid-

ings the rails are commonly spiked down butt to butt. The split-rail

switch, or " latch," is largely used, and the ordinary movable-rail switch

is also extensively used. "Latches" are made self-closing by bolting

them together and attaching them to a metallic spring, counterweights,

or an elastic pole held in place by staples at one side of the track. At
the foot of slopes and planes the switches are, whenever possible, so

arranged that the loaded car runs in to the foot of the plane by gravity,

and the emj^ty car is taken off by a switch a few feet above the bottom,

so that it runs away from the bottom by gravity. In planning the

arrangement of tracks on slopes and planes, it is always considered ad-

visable to place as few switches as possible on the slope itself; to keep

the main tracks unbroken ; to make them as straight as possible; and

to have nothing standing at the bottom in direct line with the slope

tracks.

When the topography of the ground permits, the prevailing practice

is to build the breaker in direct line with the slope, and to continue the

slope tracks up on a trestle to the top of the breaker. The winding en-

gine is either under the breaker (a bad plan) or in a contiguous engine

house ; but to secure sufficient " lead " between the knuckle pulleys or

sheaves and the drum, this must be placed at some distance, and if on

higher ground, the arrangement must be such that the cars on one side

can pass over or beneath the rope on the opposite side. When the en-

gine and drum are on a lower level, the rope is often passed through a

counterweighted slide block iDlaying in guides below the landing floor.

The rope passes through a long slot in the floor and through the slide

block, but the hole in this is small and catches the rope socket, and the

coupling hook and chain are thus held in position for the next car. The

counterweight keeps the rope taut, this being necessary to prevent the

coils from slipping, springing loose, and overlapping on the drum.

The slope tracks are sometimes continued up above the landing, and

the coal is dumped by opening the door, which is then placed on the

lower end of the car. The coal falls through an opening into the chute

at the top of the breaker. ^ As the weight of the coal is thrown against

the door of the car, its weakest point, this plan is not commendable.

In the operation of inside slopes the kind of motive power to be used

is the most important problem. As it is especially desirable to reduce

the power needed to a minimum, such slopes should be double rigged

(with two ropes) whenever possible, so that the resistance to be over-

come will only be that due to the weight of the rope and coal and fric-

tion, the weight of the mine car being eliminated. But single-rope slopes

underground are more common than would be exi)ected, notwithstand-

ing the damages entailed by the presence of steam underground.

Many inside slopes are now operated by engines located on the sur-

face, the ropes being conveyed underground through the main shaftj

air shaft, or some okl breast that has been holed through to the surface,
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and more recently through vertical bore holes drilled for that purpose.

This lattet plan seems to give perfectly satisfactory results.

A few colliery managers are using compressed air to drive the inside

slope engines. While this is doubtless a decided advance over the use

of steam underground, it can hardly be considered equal to any of the

plans where these engines are located on the surface.

The cars are sometimes raised by a small car called a "ram" or " bar-

ney," which is attached to the rope. This car runs on narrow-gauge

rails laid between the slope tracks. It rises behind the mine car, push-

ing it up the slope. They are seldom used on main hoisting or inside

slopes, but are in great favor for use on dirt planes.

Mme cars.—The cars used in the anthracite mines are of extraordinary

size, a size made possible only by the great thickness of the coals now
being worked, and made desirable by other conditions not present in

other coal fields. As the cars are commonly loaded by gravity, their

height is only limited by the height of the gangways and by a due re-

gard to the maintenance of a certain degree of stability. Their width

is limited only by the width of the gangways and other passages, and

their length by the wheel base and by the sharpness of mine-road curves.

Their length rarely exceeds 10 feet, their width 5 feet, and their height

5^ feet, outside measure. Their inside measurements are of course

smaller. Their cubic capacity commonly ranges from 70 to 150 cubic

feet, or in weight from If tons to 4 tons. A mine car of average size

holds about 100 to 110 cubic feet, or from 2J to 3 tons of coal. The
weight of mine cars is commonly equal to about half the.weight of coal

they are intended to carry; thus a mine car with a carrying capacity

of 3 tons of coal will weigh about 1^ tons.

In shape and in the details of construction the mine cars in use pre-

sent an almost endless variety. Some are constructed almost entirely

of wood, others entirely of iron. In shape they vary from the broad,

low car of some of the Wilkes-Barre mines to the high, narrow car used

in the Schuylkill region, and from the square, upright pattern to the

hopper-shaped style. In thin and flat coal beds the broad, low car is

preferred ; the hopper-shaped car is best adapted to the narrower

gauges when it is desired to increase the capacity without increasing

the length or height of the car. Large, square cars of moderate height,

with a capacity of 100 cubic feet or more, are slowly but surely replac-

ing all other patterns at mines where the height of the bed, etc., per-

mits; and the present tendency is strongly in favor of "inside wheels,"

that is, wheels fixed on the axle and running in a box, like the old-style

railroad coal cars, instead of the loose wheels running on a fixed axle,

such as are in common use at bituminous mines (a). Cars made of boiler

iron have been tried by several of the operating companies in the past,

but it is now almost universally conceded that they are inferior in many

a See Mr. Buck's opinion on loose and fixed wlieels in the bituminous mines of the

Kanawha valley, page 137.
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respects to the wooden -framed bodies in common use. Cast-iron wheels

are used almost exclusively. Several different styles of hollow-hub,

self-oiling wheels have been tried, but they have not met with general

approval from mining engineers. This is partly due to the tendency to

condemn every form of loose wheel as inferior to the fixed wheel. The
position of mining engineers is doubtless well taken on this point, for

with any cars carrying a weight equal to that of anthracite mine cars

loose wheels must always be a cause of continual stoppages, accidents

of all kinds, irregular running, injury to roadbed, and considerable in-

crease in the net haulage cost.

Underground haulage.—Eope haulage has been tried at only two or

three collieries in the anthracite region. The conditions here are not

such that much can be saved by this method of haulage at present, but

the future will doubtless see many of the deeper mines advantageously

operated by some system of mechanical haulage by ropes. Mules and
mine locomotives now furnish the motive power for underground haul-

age.

Under the ordinary conditions of mine haulage, the detentions at

turnouts, delays from accidents, imperfections of road bed, and other

peculiarities of mine haulage reduce the daily average amount of work

performed for each mule to probably not over 50 per cent, of what would

be done by the same animal under favorable conditions aboveground.

We may therefore assume an effective duty of 25 to 50 ton miles (includ-

ing weight of mine car) per day, or, say, an average of 40 ton miles. The
useful effect in tons of coal is then about 25 tons hauled 1 mile per day
by each mule. The average cost of mule haulage underground may
be assumed at from 3 to 5 cents per ton of coal per mile. Stabling is

commonly provided in a chamber near the foot of the slope or shaft;

and the mules, once taken into the mine, are never removed except in

case of jDrolonged suspension of work, accidents, or ill health. These

stables are generally kept in as good sanitary condition as stables above-

ground--

It is apparent at first sight that mine locomotives can only be em-

ployed to advantage on long hauls, or on shfrt hauls where there is

enough work to keep eight or ten mules busy. In fiery mines their

use must increase the danger of accident, and in poorly ventilated mines

they cannot be used on account of tlie smoke, heat, and the noxious

gases given off' by the fire. The actual cost of haulage by locomotives,

as by mules, varies between such wide limits under varying mine con-

ditions that it is doubtful whether numerical data are of much value.

However, for the purpose of comparison certain figures of interest may
be quoted. From time to time statements have been published showing
an average cost of six-tenths cent to 1 cent per ton per mile; but such

estimates invariably contain only the actual daily expenses without

proper allowances for depreciation, repairs, etc., and, if not actual mis-

representations, are instances of peculiarly favorable conditions, "good

i
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luck," and extraordinarily good management. The actual cost under
average conditions cannot be, at present wages, less than 1 cent per ton

per mile, and is probably very much nearer 2 cents per ton of coal per

mile hauled. I should place it at If to 2 cents per ton per mile.

The mine locomotives in use are similar to those used in bituminous

mines, but they are commonly somewhat larger; thus, the following

dimensions: Wheel base, 4 feet 3 inches; gauge, 3 feet; drivers, 2 feet

2 inches ; tubular boiler, 56 tubes
;
grate area, about 5 feet ; cylinders,

8 inches in diameter, with 12-inch stroke; dome, 1 foot 6 inches; tank

over boiler, capacity 220 gallons ; weight, about 7 tons. Many engines

of larger size are used, thus : Cylinders, 9 inches in diameter, with 14-inch

stroke ; weight complete, 8 to 9 tons.

Hoisting machinery.—The winding engines now in use are nearly all

built with horizontal cylinders and ordinary plain slide valves. A very

large number of geared engines are in use, in which the driving pinion

is connected by "second" or "third motion" to the drum, and such en-

gines are known as "second" or "third-motion" engines, in contradis-

tinction to the direct-acting or "first-motion" engines, in which the main

driving cranks are placed on the drum shaft. As the various friction

gears are used to but a limited extent in the anthracite mining region,

and almost never on main hoisting machinery (their use being confined

to short planes, breaker planes, dirt planes, etc.), engines with expansive

valve gear are not used. The journals, drum shaft, pedestals, connect-

ing rod, and piston rod are all made larger than on ordinary engines;

this is especially necessary in the large first- motion or direct-acting en-

gines which are now rapidly replacing the old-style geared engines.

Winding-engine foundations are, almost without exception, built of

stone. Any sandstone that may be found in the neighborhood at all

suitable to the purpose is used. The stones are rarely dressed with care,

except, perhaps, the upper courses, finish not being considered much
of an object. The height of the pillars is made sufficient to give clear-

ance for the drum and for any connections beneath the engine floor—in

other words, all the cellar room needed—and to give sufficient weight

to insure absolute stability and rigidity. The holding-down bolts are

built in the masonry, instead of being placed in bolt holes left for that

purpose. In placing the large engine at thePottsville deep shaft the bolts

were inserted in bolt holes drilled with a diamond drill after the engine

pillars were finished. The use of timber seats is now limited to small

engines, engines erected for temporary use, and small engines in which

the bed plate is all cast in one piece. For winding engines timber seats

are not now considered allowable. Even in underground work the

adoption of masonry pillars and seats for winding engines and pumps
is becoming common, and many engineers consider it the onl}^ good

practice.

The large direct-acting winding engines now coming into such gen-
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eral use are of course built in pairs. Their cylinders range from 16 or

18 to 45 inches in diameter, and their stroke from 3 to 5 or 6 feet.

Drums.—Conical drums are coming into general favor for use at shaft

collieries, but as yet only a few have been built, and cylindrical drums

are still in general use at both slope and shaft coal mines. Cylindrical

drums of moderate size are constructed of heavy cast-iron spiders, with

six or eight arms, covered with a lagging of timber 5 to 8 inches thick.

Some very large drums are in use; thus, at Kohinoor drums 20 feet iu

diameter are usedj but at most collieries the drums are between 8 and

16 feet in diameter. Very few shaft collieries are now operated with

drums less than 10 feet, and the majority of shaft workings have drums

12 feet and upwards in diameter. Drums at slope collieries commonly

range from 8 to 12 feet in diameter. It is now a well-recognized princi-

ple that the drum should always be more than 1 foot in diameter for

each one-fourth inch in the diameter of the rope; thus, for a rope 1^

inches in diameter the drum should exceed 6 feet; and in the anthracite

regions these figures are commonly doubled.

Wrought-iron band brakes are used to the almost entire exclusion of

other forms. They are sometimes operated by a treadle, but more com-

monly by a hand lever. On some large winding plants steam brakes

have been tried, but they are apparently open to several objections,

chief among which are their rapidity and violence of action. This has

been overcome in one case by controlling the throttle with a slow-mo-

tion screw, so that the steam is admitted very slowly ; but it is evi-

dent that this cannot be an entirely satisfactory method. Some very

large " first-motion" engines are supplied with a steam reverse, to assist

the engineer in throwing over the reversing lever.

Cage rests, Jceeps.—These do not differ materially from those in use at

English collieries. The " stops " to prevent the mine cars from running

into the shaft and from running off the cage are also similar to those

used in other mining districts.

Cages.—Single-deck cages are used. When the deeper parts of the

coal basins are worked, years hence, it will doubtless be found neces-

sary to introduce- double-deck cages, but at present they are not needed.

Iron cages are largely used, but a cage constructed of wood, with iron

tie rods and braces, doubtless gives better service and is much more

readily repaired when injured in any way. Self-dumping cages are

now only used in breakers for raising the cars from the ground to the

'' platform chute." '' Gunboats " (a name given to large self-dumping

" skips" constructed of plate iron) are used at many slopes on which

the dip is too steep to raise the mine cars without the use of a slope

carriage or cage. The gunboat is made to hold one or two carloads of

coal. Gunboats are now also used to some extent for raising refuse

(culm, rock, slate, etc.) on dirt planes.

iSafety clutches.—The law requires " an improved safety catch " on

3very carriage used for lowering or hoisting men ; therefore safety
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clutches are used throughout the anthracite region. They all depend

upon some kind of a spring to set them in operation
;
rubber cushions,

spiral and straight and torsion springs are used in the different forms

of clutches in use. The clutches which have given the best results are

those in which the dogs are cam-shaped, with serrated surfaces that

grasp the guide. Chisel-pointed bars thrown against the guide are un-

certain in action ; clamps holding by friction only have not given* satis-

factory results 5 and cam-shaped dogs with a chisel edge have been

fouud unreliable, and often do considerable damage tq, the guides.

Other safety attachments to the winding machinery are the bridle

chains, bonnets or cage covers, and detaching hooks. These latter are

not viewed with favor here, altliough largely used in European mines. A
winding engine under perfect control, an efficient brake, and a sober en-

gineer, are better safeguards against overwinding than all the detach-

ing hooks that can be invented. Such appliances are at best uncer-

tain in action, and are at times the cause of serious casualties. Indi-

cators driven by positive gearing from the winding machinery are now
coming into general favor. They are certainly a great improvement
over the old-style chain or string indicator, and, with the addition of

gongs to warn the engineer against overwinding, are all that could be

desired. The mouths of all shafts are inclosed by gates, and those not

in use are securely fenced in or covered over. The gates are automat-

ically opened by the car running off the cage, or are lifted by the cage.

Signaling is done by means of an ordinary wire and hammer and

plate or gong ; but in addition to this every colliery is provided with

speaking tubes, so that orders may be freely transmitted from top to

bottom, and vice versa. These speaking tubes are commonly made of

ordinary 2-inch iron pipe. Instead of blowing a whistle to attract at-

tention at the other end, the common practice is to rap on the pipe.

Speed of hoisting.—Where a large output is handled, the necessity for

all the safeguards that can be thrown about the mine an^ the individual

employes becomes at once apparent. Thus a colliery putting out 1,000

tons of coal a day requires rapid and uninterrupted work. As a mine

car of coal will make about 2 tons of merchantable coal, 500 cars of coal

must be raised. To do this in eight hours the cages must average 62^

runs per hour, or, say, a maximum speed of 70 runs per hour; or one

winding, including shifting, signaling, etc., in about fifty-one seconds.

The actual time of winding and seating the cage on the wings would

be about thirty-five seconds. If the depth is 600 feet, the speed in the

middle of the run must be about 40 feet jjer second. At the Pottsville

shaft, the depth being 1,600 feet, an average speed of 35 feet per second

is easily made, which means a sj)eed of 40 to 45 feet per second in the

middle of the run. It does not seem probable that any practical work
will be accomplished much more rapidly than this, and it is extremely

doubtful whether it is desirable to contemplate any attempts to increase

the running speed beyond,- say, 45 to 50 feet per second. However,
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with the large conical drums, with traveling guide to keep^the rope in

the scroll (groove), with large (16 to 20-foot) tension-bar shea\es and
phcenix column head frame, with detaching hook, safety governor, steam

brake, and steam reverse, a plant like this Pottsville shaft winding

plant may safely attain results that could not be complacently viewed

as a legitimate i^erformance by inferior machinery.

Ventilation.—In the deeper parts of the Wyoming basin now being

developed the best means of securing adequate ventilation is the most
important mining*problem. In the deeper parts of the Schuylkill and
Second basins this problem will also be of engrossing interest, as fire-

damp is there also extremely troublesome. In the Wilkes-Barre district

workings on the lower levels are now opened with two airways driven

parallel to the gangway, each being 6 or 8 i'eet high by 12 feet wide,

and even when this is done it is sometimes necessary to let the gang-

way stand several months to drain the gas from the coal before it is at

all safe to attempt opening out the breasts. When two airways are

driven, the gangway is located between them. The air is conveyed into

the face (heading) along the gangway, and is here split into two cur-

rents, one being sent out through each airway. That on the lower side

of the gaugw^ay (next to the solid) is frequently explosive, although

40,000 to 60,000 feet of air per minute may be passing through it.

Throughout this Wilkes-Barre district the airways are commonly from

70 to 100 feet in cross-sectional area. In the small Lehigh basins and
in workings on the margins of the larger basins from 25 to 40 square

feet is considered large enough, except for the main return airways from

extensive workings. Cross-headings between breasts, and those con-

necting the airway aud gangway, are always driven as small as they

can be safely made. This is, of course, owing to the fact that they are

for temporary use only, and must afterwards be closed by stoppings,

brattice, or doors.

Doors located'on main traveling ways are substantially constructed,

with a heavy sill built into masonry on each side, aud the door itself is

hung at a slight angle, so that it is self-closing. All of the main doors

on gangways are opened and closed by a doorteuder ("trapper boy"),

whose sole duty is to open and close the door for thepassageof cars and
men, and to see that the door is iept constantly closed at all other times.

On such gangways the doors are in pairs, at a sufficient distance apart

to allow one door to be closed after a trip of cars has passed before the

other door is opened.

Stoppings to close old workings, cross headings, etc., are commonly
built of masonrj^, but in non-gaseous mines they are often of boards.

In airways they are made from 1 to 3 feet thick ; to close old workings

in thick seams these walls are sometimes 4 to 8 feet thick at the base.

Thick stoppings must always tend to limit the efiects of a mine explo-

sion, and are of inestimable value iu re-establishing ventilation after an
explosion.
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Brattices are necessarily used largely in nearly all anthracite mines

;

but as it is practically iini^ossible to make them even aijproximately air-

tijjcht, there is a growing feeling against their use, and especially against

long brattices.

Overcasts, or airway crossings, are avoided whenever and wherever

it is possible to omit them; but when they must be used, they are now
built as substantially as possible, so that the risk of destruction by any
mine disaster is reduced to a minimum. To remove the possibility of

such an occurrence, airway crossings are sometimes made by driving a

cross-cut airway in the roof rock over the gangway, separated by several

feet from the main haulage way.

Very few anthracite mines are now ventilated by furnaces. For mines
of shallow depth fans are undoubtedly more economical, and for deep

mines, generating gas, the use of furnaces underground is accompanied

by too much danger.

Safety lamps.—The use Of safety lamps is now generally restricted to

work necessary in opening new workings, driving gangways, airways,

etc. Safety lamps by no means insure safety; and as this fact is com-

ing to be more generally appreciated their use in mining is being re-

stricted, and naked lights are used almost entirely, safety being insured

in all the working i^laces by a sufficient current of air to carrj' oft' and

so dilute the gas as to render it harmless.

Fans.—Fans of the Guibal type are now regarded by nearly all an-

thracite mining engineers as sui)erior to any other style, and these fans

are surely replacing all other forms. A few double fans are in use, but

the claims made for ventilators of this class cannot be substantiated.

The actual work of a fan is dependent upon the speed of the tips of

the vanes and is practically indei)endent of the width. A double fan is

about equal to a single fan of width equal to the two joined together,

and it will practically do only a trifle more work than a single fan of

ordinary width. Fans are commonly made with a width equal to about

one-third their diameter, and with inlet orifices having a radius equal

to about one-half the radius of the fan. The spiral commonlycommences
about opj)osite the throat or discharge, and the discharge or outlet

when the shutter is wide open is about one-half the radius or less; but

this orifice should of course be made to meet the requirements of the

mine and the calculated or supposed performance of the fan. A pe-

ripheral velocity of about 3,000 feet per minute is commonly considered

to be about as high a speed as it is well to adopt under ordinary con-

ditions, but in emergencies the fans are sometimes run up to double this

speed. Very large fans are run relatively slower than small ones. As
yet comparatively few fans more than 20 feet in diameter are in use,

although a few 30 and 35-foot fans are found in the Wyoming district.

A very large number of 16 and 20-foot fans are in use, and very many
12 and 14-foot fans, but verj' few fans less than 10 feet m diameter are

to be seen in any part of the anthracite region.
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Uconomy in mining.—It may be well to refer here briefly to some of the

principles governing* every mining engineer in his endeavor to reduce

the cost of mining and preparing coal. Economy must be exercised in

e\eij branch and department of the business. This is axiomatic ; but

in no business is a false economy so surely followed by ultimate increase

in cost as in anthracite coal mining. Timber of good quality, well-built

cars, cages, and framing of all kinds, substantial machinery constructed

of the best materials, thoroughly good fans and pumps andboilers, these

are all necessary if coal is to be cheaply mined and prepared. In the

arrangement of all machinery, and in devising the mining methods, one

principle must always be kept in view as of pre-eminent importance,

namely, the reduction to a minimum of the labor of handling the coal

by moving it entirely by gravity if this isat all possible. The coal runs

to the mine car and is loaded by gravity, it is then raised to the surface

and to the top of the breaker, is dumped and flows down over the' screen

bars, through the crushers, through the screens, down the picking chutes,

through the jigs into the pockets, and thence into the railroad car, all

by gravity. The same principle applies to unwatering the mine, to the

removal of refuse, and to the conveyance of timber and supplies into

the mine. Switches are made automatic, so are also car locks ; the

cars are dumped by a self-acting dump or some other automatic device;

and, in short, hand labor everywhere is reduced to a minimum by the

employment of automatic devices, by replacing it by machine work, or

by some arrangement by which it is tendered unnecessary.

Surveys.—Only commendatory criticism can be made of the anthracite

mine surveys. They are second only in accuracy to some tunnel work,

and can be given to the engineers of all countries as examples of quick,

accurate work from methods not only satisfactory in results but expe-

ditious and trustworthy, although employed in the presence of numer-

ous difficulties. The geological maps constructed by the Pennsylvania

Geological Survey from these mine surveys are sufficient testimony to

this fact.

Explosions.—Disasters from the explosion of firedamp are still com-

mon in the anthracite regions, but since the passage of the mines ven-

tilation act there have been few great catastrophes. In the ten years

from 1870 to 1879 inclusive there were only 235 deaths from this cause, an

average of 23^ per year. During these years 679 explosions occurred, thus

showing there was, on an average, but 1 death to every 3 explosions.

In addition to those killed, 902 persons were injured by these explosions.

These figures very clearly corroborate the assertion that nearly all the

explosions of the past ten or fifteen years have resulted from the accu-

mulation of small bodies of gas in cavities or near the roof in the work-

ing places, and that these accumulations would rarely occur, and acci-

dents from such accumulations would be rarer still, if the miner exercised

the i^roper precautions. Familiarity with danger breeds recklessness,

and probably uio^-teiitUa pf such acci(ients are directly traceable to this
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carelessness on the part of the miners and laborers. The ventilating

methods in general use, and the system of periodic inspection of all parts

of the mines by fire bosses, insure comparative immunity from serious

casualties involving the whole of a mine or even a panel of workings

;

but the occurrence of small explosions from local accumulations cannot

be prevented when the miner fails to obey instructions and is heedless

of the warnings or directions given by the fire boss or superintendent.

The dust of anthracite mines is apparently not a direct cause of explo-

sions, nor does it appear that this dust is auxiliary in producing explo-

sions or participates in the combustion during an explosion. In this it

evidently differs widely from the behavior of the dust of some bitumi-

nous mines.

Miscellaneous accidents —The principal source of accidents in anthra-

cite mining is to be found in roof falls and falls of coal. Thus, from
1871 to 1880, out of a total of 7,886 casualties, 2,827, or 36 per cent.,

were caused by rock, slate, or coal falling on the miner from the roof.

Accidents in Pennsylvania anthracite mines, 1871 to 1880, inclusive.

Cause.
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2. Drawing the burning material out of a breast ; this being possible

only in the case of stoep-pitching breasts.

3. Sealing the mine to exclude the air.

4. Sealing the mine and introducing steam.

5. Flooding with water.

The last is the onlj'^ sure method, but as it always involves enormous

expense, other methods are generally tried before resorting to this. The
carbonic acid gas plan is no more likely to succeed than sealing the

mine. If the mine can be rendered nearly air tight this method will suc-

ceed, but if the mine is sealed in this way the fire will make sufficient

carbonic acid gas to smother itself. For this reason the plan does not

receive favorable consideration from mining engineers.

Preparing coalfor market.—For domestic use anthracite coal must be

separated into grades of approximately uniform size, this being neces-

sary to insure an even distribution of the draught. The largest size,

"lump," which consists of pieces from the size of a large cocoanut up to

lumps weighing 50 to 100 pounds, is used principally in smelting iron

ore and for oth:r metallurgical purposes; "steamboat" is commonly
from the size of a small cocoanut to that of a human head, and is used

for metallurgical purposes and for making steam; "broken" is also

largely used for steam making; and the smaller sizes, ^^egg," "large

stove," " stoVe," " chestnut," and " pea," for domestic use; but the small-

est sizes, "pea" and "buckwheat," being much cheaper than the inter-

mediate grades, are now rapidly replacing the larger sizes for use under

boilers.

The coal is broken, sized, and cleaned in a large structure known as

the " breaker." The mine cars are raised to the top of this building,

and the coal is dumped into a shute, down which it slides over a series

of grate bars placed about 4 inches apart. The smaller sizes fall

through these bars and pass into a "dirt screen" or "mud screen."

This screen, like all others used, is a revolving cylindrical screen, with

either woven wire or cast-iron grating for the screen mesh. The fine

dirt passes through this mesh and the coal then goes to the " broken

screen,", which has a large mesh, allowing all to pass through except

the " broken coal." The coal passing through this screen goes to the

" main screen, " along with the other coal coming from the rolls. The
large coal that passes over the grate bars slides out upon a platform,

where the best pieces are picked out and thrown into the lump-coal

chute. When " steamboat" coal is to be made, it can be separated by

l)lacing large grate bars in this chute. The slate and rock are thrown

into the " rock chute," and the poorer coal, fragments containing slate,

"rough coal," etc., are thrown into an opening in the platform, beneath

which are the " crusher rolls." These rolls are heavy cast-iron cylin-

ders with pyramidal steel teeth ; they are commonly about 60 inches in

diameter and 3 feet long. The coal crushed by these rolls passes to

a " broken screen," which also sometimes separates out the " egg coal,"

and thence to the "main screen." The main screen separates the stove

and cbestput, md sometimes the egg also ; and the smaller sizes go to

i
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the " pea screen," which separates the pea aud buckwheat from the

''dirt." But it must not be supposed that the arraugemeut of all

breakers is planned after this method. The screens are variously ar-

ranged to meet the peculiar requirements of the coal. When the coal

comes wet from the mine the dirt must be washed from it, this beiug

Accomplished by perforated pipes or troughs, from which a shower of

water constantly falls on the screens and also upon the coal in the main
shute on the grate bars.

The following figures give the maximum range in the sizes ofmesh used

for separating the coal into the different sizes :

Lump coal passes over bars placed 4J to 9 inches apart.

steamboat coal passes over bars 3-^ to 5 inches apart, and through bars placed about 7 inches apart.

Broken coal passes over a mesh 2g to 2| inches, and through a mesh (or bars) 3J to 4^ inches.

• Egg coal passes over a mesh If to 24 inches, and through a mesh 2f to 2| inches.

Large stove coal passes over a mesh IJ to 1| inches, and through a mesh If to 2J inches

Small stove coal passes over a mesh 1 to ] J inches, and througii a.mesh IJ to 1^ inches.

Chestnut coal passes over a mesh f to J inch, and through a mesh 1 to IJ inches.

Pea coal passes over a mesh f to | inch, and through a mesh f to § inch.

Buck-wheat coal passes over a mesh /g to § inch, and through a mesh % to | inch.

Dirt passes through a mesh i% to % inch.

The coal falls from the screens into chutes lined with sheet iron, known
as " telegraphs " or " picking shutes," down which it passes to the

pockets or hoppers, from which it is loaded into the railroad cars for

market. Boys sit along these chutes (or astride them)j and pick out the

fragments of slate and bony coal. The slate can be removed in this

way from all of the larger sizes, but to clean the chestnut and pea coal

by hand picking would be very expensive ; hence, these sizes are com-
monly either not cleaned at all or the slate and sulphur are removed
by jigs. Some screens are provided with a " slate-picking segment,"
in which the mesh consists of long, narrow slits, through which the slate,

being flat, can readily pass, accompanied only by very small pieces of

coal, which can be saved by passing the slate and coal over an ordinary

round or square mesh large enough to pass the coal but too small to

admit the slate.

Waste in mining and pre;paring anthracite.—The waste in mining in-

cludes not only coal left in pillars to support the overlying rocks, coal

lost by a " crush" or " squeeze," but also all the fine, unmerchantable
coal " dirt " made by blasting and handling, and coal left in the mine
mixed through the " gob." The waste in preparing includes the fine

coal culm or dirt made by the rolls in breaking- the coal, fine coal made
by the screens, jigs, and shutes, and by loading, and also the coal lost

by adhering to lumps of slate, etc., sent to the waste piles. I estimate

the average waste throughout the anthracite region from these causes

as follows

:

Percentage of total coal contained in the ground.
Per cent.

1. Coal left in pillars and lost by being crushed, etc 45

2. Coal lost (in mine and at breaker) by adhering to or becoming mixed with refuse 7

3. Tine coal made by blasting and handling 8

Coal wasted, exclusive of breaker waste 60

Coal reaching the breaker (excluding fine ooaJ, etc.) 40

2 M K 9
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Assuming the waste made by breaking at 10 per cent., from screen-

ing at 4 per cent., and waste at "lip" screens, etc., at 2 per cent., mak-

ing 16 per cent, of the amount reaching the breaker, we have

:

Per cent.

Coal reaching breaker 40.00

4. Breaker waste (16 per cent, of 40) 6.40

Coal loaded into cars and sent to market 33.60

Coal wasted '. 66.40

Total 100.00

To reduce this enormous percentage of waste is of such paramount
importance that it is somewhat surprising that concerted measures are

not taken by the different mining companies looking to the development

of improvements in both the mining and preparing of coal. If this

waste is to be largely reduced it is evident that improved mining meth-

ods must be adopted 5 that the 45 per cent, left in pillars, etc., must be

reduced.

The following improvements have been suggested; some of these

plans are now being experimented with, and the reported results are

favorable to their more general adoption

:

1. The "boundary" plan of leaving thick pillars to divide the work-

ings into panels, to localize the effects of a squeeze developed by rob-

bing out the pillars.

2. The plan by which narrow workings are first driven, leaving every

pillar of extra thickness until the mine is exhausted, and then robbing

the pillars out. At many collieries the adoption of this plan would

certainly increase the percentage of coal mined from 10 to 20 per cent.

A modification of this plan is made by leaving a 60-yard pillar between

each two breasts, and oijening two breasts in each pillar after the

gangway has been driven to the limit, work then being commenced in

the iDillars farthest from the outlet.

3. The plan of driving to the limit before opening any workings.

This would undoubtedly result in a large increase in the percentage of

coal obtained.

4. Veith's " boundary" plan, in which the pillar and breast stumps

above the gangway are left of more than ordinary thickness, so that

the pillars can be robbed out as soon as a breast is worked out, with-

out fear of closing the gangway.

5. Brown's panel system, which is adapted to thick beds dipping from

150 to 350.

6. The "rock-chute" plan of opening the gangways in a bed under-

lying the seam to be worked, and tapping the main seam by rock chutes.

Where this plan can be adopted a large increase in percentage of coal

mined can undoubtedly be made.

7. Long-wall and panel workings in flat beds of moderate thickness

may be successful, but the possibility of using either system in the an-

thracite region is very doubtful.
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The utilization of fine coal "culm" or "dirt" by manufacture into

artificial fuel has not been financially successful, and it seems probable

that we must look to some method of burning this material in its pres-

ent form rather than to its manufacture into an artificial fuel. An aver-

age of between 12 and 15 per cent, of the total contents of the coal

beds now worked is wasted by being converted into culm or dirt.

(^OAL MINING IN THE KANAWHA VAIilLEY OF WEST VIR-
GINIA.

By Stuart M. Buck.

Kanawha coal has come into some prominence within the last few

years, and the object of these notes is simply to record the conditions

under which the business is now carried on, without professing to bring

forward anything new.

General description of tlie district.—The Kanawha coal field is a gen-

eral term, including all the coal seams opened on the Kanawha and Kew
rivers with their tributaries, and may be regarded as covering the newly

developed Flat Top district ; but it is generally limited to that part of

the field having for an outlet the navigable waters of the Kanawha, or

the line of the Chesapeake and Ohio railway, which descends the val-

ley of the Greenbrier to the New river, and follows that stream till it

joins the Gauley at Kanawha falls, where the united streams take the

name of Kanawha.
The New Eiver valley is a narrow cleft in the mountains, and is fre-

quently compared with the western canons; but the Kanawha valley

gradually widens, and affords bottoms suitable for farming. The New
river is a succession of pools and rapids, but the Kanawha in ordinary

stages of water is navigable for light-draught steamers to Cannelton,

within 10 miles of the falls. The railroad follows the valley to Scary,

where it leaves the Kanawha and takes a more direct course to the Ohio,

which it strikes at Huntington, near the mouth of the Guyandotte river.

The general geological structure of the country is very regular, and

the topography of the region allows the employment of very simple

methods of handling and shipping the coal, ^ut there is a great variety

in the character of the coal mined from the different seams, and in the

method of treatment. Up to the present time mining operations have

been limited to the lands immediately adjoining the river and to a few

tracts within 5 or 10 miles, reached by short lines of railroad specially

constructed for their development. Coal was also shipped for many
years from the Peytona cannel mines, on Coal river, depending on a

system of locks and dams for slack-water navigation to the Kanawha.

The Peytona mines are now abandoned, and the locks and dams are out

of repair. The natural features of the country are such that the way
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is oi)en for additioual lines of railroad through many side valleys, open-

ing up a greatly increased area.

The mountains rise 500 to 1,200 feet above the river level, and con-

tain so much coal in sight, cropijiug out in nearly horizontal strata, that

there has been no inducement to make any thorough search by boring

for coal below the river level. The bore holes made have been mostly

for salt wells, and the reports of coal struck in them are not to be relied

on. The general and regular dip of the coal indicates what may be

hoped for on boring in parts of the country where any of the coal seams

have passed below the river level, but experience in working the seams

above water level shows that they all have their local basins of maxi-

mum thickness, and that coal, which is valuable and apparently regu-

lar in one place, becomes so pinched or changed in character within a few

miles as to be quite worthless, so that geology alone will hardly war-

rant any large expenditure for the working of the lower seams after

they have passed out of sight.

The general dip of the Kanawha coal field is to the northwest, and
on approaching from the east along the line of the Chesapeake and Ohio

railway the first coal met is at Quinnimont, where it appears high uj)

on the mountain. This is geologically one of the lower coals of the

New river series, which are worked at frequent intervals from Quinni-

mont to Hawk's Xest bridge for 30 miles, and then disappear below the

river ; while the next higher or middle coals of the Kanawha series

come into prominence for the next 40 miles, disappearing in turn near

Charleston, to be succeeded by the third series, which is worked at Eay-

mond City.

The Kanawha has been called the special field for small capitalists.

This is still true in many places, but as competition increases and the

margin of profit becomes less it is necessary to extend operations and to

work with a larger capital. There is nothing of special novelty in the

machinery and appliances or in the plan of underground working here,

but as there are slight differences in different districts, and the methods
are gradually changing, it may be of interest to put on record the pres-

ent system.

At present the whole coal field is suffering from the overestimates

which have been made by its explorers in times past. Geologists and
mining engineers who have been familiar with the more irregular struc-

ture of other regions seem to have been deceived here, and to have
relied too much on the regularity of the formation. In some cases they

have no doubt duplicated the seams, and in others they have been con-

tent with finding the outcrops of known seams, and then have taken
the measurements of coal and reports of quality from points where
these seams have their fullest development, trusting to the known reg-

ularity of the formation to confirm their report, and ignoring the fact

that each seam has its area of special vaJue, either in the matter of

thickness, or quality, or both.
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Thickness of tlie beds.— It is usual to bear of 50 feet as the thickness

of workable coal in seams of 3 feet or over, but unfortunately most of

these sections are grossly exaggerated, and many of the seams which
appear so well on ijaper prove on trial to contain impurities which ren-

der them worthless at the present time. Doubtless such sections may
be proved in places, but among the mines now working a total section

of 12 feet would be regarded as very favorable. The limit of workable
thickness on the Kanawha is usually stated at 3 feet, but several seams
are worked which average less, and probably 30 inches may be regarded

as the minimum where there are special inducements afforded by the

ease of mining or by the superior quality of the coal.

Ownership.—West Virginia coal lands are generally held in large

grants, and often under conflicting titles. Many of the tracts to which
a clear title could be found are so involved by mortgages that they can

only be taken as a whole by large capitalists, and cannot be divided to

suit the requirements of individual operators. The river bottoms and
lower slopes are often held under different titles by small farmers who
control the approach to the coal lauds in their rear.

Character of the coal.—The New Kiver coal is quite soft, with very

indistinct faces ; contains much mineral charcoal ; has a low percentage

of volatile matter, and is used principally for steam purposes and coke

making. It is easily mined, and requires but little powder. It ranges

from 30 inches to 5 feet in thickness, and requires less skill on the part

of the miner, as it is taken, coarse and fine, just as it comes from the

pick. The Kanawha coals are classed as splint, gas, and cannel.

Splint is used mostly for domestic fuel and high-grade steam coal.

It is noted for its toughness and regularity of cleavage, allowing it to

be prepared in an attractive shape for market. It withstands the

handling and exposure of a stockyard much better than ordinary

bituminous coal. It is rich in volatile matter and gives very good results

as a gas coal, but not better than other softer and cheaper coals. Splint

coal requires more skill and care in mining than the softer coals, as the

miner is paid on the basis of the lump coal which passes over the screens.

Gas coal is softer coal, and can be mined more cheaply than the

splint, while it gives as good results in the retorts. It is used almost en-

tirely for gas making, and to a very limited extent for steam purposes.

Splint coal and the softer grades often form distinct bunches in the

same seam, and, if possible, they are then mined and shipped separately.

Cannel coal is now being mined only at Cannelton and on Paint

creek, and is used principally by the gas works as an enricher for other

coals. It is of very irregular occurrence and limited in area.

Nnmber of seams.—There is still some uncertainty as to the identity

of the coal seams in different parts of the district, which will no doubt

be cleared up by the publication of Professor White's examinations

made during the summer of 1884, some results of which have been given

on pages 91 to 97 of this volume. There are afc least eleven distinct
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seams which are now being worked at one or more points, but there are

very few properties that will show more than two of the number in

workable condition, although the section at some points includes seven

seams.

Royalty.—About half of the coal now being mined is from leased land,

and the royalty is variously paid, either as a fixed annual charge with-

out reference to the quantity mined, or as a payment directly propor-

tioned to the output; or, lastly, as a minimum, giving the privilege of

mining a fixed quantity, any coal mined in excess being accounted for

in addition. The royalty is sometimes regulated by a sliding scale, to

encourage a large production.

The royalty may be on the run of the mine, as the coal comes from

the pick. This is common with the coking coal of New river. It may
be on all coal passing over a screen of 1^ to 1J-inch opening, disregard-

ing the nut and slack. This is usual at the splint mines. It may
be on coal passing over a five-eighths inch screen, disregarding only the

slack. In general the rate of royalty approaches 10 cents per long ton.

System of mining.—The system of mining adopted on the Kanawha
is almost exclusively that of room and pillar work. Long wall has been

tried in a few instances, but most of the attempts have been failures,

and the mines where it is now in progress have advanced so short a

distance that no decided deduction can be made from them. Long-wall

retreating has never been tried here on any large scale, and where long-

wall advancing was attempted in the past the effort was made to keep

the roof up by timbering. Naturally it resulted in failure. The local

prejudice against this method is strong, but there are some coal seams

here where it could undoubtedly be made a success. The difficulties in

the way are drainage and irregular work. Yery few of the coal seams

can depend on natural drainage over any extensive area, owing to the

slight dip and the number of local basins or swamps, so that as soon

as the roof settles the mine is in danger, of being flooded, and the water

collects in so many scattered depressions that it cannot be removed
economically.

The principle of long-wall work requires uninterrupted progress, so

that the roof may settle regularly, and soon enough after the removal

of the coal to prevent excessive pressure at the working face, allowing

the miners to continue their work step by step under a new roof. Ir-

regularity of work may prove a serious objection to this method of work-

ing. River shipments are lia,ble to be interrupted by low water or ice,

and the railroad car supply is sometimes cut off for a week at a time.

There is danger that during such a stoppage the whole working face

might be lost.

The dip of the coai on the Kanawha, though often irregular, is com-

XDaratively light, so that after the course of the main entry has once

been determined, it is not usual to make any change, but to lay out the

work at right angles.
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A fc some of the New Eiver mines the dip is heavy as well as irregular,

so that the work cannot be laid out in advance, and the plan is neces-

sarily changed from time to time to conform to the grade.

Thelocation of the entries or gangways depends in general on the

grade for hauling, the drainage of the mine, the ventilation, and on a

convenient division of the land ; but in most of the splint and gas coal

mines an important consideration is to so lay off the work that the

rooms, which are usually turned at right angles to the entries, may be
driven squarely against the natural faces of the coal. In the harder

splint coals it is almost impossible to induce miners to work rooms in

any other direction, and such work is always injurious to the coal,

shattering it more in blasting, and so lessening its market value.

The entries are usually driven 9 feet wide, and all gob is then re-

moved. Sometimes they are 12 or 15 feet wide, with gob on one rib, and
as an extreme case 30 feet wide. In this instance the coal is thin, and
the roof slate, which is shot down for headroom, is all stowed at the side

of the roadway.

Both the face entry and the butt entries are usually driven with
parallel air courses, separated by a pillar of 20 to 40 feet, which is cut

through for ventilation at intervals of 75 to 150 feet; but when the

opening of the mine is not being rapidly pushed, the face entry is often

ventilated by a parallel room driven ahead of the others. After open-

ing out the mine by means of the first pair of butt entries, it is a com-
mon practice to drive the remaining butt entries single, allowing every
third room to hole through for ventilation.

The rooms are opened from the entries with a width of 9 to 15 feet,

and driven narrow for 18 to 30 feet,when they are widened to 20, 30, or
even 45 feet. The usual width is 24 or 27 feet. The widest rooms are

worked with two tracks, and have some of the advantages of long-wall

work. The varying width depends on the character of the roof, the
hardness of the coal, and the amount of gob for which stowage must be
found. It is sometimes considered easier to keep the roof up in a wide
room than in a narrow entry. The rooms are usually driven 300 feet

long, but vary between 200 and 500 feet. When the pillars are to be
drawn, the rooms are usually widened on one side only, and the room
road is then laid along the rib, ready for use in drawing back the pillar;

but in clean coal, free from gob, and especially in thin seams, it is often

easier to relay the track after taking out the coal on a center road.

The pillars left between the rooms are usually 12 to 15 feet thick, but
vary between 8 and 30 feet. The thinnest pillars are not drawn at all,

or are merely thinned and broken through in places. The pillars of

medium thickness are drawn back by a single room road, and those of

24 feet or over are either worked from the double room roads on each

side, or else are split and worked by a special road. Eoom pillars are

drawn back to within 40 or 60 feet of the entry, and the stumps are left
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to support the entry roof. The entry pillars and tlie room stumps are

left till the entry is worked out, when they also are drawn.

Pillars are usually drawn as soon as the rooms in a limited section

are finished, but some mine operators believe that the probably increased

flow of water, when the roof is let down, more than counterbalances the

value of the pillar coal. In such case the thin-room pillars are aban-

doned and the entry pillars are left till the mine is exhausted. In the

hard splint mines, which make a specialty of lump coal for supplying

stock yards, the pillar coal, after sustaining the pressure of the roof for

a time, becomes brittle and will not bear handling. It then ceases to

be merchantable coal.

So many of the Kanawha mines are high on the mountain that un-

usual facilities are offered for rear and side openings. In consequence

of this the general plan is often more irregular, as the temptation is

strong to avoid the expense ofairways by pushing single entries through

to the crop, on the plea that when that is once reached there will be

sufficient ventilation.

Gutting tliecoal.—The undercut, as in other bituminous mines, is usu-

ally 3 or 4 feet deep, and is made in the coal immediately above the

floor. In some cases a soft slate below the coal forms part of the cut,

and rarely the work is done in a middle parting. Powder is used freely

at most of the mines, but the block coal on Davis creek and the soft

Kew river coals require very little. Wedges are only used incidentally

for breaking down coal already shattered by powder. Black powder is

used exclusively in blasting the coal, and high explosives are seldom

used even in rock work. ISTo attempt has been made to experiment with

lime cartridges or other substitutes for powder.

Tools.—Most miners still use the ordinary coal drill, or jumper, but

many of them, especially in the softer coals, emx)loy the breast auger.

A ratchet drill is much used on l^ew river for drilling slate holes, and

in the harder coals a limited use is made of the patent drills manufact-

ured by Burk, Grimm, Howell, and others. The success of all these de-

pends on careful handling, and they will be slow in displacing thejumper.

Power drills, driven by compressed air, have never been introduced.

Machine mining has been tried to a limited extent, but not under fa-

vorable circumstances. Both the Lechner and the Harrison machines

have been used; the latter at two difterent mines. Much difficulty was

found in keeping up the repairs of the Lechner machines, and when
work was suspended and the mine changed hands they were abandoned.

The Harrison machines are very effective and require very little repair.

Of the two plants introduced here one was removed to Ohio, where it is

reported to be doing good work ; the other is still at work, and consists

of three Harrison machines and an Ingersoll compressor. These ma-

chines are being used where it was found very difficult to get any hand
labor on account of the hardness of the mining. They are now under-

cutting in a lower bench, consisting of tough, spongy coal, lying beloNK
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the usual mining streak. This gives an excessive amount of waste ma-

terial to handle and makes impossible any true comparison of efiSciency.

The test of the machines is very severe, as the coal does not fly freely

from the pick, which often hangs and remains fixed in the cut. The
only diflSculties with the Harrison machines have been the breaking of

the shank of the pick, usually at the key slot, and the splitting of the

forked end of the pick. The former difficulty is being remedied iu later

machines by enlarging the shank ; the splitting of the point is often

due to improper forging under a heavy drop hammer, and can usually

be checked by a small drill hole heading off the crack.

When labor is abundant and wages are low there seems to be no

economy in machine mining, but at other times there are marked ad-

vantages, notably in the greater regularity and control of the work,

and in its concentration.

Banii wagons.—Whenever it is possible the rehandling of coal is now
generally avoided, and the same wagon loaded by the miner is taken

to the final shipping point; but when the tramway is very long the

wear and tear of the small cars counterbalance the loss and expense

of rehandling. The same is true on long and steep gravity planes, es-

pecially at mines working thin seams, limiting the size of the cars.

When the coal is used wholly or in part for coking the item of loss by

breakage disappears, so that on New river the general plan is to use

a stock bin at the head of the plane, and to reload the coal into larger

cars, known as " monitors," holding from two to four tons.

At most mines the Pittsburgh pattern is followed, and the cars are

made without any timber frame, the planks being simply bolted to

heavy iron straps. The dimensions are nearly everywhere different,

depending greatly on the prejudice of the individual operator so far as

regards gauge, diameter of wheels, length and flare of sides, but the

height is generally controlled by the thickness of the seam. A fixed

axle and loose wheels are generally used. (a) This avoids the need of a

solid frame, brings the body of the car lower, and is at the same
time cheaper. The waste of oil is much greater in lubricating the loose

wheels, but this is now being remedied by several patterns of self-oil-

ing box wheels, which carry a supply of oil two to four weeks in reg-

ular service, and seem likely to supplant the old patterns. Chilled

wheels are generally used, ranging from 10 to 18 inches in diameter.

Curved spokes with rounded edges are preferred, to facilitate spragging.

Wrought spokes have been tried, but are not regarded with favor.

The use of brakes depends entirely on the grade of the track. When
this is generally light no brake is used, but the driver rides on the

front bumper of his car and holds it back by pressing with one hand

against the mule's rump, using one or more sprags for occasional hills.

On steeper grades the driver rides on the hind bumper of the loaded

car, which he controls by a brake acting on the wheels of one or both

a See Dr. Chance's opinion on loose and fixed Avheels in anthracite mines, page 119.
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sides. More attention is now paid to the use of thick solid bumpers,

thus avoiding many accidents, besides increasing the durability of the

cars.

The capacity of the mine cars varies from 800 pounds to 2J long tons,

but oars of the latter capacity are built with a timber bed-frame, and

use wheels fixed on their axles. Cars of the Pittsburgh pattern are

rarely built to carry more than 1 long ton.

Mine trades.—The room roads are usually laid with oak rails, 2 by 3

inches, or 3 by 4 inches ; but when the coal is thin, and the cars must

be pushed by hand, T iron rails are taking the place of wooden rails in

the rooms. Box ties have been generally abandoned, and the wooden
rails are now spiked to the ties. Strap iron on wood is rarely used.

.Entry roads are laid with iron rails of from 8 to 24 pounds per yard,

according to the size of the car employed, the rails in most common use

being 12 and 16-pound.

The gauge varies from 2 feet 6 inches to 4 feet 8^ inches. Where
there is ample height a gauge of 3 feet 4 inches or 3 feet 6 inches is

commonly taken, but in low seams the gauge is increased, and the cars

are very much flared, to obtain large capacity with a limited height.

Hauling.—In thin seams the loaded cars are pushed by the miners

themselves, or by special laborers, to the room mouth, where the entry

roof is shot down or the bottom taken up, giving sufficient height for a

horse or mule. Whenever the coal is as much as 4 feet thick, or that

height can be cheaply gotten by a little cutting in the floor or roof,

small mules are used to haul directly from the miner. In general,

mules are preferred to horses, though the latter are cheaper.

No use is made of inside gravity planes, and there are very few mines

in the district where there is sufficieat grade. E"o attempt has yet been

made to introduce underground haulage by any of the modifications of

the endless rope.

Small locomotives are used at many of the mines for service on out-

side tramroads, but very few mines in the Kanawha region are so ar-

ranged or ventilated as to allow their introduction for inside work, and

Hawk's Nest is the only place where one is in use.

Drainage.—Most of the Kanawha mines are so situated that the bulk

of the water is disposed of by natural drainage, either through the main

entry or by a secondary opening on some side ravine, but still the drain-

age is often an annoying and expensive matter, not so much- on account

of the quahtity of water as because it collects in scattered basins, from

which it must be hauled in water boxes at great expense, and to the

injury of the roadway. A few small steam pumps are in use, generally

so near the bank mouth that the exhaust steam can be led out in pipes.

Siphon pipes are used at many of the mines, and are generally started

by means of a common hand pump. No use is made of compressed air,

and at present only two steam jets are in operation.

Firedamp.—It is generally said that no firedamp is found in mines
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working above water level, and it has often b(3en asserted that fire-

damp is unknown on the Kanawha.
With the exception of some mines on Campbell's creek, which are a

few feet below the bed of the stream and are operated by short engine

slopes, all the Kanawha and New Eiver mines are above water level,

and many of them so high up on the mountain as to have openings on

the side valleys of the branch streaois. It is true that no serious

explosions have ever occurred here, but gas has in several instances

accumulated in quantities sufficient to cause slight explosions, scorch-

ing the men who have fired it ; and cases have also been reported in

which the gas escaping from drill holes in an entry has been fired and
has continued burning for some time.

The deep depression of the river bed and of the lateral valleys has

doubtless aided the escape of gas, and made the present workings safer,

but as mining is continued and the openings are extended farther from

the outcrop, the probability increases that gas will be found in serious

quantities. As yet there are no indications of any amount of firedamp

which will not be rendered hiarmleiss by even ordinary ventilation, or

which will require the substitution of fans for furnaces.

Most of the mines are so damp that the much-disputed question of

coal dust, as related to explosions, may be left out of account, but a few

of the mines on New river, which are dry and dusty, present features

very similar to those of the Pocahontas mine, though on a smaller

scale.

Ventilation.— Till quite recently no general attention has been paid

to ventilation on the Kanawha. This has been due to the general

absence of firedamp and to the possibility of frequent crop openings,

as well as to the failure of both operators and miners to realize the im-

portance of the matter. Now that the mines have been extended and
pushed farther from the outcrop, the need of increased air is felt, and
most of the" mines are provided with ventilating furnaces.

The State inspection of mines only commenced in 1883, and it is too

soon yet to note any marked results, but it will no doubt be beneficial

in stimulating improvement and checking the grosser errors of igno-

rance and parsimony. Cases are known where in past years headings

have been driven entirely too far beyond air, and then, to encourage
the miners to persevere still farther, so-called air courses have been
started that, when completed, would be of no assistance. The law as

now framed is crude and one- sided, bearing ijrincipally on the mine
owner and giving opportunity for abuse.

Many of the mines are still working by natural ventilation alone, and
where they are so situated as to have openings both on the front and
on the rear or side of the mountain very little trouble results, especially

when the dip of the coal is considerable.

No use is made of ventilating fans, and at many mines there would
be difficulty in getting water for steam power where it would be needed.
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though the power might be transmitted by wire rope from the "valley

below.

In two cases the attem^it has been made to ventilate by compressed
air exclusively. Both attempts failed and were soon abandoned. At
one mine, where coal-cutting machinery is now employed, the com-

pressed air has been used as an auxiliary to permit driving the head-

ings a longer distance, and with very good results. The air is kept

fresh in the immediate vicinity of the working machines, but the vol-

ume is too small for practical use in the general ventilation of the mine.

It is sometimes stated that the use of compressed air has a bad effect

on the slate roof of a coal mine, tending to produce falls, but experience

does not seem to justify the assertion.

Gravity planes.—Most of the mines are connected by gravity planes or

inclines with their loading works at the railroad or river. Both 4 rail

and 3-rail planes are used, and in a few cases 8-rail planes with center

tracks of narrow gauge for the safety truck or barney.

The rails are laid either on string timbers or on ties, but the latter

are apt to slip and cause the rails to kink where the plane is steep, so

that if they cannot be held in place by frequent drift bolts, where out-

croppiag ledges are crossed, light string pieces are sometimes used below
the ties to steady them, and blocks are fitted between to brace them
apart, the whole being bolted together; this, of course, is only effectual

where there is a secure anchorage at the foot of the plane.

Many of the planes are too steep for using a barney to advantage,

but where it can be used there is a considerable gain in time, labor, and

safety.

Drums and check wheels.—The ordinary drum is from 3 feet to 12 feet

in diameter, according to the size of rope and length of plane. The lag-

ging is usually of soft wood. The larger drums are built with wooden
segment, and arms secured to cast flanges on an iron shaft. The
smaller drums are made with cast-iron spiders. The brake band is

often a complete circle, but on large drums is generally halved, and the

ends opposite the lever secured as a safeguard in case of breakage, when
half the band would still act. The brake is placed either at the middle

or at one end of the drum ; the former is preferred.

Drums are generally placed overhead, but where a barney is used they

are sunk below the level of the tracks.

In order that both ropes may lead from the same level, two drums
are sometimes used, connected, by cog gearing, to work in opposite di-

rections. They do not meet with favor, on the ground of increased cost,

greater space required, and liability to accident.

On ordinary drums two ropes are required, winding and unwinding

the length of the plane, but by the use of friction sheaves only a single

rope is needed. These are cast sheaves filled between their flanges with

end-wood blocks to receive the rope, which lakes a sufficient number of

turns to prevent slipping. They work in pairs, revolving horizontally,
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and are controlled either by a single brake or by one on each sheave.

There is economy in the space required and in the length of rope used,

but the wear of the rope is heavy from the number of bends, apart from

the size of the sheaves, which are usually limited in diameter to the dis-

tance between the track centers. In case the rope breaks, both cars

are likely to be destroyed, and when there is any unequal wear of the

end-wood blocks filling the sheaves, their action is liable to become that

of an eccentric, bringing an excessive strain on the shafts and rope.

Scales and screens.—The arrangement of scales and screens differs

widely for the different classes of coal. On ]S"ew river the coal is all

paid for as run of mine, and is weighed before dumping. It is then

either shipped without screening, or if there are coke ovens to be sup-

plied it is passed over screens of varying width of opening, according

to the proportion of small coal needed at the time for coking.

At the splint and gas coal mines the miners are paid on the basis of

lump coal, and the coal is not weighed till it has been screened. Gas
coal is dumped over one-half-inch to five-eighths-inch screens, and the

harder splint over screens of 1^-inch to 2-inch. The coal i^assing through

this coarse screen is again divided into nut and slack by a finer screen

of one-half-inch to three-quarters-inch.

Kolled iron screen bars of tapering section are generally used, but

improved steel screens with thinner bars are being introduced at new
works. Ko use is made of drum screens.

Coal is estimated at the mines either by the long ton of 2,240 pounds,

or by the weighed bushel of 80 pounds. Formerly the gauged bushel

of 2,688 cubic inches was used, but scales have now been introduced at

nearly every mine, and prove much more satisfactory.

StocJc bins and loading arrangements.—Stock bins were formerly used

in loading splint coal on the railroad, and they served to equalize the

work when the supply of cars was irregular, but the loss from breakage

of coal and the extra exp'^nse of handling were so great that they have

all been abandoned. Now the coal falls from the screen directly into

the railroad car, and is there weighed by means of track scales, or else

is weighed in a section of the loading chute, known as the weigh basket,

and suspended from a scale platform at the landing floor. The outer

end of the weigh basket is often suspended from a couuterweighted

drum, resting on the scale platform and controlled by a brake. The
object is to lessen the force of the coal as it comes from the screen, and

then to discharge it easily from the weigh basket into the car. Where
the tipple is high, the weigh basket may be suspended from two drums
and lowered bodily, as described for river tipples.

On New river, where the fine coal is coked, breakage is no objection,

and large stock bins are used to advantage. At some of the coke works

long sheet-iron pipes have been introduced, through which the coal is

dumped, striking a cast-iron block below for the express i)urpose of

breaking it fine. This takes the place of a mechanical crusher.
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The Kanawha river is subject to heavy floods and very rapid chan^'*,i\

of level. Loading of river barges is carried on from low-water to about

a 15-foot stage, when work is usually suspended. The river is liable at

any time to rise 25 feet, and in extreme floods 40 feet.

Formerly the incline track was extended into the river and secured

to a timber crib filled with rock at extreme low-water level. A mova-

ble carriage or slide was used, forming a horizontal extension of the

incline, and provided with outriggers or timbers, projecting over the

barges into which the coal was dumped. These slides were very heavy,

anfl required frequent moving to adjust them to the varying stages of

the river. They are now replaced by high tipples or dumping plat-

forms, built on solid cribs or on piles, and rising 40 to 75 feet above low

water. The coal is usually screened at the river, and the slack and nut

are led by chutes to their respective barges. The lump coal at the best

tipples drops from the screen into the weigh basket, which is suspended

at the center by wire ropes leading to a brake drum, and connected with

counterweights. The brake drum, with the weigh basket, counter-

weights, guide arms, stop ropes, and all their connections, are carried

on a scale platform. After the coal is weighed the basket is lowered,

and may be dumped by means of stop chains from either end; or, if

provided with center hinges the stop chains may all be tightened alike,

when the basket will open in the center and droj) the coal. The object

of this is to deposit the coal regularly and lightly, so as to avoid strain-

ing the barge, and to make the leveling of the coal easier.

If the coal has been transferred from the mine wagons to larger cars,

and already weighed before reaching the river, it is either handled by
a drop basket similar to the weigh basket, or else the loaded car, rest-

ing on a movable section of the track, is lowered into the barge and
there dumped.

When coal shipped in barges is to be sold on the market, it is care-

fully leveled for gauging, as river sales are not made by weight, but by
the measured bushel of 2,688 cubic inches.

The work of improving the Kanawha river is now being carried on

by the general Government, and slack-water navigation has already

been secured for 18 miles by one permanent and two movable dams.

The two dams now under construction will extend the system 15 miles.

The river is very rapid in time of flood, and breakwaters are built to

protect the tipi^les and barges against floating drift and ice. Heavy
ice is sometimes formed, and much damage has been done at times by

gorges. It is hoped that the fixed dams on the upper part of the Ka-

nawha will be a help in the future by holding back the ice for a time,

and then breaking it as it passes over.

Barges.—The barges used for river loading are of the Pittsburgh pat-

tern, but are generally made with lower sides. They are 130 feet long-

by 25 feet wide, costing $1,000 to $1,200 each, and having a capacity of

10,000 bushels of coal when drawing 5 feet, Skeleton barges are also
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used of the same size and similar in construction, except that their

sides are of framework covered with plank, in place of being built of

solid timber.

The principal river market for Kanawha coal is Cincinnati, but some

is taken as far as Louisville, and a few of the large 20,000-bushel flat-

boats have been loaded for the New Orleans trade as an experiment.

Stern-wheel tow-boats are used exclusively, and they can handle from

two to twelve barges on the Kanawha, according to the stage of water,

but increase the size of their tows on the Ohio, takiug twenty or more

barges.

Washing and crushing machinery.—Coal-washing machinery has not

been used in the district, and the only crusher is one at Hawk's Nest

Coke Works, unless the arrangement of rapid discharge through an iron

pipe can be called a crusher.

Colce maHng.{a)—The New Eiver slack coal is suited for direct coking,

and the coke made at those mines has met with much favor in market.

The splint slack does not coke so well, and in nearly all cases is mixed

with slate and bone coal or "nigger head;" but as most of the splint

mines are within the limits of river navigation, the slack finds a market

as a cheap fuel for steamboats and for factories. The slack from the

gas coal mines has not been coked with success, but after washing would

no doubt make a very good coke. At present these mines are above the

limit of river navigation, and the distance by rail to any large manufact-

uring district is so great that the market is limited and their slack is

often a source of expense.

Coke is successfully made at Eagle and at Hawk's Nest from coals*

belonging to the middle series, and experiments show that there are

several seams which, locally at least, will make very good coke.

Beehive ovens of the ordinary pattern are the only ones used except

at Hawk's Nest, where a block of eighty Soldenhof ovens has been built.

They are a modification of the Belgian oven, designed to quicken the

coking process by the combustion of gas in the cellular walls and un-

derlying flues of the ovens. The coke is discharged by a steam ram at

the conclusion of the process, and is quenched by the use of water on

the yard instead of in the oven.

The location of the Hawk's Nest ovens was a very expensive one, and

the firebrick used in their construction proved inferior. The many re-

pairs required on starting the ovens were a great injury to the character

of the coke in a process requiring regular work, and as these repairs

have been continued up to the present, it is impossible to make a fair

comparison between the two systems.

The Soldenhof ovens give a coke with shorter fiber and generally less

luster than the beehive ovens. They are more compact and require less

labor, but their first cost is very heavy, and they require more repairs.

They have not yet proved to possess any advantage over the beehive

ovens. _^

a See also pages 207-8X3,
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THE MANUFACTURE OF COKE.

By Joseph D. Weeks.

In this report the word "coke" is used in a restricted sense, including

only that coke made from bituminous coal in ovens, pits, ricks, or

"on the ground," and which, for convenience, may be termed "oven
coke." "Gas coke," or that which is a residual product of the manu-
facture of gas, is not reported upon. The unit of quantity is the short

ton of 2,000 pounds.

Coal fields and coTcing coals of the United States.—The coal used in the

manufacture of coke in the United States in 1884 came chiefly from
four of the great coal basins or coal fields of the country, the Appala-

chian, the Illinois, the Missouri, and the El Moro (Colorado). By far

the largest part was derived from the measures of the great Appala-

chian fields, only about 3 per cent, of the total coming from the Illi-

nois, Missouri, and Colorado basins. In addition to these sources of

supply detached fields furnish a very small percentage.

The Appalachian basin is the most important, though by no means
the largest in area, of the coal fields of America. Beginning near the

northern boundary of Pennsylvania, it extends for a distance of over

750 miles in a southwesterly direction, following the western line of

the Alleghany mountains, with a course nearly parallel to the Atlantic

coast line, through western Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Kentucky,

Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama, to Tuscaloosa, Alabama, where it

ends. The average breadth of the field is from 80 to 90 miles, the area be-

ing fully 70,000 square miles. The eastern escarpment of the Alleghany

mountains formed, and still forms, the eastern border of this basin

;

while the great Cincinnati anticlinal hems it in on the west and sepa-

rates it from the measures of the Illinois basin. The eastern line of

this field is comparatively irregular, the basin being quite broad in its

northern area, contracting through Tennessee and northern Alabama,
and expanding considerably at its termination in Alabama, though it

is there by no means so broad as in Pennsylvania, Ohio, and West
Virginia.

In the northern part of this basin the coal is found in isolated patches,

the chief of which are the Blossburg, Mclntyre, and Barclay. Between
the eastern edge and the ocean other detached fields are found, such as

the anthracite coal fields of northeastern Pennsylvania, the Broad Top
semi-bituminous coal field of middle Pennsylvania, and the Cumberland

coal basin of Maryland. These patches are all that have been left

by the denuding agencies which have swept away so much of the De-

vonian and Silurian rocks and cut so deeply and sharply, and at the

same time so destructively, into the measures in this belt of country.

A-long nearly the entire length of this field, from Blossburg, Penu-
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sylvania, on the north, to Birmingham, Alabama, on the south, the coke

industry has been established. The ovens, following the zone of best

coking coal, are generally found near the eastern limits of the field,

hugging the mountains, the coal iu the middle or western part of the

basin being, as a rule, not so well adapted to coking as that in the east-

ern. It is also true that the coal in the upper portion of this field, as

in Connellsville and on the New river, produces better coke than that

of the southern in Tennessee and Alabama.

The greatest development in the manufacture of coke is in the Con-

nellsville region of western Pennsylvania, a small trough 50 or 60 miles

long by 3 miles wide. The Connellsville coke is regarded as the typical

coke of this country, as tfte Durham is in England. Some other sections

in this field may produce a coke equal in purity to the Connellsville,

but as a blast-furnace fuel, which is the use to which most coke is put,

it is so well adapted, its use is so extensive, and its characteristics so

well known, that it fully deserves the designation " typical." Coke is

made at other points in Pennsylvania, especially in the Alleghany

Mountain, Alleghany Valley, Blo^sburg, and Broad Top regions, in the

Ligonier valley, and near Pittsl^rgh. None of these cokes equal the

Connellsville. In some cases th^ are lower in ash but inferior in physi-

cal structure, while in others washing is necessary to produce a fuel for

blast-furnace use.

In West Virginia the New River coal furnishes the most and also the

best coke. Analysis shows it to be lower in ash than the Connellsville,

and its producers assert that it is fully equal to it as a blast-furnace

fuel; but this is by no means conceded. In the northern part of the

State, in Tyler, Marion, Preston, and Harrison counties the coking in-

dustry is assuming some importance. Quite a number of ovens are al-

ready erected, and others building. The coke is a fair fuel.

In Ohio most of the coals are coking coals, but the deposits are

much thinner than in either Pennsylvania or West Virginia, and gen-

•erally, though not always, contain an objectionable amount of sulphur.

The coals are coked only to a limited extent, and the manufacture of

coke is not increasing as rapidly as in Pennsylvania, West Virginia,

and Alabama.

In Tennessee the Sewanee seam furnishes most of the coke, while in

Alabama coals from both the Warrior (chiefly from the Pratt seam) and

the Cahaba fields were coked. The extreme eastern outcrop of the

Appalachian basin cuts the northwestern corner of the State of Georgia,

furnishing a small patch of coking coal, from which some coke was
made in the years covered by this report.

The Coal Measures of the Illinois basin very nearly equal in area

those of the Appalachian basin, covering about 47,188 square miles(a),

a " Statistical Atlas of the United States," page 12. Some authorities make this

68,000.

2 M K 10
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but they by no means equal the latter in the character of their coking

coal. This basin occupies the larger part of the State of Illinois, the

southwestern part of Indiana, and the western part of Kentucky. Its

eastern limit is the rocks of the Cincinnati axis, which separate it from

the Appalachian basin 5 while its western margin is formed by the bed
of the Mississippi river, which has been excavated through it and sep-

arates it from the Missouri basin. The beds of coal in the Illinois

field are not as thick as in either the Appalachian or the Missouri basin,

though their number is about the same as in the former. " The coals

themselves are more apt to be impure(a)," being high in sulphur and
ash. This is not uniformly the case, however, as will be evident from

an inspection of the analysis of the Big Muddy and Oartersville coals

of southwestern Illinois. The coals of the northern part of this basin

in Illinois are as a rule too sulphurous to make good coke, but in the

southwestern part of the State there are several small deposits of quite

pure coal, which, although dry burning, makes a very good coke when
crushed, washed, and charged wet. The character of the coals of this

basin and the difficulty of adapting ^them to the manufacture of coke

are shown in the fact that but 8,600 itons of coke were made from them
in the census year. ^
In Indiana the coals of the " eastern zone " of Professor Oox's reports,

or the Lower Measures, are non-coking, being the well known block

coal of the State, which can be used raw in smelting iron. The " west-

ern zone," or Upper Measures, which are much more extensive than the

Lower, contain deposits of good coking coal generally; however, so far

as they have been tried for making coke, high in ash and sulphur.

The coal of that portion of this field lying in Kentucky, like that part

of the Appalachian field lying in the same State, has not been utilized

as yet to any extent for the manufacture of coke.

The Missouri basin is the largest in area of all the coal fields of the

United States, containing, it is estimated, 84,343 square miles. It ex-

tends through Iowa, Missouri, Nebraska, Kansas, Arkansas, and India*

Territory. The measures are thinner and contain fewer beds than the

Appalachian. But little coke was made from the coals of this basin.

At one place in the Indian Territory and in the Cherokee region of

Kansas some little is made to utilize slack from the mines.

But little is known of the extent of the coking coal in what I have

termed, for want of a better name, the El Moro (Colorado) basin, which

may be regarded as including the coal mines of New Mexico. From
the coal mines of the Trinidad region, which are the highest above the

sea level worked in the country, considerable coke is made for smelting

jjurposes. At Crested Butte it is made for the Utah smelters, and in

other portions of the basin coke in small amounts, usually high in ash,

is produced for the local smelting works.

a " statistical Atlas of the United States," page 13.
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Coke was also made in small amounts from the coals of Montana and
Wasliington, the latter being the only coke made on the Pacific coast.

Some coke has been made in Utah, but none for the past two years.

Statistics of coke in the United States.—In the following table are con-

solidated the statistics of coking- in the United States from 1S80 to

1884. From this table it ajjpears that the number of establishments

making coke in the United States increased from 186 in 1880 to 250 in

1884, an increase of a little over 34 per cent. The number of ovens

built increased from 12,372 in 1880, to 19,557 in 1884, an increase of 58

per cent. The amount of coal used to make coke increased from

5,237,741 short tons in 1880 to 7,951,974 tons in 1884, an increase of

nearly 52 per cent. The coke produced increased from 3,338,300 short

tons in 1880 to 4,873,805 tons in 1884, an increase of about 46 per cent.

It will be noticed that the coal consumed and coke made in 1883 were

both greater than in 1884. The total value of coke at the ovens in-

creased from $6,631,267 to $7,242,878, an increase of about 9.2 per cent.

The value of the coke produced in each of the years 1881, 1882, and
1883, however, was greater than in 1884. The value of the coke at

ovens decreased from $1.99 in 1880 to $1.49 in 1884, a decrease of about

25 per cent.

Statistics of the manvfaGiure of coke in the United States, 1880 to 1884, inclusive.

Nmnber of establisliuients—
Ovens built
Ovens buildinsc
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons
Total value colie at ovens
Value coke at ovens, per ton..
Yield of coal in coke, per cent

1880.
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Census statistics of coke.

Number of establishments
!Number of persons employed
A mount of capital, real and personal
Wages paid
V aliie of all materials used, including coal
Value of coke produced

| 5, 359, 489

1880.
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In the following table is given tlio number of tbese estiiblishments by-

States. It will be noticed that in 1884, of the 250 works in the United

States, 145, or 58.6 per cent., were in Pennsylvania -, 27, or 10.8 per cent.,

in West Virginia ; 19, or 7.0 per cent., in Ohio ; and 13, or 5.2 per cent.,

in Tennessee. In each of the other States the number was less than

10.

Nurtiber of establishments in the United Stales manufacturing colce in the years from 1880
to 1884, by States and Territories.

States and Territories.
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Number of eolce ovens in the United States on December 31, of each of the yean from 1880
to 1884, iy States and Terriiories.

States and Territories. 1880.
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trict in Alabama, as well as several others. On the other hand, a large

amount of the coking, as will appear from the statement made in con-

nection with the industry in the different districts, is for the purpose of

utilizing the slack coal produced in mining. This is true of the Pitts-

burgh district in Pennsylvania, as well as of many of the localities pro-

ducing but a small amount of coke. It was not found practicable how-

ever, as suggested above, to separate between the coal which was used

as " run of the mine" and that which was used as " slack."

There was a steady and marked increase in the amount of coal used

for the production of coke from 1850 to 1883, when it reached the max-

imum of 8,516,670 tons; in 1884 there was a decline from this to

7,951,974 tons.

Amount of coal used in.tlie manufacture of coJce in the United States from 1880 to 1884, iy

States and Territories.

States and Territories. 1880. 1882. 1883. 1884.

Alabama
Colorado
Georgia
Illinois
Indiana
Indian Territory
Kansas
Kentucky
Montana ..

New Mexico
Ohio
Pennsylvania ..,

Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia .

.

Wyoming

Total

Short tons.

lOG, 283
51, 891
63, 402
31, 240

2,494
4,800
7,206

172, 4.53

4, 347, 558
217, 656

2,000

230, 758

Short tons.

184, 881

97, 508
68, 960
35, 240

2,852
8,800
7,406

201, 145
5, 393, 503

241, 644

304, 823

Short tons.

261, 839
180, 549
77, 670
25, 270

3,266
9,200
6,906

1,500
181, 577

6, 149, 179
313, 537

500

366, 653

Short tons.

359, 699
224, 089
111, 687
31,370

4,150
13, 400
8,437

6,941
152,502

6, 823, 275
330, 961

39, 000

411, 159

Short tons.

413, 184
181, 968
132, 113
30, 168

3,084
11, 500

3,451
165

29, 990

108, 164

6, 204, 604
348, 295

99, 000
700

385, 588

5, 237, 741 6, 546, 662 7, 577, 646 8, 516, 670 7, 951, 974

Amount ofcolce made.—The maximum production of coke in the United

States was reached in 1883, 5,464,721 short tons being made in this

year. This was an increase over 1880, when 3,338,300 tons were made,

of 2,126,421 tons, or an increase on the make of 1880 of 63| per cent.

In 1884 the production declined, chiefly owing to the reduced demand
for coke for blast furnaces, to 4,873,805 tons.

As has been the case ever since coking became an industry in this

country, Pennsylvania is the chief producer of coke, its production be-

ing 3,822,128 tons in 1884, or 78.4 per cent, of the total. The second

State in production is Alabama, its production being 244,009 tons, or 5

per cent, of the whole. The third State is West Virginia, producing

233,472 tons, or 4.6 per cent, of the whole. The fourth State is Tennes-

see, producing 219,723 tons, or 4.5 per cent, of the whole. The fifth

State is Colorado, producing 115,719 tons, or 2.4 per cent, of the whole.

Georgia ranked sixth, Virginia seventh, and Ohio eighth. The follow-

ing table will show the relative rank of the States, measured by pro-

duction, in the census year and in 1884:
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Bank of the States and Territories in production of coke in 1880 and 1884.
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is estimated at what other coke of the same grade would cost delivered

at the furnace 5 in other cases the value is estimated at the actual cost

of the coke at the furnace, plus a small percentage for profit on the

coking operations, while in other cases the value is estimated at the

actual cost of the coke. The following table gives the total value of

the coke of the United States, and also the total value by States

:

Ihtal value at the ovens of the coke made hi the United States in the years from 1880 to

1884, J)y States and Territories.

States and Territories.
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Yield of coal in coke.—The table given below sliows the average yield

in coke of the coal coked in the several States and in the Uni ted States

for the years from 1880 to 1884. The years I860, 1881, and 1882 show
a practically uniform yield of about 63 per cent. The yield for 1883 is

given at 64 per cent, for the whole United States, while thfe yield for

1884 drops to 61 per cent. As was stated to be the case in connection

with the figures for total value and average value, many of the percent-

ages of this table are estimates. A great deal of the coal coked, as has

already been stated, is slack, which in many cases is charged into the

ovens without weighing. In such cases only a rough estimate of the

amount so charged could be given. It will be noted in connection with

the figures from Pennsylvania that they drop suddenly from 65 per cent,

in 1883 to 62 per cent in 1884. This is manifestly an error, and though

the 62 per cent, is the result shown by the reports made, there is no

doubt that the figures should be increased at least to 64 per cent. It

is probable also that the figures of yield in West Virginia should be in-

creased all the way through. It, however, can be said in regard to

these, as it is of the Pennsylvania figures, that they are the results ob-

tained from the reports forwarded and include the yield in the whole

States, not in the best districts alone.

Percentage yield of coal in the manufacture of colcein tlie United States in the years 1880
to 1884, iy States and Territories.

States and Territories.
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and a half. The cause of this rapid growth has been the devtlopment

of the bhist furnace industry in the vicinity of Birmingham, and the

change from charcoal as a furnace fuel to coke.

There are in Alabama, in which State the great Appalachian basin

reaches its extreme southern development, three important coal fields

or basins, named from the streams which drain them, the Coosa, con-

taining 100 square miles ; the Cahaba, with some 230 square miles, and

the Warrior, with some 4,700 square miles. Eecent investigations indi-

cate that there are six fields, but three of these are of little value eco-

nomically. At present coking operations are confined chiefly to thie

Warrior field. There are 100 ovens at Helena in the Cahaba field, but

no coke has been made in them for two years until since the 1st of Jan-

uary, 1885. The coke was too high in ash and in other respects an in-

ferior fuel for iron making, and has been superseded by the coke made
from the Pratt seam. It is, however, used in heating the retorts at the

New Orleans gas works, where water gas is made. At another works

in this district some coke for domestic use was made on the ground, and

more ovens are building at Helena. It is also reported that two hun-*

dred ovens are to be built the x>resent year in the Broken Arrow region,

Coosa field, but at present but little coke is made from either the

Cahaba or Coosa coals.

Five veins are worked in the Warrior field, and of these four have

been tested and found to yield coking coal. Of these four seams what

is known as the Pratt seam, or, as it is sometimes called, the Brown
or Coketon, is economically the most important of the Alabama coals.

It shows a thickness of from 4 feet 6 inches to 6 feet, and has only

one shale parting, with about 4 feet of coal in the upper bench. From
this seam most of the coke made in Alabama is produced, chiefly from

the coal of the Pratt mines in Jefferson county. The Pratt Coal and

Iron Company cokes a large amount of coal in its own ovens at the

Pratt mines, and sells stjH larger quantities to other oven proprietors

to be coked. The Mary Pratt and Eureka furnaces obtain their sup-

plies of coke from the Pratt company. The Sloss and Alice furnaces

buy coal and coke it. The Woodward Iron Company at Wheeling mine

the coal for their ovens from their own mines near their furnaces, while

the Milner Coal and Eailroad Company at New Castle have six ovens in

which they coke the slack from their mines. At both Wheeling and

New Castle the seam mined is said to be the Pratt. The coke from this

seam, taken from different points, gives from 85.80 per cent, to 93.01 per

cent, fixed carbon ; 6.83 to 15.06 per cent, of ash, and 0.575 per cent, to

1.08 per cent, surphur.

As described by Professor Killebrew, the coal at the Pratt mines is

hard and semilustrous, laminated, and breaks into long, broad masses

across the plane of lamination. The seam at Pratfeis 4^ feet thick.

In addition to the five works mentioned above that are making coke

in the Warrior field, two others have commenced the erection of ovens
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since January 1. This will make the number of works built and build-

ing in Alabama, April 1, 1885, by districts, as follows :

Warrior field

Cahaba field...

Coosa field

The following are analyses of Alabama coals and cokes

:

Analyses of the coals and coJces of tlie Warrior field, Alabama.

COAL.
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Of the nine hundred and seventy-six ovens reported as built in 1884,

all but eighty are beehive. These eighty are what are known as drag

ovens, long ovens shaped like a muffle.

ARIZONA.

No coke has as yet been made in Arizona except a few hundred

pounds to test the character of the coal. It is stated that veins of

coking coal have been found in several localities in the Territory, but

little reliable information can be obtained regarding them. Near Deer

creek in Gila county, on the Indian reservation, veins of coking- coal

from 3 to 8 feet thick are reported to exist. These have been explored

bnt little and have produced but little coal, and that only for domestic

purposes.

COIiOEADO.

The only locality in the United States outside of the Appalachian

basin in which coking has attained any importance as an industry is in

Colorado. The production of coke in this State is exceeded only by
that of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Alabama, and Tennessee, that is,

it ranked fifth in production in 1884, but only the seventh in 1880.

The demand that has led to the development of the coke industry along

the line of the Alleghanies has been chiefly in connection with the iron

industries. To a large extent it has been iron and steel that have de-

veloped coking in Colorado, but in addition to this the demand for coke

for smelting the ores of the precious metals and the high cost of this

fuel when brought from the Bast have made the industry a profitable one,

and have been largely instrumental in its development and extension.

Ul Moro or Trinidad district.—The oldest and most extensive coke

works in the State is that of the Colorado Coal and Iron Company at

El Moro in Las Animas county. Coking was begun here in 1879.

There are now two hundred and fifty ovens built. Since 1879 the con-

sumption of coal and ijroduction of coke has been as follows :

Production of coke in the El Moro district.

Tears.
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and in some cases 2 feet, are left to keep it secure. About 7J feet are

available for mining. The bed is nearly horizontal, but has several

seams of bony coal. The Lechner coal-cutting machine is used in the

mine.

The coke made at El Moro is hard, light, and porous, but it is more

friable than Connellsville coke ; it makes more fine coke. It stands

the burden in the iron furnace fairly well. Its amount of ash is prob-

ably from 18 to 20 per cent. The steel works report 18 per cent., the

lead smelters from 20 to 22 per cent, of ash. The 18 per cent, is com-

posed of 68.99 per cent, silica, 28 per cent, alumina, and 2.5 per cent,

iron.

Formerly the coal at El Moro was washed by Stutz's system. This

plan has been abandoned and the machinery has been made use of,

wherever it could be done, for other purposes. The experience at El

Moro was that too much coal was lost in washing to permit of its

economical use. The yield, when washing the coal, was 53 per cent,

against a present yield of, say, 60 to 65 per cent. Since the coke from

washed coal commanded no extra price, and since the cost of crushing

and washing the coal was from 12 to 15 cents a ton extra, washing the

coal has been abandoned.

Analyses of the El Moro coals and cokes are as follows

:

Analysis of El Moro, Colorado, coals and eoTces.
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is not quite as dense as El Moro coke, and more friable. This makes
the loss in transportation and handling greater, but the less dense coke

is preferred by the lead smelters. The ash is less silicious than El

Moro ash. The ash, as by the experience of the Harrison Eeduction

Works, in the Crested Butte coke varies from 10 to 14 per cent. It is com-

posed of silica, 50.84 per cent. ; iron, 20.16 per cent, j alumina, 13.80 per

cent. Utah smelters are stated to express a preference for Crested

Butte coke against Connellsville coke. The following are analyses of

the Crested Butte coal and coke

:

Analyses of Crested Butte coal and coJce.
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The statistics of the manufacture of coke in this State for the years

from 1880 to 1884 are as follows:

Statistics of the manvfacture of coke in Colorado, 1880 to 1884.

Number of establishments
Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, shorttons
Coke produced, short tons
Total value coke at ovens
Value coke at ovens per ton. .

.

Yield of coal in coke, per cent.

1880.
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exceed 6 feet, and where they are of this thickness there is usually ii

slate parting. Much of this coal would be classed as coking coal, but

the chemical and physical character of that worked so far is such that

as yet little or no coke has been made equal to the cokes of the Appa-

lachian field.

In the many attempts to produce a merchantable coke from the coals

of Illinois three difficulties have been encountered

:

First, some of the best coking coals are quite impure, carrying a large

percentage of both ash and sulphur. Even most thorough washing fails

in many cases to remove these impurities. At one works 60 per ceut.

of the coal was washed away and there was still an excess of sulphur

and ash. There are, of course, exceptions to this statement. The coal

of the Big Muddy district is quite pure, and the coke made trom it is

comparatively low in sulphur and ash. This coal, however, is not as

well adapted to coking asthatof other portions of the State. It is a hard,

semi-bituminous, free-burning fuel, but shows no tendency' to run to-

gether or coke, even under extreme heat, unless first ground fine and
wet.

A second difficulty with Illinois coal is that where it is suificieutly

free from ash and sulphur it is too dry to coke well in beehive ovens,

the form most commonly used. Much time and money have been ex-

pended in the search for the oven best adapted to the coking of these

dry coals. At one works four varieties of ovens are reported, i^ot-

withstanding these long-continued experiments, the question of ovens

still seems in abeyance. The beehive, as a rule, has not made good coke.

An oven known as the English drag, varying in dimensions at different

works, the ovens at one establishment being 36 feet long, 7 wide, and

3^ high, with a capacity of 300 bushels, or 11 tons, has been used with

good results, as has an oven known as the Thomas.
A third difficulty with Illinois coke is that generally it is not strong

enough to bear the burden of furnace work without an admixture of

Connellsville coke.

The only section in which this industry has assumed any imijortance

is the Big Muddy region and its neighborhood, in the southwestern

part of the State. This coal field or pocket covers an area of about

4,000 acres. The seam lies almost horizontal, with a slight drop to the

north, and varies from 5 to 7 feet in thickness, with a thin slate part-

ing.

IS'ear this BigMuddy deposit, at Carterville, in Williamson county, is a

small iDocket of comparatively pure coal. The coal contains more bitu-

men than the Big Maddy, but more ash and sulphur. The vein is 9 feet

thick, some 2 feet of which are left in the roof. The slack is transported

to Harrison, Jackson county, where the company's coke works are lo-

cated. As this slack is crushed and washed before coking, the ovens

are located at Harrison to secure an abundant sup])ly of water. At
2 M R 11
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this place there are 108 ovens, 16 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 3J feet

high.

At Saint John's, Perry county, the Illinois Central Iron and Mining

Company have eighteen ovens, making coke from the Paradise coal. The
coke from this coal gives 90.44 per cent, of carbon and but 8,76 per cent,

of ash and 0.80 per cent, of sulphur. These ovens have been in operation

for several years, but the enterprise is still regarded as experimental.

In 1882 a block of fifty beehive ovens, with crushing and washing ma-

chinery, was built at Brussels, in Calhoun county. But little coke was
made, the mine being closed by reason of the business depression. The
coke made is reported to have been a good furnace fuel.

The Equality Coal and Coke Company, at Equality, Gallatin county,

is making coke in a limited way, the coal being crushed and washed.

The ovens are Belgian, 2 feet wide, 5 feet high, and 30 feet long. The
charge is 5 tons. The coal is of an excellent quality, almost free from

sulphur, and the coke is reported to be clean and strong.

At Brookside, in Madison county, there are six ovens for utilizing the

nut coal and slack from the mines of the Brookside Coal and Coke
Company. The coal is crushed and washed. The coke has been used

by maltsters, blacksmiths, foundries, and pressed-brick works with good

results.

Until quite recently the attempts to coke Streator coal were not at all

successful. Within a short time the Luther & Tyler Coal and Coke

Company has shown that a fair coke can be made from Streator screen-

ings if thoroughly washed. This is the only merchantable coke that

has been made either in the Streator or Wilmington coal fields. The
company has but three ovens, making 75 tons a week. It will probably

build more. The coke has about 80 per cent, carbon, 18 per cent, ash,

and 2 per cent, sulphur.

There is also a block of twenty-four Belgian ovens opposite Saint

Louis, in Saint Clair county. These were built to utilize the nut coal

and slack from the Belleville coals, but the coke, though made from

carefully washed coal, was too high in sulphur and ash to compete with

that from other parts of the country.

The following are analyses of some Illinois coals and cokes

:

Analyses of Illinois coals and cokes.

Coals.

Big Muddy,
Hoant Carbon.

Cokes.

Big Muddy,
Mount Carbon.

Carterville.
Saint

John's.
Brook-
side.

Fixed carbon .

.

Volatile matter
Ash
Sulphur
Water

59.13
31.93
1.81
0.76
6.37

57.06
33.71
3.21
1.19
6.02

87.32
0.83

11.85
1.08

88.18
0.93
10.07
0.61

86.79
2.42
8.31
0.88
2.48

80.14
1.58

18.28
2.03

90.44

8.76
0.80

87.10
0.11
11.32
0.69
0.49
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The following are the statistics of the manufacture ot coke in niinois

for the years from 1880 to 1884:

Statistics of the manufacture of coke in Illinois, 1880 to 1884,

Number of establishments
Ovens built
Ovens building
Coiilused, short tons
Cofee produced, short tons
Total value coke at ovens
Value coke at ovens per ton .

.

Yield of coal in coke, per cent.

18S0.
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works, in Fountaiu county, though the ovens are still standing, all oper •

ations have been ahandoued. As the ovens are in existence, however,

they are reported, giving a total at the present time of thirty-seven

ovens in the State.

INDIAjST tekkitobx.
There is but one coke works in Indian Territory, that of the Osage

Coal and Mining Company, located at McAlister, Tobocksey county

(Choctaw ligation). This company has twenty beehive ovens, in which

the refuse slack produced in the mining operations is coked. The follow-

ing are analyses of the coal and coke :

Analyses of McAlister, Indian Territory, coal and coke.

Moisture
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Ash

Coal.

100. 00

Coke.

Per cent.
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KANSAS.
But little coke is made in Kansas, and what is produced is chiefly t(»

utilize the fine coal and slack. The most valuable of the workable veins

of coal yet discovered in this State are in the southeastern part, in Cher-

okee and Crawford counties, and are a spur or portion of the southwest-

ern Missouri coal field. All the coke works of the State draw their sup-

plies of coal from these veins. Seventeen of the ovens and two of thc!

four works in the State at the close of 1884 were in Crawford county,

the others in Cherokee. The coke is known locally as " Cherokee coke."

In some instances the mine proprietors coke their own slack ; in others

they furnish it to oven proprietors, who coke it for their own use. The
coke works are small, the largest having but twelve ovens, two of the

others but three each, and the fourth five. The coke is reported to be

only fair, containing considerable ash and sulphur. The coal at a prom-

inent mine in Crawford county is from 3 feet 2 inches to 3 feet 4 inches,

and sometimes 4 feet, and is divided into four benches by three part-

ings. These partings carry considerable iron pyrites and gypsum.

Frequent " horsebacks " are also encountered. The following is an an-

alysis of the coal

:

Hydroscopic moisture
Volatile combustible substances
Fixed carbon
Ash

Per cent.

1.29
35.72
53.97
9.02

100. 00

It is stated that the coal contains 5 per cent, of sulphur. The coke is

hard, with a metallic luster. The ash is a light reddish brown. It is

used for domestic purposes and in smelting, all but one bank of ovens

being operated by zinc smelters, who burn coke only for their own fur-

naces. The coke finds its chiefmarket among the smelters in the neigh-

borhood of the ovens and for domestic purposes at Kansas City. The

statistics of the manufacture of coke from 1880 to 1884 are as follows

:

statistics of the manufacture of coJce in Kansas in 1880 to 1884.
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KENTUCKY.
But little of the coke made in K entucky is from the coals of the State.

Practically the entire output was burned in the ovens built on the Ohio

opposite Cincinnati, in which are utilized the screenings from the coal

yards established for distributing the upper Ohio coals.

There are in this State two coal fields: first, the eastern, of some
8,700 square miles in extent, a western extensiou of the coal fields of

West Virginia ; and second, the western, covering some 4,000 square

miles, the southern extension of the Indiana deposits. Much of the coal

field of the eastern deposit is so situated relative, to transportation that

a coking coal would have at the present time but a limited market.

In addition to this, little coal has been found that makes a good indus-

trial coke. Prof. John E. Proctor, of the State Geological Survey, some
time since announced the existence of a coal in southeastern Kentucky
remarkable for thickness, purity, and its high percentage of carbon,

which he has named the "Elkhoru coking coal." This coal has been

identified and traced over a large area on the headwaters of the Big

Sandy, Licking, Kentucky, and Cumberland rivers, where it was found

from 8 to 9 feet thick. This coal was coked by officers of the Geologi-

cal Survey by building ricks on the ground, and was also sent to coke

ovens at Cincinnati and in Connellsville, Pennsylvania. Analyses of

the cokes by Dr. Peter give the following results (No. 1 was made in an

oven at Cincinnati, JSTo. 2 at Connellsville)

:

Analyses of cokes madefrom southeastern Kentucky coals.
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No coke has been made in this district on a commercial scale.

Some careful and thorough tests have been made as to the adapta-

bility of the coals of the western field to make an industrial coke. The
results have not been satisfactory, and the only coke made in this sec-

tion in the four years covered by this report has been in very small

amounts for domestic use. Attempts were made a number of years ago

to run some of the charcoal furnaces of this district on coke. An analy-

sis of a sample of coke that had been weathered sixteen years, made at

the old Airdrie furnace, showed but 5.40 per cent, of ash, with but 0.64

per cent, of sulphur and with 82.90 per cent, of carbon.

The most exhaustive experiments with the coals of this district have

been made at the instance of the Saint Bernard Coal Company, of Earl-

ington, Hopkins county, the most extensive miner of coal in the State.

The tests and analyses were made at the Cambria Iron Works, Johns-

town, Pennsylvania, by Mr. John Fulton and Mr. T. T. Morrell. The
table exhibits the physical and chemical properties of tbe Saint Ber-

nard coke as compared with Connellsville

:

Comparison of Connellsville and Saint Bernard voices.

Locality,

Grams in 1 cubic incli

:

Dry
Wet

Pounds in 1 cubic foot

:

Dry
Wet

Percentage

:

Dry
Wet

Compressing strength per cubic inch, one-fourth ultimate strength
Height of furnace charge supported without crushing ,

Order in cellular space
Hardness ,

Specific gravity
Chemical analysis

:

Fixed carbon
Moisture
Ash
Sulphur !

Phosphorus
VolatUe matter

a Authority, Prof. A. S. McCreath. & Authority, T. T. Morrell.

Eegarding these tests Mr. Fulton writes: "From this table the very

close resemblance of the physical structure of the Saint Bernard coke

to that of Connellsville will be observed. It is so nearly equal to it in

cellular space and hardness that no distinction should be drawn. Its

burden-bearing property slightly exceeds the Connellsville." This coke

was made from washed slack. The sulphur is undoubtedly lower than
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would be found in ordinary practice. It is doubtful if coke can be made
regularly from these coals with less than 2 to 2.5 per cent, of sulphur.

All the coke made in the western district was made from the Saint

Bernard coal for domestic consumption. The yield of the coal in the

oven is from 49 to 55 per cent.

The following are the statistics of the manufacture of coke in Ken-

tucky in the years from 1880 to 1884. The Cincinnati district includes

those ovens using screenings from the coal yards on the Ohio at and

near Cincinnati. One works, with six ovens, was notin operation in 1884.

The western district includes the ovens in the western coal field. One
of these works is the Saint Bernard, already spoken of 5 the other is at

Mercer station, in Muhlenberg county. In these latter ovens no coke

was made during the years covered by the report.

Statistics of the total manvfacture of colce in Kentucky, 1880 to 1884.

Number of establishments —
Orens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coal produced, short tons
Total value of coke at ovens .

.

Value coke at ovens per ton. .

.

Yield of coal in coke, per cent

1880.
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formerly manager of the Low Moor iron works of Virginia, and fully

competent to give an opinion, has during the past two years built three

ovens in diflerent places in the neighborhood of Bozemau, and tested

the coal. He reports that the coke made was firm, bright, and porous,

with a good structure and a clear metallic ring. It required from 2 to

That burned forty-eight hours

The following is an analysis of the coke

:

2^ tons of coal to make a ton of coke

seemed the best.

Analysis of Bozeman, Montana coke.
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NEW MEXICO.

The only coke ovens in New Mexico at the close of 1884 were those

of the San Pedro Coal and Coke Company, at San Antonio, on the Eio

Grande. These ovens are on the line of the Atchison, Topeka and

Santa F6 railroad, and, with those at Starkville, Colorado, are in their

management closely identified with that railroad.

The San Pedro coal is a good coking coal, with some 5 per cent, of

ash, yielding 56^ per cent, of coke. The vein is from 5^ to 6 feet thick.

The field has been greatly disturbed ; faults are common and the coal

comes out much broken. The vein lies at an angle of from 10° to 15°.

The erection of ovens was begun by this company in 1882, but no coke

was made until 1883. The results obtained in coking this coal were so

satisfactory that the twelve ovens completed in 1883 were increased to

seventy in 1884, and the production from 3,905 tons in 1883 to 18,282

tons in 1884. The coke is used by the Billings smelter at Socorro, and

shii)ped to other points in New Mexico and to Arizona and Mexico.

The value of the coke produced at this works, as given in the accom-

panying table, is an estimate.

Some coke has also been produced in the Cerrillos mining district, in

Santa F^ county. In 1883, prior to the building of the San Pedro

ovens, ten stone pits, with a capacity of 10 tons of coke each, were built

at Waldo Banks, and about 1,000 tons of coke made in that year from

some 1,500 tons of coal. This coke was tested at the Billings smelter at

Socorro, New Mexico, the Grant smelter at Denver, the Arizona Copper

Company, and others, " who all pronounced it the equal of Connellsville

coke, and by far the best coke made in the West." In 1883 and 1884

no coke was made, owing, it is stated, to difficulties about railroad freight.

Since the beginning of 1885 burning in the pits has been resumed, and

the immediate erection of ovens is contemplated. It is claimed that

the Cerrillos coal is an exceedingly pure coal. The veins are from 2 to

5 feet thick, free from slate or bone, with a drop of about 12°.

The following are the statistics of the manufacture of coke in New
Mexico from 1880 to 1884

:

Statistics of the mamifaoture of coke in New Mexico, 1880 to 1884,

1880. 1881. 1882. 1883. 1884.

Number of establishments
Ovens built (a)

Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons
Total value of coke at ovens...
Value coke at ovens per ton

—

Yield of coal in coke, per cent

2

12
1,500
1,000

$6, 000
$6
eef

2
12
28

6,941
3,905

$21, 478
$5.50

67i

2
70

29, 990
18, 282

$91, 410
$5
57J

aAt one works there are ten stone pits, with an average capacity of 10 tons each.
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OHIO.

The cokes produced iu Ohio from the coals of the State are made
chiefly in the vicinity of Leetonia, Columbiana county, and Steuben ville,

Jefferson county. Some little is made in the Hocking valley, at Bridge-

port, Belmont county, and in other localities, but the total amount is

very small. Its manufacture has been abandoned at Port Washington,

at Canal Dover, and in other sections. A very little is burned near

Zanesville for local domestic consumption, and there are also in Cincin-

nati and vicinity several blocks of ovens, in which in the aggregate con-

siderable coke is made from the screenings and dust fromthe coal boats

and coal yards.

While most of the coal of this State is classed as coking, so far but

little has been found as well adapted to the manufacture of coke as

some of the coals of Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Alabama, though

the coal fields are part of the great Appalachian basin, and the seams

the same in some instances as those from which coke is made in Penn-

sylvania and West Virginia. The coals of these seams both east and

west from Connellsville appear to lose to some extent their value as

coking coals. Some of the cokes of Ohio are lower in ash than that

made in Pennsylvania, but, as has been stated elsewhere, relative purity

is not always an indication of the economic value of a coke. The Ohio

cokes are usually soft, brittle, high in sulphur, and in many cases in

ash also, though this is not always true. The Steubenville coke is low

in ash, but is a very weak coke, breaking easily and not bearing trans-

portation, a large part of it becoming dust even in transporting it but

a few hundred yards from the ovens to the blast furnace. The Wash-

ingtonville coke, made at Leetonia, the only other Ohio coke used in

blast furnaces, is also a pure coke, not as compact as Connellsville, will

not stand transporting as well, but is regarded as better than Connells-

ville in smelting the native ores, and is equal to it in carrying burden.

WasMngtonville coke.—The coke made in the vicinity of Leetonia,

Columbiana county, is made from coal in part from Columbiana county

and in part from Mahoning county, the county lines in some cases run-

ning through the mines from which the coal is procured. There are

three coke works in this district, one of which, with ten ovens, made no

coke during the years covered by this report, and a second, with fifty

ovens, is now idle and has been for two years. During 1880-'82, one

hundred and ninety-four ovens were in operation, and in 1883-'84 but

one hundred and forty-four. The coal from which this coke is made

corresponds to the Lower Kittanning of the Pennsylvania survey. It

is a valuable deposit, but it is the thinnest coal worked in a large way

in Ohio. The greatest thickness at the Cherry Valley mines is 3 feet,

the average 30 inches. The upper 4 to 6 inches is hard and slaty, and

is not coked, only the 2 feet at the bottom being used in the ovens.

Sometimes the run of the mine is coked, but frequently only the slack
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from a 2 -inch screen, the lump in such cases being sold or used at the

furnace or rolling mill of the company. The following are analyses

of this coal and coke, both from the Cherry Valley mines, No. 1 from

Leetonia and No. 2 from Washingtonville

:

Analyses of Washingtonville {Leetonia), Ohio, coal and coke.

COAL.

Moisture ..;...

Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Ash

Sulphur in ash.

No.l.

Per cent.

3.60
37.86
56.14
2.40

100. 00

No. 2.

Per cent.

4.37
35.50
57.91
2.22

100. 00

69

COKE.
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benville is from what is known locally as the Steubenville shaft coal,

corresponding to the Lower Freeport of Pennsylvania. It ranges from

3 to 5 feet in thickness, the average being perhaps 4 feet. The follow-

ing are analyses of the shaft coal and coke made from it in the ovens

of the Steubenville Furnace and Iron Company:

Analyses of Steubenville shaft coal and coTce.

Water
Volatile combustible matter.
Fixed carbon
Ash

Sulphur . .

.

Hydrogen

Coal.

Per cent.

1.40
30.90
65.90
1.80

100. 00

Coke.

Per cent.

90.63

.27

.72

100. 00

The coke, as already stated, is so weak and friable that it has been

found more economical to use a portion of Connellsville with it in blast-

furnace work. The following are the statistics of the manufacture of

coke in this district from 1880 to 1884

:

Statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Steubenville district, Ohio, 1880 to 1884.

1880.
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The following are the statistics of the manufacture of coke in thi«

district from 1880 to 1884:

Statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Hocking valley, Ohio, 1880 to 1884.

Number of establishments ....

Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons ...

Total value of coke at ovens.

.

Value coke at ovens per ton.

.

Yield of coal ia coke, per cent

1880.
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near Zanesville from the Upper Zanesville (Middle Kittanniug) coal. It

is quite high in sulphur and ash. In 1872 ovens were erected and some

coke was made and used in the blast furnace at Zanesville, with fair

results. The enterprise was abandoned. At present there are four

ovens in this district, but no coke has been made for several years.

Statisticsfor Ohio.—The following are the statistics for the manufact-

ure of coke in Ohio for the years from 1880 to 1884

:

Statistics of the manvfacture of coke in Ohio, 1880 to 1884.

1880. 1881. 1882. 1883. 1884.

Number of establishments —
Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons
Total value coke at ovens
Value coke at ovens per ton . -

.

Yield of coal ia coke, per cent

15
616
25

172, 453
100, 596

$255, 905
$2.54

58

15
641

201, 045
119, 469

$297, 728
$2.49

59

16
647

181, 577
103, 722

^266, 113
$2.57

57

18
682

152, 502
87, 834

$225, 660
$2.57

58

19
732

108, 164
62, 709

$156, 294
$2.49

PEsrisrsxLVAsriA.

For convenience of reference the coke ovens of Pennsylvania have

been divided into ten districts, as follows

:

1. Connellsville.

2. Irwin-Latrobe (Pennsylvania Eailroad).

3. Alleghany Mountain and Somerset.

4. Show Shoe.

5. Broad Top.

6. Pittsburgh.

7. Beaver.

8. Alleghany Valley.

9. Low Grade or Bennett's Branch.

10. Blossburg.

The bituminous coal regions of western Pennsylvaniat were divided

by Professor Eogers, in his Eeport of the Eirst Geological Survey of

Pennsylvania, into sis principal basins, numbered from the Alleghany

mountains on the east to the Ohio river on the west. Five great anti-

clinal waves of remarkable persistence and regularity separate these

basins, one of these, the anticlinal that bounds the Connellsville basin

on the west, running from the Virginia* State line to Elk county, a dis-

tance of 100 miles, in an absolutely straight line. Some of these basins

coincide with the physical division of the surface. The first basin, for

example, lies between Laurel Hill and the Alleghany mountains, and

the second between Chestnut ridge and Laurel Hill. Other basins,

however, are only geological, and have no strongly marked correspond-

ing surface depressions..

In all of these basins coke was made during the period covered by
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this report . The bulk of the product, bowever, was from the Alleghany

Mountain and the Counellsville regions. Most of the coke was made
from the coal of the great Pittsburgh seam, which is, on the whole,

the most extensive and important coal bed in the Appalachian basin.

It is the main seam worked at Pittsburgh, on the Mouongahela and

Youghiogheny rivers, at Connellsville, Wheeling, and many other places,

and is estimated to underlie, in the States of Pennsylvania, Ohio, and

West Virginia, 14,000 square miles. In southwestern Pennsylvania

Professor Lesley estimates that this bed, after all the erosion it has un-

dergone, is found over an area of somewhat less than 3,000 square miles,

so situated that every square yard of it can be reached. This bed does

not everywhere show the same thickness as in western Pennsylvania,

where it is generally about 8 feet, gradually increasing eastwardly to

the Cumberland (Maryland) region, where it is 14 feet; nor does it

always make as good coke as that of the Connellsville region, where

it is seen at its best.

Connellsville district.—The Connellsville region or basin, the great

coke-producing center of the country, is situated in the southwestern

part of Pennsylvania, in the counties of Westmoreland and Fayette,

some 50 or 60 miles from Pittsburgh. It is a slender prong separated

from the Upper Coal Measures, and may be regarded as extending from

near Latrobe, on the Pennsylvania railroad, in a southwesterly direction

to the Virginia line, forming a basin some 3 miles wide and 50 long,

almost without a fault, the beds yielding from 8 to 10 feet of workable

coal. The same trough that contains the Connellsville coal extends

northwesterly from Latrobe through the remainder of Westmoreland

county and through Indiana and Clearfield counties, but the Connells-

ville region is regarded as extending no farther north than the vicinity

of Latrobe. The coal in the northern part is inferior as a coking ma-

terial to that in the southern part, though both physically and chem-

ically the coal of this basin on the Conemaugh seems the same as that

on the Youghipgheny. The latter, however, produces the typically Con-

nellsville coke, compact, silvery, and lustrous; while the coke from the

coal on the Conemaugh, or in any locality'north from the Pennsylvania

railroad, is tender, dull, and soon loses what little luster it has. Even

in some portions of what is known as the Connellsville region proper

the coal and coke are not of equal value. Coal at Coketon, in the north-

ern part of the immediate Conne'llsville basin, just south of the Penn-

sylvania railroad, produced wretched coke when coked as it came from

the mines, but when washed it produced a coke regarded as fully equal

to the Connellsville. The coal at Latrobe and at Loyalhanua, in the

same locality, must also be washed before coking to produce the best

results.

The coal bed from which the so-called Counellsville coke is made is

the I*ittsbur^h bed of f*rofessor Roger's Report of the First Geological
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Survey of Pennsylvania, of 1842, and is described in the second volunie

of the final reijort, of 1858. The continuation of the Pittsburgh area of

this bed with the Connellsville area is broken off by the Youghiogheuy
river, the bed taking an upward course and descending again, the in-

termediate portion being swept away. This has led to a popular belief

that the bed at Connellsville is different from that at Pittsburgh, but

careful surveys have established their identity. It is a fact, however,

that at Pittsburgh this bed is not in its best condition, while at Con-

nellsville it is at its greatest thickness and is of the finest quality. It

is also true that the coke made from the bed at Pittsburgh is not as

good as that made at Connellsville. In the Connellsville basin the coal

ranges fiom 8 to 11 feet in thickness, with one small slate parting, the

" bearing-in slate," 18 inches above the floor. The roof is only passa-

ble ; the rooms cafi only be run 12 feet wide, and the pillars will aver-

age 10 feet, a large amount of which is lost in drawing. The floor is

even and quiet ; th6 coal is of a remarkably good and uniform character

and is soft and easily mined. On wagers, 23 wagons (57,684 pounds)

have been dug and loaded inside of ten hours by a man and a boy. The
greater portion of the work is to shovel the coal into wagons, the digging

or mining being the easiest part. Very little outside labor is required,

and the average output per man per day is from 8 to 10 wagons, the

cost of digging being about 25 cents per ton. It is this ease of mining

which, next to its chemical and physical characteristics, gives the Con-

nellsville coke so much value as a material for coke, and has enabled

the latter to compete in such distant markets with other cokes and fuels.

Mr. Fulton has pointed out that this ease of mining is also a distinguish-

ing peculiarity in the Connellsville basin. East or west from this nar-

row strip the cost of mining increases ; westward the coal hardens, east-

ward the beds become thinner.

The coal is bituminous, with generally a dull, resinous luster, alternat-

ing with seams of bright, shining, crystalline coal, coated with a. yellow-

ish silt. It contains numerous particles of slate and some crystals of

pyrites ; is compact, with a tendency to break up into cubes ; is a very

tender coal, and is ill-adapted for shipping. Such a coal from the mines

of the H. C. Frick Coke Company, at Broad Ford, is taken by the Penn-

sylvania Geological Survey as the typical coal of the Connellsville ba-

sin. Its analysis, as determined by Mr. McCreath, chemist of the sur-

vey, is:
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Color of ash, reddish gray ; coke, per cent., 68.633 ; sulphur left in

coke, 0.512.

Percentage of sulphur in coke
Percentage of ask in coke
Percentage of carbon in coke.

.

Per cent.

.746
11. 995
87. 250

99. 991

The coke from this region is of silvery luster, cellular, with a metal-

lic ring, tenacious, comparatively free from impurities, and is capable

of bearing a heavy burden in the furnace. Its porosity and ability to

" stand up " in the furnace are what have given it such a reputation as

a blast-furnace fuel, and hav^e created such a demand for it for mixing

with anthracite and bituminous coal in the East and West, especially

where an open iron, such as is used in the Bessemer process, is needed.

In coking the Connellsville coal the beehive oven is in universal use

in the Connellsville region, these ovens varying at Ihe different works

from 11 to 12 feet in diameter and from 5 to 6 feet in height. The

working is very simple. The coal is dumped through an opening in

the crown of the furnace and spread evenly on the floor to the average

depth of 2 feet for 48-hour coke and 2^ feet for 72-honr. The front

opening, through which the coke is discharged, is at first nearly closed

with brick luted with loam. The heat of the oven from the previous

coking fires the charge, and as the coking progresses the air is more

and more shut off by luting the openings and finally closing the roof

openings. The average charge is 100 bushels (76 pounds each) of coal,

and the yield in coke is from 63 per cent, to 65 per cent. The average

time of coking is 48 hours, with 72 hours for that burned over Sunday;

24-hour coke is sometimes made. The 72-hour coke is a firmer coke

than either of the others, but it is questionable whether it is a better

furnace coke. When the coke is thoroughly burned, the door is re-

moved, and the coke is cooled by water thrown in from a hose, and is

then drawn.

We have given above an analysis of AYhat is regarded as the typical

coal from this region, from the mines of the H. C. Frick Coke Company

at Broad Ford, and also an analysis of a coke made in the laboratory.

A sample of the coke from these mines made in the ovens of the firm,

analyzed by Mr. McCreath, gave the following results. The coke is ex-

ceedingly coherent and compact, with a silvery luster, and contains

some slate.

Analysis of Broad Ford {Connellsville)' coke.

Water
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Sulphur
Ash
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Mr. Piatt, of the PenusylvaDia Geological Survey, in his report on

coke, takes th4s as the typical coke, "as being thoroughly burned and

as well made as can be produced in theConnellsville basin." Probably

the most thorough analyses of the coke from this region were made by

Mr. J. Blodget Britton, of Philadeli)hia. The result reached is given

below. It is the average of a large number of analyses of all sorts of

Connellsville coke, and cannot, therefore, be regarded as a fair analysis

of good coke.
Average analysis of Connellsville coke (Britton).

Moisture
Ash
Sulphur
Phosphoric ncid
CarhOD, by difft-rence

Per cent.

.400
11. 3;!2

.693

.029
87. 456

100. 000

Mr. B. C. Pechin gives a typical verified analysis of Connellsville

coke as follows

:

Average analysis of Connellsville coTce (Pechin).

Volatile matter
Carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen
Ash
Water
Sulphur

Ash ignited

:

Silica
Alumina
Sesquioxide of iron
Lime
Magnesia
Phosphoric acid
Potash and soda

Per cent.

1.296
89. 147
9. .523

.032

.084

100. 082

5.413
3. 262
.479
.243
.007
.912

Traces.

100. 316

In commenting on this analysis, Mr. Pecbin, who has had considera-

ble experience with Connellsville coke, says : "A large number of analy-

ses of Connellsville coke have been made showing less carbon and more

sulphur. As regards carbon, I have had a number of analyses made at

different times out of different lots, showing somewhat more carbon

than the above." It will be noted that Mr. Pechin's analysis corre-

sponds very closely with that given above from the Pennsylvania Geo-

logical Survey, and from the best evidence I have been able to obtain

I regard these two as fairly representing the average of good Connells-

ville coke. At the Edgar Thomson steel works, near Pittsburgh, a

large amount of coke is used from the works of the H. C. Prick Coke

Company, and frequent analyses for ash are made. The average of a

large number of these analyses, covering the deliveries of 150,000 tons,

extending from May 25 to IJ5"ovember 18, 1882, gave 9.75 per cent, of ash,
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tbe rao^e being from 9.11 to 10.91 per cent.; 9.75 ma;^ be regarded,

therefore, as the average ash in good Connellsville coke.

The following are the statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Con-
nellsville region proper from 1880 to 1884:

Statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Connellsville region, Pennsylvania, 1880 to 1884.
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This Tariation in the Connellsville coal seems to have been discovered

at an early day in the history of coke manufacture, lor the coke making
area is confined to that portion of the trough which lies south Iroin

Sewickley creek, and the works are by no means important until one

comes near to Jacob's creek. Thence southward to near Cuiontown, in

Fayette county, the eastern outcrop of the bed is lined with coke ovens.

There ai^pears to be prejudice in favor of the eastern outcrop. Although
manufacturers claim that the coal on the western outcrop is somewhat
inferior, facts do not seem to justify this prejudice. The extensive coke

works near Dawson, on the Youghiogheny river, are upon the extreme

western outcrop, but the coke made there is not inferior to any made
along the eastern outcrop from Mount Pleasant to Lemont furnace.

West of the northern extremity of the Connellsville basin is a small

trough known as the Greensburg, in which some coke is made.

Still following the line of the Pennsylvania railroad wet>tward, the

Irwin basin is less than 10 miles distant from the Greensburg, and
includes the mines of the Penn Gas-Coal Company and the Westmore
land Coal Company, so well known for the production of coal of excel-

lent gas-making qualities. The coal from the Pittsburgh bed in this

portion of the Irwin trough makes an excellent coke, and contains, ex-

cept in very rare cases, but little sulphur and a very low percentage of

ash. The coal, however, is much harder than the Connellsville, and
will bear shipping, which the Connellsville, as a rule, will not, being too

friable. The coal of this trough also contains a large ])roportiou of vol-

atile combustible matter, and consequently the percentage of coke per

ton of coal is much less than in the Connellsville region. For these two
reasons, and to utilize what would otherwise be not only a waste prod-

uct but one very inconvenient to dispose of, but little lump coal is used

in coking, most of the coke being made from sslack.

The largest works in this trough is that of Carnegie Brothers & Co.,

limited, who have a large number of ovens, with necessary washers, near

Larimer station, on the Penns^\lvania railroad; washed slack, chietiy

from the mines of the Westmoreland Coal Company and the Penn Gas-

Coal Company, being used. This coke is of good quality, in some re-

spects equal to the Connellsville and lower in ash, and has been used

in Pittsburgh furnaces w^ith good results. Ab average of three aualyses

of the Penn Gas-Coal Company's coal, made by Mr. A. S. McCreath,

chemist of the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, is as follows

:

Analysis of coal from the Incin-Latrobe district {Penn Gas-Coal Company).

; Per cent.

"Water 1.427
Volatile matter

I
37. 9*^0

Fixed caibon
j

54.598
Snlphur

|
. 6j8

Ash. 5.357

100. 000
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From Messrs. Carnegie Brothers & Co. we have the following analyses

of the islack, both washed and unwashed, and of the coke made from the

same. It will be nbted, on comparing the analysis of the unwashed

slack with that of the coal above given, that the amounts of sulphur and

• ash are both very much higher in the unwashed slack than in the coal,

while the volatile matter is somewhat lower. By washing, the slack is

made to very nearly equal in purity and contents the unwashed coal. •

Analyses of washed and unwashed slaclc and coke from the same (Irwin-Latrohe) district.
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is so dry burning that the Belgian oven is employed. This distance, say

from Altoona to Johnstown, less than 40 miles, thus becomes one of the

most interesting coking districts in the country. The coal varies from a

true coking coal, making in the beehive oven an admirable blast-furnace

coke, to a dry-burning coal that cannot be coked to advantage in the

beehive oven, requiring the heat of the Belgian oven to coke it properly.

In this same district could recently be studied the three typical meth-

ods of coking—in pits, in beehive ovens, and in Belgian ovens. The ex-

periments made for the Cambria Iron Company by Mr. John Fulton,

its mining engineer, in the use of different coals and methods of cok-

ing, as well as those relating to the value of cokes, have been the most

careful and thorough of any made in this country. They have already

been of great value, and must be of increasing importance.

The coal most exteilsively used for coke, as well as that making the

best coke in the district, is bed B of the Geological Survey. Analy-

ses of this coal as it is mined at Bennington, in Blair county, where it

is called the Miller seam, and the coke from it, are as.follows :

Analyses of coal and coke from bed B, Alleghany Mountain district.

"Water
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon .

.

Ash
Sulphtir

Coal.
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This coal has a bright, shining luster, is rather friable, and contains

numerous thin partings of mineral charcoal and pyrites. Coke was
made from this coal in open ricks until December, 1879, when some bee-

hive ovens were put in operation.

The Lilly's Station mine is in the Wilmot subbasin of the First bitumi-

nous basin. A short distance west an anticlinal rises, which separates

this sub-basin from the Johnstown sub-basin, where bed E is again used

at the East Conemaugh ovens. This coal is reasonably pure, is low in

ash but high in sulphur, and makes a dense coke. It is also low in

volatile matter.

At Johnstown, bed E, or the Upper Freeport, the same bed as is

coked at Lilly's station and East Conemaugh, has been coked in Bel-

gian ovens. An analysis of this coal by T. T. Morrell, chemist, is as

follows

:

Analyaia of Upper Freeport coal, East Conemaugh.

:M4>is1~are

Volatile matter
I'ixed carbon..
Asb
Salphiir

Phosphonis ...

Per cent.

.160
18. 630
74. 950
4.860
1.400

100. 000

The statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Alleghany Mountain

and Somerset district for the years from 1880 to 1884 are as follows :

/Statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Alleghany Mountain and Somerset district, Penn-
sylvania, 1880 to 1884.

Snmber of establishments . .

.

Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons ....

Total value coke at ovens
Value coke at ovens per ton..
TieW of coal in coke, per cent

1880.
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Freeport, or beds B, C, and E. The coals aud cokes are quite pure,

as the following analyses will show

:

Analyses of Snoic SJioe basin coals and colcea.
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yield of coal in coke varies in actual practice from 63.3 per cent, to as

low as 57.4 per cent. These are averages for five years. Experiment-

ally the yield would be greater thian this—say 67 per cent.

Regarding coking in this region, Mr. William Lauder, the manager of

the Kemble Coal and Iron Company, has furnished the following inter-

esting statement : " The manufacture of coke was begun in the Broad

Top region in 1867-'68, the Kemble Coke and Iron Company having

erected forty-eight beehive ovens in connection with their blast furnace.

These in 1868-]69 were supplemented by forty more, making a plant of

eighty-eight ovens similar in all respects to those in the Connellsville

region. These have been in continuous operation ever since. As the

coke was for their own use, the company desired to secure the best results,

and many experiments were made to improve its quality. Without en-

tering into details, I may note some of the experiments that proved

unsuccessful

:

"1. Washing coal : A large and expensive washer, a modification of

Berard's, was erected. This removed a large amount of dirt—fully 13

per cent, of the coal washed—but the coal, while clean, produced irreg-

ular results in the ovens. The cause of this was found to be that in re-

moving the slate the richest bitumen adhered to it and was lost, and

this deprived the coal of part of its coking qualities. The amount of

bitumen varied as the slate was greater or less in amount, and caused

an irregular quality of coke. After using the washer a number of years

it was abandoned.
" 2. Coking in Belgian or Gobiet ovens : B. A. Knight, president of

the Huntingdon and Broad Top railroad, through the representations

of the owner of the Gobiet ovens, was induced to erect three of these

adjacent to and connected with our beehive ovens. The result of a

careful trial was conclusive that this type of oven was not suitable for

our coal. The great yield claimed was not borne out in furnace results.

The weight of the coke seemed to justify the asserted yield of 75 per

cent., but the greater part of the increased yield was water, and coke

more similar to a block of wood than beehive coke. An analysis of the

coke at that time showed carbon 87.49 per cent., and of beehive coke

made at same time and from same coal, 89.13.

" Belgian ovens and modifications of them have been built in the re-

gion, but in no instance have they made as good coke as the beehive,

and the expense of repairs has proved to be so great that the cost of

making col^e is less in the beehive.

" To obtain good coke it is necessary to have a good coal and extra

care in mining it. Washing and any manipulation to remove dirt are

costly, and in our opinion injurious. The same capital invested in de-

velopment and purchase of good coal land is much more productive.

Aside from the loss, which would average 10 per cent, in weight of slate,

etc., in washing, the labor costs, say, 10 cents per ton of coal. An acre

of coal with us will give about 4,480 tons. This would be $448 per acre,
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added to the first coat of the property. In the majority of the Penu-

sylvania coal fields a far less amouut would obtain the best coal in the

region.

" The yield of the coal in coke runs in an exact test 70 per cent. A
test made some t4me ago gives the following results :

" Seventeen thousand five hundred pounds of coal gave

:
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as the latter, but for home use it is as good a fuel as can be got in the

State.

" The cost of making coke depends on the situation of the ovens and
whether the coal is owned or leased. At the present rates of m-ning

and labor I have not the least means of ascertaining accurately the cost

of labor per ton of coke, but I infer it to be about 45 cents. To this

must be added the value of the coal, which varies. At present i)nces

it is impossible, except at a few mines favorably located, to deUver

coal on the cars for less than 05 cents per long ton. To have any re-

turn for exhaustion of jjroperty and interest on investment, 10 cents

should be added, making the coal 75 cents. Then

—

1.6 tons of coal, at 75 cents : $1. 20

Coking 45

1. 65 gross

" This is at the ovens, at the mines. It is safe to say that.at ijresent

rates of mining coke can be made profitably for $1,75 i)er long ton, or

$1.56 per short ton.

" In the analyses given of coke it is understood that they are of Eid-

dlesburg coke, which, wiihout any reflection upon other coke made in

this region, is supposed to be the best. The coke varies in coal of the

same seam mined in different localities. The percentage of ash as given

by Mr. Fulton appears low. To test the subject thoroughly we have,

within a few days past, made another analysis by taking the samples

after dark, when it was impossible to distinguish them. Of a wheel-

barrow so taken and crushed and tested the percentage of ash was
12.03. This is from unwashed coal. Mr. Fulton's sample was taken

from washed coal, and the difference probably arises there."

The statistics of the production of coke in this region in the years

from 1880 to 1884 are as follows :

Statislies of the manvfacturc of coke in the Broad Top region, Pennsylvania, 1880 to 1884,

Number of establishments ...

Oven-i bnilt
Ovi-ii.s ImUding
Coal used. hIioi t tons
Coki' ))1o(1ui(m1. short tons ...

n otal vhIuc coke at. ovens
Value coke at ovens, per ton .

Tielii of coal in coke, per cent

1880.
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river in Fayette couDty. The coal burned is slack from the Pittsburgh

bed, little or no lump coal or run of tlie mine beinff used except at one
of the Monongahela mines.

As is stated elsewhere, the so-called Connellsville coking coal is with-

out doubt a portion of the Pittsburgh bed. The coal of this bed at

Pittsburgh, however, is not as thick nor does it make as good a coke

as the Connellsville. While the coke is as pure—indeed, it is freer from

ash—its physical properties are not as good. It.is too porous and not

as strong a fuel. In addition to this the Pittsburgh coal is a harder

coal and will stand transportation, as the Connellsville will not, and is

more valuable for other purposes than for coke making. The Pitts-

burgh coal in this district is chiefly from what is known as the lower

division, the roof division as a rule being inferior. It is from 3 feet 6

inches to 9 feet thick, and contains three persistent partings, usually

thin. These divide it into four benches, known as the " uj^per," " bear-

ing in," " brick," and " lower." The " upper bench" is the thick bench,

and usually yields the best coal. The coal from the lower division of

the Pittsburgh bed is somewhat brittle, coking, rich in volatile com-

bustible riiatter, and contaius a vaiiable jiercentage of sulphur. The
amount of coke made varies not only with the demand for coke, but

with the demand for slack for manufacturing purposes. But few of the

mines, especially those on the Monongahela river, have coke ovens, and
much of the slack from th^^e is sold to the coke ov^ens of Pittsburgh.

All of the ovens in this district are beehive, except eighty at a works
in Pittsburgh, which are Belgian.

What has been termed Monongahela Eiver coke is that made in the

Fourth and Sixth pools. As is noted above, considerable slack from

the First, Second, and Third pools is coked in ovens in Pittsburgh and
vicinity. At Cat's run, in the Sixth pool, sixty ovens were built in 1877.

Nearly the whole product of the mine was coked in 1880 and 1881, and

shipped to Ironton, Ohio. The coke was an excellent fuel, but contained

small fragments of slate that injured its appearance. When washed
the coke was quite pure. There are three other coke works in these

pools, all using slack. The coke from the Umpire mines analyzed as

follows

:

Analysis of MonovgalwJa Hirer, Pennsylvania ( Umpire mines), coke.
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The statistics of tlie manufacture of coke in ttie Pittsburgh district

are as follows for the years from 1880 to 1884

:

statistics of the manufacture of coTce in the Pittsburgh district, Pennsylvania, 1880 to 1884.

1880. 1881. 1883. 1884.

Number of establishments . .

.

Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons . .

.

Total value coke at ovens
Value coke at ovens per ton.

.

Yield of coal in coke, per cent

21
534

194, 393
105, 974

$254, 500
$2.40

55

21
538

178, 509
96,310

$206, 965
$2.15

54

21
557

114, 956
64, 779

$134, 378
$2.07

61

20
542

119, 310
66, 820

$126, 020
$1.89

56

20
535

97, 367

53, 357
$99,911
$1.87

55

Washington county.—In Washiugton county there are three coke works,

with forty-three ovens. These are operated, as are all of those in what

has been termed the Pittsburgh district, to utilize the slack. When the

slack can be sold at prices that are regarded as remunerative, it is not

coked. When it is more profitable to burn it, it is sent to the ovens.

The coal coked is from the Pittsburgh bed. The coke is used to a lim-

ited extent, if at all, in iron making, though, considering the character

of the coal from which it is made, it is surprisingly compact. The sta-

tistics of the production of coke in Washington county are included in

those of the Pittsburgh district.

Beaver district.—The coke industry in the Beaver district, which in-

cludes the counties of Beaver and Lawrence, is of but little importance.

The ovens in Beaver county are located at three small coal mines, and

are only nine in number. The Lower Kittanning coal is coked. ' The
seam is 2 feet 4 inches, with a thin slate parting of 1 inch. There is

quite a difference between the two benches. The upper is a hard, dull,

open-burning coal, and contains some pyrites, while the lower is a bright,

oily, soft, coking coal. Much of the lower coal comes out as slack and

is coked, producing a firm, silvery, cellular coke, which is used at the

Beaver Falls manufactories. The analyses of the Beaver Falls coal

and coke from the lower bench are as follows :

Analyses of Beaver Falls (lower bench) coal and coke.
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from the coal mines in the vicinity of New Castle, but difficulty was
found in keeping the ovens supplied with slack, and they have been

idle, as noted. The coal coked at the Wampum furnace was the Dar-

lington coal, or Upper Kittanning, the most important and persistent

of the Lawrence County coals of the Lower Productive series. Both

of the coke works in Lawrence county are much dilapidated, jjnd would

require extensive repairs before they could be again put in operation.

The Wampum ovens are regarded as abandoned.

The following are the statistics of the manufacture of coke in the

Beaver district for the years from 1880 to 1884

:

Statistics of the manufacture of coTce in the Beaver diairict, Pennsylvania, 1880 fo 1884.

Number of establishments
Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons. ..

Total value coke at ovens .-.

Value coke at ovens per ton .

.

Yield of coal in coke, per cent

1880.
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ovens has been in operation since 1882. The other was built during

1884, only beginning operations in December. But little information

could be secured as to the coke or coal. The seam used is perhaps the

Clarion. The coke finds a market in northwestern Pennsylvania and
eastern Ohio, at foundries, iron works, etc.

The most important of the coke-producing districts of the Alleghany
valley is in Clarion county. In this county there are three coke woiks,

all situated on Eed Bank creek, the dividing line between this and Arm-
strong county. The oldest of these is at the Eed Bank furnace, situated

at the junction of the AUeghanj^ river and Eed Bank creek. At these

ovens coke is made from the Freeport Ui)per coal, which is found in what
is termed a 4 foot bed, but does not average that thickness. There are

sharp local variations, the coal in some places being but 2^ fe(;t thick.

An analysis of the coke is as follows

:

Analysis of coke made at Bed Bank furnace, Clarion county, Pennsylvania.
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one in Jefferson, two in Clearfield, and one in Cameron. Most of these

works use only slack.

The two works in Clarion county make coke from the Lower Freeport

bed, the seam averaging 6 feet. The slack is mixed with considerable

slate and fireclay, and requires careful washing. The Stutz washer is

used. The ovens at Fairmount City were erected in 1879 ; those in

Porter township in 1882. The following are analyses of the coal and

coke from Fairmount City

:

Analyses of coal and cokefrom Fairmount City, Pennsylvania.
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The coal is firm, bright, and bears transportation well. Owing to A

thin parting of soft slate near the bottom of the seam, and which be-

comes broken and mixed with the fine coal in the operation of under-

cutting, it was found desirable to wash the slack or fine coal in order

toremove this slate, both for coking and smithing purposes, anda washer
with two compartments was built several years ago, but in consequence

of increased production is now too small and will soon have to be re-

placed by a larger machine. The coke is bright, of great calorific en-

ergy, and capable of sustaining a heavy burden. Coming as it does in

direct competition with that manufactured in the Counellsville region,

its finding and holding a place in market is ample proof of its excellent

quality.

Analysis of Clearfield County (Low Grade) coal.

Fixed carbon...
Volatile matter
Ash
Sulphur
Water

Per cent.

61. 653
31. 060
4.950
1.487
.940

100. 090

The coal does not swell much in coking, and forms a hard, compact

coke, with a metallic luster. At this works the run of the mine is coked,

all being crushed and washed.

There is one coke works in Cameron county, which, however, has not

been operated since the fall of 1883, coke production having been stopped

at that time owing to the low price.

The following are the statistics of the manufacture of coke in the

Low Grade district of Pennsylvania for the years from 1880 to 1884

:

StatisUes of the manufacture of coke in the Low Grade district, Pennsylvania, 18b0 to 1884.

Number of establishments
Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons ,

Coke produced, short tons
Total value coke at ovens
Value coke at ovens per ton. .

.

Yield of coal in coke, per cent

1880.
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tlie !^los8 Coai \vere failures, and it was generally agreed that it could not

be successfully coked. Some nine or ten years since more careful and
skillful experiments were made, demonstrating that the slack coal,

properly washed, would produce in the beehive oven a firm, cohereut,

ringing coke of fair character and strong enough to bear a furnace bur-

den of 60 or 80 feet.

Coke works have been successfully operated during all the years cov-

ered by this report. Slack both from the Bloss bed (Upper Kittan-

ning) and the Seymour bed, which lies some 150 feet above the Bloss, is

used. The Seymour bed is 3 to 3^ feet thick. The coal is semi-bitu-

minous, bright and shining, but very tender, carrying numerous thin

partings of iron pyrites and a large amount of mineral charcoal. The
Bloss coal is freer from sulphur than the Seymour. It is very tender

and easily broken into irregular, cubical pieces. It is in three benches.

The middle bench sticks to the bone coal beneath so closely " that it

is necessary to allow the miner to send the latter out, and it is taken out

and cleaned at the shutes. This is done on screens over which the coal

passes, and more or less of this bone is broken up in the operation and
falls in among the fine coal. It is from the fine coal that coke is now
being made. This will explain why the coke from No. 2 drift, or Bloss

vein, shows so much impurity in the form of small pieces of slate and
bone. This is now taken out by washing." The following are analyses

of the Bloss and Seymour coals and cokes from different mines in various

parts of the field

:

Analyses of Bloss and Seymour, Pennsylvania, coals.
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The coke is made chiefly to utilize the slack. This accouDts for the

much Larger perceutage of ash in the coke thau in the coal. The fol-

lowing are the statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Blossburg

district for the years from 1880 to 1884 :

Statistics of the manufacture of coke in the Blossburg district, Pennsylvania, 1880 to 1884.

NumbfT of estAblishments
Ovens built
Ovens bnikling
Coal used, sbort tons
Coke produced, sbort tons
Total value coke at ovens
"Value coke at ovens per ton ..

Yield of coal in coke, per cent

1880.

1
200

72, 520
44, 836

$134, 500

$3
62

1881. 1882.

1
200

88, 055
56, 085

$168, 250

$3
64

1
200

100, 119
64,526

$193, 500
$3
64

1883. 1884.

2
344

71. 028
44, 690

$122, 450
$2. 74

63

2
344
32

62,365
39,043

$93, 763
$2.40

63

Total coke prodvction in Pennsylvania.—Consolidating the statistics

of the different districts of Pennsylvania given above, the following

are the statistics of the production of coke in Pennsylvania from 1880

to 1884:

Statistics of the manufacture of coTce in Pennsylvania, 1880 to 1884.

Number of establishments
Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal nsed, short tons
Coke produced, short tons
Total value coke at ovens
Value coke at ovens per ton.

.

Tield of coal in coke, per cent

1880.

124
2,501

836
4, 347, 558

2. 821. 384

$5, 255, 042
$1.86

65

1881.

132
30,881

761
5, 393, 503

3, 4.37, 708

$5, 898, 579
$1.70

64

1882.

137
12,424

642
6, 149, 179

3, 94.5. 034
$6, 133. 698

$1. .=>5

64

1883.

140
13, 610

211
823, 275
438, 464
410, 387

$1. 22
65

1884.

145

14, 285
232

6, 204, 604
3. 82 , 128

$4, 783, 230
$1. 25

62

TEXXESSEE.

The coal fields of Tennessee, which are a continuation of the great

bituminous deposits of Pennsylvania and West Virginia, are computed

to cover an area of 5.100 square miles. These fields extend through the

State from northeast to southwest, are coextensive with the Cumber-

land table lands, about one half of the area being in middle Tennessee

and the other half in east Tennessee, and form an irregular quadrilat-

eral 71 miles wide at the northern border and 50 at the southern. It

.is not within the province of this paper to describe this field, except so far

as it is necessary to understand the conditions under which coke is pro-

duced. The best idea of tbe location of the ovens can be had from Chat-

tanooga. In the southern half of this coal field, on the eastern side, is

a deep fissure, canoe-shajjed, with sharp escarpments rising from 800

to 1,000 feet above the valley, through which the Sequatchie river flows.

By this fissure the southern half of tbe coal field is divided into two dis-

tinct arms. The eastern is about 12 miles wide and 70 long, and is

known as TTalden's ridge. The western arm is about 35 miles wide.

These two unite above the head of the Sequatchie valley. Along Wal-
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den's ridge, taking them in order northeast from Chattanooga, are the

ovens of Hamilton, Ebea, Eoane, and Anderson counties; and noith-

westward from Anderson, almost on the extreme western outcrop of

the coal, those of Scott county, lieturuing to the southern line of the

State, in the western arm are the mines of Grundy county, and south of

Chattanooga, on an extension of Waldeu's ridge known as Eaccoon
mountain, are the Etna miu'S of Marion county. North of these, and
north of the Tennessee river, are the Victoria mines, at South Pittsburgh,

in the same county.

At present the most important coke-producing district in the west-

ern division is at Tracy City, Grundy county^ on the Little Sequatchie.

The coal mined is that known as the Sewanee. This bed is in what are

termed by Professor Killebrew the Upper Measures, and by Professor

Colton the Middle Measures, and is supposed by Professor Killebrew

to correspond with bed B (ihe Miller of the Lower Productive Meas-

ures) of the Pennsylvania Geological Survey, which at Bennington, in i he

Alleghany Mountain region, makes such excellent coke. The Sewanee
bed is to Tennessee what the Pittsburgh is to Pennsylvania and the

Pratt to Alabama. It will average 4^ leet in thickness, its largest de-

velopment being 10 feet 4 inches, its smallest 2 fes t, and varies in its

characteristics and constituents in different locaHties. Is ujiued at

Tracy City, the coal is semi bituminous, conchoidal in fracture, reason-

ably low in ash, and almost wanting in suljjhur. It is a very weak
coal, having the same tendency to disintegrate upon exposure to the

air that is so noticeable in Connellsville coal. At the ovens in Tracy
City the colie is made in pait from slack, which accounts for the much
larger percentage of ash in the coke than in the coal.

Analyses of the Sewanee coal and coke are as follows

:

Analyses of Ihe Stiianee, Tenn(8>see, coal.

I

ITo. 1. (a) ^'o. 2. (b) No. 3. (c)

"Water
Volatile mntter
Fixed carbon ..,

Ash
Salpliur

Per cent Per cent ! Per cent
I 1.6

29.

9

29. 29 3
63.5 65 5

I
61.0

6.6 5.5
I

7.8
Trace i Trace.

lOU.O 99.:

« Analyst, H. T. Yaran. h Analyst, F. Zwicke. eAnalyst, Robertson.

Analysis of Sewanee, Tennessee, coke.

[Analyst, W. S. Land.]

Fi^ed carbon..
Ash
Sulphur
Undetermined
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At the Tracy City works of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and Eailroad

Company there were, at the close of 1884, 404 ovens liuilt, with 175 more

building. The coke is a fair furnace fuel and is in good demand at the

blast furnaces of the State. Coke was first made here in 1868. In that

year 107 tons were made. In 1873 but 1,243 tons were produced ; in

1884, 100,935 tons. A washer was erected at these works, but the results

obtained were not satisfactory, and it is not now used.

South of the Tennessee river, near the Alabama line, in Marion

county, on an extension of Walden's ridge known as Raccoon mountain,

are the Etna mines, the coke from whicli has a most enviable reputation

for foundry purposes. The coke is made from the coal of what isknown
as the Kelly vein. The Kelly seam is frequently regarded as the equiv-

alent of the Sewanee at Tracy City, and Prof. J. B. Killebrew, the

commissioner of mines of Tennessee, shares in this opinion. It is as-

serted, however, by the Etna Coal Company, which mines the Kelly coal,

that in appearance and general characteristics these two coals are as

different as two coals of the same formation can well be, and samples

of both seem to bear out this claim. In Professor Safford's Geology of

Tennessee (pages 369-382) the difference between the two measures can

be readily distinguished. Professor Colton has recentlj^ abandoned his

belief in the identity of the two seams. The impression as to the iden-

tity of these two coals probably arises from the fact that both lie in the

upper plateau of their respective regions. The Etna Coal Company
claims, however, that the "Kelly," the "Oak Hill," and the "Slate"

veins do not appear at any other point in this region. At Tracy City

only eight veins are shown, while the Etna Coal Company claims

eleven at its mines. A section of the Kelly mines shows two Conglom-

erates, while at the Sewanee mines there is only one.

The- entire product of the Etna ovens is sold for foundry use, for

which purpose it finds a ready market throughout the South. It is guar-

anteed to melt 8 to 1, and frequently melts 10 to 1. The only test made
with it for blast-furnace use was in 1875. The Rising Fawn furnace blew

in with it and ran four days on it before charging other coke. The
record for this time was a fraction less than 64 bushels to a ton of iron,

and the third day the entire product was Ko. 1 foundry.

The following are analyses of the coal and coke:

Analyses of Etna (Kelly), Tennessee, coal and coke.
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The other works iu Marion county is at Victoria, near South Pitts-

burgh. The seam resembles the Sewanee, but the coal requires wash-

ing.

Eeturning to Chattanooga, to the eastern or Waklen's Kidge division,

and going northwest, the coke works in Hamilton county, in which
county Chattanooga is located, are those of the Soddy Coal Company,
the Walden's Eidge Coal Company, and the Daisy Coal Company. At
the latter, coke has been made in pits to a limited extent as an experi-

ment, but with such good results that the company contemplates build-

ing 100 ovens. The coal analyzed 76 per cent, fixed carbon, 18 per cent,

volatile matter, 4 per cent, ash, and 2 per cent, moisture, with 0.9 per

cent, of sulphur. Coke has been made at the Soddy mines since 1880,

from a vein which Professor Killebrew says has all the appearance of

the main Sewanee. The coke is reported to be excellent.

In Ehea county, the next north of Hamilton, there are two coke works,

one at Sirring City, where no coking has been done since June, 1883, and
but little prior to that, the enterprise proving unprofitable, and the

other the works of the Dayton Coal and Iron Company, limited, an En-

glish company, with Sir Titus Salt at its head. This company is erect-

iug two large coke furnaces at Dayton, one of which will be ready for

blowing in July, 1885, and will make the coke for these at their ovens.

Northeast of Ehea county is Eoane county, where coke has been

made for a number of years for use at two .of its furnaces, the Eockwood
and Oakdale. The coal used at Eockwood by the Eoane Iron Company
appears to be of the Sewanee seam. The average thickness of the vein

is 5 feet. The coal is easily mined and makes a hard and valuable

but somewhat dense coke. Nearly the entire output of the mines is

coked and used in the blast furnaces of the Eoane Iron Company.
Analyses of the coke and coal are as follows

:

Analyses of Bockwood, Tennessee, coal and coJce.
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Creek coal," and is bright, clean looking, not as hard or as strong as

Oonnellsville, and higher in sulphur, analyzing as follows

:

Analysis of Oakdale, Tennessee, coke.

Fixed carbon..
Volatile matter
Ash
SulphTir
Moisture

Per cent.

90.06
.95
8.76
1.643
.27

lOLeis

Another analysis shows but 5.94 per cent, of ash.

The company proposes resuming the manufacture of coke for the

general market.

In Anderson county the Goal Creek coal is coked at a small works

with four ovens. This is one of the largest coal-producing districts in

Tennessee, and the coal makes a good coke, but little coke has as yet

been made. The seam is about 5 feet workable coal. An analysis of

the Coal Creek coal is as follows

:

Analysis of Coal CreeJc, Tennessee, coal.

Fixed carbon..
Volatile matter
Ash
Snlphnr
Moutnre

Percent

67.52
38.82
3.09
.20
1.04

100.67

In Scott county there are two coke works. The Glen Mary Coal and
Coke Company, at Glen Mary, mines a very clean coal, and makes both

furnace and foundry coke. The seam is from 3J to 4 feet thick. The
following are analyses of the Glen Mary coal and coke:

Analyses of Glen Mary, Tennessee, coal and coke.

Fixed carbon .

.

VolatUe matter
A8h
Sulphur
Moisture
Phosphorus

GoaL

Per cent.

61.66
81.53
2.14
.881
1.67
.19

•8. 071

Coke.

Per cent.
90.20

9.40

.40

100.00

In a very interesting statement concerning coke in Tennessee, con

tained in his report on coal, Mr. Henry E. Colton says : " There is great

need of improvement in the manufacture of coke in Tennessee. The
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largest establishment in the State is that of the Tennessee Coal, Iron and

Railroad Company, at Tracy City, and the coal there used is the coking

coal from which the largest supply for furnaces must be derived. It is

identical in geological position with the coal next to Connellsville, the

most largely used in Pennsylvania. In Mr. Fulton's paper it is shown

that Bennington coal, in pits, gave 1 ton of coke to 1.07 of coal ; that at

Connellsville, 1.60 ton of coal make 1 ton of coke ; and at Broad Top,

1.58 ton of coal make 1 ton of coke; while under the head of Tracy

City mines it is seen that the superintendent states that he is only able

to get 105 bushels of coke from 100 bushels of coal, equivalent to 1.90

ton of coal to a ton of coke. Mr. Williams, of the Soddy Coal Company,

states that their yield is not over 110 bushels of coke to 100 of coal.

iJ'or is it probable that much better results are reached at any other

coke works.

" There is probably no doubt that the best coke yet made in the State

was made from the Poplar Creek coal ; this coal, however, yields only

about 60 per cent, of coke, but it contains a minimum amount of ash.

The highest range of ash in the coke from this coal is 5 per cent., while

Connellsville has 9 to 11, Bennington 11, Blossburg 13, Sewanee 15,

Pratt 11, Eockwood 14. Immediately in the neighborhood of the Poplar

Creek coal, and also accessible to it by many miles of railroad, is the

Sewanee seam, in the pitched strata of Vv'alden's ridge; which by Pro-

fessor Wormley's analysis has C3.1 per cent, of carbon, 27.7 per cent, of

volatile matter, and 7.7 per cent, of ash. There can be no doubt that a

mixture of these coals would make a coke coming at least very near to

the perfect standard, and it is a valuable feature of the northeastern

coal field that they are in such close proximity. The richness of one in

the inflammable volatile matter supplies the heating power, which with

the other alone might cause the loss of a part of its solid carbon.

" During the latter part of the year 1882 four ovens were erected at

Coal creek to test the value of the coal of the seam there worked for

coke making, and a considerable quantity of coke has been made, chiefly

from slack ; but the experiments cannot be said by any means to have

been a perfect test. The coke has been used in Kuoxville, mixed with

Connellsville and also with Etna, and the founders speak well of it.

There is no reason why it should not make at least as good coke as is

made at Larimer station, on the Pennsylvania railroad, from the washed

slack of the Pennsylvania gas coal, large quantities of which are used

in the furnaces at the Bessemer-steel works of Carnegie Brothers & Co.

The table of analyses shows the great resemblance of these coals. The

unwashed slack of that coal contains 11.60 per cent, of ash and 1.26 per

cent, of sulphur, the washed slack only 6.98 per cent, of ash and 0.96

per cent, of sulphur.

" In 1870 there were two establishments in the State making coke in

ovens, and these two had about thirty ovens. These were the Eockwood
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and Etna mines. Coke liad been made in Tracy City, but up to that

date only in pits on the ground.

" The great problem to be solved in the southern iron making is the

production of cheap coke. It is not probable that we can ever compete

in cost with Connellsville, where the mining of the coal costs only 1

cent per bushel ; but, taking into consideration the higher charges for

railroad transportation which the makers there have to pay, it may be

possible to place our coke in a central market like Chattanooga at as

low a rate as Counellsville is placed in "Pittsburgh. It is evident, how-

ever, that such cheap coke must come from a field not now at all or but

little developed, and there can be no doubt that the regular seams of

the Upper Measures of Poplar creek, of the upper Crooked Fork, of

Coal creek, and that vicinity offer greater probabilities for having coal

mined at low rates than any other part of the State. If these coals can

be mined at IJ cents per bushel, in them will be found the solution of

the cheap-coke problem, and at the same time the standard of quality

will be reached.

'« Mr. Scott, of Oakdale, says that in a series of experiments 100 bush-

els of the Poplar Creek coal made from 120 to 125 bushels of coke ; that

is, 8,000 pounds of coal made from 4,800 to 5,000 pounds of coke ; and in

a carefully measured mouth's run of the furnace, with a poor hot blast,

an average of 37 tons per day was made, with 75 bushels to the ton.

Maj. E. Doud, undoubtedly one of the most careful as well as successful

furnace men, says that the Poplar Creek coal has no superior anywhere,

and that that region must eventually be the Counellsville of the South."

The statistics of the manufacture of coke in Tennessee for the years

1880 to 1884 are as follows

:

Statistics of the manufacture of coke in Tennessee, 1880 to 1884.

Number of establishments ..'.

Ovens built 656
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons 217, 656

Coke produced, short tons » 130,609
Total value coke at ovens '

$316, 607

Value coke at ovens per ton I $2. 42

Yield of coal in coke, per cent 60

1881.

6
724
84

241,644
143, 853

$342, 585
$2.38

60

861
14

313, 537

187, 695
$472, 505

$2.52
60

11
992
10

330, 961
203, 691

$459, 126
$2.25

62

1884.

a 13
1,105
6175

348, 295
219, 723

$428, 870
$1.95

63

a One works made coke in pits.

b The construction of other ovens has been begun since January 1, 1885.

UTAH.

All attempts to manufacture coke in Utah on a commercial scale

have so far proved unsuccessful, though some little coke has been made

at various points in the Territory. The most systematic attempts at its

manufacture have been made in the San Pete valley. Twenty coke

ovens of the Coppee type were erected some years ago, and a few hun-

dred tons of coke were made and sold to the Sandy smelters, but none has
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been produced since 1882. The yield of coal in coke was very low, only

some 60 per cent., requiring 2 tons of coal to make 1 ton of coke. It

seems to have been high in ash, and its calorific power inferior. Its

cost, also, laid down at points of consumption within the Territory, was
in excess of the price at which cokes from Colorado of a somewhat bet-

ter quality could be furnished. It is stated that the coke produced at

the coke ovens of the Pacific Coal and Coke Company, limited, above

referred to, was somewhat heavier than Connellsville. Its value is given

as $10 a ton at the ovens. All the coke made commercially in Utah
has been manufactured in this locality. The statistics given below,

therefore, are for the San Pete valley.

No analyses either of the coal or cokes of the San Pete valley have
been procured from the companies working the coals, but the following

analysis is taken from another source:

Analysis of San Pete coal.
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The statistics of th© manufacture of coke in Utah for the years 1880 to

1884 are as follows

:

Staiisiica of the manufacture of coke in Utah, 1880 to 1884.

1880. 1881. 1882.
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An analysis of a sample of the run of the mine from Mine No. 1, by
Professor McCreath, is as follows :

Analysis of Flat Top, Pocahontas, Virginia, coal.

"Water
Volatile matter
Fixed carbon..
Sulphur
Ash

Per cent.

.684
19. 964
73. 021

.656
5.675

100. 000

Samples of the lump coal would show a better analysis tban this. A
determination by Professor Chandler showed but 1.38 per cent. ash.

No analysis of the coke has been secured. It is stated to be hard,

bright, of an open cellular structure and great strength. The furnace

of the Crozer Iron and Steel Company has used it exclusively since

the first two months of its blast. The manager reports that he finds it

equal to the Connellsville coke, and that he has no difficulty in carrying

2 pounds of ore per 1 pound of coke.

The coke is winning favor all through the South, both as a furnace

and foundry coke competing with the Connellsville. It is used at most

of the important foundries of Tennessee, Georgia, and Alabama, with-

out the least complaint as to its melting power. As compared with

Connellsville coke, Pocahontas coke probably contains less sulphur and

perhaps a trifle less ash. In cellular structure the difference is slight,

the Pocahontas being a little more dense. In size the Connellsville has

the advantage. It draws in large pieces, and, being together, stands

handling somewhat better. This is due to the much higher percentage

of oil in Connellsville .coal. While Pocahontas is strong enough for all

furnace burdens, yet, as compared with Connellsville, there is a shade

higher percentage of loss in handling, on account of its brittleness. On
this account it is not to be expected that Pocahontas will ever be on the

same footing as Connellsville for shipment to distant points, freights

being equal.

The statistics of the manufacture of coke in Virginia for the years

from 1880 to 1884 are as foUows

:

Statistics of the manufacture of eoTce in Virginia, 1880 to 1884.

Nnmljer of estaTjlishments
Ovens built
Ovens building
Coal used, short tons
Coke produced, short tons
Total value of coke at ovens ..

Value coke at ovens per ton . .

.

Yield of coal in coke, per cent

1880.
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The Tacoma Coal Company is making at its mine at Wilkeson, t*ierc0

county, what is probably the only coke made on the Pacific coast. Mr.

W. H. FifCj the vice-president of the company, states that at this mine

there are several good veins of coal, the one from which the coking coal

is procured being 8 feet thick. The coke is made in pits 4 feet high,

inclosed on the side and ends with stone Walls. The coal yields 57 per

cent, of coke. The coke finds a market at the foundries in the vicinity

of the works, and at Portland, Oregon. Some 400 tons have been made,

which is valued at $4.50 to $5 a ton at the ovens. Mr. Fife sent sam-

ples of this coke to the Iron Age, which reports upon it as follows : " It

seems to be a very fair quality of coke, more resembling English than

Pennsylvania. Whether from inherent weakness or from the shocks

it has received in transcontinental transportation in a paper box, it

seems to be rather brittle, and we should scarcely expect it to hold up
much of a burden in a furnace. We should also judge from its appear-

ance that the percentage of ash runs somewhat higher than one would
expect to find in strictly first-class coke. It is, however, unquestion-

ably a practical fuel."

This coal field lies some 25 miles east of Tacoma, which is the ship-

ping point, and extends for many miles north and south, with a width

of some 12 miles. From three mines near Tacoma the coal analyzed

as follows

:

Analyses of Tacoma, Washington, coals.
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WEST VIRGINIA, (a)

Tlie localities in which coke is made iu West Virgiuia may for con-

venience be divided into three districts—the Kanawha, the New liiver,

and the Northern. The first two are compact and continuous, and group-

ings that naturally suggest themselves ; the third includes the ovens of

Preston, Taylor, Harrison, and Marion counties, and those at Wheeling,

in Ohio county.

The field of coking coals on the Kanawha river, and especially that

part of it worked on its branch, the New river, including the coal of the

Flat Top region, is one of the most important and valuable of the Appa-

lachian basin. The coke made from these coals is a m»st excellent fuel,

and though it has not as yet and may not obtain as wide a market as

the Oonnellsville, it will not be because of its inferiority. It contains,

as a rule, less ash, and is nearly if not quite as strong and vigorous as a

furnace fuel. As a rule, the veins of the New river are not as thick nor

as uniform iu their thickness as those of Connellsville, nor as well lo-

cated for economy of handling between the mine and ovens. It is, how-

ever, one of the two most important areas of first-class coking coal of

the country.

The Kanmcha district.—The careful examination and study of Prof. I.

C. White, of the United States Geological Survey, of the coal fields of

the Great Kanawha valley, during the summer of 1884, are of the utmost

importance, both economically and scientifically. A summary of this re-

port has been published in The Virginias for January, 1885. From this

report it appears that all the coal coked in the Kanawha and New Eiver

districts of AVest Virginia is from the Lower Coial Measures, No. XIII.

of Eogers's survey, and from the Pottsville Conglomerate, No. XII. of

Eogers's classification. The correlation of the Kanawha coals No. XIII.

with those of Pennsylvania is given by Professor White as follows

;

Pennsylvania' coals.

1. Upper Freeport.
2. Lower Freeport..
3. Upper Kittanning.
4. Middle Kittanning.
5. Lower Kittanning.
6. Clarion.
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same seam. A short distance from these works, the Great Kanawha Col-

liery Company was building fifteen ovens at the close of 1884, beginning
coking in January, 1885. Further down the river, at Coal valley, some
ovens have been built, but the coal required washing to make a coke
for furnace use, and no coke has been made recently. On Davis creek,

still lower down, the Black Band Iron and Coal Company has made
some coke in mounds for use in its furnace. The furnace was blown
out in January, 1883, since which none has been made. The seam
worked at the latter place is said to be the Pittsburgh, but of this there

is some doubt. The coal yielded 62 per cent, of coke, with 4.98 per cent,

of ash.

Regarding tht coal in the Kanawha field, Professor White's conclu-

sions have already been quoted on page 91 et. seq. of this report. The
following analyses of the coals of this district and the coke made from

them are from various sources

:

Analyaea ofooaU and cokes of the Kanawha district, West Virginia.
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The coke finds its chief market at the blast furnaces along the line

of the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad and its branches, but some is sent

to Chicago and other western markets. The Hawk's IS^est ovens, at An-
sted, were erected to supply the Victoria furnace, in Virginia, with coke.

These ovens are the only ones in West Virginia not of the beehive pat-

tern. They are Belgian or flue ovens of the Coppee type, with improve-

ments by Soldenhof, the engineer who constructed them. They were

built with the expectation of utilizing 95 per cent, of the carbon of the

coal. The result has not justified the exi)ectation. The coke, however,

gives entire satisfaction in blast-furnace practice, and is reported to

carry as heavy if not a heavier burden than Connellsville. The cost of

repairs has been much greater than estimated, and the output per oven
less than anticipated. The beehive oven, so far, gives the best results

with the New Eiver and Kanawha coals. These coals are not dry enough
to require as hot an oven as the Belgian.

The New River district.—The Coal Measures just described stretch

along the Kanawha from Charleston to the Gauley mountain, on the

'B&w river, a little above its junction with the Kanawha. Just beyond
this, at Nuttall, the coals of the New river, the No. XII. of Eogers, the

Pottsville Conglomerate of the Pennsylvania survey, begin to be util-

ized for coking purposes, and from this point, along the canon of the

New river, to where the lowest bed of the series goes into the air at

Quinnimont, the coals of all three beds of these measures are used for

coking, making a coke high in carbon, low in ash, strong and vigorous,

and giving the best results as a furnace fuel. Indeed, no better cok-

ing coal is found in the whole Appalachain basin from Pennsylvania to

Alabama.

Including the Flat Top field, the New Eiver coal field is about 50

miles long from northeast to southwest, and about 30 miles wide. The
productive coals of this series are three in number : (1) Nnttall; (2)

Quinnimont; (3) Fire Creek. These are all excellent coking coals.

Professor White's description of them has been quoted on page 97 of

this volume.

The purity of the coals and their cokes can be seen from the follow-

ing analyses

:

Analyses of New Biver, West Virginia, coals.
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Analyses of New River, West Virginia cokea.
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were thirteen establishments, with 2S1 ovens. In-addition, quite a num-
ber of ovens are contemplated and others under construction. The
coke is a good furnace fuel, and while not as pure as that made from

the coals of No. XII., it is very nearly as valuable for furnace purposes

as the New Eiver, and the coal is mined and coke made under more fa-

vorable circumstances. Speaking of the coal from the Pittsburgh bed

of this locality, Professor White says " it cokes well," and of the coke

from the Upper Freeport bed he states that " it is shipped to Chicago,

where it finds a ready market and competes successfully with Connells-

ville coke."

The coal used in the manufacture of coke in this district, with the

exception of two works, is from the Pittsburgh bed. As mined by the

Newburg-Orrel Coal Company, in Preston county, this seam is from 10

toll feet thick. Only 9 to 9^ feet are worked, however, the rest being

left to support the roof. At the Tyrconnel mines of this same company,

in Taylor county, it is 9 feet ; at Clarksburg, Harrison county, 8 feet

10 inches ; and at Wilsonburg, in the same county, 7 feet 6 inches.

The coke made from this coal is reported by Maury to be compact and

handsome, but liable in some localities to contain an excess of sulphur.

This is not true of all the cokes made in this district.

The following are analyses of two of the coals of the Pittsburgh bed

in this district

:

Analyses of coals of the Fiiishurgh bed in West Virginia.

Marion
county.

Harrison
county.

rixed carbon.

.

Volatile matter

Ash
Solpliur

Per cent.

60.00

6.70

The only analysis of coke obtained is the following, from Preston

county

:

Pixed carbon .

Volatile matter
Ash
Sulphur
Moisture

Per cent.

89.30
.54
9.30
.70
.16

100. 00

At Austen, Preston county, the Upper Freeport seam, which is here

from 5 to 5J feet thick, is coked. The coal is too soft to bear handling

or transportation. Professor Lesley reports that this coal makes "a
clear, even, silvery coke, sufficiently hard to bear the heaviest burden
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of the blast furDace." . Eegarding it Professor White says: "Since this

coal is successfully worked at the Irondale furnace, on Three forks, as

at Austen, there would seem to be good reason for believing that this

great basin, 8 to 12 miles wide, stretching across Preston* county from

the Pennsylvania line to the Baltimore and Ohio railroad, and all un-

derlaid by this coal, will yet furnish much valuable coking coal."

The following are analyses of this coal and coke as mined and coked

at Austen

:

Analyses of Austen, West Virginia, coal and coJce.
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bed of good cokiug coal 4 feet thick, and several beds of smithing and

steam coals, one of them 9 feet, all free of slate and other impurities.

The seam of the chief value is what is known as the " Big vein," which

at Elk Garden, Mineral county, is 14 feet thick. Some excellent coke

has been made from this seam. Some years ago the old Hampshire

Company tested it in pits, and found it made hard, silvery coke, suffi-

cient to stand the heaviest furnace burden. The following are analyses

of coke made from the coals of this basin

:

Analyses of cokes of the Piedmont or Potomac, West Virginia, coal lasin.



PETROLEUM.
By S. H. Stowell.

THE OIL FIELDS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Pennsylvania and New YorTi.—A recent publication of the second

geological survey of Pennsylvania is a map of the oil regions of west-

ern Pennsylvania and southwestern I^^ew York, on which are outlined

with great distinctness 'all the areas producing petroleum discovered

prior to July, 1884. From this map a very clear idea can be obtained

of the extent of the oil regions in these States.

Commencing at the north in Allegany county, in Kew York, we
have the main field, the Richburg or Allegany field, of very irregular

shape, but having an average length of 20 miles. Outlying this district

in the same county are three smaller fi,elds, of which one, about a mile

from the town of Niles and bearing its name, is the farthest north of any

development. The Wirt field, midway between Niles and the main

field, is larger, but produces more gas than oil. The Bradford oil dis-

trict, the next in order, is generally spoken of as in the Pennsylvania

district. The main fit-Id, however, extends at least 5 miles into the

State of New York, and an outlying basin of oil rocks, which properly

belongs to the Bradford basin, is contained for the greater part in Car-

rollton township, in Cattaraugus county, New York.

In Warren and Forest counties, Pennsylvania—the middle oil field

—

there is no large continuons deposit. The most important are the Clar-

endon, the Cooper and Sheffield, and the Balltown districts. Of these

the former is the largest and perhaps the most important. It covers a

large part of Mead township, Warren county, and is elliptical in shape.

The wells are of fair size and are usually long lived. The Cooper and

Sheffield district lies partly in Warren county and partly in Forest, is

smaller than the Clarendon district, and is " spotted " territory ; that

is, the oil-producing rock seems to underlie the districts in spots. The
Balltown field is perhaps 10 miles long by 1 wide, and lies along Tion-

esta creek, in Forest county, in the vicinity of Balltown. Quite large

wells have been found here. About midway between the Balltown

field and the Clarendon field lies the once famous Cherry Grove district,

which until the development of the Thorn Creek field, Butler county,

in the early part of 1884, had the distinction of having had within its

limits the largest wells known to the trade. The district is of very

little importance at present.

214
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The lower field begins with a few deposits in the southwestern corner

of Warren and the western end of Forest counties, and is considered to

terminate in Butler county, the deposits being chiefly contained in

Venango, Clarion, and Butler counties. Many, in fact the larger pro-

portion, of the deposits in this field are of but trifling importance at

present. Most of them bear names which twenty-five years ago were

famous the country over. Among these may be named the small dis-

tricts of Enterprise, Fagundus, Pithole, Cash up, Walnut Bend, and

others. From these, however, the glory has departed and many of

them produce no oil whatever at present. The largest district in Yeu-

ango county is the Oil Creek field, which follows generally the line of

direction of the stream from which it takes its name, at the north

diverging into the northeastern corner of the county. At various points

all over the county are smaller deposits, many of which, as has been

said, produce no oil at present. Of the remainder a few produce small

quantities of green and black oil
5
quite a number produce " beavy " or

lubricating oil. The production of this county is insignificant as com-

pared with those previously mentioned.

Passing south the long and measurably continuous belt of Clarion

and Butler counties is reached. This is a district of later date than the

Venango county field, having been developed in 1869 and 1870, during

the decline of the Oil Creek deposits. This field is crossed near its

southern extremity by the Butler " cross belt," in which go*od wells have

been drilled, drawing their oil from the fourth sand. This cross belt

extends east in Armstrong county, and several small pools are. also

found in that county.

About 10 miles east of the southern extremity of the Clarion-Butler

field lies the Bald Ridge pool on Thorn creek, now better known as the

Thorn Creek field. Here most important wells have been developed.

There are a few other isolated deposits in the western and south-

western parts of the State not generally considered in connection with

the fields just described. Of these the most considerable is the field on

the Ohio river in Beaver county, which has about the dimensions of

the Clarendon field :n Warren county, but by no means the importance

as to production. The Slippery Eock field along Slippery Eock creek

in Lawrence county, the Pleasant Unity field in Westmoreland county,

and the small deposits in Green county should also be mentioned. They

possess, however, but little commercial importance.

Ohio,—Of the several localities in which petroleum has been found

in this State, the only one of any considerable commercial importance

is the Macksburg field, about 25 miles north of Zanesville. Operations

have been in progress here for two or three years, but attracted but

little attention until the spring of 1884, when several very fair wells

were bored, and the production of the district rose, one well making

over 100 barrels a day. For a time the field attracted a great deal of

-attention, even influencing prices on the Pennsylvania oil exchanges,
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but the excitement soon subsided. There are at present quite a num-
ber of producing wells in the district, but no important developments
have recently been made.

At Mecca, Ohio, oil is obtained by tunneling. A recent find of oil

is reported at Findlay, Hancock county.

Kentucliy.—In several localities in this State petroleum has been
found. Perhaps the best known district is situated on a tract of 20,000

acres of land, known as the Marshall tract, just on the Tennessee line.

Here two shallow wells have for some years been producing about 3

barrels each per day. Recent reports state that two large comj)anies

have been formed, mainly of Pennsylvania oil men, to develop this

district.

Along the banks of the Big Sandy river, in Martin county, several

oil springs exist, and the indications here are favorable for the produc-

tion of lubricatiug oil. Steps have been taken to develop this district

also.

Another field was recently discovered in Montgomery county by the

sinking of a shallow well by a Virginia capitalist. A report on the oil

found here was made by Dr. H. Froehling, of Eichmond, to The Vir-

ginias^ from which it appears that the oil is a petroleum of 21° specific

gravity, and will doubtless make a fine grade of lubricating oil.

West Virginia.—The oil district in West Yirginia, in the vicinity of

Volcano, still keeps up a small production. The wells here are very

deep and yield lubricating oil.

Colorado.—Petroleum has been found in m'any localities in this State*,

the chief deposits being located in Fremont county. Here, at as early

a date as 1865, small wells were sunk on Oil creek, a few miles north-

east of CaQon City, the oil from which was transported by wagon to

Denver and used for illuminating purposes. The industry, however,

soon died out, and no further steps toward the development of the

State's oil resources were taken until 1882. In this year the Land In-

vestment Coal and Oil Mining Company was formed, and purchased

about 14,000 acres in the vicinitj'^ of Canon City. This company has

bored two wells, one of which was the first bored in the district. Both
are down about 1,250 feet, and produce together about 3 barrels per

day, the petroleum being an excellent quality of lubricating oil.

About 11 miles southwest of Caiion City the Arkansas Valley Oil

Company has commenced operations. This company drilled a well in

1883, which is now producing about 1 barrel per day. The successful

striking of oil in this well induced the company to take steps toward a

more extensive development of its property, and a contract for drilling

ten wells was let, the first of which struck oil in IsTovember, 1884. This

well is the best yet drilled, producing steadily 5 barrels per day. These

wells are near the eastern edge of the oil basin. The oil produced here

is lubricating oil of 30° gravitj^.

These two companies are the only ones at present engaged in produe-
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ing petroleum. About 5 miles northeast of Canon City is the " dry "

hole of the Caiion City Oil Company. This wellis a "dry'^ well in oil par-

lance alone, the trouble which interfered with its success as an oil pro-

ducer being a superabundance of water. This could not be satisfactorily

cased off, and the well was abandoned at a depth of 1,800 feet. An-

other unsuccessful well is that drilled by Mr. Lyman Eobinson, about

7 miles from Caiion City, which was abandoned at a depth of 1,700 feet,

no oil in paying quantities having been reached.

In various other parts of the State oil in greater or less quantities

has been found. Oil springs and other indications seem to point to

the existence of petroleum in paying quantities, in the vicinity of Wal-

senburg, in Huerfano county, and a local company has been formed to

operate there. There are also indications of oil along Grand river, and

a promising field seems to exist in that portion of the State. Oil springs

also exist near Morrison, on a tributary of Bear river, and in numerous

other localities.

Wyoming.—For many years petroleum has been known to exist in

Wyoming. The oil areahas not yet been determined, either byprospect-
ing or geological investigation. Enough has been discovered, however,

to establish the existence of several important districts. Of these five

have been located and their boundaries in part defined, namely, the

Shoshone, Beaver, Eattlesnake, Semiuoe, and Powder Eiver basins.

Unlike the better-known oil fields of Pennsylvania and other Eastern

States, no deep borings are necessary in order to find the oil. It is in-

variably near the surface, and in many cases appears in the form of

" oil springs," spontaneously escaping to the surface. Over much of

the oil territory of Wyoming the oil which has escaped has hardened

and formed a crust, through which, immediately upon penetration, the

petroleum oozes. These circumstances render it much easier to get at

the oil than in the eastern States and elsewhere, where deep boring is

required.

The Shoshone basin is situated 78 miles north of Point of Eocks sta-

tion, on the Union Pacific railroad, and has an area of about 60 acres.

Over all this area oil spontaneously escapes at places. Much of this

district is coviered by a crust of hardened oil from IJ to 3 feet thick,

which is overlaid by several feet of alluvium. The crust being pene-

trated, oil at once rises to the surface. It is intensely black in color,

and has been successfully used as a lubricant. Dr. George B. Graff, of

Omaha, as early as 1876 began to make efforts tending to the develop-

ment of this field, and at length formed a company which began to drill

a well last winter. Oil, of course, collected in the hole as soon as it

was a few feet in depth ; but drilling was continued, and on February

13, 1885, the promoters of the venture were rewarded by the striking,

at a depth of 109 feet, of a large deposit of oil, the well producing, at

last accounts, 84 barrels a day, the yield being on the increase. The

oil is yellowish brown, and its specific gravity is about 20^. It will be
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chiefly valuable as a lubricant, but will yield 40 pei? cent, of illuminat--

ing oil.

The Beaver oil basin is situated 35 miles directly east of the Shoshone,

and in many respects differs from it. Much gas constantly escapes in

the vicinity of the oil deposits. No information is at hand with respect

to any developments of this region, if any have been made.

The Eattlesuake basin is 35 miles east of the Beaver basin. The oil

here is chiefly found along the caiions of several creeks which have cut

through the hills. The line along which the oil "shows" is about 4:

miles long. The oil resembles that of the other two deposits. In this,

basin the Central Association ofWyoming is now boring a well, and the'

Bawlins Petroleum Association, which owns a large tract of land in the;

district, will also soon begin operations.

The Seminoe basin lies between 25 and 30 miles east of the Eattle--

snake basin. The surface indications do not extend over so wide an'

area as in the other basins, but it seems probable that there is here a.

very large deposit of oil. The Seminoe oil resembles more nearly kero-

sene.

At the head of Powder river important oil springs are found. Im
this district oil is often secured by sinking pits, into which the oil oozes

and is collected. The Central Association of Wyoming contemplates

developing this district also, and is about to put down a well. The
Denver Oil Company of Colorado has purchased territory in this district

and has a well under way.

Oil has been found in many other parts of Wyoming, notably afr

Jenny's Stockade, on the eastern side of the Territory, in Uintah county,,

and on the line between Wyoming and Dakota. Developments are now
being energetically pushed, and the fluid seems destined to become one)

of the Territory's most important commercial products.

California.—Petroleum was first discovered in California not long;

after the boring of the first well in Pennsylvania in 1859. The excite^

ment attending the discovery of the fluid in the East spread over the^.

country, and induced many in various portions of the United States to^

explore for indications, which were soon found in abundance in Cali-

fornia. As early as 1865 there were seventy oil corporations organized!

in this State, with a nominal capital of $45,000,000, and forty or fifty

wells were started, chiefly in Humboldt county. These were trivial

affairs, the deepest having a depth of only 400 feet. They were all

" pumpers," not one being a flowing well. The product for the year

was about 1,200 barrels. The industry soon declined, and, while opera-

tions were continued until 1867, during which year one well was bored

to a depth of 1,300 feet, practically died out after that date, and was not

renewed until 1875. In this year prospectors came from Pennsylvania

and sank two small wells, which were successful, i)roducing from 15

to 20 barrels daily. As a result of this venture tjie Pacific Coast

Oil Company, at present the leading oil company on the coast, was
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organized in 1879. Since that time it has bored twent»y-fonr wells in

Los Angeles and Ventura counties, of which twenty are now produc-

ing. The wells in the San Fernando district, in Los Angeles county,

furnish the larger part of the oil produced by this company. One of

these wells has been producing for seven years, and is now yielding

from 25 to 30 barrels daily. Its largest yield was 80 barrels in one day,

this being obtained during a voluntary flow. The largest daily yield

of any of these wells, at present, is 110 barrels. They produce a total of

625 barrels daily. The oil is said to be the best found on the coast, a

large part of it being manufactured into high-grade illuminating oils.

The wells of the company in Yentura county are all shallow, some

petroleum being produced by tunneling. The oil is dark and heavy,

and is principally used for fuel. The total production of all the wells

of the company is 700 barrels daily, an average of 35 barrels to each

well.

The Pacific Coast Oil Company is also producing about 12 barrels

daily from a deposit of petroleum in the Santa Cruz mountains, Santa

Clara county, about 18 miles back of San Jos6. The company is mak-

ing preparations to develop other deposits, and will doubtless soon

largely increase the produ'ction.

The only other company at present actively engaged in producing

petroleum in California, according to the San Francisco Bulletin, from

which much of this information is derived, is theTrinitar Oil Company,
which is producing from 10 to 12 barrels daily from a deposit near Pes-

cadero, in San Mateo county. The grade of this oil is good.

Petroleum is known to exist in many counties of this State. Be-

sides those mentioned, there are Santa Barbara, San Luis Obispo,

and Kern counties. According to a survey of the oil field of these

counties made in 1877, the belt covered by the deposits is 60 miles long

and averages 8 miles in width. It has been estimated that this belt

does not contain over one-half of the oil deposits of California.

The following figures, estimated in part, give the petroleum produc-

tion of California since 1879

:
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close of 1883, as nearly as can be ascertained from the best sources at

hand:
Receipts ofpetroleum at San Francisco since 1864.

Years.
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THE FETKOLEVM UABEEI IN 18S3 AND i8S4.

Dnring tlie past two years considerable fluctuations have taken place

in the price of petroleum. The close of the year 1882 fouud the price

rising slowly, as was expected wLen the depressing influence of the

Cherry Grove gushers began to decline. There seemed to be but little

possibility that another deposit similar to the Cherry Grove pool would

be discovered, and with increasing confidence on all sides the price

reached $1 per barrel in January 25, 1883, the highest attained since

1880. As time moved on various other circumstances in favor of higher

prices, such as a disinclination to put down new wells, a falling off in

the production of what wells were dri led, and an increase in consump-

tion, together with the gradual reduction of the stock of petroleum on

hand, increased the confidence of the trade to such an extent that in

May a "boom" took place which resulted in raising tbe price to $1.20

at the close of that month, aud on the first day of the succeeding month

$1.24^ was registered on the excbanges. During the remainder of the

year prices remained above the dollar line, nothing being developed in

tbe oil fields to cause a downward movement. In tbe Bqlltown district,

in Forest county, many large wells were producing, especially during

September, but these wells were very short lived, declining in produc-

tion from 1,000 barrels per day to less than 100 barrels per day within

a space of a very few days.

Tbe year 1884 opened with but little change in the situation. The

developments in the Balltown and also in the Cooper districts contin-

ued, tbe wells exhibiting the same character as mentioned before, pro-

ducing very largely at first, but rapidly falling off. This state of affairs

continued until the month of March, when, under the influence of some

unusually large developments in tbe Balltown pool and some indica-

tions that the iMacksburg field, in Ohio, was tending in the direction of

a large output, prices fell below $1 per barrel. Tbis was followed in

May by the fiuaucial troubles in New York. These troubles, together

witb tbe failure of the Penu Bank in Pittsburgh, an organization which

had been dealing very largely in petroleum, affected tbe market very

seriously, the price falling as low as C7 cents in May, a drop from which

it seeujed unable to recover, as in June; although tbe financial situation

was mncb improved and field operations were restricted, the downward

motion continued until 50 cents was reached. From this figure the

maiketsoon recovered to GO cents, and fluctuated around this price

until tbe latter part of Julj*, when, under tbe influence of a serious de-

cline in tbe production of tbe Wardwell tract, it rose to 75 cents, early

in tbe succeeding jnoutb, August, reacbiug 80 cents.

"

Duiing tbis montb of August tbe most remarkable petroleum develop-

ments .since tbe rise of tbe Cberry Grove field was made. Tbe Bald-

ridge district, on Tborn creek, bad heretofore been a pool much re-

sembling tbe Clarendon aud Balltown i)Ools, although considerably

2MB- 15
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older. Wt lis of no small size had been struck in the district, but had .

invariably fallen oil" to small or medium i)rodacers. Early in August

a well began driliiug on Thorn creek by Phillips Brothers, which, upon

striking the sand, commenced gushing at a rate ot 300 barrels a day.

This did not satisiy the owners, and the well was drilled deeper iuto

the so-called fourth sand, upon reaching which depth the well began to

produce oil at the rate of 1,800 barrels a day, according to moderate

estimates. This important development aifected the market seriously,

prices falling very rapidly, and also caused a great rush of oil producers

to Baldridge, or, as it began then to be called. Thorn creek. The Phil-

lips Brothers' well did not fall off in production as had been expected,

but continued to produce at an avesage of 2,000 barrels a day for over

a month. Still more excitement was caused when theCbristy well, not

far from the Phillips well, was drilled into the sand on October 11, and

began to produce od at a rate of 1,500 barrels a day, which production

it rapidly and wonderfully increased; two days later it was producing

2,500 barrels a day, and the next day was making the enormous produc-

tion of from 5,000 to 0,000 barrels every twenty-four hours. These re-

markable occurrences puzzled the oil trade greatly. When the Phillips

well was making its large output, the theory was advanced that it was

so situated as to draw the entire pool, aud that any other wells that

should be bored in the vicinity would simply decrease the production

of the Phillips by the amount of their own output; but this and all other

theories were disproved when, after nearly two mouths of production

by the Phillips well, the Christy well came in and made its enormous

output from an almost identical source. No one ventured to estimate

the probable extent of the pool, and prices fell off with great rapidity.

The Christy well, however, was not the largest producer that the Thorn

Creek district was able to bring to the attention of the trade. Most of

the wells in the district during the latter part of October had begun to

decline, and with this encouragement the market began to recover its

former position. True, 3,000 and 2,0;i0barrel wells were coming in

frequently, but after the Christy well these producers did not appears©

terrible as they did during the days of the Cherry Grove develoi>meut.

On Monday, October 27, however, the largest well ever known in the

history of the New York and Pennsylvania oil fields was brought in.

The Armstrong well No. 2 had been drilling into the sand the previous

week and on Friday and Saturday was reported hopelessly dry. On
Monday an 80 quart nitroglycerine torjjcdo was lowered into the hole

and exploded. The result was startling; the well began to flow at a

3,000-barrel rate and within a few hours increased its outjjut to the

unheard of rate of 10,000 barrels a day, keeping up this immense pro-

duction for some hours. The recent experience of the oil trade with

large wells was of but little avail to it in the presence of so tremendous

a gusher, and prices again declined rai)idl\ , falling 14 cents iu one day.

The next day the Armstrong well declined considerably, i)roduciDg
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about 7,000 barrels, and at tbe close of the week was putting out but
a little over 5,000 barrels.

The success of the proprietors in the Armstrong well in "shooting"
their well led to an extensive use of nitroglycerine throughout the Thorn
Creek district. The result, howev^er, was not the same, and it was
finally concc ded that the held was on the decline. From this time on,

during the early mouths of 1885, no large developments were brought

to light and other circumstances were favorable to an increase of price.

Such seemingly had been the effects of the remarkable developments

in the Thorn Creek field, however, that for several months in the face

of these favorable circumstances prices remained at a low level, and it

was not untd n(^ar the middle of 1885 that any improvement took jilace.

Prices of petroleum in California have varied greatly. During a
great scarcity of refined oil in 18(15 it sold as high as |1.40 per gallon

from first hands, and $1.75 from jobbers. Under ordinary circum

stances, however, up to the close of 1809, the price was about 60 cents.

A gradual reduction commenced, which reached its lowest point in

1883, when good brands were sold at from 15 to 17 cents. The price

now varies from L'5 to 30 cents. These figures all refer to the refined

article. No information is at baud regarding i)rices of crude.
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FOREIGN SOCECES OP PETROLEUM.

Hussia.—The petroleum district on the Caspian sea, in tbe vicinity

of Baku, has within the past few years attracted much attention. ISot

that it has recently been discovered, for as early as the reign of George

II. of England the petroleum produced here was an article of commerce.

Statistics show that in 1813 3,000 tous of oil were exported from Baku.

Kecent attention to this field has rather been caused by the gradually

increasing competition between this oil and American i)etroleum, ren-

dered possible by the greatly increased development of the field since

1872.

The oil fields in this locality have an area of about 14,000 square

miles. But little is known of the geology of the region, but from the

data at hand in regard to the depth and proximity of producing wells

throughout the district, the inference must be drawn that there exists

no single large pool of oil under .tlie surface. There seems to be no

common depth or horizon from which the oil is drawn—none even as

regards wells in very close proximity to each other. Thus recently, in

one locality, there were four producing wells within a few yards of one

another, yet all producing from different depths, the first striking oil at

259 feet, the second at 5G0 feet, the third at 280 feet, and the fourth at

350 feet. It has also been noticed that a flowing well may be struck in

the immediate vicinity of a pumping well, and will produce immense

volumes of oil, the pumping well at the same time continuing to ])^0'

duce its regular quantity without any diminution whatever. All ac-

cessible facts appear to demonstrate the theory that the oil-bearing

strata, origiually running regularly in an almost vertical position, be-

came dislocated by some dynamic agency, and an irregular cellular

character was thus given to the i)etroleum deposits.

The flowing wells or fountains, as they are very properly called, are

a very remarkable feature. These cast into the shade American "gush-

ers." The largest production of an American oil well on record is that

of the Armstrong well, in the Thorn Creek district of Pennsylvania,

which in 24 hours produced 10,000 barrels or 420,000 gallons. The

largest product of a Russian well on record is 2,000,000 gallons in 24

hours, nearly five times the best American record. Flowing wells

yielding from 1,000 to 4,000 barrels per day, rarities in Pennsylvania,

are common at Baku, and the ordinary yield of "pumpers" is from 250

to 000 barrels i)er day, many of these continuing their production for

years without diminution. Fountains also frequently have great stay-

ing powers, one being struck in 1879 which for three months spouted

oil at the rate of 4,000 barrels every 24 hours without cessation, a pro-

duction which no American well has ever kept up for more than a few

days.

For many years the production of petroleum at Baku was a crown

monopoly, and heavy taxes were also levied on it. Owing to these

repressing influences, in 1872, when the monopoly was abolished, there
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were but two drilled wells in tlie region, the oil being derived generally

from shallow pits, of which there were 415 iu the district.

The following statistics show clearly the rapid rise of the industry

since 1872, and especially since the repeal of the excise duties in 1877.

The pood contains about 4 gallons, and is hence about one-tenth of a

barrel.
Production ofpetroleum in the Baku district since 1840.

Years.

18«5
lfc64

18C5
1866
18C7
1808
18(59

1870
1871
1872
18:3

Poods.

340,

RW,
5:.4,

601,
0U8.

7:i5,

G8.-1,

7i)4.

37:),

5:!5,

9J1,

Yean.

11=71

1S75
1870
1877
1878
1879
18r0
1881
18i-2

1883

Poods.

4, 862, 643
5,8l9.l'43

1 1. OOO. UOO
l.\ OUO. (00
20 0. 000
23. ('( 0, 000
25, 000, OUO
3ii, dOli, 000
37, 801!, ""0
50, 000, (jOO

The following figures give the number of wells in the district for cer-

tain years iu the past

:

Number of wells in the Baku district at different periods.

Years.



NATURAL GAS.
Estimated consumption.—The total consumption of natural jras issuing

from numerous wells in the western part of Pennsylvania and in the

adjacent parts of New York, '^Lio, and West Virginia, durinjr the cal-

endar years 1882, 1883, and 1884, lias been estimated, as follows, Irom

detailed statements by Mr. T. P. Eoberts, of Pittsburgh

:

Estimated value of natural gas consumed in 16S2, 1883, and 1884.

Years.
'''/S^'

Elsewhere.
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It has been stated that ethylene and other hydrocarbons of the series

known as "olefiues," which give the ilhirainating- power to coal gas, oc-

cur; bat the evidence upon tbis poiut goe& to prove the contrary, for

the work of S. P. Sadtler in 1875, and of several later analysts, has

shown that no trace of addition products can be obtained by p ssing

large quantities of gas through bromine, except with gas from the north-

ern portion of the field. The presence of ethane and propane has been

shown by separating them with absolute alcohol, through which a large

quantity of gas was passed. "When taken from the wells the gas has a

peculiar odor like that of naptha ; it disappears if the gas is left for a

number of hours in a closed vessel ; the odor is probably due to traces

of vapor of hydrocarbons higher than propane in the parafiSne series.

The tables of analyses show the variations in composition of natural gas

from various sources. Although there may be some question as to the

care taken in determining the proportion of ethane, propane, and hy-

drogen iu some of these analyses, they afford valuable proof of the fact

that in all the sources marsh gas is the important constituent.
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Occurrence — Natural gas lias been found in varying quantities in

3few York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, Illinois, Kentucky,

ALibania, Kansas, Dakota, and California.

In New York it Las been found in Ontario, Allegany, Cattaraugus,

and Cbautauqua counties.

In l'enns.\ 1\ ania in Erie, Warren, McKean, Forest, Venango, Clarion,

Bntler, Armstrong, Lawrence, Beaver, Allegheny, Westmoreland, and

Washington counties.

In West Virginia in Hancock, Brooke, Ohio, and Marshall counties.

In Ohio in Jeftersou, Cuyahoga, Wa;^ue, Knox, Crawford, Hancock,

and Wood counties.

Jn Illinois in Champaign county.

In Ki-ntucky in Meade and Martin counties.

In Kansas in Miami county.

In Dakota in Davison county.

In California in Los Angeles and San Joaquin counties.

Since crude i)t troleum is a mixture of hydrocarbons ranging in prac-

tically uubioken series from solid jiarafiine down to the most volatile

liquids, and even containing the gaseous members such as marsh gas

and ethane in solution, natural gas is looked for in regions where petio-

leum is found; and althou;;h it has been obtained outside of the

l)ctroleum localities, it is found in the same sandstone formations which

yield petroleum. Until 1883 nearly all the gas wells in Pennsylvania

had been discovered in the eflbrt to obtain oil. The same methods of

drilling wells have been used as for petroleum. The cost of a well is

about the same as that given for petroleum wells in "Mineral Kesnurces

of the United States, 1881*," ]»age 190. Gas wells vary in depth from

slight excavations at Fredcmia, New York, made in order to confine

gas which had already reached tlie surface through natnral vents, to

wells more than 2,000 feet deei), in which gas was found 500 to 1,000

feet below the second oil sand. Ordinarily the wells in Pennsylvania

vary from 1,100 to 1,400 leet in depth according to the surface con-

figuration above the second Venango oil sand, in which it is claimed by

Prof. 1. C. White that all the important wells are found. The follow-

ing arc records of strata passed through in drilling some typic.d wells:

Section traversed in the Tarcnium field, JUcyluvif county, Pennsyhania.

Character.

Surface formation
Sl.iro

Elutf
sliiie

Vci V slia p tloso sand
Slalb
baud

Tcet.

to
1G
40
lUO
200
2!iC

3;jo

IG
<I0

lou
211)

2nu
;i:tG

411

Character.

Slate
Sand
Very HtroDjr s'dt water at
f^aiul. ••shi'll," aud slate

11, .id uliitr Naud
SI. lie wMi h..vd 'Bhcll" .

Ueavy tlow of gas at

Feet

411 to
4>S

508
800
0U5

423
598
449
8U0
!;05

1,147
1,147
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Section of udl in Murrysville diblrict, Westmoreland county, Pennsylvania,

Character.
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History.—The fact tliat an inflammable gas issues from certain

springs and also from fissures in the earth has been recognized for a

very long time, bat the fir.st recorded use of such gas for the purposes

of illumination, etc., was at Fredonia, Chautaucina county, Kew York,

in ISul. The gas was obtained from a spiii'g on the north bank of

Canadaway creek in the village. The spring was excavated to a slight

extent, covered, and the gas conveyed to a small copper holder, and

thence i)iped to a mill and several stores for ilkiminatiou. The gas

from this well, which was sufficient for thirty burners, was used alone

until 1858, when another well was sunk in the northwestern part of the

village. The new well consisted of a shaft 30 feet deep, C feet wide at

the top, and 14 feet at the bottom, with two vertical borings, one 100

feet and the other loO feet deep. In 18G5 the Colburn well, 1,250 feet

deep, was added to the Fredonia supply, which at present amounts to

6,000 cubic feet per day. After gas was found at Fredonia, such occur-

rences were fn quently noticed and sometimes used.

In 1823 Mr. John Klingensmitli, sr., while drilling for brine on Brush

creek, 4 miles from Greensburg, Pennsylvania, struck a crevice in which

so much gas was found that it took fire and burned the cabin in which

the men slept. Judge Campbell, of Westfield, New York, supplied the

light-house at Barcelona, a small harbor on Lake Erie, from a spiingof

natural gas, by contract with the National Government, until the light-

house was abandoned, in 185G, In 1827 it was proposed to supply the

light house at Dunkirk, New York, with gas from the Mattesou si)ring

at Fredonia, but the project was abandoned from difficulty in trans-

porting the gas. The numerous borings for oil at Titusville, Pennsyl-

vania, in 1850-'60, yielded more or less gas as well as oil. Public notice

was first directed to its quantity by the burning of the Kouse well on

Oil creek, where a large number of lives were lost by the explosion of

gas. It was then considered more of a nuisance than an article of

value; little was used as fuel, and it was usually piped from the wells

to a safe distance to dispose of it by burning. In 18G7 two wells were

bored near Rocky river in the village of East Eockport, near Cleveland,

Ohio, which have since that time supplied about twenty houses with

light and partly with heat.

The use of waste gas from the Pennsylvania oil wells began in 1872 or

1873, in Butler county, when the Fairview well, 1 mile west of Petrolia,

was connected by pipes with Fairview, Petrolia, Argyle, and Karns

City ; in 1873 40 boilers, 8 pump stations on the lines, 200 gas burners,

and 40 cooking stoves were fed from this well. Many large wells have

since been struck iu Butler county. Prominent among them are the

Burns well, on the Delphy farm, three-fourths of a mile south of Saint

Joe; the Delamater well, one-half mile from the former; the Harvey

well, near Larden's Mills, Clinton township ; Saxon Station well, Win-

field township; these were bored in 1874 and are still valuable^ thelast

mentioned supi^lying half of its village with heat, besides being utilized
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for the manufacture of lampblack. Since 1874 twelve other wells have
been bored in Butler county, and have been used in supplying- the plant

of Spang-, Chalfant & Co., being piped 18 miles to tbeir mills near i'itts-

burgli. In these mills gas is now used under twelve boilers, in nine

heating furnaces, and in twenty eight puddling furnaces. Some of the

oldest of these wells are still furnishing large amounts of gas ; others

failed after four to six years' use. Several other wells have been drilled

in Butler county within the last two years, and the region is still being

developed aetively. In 1872 the gas from the Titusville oil region was

led from Newton well, in Oil Creek township, Crawford county, to Titus-

ville and introduced into dwellings, refineries, etc. The flow decreased,

however, until it finally was of no use. With the exception of this

transient use in Crawford county the development of the gas industry

in Pennsylvania followed a circular path, with Pittsburgh at its cen-

ter. From Butler county the discovery of gas wells extended to Kit-

tanning, Armstrong county, in 1876. In 1880 a well was applied to

the rolling mill of the Kittauniug Iron Company. Develoi)ments at

this place have been continued. In June, 1883, a second well was fin-

ished, adjoining the old one, and in September, 1884, a third was added

to the supply of the rolling-mill, where thirty-six puddling furnaces and
eighteen boilers consume, in all, perhaps, 1,000,000 cubic feet of gas per

hour. In 1878 an enormous volume of gas was found in a well on the

Eemaly farm, at Murrysville, Westmoreland county. In August, 1882,

a second well was bored, and in April, 1883, another on Lyon's run.

The gas from these wells was piped to Pittsburgh, by the Penn Fuel

Company. The Fuel Gas Company finished two wells in the same
region in 1883, and by consolidation all these wells were connected

with Pittsburgh, and began to supply that city with natural gas. In

1883 the Acme Gas Company drilled a well on Eemaly farm, but did

not get enough gas to pay for piping it. Their next venture on Lyon's

run was more successful. According to Messrs. Boulton and Double-

day, of the Acme Company, several wells have been diilled as far as the

gas sand, and only require a few hours' work to produce gas when it is

needed. This company has an 8 inch wrought-iron pipe, 8 miles long,

from their wells to the Edgar Thomson Steel Works (Carnegie Bros.),

at Bessemer station, on the Pennsylvania railroad, and thence a C-iuch

pipe to the Pittsburgh Bessemer Steel Company at Homestead, on the

south side of the Monongahela river. When the Edgar Thomson works

are running to the full capacity the gas consumed takes the place of

400 tons of coal i)er day. According to Capt. William Jones, the con-

sumption at the Homestead works is equivalent to 300 tons of coal per

day. The Acme Company also supplies one glass house, the boilers at

the poor farm, and is now introducing pipes into Braddock for heat-

ing and lighting. According to Mr. Scott Verner, the Carpenter Natural

Gas Company has increased the yield of Westmoreland county by a

well on the Daam farm, io Penn township, from which gas is piped to
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riltsbnrpli and McKcesporf. Mr. J. G. Bealo reports llmt a wdl was
bori'd fit Lecclibnrg, Armstrong? county, in IMay, 1880, wbicli was sup-

I)lenii'nled in 1882 by a woll on the opposite side of the river. Both of

these are contiolh<l by Ihe West Penn Steel Works, aiidtither issiifli-

cieiit for siippl\ing the whole plant, taking- the place of 1,000 bll^helsof

coal daily in one open-hearth furnace of 10 tons capacity, one heating

furnace, and one hainnier furnace. The towu of Leechburg has a well

supplying three hun«lred or four hundred fires, two grist mills, and
eight boilers, at an income of about $300 per month. The celebrated

McGuigau well, 2 miles from the town of Hickory, bi-gan the develop-

ment of the iudustry in Washington county. It was drilled for oil to the

unusual depth of 2,257 feet, in March, 1881. Since the inclinati n to

substitute gas for coal has been fairly established iu Pittsburgh, this well

has been liirnisliing gas to some of the manufactories on the south side,

to Weighman's glass house, and J. Painter's Sons & Co.'s robing mill.

In the last mill alone the gas will replace a daily consum])tion of 0,500

bushels of coal when running to the full capacity. In 1884 the Emery
and Miller wells were drilled in the Washington County region, and
besidt'S these three large wells, the Peoi)le's Light and Heat Company, of

AVasliirigton, owns two small wells, used lor healing and lighting that

town.

IJuring 1883 and 1884 the borings for gas wells were numerous and

scatte;ed over a large area. They have resulted in the h)cation of two
important fields, one at Pittsburgh itself and the other the great Tar-

entum regi(m, in Allegheny county. In legard to the latter, it shoidd

he said that its discovery was not an accidental conseciuencte of boring

for oil, but the result of continued eUbrt to obtain natural gas. Mr. J.

B. Ford in seeking gas for a plate-glass factory to be erected at Creigh-

ton station, Western Pennsylvania railnjad, drilled a well within 170

fet't of what became the celebrated well of Graff, Bennett & Co. at

Tarentum, but obtained nothing. His next venture was nearer the i>ro-

l)0sed glass house, and was abandoned at 2,300 feet. Notdaunte<l by
two failuies, .Mr. Ford succeedetl in tinding a good well on the farm of

James Smith, on Big Bull creek, back of Tarentum. Another good

well was found on J. S. Coe's fain. East Deer township, Allegheny

county. These supply two 400 horse-power engines, 14 double-cyl-

imler engines of 20 horse jwwer each, GO annea.ing ovens, furnaces

melting 30 tons of glass daily, and 50 dwelling houses. Since the

Coe well the Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company has diilled

one small well, one dry well, and one well equal to the Coe. Ivichards &
"Whiteley, glass manufacturers, have a large well, which they bored iu

1883. The Tarentum Light and Heat Company struck two good wells.

Messrs. Guffey & Galey <lrilled two wells in this field, the first about

equal to the Coe, and the secoml one of the largest ever found. The

hitter has been sold to the Philadelphia company of George Westing-

Uouse & Co., and is being i)iped to Pittsburgh. Iu September, 1883,
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another Very large well was drilled od the Crist iarm^ about 1 mile from

Tarentum. It is owned by capitalists, who propose to utilize it for ruan-

utacturing. A uumber of other wells are drilling in this field. The

immediate vicinity of Pittsburgh was considered a salt-water district,

on account of the several large salt-water wells drilled by the salt man-

ufacturers and by the record of the deep well diilled on Boyd's hill.

This well was begun early in 1876, and at a depth of 1,588 feet a con-

glomerate was found, supposed to be the upper Berea grit ; from this

depth to 1,700 feet the same strata extended and produced an immense

volume of salt water, 11° strong. The flow was estimated to be

about 3,000 to 4,000 barrels per day. The well was drilled to 2,300 feet,

but no oil or gas was found in any quantity. On May 29, 1884, Mr.

Westinghouse struck an immense gas well on his piemises at Home-

wood, inside of the limits of Pittsburgh. This well when first struck

showed a pressure of 15 to 17 pounds when blowing freely from a

5|-inch pipe; but it began to diminish, and twenty-one days from the

day it was struck it had lost GO per cent, of its flow, and in October,

1884, it had settled down to an ordinary well. Its flow when first struck

w^as estimated to be about 20,000,000 cubic feet per day. Westinghouse

No. 1 was plugged with long wooden plugs at the gas horizon, so as to

allow the well to be reamed out down to the gas. When the plug was

drilled out, the force of the gas was so great that the plug, drill, and all,

weighing in the neighborhood of 3,600 pounds, were blown from the

well through and above the derrick. This strike started a perfect

furore in gas drilling. A well was started on the Park Bros. & Co.'s

lot, Thirty-first street ; others at Moorhead & McClain's, Jones & Laugh-

lin's. Chess, Cook & Co.'s, and Painter's mill. These all proved to be

salt-water wells. The Fuel Gas Company's venture, about 1,000 feet

nearly due east from No. 1, proved to be a dry hole. Around Home-

stead many more wells were started. Mr. Westinghouse started Nos.

2, 3, and 4. The Penn Fuel Company obtained a small well, the Fuel

Gas Company a dry hole, and Dillworth Bros, a small well. Messrs.

J. M. Guftey & Co. drilled a well about one-half mile northeast from

Westinghouse No. 1, and got a very fair yield of gas. Several wells at

Brushton station were bored, but yielded little gas. A fair well was

obtained by Mr. Howard Morton, on Four Mile run, in October, 1884, at

a depth of 1,715 feet ; but in attempting to increase the yield, salt water

was struck and ruined the well. This was also the history of two wells

at Elrod's station, Baltimore and Ohio railroad. New wells are con-

stantly being added to this Pittsburgh region.

Besides the local wells the Butler county, Murrysville (Westmoreland

county), Washington county, and Tarentum regions supply gas for

Pittsburgh. The greater part of this gas has been brought from the

Murrysville district by the Penn Fuel Company's and the Fuel Gas.

Company's lines. The former has one 8-inch line and one o|-iuch line.

The latter has two 5f inch lines. These two companies have united,

2 M R 10
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and are dow layipg a 30-inch line in addition to tlie four in use. This

combination alone has sui>i)lied the following list of consumers ; the

list shows the number of puddling furnaces, boilers, leers, glory holqp,

brick kilns, etc.

:

1

Furnaces, etc. No.
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Martin county, and at Paducali ; in Indiana, at Vernon ; in southern

Illinois at Metropolis, in Massac county ; in Alabaraa, near Village

creek; in Miami couuty, Kansas, G^ miles east of Paola (according to

Mr. E. C. Wickersbam, of the Paola Gas Company, this well is to be

connected with Paola for illuminating purposes) ; at Mitchell, Davison

county, Dakota ; and near Stockton, San Joaquin couuty, and in Los

Angeles county, California.

The following towns, among others, were using natural gas for do-

mestic and manufacturing purposes at the close of 1884:

New York—Oleau, Wellsville, Bolivar, Eichburg, Eochester, Cuba,

Fredonia, and Gasport.

Pennsylvania—Pittsburgh, Allegheny, Washington, Kittanning, Oil

City, Titusville, Foxburg, Erie, Clarion, Parker, Bradford, Freeport,

Butler, Tarport, Braddock, Tarentum, Manorsville, Creighton, Fairview,

Petrolia, Argyle, Karns City, Warren, and McKeesport.

West Virginia—Wellsburg.

Ohio—Cleveland, East Liverpool, Steubenville, and Wooster.

Foreign occurrences.—Natural gas has been found in considerable

quantity at Baku, on the- Caspian sea, at oil wells drilled by Messrs.

Nobles. In China gas has been used for years in the district of Tsien

Luon Tsing. The gas is said to come from the great depth of 3,000 feet.

It is carried away in bamboo pipes and burned from these pipes by

means ofday pipe burners. These are the oldest wells on record. No
record can be found as to the method used in drilling them.

Use.—Natural gas has thus far been used more as a source of heat

than of light. The question of its use for heating purposes depends

primarily upon the temperature which can be obtained with it under

the most favorable conditions ; then, whether the amount of gas neces-

sary to keep a given furnace at the required temperature can be obtained

at a price comparable with that of coal. For heating steam boilers the

gas answers well, and in many cases without any material change in the

arrangement of the furnace. In Pittsburgh it has proved successful in

the more important application to all the forms of iron manufacture, ex-

cept in blast furnaces. For some time it was feared that the tempera-

ture necessary for casting steel could not be attained, but by making

suitable changes in the furnaces the gas is now used with peculiar ad-

vantages in this industry. It is also used in the Siemens regenerative

furnaces of the Edgar Thomson Steel Works. Among the prominent

advantages of gas for use in iron works are : (1) The ease with which

the fires can be controlled ; the fire is steadier and therefore involves less

wear upon the furnace. A furnace can be raised to a required temper-

ature in considerably less time than with coal, and the direction of the

flame can be changed easily
; (2) the quantity of fuel is regulated by a

valve instead of by shoveling in coal
; (3) among the waste products there

is neither ash nor the soot which attects the appearance if not the pros-

perity of every manufacturing town. As a substitute for coal, natural
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gas has become valuable in glass manufacture, particularly tbr flint

glass, where coal smoke may uot ouly color the ghiss but renders pro-

cautions necessary against reducing the lead. The use of gas allows

glass manufiicturers to dispense with the " teazer," whose duty consisted

in securing an even temperature of the flame by constantly adding small

quantities of coal. The use of natural gas in connection with the Siemens

patents for improvements in glass furnaces has been discussed iu an arti-

cle read by Prof. B. Silliman, jr., at the Philadelphia meeting of the

American Institute of Mining Engineers, September, 1884, to which the

reader is referred.

As a source of light, natural gas has been used in many small towns,

especially in the northern part of Pennsylvania and in l!^ew York. The
fact that hydrocarbons of the ethylene series, which give the illuminat-

ing power to coal-gas, are seldom present in more than traces, and are

usually absent altogether, would lead to the prediction that diflBculty

would be experienced in using the gas as a general substitute for coal

gas. This seems to coincide with experience so far. Still there are rec-

ords of natural gas giving an illuminating power of 16 to 22 caudles,

with burners using less than the normal volume of gas per hour ; but

the illuminating power seems to vary considerably, and is only up to the

standard in the neighborhood of the wells or where the gas is still

charged with vapor from the more volatile petroleum liquids. It may
be quite possible, when more analyses have been made, to select wells for

illuminating purposes which contain more than the average proportion

of ethane and propane. It would be no diflQcult matter to enrich the

gas with the products of the destructive distillation of naphtha, as in

the Low process of making water gas. This would also give the gas a

characteristic odor and remove the difficulty of detecting leaks, which

have caused serious explosions in Pittsburgh. This leakage is partic-

ularly apt to occur with the present system of piping. The pressure iu

the mains is so great that it is practically impossible to prevent escape

at the joints, even with the utmost care. This excessive pressure will

soon be remedied by gas holders or suitable tank governors.

Carbons for electric lights have been made by heating natural gas to

a very high temperature, the carbon being deposited in a very dense

form; this is ground, pressed in molds with molasses, and baked iu a

muffle oven. Natural gas is also used in the manufacture of lampblack.

In regard to the probable duration of the supply, the history shows that

some gas wells have been used profitably for many years; thus the flow of

the wells at Fredouia, New York, and at East Liverpool and Cleveland,

Ohio, has not diminished perceptibly. At other places wells liHve given

out within a few weeks from their discovery; others have diminished

slowly and failed entirely after a few years. Seven wells drilled in

Butler county, Pennsylvania, for use in the iron works of Spang, Chal-

fant & Co., at Etna, near Pittsburgh, show the following records

:

No. 1. In use nine years ; still good.
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Xo. 2. In use four years, still blowing, though with less force.

No. 3. Yield poor.

5^0. 4. Pressure fell irom 1^ pounds to pressure in one week.

No. 5. Failed after four years' use.

No. 6. In use six years; gradually failing.

No. 7. Failed after five years' use.

In many cases the failure of a well is not due to exhaustion, but to

stoppage caused by solid particles collecting iu the pon s of the gas

rock, or in the well itself. This solid matter is sometimes salt, or alu-

minum silicate, or in other cases solid members of the par.iffiue series,

occurring with the oil and gas. By reaming and use of torpedoes, such

wells are often restored. The force of many wells decreases lapidly on

account of other gas wells drilled in the immediate neighborhood, which

share the supply. Judging by the confidence displayed by capitalists,

who are putting large sums of money into this new industry, it would

seem that the two causes given above will account for the cases of

known exhaustion sufficiently to warrant the belief that the supi)ly of

gas is assured for a length of time sufficient to give this variety of fuel

an important industrial aspect.



IRON.
THE MANUFACTURE OF IRON ANr> STEEX IN THE

UNITED STATES.

By James M. Swank,

Vice President of the American Iron and Steel Association.

Review of the growth of the American iron industry.—The iron industry

of the United States has an interesting colonial history, having been

established in nearly all the original thirteen colonies.

The first discovery of iron ore within the limits of the United States

was made in North Carolina in 1585, exactly three hundred years ago,

by the expedition fitted out by Sir Walter lialeigh, and commanded by

Ealph Lane, which made in that year, on Eoanoke island, the first at-

tempt to plant an English settlement on the Atlantic coast.

The first attempt to manufacture iron in the American colonies dates

from 1619, in which year the Virginia Company of London sent a num-

ber of skilled iron workers from England to Virginia to "set up three

iron works "in the colony. These iron works were " set up" during

the next three years, but before they had made any iron they were de-

stroyed by the Indians in 1622, and no further attempt to manufacture

iron in Virginia was made for many years.

In 1643 the first successful iron enterprise in the colonies was under-

taken at Lynn, in the colony of Massachusetts Bay, by " The Company of

Undertakers for the Iron Works," composed of eleven English gentlemen

and a few enterprising colonists. This enterprise embraced a blast

furnace and foundry, for producing castings and " sowe iron," and a forge

for refining the " sowe iron" into " barr iron." The furnace was in oper-

ation in May, 1645, and the forge was in operation in September, 1648.

These dates may be accepted as definitely determining, respectively,

the first successful attempts in this country to make iron in a blast

furnace and to produce bar iron in a refinery forge from the cast iron

of the furnace. "A small iron pot, capable of containing about one

quart," was the first article cast at the furnace. In 1844 this pot was

in the possession of Mrs. Lewis, of Lynn, who was a lineal descendant

of Thomas Hudson, the first owner of the lands on Saugus river, on

which the iron works were built.

From the time of the establishment of the works at Lynn the colonial

iron industry made steady although slow progress. The wants of the

colonists for bar iron and castings were in large part supplied by colo-

nial works from this time forward, but nails and other articles of iron,
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more aUvauced in manufacture than biir iiou and castings, were 8till

obtained chiefly from the mother country.

The furnaces supplied pots, kettles, andirons, stoves, clock weights,

and similar articles which are now supplied by foundries, while the

forges supplied wrought iron for horse shoes, wagon tires, harrow teeth,

and some of the nails that were needed. Some of the forges refined

the " sowe iron," or pig iron, of the furnaces, but the most of them made
bar iron and other forms of wrought iron directly from the ore. The lat-

ter were Catalan forges of substantially the same type as the Catalan

forge which had been in use in Europe since the beginning of the

Christian era. As yet the rolling mill had not been invented, and all

wrought iron was hammered into shape under trip-hammers.

The power used in blowing the furnaces and forges was usually

supplied by water wheels which urged large leather bellows, formed

like the ordinary blacksmith's bellows, or else upright wooden cylin-

ders, or " tubs," worked with pistons. Another application of power

was obtained by the use of the trompe, or water blast, an ingenious con-

trivance of Italian origin, which carried a small stream of water down
a long perpendicular box, or hollow log, the water in its descent suck-

ing in air through one or more apertures, which air passed out at the

bottom with considerable force, while the water, through the interven-

tion of a splatter board, flowed out in another direction. This water

blast was much used in Il^ew Jersey and North Carolina, but it was not

received with much favor in any of the other colonies. After the Rev-

olution it was introduced into Tennessee, and in this and some other

Southern States it may yet be found supplying the blast for a few primi-

tive forges which make bar iron directly from the ore.

The fuel used in the colonial iron manufacture was exclusively char-

coal. Ko other fuel was used in the manufacture of iron in this country

down to 1827, when anthracite coal was first used at Phoenixville,

Pennsylvania, in the puddling furnace. About 1840 we commenced to

use anthracite and bituminous coal in the blast furnace.

In 1717 the colonies began to export to Great Britain small quan-

tities of bar iron, and in 1728 the exportation of pig iron to Gi eat Britain

also commenced. Shipments of bar iron and pig iron to the mother

country were continued almost yearly down to the Eevolution. The ex-

ports in no one year exceeded 2,500 tons of bar iron, nor greatly exceeded

6,000 tons of pig iron. This export trade was wholly due to the scarcity

of charcoal in Great Britain for the manufacture of iron in its coarser

forms, the use of bituminous coal as a substitute for charcoal having

but just commenced in that country and not being perfectly understood

or generally favored.

For a hundred years after its settlement in 1620 Massachusetts was

the chief seat of the iron industry in the colonies, but about the middle

of the eighteenth century Pennsylvania became the leading iron-pro-

ducing colony, and this distinction it has ever since maintained.
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At thebeginning of the Eevolution nearly all the colonies were actively

engaged in the production of iron. Georgia was the only colony that

did not at this time produce even small quantities of iron. During the -

long struggle for independence the colonies produced iron in sufficient

quantities to supply their armies with cannon, cannon balls, muskets,

and camp kettles, and they manufactured also most of the steel that

was required for swOrds and bayonets. All the steel made during the

Revolution appears to have been blister steel. Henry Hollingsworth,

of Klkton, in Cecil county, Maryland, was one of the manufacturers of

muskets for the Continental army. Some of his bayonets were com-

plained of as being too soft, " which he ascribed to the bad quality of

the American steel with which they were pointed."

After the Eevolution the manufacture of iron in the United States

was extended from the Atlantic coast into the interior; but the aggre-

gate ])roduction of the country did not greatly increase for many years,

owing partly to the depressing effects of foreign competition, partly to

the slow growth of the country in population, and partly to the really

restricted use of iron in the days before the introduction of railroads.

The railroad era in the United States had its beginning about 1830, but

even after the new demand for iron for railroads had been created in

our country the influence of foreig;n competition operated for many
years to prevent an active development of our iron industry. This ac-

tivity was reached at the beginning of our civil war in 1861, the Morrill

tariff' of that year and the war itself co-operating to create a greatly

increased demand for iron of domestic manufacture, and contributing

greatly to the establishment of the steel industry, which had previously

existed under precarious and wholly embryonic conditions. A tre-

mendous mechanical revolution in the production of steel has combined

with other influences to increase a thousand-fold the production of

American steel. The world has not yet learned to attach deserved im-

jwrtance to the inventions of Bessemer, Mushet, and Siemens, because

it has become too much accustomed to thanklessly receive every new
invention as a matter of course and to accept its fruits as a matter of

right.

The statistical record.—There are no statistics of the production of

iron ill this country in the colonial period, nor of any other industry,

nor of the population itself. Our forefathers were too intent upon get-

ting for themselves homes, and too much employed in protecting these

homes from imaginary or actual attacks by unfriendly Indians, to give

attention to dry statistical details or economic problems. The first in-

dustrial statistics of the country date from 1814, in which year there

was published "A statement of the arts and manufactures of the United

States of America," as they existed in 1810, prepared by Tench Coxe,

under the authority of Albert Galhitin, Secretary of the Treasury.

From this statement the following tal»le showing the condition of our

iron industry in 1810 is compiled,
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In the totals for the United States the values are believed to be cor-

rect, as they include returns from every State, but some of the quantities

given are not strictly accurate, because some of the States did not

report quantities although they reported values.

The figures for Pennsylvania are included in the figures for the coun-

try at large. The tons used are long tons, of 2,240 pounds.

The iron industry of the United States in 1810.

Establishments and products. United States.

Nnmber of blast furnaces
Number of air fUTnacca
Tons of cast iron made (pig iron and castings)

.

Value of cast iron made
Number of bloomaries
Tons of iron made
Value of iron made
Number of forges
Tons of bfir iron, etc., made
Value of bar iron, etc . made
"Vnmber of trip hammers
Product cf trip hammers in tons
Value of product of trip hammers
IJolling and slitting mills
Tons of rolled iron made
Product of slit iron in tons
Value of rolled and slit iron
Number of naileries
Pounds of nails made
Value of nails made

53,

$2, 981,

2,

$226,

24,

$2, 874,

908
277
135
564
"34

330
541
063
316
600

$327, 898
34

9,280

$1, 215, 946
410

1.5.727 914

$2, 478, 139

Pennsylvania.

U
6

26, 878
$1, 301, 343

4

$16, 000
78

10,969
$1, 156, 405

50

'

$73,496
18

4,502
98

$606, 426
175

7, 270, 825

$760, 862

The growth of our iron and steel industries from 1810 until 1880

is shown by" a comparison of the figures of the above table with the

statistics of production of each leading branch of these industries in the

census years 1870 and 1880, as follows, in short tons of 2,000 pounds

:

The iron industry of the United States in the census years 1870 and 1880.

Iron and steel products.

! Short tons.
Pig iron and castings from furnaces 2, 052, 82

1

All products of iron-rolling mills i 1, 441, 829
Bessemer steel finished products '

1.9, 403
Open-hearth steel finished products '

Crucible steel finished products
j

28, 069
Blister and other steel

i 2, 285
Products of forges and bloomaries

; 110, 808

1880.

Short tons.

3,781,021
2, 353, 248

889, 896
93, 143
70,319
4,956

72, 557

Total 3, 655,21£ 7, 265, 140

The number of persons directly employed in 1880 in the production

of iron and steel in this country was 140,978. This total does not

include the labor employed in independent and often remote milling

operations which supply our iron and steel industries with ore and coal

and other raw materials. Nor does it include any considerable part

of the labor employed in the transportation of raw materials from the

sources of production to the places of consumption.

"Rapid as was the growth of our iron and steel industries in the decade
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between 1870 and 1880, a yet more rapid and a really phenomenal
growth took place in 1881 and 1882. In 1883, however, a reaction oc-

curred, and in that year the production was less than in 1883, while

in 1884 it was less than in 1883. The statistics of production obtained

by the American Iron and Steel Association for the eleven calendar years

from 1873 to 1884 are as follows, in short tons:

Production of iron and steel {stated in short tons) in the United States, 1873 to 1884 in-
clusive.

Products.

Pig iron
Spiegeleiseu, included above
KoUed iron, including: nails and

iron rails .

Eolled iiou, including nails and
excludiuic rails

Kegs of cut mils and spikes, in-

cluded in ii I'.id iron
Bessemer stoLl rails

Open-bearth steel rails ,

Iron rails

Eails of all kinds
Crucible steel ingots
Open-hearth steel ingots
Bessemer steel ingots
MisceUrinenus steel
Steel of all kinds
Blooms from ore and pig iron

1873.

2, 868, 278

1875. 1876. 1877. 1878.

2, 689, 413 ! 2, 266, 581
| 2, 093, 236 ' 2, 314, 585 i 2, 577, 361

j

7.832
I

6,616 i 8,845 10,674

1,837,430 1,694,616 i 1,599,516 i 1,509,269
I
1,476,759

I

1,555,576

1,076,368
I

1,110,147
|

1,097,867 \ 1,042,101 j 1,144,219 1,232,686

4, 024, 704
129, 015

4, 912, 180
144, 944

4, 726, 881
290, 863

761, 062
890, 077
34, 786
3,500

170,652
13,714

222, 652
62,564

584, 469
729, 413
36, 328
7,000

191, 933
6,353

241,614
61, 670

501, 649
792, 512
39, 401
9,050

375,517
12,607

436, 575
49, 243

4, 157,

412,

814
461

4, 828, 918
432, 169

467,

879,

39,
'-'1,

525,

10,

597,

44,

168
629
383
490
996
306
174
628

332, 540
764, 709
40, 430
25, 031

560, 587
11,924

637, 972
47, bOO

4, 396. 130
550. 398
9,397

322, 890
882, 685
42, 906
36, 126

733, 226
8,556

819, 814
50, 045

Products. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. 1883.

Pig iron
Spiegeleisen, included ahove
Eolled iron, including nails and

iron rails .

Eolled in^n, including nails and
excluding rails

Kegs of cut nails and spikes, in-

cluded in rolled iron
Bessemer steel rails

Open-hearth steel rails

lion rails '

Eails of all kinds
Crucible steel ingots
Open-heart h steel ingots . - -

Bessemer steel ingots
Miscellanfoiis steel
Steel of all kinds
Blooms from ore and pig iron

3, 070, 875
13, 931

4,295,414 ! 4,641,564
19,603 21, 0S6

2, 047, 484 : 2, 332, C68

1, 627, 324

5,011,021
683, 964
9,149

420, 100

1, 113, 273
56, 780
56, 290

928, 972
5,464

1, 047, 506
62, 353

1, 838, 906

5, 370, 5U
954, 460
13,615

493, 762
1,401 837

72, 424
112, 933

1, 203, 173
8,465

1,397,015
74, 589

2, 643, 927

2, 155, 346

5, 794, 206
1, 330, 302

25. 217
488,581

1,844,100
89, 762

140, 940

1, 539, 157

3,047
1, 778, 912

84, 606

5, 178, 122
i

5, 146, 972
21, 963

j

24, 574

2,493,831
I

2,348,874
1

2,265,957 2,283,920

6, 147, 097

1, 438, 155

22, 765
227, 874

1, 688, 794
85, 089

ICO. 542
1, 696. 450

3,014
1, 945, 095

91, 293

7, 762, 737
1, 286, 554

9,186
64, 954

1, 360, 694
80, 455

1.S3. 079
1, 654, 627

5,598
1,874,359

74, 758

1884.

4, 589, 613
33, 893

1, 957, 307

1, 931, 747

7, 581, 379
1, 116, 621

2,670
25, 500

1, 144, 851
59, 662
131,617

1, 540, 595
5, 111

1, 736, 985
57, 005

Production of pig iron and Bessemer steel in 1884.—The production of

pig iron in the United States in 1884 was 4,589,613 short tons, or 4,097,808

long tons. This was a decrease on the production of 1883 of 557,359

short tons, or 497,642 long tons, equivalent to 11 per cent. Notwith-

standing this decrease, the production in 1884 was larger than that of

any preceding year except 1881, 1882, and 1883. It was only 51,951

short tons below the production of 1881, and it was 294,199 short tons

above the production of the "boom " year 1880. It was more than double

the production of the centennial year 1876. If we regard only the

quantity of pig iron produced in 1884, it cannot be said that the year's
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results were disappointing; they certainly were not; but if wo consider

the prices obtained for the year's product of pig iron, we find that they

were very low, so low indeed that they were only slightly above the

exceptionally low prices which ]>revailed in 1878. In that year the aver-

age monthly price of No. 1 anthracite foundry pig iron at Philadelphia

ranged from $18.50 per long ton in January to $18.02 in December. In

1884 the price ranged from $20.50 iu January to $18 in December.

The following table gives the yearly average prices of No. 1 anthra-

cite foundry pig iron per long ton at Philadelphia since 1873, the

yearly average being obtained from monthly averages.

Price of No. 1 anthracite foundrypig iron, 1873 to 1884 inclusive.
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Production of pig iron, hy States and Territories, 1880 to 1884 inclusive.

States and Territories.

Maine
Veimont
Massachusetts

.

Connecticut
New York
New Jersey
Pennsylvania .

.

Maryland
Virginia
North Carolina.
Georgia
Alabama
Texas
West Virginia .

Kentucky
Tennessee
Ohio
Indiana
Illinois

Michigan....*...
Wisconsin
Missouri
Miunesota
Utah
Colorado
Oregon
California
Washington

Total.

1880.

Short tons.

3,578
1,800

19, 017
22, 583

395, 361

170, 049

2, 083, 121

61, 437
29, 934

27, 321

77, 190
2,500

70, 338
57, 708
70, 873

674, 207
12, .500

150, 556
154, 424
96, 842

105, 555
3,520

5,000

4, 295, 414

1881. 1882.

Short tons.

4,400
2,796
18,318
28, 483

359, 519
171, 672

2, 190, 786
48, 756
S3, 711

800
37, 404
98, 081
3,000

. 66,409
45, 973
87, 406

710, 546
7,300

251,781
187, 043
102, 01^9

109, 799
7,442

6,396
6,100
4,414
1,200

4, 641, 564

Short tons.

4, 100
1,210

10, 3^5
24, 342

416,156
176, 805

2, 449, 'J56

54, 524

87, 731
1,150

42, 440
112, 765

1,321
73, 220
66,522
137,602
698, 900
10, 000

360. 407
210, 195
85, 859

113, 644
8, 126

57
23, 718
6,750

987

1883.

5, 178, 122

Short tons.

4,400

10, 760
19, 976

331,964
138, 773

3, 638, 891
49,153

152, 907

45, 364
172,-465

2,381
88, 398
54, 629
133,963
679, 643
9,950

237, 657

173, 185

51, 893
103, 296
8,000

24. 680
7,000
5,327
2,317

5, 146, 972

1884.

Short tons.

4,902
14, 174

239, 486
82, 935

2, 385, 402
27, 342

157, 483
435

42, 655
189, 664
5,140

55, 2a
4.5, 0.52

134, 597
567, 113
2,568

327, 568
172, 834
52, 815
60, 043

15, 837

3,640
2.157

540

4, 589, 613

Pig iron has been manufactured with charcoal as fuel in the period

covered by the table in all the States above mentioned^ except New
Jersey, Illinois, and Colorado, and in the two Territories mentioned. It

has been made with bituminous coal and coke in sixteen States, namely,

New York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, Georgia, Alabama, West
Virginia, Kentucky, Tennessee, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wis-

consin, Missouri, and Colorado. It has been manufactured with anthra-

cite coal in only Hve States, namely, Massachusetts, New York, New.Jer-

sey, Pennsylvania, and Maryland. In most of the States that use anthra-

cite coal, particularly Pennsylvania, bituminous coke is largely used as

a mixture with this fuel. Bearing this fact in mind the production of

pig iron in the United States in the last six years can be classified as

follows, according to the fuel used:

'Classification of the pig-iron product according tofiielnsed (stated in shorttons).

Fuel used.
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000.000
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The following table shows the production of spiegeleisen in the United

States since 1875. The figures given are included in the statistics of

pig iron production given above.
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The tofal number of Bessemer-steel works in the United States at the

beginning of ISSS was twenty, to which may be added several new

works that are now in course of erection. The twenty completed works

embrace forty-five converters. Several of these works were not in op

eration in 18^4. Of the whole number of completed works, nine are

located in Pennsylvania, one in ZS'ew York, one in Massachusetts, two

in Ohio, one in West Virginia, four in Illinois, one in Missouri, and one

in Colorado. The new works in course of erection are located in West
Virginia, Pennsylvania, Ohio, ^ew York, Xew Jersey, and Illinois.

Massachusetts and West Virginia made their first Bessemer steel in

1884.

The production of Bessemer-steel rails in this country in 1884amounted

to 1,116,041 vshort tons, a decrease of 170,ol3 tons on the production of

1,286,554 short tons in 1883, or over 13 per cent. It has already been

stated that the production of Bessemer steel ingots in 1884 was only 7

per cent, less than in 1883. In 1883 the production of Bessemer-steel

rails was 78 per cent, of the iDroduction of ingots, but in 1884 it was only

72 per cent.

The following table shows the annual production of Bessemer-steel

rails in the United States since the commencement of their manufacture,

together with the average annual price at which they have been sold at

works in Pennsylvania, and the rates of duty imposed ou foreign rails.

The yearly price has been obtained by averaging the monthly prices.

Production and price of Bessemer-sieel rails in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Tears. Long tona. Price. Dtity.

uu
I

50 I

1867 2,277 $166.00 )

1868 6.451 158 50 "

1869 8,616 132.

1870 ! 30,357 106.

1871 : 34,152 102.50 ")

1872 , : 83,991' 112 00 I

1873
1

115,192, 120.50 |

1874 1 129,414 94.25
1875

I

259,699 68.75 |

1876 308,269 .59 25 I

1877
j

385,865 45.50
{

1878 ' 491,4-27 42.25
1879 I 610,682 4.''. 25

\

1880 i 852,196 67.50 |

1881
'

1.187,770 61.13
1882 1,284,067 4J>. 50
1883 1,148,709 37.75
1884 996,465 1 30.75

45 per cent,
ad valorem.

I
$28 per ton to
Angnst 1,

I 1872; $-5.20
I to ManhS,
( 1875; $28

from rtat

I
datetoJtilr
1, 1883.

J
?rrom Jnlv 1,

3 18f3, $17.

Baw materials and product in 1882, 1883, and 1884.—It is possible to

ascertain very closely the quantity and value of raw materials which

were consumed in the manufacture of iron in this country in 1882, 1883,

and 1884. These are incorporated in the appended table. The value

of the pig iron is averaged from trustworthy prices current. The value

of the irou ore and limestone is averaged from special reports received

from miners and consumers of iron ore and limestone in almost every

section of the country. The •' spot value of all iron and steel in the first
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stage of manufacture" covers all the pig irou produced, that part of the

rolled iron which it is estimated is produced from old or scrap iron, and

that part of the iron blooms which it is estimated is produced from old

or scrap iron and iron ore, and excludes that part of the rolled iron and

iron blooms which it is estimated is made from pig iron, and also ex-

cludes all steel, so as to avoid any duplication of values.

Summary ofpriruiipal statistics of iron production in 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Details. 1882. 1883. 1884.

Pig iron made, tons of 2,240 ponnds
Average spot value per ton at furnace
Total spot value pise iron at furnace
Iron ore mined in Unitt'd States, tons of 2,240 pounds.

.

Iron ore (American) consumed, tons of 2,240 ponnds...
Average spot value per ton at min e
Total spot value American ore mined, at mine
Total spot value American ore consumed, at mine
Imported iron ore consumed, tons of 2,240 pounds
Total iron ore consumed, tons of 2,240 pounds
Limestone consumed as flux, tons of 2,240 ponnds
Average spot value limestone per ton at quarry
Total spot value limestone at quarry .:..

Anthracite consumed in iron smelting, tons of 2,240
pounds

Anthracite consumed in all iron and steel works, in-
cluding furnaces, tons of 2,240 pounds

Bituminous coal consumed in iron smelting, tons of
2,240 pounds

Bituminous coal consumed in all iron and steel works,
including furnaces, tons of 2,240 ponnds

Coke consumed in iron smelting, tons of 2,240 pounds..
Coke consumed in all iron and steelworks, including

furnaces, tons of 2.240 pounds
Charcoal consumed in iron smelting, bushels of 20
pounds

Charcoal consumed in all iron and steel works, includ-
ing furnace.^, bushels of 20 pounds

Total spot value of all iron and steel in first stage of
manufacture, excluding all duplications

4, 623, 323
$23. 00

$106, 336, 429
9, 000, 000

8, 700, 000
$3.60

$32, 400, 000

$31, 320, 000
589, 655

- 9,289,655
3, 850, 000

$0.60
$2, 310, 000

3, 000, 000

3, 800, 000

1, 500, 000

6, 600, 000
3, 100, 000

3, 350, 000

86, 500, 000

107, 000, 000

$171,336,429

4, 595, 510
$20. 00

$91,910,200
8,400,000
8, 800, 000

$3.00
$24, 200, 000

$26, 400, 000
490, 875

8, 890, 875

3, 814, 273
$0.50

$1, 907. 136

2, 500, 000

3, 200, 000

750, 000

5, 550, 000
3, 600, 000

3, 750, 000

70, 322, 298

87, 000, 000

$142, 000, 000

4,097,868 ,

$18. 00
$73, 761, 624

8, 200, 000
7,718,129

$2. 75
$22, 550, 000
$21, 224, 854

487, 820
8, 205, 949
3,401,930

$0. 50

$1, 700. 965

1, 543, 688

1, 973, 305

326, 986

4, 226, 986
3, 697, 275

3, 833, 170

50, 577, 153

62, 110, 660

$107, 000, 000

The world's production of iron and steel.—The position of the United

States amoDg iron and steel producing countries at the present time is

correctly indicated in the following table of the world's production of

pig iron and steel of all kinds in 1883. This table places the world's

production of pig iron in 1883 at 21,076,571 tons, and the world's pro-

duction of steel in the same year at 6,277,690 tons. These figures rep-

resent respectively the largest annual production of iron and steel that has

ever been attained. The percentage of pig iron produced by the United

States was nearly 22, and its percentage of steel was 27. For comparison

the latest coal statistics of the world have been added. They show the

])ercentage of production by the United States to be 24. English tons

of 2,240 pounds are used in giving the statistics of Great Britain, the

United States, Russia, and " other countries," and metric tons of 2,204

pounds for all the continental countries of Europe except Russia.
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pounds 5 the foreign value of the importations in these years is also

given

:

Imports of iron ore.

Tears.
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The impulse that was given to tlie iEiportatiou of iron ore in 1879,

1880, and 1881 was due partly to the high prices asked for Lake Su-

perior ores, partly to a scarcity of iron ores on the Atlantic coast that

were suitable for the manufacture of Bessemer pig iron, and partly to

the revival in the American iron industry in these years, which created

an extraordinary demand for iron ores for general as well as for special

purposes. The first two of these influences have now largely disap-

peared, and the last one has entirely disappeared. Lake Superior prices

have fallen, owing jiartly to the opening of new mines in that district)

and new sources of supply of Bessemer ores have been developed in the

East ; but in the mean time American capitalists have made extensive

investments in Cuban and Canadian iron-ore mines, the product of

which is now being brought to this country for the manufacture of

Bessemer pig iron, while increasing use of Spanish and Elba iron ores

is being made by Eastern furnace owners in the manufacture of pig iron

for the geueral market and for sale to steel manufacturers.

Much the larger part of the iron ore imported in 1882, 1883, and 1884

camefrom Bilbao and from Mediterranean ports, for use in the manufact-

ure of Bessemer and other pig iron chiefly on or near the Atlantic

coast, the inducements to import it being its richness, purity, and cheap-

ness. The causes which influenced importations in 1879, 1880, and 1881

taught our people the value of foreign ores, and unless prevented by a

high duty such foreign ores as have been used on the Atlantic coast

will continue to be imjDorted. The duty on iron ore was changed by the

tariff which went into effect July 1, 1883, from 20 per cent, ad valorem

to 75 cents per ton of 2,240 pounds. That foreign ore can be brought

to this country at low prices is due in part, of course, to the very great

cheapness of the labor that is employed in mining it, but largely also

to the cheapness of ocean freights. The vessels which carry the ore

are usually " ocean tramps," which carry grain, petroleum, lumber, and
occasionally cotton to Europe, and the owners of which are glad to

bring back ore at low rates rather than come in ballast. These vessels

are all owned abroad.

The following table shows the quantities and values of iron ore im-

ported into the various customs districts of the United States in the

four calendar years 1881, 1882, 1883, and 1884. For this and the pre-

ceding table we are indebted to the courtesy of the Bureau of Statistics

of the Treasury Department.
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Customs districts receiving imported iron ores.

Districts.

Baltimore
Beanfort
Boston
Buffalo creek .

Champlain
Cuyahoga
Detroit
G-enesee
Huron :

Kew York
Oswegatchie..
Oswego
Perth Amboy
Philadelphia'.

.

Puget sound...
Sandusky
Vermont

Total 782,887

Long
tons.

Value.

375,798 $1,005,496

716
492

2,867
7,320

37, 675
1,646

25, 961
770

641, 344
10, 650
44, 026
48, 323

394, 952

1, 622

1882.

Long
tons.

243, 182

1,664
273

2
9,420

48
6,851
264

145, 909
905

37, 635
31,558

111, 944

2,222,652 I 589,655

Value.

$654, 629

3, 322
755

7

33, 181
98

21, 6.51

677
421, 776

2,783
120, 008
101, 859
279, 818

1, 640, 564

1883.

Long
tons.

236, 998
1,473
2,470

5

6,525

784
14

36, 800
942

17, 862
10, 082

170, 420
3,521

2,979

490, 875

Value.

$612, 626
4,243
5,277

28
17, 810

1,740
4

94, 236
2,866

40, 744
29, 189

386, 386
7,084

5, 758

1, 207, 991

1884.

Long
tons.

184, 521
1,749
2,865

30, 964
10

758
10

29, 401

11, 179
50, 836

169, 507
2,012
2,177
1,831

487, 820

Value.

$357, 186
5,005
7,765

121, 154
27

1,897
150

82, 995

27, 856
124, 257
388, 900
4,024
5,387
7,125

1, 133, 678

The Juragua Iron Company, limited, an American comj^any, has

opened extensive mines of iron ore on the sontheastern coast of Cuba,

which it purchased early in 1883, and from which shipments to this

country commenced in August, 1884. These shipments have since ag-

gregated many thousand tons, and they promise to become in a short

time a leading feature of our iron ore imports. Whether they will re-

sult in reducing the supply heretofore received from Spain is yet a mat-

ter of conjecture. The quantity of iron ore shipped in 1884 amounted

to about 20,000 tons ; the shipments in 1885 will probably reach 100,000

tons. The ores from these mines are used for Bessemer purposes. They
are rich in iron and very low in phosphorus. The Juragua Iron Com-
pany, limited, is composed of the Bethlehem Iron Company, the Penn-

sylvania Steel Company, and Mr. Alfred Earnshaw.

Near Trenton, in the province of Ontario, in the Dominion of Canada,

a company of American and Canadian capitalists, which was organized

in 1883, has made extensive arrangements, involving a large expendi-

ture of money, for mining iron ore from several mines which have been

developed and from others which have been located. The ores of these

mines are said to be well adapted to the manufacture of Bessemer steel.

The shipping port is at Weller's bay, on Lake Ontario, 4 miles south of

Trenton. The shipments to the United States during 1884 amounted

to about 40,000 tons. An increase in the shipments for J 885 is ex-

pected. The principal promoters of the enterijrise are Mr. S. J. Eitchie,

of Tallmadge, Ohio ; Hon. S. Burke, Hon. Henry B. Payne, and Mr.

William Chisholm, of Cleveland, Ohio ; Messrs. McMullen, of Trenton

and Picton, Ontario, and Messrs. Coe, of Madoc, Ontario.

The following table shows the number of tons of iron ore imported

during the last six years into each of the leading iron -manufacturing

countries of the world

:
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Supplies of iron ore imported hy various countries.
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tion was fiiruished which indicates that the aggregate consumption of

domestic iron ore in 1884 amounted to 7,639,581 long tons. This result

is so close to the result reached by the method adopted in the prepara-

tion of this paj^er that it may safelj' be assumed that the quantity

given by that method (7,718,129 tons) is correct and should stand.

As incidental to the present inquiry, it may be stated that, if we
eliminate the mill cinder from the census statistics of 1880, and the

probable amount of pig iron that was produced with it, it will appear
that an average of 2.03 tons of iron ore was in that jear required to

produce a ton of pig iron. This is below the average in the leading

iron-producing countries of Europe. Great Britain averages 2.4 j Ger-

many, 2.6 ; France, 2.6, and Belgium, 2.7.

The following statistics, s lowing the production of domesticiron ore

in 1883 and 1884 in certain leading districts, have been obtained from

reliable sources of information. As will be observed, the figures for

1884 embrace more than half the total estimated consumption of that

year:

Production of leading iron-ore districts of the United States in 1683 and 1884.

Districts. 1883.

Long tons.
Lake Superior mines of Michigan and Wisconsin 2, 352, 238
Vermilion Lake mines of Minnesota Not opened.

295, 430
363, 143
194, 704

Missouri ,

Cornwall. Pennsylvania
Chateaufiay mines, near Lake Champlain
other Lake Champlain mines, inclutling the Port Henry and Crown Point
mines

New Jersey
Salisbury district, Connecticut
Hudson liiver Ore and Iron Company, New York

Total

305, 300
521, 416
35, OOO

20, 000

4, 067, 281

1884.

Long tons.

2, 455, 924
62, 124

233, 225
412, 320
214, 394

290, 500
393, 710
25, 000
90, 000

4, 177, 197

In 1882 theLake Superior region and the State of New Jersey reached

respectively the largest production of iron ore in their history. In the

former 2,947,392 long tons were produced, and in the latter the produc-

tion was 932,762 tons.

The remainder of the domestic supply of iron ore in the two years

mentioned, as well as in previous years, was obtained from mines located

in all the States and Territories that produce pig iron, and located, too,

in nearly every case in close pioximily to the blast furnaces. There

are very few States and Territories in the Union in which iron ore has

not been discovered. The large number of "local mines" in so many
States and Territories indicates not only the wide distribution of iron

ore in the country, but also the existence of a disposition among the

people of all sections to develop the various deposits as promptly as

the wants of the country require. The iron-making instincts of our

people are shown fully as much in their search for native iron ores and
in the means they have used to develop them as in their readiness to

adopt the best modern methods of manufacture. A less energetic peo-
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pie, for instance, would have been appalled by the difficulties wbicli con-

fronted the first shippers of iron ore from the Lake Suijerior region, and
there are not to be found anywhere in the world to-day better or more
expensive machinery and api)liances for the mining of iron ore than are

to be found in that district.

Splegcleisen.—The latest illustration of the enterprise of our people in

seeking at home for new sources of supply of iron ore of a quality or

character that had not i^reviously been discovered, or discovered in in-

sufficient quantities, is seen in the search of the Bessemer steel manu-
facturers for mauganiferous iron ores in Michigan, Virginia, Georgia^

Alabama, and Arkansas, a search which has resulted in a considera-

ble increase during the past year in our production of spiegeleisen and
ferro-manganese. The production amounted to 33,893 short tons, of

which Xew Jersey pioduced 7,058 tons, Pennsylvania 26,509 tons, and
Colorado 326 tons. The following table shows the production of these

articles in the United States since 1875. In each year foreign as well

as domestic ore was used, but in 1884 there was a marked diminution in

the use of foreign ore.

Production of spiegeleisen and ferro-manganese in the United States, 1875 to 1884 inclusive.

Tears.
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some instances were not discovered, until in very recent years. No at-

tempt was made to develop some of these deposits until after the boom
of 1879 and 1880, while the development of others was greatly stimu-
lated by that event.

A notice of tlie location and characteristics of some of the older iron-

ore fields above referred to and of all of the most recently developed
deposits is dem winded by the increasing public interest in the general
question. Such illustrative chemical analyses as will be presented have
in every instauce been obtained from reliable sources.

1. The celebrated Marquette district, in Michigan, the most product-
ive of all the iron-ore districts in the country, is mainly embraced in

Marquette county, a small part of it extending northwest into Baraga
county. Its principal ports of shipment for the ores that are not con-

sumed in local furnaces are Marquette and Escanaba, the former on
Lake Superior and the latter on Lake Michigan. Small quantities of
ore are annually shipped from this district at L'Ause, on Lake Supe-
rior. There are at present several charcoal furnaces in the district.

The great extent and great richnes's and purity of the hematite and mag-
netite iron ores of the Marquette district are too well known to require
extended reference. The district is by far the most important iron-ore

field in the tJnited States.

Subjoined are fourteen analyses of the ores of the Eepublic mine, one
of the most noted mines of the Marquette district, which we take from
Mr. A. P. Swineford's " Mineral Eesources of Lake Superior," printed
in 1876. This mine is operated by the Eepublic Iron Company.*

Analyses of ore from the Bepublic mine.
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Two analyses of the specular ore of the Lake Superior mine give the

following results

:

Analyses of ore from the Lale Superior mine.
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ited in the Marquette Mining Jourral with having produced iron ore in

one or all of the last three years, lourteeu are located in the Menominee

district. The production of iron ore in 1884 in these two districts and

by the isolated Colby mine, in Ontonagon county, also in Upper Mich-

igan, was 2,455,91:4 long tons, of which the Menominee district produced

698,047 tons. In 1882, however, the two districts alone produced the

exceptionally large quantity of 2,947,392 tons, and in that year the pro-

portion of the Menominee district was 1,032,611 tons. Tbe most pro-

ductive mine in the whole Lake Superior region in 1883 and 1884 was

the Chapin mine, in the Menominee district, which produced 265,830

tons in 1883 and 290,972 tons in 1884. The Lake Superior mine, in the

Marquette district, has, however, produced a still larger annual jjroduct,

its output in 1882 being 296,509 tons. This latter mine has been the

most productive of all the mines in the Lake Superior region, the Cleve-

land, Jackson, and Republic mines, in the same district, coming next

in the order mentioned.

Since 1856 the total production of iron ore on the southern shore

of Lake Superior has amounted to 24,809,391 long tons. Most of the

capital that has been invested in the development of the iron ores of

this region has been supplied by New England, New York, Pennsyl-

vania, and Ohio.

4. The Vermilion Lake iron district, in Saint Louis county, Minnesota,

on the northern shore of Lake Superior, embraces several extensive

mines that are opened or ex^josed, the most of them containing hard

hematite ores of the same general characteristics as those found on the

southern shore of the lake. The first shipment of iron ore from this dis-

trict took place July 31, 1884, over the Buluth and Iron Range railroad,

which connects Two Harbors, on Lake Superior, 25 miles northeast of

Duluth, with the town of Tower, at the mines, the distance between the

two places being 72 miles. This road, which is under the control of the

Minnesota Iron Company, the owner of all the mines, is to be continued

from Two Harbors to Duluth, where it will connect with the railroad

system of the United States. At Two Harbors are extensive piers at

which vessels will receive the ore, which it is expected will find its

principal markets at ports on the lower lakes. The shipments in 1884,

all to these ports, amounted to 62,124 tons. Shipments will be largely

increased in 1885. Of the vast extent and uniformly good quality of

the iron ores of this district there is no room for doubt, and the facili-

ties for shipment are favorable. The policy of the company will be to

ship only the best ores. All the Vermilion Lake ores are sufficiently

low in phosphorus for Bessemer purposes, but they contain little or no

manganese.

The existence of iron ores in this district was discovered by explorers

about twenty years ago, but it was not until 1874 that any steps were

taken to ascertain their extent or value, and not until 1883 that the

building of the railroad was commenced. A few of the mines were
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opened in 1881 and 1882. The development of this district is in the

hands of experienced capitalists, at the head of whom is Mr. Charle-

magne Tower, of Philadelphia.

The following analyses, made by Messrs. Carnegie Brothers & Com-

pany, limited, of Pittsburgh, present a fair average of a large number

which have been made of average samples from the Vermilion mines.

The analyses here given are of ores from the mines which supplied the

shipments in 1884.

Analyses of ore from Vermilion Lake mines.

Breitung. Stone. Lee.

Metallic iron.

Mangauese ..

Phosphorus..
Sulphur
Silica
Alumina
Lime
Magnesl* —

Per cent.

69. 700

.047

.007

.700

.350
trace

Per cent.

69. 160
trace
.053
.008
.700
.400

trace

Per cent.

67. 18<y

.050

.025
2.150-

1.230
.450
.320

It is a fact of much interest that Minnesota, one of the prairie States,

should promise to become a large producer of iron ore.

5. In the vicinity of Gogebic lake, in Ontonagon county, Michigan^

on the southern shore of Lake Superior, and west of the Marquette

and Menominee iron-ore districts, are extensive deposits of iron ore of

the same general characteristics as the ores found in all the other Lake
Superior districts. The existence of marketable iron ore in this dis-

trict was discovered in 1880, but owing to the absence of railroad

transportation no attempt was made until quite recently to develop

any of the deposits, which will not be worked together, being controlled

by various projectors and operators, principally under leases from the

Lake Superior Ship Canal, Eailway, and Iron Company. About twenty

openings have been made, but down to the close of 1884 shipments of

ore had been made from only the Colby mine, lying about 6 miles east

of the Montreal river. It is claimed that the existence of extensive for-

ests of hard wood in close proximity to the iron-ore deposits, and to

calcareous marl as a fluxing material, justifies the erection of blastfur-

naces in the district. Analyses of numerous samples of marl found in

the district show the deposits to consist of nearly pure carbonate of lime

with but a trace of phosphorus.

The Milwaukee, Lake Shore and Western railway was completed to

the Gogebic district in 1884, and during 1885 it is expected that it will

be completed to Ashland, Wisconsin, on Lake Superior, where there is

an excellent harbor and where expensive piers are being built, and

from which it is expected that considerable shipments of iron ore to

lower lake ports will be made before this year closes. It was over
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this road that the ore from the Colby mine was shipped by way of Mil-

waukee in 1884. The quantity shipped amounted to 1,022 long tons.

It was received by Carnegie Brothers & Company, limited, of Pittsburgh,

for use in their blast furnaces, and gave complete satisfaction. It con-

tained a large percentage of manganese. From the Colby mine to Ash-

land the distance by railroad will be less than 50 miles, and from any

of the mines in the vicinity of Gogebic lake to Ashland the distance

will probably not exceed 75 miles.

In Ashland county, Wisconsin, just west of the Montreal river,

which forms the boundary between Michigan and Wisconsin, are several

promising iron-ore deposits which await development.

Analyses of the iron ores of the Gogebic district show that they are

rich in metallic iron, very low in phosphorus, variable in silica, and

free from sulphur. They are as a rule adapted to the manufacture of

Bessemer pig iron. In a few mines manganese is also found in sufiS-

cient quantity in combination with iron to j^roduce spiegeleisen. A few

analyses of ore from the Colby mine are subjoined :

Analyses of orefrom the Colby mine.
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from a paper prepared by Mr. W. B. Potter in 1884, and publislied in

the Journal of the United States Association of Charcoal IronworJcers

:

Analyses of Iron Mountain ore.
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variable silica. One of these analyses of the surface ore of Simmons
mountain is as follows :

Analysis of Simmons Mountain ore.

Peroxide of iron
Silicic acid
Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Phosphoric acid

Metallic iron . .

.

Phosphoina

Per cent.

98. 140
1.410
.060
.240
.110
.038

99. 998

68. 690
.016

7. The immense Cornwall iron-ore deposit in Lebanon county, Penn-
sylvania, appears to be no nearer exhaustion to-day than when it was
first opened, a hundred and fifty years ago. Detailed analyses of six

samples of the ore of this mine are given below, " selected," as stated, "to
give a general average of the quality of the ore." The mines supply a
large number of local and neighboring furnaces. Pig iron made from this

ore has been largely used as a mixture with other pig iron in the manu-
facture of Bessemer steel.

Analyses of Cornwall ore.

No.l. Ko. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5. No. 6.

Magnetic oxide of iron.
Sesquioxide of iron
Oxide of copper
Oxide of cobalt
Oxide of manganese . .

.

Magnesia
Lime
Sulphuric acid
Phosphoric acid
Silica

Copper pyrites
Iron pyrites
Water, etc

Total

.

Metallic iron
Metallic copper

.

Phosphorus
Sulphur

Per cent.

78. 278
Per cent.

62. 198

1.840
.200

Trace.
1.286
1.000
.039
.072

11. 082
.352
5.222
.629

100. 000

59. 229
1.589
.032

2.910

1.480
.095

Trace.
2.695
1.110
.204
.010

28. 000
1.818
1.792
.598

Per cttnt.

67. 282
Trace.
Trace.

.153
Trace.
1.867
1.210
.105
.006

18. 240
.232

8.299
2.522

Per cent.

68. 965
22. 794
.250
.067

Trace.
1.228
1.403
.013
.002

2.200
.084

Per cent
53. 075

2.943

1.300
.076

Trace.
3.193
1.510
.187
.003

37. 860
.604

1.479
.603

Per cent
41. 131
52. 298
.030
.105

Trace.
1.369
1.111

100. 000 99. 916 99. 949 99. 890

46. 422
1.814
.004

1.672

52. 666
.080
.002

4.549

65. 952
.200
.007
.045

39. 380
1.246
.001

1.076

.006
3.840

2.107

101. 997

64. 992
.024
.002

8, The Salisbury iron region is properly confined to the town, or

township, of this name in the northwestern portion of Litchfield county,

Connecticut, but it is frequently referred to as embracing also the con-

tiguous counties of Columbia and Dutchess, in New York, and Berk-

shire, in Massachusetts, the whole constituting a strip of country from
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10 to 15 miles wide, in which may be found about twenty charcoal fur-

naces. The ores of this celebrated region are brown hematites, some of

which are found in beds and others in veins. In the Salisbury region

])roper there are seven charcoal furnaces, which are supplied with ores

from three mines, known as the Old Hill, Davis, and Ohatfield. Iron has

been manufactured in this part of Connecticut since 1734. Subjoined

are complete analyses of the ores of the three mines mentioned, which

still show no signs of exhaustion

:

Analyses of ore from the Salisbury district.

Dayis. Chatfield. Old HiU.

Sesqnioxlde of iron
Sesquioxide of manganese
Silica
Snlplinr
Phosphoric acid
Lime, magnesia, alumina, water, etc

Metallic iron
Metallic manganese
Sulphar
Phosphorus

Per cent.

75:720
1.376
7.580
.082
.032

15. 210

Per cent.

78. 136
.826

6.630
.048
.501

13. 857

Per cent.

73.51
.96

10.48
.07
.57

14.41

100. 000

53. 000
.958
.082
.014

99. 998

54. 696
.576
.048
.219

100. 00

51.45
.67
.07
.25

The pig iron produced from the Salisbury iron ores is in high repute

for the manufacture of car wheels and of rolls for rolling mills, but it is

also in demand for all purposes requiring great strength and tenacity.

More than a century ago there were many forges in this district which

produced bar iron of superior quality. The American navy has been

supplied with many guns made from Salisbury iron. Only the ore of

the Davis mine appears to be adapted to the manufacture of steel.

9. The ,State of New York is very rich in iron ore, the principal de-

posits of which lie along its eastern border, on both banks of the Hudson
river and in the neighborhood of Lake Ohamplain. Much of the ore is

magnetic, rich in iron, and low in phosphorus. In Clinton and Essex

counties, in the Champlain district, iron has been made directly from

the ore in numerous charcoal forges (more properly bloomaries) since

the beginning of the century, and considerable quantities of pig iron

have also been made in these and neighboring counties with anthracite

coal and with charcoal. The annual production of iron ore in this dis-

trict ranges from 500,000 to 600,000 tons. The quality of the iron

made in this whole region is most excellent, and it enjoys a high repu-

tation for various uses. As a rule the iron ores of this district are not

adapted to the manufacture of any kind of steel, but some Bessemer

pig iron is made in the district, and some mines produce ores the blooms

and billets from which have been used in the manufacture of crucible

steel. The following analyses are of the ore of one of the oldest iron-
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ore companies in this section, the Port Henry Iron Ore Company, whose

mines are located in Essex county

:

Analyses of ore from the Port Henry mines.

Magnetic oxide of iron.
Phosphoric acid

Equivalent to

—

Metallic iron
Phosphorus

K^o. 1.

Per cent.

88. 323
3.791

63. 958
.782

No. 2.

Per cent.

88. 772
1.513

64. 287
.661

No. 3.

Per cent.

76. 608
4.227

55. 475
1.846

Per cent.

81 381
4.694

58. 935
2.050

No. 5.

Per cent.

85. 559
3.297

61.957
1.440

No. 6.

Per cent.

84. 623
3.495

61. 279
1.528

No. 7.

Per cent.

92.78
.71

67.19
.31

10. The Ohateaugay Ore and Iron Company, whose operations are on

a large scale, was organized in 1881 (after the boom of 1879 and 1880),

for the development of the Chateaugay mines, in the vicinity of Cha-

teaugay lake, in Franklin county, west of Lake Champlain, the port

of shipment being Plattsburgh, on the last named lake, with which the

mines are connected by a railroad 35 miles long, owned by the company.

The company owns about 75,000 acres of land. Since the commence-

ment of operations in 1881 it has mined 752,101 tons of ore. The out-

put was 102,626 tons in eight months of 1881, 240,377 tons in 1882,

194,704 tons in 1883, and 214,394 tons in 1884. To meet an extraordi-

nary demand a production of 500,000 tons per annum is possible, the

mines being fully equipped with powerful machinery and the ore being

favorably situated. The mining plant employed by this company is one

of the most extensive and complete in the country. In addition to its

mining operations the company is a large producer of charcoal blooms,

owning a number of forges in the neighborhood, and it also owns and
operates one charcoal furnace at Plattsburgh. Much the larger portion

of the ore produced by this company is, however, sold to furnace owners

in New York and neighboring States, where it has been used in the

manufacture of Bessemer steel and for other purposes. Subjoined is an

analysis of Chateaugay ore, obtained from the company :

Analysis of Chateaugay ore.

Peroxide of iron
Protoxide of iron
Protoxide of manganese
Alumina
Lime ,

Magnesia
Phosphoric acid
Sulphur
Silica ,

Metallic iron ,

Phosphorus

Per cent.

47. 380
21. 320

.210
4.020
3.720
2.110
.057
.084

20. 890

99. 791

49. 750
.025
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11. In the immediate vicinity of New Tork City, and near to the

Hudson river, are two celebrated iron-ore fields, one known as the

mines of the Sterling Iron and Eailway Company, which have been
worked since 1750, and the other known as the Tilly Foster mine. The
Sterling mines embrace about 22,000 acres in Orange and Eockland
counties, and the Tilly Foster mine is in Putnam county. The Sterling

ores are most used in the manufacture of foundry and mill pig iron, but

the ore of some of the mines is a pure Bessemer ore. The reputation

of the Sterling ores was made by the Long mine, which was discovered

in 1750. The "Big mine" is the one that is now most worked. Its ores

contain some phosphorus. The company itself operates two anthracite

furnaces. The following are analyses of the ores of two of the Sterling

mines

:

Analyses of Sterling ore.

Metallic iron
Oxygen
Silica
Sulphur
Phosphorus
Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Oxide of manganese

Cook mine.
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12. A new iron-ore field was developed in 1883 on the east side of the

Hudson river, in Columbia county, by the Hudson Eiver Ore and Iron

Company, which has expended a large sum of money in' prosecuting its

enterprise. The ore of this district is described as a carbonate that is not

greatly unlike the Cleveland ore in England, but much richer. When
roasted it is adapted to the manufacture of Bessemer steel. The quan-

tity of ore mined in 1884 by the company owning this property amounted

to 90,000 tons. The dei)osits are very large. The following analyses of

the ore after it had been roasted are taken from the Iron Age

:

Analyses of roasted ores from ColumMa county, Neio York.

Metallic iron
Silica
Sulphur
Phosphorus .

.

No. 1.
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sulphur and are used at Franklin furnace in the manufacture of Bes-

semer pig iron

:

Anali/ses of ores from Sussex county, New Jersey.

Magnetic oxide of iron
Oxide of manganese . .

.

Silica
Alumina.
LiiDO
Magnesia
Sulpliur
Carbonic acid
Pliosplioiic acid
Graphite

Metallic iron

.

Hill vein.

Per cent.

69.50
.46

18.27
.27

5.00
2.73
.TO

3.5.5

.03

99.91

50.32

Furnace
vein.

Per cent.

65.40
4.13
1.05
.18

9.74
6.44
.45

11.93
.05
.78

100. 15

47.35

A larger general average of the New Jersey magnetic ores would

show a higher x)erceutage of metallic iron and would be more favorable

in other proportions for special purposes. For example, the ore of the

Eichard mine in Morris county, owned and operated by the Thomas
Iron Company, averages 60 per cent, of metallic iron, and contains some
phosphorus but no sulphur.

The present state of the iron-ore industry of Kew Jersey is described

as follows by the State geologist, Prof. George H. Cook, in his annual

report for 1884: " The low price of iron ore and the light demand for

ore at almost any figure have caused a large shrinkage in the pro-

duction and closed many of our mines. The large and increasing

importations of iron ores from Spain and Africa also operate against

our mines, since these rich aud pure foreign ores can be put down at the

furnaces near the seaboard at lower rates, per unit of metallic iron, than

the New Jersey ores can be profitably mined and shipped to these same
points. Besides, the adaptation of the former to the making of Bes-

semer iron enables them to compete successfully with our own Besse-

mer ores which are as yet scarcely developed. The discovery of new
and productive mines along the Hudson, where ore can be obtained at

a minimum of cost, also makes the competition for the Pennsylvania

market sharp and telling against some of our mines where the ex-

penses of mining are relatively larger, although our magnetic ores are

richer."

14. So many varieties of iron ore are found in Ohio, and they are so

widely distributed, that the State at first sight might be called rich in iron

ore, and yet it annually makes more iron from Michigan ores than from

the ores of its own mines. Pennsylvania, also, although celebrated as

the leading iron-producing State, annually makes more iron from ores

mined outside its borders than within them. A quarter of a century ago

Professor Lesley wrote of Pennsylvania : " The reputation of this State

for iron has resulted more from the energetic, persevering German use,
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for a century of years, of what ores do exist, than from any extraordinary

wealth of iron of which she can boast." In Ohio the ores of native ori-

gin are generally very lean, and too high in phosphorus to be serviceable

in the manufacture of steel. Economy in the one case and necessity in

the other combine to create a demand for Michigan ores, which are trans-

ported to i)orts on Lake Erie at comparatively slight cost, meeting the

fuel to smelt them at many places in Ohio, even as far south as the Ohio

river. Michigan ores are taken in large quantities to the Shenango

valley and to Allegheny, Cambria, and other counties in western

Pennsylvania. Spanish and other foreign ores also find their way to

this part of the State, and are still more largely consumed in the east-

ern part, in both sections meeting the best of mineral fuel. Michigan

and foreign ores are used in Pennsylvania because of their fitness as a

mixture with native ores and their comparative cheapness, and also

because of the leanness of so many of the native ores and of the phos-

phorus that most of them contain.

Analyses of the ores of Ohio and Pennsylvania are unnecessary,

their character being well known. It must be added, however, that

Ohio is a large manufacturer of rolled iron and of the best qualities of

foundry iron, produced from its Hanging Eock, blackband, and other

native ores, and that the bar, plate, and sheet iron of Pennsylvania

and its foundry iron, made exclusively from native ores, are unexcelled

anywhere. In both States charcoal is still used as fuel in many
furnaces.

15. Indiana and Illinois produce so little iron ore that details may
I)roperly be omitted. The same observation may be made of all the

'New England States except Connecticut, which has already been no-

ticed. Illinois is, however, one of the most prominent iron and steel

producing States in the Union, but the ores it uses are mostly drawn
from Lake Superior and Missouri, and the fuel for its blast furnaces is

obtained mainly from the Connellsville region of Pennsylvania.

16. Delaware does not now manufacture pig iron, although it contains

some small deposits of very good ores for general purposes. Maryland

is not a large manufacturer of pig iron, but the i^ig iron that it makes
from its own ores is noted for its great strength, and also for its adapta-

bility to the manufacture of car wheels. Some foreign ores are im-

ported into this State for use as a mixture with native ores. Very

little Bessemer pig iron has been made in Maryland.

17. Iron ores are found in most i)arts of Virginia, and they are usually

of good quality, although very few are perfectly adapted to the manu-

facture of Bessemer steel, and these have thus far been found mainly

in small pockets. It is possible that large bodies of ore may yet be

developed along the lines of the Norfolk and Western and the Shenan-

doah Valley railroads, and elsewhere, which will be suitable for the

manufacture of steel. In southwestern Virginia j>ig iron of a very su-

perior quality for the manufacture of car wheels has long been made In
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charcoal furnaces. In otlier parts of Virginia pig iron of excellent

quality is made in a few charcoal furnaces and in several new and large

coke furnaces, and this iron is finding a market for general purposes as

far north as New England.

Near Crimora station, in Augusta county, Virginia, on the Shenan-

doah Valley railroad, is a large deposit of manganese ore (described

mo^e fully under the head of Manganese, in this report), which has

been worked for several years and which has contributed during the

past year a considerable quantity of ore for the manufacture of spiegel-

eisen and ferro-manganese, in Pennsylvania. An analysis of this ore

gives 57.291 per cent, of metallic manganese, 0.373 of metallic iron, and
0.075 of phosphorus. There are other promising deposits of manganese

ore in this State.

In West Virginia a great variety of iron ores is also found, which are

smelted with both coke and charcoal, but few if any of these have been

used in the manufacture of steel. The Bessemer steel that is now man-

ufactured at Wheeling is made from pig iron smelted from Lake Supe-

rior and Missouri ores. The State is more noted for its coal deposits

and for the large quantities of nails it manufactures than for its iron

ores.

18. An extensive deposit of magnetic iron ore is found on the western

slope of Iron mountain, in Mitchell county, North Carolina, about 3

miles from the Tennessee line, which is known as the Cranberry "ore

bank." This deposit has been worked in a small way for a hundred

years, the ore being converted into bar iron in neighboring bloomariesj

but recently the Cranberry Iron Company has made preparations to

ship the ore to other sections of the country, and it has also built a

small charcoal furnace at the mines. The distance from the mines to

places of consumption is, however, so great that up to the present time

but little ore has been shipped, although its superior adaptability to the

manufacture of steel is everywhere acknowledged. It is practically free

from sulphur and phosphorus. The following analyses of Cranberry ores

are taken from Mr. P. M. Hale's work on " The Coal and Iron Counties

of North Carolina :

"

Analyses of Cranierry ores.
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JITortli Carolina has many other deposits of magnetic and hematite

ores, which have been fitfully worked in a small way for more than a

century, but none of these deposits, not even the Cranberry ore bank,

will compare in extent with the immense deposits of Lake Superior, the

Iron mountain and Pilot Knob in Missouri, and the Cornwall ore hills

in Pennsylvania. The coal deposits of IsTorth Carolina are as yet practi-

cally undeveloped.

19. The iron ores of Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, and Georgia

embrace most known varieties, and they are certainly found in very

large quantities, and are widely distributed. They have been worked

for many years, some of them for a hundred years, and much of the iron

made from them has enjoyed a very high reputation for strength and

toughness. Until in recent years charcoal was exclusively used as fuel,

but now coke is largely used, chiefly in new and modern furnaces.

Chattanooga and Birmingham are now as well known iron centers as

Pittsburgh, Youugstown, Johnstown, or other places in the North.

Southern pig iron is shipped to Philadelphia, to New York City, and to

New England markets and sold at a ijrofit. The impetus recently given

to the iron industry of this region is largely due to investments of

Northern capital. The four Southern States mentioned do not as a

group produce any appreciable quantity of steel, and for the reason

that very few ores suitable for the manufacture of steel have been dis-

covered. Even in the vicinity of Birmingham, where there are a dozen

furnaces, no attempt has yet been made to manufacture Bessemer pig

iron, because suitable ores are not within reach. Some ores, it is true,

are sufficiently low in phosphorus, but they are practically unfitted for

the manufacture of steel because of the very great irregularity in the

occurrence of this obnoxious element. Ore has been taken from some

hematite veins in Alabama that was almost free from phosphorus, but 20

yards distant in the same vein one half of 1 per cent, of phosphorus has

been found. In Georgia and Alabama several small mines of manga-

niferous iron ore suitable for the manufacture of spiegeleisen have been

opened and their product is now being utilized. Kepreseutative analyses

of Alabama ores are annexed

:

Analyses of Alabama ores.
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The iron ores of Tennessee Lave long been celebrated. Bar iron was
made in its Catalan forges a hundred years ago, and fifty years ago iron

was made in considerable quantities in this State and shipped to Pitts-

burgh in the form of blooms. Much of the capital then used in develop-

ing its iron-making resources was supplied by Pennsylvania ironmas-

ters. In the manufacture of car wheels and best refined bar iron the

iron ores of Tennessee have no superior. As one result of the extension

of the railroad system of the State it is sujiposed that larger deposits of

iron ore than have ever been worked within its borders will soon be de-

veloped. The iron ores of this State exist in such great variety that

any analyses we might give of them in our limited space would repre-

sent only a small part of them.

The most important iron-making district in Kentucky is the Hanging
Eock district, and yet this district now draws its principal supply of

ore from Bath county, in the same State, but outside of the district.

Considerable quantities of ore from Bath county are annually sent to

Ashland, Kentucky, and also to Ironton and Columbus, Ohio. An aver-

age analysis of the ores of Bath county is as follows:

Analysis of ore from Bath county, Kentucky.

Per cent.

Peroxide ofiron
Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Silica
Phosphoric acid
Water

Metallic iron . .

.

Manganese
Phosphorus

76. 070
2.590
.130
.281

8.180
1.000

12. 310

100. 501

48.00
.48
.70

The only reason why the Hanging Eock region draws a large part of

its supply of ore from Bath county appears to be the greater richness of

this ore as compared with Hanging Eock ores. The latter average

about 32 per cent, of metallic iron, whereas the Bath county ore aver-

ages, as has just been shown, about 48 per cent. The requirements of

modern furnace practice and the severity of competition now militate

greatly in all sections against the use of lean ores. The Bath county

ores produce a soft, fluid iron, very suitable for foundry purposes. The
first blast furnace in Kentucky was built in Bath county in 1791. The

iron ores of other sections of Kentucky produce excellent iron for roll-

ing-mill purposes.

20. Outside of Missouri none of the States and Territories lying west

of the Mississippi river have developed an iron industry of especially

significant proportions. Colorado and California have made the most

progress in this direction, but even their achievements have fallen very
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far short of the results accomplished bymany of the older States. Nearly

all of the States and Territories west of the Mississippi contain iron ore,

but this part of our country is too vast and too new, and transportation

within its limits is too restricted, to have either called for or permitted

much attention to the manufacture of iron. In the light of present de-

velopments we may safely conclude that the iron industry west of the

Mississippi and outside of Missouri will be of slow growth. The most

recent and valuable discovery of iron ore in the section of country under

consideration has been made in Arkansas, where ore of a character suit-

able for the manufacture of spiegeleisen has been found in Independence

county in large quantities, and is now being used by Carnegie Brothers

& Company, limited, and the Cambria Iron Company.

Summary.—The foregoing bird's-eye view of the iron-ore resources of

our country establishes a number of important facts. It brings freshly

to mind the remoteness from points of ultimate consumption of the great

L^ke Superior iron-ore fields, where quantity and quality of ore are found

in combinations unequaled in any other section. It shows that, widely

as iron ores are distributed in this country, such of these ores as are

suitable for the manufacture of steel are confined to comparatively

limited areas, but that they are in abundant supply. It shows that

some of the most important iron-ore deposits in the country have been

developed since the boom of 1879 and 1880. It shows that foreign ores,

obtained in Spain, Italy, and other countries, are yearly imported into

many States to be used either alone or as a mixture with native ores,

and that the reasons for this importation are, first, their excellence for

special purposes, particularly the manufacture of Bessemer pig iron and
spiegeleisen, and, second, their cheapness as compared with native ores

that must be transported^ long distances by rail. We do not, however,

import annually one-fifth as much foreign ore as Great Britain, nor one-

half as much as France or Belgium, and but little more than one-half

as much as Germany. As has been shown, our imports of iron ore in

1884 amounted to only one-sixteenth of the total quantity of domestic

iron ore consumed in that year.

If the question were asked whether this country could, if required,

supply from within its own borders all the iron ore needed in every

branch of its iron and steel industries, including the manufacture of

the finer kinds of crucible steel, the answer might unhesitatingly be
made in the affirmative. We can make as good iron for crucible steel

as the Swedes do if we would only be as painstaking as they are. We
have ores in great abundance for the manufacture of Bessemer steel by
the original or acid process, which is the only process for the manufact-

ure of this kind of steel that now exists in this country, if we except

one unsatisfactory experiment that has recently been made with the

Thomas-Gilchrist or basic process, and one establishment for the manu-
facture of steel by the Clapp-Griffiths process. These ores are, however,

not readily accessible to all the Bessemer establishments of the coun-
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try. We have discovered ores for the manufacture of spiegeleisen and

ferro-mansauese that would place our steel industry on a self-sustaining

basis if our foreign supply of these products should be interrupted.

We would be better off in this particular than Great Britain, which is

practically without manganiferous iron-ore deposits. Manganese itself

we export to that country. The firm of Carnegie Brothers & Company,

limited, of Pittsburgh, uses only domestic ore in the manufacture of its

high grade ferro-manganese.

As steel has rapidly come into use in late years as a substitute for

iron, not only for rails but for other purposes, it is a fact of some inter-

est, to which, we believe, public attention has not heretofore been

called, that pig iron suitable for the manufacture of Bessemer steel by
the process that is now in use in this country has never been made in

any part of the country south of the Potomac or south of Wheeling.

Southern ores, with rare exceptions, are too high in phosphorus for the

purpose mentioned. If the South should engage in the manufacture of

Bessemer steel to a greater extent than it has yet done at Wheeling it

would probably employ the Thomas-Gilchrist process, which requires

that pig iron should be high in phosphorus that the work of elimination

in the converter may be completely successful ; or it would employ the

Clapp-Grifaths process, which is said to permit the presence in the steel

itself of a large percentage of phosphorus without detriment to its

quality, a result which is only rendered possible by the rigorous ex-

clusion of silicon.

IRON IN THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION.

By F. F, Chisolm.

Colorado.—The iron-ore mines of Colorado which have been devel-

oped are owned by the Colorado Coal and Iron Company. Other de-

posits are known, but they have not yet been opened, and the charac-

ter of their ore, except in the case of the Cebolla mines, is probably in-

ferior. The principal iron ore mines owned by the Colorado Coal and
Iron Company are the Placer, Grape Creek, Hot Springs, and South

Arkansas.

The Placer mine is on the Trinchera estate and on the west slope of

the Culebra range, in Costilla county. The mine has been quite ex-

tensively opened, but has been abandoned because the ore became too

mixed to allow of assorting at the mine. Tests of other mines in the

neighborhood proved that the ore was of the same character. In all

14,775 tons of iron ore were produced from this mine.

The Grape Creek property lies at the head of Pine gulch, in the Wet
mountains of Custer county. The ore is a refractory magnetite carry-

ing from 13 to 15 per cent, of titanic acid. It occurs in diorite in ir-
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regular short veins of no great depth. The development is slight, and

the ore is simply used for fettling the company's puddling furnace. • Up
to May 1, 1884, 921 tons of ore had been extracted, while a contract for

450 tons more had been let.

The Hot Springs mines, six in number, lie on the western slope of the

Sangre de Cristo range. The ore is a porous brown hematite of pure

character, occurring in isolated masses on the slopes of the sharply

rising foothills. There are no regular or continuous ore bodies. The

ore is mined by open cuts. The ore contains, according to analyses

made for the company

:

Iron
Silica
Sulphur
Phosphorus
Lime
Alumina . .

.

Magnesia ..

Manganese

.

Per cent.
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Analysis of an average of a large lot of roasted ore.
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Metallic iron
Silica
Sulpliur
Lime
Alumina
Magnesia ...

Manganese.

.

Per cent.

50.44
14.97
.75
5.41
3.24
4.09
.22

A sample of magnetite yielded

:

Metallic iron
Silica

Sulphur

Per cent.

59.00
7.10
1.26

Up to May 1, 1884, the mine had yielded 45,483 tons of ore, of which.

6,873 tons were mined in 1884. Some of the ores from this region con-

tain quite large quantities of iron pyrites and must be roasted.

Beside the mines owned by the Colorado Coal and Iron Company,
iron ore is known to occur in quite a large number of localities, but

nowhere in great quantity except on Cebolla creek, in Gunnison county,

and near Gunnison City. The ore here is said to be a good magnetite,

and the following analysis is furnished

:

Magnetic oxide of iron
Peroxide of iron
Alumina
liime
Magnesia
Silica
Phosphorus - .

Sulphur

Per cent,

56.63
38.66
0.48
1.02
0.37
1.87
0.0084
0.012

99. 0504

This ore contains 68.06 per cent, of metallic iron. The deposits here

are quite large, and a company was formed for the purpose of working

them and for the erection of foundries and furnaces, but little has been

done beyond the survey of the ground for the location of the works.

Beds of iron ore of limited extent are also found in the Laramie rocks

near the coal seams at Langford, Morrison, Como, and elsewhere. Mr.

Marshall, owner of the Marshall coal mine, first smelted iron ore in Colo-

rado with a small furnace at Langford. Before 1873 he produced in a

two months' run some 250 tons of pig iron. It was found that it re-

quired 5,000 pounds of ore to make one ton of iron. The ore used was

mined in the immediate neighborhood of the coal bank, but after a fair

trial the supply proved insufficient, and the furnace was abandoned.
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The red hematite ore found near Morrison was formerly manufactured

into paint, but the mill has been closed for some time.

The Colorado Coal and Iron Company own at South Pueblo iron and
steel works, rolling mills, and nail factory. The plant at the steel

works consists of one blast furnace 65 feet high, with 15-foot bosh, and
three Siemens hot stoves of the usual construction 56 feet high and 15

feet 6 inches in diameter, and blowing engine and necessary boilers.

Furnace IsTo. 2 is not yet completed. The converter house has two cu-

pola furnaces 8 feet in diameter, two 5-ton converters, with necessary

cranes, heaters, pumps, and blowing eugines. , The boiler house con-

tains thirty boilers. In the blooming mill and rail mill there are three

Siemens regenerative blooming furnaces with hydraulic drawing and
charging apparatus, a 35-inch bloom train, 42 by 48-inch engine, and
blooming- mill table ; also power rolls, shears, one reheating furnace,

with power-drawing apparatus and conyeying buggy to rail rolls. The
rail roll is a three-high 23-iach train, with necessary power rollers, hot

saws in gangs of three, hot straightening plate, cold straightening ma-

chine, and slotting and drilling-machine. The puddling mill and nail

factory are supplied with two "double double " and one " single double'^

Siemens puddling furnaces, a three-high 20-inch muck train with Bur-

den squeezer attached, shears, one Siemens heating furnace, and one

scrap-furnace, one 22-inch nail-plate train and shears, twenty-seven nail-

cutting machines, all of improved pattern, and the necessary apparatus

for blueing, tumbling, and annealing. The works are supplied with

twenty-four Siemens gas producers, which supply gas for all the heating

and puddling furnaces throughout the works. The works have their

own foundry with two cupolas, complete machine, pattern, carpenter, and
blacksmith shops, planing mill, and brick yard, and are lighted by Brush
lights. In addition to this plant, the rolling mill formerly in Denver
has been moved to Pueblo, adding to the plant there two heating fur-

naces for 16-inch bar train, one heating furnace for 10-inch train, four

boilers, and two engines, one 24 by 60-inch and the other 16 by 22-inch,

and other necessary machinery. This change was made simply for the

sake of economy in handling, and the rolling mill in Denver will be

abandoned for the present.

The production of iron ore and iron and steel by the Colorado Coal

and Iron Company has been as follows :

Iron ore mined by the Colorado Coal and Iron Company.

Mines.
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Production of iron and steel by the Colorado Coal and Iron Company.

Products.

1882.

Merchant bar, mine rail, etc short tons

.

Pig iron do . -

.

Castings do. ..

Muck bar (four months only) do...
Nails (four months only) do...
Spikes (six mouth.s only), do...
Steel ingots (eight months only) do...
Steel blooms (eight months only) do...
Eails (eight months only) do...

Total

1883.

Jd!erchant bar, mine rail, etc short tons.
Tig iron do...
Castings do...
Muck bar do . .

.

Nails kegs.
Spikes do ..

Steel rails long tons

.

1884.

Merchant bar short tons

.

Mine rail do . .

.

Pig iron (running ten months) do. .

.

Castings -. do . .

.

Muck bar long tons.
Nails kegs.
Spikes do . .

.

Steel rails (four and a half months) long tons

.

Quantity.

3,883
24, ;J03

2,752
1,253

807
251

20,919
18, 068
10, 139

88, 375

4,568
24, 718
1,338
3,301

62, 968
7,581

16, 518

2,002
783

15, 836
653

2,945
63, 350
1,570
3,598

Wyoming.—Large beds of iron ore of excellent quality exist in the

Seminoe mountains, in Carbon county. Some of tliis ore has been
shipped to smelting works at Salt Lake City and other western i)oints,

but no record of the output is obtainable. The red color of the oxide

here renders it suitable for j»aint, and considerable quantities are used
for that purpose. In Laramie county, about 25 miles northeast of

Laramie City, occurs an enormous mass of ore, which is called the Iron

mouutain. This locality is capable of furnishing indefinite quantities

of iron ore.

Montana.—Iron in some form occurs in almost every county, but as

yet none has been manufactured. Some very fine beds exist in the

Yellowstone valley.

Dakota.—Iron ore is also found in Dakota, but not in sufficient quantity

or purity to render its extraction profitable.

N'ew Mexico.—In New Mexico the deposits of iron ore are numerous,

extending from the Eaton mountains to the Placer and Sandia mount-

ains, overlooking the Eio Grande. It is found of excellent quality near

Las Vegas ; while south of Santa ¥6, in the Placer mountains, there are

three veins (from 3 to 8 feet in width) of good ore. At the Hanover
copper mine there is a heavy supx)ly of iron ore, partly magnetic, partly

a red hematite, forming a continuous ridge some miles in length. On
the Eio Puerco, associated with the coal, occur frequent bands of iron

ore of similar quality to that mined formerly at Marshall's mine in Colo-
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rado, and in far greater quantity. East of the Gallinas range, and about
30 miles west of Socorro, in Socorro county, there is a large tract of

land covered with nodules of iron ore varying from 100 to 500 pounds in

weight, the ore being unusually pure and good. It has been shipped in

large quantities for flux to the Cerillos smelter, the La Joya smelter at

Socorro, and the Magdalena smelter at South Camp, in the Magdalena
mountains. Good iron ore occurs also in the Santa Eita, Burro, and
other ranges in the southern portion of the Territory.

IRON OK THE PACIFIC COAST.

By C. G. Yale. *'

California.—There are many deposits of iron ore on the Pacific coast,

though very few have been opened and worked. While there is plenty

of ore, fuel is scarce. The only mine in California being worked is that

of the California Iron and Steel Company, at Clipper Gap, Placer

county. The furnaces of this company, at Hotaling, in the same
county, produced 4,500 tons of iron in 1881, aud in 1882, after 990 tons

had been made, a fire destroyed the works. These were rebuilt and
again commenced work in 1883. In 1884 the output was 1,926 tons,

the works having been closed part of the year on account of the low

price of iron. Most of the output of 1884 was marketed in San Fran-

cisco, and sold readily (Nos. 2 and 3) at $32 per ton, being used in mak-
ing car wheels. The company owns about 10,000 acres of land, a large

part of it timbered. The furnace jilant at Hotaling has a capacity of

from 30 to 40 tons a day. The fuel used is charcoal, of which there is

consumed about 100 bushels to the ton. With other expenses of man-

ufacture, it costs to make the iron there about $18 per ton. The freight

to San Francisco is $2.75 per ton, which, added to $18, the cost, makes
$20.75. There are 177 men employed, and they distribute in the county

of Placer about $12,000 a month. There has been no boiler-plate suit-

able for shop work made on the Pacific coast ; but the California Iron

and Steel Company has now, in addition to the plant at Hotaling, large

malleable iron works and puddling mill at Emeryville, on the line

of the Central Pacific railroad, in Alameda county, on the border of

San Francisco bay. There are rolling mills in connection with the

works. Mining work has been continued, though the furnace has been

stopped, but the latter will be put in blast in the spring of 1885i

A deposit is being opened in El Dorado county, between the middle

and south forks of the American river, about 8 miles from Folsom. The
vein is about 3 feet wide and carries a high percentage of iron. At-

tempts have been made to work the magnetic iron sands of the ocean

beaches along the California coast, where extensive deposits exist, but

without practical success. Specimens of iron ore from twenty-one out
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of the fifty-two counties of California are on exhibition in the museum
of the State miuing bureau.

California imports each year large quantities of pig, merchant, ^nd
scrap iron. The importations of pig iron in 1883 were 24,980 tons, and

in 1884 12,685 tons. Until the establishment of the Pacific Rolling Mills

scrap iron had but little value. It would not pay to collect and ship

East, consequently a great deal of old iron and steel was thrown into

out-of-the-way places, where it was suffered to pass into slow decay by

rust or be buried out of sight and knowledge by the gradual accumula-

tion of other rubbish. But of late years this has been changed, and

large quantities of domestic scrap are now being received at the iron

works on the Potrero. Those works have also received much old iron

from foreign ports, originally from Vali)araiso, but recently from Europe,

in about 500-ton lots, brought by the ships for dead weight. A large

portion comes from London, and a good deal from Antwerp and Ham-
burg. In London it costs about 50 shillings, the duty is about 27 shill-

ings, and average rate of freight about 20 shillings per ton. The Val-

paraiso shipments, formerly so heavy, are comparatively small now.

The European scrap iron can be had for less money, and is of a better

grade and more carefully selected. The scrap is all sorted before be-

ing shipped, and is ready for use on arrival. There are only three local

buyers of scrap iron in quantities—the Pacific Rolling Mills, the Jud-

son Manufacturing Company, and the Pacific Iron and Nail Works.

They consume among them probably over 12,000 tons of scrap iron a

year.

There are several large iron-manufacturing establishments in the vi-

cinity of San Francisco, including foundries, rolling mills, nail works,

etc., and these use most of the iron produced on the whole coast, besides

large quantities imported from the Eastern States and from Europe.

The following table, compiled by Mr. J. W. Harrison, shows the im-

portation, consumption, and price of pig iron at San Francisco, the

price being that of the Glengarnock brand, the grade mainly used

:

Consumption, imports, and price of pig iron at San Francisco.

Tears.

1880
1881
1882 ,

1883
1884

Average for the past five years

Consumption.

White. Soft,

Tons.
976

1,659
989

1,176
1,596

1,279

Tons.
10, 773
13,518
19, 170

20, 674
10, 263

14, 879

Imports.

White. Soft,

Tons.
840
300

1,502
1,838

Tons.
12, 362
8, 302

18, 491
23, 142

465 12, 220

989 14, 903

Price.

Per ton.

$26 00 to $38 00
24 50 30 00
28 00 35 00
24 50 27 50
22 00 26 00

28 15

Oregon.—The Oswego charcoal furnace at Portland, Oregon, has re-

cently been out of blast on account of the low price of iron. Its out-

put in 1884 was mainly consumed in Oregon.
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Washington.—The Port Townsend iron works, Washington Territory,

made no iron in 1883, and the furnaces were not in blast until December

6, 1884. In that month they made 5U0 tons of pig ; they have now a

capacity of 30 tons of pig iron per day, and it is expected to keep the

works running steadily. Part of the product is sold there and part

in San Francisco. The establishment of extensive iron works at Ta-

coma, Washington Territory, is proposed by a syndicate of English

capitalists. The amount of money subscribed for carrying out the en-

terprise is said to be from £500,000 to £600,000. An expert from Eng-

land has visited the iron deposits in the Skagit country and reports the

ore as very fine.

Utah.—Iron ore in large quantities is found in several places in Utah.

A company called the Norway Iron Mining and Manufacturing Com-

pany has been organized in the Territory to work certain iron mines in

Mill Creek district, Morgan county. Three of the mines have been

partially developed, and some 2,000 tons of iron ore are now on the

dumps. From analyses made of the ore by Mr. John McVicker, of

Salt Lake City, it is found to contain from 56.12 to 65.08 per cent, me-

tallic iron. The owners think they can make pig iron for $15 per ton.

A sample of the brown ore from these mines was analyzed by Mr. P.

M. Bishop, with the following result

:

Metallic iron
Silica
Carbonate of lime
Alumina
Sulphur

Per cent.

56
3
4.5
4.3

Trace.

The most important iron deposits occur in Iron county. The iron

belt here is over 3 miles wide and commences several miles north of

Iron Springs, running in a southwesterly direction to Iron City, a dis-

tance of over 16 miles. One of the most x)rominent points in this belt

is Iron mountain, 1,500 feet above the surrounding plain. The central

part of this belt. Desert mound, is 6 miles long and 3 miles wide. The

country rock is granite, " porphyry," and limestone. This limestone is

used as flux. The ore is hematite and magnetite, and it is claimed that

it is a fine Bessemer ore. The quantity of ore in sight is very great.

The following analyses are reported:

Iron
Pbosphorns
Sulphur
Silica

No.l.

Per cent.

64.00
. 12

.13
5.20

No. 2.

Per cent.

62.00
None.

.12
4.80

No. 3.

Per cent.

60.00
None.

.08
5.80

In Iron Springs district are the Eclipse, Great Western, Lindsay,

and Northern Cross iron mines, which are more or less developed. The
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Liudsay jS^o. 1 and Lindsay No. 2 have both yielded iron ore for lead

flux. In Pinto district, Iron county, are several iron mines. There

are large beds of coal from 4 to 18 feet in thickness, within 25 miles of

the Iron county deposits of iron ore.

Iron ore is found in Tiutic district, Juab county. It accompanies

numerous deposits of silver-lead ores, being valuable on account of its

percentage in gold and silver, and is used as flux. At present the lead

smelters derive their greatest supply of flux from Tintic. In this dis-

trict the iron ores occur in a belt 2 miles long and over 1,000 feet

wide, bearing northeast and southwest. These ores are principally

found in Tiutic as bedded deposits in limestone ; they are not suited

for any other purpose than flux on account of their impurities. The
principal deposits are on the mountain side at and near Dragon Hollow,

which leads from Silver City across the summit of the Oquirrh range.

The ore breasts here are from 40 to 50 feet high. From 150 to 200 tons

of flux is daily extracted from the Tintic mines. From Billings's brown

hematite iron mine, in this district, several thousand tons of ore have

beeu used as flux in lead smelting ; the market value at the smelter is

$7.50 per ton. The Dragon iron mine, also in Tintic district, has yielded

about 50,000 tons of ore for flux in lead smelting in the Jordan valley.

The composition of Dragon ore is as follows

:

Metallic iron
Silica
Sulphur
Phosphorus

.

Manganese...

Per cent.

61.60
3.20
.07
.29

1.30

Iron ores are mined in many other localities in the Territory, being

used in fluxing siliceous silver-lead ores. At Smithfield, Caehe county,

beds of micaceous hematite 60 feet thick are said to occur.

On account of the high freight rates from the East, and the conse-

quent high price of iron, and in view of the important coal deposits of

the Territory, it is thought that under proper management the manu-
facture of iron in Utah could be successfully undertaken.

Arizona.—It is stated that iron ore occurs in many parts of Arizona,

and some very fine beds of hematite are reported in Gila county. But
as yet none of the beds are worked.

Idaho.—Iron ore is utilized to a limited extent as a flux in lead

smelting.

Meteoric iron.—Several masses of meteoric iron have been found in

the Pacific division, the largest in Arizona, and of less size in California.

While these have no economic value, their occurrence is of interest.

One meteorite was picked up in California many years ago near the

town of Shingle Springs, El Dorado county, the weight of which was

about 85 pounds avoirdupois. In 1880 another, weighing 1,870 ounces

2mk 19
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troy, was found in the Ivanpah mining district, San Bernardino county,

the surface of this mass being deeply indented with concave depres-

sions. An analysis of this meteorite, made by Mr. Gustav Gehring,

showed it to contain

:

Iron
Nickel ^

Cobalt
Silica
Sulphnr
Phosphorus
Carbon in combination
Graphite

Per cent.

94.456
4.869
.261
.041
.004
.002
.115
.067

99.815

Hardneae, 3. 75 ; specific graTity, 8. 076.

There is now in the State mining bureau of California a meteorite

•weighing 410 ounces troy, which was obtained a few years since from

the natives on Portage bay, Chilcoot inlet, Alaska. General Oarletou,

;in 1861, at Tucson, Arizona, had his attention called to a large meteorite

which was there being used as a blacksmith's anvil. This mass, which

weighed 632 pounds, was sent by General Carleton to San Francisco,

and it is now in the hall of the Pioneer Society. It contains, according

to an analysis made by Mr. C. G. Brash

:

Iron
Nickel -

Cobalt
Copper
Phosphoms
Silica
Protoxide of iron
Lime
Magnesia
Chlorine, sulphur, and chromium

Per cent.

81.56
9.17
.44
.08
.49

3.63
.12

1.16
2.43

Traces.

99.08

AMERICAlSr BliAST-FTJRNACE PROGRESS.

By John Birkinbine,

The progress made in all branches of iron metallurgy has been more

marked in the last ten years than perhaps ever before, and a retrospect

for a decade shows wonderful changes which have followed each other

so rapidly that it is difficult to even summarize them. A history of

what has been accomplished in iron and steel manufacture since 1 874

would have to be printed almost as soon as it was written to be up to

date, and would cover nearly every detail of installation or appliances.
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When, however, we look back to the earlier days of iron manufacture

in the United State.s we are still more impressed with the strides which

have been taken. This progress has not been restricted to any one

branch, but in some specialties the advance has been more pronounced

than in others, and a. comparison of the earlier practices and results in

any one industry with the processes and output of the present time

will be most instructive.

In this connection a brief r6sum6 of the manufacture of pig iron will

perhaps be as good an illustration as is required, not because it is more
marked than some other branches of metallurgy, but on account of the

wide distribution and variety of arrangements of blast furnaces, these

establishments now existing in twenty-six States and two Territories.

TJie old charcoal furnaces.—Fifty years ago a typical blast furnace

could have been described as a stone stack 30 feet square at the base,

20 feet square at the top, and 30 feet or less in height, pierced by one

working or forepart arch in the front and one or two tuyere arches on

the sides ; but one tuyere, however, was ordinarily used. The fore-

part arch was fitted with a tympstone, and a forehearth extended out

to a damstone. Blast was delivered cold through clay tuyeres, and be-

tween the blast nozzle and tuyere proper there was an annular space,

through which fully as much air was at times drawn by injection as was
delivered through the nozzle under the low pressure of one-half pound
to 1 pound per square inch.

A high breast or overshot water wheel operating wooden blowing

tubs furnished the blast, which was carried through wooden or tin

pipes to the tuyeres, and the wheezing of these tubs could be heard at

considerable distances from the blast furnace.

The casting house, top house, blast house, stock houses, and store

were often frame buildings, but the extensive stables, the smith shop,

the " mansion," and the office were generally of more substantial con-

struction.

The tuyere and forepart arches were covered with heavy iron " sows,"

cast at some neighboring plant ; and similar castings in segments of a

circle formed the " ring plate " placed in the offset of the masonry on
which the " inwalls," built of shale or slate, were raised. The bottom,

the crucible (or hearth), and the boshes, were built of sandstone, nicely

jointed, the masonry being carried out against the buttresses or corners

of the stack, which were in many instances braced by heavy timbers and
iron rods, to preserve the masonry from injury by expansion.

The thickness of the hearth walls was seldom less than 3 feet, and the

crucible inclosed by these walls was ordinarily from 5 to 7 feet in height

and square in section, the bottom being from 24 to 27 inches square.

From this point the boshes were battered out so as to slope about 40°

from the vertical, or 10 inches horizontal to 12 inches vertical, and the

section worked from a square into a circle, until the greatest diameter

at top of bosh (generally 8 to 9 feet) was reached ; from there the in-
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walls were drawn in until the top or throat of the furnace measured from

2^ to 3 feet in diameter, and over this an iron plate with a hole 20 to 24

inches in diameter was placed.

The location selected for the blast furnace was generally on the bank
of a stream which furnished the water power, and close to ground suf-

ficiently elevated to permit of constructing a bridge liouse from the top

of the furnace stack to the general level, on which were placed the coal

houses, ore supply, etc.

When ready to start, the furnace was tilled with charcoal, lighted on

top, and when the fire reached the tuyeres blast was applied, more char-

coal was charged, and the burden of ore and limestone, finely broken,

was slowly increased ; this generally resulted in a production of from

20 to 30 tons of cold-blast iron per week after the furnace was fairly in

(^eration. The fuel used was exclusively charcoal, which was chai^ged

into the tunnel head by baskets; the ore and flux were fed by boxes

;

the number of boxes of ore and the number of baskets of charcoal formed

the relation of the " charge." The weekly output above mentioned was
about the average ; at the commencement of a " blast " the product was

small, but as the campaign progressed it became augmented owing to

the enlargement of the crucible and steepening of the bosh due to the

stones being cut back by the intense heat at the zone of fusion. The

walls were too thick to admit of conducting the heat away with sufficient

rapidity to maintain the original slope given the furnace.

The small opening in the tunnel-head plate insured thorough distri-

bution of the stock in the limited area of the throat of the furnace, thus

aiding to secure regularity of operation. From this opening flame was
constantly emitted, varying with each stroke of the blowing machinery.

At many iron works pots, kettles, and stove castings were made directly

from the furnace by ladling the molten iron out of the large forehearth.

The product of the furnace was carried in wagons often to distant locali-

ties, the castings being disposed of in cities and towns, or the pig iron

worked into blooms or anchovies at forges. Often a forge was operated

in connection witU the furnace.

Each furnace maintained a general store, and most of the pay due the

woodchoppers, charcoal burners, ore miners, teamsters, furnacemen,

etc., was expected to be expended at the store. In fact it has been

claimed that some old managers would reduce the balance due a work-

man at the end of the year if it was believed that he had " saved too

much," or rather "traded too little." The question of "company
stores" has caused considerable discussion at various times, and in

some States legislation now nominally forbids them, or places restric-

tions upon their management.

As most of the blast furnaces were located in a section of the country

where winter interfered with out-of-door work, and as their construc-

tion was such that the interior was rapidly destroyed, the practice of
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making one " blast " every year was followed. Wood would be cut dur-

ing the winter, and as soon as the weather permitted of doing so,

hearths would be leveled among the cut timber, wood would be hauled

to these hearths, and there piled into meilers covered with leaves and
earth and fired. After about two weeks of carbonization the charcoal

would be drawn, and hauled by wagons to the furnace. When a sufScient

quantity of charcoal had accumulated to insure a regular supply, the

furnace was blown in, and except for some accident, low stage of water,

or other disturbing cause, it would be continued in blast until all the

charcoal which had been made in the coaling season was consumed. This

generally, permitted the furnace to be active eight or nine months in

each year.

The " blowing in " was an important event at the furnace, generally

requiring several days, and was ordinarily an annual occurrence each

spring ; the date being fixed by the possibilities of securing a supply

of fresh charcoal. When the furnace was "blown out" it would be

cleaned out, the old hearth (which had become considerably enlarged)

would be removed and a new one put in i)lace, when the same yearly

routine would be continued.

The ores used were chiefly brown hematites, which are easily smelted

in the furnace, and they were mixed with a small percentage of lime

and clay to flux impurities and make cinder. The cinder was allowed

to flow continually over the damstone, and form into cakes upon stones

laid in the floor of the casting liouse. When pig iron was cast the

iron passed through one long runner to feed pig-iron molds at right

angles to it, one side of the casting house being devoted to pig iron and
the other side to cinder.

While many features of plant or practice as described have been

abandoned there are still instances where all of the above-mentioned

appliances or methods are in use, and individual plants can be cited

for which this description would be practically a record of present ar-

rangement and management. Such instances are, however, becoming
less frequent each year.

The stone masonry of the older stacks was often quite massive, and
in many cases they were constructed with such integrity that they have

sustained successive enlargements of bosh and increase in height.

Some stone blast-furnace stacks are still active, which are more than a

century old. (The Cornwall charcoal furnace in Lebanon county, Penn-

sylvania, has been an active iron-producing establishment since 1742,

and ranks as the oldest plant in operation in the United States.) The
openings provided for a working or forepart arch and for tuyere arches

were liberal in width, but generally restricted in height, and did not

permit of elevating the tuyeres to points now considered advanta-

geous.

The tin blast pipes and light fixtures stood all the work demanded of
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them, for even where the water power was adequate aud the machinery

strong enough an old-time founder would not blow hard for fear of de-

stroying the fuel, or, as he expressed it, of " blowing the charcoal to

pieces."

While the construction of the blowing apparatus appeared cumbrous

and crude, it gave evidence of careful thought and good workmanship.

The wooden blowing tubs were cylindrical or rectangular in form, from

5 to 7 feet in diameter, or square, and from 2 to 5 feet stroke. They

were formed of segments or strips cut from 1-inch boards, generally

pine, glued aud doweled together and then turned or planed to smooth

surfaces. There are examples of both cylindrical and rectangular

wooden tubs still in use. These tubs, when lined with apjde or other

hard wood, were very durable. Hard-wood segments were also placed

within tubs made from pine staves secured with bands. Large wooden

pistons with leather edging were fitted in the tubs and connected with

square wooden piston rods working in square stuffing boxes. The blow-

ing tubs, when single acting, had the outlet valves in the piston, and,

when double acting, these valves were in the ends of the tubs. Some
of these engiues were known as " pacers," owing to the motion of the

two counter-weighted beams, which were connected with the two blow-

ing pistons, but the ordinary appellation for all blowing apparatus was
" the blast," whatever its design. A popular arrangement of " the

blast" consisted of two vertical, single-acting, wooden blowing tubs

placed over opposite ends of a vibrating beam which received motion

from a crank on the water-wheel shaft. The air was admitted through

valves in the piston during the down stroke and discharged into a third

tub placed over the two just described; this third tub had valves in

the bottom communicating with the two operating cylinders, and a large

floating piston forming the top was weighted with iron to secure the

pressure desired ; it rose and fell with each stroke of the operating

cylinders.

These mechanisms had the advantages of being positive in action,

durable, and efficient for moderate pressures of blast, and as long as

the water power was ample they served the purpose for which they

were designed. But the demands of the plant rapidly reduced the for-

est area and decreased the average flow of streams, in many cases re-

stricting the output of the iron works by a deficiency of power.

The location of the older furnaces, however, generally indicated a

knowledge and foresight which have failed to characterize some later

constructions, and the questions of ore or fuel supply, water power, and
transportation reiieived careful consideration. The enterprise and i^luck

which instigated the location of iron works in the midst of dense for-

ests, far from other settlements, and where all material and supplies

had to be transported long distances over roads made for the purpose,

were in that day as notable as some more prominent ventures of the
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present time. The engineering ability displayed in the choice of loca-

tion, the improvement of water power, the construction of the plant,

and the laying out of roads, commands our respect when we remember
the meager facilities as compared with the machines, tools, and instru-

ments, or the literature accessible at the present time.

The selection of the best ore deposits was not a mere stroke of tbrtuae,

but when the state of chemical knowledge and the paucity of mining

appliances of fifty years ago are recalled, we may well be surprised to

note the wisdom which guided the old ironmaster to pick out from an

unbroken forest the ores whose quality was the best, and which, in some
cases, have been worked to the present, with ample indications for a

future supply.

Use of mineral fueL—As the country was developed the demand for

iron necessitated more furnaces or larger outputs from existing plants,

and as the capacity of a charcoal plant was dependent upon the timber

available, the reduction of fuel per ton of iron claimed attention. This

was attained in part by more careful selection and preparing of ores,

by heating the blast, and by improved methods of carbonizing wood.

About the time that the hot blast was coming into favor the employ-

ment of mineral fuel was being investigated, and soon anthracite coal

and bituminous coal were competing with charcoal as a blast furnace

fuel. The first experiments with mineral fuel were conducted in fur-

naces arranged to use charcoal, and the results demonstrated that to

obtain satisfactory operation changes in the plant were necessary. An-
thracite fuel, or coke, can be, and have been, used in furnaces arranged

for charcoal, and several instances of this are on record. In 1879 the

problem was satisfactorily tested at Pine Grove furnace, Cumberland
county, Pennsylvania, where, without going out of blast, the furnace

was run first on charcoal, then on coke, then on mixed coke and anthra-

cite coal in varying proportions, then on all anthracite coal, then on coke,

and back again on charcoal. As a matter of interest a resume of this

experiment is presented.

The Pine Grove furnace has been in nearly constant operation since

1770, and is an old stone stack, raised to meet the more modem i)ractice,

and equipped with steam blowing machinery of amj)le power. At the

time of the experiment (February to August, 1879) the dimensions of

the furnace were

:

Ft. In.
Diameter at bosh 9 4
Woikma height 36 6
Diameter of crucible 4 2

The furnace was closed by bell and hopper, and was blown with 3

tuyeres. During the experiment the blast was heated to an average-

temperature of 60(P Fahr.
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Summary of results of smelling trown hematite iron ore with charcoal, coke, mixed fuel, and
anthracite coal at the Pine Grove furnace, Cumberland county, Pennsylvania, (a)

Items from record of working.

Fuel used.

fH2

P3(M i-H

> «os

in o^M •

00 o

2 « 2 -

H2

o S

-t; a3ini_j
5 P.^3

^-oo

Ponnds of fuel consumed per ton of pig
iron .....

Pounds of ore and flux carried per
pound of fuel

Tons of iron made per "week, average .

Percentage of iron yielded in furnttte. .

.

Percentage of limo'to ore burden
Average cubic feet of blast per minute
Average cubic feet of air per ton of
iron

Average cubic feet of air per ponnd of
fuel

Average pressure of blast in pounds . .

.

Tuyere area iu square incbes
Least time tbat stock was in furnace,
hours

Grade of iron
Duration of experiments, days

2.8
95
38.26
22

1,896

197, 084

77.8
.77

47.7

12.5
2.4
2S

3,494

2.32
70
40
44

2,435

323, 845

92 66
1

28.9

20.5
3

10

3,473

2.4'

78
38.40
50

2,749

338, 187

96.13
4.25
14.7

22
2.7
10

3,871

2.14
58
38
47.4

2,434

398, 679

103
4.75;

14.7

31
3

23

3,271

2.;

77
43.;

50
2,473

317, 170

97
2.

14.

25
3
19

2,650

2.64
101.6
40
24.4

2,301

216, 243

81
1.25
42.5

9.5
2

31

The tons are 2,260 pounds each for pig iron, 2,240 pounds for every-

thing else.

Since the above record the furnace has done much better work than

here given, but the table is presented to indicate approximately the ac-

tion of different fuel under similar conditions, and not as a remarkable

furnace performance.

The statement shows that the furnace averaged a larger output on

lower fuel consumption per ton of iron, and with less air per pound of

fuel when fed with charcoal than when using other fuels, and that a

mixture of coke improved the operation of the plant when anthracite

coal was used. It should be noted that these experiments were limited

by the fuel available during labor disturbances.

Improvement in blast furnaces.—The successful employment of mineral

fuel in blast furnaces is mentioned by various authorities at different

dates, but it may be considered as having been satisfactorily accom-

plished commercially in 1840. The result of the change of fael necessi-

tated many alterations in blast-furnace plants to secure the best re-

sults, not only in an increase of power for blowing machinery, but

ifi size of furnace, the diameter of the boshes, the dimensions of tuyeres

used, and many details of construction which were modified from year

to year. The accessibility of large quantities of coal permitted of in-

creasing the size of furnaces beyond what was deemed advisable for

those using charcoal.

a "Experiments with charcoal, coke, and anthracite at Pine Grove furnace, Penn-

sylvania," by John Birkiubine; Transactions American Institute of Mining Engineers,

Vol. VIII., pages 168 to 177.
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Enlargement of blast furnaces.—The sizes of tLe furnaces were in-

creased both in diameter of bosh and in height, and the augmented
height, together with the necessity of placing the plant convenient to

transportation facilities, caused the abandonment of '' bank furnaces,"

and the erection of artificial means for raising the stock to the tunnel

head. The use of hot blast of course became essential, and the growth

of this important feature of a blast-furnace plant was quite marked, and
many changes were made. The enlargement was not rapid up to the

year 1873, when blast furnaces 17 feet in diameter at the bosh and 60

feet high were considered large, and a product of over 60 tons of pig

iron a day was phenomenal at that date. At present American blast

furnaces have been constructed 21 feet in diameter at bosh and 80 feet

high, and have produced over 300 tons of pig iron per day. This size

is not as great as that of some foreign furnaces, but api>ears at j^resent

to be considered the economic limit. The increased output is not due
alone to the dimensions of the furnace, but is owing to a combination

of causes, among which may be mentioned steep boshes, large crucibles,

increased volume, pressure, and temperature of blast, the careful selec-

tion and thorough preparation of the stock, and the study of the chem-
ical reactions in the blast furnace. The technical problems of blast-

^ furnace management have become generally appreciated only within

the past decade. Ten years ago the employment of a furnace chemist

was unusual, but at present laboratories are considered an indispensa-

ble feature of modern plants.

Bloicing apparatus.—The experiments made at charcoal furnaces dem-
onstrated that mineral fuel required more powerful blowing machin-

ery than that given by water wheels and wooden blast tubs, and ex-

cept where there were unusual water facilities steam power was soon
employed. The mechanism substituted generally consisted of one or

more horizontal cylinders connected by gearing with a horizontal steam
engine ; in some cases a steam engine was substituted for the water
wheel and the old wooden blowing tubs were operated by it. Gene-
rally, however, iron blowing tubs were placed in connection with steam
engines.

The horizontal cylinders soon gave way to others placed vertically

and connected directly with the steam cylinders. These have been ar-

ranged in various ways. A steam cylinder has been placed between
two vertical air cylinders, or a single air cylinder has been placed below

the steam cylinder; but the prominent type of blowing engine now in

use is an air cylinder supported on housings or columns above the

steam cylinder, with a cross head between the two, and fly wheels out-

side of steam cylinder, connected by rods with the extremities of the

cross head. In isolated cases beam condensing engines have been used

and large expenditures have been made for them. With but few ex-

ceptions, the blowing engines now in use are non-condensing. In late

years the direction of improvements has been towards increasing the
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speed and thus getting large capacity from small engines. This has

mainly been accomplished by the arrangement of air-cylinder valves.

A combination of one or two horizontal steam cylinders operating by
crank shafts two vertical air cylinders is also in use.

Much time and iuA'^estigation have been devoted to the -manufacture

of blowing engines, and they are among the more prominent types of

American machinery. Some of the engines constructed for blast fur-

naces are very massive, and blowing cylinders 9 feet in diameter and 9

feet stroke are connected with some plants ; but the prevailing sizes are

4 to 7 feet in diameter and 3 to 7 feet stroke. The increased speed of

operation is at present having the tendency to reduce the length of

stroke, and 4 feet represents that now generally preferred for the larger

furnaces.

Tuyeres,—The intensity of blast necessitated the abandonment of open

tuyeres, and iron forms were used. These were also so rapidly de-

stroyed that water cooling became necessary, and this was accomplisbed

by making the tuyeres of an inner and an outer shell, the water circa-

lating in the annular space ; or coils of pipe were used, either bare or

incased with iron which was cast about them. Later modifications of

these have sprays injected into the annular space, or the shells are

formed of bronze, or the coils are wound about grooved castings, or

about wrought-iron forms. They are also set in " water-breast " cast-

ings, which fit around the tuyeres and through which water circulates.

Refractory linings.—The intensified combustion caused by the higjjjer

temperature and augmented pressure of the blast rapidly destroyed the

refractory linings, and the hearth and boshes of sandstone gave way to

those made of less thickness with firebrick. The shafts or in walls of

the furnaces were also lined with the same material. Owing to the

thickness of the walls near the tuyeres the intense heat was not con-

ducted away with sufficient rapidity, and it became necessary to cool

the mass of firebrick artificially. For this purpose jackets or blocks of

cast iron, in which coils of pipe were cast, wrought-iron jackets, sprays

of water, and a series of wrought-iron buckets surrounding the cruci-

ble, have been used, and the thickness of the walls is greatly reduced.

The merits of various shapes of firebricks or the composition of the

clays from which to form them, or make joints in laying them, have been

liberally discussed ; and some furnace managers hold as tenaciously to

certain clays or special bricks as the older ironmasters did to pudding

stones from particular quarries which were esteemed especially valuable

for blast-furnace bottoms. Thie question of refractory material is by no

means unimportant, and it has been demonstrated that often different

bricks are necessary to withstand the intense heat of the crucible, the

attrition of stock on the inwalls and boshes, or the dissolving action of

gases near the tunnel head. It is essential to have good material to

lay good brick with, for otherwise the integrity of the masonry is jeop-

ardized. The tendency towards the use of larger blocks and a variety
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of special forms seems to have reached its maximum, and ordinary sizes

and shapes of firebricks are now generally preferred.

Blastfurnace stacks and fixtures.—The character of the blast-furnaoe

structure itself has also changed, and the old stone stacks, when used,

were either topped out with a circular shaft of brick masonry bound
with iron, or by casings of wrought iron inclosing the inwalls. Brick

piers supporting a brick shaft banded with iron are also used, but the

prevailing type of a modern blast furnace is a shell of wrought iron car-

ried on a circular mantle sui)ported by a series of columns or brackets.

The construction of the blast furnaces away from banks necessitated

either expensive arches sustaining the hot-blast stove and boilers at the

level of the tunnel head, or the erection of chimneys sufiBciently hightx)

make a draft superior to that of the furnace itself, thereby drawing
away in suitable flues the gases from the top of the furnace and bring-

ing them to the ground level. This caused the improvement of closing

the top of the furnace by means of plates or doors; following which
charging bells were introduced. These consist of a conical bell of cast

or wrought iron closing against a hopper of the same material. Among
the modifications in form were a double bell or an annular ring fitting

against a fixed bell and the hopper. Methods of sealing the top, to pre-

vent the gases escaping when the bell is lowered, have also been ajjplied.

The modifications of the charging bell have been mainly in the direc-

tion of securing a more uniform distribution of the stock at the throat

of the furnace, and the proportion which the size of the bell bears to

the throat of the furnace, when taken in connection with the character

of the stock used, has a most important bearing upon the successftil

working of a plant.

The forehearth mentioned in connection with the older charcoal ftu?-

naces was gradually reduced in size ; cast-iron dams, generally water
cooled, were employed to protect the tapping hole; and the arrangement
ordinarily introduced for tapping cinder at suitable intervals was an
opening made in the brick masonry immediately over the dam, the sides

of which were protected by iron cheeks supporting the cast-iron water-

cooled tymp, which took the place of the tympstone. Some furnaoes

have been operated with apparent success with dry dams and tymp, or

with neither dam nor tymp, using simply openings in the brickwork.

Other arrangements than a tymp have been used, among which may be

mentioned water-cooled cinder blocks through which the slag could be

tapped, and slushing cinder blocks, whose function is to vent large vol-

umes of slag through an opening of suitable area closed by a door.

The forehearth, though considerably curtailed in length, is still used

to a limited extent ; but it seems to serve no purpose other than pro-

viding room for iron when the crucible is too small, or for permitting

the furnace to be " worked " and allow the excess of fuel (which should

never have entered the tunnel head) to be removed. The "working " is

performed by the aid of bars and shovels several times daily.
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Blast-heating appliances.—The orij?inal bot-blast stoves were a series

of horizontal cast-iron pipes heated from grates, but the iutroductiou

of furnace gases as fuel caused the substitution of combustion cham-

bers either in front of or below the i)ipe chambers. Many varieties of

shapes, sizes, and arrangements of hot-blast pipe have been tried, and

quite a number are employed in different sections of the country, each

having its champions. The prominent forms of iron pipes used in hot-

blast stoves are known as U pipes; that is, two vertical pipes con-

nected at the top. The pistol pipes, which are castings resembling

somewhat the shape of a pistol, have diaphragms running through the

centers, so that the blast passes up one side of the diaphragm and down
the other. Straight pipes with diaphragms have also been used, and the

U pipe suspended from above has been introduced to a limited extent.

The merit of the excessive temperature, or what may be termed super-

heated blast, is in dispute among competent authorities, but the ten-

dency in late years has been to heat the blast to a temperature above

"what is believed to be reliable with iron pipes. This has been secured

by constructing hot-blast stoves of masses of firebrick, the gases and

blast alternately passing through them in opposite directions either by

means of parallel flues or of openings in checker work. These stoves

require that the valves controlling them should be protected by water

cooling, and it is claimed that as high as 1,500° Fahr. has been secured

regularly by their use, a safe limit of iron pijje stoves being considered

to be 1,050° Fahr. To supply blast at a temperature of 1,500° or more

demands that all tuyere fixtures and blast connections should be pro-

tected either by refractory linings or by water cooling. The introduc-

tion of regenerative stoves and the friction of the gases in i)assing

through long flues and checker work of brick masonry necessitated the

construction of tall chimneys to create the required draft, and such

chimneys are now connected with blast-furnace plants using these

stoves.

Boilers.—The type of boilers connected -with American blast furnaces

has generally been long cylindrical or double-return flue boilers, in

some cases the length being 80 feet. Tubular boilers have also been

used, the objection to them being the difficulty of cleaning, and lately

water-tube boilers with cleaning appliances have been adopted at sev-

eral blast furnaces.

Gas connections.—As all gases coming from blastfurnaces (Jarry with

them a large amount of furnace dust, consisting of fine ore, ground fuel,

ashes, etc., there is likelihood of deposit wherever the current is re-

tarded. To overcome this trouble various means have been used, the

most successful being the employment of large chambers provided with

cleaning doors, and the use of jets or sprays of water to condense the

gases and deposit the dust. Small flues through which the gas is forced

to maintain considerable velocity, alternating with larger receptacles

where the velocity is retarded, seem to give the best satisfaction. To
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relieve the plant from overhead flues late practice has brought the gases

down from the tunnel head by a large "downcomer" or "downtake,"

terminating under ground, where it connects with a series of masonry

flues extending to the boilers and hot-blast stoves. These flues are

either covered loosely with plates of iron and luted with clay or are

])rovided at intervals with explosion doors. Masonry flues, however,

must be large enough for workmen to enter for cleaning out the dust,

and they seldom are tight, so that air obtains access, either causing ex-

plosions or igniting the gases, thus detracting from their efiQciency under

the boilers and in the hot-blast stoves. A blast furnace when working

properly ordinarily makes suflScient gas for generating steam and heat-

ing the blast, and often has an excess escaping from a "bleeder" or re-

lief valve placed on the "downcomer." The gases are admitted to-

gether with air for supporting combustion, through burners, to the

boilers and hot-blast stoves.

Stocli elevators.—Inclined planes for hoisting the stock for the furnace,

although possessing the merit of removing the stock sheds away from

risks of fire, are not often employed. At the present, in their stead,

vertical hoists are used, the motive power being steam, air, or water.

The steam hoists in general use may be divided into those which, by
means of gearing, transmit power from steam engines to winding drums,

and tho^e in which the piston, moving within a long vertical cylinder,

turns by means of a rack and pinion a large wheel or drum over which

the ropes sustaining the cages pass. Pneumatic hoists are operated by
means of compressed air acting upon a piston in a long cylinder gener-

ally the height of the furnace. The water-balanced hoist is practically

the only method employed which may be classed as hydraulic. This

consists of boxes beneath the platform of the hoisting cages, which are

filled with water at the top of the furnace until the weight is sufficient

to raise the loaded barrows on the opposite cage. Some of the mechan-

isms of the furnace hoists make them almost automatic, and there is

quite a variety of special features from which to select. Safety catches

which engage in racks, or which force chisel blades into the wooden
framing of the hoist in case of accident to the hoisting rope, are at-

tached to many cages, and supi^lementary ropes are used as additional

safeguards. The structures or towers in which the hoisting carriages

(of which there are generally two) are placed are either constructed of

brick, wood, or iron; as these towers must extend sufiiciently above

the top of the furnace to allow room for the cages and operating drums,

they are often quite imposing structures. Wooden hoist structures are

a constant menace to the furnace on account of fire; iron towers are

most symmetrical, but are exposed to the weather, and the brick build-

ings are generally dark. Iron towers seem to be the most popular at

present, and in some of them the pillars are made to serve as water

pipes ; but brick towers are the most reliable.
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Handling and preparing stock.—The necessity for protecting stock

from the weather would appear to be an undetermined question, for in

some of the larger plants where the inclement weather of winter would
be apt to give trouble no stock houses are used. The ordinary prac-

tice, however, and that most approved, is to use stock houses in which
the ore, coal, and flux are brought by railroad cars and dumped into

bins. There are some instances where the charge is made up complete

into a large car, raised by inclined planes to the tunnel head, and there

dumped ; but the ordinary way is to fill the stock into charging bar-

rows, raising these by hoist to the top of the furnace, where " top fill-

ers" are supposed to empty them uniformly around the bell. An im-

provement is to lift the material in the ordinary charging barrows or

buggies, and dump it directly on the bell from the hoist, thus doing

away with the necessity of " top fillers."

It is only lately that the practice of charging together large and small

pieces of fuel or ore into the furnace has been abandoned, but the recog-

nized merit of the preparation of ore has made rock crushers popular,

and they are now common at blast furnaces. Where the ores are car-

bonates, or contain much sulphur, they are ordinarily roasted, either in

alternate layers of ore and fuel, forming piles in the open air, or in

special structures of iron or masonry; but thorough desulphurization has

not been accomplished with solid fuel, and gaseous fuel is employed to

secure the best results. The extent to which roasting or desulphurizing

ores is carried is not, however, commensurate with its importance, and

this feature of practice is destined to grow in favor as its value is appre-

ciated.

In studying the various details of blast-furnace construction and man-

agement the prevalence of particular designs or peculiar methods in

certain districts is noticeable. In fact this system of copying from

neighboring plants is so marked that in different sections of the

country the prevailing features of plant and management have been

quite distinct. The more intimate association of those interested in

iron manufacture in technical and business organizations has broadened

the views of the active men in this industry and broken up the uni-

formity which characterized individual localities; and the employment

of blast-furnace engineers whose experience embraces more extent of

territory than an individual manager can cover has done much to secure

the adoption of the best features from all districts. There are, however,

points of particular value to one locality which are and will be con-

tinued, but the peculiarities heretofore prominent for certain iron-pro-

ducing districts are rapidly passing away.

Operation.—The present i^ractice of operating blast furnaces varies

as much from that of the past as the older and later methods of con-

struction differ. Instead of filling a furnace with fuel and "blowing

in" by nursing a mass of fire for several days (which had the effect of

making the top of the stack the hottest, and left the crucible, which

I
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needs the most beat, the coolest part of the furnace), the phmt is put

into operation promptly. This can best be illustrated by quoting from

a late paper (in Volume V. of the Journal of the United States Associa-

tion of Charcoal Iron WorJcers) describing the start made at the Mont
Alto furnace, Pennsylvania, a remodeled plant, which formerly followed

the older practices as described

:

"The fire was lighted at 3.40 o'clock a. m., Tuesday, August 14, 1883.

Blast was put on at C.40, a. m., August 14. First cinder was tapped

at 9.40 a. m., August 14. First cast, of 6J tons No. 3 pig iron, at 8

o'clock p. m., August 14. Second cast, of 8J tons No. 1 pig iron, at

3.20 o'clock a. m., August 15, making a product of 14 tons of pig iron

within twenty-four hours after lighting the fire, and within twenty-

one hours after blast was put on. During the second twenty-four

hours after lighting the fire the product was 30 tons No. 1 pig iron,

and this quantity was about the average daily product."

The Mont Alto furnace is operated with charcoal, and the case is

cited as a comparison with the former practice at furnaces using this

fuel. While the record is exceptional, it indicates the course now most

in favor, not only at charcoal furnaces but also at anthracite and bitu-

minous-coal furnaces.

Instead of making one " blast" of eight or nine months each year, the

desire of owners and managers is. to maintain the plant in continnous

action as long as possible ; and records of three to seven years' cam-

paigns can be presented. However, the American practice does not

equal in average or maximum duration of campaigns the record of

English furnaces 5 but it is probable that in our newer constructions

as much iron can be made on a lining in comparatively short " blasts"

as our British friends obtain by more moderate driving for a term of

years. The thin walls and water-cooled appliances, if properly arranged,

will maintain the shape of the furnace and insure longer "blasts" than

heretofore.

The employment of chemical analysis for fuel, flux, ore, cinder, and

gases, and a study of the operation of the furnace practically and
theoretically, permit of forcing the plant to an extent formerly im-

practicable or impossible, and guide the manager in his direction. In-

stead of constantly changing the burden to correct irregularities which

appeared only after the metal was made, the disturbing causes are rec-

ognized by gas or cinder analyses before the furnace is tapped ; and
detenniuations of the chemical composition of ores and fluxes permit

of mixtures which produce iron of the desired character. The propor-

tions of various parts of the furnace, the volume, pressure, and tempera-

ture of the blast, all combine under careful watchfulness to secure an

output far in excess of what was believed iDOSsible.

Fuels.—In referring to the employment of mineral fuels mention was

made of the relative merits of various combustibles for blast furnaces,

which may be defined generally as being dependent upon their structure
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and chemical composition. They rank in the following order: Charcoal,

coke, anthracite coal. Charcoal, being a pure fuel and very open in

structure, rapidly oxidizes at a red heat at the tuyeres, and although the

bulk is double that of coke a greater product is obtained from a char-

coal furnace of the same size than from one using coke. Similar results

follow the employment of coke as compared with anthracite, and many
anthracite furnaces have been enabled to largely augment their output,

without iucreasiunf the power of their machinery, by mixing coke with

anthracite coal. It is, however, claimed on good authority that if a

blast furnace is able to withstand the severe action due to a high press-

ure of blast, and the blowing engines are capable of maintaining such

pressure, results can be obtained with anthracite fuel which will ap-

proach, if not equal, those secured by the employment of coke.

The pressure of blast commonly used at blast furnaces may be con-

sidered as ranging from 1 to 4 pounds for charcoal, 3 to 8 ijounds for

coke, and 6 to 14 pounds for anthracite, per square inch.

The direction for improvement in the use of anthracite coal apparently

lies in blast-furnace structures carefully designed with special reference

to the use of strong blast, and equijiped with machinery, boilers, and

hot-blast stoves, of ample power and capacity.

The proportion of furnaces using the various fuels, as given by the

Directory to the Iron and Steel Works of the United States, by the sec-

retary of the American Iron and Steel Association, on September 1,

1884, is as follows

:

Famaces.

Total nTiinber of charcoal furnaces. .

.

Total number of coke furnaces
Total number of anthracite furnaces.

Grand total

No.

232
221
221

In the above classification all furnaces using bituminous coal as fuel

are included in the category of coke furnaces, although some of them,

as in southern and eastern Ohio and in northwestern Pennsylvania,

use bituminous coal raw, either entirely or mixed with coke in varying

quantities. Similarly the anthracite furnaces include all which base

their charge on this fuel, although they may operate with anthracite and
coke mixed.

In the manufacture of charcoal improvements have been in the direc-

tion of obtaining a greater yield from a given amount of wood. Ordinary

meilers cannot be depended upon to average over 35 bushels (of 2,748

cubic inches) per cord of 128 cubic feet. As the earth cover of a meiler

is far from being impervious to air or water, kilns constructed of brick

masonry are used to a large extent, their general forms being rectangu-

lar, beehive, or conical, and of capacities varying from 30 to 100 cords.

They average 45 to 50 bushels of charcoal per cord of wood.
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For a number of years charcoal has been made in closed iron vessels

or retorts, set over fireplaces ; lately these have been growing in favor,

and improvements in design or arrangement have increased their yield,

so that 60 to 66 bushels of charcoal have been obtained from a cord of

wood. A chemical plant is generally connected with retorts, and the

vapors of carbonization are collected, condensed, and made into methyl-

ic alcohol and commercial acetates. Similar utilization of smoke has

been made by exhausting the vapors from kilns and carrying them to

appropriate condensers, stills, etc.

Eaw bituminous coal has been and is used in some districts, but it is

much inferior as a furnace fuel to coke, and there is also a great differ-

ence in the merit of coke from different localities for this especial pur-

pose. It is not every coking coal which makes a good blast-furnace

fuel. Coke is produced either in open heaps or ricks, in Belgian ovens,

rectangular in section, or in beehive ovens. The latter seem generally

to be preferred. In Europe the gaseous products from coke ovens are

in some cases collected, and ammonia, tar, etc., obtained from them

;

but this has not yet been attempted in the United States, although it is

probable that it will be done in the near future.

The best results obtained with anthracite fuel have been where com-

paratively small sizes of coal are used. The practice of charging very

large lumps having been generally abandoned, coal of the size commer-
cially known as " steamboat " has been substituted. It is probable that

a still greater reduction in size would be advantageous were it not that

the smaller coal commands a higher price.

Good furnace practice demands close attention to the character and
condition of the stock charged into the furnace as well as to the man-

ner of charging it ; hence the use of crushers to reduce ore and lime-

stone to more uniform sizes has become very popular.

Boasting of ores is pursued where they contain considerable amounts
of sulphur, carbonic acid, or water, and the calcination of limestone

previous to charging has also been tried. The roasting of iron ores is

done in open heaj)s of greater or less size, in square or circular masonry
structures, or in sheet-iron circular kilns provided with a bosh sup-

ported on columns or brackets, the fuel used being waste culm or slack

or braize. To secure more thorough desulphurization gaseous fuel is

necessarily used, the ore being charged into masonry chambers of com-

paratively small area, heated with gas, and the ore exposed to the oxy-

gen of air while very hot.

Number and capacity of blastfurnaces.—Although the number of plants

using bituminous or anthracite fuel are the same (221 of each), and the

number of charcoal furnaces only exceeds that of the plants using either

of the mineral fuels by 11, the iron industry should not be considered

as divided practically into three approximately equal parts, for the bi-

tuminous furnaces average larger dimensions than those using anthra-

cite, and the anthracite plants are of greater size than those which

2 M E 20
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depend ou charcoal. Comparing the number of blast furnaces in the

directories of July, 1882, and September, 1884, with the nominal maxi-

mum capacity, the following statement is presented to show how rap-

idly advances are being made

:

Comparison between the number and nominal capacity of blast furnaces in July, 1882, and
the number and nominal capacity of blast furnaces in September, 1884,

Furnaces. Jnly, 1882.
September,

1884.

Ktimber of charcoal famaces
Number of anthracite furnaces ,.

Number of bitniniaons-coal famaces

Total number of blast furnaces

Nominal capacity of charcoa,^famaces short tons
Nominal capacity of anthracite furnaces do.

.

Nominal capacity of bituminous-coal famaces do.

.

Total nominal capacity of blast furnaces do..

Average nominal capacity per charcoal furnace short tons
Average nominal capacity per anthracite furnace do .

.

Average nominal capacity per bituminous-coal furnace do .

.

Average nominal capacity per blast furnace in the United States do.

.

250
224
211

1, 125, 000
2, 750, 000
4, 125, 000

8, 000, 000

4,500
12, 277
19, 550
11, 679

232
221
221

1, 275, 000
3, 175, 000
4, 850, 000

9, 300, 000

5,406
14, 366
21,945
13, 798

While this table shows the relative importance of each branch of the

pig-iron industry, and indicates the improvement in blast-furnace prac-

tice in the two years, it is not claimed that the figures of nominal capac-

ities represent the actual product ; for the output of the blast furnaces

in the United States in 1883 was as given below, and the proportion

which this production bears to the nominal capacity is shown by per-

centages .

Proportion of actual production of pig iron in 1883 to the nominal capacity of the blast fur-
naces.

Furnaces.

Charcoal famaces
Anthracite furnaces
Bituminous-coal furnaces

Total

Pig iron
produced.

Short tons.

571, 726
1, 885, 596
2, 689, 650

5, 146, 650

Percent-
age of
nominal
capacity.

44.8
59.4
55.4

55.4

The year 1883 was one of . business depression, and the percentages

are less than would be found at times of greater prosperity ; but as the

nominal capacity is based upon all the blast furnaces being run to their

utmost (which can never be the case), correction must be made by a«

liberal reduction from the totals of nominal capacity for idle or crippled

works. On the other hand, the number of blast furnaces reported in

the directories is always in excess of those ready to operate, and it is
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probable that the most equitable method of determining the present

average capacities of the blast furnaces would be to divide the output

of L883 by the number of furnaces of each kind in blast. This method

is also subject to error, because in time of depression the smaller plants

are generally idle, and because the number of furnaces in blast is only

correct on the specific date of the reports and not for the entire year.

The figures for 1883 are as follows:

Average output offurnaces in blast in 1883.

Famaces.

Num'ber
of furnaces

in blast
December
31, 1883.

Pig iron
made ii

1883.

Average
output per
furnace in

1883.

Charcoal famaces
Anthracite furnaces
Bitaminous-coal furnaces

Total

84
118
105

Short tons.

571, 726
1, 885, 596
2, 689, 650

Short tons.

6,806
15, 980
25, 616

5, 146, 972 16, 765

To indicate the progress made, these figures when compared with sim-

ilar data for 1873 show that in ten years the average output has been

greatly augmented in each of the branches, most notably in the fur-

naces using bituminous fuel.

The average output per furnace in 1873 and in 1883 compa/red.

IFumaces.

Kumber
of fumacesi

in blast
December
31, 1873.

Pig iron
made in

1873.

Average
output per
furnace in

1873.

Augment
average

output in
1883 over

that of 1873.

Charcoal furnaces
Anthracite furnaces
Bituminous-coal furnaces

Total

190
137
83

Short tons.

577, 620
1,312,754

977, 904

410 2, 868, 278

Short tons.

3,040
9,582

11, 782

Short tons.

3,766
6,398

13, 834

6,! 9,769

A late discussion of blast furnace cai^acity and production {Journal

of the United States Association of Charcoal Iron Workers, 1884, Vol.

v., pp. 217-228) shows that at no time since 1873 have over 63.7 per

cent, of all the blast furnaces in the country been reported a§ in blast

;

and the proportion of active furnaces has been as low as 30 per cent,

of the whole.

The largest percentage of active furnaces returned was 82.1, as shown
by the record of anthracite furnaces in April, 1880 ; and the least pro-

portion of anthracite furnaces in blast was 31.1 per cent., in Septem-

ber, 1876.

The bituminous furnaces show less variation than those using anthra-

cite, the maximum percentage of the bituminous furnaces being 70.7,

in April, 1881, and the minimum, 36.3, in September, 1876.
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The returns for December 31, 1873, show 68.1 per cent, of the charcoal

furnaces in operation, and those for April, 1877, exhibit but 20.2 per

cent, in blast.

The growth of the pig-iron industry by periods of years shows that

since 1810 the quantity of pig iron made increased practically threefold

in each double decade 5 thus the total i)ig-iron production was

:

Tears.
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fuel consumption which indicates the best management, for often one

furnace may carry considerable more burden of ore and flux, with a given

weight of fuel, than another, and yet show a greater consumption of

fuel per ton of product by reason of the leanness or impurities of the

ore used.

The output of an old-style cold-blast charcoal furnace, 9 feet in diam-

eter at bosh and 28 feet high, was, as stated, from 4 to 6 tons of pig

iron per day, the consumption of charcoal being from 150 to 225 bushels

per ton. The paper on Mont Alto furnace work, to which reference has

been made, gives the output of that furnace in 1883, with bosh diameter

of 9| feet and height of 44 feet, as averaging 25Jtons of cold-blast iron,

on a consumption of 129 bushels of charcoal per ton of iron made.

When hot blast was emx-)loyed the older furnaces of the above dimen-

sions increased their i)roduct to from 8 to 10 tons per day ; but improved
appliances and management have latterly obtained 30 to 40 tons per day
from furnaces of practically the same diameter of bosh, but with larger

crucibles and greater height, and the fuel consumption has fallen to 100

bushels per ton. In larger and more modern plants of 11 feet diameter

at bosh and 60 feet high, a product of 70 tons per day, and a fuel con-

sumption of less than 85 bushels of charcoal per ton, have been attained.

Anthracite or bituminous furnaces were not operated cold-blast, but

a comparison of results obtained from plants twenty years ago with

those of the same size to-day shows that the output has practically

doubled under more intelligent management; and furnaces 16 feet

diameter and 55 feet high, which formerly made 30 tons of iron per day,

now produce from 60 to 90 tons. Technical knowledge and the appli-

cation of new improvements have done even more for bituminous fur-

naces, for in these the employment of coke with superheated blast, and
the establishment of new plants, have given them advantages not pos-

sessed by others. Bituminous furnaces, which ten years ago became
prominent because they made 80 tons per day, have now reached an out-

put of over 300 tons per day.

So rapidly have the furnaces advanced in their product, and so marked
has been the low fuel consumption per ton of iron made, that it is not

deemed advisable to quote more exact figures of product in this paper
than those above, for fear that they may be below actual results by the

time the present report is printed. The consumption of less than 1

pound of mineral fuel to make 1 pound of pig iron has been attained at

a number of works, but the average for all the furnaces will be greater

tha.n this amount—probably L.4 pounds.

The modern blast furnace.—As intimated, many of the older plants,

X)articularly those constructed to use charcoal or anthracite fuel, have

been altered and improved ; the dimensions have been enlarged, power-

ful steam machinery has been introduced, and larger hot-blast stoves

and boilers have been added. The boshes have been steepened, so that

the slopes at present vary from 1^ inches to 4 inches, instead of from 6

to 10 inches per foot as formerly, and large crucibles have taken th«
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place of contracted ones. A majority of the newer plants have been

located in the iron districts where bituminous coal is used, but a num-
ber of them have been constructed to employ anttiracite and charcoal.

Eeviewing what has been said heretofore, a modern blast-furnace

structure may be described as a wrought-iron shell or casing, resting

upon a wrought-iron mantle sustained by wrought or cast-iron columns

of such height as to expose as much of the bosh as possible to the cool-

ing action of the atmosphere.

The interior shape of the furnace approximates two frustra of cones

placed base to base at the bosh, the two lesser diameters fixing the size

of the bottom and the stock line; the variations are mainly in cylindri-

cal j)ortions for the crucible or prolongation of the bosh, in greater or

less slope to the bosh and inwalls, and in the relative sizes of the

greater and lesser diameters of the two ends of the frustra. The tun-

nel head is fitted with cup and cone, or bell and hopper, operated by a

lever, and the charging opening is covered by a seal plate. Gas is

withdrawn just below the hopper and conveyed in masonry flues to the

" downcomer."

A-s a rule the slope of boshes is much steeper, the area at tuyere level

and stock line proportionately greater, and the structures higher than

formerly, the increased height being owing to raising the tuyeres,

steepening the slope ofboshes, and increasing the cubical contents of the

shaft of the furnace in which ores are prepared for smelting. No
American furnaces have, however, been carried to the extreme heights

of some plants in Great Britain.

Thin walls of firebrick protected by water-cooled appliances take the

place of thick stone masonry, and large tuyeres are employed. ' Volume
rather than pressure of blast is recognized as the gauge for determining

the proper operation of the plant.

Gas is brought from the top of the furnace by wrought-iron pipes or

" downcomers," either to overhead iron or underground masonry flues,

which connect with burners at the hot ovens and boilers, and the re-

sults of combustion are carried to high-draft stacks or chimneys, gen-

erally constructed of wrought iron and lined with firebrick.

Washing, or rather condensing, the furnace gases by means of jets

or pans of water placed in the " downcomers," has met with some favor

from managers, because thereby so much of the flue dust is kept out of

the connections.

Duplicate iron-pipe stoves or regenerative firebrick stoves are em-

ployed for heating the blast, but few furnaces have an excess of either

form. Ordinarily two iron-pipe or three regenerative stoves are con-

nected to a furnace. Four of the latter would secure greater uniformity

of temperature, and not less than this number is advisable. The pipes

conveying the heated air are either lined inside or protected on the out-

side with non-conducting materials, and tuyere fixtures are, as far as

is practicable, similarly treated.

A. substantial brick building contains several blowing engines tf
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the vertical type, with receivers for taking up the oscillations due to

the strokes of the engines, and generally also the requisite pumping
machinery, which (owing to the cooling appliances requiring considera-

ble quantities of water) are important features in the machinery of a

blast furnace. Large stock houses of brick or iron, in which railroad

tracks are carried on trestles over bins, protect the raw material and

cover the " fillers " while loading the barrows of ore, flux, or fuel, which

are then carried to the tunnel head by vertical steam hoists with double

cages. Brick or iron casting houses protect the workmen who tap the

furnace, and railroad tracks run alongside or into them, to carry away
the cinder or pig iron. Some of the buildings of the newer blast fur-

naces are quite attractive in design and substantial in construction.

Various methods of handling and dumping cinder by railroad cars

are in use. The hot cinder is run from cars on to heajjs or it is allowed

to flow in successive thin layers, which, when cooled, are broken by
bars into road metaling. Slag is also granulated by injecting a stream

of water under pressure against a falling stream of fluid cinder, and it

is blown with steam into fine threads commercially known as "mineral

wool." The necessity of caring for large masses of slag or cinder has

proved an item of considerable expense at a number of blast furhaces,

and the matter of dump room must be considered in connection with

the question of supplies of fuel, ore, flux, and water, or accessibility to

markets, when locating a new plant.

The tendency has been to construct large furnaces in batteries or

sets, the plant being equipped with ample blowing machinery, boilers,

blast-heating apparatus, water supply, etc., so arranged that all can be
concentrated on one furnace or any portion of the plant used for either

furnace.

The neat, symmetrical furnace stacks, chimneys, and hot-blast stoves

;

the substantial casting, stock, engine, and boiler houses, the absence

of flame from the tunnel head, the puffing of small locomotives drawing
ore, flux, fuel, pig iron, or cinder, and the quantity of material thus

handled, present a strange contrast to the charcoal furnace of fifty

years ago. The massive stone stack, from which the flame constantly

rose and fell with the wheezing of the blast, and around which centered

the entire interest of a community dependent upon its action, the battery

of ore carts and charcoal wagons, with their motive power represented

by a hundred braying mules, and the Arcadian simplicity of all the sur-

roundings (save at the mansion house), were characteristics of the olden

time furnace.

Few instances of progress can be mentioned more notable than is ex-

hibited by comparison of " the old charcoal blast furnace " and " the

modern blast furnace."

[A paper by Mr. P. Barnes, on " The Present Teclinical Condition of the Steel In-

dustry of the United States," prepared for this vohime, has been omitted for lack of

space, and is published separately as Bulletin No. 25 of the United States Geological

Survey. ]
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The Mint statistics.—Hon. Horatio 0. Burchard, late Director of the

Mint, has made estimates of the production of the precious metals

in the United States, and his results (for the last four years) are ac-

cepted as authoritative in this report, no provision having yet been

made for the collection of gold and silver statistics by this ofl&ce. A
number of other estimates, showing greater or less discrepancies, have

been published. A table is appended, showing Mr. Burchard's esti-

mates, by States, for the period 1881 to 1884, inclusive. It will be seen

from these figures that the total production has been very steady of

late ; but that the gold output has declined somewhat while the silver

yield has slightly increased. The decline in the production of gold has

been mainly due to the depression of hydraulic mining in California.

The annual output of the two " precious " metals in the United States

is about the same in value as that of the pig iron at present prices, but

far below the value of the coal production. In 1883 the production fell

short of the yield in 1882 by $2,500,000 gold and $600,000 silver. In

1884 the gold production increased $800,000 and the silver production

increased $2,600,000, as compared with 1883.

Production of gold and silver in the United States during the calendar years 1881 to 1884

inclusive.
'

States and Territories.

1881.

Gold. Silver. Total.

1882.

Gold. Silver. Total.

Alaska
Arizona
California
Colorado
Dakota ,

Georgia
Idaho
Maine
Montana
Nevada ,

New Mexico
North Carolina
Oregon
South Carolina.
Tennessee
Utah
Virginia
Washington
Wyoming

Total

$15, 000

1, 060, 000
18, 200, 000
3, 300, 000
4, 000, 000

125, 000
1, 700, 000

2, 330, 000
2, 250, 000

185, 000
115, 000

1, 100, 000
35, 000
5,000

145, 000
10,000
120,000

5,000

$7, 300, 000
750, 000

17, 160, 000
70, OOO

1, 300, 000
5,000

2, 630, 000
7, 060, 000

275,000

50, 000

6, 400, 000

$15, 000

8, 360, 000
18,950,000
20, 460, 000

4, 070, 000
125, 000

3, 000, 000
5, 000

4, 960, 000

9, 310, 000
460, 000
115, 000

1, 150, 000
35, 000
5,000

6, 545, 000
10, 000

120, 000
5,000

$150, 000
1, 065, 000

16, 800, 000
3, 360, 000
3, 300, 000

250, 000

1, 500, 000

$7, 500, 000
845, 000

16, 500, 000
175, 000

2, 000, 000

2, 550, 000
2, 000, 000

150, 000
190, 000
830,' 000
25, 000

4, 370, 000
6, 750, 000

1, 800, 000
25, 000
35, 000

190, 000
15, 000

120, 000
5,000

6, 800, 000

34, 700, 000 43. 000, 000 77, 700, 000 46, 800, 000

$150, 000
8, 565, 000

17, 645, 000
19,860,000
3, 475, 000

250, 000
3, 500, 000

6, 920, 000
8, 750, 000
1, 950, 000

215, 000
865, 000
25, 000

6, 990, 000
15, 000

120, 000
5,000

79, 300, 000

312
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Production of gold and silver in the United States, ^c.—Continued,
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states and Territories.

¥ Alaslsa
Arizona
California
Colorado
Dakota
Georgia
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
Kew Mexico .

.

North Carolina
Oregon
South Carolina
Utah
Virginia
Washington . .

.

Wyoming
Other

Total

1883.

Gtold.

$300, 000
950, 000

14, 120, 000
4. 100, 000
3, 200, 000

199, 000
1, 400, 000

1, 800, 000

2, 520, 000
280, 000
167, 000
660, 000
56, 500

140, 000
6,000

80, 000
4,000

17, 500

30, 000, 000

Silver.

$5, 200, 000

1, 460, 000

17, 370, 000
150, 000

1,000
2,100,000
6, 000, 000

5, 430, 000

2, 845, 000
3,000

20, 000
500

5, 620, 000

500

46, 200, 000

Total.

$300, 000
6,050,000

15, 580, 000
21, 470, 000
3, 350. 000

200, 000

3, 500, 000
7, 800, 000
7, 950, 000
3, 125, 000

170,000
680, 000
57, 000

5, 760, 000
6,000

80, 500
4,000

17, 500

1884.

76, 200, 000

Gold.

$200, 000
930, 000

13, 600, 000

4, 250, 000

3, 300, 000
137, 000

1, 250, 000

2, 170, 000
3, 500, 000

300, 000
157, 000
660, 000
57, 000

120, 000
2,000

85, 000
6,000

76, 000

Silver.

$4, 500, 000
3, 000, 000

16, 000, 000
150, 000

30, 800, 000

2, 720, 000
7, 000, 000

5, GOO, 000

3, 000, 000
3,500

20, 000
500

6, 800, 000

1,000

5,'000

48, 800, 000

Total.

$200, 000

5, 430, 000
16, 600, 000
20, 250. 000
3, 450, 000

137, 000
3, 970, 000
9, 170, 000
9, 100, 000
3, 300, 000

160, 500
680, 000
57, 500

6, 920, 000
2,000

86, 000
6,000

81, 000

79, 600, 000

Bank of the States and Territories in the production of gold and silver in 1883.

Gold.
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Mr. Valentme's statistics for 1883.—Mr. J. J. Valentine, vice-president

and general manager of Wells, Fargo & Co., has prepared the follow-

ing statement of the bullion product of the States and Territories west

of the Missouri river (including British Columbia, and receipts by ex-

press from the west coast of Mexico) in 1883, based upon the express

and freight returns. This table includes the value of lead and copper,

as well as gold and silver.

Bullion product of the States and Territories west of tiie Missouri river in 1883, including

value of 'base bullion (lead and copper), and also including the partial products of British

ColumMa and the west coast of Mexico.

[Estioiated by Mr. J. J. Valentine.]

States and Territories.

Callfornia
irevada
Oregon
Washington
Alaska
Idaho
Montana
Utah
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Dakota

Total
Mexico (west coast)
British ColumMa. .

.

Total

Gold dust
and

bullion by-

express.

Gold dust
and

bnlUon by
other

convey-
ances.

$13, 182, 188

1, 097, 595
387, 927

42, 117
85,000

1,077,985
2, 380, 000

27, 036

2, 341, 692
123, 642
340, 686

2, 448, 000

$659, 109

23, 533, 868
767, 836
521, 613

24, 823, 317

193, 963
21, 058
20, 000

215, 597
119, 000

4,134

50, 000

150, 000
245, 000

1, 677, 861
'"

'136,403

1, 808, 264

Silver
bullion by
express.

$1, 171, 748
5, 924, 252

11, 090
351

692, 545

4, 900, 000

2, 398, 027

4, 434, 444
1, 190, 977
4, 147, 427

130, 000

25, 001, 461
3, 870, 548

28, 872, 009

Ores and
base

bullion by
freight.

$660, 269
1, 749, 774

1, 819, 700
2, 480, 000
4, 587, 885

17, 533, 864

2, 048, 900
3, 545, 630

34, 426, 022
384, 000

Total.

$15, 673, 314
8,771,621

692, 980
63, 526

105, 000
3, 805, 827

9, 879, 000

7, 017, 682
24, 310, OOO
3, 413, 519

8, 183, 743

2, 823, 000

84, 639, 212
5, 022, 384

652, 016

34, 810, 022 90, 313, 612

The gross yield for 1883, shown in the foregoing table, segregated,

was approximately as follows:

Per cent. Value.

Gold .

.

Silver .

Copper
Lead ..

32.36
52.30
6.30
9.04

$29, 236, 492
47, 229, 649
5, 683, 921
8, 163, 550

90, 313, 612

Mr. Valentine makes the following comparison between his returns

for 1883 and 1882 : " California shows a decrease in gold of $1,629,028,

and an increase of silver of $969,844. l^evada shows a falling off of

$1,591,755. The Comstock shows an increase of $392,468; but there is

a decrease in the product of Eureka district of $1,419,124. With the

exception of Montana and Idaho, there is a decrease in the product of

the other States and Territories. The facilities afforded for the trans-

portation of bullion, ores, and base metals, by the extension of railroads

into the mining districts, increase the difficulty of verifying the reports
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of the products from several important localities ; and tlie general

tendency is to exaggeration when the actual values are not obtainable

from authentic sources ; but the aggregate result, as shown herein, we
think may be relied on with reasonable confidence as approximately

correct."

Mr. Valentine^s statistics for 1884.—Mr. Valentine's estimate for 1884

is as follows

:

Bullion product of tl\e States and Territories west of the Missouri river in 1884, including

value of base iullion {lead and copper), and also including the partial products of British

Columbia and the west coast of Mexico.

[Estimated by Mr. J. J. Valentine.]

States and Territories.

Gold dust
and

bullion by
express.

Gold dust
and

bullion by
other

convey-
ances.

SQver
bullion by
express.

Ores and
base

bullion by
freight.

Total.

California
Nevada
Oregon
Washington
Alaska
Idaho
Montana
Utah
Colorado
New Mexico
Arizona
Dakota

Total
Mexico (west coast)
British Columbia. .

.

Total

$12,282,471
1, 527, 859

368, 315
45, 964
35, 014

1, 010, 077
1, 875, 000

31, 501

2, 575, 861
157, 688
360, 791

2, 726, 847

$614, 123

184, 157
22, 982
80, 000

150, 000

$1, 504, 705
5, 905, 304

2,695
1,179

$871, 689
1, 455, 776

4,134

60, 000
100, 000
150, 000

812, 100
6, 175, 000
2, 657, 054
4, 877, 888

906, 248
3, 139, 628

110,000

1, 570, 000

3, 812, 000

4, 697, 147

12, 780, 000

2, 536, 678

3, 455, 960

$15, 272, 988
8, 888, 939

555, 167
70, 125

115, 014
3, 542, 177

11, 862, 000

7, 389, 836
20, 233, 749

3, 660, 614
7, 056, 379
2, 986, 847

22, 997, 388
285, 256
647, 719

1, 365, 396

'mi',m

26, 091, 801
2, 257, 144

31, 179, 250
12, 000

81, 633, 835
2, 554, 400

787, 719

23, 930, 363 1, 505, 396 28, 348, 945 31, 191, 250 84, 975, 954

The values of the gold, silver, copper, and lead, segregated, were

:
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Mr. Valentines estimates of the production of gold and silrcr in the States and Territories

tvest of the Missouri river from 1870 to 1684 inclusive.

Tears.
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Profits in precious-metal mining.—In the first report of this series it

was said: "The production .of gold and silver, like that of other com-

modities, is of course not one of clear profit. Indeed, a saying that it

costs $1 in coin to produce $1 in bullion has gained more or less credit;

and though this opinion has been abundantly shown to be unfounded,

and while also any attempt to estimate the profit gained to the country

by the mining of the precious metals is mere guesswork, it is still quite

probable that $500,000,000 of the gross total has been net profit." This

opinion was based upon a consideration of the large profits which at-

tended the earlier mining enterprises. The margin of profit^ especially

in gold mining, is undoubtedly smaller now than formerly. It is impos-

sible to ascertain the actual returns to investors, owing to the large num-
ber of mines not operated by corporations and from which no reports

are published, but the following statement has been made from the pub-

lished returns for 1883 and 1884, from which it appears that in these

years the reported dividends were not greatly in excess of the reported

assessments. Still it must be remembered that the returns are very

imperfect, and that, for obvious reasons, the published announcements

of assessments are proportionately nearer the truth than the reports of

dividends, while a vast number of smaller unincorporated mines, which

could not be operated at a loss, are not represented.

Assessments and dividends reported in 1883.
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Consumption in the arts.—In 1883 the value of the gold and silver

consumed in the United States in the manufacture of chemicals,

watches, jewelry, instruments, plate, etc., and in repairs, was stated

at $14,223,448 gold, and $5,392,777 silver j total, $19,616,225. In

1884 the corresponding amounts were estimated at $14,500,000 gold,

$5,500,000 silver, and $20,000,000 total. This consumption has at-

tracted much attention, in view of the heavy draft upon the coin circu-

lation of this country, and in consideration of the similar absorption

of the precious metals, especially of gold, which is going on abroad.

If the figures are correct, the apparent consumption of gold in the arts

is nearly one-half of the total gold product. It should be remembered,

however, that a considerable portion of the gold and silver temporarily

absorbed in this way returns again into circulation as coin, and that of

this total consumption only about one-half is domestic bullion produced

in the same year. Thus in 1884 the industrial consumption of new bull-

ion, produced by mines of the United States in that year, is estimated

by Mr. Burchard to have been only $6,000,000 gold, $4,500,000 silver,

and $10,500,000 total.

The worWs production of gold and silver.—The annexed table, com-

liiled by Mr. Burchard, shows the total output of the precious metals

in the world, as nearly as can be estimated. For several of the coun-

tries there are no official figures, and in some cases it has been neces-

sary to repeat earlier statistics, in the absence of fresh reports. The
yield of gold appears to be steadily declining, while that of silver is in-

creasing. The annual contribution of the United States to the world's

stock of the precious metals is now about one-third of the total gold

supply and about two-fifths of the silver.

The world's production of gold and silver.

Coimtries.

1881.

Gold. Silver.

United States
Eussia
Auatralia
Mexico
Germany
Anstrla-Hungary—
Sweden
Norway
Italy
Spain
Turkey
Argentine Kepublio
Colombia
Bolivia
ChiU ,

Brazil
Japan
Africa •-

Venezuela
Canada
Prance

Kilos.
52, 212
36, 671
46, 178
1,292

350
1,867

1

109

7
118

6,019
109
194

1,116
702

3,000
3,423
1,648

$34, 700, 000
24, 371, 343
30, 690, 000

858, 909
232, 610

1, 240, 808
665

72, 375

4,918
78,546

4, 000, 000
72, 375

128, 869
741, 694
466, 548

1, 993, 800

2, 274, 692

1, 094, 926

1, 034, 649
7,992
3,970

665, 918
186, 990
31, 359
1,176
4,812
432

74, 500
1,719

10, 109
24, 057

264, 677
122, 275

22. 046

1,641

$43, 000, 000
332, 198
164, 983

27, 675, 540
7, 771, 304

1, 303, 280
48, 875

199, 987
17, 949

3, 096, 220
71,441

420, 225
1. 000, 000

11, 000, 000

5, 081, 747

916, 400

68, 205

Total

.

155, 016 103, 023, 078 2, 458, 322 102, 168, 354
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The ivorld's production of gold and silver—Continued.

Gonntries.

1882.

Gold. Silver.

United States ,

ilussia
Australia
Mexico
Germany
Austria-Hnngary . .

.

Sweden
Noi'way
Italy
Spain
Turkey
Argentine Hepublic
Colombia
Bolivia
Chili
Brazil ,

Japan
Africa
Venezuela
Canada
France

Total.

Kilos.

48, 902
35, 913
43, 550
1,409

376
1,580

17

109

10
118

5,802
109
245

1,116
702

3,000
3,904
1,648

148, 510

$32, 500, 000
23, 867, 935
28, 943, 217

936, 223
249, 890

1, 050, 068
11, 298

72, 375

6,646
78, 546

3, 856, 000
72, 375

163, 000
741, 694
466, 548

1, 993, 800

2, 595, 077

1, 094, 926

Kilos.

1, 126, 083
7,781
2,475

703, 508
214, 982
47, 118
1,500
5,893

432
74, 500
2,164

10, 109
18, 283

264, 677
128, 106

22. 046

1,641
14, 291

2, 645, 589

$46, 800, 000
323, 427
102, 878

29, 237, 798
8, 934, 652
1, 958, 224

62, 350
244, 954
17, 949

3, 096, 220
89, 916

420, 225
760, 000

11, 000, 000

5, 325, 000

916, 400

68,205
594, 053

109,952,251

Countries.

1883.

Gold. Silver.

United States
Kussia
Australia
Mexico
Germany
Austria-Hungary . . -

Sweden
Norway
Italy
Spain ,

Turkey
Aigen'tine Eepublic
Colombia
Bolivia
Chili
Brazil
Japan
Africa
"Venezuela
Canada
France

Total.

Kilos.
45, 140
35, 913
39, 873
1,438
457

1,638
37

109

10
118

5,802
109
245
952
181

3,000
5,022
1,435

141, 479

$30, 000, 000

23, 867, 935
26, 500, 000

955, 639
303, 722

1,088,615
24, 590

72, 375

6,646
78, 546

3,856, 000

72, 375
163, 000
632, 520
120, 080

1, 993, 800
3, 338, 058

954, 000

94, 027, 901

Kilos.

1, 111, 457
7,781
1,924

711, 347
230, 694
48, 708
1,583
5,645
432

74, 500
2,164

10, 109

18, 283
384, 923

128, 106

1.641

2, 747, 785

$46, 200, 000
323,427
80, 000

29, 568, 576

9, 589, 300

2, 024, 645
65, 800

234, 645
17, 945

3, 096, 220
89, 916

420, 225
760, 000

16, 000, 000

5, 325, 000

353, 825

68, 205

114,217,733
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Imports of gold and silver, 1868 to 1884 inclusive.
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Fiscal years ending June 30

—

1868,
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873,
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881,
1882
1883.
1884.

Gold.

Dust, (a) Bullion. Coin

$258, 329
7,771

20, 842
15, 222
28, 802
85, 858
17, 602
17, 949

883, 690
697, 467
647, 551

$1, 909, 503
890, 064
097, 904
177, 387
101,617
549, 899
349, 346
562, 767
107, 102
032, 997
955, 005
275, 749
453, 755
301, 452
758, 502
334, 708
997, 571

$6, 558,

13, 240,

11, 452,

5, 704,

7, 339,

7, 092,

18, 089,

12, 018,

6, 596,

24, 131,

11, 365,

4, 373,

60, 420,

69, 032,

24, 971,

14, 399,

17, 833,

Silver.

Bullion. Coin

$151, 238
.54, 267

161, 932
69, 836

40.5. 631

476, 608
830,639

1, 294, 763
1,057,377
4, 693, 605
6, H71,849
2, 424, G"; 5
1. 981, 425
2, 303, 472
2, 121, 8;j3

2, 475, 968
2, 910, 451

$5, 304, 835
5, 622, 548

14.217,406
11,091,875
4, 647, 034
12,318,911
8. 15't, 087

5, 913, 474
6, 885, 795
9, 8. 9,666
9, 512, 704

12, 203, 871

10, 294, 489
8, 240, 766

5, 973, 603

8, 279, 274

11, 694, 494

a In 1868-1871, 1883, and 1884 included under head of gold bullion.

Exports of gold and silver of domestic production, 1851 to 1884 inclusive.

Mscal years fending June 30

—

1851.
1852.
1853 .

1854.
1855.
1856.
1857.
1858.
1859.
1860.
1861
18G2.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875 .

1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883 .

1884.

$18, 069,

37, 437,

23, 548,

38, 062,

19, 842,

15, 458,

28, 777,

19, 474,

24, 172,

26, 033,

10, 488,

Gold and
I

^"^^-

silver coin.i^

<^)
I

Bullion. Coin.

44, 608, 529

$34,

i

28,
' 31,

i

22,

t

33,

I
30,

i

13,

13,

11.

I
10,

I 21,

20,

13,

23,

13,

15,

8,

7,

114, 995
689, 946
300, 980
933. 206
329, 863

913, 173

311,280
267, 739
385, 033

985, 703
145, 055
731, 473

867, 641
841, 155

584, 407
812,108
089, 959
986, 145
810, 175

878, 543

233, 775
888, 896
084, 536
205, 319
24, 774
87, 006

84, 943
598, 336
118,455
052, 183

$17, 776, 912

86,148,921
35,413,651
49, 395, 993
22, 362, 035
44, 390, 003
14. 858, 369
12, 768, 501
.55, 491, 719
40,391,357
35, 661, 803

28, 766, 943
59, 309, 770
27, 542, 861

21, 274, 565
6, 427, 251
4, 120, 311
1, 687, 973
1,741,364

29, 805, 289

4, 802, 454
12,242,021

Silver.

Bullion.

$836, 387
6, 311, 986

10, 832, 849
15, 853, 530

12, 978, 311

,

13,57.3,427

11,748,864
17,28.5,916

!
22,729,6.57

27, 759, 066
22, 498. 782
17, 197, 914
15,240,344
11,482.894
15, 035, 045
11,883,064
6, 912, 864

11, 8.52, 995

11, 653, .547

12, 551, 378

14, 241, 050

Coin.

$2, 502, 551
1, 747, 432
1, 683, 059

2, 892, 990

2, 536, 506
899, 763

3, .554, 329
2, 535, 765
1,691,081
1, 674, 442
4, 555, 418
5, 115, 670

5, 366, 590
9, 292, 743

5, 394, 270
1, 526, 886

659, 990
547, 642
423, 099
150, 894
690, 381

b In 1862 and 1864-1884 segregated, appearing in Ibe other columns.
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THE COPPER INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES.

By C. Kirchhoff, Jr.

The years 1883 and 1884 have been very trying for the copper-mining

and allied industries in the United States. In addition to the great

influence upon them of the continued depression in all branches of busi-

ness in this country, they have passed through an era of conaplete revo-

lution of the conditions which have affected them during the past de-

cades. The indications of the years 1881 and 1882 have been fulfilled,

and from a spirited competition for the home markets the different cop-

per-producing districts of the United States have entered upon a strug-

gle for existence with the makers of the entire world. That contest

has not yet ended, and it is a question which has been seriously dis-

cussed 'pro and con whether the fiercest moments of the fray have yet

passed or not. In some respects our producers have been at a great

advantage, in others th^ have struggled against adverse circum-

stances. The general effect of the sharp competition in all parts of the

world has been the usual one of causing an increase in output, the

stronger concerns adding to their yield greater quantities than the

amounts of metal withdrawn from the supply by the closing of weaker

mines, so that the net result has been quite a general increase in the

production. The beginning of periods of depression usually causes

mines that have been fairly prosperous for years to add to plant. They

hope thus to make up for the falling off in the net returns due to lower

prices per pound by forcing down general expenses per unit through a

larger output, by scaling cost in every way, by reducing wages, and by

taking advantage of the lower prices of raw materials and supplies

caused by the general depression. Before a mine is closed down, the

force disorganized, and the capital invested in it practically abandoned

for at least an indefinite period, its reserves are exhausted, all dead

work is suspended, and repairs and renewals of plant are neglected.

Work is continued, particularly in the case of joint-stock enterprises,

until all appeals to the stockholders fail to procure additional funds,

and credit is exhausted. The history of mining has taught this over

and ov^er again, and the course of affairs, for instance, in the Lake

Superior district during the past two years, has abundantly confirmed

it. So far as it is possible to do so at a distance, we can trace the same

322
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causes at work in other countries through the reports of public compa-

nies. Unfortunately, in the case of Chili the fact that the mines are

largely in the hands of private firms and families makes it difficult to

follow their affairs.

While on the one hand declining prices have driven many mines

to greater output, they have on the other hand effectually restricted the

development of new enterprises. Those new ventures, and there were

many of them, which had not yet been planted on a solid foundation

have been forced to suspension or collapse, and nearly all efforts to raise

the capital for new enterprises have failed. It is even a question which

those interested in many American copper mines may well seriously

debate, whether or not it would not be wiser to allow known large re-

serves of ore in their mines to remain untouched rather than exhaust

them without reaping an adequate reward. This may be particularly

urged where the deposits themselves are of an uncertain character,

where the, ore may be expected to change in character in depth in an

unfavorable manner, where railroad communications are poor, fuel is

excessively costly, or labor still commands exceptionally high figures.

In the face of ail the discouraging circumstances of the past two years

the United States has forged ahead to the position of the greatest

copper producer of the world, and now occupies a leading rank as a con-

tributor of raw material to its markets. This exuberant production at

a time of general depression has no doubt reacted directly upon values,

and the heavy output of this country is chiefly responsible for the de-

cline of prices. It hasbeen repeatedly urged, not alone abroad, but also

by some of our producers, that the strenuous efforts made to swell the

product were suicidal ; that by an understanding among the leading

mines in principal districts the output could be kept in hand, so that

the net returns from the sale of smaller quantities at better prices would

be as good, if not better, than those now realized. Even preliminary

steps taken in this direction have shown that there is no harmony of

opinion on the subject. The conviction seems to have been reached by
the managers of the largest mines throughout the country that as new-

comers in the world's market, on the footing of regular contributors to

it, our copper mines must be the aggressors. They are unflinchingly

meeting the market and will hold their position in it until either a closing

down of the weaker mines in all parts of the world or the long-ex-

pected rapid development of consumption overtakes the production and

makes an advance in price possible.

American copper goes abroad now in the form of ore, of matte, of

black copper, of refined metal, and of electrolytic copper, every impor-

tant producing region participating in the movement. It is to be re-

gretted that we have not, during the past two years, made any substan-

tial progress in placing the metal in foreign markets in a manufactured

form. In the earlier stages of manufacture in our rolling mills rule of

thumb reigns supreme, and the practice in mixing alloys and in melting
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is spoken of as very crude by men of unquestioned authority. It is in

the subsequent mechanical process of shaping the metal, in the taste

shown in the make-up of the goods, and in their exceptionally high qual-

ity, that American rolling mills and brass and bronze manufactories are

said by experts to be far in advance of foreign rivals. Our own pro-

ducers look with some impatience to the time when the home sales will

be enlarged by a demand for raw material for manufactures to be ex-

ported, which would go hand in hand with lower prices for manufact-

ured goods in this country, and therefore lead to an expanded home
consumption. It is not likely that any steps will be taken in this direction

until manufacturers feel convinced, first, that the present abundant pro-

duction is not a passing phase, and secondly, that they will be compen-

sated by a much larger business for the redaction of profits on a smaller

turnover. On the first point an intelligent survey of the field will soon

carry with it conviction. Individual enterprises in the new districts

may have reached their greatest development or paay do so in the near

future, but enough attention has now been given to the copper resources

of the Eocky mountains to warrant the assertion that the virgin ground

already exi)lored will make good any decline in other quarters. On the

second point hesitation is better founded, and may only be dispelled by

competition by new works.

No question has probably been as variously discussed during the con-

stant decline of values as that relating to the capacity of the different

mines to outlive low prices. It has been already pointed out that

even poor mines will continue to struggle much longer than is gener-

ally believed. During the year 1884 there was probably not a copper

enterprise in the United States which has not had every item of cost

subjected to the closest scrutiny. So far as the Lake Superior mines

are concerned it is a comparatively easy matter to arrive at the propor-

tion of the yield in 1883 aud 1884 which has resulted in a profit to the

mines. Out of the total product in 1883, of 59,703,404 pounds, about

49,500,000 pounds, or 83 per cent, were produced at figures below the

market rates, while in 1884 the figures may be placed at 09,250,000 and

54,000,000 pounds, respectively, assuming the average price to have

been 11^ cents. It must not be forgotten that the average price real-

ized is lower in reality than the average market rate in this country,

because the returns obtained from that part of the yield which is mar-

keted abroad are lower. So far as the other producing regions are con-

cerned, their mines are, with but a few exceptions, in the hands of firms

or close corporations, whose business affairs are not a matter open to

public discussion. In some important instances, too, the base metal

is a mere carrier of the precious metals, or the i)resence of the latter

in the ore is an important factor, thus rendering the producers more or

less independent of tlie market value of tlie copper. It may be stated,

however, without disclosing private aflairs, that out of the total prod-

uct of Montana certainly a very large percentage yielded a profit, and
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that out of the whole make of Arizona not less than 90 per cent, was
placed on the market, in 1884, at remunerative rates. It is not held,

however, that these figures represent the maximum figure, because

there are a number of other enterprises, great and small, concerning

which no data have been available. Viewing it in a different light, it

may be said that out of the ^otal output of the United States in 1884

fully 70 per cent, can be put on the market at 11^- cents for Lake Supe-

rior copper, and at 10| cents for other kinds. These prices are very

low as an average of the price realized in 1884.

The decrease in dividends during the years 1883 and 1884 furnishes

a striking illustration of the pressure of the decline. The profits paid

to shareholders of public companies during these years were as follows

:

Dividends of copper mining companies.

Name of mine. 1882. 1883. 1884.

Calumet and Hecla (Lake Superior)

.

Quincy (Lake Superior)
Osceola (Lake Superior)
Atlantic (Lake Superior)
(Jentral (Lake Superior)
Fi ankliii (Lake Supeiior)
Copper Queen (Arizona)
San Francisco (California)
United Verde (Arizona)

, 000, 000
440, 000
200, 000
80, 000
60, 000

325, 000

$2, 000, 000
380, 000
200, 000
80, 000
60, 000
80, 000

500, 000
2,500

37, 500

$1, 300, 000
280, 000
62, 500
40, 000
40, 000
80, 000

200, 000

60, 000

In addition to these published dividends other profits have been dis-

tributed to shareholders in close corporations, among which the Montana

Copper Company and the Parrot Silver and Copper Company, both of

Butte, may be mentioned.

In some instances these dividends were only earned in part by copper

mining operations, being in one case the return from sales of lands, and

being in more than one concern partly made up by drawing upon re-

serve funds. On the other hand it is only fair to state that in many other

cases profits earned were invested in extension of plant and equipment,

in the accumulation of supplies and working capital, and in the pay-

ment of interest charges upon debt inherited from former mismanage-

ment.

How much was irretrievably sunk in the opening of mines and the

purchase of plant by concerns unable to meet the market, it is impossi-

ble to form any correct idea of. Much of the capital thus invested will

become productive as soon as there is a recovery of values, as soon as

better transportation facilities are afforded, or supplies, fuel, and labor

decline as the consequence of a development of the regions in which

they are located. There can be no doubt, however, that very large

sums of money have been injudiciously expended and may be counted

as a dead loss to the investors. In more than one case absurdly high

amounts were paid for property, and serious blunders have been made
in building unsuitable or inefficient reduction plant.

The years 1883 and 1884 have therefore been far from being i^rosper-

ous years for the copper industry of the United States. They have,
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however, fully proved the vitality of the new districts ofthe West. They
have shown how great are the resources of that part of our country, and
have laid the foundation of an industry which is capable of considerable

expansion still, and is sure to prove highly remunerative in the future.

Individual enterprises may decline, and some of the districts now the

scene of considerable activity may be robbed of their importance, but
enough has been shown during the past few years of prospecting and
development to warrant the statement that our copper resources are far

greater in magnitude than even the most sanguine were led to believe

two years ago. The opening of the western mines may be regarded as

the direct result of the rapid extension of the railroads in the Eocky
mountains, cheapening the cost of suitable fuel and the shipment of

product. Thus far they have not had the leveling effect upon wages
which follows an increase of population and a lower cost of living, and
in this direction the future may bring relief to many struggling enter-

prises. In the southwestern tier of Territories the deposits, so far as

they are known by development, carry oxidized ores, often of great

richness and in large bodies. As yet they have not been opened to

such a depth that unaltered ores have been reached, and the questions

affecting their future, when that period does arrive, have not yet been

brought up. As a general thing it may, however, be stated that from

the chara^^ter of the deposits and of their ore contents their life is

not looked upon as being assured for long periods. But there is so

much unprospected ground, so much partially opened, that no serious

decline is feared. These Territories are not threatened with a repetition

of the short-lived early copper excitement of California. Montana's

future as a copper-producing section is assured for many years to come.

The great mass of the ore is undoubtedly low in grade, comparatively

speaking, but it has proved to be unusually abundant, and is handled

with skill and enterprise. Besides these prominent regions, well-au-

thenticated reports come from almost every quarter of the Eocky mount-

ains of promising prospects, some of which will unquestionably develop

into important producers. It may, therefore, be stated with confidence

that taken as a whole the western States and Territories have proved

their ability to become great factors of permanent importance in the

copper industry of this country and of the world.

In the Lake Superior region the past two years have practically

sounded the death knell of many of the smaller mines, and have borne

heavily on the future of ventures into which heavy amounts of capital

had gone only a few years since, encouraged chiefly by the prospects of

remunerative employment through the introduction of modern methods

of extraction and ore treatment. A good deal of progress has been

made in that direction, and some relief was obtained by a lowering of

the cost of supplies and of wages. But the decline was so heavy that

the restriction of expenditures could not keep pace with it, and for some
time to come new investments in the mines of the region will not be

heavy. The larger, more prosperous concerns have been forced to an in-
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creased output, and all but a few of them are now able to continue work

at least without loss, though not with the phenomenal profits of the

past. There is still an enormous amount of unexplored ground which

promises to afford the opportunities for a steadily growing industry.

It may be stated in a general way that the Lake Superior mines pos-

sess all the elements of stability, while on the whole those of the far

West may be looked upon as subject to greater fluctuations individually

, and collectively, with the exception always of the Montana mines, where

the main dependence is upon the cheap handling of large quantities of

ores, which under local conditions must be pronounced low grade. It

must be clearly understood in regard to the latter that their similarity

with certain great mines of Chili makes it a matter of little doubt that

greater depth will reveal changes to unaltered low-grade ores. The

future can only teach whether the output can then be maintained. In

the meanwhile there are very heavy known reserves, and no signs of

changes in the character of the ores have appeared.

DOMESTIC PRODUCTIOIV.

The growth in the production of copper in the United States, com-

piled up to 1884, inclusive, from the best data available, is shown in the

following table. It proves in a striking manner how preponderating

was, until the past few years, the influence of the Lake Sui)erior district;

and again of one great mine in it, the Calumet and Hecla, for more

than a decade. In order to point out more clearly how preponderating

has been the output of the Lake district from 1847 to 1880, a column has

been added giving its percentage of the total product from year to

year. It should be stated that the yield of copper from pyrites is not

here included.

Froduction of copper in the United States from 1845 to 1884, inclusive.

Years.

1845 .

.

1846 .

.

1847 .

.

1848 .

.

1849 .

.

1850 .

.

1851 .

.

1852 .

.

1853 .

.

1854..
1855 .

.

1856 .

.

1857 .

.

1858 .

.

1859 .

.

1860 .

.

1861 .

.

1862 .

.

1863 .

.

1864 .

.

1865 .

.

Total
produc-
tion.

Longtons.
100
150
300
500
700
650
900

1,100
2,000
2,250
3,000
4,000
4,800
5,500
6,300
7,200
7, 500
9,000
8,500
8,000
8,500

Lake
Superior.

Longtons.
12
26

213
461
672
572
779
792

1,297
1,819
2,593
3,666
4,255
4,088
3,985
5,388
6,713
6,065
5,797
5,576
6,410

Longtons.

Calumet
and

Hecla.

Percent-
age of Lake
Superior
of total
product.

12.0
17.0
7L0
92.5
96.0
88.0
86.6
72.0
64.9
71.1
86.4
91.6
88.7
74.3
63.3
74.8
89.1
67.4
67.0
69.7
75.4

Tears.

1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

Total.

Total
produc-
tion.

Longtons.
8,900

10, 000
11, 600
12, 500
12, 600
13, 000
12, 500
15, 500

17, 500
18, 000
19, 000
21, 000
21, 500
23, 000
27, 000
32, 000
40, 467
51, 574

63, 555

512, 146

Lake
Stqjerior.

Longtons.
6,138

. 7, 824
9,346

11, 386
10, 992
11, 942
10, 961
13, 433
15, 327
16, 089
17, 085
17, 422
17, 719
19, 129
22, 204
24, 363
25, 439
26, 653
30, 916

376, 047

Calumet
and

Hecla.

Longtons.

603
2, 276
5,497
6,277
7,242
7,215
8,414
8,984
9,586
9,683

10, 075
11, 272
11, 728
14, 140
14, 000
14, 309
14, 788
17, 812

Percent-
age of Lake
Superior
of total
product.

78.2
80.6
95.1
87.2
91.9
95.7
87.3
87.6
89.4
88.9
82.9
82.4
83.2
82.2
76.1
62.1
50.1
48.4

173, 901 73.4
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As in the past, it has been a matter of little difficulty to collect nearly

complete returns from the Lake Superior mines. For the year 1S83 the

official figures by the Hon. A. P. Swineford, commissioner of mineral

statistics of Michigan, have been followed

:

The production of Lake Supef)'ior copper mines in 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Mines. <
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The difiSculties of arriving at an accurate estimate of the production

in the western States and Territories have been largely increased by

special circumstances. There has been a far greater alacrity in making

full returns, but notably in the case of Montana producers they are

not quite as definite as might be desired, though it must be conceded

that often it is difficult for shippers of ore and matte to give a close

estimate of the copper contents of the ore or furnace products sold by

them. A valuable check upon the direct returns has been obtained

through the courtesy of all the refineries, with the exception of one un-

important works.

Since a very large proportion of the total product was marketed

abroad in a crude or partly-worked shape, it is practically impossible

to make any trustworthy estimate of its value, especially as the pay-

ments made for argentiferous material abroad do not specify how much
is returned for the one and for the other metal.

It should be noted, in connection with the figures given in this table

of production, that a large part of the California, Nevada, and Colorado

product, and the greater part of the quantity returned by desilverizers

is used for the manufacture of bluestone.

It may be of interest to state that out of the whole domestic product

of 1883 of 115,526,053 pounds of copper, no less than 92,500,000 pounds

w^ere converted into ingot copper in this country 5 and that in 1884 the

quantity was 108,250,000 pounds out of a total product of 142,363,180

pounds, the decline in the percentage of the total treated in home works

being due to larger shipments of ore and furnace material to foreign

countries.

Refineries.—The business of copper refining has been practically con-

centrated in the hands of three concerns, for metal produced in districts

outside of Lake Superior. These works are : Pope, Cole & Co., of Bal-

timore, Maryland; the Orford Sulphur and Copper Company, New
York; and the A.nsonia Brass and Copper Company, Ansonia, Connec-

ticut. Some refining is also done by the New Jersey Extraction Com-

pany, Elizabethport, New Jersey j the Eevere Copper Company, Bos-

ton, Massachusetts ; Taunton Copper Manufacturing Company, Taun-

ton, Massachusetts ; and the Harris Copper Company, Sainte Gene-

vieve, Missouri. Messrs. Balbach & Son, of Newark, New Jersey, have

during the latter part of 1884 begun to refine argentiferous Montana

mattes by the electrolytic process which they have for some time

had in use in parting bullion. They convert the matte into blister

copper, or work the blister made by the Manhfes process. The copper

is sold largely for export in the form in which it is stripped from the

plates, cut into convenient shapes to suit the views of customers.

Early in 1885 the Saint Louis Smelting and Eefining Company at Chel-

tenham, Missouri, Ifds also begun to deposit copper electrolytically.

The Orford Copper and Sulphur Company is regularly working ar-

gentiferous material, and Pope, Cole & Co., of Baltimore, also extract

silver.
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THE COPPER DISTRICTS OP THE UNITED STATES.

Lake Superior.—During the years 1883 and 1884 there have been com-

paratively few new developments in the Lake mines. New companies,

reworking old mines like the Peninsula, the Belt, and others, have
either entered the lists of producers or have made preparations for out-

put. A good many of them have been seriously crippled by the unprec-

edented decline of the metal, which otherwise might have started in

their career with fair j)romise of success. A number of the small mines

have already or will in the near future cease operations, and the ten-

dency appears necessarily to be toward the restriction of the make to

a comparatively small number of large mines. Copper mining on the

lake, reviewing the history of all the old and new mines, has been far

from being as remunerative as is generally believed. It is true that the

acquirement of the knowledge of the standard methods now in general

use has borne a goodly share of the losses, and that many mines aban-

doned nearly a generation since as incapable of yielding profits would

be to-day properties paying regular dividends. But the experience of

the past few years is well calculated to discourage, for a time at least,

the investment of the very heavy amounts of capital needed, and the

Lake region must look to its growth as the leading copper-producing

section in the country rather to an extension of the operations of the

mines now working at a profit or at least at only a slight loss. The fol-

lowing table, giving the cost of production of the principal mines in the

years 1875, 1881, 1882, and 1883, will furnish some means of gauging

the capacity to meet the market and of tracing the result of the efforts

to reduce the cost. No figures are available upon which it would be

possible to base any authoritative estimate concerning the cost price

per pound of the Calumet and Hecla minej but it may be stated that

it is certainly lower, excluding construction account, than that of any

mine in the list.

Cost ofproduction of Lake copper, per pound.

Mines.
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This is the result not alone of a scaling down in wages of about 10 per

cent,, but also hy the exercise of the greatest economy in all depart-

ments, and of lower prices of supplies, particularly the explosives used.

Special efforts have been made in a great many mines to distribute

fixed charges over a larger product, by increasing power-drilling and
crushing plant. The most extensive work in this direction has been done

by the Oalumet and Hecla Mining Company, which is now on the eve

of the completion of its enormous hoisting and crushing plant. At
the mine the entire system of machinery has been so arranged that

every motor is practically duplicated to prevent any stoppages. The
old mine is opened out, with gi^ound blocked out for years to come, and
the vein has been ()i)eued to considerable depth at the south end, where

practically a new mine has been developed. At the stamp mill Leavitt

heads, which admit of a large saving of fuel and an increased capacity,

have replaced the Ball stamps, and the mill will during the current year

be in a position to crush daily, with ten Leavitt stamps and two in re-

serve, fully 2,250 tons of rock, equivalent to an annual output of 30,000

tons of ingot. Had it not been for the breaking out of the fire in Oc-

tober, which caused a falling oif of the product of about 700 tons, the

output would have been 41,300,000 iDounds of ingot. At the present

rate of nearly 100 tons of mineral per day, next year's yield would be

23.000 tons of ingot, which will, however, be increased as the new equip-

ment becomes available for steady work. The Osceola company has

has added a fourth stamp; the AUonez, one Ball head; the Atlantic a

fifth Ball head, capable of crushing 180 tons per day, and the Huron a

second head. The Peninsula company, one of the mines which has en-

tered the ranks of the larger producers, has two Ball stamps, the Con-

glomerate has three Ball heads, while the Tamarack, a new mine opening

the Calumet and Hecla conglomerate at greater depth, lias only recently

selected a site for its mill. As yet it is impossible to judge whether all

of this new equipment will be made to do duty, but the combined ad-

ditional product of the large companies will probablj'' outstrip the total

falling off due to the closing of the weaker mines.

How enormous is the investment of capital needed for the equip-

ment of a Lake Suj)erior coj)per mine, crushing rock carrying less than

1 per cent, of the metal, is strikingly illustrated by the report for the

year 1883, of the Conglomerate Mining Company. In the three years

1881,1882, and 1883 the company spent $1,288,753.73, or deducting sun-

dry credits, copper sold and on hand, $961,737.06. All but $381,446.02

of this amount is for machinery, plant, railroad, and surface equijimeut,

including $43,072.51 for an air compressor, $145,685.17 for a railroad

7.6 miles long to the mill, $182,047.32 for a new mill, and $44,411.41 for

a hoisting engine. The crushing cai^acity of the 3-stamp mill may be

estimated at about 180,000 tons per annum, equivalent, with a fair grade

of rock, to a yield of about 1,800,000 i^ounds of ingot. Mr. Henry 0.

Davis, president of the Conglomerate Mining Company, has submitted
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a highly interesting statement giving in detail the cost in 1884, i)er ton

of rock stamped. The figures which are given below would have been

materially lower if the cost had been based on the quantity of rock

broken.

Cost per ton of rock stamped, Conglomerate mine, 1884.

Mine cost $0.7299

Compressor cost 0.0423

Pumping 0.0101

Hoisting 0.0731

Total mining cost, delivered on surface $0.8554

Handling in shaft houses 0. 0283

Transjjoitation to rock house 0. 0217

Breaking in rock house. 0.1084

Transportation to stamp mUl and maintenance of 7 miles of railroad 0. 0626

Total handling hetween mine and stamp mill 0. 2210

stamping and dressing 0. 4170

General surface expenses 0.0366

Office and general expenses 0. 0525

Superintendence and general expenses -... 0.0891

Total cost 1.5825

These figures represent the average for the whole year, stamping

120,844 tons, from which 1,682,080 pounds of mineral or 1,152,224 pounds

of ingot were produced. The cost has, however, been considerably re-

duced during the year. It was $2,139 per ton of rock stamped in Jan-

uary, $1,918 in March, $1,477 in June, $1,274 in September, and $1,258

in October. These figures are of great interest, as showing what a

modern plant can do working on conglomerate rock, reaching figures

that compare favorably with mines working on amygdaloid ; especially

since only two of the three stamps were crushing, on an average. The
grade of the rock crushed by the Conglomerate appears to have been

very low, 0.476 per cent, of ingot, and the mill is now shut down, only

a small force being kept sinking to test the ground in depth.

The result of an increase in capacity is clearly illustrated by the

figures published in the report for 1884 of the Allouez Mining Company.
During the first nine months of the year, while working two heads of

stamps, the expenses per pound of refined copper were 15.54 cents. Du-

ring the last three months with three heads of stamps they declined to

12.43 cents.

The difference between the cost of all-rail transportation of Lake
copper, as compared to the rates of water, while lake navigation is

open, is not as great now as it was at one time. It is now $6 per ton

during the summer and $11.50 during the winter, so that in the case of

scarcity in winter the supplies at the refineries could be drawn upon as

soon as an advance of one-quarter of 1 cent had taken place. The mar-

gin for a speculative profit by concentrating Lake copper in a few hands

while lake navigation is closed is not therefore as wide as it was in

former times, when advantage was repeatedly taken of it. The charge
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for smelting mineral is $13 per ton, and that for working slags about $9

per ton—charges against which there has been some agitation.

Taking into account the fact that many of the means of economy
practiced have only told during a part of the year 1884, and that more
of them will come into play only in 1885, it may be stated that the

leading Lake mines have proved their ability to meet the markets of

the world and of their competitors in this country. Unless policy

dictates a curtailment, of which there is little prospect, the quantity

produced will rather show an increase than a decline.

Arizona.{a)—There have been many changes in the list, notably of the

smaller copper mines of Arizona. In the Bisbee district the Copper

Queen has remained the only producer, the Copper Prince shipping only

high grade ore, while the Holbrook and Atlanta mines are being opened

up with good prospects. In the Globe district, the Tacoma, Long Island,

and others closed down in 1883, and the Old Dominion company was

the only one which, favored by the discovery of a large body of high

grade ore, was able to stand the strain of low prices of copper and high

cost of fuel and transportation. Clifton, where the Detroit and Arizona

companies are working, has more than held its own and has the ad-

vantage over the other districts of having railroad connections. The
Detroit company, managed with ability, has remodeled its smelting

works, putting them up at the mines to avoid hauling the ore 7 miles,

and has provided a pump and pipe line to force water from the San

Francisco river to the smelter, a distance of 31,000 feet and an eleva-

tion of 1,500 feet. All the mines are connected with the smelting works

by a 20-inch tramway, the ore yielding in the furnaces, inclusive of the

low grade iron for flux, 12.5 per cent. The Arizona Copper Company,

limited, has also built a new extensive plant, and completed the rail-

road to Lordsburg, but the mines have not been able to supply the

smelter to its excessive capacity with sufficiently high grade ore, and

the company, a Scotch concern, has labored constantly with financial

difficulties.

Mr. Carl Henrioh, M. B., who has studied the Clifton district, pro-

tests against the application to this district of the verdict given gen-

erally in regard to deposits of oxidized ores in limestone, that they

are j)ockety and liable to exhaustion at any time. He states that the

copper deposits of the Clifton district occur either directly at the con-

tact of porphyry and limestone, or in very close proximity to the contact.

The ores are classified as ferruginous, calcareous, and manganiferous

and siliceous copper ores. Thus far the bulk of the ore smelted has

belonged to the first class. The deposits have only been worked in a

few instances in a systematic manner, and have been found persistent,

and the large number of good prospects encourages the belief that so

far as the ore supply is concerned the district will rank as a leading

a See also the paper by Mr. James Douglas, jr., on " The Cupola Smelting of Copper

in Arizona," in this volume.
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producer for many years to come. The mines are very dry, and with

Mexican labor receiving $2 per day and white miners $3, the cost of

mining, deadwork, and hauling to smelter when reasonably near the

mines, is estimated at $4.50 per ton. Coke costs $40 per ton, including

$12.50 for waste in transportation from San Francisco to smelter. With
a modern 14-tuyere furnace, such as that designed and built by Mr.

Henrich for the Detroit company, 7J tons of ore are smelted per ton of

coke; putting through 80 tons per day, the total cost of smelting is $7.20.

On the basis of these figures, Mr. Henrich estimates the cost of laying

down copper in New.York, refined, at 10.15 cents for a 9 per cent, ore,

9.44 cents for a 10 per cent, ore, 7.84 cents for a 12 per cent, ore, and

7.14 cents for a 15 per cent. ore. With a smelter like those generally

used in Arizona, having a capacity of 35 tons per day, the cost, including

a necessarily higher outlay per ton for mining due to smaller production,

would be per pound of refined copper laid down in New York, 11.5

cents for 9 per cent, ore, 10.64 cents for 10 per cent, ore, 9,25 cents for

12 per cent, ore, and 7.94 cents for 15 per cent, ore, the allowance for

freight and refining being in all cases 2J cents per pound, which appears

ample. Although these figures have not been reached in practice, they

indicate that, with careful management, the Clifton mines are in a posi-

tion to compete at present and even at lower prices.

Turning to the Bisbee district, we have as the leading representative

the Copper Queen Mining Company, which has remained the most profit-

able copper enterprise in the West during the years 1883 and 1884.

According to the annual report of the company for the fiscal year end-

ing April 1, 1884, the mine produced during that period 33,961 tons of

ore, 33,941 tons of ore being smelted with a consumption of 6,383 tons

of coke and 3,017 cords of wood for steam raising. The ore averaged

11.26 per cent, of black coj^per, the total product of black copper being

7,647,488 pounds, averaging 96.3 per cent. fine. The actual sales of

black copper and ofingot during the fiscal year footed up to $1,297,565.63.

The net value of the bullion produced at I^Tew York was $1,033,045.62,

from which are deducted $690,099.55 for operating expenses, freights,

refining, and administration, leaving a net profit of $342,946.07. As
the dividends aggregated $450,000, the surplus of $267,028.51 on the

1st of April, 1883, was reduced to $159,974.58 on April 1, 1884. On the

basis of these figures the cost per pound of ingot copper laid down in

IsTew York is 9.40 cents. Since then wages have been reduced, and
the cost price has probably declined further.

The Atlanta, a mine adjoining the Copper Queen, has during the

past few years opened very large bodies of ore and promises to become
an important factor. The Copper Prince, another mine near the Cop-

per Queen, has shipped considerable very high grade ore during 1884,

and has accumulated reserves of lower grade ores during development

work.

In the Globe district the only company now at work is the Old Do-
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million Copper Miiiiug Company, which opened out a large body of ore

in the Old Globe mine acquired by it, and produced a heavy amount of

copper in 1884. During that years 2,336 tons of ore were smelted, which

yielded 15.83 per cent, of copper, the ore averaging during that year

17.33 per cent. This high grade has more than compensated for the

heavy expense of carrying the coke and supplies to Globe and taking

back the metal, and has enabled the company to produce at a profit,

even at the lowest prices touched. The other concerns in the district,

the Long Island, Tacoma, and others, stopped work early in the year.

The Peabody, acquired by the Cochise Copper Company, in May,

1883, continued working until March, 1884, when the works were shut

down on account of the low price of copper. The works produced con-

siderable black copper and some matte.

The Copper Mountain mines consolidated in October, 1884, with the

Hartford Copper Company, and the new corporation resumed work on

its mines in IsTovember. A number of other enterprises were checked in

their ea.rly stages by the fall in the price of copper, the furnaces either

being only partially erected or run only for periods varying from a few

days to a month. In some instances the plants have been dismantled

and sold. On the other hand new producers have entered the list dur-

ing the past two years, the most prominent of them being the United

Verde, of Jerome, Yavapai county, 30 miles northeast of Prescott, which

in 1883 and 1884 paid out $97,500 in dividends. It is the only producer

of argentiferous copper in Arizona, and is reported as having large

reserves in sight. A second furnace has been built, but smelting op-

erations have been suspended on account of the low price of copper

and in anticipation of railroad connections, which it is hoped will be

available in July, 1885. Very large quantities of silver are at times

contained in the black copper and the matte. Another new enter-

prise is the Casa Grande Copper Company, which is situated in the

Casa Grande district, 40 miles southwest of the railroad. The mine

has been opened to a depth of 200 feet, the ore being oxides and car-

bonates, averaging 12 per cent. Two furnaces have been erected,

only one of which has been running, owing to a lack of water, until

November. Lately the production has been suspended through lack of

ore.

Montana.{a)—The reticence of some of the producers, among them the

largest in the Butte district, has made the collection of statistics for

1884 a particularly difficult matter. For 1883, however, the data are

nearly complete, since every mine sent either full data or estimates

which allowed of a close approximation. An effort has been made to

arrive at a satisfactory estimate, in spite of the refusal to give informa-

tion. From the returns of the railroads giving shipments of ore and

matte it has been ijossible to closely approximate the quantity sent to

a See also the paper by Dr. E. D. Peters, jr., on " The Mines and Reduction Works

of Butte City, Montana," in this volume,
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laarket by the Auaeonda miue, the figures of other important shippers

being known. A check upon them, of some value, was furnished by
the statement of the exports of this country, although it does not specify

the quantities of matte sent abroad. Then, on the other hand, the re-

turns of American refiners of copper giving the quantity of fine copper
produced from Montana material was of great service. The quantities

thus arrived at are lower than those indicated by the estimates of re-

ceipts of fine copper from American ores in England. It is believed,

however, that the latter include Mexican ores, chiefly from Lower Cali-

fornia, shipped Irom San Francisco. A matter which makes all such

estimates precarious is the fact that the grade of the shipping ore varies

within wide limits. It must be noted, however, that one shipper reports

that 11,000 tons sent abroad through him averaged 25 per cent, of cop-

per, which is considerably lower than the general average assumed.

Under the circumstances the production reported is as close an estimate

as a cautious and thorough examination of the facts available could

make it. It is unfortunate that important Interests should refuse data

especially at a time when an excitement produced by exaggerated re-

ports has done much to unsettle values. Uncertainty in such contin-

gencies is worse than the truth, even if the latter presents an unex-

pectedly unfavorable state of affairs.

As for the immediate future of the copper production of Montana
one important fact must not be left out of consideration. The heavy
shipments of rich ores may be expected to decline very rapidly, and its

output will henceforth depend more upon the quantities of matte pro-

duced at local smelting works by the treatment of low grade ores previ-

ously concentrated. It becomes therefore more a matter of the capacity

of the works. Most of them have been enlarged during 1884, and the

largest has not yet, at the close of the year,, worked long enough to al-

low of anything but approximations of its possible maximum output.

This undoubtedly is very heavy, but it remains to be seen whether the

estimates made can be accomplished in actual work. If the plants now
in operation can be run continuously with ores of the same grade as

that hitherto treated, the record of 1884 will be outstripped.

An opinion which has been gaining ground is that all of the Butte
ores carry paying quantities of silver. If correct, this would put the

district into a much more favorable position than it really is. Such is

not the case, however. On the contrary, indications point in the other

direction ; that, in reality, a smaller proportion of the ore is sufficiently

silver-bearing to carry the matte produced within the limits of profitable

extraction. Some data as to the silver contents of mattes has been fur-

nished, but they are not complete enough to allow of the presentation

of any specific figures. The question is one which influences the prices

realized very considerably, and therefore affects the capacity of Butte

copper mines to resist low prices.

2 M E -22
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The other factors affecting the cost of production are cost of labor,

fuel, and transportation. On the first point the following figures of
' wages may be submitted : Miners, $3.50 per day ; laborers, $3 per day

;

furnacemen, $4 ; foremen, |5 to $5.50 ; carpenters, $5 to $6 ; and ma-

sons, $6 to $8. Several attempts were made late in 1884 and during

January, 1885, to force a lowering of wages, but unsuccessfully. Fuel

was lowered during 1884, and coal is now purchased for $8 to $9 and

coke for $16. Freights to Missouri points are about $20 ; to the Atlantic

or Pacific, $23; and to Liverpool, $25 per ton, since reduced to $18.

During 1884 considerable ore, in all about 4,000 tons, was sent via San

Francisco and Cape Horn to Europe. At current figures for labor, fuel,

and freights, the profit in concentrating and SDaeltiug copper ores car-

rying from 12 to 14 per cent., and little silver, is very small indeed; and

it is reported that, in some cases, there is an actual loss. Returns on

the basis of 9 shillings per unit, in England, leave practically nothing

for the miner in shipping ore running 25 per cent, of co{)per.

Technically, the Butte copper industry made considerable progress in

1884. A matter which has attracted considerable attention has been

the bessemerizing of copper matte at the Parrot works. It is reported

that the concentration of the matte has been successful, that the elimi-

nation of the arsenic is almost perfect, but that, on the. other hand, the

losses of silver are heavy.

In the beginning of December the Anaconda and Saint Lawrence min-

ers were sending to the concentrating works about300 tons of ore carry-

ing about 14 per <ient. of copper, and were supplying the furnaces about

100 tons per day of smelting ore averaging about 24 per cent, of copper.

The concentrates yielded, by working from 200 to 500 tons of 14 per

cent, ore, 30per cent of copper, which goes to the roasting furnaces. The

latter were putting through 10 tons per day, an excessive quantity,

since the sulphur contents remained as high as 12 to 14 per cent.

The matting furnaces are rated at a capacity of 5 tons of matte per

day, with a fuel consumption of 5 tons of coal per day. This would

give the plant a capacity of 130 tons of matte per day, carrying about

60 per cent, of copper and 18 ounces of silver; but the furnaces were

not kept running continuously, and dariug November and December
they were turning oat from 70 to 80 tons of matte per day.

The Anaconda works consist of a concentrator having 12 sets of rolls

and 72 jigs, the capacity of which was rated at 500 tons, but which will

not, when it gets into full running order, exceed 400 tons per day of con-

centrating ore. The smelting plant includes 26 calciners and 26 matting

furnaces, to which are being added 12 new hand roasting furnaces.

There has been in contemplation the erection of a new concentrating

works equal in capacity to the one now running, but the last proposition

is to put in a large compound engine to assist the present water-power,

and in this manner make the most of the plant. A new addition to the

smelting plant of 6 calciners is building. It is estimated that when
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these contemplated extensions ate completed in the course of the year,

the plant will have a capacity of 160 tons of matte per day. How far

these expectations will be realized remains to be seen. It is urged that

the railroad facilities of the works are not equal to hauling the enormous

amount of ore which such a product would represent. On the other

hand the plant has thus far been at work only three months in 1884, and

it is impossible at this time to judge from its record what its achieve-

ments will be when the entire working is systematized. It is estimated

by persons well qualified to judge that even when strained to full ca-

pacity the Anaconda will not in 1885 turn out more than 28,000 to 30,000

tons of matte, equivalent to about 25,000,000 to 36,000,000 pounds of

fine copper.

It is just to state in this connection that the above data are not offi-

cial. They have been gathered from various sources and are presented

in the absence of official statements as the best information available.

Since the Anaconda works were built they have been very much im-

proved and are now pronounced by leading metallurgists to be fully up

to the best practice. The mine has become so great a factor in the po-

sition of the copper supply that as close an approximation as possible

to an estimate of its capacity is so important that such details as are

available should be presented. The mine itself is generallj' pronounced

an exceptional one, and it is believed that with the best machinery and
plant it is good for a much larger yield than 600 tons daily for a number
of years. The investment in development and equipment has been

very large, and so far as the latter is concerned has not at first come up

to expectations. Good authorities place the limit of cost, at the prices

of labor and fuel at the close of 1884, at about 7| to 8 cents, below which

only reductions in the items mentioned can force it.

The Montana Copper Company has made large developments in the

East and West Colusa and in the Original Parrot mines. The plant

has been enlarged during J 884, and now" consists of two concentrating

mills, each with a capacity of 75 tons of ore per day, one being used for

the Parrot ores and the other for the argentiferous Colusa ores. The
smelting works have twelve reverberatory calcining furnaces, six rever-

beratory matting furnaces, each capable of turning out 2 tons of fine cop-

per daily, and one blast furnace for ferruginous ores, which produces 4

tons of fine copper daily. The policy followed during the year 1884 has

been to extract those ores carrying larger quantities of silver, leaving

those lower in silver though high in copper untouched, with a view to

overcoming the low price of copper with the aid of the silver. In the

future more copper ore lower in silver will be extracted, and the output

of the works will be increased accordingly. In 1884 the matte aver,

aged about 44 ounces of silver per ton of fine copper.

The Parrot Silver and Copper Company has two concentrating plants,

one of 100 tons and the other of 250 tons daily capacity. It has an

older plant of six calciners, capable of roasting daily 8 tons per furnace,
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and six ne^v calciners, each 64 feet long and 13 feet wide, wMcli work
]1 tons per day each, with a consumption of wood of2 cords per twenty

-

, four hours. It has an older matting plant of six reverberatory furnaces

with a daily capacity of treating 16 tons of ore per day, and a new plant,

consisting of an 80-ton blast furnace provided with a large well from
which the molten matte is tapped directly into a Manhfes converter,

which has been in successful operation during the last months of the

year making blister copper free from arsenic from a rich matte, at the

exi)ense, however, of heavy losses of silver. The ore has not been run-

ning up to average, owing to the fact that a different system of sloping

has been adopted. The matte carries on an average 30 ounces of silver

per ton.

The liamsdell-Parrot mine has shipped considerable ore to local

smelters, which it is reported averaged about 20 per cent of copper and
16 ounces of silver. It has recently improved its hoisting facilities.

The Bell company has a plant capable of treating 20 tons of 16 per

cent, ore daily, making 55 per cent, matte, equivalent to 1,000 tons of

copper per annum.
The Clark's Colusa has recently started a small concentrating plant

and has a blast furnace on the ground. ]!^o data as to its capacity are

at hand, and information concerning its output has been declined.

The works of the Colorado and Montana company treat ores partic-

ularly rich in silver, making a high-grade matte which is shipped to

the Argo works of the Boston and Colorado srnelting company. The
quantity of copper made is comparatively small, and goes into other

channels than the bulk of the Montana product.

Neio Mexico.—The low prices of copper ha^e caused the cessation of

almost all work. The most important mine is the Santa Eita, which

has produced considerable quantities of very pure native copper in the

past, and is fiilly equipped to begin work as soon as values recover.

Other properties, notably the San Pedro, have been tied up by litiga-

tion.

California.—The principal producer in this State is the San Francisco

Copper Mining Company, whose mines are at Spenceville, Nevada
county, for details concerning the working of which I am indebted to Mr.

John E. Ellis. The ore, of which about 75 per cent, has been extracted

from an open cut and the remainder from the 150-foot level immediately

below it, is a cupriferous pyrites, containing on an average 3^ per cent,

of copper, 46.5 per cent, of sulphur, and 42.8 per cent, of iron, the balance

being silica and traces of ziuc and gold. In 1884 the quantity of ore

hoisted was smaller than usual, being about 11,481 tons, since a consider-

able amount on fire in piles was carried over at the beginning of the

year, and a great deal of dead work was done in opening the lower level,

which is now in shape to produce regularly. From July to October,

both inclusive, the precipitating works were rebuilt. After roasting in
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open heaps, the ore is leached in 40 wooden tanks 8 by 8 by 4 feet, the

water being heated by steam. The resulting solution is run into large

settling vats, where the percolations of the dump pile also accumulate,

and from whence it is pumped into four revolving cylinders, 16 feet by

G feet in diameter, which are charged with scrap iron for precipitation.

Mr. Ellis states that mining in the oijen quarry, including hand breaking

of ore and conveying to open heaps, costs on an average 35 cents per ton,

and underground mining 90 cents to $1 per ton. The laboremployed con-

sists of four engineers, at $3 per day ; two cylinder men, at $2.50; one

blacksmith, at $3.50 ; one helper, at $2 ; one carpenter, at $3.50 ; six

miners, at $3 per day; one man at leaching tanks, at $3.50; a foreman

for the Chinese labor at the open heaps, at $3 ; one laborer for sacking

precipitate, at $2 ; one teamster at $2, and thirty-five Chinese laborers,

at $1.20 per day. The monthly fuel consumption averages 150 cords of

Avood, costing $4 per cord. Eunuing altogether eight months in 18S4,

the works turned out 652,110 pounds of precipitate, averaging 81.6 per

cent, of copper, equal to 532,121 tons fine. The bulk of it, about 35 tons

per month, is disposed of on the Pacific coast for conversion into bl-ue-

stoue for the silver mills, the balance being shipped to eastern refining

works.

A small quantity of cement copper has also been made at the Campo
Seco, Quail Hill, and Napoleon mines, and at the Stella mine, Silver

creek, Alpine county, which belongs to the Isabelle Gold and Silver

Mining Company, limited, of London, England, and which produces

at the same time some silver and gold.

Colorado.—The bulk of the copper produced in Colorado is obtained

as a by-prodnct in smelting, notably the argentiferous and auriferous

ores of Gilpin and Clear Creek counties and the San Juan region, the

copj)er acting as a carrier of the precious metals. The bulk of the ore

is treated at the works of the Boston and Colorado Smelting Company.
At the same time ores from other States and Territories are treated.

Care has been taken to credit the quantities thus apparently originating

in Colorado to its true source. A good deal of the product is exported,

and the bulk of the balance is sold to manufacturers of bluestone, so

that the amount of ingot copper refined at American works and des-

tined for the American market is comparatively small. As the cop-

per still contains considerable quantities of silver and gold, and is, be-

sides, contaminated with tellurium, arsenic, antimony, and bismuth,

it is not likely to be diverted from its present channels, unless tlie

metallurgical methods undergo some change.

Considerable ore has been taken out of the Sedalia mine, at Salida,

in the course of development work, which it is reported carries about

13 per cent, of copper. A small quantity was smelted during the year

at Canon City, where the Kocky Mountain Mine Developing Company
has made a short campaign.
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Utah.—The principal mine (the (^rismon Mammoth) has been closed

by litigation, and now only small quantities of ore are shipped to Colo-

rado. A small smelter has been erected at Saint George during the

year 1884.

Wyoming.—The copper resources ofWyoming have been claimed to be

very extensive, a very large area having been prospected with encour-

aging results. The leading producer has been the Wyoming Copper

Company, which has smelted in a 40-ton water jacket about 4,200 tons

of carbonates and oxide from the Sunrise mines. This ore, which has

averaged about 15 per cent., has iron oxide as the chief gangue, so

that it is self-fluxing. The copper, which at one time reached the New
York market in considerable quantity, was pronounced to be of good

grade. Smelting was stopped after four months' run on account of the

drop in the price of copper, the absence of railroad facilities making it im-

possible to meet the market. Being a hundred miles from the railroad,

the coke cost, laid down at furnace, about $37 per ton, and the expense

of hauling product was correspondingly large. Even with so heavy an

expenditure for fuel the total cost per pound of copper at the smelter is

put at 8^ cents, equivalent to 11| cents marketed as ingot. The Sioux

City and Pacific Railroad is now building toward the region in which

the copper distrrctis located, and, with proper facilities, alower grade of

ore can be worked at a lower cost. The district is, therefore, one that

holds out a promise for the future.

Nevada.—The production has been limited, and the shipments of ore

from Battle Mountain to England have ceased early in 1884.

Idaho.—Aside from small quantities of copper contained in gold and
silver ores treated at such works as the Boston and Colorado Sraeltiug

Comjiany, at Argo, Idaho has thus far produced no copper. Toward
the close of November a smelting furnace was started in connection

with copper mines at Houston, Big Lost river.

Missouri.—At the Genevieve copper mines continuM "work has been

done during the past two years. On January 1, 1884, the Harris Cop-

per Company leased the works to Messrs. Potter & Nicholson, who
have worked only ore coming from the Cornwall mines, no refining of

bars having been done by them. Work has stopped, and the establish-

ment is for sale.

Texas.—Some attention has been given during 1883 and 1884 to the

copper deposits of Texas. Mr. W. H. Streeruwitz, M. E., of Houston,

state§ that those of Llano county are best known and best defined by
outcrops. The copper minerals are found there as impregnations in

granite and as veins with quartz gangue in granite, and are generally

carbonates, the result of surface decomposition, and at greater depth

are sulphurets and gray copper generally carrying gold and silver.

Contact deposits between crystalline slates and granite are also known.

The copper outcrops are more clearly defined north of the Llano river
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on the headwaters of Pecau, Babyhead, Little Llano, and San Fer-

nando creeks. There are also copper outcrops in the northwestern

corner of Llano county, running into Mason county, though they ap-

pear to carry only smaller quantities of the precious metals. Some of

the Llano county veins may be traced over to San Saba county, and
traces of old Spanish diggings show that at least attempts at working-

were made in spite of hostile Indians. Mr. Streeruwitz judges from

samples said to have come from that quarter that pyri^ic ores prevail.

He expresses the opinion that copper may be found in x^arts of the

whole granite and crystalline slate belt which extends through parts

of the counties of Burnet, Blanco, San Saba, Mason, Gillespie, and
Menard.

A second group of copper deposits has been discovered nearly due

north of the former, in the district embraced by Stone\^'all, Haskell,

Baylor, Archer, and Wichita counties, south of the Indian Territory.

Mr. E. T. Dumble, chemist and geologist, of Houston, pronounces it Per-

mian. Mr. Streeruwitz states that the ore, carbonate, and pseudo-

morphous copper glance is fonnd loosely distributed in a bluish gray

clay. He adds that the ores seem to be washed down from the Wichita
range. Large masses, weighing as much as 2 tons, have been found,

but no vein has as yet been exposed.

The third field is in southwestern Texas, on the eastern slope of the

Ohinate mountains, near Fort Davis, and in the ranges between the

latter point and ISTew Mexico.

Yery little systematic and well directed x)rospecting has as yet been
done in Texas, and all but the few operations in charge of competent

persons have failed disastrously. There are now, however, under way
two or three well conducted enterprises, 80 that it is possible that at no
distant time Texas may begin to figure as one of the copper-producing

States. The most prominent is the Great Belt Copper Company, a l^ew

York organization, of which General G. B. McClellan is president. A
force of thirty men is now engaged in doing preliminary work, and
smelting furnaces have been ordered.

Dakota.—Thus far no copper has been produced in Dakota. The
Gray Eagle Copper Mining and Smelting Companj'^, however, is at work
completing its smelter, which it is expected will blow in in May.

Vermont.—The Ely mines, at one time heavy and steady producers,

have turned out a little copper in 1883, but since the middle of that

year have been closed down by litigation. The Elizabeth mines of

South Strafford have been smelting, however, until recently, when all

but mining and roasting was suspended, Only a part of the product

reached the market.
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IHP0BT8.

The imports of fine copper contained in ores, and regains and black

copper, and of ingot copper, old copper, plates not rolled, rolled plates,

sheathing metal, and manufactures not otherwise specified, and of

brass, are given in the following tables

:

Fine copper contained in ores, and regulus and black copper imported and entered for con-

sumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Mscal years ending June 30

—

1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881-
1882.
1883-
1884-

Fine copper contained I Eegulus and black
in ores. ' copper, (a)

Pounds.

3, 496, 994
24, 960, 604
1, 936, 875

411, 315
584, 878
702, 086
606, 266

1, 337, 104
538, 972
76, 637
87, 039
51, 959

1, 165, 283

1, 077, 217

1, 473, 109
1, 115, 386

2, 204, 070

Quantity.
I

Value. Quantity. Value

$936,

197,

448,

134,

42,

69,

80,

70,

161,

68,

173,

124,

147,

113,

219,

271
203
487
736
453
017
132
633
903
922
756
785
199
712
477
416
349
957

Pounds.

499
4,247

1,444,239
28, 880
12,518
8,584
1,874

2,201,394
402, 640
224, 052

2,036

1,083
79,631
5,397
2, 076
1,613

260

337, 163

51, 633
30, 013

204

Total
value.

$936, 271
197, 203
448, 487
134, 736
42, 513
70, 100

359, 763
76,030

163, 979
70, 535
10, 016
11,785
6,199

510, 875
176, 110

177, 429
113, 349
220, 161

a Not enumerated until 1871.

Copper imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years
ending June
30- ^

Bars, ingots, and
pigs.

Quantity.

Pounds.
1867 1,635,953
1808
1869
1870.

1K71.
1872.

' 61,394
13, 212
5, 157

; 3, 316

;
2, 638, 589

1873 ' 9,697,608
1874
1875
1870
1877
1878
1879

713, 935
58, 475
5,281
230

1

2,515
1880

1 1,242,103
1881 219, 802
1882 6,200
1883

'

1884
j

e 542

Value.

$287, 831
6,935
2,143
418
491

578. 965
!, 984, 122
134, 326
10, 741

788
30

352
206, 121

36, 168
836

Old, fit only for le-

manufacture.

Old, taken from
bottoms of Ameri-
ships abroad, (b)

Plates not rolled.

Quantity.

107

Pounds.

Value, i Quantity. Value.

569,

318,

290,

255,

369,

1, 144,

1,413,
733,

396,

239,

219,

198,

112,

695,

541,

508,

330,

149,

732 I

705 ;

780
!

380 1

634
142
040 I

326
1

320 !

987
443
749
642

I

255
I

074
'

901
495

I

701

930
652
820
931
672
536
711
087
.'64

.54.-)

608
o85
997
2.i4

J83
629
106
099

Pounds.

Quantity. Value.

Pounds.

32, 307
9. r>(;o

11,636
10,304
41,482

i i, 000

14," 680'

16, 075
9,415

$4, 913
930

1, 1-4

1,981
5, lo6
6,004
1,10/

1,
.504'

1,629
666
554

430 I $129
148, 192 33, 770
550,431 97,888

5,467

27, 074
120
20

4
600

4,496
11

3

frJJot enumerated until 1873. c Includes " pliites not rolle^."
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Copper imporitd and entered for consumption in the Untied Siatts, cj'o.—Coutinued.

Fiscal years
ending June
30—
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EXPORTS.

The wide fluctuations in the quantities of copper, copper ore, and

manufactured copper exported for a series of years are exhibited in the

following tables

:

Copper and copper ore of domestic production exported from the United States, 1864 to 1884
inclusive.

[Gwts. are long hundredweights of 112
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Value of brass, and manvfactures of, exported from the United Slates, 1867 to 1884 in-

clusive.

Mscal years ending June 30—
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was certainly very much larger, A very encouraging point has been

the growing favor of hard-drawn copper wire for telegraph lines. One
telegraph company, judging from the mileage of this class of wire and

its average weight per mile, must have alone used fully 1,000,000 pounds.

Hard-drawn copper wire is very highly spoken of by electricians as a

material for the transmission of messages by modern methods, and if

the great promises of the trials made thus far are borne out by long

continued experience, a demand will be created which will be highly

beneficial to the metal. There has been a good deal of agitation, largely

misdirected, looking to the wider introduction of copper as a material

for roofing, water service, etc. There is some future for the use of the

metal in this direction if low prices continue, but it must necessarily

be a matter of slow growth, not likely to affect consumption very ma-

terially in the next few years.

The export of manufactured goods has as yet made very little head-

way in spite of the fact that our manufacturers now have a very cheap

raw material, and their works are splendidly equipped toproduce cheaply

a large variety of very tastefully made goods. There can be no ques-

tion that this is a field worthy of cultivation and in which American

manufacturers can develop a large and growing outlet.

THE COPPER MARKETS.

The following table summarizes the highest and lowest prices obtained

for Lake copper monthly in the New York market from 1860 to 1884,

both inclusive

:

Highest and lowest prices of Lalce Superior ingot copper, iy months
^from 1860 to 1884.

[Cents per pound.]

Tears.

January. February. March.

W

ApriL May. Jane.

1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
187]
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

24
20
28
35
41i

50*
42"

294
23*
264
22

22J
28J
35
25

23i
234

m
16
25
19|
20g

18J
15

23J
19
27
31
39
46
38
27

21^
23|

21i

32§
24^

21J
23
19
174
153^

2\%m
204
18

14i

24
194
28
37
42
46
38
27|
24
27

214

22f
28t
35
25
2''|-

22J
20J
17*

15|

24i

19i
2(1

171
15

23J
19
25
35
414
44

35J
27i
22^
26

20J
21i
284
34

24J
212-

22i
19*

15J
24

19J
19
173-

14|

231
192
25
37m
44i
35J
27i
24

26J
20J
22

30J
35

24J
21J
224
19*m
15|
24m
194m
16

23
194
23
31

34

29^
24
234
24
19

214

28t
34*
24"

21i
22
19

161
15|

22J
19

]8|

17it

14i

23i
19|
23
31
44
35
30

24J
244
24
19|-

2ia

44

34i
25
2ia
22^

19i
17
16

22J
19

18g
16
15

23
19
214
30

42i
34

28i
234
234
234
194
214
304
334
24:1

21*
22'

194
1C|

15J
21mm
15J
144

234
194
214
304
44
34
31

244
244
244
194

21i
42
334
25
234
224
194
163-

164
21

185
184
16
144

224

19J
20J
30
43
30
29
24
24
231
19

21S
36
32
244

22J
21

19
164
16

18
184
18

15f
144

224
19
23
304
49
304
33
244
24

23J
208
214
343
314
243
23
21

19g
163
164
18*

1^4
l»4
1*1
144

213
18
2C3
30
44
284
31
24
234
22
19
214
33

294
244
23
194
19

164

16J
17J
i.-e

18
1.'.

14
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those manufacturers who desired to realize a profit by using Western

coi)per. Under the pressure thus brought to bear, Lake copper slowly-

receded, and in turn forced down the price of competing brands. This

decline was rendered more rapid still by the efforts of sellers of un-

known brands to obtain a foothold, and by the throwing upon the mar-

ket of Western copper by bankers who had made ad vances upon it. The

eagerness of holders to place their metal naturally increased the reluc-

tance of buyers, who were confirmed in their position by the fact that

the demand for manufactured goods was slack and had been made
worse by the competition for trade by maimers, of whom each believed

himself to be capable of outbidding others because of low purchases of

raw material. The demoralization in the latter spread to the manufact-

uring trade, which only aggravated the evil. In tbe middle of March

the Lake companies sold about 7,000,000 pounds of copper for export,

and when this movement did not seem to check the decline or shake

the position of buyers, they suddenly, in the beginning of April, began

to be free sellers at 16 cents. A considerable quantity of copper was

placed, but there was not, it appears, a pool of sellers negotiating with

the principal buyers. The first efi:ect of this sudden turn was to force

a few small holders to realize at lower figures. Since then Lake was

pretty firmly held at 15|^ cents, though it slightly recovered, the quanti-

ties offered being slight in April and May. In June the Lake companies

. again came forward, contracting for the delivery of 20,000,000 pounds

to consumers at 15 cents. Meanwhile other brands dropped off, particu-

larly those not having a recognized standing or marketed under special

circumstances. The quotations given above are for fair brands ; they

are higher, in some cases as much as one-quarter to three-eighths of a

cent, than the figures which have formed the basis of actual transactions.

They are lower, on the other hand, than the j^rices readily obtained for

certain special brands made of black copper produced from the pure oxi-

dized ores, notably of Arizona, and which range only one-half of a cent

lower than Lake copper. It is striking that the differences should be

so great, being in some cases as much as IJ cents per i30und. There

can be no doubt that, intrinsically, copper refined carefully and having

no grave quantities of impurities is wortji more than the difference in

quotations would indicate. Chili bars containing only 96 per cent, of

copper have been occasionally sold in this market during the past ten

years, and generally the difference was not more than 1^ cents per

pound.

July passed by quietly, though without any evidences of weakness,

a surplus of outside brands being marketed abroad, so that early in

August the latter developed more strength. There were also during

that month some export sales of Lake copper at prices equivalent to

those ruling in this market, and in spite of a pretty steady decline

abroad there was a better feeling generally throughout September. In

October, while waiting for developments concerning the coming con-
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tracts between the Lake compames aud the consumers, some of the latter

were forced to come into the market for small lots, which accordingly

realized slightly higher prices. In the middle of the month it was

given out that the old contracts at 15 cents had been extended to cover

the balance of the year, and somewhat later it was announced that the

arrangement in reality covered the period to April, 1884, involving the

sale of, roughly, 20,000,000 pounds. -It was understood that much

of this copper was to be delivered at buyers' factory, a step prob-

ably taken to make the exchange of other brands for Lake on a falling

market more difficult.

The last two months of the year were as usual without events of any

significance. There was very little copper pressing on the market,

and on the other hand buyers were few and their purchases unimportant.

Yery little, if any, Lake copper was thrown upon the market by manu-

facturers.

1884,—During this year the fluctuations in the prices of Lake copper

and of good Western brands were as follows :

Prices of copper in 1884.

Months.

Lake copper in
New York.

Goodordinary "West-
ern brands in
New York.

Highest. Lowest Highest. Lowest,

Average
monthly
price

of Chili
bars

in London.

Average
monthly
price

of copper
ore in

Liverpool,
25 per cent.

Average
monthly
price

ofprecipi-
tate in

Liverpool.

January .

.

February .

March
April
May
June
July
August . .

.

September
October ...

November
December.

Per lb.

$0 15
15
15
15
i4i

14J
14J
14

ni

13

Per lb.

$0 14|

al^
&14*
14|
14
13|

cl3

12J
12*
ll"

Per lb.

$0 14J
14^
13|
131

13i
13i
13
12|'

12

111
11^

Per lb.

13|m
131

13i
13^
12|

12J
12*
12

11

J

lli

Long ton.
£58' 6

56 1 3

54 15 6
56 3 10
56 10
54 18
54 7
54 9
54 4
53 15
52 5
48 18

Per unit.
£0 11 3

11
10 lo
10 9

11 11
10 6J
10 3J
10 1

10 2

10 U
9 9
9 11

Per unit.

£0 11 10
11 lOJ
11 4
11 2i
11 ?l
11 3^
10 11^
10 lOa

10 %
10 9i
10 bh
9 llj

a For export, 13 cents. & For home consumption, 14 cents. c For home consumption, 13 cents.

Since the English quotations have become of such direct importance

to American copper miners, the following table, showing a comparison

of values in 1884 with former years, is of interest

:

Average values in England.

Years.
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With a view to illustrating the difference in quotations between ordi-

nary Chili bars, the speculative article, and one of the best brands, rank-

ing with Lake copper, regularly quoted in England, the prices at the end

of each month during the year 1884 are given

:

Comparison ofprices in England.

Dates. Chilibars.
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of this class of metal sought relief by marketing as much as possible

abroad, the export sales of Arizona refined and bar aggregating fully

1,600 tons. Contracts were also closed for 9,000 tons of Montana ore in

England. The Lake companies meanwhile declined export orders at 12^

cents, but in the following month they were selling at 12^ and 12^.

In sympathy with the decline abroad the market here showed an un-

broken tendency downward and the contracting of heavy quantities of

Montana matte in England—the Anaconda, for instance, selling its

1885 product of about 7,500 tons matte based on quotations of best se-

lected—did not tend to mend figures. The Calumet and Hecla fire in

October had no effect upon the market, and in the beginning of Decem
ber the Lake companies met the decline by selling to consumers at

12 cents. Theywere at the same time heavy sellers m Europe, contract-

ing to deliver 7,500 tons, the copper being taken evidently on speculation

by a large banking concern, on the basis of Chili bars, which began to

show a heavy decline early in December. These sales were made
allowing only an advance of £4t per ton for Lake over Chili bars, which

the purchasers are marketing at about £7 over Chili bar quotations.

Toward the end of the month it was announced that the Lake compa-

nies had made a contract for the first five months of 1885 with domes-

tic consumers, the quantity involved being about 2,000,000 pounds per

month. The price to be paid is based on the average quotation of Chili

bars for the preceding month for the dates ranging between the 10th

and the 25th. The lowest price is to be 10^ cents, when Chili bars have
averaged £48 or under, the price to advance one-tenth of 1 cent for

every 10s., increased average until £53 or over is reached, when
the maximum price is to be 11J cents. It is understood that under

this arrangement the January price was fixed at 10.60 cents. The
sale, it is stated, is coupled with the condition that the purchasers are

not to use any other brands of coxjper. It would appear, therefore, that

every effort is being made to secure to the pool the customers it holds,

the sales for export being invariably made with the proviso that none

of the copper is to be returned to this country, while domestic buyers

arc enjoined from i)hicing co^yper once bought upon the open market.

The latter step was evidently taken to protect the market against re-

sales by manufacturers who, especially during 1882 and 1883, frequently

replaced Lake bought by other cheaper brands of Western copper,

throwing the Lake upon the market.

A great event during the year was the withdrawal of the Quincy

Mining Company from the pool, and the appeal on the part of the other

members of it to the courts for an injunction, which was denied. From
the papers in the suit and from published statements growing out of it

considerable light was thrown upon the character of the pool. It ap-

pears that on the 14th of February an agreement was made, substan-

tially, so far as is known, modeled after similar earlier covenants, des-

ignating the Calumet and Hecla Company as selling agent of the com-

2 M R 23
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biued product of the Calumet and Hecla, Quincy, Atlantic, Central,

Allouez, Franklin, Pewabic, Huron, Conglomerate, and Copper Falls

mines.

The only large company not a member of the pool was the Osceola,

which, however, sold to Waterbury manufacturers on the basis of the

pool sales. The agreement was entered into till the 1st of January,

1885, but subsequently, on August 20, was extended to March 31, 1886.

One clause of the agreement, not generally known, was that the Calumet
and Hecla Company had the right to temporarily withhold from appor-

tionment 10 per cent, of the pool sales as a fund to be used at the dis-

cretion of the Calumet and Hecla Company for the purpose of relieving

any of the small companies from any strain caused by the accumulation of

copper on their hands or for the purchase of Lake copper in the mar-

ket.

In reply to an inquiry from the Quincy Company the Calumet and
Hecla Company informed the Quincy that 2,000 tons of special size cakes

had been sold for export in October, ISTovember, and December, but that

owing to inability to deliver the October portion the dates of delivery

were changed to November, December, and January, 1885, the price to

be paid to be the average price of Chili bars in each of the months
named, with £4 added.

It is reported that the ]N"ovember settlement showed that for its share

of the export sale of that month it received 11| cents per pound of

copper. The Quincy accepted oilers of 12 cents per pound for 1,200 tons

for export, and it was then that proceedings against it were begun.

To-day, therefore, two large companies, the Quincy and the Osceola, have

withdrawn from the combination, which, so far as its control of the do-

mestic market is concerned, has outlived its usefulness, chiefly on ac-

count of the competition of the Western mines, and has since been en-

tirely abandoned.

The prices realized for the copper produced vary somewhat. The
following table, compiled from the reports of the different mines to the

shareholders, exhibit these fluctuations and furnish a fair basis to esti-

mate the average price obtained during the year:

Prices realized for Lake Superior copper in 1883.

Mines.
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THE PRINCIPAL FOREIGN PRODUCERS.

Since Americaii producers have begun to assume the role of more

than occasional sellers in foreign markets and have come into direct

competition with the mines of almost every quarter of the globe, the

question constantly arises how far are our foreign rivals capable of

holding their ground, what point must be reached in the decline before

an enforced restriction of output is reached, and to what extent our own
mines will share in that cessation of work. We know that the English

mines will practically cease to exert any influence, that the Australian,

Canadian, andVenezuelan producers must go to the wall should prices for

ore and regulus remain below 10s. per unit for any length of time; on the

other hand that the great pyrites mines of Spain and Portugal can live,

that the Cape of Good Hope product will continue, that the Mansfeld

district in Germany will contrive to make ends meet, but we have little

positive information, unfortunately, concerning the heaviest copper ship-

ping country, Chili. In the absence of any precise knowledge concern-

ing the cost of ijroduction in that country, or of the capacity of the rich

owners of the leading mines to bear up under heavy losses, it is only

possible to repeat the general impression in well informed quarters that

prices below £50 in London press very heavily upon the copper indus-

try of Chili. On some of the points at issue data will be found in the

following review of the development of the copper industry in the lead-

ing producing countries.

Aside from the interest which attaches to the affairs of producers in

foreign countries, since we have become their direct and most feared

competitors, the markets of Great Britain, reflecting as they do the de-

mand and supply of the world, have attained a new and direct signifi-

cance because the prices paid for nearly one-half of the make of our

country are based upon the daily quotations of Chili bars or of best

selected. Every movement, every fluctuation in the world's markets

is immediately felt by American producers, directly or indirectly.

Messrs. Henry Merton & Co. have compiled the following table of the

copper production of the world, and have since its publication kindly

completed some of the estimates when later returns were available.

Some of the data have been changed and corrected by this office from

information directly received from various quarters. The copper is in

all cases credited to the source where it originated. Thus the contents

of the pyrites shipped from Spain are included in the figures given

for that country. The table as it stands reflects the results of the

closest scrutiny and may be accepted as the most complete and. accu-

rate now available.
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The copper production of the world, 1879 io 1883 incltisive.

Countries.
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Production of copper in Great Britain.

357

Years.
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Exports of copperfrom Great Britain from 1878 to 1884 inclusive.

Character.
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that important supply of copper, the metal extracted from pyrites cin-

der. The following table contains the principal data

:

Sulphuric acid produced in Great Britain.

Tears.
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By far the greater quantity of the material enumerated as coming

from the Peninsula is precipitate, only a comparatively small part of

the product being "regulus" or "matte," as we are accustomed to call

that furnace product. All of the Ghili imports are regulus. Among the

" other countries " the United States, of course, are beginning to take

the leading part. For 1884 the quantity is estimated to have contained

2,722 long tons fine copper.

The third source of supply of the copper metallurgical industries of

Great Britain is ore, from the following countries, as enumerated by the

latest Board of Trade returns

:

Imports of ooppcr ore into Chreat Britain.

Gonntries.
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these two countries participate in furnishing the manufacturers of Great
Britain with raw material

:

Imports of copper, wrought and unwrought, into Great Britain.

Countriea.
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Exports of British copper (ingots, iars, and slabs) from Great Britain.

To— 1881.
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Exports of yellow metalfrom Great Britain.
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To-
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Spain.—Almost the entire copper product of Spain and of Portugal

is taken from the great pyrites mines of the Peninsula and is shipped

in two forms—not counting a small quantity of "regulus" or matte

—

as precipitate and as crude pyrites which is used for the manufacture

of sulphuric acid, the copper, silver, and gold being extracted from the

residues. The Spanish export statistics show only the exports .of

" cobre en barras," presumably giving the gross weight of the ijrecip-

itate, and the exports of pyrites, the copper contents of which appear

in the import statistics of Great Britain and in the statistics of pro-

duction of France and Germany.

Exports of precipitate and pyrites from Spain.

Tears.

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1883 (eight montlis)
1884 (eight months)

Precipitate.

Metric tons.

1,377
20, 834

. . 20, 940
17,710
22, 695
24, 230
15, 848
11, 162

Pyrites.

Metric tons.

427, 259
459, 576
501, 425
452, 475
571, 441
564. 565
407, 032
405, 673

The only explanation as yet received in relation to the falling off in

shipments as revealed by the figures for the first eight months of 1883

and 1884 is that the cholera scare may have delayed exports.

An interesting estimate of the actual output of copper in the Penin-

sula, including the fine copper both in precipitate and pj^rites, has been

made by Messrs. H. K. Merton & Co., of Loudon, who place the product

as follows

:

Copper production of Spain and Portugal.

Mines. 1883. 1882. 1881. 1880. 1879.

Kio Tinto (Spain)
Tharsis (Spain)
Mason & Barry- (Port.)
Sevilla (Spain)
Portugueza (Port.)
Poderosa (Spain)

Total

Long tons.

20, 472
9,800
8,000
2,026
2,357
1, 000

Long tons.

17, 389
9,000
8,000
1,885
1,700

800

Long tons.

16, 666
10, 203
8,170
1,340
1,410
800

Long tons.

16, 215
9,151
6,603
1,705
1,000
800

43, 655 38, 774 38, 589 35, 474

Long tons.

13, 751

11, 324
4,692
1,360
•770

800

32, 697

The Eio Tinto mines have more than any others excited the interest

of American producers on account of their rapid development, which it

is well known has not yet reached its maximuDi, on account of the un-

doubtedly enormous quantity of ore available and the low cost of pro-

duction. On the latter point we possess some figures, compiled by M.

E. Oumenge, an eminent French mining engineer, who made an elabo-
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rate report in the year 1883. With the old method of extraction by
roasting in heaps, leaching with water, and precipitating with cast iron,

he places the cost at which the ingot copper can be placed on the Lon.

don market at £30 per ton, assuming that only one-half of the ore used

has been taken from the open-cut workings, where it can be obtained

more cheaply. The Doetsch process, it appears, effects a saving of

about £4 per ton of copper. Even assuming that only 15,000 tons of

copper were produced, and that that part of the business was forced

to provide for the fixed charges of the company, say about £12 per ton,

the miner could thrive with Chili bars below £50 in London. It is not

therefore likely that there will be any decline in the output of the Eio

Tinto mines.

The production of the Kio Tinto mines for a series of years has been

as follows

:

Production of the Bio Tinto mines..

Tears.
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and bills payable. It is added merely to serve as a guide in showing

why the share capital and the bonded debt were increased

:

Tears.
Share
capital.

Mortgage
bonds.

Creditors.

1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

£2, 250, 000

2, 250, 000

3, 250, 000

3, 250, 000

3, 250, 000

£2, 741, 360
4, 261, 840
2, 453, 160

2, 419, 940

2, 385, 020

£1,507,112
473, 351
256, 192
751, 157.

993, 078

The " profit on sale of produce," the net profit, and the dividends

paid were as under for a series of years

:

Years.
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have been dwelt upon because it is the greatest of the pyrites mines

of the Peninsula, and is their best representative. The Tharsis com-

pany is the next one in importance. The amount of ore raised from

the Tharsis and Calanas mines was 490,033 tons in 1883, against 486,860

tons in 1882, the shipments of pyrites being 186,366 tons of lump and

15,952 toDS of smalls in 1883,- against 218,218 tons in 1882. The quan-

tity of precipitate shipped was larger in 1883, being 6,717 tons in that

year, against 5,534 tons in 1882. The production of iron ore was 196,475,

of which 179,811 tons were invoiced. The net profits of this enormous

business were £355,689, including a balance, carried forward from the

preceding year, of £21,197. Out of this, a dividend of £323,032, or 27J
per cent, on the capital of the company, was paid, carrying £10,000 to

the reserve fund, and a balance of £22,648, Since operations were

commenced in December, 1866, the gross profits of the concern have

been, in seventeen years, £4,771,148, or, roughly, $23,150,000, which has

been appropriated as follows : £3,324,354 dividends, £684,578 written

off for property and plant, £471,568 for salaries, management, interest,

and bad debts, £100,000 for sinking fund for railroad and docks, £10,000

for alteration of railroad, and £160,000 for reserve fund. The capital

has steadily increased from £300,000 in 1868 to £785,071 in 1869, £838,797

in 1870, £900,000 in. 1872, £1,136,660 in 1879, £1,143,560 in 1882, and

£1,174,600 in 1883, at which figure it now stands, 37,670 shares, at £2,

being still unissued and held for emergencies. The company had a

debenture debt on December 31, 1883, of £279,100, of which £143,1<;0

have since fallen due, and have been paid, leaving the amount of out-

standing bonds £66,000, bearing 5 per cent., and £70,000 bearing 4 per

cent, interest. >

Portugal.—The principal mines in Portugal are those of the Mason
& Barry Co., limited, the San Domingos, which is in many respects simi-

lar to the Eio Tinto deposit. The company which succeeded to the

business of the firm of Mason & Barry has a capital of £2,100,000, of

wliicb 185,164 £10 shares have been issued. Since 1878 it has distri-

buted among its shareholders £1,095,177 in dividends out of a total net

profit of £1,289,653, having paid during the six years £60,868 interest

on mortgage debentures, having written off £223,673 for property, plant,

and open cost at mine, £60,000 for good will and leases, invested

£23,943 in consols, placed £135,000 to the credit of rest account, from

which £50,000. were transferred to profit and loss account. The product

of the mine was 405,029 tons in 1882 and 382,555 tons in 1883, of which

129,437 and 123,450 tons of pyrites were shipped to sulphuric-acid

makers, the company having works of its own in England. The bal-

ance of the product was worked for copper on the spot, the quantity of

fine copper made not being stated, however. There are now 2,000,000

tons of ore undergoing extraction. The profit for 1883 was only

£195,993, as compared with £276,719 during the preceding year, and
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£50,000 were transferred from the reserve account to make up the usual

divideud of 12J per cent, per annum.

Germany.—Further progress has been made during the year 1883 in

the output of the production of copper in Germany. Official statistics

are now gathered for the entire empire and these have been adopted

for the years 1882 and 1883. It Is presumed, however, that they do not

include the product of the Hamburg electrolytic works.

Production of copper in Prussia and in tJw Mansfeld district.

Years.
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Exports of copper and copper manufacturesfrom Germany.
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Character. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1883.

Ingot copper and brass
Copper rods, sheet, and wire
Manufactured copper

Total

Metric tons.

9,387
3,200
2,972

Metric tons.

7,204
3, 9fi8

4,195

Metric tons.

7,704
5,130
4,737

15, 559 15, 327

Metric tons.

6,097
1,997
3,854

Metric tons.

5,751
2,058
3,868

17, 571 11, 948 11, 677

Official statistics, kindly prepared specially at the request of the

United States Geological Survey by the imperial German Bureau of

Statistics, give the destination of the exports of copper as follows

:

Destination of exports of copperfrom Germany.
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a^ the table given proves, and the general result is not much affected.

It proves that Austria receives the bulk of the exports from Germany
so far as ingot is concerned. To what extent this is merely material in

transit it is difficult to ascertain so far as the raw material is concerned.

Germany is a considerably heavier importer than exporter, while on

the other hand it exports more manufactured copper than it receives

from other quarters. As is usually the case, its exj)orts of the more

finished products are much more widely scattered, going in small quan-

tities to many different countries. The following table gives the im-

ports of copper and copper manufactures into Germauy. During the

present year the United States have contributed a larger share, nu-

merous sample lots of ingot copper and of coj^per matte having gone

to Germany, which also receives considerable Lake copper, directly

and indirectly, from England and France. The exact figures for the

direct shipments are not available, while those indirectly made cannot

be traced.

Imports of copper and copper manufactures into Germany.

Character. 1881. 1882.

Ingot copper and brass
Copper rods, sheet and wire
Manufactured copper

' Total

Metric tons.

13, 378
608

1,201

Metric tons.

12, 719
770

1,015

Metric tons.

11, 372
437

1,119

Metric tons.

10, 579
280

1,015

15, 187 14, 504 12, 928 11,824

Cape of Good Hope.—Eegular contributors to the world's markets for

many years past have been the mines of the Cape Copper Company,

limited, an English corporation which has been exceptionally successful.

The principal producer at the present time is the Ookiep mine, which

in 1882-'83 yielded 15,827 tons of 28.6 per cent, ore and in 1883-'84

15,588 tons of 29.23 per cent, ore, while 1,728 tons of 37.56 per cent, ore in

the former year, and 1,800 tons of 39.16 per cent, ore in the latter year

were raised from the Specktakel mine ; the Springbok, the early won-

der of the district, being now practically exhausted.

The company has its own smelting works in England, and turns out

annually from 5,000 to 5,300 long tons of fine copper. The net profits

in the fiscal year 1882-'83 were £145,465, and in the last year £101,135,

the cost of production varying little from £207,000 annually, or 8s. per

unit, equivalent to £40 in Chili bars. So long as the reserves of high-

grade ore last the company will remain a steady producer of metal.

The yield in 1884 is estimated at 6,699 tons of fine copper.

As one of the phases of the new German colonial policy, attention

of German adventurers has been directed to the copper resources of

Angra Pequena, and exploration is now going on in a vigorous manner.

Australia.—The principal increase in the output of the Australian

colonies has come from New South Wales, South Australia barely hold-

ing its own, as the following figures, compiled from various sources,

show:
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Exports of copper and furnace products from the Australian colonies.

Tears.

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1575
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

South Australia.

Ingots.

Long tons.

5,471
6,390
7,452
7,087
6,629
6,842
5,463
5,143
3,594
(?)

(?)

(?)

3,647
2,442

Ores.

Long tons.

20, 886
20, 127

26, 964
27,382
«2. 854
26, 436
22, 682
18, 532
17. 007

(?)

(?)

(?)

25, 897
a 3, 756

New South Wales.

Ingots.

Long tons.

994
1, 350
1,035
2,795
3,638
3, 520
3,106
4,153
4, 983
4,107
5,262
5,301
4,865
8,873

Ore and
regulus.

Long tons.

6
94

417
51

522
1.57

109
360
236
36
132
133
93
84

Queensland.

Ingots.

Long tons.

1,523
2,490
2,448

(?)

(?)

(?)

2,105
544
642

a 98

a Receipts in England in 1883.

The principal mine in New South Wales, and one which has been

exploited for a long time, is the Great Cobar, which in 1883 made 2,401

tons of fine copper from 18,096 tons of ore. The mine inspectors report

that it has very large reserves. The Nymagee Company produced 1,714

long tons of fine copper from 10,236 tons of ore, and the Burraga 520

tons from 6,150 tons of ore. How far these mines will be able to outlive

low prices, with the limited transportation facilities now at their service,

and the frequent troubles from drought, cannot be stated, since no re-

ports concerning their financial affairs are available. It is" certain, how-

ever, that the growing activity in prospecting in the colony will be

checked.

In South Australia the business report of the English and Australian

Copper Company, owners of the Burra Burra mines, clearly reflects

the distress caused by low prices. For the fiscal year ending June 30,

1883, the two smelting works of the company, at Port Adelaide and at

jSTewcastle, received only 7,683 tons of matte, against 10,715 tons during

the previous year, the falling off being, however, largely due to drought.

On a product of about 3,452,000 pounds of ingot, the company made
only a profit of £1,435.

France.—The following is a statement of the quantity of copper pro-

duced in French works, chiefly from imported ores and furnace material:

Production of copper in France.

Years.
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France is a very small copper producer, but in 1883 handled an un-

usual amount of foreign ore, comparatively speaking, large shipments

of arsenical medium-grade material having been made to the Septemes
works, where the Manh^s copper matte JBessemerizing process was
applied to it, with, it is claimed, great success. This ore was shipped

from Butte, via San Francisco, around Cape Horn.

While unimportant as a producer of copper, France is a very heavy
consumer, and is particularly interesting from that point of view to the

Lake producers, taking as it does the bulk of the Lake copper exported.

According to statistics published in England, the receipts of American

copper in 1884 were 7,260 long tons ; of Chili bars, ingots, and barilla,

11,086 long, tons, and of copper from sundry sources 337 tons, thus in-

dicating total imports of 18,683 tons. One of the i)rincipal French

copper manufacturing industries is art casting, in which the value

of the raw material used bears a comparatively insignificant propor-

tion to the value of the finished product. To insure a faultless cast-

ing the very best quality of copper is sought, and Lake has obtained

a firm foothold in that market.

The following figures, compiled by English authorities, show the

magnitude of the French copper trade

:

The French copper trade.

Tears.
Imports,
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tate was made from 149,538 tons of roasted pyrites, partly imported, the

product being sent out of the country to be refined. The balance was
made at two works in Tyrol, one of them, the Brixlegg works, belong-

ing to the Government.

The native copper industry is therefore very unimportant, and Austria

must rely largely for its supplies of the metal upon foreign countries.

In 1883 the imports were 6,646 metric tons of copper, of which 6,260 tons

came from Germany, and only 295 tons by way of Trieste. The exports

were 515 tons, of which 338 tons went to Germany. The apparent home
consumption was therefore 6,712 tons in 1883.

Hungary.—The latest of&cial statistics available cover the year 1882.

The production in that year was 672 metric tons, as against 1,036 metric

tons in 1879.

Canada.—The miners of the Oapelton district have continued to fur-

nish to American sulphuric-acid makers a very large share of the pyrites

used by them, and the cinders, smelted partly at the chemical works

and partly at the Orford refinery, have been converted into matte from

which the bulk of the copper reported under that head has been ex-

tracted. The shipments to England have dwindled to insignificant

figures, the receipts at Liverpool and Swansea being estimated to con-

tain 266 long tons fine in 1884, against 448 tons in 1883 and 347 tons in

1882.

The efforts to establish a large copper industry on the north shore

of Lake Superior on deposits similar to those of the Peninsula have failed

signally, although heavy amounts were invested in exploration and
plant by English capitalists.

^Newfoundland.—The Tilt Cove, Bett's Cove, and Little Bay mines have
evidently, if the falling off in the shipments to Great Britain are a cri-

terion of their status, seriously felt the effect of the decline in values.

In 1884 the receipts in Liverpool and Svvansea were only 224 long tons

fine, as compared with 1,185 long tons in 1883 and 1,362 tons in 1882.

It should be stated, however, that a large shipment of 1,000 tons of 4

to 5 per cent, ore was made to this country in 1884.

Mexico.—American capitalists have become interested in a number
of copper mines, particularly in the northern part of the country, and a

number of plants have been put up without as yet producing notable

quantities of metal. Some of the copper has come to American refining

works, but the bulk of the ores and furnace products go to Great

Britain, where the receipts were 291 long tons in 1884 compared with

489 long tons in 1883 and 372 long tons in 1882. Reports from reliable

sources, however, indicate that deposits of exceptional magnitude exist

in Lower California, near Cape Saint Lucas, accessible by sea, so that

smelting works commanding a comparatively cheap sujiply of English

coke would be enabled by working the high grade ores to become

formidable contributors to the world's supply. It has been stated that
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the control of this property has passed from the hands of a Guaymas
firm to a syndicate of French capitalists.

Ye7iezuela.—For some years upward of 3,000 tons of copper annually

have been marketed by the Quebrada Eailway, Land, and Copper Com-

pany, an English company, a consolidation of formerly independent

railroad and mining companies. It works a pyrites deposit, shipping the

higher grade of ores and smelting the lower grade to matte for export.

The applicability of the Eio Tinto wet methods to the treatment of the

poorer ores has been investigated, but as yet the results have not been

published. In 1882 the sales amounted to 3,415 long tons, increased in

1883 to 3,589 long tons. The latter product, in sj^iteof the higher prices

prevailing in 1883, failed to yield a profit, and the Quebrada mines may
be placed among those which will be unable to compete at current figures.

The receipts from Venezuela in 1884, however, showed no material de-

cline, being placed at 3,675 long tons.

THE MINES AIS^D REDUCTION WORKS OF BUTTE CITY,
MONTANA.

By E. D. Peters, Jr.

THE MINES.

The high position that Butte City, Montana, now occupies as a pro-

ducer of the valuable metals, standing second only to Lake Superior in

its shipments of copper, and ranking among the first in its production

of silver, has naturally attracted much attention among those interested

in mines and metals. Several valuable articles have appeared in cer-

tain technical journals descriptive of some of the individual mines of

this district, but I have yet to learn of the publication of any general

descriptive paper, giving an idea of the geology of the camp, the pecu-

liarities of its veins, and a trustworthy description of the methods em,

ployed for the treatment of its ores. The object of the present paper

is to partially fill this gap ; and if it is noticed that less attention is

paid to the three or four great silver mines and mills that first gave

Butte its celebrity than their importance would seem to warrant, it is

because exactly this subject, to the exclusion of nearly all other inter-

ests, has received particular attention in the articles already mentioned,

and because full accounts of the Alice, Lexington, and Moulton mines

and mills are accessible to all.

The district.—That portion of the Butte camp which to the present

time alone possesses especial interest to the miner may be mostly in-

closed within the lines of a rectangle having a length of 2^ miles and a

breadth of 1 mile, roughly speaking. This rectangle extends from

Yankee Doodle gulch on the east to a point somewhat below the Boston

and Colorado Concentrator on the west, and from the northern extremity
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of Walkerville district on the north to the extension of Park street on

the south. Within these narrow limits are the three great silver mines

already mentioned, the Anaconda, Parrot, Colusa, Bell, Liquidator,

GagnoD, Saint Lawrence, Mountain Yiew, Clear Grit, and dozens of

other noted and productive mines, besides the whole system of silver-

bearing manganese leads, and an almost indefinite number of veins

already discovered, and more or less developed. Outside this small

area, though there is no lack of prospects, some of which promise ex-

ceedingly well, I do not know of a single property which can yet (au-

tumn of 1884) be classed among the paying mines.

Geological.—The geology, of this rich metalliferous rectangle is at first

glance exceedingly simple, consisting apparently solely of a coarse-

grained and very hard granite, containing an undue proportion of quartz

and mica, and less feldspar than is usual. On closer inspection it will

be noticed that while in the eastern or cui)riferous portion of the area

mentioned the granite is exceedingly coarse grained and shows no sign

of stratification, in the western or argentiferous division the mica j)re-

dominates, and is arranged to a greater or less extent in parallel layers,

approaching a mica schist. So far as my observations extend, the feld-

spar is entirely orthoclase, while both the brown and white varieties of

mica (biotite and muscovite) occur, though in widely varying proportions

at different points. There is a regular and well-marked connection

between the structure of the granite and the contents of the fissures

by which it is traversed ; but neither the scope of this paper nor the

observations at my disposal warrant any further speculation in this

direction.

The miners universally speak of por]3hyry dikes, which run parallel

with, and usually form the walls of, all the large copper veins that have

been opened to any great depth. But in every instance where I have

been able to examine the matter personally the so-called " porphyry

dike " has been found to be merely an altered granite, in which the

solutions flowing through the vein and saturating its walls to a con-

siderable distance on either side ha^e apparently decomposed the feld-

spar and frequently the mica, leaving the fragments of quartz which

once helped to form the granite surrounded by, and embedded in, the

silicate of alumina which now represents the feldspar, and altogether

yielding a belt of rock parallel to the vein and bearing a remarkable

resemblance to porphyry. In other cases the results of decomposition

have been such that the altered granite resembles a fireclay containing

angular fragments of quartz. This is often used where refractory ma-

terial is required, and though not equal to a good fireclay will still

stand a very high temperature without melting. Of two bricks made
from this decomposed granite, one (the smaller) was placed in a white-

hot muffle for several hours, while the larger one was used as a support

under the end of the same muffle for several weeks—a severe test even

for a good firebrick—and both were removed practically unaltered.
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But on the bridge wall of a reverberatory smelting furnace a few hours

sufficed to melt it into a pasty mass, while a Golden City firebrick

showed only a slight rounding of the thinnest edges. I have given

these details, hoping that they may undeceive certain inhabitants of

Butte who are holding these leads of decomposed granite under the

mistaken impression that they possess a great future value.

Classification of the veins.—As even an imperfect attempt at classifi-

cation is preferable to complete chaos, the Butte veins may be divided,

for convenience of description, into two great classes

:

1. Copper veins, carrying more or less silver.

2. Silver veins, carrying little or no copper, and having a manganese

gangue.

One or two of the most noted Butte mines, the Gagnon and its exten-

sions, cannot be classed under either of these divisions, and must be

described separately.

The first group embraces the Anaconda, Parrot, Liquidator, Bell, etc.

The second group includes the Alice, Lexington, Moulton, and many
others of less note, but exhibiting the same surface characteristics.

While both the valuable minerals and gangue of these two systems of

veins are quite different, and while each group is geographically toler-

ably distinct from the other, they still possess many features in common.

For instance, they all traverse a granite formation ; they are nearly all

accompanied by the zones of decomposed country rock described

above; they nearly all pitch either perpendicularly or at a very steep

angle; though they are doubtless true fissure veins, they lack entirely,

so far as my observation extends, that distinct demarkation between

vein and country which is in some districts so very striking ; nor do any

of them possess the clay gouge on either foot or hanging wall, which is

sometimes of such an assistance to the miner when drifting on the

course of the vein. They all, without exception, contain copper and

silver, though in widely varying proportions, and most of them contain

traces of gold.

The copper veins.—These usually appear on the surface as wide bands

of quartzose rock, much decomposed and heavily stained with oxides

of iron. Carbonates and oxides of copper mostly appear only as stains,

so that, as will be seen, there is little indication of the immense value

below. This surface ore invariably carries silver, generally in a free-

milling condition, and in most of the larger veins in sufficient quanti-

ties to pay for treatment. In fact, nearly all the mines that are now
considered distinctly as copper' leads, such as the Anaconda, Parrot,

etc., were first treated exclusively as silver properties—assaying from

10 to 60 ounces per ton, and averaging perhaps 20 ounces. This surfoce

ore continues until the water line is reached, at a depth of from 50 to

150 feet, when, without warning, it changes at once into the base ores

that now constitute the principal value of these leads. These ores are

somewhat indefinite minerals, resembling copper glance, erubescite,
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peacock copper, and some irregular compounds of copper, iron, and

sulphur. Neither the Butte copper glance nor erubescite agrees ex-

actly, either in its physical or chemical characteristics, with the min-

eralogical description of these compounds, and a careful study of them
would amply repay any skilled mineralogist. A small quantity of cop-

per pyrites is also fouud, but though most of the copper ores are slightly

arsenical, 1 have as yet seen nothing resembling fahlerz (gray copper

ore). I agree with Mr. William Semmonjs in considering enargite to be

the principal source of arsenic.

The conditioQ in which the silver occurs in the free-milling ore is yet un-

determined. The miners speak confidently of large amounts of chlorides,

bromides, " carbonates," and even "oxides "of silver, and it is certainly

the prevailing impression that most of the precious metal'occurs iu these

rare compounds ; but aside from small quantities of chloride of silver,

I have been unable, either by chemical or physical examination, to de-

tect any of the salts of silver referred to, nor have I found any local

chemist who has been more successful. Below the water line the silver

is principally contained in the erubescite and copper glance, very small

assays being obtained from either pyrite or chalcopyrite. But I am
also inclined to think that it occurs largely as a thin coating of sulphide

on the cleavage planes of the peacock ore ; as frequently, on breaking

open such ore masses, the whole plane is found plated with a thin coat-

ing of native silver, which has evidently resulted from the reduction of

argentic sulphide.

Perhaps the next most noticeable feature of the Butte copper veins

is their great size and remarkable continuity. It is not at all uncommon
to find the vein 30 feet in width for several hundred feet of its course,

and filled with ore from wall to wall for its entire distance. I am now
referring to second-class ore, suitable for concentrating, and assaying

from 5 to 18 per cent, of copper. This grade of ore forms the princi-

cipal value of the camj), occurring with such regularity and in such

large bodies that mining is robbed of most of its risks. The first-class

ore is distributed with little regard for regularity, in chutes, chimneys,

pockets, kidneys, and every other conceivable form, and on an average

may constitute one-tenth of the entire ore. Where the various mines

differ so greatly in both strength and quality, it is difficult to give

average figures with any approach to accuracy, but I think I am well

within bounds in placing the average width of pay ore in the principal

copper veins at 7 feet. The Anaconda is the widest of any yet opened,

averaging certainly over 12 feet of profitable ore, and in many places

widening to 30 and 40 feet for a great distance. In order to show the

unusual depth which this erubescite ore attains in this district, before

being replaced by the poorer yellow sulphides which doubtless form the

normal unaltered ore of these veins, I will mention here that the 800-

foot level of the Anaconda shows no diminution in the richness of the

ore. (If I remember rightly, the deepest point in Chili at which these

peacock ores have held was in the celebrated Piqu6 mine at a depth of
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about 500 feet, at which point the rich erubescite ores were replaced by
yellow sulphides, averaging about 7 per cent. It seems probable that

Butte may count on a still greater depth of rich ores.) The Parrot and

Liquidator also carry exceedingly strong ore bodies, and of remarkable

continuity.

For convenience of more minute description, the copper veins may be

classed in two subdivisions

:

1. Those in which the copper is found mainly in the shape of copper

glance, or a mineral greatly resembling copper glance, though not con-

taiDing quite the amount of copper called for by the formula CuS.

2. Those veins in which erubescite is the principal copper-bearing

mineral.

The Anaconfla and Liquidator are good examples of the first division,

having, as a rule, a gangue rock of quartz and decomposed feldspar,

and carrying scarcely any other ore, except copper glance and a small

percentage of pyrite, thus yielding concentrates of a very high grade

;

while the first-class ore, which is now sacked and shipped to Europe,

consists entirely of high grade, forming, both as regards quality and

quantity, perhaps the finest shipping product in the country. The
Liquidator and Colusa also furnish a very large amount of second-class

ore, which is sufficiently free from pyrite to concentrate to 30 per cent,

and over, though in the lower levels, as might be expected, the pro-

portion of pyrite has decidedly increased.

The second division is represented in its most perfect type by the

great Parrot vein and its eastern extension, and for some 2,000 feet car-

ries an almost uninterrupted ore chute so far as explored. It is char-

acterized by its high percentage of erubescite, carrying nearly its entire

copper contents in the shape of that mineral, the occurrence of copper

pyrites being rare and unimportant. The first-class ore can be easily

selected to 30 per cent., while nearly the entire vein, from 5 to 30 feet

in width, is suitable for concentration, sampling 12 per cent, as the

average of three years' working. But it is not alone as a copper vein

that the value of the Parrot must be estimated ; it is also a silver-bear-

ing lead of great value, carrying on an average two-thirds of an ounce

of silver to each per cent, of copper, while above the water line, to a

depth of 80 feet or more, there is a fine body of free-milling silver ore of

great strength and value left untouched.

The value of nearly all these veins is considerably enhanced by the

fact that to a depth of 800 feet no serious amount of water has been en-

countered, and that where proper appliances have been introduced,

natural ventilation suffices to keep the air in a perfectly good condition.

The country rock is also of such a quality that no difficulties are en-

countered in timbering, beyond such as naturally arise in working out

an ore body of 30 to 40 feet in width, and which suiDplies no barren

material for filling.

The silver veins.—The second great division of veins includes the

manganese-silver group, and presents certain unique features. In
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speaking of the formation and roineralogical characteristics of these

leads, I am fortified by the opinion of Prof. Alvin Weisbach, professor

of mineralogy at- the Freiberg School of Mines, who examined some of

the mines and ores of this district with me. These manganese veins all

lie in a small and strictly circumscribed territory, to the west and north

of the copper group, and most of them crop boldly to the surface, form-

ing often large comb-like ridges of brown and black rock, stained

principally by the oxides of iron and manganese, and showing every

evidence of thorough decomposition. On closer examination, these

croppings are found to consist of a more or less prominent quartz skele-

ton, heavily charged with the minerals of manganese known as pyrolu-

site, psilomelane, braunite, and wad. They occur in the order men-

tioned as regards frequency of apjjearance, the latter being compara-

tively rare. They are almost exclusively in a massive or amorphous
condition ; crystals, or even evidences of crystallization, being almost

unknown. But as interesting as the occurrence of these extensive

masses of oxide of manganese in a district otherwise filled with sul-

phides may be to the geologist, they are still more interesting to the

miner, from the fact that they are, without exception, argentiferous,

though varying from 3 or 4 to several hundred ounces per ton. The av-

erage value of the selected ore extracted from these leads may be about

20 ounces, but in what chemical condition the silver occurs I am unable

to say positively, though I can state with certainty that it does not

occur either as a bromide or iodide, as seems to be the popular opinion,

nor in my own investigations have I been able to satisfy myself of the

occurrence of chloride, except in traces.

The percentage ofmanganese varies as greatly as does the silver value,

and unfortunately stands in an inverse ratio to it ; the massive ores of

manganese seldom containing more than a few ounces of silver, while

the ores rich in silver have, as a rule, a gangue of quartz rather than of

manganese. This is a serious drawback in smelting, for as quartz pre-

dominates in nearly ail the Butte ores, an addition of manganese would
be a most welcome flux. A few analyses of these ores will illustrate

the above statements.

A sample of surface ore from the Mle mine, which represents fairly

the better class of manganese ores, was found to contain

:

Analysis of manganese-silver ore—No. 1.

Per cent.

Oxides ofmanganese
Oxides of iron ,

Silica
Alumina
Sliver (32 ounces)
Sulphur..
Moisture and loss

47.60
12.40
34.20
3.70
.11

Trace,
1.99

100. 00
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A massive piece of manganese ore (a mixture of braunite and psilome-

lane) from unknown mine contained

:

Analysis of manganese-silver ore—No. 2.

Oxides of manganese
Oxides of iron
Silica
Silver ( 9 ounces)
Moisture and loss

Per cent.

88.40
3.20
6.60
.03

1.77

100. 00

A mill sample of a 20-ton lot of ore from a noted manganese mine

near Butte, stoped at a depth of about 40 feet from the surface, con-

tained:
Analysis of manganese-silver ore—No. 3.

Oxides of manganese
Oxides of iron
Silica
Alumina
Silver (80 ounces)
Moisture and loss

Per cent.

21. 000
7.700

66. 400
2.400
.275
2.225

100. 000

These analyses have been selected as types of the principal varieties

of manganese ores, and show plainly the decrease of manganese as the

silver contents increase.

In describing the first division, or copper leads, of this district, I have

shown how suddenly the vein contents change at the water line, from

an almost free-milling silver ore without any copper to a massive sul-

phureted base-metal ore, rich in copper and generally poor in silver.

The transition is at least equally striking in the second or manganese-

silver division. Here again the water line constitutes the boundary,

and the decomposed masses of brown, yellow, and black oxides of iron

and manganese change almost instantaneously into a gangue of silicate

and carbonate of manganese (the former greatly predominating), with a

large admixture of quartz, the whole being specked and threaded with

minute granules and veinlets of zincblende, pyrite, chalcopyrite, and

galena—the two latter materials occurring in very subordinate quanti-

ties, and the entire amount of sulphureted minerals seldom exceeding

5 per cent, of the ore, and much more frequently falling below 3 per

cent., though in the Lexington and Alice mines bodies of very base ore

are encouotered.

The silicate and carbonate of manganese have their characteristic

pink color, and contrast very beautifully with the white quartz, but

although the ore usually retains its full silver value, as compared with

the upper decomposed portion of the vein, it has lost its worth as a flux
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in smelting, and, as a rule, is only fit for milling. I am at a loss to say-

in what condition the silver occurs in this ore. Owing to the high assays

that I have often obtained from specimens which showed only the most

minute speclis of sulphide minerals, I have been led to search most

carefully for some of the noble silver minerals, such as silver glance,

brittle silver, etc., but entirely without success ; nor could the expe-

rienced eye of Professor Weisbach detectany trace of them in the various

specimens submitted to him. Chemical tests also disprove the exist-

ence of silver chloride, so that as yet I am unable to explain the matter.

The popular opinion is that the silver is contained in the zincblende and
pyrite, but when the entire weight of those minerals forms less than 2

per cent, of a given sample that assays 1.5 per cent, in silver, it is diffi-

cult to reconcile that theory with the facts of the case. This is a very

interesting and important.subject for future research.

Although not generally so considered, the great mines that have given

Butte its celebrity as a silver district, namely the Lexington, Alice,

Moulton, etc., belong strictly to this manganese -silver group, though

their water line being comparatively near the surface, the oxidized zone

continues but to a slight depth. They still show ijlenty of "pink man-

ganese," as the carbonate and silicate of manganese are indefinitely

termed by the miners, but on the whole quartz predominates decidedly

and zincblende and pyrite occur in much larger jjroportion than in most
other mines of this group. 1 need hardly say that this necessitates a

thorough chloridizing roasting prior to amalgamation, and in fact none
of the manganese ores that occur below the water line can be treated

raw with any satisfactory results.

At present, with the exception of the great mines already mentioned,

the manganese-silver belt is adding but little to the production of Butte.

A few hundred tons per month of heavy manganese ore, assaying from
15 to 50 ounces of silver, are mined and sold to the Boston and Colorado

Smelting Works, and a much smaller Quantity of more quartzose ores

are treated in custom mills.

Few, if any, of these mines—always with the exceptions above men-
tioned—are worked below the water line, and they are mostly too

quartzose and too poor in silver to pay for smelting, nor can many of

them stand the losses and heavy milling charges incidental to amalga-
mation. In time, with cheaper fuel and labor, I think a small propor-

tion of them may prove of some value, but not before they come into

the hands of companies willing and able to erect mills on a very large

scale and look to small profits per ton on large amounts of ore for their

reward. At present most of them are in the hands of poor men who
can do nothing with them themselves, but who hold them at prices that

are virtually prohibitory to capitalists.

The Gagnon.—In my attempted classification of the Butte mines I

have encountered one difficulty in the shape of the Gagnon mine, which
is so different from either class described as to be positively unique, and
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it demands at least a few words to itself. As regards geographical

position, it is assumed, and I think correctly, to be the western exten-

sion of the great Parrot lode, and apparently while trying to hold its

own as a copper lode it has (together with its extensions, the Original

and the Butte Original) been so powerfully influenced by the conditions

which governed the formation and filling of the silver group into which

it extends that it has assumed a mixed character, intermediate between

the two divisions, and yet possessing certain characteristics of its own.

While its percentage of copper is much lower than that of any of the

true copper veins, its contents in silver are for the most part higher

than any but the very richest of the silver group. Its gangue is prin-

cipally quartz, and its chief ore an argentiferous zincblende, though

the compounds of copper which occur in the Gagnon also carry a con-

siderable quantity of silver, as does the iron pyrites, which occurs abun-

dantly.

The ore occurs in very large and strong pay chutes, and, so far as ex-

ploration has yet gone, certainly does not improve in depth. The best

ore, both in quantity and quality, was found near the surface, several

hundred feet above the present workings, but I am credibly informed

that it is now rapidly improving in the deeper levels, and that every

indication is present of other large bodies of rich ore in near proximity.

TJie Butte minerals.—A list of minerals from this mining district, de-

termined by myself, is appended. Those marked with exclamation

points (!!) are rare in this place.

Graphite
!

, native gold, native silver, argentite, cerargyrite, chalco-

cite, chalcopyrite, erubescite, cuprite, malachite, azurite, chrysocolla,

galenite, anglesite, cerussite, sphalerite, rutile, molybdenite, pyrite,

pyrrhotite, enargite, tetrahedrite, arsenopyrite
! ,
pyromorphite

!
, hema-

tite, magnetite, limonite, siderite, pyrolusite, psilomelane, braunite,

wad, manganite, rhodonite, rhodochrosite, calcite, barite, wither!te
!

,

quartz, jasper, pyroxene, tremolite, actinolite!, hornblende, garnet,

epidote, biotite, muscovite, andalusite, orthoclase, oligoclase, cyanite.

THE REDUCTION WORKS.

Methods of treatment.—The foregoing classification of the Butte mines

may be partially adapted to the metallurgical process employed for the

reduction of the ores. But as differing conditions may suggest differ-

ent methods for the treatment of the same ore, I find it convenient to

to divide the processes here in operation into five classes

:

1. Eaw amalgamation of silver ores.

2. Ohloridizing-roasting and amalgamation of silver ores.

3. Smelting of silver ores in reverberatory furnaces, with the addition

of sufficient copper ore to form a highly argentiferous matte.

4. Smelting of copper ores in reverberatory furnaces.

5. Smelting of copper ores in blast furnaces.
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It will be noticed that the classes numbered 3 and 4 are nearly

identical metallurgically, as in both cases the product is a copper matte,

in which whatever silver happens to be in the ore is concentrated, the

quantity of the precious metal being in any case so small as to have

no effect on the method employed, metallurgically speaking, however

important it may be from a commercial standpoint. But the quality of

ore treated is so different in the two cases referred to, and the employ-

ment of oxide of manganese almost exclusively as a flux for silica in

l^To. 3 is so interesting and so rare, as to demand a separate notice.

In Nos. 3, 4, and 5 a certain proportion of the ore is prepared mechan-

ically for the furnace by wet concentration, and as this is the step that

naturally follows mining, its description is in place here.

Concentration.—There are four separate concentration works in Butte,

having an aggregate capacity of about 300 tons of raw ore daily, and

at least three more already about completed or in progress of erec-

tion, which are estimated to treat an additional 350 tons per day.'

These, of course, are exclusive of the great works at Anaconda, which,

are expected to concentrate 500 tons daily, and with suflBcient furnace

capacity to smelt the concentrates produced.

In describing both smelters and concentrators I shall naturally make
most use of such facts as are personally familiar to me as the metal-

lurgist of what may perhaps be considered the representative copper

works of the district. I trust this may be considered a sufficient excuse

for any statements that may not apply strictly to all the establishments

in the class referred to.

Our ores of copper being mostly erubescite and copper glance, have a

sufficient specific gravity (5), as compared with their quartz gangue

(2.5), to permit of a tolerably perfect separation, but the unfortunate ten-

dency of these high grade copper minerals to form slimes, combined

with their very high percentage in copper, necessitates a heavy loss

in concentration, es}3ecially in the fine tailings, and one that can be

only partially remedied by extensive slime pits, as the fine copper dust

once brought in contact with water settles with extreme difficulty, and
long remains floating on the surface of even stagnant water.

Another serious drawback in most of the mines is the occurrence of

pyrite, so intimately mixed with the ore as to defy handpicking. Hav-
ing nearly the same specific gravity as the copper ore, and a less

tendency to form slimes, it concentrates even more perfectly than the

valuable constituents, and positively prevents the production of a con-

centrate containing over from 20 to 30 per cent, of copper, except in

the case of the Anaconda and one or two equally fortunate mines,

where the proportion of pyrite is so small as to permit of a product car-

rying from 45 to 50 per cent.

I have made a series of careful experiments, with a view to the dis-

covery of some means by which the iron and copper minerals might be
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mechanically separated. Finding that a slight discrepancy in specific

gravity exists between erubescite and pyrite, I hoped to obtain, at least

on the first sieve of the jig, a product high in copper; but discovered,

after repeated trials, that there was just about enough difference in the

form of the grains of each mineral, owing to their different cleavage

planes (the heavier mineral consisting mostly of long, flat grains, while

the lighter breaks rather into solid cubes), to effectually neutralize any

advantage that their difference in gravity might offer. Failing in this

trial the next most promising idea seemed to lie in the fact that the

thorough calcination of iron pyrites, as practiced with us, yields prin-

cipally a highly magnetic oxide of iron, which quality I hoped to take

advantage of to separate it from the oxide of copper. But on trial I

found that erubescite (a compound of iron, copper, and sulphur) also

yields after calcination a highly magnetic powder, and that the result

of passing a magnet through our calcined concentrates was to remove

everything exceptwhat small percentage of silica was i)resent. Whether

this plan might prove more successful on a mixture of pyrites and cqi)-

per glance—which latter mineral does not become magnetic on roast-

ing—I have not had the opportunity of determining.

While the concentration works now in operation in Butte, as well as

those in process of erection, are by no means model establishments, they

still do very good average work, and are perhaps quite as well adapted

to the peculiar conditions as more elaborate works. The loss of copper

in the tailings is considerable, and under eastern conditions could not

be tolerated ; but it must be considered that in Butte the ore is the

cheapest thing we have, while fuel, labor, and machinery are extremely

expensive, and that the copper contained in the ore has cost so little to

mine that it does not acquire any considerable value until a certain

amount of labor has been expended on it.

While I do not deny that a more perfect sizing, a graded system of

crushing, and a more systematic effort to concentrate the finer classes

of ore might even now prove remunerative, I doubt very much if it

would pay expenses to greatly extend the present system of slime treat-

ment, in which department the principal losses occur. I can, however,

assert positively that at least one of the concentrating mills in course

of erection is so arranged as to carry out to a considerable extent the

improvements just discussed.

The general system of working is to crush the ore first through a

coarse and then a finer rock breaker, a f-inch mesh screen being inter-

posed between the two breakers to remove such ore as is already suffi-

ciently fine for the first set of rolls, to which all the ore from the breakers

is elevated, and which are usually set to yield a product not larger

than f-inch. After passing one or two sets of rolls, the ore is delivered

to a trommel-system, having a mesh of ^ and -^ inch for the two

extremes, and being four or, better, five in number. Each size of ore
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goes to a separate automatic jig, or pair of jigs, whicli are in most cases

arranged to work through a bed of mineral of the next larger size,

only the coarser sizes having a side discharge. The jigs have from

three to four sieves, and are all, I believe, side-piston hydraulic jigs.

A modification of the old Clausthal discharge is used to remove the

concentrates in most cases, though the cap and tube has also some

advocates.

The product of the first sieve should be always clean enough for

smelting, while that of the second and third sieves is either recrushed

or fed back into the machine. The pulp which passes through the

finest sieve, 2Viiich, is either carried to the slime pits or fed direct to

Frue vanners or tables 5 or, as in the Parrot mill, separated into equal-

falling sizes by pointed boxes, and the product of each separator worked

upon a separate vanner, which is by far the most perfect method.

The slimes which flow over the pointed boxes are caught in sumps
or labyrinths, and either thrown away or used as they are. Being very

siliceous, and yet often containing too much copper to lose, they form a

very disagreeable product, and one that is apt to accumulate on the

hands of the metallurgist.

I think the point of sufficient importance to mention a plan that I

have adopted at the Parrot works, and which enables us to work up
most of our slimes at virtually no expense. Every one accustomed to

the management of reverberatory furnaces knows the large amount of

sticky loam and clay that is required to lute up the side door of the

furnace, especially after the jambs are well burned out, so that a wide

crack on each side of the door has to be thus filled. Assuming a fur-

nace to smelt five charges a day, thus necessitating the luting up of

the side door an equal number of times, and allowing only 50 x)ounds

dry clay to each luting—and this is far below the average on old fur-

naces—it will be readily seen that where from six to a dozen furnaces

are in operation the amount of clay used reaches a surprising figure.

ISow, on taking down the side door, all this clay falls down upon the

fresh charge, which is piled just under the door, and eventually finds

its way into the furnace, where it adds a serious amount of barren

quartz to a charge already probably too siliceous. A careful trial

proved that the slimes would answer the same purpose as the clay ; and
now, instead of smelting a ton or more per day of barren loam, we have
replaced it with an equally satisfactory material, carrying 10 per cent,

or more of copper.

To return to the subject of concentration. It is impossible to furnish

any figures that shall apply to the difierent mills with auy degree of

accuracy, but in order to give a general idea of the results obtained

from those ores carrying a high percentage of iron pyrites, which

Includes the greater part of the ores at present submitted to concentra-

tion, I will submit the following figures as a reasonable average

:

2-U R—25
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Results of concentration.

Original amount of copper in the ore
Assay of concentrates from jigs
Assay of concentrates from vanners
Assay of slimes saved
Assay of slimes lost (forming a very small per

ceritage of tlie total ore)
Assay of tailings (excepting slimes) ...

Per cent.

12

21i
32

9 to 13

Degree of concentration, 2.1 tons into 1.

- The works now building will give considerably better results, the

points principally selected for improvement being the recrushing and
reworking of all the middlings and tailings from the coarser jigs ; a

great increase in the capacity and efficiency of the sizing apparatus, as

well as a corrected scale of sizes for the trommels ; the substitution of

hydraulic separators of ample capacity for the finest trommels, thus

enabling the slime jigs to work a product consisting of equal-falling

instead of equal-sized grains, by which the amount of feed water is

lessened, and the capacity of the machine greatly increased ; the sub-

stitution of an ample number of sideshaking tables for an insufficient

number of vanners, and a thorough sorting of the pulp by hydraulic

separators before feeding to the tables. These improvements, supple-

mented by a more systematic and extensive effort to save such slimes

as are worth smelting, are expected to considerably increase the effi-

ciency of the works.

Want of space forbids any greater amplification of this subject; but

I think enough has been said to show the mining public that the science

of concentration is by no means neglected in Montana, and to convince

the i)roprietors of patent concentrating machines that the tailing beds

now forming below the Butte concentrators are no such mines of wealth

as they have been considered by several persons of this description, but

who have been speedily undeceived on trial.

Eor the sake of completeness, I must mention the concentrator be-

longing to the Montana branch of the Boston and Colorado Company,
which I am informed runs a large portion of the time on the oxidized

manganese-silver ores mentioned in the first section of this paper. It

is reported that, while some of these ores are too heavy in manganese

to render concentration applicable, and while others carry so much of

their silver contents in the quartz gangue as to cause an unreasonable

loss, the ores found in certain mines are extremely suitable for this pur-

pose, and admit of the production of a concentrate high in manganese,

and in which most of the silver is retained. This forms a most welcome
addition to an establishment that labors under the disadvantage of an
overwhelming amount of silica in its smelting charges.

Amalgamation.—I shall disi)ose of the first and second divisions of

the Butte metallurgical establishments in very few words, as the proc-
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esses employed are so universally kDown, and these especial works,

namely, the Lexington, Alice, Moulton, Silver Bow, and other mills,

have been so thoroughly written up as to render any description that I

could furnish entirely superfluous.

The Dexter mill is, I believe, the only one in which raw amalgama-

tion is now practiced, and the ores it is treating are becoming so base

as depth is gained that the percentage of silver extracted is far from

satisfactory. The tailings show a considerable quantity of argentiferous

carbonate of lead, and are now being concentrated, yielding a product

assaying iu lead slightly above the percentage called for by the formula

of that mineral, and from 30 to 40 ounces of silver per ton. So far as

is yet known, a very small proportion of the silver ores of this county

are suitable for raw amalgamation.

The second division includes the Alice, Lexington, and several other

mills, which practice a chloridizing roasting followed by pan-amalgama-

tion. The Stetefeldt, Howell, and Bruckner roasting furnaces are all

represented in this district, and, so far as I know, the results are good,

and present nothing of a particularly unique or interesting character.

The enormous charges levied by the Utah and Northern railroad for

transporting the salt, which is so necessary in. silver milling, from Og-

den to this point ($20 per ton, while coal is brought nearly double the

distance for about $6 and coke is transported from Pennsylvania for

about $18), eiiectually block any attempt to treat the low grade silver

ores, which occur so abundantly in this district, and which, if it were

not for this grasping policy on the part of the railroads, would possess

a certain value, though they are of too low a grade to ever yield a

profit except to those who are able to work them on a very large scale.

Smelting of silver and copper ores in reverberatories to a rich matte.—
The third method epaployed in Butte is the smelting of silver ores with

sufficient sulphureted copper ores to form a copper matte, small in

amount, but very rich in silver. This is produced only at the works of

the Colorado and Montana Smelting Company, and is shipped for further

treatment to the parent establishment at Argo, Colorado. My knowl-

edge of this smelter is limited to hearsay, and to my own general ac-

quaintance with the process employed. As the chief object of these

works is to concentrate the valuable contents of a great many tons of

ore into a very few tons of matte, it will be readily seen that the two

substances to be avoided in the furnace mixture are sulphur and cop-

per. Fortunately, most of the silver ores carry very little base metal,

and are either surface ores, entirely free from sulphur and copper, or

so-called " dry" ores carrying only a small percentage of zinc or lead,

and mere traces of copper. Certain varieties of these ores carry suffi-

cient iron pyrites and ziucblende to demand a calcination previous to

smelting, but by far the larger part can be fused raw. These true sil-

ver ores are mixed at the furnace with copper-bearing silver ores from

the Gagnon and other mines, in which, however, the percentage of
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copper is low, and the sulphur is mostly eliminated by an oxidizing

roasting. It will be noticed that all the ores thus far mentioned con-

sist principally of silica, with the exception of such argentiferous ores

as come from the manganese district, and a careful examination even

of these so-called " fluxing ores " will show that the larger propor-

tion of even these ores carry far too much silica and too little oxide

of manganese and iron to form an easily fusible slag by themselves,

much less to assist in fluxing other still more siliceous ores. Judging

by eye, I should say that the furnace mixture, as made at these works,

contains a higher percentage of silica than at any other similar smelter

in the United States. The charge is far too siliceous to admit of all

the quartz being fused and dissolved in the slag. On the contrary,

the upper layer of each pig of scoria, to a depth of several inches, will

be found to consist of unaltered fragments of quartz, cemented together

by a glassy and extremely siliceous slag of a very low specific gravity,

and consisting, as far as I can judge, of a mixture of bi- and tri-silicates

of manganese, iron, and lime, the latter being added as a flux. This

method of smelting is technically called " soaking," as the metallic con-

tents of each fragment of quartz are soaked out by exposure to intense

heat and long contact with the layer of molten matte which has col-

lected in the hearth of the reverberatory furnace. As unsatisfactory

as it may seem to such metallurgists as are only accustomed to the

homogeneous and thoroughly molten slag of the blast furnace, this pro-

cedure yields most excellent results, as I know by personal experience.

The metal is almost completely extracted, and the saving of basic flux

is simply enormous. I append the silica determination of a fragment

of this slag, picked up on the railroad track, where it is used to ballast

the roadbed. It came from the upjaer or more siliceous layer of the

slag block, and closely resembled a certain basaltic porphyry which

occurs on the slopes of the curious volcanic butte west of Bernalillo,

New Mexico, and known all over that country by the name of El Oab-

ezon (Big Head).

Analysis of reverieratory slag (" soalced").
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undue proportion of silica. It is also reported that eacli furnace is

tapped once weekly, yielding about 3 tons of matte, varying greatly in

value as the ores treated are richer or poorer. A sample assayed under

my supervision contained 53 per cent, copper, 815 ounces silver, and 2

ounces in gold per ton. Judging from the figures already given it

would seem that about 20 to 25 tons of ore are concentrated into 1 ton

of matte. Much of the silver ore smelted at these works could be fai

more advantageously treated by chloridizing roasting and amalgama-

tion, or by leaching.

Smelting true copper ores in reverheratories.—The fourth division of

the Butte metallurgical works, the smelting of true copper ores in re-

verberatory furnaces, includes three important establishments, named,

in the order of their production : The Parrot Silver and Copper Com-
pany,, the Montana Copper Company, and those furnaces (soon to be

increased in number) running on ore from Clark's Colusa mine. Their

product probably exceeds in value that of the other four divisions.

In cases in which I am doubtful, the statements here made must be

taken as referring to those works with which I am personally most famil-

iar. Private interests forbid as accurate and detailed description of the

works and statement of expenses as I should be glad to furnish.

The ore, as it is broken in the mine, is divided on the spot into at

least two classes—first-class ore, assaying from 20 per cent, upwards,

which is ready for smelting, and second-class ore, assaying from 10 to

18 per cent., and containing so much siliceous gangue as to render nec-

essary a preliminary concentration. In certain of the copper glance

mines a still richer class is made, which is sacked and shipped abroad.

The first-class ore occurring in lumps is spalled with hammers to the

size of the fist, and, after screening to remove the finest, is roasted in

heaps or stalls. The heap-roasting practiced at most of the works here

differs in no wise, except possibly in carelessness, from the usual method,

and when carefully carried out reduces the percentage of sulphur from

about 30 to G or 7 per cent., though this result is by no means generally

obtained at certain works.

Boasting in stalls.—The stalls, used solely at the Parrot smelter, are

6 feet broad by 8 feet deep 5 they are inclosed on three sides, and con-

nected with a large culvert at the back, which enters a capacious and

lofty chimney. The stalls are built in long double rows, back to back;

to economize material, and, although not strengthened with either tie-

rods or braces, last a good many years if the surfaces of the walls next

the ore are kept well protected with a coating of clay mud. At the

Parrot smelter they are formed entirely of slag blocks, cast in sand

molds, and weighing about 100 pouijds apiece. The stalls contain

about 22 tons of ore, which is dumped into them from a car running on

a track over the whole line ; and after being covered with fine ore, are

kindled in front, and then require little oi* no attention till ready. The

amount of wood is only about one-fifth of a cord per stall, or one-hun-
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dredtli of a cord per ton of ore. If more is used, a lump of matte of

greater or less size will be found near the bottom of the kiln, and the

roasting will be imperfect. By the fourth daj^ the large fragments of

ore, which are built up to form the front wall of the stall, are removed,

and two or three tons of well-burnt ore can be taken away without in-

jury to the rest, great care being observed not to cut in too far toward

the center, or approach too closely the line of fire, which has as yet only

extended a short distance into the body of the heap. Each day a sim-

ilar amount can be removed, and by the twelfth day the kiln is empty.

In comparison with heaj) -roasting these stalls offer the following ad-

vantages : The waste caused by rain anA wind and from scattering over

the ground is much less. Only about one-eighth the quantity of wood
is required to roast an equal amount of ore. The labor is much less, be-

ing about as one to two and one-half. Instead of tying up valuable

ore for a month or six weeks, one can begin to use it on the fifth day,

and in a fortnight it is entirely finished. If properly managed there is

absolutely no raw ore left over after burning in the stalls ; while in

heap-roasting there is always a large quantity that must be reroasted.

Even the fine covering, and the ragging just below it, can be thoroughly

burned in stalls if a few baskets of bark or chips are scattered over the

coarse ore before the fine covering is thrown on. The sulphurous

smoke from stalls is mostly discharged high in the atmosphere through

a tall chimney, thus avoiding the dense fumes that come from even the

smallest ore heap.

I should be glad to enumerate the disadvantages of stall-roasting as

compared with burning in heaps ; but after a long experience with both

methods, I have nothing to say on the other side, except that in case

one has to deal with an ore carrying a very high percentage of iron

pyrites, it is easier to prevent matting in heaps than in stalls.

To prevent disappointment, in case my testimony should give rise to

experiments on the part of metallurgists who desire to escape the draw-

backs of heap-roasting, I must particularly insist on the importance

of having a strong draft, which, of course, presupposes a large flue,

and a chimney of sufficient area and height. For a battery of thirty

stalls, arranged in a double row, back to ba ck, with a flue extending

between the two lines, the main culvert should have an area of at least

4 square feet; while the chimney, with a corresponding inside area,

should be carried to a height of 70 feet. With an insufficient draft,

the roasting is delayed beyond all belief, and the percentage of sulphur

retained in the ore after the coinpletion of the process will be far from

satisfactory. In case any considerable amount of matte is formed in

the stalls, it should be broken into pieces the size of the fist, and when
50 tons or more have been accumulated, it should be roasted in heaps

in very much the same manner as ore. A few necessary changes, how-

ever, must be made. The bed of wood should be thicker than for ore,

and the matte pile should never be built more than 4^ feet high. It
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should have vents or temporary chimneys (formed by placing a couple

of sticks of cordwood in a vertical position) at distances not greater

than 6 feet from each other. Whatever fine stuff is formed in breaking

the matte should be thrown on the heap in conjunction with the coarse,

to prevent too strong a draft, and the sides of the heap should be

well covered with fine roasted ore. A heap of 50 tons, prepared in t&is

manner, will burn for six days, when the operation of " turning" may
be begun, as one burning, or even two, is seldom sufficient for matte,

which differs entirely from ore in this respect. It should be turned

directly on to another bed of wood, prepared alongside of the original

heap, taking care that the lump of molten matte which will always be

found at the bottom of the heap is broken into small pieces and piled

directly upon the fresh bed of wood. The second burning will take a

week, and may be followed by a third if it is desirable to remove the

sulphur as thoroughly as possible. The cost of each burning may be

estimated at 65 cents per ton at present Butte prices of labor and fuel.

If it is found profitable this roasted matte may be smelted by itself to

produce a superior grade of copper, as the numerousburnings and melt-

ings which it has undergone will have mostly eliminated the arsenic

and antimony that it may have contained. As it is essential to add a

certain amount of siliceous flux in smelting this material, any quart-

zose slags rich in copper that may be lying about the place will form

the most advantageous addition, as the copper produced from them will

be of the best possible quality.

In most cases the first-class ore forms but a small proportion of the

material treated, and we now come to the principal ore from which the

immense copper matte product of Butte is derived, namely, the con-

centrates obtained from the second-class ore. These usually contain

about 20 per cent, copper, 30 per cent, sulphur, and 10 per cent, silica,

the balance being principally iron ; and they are thoroughly calcined

in long furnaces, heated by wood, worked by two men on twelve-hour

shifts.

Calcining furnaces.— The furnaces which have been built under my
supervision are 64 feet by 16 feet outside, and have four hearths, each

14 feet long by 15 feet wide in the clear. The ore is charged from a

hopper upon the hearth furthest from the grate, in quantities of 3,600

pounds, and in spite of the great length of the furnace it is at a bright

red heat in two hours. Without going farther into details I will state

that each furnace calcines 11 tons of ore in twenty-four hours, reducing

the percentage of sulphur from 30 to below 4 per cent., and consuming

exactly 2 cords of pine wood. These results are so favorable that the

cost of calcination is reduced to about as low a figure as one could hope

to attain with a successful mechanical furnace. Care is taken to pre-

vent the formation of sesquioxide of iron, it being almost infusible and

requiring a good deal of time and fuel before the reaction of the sul-

phides in the charge reduces it to a protoxide and fits it for combin-
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ing with the silica present. In a blast furnace, of course, the powerful

reducing atmosphere accomplishes this result at once, but in the rever- •

beratory smelting, which we are now discussing, the point mentioned

is of sufficient imi)ortance to be always borne in mind.

The concentrates are discharged through a square hole in the hearth

ne'arest the fireplace into an iron car, and are dumped over a high wall

into a paved inclosure convenient to the smelting furnaces.

Beverheratories.—Nearly all the reverberatory furnaces in Butte are

constructed after the same model, and differ from the ordinary Welsh
furnaces in the following particulars : The hearth is wider—11 feet and

more; the grate is large, but very shallow, being little lower than the

furnace hearth; the bridge is broad and low, and the roof high, so that

the space between bridge and roof is much larger than usual; the arch

pitches very strongly toward the skimming door, so that the vulcatory

is low; but the trapezoidal hole connecting hearth with flue has an area

more than 50 per cent, greater than is the usual custom ; the flue is

broad and high, and much better results are obtained by expanding it

rapidly until it enters the stack; each furnace has its own chimney,

about 55 feet in height, and with a somewhat larger area than the Welsh
furnaces. An increase in height is of no advantage. ISTumerous and

continued experiments have proved that the foregoing peculiarities are

exactly suited to the fuel in use—a flaming, semi-bituminous coal from

Wyoming, which seems only slightly removed from lignite. It is very

light, has only a slight tendency to coke, and though ready enough to

form massive clinkers if allowed, gives far better results when burned

in a shallow layer, without the deep clinker bed which forms the chief

peculiarity of the Welsh method of tiring. With a consumption of 7

tons of this coal in 24 hours, 4| charges of 3^ tons each of ore can be

smelted.

The slag and cleanings that are returned to the furnace are never

counted in the quantity smelted. It is found advantageous to admit an

additional supply of air through a series of holes in the roof over the

firebridge, and as the best proportioned furnace will flame badly just

after throwing a fresh fire, and especially after grating (which should

be done thoroughly once in 24 hours), a hole 8 inches square must be

left in the stack below the flue, by which sufficient air is admitted to

cool the lining when the furnace is flaming. The average charge con-

sists of about 60 per cent, calcined concentrates, 20 per cent, roasted

first-class ore, and 20 per cent, raw ore, the screenings of the first-class

ore being used for this purpose.'

Works that possess no concentrator are obliged to use more or less

limestone as flux, and I am informed that at few of the smelters is the

calcination of the ore sufficiently thorough to admit of the addition of

such a large proportion of raw ore as 1 have indicated.

The furnace is tapped after each third or fourth charge, yielding a

matte assaying from 60 to 70 per cent, copper, and from 15 to 50 ounces
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in silver, according to the grade of ore. I am informed that at most of

the works considerable difficulty is experienced in keeping the grade of

the matte as uniform as is desired by the parties to whom it is shipped.

To show that this uniformity is perfectly attainable, I append a list of

successive shipments of about 15 tons each, taken from the books of the

furnaces under my charge. I will also state that so far from having

uniform material to work with, the ore varied both in quality and

amount almost daily, and the charge seldom remained the same for

three successive shifts. The time represented by these shipments was

the first ten days of August, 1884.

Percentage of copper in shipments of matte from the Parrot works.

No.
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lively trifling jDoints is rewarded by results entirely out of i>roportion

to the labor expended.

With all varieties of fuel, a constant watchfulness and correction of

the ever changing proportions of the more important parts of a rever-

beratory furnace (such as the bridge, flue, vulcatory, etc.) is demanded,
but I have never yet met a variety of coal where the results obtained

seem to depend so greatly on these slight and apparently trifling points,

nor where the furnaces were so sensitive to minute alterations. 1 have

had a furnace suddenly fall off from bringing its charge in five hours

to requiring'eight hours for the same operation, and the changing the

size of the flue by the addition or removal of an inch of material, again

restore the five-hour period. And as such circumstances are the rule

and not the exception, it follows that a very little carelessness or inat-

tention on the part of the metallurgist may cause almost unlimited loss

to the works. I have particularly emphasized this matter, as I feel

certain, from my own observation, that it is not in all cases understood

or at least not acted upon.

I have endeavored to make this point still more noticeable by reduc-

ing certain results, which have occurred under my own observation, to

actual figures. Knowing the exact profit to the company on each pound
of copper produced under ordinary circumstances, I have found by cal-

culation that by increasing the area of the flue of a certain furnace by
10 square inches, it produces a greater profit daily of $57.30, and adding

to this the amount of fuel saved by doing good work instead of poor, the

total difference amounts to $68.77. Assuming that six furnaces (the

average number in the principal works) have all been built on the same
incorrect model, the sum advances to $412.62 daily, or $150,606.30 per

year. While this state of affairs might not very probably occur, the

calculation is far from being a fanciful one, and I hope may forcibly

illustrate the immense importance of forcing every smelting furnace to

do the best possible work of which it is capable.

Repairs.—While I am on the subject of economizing in furnace work,

I may properly mention the immense waste of money involved in unnec-

essary delays in making repairs. That frequent and extensive repairs

must be made on reverberatory furnaces is an unfortunate fact, but ev-

ery possible means should be employed to lessen the evil, by shortening

the time during which the furnace is idle. Every moment of delay adds
heavily to the expense, not only in the item of wages, which includes

those of the masons, helpers, laborers, and the whole gang of men be-

longing to that furnace, but still more in the cooling of the walls and
bottom, which will take hours of time and tons of fuel to bring back to

their normal temperature, delaying for an unreasonable time the next

two or three charges, and almost certainly increasing the percentage of

copper in the slags.

As it is idle to find fault without suggesting the appropriate remedy,
I will describe briefly the method that I always employ when making any
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of the frequent and comparatively slight repairs that occur every six or

eight weeks, and that do not render necessary the complete cooling down

of the furnace. I refer to such trifles as building a new flue, putting in

a vulcatory or front or side door jambs, or patching the lining of the

stack. The day before the job is to be done, I carefully examine the

extent of the proposed repairs with the furnace-mason, a man of expe-

rience, with whose assistance I can closely estimate the number of brick

needed, and, what is of much greater importance, the number that re-

quire cutting, and the exact size and shape that they must be cut to.

Noting all this carefully down, I have an ample supply of bricks cut

into the shape that will be needed, and when masons and materials are

all ready, skim and tap the furnace as clean as possible, throwing in a

fresh charge (if the stoppage is to be only of short duration) to protect

the workmen from the heat radiating from the bottom, and begin imme-
^

diately knocking in with long steel bars the portions of brickwork that

are to be renewed, dragging the debris out of the furnace at once with,

scrapers. The cold charge is especially heaped in that part of the fur-

nace that is to be repaired, and if any portion of the arch is to be re-

built, it is very easy to form a proper pattern for the purpose by shaping

the ore as required. The best and quickest masons should be chosen

for this work, and irf the job is a very hot one they must be relieved

every half hour. In fact, I haverfound it sometimes necessary to keep

a small stream of water playing on the masons' hands, faces, and feet

for an hour at a time. If the brickwork or ore is too hot to stand on,

nothing makes a better temporary flooring than old planks soaked in

copperas liquor, which will remain cool, and will neither catch fire nor

smoke. If the fire has been properly banked without being allowed to

get too low, the furnace will be in full heat by the second charge, after

a stoppage of two hours for repairs.

Smelting in blast furnaces.—The fifth and last division of the Butte

processes includes the smelting of copper ores in blast furnaces, which

is practiced only at the Bell smelter, though the new Butte Copper

Company proposes to do all its smelting in this manner.

I am unabie to give accurate details of the Bell furnace. It is a

small water jacket, 36 inches in diameter at the tuyeres, and with a

capacity of about 40 tons of charge daily, though the quartzose nature

of the ore necessitates a heavy proportion of flux, consisting of an ex-

cellent limestone and a rather poor quality of bog iron ore. When the

calcination has been sufficiently thorough, the matte produced will

reach 65 per cent, in copper, but this is seldom attained in practice. I

judge that the expense of smelting per ton at these works is about the

same as at those where reverberatory furnaces are employed, the high,

price of coke as comj)ared with coal ($20 to $9) nearly neutralizing the

advantages commonly claimed for the blast furnace. By increasing the

number of tons smelted per day, which could easily be done by putting
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on a heavy blast, and brickiDg tbe fine ore, wbicb constitutes the

greater part of the charge, and by diminishing or entirely doing away
with barren flux, which can also be very easily accomplished by build-

ing a concentrator of sufficient capacity, 1 am firml^^ convinced that the

blast furnace will hold its own here in comparison with the reverbera-

tory, as it does nearly everywhere else in America when properly man-
aged. So long as toy furnaces, with a capacity of 20 to 40 tons daily,

are employed, just so long the reverberatory will take the lead. But
when metallurgists learn that a furnace of reasonable size, smelting

from 80 to 100 tons a day, will not only work with a less cost per ton

for both labor and fuel, but it is also far easier to manage, will average

much longer campaigns, and will reduce the cost of repairs from 3 to 6

cents for each ton of ore treated, then the reverberatory will remain in

its proper jjlace, which is in Swansea and nowhere else, unless almost

similar conditions can be found elsewhere as regards price and qual-

ity of coal, fireclay, and labor, and a world's ore market to select from.

The only other exception, in my humble opinion, would be where, with

good fuel and very rich ore, the charge is necessarily so siliceous that

in spite of concentration or fluxes the silica contents of the slag cannot

be kept below 45 per cent.

The smelting capacity of this district will soon be more than doubled,

as the new works of the Anaconda Company, Butte Copper Company,
and Clark's Colusa will doubtless be in full operation. It will then be

interesting to compare the work done with our present operations, and
I feel convinced that the improvements contemplated and partially car-

ried out in the new works just mentioned will more than meet any pos-

sible future decline in the price of copper, so that although many of the

Arizona mines and a large proportion of tbe principal copper pro-

ducers of both Lake Superior and Chili may find it necessary to sus-

pend operations, Butte will still be able to keep every furnace in blast

so long as the rich ores, which are still found in undiminished quanti-

ties in the lowest workings of the deepest mine, continue. And even

if the percentage of the ore diminishes materially, its value in silver

(in many cases equaling 3 cents per pound of copper), and the constant

cheapening of freight, fuel, materials, and labor, make it probable that

Butte's time of prosperity, even if dependent on its copper mines alone,

will cover a period of too many years to make it possible to prophesy

the time when it will cease to be one of the most important factors ot

the world's copper market.
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THE CUPOLA SMELTIKG OF COPPER IX ARIZONA.

By James Douglas, Jr.

Furnaces.—The water-jacketed furriace is au actual necessity to the

Western smelter, owing to the enormous cost of refractory building

material. When the owners of the Longfellow copper mine in Arizona

commenced smelting twelve years ago each firebrick cost them $1

;

and even now at the several furnaces in the Southwest firebricks cost

from $100 to $200 per thousand. An indestructible furnace is therefore

almost essential to economical success, and this the water-jacketed fur-

nace practically is. It is an exi)ansion of the water tuyere and water

back, contrivances which have been long in use. In 1866 J. E. Grout,

of the Detroit and Lake Superior Smelting Company, patented a cupola

with cast-iron boshes, containing the essential features of the more

recent furnace. But the exigencies of the perfbd not requiring it, the

general adoption of the waterjacket only dates from 1873, when Willliams

& Daggett introduced it for the smelting of copper and lead ores in Utah.

The type now usually manufactured for copper smelting is that which

was designed by Mr. Lewis Williams, who is in charge of the Copper

Queen furnaces at Bisbee, Arizona. The eminent success of that mine

and its smelting operations gave a great stimulus to the mining of cop-

per in the Southwest, and it was superstitiously believed that some pe-

culiar advantage lay in the particular shape and size of the furnace

used by Mr. Williams at the Queen, no matter what the ore to be treated

might be. The Pacific Iron Works built the first Queen furnace, but

other western and eastern machine shops soon competed for the trade

and took out j)ateuts for immaterial modifications, advertising their

trifling changes in construction as important innovations, and publish-

ing the r(icord of their furnaces when running on some exceptionally

fusible ore, as if the quantity smelted were due to the peculiarities of

the furnace, when in reality it depended on the character of the charge.

1^0 patent covers the use of an inner and outer metallic shell, between

which water circulates in quantity sufficient to cool the inner shell,

which is in contact with the smelting charge. Every smelter therefore

may design a furnace of the proportion and shape he considers best

adapted to the ore he has to treat, while any boiler maker may build it

without fear of infringing any rights. As the jacket merely replaces

the brickwork of the older furnace, it may be made of any shape and

size. For siliceous ores it will be made high, for basic ores low. Most
are round, and 3 feet in diameter at the tuyeres ; but for certain ores

the diameter may be advantageously increased. Others are oblong.

Generally they have uniformly sloping sides; but one running at the

Detroit mine (to be described hereafter in detail) is built with a bosh.

Smelting capacity.—The quantity of ore a jacket of given size will

smelt depends upon the fusibility of the charge, the strength of the

blast, and the supply of water. The 3-foot round jacket is usually
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designated as a 30-toii furnace. Under exceptionally disadvantageous

circumstances a furnace of that size will smelt only 30 tons ; but with

fair ore and good management, as at the Queen and elsewhere, it smelts

from 45 to 50 tons per day. On the very fusible ore ofthe Old Globe mine,

at Globe, as much as 56 tons have been put through a 3-foot jacket,

and even this quantity has been exceeded by a furnace at the Verde.

Unless the ore is refractory, 45 tons of mixture should be smelted

under a blast of 10 to 12 ounces, produced by 100 to 115 revolutions of

a No. 4J Baker blower, provided the supply of water is ample. The

latter condition is essential. To keep a 3-foot furnace cool under a

high blast, from 37,000 to 40,000 gallons of cool water must be passed

through the jacket daily, under a head of not less than 10 feet. If the

flow be deficient or too hot, steam is generated, the cold water is pressed

back, and steam will blow out of the discharge pipe till the jacket is

nearly empty. Where enough fresh water to cool the jacket is not

available, the hot issuing water must be pumped back and after cool-

ing be returned to the furnace. The cooling is usually effected in a

series of tanks. It is more rapidly done by pumping the hot water into

a small cistern, elevated 15 feet or so above the receiving tank, through

the perforated bottom of which cistern the water falls in streams unim-

l)eded through the air, or better still, upon a brushwood or other open

filter, which exposes a large surface to evaporation. When a furnace

is first blown in, the iron shell is exposed to the full influence of the

heat and more water is required than after the furnace has run a few

hours, by which time a coating of slag protects the iron and a rim

slightly deflects the blast from the periphery of the furnace. The is-

suing stream may be almost boiling, but where the water is very cal-

careous and abundant it is preferred to allow it to flow so rapidly

through the jacket that it is only warm when discharged. Much less

lime is thus deposited in the jacket and no more fuel is said to be con-

sumed. When the flow of coH water is scanty, and cooling must be

resorted to, it is well to couple the pump with the cold-water pipe, so

that if the jacket steams obstinately a stream of cold water may be forced

through it.

Eound furnaces of greater diameter than 3 f§et, if the ore is favor-

able, will smelt more than the smaller ones, though not generally in

proportion to their area. Oblong furnaces whose shorter diameter does

not exceed 3 feet come nearer to the duty of the small round furnace,

area for area, than do large round furnaces. If the ore is not free smelt-

ing a furnace of greater diameter than 3 feet is very liable to become

deranged, with the formation of a core. If, however, the mixture is fusi-

ble and does not contain much fine ore, the blast of a Baker blower,

even that of a No. 4J, will penetrate to the center of a 4:foot furnace,

though a No. 6 Baker is preferable where furnaces of that size are used.

The advantage of a small furnace over a large one is that it is more

manageable and if it becomes hopelessly deranged it can be blown in

and out at less cost than a large oue. On the other hand the record of
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the Detroit large rectangular furnace shows a slight saving in fuel in

the large over the small furnaces, though this is not the case with the

large round furnace of the Arizona Copper Company. Up to a certain

point the staff ui.^cessary to handle the charges and slag of a small fur-

nace would handle a somewhat larger quantity. There is, therefore,

always an economy in this item, but unless the ore is very fusible and

invariable in its contents this advantage is more than balanced by

liability to derangement. In the round 3-foot furnace the cold water is

generally admitted by 1^-inch tubing at four different points, two on

opposite sides, and the hot water issues by two pipes inserted into the

upper flange, rising some inches above the level of the jacket. The

slag tap is also jacketed in the Queen furnaces. Where this is not done

it is well to have a perforated tube above the slag and metal spouts,

through which water may be sprinkled on the spouts and on the copper

plates through which the slag and metal are tapped. It is found that

crude copper cast in plates 1 inch thick is far preferable to brick for

closing the slag and metal openings.

.The pipes for admitting the cold water to the furnace should

not force the stream against the inner shell, but be curved so as to

direct the stream downward. The constant beating against the hot

iron plates, especially if the water carries any sediment, rapidly per-

forates it. Most of the manufacturers have patented contrivances to

assist the water in circulating, but unless absolute obstruction be inter-

posed the water circulates without assistance. In building jackets the

heads of the rivets should protrude as little as possible into the furnace,

and no flange unprotected by water should be exposed to the heat.

Usual plant.—The smelting plant oC the Copper Queen, at Bisbee,

which is the pattern on which most establishments have been built, con-

sists of:

1. A breaker, with jaws set to open 3 inches, run by a small separate

vertical engine.

2. A screen below the breaker with bars J-inch apart, to sift out fines.

At the Globe and elsewhere the ore is dumped on a screen above the

breaker and only that portion which is too coarse for the furnace is

broken.

3. Bins into which* the several varieties of ore are wheeled from be-

neath the breaker.

4. The Queen runs steadily two (nominal) 30-ton furnaces. This type

of furnace is a section of an inverted cone, 3 feet in diameter at the

tuyeres and 4 feet 6 inches at the feed door. The body of the furnace

for from 6 inches below the tuyeres up to the feed door is built of inner

and outer shells, 9 inches apart at the bottom and 4^ inches at the top,

closed at top and bottom, within which the water circulates, and to which

the water is admitted and from which it is discharged, as already de-

scribed. The distance from the tuyeres to the feed door is C feet, and

the total height of the jacket is therefore 6 feet 6 inches. The blast

pipe discharges into a wind box, which nearly encircles the furnace and
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supplies the tuyeres with a very even blast. A boiler-plate ring about

2 feet deep is riveted to the outer shell of the jacket, and this rests on
a cast-iron plate provided with a drop bottom, which plate is supported

about 2 feet above the floor of the furnace house on cast-iron pillars.

This ring, lined with firebrick, constitutes the crucible of the furnace.

The drop bottom is protected with the same material. The slag spout

is secured to the crucible shell at the side of the furnace 10 inches be-

low the tuyeres, and the metal spout is in like manner secured to the

front of the furnace, 14 inches below the slag spout. The slag and
metal openings in the shell are large and are closed by copper i^lates,

each perforated with a small tap hole. Above the feed door the fur-

nace contracts, and consists of an iron shell resting on the outer rim of

the jackets, and lined with firebrick. At the Queen works, where much
of the ore is soft and clayey, the furnace stacks discharge into a flue 3

feet wide and 96 feet long, provided with hoppers, which effectually

catches all dust. In other furnaces the stack expands into a large cone,

where, the draft beiug checked, the dust settles and is discharged

through suitable ports. Elsewhere, as at the Arizona Copper Com-
pany's works, there is a regular brick dust-chamber. The space be-

tween the jacket shells at the bottom is wide enough to allow of the

removal of the mud and scale through four hand holes. Where the

water is very calcareous, scale accumulates so rapidly as to necessitate

blowing down every week. At the Copper Queen the jackets are

emptied every five weeks. If a circle of Ludlow gate valves were tapped

into the jacket around the base, and these were successively opened to

allow a stream of water not greater than that admitted to tbe jackets,

washing out light sediment while heavy scale is being scraped out, the

repeated blowing down and stoppage of the furnace might be avoided;

which, though it does not cool the crucible, wastes time and coke.

The hood of some furnaces rests on the inner rim of the jacket and is

not lined. Even when the hood is lined the number of firebricks which

enter the crucible and hood need not exceed one thousand, and unless

the charge is unusually basic or yields much matte, the bricks of the

crucible need not be replaced during the lifetime of the shell, lute be-

ing applied when the furnace is blown out, and clayey ore being dropped

in through the tuyeres, if the crucible walls need fortifying.

The rectangular furnace at the Detroit mine and the larg«e round fur-

nace of the Arizona Copper Company depart from the common type.

5. A No. 4J Baker blower provides blast for each 3-foot furnace. Each
blower at the Queen is driven hj a separate upright •engine, the quan-

tity of blast being controlled by the speed of the engine, instead of by
gate valves.

6. Usually six slag pots and four bullion pots are supplied with each

furnace, but this number is insulficient. The slag pots wear almost in-

definitely, but the bullion pots crack after a few taps, no matter how
carefully clayed and heated before use. They are then strengthened

by bands. It would probably be better to cast them in sections, mak-
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ing the joints along the lines of greatest strain. At the Detroit works

a copper core is cast in a pot of the usual size, and this is suspended in

a larger pot, so that a space of 1^ inches intervenes between the core and

the sides of the pot. Into this space copper is tapped, and thus a cop-

per lining is secured which protects the iron wagon from the direct ac-

tion of the hot metal. At the Queen slag is tapped every five or seven

minutes, and the metal is run every half hour into bars averaging 250

pounds.

7. If there is an abundance of flowing water no tanks are required

;

otherwise, as at the Queen, a receiving tank, a pump, and cooling tanks

form necessary additions to the plant.

8. At the Copper Queen Mr. Williams passes the slag from the fur-

nace to the slag pots through an outer well 4 by 2^ by 2J feet deep, made
of cast-iron plates and mounted on wheels. The wells are lined with a
plaster of clayey ore, and remain open for from twenty -four to forty-

eight hours. Each well yields about 100 pounds of copper a day, besides

what is entangled in the chilled slag. As the slag is tapped from the

column of smelted ore, through which the particles of metal are con-

stantly descending, it is inevitable that more or less metallic copper

should issue with it. The outer well saves a portion of this mechanical

loss, but as some of these almost invisible particles of copper in flowing

into the well from the tap hole come into contact with the air and are

oxidized, it is better to attach a settling well to the furnace itself and
tap from it. This is done at the San Carlos establishment by bolting to

the iron shell of the crucible a boiler-plate box 2J feet long by 2 feet

wide by 2 feet deep, supported on a pillar and furnished with a slag

spout. The box is lined with brick, like the crucible of the furnace,

the bottom sloping upwards from the level of the metal tap to that of

the slag tap. This is covered by copper plates, which can be readily

removed and replaced if the well requires to be cleared of chilled slags.

It answers admirably the purpose intended without deranging the work-

ing of the furnace. Were it covered by, a water-jacketed plate pro-

vided with a curtain which would dip below the surface of the slag at

the discharge end of the well, like the tymp of the older furnaces, a
continuous flow of slag might be secured.

9. The fine ore from beneath the grizzly, the dust from the flue, with

the more clayey ore from the mine, are molded by hand into bricks

with coke screenings after mixing in an ordinary pug mill. At the

Detroit works, at Morenci, a brick press is used; and at the Arizona

Copper Company's works, at Clifton, milk of lime is added to give

greater coherence to the dust.

Operations at the Copper Queen.—The furnace operations at the Copper

Queen have been marked by greater regularity in running and conse-

quent uniformity of production, both as to quantity and quality, than

those of any other establishment in Arizona. The following record from

January 1 to October 31, 1884^ gives the history of each of the two fur-

naces during that period

:

2 M R 26
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Furnace No. 1 had been in blast two years on September 16, 1884.

During that period its crucible had never been cooled. It had been
blown down every five weeks to clear out the lime scale from the jacket,

but each operation occupied, from the blowing down to the refilling,

only three hours. Once this interruption was extended to six hours,

when a patch was riveted to the inner shell opposite to one of the water
pipes. Iso. 2 furnace had been continually in blast since May, 1883.

During these Ipng campaigns not a brick had been used in repairs.

Both furnaces are of the same size and pattern, the only difference

being in the diameter and dip of the tuyeres. Those of furnace No. 1

are 5 inches in diameter and have a slight dip ; those of No. 2 are 4

inches in diameter and are set horizontally. The blower of furnace No.

1 is run at 115 revolutions ; that of furnace No. 2 at 105, to maintain a

pressure of about three-fourths of a pound. The furnace record shows a

decided advantage in favor of the 5-inch tuyere, the slags being cleaner

and the amount of ore smelted being greater.

The coke used is from Trinidad, Colorado, and San Pedro,New Mexico.

The latter is freer from ash but more friable than the former. The con-

sumption of coke is large, 1 part to 5.9 parts of wet ore, as fed into the

furnace. The ore contains on an average not less than 10 per cent, of

moisture. The charge requires to be occasionally fluxed, but generally

a judicious mixture of ores from the several levels, which yield ores of

very different composition, relieves the furnace from any barren ma-

terial.

The furnace staff consists of a day and a night foreman, twelve hours

each, over both furnaces. To operate each furnace :

No.
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serted, which arrests the blast as soon as chilling is perceived at any
point. The long campaign of these furnaces, their absolute freedom

from accident, and the small bill of repairs, are due to the skill and the

watchfulness of Mr. Lewis Williams.

The last annual report of the Copper Queen Company, made by Mr.

Benjamin Williams, the superintendent, shows that since the commence-
ment of operatious iu the summer of 1880 until April 1, 1884, there were

smelted 89,385 tons of ore, yielding 12,048 tons of black copper, of an aver-

age percentage of 96.50 by tire assay, or 13.45 per cent, of black copper

to the ton of ore. This large yield was produced by one 3-foot furnace

for the first year and by two furnaces subsequently. A spare jacket

is always ready, but it is not deemed neces^'ary to keep a third furnace

set up, as accidents are rare, and Avhen a jacket is worn out it can be
quickly removed and replaced by another.

The following analysis of samples of slag taken over a period of sev-

eral months indicates the character of the charge, which consists of cal-

careous surface ores carrying chiefly green carbonates, brecciated clays,

silts saturated with carbonates, and massive iron oxides impregnated
with cuprite, which are intercalated among the clays in the lower levels

of the mine.
Analysis of Copper Queen slag.
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Company, the nearest of whose mines, those of the Longfellow group,

are adjacent to those of the Detroit Copper Company, 5 miles distant

up Chase creek. The Detroit Company's smelting works are at its

mines, where the little town of Morenci has grown np. Both establish-

ments have substituted large for small furnaces.

The old smelting works of- the Detroit Company were on the San

Francisco river, 5 miles below Clifton and 7 miles from the company's

mines, which are at an elevation of 1,450 feet above the river and in a

perfectly sterile region. The furnaces on the San Francisco were run

by water power, but as the cost of transporting ore by teams was con-

siderable and the interruptions frequent, it; became necessary either to

connect the mines with the works by a railroad or to move the furnaces

to the mines and pump thither the water with which to cool the jack-

ets. The latter alternative was decided on. The power which formerly

ran the furnaces, a 44-inch Leffel turbine, under a 10-foot fall, is now

applied to a powerful pump. The pump was designed by H. E. Worth-

ington, and combines as perfect simplicity of form as is compatible

with the strength necessary to a very heavy lift. It has four single-

acting water plungers, 5^ inches in diameter, 15-inch stroke, that make

it equal to two double-acting pumps. The valve chambers are multi-

plied. They can thus be small and separate, easily replaced, and be

much stronger than one subdivided chamber would be. The pump was

designed to throw 100,000 gallons per day, at twelve strokes per min-

ute, through a 4-inch pipe, to an elevation of 1,510 feet and a distance

of 7 miles against a pressure calculated at 750 pounds per square inch.

The tubing between the pump and the mine is the ordinary 4-inch lap-

welded pipe with extra heavy connections and valves at the bottom of

the column. The pump is not run faster than nine strokes per minute

;

at that speed the requirements of the camp and furnaces are more than

satisfied. Eunning at from five to six strokes the pressure gauge in-

dicates from 640 to 670 pounds. The actual elevation from the pump
to the top of the store tanks, which are some distance above the fur-

naces, is 1,540 feet.

There is one other instance in Arizona where pumping has replaced

the transport of ore. The Arizona Central (the old Vulture) gold mine

pumps the water for an 80-stamp mill from the Hassayampa, a greater

distance but to a less elevation. Steam power is there used, yet the

cost is only 25 cents per ton of ore stamped against $4 for haulage.

The economy of throwing water over transporting ore is so self-evident

that it should be oftener practiced. As pumps and tubing can be built

to withstand almost any strain, and are operated in the oil region under

a pressure of over 1,000 pounds to the square inch, the localities where

the system can be applied are very many. The makers state that the

type of pump above described has proved itself perfectly capable of

dealing with pressures as high as 5,000 to 0,000 pounds per square inch.

The Detroit smelting works are connected with the company's mines

and with the Arizona Copper Company's tramway to Clifton, and with
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the terminus of the branch railroad to Lordsburg, by a system of 20-

inch gauge tramways. Thus all wagon hauling and unnecessary hand-

ling of ore, coke, or bullion is avoided. As the companies have adjacent

mines the mine roads have been built jointly and are used by both—an

example of harmonious co-operation worthy of imitation. The mine

tramways, on which two engines are kept busy, are IJ miles in length

and traverse 2,300 feet of tunnels.

At the Detroit works two furnaces are erected, one the usual 3-foot

round stack, the other a large rectangular furnace, with a bosh, de-

signed by Mr. Carl Henrich, the late metallurgist. The cross section

at the tuyeres is 33 by 66 inches, which it maintains for 10^ inches up-

ward, then the sides slope rapidly, so that at 30 inches above the tuyeres

and 3 feet above the slag tap the cross section is 45 by 78 inches. Here

the lower jackets, four in number, terminate, and the upper four jackets,

5 feet high, rest on them, with a lower pitch, so that at 8 feet above the

slag tap the section is 54 by 87 inches, which size is retained to the feed

door, 11 feet above the slag tap. The crucible is 14 inches deep, is

brick lined, and is provided with a drop bottom.

The furnace was built with an adjustable modification of the bell and

hopper automatic feed, but it had to be taken out, as it was found to

size the ore and throw an undue quantity of fines either to the rim or

center as the case might be. Mr. Henrich adopted the bosh, believing

that bj'^ reducing more iron he would clean his slags, an inference which

seems to have been borne out by the short experience as yet had; but

the furnace shows a greater liability to scaffold than the usual inverted-

cone type. It is provided with fourteen tuyeres, five on each long side

and two at each end. The tuyere gates are 9-inch vertical slots, and

the tuyeres are connected by canvas bajis with the blast pipes, and can

be adjusted both as to height and pitch, as in the Western lead furnace

The tuyere openings are only 2f inches. The blast is supplied by two

No. 4^ Baker blowers, run at 115 revolutions to produce a pressure of

10 ounces. A larger quantity of air would probably increase the eflft-

ciency of the furnace to 100 tons per twenty-four hours, which its large

area calls for. The slag is tapped from both ends, the metal from the

middle.

The record of twenty-six days' run in November, 1884, is as follows:

Record of the Detroit large furnace, November, 1884.

Beds.
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The record shows a reductioD of the copper in the slags of about 0.4

per cent, under the average working of the 3-foot round furnace, and a

saving in coke of about 8 per cent., the consumption of San Pedro coke

by the small furnace being about 1 to 6 of smelting mixture. When
Cardiff patent pressed coke is used the small furnace consumes only 1

to 8. Tennessee coke is about to be tried at these furnaces, when com-

parison can be made between the coke from Trinidad, Colorado; San
Pedro, New Mexico ; Cardiff, Wales; Connellsville, Pennsylvania ; and

Tennessee.
'

The labor emploj^ed about this furnace is:

Above: When using the automatic feeder: G coke and ore wheelers

(length of shift, 8 hours); 2 weighers (12 hours).

Their place is taken by 3 feeders (8 hours) when the automatic feed

is not used.

Below : Three metal tappers and wheelers (eight hours) ; 6 slag tap-

pers and wheelers (eight hours).

Were the capacity of the furnace increased to 100 tons daily the

present staff would not be able to overtake the work. Yet the labor

is less per ton of ore treated than is necessary to handle the small fur-

nace, running say 40 to 60 tons a day. As the area of the large furnace

is as 15 to 7.06 compared with that of the 3-foot furnace, it should smelt

about 100 tons. Mr. Church, who is both manager and president of the

company, introduced another modification into the works, which is a

decided improvement. Instead of a number of small engines, he uses

one 12 by 36-iuch Corliss engine, built by Fraser & Chalmers. It con-

sumes only If cords of wood i)er day in running the two blowers, rock

breaker, sampling mill, elevator, etc. Its speed is, of course, iuTari-

able. All the coke screenings, which are however trifling when En-

glish coke is used, are burnt under the boilers. The blast of the furnace

is regulated by gate valves.

The ores to be smelted come from four claims, and are very different

in character and variable in composition. They are consequently made
into beds, 15 feet wide by 36 feet long, containing 250 tons each, the

contents of which are carefully sampled before use, and any deficiency

in base is made up from the flux bins. The following analysis of the

average sample of slags was made by Mr. S. James, jr.

:

Analjms of Detroit slag.

Per cent.

Silica
Protoxide of iron
Manganese
Lime
Magnesia
Alumina
Copper, carbonic ai>i.l, alkalies, etc

34. 34
32.27
6.24

10.13
2.30

11.64
3.08

100. 00
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The Arizona Coj)per Company's works at Clifton far exceed in size

any in the Southwest. They are built at the junction of the Chase
Creek caiion, through which the company's railroad conveys the ore

from their mines to the San Francisco river, which supi)lies water power.

The railroad tracks to distribute coke and ore at appropriate levels are

laid on terraces cut out of. the rock, and the cars are discharged into

four rows of coke and ore bins. A switch enters the bullion yard. The
plant consists, besides, of two large rock breakers, three round furnaces

4 feet in diameter, two round furnaces 3 feet in diameter, three No. 7

Baker blowers, one Xo. 5 Baker blower, one No. 4^ Baker blower.

The works are run by water power during the greater part of the

year, which can be supplemented by steam power in the dry season.

As yet the whole battery of furnaces has not been in blast at one time.

They have a total capacity of 300 tons of smelting mixture a day. Here
large and small furnaces are run side by side, and Mr. Colquhoun, the

metallurgist, gives his verdict unhesitatingly in favor of the small ones.

He does not hud the large furnaces more economical in fuel than the

small, nor do they do cleaner work, while their greater liability to de-

rangement more than compensates for a slight economy in the item of

labor.

The large furnaces had jacketed crucibles lined with brick, till Mr.

Colquhoun, attributing much of the faulty action of the furnaces to the

chilling effects of the water where not needed below the zone of fusion,

turned it off. The result was an immediate increase in duty from 60 to

75 tons of smelting mixture per day.

The charges of both the large and the small furnaces are alike, 730

pounds, this large charge being preferred as it reduces the errors in

weighing, though the exi^erience of other works favors smaller and
often repeated charges.

When Couuellsville coke alone is used it is consumed in the proportion

of 1 to 7.75 of mixture, while Cardiff patent coke smelts at the rate of 1

to 8.33. The ores of the whole region, except those of the Longfellow
and Coj)p r Mountain mines, in which large quantities of iron and man-
ganese accompany the copper, are siliceous and aluminous, the carbo-

nates and oxides being inclosed in decomposed feldspathic rocks. Both
tbe Detroit and Arizona copper companies have therefore to use flux

liberally.

Both works also make matte occasionally, which is also the case with
the Copper Queen. At the Arizona Copper Company's works the pigs

are dumped into water, which facilitates the removal of adhering matte
and slag.

The United Verde Copper Company.—The only other establishment in

Arizona producing copper largely is that of the United Verde Comjjany.

It has consisted heretofore ofone 3-foot furnace, but another is now being

erected. The ores treated are more argentiferous than anj^ smelted in

Arizona, the silver constituting a large proportion of the value of the

bullion. The furnace went into blast in July, 1883, and ran 119§ days in
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that year, during wbicli time it tnrued out 1,004 tons of bullion and

matte, containing 940 tons of fine copper and 125,000 ounces of available

silver, from 5,004 tons of ore. The consumption of Colorado and Eng-

lish coke mixed was 1,018 tons, or nearly exactly in the ratio of 1 to 5.

In 1884 the furnace ran for 231f days. The product was bullion

1,268 tons, containing 1,208 tons of refined copper and 134,676 ounces of

silver, and 839 tons of matte, containing of refined copper 551 tons and

of silver 25,416 ounces. This product was recovered from 12,067 tons

of ore, which therefore yielded to the furnace 14.6 per cent, of copper.

The bullion now coming forward contains also a noteworthy amount of

gold.

On the Colorado river, above Yuma, copper was mined twenty years

ago at the Planet and other mines, and was shipped as ore to Califor-

nia. A smelter has recently been erected to reduce the ore of these old

mines, and has shipped some bullion ; but the very low price of copper

makes it difficult to work a lean ore to a profit, no matter how cheaply

it can be mined.

No discoveries of new copper mines were made in 1884. Two new
Smelting works were started in new localities, though on old locations^

but were soon shut down after producing a few car loads of bullion,

and there are no projects on foot for the establishment of others. There

is therefore no present prospect of any notable increase in the produc-

tion of Arizona ; but, on the other hand, there are no symptoms of any

falling off, for never at any of the above named districts were more ox-

idized ores in sight than at present. The low price of copper of course

reduces the profits, but this is being ijartially counterbalanced by re-

ductions in every item of cost. The value of copper bullion shipped

from Arizona exceeded in 18&4 that of her gold and silver production,

while its bulk and the freightage on the consumed coke render it as an

article of export far more necessary to the prosperity of the railroads

competing lor the traffic of the Territory than many times its value in the

precious metals. All interests and classes, therefore, are united in fos-

tering an enterprise which has become an integral part of the indus-

trial life of the Southwest Territories, and all therefore combine to help

the Arizona copper miner and smelter to hold his own against all com-

petitors in the present fierce struggle for existence.

While the copper from Copper Queen, Clifton, and Old Globe is re-

markable for its freedom from arsenic, antimony, and other deleterious

substances, the same is not true of all Arizona copper, nor even of

copper made from other mines in the immediate neighborhood of some

of these mines, but the Copper Queen and some other brands are so re-

markably pure as to have acquired a high reputation both in the Amer-

ican and European markets. All the furnaces turn out bars of about

equal tenor in copper, namely, 97 to 98 per cent, by wet assay.

[A paper by Mr. Heury M. Howe, on " Copper Smelting," prepared for this volume,

bas beeu omitted for lack of space, aud is published separately as a bulletin of the

Uuited States Geological Survey.]



LEAD.
THE IjEAD industry OF THE UNITED STATES.

By C. KiRcnHOFF, Jr.

Since the last report, for the year 1882, the development of the lead-

producing industries of the United States has been on the whole a

quiet one, without any exceptional occurrences to permanently disturb

the work of extraction, preparation, or marketing.

During the years 1883 and 1884 the cost of production of lead has

been undoubtedly cheapened so far as those processes are concerned

which may be considered as fairly independent of accidental causes.

In the case of the actual mining of the ore the causes affecting each

individual mine of course vary so widely from year to year that it is

impossible to follow them or to draw general conclusions. Wages have

declined in some quarters to a certain extent, and the introduction of the

tribute system has in some instances led to a lowering of the cost of

mining. In smelting and desilverizing costs have undoubtedly declined.

The material is however handled by so many different concerns from

the time when it is broken in the mine until it is delivered as refined

lead in the markets that it is practically impossible to make even a

guess at the limit at which profitable work ceases, or in other words

what point a downward movement of values can reach without leading

to a material curtailment of production. As a general thing it may be

stated that thus far there has been no serious pressure, except possibly

in the Missouri districts. The past has clearly shown how low prices

may fall before forcing a suspension even there, and the improved facili-

ties in the Eocky Mountain districts since the days of the great decline

in the spring of 1879 have enabled them to better resist low prices.

On the other hand ores are now mined and marketed which then would

have promptly traveled on to the dump. This involves of course greate/

outlay for mining, dressing, and smelting plant, and the margins oii

low grade ores are much smaller and more seriously affected by a de-

cline in the A^alue of the base or the precious metal. It is true that the

average life of a mine is longer; the actual quantity of metal it furn-

ishes till the time of its exhaustion or abandonment is greater, and in

that sense the silver-lead mines in the far West have gained in stability.

Notwithstanding this, it is true to-day as it has been in the past that

the total production of the country, and to a large extent the values

of lead, have been dependent upon the fortunes of a comparatively

few large mines. At one time the sudden development of the Nevada

mines depressed the markets. Then Utah came forward with large

quantities, and finally Leadville rushed into prominence. A few figures

411
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•will illustrate this point. In 1883 the following mines produced the

quantities stated

:

Lead ore and lead produced by the following viines in 1883.

Mines. Ore. Lead.

Iron Silver, Leadville, Colorado
Horn Silver, Frisco, Utah
Silver Cord, Leadville, Colorado
Eureka Consolidated, Eureka, Nevada .

Itichmond, Eureka, Nevada
SJorninj: Star, Leadville, Colorado
Evening Star, Leadville, Colorado

rt tons.
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tralized, and is now conducted generally by well- trained metallurgists,

and the business has been expanded by combining with it the purchase

from many quarters of both low and high grade refractory silver ores.

Good markets have been made available to small producers, facilitating

development work without the outlay of heavy sums of money for equip-

ment. All these factors have contributed co making the supply of lead

tnore and more independent of the fluctuations in th§ yield of a few large

mines or groups of mines. It will tend to counteract the danger of a

sharp restriction of the supply now imminent through the falling off in

the product of the two largest lead mines, past and prospective. Dur-

ing the years 1883 and 1884 no new districts have been opened which

might justify the belief that the market is to be flooded at short notice

with heavy amounts of metal. But there has been a large and steady

progress in opening out in many parts of the Eocky mountains, which,

in the aggregate, promises to fill any gaps that may be caused by a de-

cline in the make in some localities.

Although there has been much complaint of low prices, the latter

have evidently not touched figures that may be looked upon as pro-

hibitive, and wages and freights are still at a height from which a marked

reduction is possible without causing suffering.

A very encouraging feature of the history of the lead trade during

the past two years has been the heavy consumption, which has steadily

kept pace with the output in the face of a general industrial depres-

sion. There seems little doubt that even a slight falling off in the pro-

duction, or a fair recovery of business to normal activity, would promptly

carry values upward.

One fact against which the western producers have had to contend

during the past two years has been the steady fall in the price of silver.

How largely this affects the lead mines may be gathered from the fact

that returns from a number of refiners, whose lead product from base

bullion in 1884 aggregated 117,608 tons of the total of 119,965 tons,

turned out 21,505,248 ounces Of fine silver and 146,830 ounces of fine

gold. Of course a fairly large percentage of this quantity of the

precious metals was obtained from purely silver ores, worked by lead

smelters, but it is probably not far from the truth to estimate that fully

19,000,000 ounces of silver and 125,000 ounces of gold were obtainedfrom

lead ores mined in the Eocky Mountain States and Territories.

PKODUCTIOJf,

On the whole, as a glance at the following table of the production of

lead for a long series of years will prove, there has been a steady in-

crease, especially during the past decade, in spite of some sharp fluctu-

ations in values. The figures from 1825 to 1853 are those published by

Whitney ; those for the later years have been collected by Mr. Edward
A. Caswell, of iSTew York City, who has personally undertaken the task

of gathering annually the statistics of production since 1873 with a

sagacity and painstaking care which have caused them to be accepted
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as authoritative by the trade. Since 1882 the figures are those collected

by this office.

Up to the year 1873 uo specific data concerning the relative output

of the diflfereut producing districts were available. For the succeeding

years the quantities of desilverized lead and of non-argentiferous lead

and the percentage of the former in the total have been added because

they reveal clearly the growing importance of the former industry,

which has its seat in the Eocky mountains; while almost the whole of

the non-argentiferous lead is produced in IMissouri, Kansas, Illinois,

and Wisconsin, only a small quantity being made in Virginia. In this

table, and throughout this paper, the tons are short tons of 2,000 pounds.

rroduction of lead in the Untied States.

Years.
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The returns for desilverized lead include the official statement of

every refining company in the country, with the exception of the Castle

Dome works, which has been estimated.

An effort has been made to trace the source of the lead produced in

the United States, in order thus to obtain some clew to the comparative

importance of the different States and Territories as producers of this

metal. Such an inquiry is beset with a great many difficulties, due to

the active interchange between the different political divisions of the

West.. Ore goes from one State or Territory to another, and its lead

contents appear in the returns of the State in which the smelter is

located by which it was treated. A majority of the refining and desil-

verizing works smelt ores also, often buying them through sampling

works, so that they are ignorant of the source from which they came.

Some of these works refine only a part of the base bullion obtained in

their own smelting works, shipping the balance to other refiners. The

lead thus lofes its identity and the returns of refiners and smelters, the

preparation of which alone requires much labor, must be thoroughly

examined. These returns have been kindly furnished by the different

refining works and by many of the large smelting works known to

handle more than simply local ores. But even with all the data at hand,

only an estimate can be submitted, absolute accuracy being unattain-

able. The following figures are the results of the investigation

:

Source of the lead produced in the United States in 1883 and 1884, by States and Territories.

States and Territories. 1883. 1884.

Utah..
Nevada
Colorado
Montana
Idaho
New Mexico
Arizona
Califonaia
Missouri, Kansas, Illinois, and Wisconsin
Virginia

Total

Short tons.

29, 000
6,000

70, 557
5,000
6,000
2,400
1,500
1,700

21, 600
200

Short tons.

28, 000
4,000

63, 165
7,000
7,500
0. 000
2, 700
1,000

19, 676
256

143, 957 139, 897

LEAD-PRODUCING REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES.

Utah.—The production of the Territory has fallen off a little during

1884. The output since 1871 has been estimated as follows:

Production of had in Utah.

Years.
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The Horn Silver mine has remained the leading producer in the Ter-

ritory during the years 1883 and 1884, though its make of base bullion

fell off during the latter year to 11,700 short tons. The mine is ex-

pected to show a further sharp decline during the current year unless

new reserves of lead ore are opened out. A large proportion of the bal-

ance of the lead ore mined in Utah has come from the Bingham dis-

trict, whose shipments during 1884 are estimated to have aggregated

fully 25,000 short tons, containing roughly between 9,000 and 10,000

tons of lead. The leading producers are the Brooklyn and the Lead

mines, turning out together considerably more than half of the lead ; the

Yosemite, Spanish, Old Telegraph, and others being among the mines

with a smaller output. In the Tintic district the Eureka has shipped

fully 15,000 tons of low-grade ore, chiefly to Colorado smelters; the Peck,

Bullion, Champion, and others contributing smaller quantities. The

Black Dragon in the same district has supplied the smelters with the

bulk of the iron flux required. In the Big Cottonwood district the Max-

field was the leading mine in point of output. The Utah ores are as a

rule low in grade, but special efforts have been and are being made to

concentrate them.

The report of the Horn Silver Mining Company is of particular in-

terest, because it is the only company, with the exception of the Eich-

mond Company, of Eureka, which converts the ores mined into finished

marketable products—refined lead and bar silver. It furnishes some

interesting figures, notably as to the cost of smelting and refining.

There were smelted in 1883, as the produce of the mine, at the Francklyn

furnaces 42,663 tons of ore, a* a cost of $13,403 per ton against $14.73

in 1882, a reduction due partly to cheaper fuel since the completion of

the Denver and Eio Grande railroad, and partly to the working of

larger quantities. The average assay of the ore smelted was 36.83 per

cent, of lead in 1883 against 37.8 per cent, in 1882, and 27.15 ounces of

silver in 1883 against 34.2 ounces of silver in 1882. The cost of desil-

verizing and refining at Chicago 15,374 tons of base bullion produced

was $7,95 in 1883 against $9.05 in 1882. From lead sales the company
realized $1,193,320.61, from silver sales $1,324,651.63, and from interest

account $33,824.87, a total of $2,551,807.11 ; and paid dividends earned

aggregating $1,100,000; so that the silver nearly paid for the entire

cost of extraction, treatment, general expenses, and marketing. The
company has recently issued a circular to its shareholders announcing

that the developments in the lower levels have thus far not proved sat-

isfactory, and suspending dividends for the present. In 1884 the mine

produced 40,000 tons of ore, averaging 30.9 per cent, of lead and 39

ounces of silver, the cost, delivered on cars, per ton of ore being $5.07.

The cost of smelting rose to $14.24, the total cost per ton of base bullion,

carrying 123.89 ounces of silver, being $ 18.43. The receipts were

$707,205.02 for lead, $1,739,225.11 for silver, and $3,024.41 for sundries,

a total of $2,450,354.54 ; while the opemtin^ expenses^ including §Q0'

3 M ^—37
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struction account, were $1,447,208.90. Coke costs $16 per ton, and
freights on bullion to Missouri river points are $18 per ton.

Nevada,—Since 1877 the product of lead of the State has been as fol-

lows:
Production of lead in Nevada since 1877.

Tears.
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There is a prospect that the product of lead in Nevada will be in-

creased slightly during the i^reseut year, as several small smelters in

Esmeralda county have been started, and preparations are now in

progress and well advanced for working the argentiferous lead ores of

Spruce Mountain district, in the eastern part of the State.

Colorado.—This State has remained the heaviest contributor to the

supply of lead of this country.

Production of lead in Colorado.

Tears.

1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Short tons.

56
312
818
667
897

6,369

Years.

1879
188a
1881
1883
1883
1884

Short tons.

23, 674
35, 674
40,547
55,000
70, 557
63, 165

Leadville, as the following figures show, has continued to furnish the

bulk of the lead. For the years 1883 and 1884 the amounts of ore

shipped and their lead contents are not known, but they continue to

form the basis of the valley smelters, svith the exception possibly of one.

Leadville bullion product.

Tears.
Ounces
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is compensated for by the entering of new ones. There has been a good
deal of speculation concerning the near future of Leadville from a lead-

producing point of view. It is as urgently stated and as confidently

denied that the yield of the metal will fall off. A calm survey of the

field would, however, make it seem probable that so far as the imme-
diate future is concerned heavy supplies are available, though not, of

course, from the same sources.

It is certain, however, that the smelters, who are wholly or partially

dependent upon Leadville ores as a supply of raw materials, will be

forced—as indeed many of them have already been—to provide roasting

facilities to treat the unoxidized ores. The general practice thus far

has been to do the roasting in stalls, but it has been found that these

are not efBcient enough, and reverberatory furnaces havebeen introduced

in at least one smelting establishment. The principal producers of this

class of ore have been the Minnie Moore and the Colonel Sellers mines.

A lot of several thousand tons of the ore from the latter mine contained

on an average a little over 26 per cent, of lead, over 21 per cent, of zinc,

and about 45 ounces of silver* Even after stall roasting little more
than 5 T)er cent, of the total charge can be added of this class of ore,

though reverberatory roasting permits of increasing the quantity to

above 10 per cent. The stall roasting in reality converts only the iron

pyrites into oxide, and it does not accomplish the principal aim of bring-

ing the sulphide of zinc to the state of oxide. Though cheaper, it is in

the end more expensive than reverberatory roasting, and the latter will

become generally necessary if larger quantities of ore containing zinc

as blende are to be treated. The cost of treatment and the losses are

heavy, the latter being estimated at 10 to 12 per cent, on the silver and
15 per cent, on the lead. The charges are adjusted on a varying basis.

They range between $21 and |22, with a deduction of a given percent-

age from the silver contents, and from 25 to 50 cents per unit forzinc above

a minimum varying between 8 and 12 per cent., while the lead is generally

paid for on a sliding scale ranging from 15 to 25 cents per unit. In the

aggregate these deductions are very heavy, but so long as the silver con-

tents range as high and higher than the example quoted, a fair margin

remains for the miner. Large deposits are known to exist, however, in

the Iron Silver mine for instance, which are lower in grade, and cannot

be marketed at present charges and deductions for losses and excess

of zinc. In silver this ore ranges between 11 and 14 ounces; in lead,

between 15 and 44 per cent. ; in zinc from 13 to 24 -per cent. ; in iron,

from 11 to 16 per cent., and in sulphur from 30 to 40 per cent. It is

l)ronounced to be suitable for concentrating, though the silver is fairly

evenly distributed in the galena, blende, and pyrites. Ko steps have,

however, been taken as yet to experiment with this material on a work-

ing scale. If fair prices could be realized for the blende this ore could

be made available. Unless this question is solved, however, the Iron

Silver^ whieh, in 1883j w^s th^ he£i.vie§t Jead j.)rodvTcer m J^eadville, will
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fall, in 1885, to a comparatively low rank. Its annual report shows

some iuterestinft' figures. The total ore product was 92,271 tons of ore,

dry weight, the average moisture having been 12.25 per cent. This

ore contained 22,712 tons of lead and 1,405,176 ounces of silver, or an

average of 24.6 per cent, of lead and 15.23 ounces of silver, for which

was realized 11,484,936.04, leaving a profit of $425,674.23. Some of the

ore was mined by tributers ; that extracted by the company realized

$16.01 per ton, the cost of production being $11.51, leaving, therefore,

a profit of $4.50 per ton. The cost of mining proper was $9.06, the

heaviest item being the labor account of $6.03. Improvements and

developments called for $1.51 per ton, and general expenses for 94 cents.

The figures for 1884 have not yet been published, but it is known that

the lead product of the mine has fallen off considerably.

The next largest producer of lead is the Silver Cord Combination

Mining Company, whose annual report for the fiscal year 1883 con-

taiued the following statement by the manager, Mr. T. S. Wood: The

mine produced 30,084 tons of ore, or deducting the average of moisture,

13 per cent., 26,179 tons net, containing 6,104 tons of lead, 361,051

ounces of silver, and 8.084 ounces of gold, for which the smelters re-

turned $496,973.33, their charges being $217,769.09, or $8.32 per ton.

The working expense was $280,714.87, and $30,005.87 was spent on im-

provements, leaving a net profit of $186,252.89, or 26.12 per cent, of

the value of the output.

While the appearance of sulphide ores on the one hand and the de-

cline in the output of the largest lead producer are grave questions

affecting the future, they are not looked upon as likely to have an im-

mediate effect. One point is not generally understood, and should be

particularly insisted upon. The lead product of the Leadville district

is now more largely regulated by the demands on the part of the smelt-

ers for lead ores for fluxing purposes than by the price of the metal in

the market. Thus it has happened that the prices paid per unit for

lead in ores has advanced, while the l^ew York market of that metal

was declining. The smelters must have lead to smelt the dry silver

ores, and will get it as long as the silver in the dry ores is able to pay
for it. Therefore, if lead falls so low in the markets that certain mines

cannot be profitably worked for the lead they contain, the ores rich in

silver but poor in lead will be called upon to suffer a reduction in the

prices paid for their ore. The figures which are obtained for lead ores

vary according to the demand and supply, the character of the ore,

whether they are siliceous or contain an excess of oxide of iron. While
25 cents is paid per unit for 20 per cent, ore, the smelting charge being

$9, it goes as high as 40 to 45 cents per unit for 40 per cent, ore, while

the smelting charge is only $6.50, and in some cases even under |6.

It is estimated that in 1884 nearly 90 per cent, of the output of Lead-

ville was oxidized ores, the balance being sulphuret ore.

The cost of fuel in Leadville has been reduced very little during the
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past two years, the current figure for coke being $13 per ton. The cost

of smelting has therefore declined but little, and is said to range be-

tween $8.50 and $9.

One of the new camps which is beginning to attract attention, and
which promises to become more prominent, is Aspen, where the Aspen
Smelting Company started its first furnace in July, 1884, and is now
building a second. The ores, taken from deposits at or near the con-

tact of dolomite and Silurian limestone, carry fair quantities of lead,

considerable zinc, some copper, and heavy spar as a chief constituent of

the gangue, and are exceptionally high in silver. The district is fa-

vored by the existence of a 6-foot bed of good bituminous coal, making
a good coke carrying only 10 per cent, of ash ; and by the exercise of

metallurgical skill, a constant watching of the character of the ores and
of the working of the furnace, it has been possible, by running hot, to

overcomethe technical difficulties due to the presence of exceptionally

large quantities of baryta and zinc. On the other hand the transpor-

tation to railroad is costly, though this is counterbalanced by the ex-

ceptionally high silver value of the bullion, which carries from 500 to

over 1,000 ounces of silver per ton.

The mines of Eed Cliff, in Eagle county, tributary to Leadville, are

estimated to have shipped ores the lead contents of which foot up to

about 3,300 tons, the prominent mines being the Belden, Eagle Bird,

and Black Iron.

In the San Juan district the local smelting works have not, gener-

ally speaking, proved a success, and attention has been directed largely

to concentrating the ores previous to shipment. The ores are frequently

complex and refractory, but the quantity of lead coming from the dis-

trict is in the aggregate considerable.

One new mine in^Colorado, the Madonna, has furnished considerable

lead during the years 1883 and 1884. It is owned by the Colorado

Smelting Company of South Pueblo, and places that enterprise in the

favorable condition of having a steady supply of ore high in lead not

subject to the competition for this class of ores. The Madonna ore,

however, carries little silver, and its utilization furnishes a striking ex-

ample of the tendency already noted to open out lead deposits in spite

of their low silver contents.

Montana.—The output of lead in Montana has increased somewhat
during the years 1883 and 1884, and may be placed at 5,000 and 7,000

tons respectively. At present the leading lead mining camp is that in

the vicinity of Helena, on which Mr. Waldemar Lindgren furnishes the

following notes. The system of metalliferous veins is closely connected

with a contact of granite and a probably Cretaceous or Tertiary lipa-

ritic rock, but is decidedly younger than both eruptions, cutting them
both. The veins, always true fissures, are from 1 to 10 feet wide and
carry, in a gangue of quartz, galena, zincblende, copper and iron pyrites,

and mispickel, ruby or native silver being very rare. The galena car-
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ries up to 80 to 90 oilncfes of silver, the blende generally 10 to 12 ounces

of silver, the fine pyrites from 0.2 to 0.3 ounces of gold and very little

silver, while the copper pyrites seems to carry more silver, and the mis-

pickel generally 1 ounce of gold. In some of the mines the blende

occurs in comparatively large quantities.

The principal producers are the Helena Mining and Reduction Com-

pany, at Wickes (formerly the Alta Montana), and the Gregory Con-

solidated Company. The former has been thoroughly reorganized, and

during the year 1884 produced 3,419 tons of.lead, 4,606 ounce* of gold,

620,950 ounces of silver, and 72,491 pounds of cojjper, paying in divi-

dends $36,000 towards the end of the year, after a comparatively short

period of building and remodeling of plant. According to the annual

report covering the period up to November 1, 1884, the cost of mining

at the Alta mine on 12,938 tons of ore was $5.10 per ton ; at the Comet
mine. $3.78 on 20,887 tons; while the cost of concentration at the mill

of the former mine was $1.41 per ton, and at the latter $1.24. The cost

of reduction of 8,003 tons of ore and concentrates was $16.25 for roast-

ing and smelting, the i^lant consisting of eight roasting furnaces and
two blast furnaces, with an estimated daily capacity of 75 tons, the fuel

being chiefly charcoal. The iron ore for fluxing is obtained with some
difficulty, the majority of the iron ore deposits in the vicinity being too

siliceous. The Gregory Company has five reverberatory roasting fur-

naces and a smelting furnace, running intermittently, which produces

from 5 to 6 tons of lead per day. In roasting charcoal is mixed in with

the charge, the fuel being wood. The ore carries considerable zinc, ma-
terial running as high as 15 per cent, zinc having been smelted.

I^e problem of the most economical and efficient treatment of these

ores appears to have approached a solution, and a somewhat larger and
steadier supply of base bullion may be looked forward to from that quar-

ter. Districts similar in many respects, so far as the character of the

ore deposits is concerned, which have attracted some attention recently,

are the Eed Mountain and Ten Mile, southwest of Helena. They are

spoken of as certainly containing many excellent prospects, the devel-

opment of which has been retarded by difficulties of transportation. A
concentrating plant is now being erected in the Ten Mile Creek valley

below the mines, all of which are located very high on the mountains.
In southern Montana the lead smelting center is Glendale, where the

works of the Hecla Consolidated Mining Company are located. Accord-

ing to the annual report for 1883 the works treated 11,638 tons of ore,

540 tons of roast and 1,293 tons of matte, and produced 2,602 tons of

lead, 599,472 ounces of silver, and 402 ounces of gold, together with

matte containing 63,362 ounces of silver, and 308,519 pounds of copper,

at a gross profit of $685,396.83, out of which dividends aggregating

$360,000 were paid. In 1884 the smelters, to which a new stack had
been added, worked 9,210 tons of ore, with 5,891 tons of iron ore, 2,800

tons of limestone, and 5,508 tons of slag, using as fuel 827,894 bushels
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of charcoal and 958,850 pounds of coke, at a cost of fuel per ton of charge

of mixture of $5.05. The product was 2,295 tons of lead, 339,925 pounds
of copper, 656,849.52 ounces of silver, and 248.264 ounces of gold, which
yielded a gross profit of $241,743.35.

In northern Montana there is a smelting furnace at Clendenin, in the

Barker district, which has not produced as much in 1884 as in 1883,

while the plant of the Great Eepublic Company at Cooke City has run

only at intervals, without turning out any notable quantities of base

bullion. There are smelters also at Maiden and at Argenta, in Beaver-

head county.

The output of base bullion of the Gregory, Helena, Hecla, and Clen-

denin works in 1883 aggregated 7,636 tons, and rose in 1884 to 12,331

tons. From the desilverizers' returns it appears that only a part of

"this product reached the refining works, the balance probably being

still at the smelters or in transit.

IdaJio.—During 1883 and 1884 Idaho has not, from a variety of causes,

developed as a lead producer as rapidly as was expected in many
quarters. The principal reason was, probably, that operations were

limited in character, pending the completion of the branch of the Ore-

gon Short Line railroad into the Wood Eiver country. Still, the ship-

ments have been on a fair scale, and the lead contents of the ores and
bullion which have reached the market during the season of 1884 are

estimated at about 7,500 tons. The country in which the ore-bearing

zones have been developed is stated to consist of alternate beds of

limestone and quartzite, the stratification of which is little disturbed

by faults. The ore deposits themselves, limited to the limestone belts,

are irregular, nor do they appear to conform in dip or strike with the

limestone. The ore is principally galena, carrying fair quantities of

silver; the principal gangue not closely mixed with the ore-bearing

limestone. The ore is admirably adapted to cheap dressing, and a con-

siderable number of concentrating plants have been put up during the

past two years. The leading mines thus equipped are the Minnie

Moore, the Eureka, Idahoan, Bullion, Queen of the Hills, Buzzo, Par-

ker, Ontario, and others, some of which have already sent considerable

ore to local or other smelters. Among other shipping mines the Viola,

at Nicholia, the Elkhorn, Mayflower, O. K., and others may be men-

tioned. Other concerns like the Senate have been accumulating ores

for future reduction. There are a considerable number of smelting

plants, the largest being that of the Philadelphia Company, at Ketchum.

The district is favored, as compared with Colorado camps, by having

a $25 railroad rate on bullion to Omaha and Missouri points, the local

smelting charges being from $18 to $20, $25 deduction for freight to

Omaha, the current freight from there to New York, the lead being

paid for at I^ew York rates, deducting 10 per cent, for loss, and the sil-

ver at "Hew York figures, deducting 5 per cent. Unless the raining cost

is carried too high by the possible necessity for heavy amounts of pros-
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pecting work, due to the irregularity of the deposits, the Wood Eiver

districts, with cheap coucentratiug, ranging from 50 cents to $1 per

ton, and comparatively low freight rates, with a good grade of silver,

should become large and profitable producers of lead at current rates

and do much toward filling the decline which threatens to occur in the

production of the metal in other quarters.

In 1883 the shipments of base bullion from the "Wood Eiver region

were almost double the quantity of those of 1884. On the other hand,

the ore shipments in the latter year were fully 10,000 tons. A conserv-

ative estimate made from the returns of the Union Pacific Eailroad

Company shows that the lead product in bullion and ore was 6,000 tons

in 1883 and 7,500 tons in 1884. Of the latter, 6,650 tons are returned

by refiners, leaving about 850 tons to swell the x)roduct of Utah and

Colorado.

JSlew Mexico.— In New Mexico the bulk of the lead produced has been

turned out at the works of G. Billing, at Socorro, the basis of the enter-

prise being the ore from the Kelly mine, which is low in silver but high

in lead, other ores being purchased. It is reported that the cost of

smelting in this locality is lower than at any point in the far West.

The product of the Territory is estimated at 2,400 tons in 1883, and at

6,000 tons in 1884, which latter figure in all probability will be main-

tained for the present, if it is not materially increased.

Arizona.—Thus far the lead product of Arizona has been small, and

is practically confined to the operations of the smelting works at Ben-

son, Cochise county, and a small quantity produced at Tombstone.

The Howell works, which turned out considerable bullion in 1883, have

been closed. The Benson works have not run continuously. They rely

upon a lead ore low in silver as the basis of their operations, and have

made a fair profit when working. The smelter of the Tombstone Mill

and Mining Company was built to work the concentrates of tailings,

which carry lead, heavy ores being purchased in addition. A fair quan-

tity of Arizona lead ores goes to smelters in Colorado and to refining

works.

Missouri., Kansas, Illinois, and Wisconsin.—A further decline has

taken place in the yield of the non-argentiferous lead districts of these

States. In 1883 the output of the Saint Joseph Lead Company, at

Bonne Terre, Missouri, had suffered from the destruction of its works

by fire, but in 1884 it again rose, and during the current year a further

increase, which will carry it beyond a quota of 50 per cent, of the whole

output of these States, is exi)ected. Mine la Motte will probably hold

its own this year, the mines looking as well as in 1884.

In Wisconsin the greater activity in mining, caused by a local mar-

ket for the zinc ore, has led to an increase in the product of galena, the

bulk of which is sold to desilverizing works for special purposes. Some
ore from other districts is also disposed of in the same way.
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In Illinois lead -mining has almost entirely ceased, only very small

quantities being raised.

Messrs. John Wahl & Co., of Saint Louis, estimate the output as fol-

lows for 1883 and 1884

:

Districts. 1883. 1884.

Southeast Missouri.
southwest Missouri and Kansas

Total

Short tons.

11, 693
7,644

Short tons.

14, 979
2,437

19, 337 17, 416

Messrs. Stone & Gove, of Galena, Kansas, have comj)iled some inter-

esting figures in regard to the production of lead ore of that section,,

estimating its lead contents at 3,019 tons for 1884. Messrs. Wahl &
Co.'s figure is therefore evidently too low, and there must be counted!

in addition 697 tons of lead from Kansas, Wisconsin, Illinois, and Mis-

souri ores purchased by refiners. We therefore estimate the total pro-

duction of non-argentiferous lead at 19,G76 tons.

The Kansas district has rapidly decreased in the past two years in

the production of lead ore, because the rich surface pockets within the

depth of 30 to 70 feet have been worked out, and particularly because

attention has been attracted to zinc mining.

The following table gives the yield since the year 1873, according to

the estimates of Mr. E. A. Caswell, with the exception of the year 1874:

Production of non-argentiferous lead in Missouri, Kansas, Illinois, and Wisconsin.

Tears.
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Guiim & Lloyd, Haskell, Hicks & Ditman, Ontario Mining Company,

and Lucas and Collins on the Paxton lands. South of Joplin there are

a number of mines in operation, among which those of E. B. Leonards,

at Eoaring Spring, and the Leckie mines at Gordon Hollow are prom-

inent. Twelve miles south of Joplin the Spurgeon mines are being

opened up with good prospects of success, while the Mosley mines near

by are being reopened. Four miles east of Joplin are the Dillville mines,

operated by the Hammett Lead and Zinc Company, and the old Burch

mines, worked by Pennsylvania parties.

At the Short Creek mines in Cherokee county, Kansas, 7 miles west

of Joplin, J. Murphy is operating mines and two concentrators ; the

Galena Zinc Company, a crusher and concentrator; Boyce, a crusher

and concentrator; Cody, a custom works; S. L. Cheeny, a concentrator;

Southside Mining and Smelting Company, a smelter; and the Excelsior

Crusher Company, a crusher and separating works. At Stanley, 2 miles

northwest of this point, Schermerhorn & Tamblye are mining, and there

is also located there the O'lSTeil crusher. The Granby Mining and Smelt-

ing Company has a smelter and concentrator and are working also at

Orouogo, 7 miles north, and at Granby, 20 miles southwest. Two miles

north of Joplin work is being done -by Lee Taylor and the Sterling Lead
and Zinc Company; while 4 miies north of Joplin the West Joi>liu Lead
and Zinc Company is mining at the Sherwood diggings. Lehigh City,

about 7 miles northwest of Joplin, is the scene of considerable activity,

and a large number of mines are being worked at Webb City and at

Carterville.

REPINING AND DESI1VERIZIN6 WORKS.

The desilverizing and refining of argentiferous base bullion has grown
to a business of great magnitude, which is now conducted with a skill

and on a scale not equaled elsewhere. The following works are act-

ively engaged in the business : Selby Smelting and Lead Company, San
Francisco, California ; Eichmond Mining Company of Nevada, Eureka,

Kevada ; Germania Lead Works, Salt Lake City, Utah ; Pueblo Smelt-

ing and Kefining Company, Pueblo, Colorado ; Omaha and Grant Smelt-

ing and Eefining Company, Omaha, Nebraska; Kansas City Smelting
and Eefining Company, Argentine, Kansas ; Aurora Smelting and Ee-
fining Company, Aurora, Illinois ; Saint Louis Smelting and Eefining

Company, Saint Louis, Missouri ; Chicago Smelting and Eefining Com-
pany, Chicago, Illinois; Horn Silver Mining Company, Chicago, Illinois

;

Pennsylvania Lead Company, Mansfield Yalley P. O., Pennsylvania,

and Newark Smelting and Eefining Works (Edward Balbach & Son),

Newark, New Jersey. The Castle Dome Works, the Delaware Lead
Works, and the Manhattan Smelting and Eefining Company have not

done any work for some time.
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REVIEW OP THE LEAD MARKET.

The following table gives the highest and lowest prices monthly for a

series of years

:

Highest and louwst prices of lead at Neto York City, monthly, from 1870 to 1884 inclusive.

[Cents per pound.]
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Average market price of lead at New ¥ork city.

429

Periods.

First half, 1883.

Second half, 1883
Average, 1883

First half, 1884..

Second half, 1884
Average, 1884.

Cents per
pound,

4.51
4.07
4.28
3.824
3.632
3.766

These figures, of course, are the average, irrespective of different

brands and qualities, and, as they do not include jobbing sales, repre-

sent very closely the average result of wholesale transactions. The
differences between market prices of the different qualities of lead have

become much smalfer than they were formerly, and are rarely larger

than 5 cents per hundred pounds, or $1 per ton.

1883.—During the year quotations have moved within the following

monthly range

:

Price of lead in 1883.

[Cents per ponnd.]

Months.

January . -

February

.

March
April
May
June
July
August . .

.

September
October...
November
December

Highest. Lowest.

4.75
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tempts to market larger quantities of lead. The fact was generally un-

derstood and appreciated that the market was artificially sustained

;

that there was no scarcity of the metal, and that on the contrary the

load which holders were carrying was growing steadily day by day.

Buyers did not therefore depart from their waiting position, and the

market continued dull. In the beginning of October an offer of 4 cents

for the stock of 2,000 tons of Eichmond lead was declined, and later a de-

cline was brought about by the forcing of some lots. Thus the dead-

lock continued until November, which opened with large sales at a de-

cline to 4 cents, followed a week afterward by another plunge down-

ward to 3.75 cents. Some other large sales, partly speculative were made
at 3.70 cents and the month closed dull with the metal at 3.65 cents. De-

cember was very uneventful, and it was only towards the end of the

year that holders again showed a tendency to stiffen.

1884.—During 1884 the price of lead fluctuated as follows from month

to month

:

Frice of lead in 1884.

[Cents per pound.]

Months. Highest. Lowest.

January ..

!Pebruary

.

March
April
May
June
July
August . -

.

September
October- --

November
December

4. .50
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maDipulation, a speculative purchase of 500 tons being made earlyin the

month, followed by ao advanced asking price to 4 cents. This was fol-

lowed up by further buying by the same parties of about 1,500 tons at

4.10 cents, without, however, inducing consumers to take hold at once.

They did, however, in March buy about 2,500 tons at 4.10 to 4.15, leav-

ing the market in a dull, stagnant condition for the rest of the month.
Early in April holders again weakened, parting with about 1,000 tons,

the bulk of it at 4 cents. For a week or two the market remained dull,

the Eichmond Company declining an offer of 4^ cents for 10,000 tons,

to be delivered in blocks of 1,000 tons per month. A pressure to sell

became manifest, and suddenly the market gave way under sales of

upward of 5,000 tons for June, July, and August delivery at 3.75, fol-

lowed by the sale of odd lots at 3.62^ and 3.65. Consumers, being heav-

ily stocked, were apathetic, and the greater part of May passed with

small sales down to 3.52^. A meeting of the representatives of the re-

fining works, held in Chicago on the 22d and 23d, led to no results what-

ever so far as any action looking toward a betterment of prices was
concerned, though the market did temporarily stiffen to 3.75 cents.

June passed by very quietly, the bulk of the sales being made at 3.57J
cents, while the highest point touched was 3.65 cents, and July showed
only a temporary improvement toward the end, which was, however,

lost in August, sellers being quite urgent, while buyers followed a

waiting policy, which they clung to, in spite of the approach of

the , busy season, until the middle of September, when purchasers

on their part advanced the metal to 3.75 cents. In October small

speculative purchases were made, but the ISTovember product remained
unsold and the market displayed a weakening tendency, which in the

second week of November led to almost a panic in the metal. Starting

with small sales at 3.55 cents, over 1,000 tons were disposed of to con-

sumers at 3.50 cents, followed up by small parcels at 3.45 and 3.40 cents.

The lowest point touched was 3.37J, and with the December product

as yet unplaced, the outlook was unpromising, when it became known
that a strike in the Colorado coal fields, threatening to cut oft' the sup-

ply of coke, temporarily created a better feeling. In the beginning of

December the principal holder advanced his price to 3.50 cents, and soon
afterward to 3.75 cents, but what little lead was wanted was apparently

available at 3.60 cents, and the year closed with the market flat and dull.

The year has in an exceptional degree been influenced by manipulation,

which, it will be noticed, was not always successful. It did probably

have the effect, however, of keeping values at a higher level than they

might otherwise have been. Considering the general depression of bus-

iness, and theheavy production, the consumptionwas certainly verylarge

and gives encouragement to the belief that even a small decline in the

output, or some imprgveroeut in general businesSj will carry values to a
Jiigher level,
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IMP0BT8.

The imports of foreign lead have fallen off to insignificant figures

since our home mines developed with such marvelous rapidity. The
following tables give in detail the quantities of ore and dross, pigs and
bars, sheets, pipe, and shot, and other manufactures not specified, im-

imported since 1867

:

Lead imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Mscal
years
ending

June 30—

1867.
1868
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

Pounds.
611

6,945

Ore and dross.

O"

5,973
316

32, 331

13, 206

1,000

5,981
21, 698

600
419

$25
239

176
10

1,425

20

97
500
17
13

Pigs and bars.

G?

Pounds.
65, 322, 923
63, 254, 677
87, 865, 471
85, 895, 724
91, 496, 715
73, 086, 657
72, 423, 641
46, 205, 154
32, 770, 712
14, 329, 366
14, 583, 845
6, 717, 052

1, 216, 500

6, 723, 706
4, 322, 068

6, 079, 304

4, 037, 867

3, 072, 738

$2, 812,

2, 668,

3, 653,

3, 530,

3, 721,

2, 929,

3, 233,

2, 231,

1,559,
682,

671,

294,

42,

246,

189,

202,

130,

85,

Sheets, pipe,
and shot.

o>

Pounds.
185, 825
142. 137
307, 424
141, 681

86, 712
12, 518

105

15, 040

$9, 560
7,229

15, 531
6,879
4,209

859
12

Pounds.

Shot.

420
30, 219

58
20, 007
16,502
15, 829
3,748
1, 120

900
1,469
1,510

1,349
4

1,204
1,242
963
209
54
65
99
79

^13
I-
®

!^ to

o ft

$6, 222
6,604

18, 885
10, 444
8,730

20, 191
21, 503
36, 484
25. 774
27, 106
1,041

113
930
371

1,443
2,449
8,030
1,992

$2, 828, 475
2, 682, 987
3, 687, 897

3, 548, 336
3, 734, 045
2, 952, 098

3, 254, 576

2, 269, 650
1, 585, 115

710, 442
673, 785
295, 309
44, 122

246,440
160, 734
205, 651
138, 234
88, 030

Old and scrap lead imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884
inclusive.

Fiscalyears endingJune30—

1867..
1868 .

.

1869 .

.

1870 .

.

1871 .,

1872 .

.

1873 ..

1874..
1875 .

.

Quantity.
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EXPORTS.

Except during the period of 1842 to 1846, both fiscal years included,

and in the years 1878 and 1879, when considerable quantities of lead

were sent to China, the export movement of lead has always been in-

significant as compared with the home production.

Lead and manufactures of lead, of domestic production, exportedfrom the United States.
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Lead and manvfacturea of lead exported, ^c.—Continued.

liscal years endine September 30 un-
til 1842, and June 30 since.

Manufactures of

—

Lead.

Quantity. Value.

Pewter
and lead.

Value. Quantity.

Bars, shot, etc.

Value.

Total
value.

Pounds.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.

1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

$28, 315

79, 880
48, 132

13, 392
302, 044
429, 309
102, 726
49, 835

314, 904
280, 771

49, 899
39, 710

178, 779
43, 108

135, 156

$29, 271
44,483
27, 559
37, 111
17, 249

Pounds.
852, 895
25. 278
99, 158

438, 040

$132, 666
2,323
5,300

34, 218

$161, 937
46, 806
32, 859
71, 329
17, 249
28, 315
79, 880
48, 132
13, 392

302, 044
429, 309
102. 726
49, 835
3U, 904
280, 771
49, 899
39. 710

178, 779
43, 108

135, 156

THE PRINCIPAL FOREIGN PRODrCERS.

For many years the United States has been practically independent

of foreign markets of lead, and the statistics of the foreign production

possess only a general interest. They can affect our own makers only

in two contingencies, barring a reduction of the duty—either by check-

ing a rise above the importing point, which seems improbable in the

near future, or by so serious a decline of values here that exports to

foreign countries become possible, a case which seems almost as far

removed.

The production of lead in the world has been estimated as follows

:

The world's prodvction of lead.

Countries.
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Great Britain.—The tendency toward a decline in the output of the

British mines has been more marked during 1883 than ever before.

The figures for 1884 are not yet available, but the frequent reports of

the closing down of mines, and the voluntary liquidation of mining

companies, make it probable that the showing for 1884 will be even

poorer. The following figures are gathered from the official statistics

:

Lead statistics of Great Britain.

Years.

1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880,

1881
1882.

1883.

Produc-
tion of lead

ore.

Long tons.

76, 801

77, 746
79, 096
80, 850
77, 350
66, 878
72, 245
64, 702
65, 001
50, 980

Lead from
British
ores.

Long tons.

58, 777
57, 435
58, 667
61, 403
58, 023
41,635
56, 949
48, 587
50, 328
39, 190

surer.

Ounces.
509, 277
487, 358
483, 422
497, 375
397,471
333, 674
295,518
308, 398
372,446
344, 053

Lead im-
ported and
obtained
from for-

eign ores.

Long tons.

74,351
89, 705
91,010

105, 472
112, 977
117,014
107,211
106, 593
100, 331
118, 521

British
and foreign

lead ex-
ported.

Long tons.

41,321
38, 624
42, 685
47, 885
36, 478
40, 530
38, ,344

48, 453
40,018
42, 848

Available
for home
consnmp-

'tion.

Long tons.

91, 807
108,516
106, 992
118,990
134, 519
128, 119

125, 816
106, 727
110, 641
114,863

The principal sources of the lead and lead ore imported into England
are the following, the total for the year 1883 being 20,249 tons of lead

ore, 101,715 tons of pig lead and sheet lead, and 15,780 cwts. of lead

manufactures:

Imports of lead and lead ore into Great Britain in 1883.

Countries. Ore. Pig lead.

Ge»'many
Holland
.Belgium
Ifrance
Soain '.

.

Italy
Greece
Turkey
Algeria
United States.
Peru

Long tons.

47
5

61
2,763
2,906
5,386

1,339
1,881

50
1,416

Long tons.

3,933
6,556
1,251
377

80, 855

6,827

280

1,268

English lead is shipped to all quarters of the globe, the following

being the principal customers

:

Exports of lead from Great Britain.
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The Chiua market is therefore the most important of all to English

exporters ; nest in magnitude being India and Eussia.

/Spain.—In spite of the constant decline of lead in the English mar-

ket during 1,883, the exporty of that year eclipsed those of the preced-

ing year. The returns for the first eight months of 1884 indicate, how-

ever, that the production has fallen off, the exports having been 75,596

metric tons for that period as compared with 83,325 tons during the cor-

responding time in 1883. Since 1878 the exports have been as follows:

Exports of lead from Spain.

Years.
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The production of the difterent districts in Germany is shown b.y the

following table, the make of silver being added, since it largely in-

fluences the profits of the different works. In the case of Freiberg and

the Hartz it probably includes some silver extracted from rich imported

Mexican and South American ores :
.

Production of lead and silver in Germany.

Districts.

Lead.

1881. 1882. 1883.

Silver.

1881. 1882. 1883.

Prussia

:

Stolberg Company
Ehenisfi-Nassan Company
Mecbernich Company
Commem Company
A. Poensgen & Sons
Eothenbacli Works .

.

Walther Cronek Works .

.

Priedriclis Works
Hanover

:

Upper Hartz
Lower Hartz

Nassau

:

Ems
Braubach

Saxony':
Freiberg

Total

Metric tons.

13, 996
7,200

22, 409
2,362
3,189

55
5,489
8,450

9,428
424

5,772
2,721

4,494

85, 989

Metric tons.

14, 919
6,2S9

25, 055
2,727
3,100

40
5,858
8,683

10, 447
579

5,803
3,176

5,064

Metric tons.

13, 753
6,457

25, 582
1,640
3,540

44
5, 154
9, 561

9,749
599

5,227
3, 187

5,274

91, 690

Kilos.

20, 227
6,212
4,438
1,181
1,382

969
4,056
5,532

26, 385
3,854

5,515

39, 133

89, 767 125, 771

Kilot:

26, 130
7,608
5,108

988
1,175

901
3,679
5,245

32, 592
3,575

7,403
6,085

50, 985

151, 474

Kilos.

23, 989
5,953
4,369

525
1,757

886
3,397
5,755

37, 259
5,252

7,418
9,915

58, 946

165,421

These figures do not include the litharge, added in the general table

given on the preceding page.

The principal countries to which Germany ships lead may be traced

by the following table

:

Exports of leadfrom Germany.

Countries.
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Movement of lead through Hamburg.

Tears.
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Statistics of Belgian lead works.

43y

Items. 1882. 1883.

Number of works
Number of workmen
Average daily wages francs..
Ores con.sumed:

Beigian '. metric tons .

.

Foreign do
By-products do

Lead "produced , do
Silver produced kilograms..

5
378

2.75

3,517
8,765

12, 190

8,805
10,154

3

401
2.75

508
9,G43
8, 588
8,391

10, 487

In 1882 the production, imports, exports, aiad apparent home con-

sumption in Belgium were as follows

:

Lead imports, exports, and consumption of Belgium.

Items.

Production of lead
Imports of lead ,

Exports of lead
Apparent home consumption of lead

Metric
tons.

8,805
4,983
7, 707
6,081

France.—The latest official statistics for France available are those

of 1882, showing a production of 8,076 metric tons from ores, nearly

three-quarters of which were imported from Greece, Spain, and Sardinia.

The only lead mine of any importance in France is that of the Pont-

gibaud Company, an English corporation. France, however, does quite

a large desilverizing business, having treated nearly 21,000 tons of

base bullion, chiefly Spanish. The imports of lead into France were, in

1882, 65,369 tons, and the exports 5,301 tons, thus showing an apparent

home consumption of 68,144 tons of lead.

Austria-Hungary.—According to official statistics kindly forwarded

by 0. von Ernst the production of lead in Austria and Hungary was as

follows, taking litharge at 80 per cent.

:

Production of lead in Austria and Hungary.

Tears.
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Other countries.—Among the other countries which produce lead

Greece must be specially mentioned. The Laurium Company, an asso-

ciation of French capitalists, has for years worked cinder heaps left by
the ancients, and has reopened the mines wrought by them, with con-

siderable success. For 1883 the Greek Government estimated the profits

of the concern for purposes of assessment at 1,088,244 francs.

Italy and Sardinia turn out some lead, and in America Mexico ex-

ports a moderate quantity, chiefly to Great Britain. Asia, Africa, and

Australasia contribute practically no lead to the commerce of the world.

LEAD SLAGS.

Bt Malvern W. Iles.

Smelting is a chemical operation, and a study of the nature of slags

forms the science of smelting. It will therefore be seen that the field

is an exceedingly broad one, and that even in the treatment of a parti-

cular kind or class of slags, as produced by shaft furnaces for the treat-

ment of argentiferous lead ores, it will not be possible within the limits

of this paper to give all of the important data, but simply to briefly

state such salient points as have come within the notice and experience

of the writer. The subjects discussed will be classified as follows

:

I. Physical properties.—(1) Density; (2) crystalline form; (3) color;

(4) luster
; (5) fluidity

; (6) fusibility
; (7) magnetism

; (8) friabilty

;

(9) influence of slow and rapid cooling.

II. Chemical properties.— (1} General composition; (2) modes of decom-

position
; (3) quantitative analysis

; (4) analytical data
; (5) types.

PHISICAl PROPERTIES.

Density.—The specific gravity of slags formed in argentiferous lead

smelting has been found to be very variable. The minim.um noted was

3.3 and the maximum 4.16 ; the best slags, however, may be stated to

have a density of 3.4 to 3.65. Iron, barium, and lead cause high specific

gravities, while silica, lime, and alumina have a tendency to diminish

the weight. The average density of one hundred samples taken daily

in 1880, at Leadville, during very fair work was found to be 3.691. A
series of experiments was conducted on this subject for over a year

without arriving at any very positive or satisfactory results. It is now
believed that difference in density alone cannot be used as an infallible

guide, but should only be regarded as an auxiliary for a thorough study

of slags.

Crystalline form.—Most slags show some tendency towards crystalli-

zation. A few have been noted in which the crystallization was very

imperfect, yet the silver and lead losses were small ; these, however,
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were exceptious and not the rule. In general, the more crystalline a

slag is the better it is, considered both from an economical and a metal-

lurgical staidpoint.

Fig. 5,

—

Crystalline forms of lead slags.

The center or " heart" of a cooled pot or cone of slag is always found

to be the most crystalline ; this tendency diuiiuishes outwardlj' in all
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directions until next to the saUace is a thin crust or scale devoid

of a crystalline structure and presenting a thin vitreous or glassy scale.

This scale is the result of rapid cooling of the slag as it comes in con-

tact with the iron pot. If the grade of bullion produced is not quite

high (say over 300 ounces of silver per ton) and the lead charge is not

very low, it is rare to find a very crystalline slag containing more than

] per cent, of lead or more than 2 ounces of silver per ton : generally

these markedly crystaUiue slags show a much smaller loss than this.

A very careful study of the crystalline form of lead slags will unques-

tionably enable a skilled metallurgist to identify the type of slag pro-

duced, to tell within reasonably close limits the general composition,

and to form a comprehensive idea as to the losses in both lead and

silver.

The most important crystalline forms of slags are either large thick

plates or leaves ; thin plates, often senutrausluceut and frequently

marked with striie ; monoclinic prisms, which may be either inclined or

rectangular ; several modifications of the cube ; delicate needles, which

may or may not radiate from a central nucleus ; hexagonal plates ; and

lastly, what may be termed for convenience botryoidal and pectolitic

crystallizatioiL These various torms are shown in the diagxams on

page 441. There seems to be a distinct connection or relation between

the crystalline form and the chemical composition of these slags, as it

will be endeavored to show when the subject of • types " is considered.

Color.—Lead slags are almost always black, or of some dark shade.

The darkest slags are those containing the most iron
;
yet iron will

sometimes give either a reddish tint due to the presence of a small

amount of FcjOa, or have a slight greenish cast. Lime tends to lighten

the color, giving the slag a stony or earthy appearance. Manganese in

large quantities gives a reddish to amethystine fine, and when the man-

ganese is associated with 20 per cent. CaO, and over, the slag very often

has a resinous color, closely resembling blende. Zinc in the presence

of alumina, some manganese, and much silica (from 36 to 37 per cent.)

gives a color very closely resembling porcelain or obsidian; this is es-

pecially true of the outer rim of the pot (see analysis Xo. 82, page 456).

Lnstrous black slags are always due to the presence of much iron. Some
exceedingly siliceous slags (38 to 42 per cent, silica) have a greenish

cast.

Luster.— Most of the slags formed in lead smelting are vitreous, al-

though the high lime and also the very high iron slags are not as a rule

vitreous. The luster is rarely i»early, olten resinous: submetallic,

splendent, also pitchy—in short, they i)ossess lusters analogous to those

of the unisilicates and bisilicates as formed in nature.

Fluidify.—Thick, viscid slags almost invariably occasion losses in both

silver and lead
;
generally the more fluid a slag is the more perfect will

be the separation of lead, and consequently that of the silver. When
the fluidity is entirely dependent upon iron there is a liability to iron
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crusts, and these will then produce great losses. Scientific smelting

should aim at obtaining a fluid slag, a slag built up to approach some

one of the recognized types. Silica is the chief cause of viscidity in

slags, although even a properly calculated slag will sometimes run

viscid owing to a lack of fuel, or soon after starting up or " blowing in"

a furnace. During heavy snows or rains, or in exceedingly cold weather,

the slag may run viscid because of an insufficiency of fuel.

Manganese iocreases the fluidity of slags to a marked degree, often

rendering even siliceous slags fluid. Lime mayor may not make a fluid

slag; most high lime slags flow with a smooth oily flow, fluid when hot

and either stringy or brittle according to the other ingredients present.

Some slags are so fluid and smelt so fast, especially when the ore charge

is coarse, that they do not allow a perfect separation of lead and silver;

under these circumstances the furnace is said to '* drive too fast."

Fusibility.—Generally the more fusible slags are the more economical

they are ; they require less fuel, drive faster, often prevent '' over fire,"

cause a more perfect separation of the valuable metals, and should be

the aim of the lead smelter. Easily fusible slags do not always give

rise to very bright tuyeres, although they usually show a light, and the

scale or crust immediately in front of the tuyere is quite thin.

Silica lessens the fusibility; manganese and iron always increase it;

while magnesia and zinc rarely, if ever, cause a more fusible slag.

Alumina may or may not increase the fusibility of lead slags. If the per-

centage of silica is low alumina plays the role of an acid and hence in-

creases the fusibility ; if, however, the percentage of silica be high, then

"alumina acts as a base and hence lowers the fusing point of slags. This

statement has been arrived at after many long and extensive experi-

ments, involving the smelting of many thousand tons of ore. The closer

certain recognized slag types are approached, the greater will be not

only the fluidity but also the fusibiUty. It is, however, not always an

economical mode of procedure to adhere too rigidly to any general form

of slag.

The subject of the fusibility of slags cannot but be regarded as one

of the chief points to which the lead smelter should direct attention in

the treatment of silver-bearing lead ores by means of the shaft furnace.

Professor G-ordon, in his translation of Gruners " Studies of Blast Tur-

nace Phenomena,"' makes the following valuable remarks: ''There is,

however, a considerable difference in the temperature required for the

complete formation of different slags. According to Plattuer's experi-

ments, although the temperature of fusion of the slag itself, when

formed, varies much less for different proportions of acid and bases,

forming singulo-silicates, bisilicates, and trisHicates, the temperature at

which slags are formed varies considerably. In general, singulo-sili-

cates require a higher temperature for formation than bisilicates; and

of singulo-silicates those of alumina form at 2.-400O C, magnesia form

at 2,200 to 2,2500 c., baryta form at 2,100 to 2,200° C, lime form at

2,100 to 2,150° C, ii"on and manganese form at 1,789 to 1,832° C.
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"The silicates of oxides of manganese and iron (protoxide) differ very

little from each other. The bi- and trisilicates of the different earths

are formed at a lower temperature. Of the bisilicates those of baryta

and lime form at 2,1 00° 0., baryta and alumina form at 2,050° C, lime

and magnesia form at 2,000° C, lime and alumina form at 1,918 to

1,950° 0.

" The temperature required for the formation of compound silicates

from the earths composing them is very much higher than that at which

slags which have been already fused can be melted. As the slags com-

ing from smelting processes are seldom formed by fusing together these

independent components, but more frequently from a mixture of silicates

already formed, partly from the ores, etc., and generally of manifold

combinations of the oxides of the earths, the temperature required for

the formation of the new slag or compound silicates will lie between

their point of fusion and the temperature which would be necessary to

form this new slag from the simple substances.

"Eefractory slags, which are always indications of faulty working of

the furnace, arise either from insufflcient temperature or from inju-

dicious combination of the charges—as when too much silica and too lit-

tle of the bases, or the contrary, are present, or if among the bases

there be an excess of alumina and magnesia. Such slags are recognized

by their pasty nature, their earthy, half-fused appearance, and by the

airholes pervading them. On the other hand, the charge is a good com-

bination when the slag flows out at a good consistency, as free from

metal as possible, and when, for a given consumption of fuel, the max-

imum of ores can be used."

Dr. Percy, while objecting to the principle of Plattner's method, be-

cause it assumes that alloys of gold, silver, and platinum fuse at the

mean temperature of the component parts, says we may accept his re-

sults as affording practical information of value. " The melting points

of metals and their alloys are fixed and unvarying, except under extra-

ordinary conditions of pressure, and as they extend through a very

wide range of temperature they may be conveniently employed in the

determination and comparison of high temperatures." Plattner hijnself

considered that he had only determined temperatures " correctly i^ro-

portioned to each other, and not absolute thermometric limits."

In this connection it will be well to quote a few lines from Overman,

which, while they are in the main correct, contain one or two state-

ments which are subject to limitations and corrections when viewed

from a lead smelter's standpoint. " If," says Overman, " a compound

of lime and silex melis at 3,000° 0., that of protoxide of iron and silex

at 2,000°, and that of a silicate of oxide of lead at 1,000°, the mean heat

of the three, by which they melt when mixed together, is not

3000° + 2000° + 1000°^ 2000°
o

as their various degrees indicate, but it may be only 1,500°, and in this

case even lower than that." The above statement is unquestionably
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correct ; theu follows this remark :
" The greater the number of ele-

ments in a slag the more fusible it becomes ; it is, therefore, of the ut-

most importance in all smelting operations to multiply the kinds of ores;

this produces fusible slags and fusible metals." In general, multiple

bases do produce a more fusible slag than where only a few bases are

present; but there are certain notable exceptions to this rule or law

in the cases of zinc, alumina, and magnesia. No intelligent lead smelter

would for a moment think of adtling zinc simply that there might be a

larger number of bases to enter the slag ; nor would it be policy to add

either alumina or magnesia. For some reason, not as yet very clearly

understood, magnesia has been found to increase the silver losses to a

remarkable extent. The latter portion of the above-quoted passage in

regard to multiplying the different kinds or ores is the proper mode of

procedure from other considerations aside from the simple fact of fusi-

bility. Overman also says :
" Slags should be as fusible as the metal

which is to be smelted with their assistance. If they are more refrac-

tory than the metal, the slag causes it to assume a heat by which more

or less of it is evaporated." Since lead melts at or about 325^' C, the

probabilities are that very few lead slags have this low-fusing point.

While there are a number of substances which will make fluid slags,

yet, owing to the cost and the difficulty of procuring them in large

quantities, we must therefore of necessity use either iron, lime, or man-

ganese. The proper and economical use of these bases in localities

where the ores to be smelted are highly siliceous (and this is generally

the case) becomes a matter of either profit or loss in carrying on this

industr3^ The problem, in other words, may be stated thus : How shall

we cause the largest amount of silica to be fluxed off into the slag and

at the same time use as little costly bases as possible, producing a fusi-

ble and clean slag?

Magnetism.—In December, 1879, it was discovered that the slags pro-

duced at the old works of the Grant Smelting Company were all mag-
netic; thinking that perhaps this might be peculiar to this kind of

slag, one hundred and eight samples were collected, including specimens

from all the furnaces of the different works at that place, and in every

case *the same property was observed. The entire mass of some slags

was found to be attractable by the use of an ordinary horseshoe magnet.

An attempt was made to discover some relation between the intensity

of the magnetism and the lead and silver losses ; but so far without

obtaining altogether satisfactory results.

Experiments were instituted clearly demonstrating that this magnetic

property was not due to fine particles of metallic iron mixed with slag.

It was also noted that it was exceedingly rare to find an ore from this

locality which is not in part attracted by the magnet, and by panning

or concentrating these ores the black magnetic oxide of iron (Fe304),

iso common in placer mines, will be found. It may therefore be said,

as a partial explanation, that this magnetic sand passes into the slag
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giviDg it this property. It is possible that the reducing power of these

furnaces was imperfect, for example, due to a lack, of fuel ; but the

smelters at this lime were inclined to use more fuel than has since been

found necessary for good work. An oxidation at the tuyeres may also

give rise to this phenomenon, as, for example, by using too strong a

blast. I have found that even siliceous slags are more or less magnetic;

all lead slags containing from 25 to 55 per cent, of ferrous oxide and
even high lime slags also are magnetic'; hence the chemiiKil composition

seems to have little or no effect upon the magnetic property of slags.

Of course, if magnetic oxide of iron enters the slag as such, it implies

necessarily a waste of precious flux
;
yet I am of the opinion that the

magnetic property is due to (1) an unavoidable admixture of some ferric

silicate; (2) to the ferrous silicate itself; and (3) in many cases to the

presence of iron matte; this is especially true where very impure ores

are treated and the production of matte is large. The mineral fayalite

is a silicate of protoxide of iron, yet it is attractable by the magnet. I

find that iron matte (FczS) is always more or less magnetic, therefore a

Ijart of the magnetic property is often due to this cause. The slags

produced at all the prominent smelting works in this country show

more or less a magnetic property, and samples of slag from njany of the

abandoned dumps have this, same characteristic; therefore 1 am led

to the conclusion that this is a general property of lead slags.

If it can be shown that the magnetism of lead slags is due to sesqui-

oxide of iron, more than nine-tenths of all the analyses of lead slags are

incorrect, as it is exceedingly rare to find a slag analysis in which ses-

quioxide of iron is reported.

Friability.—The friability or brittleness of slags is dependent upon the

number, kind, and amount of the bases present. Generally the more

siliceous a slag is the tougher it is, and the greater the amount of base

the more brittle it is, though the latter statement is subject to certain

limitations. Slags not containing over 33 to 34 per cent, of silica are

usually brittle ; whenever the silica runs up to, say, 35 to 40 per cent,

we have quite tough slags unless the slag has very little iron and a

large amount of lime (say from 22 to 30 per cent.) A slag containing

30 per cent. Si02, 50 per cent. FeO, and 3 to 8 per cent. CaO, is not very

brittle, yet the amount of base is large in comparison with the amount
of acid present. Slags of the type 30% SiO2+40%FeO+20%CaO are

always brittle; so also are the slags containing 34%Si02+34%Fe04-
24%CaO.
As an example of tough slags analyses Nos. 18, 32, 36, 40, and 97

(pages 454 to 450) may be cited. The following analyses are examples

of brittle slags : Nos. 7, 13, 14, 45, 46, 55, 56, 57, 64, 65, 66, and 67. The
most brittle slags I have ever seen are those numbered 64, 65, 66, and

67 in the table of analyses. Whenever the amount of matte produced is

quite large it is often best to form a slag which is slightly tough, other-

wise there will be difficulty in obtaining a close saving of the matte
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If the ores contain much zinc this causes the matte cake to adhere

closely to the bottom of the slag cone ; in this case it is best not to have

the slags too brittle. Generally the brittle slags are freer from both

silver and lead. The brittleness is the result of a highly crystalline

structure.

Influence of sloic and rapid cooling.—The more slowly a newly-drawn

pot of slag is cooled, the more perfect will be the crystallization. Such

slowly-cooled slags have a certain fixed fusing point, and are generally

only imperfectly soluble in any of the strong mineral acids. This slag

upon breaking open a pot ordinarily shows a well defined crystallization

when the type is closely approached, and on' the outer edge there will

be a thin crust or scale of glassy material. If slags are cooled rapidly

the crystallization will be imperfect, and if very rapidly the structure

is entirely changed and often crystallization is entirely absent. If

melted slag is either poured or plunged into water, the crystallization

is entirely prevented, and the mass (if not in too large quantities) will

show a glassy appearance not unlike that of obsidian. Slags thus rapidly

cooled have suffered a very remarkable and hitherto unrecorded change

;

they will be found to have a much lower fusing point, and by powder-

ing them they will be found to be entirely soluble in any of the strong

acids, especially in hydrochloric acid. By taking advantage of the

last named fact, it will be readily seen that fusions for the analysis

of slags are entirely unnecessary in connection with this industry.

It is generally customary at lead smelting works to turn a stream of

water on the slag trough or " slag runway" soon after tapping a pot of

slag, thus chilling and rendering brittle that portion which has adhered

to the trough, and thi.5 is most always thrown away, injudiciously so it

is thought, since this portion will not only contain many matte globules,

but also very often pellicles of lead which may have lodged upon the

trough either from a "blow-pot," or from a leaky breast. This rapidly

cooled slag is not only generally richer, therefore, than the main body
of the slag, but, if for no other reason, it should be saved for these

uses : It melts at a very low temperature and hence is valuable for

"blowing-in" a furnace j to be fed after " barring the hangings; " and
it also serves a most admirable purpose in keeping down or preventing

the so-called "over fire" or "fire tops."

CHEMICAl PROPERTIES.

General composition.—Lead slags are chiefly silicates of iron and
lime ; aside from these bases, manganese not infrequently plays an im-

portant part, as seen by analyses Nos. 9, 36, 37, 49, and 50. Zinc,

alumina, baryta, and magnesia also sometimes enter slags as important

constitutents, but these bases when present to any considerable extent

will occasion trouble and are to be avoided if possible.

In argentiferous lead smelting the slag will always contain some lead

and silver; in many cases these elements only exist in minute traces.
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From the fuel the slags derive some potassium and sodium and also

phosphorus, but the amount is however quite small. Sulphur" will al-

ways be found ; the g^mount usually varies from 0.5 to 2 per cent.

When copper ores enter the smelting mixture, some of this metal will

also enter the slag, particularly in re-working the cupiferous matte;

Dr. Wedding reported 0.27 per cent. CU.2O in the Saint Andreasberg

slag in one instance, and in another case 0.50 per cent. In an analysis

of the Clausthal slag, made in 1870, ]Iampe reported ISTiO -f CoO, OugS,

and SbSs; the phosphorus was reported as PO5. Certain lead slags

of Spain were once used as a source of vanadium. At Leadville, at one

time, no less than three different mines were yielding vanadium in no-

ticeable quantities. I have known a large ore mixture or " bed" to be

smelted which contained no inconsiderable amount of these vanadium
ores, and have detected vanadium in ores from the following different

Leadville mines : Morning Star, Evening Star, Waterloo, Etna, and
especially in ore from the Park mine. The Little Ellen mine, at Eed
Cliff, Colorado, was also found to contain a green vanadium mineral

(supposed to be descloizite). Owing to the above-mentioned facts, 1

think that vanadium is no uncommon constituent of the' Leadville

slags.

Aside from the above-mentioned elements, which are chemically com-

bined, I have noted certain abnormal slags containing as a mechanical

mixture portions of quartz varying in size from a mere speck to large

white, usually rounded, pebbles from 2 to 3 inches in diameter. These

pebbles were worked out through the tapping hole with difficulty, and

when broken showed a dull, white color resembling that of unglazed

porcelain. Then again 1 have noticed sesquioxide of iron, sometimes

in pieces an inch large; also pieces of quicklime; this, however, has

only been observed when the furnace was being "blown out." In one

instance quite a large piece (a quarter of an. inch in length) of sul-

phide.of zinc was found which was highly crystallized; this occurred

at the very bottom of a cone of slag after breaking off". the matte cake.

Before i^assing from this subject, it may be well to mention that by
closely observing the very top of a pot of slag there will very often be

found in blistered cavities exceedingly delicate needles; sometimes

these crystals will appear almost white, then again of a yellowish tint

(this is supposed to be due to oxide of zinc), and again others of a

distinctlj^ bluish tint. These bluish crystals have been found to con-

tain both suljjhur and lead, and are perhaps a subsulphide. These

delicate crystals I have most frequently seen when the production 01

matte was large, although one of my metallurgical friends informs me
that he also has noticed these crystals when scarcely any matte was

formed. Shot-like globules of metallic lead have been observed in cer-

tain highly siliceous slags. Whenever the production of iron matte is

unusually large it is not an uncommon thing to find rounded globules
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of it in the slag ; this is particularly the case on the very outer rim of

the pot.

Modes of decomposition.—The ordinary method of fusing slags with

carbonate and nitrate of soda in a platinum crucible will sometimes

give good results ; but since the slag always contains more or less lead

it will be readily seen that the analyst runs the risk of either injuring

or completely spoiling the platinum crucible by the reduction of metal-

lic lead. A very good method of proceeding when the samples are not

taken according to the method to be subsequently described, is to pow-

der the slag well in an agate mortar, then digest with strong hydro-

chloric acid, evaporate once to complete dryness upon the water bath;

then add' more hydrochloric acid, filter, and fuse (or, better, agglomer-

ate, or semi-fuse) the residue with sodium carbonate in a platinum cru-

cible, and proceed as usual according to the well known method for the

determination of insoluble silicates.

The above mode of procedure is found somewhat long for the practi-

cal uses in connection with industrial works, where time is a great de-

sideratum. To facilitate the fusion and also to prevent the liability of

destroying costly platinum crucibles, I have for a long time used a

method of fusing the slag in a silver crucible with caustic potash and

then proceeding as usual in the analysis. The method last described

has the advantage that the heat required for the fusion is quite small, in

fact an ordinary alcohol lamj) is found sufficient ; and as many laborato-

ries connected with the lead smelting works have neither gas nor the im-

proved gasoline burners, the method is therefore very serviceable. The
disadvantage is that the silver crucible is always slightly attacked by

the caustic alkali, and when a complete analysis is to be performed the

silver gives trouble in some of the determinations. This difficulty is,

however, entirely overcome if a platinum crucible is heavily plated

with gold, as has been suggested by W. Bettel in the Chemical News.

A method which I will now describe has been used for several years

in connection with these works and leaves little to be desired. If in

taking the laboratory sample we use an ordinary steel bar, throw aside

the crust from a newly-drawn pot of slag, dip the reversed end of the

bar about 2 inches into the molten slag, then quickly plunge into a

bucket of water, and use this sample for analytical determinations, it

will be found that all slags made in lead smelting will be entirely de-

composed by strong hydrochloric acid, giving rise to perfectly pure

gelatinous silica. By using a small amount of acid, and with a little

practice, one can determine the silica, iron, and lime contained in a slag

in less than two hours.

Quantitative analysis.—After taking the slag sami)le, as previously

indicated, weigh out from half a gram to one gram, transfer to a cov-

ered casserole, add from the wash bottle a few drops of water, stir well,

and add concentrated hydrochloric acid ; again stir, and digest over a

free flame for a few minutes. The addition of water and the stirring

2 M K 39
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prevent the slag from clotting or caking upon the bottom of the vessel.

¥ow add a few drops of nitric acid, both to insure the oxidation of the

iron and also to decompose the few particles of lead sulphide which are

apt to form during the first addition of hydrochloric acid, and rise upon

the sides of the vessel. Sometimes these black specks are due to carbon,

which will, of course, be burned off in tjie ignition of the silica. Evapo-

rate to dryness upon the water bath ; this is not a long operation if the

analyst uses a minimum quantity of acid (say, 6 to 8 c. c). After the

evaporation is completed add a few drops of water, just sufficient to

moisten the mass, and evaporate a second time. IS'ow add a slight ex-

cess of concentrated hydrochloric acid; warm, dilute, and filter, washing

the silica with boiling water, and drop a small amount of hydrochloric

acid around the edges of the paper ; wash again with water. The moist

residue, with the paper, is transferred directly to either a porcelain or

a platinum crucible, placed in an ordinary scorification cup, and dried

before the assay muffle until the paper begins to carbonize. It is then

placed in the muffle for about five minutes, removed and allowed to

cool, and the silica is then weighed. The silica will be found perfectly

white, not even tinted with iron, and the determination is as accurate

as if a fusion had been performed.

For the determination of the iron it is advisable to take a second por-

tion of half a gram, boil with hydrochloric acid to complete decomposi-

tion in a casserole, then dilute with water and add a small piece of un-

amalgamated zinc directly into the covered vessel. After a few minutes

the cover is removed, washed, and the contents of the casserole are

cautiously transferred by decantation to a large beaker, and diluted

with water up to 500 c. c. ; now add rather a large amount of concen-

trated sulphuric acid (say 25 c. c.) and titrate the iron with a standard

solution of potassium permanganate.

It will be noted that it is entirely unnecessary to remove the silica in

order to determine the iron, and furthermore time is saved by reducing

the iron by unamalgamated zinc directly in the vessel in which the de-

composition of the slag is effected. For commercial work a solution of

permanganate is made by dissolving 5.686 grams of the salt in one liter

of water.

For the estimation of lime two methods are used, according to the

degree of accuracy to be attained. If, for quick work, we wish to as-

certain the percentage of lime we use the filtrate from the silica as fol-

lows : Heat this filtrate, add ammonia to a slight alkaline reaction, then

add a saturated solution of oxalic acid to dissolve the iron ; boil for a

few minutes, allow to stand twenty-five minutes, filter hot, wash well,

and transfer to a casserole ; add some hot water and sufficient hydro-

chloric acid to dissolve the calcium oxalate, filter, and dilute with cold

water. Now add rather a large amount of sulphuric acid, heat to boil-

ing, and titrate with the same solution of permanganate us was used in

the iron determination. If a greater degree of accuracy is desired the
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iron and alumina are removed as basic acetates, then the manganese

is separated by bromine water, the zinc removed by sulphureted hy-

drogen, and the filtrate treated according to the usual methods for

estimating the lime.

Some manganese will invariably pass into the filtrate when the iron

is precipitated by ammonia and will come down with the lime, thus in-

troducing an error to the extent of its presence. When, however, the

amount of manganese is small in comparison to the amount of iron we
can often use the first-mentioned method with a great saving of time.

For the determination of the manganese, from one to two grams of the

finely divided slag is used, according to the amount present ; this is

treated in a casserole with concentrated hydrochloric acid, with the

addition of a small amount of nitric acid in order to convert all the iron

into the ferric form. Now boil, and add sulphuric acid, gradually re-

placing all of the nitric acid, and also hydrochloric acid ; the success of

the operation depends upon the entire removal of the hydrochloric acid.

Dilute to about 150 c. c. and boil ; add an emulsion of zinc oxide in large

excess, by which the iron is precipitated as ferric hydrate ; filter off the

silica and oxides of zinc and iron, and dilute to 500 c. c. Some writers

recommend, before the addition of zinc oxide, neutralizing with sodium

carbonate, and then clearing the solution with a few drops of nitric

acid ; this in practice is found to be unnecessary. Draw oft' from the

diluted liquid, after thorough mixing, an aliquot part (say 100 c. c),

transfer to a casserole, heat to boiling, and titrate with frequent stir-

ring with the same permanganate as was used for the iron and lime until

the first rose tint is observed. Calculate the percentage of iron corre-

sponding to the permanganate used, and multiply this percentage by
0.2946 (= per cent. Mn). The manganese scheme as above stated is

highly recommended, both for its rapidity and accuracy ; in fact there

.

is no known method which I think will compare with it for technical

and scientific work.

The sulphur is determined by the " Fahlberg-Hes " method as follows

:

Fuse one to two grams of finely divided slag in a silver crucible (or

gold lined platinum crucible) with twenty-five grams potassic hydrate

for twenty minutes ; cool, dissolve in water, filter off the hydrated ox-

ides of iron, etc.; now add 30 c. c. bromine water, and then concentrated

hydrochloric acid to an acid reaction ; boil off excess of bromine, filter

if necessary, add barium chloride, and proceed as usual for the treatment

of barium sulphate.

If other constituents are to be determined the methods are followed

as given by Fresenius, Eose, Sutton, Cairns, or Hart.

Analytical data:—In the table of slag analyses, the date indicates

when the analysis was performed ; in most cases the time of production

and the date of analysis do not widely differ. The numbers simply

serve to distinguish one kind of slag from another.

The fire assays were in every case carefully determined. The specific

gravity determinations were in almost every case found by use of tb^
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Jolly spring balance. Some of the earlier determinations of silica are

a trifle too high, but by far the largest number of tests were the result

of careful fusion. Lately it has been found that accurate silica determ-

inations could be obtained by taking the slag samples in a manner

previously mentioned. The iron was determined by the use of a stand-

ard solution of potassium permanganate, with, except perhaps, those

given by Mr. E. 0. Ballard. The lime tests were made partly by gravi-

metric and partly by volumetric tests. Some of the manganese tests

are by the well-known bromine method and weighed either as a phos-

phate or an oxide of manganese ; all of the more recent determinations

were made by using the excellent zinc oxide method, the details of

which have been fully given under the heading of chemical analysis.

The alumina, magnesia, and lead determinations were made by use of

the good old fashioned methods. The sulphur test was performed by

fusion with caustic potash as above indicated.

In the table of analyses there may be found every kind or type of

slag produced in connection with the lead-silver smelting industry I

have been able to find up to the time of writing (July, 1884). In sev-

eral cases certain types have been repeated to show how the lead and

silver losses vary under different circumstances, as for example when

producing high or low grade bullion. The extreme limits of lead- slags

may be stated as follows

:

Per cent.

Si02 26to41

Fe+Mn - 18 to 35

CaO • 5 to 35

It is exceedingly rare that the extremes will work satisfactorily for

long campaigns; yet often to accomplish certain results, as for example

freeing the crucible of the furnace from obstructions or crusts, one can

very materially prolong the life or campaign of the furnace by the use

of certain extreme slags. By very careful observation based upon

analytical data the metallurgist can determine whether the trouble

arising from the crucible be due to a siliceous accumulation, an iron

crust, or a charcoal, coke, zinc, or lead crust; by acting upon any of

these crusts at the right time and for a sufficiently long time with cer-

tain slags we can generally eliminate these troubles.

Most of the best slags will have a composition ranging somewhere

within these limits

:

Per cent.

SiOj 31 to 36

Fe + Mn -• 23 to 30

CaO -- --- 14 to 25

And to still further restrict the limits, we may say that the best work

is done, the campaigns are longest, and in the short the most economical

slag produced, when its composition lies within these very narrow

limits :

Per cent.

Si02 - - 31 to 34

Fe-fMn 24 to 2^

CaO ,,., , -- Wto35
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lu some very esceptioiuil cases, and on certain ores, it may be best

to have a slag containing less than 31 i)er cent, or more than 34 per cent,

silica
; and the same may be said in regard to the iron, manganese,

and lime bases. The prices paid for iron and iron flaxes, taken in con-

nection with the impurities to be contended with, should in short de-

termine the type of slag to be produced. To decide exactly what is the

best slag for the treatment of ores where zinc, alumina, magnesia,
baryta, and arsenic enter either singly, or all together, in large quanti-

ties, is necessarily a very intricate and difl&cult problem. For the
reasons just cited no one slag can be said to be the best under all ch--

cumstances. A careful investigation of the analytical data as given in

the table, will, I think, present some very interesting features, and at

the same time disclose some hitherto unrecorded facts.
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Types.—By the term "slag types" are meant those slags whicli are

built up according to some well defined composition, and which always

have a distinct crystalline form. Manj^ of- these types approach in com-

position certain well known siliceous minerals. It is somewhat rare to

find in the same piece or pot of slag more than a single kind or type,

though such cases will occur occasionally when there is a marked change

in the ore charge, or where there is fed into thefurnace a slag different

in composition from that produced by the ore and lime flux. I have

studied slags, with no small amount of care and attention, through the

following wide ranges of composition

:

Per cent.

Si02 1 26 to 41

Pe 18 to 45

CaO 5 to 35

Mn Trace to 40

MgO Trace to 8

While it is possible, and even probable, that there may be some par-

ticular kind or class of slags which has escaped observation, the follow-

ing types will include practically every known slag which is well

adapted for argentiferous lead smelting

:

Types of lead slags.
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I have noticed that most slags produced between certain recognized

types assume ii distinct appearance which more or less resembles that

of the minerals pectolite and wavellite. Slags having a structure

closely resembling these minerals may be designated as pectolitic or

wavellitic slags. From what has been said it will be seen that all pec-

tolitic and wavellitic s^ags may be regarded as abnormal. Generally

pectolitic and wavellitic slags run high, that is to say, carry too much
lead and silver, especially the latter, yet a very few exceptions to this

statement have been noted where manganese enters largely into the

comi)Osition.

There are a few well defined crystalline slags which are not adapted

to lead smelting ; this is particularly the case where the percentage of

iron is very high and that of lime is low (see type A, Fig. 5 a, and an-

alyses Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6).

All of the above named various types have been made by the writer,

and run for some time, except the type A, which it is thought should

only be used under exceedingly peculiar circumstances. It must cer-

tainly occasion much loss in both lead and silver, and aside from its be-

ing an expensive slag where siliceous ores are treated, it is also a dan-

gerous slag to use, owing to the liability of forming " iron sows." It is

thought best never to allow the percentage of lime to drop below 10 per

cent.

Type B will keep the furnace in good condition and the tonnage large,

but the silver and lead losses are also liable to be large. This character

of slag is illustrated by analyses 12 and 17 and Fig. 5 a'. The crystals

are generally small rhombic plates, more or less thickened, and are often

hopper-shaped, and are characterized by well defined striations. There

are conditions which make this an exceedingly economical slag. Where
good limestone is not readily obtained at reasonable rates this is not a

bad slag to make.

Type 0, according to Dr. O. H. Hahn, has the formula : 6FeO 3Si02-f

2CaO SiOgj hence the following percentage of composition

:

Per ceut.

SiOa 30.61

FeO 65.10

CaO 14.29

100. 00

Now, by deducting 10 per cent, as an allowance for the other ingredi-

ents, there remain

—

Per cent.

SiOi 27.55

FeO 49.59

CaO 12.86

90. 00

We therefore see that the slag belongs to the type 0. This slag has

been accurately described by Dr. O. H. Hahn in the "Mineral Resources

of the United States" for 1882. The salient features may be briefly

stated as follows: "The proportion of calcic oxide is to the ferrous oxide
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as 1 : 4 ;" it has a marked physical appearance, a distinct crystalline

form, color black, " frequently with a rusty brown film, and a fibrous

texture ;" it is a good slag, both commercially aud metallurgically. It

is not as free from lead as type E, " and is especially adapted for smelt-

ing ores containing a large percentage of zinc." It will be readily seen

that where exceedingly siliceous ores are treated, which also contain

much zinc, type C cannot be regarded as an economical slagj while in

localities* where iron flux is abundant and the ores carry much zinc,

this slag cannot be too highly recommended.

Type D is well adapted to the treatment of siliceous and very impure

oreJ; ; it crystallizes in the form shown in Fig. 5 h, and corresponds to

the formula : SFeO 4Si02 + 30aO 2Si02. This gives as its percentage

of composition

:

Per cent.

Si02 40.54

FeO 40.54

CaO 18.92

100. 00

It was found that by smelting a certain class of ores, the united per-

centages of SizO, FeO, and OaO, as shown by analysis, would be 84;

therefore, if we deduct 16 per cent, from each of the above given per-

centages, there would result

—

Per cent.

Si02 : 34.06

FeO 34.06

CaO 15.90

84.02

or practically—
Per cent.

SiOa 34.00

FeO 34.00

CaO 16.00

'

84. 00

It cannot be mid that the type D is the same as type F, which it

closely resembles in chemical composition, since the crystalline form
(Fig. 5 h) and physical properties are entirely dissimilar. Very excellent

results have been obtained with this slag, even when producing high-

grade silver bullion. The crystals of this slag are more or less translu-

cent, flattened, and often contain an abrupt arrow-shaped point or ter-

mination. These crystals should not for a moment be confounded with

the sharp, blunt, spear-headed slag formation which is due to a marked
deficiency in iron (or manganese), since the latter slag invariably con-

tains considerable silver. The chief objection to the type D is the dif-

ficulty of obtaining it. When there is a scarcity of both iron and lime,

and siliceous ores must be treated, I know of no better slag than that

given by type D ; these slags will invariably run very low in lead, and
the silver will vary from half an ounce to tWo-and-a-half ounces per ton,

according to the grade of bullion and the lead charge.

Type E is a most excellent slag ; it is a true singulo-salicate, and has
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the formula : 6FeO, 3Si02 + 4CaO, 2Si02. This gives as the percen-

tage composition

:

Per cent.

Si02 31.38

TeO 45.18

CaO 23.44

100. 00

By deducting 10 per cent, as an allowance for other ingredients we
would obtain

:

Per cent.

Si02 , 28.24

FeO 40.66

CaO , 21.10

90. 00

It is customary to carry at least 30 per cent. Si02 in forming this type

of slag. The CaO : FeO practically as 1 : 2 ; the physical properties are

well marked, and it crystallizes as shown in Fig. 5 c.

" If," says Dr. Hahn, " the proper amount of fuel has been given to

the charge, it will contain neither lead nor silver; and it is my opinion

that if it ever is metalliferous it is through small globules of matte dis-

solved in it, which have not been separated on account of lack of heat

in the furnace. Running on such a slag a furnace can never get out of

order exceijt through gross carelessness." I have previously stated that

all lead slags contain at least some lead and silver, although the amounts

may be small, perhaps merely a trace
;
yet I have never seen a slag

which at the same time contained only a trace of lead and silver, al-

though I have examined a very large number of slags which were

claimed to be free from these elements. This slag is used to "blow in"

a furnace, to loosen up crucible obstructions, and also immediately after

"barring" the furnace hangings, with markedly good results. It al-

lows a large tonnage, requires a comparatively small amount of fuel,

and is in short an economical slag where it can be continuously run,

but in certain looalities where iron flux is quite scarce, it is not as prof-

itable a slag as the types B, F, and G.

Type F is the next well defined slag in the lime scale (see Fig. 5 d, and

analyses Nos. 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, and 84). The most perfect crystals

I have noticed belonging to this type were carefully analyzed, giving

the results as stated in analysis No. 84. This is a black, lustrous slag,

distinctly resinous. The crystals are rectangular prisms, remarkably

translucent, and in fact where there is little manganese present they

are often transparent; the tops of a number of the crystals are slightly

indented or hollowed out, like salt crystals. It is an exceedingly friable

slag; the powder is mouse-colored. I am indebted to Mr. H. V. Furman

for a specimen of this slag; to Mr. A. F. Schneider is due the discovery

of the type. This slag containjed only two-tenths of an ounce silver and

one-quarter of one per cent, lead, and is the freest from lead and silver

of any slag I have ever been able to find.
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Type G is perhaps the best slag which has been discovered for the

treatment of exceedingly siliceous ores. Mr. Eaht, metallurgist of the

Horn Silver works, Utah, produced this slag with most excellent re-

sults, working ores containing considerable baryta, alumina, and zinc.

If I am properly informed, Mr. Raht is the discoverer of this most ex-

cellent type, which first gained publicity through an article by Mr.

Schneider. This slag crystallizes in the form shown in Fig. 5 e, and will

usually contain from 25 to 80 per cent. GaO. The pectolitic forms of

these high lime slags are sometimes good.

The slag crystallizing in hexagonal plates, as shown in Fig.5 </, is some-

times good, but more often these indicate a bad slag according to my
own experience. These hexagonal plates may be regarded as indicative

of too high a percentage of lime, in forming the high lime slags. In

attempting to flux exceedingly siliceous ores with lime alone, we will

obtain slag appearances like Fig. 5/,/', and h. But while such slags

(notably Fig. 5/') are remarkably free from lead, the silver is alarmingly

high; according to the experience of others, however, the very reverse

has been observed. In making this high lime slag, where there is a

great deficit in either iron or manganese, the fuel and the lead charge

have lilytle or no effect in reducing the silver losses.

In conclusion it should be said that there is unmistakably some law

governing the losses of both lead and silver in lead smelting. This

law, it seems to me, has never as yet been clearly enunciated. We
know that most highly crystalline slags are good, yet some slags which

have no well defined crystalline form are also good. Furthermore, it is

known that most easily fusible and fluid slags are good, and yet this is

not always the case. Why should one slag be good and another be

bad? To say that there should be a certain ratio existing between the

silica and the bases does not solve the problem. The fuel also has a

very important bearing upon this question, and it is well known that

coke alone will produce a cleaner slag than a mixture of coke and char-

coal. While the use of charcoal will give an increased tonnage, it will

also generally cause an increased loss in silver.

The dissemination of matte globules in the slag does not to my mind
satisfactorily explain the silver losses, since I have detached perfectly

pure crystals from the very heart of the pot from slags of all of the above
given types, and as a general thing these crystals were found to con-

tain a larger amount of silver than the main body of the slag; the lead

contents will usually be less. It was once thought that silver losses

were due largely to manganese by the formation of silicate of silver

(that is, the nascent oxygen given off from the manganese oxides would

oxidize the silver, and this would unite with silica and thereby be car-

ried off into the slag). I have elsewhere shown the impossibility of this

supposition, and that there is no good ground for believing that such a

compound has ever been produced or can be.

Can it be possible that the amount of cyanogen existing in the fur-
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nace at different times when producing certain types of slag has any
bearing npon this subject ? Aside from the fact that there are certain

well known ratios which should exist between the silica and the bases

present (for example, iron and manganese), and that lime has a most
remarkable influence in cleansing the slag, we know little or nothing

regarding this subject.

There seems to be some law governing the crystalline form and the

amount of lime present, and it has been noticed that slags having differ-

ent amounts of lime usually crystallize as follows (see page 441)

:

Slags having 3 to 5 per cent. CaO crystallize like Fig. 5 a.

Slags having 8 to 12 per cent. CaO crystallize like Fig. 5 a'.

Slags having 15 to 18 per cent. CaO crystallize like Fig. 5 6.

Slags having 19 to 22 per cent. CaO crystallize like Fig. 5 c.

Slags having 23 to 25 per cent. CaO crystallize like Fig. 5 d.

Slags having 25 to 27 per cent. CaO crystallize like Fig. 5 e.

Slags having 30 to 35 per cent. CaO crystallize like Fig. 5^.

And, finally, tv/o slags which have almost the same identical chemical

composition will frequently give by assay very dissimilar results.

RECENT IMPROVEMENTS IN DESILVERIZING LEAD IN
THE UNITED STATES.

By H. O. HoFMAJif.

The process employed in all the desilverizing works in the United

States but one for extracting silver and gold from base bullion is that

invented by Parkes. It is based upon the fact that zinc has a strong

tendency to alloy with gold and silver, and a comparatively slight one

to alloy with lead. Thus when zinc is added to molten lead containing

the precious metals, the latter will be separated from the lead and form

an alloy with the- zinc, from which the pure metals can be extracted

with comparative ease.

The Kozan process (a modification of Pattinson's process), which is

in use only at the Eichmond works, Eureka, Nevada, and the desilveri-

zation of lead by electrolysis (see "Mineral Eesources of the United

States, 1882," page 650), on which Mr. N. S. Keith is experimenting at

Eome, New York, will not be discussed in this paper, which will be

confined exclusively to desilverizing by zinc as it is carried on in the

principal refineries of the United States.

There have been nineteen refining works built in the United States

within the past fifteen or twenty years. Of these eight have either

stopped working altogether or are refining only at intervals on a small

scale. The works in actual operation are those at Omaha, Nebraska;

Kansas City and Saint Louis, Missouri; Aurora and Chicago, Illinois;

Mansfield, Pennsylvania; Newark, New Jersey ; the Selby Works at San
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Francisco; the Eichmond Works at Eureka, Nevada; the Germania

Works at Salt Lake City, Utah; and the Pueblo Works at Pueblo,

Colorado.

The arrangement of the different parts of the plant of a refinery-

must of course vary somewhat according to its location, but a certain

sequence of apparatus inheres in the nature of the process. Its general

order may be briefly stated as follows : On the highest level will be the

softening furuaces, which receive the base bullion and prepare it for

the kettles. The latter are a stage lower, and here the softened bullion

is desilverized. The apparatus for liquating the zinc crusts is also upon

the same floor, and a track leads from it to the tops of the bins which

hold the liquated crusts ready for distillation in the rietort room. This

lies on the same level as the cupelling room, where the retort bullion is

turned into fine silver or dore silver bars. Following the desilverized

lead we reach the next level, that of the refining furnaces in which the

desilverized lead is dezincitied. Thence it passes, according to the

method of working in use, either at once into the molding apparatus

on the same floor or into another kettle, and from this to a lower level,

where it is cast into molds and shipped.

The working of by-products varies in different refineries according to

their location and to the mode of working (whether with reverberatory

or blast-furnaces). It also depends largely ujaon whether ore smelting

is carried on to any extent or not at the same works. Thus we have;

1. Eeceiving and assaying base bullion.

2. Softening base bullion.

3. Desilverization of softened bullion.

4. Dezincification of desilverized lead.

5. Molding of refined lead.

6. Treatment of zinc crusts.

7. Cupellation of retort bullion.

8. Treatment of by-products—softening dross and skimmings, kettle

dross, refining skimmings and polings, retort dross and blue powder,

litharge, old retorts, cupel bottoms, etc.

Receiving and assaying base bullion.—The handling of the bullion till

it is ready to be softened (that is, unloading, weighing, and sampling)

has been much simplified and improved. The base bullion usually ar-

rives from the West in carloads of 10 short tons each, and the following

is one of the best and easiest ways of handling it: The track on which

the railroad cars carrying the base bullion are to arrive is laid so low

that the bottom of the car is on a level with the upper platform of the

works. Along the whole length of this platform and parallel with the

railroad runs a narrow-gauge track bearing a number of strongly built

bullion trucks. At one or two points jupon the track are scales, on

which the bullion is weighed. It is carried out from the car, loaded

upon the truck standing before the car door, and when this is filled

to a height convenient for lifting (about 3^ feet) it is moved ou and an-
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other takes its place. The trucks are run on the scales, the bullion is

weighed, and is then samiDled from them directly on to other trucks.

These last move straight to the softening furnaces or to places near

them, and no more handling is required before the bullion is charged

into the furnaces.

In the department of sampling and assaying there has been much
disputing between smelters and refiners, whose results often differ con-

siderably. Impressed with the importance of finding a method of sam-

pling that should approximate closely to the real average of assays, the

writer three years ago went to work in the following way : He first ob-

tained the actual exact assay by cutting bars of bullion into three

pieces, taking samples systematically from each piece, numbering these

and assaying them separately. Having thus arrived at the most care-

ful results, various experimental methods of sampling were tried, and
the following was found to be the best. It comes very close to the

actual average, and is often identical with it : Punch samples are taken

diagonally across a row of, say, five bars, driving the punch every time

deeper .than half way through ; the bars are then turned over, and this

is repeated on the other side in the opposite diagonal.

The samples are now usually melted down in a crucible that has been

well heated for some time, so that- the melting can be accomplished

quickly. When the mass has come to a red heat, so that the dross is

about dissolved, but no cupelling has begun, the lead is well stirred

for not less than five minutes, and is then poured, with the dross, into

a mold of, say, 3 by 7 inches. This sample bar, representing 10 short

tons of base bullion, ought to weigh about 8 pounds avoirdupois, and

rather more than less.

Different works have now different modes of procedure. The fol-

lowing is perhaps the most satisfactory : Four samples of somewhat
over one assay ton each are taken from the middle of the four sides of

the sample bar, cutting the entire bar through. From these, four sam-

ples, of exactly one assay ton each, are weighed out and cupelled. The

results from using one assay ton for cupellation have been more satis-

factory with the silver as regards accuracy and uniformity than when
lialf an assay ton was taken. The reason for this is manifest, the

chances of possible inaccuracy being diminished one-half. Of course

with gold, especially if the bullion contains only traces of it, we have

also the advantage (from using 4 assay tons instead of 2) of the added

weight.

Softening base hiilUon.—Base bullion as it comes from the smelter is

more or less contaminated with impurities (as copper, sulphur, anti-

mony, arsenic, etc.). These have to be removed before the desilveriz-

ing can be successfully accomplished. It is usually done in a reverber-

atory furnace, called a softening furnace.

The bed consists of a pan which is made either of cast iron or wrought

iron, preferably the latter, This rests upon transverse rails, and they
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in their turn upon brick walls, which extend longitudinally. The hearth

is built into the pan. It is dish-shaped in section and elliptical in plan.

In depth it should be not more than 10 or 11 inches, the other dimen-

sions varying according to the desired capacity, its length being usually

to the breadth as 1^- to 1. If the pan is made of cast iron, it must stand

free, as pressure from the roof of the furnace would increase its tend-

ency to crack. This it is liable to do in any cas e. If, on the other hand,

the pan is madeof wroaght iron, these precautious are unnecessary, the

roof resting upon angle iron, which acts not only for support but also

to prevent the hearth from rising. This is the best method of construc-

tion and also the cheapest. The hearth is usually made as follows

:

First, a layer of brasque is carefully tamped in and then so cut out that

the course of firebrick which is to be laid endwise upon it shall bring

it to the desired shape. The walls are built in the same way, the entire

inside surface consisting first of brasque and then of brick. Some fur-

naces dispense with brasque for the sides, and substitute a course of red

brick. The entire hearth has an inclination toward the tapping hole?

which is either on the same side as the flue or opposite the charging

door. The latter arrangement takes up less room than the other, and is

tnerefore to be preferred. If the pan is of cast iron a spout is screwed

on it, and the opening is closed by tamping in a small breast. If

wi'ought iron is used, a cast-iron pipe extends outward along the bottom

of the hearth and is fastened with bolts to the pan, the opening in the

side wall through which it passes being carefully filled with hard beaten

brasque. It is opened and closed with a clamp and thumbscrew or a

slide valve.

The bullion is charged through a side door by means of a long-hand-

led paddle, running on a roller. The lead is then melted down with a

low heat. When melted, it is stirred, heated again, and the furnace-

dross (a mixture of lead, copper, sulphur, etc.), is raked or skimmed
off. The heat is then increased and the furnace is kept red hot till all

the antimony and arsenic are oxidized and combined with protoxide of

lead into antimoniate and arseniate of lead; the furnace is then cooled

and these softening skimmings are removed. The process of softening

is apt to be a lengthy one, especially if much arsenic is present.. One
mode of hastening it is to cool repeatedly and skim ofi' the crusts as fast

as formed. This gives an ever fresh surface for oxidation, which can

be increased in two ways—first, by artificial blast entering at each

side of the fire bridge, and secondly, by steam introduced through pipes

pressed down lengthwise into the lead. The former method has not

been eminently successful, but the steam pipes are found to work very

effectively by stirring up the lead so that it constantly presents new
surfaces for oxidation. One disadvantage, however, arising from it is

the constant washing of the hot lead and litharge against the sides of

the furnace. This rapidly corrodes and destroys the brick. As a pro-

tection, pipes, in which water circulates, have been introduced behind

2 M K 30
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the "brickwork at the level where it meets the upper surface of the lead.

These have proved very helpful. It must also be added that a repeated

cooling of the surface of the lead retards its actual softeniug. Perhaps

the best way of averaging the difficulties and producing the most satis-

factory results is to mix hard and soft bullion in the charge, cool and

skim once only (unless absolutely necessary), and take special care that

the hearth is not too deep, introducing the steam pipes as a last resort.

The method occasionally employed of softening in kettles by the aid

of steam or compressed air is an expensive and slow operation, inferior

;in all ways to the other.

Many efforts have been made to reduce the consumption of fuel, and

^generally with small success. It appears to the writer that every re-

.finery which works steadily should be provided with gas furnaces.

The softening, refining, and cupelling furnaces need a strong oxidizing

flame. The kettles must be alternately heated and cooled as fast as

possible, while in all departments a good even heat is much to be

desired. All these requirements would be better met by gas than

hj any other form of fuel, and it is confidently believed that the ulti-

mate expense would prove less than at present.

Desilverization of softened hullion.—From the softening furnaces the

bullion is run off through troughs into desilverizing kettles. These are

spherical in form and have each a separate fireplace and chimney, the

products of combustion passing first around the kettle through a circu-

lar flue beneath the brim. The kettles are usually 3 feet deep, with a

diameter which varies according to need, the original capacity of 10

short tons having been gradually increased, with complete success, to

40 tons. The kettles are tapped either by a discharge pipe running out

from the bottom or by a siphon. In the former case the pipe is closed

iby a slide valve on the outside of the kettles or by a clamp and thumb-

(Screw within it. The objection to the pipe is, first, the additional ex-

pense, and, secondly, the difficulty of keeping it tight if the kettle has

been in use for some time. Then also a certain amount of undesilver-

ized lead will be lost with the outside slide valve through the discharge

;pipe, and if a thumbscrew within the kettle is substituted, the rod will

always be in the way. To empty the kettles by use of the siphon is a

simple and elegant method, preferable in all respects to the other, and

easily learned with a little practice. The siphon is made of gas pipe

.and the section arm has a cock at the lower end. The pipe is heated

and filled by putting it into the full kettle ; the cock is then closed and

the longer arm taken out and suspended, the shorter one being held

down in the lead. When the cock is opened the lead runs out.

The desilverizing process proper is as ibllows : After being heated

the kettles are filled from the softening furnaces and the dross (kettle

dross) is skimmed off from the surface of the lead. The first addition

of zinc is then made, the quantity depending upon the amount of gold

and copper in the kettle. When the zinc is melted it is stirred into the
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lead. This stirring in has always been a hard task for the workman,

and various mechanical stirrers have been used, but the hand stirring

was found best, until stirring by steam was successfully tried. An
inch pipe is inserted in the middle of the kettle 12 inches deep into the

lead, and dry steam is i^assed through it. This stirs as evenly and
thoroughly as could be desired. The fire beneath the kettle is now
removed or banked up (preferably the latter) and the kettle is allowed

to cool. This cooling has been sometimes hastened by the use of a pipe

in which water circulates, but the results are , not very satisfactory.

The gold crust (an alloy of lead, zinc, copper, gold, and silver) now
rises to the surface, and is collected by skimming with a perforated

ladle. The use of this ladle is made much easier by a hook susiDended

on a chain, which acts as a lever, and is of great assistance with the

heavy crusts which form in the desilverizing kettles holding 36 or 40

net tons of soft bullion. Any alloy adhering to the sides of the kettle is

now removed by scraping wdth a chisel-pointed bar, and skimming and
scraping are continued until no more crusts appear. All the gold being

removed (this is ascertained by assay), the kettle is reheated and the

same operation is repeated to extract the silver. It is usually repeated

three times, and is discontinued when 0.2 ounce or less of silver to the

ton remains. If the assay shows more than this, the use of steam will

again be found effective in taking another crust from the kettle. Its

introduction for half or three-quarters of an hour will invariably reduce

the silver contents of the kettle and thereby often save an entire

zincing.

As the desilverizing requires more time than the softening or refining

it becomes the standard by which these other operations must be reg-

ulated. Thus the proper rotation is preserved and no time is wasted.

If the capacity of the kettles be enlarged the proportion of lead desil-

verized within a given time is greatly increased (as 40 net tons in 24

hours instead of 25 tons in 20 hours) with very little additional outlay.

Of course after each separate oi^eration the weight and value of main
product and byproduct are accurately determined and the results noted
for future reference.

In assaying after the removal of the gold crust the object will be,

first, to find whether all the gold has been removed, and, secondly, how
much silver has been taken off with it. One assay ton shows no gold;

with four it appears slightly, and if the buttons of 8 assay tons are

dissolved a weighable amount of gold will be found. Thus, although

the gold has a stronger affinity for zinc than the silver, it is not easy to

remove it altogether. It would therefore seem to be still an open ques-

tion whether it is not more profitable to make dore bullion alone by
taking out the precious metals with, two or three zinciugs than to

make dore bullion and fine silver by four, five, or even six additions of

zinc.

Dezincificatioii of desilverized lead.—The general construction of the
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refining furnace is tlie same as that of the softening furnace. In capac-

ity it compares with it about as 5 : 6. Nothing requires special mention

except the tapping. If the last traces of antimony and arsenic are to

be removed, as is sometimes done, by poling with steam, the lead is

tapped oft' from the refiniwg furnace into a kettle, just as the bullion is

from the softening furnaoe. This will also be done if the molds are to

be filled either by hand or by the use of a stphon. A better way, how-

ever, is to tap directly from the refining furnace into the molds. This

requires, first, a i)iece of gas pipe screwed into the pan, which must
either be cast thick enough for a thread to be cut in it or (if wrought

iron) be strengthened with flanges and fastened by bolts, both inside and
outside. The pipe is joined by a cock to a T, whose horizontal arm is

closed with a plug. At the vertical end of the T a horizontal pipe with

an elbow is attached. The method of tapping directly from the refin-

ing furnace by aid of this simple apparatus is unquestionably to be pre-

ferred to any other. In the operation itself the remarks under the head

of " Softening" are generally applicable, with this addendum : The use

of steam to hasten oxidation by mechanical agitation has a new advan-

tage in the refining furnace, as it also acts chemically in oxidizing the

zinc.

Although in refining the reverbatory furnace is almost exclusively used,

we sometimes find it replaced by a kettle. With the aid of steam this

can be made to produce as fine a lead as the reverbatory furnace, and

the by-i)roducts of zinc oxide and lead oxide which result have often

considerable market value. It must also be confessed that the kettles,

if of the best quality, last longer than is generally supposed, and do

not corrode as rapidly as those used in ijlace of the softening furnace.

Molding of refined lead.—This can be accomplished by hand, by use

of a siphon, or by the ap]Daratus described above. The first method is

antiquated and has passed into disuse. The second (with a siphon) is,

like the first, done from a kettle, the molds being placed on a lower

level, where the bars are also stamped, weighed, and shipped. The
siphon is jirecisely like the one used to empty the desilverizing kettles,

with the addition of a movable p)ipeof the same length as the long arm

of the siphon and so attached to it that it can swiuj^ either vertically or

horizontally. Below upon a double track run trucks on which the molds

are placed in rows. These pass along and receive the lead. Their ro-

tation is so managed that while the second one is filling the first one

switches off to the other track. Here it is out of the way and can cool

and unload while the tecond and third are filling. Thus three trucks

with molds are indispensable, while four is the number iu general use.

The siphon has this disadvantage, that it cannot be stopped and started

again until the charge is eutirel^^ emptied. With the third method (the

apparatus of gas pipe, etc., attached directly to the lefining furnace}

the trucks are also used, unless (which is fche better way) the end pipe

is made to swing freely by attaching it to the T with a nipple. With
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this the lead can be discharged directly into molds placed upon the

same floor in a semicircle having its center beneath the vertical arm of

the T. The pipe moves around horizontally, filliug them each in turn.

This method is not only a saving of trouble, but the bars are much
smoother and more shapely, if not moved until the metal has completely

hardened. Before using the pipe apparatus a fire is kindled beneath

the cock to melt any lead that may have soliditred there, and the dis-

charge pix)e is detached and heated in the refining furnace.

Treatment of zinc crusts.—When the zinc crusts (containing gold and

silver) are skimmed off the desilverizing kettles an excess of lead is

also carried away with them. This has to be removed by liquation,

the gold and silver being separately liquated, before the crusts go into

the retorts to be distilled. Liquating was formerly done in small

kettles of varying shapes and depths. These have all gradually given

way to a shallow kettle of medium size having a discharge spout through

which the liquated lead runs off into a small spherical kettle. It is

then put back into the desilverizing kettle and forms a part of the next

charge. The liquation pot is usually placed on a level with this last

and close beside it, the smaller kettle for the liquated lead being on a

level with the working floor of the desilverizing kettle. The crusts are

heated to a dull red heat, so that they may become as dry as possible,'

and are then taken off* with perforated ladles and raked out upon the

floor into convenient shape for the retort. The latest improvement con-

sists in liquating the zinc crusts in a reverberatory furnace, to which is

added the smaller kettle for liquated lead. This is a quicker operation

than that in the kettle, and the crusts become drier and do not require

to be raked afterwards, which is an advantage with large quantities.

According to the Flach process the dried zinc crusts were smelted in

the blast furnace, but they are now treated altogether in retorts. These

are uniformly made of graphite. Their capacity has been increased

from 200 to 700 pounds. Both stationary and tilting retorts are in use.

Of these the tilting retort heated by coke will stand about fourteen

charges, while a stationary one, where the clinkers can be removed,

will stand twenty-five. A stationary retort heated by coal will stand

about twenty charges. The perishability of the retort is caused by the

action of the lead inside and that of the fuel without. The latter has

been diminished by giving the outside of the retort a coatiug which will

frit but not melt, will be impervious to gases, and to which clinkers

from coke will not adhere. This is found to preserve the retort consid'

erably. The condenser is usually made of cast iron and all other forms

have given way to the simple conical one.

About the operation itself there is not much to be said. The retorts,

when hot, are charged with the dried crusts mixed with charcoal. As
the mass melts down more is added until the retort is entirely full.

The condenser is then attached, and in about eight or ten hours the dis-

tilled zinc has all run out or been tapped off from the condenser. The
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lead can then be tapped or ladled out. If the retort is a tilting one it

can be simply poured off.

The retorting of zinc crusts is the weak point of the Parkes process.

There is much room for improvement here. In Germany the Schnabel-

Corduri^ process, which is used at the Government silver works of Lau-

tenthal, gives great satisfaction. It has two special advantages : First,

that it converts all the zinc into marketable zinc white, and, second,

that it diminishes the inevitable loss of silver. It has not yet been in-

troduced in the United States.

Gupellaiion of retort bullion.—The silver in the retort bullion, which

ought to average 3,000 ounces to the ton, is now subjected to the last

process, that of cupelling.

The furnace universally used is the English cupelling furnace. It

has undergone various changes in the test and in the manner of work-

ing, but it IS also used in its original form. This retains the flat ring

made of wrought iron, which in the modified form of the furnace has

been replaced by a water jacket. At first this water jacket was made
of a single piece of cast iron, later in sections, the original elliptical

form being retained. The old method of fastening the test to the com-

pass ring with wedges has given way entirely to the use of set screws.

.The latest water jackets are made square and are of copper, except-

ing the front piece, which is cast iron. This contains a channel for the

litharge, and can be removed when it becomes corroded and another

piece slipped into its place without stopping the furnace. The water-

jacket test is used more for concents ating than for finishing. There are

many ways of fastening the test, one of the best being to use transverse

bars, upon which it is fixed with four set screws. An excellent method
of sui)port for the ordinary test is described, with drawing, by Mr, F.

C. Blake in the "Transactions of the American Institute of Mining En-

gineers," Vol. X., the essential advantage being that it is movable in all

directions while in operation. The back part is supported by two set

screws, and towards the front two diverging arms are fastened. These

are hooked with swivel screws to the base of a triangle, and the latter

is attached to a differential pulley. With this pulley the test can be

mc^^d u\) or down to empty it, and with the swivel screws sideways to

counteract the action of the litharge should this corrode one side of the

hearth more than the other.

Bone ash as filling material for the test is little used nowadays, a.

mixture of clay and limestone or Portland cement being generally pre-

ferred. If the clay mixture is used, the test is tamped quite full and

the cavity then scooped out; if cement, the test is tamped over a mold
having the shape of the cavity. This has to be done quickly before the

material sets. . Tests filled with cement are more durable than those

filled with the clay mixture.

The actual cupelling depends upon whether the concentration and
finishing are to be done in the same furnace or not. For large produc-
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tion it iu better to divide the work. If a furnace with a water jacket

is used to concentrate the bullion to, say, GO per cent, of silver, it can be

run by an inexperienced man, while judgment and practice are neces

sary with a test where '*ie litharge channel has to be regulated by the

cupeller. Thus by dividing the cupelling into the two operations of

concentrating and finishing, a smaller number of experienced and reliable

cupellers is required. The original mode of producing blast by a steam

jet has given way to the use of a blower. The cast-iron pot into which

the litharge runs has lately in several places been superseded by a

square wooden box containing water which circulates constantly through

it. This has two advantages. It reduces the temperature for the cu-

peller and it presents the litharge in a granulated form which is easily

handled and sampled. When the silver is tine, it is ladled out into

molds, or (if the above cupel described by Mr. Blake is used) it is

j)Oured. The sample for assaying the silver is best taken in the follow-

ing way : When the mold is filled with silver a heated spoon is in-

serted, the silver is stirred with it and a sample is taken and granu.

lated. This gives very satisfactory results.

The separating of dore bullion, which is carried on in some refining

works, must be considered as belonging to an entirely separate depart-

ment and will not be more than mentioned here.

Treatment of hy-^roducts.—This is a very important part of the refin-

ing work. It requires to be carried on simultaneously with the main

operations, so that the by-products may be disposed of at once and not

allowed to accumulate. The blast furnace was formerly exclusively

used iu this department, but the reverberatory furnace has been found

to be a valuable auxiliary. If ore smelting is done at the refining works

the resulting slag will readily take up the zinc of the by-products.

When no ore is smelted the same slag has to be used over and over and

becomes so charged with zinc that it is apt to give trouble by clogging

up the furnace and cause losses in silver and lead.

Softening-furnace dross and trimmings.—These are now usually first

liquated in the reverberatory furnace with the aid of a reducing flame,

that as much lead as possible may be extracted. The furnace has two

tapholes, the lower one for the bullion and the upper for the skimmings.

After the dross is liquated it is raked out through the furnace door.

The liquated skimmings are tapped either into a pot or on to an iron

plate. The latter way is preferable. The liquated dross is smelted in

the blast furnace with some sulphur-bearing body (galena, etc.) to form

a matte, which is then concentrated to about 40 per cent, of copper,

when it is ready for shipping. The liquated skimmings are low enough

in silver (1 or 2 ounces to the ton) to be smelted in the blast furnace

(usually a separate small furnace). The ensuing hard lead is sold as

such after having been poled at a low temperature in a kettle for sev-

eral hours. Another way is to smelt the skimmings directly in the

blast furnace and make a hard bullion. This is charged into the soften-
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ing furnace with soft lead poor in silver (say Missouri lead), the silver

iu the original hard bullion being thereby reduced and the softening

also facilitated. These softening skimmings are then smelted into

marketable hard lead. This last runs higher in silver than that ob-

tained from the other process, which runs about 2 ounces per ton.

Kettle dross.—The impurities contained in this dross are about the

same as those of the furnace dross and skimmings. It is therefore usu-

ally put back into the softening furnace with the next charge, this being

the most convenient way to dispose of it.

Befining sMmmings and polings {if any) are worked best in a separate

reverberatory furnace. Their principal contents being lead they are

mixed with coal and the ensuing lead is worked into the next charge of

the refining furnace or sold as a second-class lead. The residue, which

contains lead, zinc, some antimony, and coal ash, is added to the smelt-

ing charge of liquated softening skimmings. The old way of smelting

the original softening skimmings with refining skimmings and polings

to reduce the silver contents has been abandoned, as has also that of

putting the refining skimmings into the softening furnace, after the

dross had been removed, with the idea that the antimony and the

arsenic of the bullion to be softened would take the necessary lead

from the skimmings and not from the bullion.

Retort dross and blue powder are very disagreeable by-products. The

former is sure to carry off valuable silver, and the latter is very refrac^

tory, and has given rise to various modes of treatment. One of these

is to mix the blue powder into the first zinc addition for the gold crust.

This utilizes the metallic zinc in the x)owder and prevents the silver

from being lost. Another way is to add it to the charge of the softening

furnace, where the metallic zinc is burned off, the oxide being slagged

off" with the softening skimmings. It can also be worked off gradually

with the charge in the blast furnace. This blue powder is the hete noir

of the refinery, and ought not to appear in any considerable quantity

if the retorting is properly done. The retort dross is usually worked

off in the cupelling furnace, sometimes in the blast furnace.

Litharge.—This is reduced either in the blast furnace or in the rever-

beratory furnace, the latter being preferable unless the works carry on

ore smelting. In this case the litharge is added to the ore charge.

Old retorts, cupel bottoms, etc., go into the blastfurnace and are worked

off with its products.

It will be seen from the foregoing sketch that the recent imi)rovements

in desilverizing base bullion have been ratlier in the line of practical

adaptation and the working out of detail than in that of original scien-

tific invention. The process remains to-day substantially the same that

Mr. Parkes patented in 1850 and 1852, but its actual commercial value

has greatly increased. To illustrate this, we have only to compare the

results of former years with those of to-day, when large quantities of

base bullion are desilverized with a simple apparatus, comparatively
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little manipulation, and a greatly reduced corps of men. Formerly it was

considered necessary that each separate part of the apparatus should

have one or two men to watch it, while now with contract work we have

a plant for 25 net tons (softening, desilverizing, reiining, and molding

the lead ready for shipment), managed in twelve-hour shifts by a crew

of three men, and a plant of 40 net tons by a crew of four. This improved

distribution of work and general economizing of resources has been

rendered possible by the help of the various new appliances and the

methods described above. Many of these appear insignificant when
taken singly, but each has its own special importance, and taken

together they go to make up a general result of much practical signifi-

cance.
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THE ZINC INDUSTRY OF THE UNITED STATES.

By C. Kirchhoff, Jr.

TJie conditions affecting the zinc industry of tbe United States have

not undergone any marked changes during the years 1883 and 1884.

The circumstances influencing the producers of the East and the West

are entirely unlike. In the West the new works built during 1881

and 1882 in Kansas and Missouri have sharply competed for ore on.

the one hand and have forced metal on the market on the other hand.

The home producers have agaiu obtained full control of the domestic

market, the imports having (Jwindled down to insignificant figures. In

spite of this, the supply has been too large as compared with a consid-

erable falling off in the consumption. Taking into consideration the

fact that in 1883 the imports were still large and the market was forced

to absorb old stocks of imported metal, it is likely that in spite of the

increase in the output in 1884, small as it was, the supply of spelter in

that year was really smaller by about 2,000 to 3,000 tons. In the West

strikes in the coal mines, flooding of zinc ore mines, and other troubles

have contributed to embarass producers. Ou the whole the years 1883

and 1884 have weighed heavily on the industry.

No efforts have been made to extend the scope of inquiry, in view of

the fact that the bare collection of the statistics needed improvement.

The work has met with much more encouragement, but the returns are

not yet so complete as to render some estimates unnecessary. The lat-

ter, however, affect only a few small southern works, the product of

which could be got at independently with a close approximation to the

correct figures. Every large concern in the eastern and western States

has furnished the needed details, and the statistics submitted are at

most 200 or 300 tons out of the way.

PRODUCTION.

The records of the production of spelter and zinc in the CTnited States

are very incomplete. The following figures are the only ones worthy

of consideration which are available :

Production of spelter in the United States.

Tears.
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Zinc statistics are sometimes stated in pounds. For 1883 and 1884,

the figures would be 73,744,000 and 77,088,000 pounds respectively.

The production during the last five years may be segregated as follows,

by States:

Froduciion of spelter in the United States, 1881 to 1884, inclusive, ly States.

States.
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Annual capacity of the western and some of the eastern zinc worhs—Continued.

"Works.

AEKANSAS.

American Zinc Company, "WTiite Eiver (4 Belgian furnaces) (a)

Total capacity

EASTEKN.

Bergen Port Zinc Company, Bergen Port, Xew Jersey (8 Belgian furnaces,
888 retorts) :

New Jersey Zinc and Iron Company (7 Belgian furnaces, 416 retorts)
Leliigh Zinc and Iron Company, Bethleliem, Pennsylvania (16 Belgian fur-

naces, 1,200 retorts)

June, 1883.

Tons.

1,000

44,500

Decembfer,
1884.

Tons.

2,000
1,137

6,000

aHas not been running for over two years.

Tlie former Excelsior Concentrating and Smelting Works, at Collins-

ville, were leased by the OoUinsville and Lumaghi Zinc Works (Messrs.

O. F. Meister & Co.), May 1, 1884, and the Carondelet Zinc Works have
been leased by Mr. Edgar, of the Glendale Zinc Company.
An effort has been made to ascertain the quantity of ore used for the

making of the spelter reported. Such an inquiry would shed much
light on the conditions affecting the zinc industry in different parts of

the country. The returns, however, have been far from being complete.

Seven works, East and West, which in the aggregate made 17,127 tons

of spelter, report a consumption of ore of 46,870 tons.

Concerning the ore production in southwest Missouri and southwest-

ern Kansas the following data have been collected by good authority.

The outt)ut of the region was the heaviest in its history, aggregating

74,250 tons, the bulk of which was mined in Jasper and j^ewton coun-

ties, Missouri, and in Cherokee count}', Kansas. Of this quantity 67,.250

tons was blende and 7,000 tons silicate ore. The zinc works of Caron-

delet, Eich Hill, and Jopliu took 14,550 tons ; La Salle, Peru, and

Colhusville, 36,500 tons; and Pittsburgh and Weir City, 23,200 tons.

Another authority reports the output of the Cherokee county (Kansas)

district at 32,987 tons of ore, placing the average price at $15 per ton

for the whole of the year 1884. It is stated in a general way, concern-

ing the mines of southwestern Missouri and of southeastern Kansas,

that the outlook for an increased production during the current year

(1885) is a good one. Promising discoveries of deposits of zinc ore have

been made in Central Missouri, along the Kansas City, Springfield and
Memphis railroad, and in the northern counties of Arkansas, border-

ing on the Missouri line.
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IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

Zinc imported and entered for consumplion in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—
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PRICES OF ZINC.

The following table summarizes the prices of spelter since 1875 :

Prices of common uwstern spelter in Keiv Yorlc CUij, 1875 to 1884 inclusive.

[Cents per potiiid. rignres in parentheses are comliination prices.]
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continued in July and August, and led finally to the selling off of lots

-of foreign spelter below the cost of importation, which had been still

lingering over the market. Some of the western producers in August
showed a disposition to hold off for better figures, but the steady

selling on the part of the weaker concerns, and on the part of new
works trying to intpoduce their metal, effectually counteracted this tend-

ency. In September the flooding of some of the Joplin mines, making
ores dearer, produced a firmer feeling, and the metal remained steady,

but very quiet, during September and the greater part of October.

Toward the close of that month there were symptoms of weakness, and

there being no improvement in the demand in November, forced sales

became more numerous and established a lower level, from which the

metal did not recover during the balance of the year, showing, on the

contrary, a disposition to fall off' further.

1884.—During the year 1884 the monthly range of prices was as

follows

:

Price of spelter in 1884.

[Cents per pound.]

Months. Highest. Lowest.

Jannary .

February-
March . .

.

April
May
June

Months.

4.37
4.40
4.60
4.65
4.60
4.60

4.20
4.25
4.40
4.50
4.45
4.45

July
Ausrnst ...

Septemher
October . .

.

November.
December

.

Highest. Lowest

4.55
4.62
4.6-2

4.55
4.40
4.25

4.45
4.52
4.50
4.40
4.30
4.00

January and February were dull months, and it was only toward the

close of the latter that the first symptoms of an improved feeling ap-

peared. It gained in strength in March, and the trade, galvanizers, and
brass manufacturers bought fair quantities, their purchases clearing

away tbe stock and giving values a hardening tendency. A meeting of

zinc makers was held in the West to discuss the situation, but they did

not reach any definite conclusions as to the best means of harmonious
action. Similar meetings in April led to no result, and the market,

which had during that month been fairly firm in spite of a small volume
of business, began to weaken more and more. A slight recovery took

place early in May, but light baying again led to pressure to sell, and
June again witnessed lower prices without stimulating the demand.
The market dragged along in July, occasional forced sales at conces-

sions revealing clearly how poorly balanced were demand and supply.

Under the pressure of such an unsatisfactory state of affairs the spelter

makers of the Southwest formed an association, appointed a joint sel ling-

agent, and made an allotment of percentages, arranging sales, terms, etc.,

at weekly meetings. The life of this association, like that of many of

its predecessors in the spelter trade, was a short one, owing to causes

which it is not necessary to enter into. The association fixed the

price at 4| cents; but there were always during its brief career outside

lots on the market at lower figures, and some foreign spelter which had
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been held, for a long time was also disposed of. The market remained

quiet and dull in August and September, and when in October the asso-

ciation dissolved the majority of its members found themselves with

stocks on their hands, and the metal weakened steadily duriug that

month and during November. Early in December offerings from the

West were freely made at 4J cents, followed by sales as low as 4 cents,

the demoralization continuing till the close of the year. The metal has

since recovered, stocks being absorbed and the demand being on a

slightly more liberal scale.

THE PRINCIPAL FOREIGN PRODICERS.

Total production.—Although our own markets have, during the past

two years, been so low that comparatively little spelter has been im-

ported from foreign countries, the conditions affecting the zinc industry

abroad deserve close study on the part of American producers. Any
sudden improvement in the demand, which the past has taught them

may come, will bring them into direct competition with European rivals.

The production of spelter in the world in 1882 and 1883, compiled

from the best sources available, was as follows:

The world's production of spelter.

Conntries.
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The balance of the output, say 2,000 metric tous, is the small quan-

tity scattered to other couutries. The consumption in (xreat Britain

appears exceptionally heavy. In reality a vei\y large percentage of the

amount credited to it is exported as the coating ou galvanized iron in

many forms which England sends to all quarters of the globe. A good

deal of the metal credited to France is in all likelihood shipped out of

the country as brass, art castings, etc., for which French shops are fa-

mous. The United States in 1883 was a comparatively heavy consumer

of spelter, the galvanizing and brass trades being then in a fair condi-

tion. As compared with other countries it is certainly still disappoint-

ingly small. The low price of copper will, however, probably stimulate

tlie consumption of brass for a variety of purposes and thus i^rove an

aid to the spelter industry of the United States.

Germany.—The production of spelter in Germany is shown by the fol-

lowing table, giving the output of the three great districts, Silesia, the

Khenish j^rovinces, and Westphalia

:

Frodiiotioii of spelter in Germany.

Tears.
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In the Rlienish provinces and Westphalia public companies are

more numerous, but many of them are producers both of spelter and

argentiferous lead. It is not therefore possible to follow closely the

effect of varying values of the one metal upon the financial results of

the operations. A few data in regard to the latter will, however, be of

interest. Thus the Actieu-Gesellschaffc fiir Bergbau, Blei*- und Hiitten-

fabrikation zu Stollberg und in Westfalen, produced 14,496 tons of

spelter, 13,753 tons of lead, and 23,989 kilograms of silver, realizing a

net profit of 452,440 marks, enabling it to pay 4 i)ercent. on preferred

shares. The Rheinisch-Nassauische Berg- und Hlitten-Gesellschaft pro-

duced 7,672 tons of spelter, 6,512 tons of lead, and 5,953 kilograms of

silver; and from sales realized 4^914,441 marks, making a net profit of

155,904 marks, and paying a dividend of 2 ]}ev cent. The Bensberg-

Gladbach Bergwerks und Hiitten Actien Gesellschaft produced 4,873

metric tons of spelter and 1,530 tons oflead ore, yielding a profit of 202,220

marks, and distributirig6per cent, dividends. These results are certainly

not very encouraging when it is considered that 'they are only reached

by the most vigilant economy and the exercise of the highest mining

and metallurgical skill in a country where wages are very low.

The zinc statistics of Silesia are collected in a most thorough manner

by the Oberschlesische Berg- und Hiittenmannische Verein, for whose

reports for the years 1882 and 1883 we are indebted to Dr. Robert Dahl-

mann, the secretary. The Silesian mines produced the lollowing quan-

tities of ore during the period from 1878 to 1883, both inclusive:

Output of zinc mines of Silesia, 1878 to 1883 inclusive.

Tears.

187«
1879
18?0
1881
1882
1883

Calamine.

Metric tons.

432, 678
430, 043
411,086
444, 154

439, 677
430, 922

Blende.

Metric tons.

57, 782
62, 291
81,547
99, 809

120, 291
122, 799

Total zinc
ore.

Metric tons.

490, 400
492, 334
493, 233
543, 903
559, 908
553, 721

Average
value per
metric
ton.

Marks.

9.f5
14.05
9,55

10.62
7.93

Average
wages per

Proportion
of wiiges in
total vaino
ofpioduct.

Marks.

373. GO
398. 00
400. 12
398 84
403. 56

Per cent.

50.37
43. 67
52. 30
44 54
56.00

These figures are particularly interesting as showing that the output

of calamine is holding its own fairly well, while the production of

blende is quite steadily growing. The value of the ore fluctuates with

the price of spelter, while the wages earned by the miners annually

vary but little. It is strikingly shown how small the latter are, and it

is to be much regretted that figures for comparison are not available

for our own country.

On the manufacture of spelter in Silesia the following data are sub-

mitted for the period from 1878 to 1883, there being at present twenty-

three works in operation

:
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Statistics of Silesian zinc mines.

483

Years.

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

Number
of ordinary
furnaces.

216
212
172
162
156
148

Number of
gas

furnaces.

300
315
367
371
354
359

Number of
mutfli 8

in ordinary
furnaces.

5, 648
4,310
4,180
3,536
3, 204
3,092

Number of
muffles

ill gas fur-

naces.

11, 220
11,004
1.3, 124
12, 808
12,472
13, 093

Number of
muffles

used per an-
num.

153, 377
104,818
166, 734
162, 548
169, 134

It is evident, therefore, that gas furnaces are growing in favor, and
that there is a tendency in the direction of their exclusive use. The
size of the muffles has been considerably increased.

The following table gives details concerning the consumption of raw
materials, number of workmen, wages, and production of the spelter

works

:

Production of the Silesian spelter ivories, 1878 to 1883 inclusive.

T
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1.37 pounds in 1881, 1.59 pounds in 1882, and 1.74 pounds in 1883. Tlie

increase in the last few years is due to the increased quantitj- of slack

and cinder used, the two now by far predominating over dearer sizes

It is probable, therefore, that the fuel cost has in reality diminished

steadily. In 1882 the zinc works consumed 832,354 tons of coal and in

1883 1)18,259 metric tons. In 1882 the works used 15,341 tons of re-

fractory clay, and in 1883 12,844 tons, or 0.22 and 0.18 per ton, respect-

ively, during the two years mentioned.

On sheet zinc the report states that four works have eight single and
seven double trains of rolls, ten smelting and live heating furnaces, driven

by eleven engines, having an aggregate power of 1,160 horse power and
water power aggregating 330 horse power. The statistics for the period

from 1878 to 1883 are

:

Production of sheet zinc in Silesia.

Tears.
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The proportion of spelter used for the manufacture of sheet zinc is com-

paratively small in the Elrenish provinces. The following table furnishes

a statement of the total quantity of spelter produced and the quantity

Used for rolling metal:

Production of spelter in the Rhenish provinces and quantity used for rollinf/.

Tears.
Spelter

produced.

spelter
used

for sheet
zinc.

Per cent.

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

Metric tons.

19, 887
18, 942

19, 606
21, 034
24, 654
24, 471

Metric tons.

3,258
2, 783
2,706
3,562
3,329
2, 938

Per cent.

16.5
14.2
13.8
16.9
13.5
12.0

Combining the direct exports of Germany and the exports from the

free port Hamburg the following figures are reached as to the destina-

tion of the spelter and sheet zinc produced in Germany:

Exjiorts of spelter from Germany.

Countries.
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The Russian and Austrian markets are almost exclusively supplied from

the former, which also furnishes almost all of the metal shipped in transit

via Hamburg, or 19,309 tons of spelter and C,381 tons of sheet zinc in

18B2, and 22,174 tons of spelter and 2,987 tons of sheet zinc in 1883.

More than half of the exports to Great Britain, all of those to France

and Belgium, and nearly all of those via Holland, are the product of the

Ehenish works. The shipments to the United States stood as follows:

Shipments of spelter and sheet sine from Germany to the United States.

Details.

Spelter

:

Exported direct
Via Hamburg .

.

Sheet zinc

:

Exported direct
Via Hamburg.

.

354
177

The official statistics of Hamburg specify that in 1882 70 tons and in

1883 88 tons, of spelter, and in 1882 224 tons and in 1883 CI tons of

sheet zinc were sent to the Pacific coast of the United States, the balance

going to the Atlantic seaboard. How much came to us by way of Hol-

land cannot be ascertained ; but the figures given above clearly indicate

that the Rhenish metal, notably that of the Stolberg works, finds a

market here for a certain quantity less influenced by speculative high

prices here than the Silesian spelter, which is first to give way when
values decline.

The tables given above clearly illustrate also that the consumers of

spelter are the great industrial nations which have a large iron and

copper industry; while sheet zinc, a finished product, is far more widely

distributed, being taken principally by the building trade.

Great Britain.—As the following table shows, the production of zinc

ore has grown steadily for a number of years, the ore mined being

almost exclusively blende. The official statistics report the " amount

of zinc in the ore," but no effort whatever appears to be made to get

officially at the amount of metal produced at the zinc works in the ag-

gregate. As will be noted. Great Britain imports more ore than is

obtaiueil from its mines, and the actual output of the metal must be

very much larger than that given. From the official statistics the fol-

lowing table has been compiled

:

Production of zinc ore in Great Britain.

Years.

1870
3871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

Zinc ore
(blende).

Long tons.

13,503
17, 736
18,543
15, !!U9

10, 831)

23, 978
23, 613

Zinc in ore.

Long tons.

3,036
4,9liG

5, 191

4,471
4,470
0,713
6,641

Tears.

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1683

Zinc ore
(blende).

Long tons.

24, 406
25, 438
22, 200
27, 548
35, 527

32, 539
29, 728

Zinc in ore.

Long tons.

6,833
6,309
5,554
7,162

14,947
10, 130

18, 003
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The only estimate of the quantity of spelter produced in English

works which is entitled to acceptance is that made by Messrs. Henry
Mertou & Co., of London, who have published the following figures

:

Production of spelter in England.

Tears.
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yellow metal sent to foreign countries, and a heavy additional amount
in the form of galvanized iron, leading the home consumption roughly

at about 70,000 tons of spelter and sheet zinc.

France.—The spelter industry of France is based almost entirely upon

imported ores. Out of the 41,000 tons of blende and calamine worked

in 1882 only 6,000 tons were iDroduced by mines in France. More than

one-half of the 18,525 tons of zinc produced were made at the Auby-lez-

Douai (Nord) works of the Compagnie Royale Asturienne, which treats

exclusively Spanish ores from its own mines. The Vieille Montague

Company has works at Viviez ( Aveyron), aud it too relies upon imported

raw material. The Compagnie des Zincs Frangais at Bousquet d'Ore

(H^rault) works ore from the Card department. France is, however,

a heavy consumer of spelter. It imported in 1882 34,167 metric tons,

exported 4,551 tons, and produced 18,525 tons, thus making its appar-

ent home consumption 48,141 metric tons.

Belgium.—M. Em. Harze, in his official report, gives the following

data concerning the production of the Belgian mines and the output of

the Belgian zinc works

:

Production of the Belgian mines and zinc-works.

Years.
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M. Oh. Hamal, in his report on the mining and metallurgical indus-

tries of the province.of Liege, in which the entire Belgian zinc industry

is centered, states that in 1883 the ores worked in Belgian zinc works

were obtained from the following sources

:

Sources of ore Ireated in Belgian zinc worlcs in 1883.

Countries.

Belgium
Spain
Italy £u<l Sardinia
Greece
Sweden
Germany
Franco ,

Metric tons.

19, 2,50

58, 743
51,227
28, 903

14, 043
9.772
5,360

Countries.

Algeria
Austria
England
Other countries

Total

Metric tons.

1,130
840
740
280

190, 788

The production of sheet zinc, as will be noted from the above table,

has not during the past ten years kept pace with the increase in the

make of the metal, the percentage of the total make rolled dropping

from 45.5 per cent, in 1874 to 36.5 per cent, in 1883. In tlie latter year

there were 10 works with 28 trains of rolls, requiring 1,009 horse power,

employing 399 hands, to whom average daily wages of 3.62 francs were

paid, using 13,084 tons of coal, and employing 29,020 tons of spelter

and 279 tons of old and scrap, or 39 per cent, of the raw material i)ro-

duced. The average price realized was 452.48 francs as compared with

363.11 francs per metric ton for spelter.

In 1882 the exports, imports, production, and apparent home con-

.sumption of spelter in Belgium were as follows :

Details.

Production
Imports
Exports
Home consumption

Metric tons.

72, 947
2,314

49, 138

26, 123

The largest single^ producer of. zinc in the world is the Vieille Mon-
tague company, whose financial results are, therefore, of special inter-

est. In its fiscal year 1883 the six reduction works of the company
turned out 50,015 tons of spelter and i)roduced 44,188 tons of sheet

zinc and 5,858 tons of oxide. On this enormous business the gross

profit was $644,809, from which general expenses, interest on loans, and
applications to sinking and reserve funds, the latter item being $153,854,

were paid, leaving a net profit of $343,098.

Spain.—Spain has steadily declined in importance as a source of zinc

ore for Belgian, German, and English works, and from all present ap-

pearances this tendency will not be checked. The most important

mines are in the province of Santander, where the Societe Eoyale As-

turienne has the most productive deposit, that of Reociu. The mine

is only worked to the extent of the requirements of the two reduction
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works of the company at Avil^s (Spain) and Dunkerque (France), pro-

duciug' about 24,000 tons of calcined calamiue at a cost, free on board

io port, Spain, of 58 francs per metric ton for ore averaging about 50

per cent. The ores of the Picos de Europa district are more inaccessi-

ble but verj" rich, and constitute the second important group of mines.

Other deposits in this and other Spanish provinces are either partially

or entirely exhausted or are unfavorably located, so that their yield

does not in the aggregate amount to a heavy figure. According to offi-

cial statistics, which are said, however, to undervalue the product, the

output of the Spanish mines has been as follows during the past decade

:

Spanish production and exports of zinc ore.

Tears.
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In 188S the Government mined 28.55 per cent, of the total output

and produced 34.58 per cent, of the metal. In the same year 2,015 tons

of oxide were produced.

The following details of the operations of the Austrian zinc works are

compiled from the latest official report:

Operations of the Austrian zinc ivories in 1883.

Name.



QUICKSILVER.
Present status of the industry.—The quicksilver industry is in a de-

pressed condition. The production has fallen off largely, but this has

not had the effect of stimulating jjrices to a great extent,, though just at

the close of 1884 a slight improvement occurred. The leading causes of

this depression are the sharp foreign competition in the markets of the

world and the decrease in the demand for quicksilver in amalgamating

mills. An important outlet for domestic quicksilver, the manufacture

of vermilion in China, is apparently closed for the present, the Chinese

having obtained their supply in 1884 from other sources. For several

years the few California mines in operation have either been worked

with a slender margin of profit or at a loss ; and one by one the list of

producers has dwindled, the survivors being of course the richest and

best equipped establishments. The New Almaden was the only one

which paid a dividend in 1884. It cannot be said that the outlook for

the immediate future is especially cheering. With many metallic prod-

ucts a cheapening in price means an increase in consumption ; as, for

instance, in the case of copper, which finds a partial relief in the more

extended field caused by the growing use of brass in the arts ; or as

with Bessemer steel, which is graduallj' supplanting other formerly

cheaper materials of construction. The quicksilver consumption, on

the contrary, is very inelastic. Important discoveries of gold and sil-

ver ores suitable for amalgamation would have a favorable effect on the

quicksilver trade, but it is not likely that the amalgamation method will

regain its former position in precious-metal metallurgy, as compared

with smelting and leaching processes. New utilizations, such as those

mentioned in a subsequent paragraj^h, may, however lighten the mar-

ket.

Domestic sources.—In addition to the localities enumerated in the pre-

vious report a few doubtful occurrences, lacking confirmation, have been

reijorted in the newspapers, but it is safe to say that nothing new of

any importance has been found. The actual production is exclusively

from the California mines, of which the New Almaden and Guadalupe,

in Santa Clara county ; the New Idria, in Fresno county ; the Sulphur

Bank, Hedington, and Great Western, in Lake county, and the Napa
and ^tna, in Napa county, have furnished nearly all of the recent

supply. In the table of production the yield of a number of the less

important mine's in past years is stated individually. In 1870 about

thirty miues were productive, but only eleven yielded any quicksilver

in 1884, of which only six produced over 1,000 Ihisks, and the number

492
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was still further reduced at the end of the year. Even the Guadalupe
and the Suli)hur Bank, mines well equipped with plant for mining and
treating ores, have now practically ceased work. The active mines now
number but six, with iifteen furnaces in operation. An improvement
in the market, if it promised to be lasting, would lead to the reopening

of a few of the best of the now Idle mines, but for the majority of the

abaudoned claims there is little hope.

Ptoduction.—The statistics of production have been comj)iled by Mr.

J. B. Eandol, manager of the oSTew Almaden mine, and i)resent a full

re[)ort of the American quicksilver output. Mi\ Kandol's work is a model

of statistical completeness. It will be noticed that in 1883 there were

6,007 flasks less made than in 1882 ; while the decrease in 1884, as com-

pared with the yield in 1883, was even greater, amounting to a differ-

ence of 14,812 flasks. The output in 1884 was less than in any year

since 1874, and much less than half that of the most prosperous years.

It was also below the average for the whole series of years from the in-

ception of quicksilver mining in the United States, the average for the

thirty-five years having been 39,G95 flasks.
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Production of quicksilver in California in 1883, hy months.

Months.

January . .

.

i' ebruary .

.

March . . . .

.

Apiil
May
June
Jnly
Anjrust—
September.
October
November

.

December .

Total

.

Flasks.
2,4!)7

2,150
2,230
1,756
2,344
2,214
2,618
3,000
3,010
2,072
2,212
2,297

Flasks.
112
133
142
76
144
137

8.=i

139
164
272
115
87

Flasks.
367
181
202
243
135
1G5
141
94
45
109
78
134

Flatks.
280
310
335
310
350
91

130
112
265
206
160
63

FVks.
'77

7

Flasks.
390
304
305
294
293
400
446
315
297
215
208
342

29,000 1,606 1,894 2,612 84 3, f69 5,890 1,669 101 46,725

Flasks.
590
295
485
530
325
360
452
695
750
521
613
274

Flasks.
202
156
102
142
]6t
184
150
76
81
134
102
56

FVks.
7

4
14
3
13
10

18

Flasks.
4,582
3, 600
3,875
3,354
3,768
3, 561

4,024
4,431
4,642
4,129
3,488
3,271

a Production of iEtna and Iifapa mines in 1883 under heading of Napa mine.

Froduciion of quicksilver in California in 1881, iy months.

Mouths.

January
February ..

March
April
May
June
July
August
September ,

Octobei'
November
December.

Total

Flasks.
1,440
1,458
1,606
1,785
1,672
1,859
1,543
1,804
1,448
1,625
1,900
1,860

Flasks.
103
59
36
75
125
44
29
63
67
115
157
152

20, 000 1,025

FVks.
127
104
123
50
53

118
71
47
52
68
32
36

881

FVks. Flasks.
263

68
76
200

200
200
306
58

160
1,^0

105

1,179

Flasks.
373
241
223
232
169
258
258
334
354
328
230
292

3, 292

FVks.
329
276
249
422
245
•215

374
228
136
153
132
172

FVks.
135
174
152
69
6

101
110
169
90

240
130

2,931 1,370

FVks.
28
9
2

,58

104
91
40

H

FVks.
7

Flasks.
2,805
2,321
2,459
2,709
2,470
2, 694
2, 628

2, 912

2,377
2,668
2,985
2, 885

31, 913

Foreign production.—The leading foreign quicksilver mines are the Al-

maden, in Spain, and the Idria, in Austria, Compared with these, the

other foreign sources are insignificant. The Aluiaden has been worked

for hundreds of years, and is still producing largely. Its output from

1564 to 1875 was 120,179 Spanish tons, or 3,482,758 Hasks of 75 Spanish

pounds (of 76.07 pounds avoirdupois). Up to the close of 1884 it had

yielded 3,918,784 flasks, an alverage production of about 12,000 flasks

yearly for 319 years. The Idria mine was discovered in 1490 or 1497,

and next to the Almadeu has furnished the greater part of the world's

quicksilver supply' for nearly four centuries. Since 1850, however, thQ

California mines have contributed oue-half of the total supply.
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Production of tlie AJmadcn mine {Spain) and the Idria mine (Austria) from 1850 to close of
1884.

Tears.

1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
18J6
1857
1858
1859
1800
18U1
1802
1863
1804
18G5
1800
1867
1868
1809

Almaden
(in periods of
Ave years).

Flasks.

101, 517 J

I

110, 058
j

122, 117
<{

153, 224 <

Idria.

FlasJcu.

4, WO
4,092
4, 085
4,409
1, 000
4,446
5,935
9,189
4,977
8,2:19

4,821
6, 493
4,712
5,878
7,263
4,908
5,327
7, 532
8, 253
9.179

Tears.

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1S79
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Total, thirty-five years

Almaden
(in periods of
five years).

Flasks.

(

I

165, 608 <

208, 200 <

a41, 640
50, 353

46, 591
46, 143
43, 099

1, 088, 550

Idria.

Flasks.
10, 745
10, 904
11,116
10, 939
10, 789
10, 717
10, 794
11,020
10, 403
11,153
12, 356
11,333
11, 663
13, 152

613, 000

288, 982

rt Yearly. 6 Estimated.

The ivorld's production of quicksilver from 1850 to the close of 1884.

Localities.
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The following table shows the range in price since 1850 in the two

great markets. The lowest price ($25.25 per flask) at San Francisco

was touched in 1879, though the average for the year 1883 ($20.83 as

computed by averaging monthly quotations) was the lowest yearly aver-

age. While prices were also verj^ much depressed during the greater

part of 1884, a sudden rise to $35 toward the close of the year brought

the average of the monthly quotations up to $29.34 for the year. Com-

puted at these averages, the total value of the product of 1883 was

$1,253,632, and that of 1 884 was $936,327. The highest price was reached

in 1874 and 1875, when quicksilver sold up to $118.55 per flask, at which

time the demand for amalgamation was great, and before the subsequent

temporary expansion in production. Thus the minimum price was less

than a quarter of the highest rate obtained, showing a remarkably wide

range in values.

Highest and lowest prices of quiclcsilver during the past thirty five years.

Years.
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Monthly quotations of quicksilver at San Francisco in 1883 and 188i per Jlaslc.

Months.

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Extreme range

Average

Highest. Lowest

$26. 75
27.25
28.00
27.00
27.00
28.50
28.50
27.50
26.75
26. 50
20.50
26.25

28.50

$26. 00
26.00
20. 75
26.75
26.75
26.75
27.50
26.25
26. 25
26.50
26.00
26.00

26.00

$26. 83

Highest. Lowest,

$26. 25
29.00
20.00
29.00
29.00
29.00
29.00
30.00
31.00
30. 5U
34.00
35.00

35.00

$26. 00
26.00
28 00
28.00
29.00
29.00
28.75
28.75
30. 10
29.00
29.00
32.00

26.00

Imports.—The largest importation of quicksilver was in tlie fiscal year

1883, when the amount rose to 1,500,000 pounds. In that year, how-

ever, the exports were also large, reaching 2,750,000 pounds. The im-

ports during the last fiscal year fell to less than a tenth of the amount
imported in the fiscal year 1883.

Qiiiclcsilver imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclu-

sive.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—

Quantity.

1867.
18C8 .

1869-
1870-
1871-
1872 .

1873.
1874
1875.

Pounds.

152

239, 223
304, 905
370, 353

99, 898
51, 202

6,870

Value.

$15, 248
68
11

040
332
94;^

146

Fiscal years ending June 30-

1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Quantity.

Pounds
78, 902
38, 250

294, 207
519, 125
116, 7U0
138, 517
597, 898

1, 552, 738
136,615

Value.

$50, 164
19, 558

135, 178
217, 770
48, 463
57, 733

233, 057
593, 367
44, 035

Atercurial preparations imported and entered for consumption in the United S ates, 1867 to

1883 inclusive, (a)

Fiscal years ending June 30-

Blue-mass.
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Exports.—The maximum exportation was in the fiscal year 1877, when
it reached nearly 4,000,000 pounds. In the fiscal year 1884 less than a

third of that amount, and less tban half of the amount for 1883, was
exported. The yearly exports since 1854 are shown in the following

table

:

Quicksilver of domestic jn'odiiolioji exported from the United States.

Fiscal j'ears ending June
30—

1854.
1855.
1856 .

1857.
1858 .

1859 ,

1860 ,

1861.
1862.
18G3 .

1864.
1865
1866.
1867.
1868.
1869.

Quantity.

Pounds.

1, 736, 596

2, 948, 699

1, 7.%, 924

2, 995, 789
2, 152, 499

Value.

$94,

806,

831,

G6.>,

129,

258,

C31.

1, 237,

1, 2.'i7,

976,

1, 629,

1, 508,

750.

1, 220,

869,

682
450
643
116
868
0G3
039
673
8u9
803

Fiscal years ending June
30—

! 1870
i 1871
! 1872
1873
1874
1875
187(1

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

1 1882
1883

I

1884

Quantity.

Pounds.
1, 200, 385

994, 005
862, (i94

714, 783
51)1, .isg

986, 469
2,711,584
3,894,311
2, 5.52, 388
3, 624, 827

3, .574,412

2, 955, 948
2,485,551
2, 7C«3, 554
1, 242, 080

Value.

$511,918
732. 84.-)

691,637
626. 021

580, 521
1,075, 7i!6

1,740,293
1,767,2116

1, 230, 008
1,418,331
1, 360, 1 76

1, 124, 955
959, 128

1,020,827
427, 219

Movement of quicksilver from San Francisco bij sea and rail.

Years.

1850.
1851.
1852.
1853.
1854.
1855.
1856.
1857.
1858.
1859.
1860.
1861
1862.
1863.
1864.
1865.
1866.
1867.
1868.

Years.
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The following table shows the relation of the i)ro(liiction to the out-

ward movement, the difference being the balance available for conMuiii)-

tion and stock on the Pacific coast:

Relation of ijroduction to shipments from San Francisco.

Tears.
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is reached ; the temperature is then kept constant, and the reddening

action proceeds. The composition -of the vermilion is approximately

mercury, 86.3 parts; sulphur, 13.7 parts.

A number of pigments known as vermilion, but not made from quick-

silver, are on the market, under the names of "American vermilion," a

chromate of lead, also known as "Persian red," "Persian scarlet,"

"chrome red," " scarlet A^ermiliou," etc. About 1,000,000 pounds of this

material were made in 1883, and 750,000 pounds in 1884. " Imitation ver-

milion" is an aniline color thrown on a lead body (oxide or carbonate),

and is said to be fugitive. There are numberless names for it ; "Colum-

bian red," "zubia," "ruboide," "Eoman red," "Swiss red," etc. These

colors have largely superseded true vermilion, as they are of a brilliant

redj stand exposure fairly well, changing to a lighter color instead of a

darker, as is the case with genuine vermilion, and are very much lower

in price. The production of aniline vermilions was about 750,000 pounds

in 1883, and 600,000 pounds in 1884. The chromate of lead vermilions

sold at about 11^ cents per pound in 1883, and following the gradual

decline in white lead (carbonate) fell to 10^ cents in 1884. The various

grades of aniline vermilion brought from 10 to 35 cents per pound in

1883, and declined to 8^ to 25 cents in 1884, owing to the removal of the

duty on aniline andeosine. Quicksilver vermilion is considered to be

superior in body, permanency, and richness, but the question of price

affects the sale. The scarlet chromates of lead, while possessing endur-

ing qualities, lack body and are not so rich in color. Between the two,

of late years, the eosine reds have appeared. Their color is exceedingly

brilliant, and the body good; but their comparatively fugitive character

is a drawback.

In 1883 there were 16^330 flasks of quicksilver sent from the United

States to China, all of which is supposed to have been made into ver-

milion in the latter country; but in 1884 the Chinese market was supplied

with Spanish quicksilver sent from London, though a little American

quicksilver may have reached China indirectly and thus escaped record.

The imports of vermilion, with their declared foreign valuations, have

been as follows

:

Vermilion imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 in-

clusive.

Fiscal years ending Jnne 30

—

Quantity.

1867.
1868
1869.
1870.
1871,
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875

Pounds.

247, 382
104, 523
79, 195

120, 067
87, 008
42, 324
9,460

Value.

$123,

90,

145,

57,

43,

49,
6.'"),

39,

10,

Fiscal years ending June 30—

1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881 .

1883 .

1883 .

1884.

Quantity. Value.

Pounds.
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New usesfor quiclcsilver.—Mr. J. A. Bauer Las called atteution to the

use ot qnicki>ilver as a preveutive and cure for phylloxera. Corrosive

sublimate was tirst tried bv Mr. Bauer, but was uot found to answer,

as the mercuric cbloride was speedily deconii)osed by the earths of

the soils to which it was applied. The quicksilver is used iu mixture

with fine powdered clay, equal weights of each, and is so finely divided

that separate globules of the metal cannot be distinguished under an

ordinary microscope. This mixture of quicksilver and clay is added

to the soil of the hole in which the vine is planted. Half an ounce of

quicksdver to each vine is said to be about the proper quantity. The

clay used must be free from grittiness -, the mixture with the quicksilver

is done in revolving barrels. A number of experiments, said to have re-

sulted satisfactorily, have been made. Another use has been suggested,

namely, the use of a weak solution of corrosive sublimate (bichloride of

mercury) as a disinfectant and germicide in case of epidemic cholera.

These applications, if adopted on a large scale, would do much to relieve

the quicksilver market.

QUICKSIIiVER REBTJCTION AT NEW A3LMAI)EN.(a)

By Samuel B. Christy.

The mines of New Almaden were opened some years previous to 1950.

The regular workings of which records have been kept extend from that

date to the present time. During the thirty-four years ending* with

1883, the quicksilver product of these mines has been exceeded by that

of Almaden in Spain only. During this period, the yield of New Alma-
den has been 79 per cent, of that of its namesake in Spain, three times

that of Idria in Austria, and greater than that of all the other mines iu

the world put together. Very little, however (almost nothing, in fact),

has ever been published regarding either the mine or its works. These

facts, together with the energy with which improvements have been

introduced and perfected at New Almaden, particularly during the last

ten or twelve years, justify the length and detailed nature of the pres-

ent paper.

This study of quicksilver reduction will consider

:

1. The ores: their sorting and classification.

2. Methods of reduction : historical sketch.

3. Reduction works : their situation and arrangement.

4. Furnaces : their construction, mode of operation, and economic

results.

a. Intermittent furnaces.

h. Continuous coarse ore furnaces.

c. Continuous medium-ore [granziia) furnaces.

d. Continuous fine-ore (Uerra) furnaces.

a A paper read before the American Institute of Mining Engineers.
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ORES.

Sorting and classification.—As is well known, the ore at New Almaclen

is cinnabar. Native quicksilver occurs also ; but, as a rule, in small

quantities only. Pyrite occasionally accompanies tbe ore. Bitumen is

quite common, sometimes as a fragile black lustrous solid, resembling

soft bituminous coal, but melting easily like tar^ at other times it oc-

curs in the vugs of the gangue, in a liquid state, like coal tar. I have

found lumps of apparently pure cinnabar from New Almaden to give a

voluminous residue of pulverulent charcoal when subjected to sublima-

tion out of contact with the air. This would seem to show that the

bituminous substance is intimately associated with the cinnabar. The

latter occurs associated with a gangue of serpentine, dolomite, and a hard

chalcedonic or soft chloritic " vein matter." Very rarely the ore is

found disseminated in sandstone.

The " vein matter," just as it is broken in the lahores^ or stopes, of the

mine, is run out in ore cars on an elevated tramway above the planilla,

or dressing floor, belonging to each center of production. At the Eandol

planilla, for instance, this tramway is 14 feet 6 inches above the dress-

ing floor.

Beneath these tramways, at convenient intervals, are placed bar-

screens inclined at 45°. The bars, slightly chamfered at the bottom to

prevent choking, are placed an inch to an inch and a quarter apart. To

prevent spreading, they are stayed with iron cross-bars at intervals of

4 feet. Their total outsidcwidth is 5 feet. Upon these screens the ore

is dumped, and what passes through is known as fierras. The coarse

fragments which fail to pass the screens are carefully examined, and

any lumps that show signs of cinnabar are broken by hand to a maxi-

mum diameter of 9 inches, and the waste is rejected. The picked ore

is known as granza.

During 1882 and 1883 the totals from the mine were as follows :

Sizes.

Coarse material

:

Waste rock from vein, rr-jected

Coarse ove (granza)
Screenings, fine ores (tierran)

Total product from ore chambers

Tons of 2,000 poimds.

1882.

45, 097. 08
9, 230. 43

14, 705. 81

69, 039. 32

1883.

44, 147. 20

9, 584. 20
20, 289. 24

74, 020. 64

This table shows that about one-sixth only of the coarse material

stoped is sent to the works for treatment. All the fine ore is sent

there.

Besides these ores which come from the present workings, there is

another supply, coming from the old dumps, mostly situated at the

mouth of the main tunnel. These dumps are now being worked for a
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second time. In handling? this material, all large lumps that, are

evidently waste are immediately rejected; the rest is damped upon

screens similar to those just described. The screenings furnish "old

dump tierrasJ^ The coarse fragments are broken and washed in a large

tank on ore forks, to remove the dust with which they are covered
;
and

any fragments which show even a color of cinnabar are set aside as

terrero. This has a maximum diameter of 6 inches.

The product of the old dumps for 1882 and 1883 was as follows

:
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The tierras and granzitas vary, according as they come from one or

the other of the above classes of ore, from a dull green to a rusty, earthy

appearance. Fragments of cinnabar are easily detected by the eye in

some cases, and in others only by panning. Their quicksilver content

usually averages 1 to 3 per cent.

The total product of the mine for 1882 and 1883, classified as above
explained, was

:
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latter, by experiment, weigh about 85 pounds per cubic foot, or 23.5

«ubic feet per ton.

It is evident that more than two-thirds of the total product of the

mine is in the form of smalls. The method of treatment must, therefore,

be adapted to this fact.

METHOD OF BEDVCTION.

Historical sketch.—The above account of the nature of the ores in mind,

the following sketch of the gradual development of the methods now
in use will be more intelligible, {a)

The first attempt at quicksilver reduction was made by treating the

ores in whalers' trying vats. These were made into retorts by luting

on iron covers ; but so much salivation of the men resulted from their

use that they were soon abandoned, and regular iron retorts were in-

troduced instead. The retort process necessitated crushing all the ores

in order to mix them with lime, and was so expensive that only the

rich ores would pay for treatment. As a consequence, coucentratipn

by washing or a total rejection of the poorer ores was necessary, in

either case giving rise to considerable loss. Hence, even before 1850,

attempts were made to treat all the ores, as was then done at Idria,

Austria, and at Almaden in Spain, by roasting them and condensing

the quicksilver from the products of combustion.

The first furnaces built were badly constructed, with poor materials,

and gave rise to the loss of much metal in the foundations. But ex-

perience soon led to the type of intermittent furnace afterwards widely

used in California. One of these furnaces, known as ^o. 6, is still in

use at New Almaden, and with the other furnaces now used will be de-

scribed in detail later on.

This furnace was a great improvement on the old retort system. It

was also an improvement on the intermittent furnaces then in use at

Idria and Almaden ; for the ore was supported by a solid floor and not

by arches attacked from below by the full force of the flames. It had,

however, all the disadvantages common to discontinuous furnaces. In

the treatment of quicksilver ores, the dislocation of furnace and con-

denser walls, resulting from sudden changes of temperature, was par-

ticularly injurious. The quicksilver escaping, both as liquid and as

vapor, from these openings caused both loss of metal and injury to the

men. But the most serious disadvantage was tlie difficulty of treating

the fine ores in these furnaces. The tierras, forming, as we have seen,

the greater part of the product of the mine, had to be mixed with clay

i
'

a Most of the standard works on metallurgy state that quicksilver is reduced at

New Almaden in retorts. This was once true; but, as nearly as can be now learned,

has been abandoned since 1850. Retorts were used at the Euriquita works later,

till 1858 or 1860, for ore reduction ; at New Almaden proper (the hacienda) they were

used after 1850 only for making assays or tests with rich ores. Since 1360, they have

been entirely abandoned.
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and made into sun-dried bricks, locally called adobes (a), before they

could be roasted at all in the furnaces then used. As the tierras from

which the adobes were made were poor ores, the expense of making
them largely reduced the profit of treating these ores.

The next important improvement was the introduction of the con-

tinuous coarse-ore furnace. This furnace was first invented and built

for burning lime near Berlin bj' the celebrated Count Kumford.(&) It

was first introduced at Idria, Austria, by Bergrath Adolf Exeli in 1871,

and ])roved so effective there that its introduction at New Almaden fol-

lowed in 1874. The first furnace worked so well that a second was
built in 1875. These furnaces, locally known as Nos. 7 and 9, are also

called "monitors," in allusion to their shape, and to the fact that they

are iron-clad. With the introduction of these furnaces, the economical

treatment of the coarse ore was satisfactorily accomplished.

But the most serious problem yet remained. Two thirds of all the

ore had still to be worked into adobes, whether it went through the

monitors or the intermittent furnaces. The fine ores of Almaden in

Spain are even yet made into adobes, while at Idria, Austria, this class

of ores is treated in continuous reverberatory furnaces {Fortschaufelungs-

ofen). At New Almaden, the problem has been solved in a much
hajjpier manner by the invention of the Hiittner & Scott furnace.

This must be regarded as the most important contribution to the art

of quicksilver reduction that has originated at New Almaden. The
general idea of this furnace is similar to that of the Hasenclever-Helbig

shelf furnace. In common with the latter, it utilizes a series of inclined

shelves, placed in the opposite walls of a narrow vertical shaft to retard

the descent of a column of fine ore. But it differs from the Hasenclever

type in combining a number of ore chambers in the same structure, and

in the devices for regulating the passage of the products of combustion

and for effecting the discharge.

The original experimental furnace, No. 5, contained two high, long,

and narrow ore chambers, separated by pigeon-hole walls from the fire-

place on one side and the vapor chamber on, the other. From either

wall of the ore chambers projected tile shelves, placed alternately in

the opposite walls. These shelves were inclined at an angle of 45° to

the walls, and each shelf was therefore peri^endicular to the next lower

one in the opposite wall. The distance from the edge of one shelf to

the face of the next below it was 3 inches, thus forming an aperture

a The adobes -were made in wooden frames fey hand, just as bricks are made, the

frames forming six at a time. The molds were 4J inches by 5^ inches by 10^ inches

inside measure; and the snn-dried adobe weighed about 12 pounds. In, 1875 the

cost of making the adobes was 50 cents per ton, and that of handling them after-

wards, drying, etc., 45 cents per ton. Total additional co.st of treating imra8,2b cents

per ton.

6 Described in Karsten's ArcliivfUr Mineralogie, Geognoaie, Berghau und HUttenkunde,

1837, pp. 645-702.
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tlnoagh which the ore could pass. This aperture I shall call, for con-

venience, the '-shelf slit."

When line ore was fed into this ore chamber through a hopper at

the top, it ran from one shelf to the next, until the column found sup-

port upon the discharge apparatus at the bottom, whereupon the whole

column came to rest throughout the structure. Thus the shelves of

the ore chambers were kept covered by an irregular zigzag column of

ore. The end walls of the chamber were pierced with pigeon holes, so

that the flames might pass from the fireplace under each shelf, and

over the ore lying upon the shelf beneath to a vapor chamber on the

opposite end of the ore chamber. Thence they passed to the con-

densers. In the first experimental form, the flames made only one

passage across the ore chambers. The furnace, as thus constructed,

roasted the ores well enough ; but the escaping vapors were still quite

hot, and the consumption of fuel was considerable.

To render the furnace more economical of fuel, to confine the great-

est heat to the bottom of the furnace, so as to secure the thorough

roasting of the ore, and to allow the vapors to escape to the condensers

just above the boiling point of quicksilver, was the next object. All

the above improvements in the working of the furnace were etiected

by placing arches across the vapor chambers and over the fire box, so

that the air and fumes were compelled to make four iiassages across

the furnace on their way to the condensers. First, the air which en-

tered the fireplace was drawn through the roasted ore, thus absorbing

its heat, and removing any quicksilver vapor which it might contain.

Next, the hot products of combustion passed through the nearly roasted

ore, thus imparting to it a maximum temperature ; and finally they

were passed again back and forth through the colder ore in the upper

half of the ore chamber. In this way the excess of heat was imparted

to the cold ore, and the fumes left the furnace for the condensers only

moderately heated above the boiling point of quicksilver. With these

changes the furnace was found to do uniformly good work at a small

expenditure of fuel and labor.

The capacity of No. 5 was at first only 6 tons per twenty-four hours.

It was afterwards increased to 12 tons, but it was evident that the full

economy of the new furnace could only be attained when it was erected

on a larger scale. Consequently in the same year, 1876, a larger fur-

nace, No. 8, was erected. This was a double furnace, two furnaces sim-

ilar to No. 5, but larger, being united end to end in the same structure.

It was originall}^ supposed that one of these might be repaired while

the other was in use. Experience has shown the heat to be too great

to allow this ; and they are now alwa.ys used together without incon-

venience.

In 1877 and 1878 a new furnace, No. 3(a), was started. While this fur-

aMost of the furn.uces at New Almadou are built on the sites of old intermitteut

furnaces, and retain their uumbers as a survival. To avoid coufusiou, the designa-

t^oias used at the works are retained in this paper.
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nace was of the same type as its predecessors, its capacity was still

greater, and it differed in having three pairs of ore chambers placed side

by side, and all heated by the same fireplace. Another modification was

introduced in the middle pair of ore chambers. These were made with

a 5-inch shelf slit, and were to be used for roasting granzita ; but it was

found that the temperature best adapted for roasting tierras was not

suited for granzita, and tierras only are now treated in all the chambers

of this furnace.

Finally, in 1879, a new furnace, No. 2, with two ore chambers, having

an 8-inch shelf slit, was introduced for treating the granzita ores, inter-

mediate between granza and tierras. The granzita, it will be remem-

bered, runs from 3J-inch down to 1^-inch diameter. In 1880, a second

granzita furnace, No. 1, was built with two pairs of ore chambers. With

the above imi)roved furnace plant, the economical treatment of fine and

medium quicksilver ores may be said to be accomplished.

In the early history of the mine, according to most accounts, the con-

densation of quicksilver was very imperfectly effected. Prof. W. P.

Blake, in a letter to Prof. J. D. Dana {a), dated February 14, 1833, speaks

of the loss of mercurial fumes escaping from the chimneys, and of ''the

peculiar gray coating upon their tops." An article in the American

Cyclopedia, some ten years later, speaks of the salivation of men and

animals about the works, and "the deposit of mercurial soot upon the

roofs around." During the last ten or twelve years, while improve-

ments have been going on in furnace construction, constant attention

has been given to the subject of condensation.

REDUCTION WORKS.

Situation and arrangement.—The beautiful spot occupied by the

hacienda, or reduction works, is fauiiliar to many California travelers.

It was chosen in the early history of New Almaden. The road leading

to the mine leaves the San Jose valley, and, turning to the south, enters

the canon of Los Alamitos creek. The handsome residence of the

manager and the neat village of the officers and the workmen make a

pleasing picture to the east of the well-shaded road. This latter is

cooled by a running stream, a luxury all too rare in California summers.

Just above the village the narrow caiion widens out to an area of a

dozeu acres, giving barely room for the reduction works. The summit

of Mine hill is a mile to the west of the hacienda in a direct line, aud

1,300 feet above it. A fine wagon road, 3 miles in leugth, and a shorter

tramway, with self-acting inclines, serve to bring the ore from the mine

to the works.

The ore tramway from the mine is situated at the foot of the tall

bluffs behind the furnace, at a height of 60 feet above the furnace

floor. From thence the ore is dumped into the ten chutes arranged

a American Jqumdl of Science, Vol. XVJI., p. 438,
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along the sloping sides of the bluff at an angle of 40°. These are

arranged with bar or cast iron screens, as before described, to separate

the tierras from the granzita, and have in most cases aprons of hanging

logs to retard the descent of ore and facilitate the removal of smalls.

Tbe granza and terrero go directly from the chutes to the furnaces;

but as there is not storage capacity enough in the chutes for the

tierras and granzitas, the latter are distributed by elevated tramways

to the ore sheds, arranged at convenient points in the furnace yard. It

is necessary to accumulate during the summer months a stock of these

ores to last through tbe winter, as they would be too wet to roast if

exposed to the rains. This is all the more necessary since they already

contain considerable moisture, and must usually be dried before roast-

ing.

Near the furnaces are the bottling and weighing rooms. These are

kept under lock and key, and are in the charge of the watchmen. The

quicksilver is conducted from the entire system of condensers belong-

ing to each furnace by iron pipes which lead to boxes, with goose-necks

at the bottom, from which nearly constant slender streams of quick-

silver flow during the regular working of the furnaces. The metal is

allowed to accumulate in large iron vats, whence it is weighed out into

flasks, bottled, and stowed ready for shipment. The product of each

furnace is recorded separately.

After passing through the condensing system attached to the furnace

in which it is produced, the smoke is conducted to brick towers. In

these brick towers auxiliary fireplaces are placed to heat the side-hill

flues in case of iusufflcient draft. The side-hill flues lead to tall brick

chimneys on either side of the creek, which serve to dissipate the prod-

ucts of coQibustion.

The spent ore, or waste, locally termed " slag," is drawn from the

cooling i)its of each furnace into cars, whence by tracks it is dumped
into Alamitos creek, which effectually disposes of it.

Owing to the lack of sufficient level space for stowing ore above the

furu ace heads, three elevators are used to lift the tierras and granzitas

from the floor of the works where they have been stored (or dried in

the sun during the summer) to the top of the furnaces. Two of these

are water-balance elevators, while the other is a water-pressure eleva-

tor with piston.

The furnaces, condensers, and ore floors are roofed over; but the sides

of the structures are mostly lelt open to afford free ventilation for cool-

ing the condensers and drying the ores.

Despite the necessity of making all improvements without any in-

terruption to the regular production, the works are well and conven-

iently arranged, and are kept in excellent order.

In addition to the main plant above mentioned, there are soot floors

and kettles, bath rooms for the men, offices of the company, carpenter

shop, and machine shop. The latter is furnished with between 3 and 4

horse power by an overshot wheel, 6 feet wi4e wd 20 feet in ciiameter,
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FURNACES, (a)

After this general view of the works a detailed study of the furnaces

themselves comes next in order. No further mention will be made of

devices now abandoned, and we shall consider only those fufuaces now
in actual use.

INTERMITTENT FURNACES.

Furnace No. 6.—This is the last survival of the old intermittent fur-

nace in its most perfect form. The ore chamber, which forms the main

body of the furnace, is separated from the fireplace and the vapor

chamber by pigeon-hole walls. These walls have in plan the form of

an arch with the convexity towards the ore chamber, as they serve to

keep the ore from the vapor and fire chambers. The ore is charged into

the ore chamber through the top of the furnace, being lowered in a

Mexican ore basket by hand. A series of '^ channels" or flues is built

along the bottom across the ore chamber, in continuation of the aper-

tures in the pigeon-hole wall, with lumjos of coarse ore. In former times

adobes were used for this purpose. When the first series of channels

has been built, a layer of coarse ore 2 or 3 feet thick, according to the

size of the fragments, is charged into the furnace ; then another series

of channels is built, and so on to the top of the furnace. To counteract

the natural tendency of hot air to roast ^he upper rather than the lower

laj'ers of ore, the channels are made smaller and farther apart in the

upper layers of ore, and a certain amount of tierras and soot from tlie

condensers is added to the coarse ore for the same reason. The ore-

chamber is 12 feet long by 9 feet wide, and 17 feet inches high, inside

measures ; and the charge of ore is 80 to 100 tons. The discharge poits

or draw holes are four in number, two on each side of the furnace. They
are bricked up during the roasting of a charge, except a peep hole, kept

tight by a luted brick. The final discharge opening for the fumes has

its bottom on a level with that of the ore chamber, and its toi» at a height

of 6 feet 9 inches above the floor. This is to counteract the upward

tendency of the gases, already mentioned.

The operation of these furnaces as now managed (without adobes)

is as follows

:

1. Charging.—This takes the labor of eight men for one day. As
already described, the coarse ores [granza and terrero) are used to build

channels, the coarse ores are next piled in indiscriminately , then another

series of channels, and so on, till a layer of soot and tierras fills the fur-

nace to the top. The draw ports are then bricked uj) ; on top of the

charge pieces of old sheet iron are laid ; on these is placed a 2 or 3 inch

layer of straw manure, and on the latter a layer of moist clay of about

the same thickness. The furnace is then ready for the second period.

a The unavoidable omission of the large and detailed, furnace drawings which ac-

companied the original paper is regretted, as these would have greatly assisted the

description.—A- W., jr.
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2. Boasting.—This requires in most cases the labor of one man per

shift of twelve hours for five days and four nights. Besides attending

to the firing, the man in charge of the furnace lutes any cracks that

may appear in the port-hole doors, and from time to time sifts ashes

over any cracks that may form in the clay luting that covers the top

of the furnace.

3. Cooling.—This, of course, requires no labor. When the firing is

stopped, the furnace is allowed to cool for three days and nights, the

air passing through it into the condensers all the time, removing any

quicksilver that may be still retained in it, and cooling the ore so that

it may be handled by the men.

4. Discharging.—For this the labor of four men for one day is neces-

sary. The top is removed to create an upward draft through the fur-

nace; the discharge ports are broken open ; and the men draw the spent

ore through the ports into the slag cars.

In this manner a charge of ore is finished in just ten days ; so that

three such charges may be put through in one month. Formerly, when
the intermittent furnaces only were used, less time was given to the

roasting and cooling periods in order to increase the production. As a

consequence, the ore was not always thoroughly roasted, and the men
who charged and discharged these furnaces suffered considerably from

the heat and the fumes of the mercury. The time of roasting and cool-

ing such a furnace should of course be greater with rich than with poor

ores ; and the fact brought out by the present management that suffi-

cient time was not allowed to properly roast rich ores in these furnaces

explains in large part the losses and evils formerly connected with

their use.

No. 6.

—

Coarse-ore furnace {intermittent).

Number of runs. 1882.
Nnmljer
of days'
firing.

Granza,
tons.

Terrero,
tons.

Tierras,
tons.

Total
ore, tons.

One run—
Two runs...
Two runs .

.

Two runs .-

Three runs .

Three runs .

Three runs .

Three runs
Three runs
Three runs
Three runs
Three runs

Jan . .

.

Feb...
Mar ..

April

.

May ..

June.

.

July .

.

Aug .

.

Sept .

.

Oct...
Nov ..

Dec ..

Thirty one runs
Per run

2MB- -33

4i
8i

11

13^

13J
12i
12*

13i
13J
12J
13J

39.60
125. 30
149. 60
160. 60
201. 30
191. 40
240. 90
168. 30
212.30
237. 60
264. 00
268. 40

21.60
2.70
1.80

36.00
64.80
23.40
83.70
37.50
22.50
2.70
.90

21.90
44.00
31.50
16.50
25.50
12.00
6.75
6.75
6.75
6.75
5.25

83.10
172. 00
182. 90
177. 10
262. 80
268. 20
271. 05
258. 75
256. 55
266. 85
271. 95
269. 30

138. 08
4.45

2, 259. 30
72.881

297. 60
9.600

183. 65
5.924

2, 740. 55
88.405
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No. 6.

—

Coarse-orefurnace (intermittent)—Continued.
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exhausted, and is then drawn into the slag cars through discharge

doors. These discharge doors are placed on the side of each of the

three abutments, lower down than the ashpit doors.

The upper half of the furnace is cylindrical. It is closed at the top

by a flat dome, which contains the charging apparatus in the center.

The fumes of the furnace are removed from the vapor chamber at the

top of the shaft above the surface of the ore, fey means of iron pipes

12 inches in diameter. In No. 9 there are three of these discharge pipes,

one of which is placed at the top of the shaft on the side opposite each

fireplace. In No. 7 there are in addition three others placed at the top

of the shaft, one above each fireplace. By means of short cast-iron

pipes, these holes are connected with a cast-iron downtake by means
of a rectangular system of pipes which encircles the head of the fur-

nace. These pipes, inclined downward at an angle of 10°, lead into

the condensers. To keep the pipes clear of soot, they contain small

discs of iron. These discs are moved by iron rods passing through

stuffing boxes at the angles of the pipe system. They are only occa-

sionally used, and the piston rods are luted with clay when not in use.

The shaft itself is a cylinder, 6 feet interior diameter, by 11 feet 3

inches high, joined to the frustum of a cone 8 feet deep, contracting to

a diameter of 4 feet at the bottom. Along the sides of the cylindrical

part of the shaft, opposite each of the fireplaces, are placed a series of

four peep holes. These, ordinarily closed gas tight, are used to deter-

mine the height of the ore column and its temperature.

The fireplaces and discharges have the details common to well-designed

continuous shaft roasting furnaces of this type. The shaft and fire-

places are lined with firebrick ; the rest of the furnace is of red brick,

with the usual expansion space between.

The entire structure rests on a slightly cone-shaped iron plate which
crowns thefoundation. This would cause any quicksilver that might per-

meate the masonry to flow to the center of the furnace bottom, where

provision is made for receiving it. Experience shows, however, that

this precaution is hardly necessary, as no metal has ever reached it.

The lower half of the furnace is inclosed by cast-iron plates, bolted

and cemented with rust joints. The cylindrical part has ajacket of one-

eighth inch sheet iron; and a cast-iron top-plate crowns the whole, and
makes the furnace vapor tight.

The charging apparatus consists of a combination of devices used

in iron smelting, viz., the hanging cylinder, and cup and cone; but,

owing to the value and poisonous nature of quicksilver fumes, an ad-

ditional cylinder and cover, with water or sand joint, is introduced above

the other devices. The rod moving the cone passes gas tight through

a stuffing box in the center of the cover, and is attached to a balance

weight. The cover itself is also attached to balance weights by two

chains passing over pulleys. The charging is thus easily effected with-

out exposing the men to the fumes. The cover is lifted j a charge of
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ore and a little fuel is dumped from the ore car into the hopper, and the

cover is lowered into place. The charge is then allowed to warm in the

hopper, till it has nearly assumed the temperature of the top. This is

done to avoid chilling the fumes and condensing them in the furnace by

contact with cold ore. At the proper time, an equal volume of spent ore

having been meanwhile drawn below into the ashpits, the cone is lowered

and the charge dropped into the furnace. The small quantity of fumes

that escapes into the space between the cup and cover is allowed to

cool a few minutes, and the cover is again lifted and a new charge is

added to the hopper.

The details of construction of these furnaces are throughout excellent;

they work admirably, and, although they have been in almost contin-

uous operation for nearly ten years, they have required hardly any

repairs.

The mode ofoperating these furnaces is as follows: Whenfirst started

for a campaign, they are filled above the level of the fireplaces with

spent ore, and then with ore to just below the level of the uppermost

peep hole. This level is never exceeded; so that there is always above

the level of the ore a vapor chamber, at least 3 feet high, containing

140 cubic feet, in which the fumes collect before passing out of the exit

flues. With the ore when charged there is mixed 1^ per cent, of coal,

charcoal, or coke, to assist in raising the temperature at the top of the*

furnace and to keep the ore column more open. A good fire of pine or

oak is maintained in each of the three fireplaces. The charge of 1,600

pounds of ore and 24 pounds of coke or other fuel, previously weighed

on the ore scale, has been placed in the hopper. As soon as the lower

peep hole shows a dull cherry red, a quantity of spent ore is drawn into

the ashpits, the new charge is lowered into the furnace, and the hopper

is refilled as before described.

The spent ore is allowed to remain in the ashpits, discharging any

fumes that may be still retained back again through the fireplace into

the furnace. At the end of this period it is drawn through the side

doors of the abutments into the " slag" cars. Another charge, equal in

volume to the new charge, is again drawn through the discharge holes

of the shaft into the ashpit, and then the new charge is dropped from

the hopper into the furnace. This series of operations goes on every

two hours as long as the campaign lasts.

At this rate, these furnaces roast 9f tons per 24 hours, and, as by act-

ual experiment they hold 21 tons, it takes 52| hours for a charge of ore

to pass through the furnace. The capacity of these furnaces might

easily be increased by drawing and charging more frequently or in

greater quantities, and with poor ores this would be advisable; but

with the rich ores (6 to 8 per cent.) now treated in these furnaces, ex-

perience has led to the above practice.

The amount of labor required for these furnaces is very small. Two
inen per shift of 12 hours charge and discharge both of them.

\
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The foregoing tables show the actual furnace records of furnaces 7

and 9 for the year 1882. The total amount of ore treated, of quicksil-

ver produced, and the expenses are given ; also the expense per day
and per ton for each furnace, and the average for both.

In comparing these furnaces with ISTo. 6, it must be remembered that

both the former are run with the same amount of labor that would be
required for one of them if run singly. If two such furnaces as No. 6

were run together, while it would, of course, take double the labor to

charge and discharge them, the same men could fire them both during

the whole time of roasting. So, if we should compare two such furnaces

as No. 6 with two such as No. 7 or No. 9, or if we compared No. 6 with

either No. 7 or No. 9, working alone, we should have a more favorable

showing for No. 6 than is here given. As it is, the cost of treating a

ton of ore in No. 7 or No. 9, when both are run together, is only 70 per
cent, of that of roasting in No. 6 when the latter is run by itself.

CONTINUOUS FINE-ORE FURNACES.

The great importance of finding some economical method of treating

the large product of poor smalls produced by the mine has been already

explained. Making this ore into adobes would add 70 per cent, to the

cost of treatment in furnaces of the type of No. 6, and would double the

expense of treatment of these ores in Nos. 7 and 9. The reverberatory

furnaces (Fortschaufelungsofen) used at Idria would equally be out of

the question, at the high prices for labor and fuel that obtain in Cali-

fornia.

We have already traced the gradual growth of the Hiittner & Scott

furnace, and sketched the successive stages which the invention has
reached. Now, for convenience in description, the furnaces will be
taken up in the inverse order, the last built being considered first.

Continuous granzita furnace, No. 1.—The fireplace is arranged for

burning wood, and is fed from both ends. An earthenware pipe, 16

inches interior diameter, passes through the condensers, thus cooling

them and feeding the fireplace with warm air. From it run also a
series of airways, built in the walls of the fireplace and of the ore

chambers, thus cooling them and supplying air for the more perfect

combustion of the fiames. Between the lower air or vapor chamber
and the fireplace are the four vertical air chambers into which
the furnace is divided. The discharge or draw pits are fitted with

counterbalanced doors to retain the dust, and they feed upon an
apron,,and thence into the waste car. The horizontal dimensions of

the furnace, exclusive of the foundations, are 17 feet 6 inches by 25

feet 6 inches. The vertical height from the top of the furnace masonry
to the ground line is 36 feet ; the foundation goes down 7 feet 6 inches

deeper. The two feed hoppers are each arranged with four slide valves

moved by levers and pistons working in vapor- tight stuffing boxes.

The two vapor discharge pipes are provided with regulating valves,
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and lead from the last vapor chamber of the furnace to the condens-

ers. All along the vertical wall between the fire chamber and the

vapor chamber and the ore chambers are pigeon holes, through which
the flames and vapors from the ore pass into the ore chamber and
out of it again. The pigeon holes in the fire-chamber walls are cut

at the bottom so as to slant with the shelves; those in the vaporchambers
are cut across horizontally; but all are so beveled that the ore from

the ore chamber and the dust from the gases do not accumulate so as

to obstruct them. The former is shed back into the ore chamber, and
the latter falls to the bottom of the vapor chambers, whence it is re-

moved at the end of the campaign by doors kept bricked during the

run.

In case any obstruction should occur in the pigeon holes, or on the

shelves, peep holes are placed in the end walls of the furnace, in the

axis of the pigeon holes. These latter are placed in the same line op-

posite each other, under the extreme ends of each shelf. The peep

holes are made of 3-inch gas pipe, set in the masonry wall, and are

ordinarily closed by iron plugs luted with clay. When any obstruction

occurs, it is thus easily removed by an iron bar introduced through these

holes.

The air pipe before mentioned is below the grate bars. Branching

from it, and leading to the pigeon holes, are hot-air flues which cool the

wall, and help to render combustion complete, thus diminishing the pro-

duction of soot.

The horizontal length of the ore chambers of this furnace is 11 feet

6 inches, the width of each 25^ inches, and their height 27 feet 3 inches

from the roof of the ore chamber to the point of discharge.

The tile shelving of this furuace, as in others of this type, is placed

at an angle of 45° with the side walls of the chamber; the details,

however, are simpler and cheaper than in the rest, and equally effective.

The shelves are placed 30 inches apart vertically, those on one wall being

15 inches above those on the other wall, and at right angles to them.

The shelves are made of ordinary fire-clay tiles, 36 inches x 16 inches

X 3 inches. Four of these make a length, and allow a 3-inch projection

into either end wall. These tiles are not let into the side walls, but are

supported at the top by slight abutments which project from the side

wall. At the bottom they rest at intervals of 18 inches on ordinary,

firebricks, which rest, end on, in depressions 1 inch deep, cut into the

face of the next lower tile in the opposite wall. These bricks are placed

so as to be edge on to the descending column of ore, and have their upper

edges beveled to oppose as little resistance as possible to it. As the

bricks are 9 inches long, there results an 8-inch shelf slit for the fur-

nace. The whole construction of the shelving is very simple, effective,

and comparatively inexpensive.

The discharge of this furnace is arranged by supporting the end of

the ore columns of the interior ore chambers directly on the bottom of
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the draw pit 5 the ore columns of the exterior ore chambers are sup-

ported by cast-iron plates. The latter have in front aprons, which dis-

charge the ore into the lower draw pits, and thence the spent ore from

both chambers is rated into the waste cars.

This simple arrangement works very well. The ore lies at its natural

slope until it is raked out, when the whole ore column gradually feeds

down from bottom to top at the same rate. There are four double dis-

charges on each side of the furnace. These are closed by sheet-iron

doors to protect the workmen as much as possible from the hot dust.

Inclined iron plates are placed in the foundations of the furnace to

prevent the waste of mercury. This precaution is now always taken in

building.

Both fronts—the long sides—of the furnace are the same. From the

fire chamber the hot gases pass through the lower third of the ore cham-

bers to the vapor chamber; thence they pass through the middle third

of the ore chambers to a second vapor chamber ; thence out through

the top third of the ore chamber again to a third vapor chamber, and

thence out through the sheet iron pipes to the condensers.

The bottom shelf is made of cast iron to resist the abrasion that comes

upon it ; it is not as much exposed to heat as are the upper shelves.

Finally are to be. mentioned the ore rakes. The ^ew Almaden ore

gives no difficulty from fusing or clotting, but occasionally in the winter,

or when the ore is quite damj), it is found to cake together on the up-

per shelves so as to demand more or less barring through the peep

holes. To obviate this, Mr. Eandol introduced the ore rakes. One of

these rakes extends through each of the ore chambers just above the

topmost shelves, where the ore enters the furnace from the hoppers. If

any caking occurs, a few oscillations of the rake break up the clumps,

and the ore descends regularly.

Furnace No. 1 has a capacity of 36 tons per twenty-four hours. Its

capacity is greater than that of any other furnace at the works except

tierra furnace I^o. 3. When filled with ore, as in working, No. 1 holds

45 tons ; hence, at the rate of 36 tons per twenty-four hours, a single

charge is in the furnace for thirty hours.

The routine of operations at this furnace is as follows :

The amount of 1 ton by volume (a) of the spent ore is drawn alternately

from either side of the furnace every forty minutes, or, in all, 2 tons (by

a The gramita and. tierra ores are not weighed at any of the furnaces, but are esti-

mated by volume. This method, on account of the varying amount of moisture in the

ore, probably gives better results than weighing without allowing for the moisture,

and. is sufficiently exact. The volume of the roasted ores is nearly the same as that of

the raw ores in the case of granzita and tierras. With rich granza it is sometimes no-

tably less. In any such case the amount drawn is diminished so as to keep the furnace

full. It would not do in such cases to increase the amount or frequency of the charg-

ing, as that would lead to a loss of quicksilver. The roasted ores contain a larger

proportion ofsmalls than the raw ores, are more brittle, and have a rusted earthy ap-

pearance.
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volume) are drawn from the furnace every eighty minutes. As a rule,

250 pounds are taken from each of the eight draw pits on each side of

the furnace at the times of drawing ; hut, if the regular working of the

furnace demands it, this quantity is reduced or adjusted, so that all

shall be thoroughly roasted. The "slag men" thus have to draw and

wheel to the dump 2 tons of waste every eighty minutes.

Immediately after drawing from one side of the furnace, two carloads

of granzita, of 1,000 pounds each, and 20 pounds of coal are charged

into the furnace from the hopper on the side from which the drawing

took place. The hopper is then immediately filled for the next charge,

both to warm the ore and to prevent the escape of fumes. Conse-

quently, each of the two hoppers is charged alternately every forty min-

utes, or in all 2 tons go into the furnace every eighty minutes.

The firing is done every hour, three 4-foot lengths of oak or pine be-

ing ordinarily added to each side of the fireplace per hour. The amount
varies with the state of the draft, the object being to keep the fireplace

at a good cherry red. From IJ to If cords of wood are burned per

twenty-four hours, according to whether an auxiliary fire is made in the

flue or not.

When No. 1 furnace is worked alone the labor required is as follows

:

One charger, at $2.50 per 12-hour shift ; two slag or fire men, at $1.25

each per 12-hour shift.

In addition, the labor of two men at $1.25 per day, who tram ore

across from the ore chutes to the furnace, is charged to it part of the

time. Besides firing the furnace and discharging the ore, the fire and

slag men pile the fuel, send the ore up the elevator to the charger, and

assist the weigher in weighing the quicksilver and tightening the flask

stoppers.

The results of this furnace for 1882 are given in the table on page 523.

Continuous granzita furnace, No. 2.—Its construction and mode of

operation are similar to those of No. 1. But, having only two ore

chambers, its maximum capacity is only half that of the former; its

discharging arrangement is simple also, owing to 'the small number of

ore chambers.

The hoppers on top of this furnace are, as in No. 1, divided into com-

partments, so as to permit more control over the operation of the fur-

nace. These compartments are charged with 1,000 pounds of ore (when

in full operation) every forty minutes, alternating with each other.

This would make the working capacity of the furnace 18 tons per

twenty-four hours. As in No. 1, the drawing precedes the charging. In

drawing, 250 pounds are taken from each of the two end draw pits on

each end of the furnace, or 1,000 pounds (volume) at a time. The draw-

ings, from either end of the furnace, alternate with each other every

forty minutes.

No fuel is charged with the ore of No. 2, but, instead, coal is used in

the fireplace. The consumption of fuel is f cord of wood and 600 pounds

of coal per twenty-four hours.
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When No. 2 furuace is run alone there are employed : One charger and

two fire or slag men per 12-hour shift, or six in all per twenty-four hours.

When No. 1 and No. 2 are both in operation at the same time labor is

economized by running them with the same force. Eor this purpose

are assigned one charger, at $2.50 per 12-hour shift ; four slag or fire

men, at $1.25 per 12-hour shift. In addition, two men are employed

part of the time to bring the ore from the chutes to the furnace bins.

Furnace No. 2 is not always run up to its full capacity, only enough

ore being run through it to make up the desired monthly production.

The results for the year 1882 are given in the foregoing table.

TIERKA FURNACES.

Furnace Wo. 3.—This is arranged on the same general plan as Nos. 1

and 2, but is an earlier construction. It has three pairs of ore cham-

bers, placed side by side. This fact necessitates a different discharg-

ing arrangement from that used in Nos. 1 and 2. As previously stated,

the two outer pairs of ore chambers for roasting tierras have 3-inch

shelf slits, while the inner pair, originally intended for granzita, have

5-inch shelf slits. Thej"" are now all used, without alteration, for roast-

ing tierras.

The feed hoppers, fireplace, pigeon hole walls, vapor chambers, and ore

rakes are entirely similar to those of furnace No. 1, and need no further

remark. The discharging arrangements, however, merit further descrip-

tion. Beneath each pair of ore chambers a discharge pit is arranged to

contain the " slag" cars, which are run in from a track on the floor of

the works. The whole furnace rests on the usual inclined cast-iron

plates, in which are discharge slits for each pair of ore chambers ; the

outside ones are 3 inches and the middle one is 5 inches wide, and they

run the whole length of the ore chambers. Immediately beneath each

of these slits is its discharge apron. This apron is a cast-iron girder,

flat on top, and three times as wide as the slit above it. It rests at

either end on rollers running on T rails, at right augles to its length.

Each of these aprons is connected with a lever arm outside of the fur-

nace, b}^ means of which a gentle oscillating motion may be given to it.

When the apron is in its central position the foot of the ore column
rests upon it, and runs out at its natural slope to each edge of the apron,

and the whole ore column in the chamber above is maintained in equi-

librium. As soon, however, as an oscillating motion is given to the

apron, the ore resting upon it is discharged in a shower from either edge

of the apron into the car beneath, and the ore in both chambers, from

bottom to top, descends.

The partition wall in each pair of ore chambers rests upon a hollow

cast-iron girder. As originally constructed, the space below this girder

was entirely free to the passage of ore from either chamber^ But with

this construction it was found that if in discharging the ore either

chamber of the pair got the start of that in the other the velocity of the
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descending ore on that side would be great enough to impede the dis-

charge from the other side. This difficulty was obviated by Mr. Ean-

dol, who introduced a vertical iron plate bolted on to the middle of the

hollow girder. In the outside pairs of chambers these plates reach to

within 3 inches and in the middle pair to within 5 inches of the dis-

charge slits. This improvement entirely obviated the difficulty, and

the discharge of this furnace is now effected with perfect ease and reg-

ularity.

The setting of the tile shelving in this furnace and in No. 8 also

differs somewhat from that of Kos. 1 and 2. The tiles are of peculiar

shape, and were made to order for the furnace at Staten island, New
York. Those for the tierra chambers were jnade 20-j^ inches wide on the

upper face, while those for the granzita have a width of only 18^ inches.

Both are 3 inches thick. All of them were made with a square lug

or shoulder, 5^ inches thick, and forming an angle of 45° with the

face of the shelf. The width of the lugs on their upper face was made

4-1% inches or 6f inches, according to the thickness of the partition wall

between the chambers. The wall between each two pairs of ore cham-

bers was made 13f inches thick, and between the two chambers of each

pair only 9^ inches. Two shelves, projecting into adjacent chambers,

are set with their shoulders abutting against each other, allowing for

1-inch to |-inch joints. Consequently, the shelves form an integral

part of the partition walls. Beneath the shoulders of the two shelves

is set another tile, also 5^ inches thick. This has the form of a frustum

of a wedge whose faces are at right angles to each other. This tile also

forms an integral part of the partition wall, and projects out into either

chamber so as to support the shelves from beneath for half their width.

Beneath the supporting tiles are four tiers of firebrick, then the next

pair of abutting shelf lugs and their supporting tiles, and so on. The

ore chambers are 22| inches wide, and the shelves in each wall are 21

inches apart vertically. This method of setting has given good results,

but the method now used in the latter constructions is to be preferred

on account of cheapness and simplicity.

In this furnace the fireplace is placed 5 feet above the discharge open-

ing, and the air to supply the fire is drawn through the hot ore below

the level of the grates, so that the ore reaches the apron free of fumes,

and cooled to such a temperature that it may be easily handled. In

Nos. 1 and 2 the fireplace is nearly on a level with the discharge open-

ings, and the ore cools mainly in the draw pits.
.

Furnace No. 3 is entirely inclosed by a sheathing of heavy iron plates,

bolted and cemented, with rust joints.

The normal capacity of this furnace is 36 tons, the same as that of No.

1. The furnace holds, when under working conditions, 51 tons of ore

;

a charge is, therefore, thirty -four hours in the furnace.

The routine of operations at this furnace is as follows : The aprons or

shaking tables under each of the three pairs of ore chambers are oper-
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ated at intervals of ten or fifteen minutes, so as to discharge from each 1

ton (by voIudjC) every two hours. After the ore has descended in the

various chambers, subsequent to discharging below, 1 ton of ore is

added to each of the three ore hoppers at intervals of forty minutes; *. e.,

each hopper receives 1 ton every two hours. The firing and tramming

of the spent ore goes on meanwhile as at the other furnaces.

The fuel required at this furnace is 2^ cords of wood per 24 hours, if

that alone is used ; but if coal is used, the amount of wood is reduced

in proportion. The working force is : Two men, at $2.50 per 12 hour

shift ; one man, at $1.25 per 12hour shift.

The campaign for 1882 is shown in the preceding table.

Furnaces JVo. 4 and No. 5.—Furnace No. 4, one of the old intermittent

furnaces, is now torn down. IsTo. 5, the first experimental form of the

Hiittner & Scott, still exists. As already stated, this furnace at first

had a capacity of only 6 tons. It was afterward enlarged so as to

handle 12 tons. In this shape it gave excellent results, as far as good

roasting was concerned, but on account of its smaller size it was not

so economical of labor and fuel as the larger ones, and is now seldom

used.

Furnace JVo. 8.—This tierra furnace completes the list of the fine-ore

furnaces. This furnace is really two separate furnaces, like No. 5, on

a larger scale, united in one structure. Each furnace contains a pair

of ore chambers, its own fireplace and vapor chambers and exit flues,

entirely distinct from those of the other. These two structures stand

united, end to end 5 the fireplace at the outside, and the exit flues and

vapor chambers opposite the fireplaces, side by side, in the middle. As
a consequence, there results a long, high, and narrow structure, 37 feet

by 9 feet 5 inches on the ground plan by 41 feet total height above the

ground line.

The setting of the tiles is like that of No. 3. The ore chambers are a

little narrower, being 18 inches wide by 8 feet 8 inches long, and 30 feet

9 inches high, from the discharge slit at the bottom to where the ore

enters at the top. The fireplaces are 3 feet above the discharge, so that

the lower part of the furnace acts as a cooling chamber. The last dis-

charge tile is made of cast iron. This furnace is iron-clad, and, like

No. 3, is a beautiful piece of work.

The location of the furnace in the works and its shape necessitate an

arrangement for discharging different from that of No. 3, although it

operates on the same principle. The two ore chambers are in the same

plane, that of the horizontal and vertical axes of the furnace, and dis-

charge through 3-inch ore slits, as in No. 3 furnace. Beneath each of

them is i)laced an apron, or shaking table, like those of No. 3. But in-

stead of resting on rollers, as in the latter, they are carried by a heavy

frame of cast iron shaped like the letter H • The feet of this frame rest

in the bearings, which allow the same oscillating motion that would

be given by the rollers. The connecting bar of the H piece is below
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the level of the floor of the works, and above it is a fixed platform with

rails, on which is borne a low truck, with rails upon it, at right angles

to those on which it runs. By means of this device along slag car (7

feet long) may be run sidewise from the floor of the works on to the plat-

form above the H piece directly under the discharge apron. By means
of levers, a slight oscillating motion may now be given to the H piece,

and to the apron which it carries. As a consequence, the ore is dis-

charged in a shower from either edge of the apron into the car, just as

in 1^0. 3 furnace. While drawing either of these furnaces the draw pits

are closed to keep in the dust.

The normal capacity of No. 8 is 24 tons per 24 hours. When full it

holds 32 tons; consequently a charge stays in the furnace 32 hours.

The hoppers of each pair of chambers receive each a charge of 1,000

pounds per hour, or the double furnace receives 1 ton per hour. The
hoppers are charged alternately. The discharge is effected by the shak-

ing table, as in Ko. 3, by working it every 10 or 15 minutes.

Two cords of wood are burned per 24 hours, and the working force of

the furnace is : One man at $2.50 per 12-hour shift; one man at $1.25

per 12-hour shift.

The campaign for 1882 appears in the table on page 530.

The saving effected by the Hiittner & Scott furnaces may now be
readily calculated. If they were not in use, the old intermittent fur-

naces being used in their stead, and the ore being made into adobeSj

we should have, ijer ton:

Cost of roasting in intermittent furnace $1. 368
Cost of making tierras and granzita into adobes .500

Cost of handling adobes
. 450

Total cost per ton 2. 318

26,688.25 tons at $2.818 61,863.364
Present actual cost in Hiittner & Scott fomaces 20, 031. 850

Annual saving 41,831.514

If, instead of treating these ores in the intermittent furnaces, the
adobes were roasted in the monitors, we should have, per ton

:

Cost of roasting in No. 7 and 9 furnaces $0. 953
Making and handling adobes

. 95O

Total cost per ton 1_ 903

26,688.25 tons at $1. 903 ^ 50,787.74
Present actual cost in Hiittner & Scott furnaces ^ 20,031.85

Annual saving 30, 755. 89

Instead of making the granzita into adobes^ this might be in part
roasted directly in the coarse-ore furnaces, and the latter might be
made to work faster than with rich granza. These modifications might
slightly reduce the above saving; but the difference would be slight.

In making this comparison, the interest on the furnace plant has not
been mentioned.

2 M E 34
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In concluding this account of the Hiittner & Scott furnaces, it may-

be said that they fulfill every requirement of a good roasting furnace.

They utilize the principle of opposed currents; they allow the ore to

cool in the furnace itself before it is drawn, thus utilizing the heat and

removing the last traces of quicksilver. The stirring of the ore is en-

tirely automatic and very thorough ; for each time the ore passes from

one shelf to the next opposite one, the ore, which lay at the bottom of

the layer, next to the surface of the upper shelf, and out of contact with

the air, is on the next lower shelf brought to the surface, where it is

directly exposed to oxidation. This operation is repeated from 20 to 30

times, according to the number of shelves in the chamber. The feeding

and discharge of ore and waste is effected with a minimum of labor and

without the use of power. Add to this that the whole operation is under

perfect control, and may be modified at any time, according to the nature

of the ore, without stopping the regular operation of the furnace ; and

also, that the repairs are mostly slight and inexpensive, and we have a

very good showing for the furnace.

The ores of New Almaden cannot be regarded as difficult to roast, and

the results obtained with this furnace might be thought not to apply to

other ores. The fine ores at the Sulphur Bank quicksilver mine, how-

ever, present many difficulties. Thus at times they contain alkaline

borates^ and so frit to a pasty mass ; at other times the lumps, decrepi-

tate in the furnace to a dust as fine as ashes ; this, when red hot, runs

almost like water. After much difficulty with other furnaces, the Hiitt-

ner & Scott furnace was introduced there, and gave excellent results.

It is not improbable that this furnace could be used with advantage in

roasting fine ores of other metals. Those which are not too fusible could

probably be treated in it with success.

The preceding summary gives the results of the year's run of all the

furnaces for 1882.

During the year 1883 the furnaces were in operation as follows :

No. 6 made 27 runs.

Nos. 7 and 9 worked continuously 365 days.

No. 1 ran 286 days.

No. 2 ran 253 days.

No. 3 ran 188 days.

No. 8 worked 352 days, and was stopped only for lack of dumping-
room.

The production was even greater than for 1882, the total amount
treated for 1883 being

:

Tons of
2,000 pounds.

Granza 10,428.40

Terrero 185.35

Granzita and tierras 27,967.50

Total 38,581.25
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The product of quicksilver for the year was 29,000 flasks at 76^ pounds,

or a yield of 2.875 per cent.

Finally, in concluding the present paper, the best idea of the increased

efficiency of the new furnace plant may be gathered from the recent

great Increase in the amount of ore annually reduced. Thus, in the

year from July, 1850, to July, 1851, there was reduced less than 2,500

tons of ore, an amount less than one-fifteenth that of 1883. From 1850

on, the quantity annually reduced increased, with some interruptions,

until in 1776 it rose to nearly 17,000 tons. Since then, that is during

the seven years ending with 1883, this amount has been more than

doubled. This great increase has been, of course, mainly due to the

introduction of the new furnaces, which allowed the treatment of large

quantities of low-grade ores that formerly could not be handled at a

profit.

The percentage yield of the ores treated has gradually decreased from

36.74 per cent, in 1850-'51 to 2.875 per cent, in 1883. This reduction in

the content of the ore is, however, partly due to the great increase in

the amount of low-grade ores now treated, although the richest ores

now run only as high as 6 or 8 per cent., as against 36.74 per cent, in

1850.

The greatest annual yield of quicksilver since records have been kept

(since 1850) occurred from 1861 to 1866, when the rich Ardilla and Santa

Eita labores were being worked. The highest annual yield of the mine

now on record was in 1865, when it produced 47,194 flasks. The quick-

silver product then declined till, in 1874, it had sunk to 9,084 flasks, an

annual yield, however, that has been exceeded by only three other mines

in California. From 1874 to the close of 1883, owing to constant improve-

ments in the furnace plant, the annual yield has steadily increased,

almost without interruption, till in 1883 it reached 29,000 flasks, the

highest product since 1866. («)

Miscellaneous statistics ofthe New Almaden mine.—The following tables,

which explain themselves, give the labor account and enumerate the

machinery of the mine, with analyses of the cost of mining, for the

month of October, 1884. The figures have been kindly furnished from

the company's books.

a Professor Christy's paper ends here.
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Analyses of Keiv Almaden mine pay roll, Octoher, 1884, showing average wages earned per
day in the various departments.

Items.

OflSce and surveying
Machinists and helpers
Engine drivers
Firemen
Blacksmith
Blacksmith's helpers
Carpenters
Laborers in "labores"
Surface laborers
Laborers cleaning granza and handling
tierras

Timbermen and shaftmen, including
mining captain and foremen

Blasters
Tramming on day's pay
Tramming by contract
Drilling by tne foot
Miners on yardage contracts
Skip filling

Miners on tribute
Surface mining
Pumpmen and landers at shafts
Transportation by teams; contract per
ton

Total

Less transportation

.

Average per day of whole.

Number
of days
"worked.

119
132
336
242
217
254
87
524
799

7981

509
215
179
594

2,337
1,
842i

260
408
502
285

10, 640i

Earnings.

$477 00
439 77
840 00
405 00
420 61
244 09
253 75

1, 143 50
1, 582 19

1, 277 49

1,510 00
565 37
402 75

1, 489 21
6, 337 29
6, 092 62
699 40
702 87
749 25
653 00

770 79

27, 055 95

770 79

26, 285 16

Less
mining ma-
terialspur-
chasedby
miners.

$76 30

76 00
320 00
680 25
35 65
52 00

Net
earnings.

$477 00
439 77
840 00
4u5 00
420 61
244 09
253 75

1, 067 20
1, 582 19

1, 277 49

1, 510 00
565 37
402 75

1, 413 21

6, 017 29
5, 412 87
663 75
650 87
749 25
653 00

770 79

25, 815 75

Average
earnings
per day.

3 33
2 50
1 67
1 94

96
2 91
2 03
1 98

1 60
2 95
2 63
2 25
2 38
2 57
2 93
2 56
1 59
1 49
2 29

2 47

Machinery in use and on hand, New Almaden mine, Octoher, 1884.

Location. Description. na

Kandol shaft

Santa Isabella shaft

"Washington shaft ...

Buena Vista shaft

Miscellaneons .

Hoisting engine
Machine shop engine
Feed-pump engines for boilers
Pumping engine
Hoisting engine
Air compressor
Fire engine
Feed engine for boilers
Pump engine
Hoisting engine
Air compressor
Feed engine for boilers
Pump to force water from springs to tank
Ingersoll air drUls
Pump engine
Hoisting engine
Hoist for pump works
Compressor ,

Feed engine for boilers
Ingersoll air drills
Hoist engine in mine
Small engines for fans in mine
Engine to rnn soot pans at hacienda

Total 36 18
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Cost per ion for extracting rock ore from New Almaden mine, October, 1884.

Total mine pay roll > $27,055.95

Less surface mining, cleaning ore, and transportation 2,707.63

24,258.42

Eock of aU description hoisted from mine (tons) 9,603.35

Cost per ton for deep mining, $2.55, distributed as follows

:

Per ton.

Office .*. $677.00 $0,071

Machinery and pumping 2,337.77 .246

Mechanics 918.45 .096

Surface lahor 1,582.19 .166

Tramming and skip filUng 2,568.86 .273

Timbermen and shaftmen , 1,310.00 .137

Excavating rock, etc., from miue 14,864. 15 1.564

24,258.42 2.553

Surface mining (open cut and old dump) 749.25

Cleaning ore and transportation 2, 048. 28

Complete labor cost per ton, including surface mining 27,055.95 2.508

Average supplies cost 6,400.00 .592

Grrand total cost per ton, including cost of supplies used (estimated

from average consumption of previous years) 33, 455 . 95 3. 100

Terrero and tierras ore (tons) 1, 283. 50

Analysis of New Almaden hacienda pay roll, Octoder, 1884, showing average wages earned
per day in the various departments.

Items.
Number
of days
worked.

Earnings. Average
per day.

Office (including superintendent's
Masons
Foreman and weighers
Carpenters ,

Blacksmith and helper
Machinist
Stable
Cartmen
Laborers
Furnace and soot
Chinese labor

Total
KaUroad incline contract by ton.

Total pay roll

120J
42
93
54
53

27J
31

81i
253
509

701J

1, 965J

$790. 85
179. 00
270. 00
162. 00
132. 00
45.00
75.00

101. 75
436. 56

1, 181. 00
871. 52

4,244.68
264. 91

4,509.5»

$6.59
4.26
2.903
3.00
2.49
1.638
2.419
1.248
1.73
2.32
1.243

2.159



NICKEL.
By W. p. Blake.

Production.—The only metallic nickel now made in the United States

is produced at the American Nickel Works at Camden, New Jersey,

opposite Philadelphia, by Mr. Joseph Wharton. These works, which

suspended operations at the close of the year 1882, were started again

in 1883, but did not reach full activity until October, 1884. In 1883 and

]884 the ore treated was exclusively from the Gap mine, Lancaster

county, Pennsylvania. The production of the works since 1876, includ-

ing the nickel contained in copper-nickel alloy, was as follows

:

Annual production of nickel in the United States from and including 1876.

Tears.
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practicably malleable has not been realized. The slow increase of con-

sumption is considered to be due alone to a slightly larger use in the

old channels of German silver manufactures, nickel plating, and coinage.

Nickel coinage of the United States.

Calendar
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ham and other places in Connecticut ; Mine la Motte, Missouri ; and

in California, ISTevada, Oregon, Colorado, and New Mexico. The follow-

ing notes are supplementary merely:

Discoveries of nielcel ore in Nevada.—During the past few years num-

erous discoveries of nickel ores have been reported from various parts

of the country, but chiefly in the State of Nevada. Reference was

made to some of these discoveries in the report for 1882. Samples of

the ore from one of the claims located in Cottonwood canon, Churchill

county, have been analyzed by Prof. S. B. Newberry with the following

results : The samples weighed in the aggregate about 30 pounds. The
sample from the greatest depth was nearly pure niccolite, which in the

upper levels shows the effects of oxidation and hydration. The speci-

men from the 10-foot level consists entirely of the hydrated arseniate, or

annabergite, containing 33.71 per cent, of nickel oxide, 36.44 of arsenic

acid, and 24.77 per cent, of water. The source of these ores is near Love-

lock's Station, on the Central Pacific railroad, and it is stated that Mr,

Lovelock has located twenty -eight claims on the mountain traversed by

the veins, and that he has sent a sample lot of 15 tons to San Francisco

which averaged 12 per cent, nickel, 7 per cent, cobalt, and 29 per cent,

arsenic. A company called the Nevada Nickel Mining Company has

been incorporated in California.

Nielcel ore in the high Sierra of California.—In October, 1883, discov-

eries of nickel ore were announced as made in the belt of country lying

east of the higher granitic mountains of the Sierra Nevada near Mono
lake, and extending from Green creek north of Castle peak to the north

fork of Eush creek south of Mo.unt Lyell, a distance of 25 miles. A
vein opened on White Wolf mountain 5 miles south of Tioga hill is said

to have yielded samples that assayed 34 per cent, of nickel. Nickel ore

is also reported from the vicinity of Carisa creek in southern California,

near the desert, and at White river in Kern county.

FOREIGN NICKEL (See also 1882 report).

Loicer California.—A nickel discovery is announced at Real del Cas-

tillo, Baja California, 400 miles southeast of San Diego. One of the

veins is said to contain arsenide of nickel yielding masses that assay

from 20 to 45 per cent, of nickel. Another carries copper nickel. Em-
erald nickel is also found. Nickel ore is also reported from near San
Rafael.

New South Wales.—A massive variety of copper nickel of a copper-

red color, in parts incrusted with pale green nickel hydrate, is reported

from near Bathurst. It was found l>y the Rev. W. B. Clarke on the

Peel river and to the southwest of Weare's creek. It is yellowish white

in color and highly magnetic.

Great Britain.—The production of cobalt and nickel ore in Great

Britain during the year 1882 was 38 long tons, valued at £241. There

is a mine of cobalt and nickel in Wales, the Fod Hirradag Cwm Rhyl,
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whicli produced 49 tons 9 hundredweights of ore in 1883, valued at the

mine at £173, and containing 1.4 per cent, cobalt and 0.7 per cent,

nickel. This was the total production of the United Kingdom in that

year.

Prussia.—It appears that in 1882 there were seven mines producing

nickel ore, and in 1883 five mines. The yield amounted in each year to

14 metric tons.

France.—Thirty metric tons of nickel were made in France in 1882.

RECENT NOTES ON THE METALLURGY OF NICKEL.

Concentrating nickel mattes by the pneumatic process.—The Engineering

and Mining Journal says :
" M. Manhes has recently begun a series of

experiments on a small scale in concentrating nickel mattes from the

Berg Seljen mines in Norway. The Genie Civil tells us that M. J. Gar-

nier, so prominently identified with the development of the famous

mines of New Caledonia, and M. G. Salomon brought a lot of 16 per

cent, nickel matte from Berg Seljen. Three lots of 50 pounds, melted

in a crucible, were run into a converter of the same type as that used

for Bessemerizing copper matte, the pressure of the blast being from

350 to 500 millimeters of mercury. The blowing was stopped respect-

ively in five, ten, and fifteen minutes with the following results

:

Time.
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necessary to incorporate in the melted nickel some substance which has

a strong affinity for oxygen, and also for the nickel itself. According

to the Comptes Rendus, M. Garnier finds tbat phosphorus serves both

of these purposes very satisfactorily, producing elfects analogous to

those of carboQ in iron. If the phosphorus does not exceed .003 per

cent., the nickel is soft and very malleable; above this quantity, the

hardness increases at the expense of the malleability. Phosphorized

nickel, when alloyed with copper, zinc, or iron, gives results which are

far superior to those that are obtained from the same nickel when not

phosphorized. By means of the phosphorus, Garnier has been able to

alloy nickel and iron in all proportions, and always to obtain soft and
malleable products.

Nickel-plating zinc.—According to a process for nickel-plating zinc,

described in the Journal of the Society of Chemical Industry^ the zinc is

cleaned by dilute hydrochloric acid and thoroughly washed. It is then

hung in the nickel bath for a short time, and on taking out is rinsed

and thoroughly scraped, so removing all that does not adhere 4rmly-

This is repeated till the zinc is covered with a thin film of nickel, which
can afterwards be made as thick as required. The suitable current

strength is easily found. When the zinc is once thoroughly covered

the current may be increased without any risk of peeling off.

Nickel crucibles.—Nickel crucibles, instead of silver ones, are recom-

mended by M. Mermet for use in chemical manipulations. Nickel, in-

deed, is slightly attacked by melted potash, but so is silver itself.

Nickel crucibles cost at first much less than those made of silver, and
moreover they have the great advantage of melting at a higher tem-

perature. It often happens that inexperienced chemists melt their

silver crucibles in heating them over a gas lamp ; but such an accident

is not to be feared in working with cmcibles made of nickel.

Nickel in kitchen utensils.—It is well known that acids have a more or

less decided solvent action on nickel, and on nickel-plating 5 and inas-

much as the use of nickel-plated kitchen utensils (in Germany) is be-

coming quite general, it is a matter of serious moment to determine
what would be the effect on the human organism of the nickel which
may find its way into the food prepared in such vessels. An investiga-

tion, having this purpose in view, has recently been made by F. Geer-
kens, who affirms that as much as one-half gram (about 7J grains) of
nickel may be taken into the stomach, and repeated for a long time,

without producing any noticeably bad effects. When, now, it is con-

sidered that the quantity of nickel, which, by any probable means, could
find its way into food in the course of its preparation in nickeled vessels,

would be only a very fractional part of this quantity, there would seem
to be no grounds for uneasiness in the use of nickeled kitchen utensils,

especially where the same precautions are used as in the case of copper

utensils, namely, thoroughly cleansing them and avoiding the storing

pf foo4 in them.
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Extraction of nickel from ores and scoriae hy electrolysis.—According

to the London Mining Journal some improvements in treating ores or

scoria containing copper or nickel, and in the apparatus to be used in

the process, have been invented by M. Eug ene Hermite-, of Eouen, and
are said to have been successful in practice. The ores or scoriae are first

subjected in the condition of fine powder, to the action of a solution of

ammonia in the presence of compressed air, and subsequently subject-

ing the resulting liquid holding the metals in solution to electrolysis,

preferably in apparatus constructed and arranged as hereinafter de-

scribed. The ores or scoriae containing the copper or nickel which it is

desired to extract are first reduced to a fine powder and then placed in

a vessel preferably so constructed as to be capable of rotating for the

puri)ose of turning over its contents. A solution of ammonia is also

introduced into the vessel, the proportion of ammonia in the solu-

tion being regulated according to the richness in metal of the ore or

scoria, and the air in the vessel is then compressed to a pressure of

from about three to four atmospheres. The vessel is then rotated for a

length of time in accordance with the nature of the materials under

treatment ; from about thirty to sixty minutes will, he believes, be found

to be the usual time required. After settling, the liquid holding the

metal in solution is decanted ; the ore is then washed again with a fresh

supply of ammonia solution if required, and finally with water, but

always under pressure. The liquid or solution obtained is afterwards

subjected to electrolysis in vessels containing x)lates or electrodes of

cast iron and carbon, the whole of the metal in the solution being col-

lected on the cast-iron electrodes. A small quantity of caustic soda or

potash may be added to the liquid in order to render it a better con-

ductor. If preferred, the apparatus employed for the purpose of this

invention may be made entirely, of iron, as ammoniates of copper or

nickel are not decomposed by this metal.

The operation of electrolysis is preferably performed in apparatus

specially constructed and arranged, which is provided with a series of

vessels in which the process of electrolysis is conducted. These ves-

sels are preferably constructed of sheet iron with sealed or luted lids

or covers having hydraulic joints, and contain cast-iron plates or elec-

trodes arrauged alternately with carbon plates or electrodes, each set

of electrodes being connected to suitable conductors. The vessels com-

municate at the lower part through pipes or passages and valves with

an outlet tube or passage for removing the separated metals that fall

to the bottom of the vessels and the liquid. The liquid may be sup-

plied to the vessels from a task or reservoir provided with a distribu-

tion pipe and delivery cocks. A traveling crane is preferably employed

for lifting the covers and the electrodes and valves. The conductors

are connected together by sleeves or unions, and are insulated from

the sides of the vessels by insulators of porcelain or other suitable

material. The vessels are charged with a liquid or solution obtained
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by treating ores as described, and the covers being secured in position

a current of electricity is caused to pass through, the solution. The
metal is thereby separated from the solution and deposited on iron

plates. When the operation is concluded, the metal is collected from

off the plates or electrodes, and the liquid is drained off by opening the

valves. The metal thus obtained may be melted and run into ingots,

and the liquid may be used again if desired for treating a fresh supply

of ore. Thus the essence of the invention is the treating ores or scoriae

containing copper or nickel with a solution of ammonia in the presence

of compressed air and by electrolysis, and as a step in the treatment

subjecting the same to the action of a solution of ammonia in the pres-

ence of compressed air.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

The following tables show the amounts of nickel and nickel alloys

imported, and the values of manufactured nickel, nickel coin, and nickel

ore exported from the United States :

Nickel imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 188i inclusive.

Fiscal yeaxs ending June 30—

Nickel.

Quantity. Value

Oxide and alloy
of nickel with copper.

Quantity. Value.

Totalvalue.

1868.
1869 .

1870-
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

Pounds.

17, 701
26, 140
2,842
3,172
1,255

$118, 058
134, 327
99, 111

48, 133
27, 144
4,717
5,883
3,157

Pounds.

4,438 $3, 911

5,978
7.486

10, 496
38, 276
17, 933
22, 906
19, 015

9,522
8,837
7,829

25, 758
14, 503

17, 924
13, 098

12
156
716

8,518
8, 314

61, 869
135, 744
177, 822
161, 159
194, 711

36
10

824
7,847
5,570

40, 811
107, 627
125, 736
119, 386
129, 733

$118, 058
134, 327
99, 111
52,044
27, 144
4,717
5,883
3,193

10
10, 346
16, 684
13, 399
66, 069

122, 130
143, 660
132, 484
129, 733

Value of exports of nickel and nickel ore of domestic production from the United States.

Fiscal years ending June 30—



COBALT.
By DA.VID T. Day.

Sources.—The oldest source of cobalt in the United States is the

Chatham cobalt mine in Middlesex county, Connecticut. Here cobalt is

found in the form of the mineral smaltite or speiss cobalt, an arsenide

of cobalt, nickel, and iron, in varying proportions, the cobalt some-

times constituting 14 per cent, of the mineral. This mine is of consid-

erable historical interest in connection with both cobalt and nickel

(see " Mineral Resources of the United States, 1882," p. 401), but has not

furnished any cobalt for many years. At the Mineral Hill copper mines,

at the Patapsco mines near Finksburg, and at the Liberty mines near

Sykesville, all in Carroll county, Maryland, the mineral linnaeite, or

cobalt pyrites, occurs. Mccolite containing small amounts of cobalt is

also found there, but neither in sufficient quantity to justify mining. A
vein of cobalt-bearing minerals in which smaltite is predominant has

recently been discovered near Gothic, Gunnison county, Colorado. This

property, owned by the Sterling Mining Company, has as yet received

little attention, but sufficient to lead to the belief that it may become a

commercial source of cobalt. The vein contains much crystallized cal-

cite, in which smaltite and erythrite are irregularly distributed. It is

particularly free from siliceous matter, and up to the present no nickel

minerals have been detected in it. A sample of smaltite obtained from

the surface croiDpings, analyzed by Dr. M. W. lies, yielded the following

results

:

Analysis of smaltitefrom Colorado.

Cobalt...
Iron
Arsenic

.

Silica
Lead—
Sulphur

.

Bismuth
Copper..
Nickel -

Silver...

Per cent.

11.59
15.99
63.82
2. CO
2.05
1.55
1.13
.16

Trace.
Trace.

A purer sample yielded 15 per cent, cobalt. The Gem and other

mines near Silver Cliff, Colorado, contain a number of nickel minerals

and a small amount of cobalt. Traces of cobalt have been found at

Granite, Colorado, like that at Anthony's Nose on the Hudson river,

in iron pyrites. Cobalt minerals have recently been found associated

544
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tvith niccoiitein Grant county, New Mexico, in Bullard's Peak district,

Burro mountains. Cobalt and nickel have also 43een discovered in the

East Humboldt mountains, Nevada, not far from Lovelock's station on

the Central Pacific railroad. Mr. Lovelock is the principal owner of the

mountain in which the ore is found. It occurs in an 8 foot ledge be-

tween iron ore and gypsum, which is being opened by an incline. Fif-

teen tons of ore, sampled in San Francisco, are said to have yielded 12

per cent, nickel and 7 per cent, cobalt in the form of arsenide or smal-

tite. Six mines have been opened.

According to a paper read by A. D. Hodges, jr., at the February

meeting of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, 1885, cobalt

has been found with nickel at Ludwig & Carter's copper mine, near

Mason's valley, Esmeralda county, Nevada, in a new mineral, which is

usually black and massive, but sometimes consists of shining crystals.

The proportion of nickel and cobalt is not constant, as will be seen from

the following analyses of several specimens:

Analyses of cobalt ore from Esmeralda county, Nevada.

No. 2.

No. 6. No. 8. No. 10.

No. 15.

Water
Silica
AlumiDa and iron peroxide (a)

Copper oxide
Manganese peroxide
Cobalt oxide
Nickel oxide
Lime
Magnesia

15.98
39.33
25.79
3.92
3.93

1 69. 46

1.02
.57

100. 00

16.0
39.4
30.2
6.25
2,7

8.6

TJndet.
Undet.

103. 15

Undet.
27.8
30.4
13.7
10.4

4.3

Undet.
Undet.

Undet.
34.0
17.0
5.95

10.0

16.8

Undet.
Undet.

Undet.
44.4
12.0
2.0

Undet.
Undet.

20.86
38.96
4.29
30.61

Trace.
C .49

i 3.59
Undet.
Undet.

20. 86
38.82
4.15
30.61

.68

.43
3.47
1.06
.04

40.02
3.95
31.52

84.35 77.1 98.80

a Only a very little FezOa.
&JBy loss. Lost by breakage. Evidently contained much cobalt oxide.

It is not known to what extent the quantity of the mineral will justify

mining.

At Mine la Motte, Madison county, Missouri, cobalt is found in the

form of nearly all the cobalt minerals known. The principal ones are

linnseite, smaltite, cobaltite, and asbolite or wad, the last being a mix-

ture of the black and brown oxides of manganese, in which part of the

manganese is replaced by cobalt. As distinct minerals these compounds
of cobalt are only found at considerable depth, and the most valuable

ore is galena, which when dressed contains only 0.2 to 0.3 per cent, of

nickel and cobalt together. When much copper pyrites is found in the

gangue the amount of nickel and cobalt may reach 1 to 1.5 per cent.

Next in importance is the " middle product" of the dressing works, con-

sisting of the sulphides of iron and copper with gangue and galena.

This usually carries 20 to 23 per cent, of lead, 0.5 to 1 per cent, of copper,

and 2.5.to 3.5 per cent, of nickel and cobalt. A large percentage of

copper always coincides with an increase of nickel and cobalt. In some
2 M E 35
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few cases 12 to 15 i^er cent, of copper gives 6.5 to 8 per cent, of these

metals.

The mineral asbolite is also found near Albertis, Lehigh county,

Pennsylvania, and opposite Fairmount (Philadelphia), in the same State.

The most important source of cobalt is the nickel mine at Lancaster

Gap, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania. The ore consists of pyrrhotite

(magnetic pyrites), in which a small part of the iron is replaced by

nickel and a still smaller portion by cobalt. As mined this ore contains

about 2 to 2.5 per cent, of nickel and the extremely small amount of 0.1

per cent, of cobalt. The fact that such a minute trace of cobalt can be

extracted at a price low enough to compete with the product of richer

foreign ores speaks creditably for the perfection of the process used at

the American Nickel Works, at Camden, New Jersey, operated by Mr.

Joseph Wharton, who owns and works the Lancaster Gap mine.

The question whether or not an ore of cobalt can be utilized on a

commercial scale is determined at present, in this country, by the

amount of nickel which it also contains. If there is enough nickel

to pay for reducing the ore, it is worked up for the nickel and the

cobalt is obtained as a secondary product. Cobalt is therefore a mere

feature of the nickel industry ; the amount produced and the price are

ruled to a large extent by nickel. The reason for this is that cobalt

alone is not found in this country in sufficient quantity to justify its

utilization, even at a much higher price than it is worth now. Min-

erals comparatively rich in cobalt are found in several of the localities

cited above, but although the price of cobalt would justify shipment

of ores, if suflBciently rich, from remote districts, the amount of the

ore is entirely too small to be profitable.

Production.—Until the year 1863 the presence of cobalt in the do-

mestic ores of nickel was ignored, or at least there was no regular es-

tablishment where cobalt was separated from nickel. This separation

was Ijegun as a particular feature of the Camden nickel works when

leased by Mr. Wharton. The following table gives the amounts of

cobalt oxide obtained at the Camden works since 1869. As only trifling

amounts of cobalt oxide have been made at Mine la Motte, and none in

the last few years, this table represents practically all the cobalt oxide

obtained in the United States. The amount made in 1868 and before

that date was lost in a fire which destroyed the works

:

Production of coialt oxide in the United States.

Tears.

1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877

Pounds.

811
3,854
5,086
5,749
5,128
4,145
3,441
5,162
7,328

Years.

878
879
880
881
882
883

Total

Pounds.

4,508
4,376
7, 251
8,280
11,653
1,096
2,000

79, 868
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The small amount of cobalt oxide made in 1883 and 1884 is accounted

for by the fact that the Camden nickel works were not in operation

from January, 1883, till August, 1884, There was an over supply of

nickel. After this surplus had been exhausted operations were re-

newed. The amount of cobalt made is limited by the demand for nickel,

and there is not enough made in this country to supply the demand.
Coba.lt oxide and some smalt are therefore imported. In former years

ores of cobalt were also imported, probably in the roasted form called

" zaffre."

A small amount of cobalt and nickel ores are mined in Great Britain.

In 1882 the amount was 38 long tons, valued at $1,156 ; and in 1883 49

long tons of ore were mined, all from the Fod Hiraddag mine in Wales.

In Prussia the one cobalt mine reported as working produced 66 metric

tons Of dressed ore in 1882 and 97 tons in 1883 ; the number of men
employed was 69 in 1882 and 106 in 1883.

Imports.—The bulk of the imported cobalt oxide is manufactured in

Germany. The amounts imported since 1868 are given below

:

Cobalt oxide and ore imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868 to

1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending Jmie 30—
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the nickel remains for the greater part as sulphide. This speiss is then

fused with a mixture of white sand and potash. The fusion is effectod

in large earthen pots, arranged in a furnace similar to that employed
for the manufacture of plate glass. The arsenides of nickel, residual

iron sulphide, and copper sulphide sink to the bottom of the pot, and
the blue glassy substance on top, which contains the cobalt, is ladled

out into water. This blue glass is called " smalt." It varies in compo
sition according to the different quality of the cobalt ores used for its

preparation, and also according to the amount of sand and potash with

which it is fused. It is a silicate of cobalt and potassium in which the

amount of silica varies between 56 and 70 per cent., that of potash be-

tween 12 and 22 per cent., and that of cobalt between 6 and 16 per

cent. In addition smalt contains small quantities of aluriiina, ferric

oxide, and frequently also lime and oxide of lead ; the commoner kinds

also contain oxide of nickel. As sent into the market it is in the form

of a blue powder. Up to the middle of this century smalt was largely

used for coloring starch and paper, but the recent introduction of arti-

ficial ultramarine has largely diminished the demand for cobalt blue.

Smalt has the advantage as a paint over ultramarine in not being at

tacked by acids, (a)

When, as in the case of nickeliferous pyrrhotite, the amount of nickel

and cobalt in the ore is extremely small, a third modification of the ex-

traction process is used. The ore is enriched at the mines to a matte

containing about 10 per cent, of nickel and cobalt ; after thorough

roasting this is dissolved in hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. If the so

lution now contains ferrous salts they are oxidixed by bleaching pow-

der, and the iron is precipitated by the addition of lime or chalk, while

copper is precipitated as sulphide. The cobalt is then precipitated as

oxide, the nickel remaining in solution. By this means cobalt oxide is

obtained ; and this is the general form in which cobalt comes into the mar-

ket at present, both by imjjortation and from the works in this country.

At Mine la Motte no cobalt is made into the usual form of oxioe, but

the nickel and cobalt are worked into a matte which is shipped to

Europe for further treatment. The following account of the process is

taken from an article presented to the American Institute of Mining

Engineers, February, 1885, by Mr. James M. O'Neil : On roasting and

then smelting dressed galena, lead, " first matte," and slag are ob-

tained. The nickel and cobalt, which formed from 0.2 to 0.3 per cent,

of the galena, are now found in the " first matte" to the amount of 3 to

3.5 per cent (about 2 nfckel to 1 cobalt). This is roasted and used as

*' iron flux" for smelting galena. By this process "second matte" is

obtained with from 3.5 to 6.5 per cent, nickel and cobalt. Until re

cently this was roasted and smelted with acid fluxes, producing " third

matte" with 12 to 17 per Qent. nickel and cobalt, which was packed in

barrels and shipped to Europe. Mr. O'NpII has found, however, that

1)y melting the third matte with mispickel ores containing 23 per cent

a Eoscoe and Schorlemmer's Chemistry, vol. 2, part 2, page 133.
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arsenic the nickel and cobalt form with the arsenic a clean speiss car-

rying 36 per cent, nickel and cobalt. This experiment, though not

financially successful, i)roved satisfactorily that arsenic woukl separate

the nickel and cobalt from the lead and would prevent large losses in

the slag. Subsequent experiments with second matte have proved that

the old method must be abandoned, certainly for the treatment of the

second matte j whether it will not be more economical to treat the first

matte also with speiss remains to be deteruiiued.

Value.—Metallic cobalt has a nominal value of $14 per pouud. Cobalt

oxide has varied between $2.50 and $3 per pound during the last

twenty years, except at one period, when it rose markedly. It has never

been as low as $2. The recent agitation concerning the supposed cura-

tive properties of light transmitted through blue glass exerted a marked
influence on the price of cobalt oxide, with which such glass is colored.

Tlie price went as high as $6 per pound in the hands of dealers, al-

though this figure was never the manufacturers' price. This extraor-

dinary i^rice continued as long as the agitation, for a shipment from

England to supply the increased demand was lost at sea. During 18^3

and 1884 the average price of cobalt oxide w-as $2.5.3 per pound, making
the value of the product of 1883 $2,795 and for 1884 $5,100. The price

of smalt varies from 8 to 15 cents per pound.

Utilization.—Metallic cobalt has never been used except experiment-

ally. Some years ago Mr. Joseph Wharton prepared a quantity of

metallic cobalt in order to test its application as a substitute for nickel

in plating. He plated half of certain pieces of iron with nickel and
half with cobalt and exposed the pieces to oxidizing processes. This

experiment, repeated in various forms, showed that cobalt oxidized

somewbat more easily than nickel, and was therefore not quite as use-

ful for plating. It has no advantages over nickel and is more costly,

and the attempt to utilize it was abandoned. The one use for cobalt

in the arts is for the blue color it gives in certain combinations. The
oxide is usually the starting point in making the blue colors. It is

added to glass to produce ordinary blue glass ; it is also used in cor-

recting the yellow color in pottery. Smalt is also used for both these

purposes and particularly for furnishing a light blue body to pottery

by mixing with clay and avoiding too high a temperature in baking,

by which a dark blue would be produced. Cobalt oxide is much used

for all kinds of decorative work on pottery. It is a valuable " under-

glaze" color, as it is not injured by a high temperature. Cobalt salts

were formerly used for coloring paper and for blue ruling, but now
ultramarine has been substituted. Einnman's green is also a compound
containing cobalt, which has lately been improved in quality for use in

the arts. Thenard's blue, or cobalt ultramarine, is a fine blue compound
obtained on the large scale by heating a mixture of alumina and phos-

phate or arsenate of cobalt. Recently an alloy containing a small

amount of cobalt has been made at Birmingham, England, under the

name of "cobalt bronze."



MANGANESE
By David T. Day.

Occurrence.—Manganese occurs as an. essential constituent of several

well known minerals, and it is also found in small quantity in many others,

often giving them a characteristic color. Silicates frequently contain

traces of manganese, and by their decomposition manganese passes into

the soil and is taken up to a slight extent by plants. Further it may be

stated as a general rule that where iron ores occur the ores of the closely

allied metal manganese may also be found, sometimes in well defined

masses, more frequently forming merely a small percentage of the iron

ore. On the other hand all the manganese minerals are found to con-

tain iron, though occasionally large beds of manganese ores are met

with in such pure condition that iron can be found only as a trifling im-

purity, less in amount than that of other metals such as nickel and co-

balt. The question whether a given mineral can be considered a prac-

tical ore of manganese is decided not merely by the amount of metallic

manganese which it.contains, but principally by the use to which it is

put. It thus frequently happens that ores very poor in manganese find

sale, while others containing three or four times the amount remain

unmined. The two principal uses for manganese are (1) in the form of

manganese dioxide as an oxidizing agent, and (2) as an addition to

iron. For the first the richest ores obtainable are the only ones used.

But frequently an ore containing only a small amount of manganese but

comparatively rich in iron is used as a valuable source from which to

obtain iron alloyed with the desired amount of manganese. It is to be

borne in mind that in this last use—as an addition to iron—the richer

ores would be valuable if it were not for the fact that they usually con-

tain phosphorus in some form of combination.

Character of the ores.—Manganese is chiefly found as manganese

dioxide or pyrolusite (Mn02) ; it also occurs as braunite or brown oxide

of manganese (Mn203) ; manganite (Mn203, H2O) ; hausmannite (Mn304)

;

and as psilonielane, which contains manganese dioxide together with

compounds of barium or potassium and frequently iron, nickel, or cobalt.

Manganese carbonate also occurs in quantity sufiBcient for its use as a

valuable ore in Germany ; and knebelite and manganiferous garnet, both

silicates containing iron and manganese, have found special application

in the manufacture of spiegel iron. Pyrolusite and braunite have been

the important manganese ores of the United States until recently, when

a hydrated variety of psilomelane called "wad " or " bog manganese"

has become an article of commerce. The terms used by dealers to dis-

tinguish the various ores of manganese are frequently different from

those given here, and much confusion exists. For a discussion of this

550
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subject the reader is referred to " Mineral Resources of the United

States, 1882," page 425.

Localities in the United States.—The extent of the manganese deposits

in the United States is unusually great when couipared with the depos-

its in other lands. They occur irregularly distributed through the

eastern States from Mainfe to Georgia. Mines were formerly worked

for bog manganese in several well known localities in Knox, Oxford,

and Hancock counties, Maine. Bog manganese is again met with,

though sparingly, in New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Ehode
Island, New York, and Pennsylvania. From Maryland to Georgia black

oxide of manganese is much more common than bog manganese, al-

though the latter is met with occasionally in Virginia and North Caro-

lina. These deposits of black oxide are the important sources of Amer-

ican manganese. The most northern deposit is near Brookeville, Mont-

gomery county, Maryland. This was formerly worked, but no manga-

nese ore is now mined in MaryJand.

Proceeding southward, the Crimora mine at Crimora station on the

Shenandoah Valley railroad, Augusta county, Virginia, ranks as the

most important mine in the United States. In 1867 a stock company
bought the land containing this mine from Mr. Flannigan, of Charlottes-

ville, for $3,000 ; as soon as operations for mining were actually begun,

the mine was valued at 124,000. The stock company continued mining

until 1869, when the total receipts showed a loss, owing to lack of ex-

perience in the managers. From May, 1869, to April, 1882, the mines

were alternately either idle or worked by Mr. Samuel W. Donald in the

interest of the stock company. On April 29, 1882, the mines were leased

for five years to Messrs. James B. White & Co., of Pittsburgh, Penn-

sylvania, who have put in new machinery and increased the yearly prod-

uct about fourfold. During the early years the ore was shipped to

England and Belgium
; lately it has been used in making spiegel iron in

this country and for making bromine on the Ohio river. An analysis

of the Crimora ore, made by Prof. Andrew S. McCreath, is given below.

The analysis was apparently made from aparticularly good specimen and

cannot be said to represent the average value ofthe ore. It serves how-

ever to indicate the nature of the impurities met with in manganese ores.

Analysis ofpyrolusite from the Crimora mine, Virginia.

V

Manganese dioxide
Manganese oxide..
Ferric oxide
Cobalt oxide
Nicliel oxide
Zinc oxide
Alumina
Baryta
Lime
Magnesia
Phosphoric acid . .

.

Alkalies
Silica ,

Water

Per cent.

81.70
7.28
.55
.35
.09

. .62
.90
.83
.88
.63
.17
.47

2.13
3.40
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Manganese is found at as many as thirteen other points in Wythe,
Giles, Bland, Campbell, Louisa, Nelson, and other counties of Virginia.

The mines in Pittsylvania and Nelson counties are especially large.

At Goshen Bridge, Eockbridge county, mines have been opened from

which 20 tons per day can be furnished.

In North Carolina manganese ores (pyrolusite and wad) are met with

in Cherokee, Catawba, and Cabarrus counties, but not in large quantity

and of a hard quality. As a rule these hard ores are coincident with

poor ores, because pyrolusite is softer than the less valuable manganite

and bra unite. In South Carolina deposits have been found at Hard
Labor creek, and a project is on foot to obtain manganese from the

Dorris mine.

The chief rivals of the Virginia ores are those of the " Etowah re-

gion," Bartow county, Georgia. A Virginian named Euckman dis

covered manganese at Cass station, Bartow county, and recognized a

similarity between these ores and those of Virginia. In 1867 the prop-

erty was bought for mining purposes by Mr. M. G. Dobbins, who has

furnished the following information : In 1870 the mines were rented to

a company of New York capitalists who extracted about 5,000 tons of

ore from less than one-half acre of land, without going deeper than 40

feet. The property has now gone into the hands of the Bartow Man-
ganese and Manufacturing Company, with $30,000 i)aid stock. The

company consists of M. G. Dobbins and others. Nearly the whole year

has been spent in placing machinery in position and in other prepara-

tions for work. The indications *are that the ore will find sale in Pitts-

burgh. A small quantity has been shipped to England. The following

analyses give a fair idea of the average character of the ore. No. 1

is a sample analyzed in New York ; No. 2 is taken from a lot of ore

shipped to England.

Analyses of pyrolusite from the Etowah region, Georgia.

Manganese oxide
Iron peroxide
Graphite
Silica
Alumina
Lime
Magnesia
Sulphur
Phosphoric acid ,

Water and carbonic acid.

Manganese available for chlorine

No. 1.

Per cent.

80.00
.54

.60

.13
.90
.15
.027
.33

17.00

No. 2.

Per cent.
• 80. 58

15. 72:

1.34
1.32;

99. 677

65.35

At Woodstock station, Calhoun county, Alabama, about 2,000 tons

of manganiferous ore, containing 30 jxt cent, metallic iron and 23 per

cent, manganese, were mined for. the Woodstock Iron Company, of
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AnuistoD, Alabama, for making spiegel iron. The production has ceased

;

no ore was mined in 1883 or 1884. Tlie deposits at Caudutclikee, Clay

county, have never been mined. In Dixon county, Tennessee, there

are more extensive deposits, but not rich enough to be used for the

manganese alone.

Eecently an effort has been made to obtain manganese from the de-

l^osits knov/n to exist in Arkansas. The following history of these de-

posits is due to Mr. A. M. Evans, general superintendent of the White
Eiver Mining Company : The discovery of manganese ore in Arkansas

was accidental. About thirty years ago a Colonel Martin, of Tennessee,

bought lands in Independence county, and finding pieces of manganese
ore, had them analyzed, and called the attention of the iron masters in

England to the discovery. The civil war put a stop to further opera-

tions. The deposits lay untouched until three years ago, when Mr.

E. H. Woodward began working them, and now several companies

are engaged in the enterprise. The ore, which is black oxide of man-

ganese, occures in "pockets" in an ellipitical belt of land, the major axis

of which extends for 15 miles through Independence and Izard counties,

beginning 3 miles from Batesville. Its minor axis is from 6 to 8 miles

long. The ore is found resting upon Silurian limestone. Much of it is

on the surface, and the cost of mining is said to be very small. The
following are analyses, the first of a picked sample, the other three

samples of carloads

:

Analyses of manganese ore from Arlcansas.

Metallic manganese
, Metallic iron
'Silica

Phosphpras

No. 1.

JPer cent.

62. Oil

1.05
1.00
.01

ISTo. 2.

Per cent.

49.06
3 04
4.00
.12

:so. 3.

Per cent.

.52. 26
3.52
2.11
.098

ISo. 4.

Per cent.

55.02
2.05
2 00
.15

Dp to the present little has been done in sending the ore to market,

but after an era of prospecting, several companies have been organized

and mining operations have actually begun. It is probable that not

more than 5,000 tons have ever been mined from these deposits. The
Ferromanganese Company, of which Mr. E. H. Woodward is president,

has mines about 12 miles from Batesville ; it employs some twenty men,
with eight or ten teams, and has shipped about 50 tons of ore. The Ar-

kansas Manganese Mining Company, composed principally of Messrs.

W. C. Whitthorne, John C. Brown, and Jerome Hill, all of Tennessee, has
made some shipments of ore to Saint Louis, and is preparing for ex-

tensive operations. Mr. A. M. Evans represents a corporation known
as the White Eiver Mining Company. This comj)any has shipped about

200 tons of ore. The White Eiver Mining and Transportation Company
controls a very large body of manganese lands, and has commenced
operations. Besides the comjianies named, the firm of Hunton «& Gibb,

pf Batesville, is making preparations for active work. The industry is
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in the experimental stage, and many questions remain for decision by
practical tests before the true importance of the new field can be de-

termined.

There are many deposits in Virginia which once gave promise of great

value but, for one or another slight objection, are not mined. Aside

from the usual considerations of the percentage of manganese, amount

of ore, cost of getting it out of the ground, freight to a manufacturing

center, etc., is the one of whether the possible impurities will prevent

its use in the manufacture of steel. For the other uses of manganese

the supply from the eastern States fully equals the demand. But the

attempt to use some of these eastern ores in steel making has not been

markedly successful so far, because of the phosphorus which the ores

contain. A small amount of this substance in steel renders it " cold

short," that is, brittle when cold, and more than counteracts the benefi-

cial effect of the manganese. Heretofore Spanish iron ore, containing

small amounts of manganese and remarkably free from phosphorus,

has been used for steel. The analyses given of the Arkansas ore indi-

cate that it may not contain too much phosphorus to act as a valuable

substitute for the imported ore. If this proves to be true it is probable

that Arkansas will exert a powerful influence on the whole industry,

whether the ore can be brought to market as cheaply as the Virginia

ore or not. It is evident from the amount of capital invested that the

necessary tests will soon be made.

Manganese minerals are again met with on the Pacific slope. The
following information has been furnished by Mr. G. G. Yale: Manganese
is found in heavy deposits in California and Nevada and occurs in greater

or less quantity in the Eocky Mountain region. The only deposit that

has been worked to any extent is on Red Eock island in the bay of San
Francisco, concerning which nothing further is to be said than was given

in "Mineral Resources of the United States, 1882," no ore having since

been mined from this or any other manganese deposit on the Pacific

coast. The following comprise the other localities in California where

the mineral has been observed : Near Angel's Camp and at Eailroad

Flat, Calaveras county; abundantly at Corral Hollow, Contra Costa

county; near Saucelito and Tomales, Marin county ; Sweetlaud, Nevada
county ; Mount Saint Helena, Napa county ; at Argentine and Mum-
ford Hill, Plumas county ; near Colton, San Bernardino county ; Bernal

Heights, near the city of San Francisco ; at several places in Santa

Clara and Sonoma counties ; and near the town of Columbia, Tuolumne
county, where pieces of ore weighing 100 pounds or more have been

picked up on the surface of the ground.

Foreign sources.—The manganese ore occurring in Nova Scotia has an

important bearing on American industries on account of its exceptional

freedom from iron, which makes it valuable for neutralizing the green

tint imparted to glass by iron. According to an article by Mr. Edwin
Gilpin, read before the Eoyal Society at the Ottawa meeting, this pure

pyrolusite is found in Hants, Colchester, Pictou, and Cape Breton coun-
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ties, in quantities sufficient for profitable miuiuj?. Some of these ores

are said to contain 95 per cent, manganese dioxide and mere traces of

iron. Small amounts are regnhirly imported by glass manufacturers at

prices quite out of proportion to native ores.

In Germany, Sweden, and Russia local deposits are used by iron

manufacturers, but when i)articulai'ly jiure ores are desired all these

countries import from the rich deposits in Spain and Portugal. Car-

thagena, Huelva, Marbella, and Bilboa are the principal shipping ports,

and England particularly obtains large amounts of ore from these

points.

Production.—The statistics from many of the small mines of Virginia

and J:^orth Carolina are practically inaccessible. It is therefore impos-

sible to determine exactly the total quantity mined, but the amount for

1<S83 and 1884 can be stated as 18,000 long tons to a very dose approxi-

mation, of which 8,000 tons were mined in 1883 and 10,000 in 1884. Of
this amount Virginia furnished fully three-fourths, Arkansas a fifth, and
the balance was contributed by Georgia and North Carolina. In former

years Virginia furnished nearly all the manganese mined in this country.

The following table gives the actual number of tons obtained from the

Crimora mine, which furnishes by far the largest part of the Virginia

supply

:

Production of the Crimora mine, Virginia.
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Value.—During the year 1883 the price of black oxide of manganese

in tlie United States ranged from $11 to $16 per ton, according to the

percentage of manganese. The total value of the year's production was

about $120,000. The price declined in J.884, and manganese ore con-

taining 75 per cent, manganese dioxide is now worth $12 per ton at the

mines, or 27 cents per metallic unit delivered at Pittsburgh or Johnstown.

The total product of 1884 may also be valued at $120,000. The cost of

mining varies from $5 to $10 per ton in the eastern States. It is claimed

that the Arkansas deposits which occur near the surface can be mined

for $1.25 per ton.

Imports.—Manganese ores are imported from Nova Scotia, as already

mentioned, for use in the manufacture of glass. Some manganese also

finds its way into this country in the form of iron ore containing about

20 per cent, manganese. It is brought from Oarthagena and Marbella

as ballast by vessels seeking cargo. The importations from 1869 to 1884,

inclusive, are given in the following table

:

Oxide and ore of manganese imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1869
to 1884 inclusive,

Fiscal years ending June 30

—

1869.
1870.
1871,
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

Quantity.

Pounds.

1, 226, 157

1, 507, 448
1, 119, 893

386, 408
1, 326, 136
3, 068, 634

554, 372
1, 864, 968

1, 283, 457

2, 225, 936
1, 425, 274
1, 151, 531

Value.

$11, 864
10, 685
12, 321
9,768

12, 466
16, 992
16, 300
5,805

15, 747
31, 571

12, 094
19, 825
20, 432
38, 879
28, 952
24, 326

in 1884
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Value of manganese ore ejcported from the United States, 1809 to 1884 inclusive.

Value.Fiscal years ending June 30-

1869
1870
1871
1873
1874

Value.

$43, 382
56, 125

7,760
41,075
9,939

Fiscal years ending Juno 30-

1875
1876
1878
1883
1884

$2, 261
1,030
3,569
6,165
1,802

TJtilization—The uses for manganese ores may be grouped under two

heads : (1) those iu which the oxygen combined with the manganese is

used, and (2) those in which manganese itself is sought. For the first

group only ores which are rich in manganese dioxide are used. When
heated strongly or treated with powerful acids, this substance serves as

a convenieut source of pure oxygen. More frequently it is used as an

''oxidiziug agent," that is, to give up oxygen to some other substance,

rather than to furnish oxygen in the elementary form. Thus chlorine

and bromine are prepared by this oxidizing action of manganese dioxide

in the following way : It is extremelj^ difficult to separate these elements

from others with which they are ordinarily in combination ; it is com-

paratively easy, however, to obtain the compound of chlorine known as

hydrochloric or "muriatic" acid from ordinary salt by treatment with

sulphuric acid. When this substance is warmed with manganese

dioxide, oxygen from the latter combines with the hydrogen of the acid,

leaving part of th.e chlorine free. Large amounts of manganese are

used annually for this purpose, in England particularly. The manga-

nese is converted by this process into manganese chloride, which serves

as a convenient substance from which all the other salts of manganese

can be made, A brown and a black pigment can be obtained indirectly

from it by heating it in contact with air. A green pigment is made by

heating manganese carbonate, obtained from the chloride, in closed

vessels. The beautiful violet color which manganese gives when fused

with phosphoric acid salts led to the manufacture of a violet pigment

called manganese or ISTurnberg violet, from these same chlorine residues.

" llosenstiehPs green," obtained from this source, is used somewhat for

printing on paper. It has been .found that certain of the salts corre-

sponding to manganese chloride hasten the oxidation of linseed oil. Thus

when linseed oil is boiled with manganese dioxide, the addition of man-

ganese borate aids in the desired oxidation. The most important use

of these waste residues from the chlorine manufacture is in preparing

potassium and sodium permanganates. Formerly native manganese

dioxide was fused with potassium chlorate and potassium hydroxide,

but the finely pulverized oxide obtained from manganese chloride is

easier to convert into permanganates. This permanganate of potassium

is used not only for purely chemical purposes, such as the preparation

of specimens and the oxidation of various substances in analytic

chemistry, but also for technical purposes in determining the value of
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iron ores, in bleaching leather and textile iiabrics, for the preparation

of oxygen according to Motay's process, and for sanitary purposes as

a powerful disinfectant. But these uses do not consume all the

manganese chloride which continually results from the manufacture of

chlorine. It is customary, therefore, to reconvert manganese chloride

by Weldon's process into a substance capable of oxidizing hydrochloric

acid. By this means the same manganese is used repeatedly. Were
it not for this, the demand for manganese ores would probably be more
than doubled. Bromine is made in a similar way, and about one-fifth of

the manganese ore mined in the United States is used at Pomeroy and

other places on the Ohio river, in the West Virginia and Ohio salt district,

for making bromine. Thus far no attempt has been made to regenerate

the manganese so used in America. Until recently nearly all the native

ore was used for one or another oxidizing purpose in this country, or

shipped, for similar use, to England. Meanwhile large amounts of

manganese were imported to furnish manganese to the Bessemer steel

works. There has been prejudice against American ores on account of

the phosphorus they contain. Within the last few years, however, the

manufacture of steel has consumed the greater part of the native ore.

In just what way manganese proves advantageous in making steel has

been an interesting subject of discussion, but one in which it is ex-

tremely difficult to obtain facts
;

partly because steel manufacturers

are not ready to reveal the secrets of their industry, and also because

there are great dijQferences in the views held by authorities. The fol-

lowing will serve to indicate at least the main features of this subject

;

further information will be found in the treatises on metallurgy by

Percy, and in " Steel, its History, Manufacture, and Uses," by J. S.

Jeans, from which much of what follows has been taken

:

It was known in quite early times that certain iron ores furnished

pig iron from which particularly good steel could be made; it was

shown, later, that this ore contained oxides of manganese, but it was

barely suspected that it was the manganese which gave the improved

character to steel, until, in 1839, Josiah M. Heath found as the re-

sult of many experiments that when a small amount of manganese

is introduced into steel of poor quality in the melting pot, the steel

is uniformly improved and can be welded to iron with facility. The

enormous change which this discovery effected in the English man-

ufacture of steel is sufficient testimony to the correctness of Heath's

claim that the quality of poor steel is improved by the addition of

small amounts of metallic manganese. It became possible by its aid

to dispense with Eussian and Swedish iron and use the inferior English

iron. The use of manganese became general, and \t has been calculated

that a saving in the cost of steel amounting in all to $10,000,000 had been

effected by 1855. When the Bessemer i^rocess of making steel was

introduced it was found that the finished metal contained as much
phosphorus as the pig iron from which it had been made. It was "cold
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short," and the effort was made to add some substance which would

overcome this objection either by removing the i^hosphorusor by counter-

acting its effects. For several years Bessemer was unable to do this,

and was obliged to use i)ure Swedish pig iron in his process. In 1856

Kobert Mushet added to the iron made in a Bessemer converter a small

quantity of cast iron containing manganese, and found that good steel

could thus be made from very impure cast iron. He recommends adding

from 1 to 5 per cent, manganese to the metal, according to the degree

of hardness desired in the resulting steel. This process immediately

became a general one, and now a certain amount ©f i:»ig iron containing

manganese is always introduced just before Bessemer steel is finished.

In the manufacture of open-hearth steel also, manganese is used, so

that at present manganese in the form of an alloy with iron is always

added to Bessemer and oijenhearth steels befgre these are finished.

But as to the exact function of manganese many opinions have been

expressed. Both Heath and Mushet j)roposed to add nearly 3 per cent,

of manganese, but usually steel is found to contain less than 1 per cent.;

it is therefore evident that the larger part finds its way out of the iron

again, and if it produces any beneficial effect this must be sought in

some reaction which it aids during its removal, by which the steel loses

some impurity. It has been shown that sulphur can be removed to a

considerable extent when manganese is introduced into a Bessemer

converter. The majority of metallurgists believe, however, that the

great benefit is due to the removal of oxygen from the finished steel.

It is impossible to distribute the air of the blast perfectly through the

molten metal, and hence some oxide of iron will be formed in one por-

tion of the steel before all the carbon has been removed from another;

the manganese introduced will oxidize more readily than iron, and
will reduce any oxide of iron that is formed. The oxide of manga-
nese is either blown out of the converter in a fiocculent mass or

unites with the slag, and thus leaves the steel in a more homogeneous
condition. The amount of phosphorus in steel is not changed by the

addition of manganese, but it seems that its deleterious effect is not so

apparent when a small amount of manganese is present. According
to Mushet nothing is gained bj^ adding manganese to steel which con-

tains no impurities. The present opinion seems, therefore, to be that

manganese is valuable (1) in deoxidizing steel, (2) in aiding the re-

moval of sulphur, and (3) in counteracting the effect of phosphorus.

The best form in which to introduce manganese into grteel would un-

doubtedly be that of the pure metal; but manganese is so difficultly

fusible and oxidizes so readily that it is impracticable to reduce it from

its ores
;
pure manganese, therefore, is never used. It is much easier to

reduce a mixture of the oxides of manganese and iron and thus obtain

an alloy of these metals, which is usually called " spiegel iron" when
the manganese is less than 15 or 20 per cent., and " ferromanganese "
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when it exceeds this percentage, though in practice the terms are some-

times used indiscriminately.

Manufacture of Spiegel iron is carried on largelj^ in Germany, France,

and England, and lately has become a feature of American steel works.

The following account of its manufacture is taken by Jeans from an

article by Forbes in the Journal of the British Iron and Steel Institute :

The ores used for making spiegel iron vary in the different countries.

In Germany it is made entirely from manganiferous spathic carbonate

of iron; in Eussia it is reduced from ferruginous oxides of manganese;

and in Sweden it is jjroduced by smelting a mixture of knebelite and
manganiferous garnet, lioth of which minerals are compound silicates

of iron and manganese. In one point, however, the methods all agree

;

namely, that in all these ores the oxides of manganese and iron, if not in

actual combination as compound silicates or carbonates, are at any rate

in a very intimate admixture with one another, and therein lies one of

the most important features connected with this manufacture. Until

the year 1872, wherever true ores of manganese had been added to the

usual charge of a blast furnace with the expectation of obtaining spiegel

iron rich in manganese, it was found as a general rule that only a small

fraction of the manganese combined with the iron, the major part being

carried off in the slag. For this reason, when it was desired to pro-

duce a cast iron containing much manganese it was deemed requisite

that this metal should be added to the charge in the shape of some

strongly ferruginous compound, thereby facilitating the process of re-

duction, since a mixture of the two oxides (of manganese and iron) is

much more easily reduced to the metallic state, and so enabled to

unite with the iron, from the rest of the charge, than oxide of man-

ganese alone, which, unless the heat is very intense and the reducing

action of the furnace nearly perfect, is extremely apt to go into the

slag in the state of silicate, from which it can subsequently be recovered

only with great difficulty. The oxides of manganese are very much
less easily reduced and require more time as well as a much higher tem-

perature than the oxides of iron, and hence it follows that in making

spiegel iron particular attention should be paid to the following points:

1. The mineral used as a source of manganese should be in itself

highly charged with iron, so as to facilitate and insure the reduction of

as large an amount of the manganese contained in it as possible.

2. The charge of the furnace should be highly basic, or, in other

words, an excess of limestone, or preferably burnt lime, should be used.

3. The working of the furnace should be much slower than is usual

in iron smelting, in order to allow more time for the redaction of the

oxides of manganese.

4. The temperature of the blast furnace should be as high as possible,

using as hot a blast as can be obtained, and as coke admits of the use

of a sharper blast, and affords greater heat, it is to be preferred to

charcoal in this manufacture.
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Eussian spiegel iron is smelted with charcoal and is known for its good

quality. In order to increase the amount of manganese in gray pig iron

which already contains 1.2 per cent, of manganese, so as to obtain spiegel

iron, 12 to 15 per cent, of pure native oxide of manganese (pyrolusite)

has been added, producing a low spiegel iron containing from 6 to 6 per

cent, metallic manganese.

In Sweden spiegel iron is made by smelting a mixture of knebelite and

manganiferous garnet containing an average of 42 per cent, iron and 13

per cent, jnanganese with equal parts charcoal and coke, the ore being

fluxed with 30 per cent, limestone. The ore frequently contains visible

particles of galena, pyrites, and zincblende, but it is stated that no sul-

phur is found in the spiegel iron, although the slag, which has a peculiar

yellow-green color when the furnace is working well is said to contain

4 per cent, sulphur, and up to as much as 16 per cent, oxide of man-

ganese. The ordinary spiegel iron made at Schisshyttan, Dalecarlia, is

superior to the average German product, and contains an average of 13

per cent, manganese, with about 4 per cent, carbon, or 5 per cent, car-

bon and silicon. Occasionally it has been as high as 17 per cent. Alex-

ander Keiller, the manager of these works, informed Forbes that he

was, in 1872, producing spiegel iron which averaged 15 per cent, man-

ganese, with only 2.5 per cent, carbon, but that this metal was altogether

different in appearance and could not be made to assume the crystal-

lized, bladed, reflecting fracture peculiar to spiegel (specular) iron, and

from which its name is derived. The characteristics of good spiegel

iron are thus described : (1) A highly crystalline structure with large

and smooth cleavage planes
; (2) a tendency to iridescent tarnish, and

(3) a chemical analysis showing 10 to 12 per cent, metallic manganese,

which is quite sufficient for ordinary purposes, about 4 per cent, com-

bined carbon, less than 1 per cent, silicon, not more than 1 per cent,

phosphorus or copper, and only traces of sulphur and other elements.

Uncombined carbon in the form of graphite should not be present.

The following analyses of spiegel iron represent the character of the

best kinds imported into 'Sew York in 1868, 1869, and 1873 :

Analyses of imported spiegel.

1868. 1869. 1873.

Iron
Manganese . . .

,

Copper
Nickel and cobalt
Silicon
Carbon
Sulphur
Phosphorua
Alammom
Calcium

2 M E- -36

Per cent.

85. 57
I

9. 142
I

.032
!

.005
I

.068
!

5.048

.037

.082

.015

99. 999

Per cent,

84. 455
10. 625
.0H4
.005
.368

4.304
.002
.044
.045
.016

Per cent.

84. 122
10. 5C8
.036
.004
.268

4.907

.104

.032

.021

100. 062

Per cent
84. 869
10. 223

.031

.002

.384
. 4. 461

.001

.027

.012

Per cent.

100. 010

11. 130
.279

.039

Percent

10.22
.20

.06
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Subjoined are some further analyses of spiegel iron given by Hackney
in the "Proceedings of the Civil Engineers, April, 1875:"

Analyses of other foreign spiegels.
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It has been found beneficial in making soft steel to add 1 per cent,

of manganese ; but as spiegel iron contains 4 to 5 per cent, carbon,

too much of this latter substance would be introduced into the steel if

Spiegel iron were used to furnish the manganese. An alloy called " ferro-

manganese," containing a larger proportion of manganese and no more

carbon, is therefore necessary.

Ferromanganese.—In general, when the amount of manganese in iron

exceeds 20 per cent., it is no longer called spiegel iron, butferromanga-

nese 5 the distinction is due, however, not so much to the proportion of

manganese to iron, but to the i)rocess of manufacture. Spiegel iron is

made in the blast furnace, and this has been the method of preparing it

since its first use in the iron industry. But no matter what proportion

of manganese ore is used, it is extremely difficult to introduce more than

10 per cent, of manganese when a flux with considerable silica is used.

When a greater proportion was desired it was the custom until recently

to resort to one or another modification of a jjrocess originated by Bes-

semer, in which the desired reduction of manganese ores is effected in

crucibles. This process, as first introduced on an industrial scale by

Prieger, of Bonn, consists in heating a mixture of manganese dioxide,

small lumps of cast iron, powder, lime, glass, and charcoal in a graphite

crucible. The higher the temperature the richer is the resulting alloy

in manganese, so that it is practicable at the highest temperature of a

reverberatory furnace to obtain an alloy with 60 per cent, manganese.

A process invented by W. Henderson, of Glasgow, and largely used at

Terre Koire, dispenses with crucibles. An intimate mixture of manga-

nese carbonate, iron oxide, and powdered charcoal is heated red hot for

several hours in the reducing flame of a Siemens furnace. By this

means a metallic sponge is obtained. By raising the temperature to

white heat, the sponge melts, giving" ferromanganese containing 20 to

30 per cent, manganese. Several patents obtained in late years contain

only unimportant modifications of these processes. But since 1873 the

use of coke in blast furnaces and a highly basic slag has made it possi-

ble to produce ferromanganese containing 60, and even 80, per cent, of

manganese by the blast-furnace process. The use of coke aids in ob-

taining a temperature sufficiently high for the reduction of manganese,

and the basic slag does not carry off much manganese with it. It was

formerly the custom to use manganese dioxide in the blast furnace, but

this is reduced to manganic oxide in the upper part of the furnace by
carbon monoxide from the reduction going on below. This causes such

overheating of the throat of the furnace that the gases cannot be col-

lected. The manganese ores are therefore reduced to manganic oxide in

a separate furnace.
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The following analysis will show the constitution of ferromanga-

nese : (a)

Analysis of ferromanganese.

Manganese
Iron ,

Carbon
Silicon ,

Copper
Phosphoms
Snlpnnr

Percent.

69.64
23.45
6.21
.28
.14
.06

Trace.

99.78

The manufacture of spiegel iron and ferromanganese in the United

States.—Up to the present time the greater part of the spiegel iron used
in the Bessemer steel process in this country has been imported from
Europe. The largest quantity imported in any one year was 25,000

tons. In 1870 the manufacture of spiegel iron was undertaken by the

New Jersey Zinc Company, of Newark, New Jersey, which has furnaces

each 20 by 7 feet, with a combined annual capacity of 5,000 long tons.

The spiegel iron made by this company is said to be equal to the best

that is imported, and is therefore readily sold. The following are two
analyses of it

:

Analyses of American spiegel iron.

Iron
Manganese .

Phosphorus
Silicon
Carbon

Per cent.

83. 250
11. 586
.196
.367

4.6.2

100. 031

Per cent.

83.23
11.67
.19
.99

4.02

100. 10

It is said that pig iron quite rich in manganese is made at several

furnaces in the United States, but not of a quality that will justify its

use as spiegel iron. In 1875 the Bethlehem Iron Company and the

Cambria Iron Company commenced to make spiegel iron from Spanish

ores. In the same year the Woodstock Iron Company, of Anniston,

Calhoun county, Alabama, undertook to make spiegel iron from the

Alabama ores. The manganese ores which they used contained some-

what over 20 per cent, metallic manganese ; these were smelted with

iron ore containing 58,25 per cent, iron, 8.56 per cent, manganese, and

1.42 per cent, phosphorus. Samples of the product, taken for analysis

on the following dates, were found to have the following composition

:

a Hofmanu'ti Entwickelung der Chemie, page 849.
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Analyses of Spiegel iron from Woodstock, Alabama.

565

December
10, 1875.

January
6, 1876.

February
1, 1876.

February
3, J 876.

Iron
Manganese
Carbon
Silicon
Phosphorus

Total

Per cent.

85.11
in. 18
3.66
.95
.10

Per cent.

85 98
8 14
4.83
.88

.17

Per cent.

80.37
14.33
4.94
.38
.18

Per cent.

73.86
20.69
4 32
.93
.17

100. 00 100.00 100. 20 99.97

The enterprise has not proved remunerative at this place; about

2,000 tons of manganese ore were used in all. No spiegel iron was

made here in 1883 or 1884. A successful attempt to make spiegel iron

was made at the Bessemer works, in Pueblo, Colorado, in 1883. At
present the chief producers of spiegel iron are: The Edgar Thomson
(Carnegie Brothers) Steel Works, the Bethlehem Iron Company, the

Cambria Iron Company, the Brier Hill Iron and Coal Company, the

Lehigh Zinc and Iron Company, and the Passaic Zinc Company.

The manufacture of ferromanganese was attem])ted some years ago

at the Diamond furnace, in Georgia. It did not prove successful. The
only other attempt to utilize native manganese ores in the production

of ferromanganese was made in August, 1884, at the Edgar Thomson
Steel Works, at Bessemer, Pennsylvania. At this time, blast furnace

A began making ferromanganese instead of spiegel iron. The product

is said to contain from 80 to 90 per cent, of metallic manganese, and 92

per cent, has been reached. The daily product is from 45 to 50 tons.

Besides supplying their own steel plant, Carnegie Brothers are thus en-

abled to supply the open-hearth furnaces of neighboring steel works,

and it is probable that this new departure will materially lessen, if not

suppress, the impoitation of ferromanganese.

RadjieWs manganese steel.—In ordinary steel the proportion of man-

ganese seldom exceeds 0.5 per cent., and 1.5 per cent, is the maximum
which has been added in the ordinary processes of steel manufacture.

Eecently, however, Mr. Robert Hadfield, of the Hadfield Steel Foundry

Company, Sheffield, England, has claimed that steel containing from 7
' to 30 per cent, manganese is harder,.stronger, denser, and tougher than

ordinary steel, even when the latter has been forged and rolled, and in

addition he believes this steel to possess properties which will make it

exceedingly valuable for many purposes for which ordinary steel is not

now used. In order to make this steel, melted ferromanganese (Mr.

Hadfield recommends that containing 80 per cent, manganese, and as

low as possible in carbon, silicon, and other foreign bodies) is added to

iron which has been nearly or quite freed from carbon, or to molten

steel. The mang^ese is thoroughly incorporated by stirring, and the

steel is poured into ingots or other suitable molds. The percentage

of ferromanganese to be used must be varied according to the use
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to which it is to be put. No absolutely exact proportions can be

given. To produce a steel suitable for armor plates, sufficient ferro-

mauganese to give 10 per cent, of manganese in the steel should be

added; for wheels, axles, or railroad plant, say 11 per cent.; edge

tools, 12 per cent. It is claimed that the metal when melted is very

thin and mobile, casts without misrunning, does not settle as much
as ordinary castings, and does not draw, particularly at the junc-

tion of the thin and thick parts. The steel is sa;id to be tough

without forging, rolling, or hammering. An ingot with 9 per cent,

manganese which had not been forged was bent IJ inches in 2J feet

before breaking. Hammered samples from this ingot gave a tensile

strength of 42 tons (94,080 pounds) and 20.85 per cent, elongation.

Besides unusual toughness the steel is very hard ; specimens containing

9 to 10 per cent, manganese can be drilled, etc., but not so readily as

ordinary steel, while it is practically impossible to drill or turn those

containing higher percentages. An ax made from 19 per cent, steel cut

through f-inch iron. If iuture investigation of such manganese steel

shows that it can be made regularly with the properties claimed for it,

there is little doubt that it will be a valuable addition to the varieties of

hard steel now in use.

Other alloys ofmanganese.—Alloys of copper, such as brass and bronze,

may be rendered denser and harder by the addition of manganese; if

more than 8 per cent, of manganese is added its presence is indicated

by the gray color of the alloy, which then becomes brittle. A beneficial

efl'ect is also observed when manganese is added to bronze or brass

which is impure from the presence of copper oxide; manganese oxide

is formed, which rises to the surface and may be removed. These alloys

of manganese have received considerable attention in England in

late years and have come into quite extensive use in the place of gun

metal for main bearings, top and end brasses, crank pins, etc., on large

steamers, and it is probable that the extension of the manganese inter-

ests will be in this direction during the next few years.

J



CHROMIUM.
By David T. Day.

History of the chromium industry.—Just as the industry of nickel and

cobalt has been developed entirely in one locality, Camden, ISTew Jersey,

so the chromium industry has found its development entirely in the

neighborhood of Baltimore, Maryland, and one firm has been instru-

mental in bringing it to its present condition, although the industry has

spread to the Pacific coast, and the firm has reached the fourth genera-

tion. About sixty years ago it became known to Mr. Isaac Tyson that

chrome iron ore occurred on his farm at Bare Hills, Baltimore county,

Maryland. His son, also named Isaac Tyson, who was engaged in the

inining business, began working out the ore and shipped it to England.

In 1833 he entered into an agreement with an Englishman of reputed

scientific ability to begin the manufacture of paints, for which the

chrome ore was decomposed and transformed into various pigments.

The knowledge of the Englishman proved inadequate, and the venture

was not successful. Mr. Tyson, although actively engaged in business

pursuits, then began to study the various processes for working up

chrome ore and similar substances, supplying the want of scientific train-

ing by most assiduous study of the scattered literature which France

and other countries could furnish relative to such subjects. Meanwhile

chrome ore was again shipped to England, this being the only demand
for it until about 1843. The deposits at Bare Hills never furnished much
ore; they were rapidly exhausted, and, the trade with England being

once started, inquiry was made for new deposits. Wherever ore was

reported it was at once investigated, and, if valuable, controlled by Mr.

Tyson. In this way ore was discovered and worked out in large quan-

tities at Soldier's Delight, Baltimore county. In Harford county an

enormous deposit was found which furnished ore steadily for more than

forty years. In Cecil county ore was again found, and another large

deposit at Wood's mine, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania. When this

deposit and others in Delaware and Chester counties were reached, Mr.

Tyson feared that more mines might be discovered than could be oper-

ated by himself, the English market might become overrun with ore

and leave no sale for his own product in Maryland. To make an inde-

pendent market, therefore, for his ore, Mr. Tyson again applied his study

to manufacturing, and with such phenomenal success that . the works

established in 1845 for utilizing chrome ore still monopolize thechromium

industry in the United States. At first the yearly amount of chromium

567
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salts made was insignificant, but gradually they replaced the importa-

tion from England, until finally the Baltimore chrome works supplied

this country entirely.

The secret of success in the "Tyson works" lies in some unpublished

feature of their method of decomposing chrome iron ore. This substance

resists the action of most chemical agents to an exceptional degree.

Until the year 1820 chrome iron ore was decomposed by roasting with

potassium nitrate (niter). In that year Kochlin introduced certain

chromium salts in the process of Turkey-red dyeing, and they soon were

employed for a variety of purposes, especially in connection with dyeing

wool. The increased consumption led to improvements in the decom-

position of the ore, and potassium carbonate was introduced in the

manufacture, instead of potassium nitrate; the oxidation was effected

by atmospheric oxygen in reverbcratory furnaces. About the year 1845

an important improvement was made by Stromeyer in the introduction

of a certain quantity of lime together with potassium carbonate. Not

only was a saving of alkali effected, but the oxidation was rendered

easier, inasmuch as the whole mass did not fuse, and therefore remained

porous and more capable of absorbing the atmospheric oxygen, {a) As

at present understood, therefore, the decomposition of chrome ore con-

sists in powdering the mineral by means of good millstones, heating it

for some hours in a reverbcratory furnace with potassiam carbonate and

lime in certain proportions, and dissolving out the chromium from the

fused mass by water, in the form of potassium chromate, which is con-

verted into bichromate by sulphuric acid. This operation is put down

in the text books as comparatively simple; but in the past twelve years

no less than fifteen attempts have been made to establish works for de-

composing chrome ore, in Philadelphia, New York, and Boston. It is,

however, an extremely difficult matter so to regulate the manufacture

as to produce potassium bichromate at the present market price. This,

by long experience and devices known to itself, the Baltimore firm is

able to do.

Domestic sources.—Chromium is found iu irregular deposits in several

widely separated districts in the United States. Its presence is usually

indicated by the associated serpentine rock. The two districts which

have an important bearing on the industry are located one in Maryland

and Pennsylvania and the other iu California. Of these the Maryland

district begins in the Green Spring valley, in Baltimore county, and

extends through Harford and Cecil counties, ending in Lancaster, Dela-

ware, and Chester counties, Pennsylvania. In this district the deposits

occur irregularly through the counties named. Bare Hills and Soldier's

Delight, near Owen's Mills, in Baltimore county, have furnished some-

what more than 5,000 tons of sand ore. Eeed's mine, in Harford county,

furnished over 100,000 tons. Wood's mine, in Little Britain township,

a Roscoe and Schorlemmer's Treatise on Chemistry, Vol. II., part 2, page 171.
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Lancaster county, Pennsylvania, is an old and well-known deposit,

from which considerable ore has been sent to Baltimore. Low's, Line-

pit's, and Jenkins's mines are also noted deposits, in Fulton township,

Lancaster county. In Chester county chromium is found in Elk and

Nottingham townships. It is also found in Middletown and Marple

townships, Delaware county, Pennsylvania.

1 few isolated occurrences of chromium ores have been noted, though

not mined, in States north of the Maryland district : in New York, at

Phillipstown, Putnam county, and at Wilke's mine, Monroe, Orange

county; Iti Massachusetts, in Blandford and Chester townships, Hamp-
den county; in Vermont, in Jay, Troy, and Westfield townships, Orleans

county.

South of the Maryland district chromium is found in Virginia, at

Drainesville, near the Potomac, in Fairfax county. Quite recently a

deposit of chrome ore was reported in Jackson county, North Carolina,

which, as stated in the last report, promised to yield ore of better qual-

ity than any other in the eastern States. The deposit has not, how-

ever, been worked up to the present. Chrome ore is known to occur in

small quantity in North Carolina, in Guilford county; at CuUasaja,

Higdon's, Elijay's creek, and Moore's mine, Macon county, and in Yan-

cey, Clay, Mitchell, Burke, and Watauga counties.

Until about three years ago, the Maryland district included in it

nearly all the mines from which chromium was obtained, but since then

an entire change has been made in th'e supply. The eastern mines

have been practically abandoned, and now all the ore comes from the

more recently discovered deposits in Califarnia. Fifteen years ago

Messrs. Tyson & Sons were informed by their attorney in West Ches-

ter, Pennsylvania, that his brother, living in Del Norte county in the

extreme northwestern part of California, had discovered chrome ore on

his farm. About this time Mr. Simpson, a Baltimore merchant, urged

the Tysons to aid him in working gold mines of reported immense value

in Arizona. \ surveyor was sent by the Tysons to Arizona with Mr.

Simpson to investigate the supposed gold deposits. They proved worth-

less, and after Mr. Simpson had been killed by hostile Indians, the sur-

veyor thought it best to investigate another region and examine the

reported chromium deposits in California. They proved to be horn-

blende rock without value, but by a mere accident, which has always

been a feature of chromium- discoveries, he found a large deposit of

chrome iron ore in another part of the county. For some years past

the deposit has been worked and large quantities of ore have been ex-

tracted by the Tyson Mining Company, and as yet there are no signs

ofexhaustion in this field. Following the discovery in Del Norte county

came that of ore in Sonoma, San Luis Obispo, and Placer counties ; and

chromium is now known to be common throughout California, having

been noticed in more than half the counties of the ^tate. The unde-
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veloped deposits aud mere croppings are, in fact, too many to admit of

their enumeration here. Chromium also occurs elsewhere on the Pa-

cific coast, bat to what extent or of what quality has not been deter-

mined, no attempts at utilizing it having been made except in Califor-

nia, where it has been mined and shipped to eastern markets at the

rate of about 3,000 tons per year since its discovery. The deposits in

California most entitled to notice, because of their magnitude, good

grade, or the extent to which they have been worked, are the follow-

ing : Kear Litton Springs, Sonoma county, from which there were ex-

tracted some years ago about 2,000 tons of ore, cost of mining and de-

livering at San Francisco about $4.50 per ton, average price obtained

about $9 per ton ; Sow Divide copper mines, Del Norte county, from

which there were taken some years ago several thousand tons of good

chrome ore—no work has been done there lately ; Campo Seco, Cala-

veras county, a good article and in large quantity. This last-named

deposit can be worked to good advantage when the narrow-gauge rail-

road now in course of construction shall reach Campo Seco. In San

Diego gulch, in the same county, there is said to be an isolated mass

of chrome iron that will weigh thousands of tons. From the chrome

mines of San Luis Obispo county the largest amount of ore has been

shipped, the total exceeding 15,000 tons. This was a number of years

ago, no shipments having been made lately from that county owing

to the low prices of chrome ore. Most of the chrome now being ex-

tracted in California comes frOm Placer county, from which shipments

have averaged in 1883 and 1884 about 2,000 tons per annum. Just now
this industry is much depressed in California, but with prices slightly

improved it would more than regain its former activity. All of the

sources utilized are as a rule worked by the Tyson Mining Company.

Other companies are also engaged in the work of extracting ore in a small

way. It is taken by wagons to the nearest railroad and transported to

San Francisco. If not already the property of the Tysons it is all

bought by them and shipped in sailing vessels by way of Cape Horn to

Baltimore. A small amount is exported.

At present there is no indication of exhaustion in the California

mines, aud yet every effort is being made to discover new deposits, for

the reason that these deposits are not found iu veins or leads from the

direction of which new mines can be predicted, but in isolated pockets

of all sizes, sometimes yielding only a few pounds and sometimes many
thousand tons. The miner is never sure but that the next day may find

his deposit exhausted or the quality of the ore no longer profitable.

The only rule that has been found is that the ore is richest at the sur-

face and decreases in value as the mine become deeper. The value of

a mine decreases very rapidly with the depth ; for, in addition to the

cost of getting ore to the surface and of keeping out water from the

mine, the ore contains less chromium. The mines in the eastern States
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are by no means exhausted j the reason why the California ores have

been substituted is because they are nearer the surface and therefore

richer. As the cost of grinding and decomposing the ore is the same

for rich as for poor grades the rich ores are more profitable
;
moreover

the higher the percentage of chromium in the ore the easier is its de-

composition.

The general results of over one hundred analyses of ore found in Cali-

fornia may be given as follows

:

Del Norte county
Napa county
Placer county
Tuolumne county
San Luis Obispo county
El Dorado county .

.

Chromic
oxide.

Per cent.

39 to 45
42 to 46
35 to 55
44 to 45
38 to 60

20

Foreign sources.—Ores of the same character as those of California

are found in Turkey, Eussia, and Asia Minor. From this last source a

small quantity of ore annually finds its way to Baltimore. The amount,

however, is small and irregular. JSfearly all the ore which supplies the

Scotch and French manufactories of chromium salts comes from Eussia.

The ore is mined in Siberia and transported to St. Petersburg on rafts

down the various watercourses. These rafts start on their journey in

the spring, are frozen up all of the next winter, and reach their desti-

nation the second summer. The rafts are sold for lumber and the ore

is shipped to England. By this means ore is mined in a remote region

at small expense; without this cheap system of rafting competition

with American ores would be impossible.

Character of the ores.—Chromium occurs as a constituent of sev-

eral minerals. Crocoite, for example, is chromate of lead ; the green

color of the emerald is due to traces of chromium ; while penninite,

chromic mica or fuchsite, and other minerals owe their color to this

metal. But the ore from which chromium is always obtained is chro-

mite or " chrome ironstone." Its composition may be expressed by the

formula FeCr204 ; but part of the chromium may be replaced by iron,

or the iron may be partly replaced by magnesium, and the replacements

are found in ore far removed from the surface of the ground. Alumi-

num is also sometimes present, and silica is often found in the sand

ore, or ore containing the chromite in the form of small grains. The

purest ore is found in lumps weighing sometimes several pounds.
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Production.—The following table represents about the amount of ore

mined in the last three years ; it is all from California

:

Production of chrome ore in California.

Years.
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Chromate and hichromate ofpotash and chromic acid imported and entered for con$umption

in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal yeara ending Jane 30

—

Chromate and bichro-
mate of potash.

Quantity. Value,

Chromic acid.

Quantity. Value.

Total
value.

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
^BSB
1884

Pounds.
875, 205
777, 855
877, 432

1, 235, 946
2, 170, 473
1, 174, 274

1,121,357
1, 387, 051

1, 417, 812

1,665,011
2,471,669
1, 929, 670

2, 624, 403
3, 505, 740
4, 404, 237

2, 449, 875

1, 990, 140

2, 593, 115

$88, 787
68, 634
78, 288

127, 333
223, 529
220, 111

178, 472
218, 517

183, 424
175, 795
264, 392
211, 136

221, 151

350, 279
402, 088
261, 006
208, 681
210, 677

Pounds.

514
922
44
45
120
13
32

$3
8
5
49
276
13
22
45
10
35

5



TUNGSTEN.
By David T. Day.

The only source of tungsten discovered since the list of localities

was published in "Mineral Eesources of the United States, 1882," page

431, is at Irish creek, Eockbridge county, Virginia. The occurrence of

wolframite at this place was discovered by Mr. W. G. Brown and an-

nounced in the American Chemical Journal, Vol. 6, page J 85. It is found

with cassiterite in the closest connection with quartz. The tin-bearing

veins in which the wolframite is found, have been followed to a depth of

from 12 to 20 feet. They run northeast and southwest conformably with

the common strike of the rocks of the Blue Eidge, but sometimes nearly

at right angles to this. The wolframite is found in rough crystals or

irregular masses, mixed with the products of its disintegration, in all

stages of weathering, from the almost fresh unchanged mineral to red

ocher. In some specimens the cassiterite is wholly imbedded in these-^

decomposition products. The Charles Lane mine, at Monroe, Fairfield

county, Connecticut, is regarded as the most important source oftungsten

in the United States. - In this mine wolframite and scheelite occur with

the sulphides of iron and copper. The mine has been worked for gold

and argentiferous galena, and wolfram is sometimes saved. In 1872

about 1 ton of wolfram was mined. This was the largest amount ever

obtained at one time, though several small quantities have been mined

since, chiefly for experimental purposes. In 1874 the Booth mine, located

1^ miles due east of the Lane mine, was opened, and since then indica-

tions have been obtained of larger amounts of tungsten minerals than

in the Lane mine, but none has been mined. The information in regard

to these deposits is due to Mr. Minot Booth, of Monroe, Connecticut.

ISTo effort has been made to mine the small amount of wolfram and other

tungsten minerals known to exist at Mine la Motte, Missouri. About
30 pounds of wolfram have been obtained from the Einstein silver mines,

]0 miles west of Fredericktowu, Missouri.

There has been some inquiry for tungsten minerals during 1884, which

brought out the fact that dealers can furnish powdered wolframite con-

taining 39 per cent, tungstic acid for 12 cents per pound. It can also

be imported at 8 cents per pound containing 35 to 55 per cent, tungstic

acid. The chief impurities in the imported ore, which is an impor-

- 574
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tant consideration for Use in making steel, are given in the following

analysis

:

Partial analysis of German wolframite.

Tnngstic acid
Iron
MaDganese .. .

.

SnlpEur

Per cent.

67.26
11.08
7.03
.49

It is understood that an attempt is about to be made to manufacture

steel containing a small amount of tungsten in one of the steel works
near Philadelphia. It is evident from the amount of sodium tungstate

sold in England and Germany, for rendering fabrics and even woodwork
fireproof, that this use of tungsten is increasing.



PLATINUM.
Domestic sources.—Platinum has been found in small quantities in

various parts of the country, associated with free gold in placer depos-

its. Indeed its distribution has been almost co-extensive with these

deposits, but iri most localities the quantity is altogether too small to

admit of economic working, and it is only from the placers of the

Pacitic slope, north of the Central Pacific railroad, that it has been pro-

duced in merchantable quantity. The following are the localities at

which most of the platinum heretofore collected in California has been

procured : Hay fork, a branch of the Trinity river, occurring here in fine

grains, mixed with the placer gold, to an extent sometimes sufficient to

reduce the value of the gold by 8 to 10 per cent. ; on the North fork of the

Trinity platinum is less plentiful but occurs in larger grains, the largest

pieces ever found weighing between 2 and 3 ounces; in Butte county,

in the hydraulic mines around Cherokee and Oroville, occasionally for

nine parts of gold found in this locality one part is found of platinum

and its allied metals ; in Mendocino county, in Anderson valley, l^ovarro

river; in Plumas county, on the principal forks of Nelson creek and at

Badger and Gopher hills ; on the Salmon river, and in the beds of the

larger streams in Sierra, Trinity, and Del Norte counties ; on the ocean

beach between capes Blanco and Mendocino ; on the Merced and Tuo-

lumne rivers. Going farther north the amount of platinum increases.

On the Oregon coast the jiroportion of gold to platinum in the placers is

sometimes 5 to 1, and in rare instances the amount of platinum equals

the gold. Platinum has been reported as occurring in Idaho, and in the

Black canon, and on the Agua Frio, in Arizona, though the occurrence

in the latter Territory is not well authenticated.

Foreign localities.—The most important sources of platinum are the

hydraulic mines at Nizhne-Tagihlsk and Goro-Blaqodat, in the Ural

mountains, where the ore is found with chrome iron ore in serpentine.

About 80 per cent, of the world's production comes from this source.

Next in importance are the gold washings of the Pinto, in the province

of Antioquia and the headwaters of the Atral river in the United States

of Colombia, where it is bought by the traders in inland towns and sent

to Buenaventura, thence to Paris ; about 15 per cent, of the entire prod-

uct comes from this source. In Brazil the ore is found in the province

of Minas'Geraes, associated with syenite. It is found also in the Natoos

mountains in Borneo, in Hayti, Peru, India, Australia, and in the sands

576
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of the Oliaudiere river in Quebec. It has been noticed lately in a quartz

vein impregnated with gold-bearing iron pyrites, which was struck

when deepening the shaft of the Queen of Beauty Gold Mining Com-

pany's mine, Thames gold district, New Zealand. The interest in this

deposit lies in the fact of the extreme rarity of platinum ores in place.

Character of the ore.—Platinum "ore," as it is called, contains all the

metals of this group, together with iron, copper, titanic iron ore, etc.

It is sometimes, though seldom, found crystallized in cubes and octo-

hedrons, but more usually in rounded or flattened grains or "sand"
having a metallic luster ; occasionally in large nuggets. The ore is very

rarely found in place, but mixed with placer gold sands. The speci-

mens containing the largest proportion of platinum have been found in

Brazil. The following are analyses of platinum ores made by Deville

and Debray. (a) California ore sometimes yields the refiner only 50

per cent, of its weight in pure platinum.

Analyses of platinum ores.

Chico,
South

America.

Califor-
nia.

Austra-
lia.

Urals.

Platinum .

.

Gk)ld
Iron
Iridium
Rhodium .

.

Palladium .

Copper
Osmiridium
Sand

Total

Per cent.

86.20
LOO
7.80
.85
1.40
.50
.60
.95
.95

Per cent.

85.50
.80

6.75
1.05
1.00
.60
1.40
1.10
2.95

Per cent.

61.40
1.20
4.55
1.10
1.85
1.80
1.10

26.00
1.20

Per cent.

76.40
.40

11.70
4.30
.30

1.40
4.10
.50

1.40

100.25 101. 15 100. 20 100. 50

The substance termed osmiridium (iridosmine) is an alloy of osmium
and iridium, which is separated by its insolubility in nitro-hydrochloric

acid. The sand mentioned contains quartz, chrome-iron ore, hyacinth,

spinel, and titanic iron.

Production.—As early as twenty-five years ago the miners of Cali-

fornia, finding small quantities of platinum sand in their sluices witb
the gold, were induced to collect and save it, under the impression that

it commanded a higher price than was actually the case. Hence, dur-

ing the first few years of placer mining in the State several hundred
ounces of platinum, alloyed and mixed with the other associate metals,

were annually sold in San Francisco. Latterly, however, with the de-

crease in hydraulic mining, the amount has been much less, reaching
not more than 100 or 200 ounces per annum. For this platinum sand
75 cents per troy ounce is paid, the purchaser (there is but one at pres-

ent at San Francisco) shipping it to London. No attempt has been

a "Annales de Cliimie et de Physique," third series, Vol. 56, page 449.

2 M R 37
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made in San Francisco to refine the sand or to put it in shape for man-

ufacturing.

The production of platinum in the United States during 1883 is esti-

mated at 200 troy ounces, and in 1884 at 150 troy ounces.

Imports.—The platinum used in this country' comes almost entirely

from Eussia, principally through the agency of Johnson & Mathey, of

Covent Garden, London, who have been for many years the largest re-

refiners of i)latinum in the world. Occasional importations are also

received from Quennessen, Le Brun, and F. Desmontis et Cie., Paris.

A trifling amount of ore is imported from Buenaventura, South Amer-

ica, and refined, with other platinum, by Baker & Co., of Newark, New
Jersey. The other dealers either import altogether or manufacture

platinum vessels from plate and scrap. From one-half to three-quarters

of the imj)ortations consist of platinum ranging from chemically pure to

that containing 1 per cent, of other metals. Nearly all of the balance

is alloyed with 5 per cent, of iridium, for the purpose of making it harder

and more elastic ; while a small proportion contains a little higher per-

centage of iridium, ranging as high as 10 per cent, of the latter metal.

The price of refined platinum has risen steadily during 1883 and 1884.

In the early part of 1883 the importers' price was $6.50 to $7.50' per

troy ounce, according to the quantity bought ; at the close of 1884 the

price was $7.50 .to $8.50. The following table gives the importations

from 1867 to 1884

:

Platinum imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—

Manufact-
ures of.

Unmanufactured.
]

1 Vases or
retorts,

Quantity. Value. etc.

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
J882
1883

290
184
648
48
310
43
143
173

6
11

241
73
964
290

1,731
4

None.

Pounds.

3, 125. 60
3, 104. 15

2, 846. 00

$95, 208
80, 014
99, 984

108, 244
91, 472
90, 771

123, 293
141, 188
141, 207
81, 925

120, 121
166, 178
217, 144
273, 343
285, 731
298, 799
289, 898

$20, 274
22, 004
16,294
22, 470
21, 816

9

59, 698
18, 082
7,421

18, 611

50, 133
84, 209
41,827
21, 292
48, 452
92,967
83,112

Exports.—Platinum is occasionally exported, principally in the form

of used-up sulphuric acid stills which are sent to Europe for repairs.

Some scrap is also exported. The following table gives exports since

1880

:
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Value of platinum exports.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—
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mission assembled to reconsider the question of platinum coinage, in

order to dispose of the large amount in the treasury. They decided

against the coinage, however, from the experience of the former at-

tempt. The purification of platinum by the mint was then abandoned,

and since that time the crude platinum industry has been free in Eussia

and the refining is carried on in other lands. The following statistics

serve to show the fluctuations in the annual yield of platinum ores in

the Urals

:

Yield of platinum ores in Russia.

Previois to 1827
1827 to 1842 inclusive
1843
1844 to 1861 inclusir*
1862
1863
1864
1865
1867
1871

PoTtnds avoir-
dupois.

Platinum is used for pins in oi'tificial teeth. Vessels of copper, brass,

etc., may be plated with platinum by welding the platinum foil to the

other metals. Dishes made in this way withstand the action of acids

even when the coating is very thin, but they are apt to scale when
heated highly. They have not come into use because of the care neces-

sary in making them. Tips of lightning rods are frequently plated

with platinum. Finely divided platinum is used as a luster in porce-

lain painting. Keflecting surfaces on glass have been made quite suc-

cessfully with a thin coating of platinum. By polishing a surface of

glass and using a coating on this for direct reflection, mirrors can be

made even when the glass is somewhat imperfect ; such mirrors in cer-

tain physical instruments have the advantage of transmitting just

enough light to enable observations to be made conveniently through]

the mirror.

As an addition to other metals platinum has never been markedly]

useful. It is itself rendered more suitable for instruments of measure-

ment by the addition of iridium, usually in the proportion of nine parts

;

of platinum and one part of iridium. This alloy is harder and less fusi-

ble than pure platinum, and compares with steel in elasticity. If the
|

proportion of iridium reaches 20 per cent., the alloy is scarcely attacked]

by nitro-hydrochloric acid.

These uses, though numerous, do not consume a large amount ofl

platinum, and the extension of the industry must be looked for in new]

uses sufficient to consume the quantity of the metal which the known
sources can furnish. Lately the use of incandescent electric lights and
also gas jets made luminous by a heated platinum spiral have caused

an increased demand for the metal, and the steady rise in price during

the last two years may be referred to this cause.



IRIDIUM
By William L. Dudley, (a)

In the year 1803, Smitlison Tennant, \\hile investigatiug the metallic

residue which remained when platinum ores were dissolved in aqua

regia, thought he had discovered a new metal. Descotils, Fourcroy, and

Vauquelin were at the same time examining similar residues, and they

also came to the conclusion that a peculiar metal was present ; but,

however, in 1804, Tennant announced to the scientific world that he had

proved the presence of two new metals in these platinum residues, to

one of which he give the name of iridium, on account of the irides-

cence of some of its compounds ; and to the other, the name of osmium

(derived from the Greek Sffp.-^, smell), because of the peculiar odor which

its volatile oxide possessed.

Occurrence.—The geographical distribution of this metal is quite wide

;

it is found in California, Oregon, Eussia, East India, Borneo, South

America, Canada, and Australia, and in small quantities in France,

Germany, and Spain. The principal source of supply, however, is Eus-

sia, where it is found associated with platinum and gold in the placer

mines of the Ural mountains. Iridium is found in considerable quan-

tities in the platinum ores, in the forms of platiniridium, which is an

alloy of platinum and iridium, and osmiridium or iridosmine, which is

an alloy of osmium and iridium. The platiniridium occurs in grains,

and sometimes in small cubes with rounded edges. The iridosmine is

usually found in the form of flat, irregular grains, and occasionally in

hexagonal prisms. The composition of these minerals is shown in the

following analyses

:

Analyses of platiniridium and osmiridium.
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It is impossible to obtain any accurate data as to tlie production of

the metal, for the reason that in Eussia the Government endeavors to

take possession of all the ore which is mined or extracted from the

platinum ores, and it is stored in the vaults of the imperial mint. It is

said that the reason for this is that some years ago speculators were in

the habit of adulterating gold dust with finely divided iridium ore, which

frequently escaped detection until it had caused great damage to the

machiner}^ used in coining. Much of the platinum ore which is mined

in the Ural mountains is refined in Germany, France, and England,

from whence comes most of the iridium used in this country. California

promises to be a source of supply, as soon as the demand for the metal

is such as to justify the miners in prospecting for it. At present most

miners are completely ignorant of the properties and value of the min-

eral, and in consequence it is thrown away as refuse. On the authority

of Mr. Henry G. Hanks, State mineralogist of California, iridium, iridos-

mine, platiniridium, and platinum are found quite abundantly in the

river sands of the northern counties of that State. Considerable quanti-

ties accumulate in the mints and assay oifices, obtained from the cru-

cibles in melting placer gold.

Iridium ore is a source of great annoyance when mixed with gold-

dust on account of its specific gravity, which is about 19.3, being nearly

the same as that of gold. Consequently, it is impossible to separate

the gold from the iridium by the process of washing ; the separation

may, however, be made either by the amalgamation of the gold (as

neither iridium nor its ores combine with mercury), or by dissolving out

the gold in aqua regia.

In the mints these metals are frequently separated by melting the

gold' dust and allowing the molten mass to remain in the crucible for

some time, during which the iridium slowly settles to" the bottom, as it

does not alloy with the gold under such circumstances. The gold is

then poured oif from the top, and the dregs in the bottom of the cruci-

ble are found to contain the greater quantity of the iridium. The gold

contained in the dregs is then dissolved and the iridium remains in the

residue.

In the San Francisco mint 150 to 300 ounces of iridosmine is accu-

mulated annually.

Iridium is also found in the Brazilian placer gold, but no data as to

the quantity can be obtained, for the reason that few of the placer re^

gions in Brazil are systematically worked, the gold being collected

mostly by straggling miners;
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Jridium imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1873 to 1884 in-

clusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30—
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bule," and auother found the specific gravity to be 18.68 j when it is

well known that pure iridium, in the cold, is not in the least ductile or

malleable, and its specific gravity is 22.38. Alloys of platinum, with a

small percentage of iridium, can be comparatively easily melted by the

oxyhydrogen blowpipe. In a late determination Violle estimates the

melting point of pure iridium at 1,950° 0., and platinum at 1,750° C.

By the use of an electric furnace a small quantity of iridium can be

fused at a time, and the result is a porous globule.

In 1881 John Holland, of Cincinnati, Ohio, patented a process for fus-

ing iridium with phosphorus. He found that by heating iridium or

any of its ores in a Hessian crucible to a white heat, and then adding

phosphorus, the phosphorus rapidly combined with the iridium, and in

a few seconds the contents of the crucible were in a perfect state of

fusion, capable of being poured and cast into an ingot. This material

was found on physical examination to be as hard as pure iridium, and,

in fact, seemed to have all the properties of the metal itself. A chem-

ical analysis of two specimens, by Prof. F. W. Clarke, showed the fol-

lowing percentages of phosphorus

:
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This is done by an operator, who rolls the grains of iridium around with

a needle point, examining them under a magnifying glass, and selecting

those which are solid, compact, and of the proper size and shape. These
points are usually selected in the three grades, small, medium, and large,

depending upon the size of the pen for which they are intended. The
grain of iridium having been soldered to the end of the pen, it is sawed
in two (making the two nibs of the pen), and ground into the proper

shape.

Iridium is now being extensively used in alloying platinum, in the

proportions of from 1 to 10 per cent., the object of the alloy being to

raise the fusing point and increase the elasticity of the platinum. This

alloy is made by fusing platinum with a Deville and Debray oxyhydro-

gen furnace, in a lime crucible, and adding the requisite amount of irid-

ium. The mass is then removed from the furnace and forged, the fus-

ing and forging being continued alternately until the alloy is homoge-

neous.

Holland's discovery has rendered the metal available in the arts, and
many useful applications have already been made. In cases where hard-

ness and non corrosibility are the properties desired, the presence of the

phosphorus in the metal is not objectionable, but where the metal is to

be subjected to great heat the phosphorus must be removed.

The methods for working the metal are in some respects novel and
they will be briefly described. Iridium fused by Holland's process was
first used for Mackinnon pen points, which are made as follows: The
metal, after being fused, is removed from the furnace and poured be-

tween two plates of iron, which are brought suddenly together, on

the plan of a closed mold with a hinge, so that as the metal cools it

is subjected to pressure which closes the pores and makes a very com-

pact casting. The slabs for the Mackinnon pen jioints are about one-

thirty-second of an inch in thickness, and are broken uj) into small

irregular pieces which are soldered on a strip of brass and ground down
to a flat surface by means of a copper lap. The coi)per lap consists of

a plate of copper about one-half inch in thickness and 8 inches in

diameter, fixed on a spindle which is made to revolve from 800 to

1,000 revolutions per minute; the copper of which the lap is composed
is wrought copper, well annealed, and consequently very soft. In order

to grind with it, corundum or diamond dust is mixed with oil and ap-

plied to the flat surface of the lap by means of a flat steel instrument,

called a " spud," upon which pressure is applied in order to force the

corundum or diamond dust into the copper, thereby making a cutting

surface. The iridium to be ground is held against this sharp surface

of the lap, and the corundum or diamond dust gradually cuts the metal

away. As the cutting material wears from the copper lap, another ap-

plication of the corundum or diamond dust is made by means of the

"spud" as described. This operation is continued until the grinding

is complete. After the slabs are ground to a surface they are then
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drilled. In the drilling operation, the iridium is first countersunk by
means of a diamond drill, consisting of an upright spindle suitably fixed

in a frame so as to revolve freely ; the bottom of the spindle holds a

small rod of brass, to the lower end of which is set a white diamond

splint. This drill is made to revolve about 900 revolutions per minute.

The iridium is held up against the diamond with a light pressure, and

the diamond gradually makes a conical hole or "countersink." After

countersinking the iridium, it is finally pierced by means of a copper

drill, which consists of a piece of soft copper wire, which is filed down
to a point and set in a drill similar to that in which the diamond is

placed, but this drill makes about 3,500 rcivolutions per minute. Cor-

undum or diamond dust and oil are put into the countersink opening in

the iridium, and then it is held up against the piece of revolving copper.

The diamond dust or corundum, embedding itself in the copper, acts as

a cutting surface, and finally accomplishes the drilling of the hole. The
holes having been drilled in the ineces of iridium which were soldered

to the brass, the brass is finally dissolved from the iridium by means of

nitric acid ; and then we have irregular-shaped pieces of iridium, pierced

with holes. These pieces of iridium are then soldered in proper position

to the end of the Mackinnon pen, fitting into the opening of which there

is a valve consisting of an iridium-pointed wire. The iridium is then

ground to the proper shape on the outside by means of a copper lap,

consisting of three or more copper cylinders on a common spindle, making
about 3,000 revolutions per minute.

The operation of sawing iridium is carried on by means of a copper

disk, from 4 to 8 inches in diameter, made of soft thin sheet copper,

held between two clamps, placed on a spindle revolving at the rate of

about 2,500 revolutions per minute. This sheet of copper revolves in a

box which contains corundum or diamond dust and cottonseed oil. The
cottonseed oil with the cutting material adheres to the periphery of

the saw, and as the saw comes in contact with a piece of iridium it

gradually does the work. Cottonseed oil is preferred for this purpose

to any other oil, on account of its viscosity.

The application of iridium for drawplates promises to be of great

importance. There are at present, besides the iridium drawplate, the

ordinary steel plate, which is used for drawing heavj^ wire, and the

ruby plate, which is used in draAviug gold and silver wires, where it is

desirable to have them of uniform thickness. The iridium plate is

made somewhat similar to the rubj^ plate, consisting of a piece of

iridium which has been couutersuuk and drilled in the usual way to

the size of the hole required, and set in a brass plate, where it is

firmly held by a " bushing." This plate is now coming into use, and is

rapidly taking the place of the ruby plate, being equal to the ruby in

hardness and much more durable, since it is less liable to break or chip

by rough handling or heating.

Iridium knives are made for fine scales and balances, the bearing
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edge of which consists of iridium, soldered firmly to a brass body.

These are rapidly taking the place of the agate for fine chemical bal-

ances, and there seems to be no reason why they should not have even

a more extended use, since they are superior to the agate in that they

take a finer edge and thereby make a more delicate balance, and are

not so liable to crack or break. They are now being used altogether

by Mr. Henry Troemner, of Philadelphia, the scale manufacturer, for

the purpose of adjusting his weights for all of his scales.

Hypodermic needles for physicians' and surgeons' use are now made
of gold and tipped with iridium, in place of the old steel pointed ones,

which are liable to rust or corrode if not properly taken care of. The
iridium being hard will take a good edge, and is not subject to corro-

sion, as is steel.

Styluses for manifold writing are also being made with iridium points,

having decided advantages over either steel or agate. Iridium points

are also being applied to surveyors' and engineers' instruments, and in

all places, in fact, where hardness, durability, and non-corrosibility are

required. For all the above uses the iridium, alloyed by fusion with

phosphorus, is employed.

Some years ago experiments were made in order to apply this metal

to the electric light. We found that an iridium electrode used upon the

negative of an arc light would keep its shape and resist the heat, pro-

vided the positive carbon which was used with it was not allowed to

strike or fall too heavily upon the iridium negative. Since the metal at a

white heat becomes malleable, a continual pounding or striking would

gradually beat the negative out of shape. The iridium negatives aremade

by setting a piece of dephosphorized iridium in the end of a brass or

wrought-iron rod about 6 Inches long and nine-sixteenths of an inch in

diameter. The length of the iridium is about half an inch, ground coni-

cal in shape. It was found that the brass, being only half an inch from

the arc, would resist the action of the heat ; but, in some cases, where

the lamp flamed, the brass was liable to undergo partial fusion ; and in

such cases it was found desirable to put a thimble or cap of iDlatinum

over the end of the brass and just below the iridium, the platinum thim-

ble being about half an inch long.

One of the most important applications of iridium which has yet been

made is to the electrical contact points of telegraphic apparatus. These

contact points consist of pieces of copper wire tipped with dephosphor-

ized iridium, which are set in the instrument just as platinum points are

set. These contacts will outlive many platinum contacts, are not sub-

ject to oxidation or sticking as are the i)latinum ones, and all that is

necessary in order to clean them when they become dirty is to pass

over their surface an emery file or a piece of fine emery paper. These

contacts have been thoroughly tested by various eminent electricians,

and also by long continued use, and the advantages herein stated have
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been in every case fully demonstrated. The sesquioxide of iridium is

used in porcelain painting to produce line blacks and grays.

During the past three years we have been experimenting on methods

for plating with iridium, and we have succeeded in obtaining a bright

reguline deposit of iridium on base metals. There were many difficulties

encountered in accomplishing this result, on account of the power of the

metal to resist the action of the solutions. For this purpose the iridos-

mine is best decomposed by mixing it with common salt, and subjecting

it to the action of dry chlorine gas at a low red heat. The mixture of

iridosmine and salt is spread out in a thin layer in a shallow clay dish

or pan and placed in a closed muffle, which is heated to a cherry red.

The muffle is then sealed with clay or asbestus cement, so as to leave a

small opening for a tube, through which the chlorine is passed into the

muffle, and a similar opening at the opposite end for the exit of the gas.

A steady flow of chlorine is maintained for about two hours, when the

charge is removed and treated with water, which dissolves the iridium

as a double chloride of iridium and sodium. From this solution the

various well-known salts of iridium may be obtained with little difficulty.

Several solutions have been employed with success in the electro-depo-

sition of the metal, one frequently used being an aqueous solution of

the double chloride of iridium and sodium, containing about 1 ounce of

metal to the gallon of solution, to which a small quantity of sulphuric

acid has been added. This solution slowly dissolves an anode composed

of iridium which has been fused with phosphorus. An electro-deposit

of iridium is extremely hard, resembling the massive metal in every

respect. It is susceptible of a high polish, which is produced by "buff-

ing." This new art promises to be of considerable commercial value.

Price of iridium.—Iridosmine as it comes from the mines, having been

thoroughly washed and freed from " black sand," is worth from $2 to

$5 an ounce, pure iridium being worth about $20 an ounce. Selected

grains of iridosmine suitable for pen points have a market value of from

$50 to $75 per ounce, according to size and quality.

I am indebted to Nelson W. Perry, E. M., for the following bibli-

ography, which is quite complete to date:
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TIN.

By W. p. Blake.

ORES OF TIN.

The chief ore of tin, and the only ore which has yet been found in

any notable quantity in the United States, is the stannic oxide (SnOz),

known to mineralogists as cassiterite and among miners as " tinstone."

It is a hard, heavy, crystalline, or massive substance without metallic

appearance, usually of a brown to black color, and an adamantine or

vitreous luster. The streak or powder is usually a light reddish brown.

It is brittle and easily crushed, and when washed in a gold pan or in a

sluice box with ordinary earth and minerals it settles to the bottom, and

may be separated from them in the same way that gold is separated by

washing. It is about as hard as quartz, and the specific gravity ranges

from 6 to 7. It is commonly found in the older and crystalline rocks,

especially in the coarsely crystalline granite rocks and dikes.

The ore known as " wood tin " differs from the crystalline cassiterite

in its structure, being found in concentric layers or coats as if it had

been deposited from solutions. When the spheroidal masses are broken

they display a radiated, fibrous structure. It is found in the beds of

streams, or in nodular masses in trachytic rocks, having apparently

been formed in cavities throughout the mass. Cassiterite when pure

contains from 90 to 95 per cent, of the oxide of tin, there usually being

some iron, silica, and tantalic acid.

Cassiterite, as a metallurgical product, has been observed by Prof. R.

H. Thurston, and is described by Prof. A. R. Leeds (a), of the Stevens

Institute of Technology, as in needle-like crystals, not exceeding one-

fourth of an inch in length and one two-hundred-and-fiftieth of an inch

in thickness ; luster adamantine, and of great brilliancy ; color white,

and transparent; hardness over 6, scratching glass; specific gravity,

at 620 Fahr., by the bottle, 6.019, or less than the gravity of the nat-

ural cassiterite ; infusible ; insoluble in acids ; chemically a stannic

oxide containing a small amount of copper oxide. These crystals were

formed upon the surface of a mass of bronze metal which had been

poured out upon the brick floor of the foundry to cool. They appeared

to grow out of the cooling mass. The alloy contained 42.05 per cent,

of tin and 57.87 of copper.

a "Copper-tin alloys," 1879, page 344.
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A vaiiety of oassiterite coutaining 9 per cent, of taiitalic acid has

been found in Finland, and has been described by Professor Nordensk-

jold under the name of ^'ainalite."

Stannite is a sulphide of tin and copper which occurs in Cornwall,

and is known under the name of '' bell metal ore" or stannice. It has

not yet been observed in the United States.

The foregoing-named species are the chief ores of tin known. Tin

oxide is, however, found in small quantities in many other minerals,

especially in the tantalite grouj) occurring in the granitic rocks and fre-

quently closely associated with tin ores. These minerals are tantalite,

columbite, tapiolite, hielmite, yttrotantalite, samarskite, seschynite, fer-

gusonite, ferberite, and wolfram. In most of them the amount of tin is

less than 1 pei' cent. In tantalite the amount has been found to vary

from 1 to 9 per cent. A variety from Finland analyzed by Berzelius

yielded 16.75 per cent, of tin oxide. Tantalite and columbite occur

abundantly in the newly discovered tin region of Dakota, and occasion-

ally in close association with the cassiterite. Large and well-formed

crystals have been taken from the Etta tin vein. These crystals were

imbedded in feldspar, and were not directly in contact with the tin-

bearing albitic greisen, but near its margin between it and considerable

masses of feldspar and quartz without tin. Columbite or tantalite, or

both, are occasionally seen in smaller tabular crystals on the borders

of the masses of greisen ore. The largest mass of this mineral yet

known to mineralogical science was found at the Bob lugersoll claim,

in Dakota, and weighed over 1 ton. (a) It is stanniferous, and some
small masses of cassiterite were found associated with it. A sample
specimen of tantalite from the Etta mine analyzed by Professor Schaef-

fer, of Cornell University, contained 0.39 per cent, of stannic oxide. (6)

Metallic tin.—The occurrence of native metallic tin has been reported

from Siberia by Hermann (c), and from Bolivia, but it is i^robably an
artificial product. So also it is believed that the lumps of metallic

tin in Cornwall found in the earth near the site of ancient tin smelt-

works are artificial in origin. Such masses in Cornwall are commonly
known as " Jew's tin."

Stream tin.—The larger part of the tin of commerce is obtained from
stream tin. In Cornwall, at first, the tin ore was obtained solely from
the alluvions of the tin region ; and even as late as 1876 it is reported

that eight hundred persons were engaged in mining for stream tin on
Eed river. A considerable amount of ore is yet obtained from stream

deposits rather than from veins ; and at the present time the great pro-

duction of Kew South Wales is from alluvial tin ores, such as were
shown in profusion at the Centennial Exhibition, and again at Paris in

1878.

a See "Columbite in the Black Hills of Dakota," by W. P. Blake, American Journal

of Science, Vol. XXVIII., November, 1884.

b Transactions American Institute of Mining Engineers, Febrnary, 1884.

c Jour.f. Prakt. Chem., Vol. XXXIII., page 300.
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The Banca and Billiton tin is chiefly from alluvial ore, which is mined

by Chinese labor.

According to Davies (cited from Van Diest), at the alluvial tin mines

of Banca, a miner, with the aid of water, removes from 350 to 530 cubic

feet of earth in nine hours, or by estimate 120,000 cubic feet yearly,

with an average product, after smelting the black tin, of 1,200 pounds

of metallic tin. In Australia, stream-tin miners are reported to handle

10 tons of earth daily.

Associates of tinstone in New South Wales.—In New South Wales, ac-

cording to Liversidge (a), tinstone occurs in association with quartz,

mica, orthoclase feldspar, molybdenite, fluorspar usually of pale shades

of purple and green, a yellow steatitic mineral, garnet, beryl, and topaz.

The matrix of the tinstone is in places composed solely of topaz ; else-

where it is malachite, copper and iron pyrites, mispickel, tourmaline,

or schorl. Wolfram has not been seen in the same veins with the tin

stone, but occurs in other veins almost in juxtaposition. Professor Liv-

ersidge also notes that nearly all the minerals found associated with tin-

stone in Cornwall, Germany, France, America, and elsewhere have been

met with the mineral in New South Wales.

Percentage of tinstone or hlach tin in the ores of tin.—The amount of

black tin or clean tin ore in the bulk of tin stuff raised from the mines

varies greatly in different tin regions and at different lodes or mines in

the same region, but it rarely exceeds 3 per cent, of the mass, and is

generally less than 2 per cent., or 40 pounds in a ton of 2,000 pounds.

In Cornwall, for example, where the statistics of mining are carefully

kept by the Government, it is found that the average yield of black tin

in the whole mass of tin ore as mined and stamped, or prepared for

dressing, is not over 45 pounds to the long ton, or 1.95 per cent. At
Altenberg, in Saxony, the smelting ore, or black tin, is not more than

0.5 to 0.3 per cent, of the whole mass. In the Schlackenwald tin-mining

district near Carlsbad, in Northwestern Bohemia, tin occurs in greisen

rock exactly resembling the rocks at Zinnwald, and occurring in two
small conical masses of granite. One of them was worked in ancient

times. The other has been continuously mined for several centuries.

In the year 1355 there was a considerable production of tin from this

locality, and for a long time Schonfeld and Graupen were the only pro-

ductive tin mines of central Europe, (b) In 1550 the production was
800 tons from Schonfeld and Schlackenwald, and in 1580 Schlacken-

wald alone yielded from 300 to 400 tons. The rock at that time yielded

0.5 per cent, of tin. According to Keyer (c) the percentage gradually de-

creased from 0.5 in 1570 to 0.2 to 0.4 in 1850. It is stated that about

50,000 tons of tin were produced in this district during the sixteenth

« "The Minerals of New South "Wales," by Archibald Liversidge, F. R. S., page 40

[102]. Sydney, 1883.

6 Phillips, "Ore Deposits," page 321.

cE. Reyer, "Zina," 1881, page 74.
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century J
and as 300 tons of rock yielded only 1 ton of tin, 15,000,000

tons, or about 7,000,000 cubic yards, must have been worked. In 1881

the production of tin in Bohemia and in the whole of Austria was from

two mines and amounted to 1,051 tons of tin ore.

According- to Phillips and Darlington («) the quantity of black tin did

not exceed 17^ pounds per ton of ore at one of the largest mines in West

Cornwall in the year 1855. This upon the long ton of 2,240 pounds is

equivalent to 0,77 per cent. The same authorities, describing the effect-

iveness of the ordinary stamp mill in crushing tin ores, give the follow-

ing figures

:

The average number of stamps in use at the Polberro mines was 70,

and the quantity crushed in the course of five years was 106,249 tons.

This quantity averaged 20.1 pounds of merchantable black tin (per ton

of 2,240 pounds), equivalent to 0.89 per cent. The profit per stamp

amounted to £210 for the whole period or £42 per stamp per annum.

The average price of black tin was £63 2s. 4c/. per ton.

The general average yield of black tin of six large mines upon the

great flat lode of Eedruth, Cornwall, in 1876 was 2.21 per cent., ranging

from 1.47 to 3.02, as shown by the followicg table, which gives also the

output of the mines for that year and the number of pounds of clean

tinstone obtained

:

Quantity of clean tin ore or 'black tin in the tin stvff raisedfrom six mines in Cormiall in

the year 1876.

Mines.

Wheal Uny
South Cara Brea
West Basset
West Wheal Frances
South Condurrow—
Wheal Grenville

Tin stuff. Cl^^'^^'^l
^^lore. i cent.

Lonq tons.
\Long tons.

17,702
I

349
2,040 30
29,144 618
6, 652 123

19, 414 I 588
8, 500

i

138

S3, 452 1,846

1.97
1.47
2.10
1.80
^.02
1.62

2.21

ORIGIN OP TIN ORE.

Daubr^e in 1841 regarded tin ore as formed by the sublimation of the

fluoride of tin, which underwent decomposition by the agency of water
and the adjacent rocks, causing the deposition of oxide of tin. (&) He
cites the presence generally as associates of tinstone of minerals con-

taining fluorine, such as fluorspar, mica, tourmaline, and topaz, as

favoring this view. Yon Cotta says that it is the almost universal obser-

vation on the continent of Europe that the tin deposits occur mostly with

granitic rocks. This is seen in the Erzgebirge; at Schlackenwald, in

Bohemia ; in Brittany, and elsewhere. Hence, and for other reasons,

he concludes that generally tin ore originates in the older crystalline

a "Eecords of Mining and Metallurgy," page 140.

b Annates des Mines, Tome XX., 1841.
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rocks rich in silica and deep-seated iu origin, and in so far of plutonic

origin ; roclis which have solidified at great depths and consequently

binder great pressure. This conviction is repeatedly expressed in his

treatise on ore deposits, (a) He notes, however, the exception of the

tin ores of the veins in Cornwall, which, according to the observations

of De la Beche, are more recent than the Devonian and Carboniferous

iormations. Von Cotta points out that tin ore is never found in lime-

stone or dolomite.

Dr. Le lse\e Foster, of the geological survey of Great Britain, from

liis extensive and careful studies of the Cornwall veins, regards the tin-

stone of Cornwall, at least, as the result of the infiltration of stannife-

rous solutions depositing the tinstone in granite adjacent to fissures,

partly by replacement and alteration of the granite.

In a series of articles upon the tin ores of Cornwall (b) Mr. J. H.

•Collins shows that the associated minerals are nearly the same as found

"with the ore in other tin regions. Tourmaline is a common associate

and is regarded as contemporaneous in its origin, as well as quartz,

anica, and feldspar. He concludes that the tin ores have b( en deposited

in their present positions from stanniferous solutions of aqueous origin,

iind that the tin was originally derived from the surrounding rock and

afterwards deposited by thermal waters in fissures.

In the numerous tin veins and granitic dikes bearing tinstone in the

Dakota tin region all the phenomena go to show that the minerals of

the dikes, the quartz, feldspar, mica, spodumene, beryl, columbite, tan-

talite, and other associates of the cassiterite, were contemporaneous in

origin. All these minerals appear to have crystallized out of a semi-

Huid or pasty magma iu which the elements were free to arrange them-

selves from one side of the dike to the other, and to separate out by

«low crystallization. There is a banded arrangement, sometimes very

efiistinct, and again obscure ; but different from the banded structure

seen in fissure veins, where there appears to have been an open fissure

subsequently filled gradually by the flow of water depositing layer after

layer upon each side of the fissure until it became filled. In the dikes

the rude structure seems rather to be due to the crystallization of the

magma which filled the space between the walls, the difference of struct-

^ire of the portion next to the walls being the result possibly of differ-

ence of pressure or temperature, or the different temperature or con-

ditions governing the formation of one compound after another. Thus,

in the great dike or injected mass of the Etta miue, mica is generally

found next to the walls, so also at the Ingersoll, while feldspar and

quartz fill the center; but this central mass is penetrated in every di-

rection by the enormous crystals of spodumene, the cassiterite being

disseminated in bunches, but particularly in the included masses of

albitic greisen which seem to have filled the spaces left after the other

a Prime's translatiou, pages 422, 423, 485, 507, 522, 535, and 541.

h Mineralogical Magazine, Vol. V., page 121.
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minerals had assumed their form. The evidence is conclusive that the

cassiterite is not the result of later infiltration, but that it was formed,

with the other constituent minerals of the mass. It exists in the un-

changed rock as one of the constituent minerals of the rocli.

The Government geologist of Queensland states that there is an inti-

mate connection between the tin deposits of that region and metaphor-

phosed igneous dikes. These dikes are said to consist mainly of quart-

zose chlorite, and occasionaly of quartzose serpentine. They appear to»

have undergone a gradual process of metamorphism. The tin ore oc-

curs irregularly among the joint planes of the dikes. It is regarded as

possible that the tin oxide was originally disseminated in the mass of
the dike, and that it was afterwards dissolved out and redeposited

—

concentrated—in the open joint planes of the rock. The possible depo-

sition of tin ore in the fissure of the dike by ascending mineral solu-

tions is also considered, (a)

The wood tin ore of Durango, Mexico, is said to occur in cavities in

a mass of porphyry rock from which it is gradually liberated by dis-

integration.

Tin oxide in fossil hones.—In some of the stream deposits of tin ore ia

Cornwall fragments of deers' antlers have been found containing con-

siderable tin oxide, which appears to have penetrated and replaced

portions of the bone. iSpecimens are to be seen in the British museumi
and- in the Penzance museum. An analysis of one of the specimens
showed the presence of 2.G per cent, of tin oxide, and under the micro-

scope the oxide of tin and oxide of iron could be seen in the interior of
the mass. The question arises whether or not extremely small grains

or fragments of stream tin, even as fine as dust or powder, may not
have been mechanically carried into the pores of the bone.

TIN ORE IN THE NEW ENGLAND STATES.

Wew Ham/pshire and Massachusetts.—The discovery of a few crystals

of tin ore at Goshen and at Beverly, Massachusetts, has already been
mentioned. The localities have no commercial importance and have not
yielded any tin. The discovery of tin ore in place in veins at Jackson^
New Hampshire, was made by Dr. Jackson in September, 1840. The
veins he describes are small ; from half an inch wide to 8 inches in the
widest part. The tin ore is in the form of crystallized cassiterite, and is

associated with copper pyrites and arsenical pyrites, with some fluorspar

and phosphate of iron. These veins traverse mica-slate and granite in

the vicinity of a trap dike. Br. Jackson regarded them as having been
formed by the sublimation of the tin ore, and its deposition with the
other minerals on the sides of crevices in the granite and mica-slate, the
minerals filling the space from the sides to the center, where there is a
thin layer of quartz separating the vein into two equal parts. He cites

the views of Daubree respecting the origin of tin ore.

a Abstract in Engineering and Mining Journal, May 10, 1884.
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Maine.—Tiu ore has also been observed at several localities in the

granitic rocks of Maine. Dr. Jackson in 18G9 read a notice of its oc-

currence in the town of Wins]ow.(«) It occurs more sparingly in the

same State at Paris and Hebron, and at Goshen in Massachusetts, also

at Haddam in Connecticut; and at all of these localities, except per-

haps at Winslow, Maine, it is regarded as a mineralogical curiosity.

According to Dr. Hunt(&) the tin ore at Paris and Hebron occurs

with orthoclase, quartz, tourmaline, and beryl in concretionary granite

veins, which cut through the micaceous gneisses of the White Mount-

ain series of rocks. At Winslow the veins traverse an impure gray

micaceous limestone subordinate to the same gneissic series. The veins

are small but numerous, and are generally interlaminated with the rock,

though occasionally cutting across it for a short distance. The cassi-

terite is accompanied by fluorspar, a silvery white mica, ^nd a little

mispickel.

The discovery of tin ore at Winslow, Maine, did not appear to be of

sufficient importance to justify the expectation of profitable mining, but

some ten years later, or about the year 1880, other veins were found and

Mica-schist.

Siliceous matter.

Lepidolite.

^3^^ Fluorspar and tin ore.

] Lepidolite.

:J Mica-schist.

Fig. 7.—Occurrence of tin ore at Winslow, Maine.

a company was organized to work them under the title of the Maiue

Tin Mining Company, with its office at Bangor. The property was ex-

amined and described by Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, of Hanover, and by

Prof. Forest Shepherd, of JSTorwich. The ore occurs in small but regu-

lar veins, beautifully formed, and traversing a very hard and compact

siliceous and micaceous schist, and near a layer of quartzite. The mica-

schist is pyritiferous and there is no separation or clay between the

sides of the veins and the country rock. The structure is shown by the

drawing, made of full size from a hand specimen, showing the breadth

of the vein with a portion of the adjoining mica-schist on each side.

The vein filling consists of white mica or lepidolite on each wall ; then

a medial line, or mass, of fluorspar, in which the crystals of cassiterite

are irregularly dispersed. In some parts of the ^ein there are indica-

tions of a second or i)arallel layer of tinstone and fluorspar in a siliceous

band, apparently a second filling of the fissure. Other minerals, such

a Proceedings of the Boston Society of Natural History, Vol. XII., page 267, 1869.

& Transactions American Institute of Mining Engineers, Vol. I., page 373.
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as mispickel and beryl, are named as associated, and it is said that

there are at least twelve of the small veins, from one-half of an inch to

3 inches in width, traversing the mica-schist within a breadth of 30

feet. Geologically, Professor Hitchcock regards the rock formations

as the equivalents of that which carries those interesting fossils Xere-

ites, Myriarites, etc., which are really trails of creatures like annelids.

Lithologically, the rocks are slates with a few limestones and many
quartzite seams. The formation compares best with the Coos group cf

New Hampshire and the calciferous mica schist of eastern Vermont,

which carries the copper veins or masses of East Strafford and Corinth.

A shaft has been sunk on this property to a depth of 100 feet, and a

cross-cut has been made for 20 feet at the bottom and one also at 70

feet from the surface. The veins which are cut by these openings

ai)pear to be dipping toward each other at the rate of 1 foot in every

20 feet of depth, or 5 feet in the 100 feet. Four of the veins have already

become merged in two. The tin oxide crystals are found here and there

in the vein, being sometimes absent and again appearing in numbers.

Some samples of metallic tin have been reduced from the ore and some
foil has been rolled out from it. The quality appears to be satisfactory.

The company proposes to sink the shaft to a depth of 200 to 250 feet

before commencing to drive upon the veins.

TIN ORE lOCAlITlES IN THE MIDDLE AND SOUTHERN STATES.

Wew York and New Jersey.—Small quantities of tin are said to have

been detected by chemists in the magnetic iron ores of the highlands of

Kew York and New Jersey.

Virginia.—Tin ore has for a long time been known to occur sparingly

in some of the auriferous gravel drifts of the gold-bearing belt of rocks,

but it has not been found in quantity sufficient to Justify the hope of

mining it profitably until the past year. It is now reported from Eock-

bridge and Nelson counties, and in West Virginia from Mason and
Cabell counties.

In Eockbridge county the ore is found in the crystalline rocks of the

Blue Eidge on a branch of Irish creek, 7 or 8 miles from Vesuvius sta-

tion on the Shenandoah Valley railroad. Two openings had been made
before October, 1883. The locality is described by Messrs. McCreath
and Piatt, (a) Opening No. 1 shows the crystalline rocks standing

nearly vertical and consisting for the most part of quartz, feldspar (or-

tlioclase and albite), hornblende, and at a few points mica-schist. The
tin-bearing vein apparently cuts across the rock for 36 feet and then
follows the bedding. This vein is made up of white quartz with tin ore,

but the thickness is not stated. The largest piece of rich ore was not

over 2 inches in thickness, and much was not over 1 inch. A 7-inch

vein had been reported in the vicinity. The samples assayed showed

a Commnnication to tlie president of the SheDandoah Valley railroad; Bulletin Iron
and Steel Association, November 7, 1883, page 207.
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an average of 31.G0 per cent. Opening No. 2 sliows only some loose

float specimens of ore.

The Nelson connty tin district adjoins that of Eoctbridge. Veins of

good size are reported, and they are said to have been traced for a great

distance on the surface. According to Professor Campbell, of the

Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia., the ore is found

on Painter Mountain branch of Irish creek, about 1^ miles from the

Nelson county line. It is in a vein running east and west, eeveral

inches thick, and traverses a rock consisting principally of large crystals

of quartz and feldspar with some mica.

Another writer(tt) gives an extended description of the tin district

and mentions particularly several tracts of land upon which tin-bear-

ing veins have been found. Amongst these are the Cash tract, the

Grant tract at Mount Maria, the Big Hill, the Clarke tract, and the

Eobertson tract. More or less prospecting has been done over a dis-

tance of 5 or 6 miles southwesterly from these localities, but little

work appears to have been done. A company has been organized to

work some of these veins under the incorporate title of the Virginia

Tin Mining and Manufacturing Company, with Edgar Whitehead of

Amherst Court House, Virginia, president, and E. M. Cox, secretary*.

The work of sinking a shaft commenced November 17, 1884. Accord-

ing to Prof. P. A. Massie(&), of the University of Virginia, the Martha

Cash tin mines are situated at an elevation of about 2,700 feet on the

northwestern slope of the Blue Eidge, 22 miles east of Lexington, the

county seat of Eockbridge county. The veins are in a granitic rock,

consisting chiefly of coarse-grained aggregates of feldspar, hornblende,

and quartz. This prevailing granitic rock is varied by frequent occur-

rences of lenticular bedded masses of the rock known as unakyte—

a

highly crystalline coarse-grained compound of microcline, quartz, and

epidote; and again by dikes of trap. Tin ore of varying qualitj^ has

been found over an area of between 2 and 3 miles. The main lode

extends in the general direction of the mountains and rock formations

and dips to the southeast. It has "feeders "or "offshoots" accompa-

nied by trap dikes. It is apparently made up of several parallel veins

with an average width together of perhaps 100 feet and traceable on

the surface. The tin ore is in the form of cassiterite or black tin in

sheets, strings, and nodular masses in the gangue of A'eins. The color

is from light yellowish brown to dark brown, and the ore is free from

injurious minerals. ' The workable ore so far as shown exists practi-

cally altogether in lumps and veins clearly definable, the inclosing

wall being impregnated to but a slight extent and in itself, alone, is

too low in percentage to justify working." The gangue is permeated

with muscovite mica. The associate minerals, so far discovered, are

a Dr. William Robertson, in the London Mining Journal, October 18, 1884.

. b "Rejiort on the Martha Cash Tin Mines" in the prospectus of the Virginia Tin

Mining and Manufacturing Company, I88i>.
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wolfram, inispickel, aod beryl. Wolframite occurs in some of tLe veins

with the tin ore. The mispickel contains more or less gold. The fol-

lowing descriptions of the two principal openings showing tin ore are

condensed from the report cited. Beginning on the hill above the creek

"No. 2" is an open cut 100 feet long, north and south, 4 feet wide, and

10 feet at its deepest. In the middle there is an exposed ledge of ore

and veinstone 4 feet thick, consisting of ferrugiuous and micaceous

quartz seamed with strings, lumps, and masses of cassiterite through-

out the mass. Selected pieces of the tinstone yielded more than 70

per cent, metallic tin. " The entire veinstone shows a slight impregna-

tion of ore, but as above remarked as true of all the veins at their

present development, of too low a percentage to alone pay for work-

ing." Opening " No. 1" is a quarry 60 feet long, 8 feet to 10 feet wide,

in an east and west direction, with two trenches. In one of these there

is a continuous and well-defined vertical vein of crystalline cassiterite

averaging 1 inch in thickness. About a ton of this ore has been re-

moved and is of the highest grade, yielding on assay 75 per cent, of

metallic tin. " The cuts on the southern flank are impregnated to a

slight but not workable extent." Specimens from these localities were

exhibited in the Virginia mineral collection at New Orleans.

North Carolina.—Tin ore was discovered in 1883 in Cleveland county

near King's Mountain by a young man named Claywell, attending

school, whose interest in minerals had been aroused by exploring in

company with Professor Humphrey. Specimens were exhibited at the

Mechanics' fair in Boston in 1883, in the North Carolina State ex-

hibit, under the charge of Dr. Dabney. The outcrop is said to be trace-

able about IJ miles. It consists of a more or less irregular and broken

vein, or a series of small veins, traversing a decomposed mica-slate.

One vein was found nearly 3 feet wide. The ridge penetrated by these

veins is about 50 yards wide. The assays of sami)le& show a high per-

centage of tin.

Georgia.—Minute quantities of tin ore were found by W. P. Blake in

some of the residues of gold washing operatix)us in Lumpkin county,

Georgia.

Alabama.—Prof. C. U. Shepard(a) has noted the occurrence of cassi-

terite in Coosa county and its occurrence in Clay county, near Ashland,

has been described by Mr. G. W. Gesner, of New York City, and a^so

in the preceding volume of this series. (&) This locality has been worked

by a company organized and managed by Mr. Gesner. He describes

the formation as a tin-bearing gneiss, in which the ore is disseminated

both in grains and in pebble-like masses over a breadth of from 10 to

20 feet, associated with massive white quartz and limonite. There are

six nearly vertical belts of stanniferous gneiss in a breadth of 800 feet.

The amount of tin stuff in the rock is considered to range from a trace

a American Journal of Science, third series, Vol. XX., page 56, 1880.

6 "Mineral Eesources of the United States, 1882," page 434.
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up to 1 or 2 per cent. These deposits are known as the Broad Arrow
mines, and considerable development work has been done in the form

of quarries and .cuts in the hillside. Eegular work commenced March

1, 1883, and a stamp mill and concentrating works were started March
20. The tin ore was found to be so very fine that it could not be suc-

cessfully concentrated by the machines ordinarily in use for the pur-

pose. In December, 1884, aFrue vanner was set up and operated with

gratifying results, and it is now proposed with its aid to test the vari-

ous belts or layers of tin-bearing gneiss so as to determine what por-

tions can be worked with commercial results. Eleven men were em-

ployed on the mine and works in the year 1883 and ten men in the year

1884. There has not been up to this time any tin produced in a commer-

cial way, but a bar of tin from this locality was exhibited in New York in

1883. Mr. Gesner, under whose direction the work has been prosecuted

from the beginning, states that these tin bearing rocks of Alabama begin

at the granite formation in Cleburne county, and extending in a south-

westerly direction i)ass through Randolph and Clay counties into Coosa

county, where they disappear under more recent deposits. The belt is

nearly 100 miles in length and is in the center of the gold-bearing dis-

trict.

Reported occurrence in Texas,—The tin ore reported to have been found

near Fort McKavett, in Texas, has been shown by Professor Schaeflfer,

of Cornell TJniversi ty, to be brown garnet only, a mineral frequently

mistaken for tin ore by prospectors not familiar with tinstone.

Missouri.—Tin has been frequently reported from Missouri, but it is

doubtful whether it occurs there in any considerable quantity. Some
specimens said to have been found there are regarded as from Corn-

wall, England. Dr. Hunt mentions a curious replacement of titanic

acid by stannic acid in sphene or some similar mineral at a locality in

Missouri.

Reported at Lake Superior.—A few years ago tin was reported to have
been Ibund in large quantities at the head of Lake Superior, but exam-
ination by competent exp^erts proved that the representations werefailse,

and the swindle was exposed. A barren vein had been picked out and
the space between the walls was refilled with artificial stone mixed
with rich specimens and washed tin ore. The brook below was also

<jharged with foreign ore. Sami)les were then taken, with apparent

innocence, to assayers as iron ore.

TIN ORE IN THE BLACK HILLS OF DAKOTA.

The discovery of tin ore at the Etta mine.— In June, 1883, Maj. A. J.

Simmons, of Kapid City, forwarded to General Gashwiler, of San Fran-

cisco, a box of specimens of a very heavy dark-colored ore, which on

examination proved to be cassiterite in a massive form, assaying 40 per

cent, in metallic tin. A short preliminary notice of the discovery and
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of the associated minerals and the geological formation was published

in the. American Journal of Science for the montli of September, 1883. (a)

The discovery iy in the central portion of the Black Hills, in Penning-

ton county, about 20 miles southwest of Eapid City, 2 miles from Har-

ney City, and a few miles east of Harney Peak, near the backbone or

dividing range of the region. It is upon a claim known as the Etta,

on an isolated conical granitic hill rising about 250 feet above the sur-

rounding valley, and at an elevation of about 4,500 feet above the sea.

This hill is in the midst of a very rugged country, which is drained by

the tributaries of Battle creek, one of the largest streams of the Hills.

But althougli the peaks and ridges are rugged, the intervening spaces

are comparatively smooth and open, and permit the construction of

roads at small expense. The wagon road from Harney extends up the

creek to the cabins on the claim, at the foot of the peak of the mount-

ain. There is a thick growth of pine timber over the whole region, and

there is an abundance of pure water in springs and in running brooks.

The rocks, the vegetation of the valleys, and the climate all remind

one of the mountainous parts of northern New England.

Geological horizon.—The Black Hills, rising like an island in the broad

expanse of the plains, are everywhere surrounded by the outcroi)ping

edges of the sedimentary formations, from the base of the Silurian, up-

ward to the Tertiary, so far as they exist in the far West. These for-

mations dip gently away on all sides from the central nucleus of more

ancient rocks, which rise up in a multitude of irregular peaks and

broken ridges with a general northerly and southerly trend. These

rocks consist chiefly of fine-grained mica-schist and micaceous sand-

stones, traversed by veins of quartz, which are often auriferous, although

the quartz has that peculiar glassy, barren look which is seen in the

quartz veins of New England, and appears utterly unpromising for the

precious metal. The slates in some portions are highly charged with

small brown garnets, forming perhaps 20 per cent, of the mass, so that

the rocks may be said to be garnet-slates rather than mica-slates. There

is also an abundant development of staurolites and of staurolite slate.

Lithologically considered, these rocks remind the geologist of portions

of the White Mountain series of formations, and are probably the equiva-

lents of the Coos group, as described by Prof. C. H. Hitchcock, of New
Hampshire. By the geologists Newton and Jenney, in their report on

the Black Hills, the mica-schists of the whole region are referred to the

Huronian period ; and in the preliminary notice of the discovery of tin

ore in Dakota this view was accepted. Further examination of the

rocks and a consideration of the subject require a modification of this

opinion, and a reference of the rocks—at least those which abound

in garnets and staurolites—to a later period. There is a sufficient

( Sep. also tlie columns of the Engineering and Mining Journal, September 8, 1883;

aud a reprint entitled " The Discovery of Tin Ore in the Black Hills of Dakota," etc.,

by \V. P. Blake; pamphlet, 14 pp., 1883.
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breadth of formation, however, to iuclude all the formations—the Hu-
roniau as well as formations referable to the Coos group and later

rocks. In addition to the micaceous and garnetiferous slates, there is

a large development of ancient sandstones, with very regular and even

stratification and in thick beds, attaining together a thickness in some

places of 200 feet or more. No limestone beds have been observed in tlie

tin region, and the magnesian rocks appear to be absent. Toward the

central portion of this area of mica-schists granitic intrusions niP-ke

their appearance and rise in rugged peaks or long dikes in the midst

of the slates. Approaching the dominating ridges of Harney peak, the

stratified slates and sandstones give place to an irregular network of

granitic dikes, and granite rock is the chief formation. Slate is found,

however, at the very summit of Harney peak, capped by a remnant of

a dike or granitic bed, which there has a horizontal position.

The granitic masses, especially those on the confines of the granitic

area, are remarkable for the extreme coarseness of their crystallization,

the constituent minerals being unusually large and separately segre-

gated. Large masses of pure quartz are found in one place and masses

of feldspar in another; and the mica is often accumulated together, in-

stead of being regularly disseminated through the mass. It also occurs

In large masses or crystals, affording sheets broad enough for cutting

into commercial sizes. This occurrence of mica has led to consideral>le

prospecting of the region for mica, and numerous claims have been

located and worked. The quarrying for mica on the Etta claim brought

the heavy black tin ore to notice ; for Tin mountain, where it occurs, is

one of these intruded masses of coarse granite. The surrounding schists

are not greatly metamorphosed from their original condition, and the

transition from schist to coarse granite is sudden. These micaceous

and garnetiferous schists of the Black Hills in the region of Harney
City and the Etta mine have been subjected to more folding, compres-

sion, and uplift than the same formations nearer the axis of the range.

In the lower hills the troughs of the strata, or the longer axes of these

folds and wrinkles, instead ofbeing approximately horizontal, as is usual,

are on the contrary nearly vertical, or are highly inclined. The troughs

of the strata thus stand nearly on end. It results from this folding.and

upheaval that the structure or grain of the rocks, so far as it is im-

parted by the folding, is nearly vertical, and at the same time is con-

voluted; and in consequence the formations, in wearing away by erosion

and disintegration and decay, are left with a peculiarly uneven surface,

presenting a succession of pointed hills and peaks rather than a series

of nearly parallel ridges. This folded structure is the basis of the pe-

culiar topography of the country ; it is the cause of it. Even the quartz

veins jjartake of the folding, as may be seen by their serpent-like out-

crops, and become columnar masses extending to great depths, while

their surface extension appears to be comparatively limited. This is

true also of the granitic intrnsions. They appear at the Etta mine and
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in its vicinity as colmnnar bunches rather than sheet-like veins. The
structure indicates a double folding and uplift, i3rst horizontally, then

vertically. These phenomena, although apparently purely scientific in

iulcrest rather than of any "practical" significance or importance, have

nevertheless, in this case particularly, a direct economic and money
value. They go to show that the veins which, with their schistose walls,

are so crumpled up have a great downward extension. They probably

extend much deeper than their lateral extension would indicate. In

fact this is not merely a deduction from the structural form, but it is

made evident to the eye by a close inspection of any of the outcrops of

the schists in which quartz veins occur. If a fragment of quartz is

broken out from such outcrops its form is found to be columnar and

approximately cylindrical. So also the slates break out in columnar

masses and not in flat sheets.

The gold-bearing rocks of the Deadwood region have a similar struct-

ure, and the paying portions are controlled by or follow the pitch of the

folds, which pitch or inclination is, however, not so steep as in the tin

region. The granite intrusions of other parts of the Harney Peak range

are more regular and tabular, like regular dikes or veins.

Development ivorli at the Etta mine—Tn 1884 the Etta tin mine, to-

gether with the adjoining claim known as the Ferguson and several

jilacer locations, water rights, etc., became the property of a company
organized in Kew York called the Harney Peak Tin Mining, Milling

and Manufacturing Company. This company has expended a large

amount of money in opening and prospecting the Etta. Tunnels have

been run and open cuts have been made at various places so as to show

the form and extent of the ore-bearing ground. In these operations it

is estimated that over 1,000 tons of ore have been thrown out. There

are seven or eight large square piles of tin-bearing ^reisen of good qual-

ity ready for milling, besides a considerable amount of ore left mingled

with the waste in the dumps.

Grreisen rock carrying tin was cut in the west tunnel about 50 feet

below the top of the hill, and some fine specimens of massive tin ore

were found in the north cut, some of which were sent to Kew York and

also to the New Orleans Exhibition.

A lower tunnel, projected to cut the vein at a depth of 175 feet below

the top of the hill has recently penetrated it at a point about 200 feet

from the entrance of the tunnel and directly under or a little west of the

point at which the vein was cut by the upper tunnel. This sustains

the opinion based on the surface indications that the vein would prove

to be a columnar mass, and it strengthens the belief that the mass has

a great downward extension. At the intersection of this lower tunnel

with the vein a distinctly formed selvage of clay was found between

the vein and the country rock. There was also a considerable fl6w of

water from the vein after this selvage of clay was penetrated.
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Concentric structure of the Etta vein.—The Etta tin-bearing vein, meas-

uring over Its outcrop about 150 by 200 feet, has a rudely concentric

structure or arrangement of the minerals which compose it. The outer

portions next to the micaceous sandstone of the country rock consist of

both dark-colored and light-colored mica, in large quantities. The
dark-colored mica forms the outer envelope, and is apparently formed

in the granular sandstone. The tunnels and cuts made into the vein

from the side of the hill all show this mica before the ore is reached. It

varies in thickness from a few feet to 2 or 3 yards. At some points

there is a development of light-colored mica, ordinary muscovite, in

^»i'

Fig. 8.—Horizontal section of the Etta lode.

A. Band or zone of liiotite and mnscovite mica.

B. Crystals of spodnmene, with greisen carrying tinstone.

C. Greisen carrying tinstone.

D. Cential core of quartz and feldspar.

sheets several inches broad, large enough to be commercially valuable*

Passing through this zone or belt of mica, the tunnels usually enter a

mixture of quartz, spodumene crystals, and greisen rock, carrying the

tin ore in black kernels and grains. The central portion consists largely

of massive quartz and feldspar. The general form and arrangement

are shown by the annexed illustration, reduced from the maj) made for

the parney Peak Tin Mining Company by Prof. Gilbert E. Bailey, the

superintendent. From the nature of the drawing it exhibits a greater-

degree of regularity and sharper definition than can be seen upon the

surface of the hill, and the indication of the belt of greisen rock is to be
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regarded as showing tlie positiouof the irregular masses of greisen ratber

than their form. They are extremely irregular, and they fill the spaces

between the immense interlacing crystals of spodumeue.

The places at which the various bands of minerals have been cut and

exposed by openings are shown by the lines indicating open cuts and

tunnels. The central portion is chiefly quartz and feldspar. There is

also toward the outer portions of the mass a narrow belt, but irregular

and intermittent, of phosphatic compounds forming a layer of phos-

phatic minerals, allied to triphyllite and heterosite, on the borders of

the ore.

Since the discovery of tin ore at the Etta it has been found in other

similar granitic outcrops, especially at the Bob Ingersoll claim and in

the Monarch claim, each of which has been worked for mica, and also

on the western side of the Harney range, and in Wyoming.
The mineralogy of these granitic masses is extremely interesting. At

the Etta claim the massive tin ore was found near the top of the hill, in

the excavation made for mica. It was in close association with quartz,

feldspar (both orthoclase and albite), and a remarkably large variety

of spodumene. There is, in addition, the granular form of the ore, in

small crystalline grains, disseminated in the massive micaceous albite

rock of greisen, which penetrates or is inclosed in the coarse granite

irregularly.

Varieties of ore at the Etta claim.—There are thus two distinct forms

of occurrence of the tin ore at the Etta mine : (1) Massive, in bunches,

with spodumene, feldspar, and quartz
; (2) granular, disseminated in a

micaceous aggregate or greisen.

In the massive form the ore is associated chiefly with the spodumene.

It is not only in direct contact with the spodumene, but in some i3laces

actually penetrates it, so that it appears to partly replace portions of

the crystals. A specimen, weighing 1^ pounds, is two-thirds tinstone

and the remainder spodumene. Another specimen exhibits the tin-

stone traversing the spodumene irregularly. Besides this penetration

and replacement of spodumene by massive tin ore, it is not unusual, on

cleaving a mass of spodumene, to find small flattened grains of cassi-

terite in the body of the crystal, often mere stains or patches on the

cleavage surfaces. In this form it has the appearance of being a sec-

ondary deposition. Later developments show that the impregnation of

the spodumene is not general, but is confined to the neighborhood of the

bunches of massive cassiterite, which also penetrate the masses of

quartz and of feldspar in such a manner as to indicate their contempo-

raneous origin.

Of the massive form of the ore about one ton of fragments was taken

out in a short time. Some of the heavier masses weighed from 50 to

60 pounds. Lumps weighing 3 and 4 pounds were common. Most of

the larger masses were broken by the miners. They were in fact too

heavy to handle with ease. The specific gravity of selected fragments
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of this massive ore is 6.753. The streak is brownish gray. Some of
|

the masses have green films or crnsts on the surface, derived from the •

decomposition of some small grains of vitreous copper disseminated at

one side of the massive ore. Some grains of arsenical pyrites have also

been observed, but the quantity is extremely small. A peculiar hydrous

oxide of tin occurs also near to the surface. It is apparently derived

from the alteration or decomposition of the cassiterite. Columbite oc-

curs also in masses and crystals of unusual size and beauty, and is

found chiefly in the massive albite near its contact with spodumene.

It is also found in broken fragments associated with the ore which

has disintegrated from the rock, and which can be gathered from the

surface by sluicing.

The spodumene occurs in huge crystals, far larger than any hereto-

fore observed in any part of the world. They are many feet in length,

and range from a few inches to 2, 3, and 4 feet in diameter. They stand

in the midst of the feldspar and quartz in all directions, and cross and

intersect each other at all angles. In one of the open cuts these crystals

standing in the sides look like huge timbers set up to sustain the rocks.

One crystal, which is nearly horizontal in its position, shows in the side

of a drift for 36 feet without a break or deflection. The association of

cassiterite with spodumene has been observed at Hill City and in

several places in Maine.

Greisen rock carrying tinstone.—The granular or disseminated form of

the tin ore appears to be the most abundant and constant. The mica-

ceous aggregate in which it occurs consists of a mixture of small scales

of mica and of albite, also in small or granular masses, or in plates

radially aggregated. The dominant mineral is the mica, which is in

crystalline plates seldom over half an inch across, but is without well-

defined lateral planes. Its color is light greenish yellow. It is dense

and hard, and some of the plates are sufficiently clear and transparent

to permit of the measurement of the inclination of the optical axes, which

was foand to be, in air, from 75° 30' to 76°. This high angle and the

association of the mineral with tin ore and spodumene suggested the

reference of the mica to lepidolite ; but no satisfactory reactions for

lithia can be obtained with the blowpipe. The weathered surfaces re-

semble those of the Zinnwald lepidolite, being dark colored and show-

ing the edges of the crystals. Beautiful rose-colored lepidolite occurs,

however, at the Ingersoll location, a few miles distant. The mass of

greisen ore weathers well, and stands out above the other minerals. It

crops out boldly at intervals over the whole top of the mountain for a

breadth of 100 feet or more, and penetrates the coarsely crystalline mass

formed of orthoclase feldspar, quartz, and spodumene, as if it had a

separate and later origin, either by intrusion or segregation. The

grains of tin ore often occur irregularly disseminated, soinetimes at the

base of an aggregation of mica crystals at the junction with the white

^ar, and again it is found more sparingly in the midst of the mica crys-
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tals iu tbiii flattened tniDspareut i)lates, recalling to mind the inclusion

of plates of tourm'aline in the sheets of muscovite mica of New Hamp-
shire and other localities. When iu such thin plates, the color by trans-

mitted light is a light clove brown. Such small crystals are easily de-

tached by splitting the mica plates.

The mineralization of this albitic greisen with tin ore is general

throughout the mass ; at least, the tin ore can be found wherever the

micaceous aggregate crops out, as is shown by breaking off masses

from projecting points. But where large blocks of rock have been

blasted out, as in the open cut, and fresh surfaces are exposed, the

amount of ore iu different parts of the mass is seen to vary considera-

bly, and the size of the grains of tinstone also varies. The size of the

grains most abundant is generally under a quarter of an inch in diameter.

Masses are, however, found from one-half to an inch in diameter, con-

stituting in such masses more than half the weight. The proportion of

albite is also variable, and the mixture presents somewhat different as-

pects when broken from different places, but generally the fracture

shows a very brilliant uneven surface of alternate patches of the white

spar, mica crystals, and black grains of tinstone. The mica has a

splendent silvery luster.

This albitic greisen differs from the typical greisen of Europe in having

albite with the mica instead ofquartz, though the general appearance and

mineralization with the tin ore are the same. The greisen of France is

described by M. Manh^s, and later by M. Mallard in the Annates des

Mines, sixieme serie, X., 325, as formed of irregular fragments of mica

and of quartz, appearing in the mass like a pudding-stone. It occurs

at the tin mines of Vaulry, France, and is regarded as the same in ori-

gin as the veins. The tin ore of the latter locality occurs both in thin

veins traversing granite in a schistose region, and also disseminated in

the greisen. Yon Cotta describes the greisen of Zinnwald as a granular

mixture of quartz and white lithia mica without feldspar.

Percentage of tin in the greisen.—The amount of tinstone in the greisen

has not yet been ascertained in the large way by working in a mill.

Assays of small lots give, of course, varying quantities, depending upon
the selection of the fragments. Selected hand samples of the greisen

will yield from 6 to 10 per cent, of concentrate. An average, as nearly

as possible taken from the outcrops in 1883, yielded about 3 per cent, of

black tin, equivalent to 60 pounds in a ton of greisen. This is a high

average for tin ore in the large way. The average yield in the mill will

depend upon the extent to which the lower grades of ore are rejected.

It is probable that it will be found profitable to mill everything that

contains tin ore, even if some of it does not carry more than 10 pounds
to the ton, for when mined it can be cheaply milled, and it would cost

less than to sort it. Besides, there is much greisen rock which, with-

.

out showing any grains of tinstone to the eye, contains enough to pay
lor crushing and concentrating. The quantity of tinstone developed by

3 M E 39
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crushing and washing some of the masses which do not show tinstone

is surprising. At the Altenberg tin stockwerk, in Germany, the

rock mass contains tin ore throughout, though this is so finely dissemi-

nated as to be almost imperceptible; but it yields from 6 to 10 pounds

of tin to the ton and has been extensively worked. The general aver-

age of the ores raised from the mines of Cornwall appears to be less

than 3 per cent., being under 60 pounds of black tin to the short ton of

ore.

There have been several shipments to New York of sample lots of tin

ore from the Etta mine, consisting chiefly of the greisen ore. There

have been crushed and concentrated, in a large way, by Mr, Riotte, at

the JSTew York Metallurgical Works, and from the concentrate or black

tin so obtained some hundreds of pounds of block tin were smelted out

in 1884. According to the certificates of the results of tests at these

works one sack containing 100 pounds of greisen rock from the west

tunnel in June, 1884, crushed, sampled, and assayed, showed that the

average was 4.6 per cent, of black tin, equivalent to 2.95 of pure tin.

This 100 pounds of ore worked on a vanuer produced 4.55 pounds of

concentrates, which, after roasting an<l rewashiug, were found to con-

tain 70.5 per cent, of tin. A sample lot of 5 tons of greisen taken from

the dumps in July, 1884, by Professor Bailey, and forwarded to the New
York Metallurgical Works, has yielded in 1-ton lots about 4.6 per cent,

of black tin by concentration. One lot of 340 pounds weight of the

massive " kidney" ore from the Etta yielded Mr. Eiotte 44.1 per cent,

of tin. When crushed and washed, 210 pounds of clean blacjs tin, as-

saying 71 per cent., were obtained.(a)

Active mining operations for the production of ore have not yet com-

menced upon the Etta mine, but it is the intention of the comj^any to

erect extensive crushing and concentrating works, and to commence
working the mine on a large scale in the course of the year 1885. The
first production of tin commercially in the United States was from Da-

kota ore. In June, 1885, several hundred pounds of block tin reduced

from the ores brought from the Black Hills by the Harney Peak Tin

Mining Company were purchased by the Crooke Brothers of New York
City, and manufactured into foil of a superior quality.

Boh Ingersoll claim.—At the Bob Ingersoll claim a greisen rock of a.

coarser grain than that at the Etta is found, but it does not carry tin

ore so persistently. The cassiterite at this locality is chiefly dissemi-

nated in irregular bunches in albite, the masses of ore weighing from

an ounce to two or three ounces. It is not closely associated'with any
other mineral or gangue, but many minerals are found in the same dike,

especially columbite or tantalite in a large mass weighing not less than

a ton. Si)odumene has not been seen. Tourmaline is, however, very

abundant, and is common in the midst of the masses of muscovite mica.

a Condensed, from the reports and certificates of working -of the ores of the Harney
Peak Tin Mining, Milling, and Manufacturing Company.
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Beautiful lepidolite occurs also, and some of the ores of uranium in

small quantity. There is also an iuterestiug arsenical pyrites contain-

ing tin.

Western slope of Harney range.—Tin ore has been discovered also on

the western side of the Harney range, particularly on Spring creek near

Hill City, in lodes of regular form traversing the mica-slates and mica-

ceous sandstones. These lodes may be grouped in two well-defined

classes : (1) Quartz lodes carrying the cassiterite in crystalline masses

and bunches; (2) granitic lodes or dikes having approximately the

composition of granite, but carrying cassiterite in disseminated grains

or crystals, generally smaller than the masses found in the quartz and

darker in color. The cassiterite in the quartz lodes is generally reddish

browu in color and very brittle, while the cassiterite in the granitic

dikes is nearly black.

A great number of claims have been located in the Hill City district,

and several are now being actively prospected and developed by the

Harney Peak Tin Mining Company, preparatory to the erection of a

suitable mill for concentrating the ores. The locations which have al-

ready been partly opened, and from which ore in commercial quantity

has been taken, are the Mohawk, Gertie, Cassiterite, Never-sweat, Cow
Boy, and the George H. Coates. Ore on these claims was visible at the

suiface, and has been followed down as far as the excavations have ex-

tended. It is known to occur also at other claims, as the Empire and

the Harney. At the George H. Coates lode the ore is disseminated in

a granitic gangue about G feet wide, in close association with a beauti-

ful well crystallized white mica. The cassiterite is crystallized in

double pyramids with re-entering angles.

In these Hill City veins ore of a very high percentage can be selected

by hand, and it all concentrates with great ease, as there are no heavy

impurities in the veins to contend with. No combinations of tin with

sulphur or arsenic have been found in the district, and wolfram has not

yet been seen in association with the ore. The general course of the

veins and dikes is from northwest to southeast. The granitic dikes are

more regular and lode-like than on the eastern side of the range, and
the crystallization is not so coarse. There is a notable absence ot colum-

bite and tantalite. Spodumene has been found in the veins of the Tele-

graph group. The tin ore appears in all these dikes to have been con-

temporaneous in origin with the minerals forming the substance of the

dikes, for it forms a constituent part without any signs of alteration,

penetrating the mass of quartz, feldspar, and mica as an integral por-

tion. There is also a notable absence of titanic acid in the form of.

sphene, so common in the soda granites of the Sierra Nevada and the

Wahsatch mountains.

Till discoveries at Dogtown.—Discoveries of tin-bearing ^'eins have

been made by R. E. Thompson and others at a place called Dogtown,
about 3 miles below Hill City, and several locations have been made.
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Samples from these veins show a granitic or greisen-like gangue

with disseminated grains of tinstone. The principal claims are the

Carnbrea, Snowshoe, and Wild Dutchman. The Carnbrea is described

as 20 inches wide, with regular walls, and opened to a depth of 17 feet.

The Snowshoe is 24 inches wide, also with distinct walls, and traceable

for 1,800 feet. It is opened to a depth of 10 feet. The ore from the

Wild Dutchman is quartz showing included lumps of cassiterite and a

sprinkling of iron pyrites.

Tin ore has also been found on Warren's gulch, 6 miles southwest of

Ouster City, thus extending the area of the tin-bearing region far to the

south of Hill City. This discovery was made by Mr. D. P. Moore, and

several locations had been made in the month of May, 1885. Other

discoveries have since been reported.

Area of the tin region.—As the area of the tin region of the Black

Hills is being constantly extended, it is premature to attempt to define

it. It should be observed, however, that tin is not found in all the

granite rock of the region. Much uudue excitement has been caused,

and many exaggerated reports have been circulated respecting the oc-

currence of tin in the granite of Harney peak, and hundreds of loca

tions have been made where no tin has yet been found. Some of the

l^rospectors at first mistook the common black tourmaline of the region

for tin, and made wild and unfounded estimates of the inexhaustible

supplies of ore to be mined from the flanks of the granite mountains

around them. There has not probably ever been in this country a bet-

ter illustration of the value of a knowledge of mineralogy to the pros-

pector.

Stream tin in J)flA;oto.—Stream tin, or alluvial tin ore, derived from

the disintegration of the veins and rocks, occurs here in all important

tin regious, and it promises to play an important part in the future de-

velopment of the region. It is found, as might be expected, in the

watercourses which head at and near the Etta claim, on Tin mountain,

and in other places, thus giving good evidence of the existence of other

veins and sources than those on Tin mountain. On Battle creek, be-

tween the Etta location and Harney City, in sluicing for gold, a largo

quantity of heavy black mineral in grains from the size of peas to that of

pigeon eggs and larger is met with. This heavy black ore has always

been a hindrance to the placer miners on that stream, and has been

thrown away as useless. It is found to consist largely of tin ore of

good quality; some of it shows small adherent scales of mica, indica-

tive of its derivation from greisen, and some of it fs tantalite or coluni-

bite and iron ore. It is not easy to reach the bed rock along this creek,

owing to the abundant supply of water and the deficient drainage, with-

out a bed-rock flume, which has been proposed by the gold miners for

the gold alone. It is now probable that both the stream tin and the

gold will be mined together, and to much greater advantage than if

worked alone. Prospecting for stream tin along the valley of this

creek is still in progress.

I
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The ore has been found also on Iron creek, and later on Spring creek,
about Bill City, where the breaking down of numerous veins has sup-
plied the soil and the ravines with tinstone, as well as gold, for both
are collected together in sluicing. Stream tin has been taken from
Sand creek, near the Wyoming line.

WrOMING.

Tin at Nigger /a/?.—Tinstone has also been discovered in commercial
quantities in the northwestern portion of the Black Hills, near or just
beyond the line between Dakota and Wyoming, and about 40 miles from
Deadwood. It is the extreme northern prolongation of the Harney
Peak tin region. It first came to notice by finding that the heavy black
pebbles and sand which clogged the sluices of the gold miners were tin-
stone of good quality. The discovery of the tin ore at the Etta claim
directed attention to this, and in the year 1884, 5 or 6 tons of stream tin
of high grade are said to have been collected along the course of Bear
gulch and Sand creek near the Dakota line. Two or more shipments
from this stream tin have been made to New York. From one lot of 4
sacks, weighing 420 pounds, Mr. E. M. Eiotte obtained 400 pounds of
clean black tin, which yielded 194 pounds of excellent metallic tin, or
46.1 per cent. Sample bars of this tin have also been made by Mr. S.
F. Monitor, of Deadwood, who has directed attention to this locality.
In the summer of 1884 some tin lodes were discovered and many loca-
tions have been made. It is claimed in the public prints that one of
the veins is " 100 feet wide, and that it has been traced 4 miles." It ap-
pears that a tunnel has been run in for 100 feet, but the value of the ore
found is not stated.

Samples of ore and of tin have been forwarded to San Francisco by
Mr. Mark E. Hydlift', of Bear gulch. The principal claims enumerated
are the Swansea, Ohio, Crow Dog, Grace, Commercial, Eough and
Eeady, Boston, Grant, Michigan, Morning Star, and Dakota. The ores
appear to be granitic and contain cdnsiderable mica. The area of the
tin district is believed to be about 4 by 8 miles. The veins are mostly
on the divide between Bear gulch and Sand creek.

IDAHO AND MONTANA.

Extensive distribution of tin ore.—The many points at which tin ore
has been found in Montana and Idaho indicate that it has a wide and
general distribution in the granitic region of the Northwest, particularlym the Eocky mountains at the headwaters of the Missouri, and in the
western drainage, including the streams flowing from the Bitter Boot
range, especially in the Snake and the Salmon and their affluents.
In the year 1866 attention was directed to the fact that stream tin

had been found in beautiful brown grains on Jordan creek, Idaho, with
gold in the placer deposits of that stream, (a)

a "Catalogue of minerals found in California^nd the adioinTnff Statw and Terri-
tories," page 9, 1866.
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A recent discovery of " float " masses of tin ore assaying 60 per cent,

is reported from the Coenr d'Alenes, Idaho.

At the International Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876, Dr. Hill of

Glancy, Jeffersou county, Montana, exhibited a bar of tin about 6 inches

long, 2 inches wide, and 1 inch thick, which he reduced from stream

tin mined in the creek at Glancy, not far from Helena. The ore at this

place is found in the form of wood tin in small rounded light-brown col-

ored grains about the size of peas or kernels of corn. It is accompanied

by white brilliant crystals of tox>az like those with the Durango tin ore.

This wood tin closely resembles the Durango ore and that from Idaho.

Tin ore has also been found at French Bar, about 18 miles from

Helena; at the head of Ten Mile in the "Basin," and in Basin gulch.

Mr. Benjamin Franklin, of Deer Lodge, Montana, washed out some of

the ore several years ago from Petersen creek, which heads in the main
range of mountains and empties into the Deer Lodge at Deer Lodge
City. These localities were described in 1882.(a)

TIN ORE IN CALIFORNIA.

In California tin ore has been found in the southern portion of the

State in the Temescal range in San Bernardino county, southeast of

Los Angeles. This locality is generally known as the "Temescal tin

.nines," and has excited considerable attention and absorbed consider-

able money in prospecting. It is a region of granitic rocks, and tin-

stone occurs in many places, but chiefly at the Cajalca, where a shaft

has been sunk following an irregular vein or mass of amorphous cas-

siterite of a brown and black color. Some tons of this ore were taken

out as early as the year 1860, and some tin was made from it and sent

to New York. An examination of the mine and of the surrounding

region was made by Mr. W. P. Blake in 1863, who found an extensive

dissemination of tin ore in small quantity in various veinlets and small,

lodes, but particularly in a dike-like lode carrying arsenical pyrites and

oxide of tin in fine powder, of a yellow-drab color, in the weathered

outcrojis. The shaft at the original discovery, on another lode, the

Cajalca, was partly filled with water ancl was not then worked. An
analysis of the ore from this lode by Dr. F. A. Genth showed the pres-

ence of

:

Silicic acid
TiiDKstic acid ,

Oxide of tin '.

,

Oxido of copper
Oxides of iron and manganese, lime, and alumina

Per cent.

9.82
.22

76.15
.27

13.54

100. 00

According to Capt. W. Williams, who opened the mine, there was a

course of ore showing in the adit level between the two shafts for about

a " Occurrence of Wood Tiu in California, Idaho, and Montana," by W. P. Blake,

Mining and Seienti/i« Pre$8, August 5, 1882.
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50 feet in length and about 4 feet in thickness on the hanging wall of

the lode, worth, he estimated, not less thau $300 jier fathom, while the

whole breadth of the lode would i^aj to stamp. The drift, abouj: 100 feet

under the adit level, is not driven far enou'gh to be under the bunch of

ore described. Captain Williams also states that the lower drift is

driven south toward and under the Cajalca hill for a distance of 300

feet, following the lode, which will average 3 feet in thickness and con-

tains good ore in bunches. There are several small lodes or veins be-

tween the Cajalca and Temescal creek.

This region, though afibrdiug tin oxide in many places over a consid-

erable area, has not realized the hopeful expectations of those who have

made eftbrts to work it. The great cost of labor during and since the

gold excitements of the Pacific coast, and the unsettled, uncertain con-

dition of the title to the lands and minerals of the locality, have been

two of the great obstacles to success. A decision in favor of the San
Jacinto Tin Company was rendered in the United States circuit court

in April, 1885.

It is stated that tin Ore has recently been found farther south, near

San Diego. The coarse crystalline granites of the mountain range qast

of that place are not unfavorable to the occurrence of tin.

In northern California a single specimen of stream tin has been re-

ported from the alluvions of the Middle fork of the Feather river, about

3 miles above Big Bar, in Plumas county. It resembles the Montana,

Idaho, and Mexican ore, and it may have been accidentally dropped

there. Still another find of tin ore is reported by the Amador Ledger,

in December, 1884, as follows: "Col. W. T. Eobiuson and William N.

Waterman, while prospecting for gold in the neighborhood of Big Bar,

on the Mokelumne river, discovered a vein of tin some 5 feet in thick-

ness on the Amador side of the river. The ore is very similar to that

found in Durango, Mexico. The find is thought to be of great impor-

tance." Such a report requires confirmation as to the nature of the ore

as well as the extent. Garnet is often mistaken for tin ore.

FOREIGN SOURCES OF TIN.

Great Britain:—Tin mining in Cornwall is of extreme antiquity.

Some of the most important veins have been traced over an extent of

2 miles, and they vary in thickness from a small fraction of an inch to

several feet, the average width being from 2 to 4 feet, but they are sub-

ject to continued narrowing and expansions, {a) W. J. Henwood gives

the average width of the tin veins of Cornwall as 4.7 feet. The occur-

rence of stream tin with gold has been noted at the stream works in the

county of Wicklow, Ireland. (&)

The greater portion of the statistics of tin mining and smelting and
of the exports of tin and of tin ijlate from Great Britain which are herein

a Ure's Dictionary, article " Tin."

b Amei-iean Journal of Science, second series, Vol. XI., page 232, 1851.
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given, are drawn from the official publication upon Mines and Minerals

of the United Kingdom, taken from the reports of the inspectors of

mines to Her Majesty's secretary of state for the year 1883. This ex-

cellent report contains full details respecting the production of tin ore

and tin in England, and also some valuable data respecting the supply

of tin from the chief centers of production in other parts of the world.

The production of tin ore in the United Kingdom in the year 1881

amounted to 12,898 long tons 300 pounds, valued at £697,444 5s. Sd.

yielding 1,615 long tons of metallic tin, worth £839,680. This was pro-

duced in Cornwall and Devonshire, from a total of 95 mines or workings

on veins, in streams, rivers, and foreshores. The production of tin ore in

Great Britain in 1882 was 14,045 long tons, valued at £805,847. The

ore contained 9,158 long tons of metallic tin, valued, when extracted, at

£977,158. In 1883 the production amounted to 14,469 long tons, valued

at £735,189, and the metal contained in the ores amounted, when ex-

tracted, to 9,307 long tons, valued at £903,476. The tin ore from mines

was obtained from over 100 mines or mining properties, of which a list

is given in the official report showing a yield from 1 ton or less up to

1,875 tons for Dolcoath, the largest producer. The division of the pro-

duction between the mines, open works, and old mine heaps and refuse

of dressing floors is shown in the succeeding table

:

Production of tin ore in Great Britain in 1883.

Mines and other works.
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The yield of tin ("white tin") from the black tin as dressed and

smelted in Cornwall, in 1877, was about 70 per cent. This, of course,

depends upon the extent to which the impurities are removed by the

washing or dressing process. In the "Mining TJecords" of 1853 Mr.

Robert Hunt gave the average produce as about 65 per cent. In the

"Mineral Statistics of Great Britain" the metallic contents of imported

black tin ore are taken at 64 and 65 per cent., and even as high as 70

per cent. The following shows the average for the years named

:

Tears.
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of uranium, near a small vein of fluorspar. Phosphate of lime and sul-

phate of baryta occur sparingly, (a)

The same author describes the occurrence of cassiterite in the peg-

matites of Chauteloube in the quarries which have been worked for

feldspar, to be used at the porcelain works. It is there associated with

beryls, garnets, wolfram, columbite, apatite, urauite, triphylite, hetero-

site, etc.

According to the official returns of the British Board of Trade the

imports of tin ore and tin into the United Kingdom from France in the

year 1883 were 517 long tons of tin ore, valued at £24,184, and 24

hundredweights of tin, worth £95.

Austria.—The production of tin ore in 1882 was from two mines, and

amounted to 1,051 tons. At the beginning of the seventeenth century

the production of tin at Schlackenwald was about 170 tons, and at

Schonfeld 80 tons annually. The mines of these districts are not now
worked.

Germany.—The tin deposits of Altenberg were discovered in 1458,

and formerly produced 250 to 300 tons of metallic tin annually, which,

about the middle of the sixteenth century, had decreased to only 100

tons. The zwitter, or tin- stuff', is said to yield from 0.3 to 0.5 per cent,

of tin ore. The production in 1880 of tin ore from the Altenberg mines

was valued at £9,105, and from a mine at Zinnwald at £53.

Italy.—An ancient mine which had apparently been worked for tin

ore was discovered in the year 1875 about 35 miles southeast of Leg-

horn, near Campiglia. Cassiterite occurs in irregular pockets and fis-

sures in a limestone of the Lower Lias. This mine was probably worked
bj^ the Etruscans and ancient Eomans. In 1877 the mine yielded 21

tons of tin ore. Another mine, east of Monte Fumacchio, produced in

the same year several tons of inferior tin ore. In 1878 these mines pro-

duced 31 tons of tin ore, worth £384 ; in 1879, 2 tons, worth £10, and
in 1880, IG tons, worth £128.

Spain.—Tin ore occurs in veins and in placers in the provinces of

Orense and Pontevedra. The veins traverse mica-schists and horn-

blendic rocks, and seldom exceed 7 inches in width. The veinstone is

quartz, with some mica. Tin ore occurs also in the provinces of Sala-

manca and Almeria. In Cartagena tin ore is found in lenticular deposits

in Permian slate. In 1880 only one mine was productive, <^and, accord-

ing to Phillips, yielded about 12 cwts. of black tin. According to the

official returns of the British Board of Trade 200 tons of tin ore, valued

at £1,000, were imported from Spain in 1883. It is probable that the

Phoenicians obtained some tin from Spain.

Portugal.—A small quantity of tin ore is obtained annually from

Portugal, estimated at about $2,000 in value. It is found in small veins

in granite and in the older slates, and as stream tin. In 1883 it is re-

aMalliird :
" Snr les Gisements Stauniffcrcs du Limousin et de In Marclie;" Antialea

dt» Mines [6o], Vol. X., page 325.
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ported that fifteen tin mines were in operation. Some of these were

probably placer deposits.

Russia.—The production of tin in Russia is not large. According to

the following exhibit, drawn from official sources, the annual average for

five years ending in 1873 did not exceed 10.2 short tons. This was.

from one mine and two furnaces in the government of Viborg, in Finland.

The production in 1879 was only 2 tons. The export to the United

Kingdom in 1883 amounted to 7 tons of tin ore, value at £173.

Production of tin in Eussia.

Tears.

1869
lf'70,

1S71
1872
1873
1874
1875

Tin ore.

Poods.
213, 000
C6, 202

22, 909
21,445
5, 9:i6

4,596
231

Tin pro-
duced.

Poods.
1,020
1,030
475
263
130

Sweden.—This country is reported to produce not over 200 tons of

tin ore per annum. The exports of tin from the United Kingdom to

Sweden in 1883 amounted to 158 tons of British production, valued at

£15,308, and 9 tons of foreign production, valued at £877.

New South Wales.—In New South Wales there has been a large and

constantly increasing production of stream tin ore since the discovery

in the year 1872. A recent geological report by Mr. T. W. E. David (a)

gives an interesting description of the tin-bearing region. The tin

placers, like the gold placers of California, are of different periods and

at different elevations. There has been enormous erosion and wearing

away of the surface of the older sedimentary rocks and the granites in

which the tin-bearing lodes occur. The disintegration and wearing

down of these lodes has supplied the tinstone to the deposits of gravel,

which are now found not only in the beds of existing streams but at

.various levels in the hills where rivers formerly ran. Some of these,

higher channels have been filled with lava precisely as old river chan-

nels in California have been fl'lled, and in each case the lava has kept

the gravel of the old channel from further erosion and wearing away.

It results that in New South Wales there are tin-bearing drifts of dif-

ferent periods, the Tertiary deposits, generally covered with basalt, be-

ing the oldest ; and the existing river and creek beds containing the

latest deposits, formed in many instances by the cutting away of the

older and higher channels. There is such an extensive distribution of

tin-bearing gravels at these different levels that it seems probable that

there is little danger of the exhaustion of the field for many years to

a Report of the under secretary for mines, New South Wales, for 1883.
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come. The sballow aud niost accessible deposits are, however, being

exhausted rapidly, and recourse must be had to the higher deposits,

which will be reached by tunneling through the rim rock and drifting

out the layer of tinstone on the bed rock. One of the deep channels

has already been worked and the drier parts have been mostly worked

out. It is said that one company took out 2,000 tons of ore from 5 acres.

The exports of tin ore and tin from New South Wales (the produce of

the colony) up to the year 1884 are shown in the following table

:

Exports of tin and tin orefrom New South Wales.

Tears.
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Amount and value of tin ore produced m Quecnuland from 1872 to 1882 inclusive.

Tears.
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The exportation of tin for five years, ending with 1880, is shown in the

following table

:

Tears.
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India.—Tin oxide occurs at Nurunga, in the Beugal presidency, in

lenticular beds in gneiss seldom over a foot in width, and sometimes GO

feet in length. According to Phillips, about 8 to 9 cwts. of metallic tin

was obtained from the ore about fifteen years ago. A few specimens

of cassiterite have been found in Bombay.

Burmali.—Teunasserim, in British Burmah, yields tin ore occurring

in a decomposed granite, in a vein about 3 feet wide. Some 1,200 pounds

of the washed ore were sent to the India House.

Japan.—A ^mall amount of tin is produced annually in Japan, {a)

It is reported to occur in three out of the thirty-five ken. According

to Mr. Godfrey, the total yield in 1874 was 16,800 pounds. At the Tau-

iyama mine, said to be owned by the Prince of Satsuma, there are

twenty-one veins averaging 1 J feet in thickness, or from a few inches

to 4 feet. These veins traverse sedimentary rocks, similar to the for-

mations at Yamagano, composed of soft tufas, shales, and sandstones,

with occasional beds of hard blue quartzite. The surface is covered

with recent pumice. The ore is cassiterite in small microscopic crystals,

and the rock is said to contain from 12 to 13 per cent, of black tin. It is

crushed and ground between millstones and concentrated on the "ita"

(panning out) to about 50 per cent. One ton of concentrates requires

eighty days' work. The yield is stated at about 2,500 pounds per

month or about 13 tons annually, though according to Phillips the prod-

uct is about 8 tons annually. It was 7 tons in the.year 1875. Japan
imports considerable quantities of tin, used in the manufacture of

bronzes.

China and central Asia.—We know very little of the production of

tin in the interior of China and in central Asia. It is well known, how-

ever, that there is an important tin-bearing district up the Yellow river

in a granitic region. The principal localities are those of Laos and Yan,

described or noticed in a report to the French Government by Fuchs and
Saladin, and translated by Charles Smith, Institute of Civil Engineers,

London. See also Annales des Mines, 1882, ii., 185-298. At Yan it is

said that tin and salt are bartered evenly, weight for weight. In con-

sequence of the ''Black Flags," the quantity of tin annually brought

to Ha Noi was only 1,000 tons, instead of from 3,000 to 4,000 tons, as

before the year 1874.

Mexico.—The principal locality of tin ore in Mexico of which we have
any knowledge is in the State of Duraugo, in a somewhat inaccessible

region where transportation is costly. The ore brought from there is a

superior quality of wood tin in granules and masses from the size of

peas and beans to nodules as large as eggs. It is washed tin ore from

the beds of ravines, and appears to have originated in a trachy tic dike

from which it has been disintegrated. The quantity appears to be con-

siderable. It is associated with topaz in clear white crystals. Several

attempts have been made to utilize the tin ore of this locality, but

a ''Transactions American Institute of Mining Engineers,'- Vol. V., page 297*
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hitherto without isuccess, for various reasons. A bar of tin weighing

several pounds was matle from this ore by Mr. Joseph Wharton, of

Philadelphia, several years ago, and in September, 1883, a ton of metal

from this region was reported as arriving in the United States, It is

also stated that the placer ores yield a high percentage of tin, and that

capital from Saint Louis is interested in the development of the region,

which is near to the famous iron mountain of Durango.

The Trihuna, of Durango, reports that about 90 miles northwest of

that city and 125 from the station of Yilla Lerdo, on the Mexican Cen-

tral railroad, is the small town of Coneto, with about 1,000 inhabitants,

and situated in the center of the tin region of Mexico. It bears traces

of having been much larger in size and a very prosperous mining

town. It lies in a gulch at the foot of a chain of mountains, called San

Francisco, and its population derived and still derives its living chiefly

from mining and smelting tin ores, found in the above mountains. The

San Francisco chain is one of the lateral branches of the main chain of

the Kocky mountains, and is about 100 miles in length and 40 to 60

miles in width. Throughout its length and width it is a series of abrupt

peaks, rocky caiious, and some occasional grassy slopes and long but

narrow valleys. The whole of it is heavily wooded with oak and pine,

but is almost waterless, although during the rainy season many unford-

able mountain torrents are met with there, and the grounds ofler at many
points facilities for damming, where a short dam, if built, would entrai)

an extensive reservoir or a series of reservoirs of water. Toward the

southwestern end of this ridge is the central point of the Mexican tin

region. Its extent is about 150 miles in length and about the same in

width. The tin ore found there is principally brown and black cassi-

terite of extreme purity, and this is found either in veins which fissure

in all directions these peaks and their slopes, or in placers, in gulches,

and valleys at the foot of the peaks and slopes. At the foot of all

ridges and sloi)es where a vein exists a placer of tin is invariably found.

Sulphuret of tin has also been found, but, so far, only in one point of

these mountains, while arseniate of tin and also very finely divided red

oxide of tin, are met with in many of the numerous veins already tapped.

The massive cassiterite is usually found in the veins in continuous

streaks of various width, the ore being, of course, easily separated from

gatigue and containing from 70 to 89 j)er cent, of metallic tin. The veins

are very numerous, and although many of them are cut into, and some

have been worked (]uite extensively, it is a certainty that only a small

l)ercentage of them are known at present and a great many more could

be found by judicious prospecting.

A discovery of a vein rich in tin ore is announced in Lower California

about GO miles east of Real del Castillo, in the Cocopa mountains. It

is in a region occupied by Indians, and has not been worked. Samples

^ept to San FraDci|5co and San Diego gave good results iu tin. The pay
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streak is from 2 to 4 feet wide, {a) It is thought to be in a formation

corresponding to that in which the Temescal tin veins are found.

South America.—Small quantities of tin ore and tin are annually pro-

duced and exported from several of the South American states. In

18S3 tlie imports into the United Kingdom from South America were

:

Imports of tin ore and tin into Great Britain from South America in 1883.

Front—
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less coutamiDated with sulphur and arsenic. The metal from the mine

ores is commercially known as "mine tin" and that from the alluvial

washings as " stream tin." The purest form of tin in commerce is called

"grain tin," and the ordinary quality "block tin." The metal known
as " crude tin" is contaminated with various other metals in small quan-

tities but sufficient to render the tin hard and difficult to fuse. It is

refined by liquation and by steaming, and is then called " refined

tin." Impure tin is also known as " raw tin." A very small amount of

some of the metals greatly impairs the quality. Copper is not as hurt-

ful as iron or arsenic, bismuth, or antimony. One half of 1 per cent, of

these metals makes the tin harder and less ductile. One per cent, of

iron makes it friable and dark in color. The purest tins are from Ma-

lacca, Banca, and Billiton. Banca tin, known in England as " old tin,"

commands the highest price. Other India tins are known as "new tin."

Banca tin is sold in blocks of 40 and 120 pounds. Malacca tin is pyram-

idal in form and the masses weigh from one-half to 1 pound. English grain

tin is sold in blocks 2 feet long, 1 foot broad, and 8 inches thick. Infe-

rior grades of English tin are sold in bars under the name of " Jaijanese

tin." "Ball tin" is formed by pouring the metal upon a polished plate

of copper and then roiling it into b.alls, which are beaten with hammers
and are then stamped.(a)

The United States commission for testing metals had analyses made
of two of the finest tins obtainable, with the following results

:

Analyses of ingot tin.
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ness of the metal for years, and do not require paintiDg. Brande cites

the fact tbat buriiisbed tin ou one of the pages of a missal of the ninth

century, in Alfred's time, still retained its brilliant white luster, although

a thousand years had passed since it was laid ui)on the vellum.

Tin foil.—The great malleability of tin has already been mentioned.

It is not only beaten, but is rolled into foils of various degrees of thin-

ness. The value of the metal as compared with lead has led to the

invention by Mr. J.J. Crooke of coating the surface of lead sheets with

a layer of tin and rolling the two metals out together. The desired

weight and strength of the foils are thus secured without using much
tin, the gi^eater thickness and weight consisting of the lead upon which

the i^ure tin is spread. Most of the beautiful foils now manufactured

for wrapping tobacco and cigars, for capsules, for wine bottles and for

jars, are now made in the way described. Great care should be exer-

cised to prevent the contamination of food by the decoraiDosition of the

lead of such foils.

Argentine.—The Engineer says the product known in commerce as
" argentine " and which is used for printing upon cloths and paper, is a

tin moss or sponge obtained by precipitating tin from the chloride solu-

tion by zinc. The tin solution must be acid and diluted until it con-

tains 15.85 gallons of water for 150 grams of the tin salt, or in that

ratio. The metallic sponge must be carefully collected, washed, and
dried. It is then pulverized with water in a mortar, passed through a

fine hair sieve, and is mixed with starch paste for printing. The
Chronique Industrielle says the gray powder can be economically em-

ployed for tinning all metals but lead.

Tinning copper.-.—Tin is largely used, not only for coating iron and
mild steel sheets, but also for tinning the surface of copper. Culinary

vessels of copper are usually tinned upon the inside to prevent the

solution of a portion of the copper by the acids and salt of food in cook-

ing. In France, where such vessels are much used, the tin coating is

frequently renewed. Brande gives the following directions for perform-

ing the operation : The interior of the vessel is first cleaned and the

surface is rubbed over with sal ammoniac ; the vessel is then heated, a
little pitch [or resin] is rubbed over the surlace to be tinned, and tin is

applied until the coating is ibrmed. There is usually an excess of tin

which is liable to melt off and get into the food when the vessels are

first used.

Disintegration of tin.—It has long been known that tin in pigs and
in plates is subject to a peculiar form of disaggregation,~especially when
exposed to extreme cold and great changes of temperature. The fol-

lowing item from the columns of the Mining and Scientific Press, copied

probably from a European source, gives a suqcinct statement of some
of the observed phenomena: "The question of the real causes of the

so-called disaggregation of tin remains still an open one. Thin sheets
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of the metal will sometimes, if exposed to the cold for long periods, be
covered with blisters, become brittle, fall to pieces and finally to powder.

The crystalline texture assumed under the influence of cold has been

advanced as the probable cause of this peculiarity, while Professor

liammelsberg suggested a dimorphism of tin based on investigations

which revealed a decrease of specific gravity in the disaggregated tin,

the common specific gravity being 7.29, and that of this modified tin

only 7.14. A case was reported in which good commercial tin with the

usual amount of 3 per cent, of lead was, during its transport from Hot-

terdam to Moscow in a very cold winter, changed into the gray powder

described by prior observers. Discussing this and other occurrences,

it was pointed out that continuous vibrations, such as would result

from variations of temperature, probably exerted considerable influence

in promoting phenomena as here mentioned. The following remarkable

occurrence, however, clearly shows that continuous concussions are not

absolutely necessary to produce this phenomeoon. In a corner of a

window in Freiberg cathedral, that had been built up for a long time,

a woodeu box was found, which, when opened, not without some shak-

ing, showed the fragments of a tin medal and ring, small pieces of a

reddish-gray color Avith the surprisingly low specific gravity of 5.8. In

this case, as in the others mentioned, a metal with the usual brightness,

specific gravity, aud other qualities of tin was re-obtained simply by

heating the gray pieces to the temperature of boiling water. At pres

ent, attention is drawn to this phenomenon by an observation of Mr.

W. MarkowuikoflF, of Moscow. Some of the tin cans kept in a cold

room in one of the Government buildings at Moscow showed blisters,

then holes, and finally fell to powder. Once set in, the process could

not be stopped by removing the cans to a warm room ; the destruction

ceased, however, if the attacked spots were cut out. None of the cans

in use exhibited this disaggregation. Mr. Markownikofl" thinks that

more or less rapid cooling predisjjoses the tin to this decay, which is

favored by low temperatures."

Similar phenomena have been observed in a lot of bar tin stored in

Boston in the winter of 18S2-'83, At the meeting of the American In-

stitute of Mining Engineers in Boston, February, 1883, Prof. B.. H.

Eichards exhibited bars of tin covered with blister like protuberances

with a coarsely crystalline structure, while the tin was changing from

its malleable to a powdered condition, becoming friable, brittle, aud

earthy in ajipearance. These bars were made from a lot of tin amalgam.

After the mercury was distilled off completely, as was supposed, the re-

maining fused tin was poured into molds, aud when cold the bars ap-

peared to be block tin of good quality. Two months later the bars gave

signs of falling to jneces. They changed color and assumed the condi-

tion described. An analysis showed the composition of the metal to be

as follows;



Analyaef of disaggregated tin.

Mercnry .. ..

Tm
Total

Specific gravity

Crystalline
part.

Per cent.

2.62
97.24

9a SC
6.175

Malleable
part.

Per cent.

2.:(8

07.50

99. 88
7.387

629

- The presence of mercury thus seems to liave been the cause of the

chaDges in the metal. It is probable that other cases of the decay of

tin have been similarly produced.

ALLOTS OF TIN.

Alloys of tin and copper.—Bronze metal, formed of tin and copper, is

the most important alloy of which tin is a component part. The ex-

treme antiquity of this alloy, and its general use before the age of iron

for arms, ornaments, and statues by prehistoric and ancient nations,

are well shown by the multitude of bronze objects gathered in the ar-

chaeological museums of Europe. It is found also that the weapons of

Scandinavian, Celtic, Egyptian, Greek, and Eoman warfare were made
of nearly the same alloys of copper and tin, contained in the same ratios

as in modern gun-metal, {a) This ratio ranges from 8 to 10 parts of tin

in 100 of alloy. Compressed ordnance bronze of the United States is

formed of 10 i^arts of tin and 90 parts of copper. Its specific gravity is

8.GC9 ; color, grayish yellow ; tenacity in pouuds per square inch, 2G,8G0,

and its relative ductility, 18. These results were obtained hy the United

Slates board for testing iron, steel, and other metals, (b) According to

Calvert and Johnson the mean composition of 83 guuheads was 88.97

of copper and 11.03 of tin. The composition of bronze for medals is

generally 8 parts tin and 92 of copper. Carriage-wheel boxes are

made of 10 parts tin and 84 of copper. A Chinese gong, according to

Thurston, was composed of 19.57 tin and 80.43 of copper. The bells of

Keichenhall, three hundred years old, were made of an alloy of 20 of tin

and 80 of copper. Another bell, six hundred years old, was made of

7G.20 copper and 23.80 tin. Swiss clock bells (brittle) contain 24.80 tin

and 75.20 copper. Mirror metal contains 31.70 tin and G8.21 copper.

White bell metal is composed of 40 tin and GO copper.

The properties of alloys vary not only with the composition, but with

the conditions of melting, pouring, annealing, and working. The
order in which the constituents of mixture are melted affects the prop-

erties of the alloy. Thus 90 parts tin and 10 of copper, with the ad-

dition of 10 of antimony, combined in the order stated, give an alloy

a Mattel: " Constrnctiou of Artillery," London, 1856, pp. 80-101.

6 Prof. E. H. Tliurston, cliairmau ; vide report on coppor-tin alloys, 1879.
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which totally differs from one formed by melting the metals in the re-

verse order. The composition probably is not the same. It is found

that with some metals very slight difference of composition makes great

changes in the physical characters and properties of an alloy. Tluis,

according to Bischoff, the injurious effects of 1 part of tin upon 10,000,000

parts of pure zinc can be detected. One-half of 1 per cent, of lead will

reduce the strength and ductility of bronze nearly one-half. The den>ity

of bronzes varies greatly with the rapidity of cooling them from a state

of fusion. Itiche found, contrary to the received statement, that temper-

ing bronze increases rather than diminishes its density. The reverse

is the case with steel. Plunging the metal while hot into cold water,

which hardens steel, softens copper and its alloys with tin. Hammer-
ing also acts differently upon bronze and on steel. In making Oriental

tam-tams and cymbals the metal is rapidly hammered while hot. At-

tempts to make such instruments in Europe with Chinese metal have been

unsuccessful. Ilich6 also states that bronzes containing from 2 to 4 per

cent, of tin are not much harder than copper. Analyses of antique medals

of bronze show that the amount of tin varies from 1 to 25 per c.ent. The

hardness of bronze is the great objection to its use for medals when high

reliefs are desired, as in the medals of the present time. Ancient medals

are not in such high relief. The hardness of bronze increases rapidly

with the amount of tin.

Alloys of tin and copper are known to resist oxidation better than

the component metals singly. The durability of ancient bronzes ex-

])osed to the weather is well known. Nitric acid acts with less energy

npon bronzo than upon pure copper, but the conservative influence of

the tin diminishes as its quantity in the alloy increases. An allny of

tin and lead in the ratio of 3 of lead and 1 of tin is, on the other hand,

much more oxidizable than the component metals. When heated to red-

ness it takes fire and burns.

Alloys of tin for hearings of machinery.—Alloys of tin with copper,

lead, antimony, and zinc have been made in great variety for journal

boxes—the bearings of machinery. Phosphorus has also been added

to copper and tin alloys for journal bearings.(a) It is claimed that an

alloy of tin, zinc, copper, and antimony heats very little by fricti n.(&)

White metal alloys for machinery, with alloys fusible at specified

temperature, are described in Van Nostrandh Magazine., 1SG9, ])age 173.

For crank and connecting-rod bearings the following compositions are

given: 90 tin, 8 antimony, 2 copper; for pivots, slide valves, etc., 78.5

tin, 11.5 antimony, 10 copper; for locomotives (Swiss), 80 tin, 10 anti-

mnny, 10 copper.

Froperties of copper., zinc, and tin alloys.—As the result of elaborate

experimental trials and studies of the properties of copper, zinc, and

a Dick: Improvement in alloys of copper for journal bearings. U. S. patent, April

9, 1872, No. 125,549.

b Dunlevie: Dingler'a Journal, No, 177, 18G5, pp. 326, 327.
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tin alloys, Professor Thurston finds that the alloys of the maximum
strength ure gronpetl about a point not far from coi)per 55, zinc 43, tin'

2, as shown upon a triangular model in which the different degrees of

strength are shown by different degrees of relief or elevation above a

common base. The point of maximum strength is encircled by a line

marking 65,000 pounds per square inch tenacity. This is the strongest

of the bronzes, and Professor Thurston says that an alloy of this com

position, if exactly jDroportioned, well melted, perfectly fluxed, and so

poured as to produce a sound and pure metallic alloy, with such prompt

cooling as shall prevent liquation, is the strongest bronze that can be

made.

Xatal brass.—An alloy called "naval brass" has been introduced in

ships of the Eoyal I^avy, to take the place of the Muntz metal,

which was frequently found to decompose under the action of sea

water. Bolts which appeared to be perfect on the surface were found

to be decayed in the interior, as if permeated by sea water. Accord-

ing to the Engineer., in the latter part of the year 1879 an alloy " com-

posed of 62 parts of copper, 37 of spelter, and 1 of tin, was proposed

by Mr. Farquharson, as possessing the requisite mechanical properties.

The Admiralty thereupon referred the question as to the endurance of

such metal to Dr. Percy, of the Royal School of Mines, in conjunction

with Mr. Farquharson. These gentlemen, after subjecting an alloy of

this description to severe tests, under which the Muntz metal com-

pletely failed, reported to the Admiralty in 1879 that the new compound
had stood the tests satisfactorily. Accordingly it was adopted as the

service alloy, under the title of 'naval brass.' The process of manufact-

ure is the same as for yellow or Muntz metal. To insure the best re-

sults, Australian or English B. S. copper should be used, and the pro-

portions of metal stated above closely adhered to, due allowance being

made for the loss of zinc in the process of melting. When finished cold,

and left uuannealed in rods and sheets of moderate thickness, the metal

has a tensile strength of from 67,000 to 72,000 pounds per square inch,

according to the amount of rolling it has received. Bolts of any size

can be made of it, the usual practice being to take a rod the size of the

bolt required, and to form the head by upsetting in a die. This is done

without stress or injury to the metal, in a bolt or rivet-making machine

with heads two diameters of the bolt."

Tin and iron alloy.—A very small quantity of tin is injurious to iron.

Karsten found that 1 per cent, of tin added to iron made the iron ex-

tremely brittle when cold, but not when hot, for the iron could be forged

but gave out white vapors which condensed on the anvil. Mr. Billings,

who has made special experiments with alloys Of tin and iron, finds

that an almost insignificant quantity of tin, in the absence of other met-

als, renders iron cold short, and that it has a most hurtful effect. («)

o" Transactions American Institute of Mining Engineers," Vol. V., page 450,
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Argasoid.—A new alloy, called "argasoid," is described by Mr. V.

Jeuptner, of Vienna, and bas been used as a substitute for silver. It's

composition is tin, 4.035; lead, 3.544; copper, 55.780; nickel, 13.506;

zinc, 23.198; iron, trace.

Tin and lead.—Tbe well known alloy called pewter consists of tin and

lead, and the proportions vary with different manufacturers. Tbe pew-

ter of beer mugs is made of 20 parts of tin and 1 of copper, with

addition of lead, zinc, bismuth, or antimony, according to the recipes

and fancies of the makers. Soft solder is a compound of tin, lead, and

bismuth. Eich6 has found that the maximum of contraction of an alloy

of tin and lead corresponds exactly to the alloy SuPb, and he regards

this alloy as a distinct chemical compound. With tin and bismuth the

maximum of contraction is found in the alloy BiSus, which alloy is sil-

very white and is not attacked by distilled water.

Britannia metal.—This is an alloy formed chiefly of tin and antimony,

with some copper. The proportions vary, but the following is common:
Take 350 pounds of the best block tin, melt it and raise it to a dull red

heat ; add 8 ]30unds of melted copper, stirring to effect a complete mixt-

ure, and 28 pounds of antimony and 8 pounds of brass, also in a melted

state. A large quantity of tin is consumed annually in making this

alloy.

Terneplate alloy.—Tin is alloyed with lead for the manufacture of

" terne ])lates," the alloy being cheaper than pure tin for coating the

iron. Such plates are far inferior to tinned iron in durability, and be-

sides are very dangerous if made up into culinary vessels, or if used for

canning fruits or vegetables. At one of the meetings of the California

Academy of Sciences, Dr. Henry Gibbons, sr., exhibited some sheets of

pure and adulterated tin, such as are- used for canning vegetables, etc.

He suggested that probably cases of poisoning which had been reported,

where people had eaten vegetables, fruit, etc., from tins, were due to

the lead used with the tin to cheapen it. Acids developed by fermen-

tation, acting on the lead adulteration, take up lead, arsenic, and anti-

mony from impurities in the lead and tin alloy. Salts of lead are all

more or less poisonous, and produce colic. It has, unfortunately, be-

come too common to adulterate pure tin with lead, to cheapen its cost

in making cans. Asparagus packed in cans made of such impure tin

lias been found to contain a little tin and considerable lead, and similar

results have been obtained by the analyses of acid fruits packed in cans.

The salts of lead are much more poisonous and are more soluble than

tin salts, and the use of adulterated tin plates should be carefully

avoided in making cans in which food is to be packed.

Tin pretended to he extracted from iron .slag.—The faith and hopes of

alchemy of the Middle Ages do not appear tq have been entirely extin-

guished by modern science. At least the credulity of mankind is ever

ready to seize upon short roads to wealth by the supposed possible

transmutation of metals. This ignorant credulity was utilized during
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the past year by persons in New York who pretended to be able to ex-

tract large quantities of a white metal from blast-furnace slag, by intro-

ducing a small quantity of a powder into a crucible containing the

melted slag. It is surprising that such a transparent hoax should have

received so much consideration.

Oxide of tin.—"•Putty powder," or "putty of tin," as known in the

arts, is used chiefly to give the highest polish to glass after cutting.

Considerable quantities have been imported into the United States, as

shown in a subsequent table.

THE TIN-PLATE INDUSTRY.

The manufacture of tinned-iron plates appears to have originated in

Bohemia several years before 1620. In that year the manufacture was

commenced in Saxony, and from Saxony the industry was introduced

into England in 1G70, but did not become firmly established until the

reign of George I., in 1720.(cf) The process of tinning small articles of

iron and copper was known long before either of these dates. Pliny says

that tin-coated vessels "were scarcely to be distinguished from silver. (6)

It is not known whether the vasa stannea of the Latin authors were

formed of cast tin or of tinned bronze.

Great Britain.—Very few tin plates were imported into England after

1740. The manufacture of tinned plates was continued and developed

chiefly in Monmouthshire, and at the present time the chief centers of

production in Great Britain are in South Wales, Monmouthshire, Staf-

fordshire, and Worcestershire. Mr. Ernest Trubshaw, in a pajjer read

before the Iron and Steel Institute of Great Britain, at London, in May,
1883, says that the tin-plate industry at the present time consumes an-

nually nearly 500,000 tons of pig iron, probably 1,000,000 tons of coal,

about 10,000 tons of tin, and large quantities of sulphuric acid, palm
oil, and lead. Large quantities of sulphur, for making the sulphuric

acid, are imported chiefly from Sicily, but a large supply is obtained by
Messrs. Vivian & Sons from the waste ga^es of their copper smelting

works. Mr. Trubshaw's statistical figures, showing the extension of the

trade since 1858, are as follows :

In the United Kingdom, according to the returns of Her Majesty's

inspectors of factories, there were in 1883 in Carmarthenshire alone

G8 mills for making tin x^lates, 49 of which were working, and produced
for that year 1,076,354 boxes of tin plates, 155,713 boxes of terue plates,

and 62,618 boxes of black plates, a total weight of 68,608 tons. The
summary for the whole kingdom gives 380 mills, of which 295 were
working, and produced 4,789,115 boxes of tin plates, 964,180 boxes of

terne plates, 361,905 boxes of black plates; total, 6,115,200 boxes, weigh-

ing 315,997 tons. These figures show the magnitude of the tin plate

industry of Great Britain. The exports of tin plates and terne plates,

o P. W. Flower :
" History of Tin Plates," page 37. I Ibid., page 24,
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as shown by the Board of Trade returns, have been as follows since

18C2

:

Exports of tin plates and terne plates from Great Britain.

Tears.
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Philadelphia; Alan Wood & Co., Conshohocken, Pennsylvania; the

Cannonsburg Iron Works, Caiinonsburg, Pennsylvania ; the AVellsville

Plate and Sheet Iron Company, Wellsville, Ohio. The three first named
have complete tioniug departments connected with the works, and the

remainder have all the facilities for making tin plate or tinned iron, ex-

cept the tinning bath.

Parlies interested in the manufacture of tin plate have organized a

Tin Plate Association, the object of which is to introduce, foster, and de-

velop the tin plate iudustry in the United States.

During the year 1884 there has been an animated discussion in some

of the leading industrial journals upon the feasibility of establishing

a profitable tin plate industry in the United States. With foreign tin

nearly as cheap in New York as in Liv^erpool, the possession of all the

needed materials is conceded by both sides ; the obstacle appears to be

the greater cost of labor in the United States than in Wales and Eng-

land. The au30unt of tin plates imported in 1870 is stated at 75,407

short tons, which had increased to over 240,000 tons in 1883. This

amount of tin plate is claimed to represent in wages an amount equal

to ihat which is necessary to produce 1,000,000 tons of steel rails, (a)

The discovery of a tin-bearing region in the Black Hills, Dakota, from

which a supply of tin of domestic production may be obtained, gives

additional interest and importance to this discussion.

There are no official records or statistics of the quantity of tin and

terne plates made in the United States between the years 1872 and

1878. There were four different works built for the purpose of man-
ufacturing tin plates, at Wellsville (Ohio), Leechburg, Apollo, and
Demmler (Pennsylvania). Of the four establishments only three made
tin plates. Sheet iron was made at the Apollo works, and these sheets

were tinned by General Charles C. Dodge, of New York City. Tin

plates were made at the works in Wellsville, Ohio, in 1873 and 1874,

and at the Leechburg works in 1874, 1875, and 1876, and at Demmler
up to 1878. In 1872 the price of ordinary I C coke i)lates, 14 by 20

inches, 112 sheets, was about $14 per box. In October, 1878, the price

quoted for the same brand was $5.18 per box. The price steadily de-

clined from 1872 to 1878, when the price was so low that the American
manufacturers could not meet it, and the manufacture in the United

States was discontinued, and has not been resumed.

Quantity of tin on tin plates.—According to a correspondent of the

Briiish Ironmonger^ the patent rolling processes distribute the tin more
evenly over the sheet, and make it thinner than formerly, when the old-

fashioned methods were used. It is said, too, that with ordinary coke

plates makers seem to vie with each other in making sheets with as lit-

tle metal on them as is possible. A few years ago but few coke tin

plates were made with less than 7 pounds of tin to the box; now we

a John Jarrett, in tlie Iron Age, July, 1«84.
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hear of as little as 2^ pounds of tin to 100 pounds of iron. Another
writer in 1884 («) says that the amount of tin used in coating i)lates is

very irregular. The average for a box of I C coke plates, 14 by 20

inches, 112 sheets, weighing 108 pounds, is 3^ pounds ; but as low as

2^ pounds are said to be sometimes used. The same is true for char-

coal plates; 5 pounds are considered to be the average weight of tin

required to coat a box of tin plates, but as low as 3J pounds can be used

and be accepted.

N'eiv method of coating plates.—The Engineer describes a new process

in tin-plate making, which consists in operating by mechanical means
upon the sheets of metal emerging from the bath in which they are

coated so as to dispense with " the wash-pot or brushing over," and to

yield covered sheets free from scurff and imperfections, and with a bet-

ter finish than is otherwise given. This is accomplished by causing

the sheets as they emerge from the bath to be guided by rollers, cov-

ered with molten grease so as to avoid exposure to the air, between

washing rollers kept covered with molten metal. The washing rollers

do not bear on the sheet, but are so closely adjusted as to wash off the

scum and refuse on its surface. On leaving the washing rollers the

plate, still passing through a bath of grease to prevent exposure, is

passed through finishing rollers to remove the excess of metal, and
finally through a pair of improving rollers which bear against each

other by means of springs, and thus lightly nii)ping the sheet between

them impart a smooth surface and finish to the metallic covered sheet.

Cleaning plates hy gas.— It seems probable that the newly discovered

process, at Pittsburgh, of cleaning sheet iron or steel plates by pass-

ing a stream of natural gas over and amongst them while at a red

heat, packed in a suitable case or box, will be found applicable to the

preparation of plates for the tinning bath. It is said that by this pro-

cess all traces of scale and oxide are removed and that the plates come
out of the gas bath perfectly clean and bright. This method certainly

promises great advantages over the old method of pickling in acid solu-'

tions by which the plates are partly corroded and require careful clean-

ing to remove acid.

Alild steel plates for tinning.—Until within the past few years charcoal

or coke iron bars were considered as the only kind of iron suitable for

making the plates for tinning. At present soft steel or ingot-iron bars

are largely substituted for charcoal iron. It is claimed that, plates made
from steel work as well as those made from charcoal iron, and that they

are cheaper. Both Siemens-Martin and the Clapp & Griffiths steel have
been successfully used. Mr. Ernest Trubshaw {b) states that bars for

tin plates have been made with considerable success by the Bessemer

a John Jarrett, In thejron Age, July, 1884.

b " On the Tin Plate Manufacture," a paper read before.tlie Iron and Steel lusti-

tute, Loudon, May, 1883.
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process, and that he has made plateg from bars produced by the Thomas-

Gilclirist basic process which have stood the stamping tests fairly well.

Some tin-plate manufacturers have erected, and others are erecting,

their own steel-making plant. Tinned steel-plates are already well

known in the trade.

Terne plates.—The word te'Tue, in French signifying dull, is applied

to plates coated with an alloy of tin and lead. This alloy is cheaper

than tiu, and the product is also cheaper, and is used generally for pur-

poses where the best quality of tinned plates is not required ; as, for ex-

arai^le, in packing cases for the jirotection of valuable goods from damp-
ness and water. Experiments are now (1884) making in Pittsburgh in

the manufacture of sheet iron plates coated with lead alone, to be used

for various purposes where a tin surface is not requisite. Further ob-

servations upon terne alloy will be found under the head of "Alloys of

Tin."

PBICES.

Tin is a metal which seems well adapted to the purposes of specula-

tors. It is a favorite commodity for speculation, and the course of the

market is not to be taken as an index to the demand for the metal for

actual consumption. Tin has sold as low as 13 cents and as high as 40

cents per pound. Quotations are generally made in the English pound
sterling and fractions, to which for the i)ort of New York the insurance

and freight is to be added. As to the actual cost of producing tin in

the East ludies by Chinese and convict labor, there is very little relia-

ble information. It is said that at $47 Chinese can make a profit of §10

per picul. When tin falls to $37 per picul the production is still main-

tained, and it is an unanswered question as to how much lower the

price of tm might fall without stopping work. Very little Australian

tiu reaches New York, but the quantity is increasing. Straits.tin and
tin from Malacca are preferred in the United States. Banca tin is

produced by convict labor.

The price of tin for the year 1884 has been on the whole declining.

From quotations of £81 10s. for Straits tin in London, in September,

it receded to £72 15s. in October. This fall in price was attributed to

the lessening of the demand for tin in China, consequent upon the war,

and the absence of speculation. At the end of the year the price had
advanced to £74 10s. for spot, and May 1, 1885, to £79 10s. Production,

however, has continued unabated, there being evidently a wide margin
of profit to the producer, even at the lowest prices reached. On the

other hand, it is stated that the low prices entailed serious losses upon
many of the Cornish mines, and that they have led to great depression.

The following tables show the range of prices for each month for the

years 1883 and 1884, in the New York market, not only for block tin

but foi* tin xjlates of various grades. These statistics have been care-
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fully obtained by Messrs. W. I. Enssell & Co., and are printed in tlie

annual number of the American Metal Marlcet:

Highest and lowest prices of tin plates and har tin at Neiv York in 1883 and 1884.

Gradea.

Tin plates. Melyn grade,
T. C. charcoal

:

1884
1883

Tin plates, Allaway's
grade, eliarcoa)

:

1884.
1883

Tin plates, Dean grade,
rodfiug:

1884.

1883
Tin plates, B V grade,

colie:

1884
. 1883

Tin—Straits

:

18S4
1883

January.

6.15

5.20

5^

4.85
5.30

19ic.
214

5.45
5.95

5.15
5.35

4|
5.15

17. 90c
21

Feljruary.

5.45
5.95

5.15
5.35

4|
5.15

18fc.
21

5.35

5
5.30

4. CO
5.10

17ic.

20J

Marcjj.

6g

5.05

5i

4J

]8ic.
22

5|
6.35

April.

5. 30 5|

5.82J 5J

5 5.05

5.22J 5.30

4.60

IVfc.
2U&

4.85

19Jc.

6.35

5.30
5.80

4|
5

ISgc.

21

May.

6. 10 5J

6i

5S
5.80

5.05
5.35

4.80

5i

5.30

5J

5
5.30

4.70
4.10

Jane.

logo. 18ic. 19|c.

215 21 ,21i

6.10

5 35

5J

5
5.40

4.80
5.15

5.90

OS

5.20
5.70

5

5.32i

4.70
5.10

18. 55o

20J
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Ifeto York tin quotations at close of each of the past five years.

December
31, 1884.

December
31, 1883.

December
31, 1882.

December
31, 1881.

December
31, 1880.

Total spot and afloat tons..
Quotations

:

Straits cents..
Billiton do
Banca do
Australian do
English refined do
Eniilish L. and F do

—

2,780

lOi

19
16.45

2,801

19J
19i
214

P*20
20

3,271

24J
24 J
20J
244
24 J
24J

5,441

19i
19J
244

19i
20
19^

The following table shows the average prices realized at the Banca

and Billiton sales in 1883 and 1884

:

Quotations of Banca and Billiton tin in 1883 and 1884.

Months.

Banca.

1883. 1884.

Billiton.

1883. 1884.

January ...

February .

.

Marchy
April
May ,

Juno
July
August
September.
October
November .

December..

Florins.
56§

Florins.

51i

68i

"58"

57i

571

"534

52i

'53J

51J

'491'

'464'

Florins. Florins.

644

'coi"

64.43

'63.79

63i

'561"

55.34

"584"

56.22

hh^"

'Ibi"

'56'"

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.

Tin imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 indutive.

Fiscal years ending
June 30—
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Value of tin manufactures exported from the United States, (a)

Fiscal years ending
September 30, un-
til 1842, and June
30 since.

1820
4827
1828
18J9
1830
IKJl
1832
1833
1834
1835
1830
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843 (nine months)
1844
1845

Valao.

515
067
049
757
497
909
157
928
230
515
C04
892
179
981
501
751
082
020
421
114

Fiscal years ending
Juno 30—

1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1850
1857
1858
1859
18C0
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865

Value.

12,

13,

13,

27,

23,

22,

30,

14,

13,

5,

24,

39,

39,

30,

62,

41,

40,

106,

902
303
353
143
590
823
420
988
098
279
610
622
180
289
004
229
286

244

Fiscal years ending
June 30—

1860
1807
1808
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1815
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Value.

$79,461
40, 642
27, 110
18,994
40, 007
70, 306
67, 241
60, 865
0-', 973
48, 194
48.144
87, 057
110,274
103, 467
144, 185
408, 524
198,608
191.947
166. 819

a Classed as " tin and manufactures of" from 1851.

Oxide of tin imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1869 to 1883, in-

clusive, {b)

Fiscal years ending Jnno 30

—

1869.

1870
1871
1872
1873
1871
1875
1876

Value.

$1,.';24

2, 958
3,001
18,414
1,475
4,902

14,8;i8

3,484

Fiscal years ending June 30—

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883

Value.

929
2,138
2.849
2,510

920
i

bXot enomerated in 1884.



ANTIMONY.
By W. p. Blake.

Antimony is a tin-white volatile metal, which at ordinary tempera-

tures is very brittle and may be reduced to powder. Its hardness is a

little greater than that of calcite, and its specific gravity is about 6.5.

It occurs sparingly in the native or metallic state, but the principal and

commercial source of the metal is the sulphide, known as gray antimony

or stibnite. This compound when pure is composed of antimony, 71.8;

sulphur, 28.2. This ore is softer than the metal and has a lower specific

gravity (4.5 to 4.6). Like the metal, it can be pulverized to a dense

black powder, which is used for a variety of purj)oses. Another ore of

antimony, which occurs sparingly and generally as a result of the oxida-

tion of the sulphide, is known as white antimony or valentinite. There

is also red antimony, or kermesite, known in chemistry as kermes. But
stibnite is the most common and the best known ore.

ANTIMONY lOCAlITIES IN THE UNITED STATES.

California.—The sulphuret of antimony vein at San Emigdio, in Kern
Qounty, California, was described in 1853 and 1855.(fl^) This was the

first discovery of any antimony deposit of commercial importance in

the United States. Some rude attempts had been made before that

time to work the ore for silver. Since then but little has been done

beyond the shipment of some of the ores to San Francisco by way of

San Buenaventura, and by rail since the construction of the railway.

The vein has also been opened at many distant points by short tunnels

and pits, and a series of claims along the line of the lode have been

patented. These claims are owned by Mr. S. Bouschy, who has de-

voted many years to the development of this property. The vein con-

sists of quartz and gray antimony, and traverses a granitic rock in a

direction nearly northwest and southeast, with a dip to the west of 64°.

It cuts through a granitic mountain, outcropping on both sides, so that

it may be followed up one side and down upon the other. The lower

openings are at an elevation of about 5,000 feet and the apper at about

5,800 feet, at the summit. It is thus favorably situated for mining and
the supply of ore seems to be enormous. The width of the vein varies

in different places from a few inches to many feet. The vein matter is

a W. P. Blake, United States Pacific Eailroad Explorations and Surveys, Vol. 5,

pages 291-295.
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in places 20 or 30 feet wide. The distance horizontally through the

mountain from one tunnel to the other on the opposite slope is estimated

to be not less than 4,500 to 5,000 feet, and there is little doubt that the

vein may be followed for the whole distance. The quartz of the vein is

said to contain from $16 to $18 in value of gold per ton. It is possible

that the stibnite is also auriferous. The property has not yet been ex-

tensively worked. Mr. Bouschy has made some attempts, with a lim-

ited amount of capital, to smelt the ore, but in 1883 the furnace build-

ings took fire and were destroyed. Work was resumed in the year 1884.

Mr. S. Bouschy, Alexander B. and George Chaffey, and G. H. How-
land are reducing the ore to matte, or crude antimony, with success.

Ten iron pots are used, in each of which 100 pounds of antimony ore are

treated at one heat. Some fine samples of metal produced at this mine

were exhibited at the rooms of the Board of Trade in Los Angeles, (a)

There are several other localities in the State of California, some of

which give promise of capacity to supply ore in commercial quantities.

The Stayton mine, 3 miles south of Alta, in San Benito county, and the

Alta mine, 1 mile from Clark's rancho and 14 from Hollister, have

yielded some ore, which has been sent to San Francisco and sold. At
the Alta claim there is a distinctly formed vein traversing a trachytic

or plutonic rock. It is from an inch or less to 24 inches thick, and has

well defined kaolinized walls. The gangue or veinstone is quartz. In

some places there are masses of ore 6 inches thick, and solid stibnite.

From 6-to 15 inches of ore, more or less mixed with the quartz gangue,

is common. ,The mine is opened by a tunnel 200 feet long and a winze

100 feet deep. This vein can be traced for 150 feet or more up the hill.

It is favorably situated for mining and should furnish a large amount
of ore of good quality. The tunnel in 1881 was 150 feet long and had

a considerable amount of ore standing between it and the surface of the

hill. Mr. Samuel Ambrose is the chief owner and superintendent.

The mines have not been worked for two or three years past.

Antimony ore (stibnite) has been found at several places in California

associated with cinnabar, some specimens being nearly half stibnite

and half cinnabarite.

The ore has been found also, according to H. G. Hanks, in washed
bowlders, at the Centennial mine, San Bernardino county ; Pacheco

pass, Monterey countj'^ ; Mammoth mine, Mineral King district, Tulare

county; in thePanamint mountains, Inyo county, in large veins ; at the

head of Bloody caQon, Mono county, with chalcedony and cinnabar

;

and at the Lake quicksilver mine, Lake county. A new discovery of

a vein of antimony ore is reported in Kern county, about 45 miles east

of Bakersfield. The vein is said to be large.

Nevada.—There are numerous localities in this State where stibnite

has been found, either in lodes by itself or in association with other

a Report of H. G. Hanks, State mineralofrist of California, for the year ending May
15, 1884.
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minerals. One of the best-known occurrences is about 12 miles south

of Battle Mountain station, on the Central Pacific road, io Humboldt
county. The ore is described as found in two parallel veins about 100

feet apart and standing nearly vertical. Some of the ore has been

shipped to San Francisco and worked, but of late the mines have been

idle. Antimony ore also "is found in Belief district, Humboldt county,

about 18 miles east of Lovelock's station, on the Central Pacifi.cEailroad.

It is stibnite in a gaugue of quartz, and has yielded considerable ore from

the croppiugs downward to a depth of a few feet. This ore might be

concentrated by liquation so as to separate it from the quartz, with

which it is so much blended that it cannot be separated by hand-sorting.

Utah.—Bemarkable deposits of stibnite, with some valentinite and

senarmontite, the result of the oxidation of the stibnite, are found in the

sandstone formation of southern Utah, in bedded masses, following the

stratification of the nearly horizontal beds. The locality is in Iron

county, upon Coyote creek, a clear-flowing stream of water, which,

rising in the bluffs of the " rim of the basin," north of the Great Canon
of the (Colorado river, flows westward into the Sevier river. The gen-

eral elevation of the region is 6,500 feet or more. The rocks are soft,

gray, granular sandstones, underlaid by a thin bed of limestone and a

conglomerate of water-worn bowlders of quartz forming the base of the

bluffs along tlie eroded valley of the creek. The antimony ore occurs

just above the junction of the sandstone with the limestone and the

conglomerate. In some places the ore has been found in the conglom-

erate, penetrating irregularly between the bowlders. Jt is usually in

the sandstone and is not accompanied by any veinstone or gangue or

any evidences of a vein formation. It is bedded in the midst of a sand

rock parallel with the stratification. The thickness of these layers of

ore varies at different points from a fraction of an inch to 20 to 30

inches, so far as observed. In general there is only one bed or layer,

but there are evidences of the existence of two or more layers in

some parts of the area over which the ore has been traced. Large

quantities of ore were found in outlying masses on the surface or

slopes of the sandstone hills, having become weathered out and de-

tached by the gradual wearing away of the strata where cut through

by the main valley or by the lateral valleys. Some of these detached

masses weighed several tons, and could not be moved without being

blasted into fragments. One mass of nearly pure stibnite weighed

about 3,000 pounds, and was sent to 'Salt Lake and thence to ]S"ew

York. This mass, like most of the ore found in the sandstone, has a

very strongly defined radial structure, the crystallization being in close

aggregations of long, needle-like fibers or prisms, which are diver-

gent from central points or nuclei, giving a stellate a])pearance to the

masses, and particularly to the smaller aggregations, some of which are

only a few inches in bread^th. In the large masses the radial fibers are

sometimes 18 inches long, and form dense aggregations ofpure ore 8 to
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15 inches thick at tihe large end, tapering to a point at the other end.

The layers do not form continuous sheets following the sandstone beds,

but consist of disconnected aggregations or bunches here and there,

though much more numerous in some places than in others. The ore

appears to have formed or crystallized from independent disconnected

points along the particular stratum or horizon of sandstone. The result

of this irregular aggregation is that in some parts of the formation the

ore is much more abundant than in other parts, as has been shown by-

sinking shafts to the horizon of the ore. All the phenomena indicate

that the stibnite crystallized in the sandstone after the deposition of the

rock, and that it is the result of the percolation of antimonial solutions,

which either descending or ascending, probably descending, found in

the particular sandstone bed the conditions which were favorable to

their crystallization. It is certain that the ore was formed in the beds

after their deposition. The presence in the vicinity of the deposits of

extended beds of lava overlying and capping the sandstone -strata sug-

gests the possibility that these lava outflows, during their cooling and

subsequently, were the source of the antimonial emanations or solutions.

The Utah mines were opened in 1880,and a company was formed in

Salt Lake City to work them, under the title of the Utah Antimony
Mining a,nd Smelting Company. In 1881 the property passed into the

possession of a new incorporation in lli^ew York, called the American

Antimony Company. Some metal was made and sold in the market,

and was considered excellent in quality, but owing to the great cost of

transportation and the low price of the metal the production was not

found to be profitable, and work was suspended and has not been re-

sumed.

FOREIGN SOURCES OP ANTIMONY.

Wew Brunswick.—There are several localities of stibnite in this prov-

ince, and some have been extensively worked. In Prince William parish,

county of York, about 20 miles west of Fredericton, a lode was dis-

covered in the year 1860 and has been worked since at intervals. A
company, called the Prince William, was formed, and a quantity of ore

was shipped to England. About $150,000 Avas expended in mining and
putting up reduction works, but this was considered as lost, and work
was suspended until 1860, when a new company, known as the Bruns-

wick Antimony Company, was formed in Boston and acquired this

property, and also the Hibbard, Lake George, and adjacent properties.

The rock in which these veins occur is described as a thick argillite

slate. The gangue is quartz and calcite, and besides stibnite large

pocket like masses of native antimony are found, some of them yielding

over a ton of the metal. This metallic antin^ony is remarkably pure and

is associated with stibnite, valentiuite, and kermesite. The masses are

in a rounded and elongated form, often 12 inches broad, and also in radi-

ated aggregations of blade-like crystals, some of them 2 inches long and
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one-eighth of an inch wide. The stibnite also occurs crystallized in

divergent blades and in masses without crystallization

Nova Scotia.—The West Gore antimony mines are situated in Eaw-
don township, Hants county, about 15 miles from stations on either

the Intercolonial or Windsor and Annapolis railroad. The vein is re-

ported to average 13 inches of metal or ore and to be opened by two
shafts, 120 feet apart and 110 feet deep. A shipment of 100 tons to

England averaged 60 per cent, antimony. Six hundred tons of antimony
ore were exported in 1884.

Sonora, Mexico.—A few years ago some very remarkable croppings

of white oxide of antimony ("white antimony") were found a short dis-

tance south of the Arizona line and near the Gulf of California. It

^as massive and nearly pure, associated with quartz and silver ore,

and yielded excellent metal. A company was formed to work it, and
reduction works were established in Oakland. A supply of the ore

was procured and a few hundred pounds of metal was produced, but

the many difficulties encountered and the variable percentage of the

ore, together with the costs of mining and transportation, led* to the

abandonment of the enterprise. As the depth of the workings on the

croppings increased the amount of silver increased, until it seemed
probable that the antimony had been derived from the decomposition

of an antimonial ore of silver. Some of the blocks of ore sent to San
Francisco had thin films of chloride of silver in the seams of the rock.

The quantity diminished in depth as the oxide was gradually replaced

by the unoxidized ores.

France.—In the year 1880 the production of antimony ore amounted
to 1,214 tons, valued at 243,440 francs ($48,688). A portion, at least,

of the ore is obtained from Algeria and Italy. In the year 1882 the

production was 178 metric tons.

Spain.—The official statistics of the mining industry in Spain show
a production of 30 tons of antimony ore, valued at 6,450 pesetas ($1,290),

in the year 1882.

Portugal.—Antimony lodes occur in three different regions and in as

many distinct geological formations. In Evoca district the ore is found
in a quartz lode, between the Palaeozoic beds and granite. In Oporto
district it is found in the neighborhood of Valougo, Parades, and Gon-
domar, in bed like lodes in Silurian rocks. In the district of Faro there

are two distinct lodes, only one of which is worked. These lodes are

in the slates of the culm formation. The production of antimony in

Portugal for the year 1881 is stated as 866 long tons. In 1883 the ore

was obtained from fourteen mines, and lead with antimony was raised

from three mines.

Prussia.—Stibnite occurs in Ehenish Prussia, between Wintrop and
Ventrop, in bedded deposits in the limestone and shales of Devonian
age. The antimony is most abundant in the midst of the beds and
penetrates cracks and fissures. Eleven layers of antimony-bearing
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strata liad been opened up as early as the year 1833 in the Oaspari

mine. The heavier and larger masses of stibnite sometimes include

fragments of the inclosing rock. At the Hoffnuug mine the Devon-

ian slates dip at an angle of 45Q
5 and the antimony ore, which is

associated with iron pyrites and brown spar, occurs in a band or belt

of the rock as much as 120 feet in width. This, in 1827, had been

opened upon in the direction of the strike for about 560 feet. The stib-

nite is said to be found partly in true veins as well as between the

planes of stratification. The total production of antimony ore in the

German Empire, inclusive of Luxembourg, during the year 1881, ac-

cording to the ofiiciai statistics, was 77 tons, valued at 16,702 marks

($4,175).

Austria.—The production in the year 1882 was 509 tons, valued at

22,232 gulden ($11,115).

Bohemia.—The production of antimony ore in 1881 was 187 tons. In

1873 the Milleschau Antimony Comj)any made an exhibition of their

antimony products at Vienna. Their mines are near the Moldau river,

and are upon seven lodes in granite from 1 inch to 12 feet thick. One
of the specimens shown was a solid mass of gray antimony ore weighing

2,300 pounds. At that time the company employed three hundred men.

Other ores were shown from mines near Plan, in Bohemia. The lodes

are said to be 12 feet wide, and to intersect the mica-schists of the dis-

trict.

Hungary.—The production in 1881 was 767 tons, valued at 84,728

florins ($42,360). In 1871 the production was about 126 tons.

Italy—In the year 1880 the production was 402 tons, valued at 80,400

lire ($16,080). Eed antimony (kermesite) is stated to be mined in Tus-

cany and to be smelted at Marseilles, France.

Algeria.—Stibnite and oxide of antimony (white antimony ore or

senarmoutite) derived from the alteration of the sulphide, are found in

considerable quantities at El Haminat, about 43 miles from Constan-

tine, and at Sousa. Specimens from these localities were shown at the

International Exhibition in Paris in. 1878, and at Vienna in 1873.

Victoria.—The production of antimony ore in this British colony, in

the year 1880, amounted to 333 tons 17 cwts., of which 272 tons 17 cwts.

were smelted in the colony, yielding 178 tons 10 cwts. of regulus. In

1882 376 tons of antimony ore were mined, and were valued at £2,632.

The ore occurs in many places, and is frequently auriferous. At Sun-

bury a lode from 3 to 18 inches in thickness, consisting chiefly of quartz

and stibnite, traverses Silurian strata, and contains about 2 ounces of

gold to the ton. At Whroo the antimony ore occurs in concretionary

masses in concentric layers around a central nucleus of sulphide

of aijtimony. The outer oxidized layers contain native gold, some-

times in grains as large as a pea. The occurrence of auriferous

antimony ores appears to be common, the association being observed

also in California, and it was mentioned in metallurgical treatises

i
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as early as 1827. Gold occurs also at the Costerfield mines. Accord-

ing to the Mining and Scientifie Press of September 13, 1884, the

process adopted by the Costerfield Company for treating these ores,

consisting of sulphide and brown and white oxides of antimony, is as

follows: The portion of th» ore free from quartz is picked out and set

aside for smelting, the remainder being crushed to extract the gold.

The tailings are then conveyed to heaps and prepared for smelting by

a process of puddling. A sluice-box is fed with tailings, which pass on

to a triangular tray, forming an incline flume, so arranged as to cause

the water and tailings to flow over it in a broad, shallow stream into an

oblong receiving pit. The purest antimony ore, from its greater specific

gravity, settles in the pit at the end nearest the tray. As the sediment

recedes from this end it gradually becomes mixed with an increasing

proportion of sand ; but much of the latter is carried away in the over-

flow of water from the pit.

On cleaning out the receiving pit, that i)ortion of its contents

containing quartz sand is returned to the heaps, to be again passed

through the buddle, and the pure ore is collected in bags and sent to

the boiler-house to be dried. It is then placed in a smelting furnace,

with equal proportions of uncrushed ore, and reduced to crude antimony,

the slag and cinder resulting from this process being further treated by

roasting or calcining in a reverberatory furnace to liberate the oxide,

which passes off in fumes from the furnaces into the oxide flue ; and as

the fumes cool on their passage to the smokestack, the oxide is deposited

in chambers constructed in the flue • to receive it. The residue from

the reverberatory furnace is afterwards crushed to extract any gold it

may contain. The gold obtained from the mineral defrays the whole of

the company's working expenses, and the yield of crude antimony and

oxide is clear profit. The ore yields about 45 per cent, of crude anti-

mony.

The process adopted for treating auriferous ores containing antimony

sulphide, by fusing the sulphide with a portion of metallic antimony,

and using the same metal with fresh charges of the ore, until it becomes

rich in gold, and then separating the two metals by the oxidation of the

antimony, while suitable for rich ' antimony ores, will not answer for

those containing less of the sulphide, as they are too siliceous to fuse.

According to Locke, Mr. Cosmo Newberry has introduced the follow-

ing inethod for treating such ores, which may also contain gold, silver,

nickel, cobalt, sulphur, and arsenic. The uncrushed ores are placed in

a kiln or furnace with a quantity of salt, sufficient to produce the

amount of chlorine necessary to get rid of the sulphur, antimony, and

arsenic. As soon as the calcination commences a supply of steam or

aqueous vapor is conducted to the bottom of the kiln or into the furnace,

in such quantities as to keep the "whole mass saturated. That it is so

saturated is ascertainable by holding a condensing surface, such as a

piece of cold iron, over the calcining mass. If the saturation is being
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eflfected the surface soon becomes tlauip. The saturation is continued

until there are neither antimonial nor arsenical fumes, nor the smell of

sulphurous acid or sulphureted hjdrogen. The process is then com-

pleted and the charge is drawn ; it is ready for any further trea" ment
for extracting the precious metal. A peculiar condenser for facilitating

the solidification of the metallic vapors given off in these roasting proc-

esses has been perfected by the introduction of the process described.

Neic South Wales.—Considerable quantities of antimony ore are now-

obtained from New South Wales. It has been discovered in many lo-

calities in the Macleay district, at Hargrave's Fallsj and in the neigh-

borhood of Aberfoil. In the Bathurst district stibnite has been found

in loose blocks. The close association of antimony ore and gold has been

noted in Kew South Wales by Mr. 0. S. Wilkinson. He reports aurifer-

ous antimony lodes at Hill Grove, in rocks which are regarded as met-

amorphosed Devonian. The lode consists of a network of quartz mns
accompanying a granitic dike. The ore is the sulphide (stibnite) and
also the oxide, in bunches in which gold is sometimes distinctly visible.

At a mine near Armadale a vein from 10 to 15 inches in width is said

to yield 50 per cent, of antimony and 22 pennyweights of gold per ton.

According to the annual report of the mining department, Sydney,

l^em South Wales, the quantity of antimony produced in the colony

was as follows

:

Production of antimony in New South Wales.

Tears.
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Japan.—lu the year 1874 a small quantity of antimony was produced

from four mines in this country. It occurs on the island of Amakusa,

in small and irregular veins, and in seams from 1 inch to 1 foot in thick-

ness. Numerous magnificent crystallizations of stibnite have recently

been obtained in Japan from the mines of antimony on the island of

Shikoku, in the province of lyo. The mineralogical collection at Yale

College and several other collections have of late been enriched by

specimens from this localily. The great size and perfection of form of

the crystals is remarkable. They are prisms with brilliant lateral and

terminal planes. These j)risms are sometimes over 20 inches in length.

The finest group of crystals in the Yale museum has a length of 11

inches and a height of 10^ inches. These remarkably fine crystalizations

have been described in detail by Prof. E. S. Dana (a), who identifies

forty planes new to science in this species, making eighty-five planes in

all now known and described.

Borneo.—This country has been a well-known source of antimony for

many years. The ore was discovered there in 1825. In 1880 antimony

to the value of $72,516 was exported. The principal mine is at Bidi, in

Sarawak. From the report of acting ConsulGeneral Thacher for 1883

it appears that the export of antimony, which in 1881 amounted to

1,856 tons, and in 1882 to 1,440 tons, fell in 18834;o 1,361 tons ; and there

can be no doubt that this result is in a great measure to be accounted

for by a falling off in the supply, as old workings have been exhausted.

Efforts are being made to prospect more thoroughly the district of Up-
per Sarawak, where alone antimony has hitherto been found in quantity.

Tonquin.— A,ntimony ores are reported as occurring in this country,

, but no definite information is accessible.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Extraction.—The extraction of antimony from its ores is attended

with some difficulties, owing to its volatility and affinity for oxygen. If

the sulphide is much mixed with veinstone, such as quartz, it is sub-

jected to the preliminary process of liquation, by which the fused sul-

phide flows away, leaving the rock behind. The sulphur is extracted

either by heating with iron, alkalies, and charcoal, leaving a regulus of

metal, or by oxidation, leaving the antimony in the condition of teroxide,

which is afterwards reduced with charcoal and alkalies in crucibles.

The metal sinks to the bottom, and the overlying residue is known as

crocus of antimony.

The chief centers of the extraction of antimony are in Hungary, Ger-

many, France, and Great Britain. The ores of antimony were formerly

mined. in Great Britain, but ore now is im^iorted from Singapore, Bor-

neo, and other localities. Much of it is sent as ballast at very low rates

of freight. The ores which are smelted near Marseilles, in France, are

obtained from Algeria and Tuscany.

a Ammcan Journal of Science, Vol. XXVI., page 214.
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Extraction of antimony in the United States.—Up to the year 1883 but

little metallic antiinon}^ had been produced in the United States. A
few cakes of excellent metal had been made in Oakland, California, from

the white antimony ore of Sonora, but owing to various difficulties the

enterprise was soon abandoned, and the works have since been burned

down.

Works in San Francisco for the reduction of ores of antimony and
the production of the commercial metal were equipped by Messrs. Starr

& Mathison, and produced some excellent " star" antimony, equal to any

Imported. The difficulty of securing a regular supply of ore of a high

grade at remunerative figures is reported to have caused the closing of

the works in 1883.

At the San Emigdio mine, in Kern county, California, Mr. Bouschy
has erected furnaces for the production of regulus, and operations were

resumed in the summer of 1884, and a small quantity of metal is made
at a profit.

A considerable quantity of hard lead, containing antimony, is • ob-

tained in the lead-smelting operations of the Castle Dome* Mining and
Smelting Company, at Melrose, Alameda county, California, and has

been utilized in the manufacture of antimonal alloys for several years

past. The same is true of other lead-smelting works.

A large quantity of antimonial lead is produced at the works in Kan-
sas City, Missouri, and it is utilized by the Wadsworth Metal and Man-
ufacturing Company for the manufacture of antimonial alloys, such as

various grades of Babbitt metal ; electrotype, stereotype, and white met-

als, solders, etc. This source of antimony, although in alloy with lead,

materially affects the market for the pure metal, inasmuch as a large

part of the demand for the ordinary crude alloys of antimony and lead

is supplied by it, and without the cost of a preliminary separation.

The production of antimony from the Utah ore has already been men-

tioned.

Uses of antimony.—Antimony is an important constituent of many
useful alloys, generally imparting hardness to the softer metals. With
lead it forms type metal, the antimony not only giving hardness but

causing the expansion of the alloy at the moment of cooling, whereby

the casting is sharper and better formed in the mold. The amount of

antimony in type metal is generally from 17 to 20 per cent., though

type metal is sometimes made of 1 part of antimony and 4 parts of lead.

For stereotype plates a small quantity of tin is added, from one-eightieth

to one-fiftieth part.

Britannia metal contains from 10 to 16 parts of antimony and 81 of

tin. Babbitt metal, an anti-friction alloy for the journal boxes or bear-

ings of machinery, contains 8.3 per cent of antimony. Pewter contains

about 7 per cent.

With tin antimony forms white brittle alloys. The addition of a very

small quantity of tin promotes the crystallization of antimony and gives

1
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larger crystals. Added to iron in the proportion of 70 parts of anti-

mony and 30 of iron it forms a hard, brilliant, and fusible compound. It

renders gold and silver brittle. Its effects on copper are remarkable

and injurious. It is said that the one-thousandth part of antimony will

destroy- the good qualities of the copper, and that one four-thousandth

part will reduce the quality of " best selected" to "tough ingot" grade.

Compounds of antimony are extensively used in medicinal prepara-

tions, tartar emetic being one of the most important, and in the manu-
facture of pigments. The pulverized stibnite is found to be an excel-

lent material for the vulcanization of rubber.

Estimation of antimony.—A method of quickly making commercial

determinations of antimony present in ores, alloys, or slags is described

by Mr. G. T. Dougherty, {a) The substance is first reduced to a button

by fusion. If in an oxidized state, it is melted with charcoal and red

argol ; if combined with sulphur, it is decomposed by fusion with equal

parts of potassium cyanide and sodium carbonate. Ten grams is the

most convenient quantity to use. The weighed button is then cut into

small pieces, placed in a porcelain dish, and digested at a boiling heat

in a mixture of equal parts of nitric acid and water, until the solu-

tion has nearly evaporated and the lead is dissolved, leaving the <in-

timony as a white, insoluble precipitate of antimony tetroxide (Sb204),

which is separated by filtration from the diluted solution, and is dried

and weighed. In a button containing lead and antimony only, the

quantity of lead is ascertained by deducting the weight of the antimony,

or it may be determined from the filtrate as sulphate of lead.

Imports and prices.—The importation of antimony at the port of ^ew
York amounted to 3,406 casks in 1883, and 3,044 in 1884. The general

range of price for the same year was from 10 tollj cents per pound for

Cookson's, and from 8.85 to 10.25 cents for Hallett's. At the end of the

month of October, 1884, antimony was selling in LiveriDool at £41 to

£42 per ton, and in December, 1884, at £40 per ton. In the month
of April, 1885, and on the 1st of May, it was quoted at £38 to £38 10s.

In the 'New York market the price had fallen to 9f cents for Oookson's.

The shipments of metallic antimony from California amounted in

1882 to a little over 30 tons. In 1883 shipments fell off, while in 1884

they were again slightly increased, some small lots of ore having in the

mean time been exported.

a Engineering and Mining Journal, Vol. XXXVIII., page 345, November 22, 1884.
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Antimony and antimony ore imported and enteredfoi' consumption in the United States, 1867
to 1884 incliisive.

Fiscal years ending Jane 30—
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Opening, closing, highest, and lowest prices of antimony, ^o.—Continued.

Months.

Cookson's.

1884. 1883

Hallett's.

1884. 1883,

April:
Op&ning
Highest
Lowest.
Closing .

May:
Opening
Highest
Lowest.
Closing .

June

:

Opening
Highest.
Lowest .

Closing .

July:
Opening
Highest
Lowest

.

Closing .

August:
Opening
Highest
Lowest..
Closing .

September:
Opening
Highest
Lowest

.

Closing .

October

:

Opening
Highest
Lowest

.

Closing .

November:
Opening
Highest.
Lowest

.

Closing .

December

:

Opening.
Highest.
Lowest .

Closing .

Hi
iij
11
11

11

Hi
11
11

11
11
10|
105

10.85
10.85
10|
lOJ

lOJ
lOJ
lOJ
lOJ

lOJ
10^

lOf

10.35
10.35
lOi
lOi

lOf
lOf
lOi
lOf

10^
11
lOi
IDS

lOf
io|
10|
10.70

10.70
10.70

lOS
lOf

lOfmmm
mmm
lOi

lOi
lOi
lOi

lOi

lOi
lOi
10m
lOJm

10
11
10

lOi

11

Hi
11

Hi

lOi
lOJ
lOf
lot

lOfm
lOi
lOi

m
104
10.30
10.30

10.30
10.30
lOi
lOi

m
lOim
lOJ
10^
10
10

• 9.95
9.95

log

lOJ
lOi
10

lOi

9.70
91
9.70

9.70
9.70

9|
91

8.85
9

lOi
9

lOi

lOi
lOi
lOJ
lOi

Eocports.—The statistics ofexports of antimony and antiinonial ores are

very imperfect, as both are usually classed under other heads. The
exports of ore, as recorded, range from a few hundred dollars' worth to

$13,619 in the fiscal year 1882. In the fiscal year 1883 the exports

reported were valued at $3,500.



. BISMUTH.
Ores.—The most important ore of bismuth is the native metal, which

is found associated with gold, silver, cobalt, and nickel ores. It has

been identified in Monroe county, l^ew York ; at Haddam, Connecticut,

and in Virginia. Tetradymite, a telluride of bismuth, containing from

60 to 80 per cent, bismuth, is found in the gold belt of Virginia and

North Carolina, and in Arizona. Bismuth-silver is a native alloy of

bismuth and silver, containing varying proportions of the two metals,

ranging from 27 per cent, bismuth and 15 silver to 10 bismuth and 60

silver, with irregular amounts of copper, lead, iron, sulphur, arsenic,

etc. Bismuthinite is a sulphide, normally containing 81.6 i^er cent, bis-

muth and 18,4 sulphur. Bismuth ocher is an oxide, containing about

90 per cent, metallic bismuth. Bismutite, a hydrated carbonate, con-

taining 90 per cent, bismuth, 6.56 carbonic acid, and 3.44 water, has been

found in South Carolina. Besides these minerals rare silicates of bis-

muth have been observed.

Occurrence in the United States.—Several veins carrying bismuth have

been found at a point 12 miles west of Beaver City, Utah. They occur

in a magnesian limestone, and vary from 1 to 9 feet in thickness. The

entire vein matter is said to assay from 1 to 6 per cent, metal, the ore

being of such low grade that it would require to be concentrated. As
it is free from arsenic and antimony it is thought that it can be handled

with profit notwithstanding its low grade. The ore is native bismuth

with pyrite and a little galena, carrying some silver, in a quartz gangue.

One of the mines, the Bismuth, in Granite district, Beaver county, dis-

covered in 1865, shipped a little ore in 1871, which is said to have car-

ried 7 per cent, metal. The developments are small, consisting of a

number of short prospecting shafts and tunnels.

In Colorado a number of occurrences are reported, i)articularly in

Hinsdale, Boulder, Jefferson, La Plata, and San Juan counties. In the

ores of the last-named county Mr. T. B. Comstock has identified bis-

muthinite (sulphide of bismuth), wittichenite (copper and bismuth sul-

phide, rich in silver), and aciculite or aikinite (lead, coi^per, and bismuth

sulphide) in beautiful crystals. A small specimen from the Gladiator

mine. Lake City district, Hinsdale county, showed 81 per cent, bismuth,

carrying silver at the rate of l,544«ouuces per ton. The Bismuth Queen
mine, near Golden, has also produced some very rich bismutite and bis-

muthinite ore.

A grayish green, impure oxide of bismuth, averaging from 8 to 10 per

cent, bismuth, has been found near Tucson, Arizona, and it is thought

to be present in considerable quantity. A piece of bismuth ore was
664
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also found in gold washings near Phoenix. Tetradymite (telluride of

bismuth) has been identified in this Territory.

A specimen of bismuth ore, found by miners while washing gold-bear-

ing gravel on Big Pine creek, Inyo county, California, is now in the

State museum. Bismuth has also been reported as occurring in re-

markable purity on the flank of Mount Yostovia, Alaska. The occur-

rences in Connecticut, Ifew York, Virginia, North Carolina, and South
Carolina, alread}' noted, are of mineralogical Interest merely.

There is no commercial production of bismuth in the United States,

though it is possible that the occurrences of its ores, especially in Colo-

rado and Utah, may be utilized to a limited extent in connection with

the smelting of silver ores. At present prices a large deposit of work-

able bismuth ore would be a valuable find, and it would seem profitable

to treat the small quantities of rich bismuth ore hitherto worked for the

silver contents alone, for the bismuth as well. There are no reduction

works in this country designed for the extraction of bismuth, which,

however, is a simple metallurgical process. The small lots of metal pro-

duced hitherto have been obtained in experiments.

Sources.—The supi)lies of bismuth are drawn principally from the

mines of Saxony, Hungary, Baden, Cornwall, and Australia. The ores

also occur in South America, especially in Bolivia and Chili. The total

production is small.

Price.—During 1883 and 1884 the price has been held at about $2 per

pound, though on a flurry in the London market it dropped to $1.05,

from which figure it almost immediately recovered to $2.

Uses.—Metallic bismuth is used in making fusible alloys, such as soft

solder and plugs for safety valves and automatic fire extinguishers ; in

stereotype metal, for molds ; as an amalgam for silvering glass globes,

and it has been tried in the molten state as a bath for tempering steel.

The subnitrate is used under the name of pearl white in enamels, in porce-

lain, in optical glass, in medicine, and as a cosmetic. The carbonate

is employed to a small extent in medicine. The nitrate is used as a

mordant.

Imports.—The following table gives the imports of bismuth during

recent years, with their foreign valuations, from which it will be seen

that the consumption in this country is very small. Bismuth is on the

free list of the present tariff.

Bismuth imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1884 inclusive.



ARSENIC.
Although occurrences of arsenic ores are frequent throughout the

United States, especially in the far West, there is no commercial pro-

duction. In the eastern and central portions of the country the deposits

are generally small and scattered. In the gold and silver ores of the

Eocky Mountain region and the Pacific coast arsenic is very common,

but is regarded only as a hiuderance in metallurgical operations. Aurif-

erous mispickel is worked on a considerable scale for its gold contents;

and sulpharsenide silver ores are frequent, sometimes being treated by

chloridizing roasting followed by amalgamation, and sometimes smelted

with the silver-lead ores with which they occur. Both in roasting and

smelting large quantities of arsenic pass off in the fumes and are lost.

The cheapness of the product and the distance from market have thus

far prevented it from being saved in commercial quantities, thougli iu

time a small production may be looked from the gold and silver reduc-

tion works.

Metallic arsenic is produced in only small quantities and has a limited

application in the arts, usually as the hardening element in lead alloys.

The yellow sulphide, or orpiment (AS2S3), and the red sulphide, or real-

gar (AsS), are more laigely used, mainly as pigments and in fireworks.

White arsenic, the " arsenic " of commerce, is arsenious oxide (AS2O3),

and is the common form. Erom it the other arsenic compounds, so

largely used in the arts, are readily made. It is produced as a by-prod-

uct in metallurgical operations, very seldom being a main product.

The imports of white arsenic are very large, amounting to 1,800 tons

in the last fiscal year, mainly from England. The nearest source of sup-

ply is the Del Oro mine, Ontario, Canada, where it is obtained by roast-

ing a gold-bearing mispickel ore preliminary to the extraction of the

gold. This mine is worked by an American company. There was no

production of arsenic in 1883 at the Del Oro mine, but in 1884 about 200

short tons were made. In the crude state it carried about 97 per cent,

of pure arsenious oxide, and when refined some of it is said to have

reached 99.65 per cent., the usual grade of English refined being about

95 per cent. The Del Oro arsenic is only just coming on the market

;

but the full capacity of the works, if running regularly, is stated by

Mr. E. P. Bothwell, the manager, at dbout 1,000 tons per year, or about

one-eighth of the entire make of the world.
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At the close of 1884 the price of English refined white arsenic was

2f cents per pound, wholesale.

Eecent imports have been as follows

:

Arsenic imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inoltisive.

Fiscal years endingJune 30

—

1867.
1868.
1860,
1870,
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.

2 MB- ,42

Quantity.

Pounds.

1, 442, 142
1, 442, 576

566, 500

1, 329, 693
1, 109, 811

612, 116

1, 636, 335

2, 327, 742

Value.

$17, 700
19, 191
29, 450
12,643
29, 822
30, 337
16, 373
39, 985
49,430

Piscal years ending June 30

—

1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Quantity.

Pounds.
447, 019

2, 588, 948
2, 471, 861
2, 445, 852
2, 717, 777
2, 225, 425
3, 396, 334
5, 207, 553
3,693,325

Value.

$13, 784
71, 738
56, 662
52, 715
62, 207
54, 056
89, 111

121, 891

86, 316



ALUMINUM.
By E. L. Packard.

Increased utilization.—Within the last two years the useful proper-

ties of aluminum have become better known to manufacturers and the

public generally through jiublications in trade and other journals, and

this information has excited considerable interest in the present condi-

tion and the prospects of the manufacture of that metal and in the

various applications of which it is capable. It is reported that a large

collection of articles made of aluminum was shipped from England to

Calcutta for exhibition in the latter part of 1883. This exhibit was

said to consist of wire, pens, pencil cases, railway-carriage fittings, locks

and bolts, harness furniture in great variety, chandeliers, cutlery, and

ships' fittings, and sufficiently illustrates the various uses to which the

metal can be put.

Aluminum is coming into use- in the manufacture of alloys, such as

aluminum bronze. In the United States it is being more extensively

employed in making the lighter parts of such instruments as galvan-

ometers and other physical instruments used in scientific experiments,

for delicate weights, suture wire, and in engineering, astronomical, and

optical instruments. It is sold as leaf in books, like gold leaf, for dec-

orators, at from 40 to 50 cents a book, and is being experimented with

by manufacturers ofjewelry. The amount made in France in 1882 was

2,349 kilograms. In Germany experiments are being made with it as

a coating for iron, to be applied for ornamental purposes, and as an im-

provement upon tin plate. Its use is extending slowly but surely, its

cost being at present the principal obstacle to its wider employment.

The price of American aluminum ranged from 75 cents to $1 per

ounce troy in 1883, and from 50 cents to $1 per ounce in 1884, accord-

ing to quantity. In the fiscal year 1884 the imports were 554 pounds

avoirdupois, valued at $7,463.

Until recently the aluminum sold in the United States was entirely

of foreign origin, but it is now produced in this country by a process

patented by Col. William Frishmuth, of Philadelphia, who turned out

1,000 ounces of the metal in 1883 and 1,800 ounces in 1884.
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it should be said here that the aluminum cap or apex of the "Washing-

ton Monument was cast by Colonel Frishmuth. It is of pyramidal form,

is about 10 inches high, its base is 6 inches on a side, and it weighs 100

ounces. The metal of the apex has the following composition

:

Per cent.

Alnminmn
Iron
Silicon—

97.75
1.70
.55

Metallurgy.—The Frishmuth process for extracting aluminum, as de-

scribed in the patents, differs from the French or Deville method in sub-

stance, as follows : The Deville process consisted essentially in convert-

ing alumina into chloride of aluminum by passing chlorine through a

heated mixture of alumina, carbon, and common salt in a retort, whereby

the chloride was distilled off and was recovered, and then acting on the

chloride by sodium on the hearth of a reverberatory furnace. Frish-

muth converts the alumina (in the form of corundum, bauxite, etc.) into

fluoride by fusing the mineral with fluoride of sodium after a previous

heating with fluorspar. The fluoride of aluminum and sodium so ob-

tained is then powdered, mixed with carbon and with the chlorides of

sodium and potassium, and placed in a retort with a false bottom. Con-

nected with this retort by a suitable pipe is another, into which he intro-

duces carbonate of soda, charcoal, and lime. On heating the retorts

vapor of sodium passes from the retort containing the soda mixture,

which must be at a white heat, through the mixture containing the flu-

oride of aluminum and sodium, and separates the aluminum. The ope-

ration is varied by converting the fluoride of aluminum into chloride and
treating that with sodium vapor in the same way as the fluoride.

A statement has recently appeared in the papers that a method has

been proposed for obtaining aluminum from kaolin by mixing together

"zinc ore," kaolin, carbon, pearl ash, and common salt, and distilling

off zinc and aluminum to be afterwards separated. The description of

the process given in the papers is, however, too vague to be clearly un-

derstood, and there is no statement of the amount of aluminum pro-

duced in this way.

Soldering aluminum.—A practical obstacle iTi working aluminum has

been the difficulty of soldering it. A French alloy for this purpose is

said to be composed of 45 parts of tin and 10 of aluminum, for pieces

which are to be worked after soldering, while for other purposes the

proportion of aluminum may be less. The following alloys have also

been recommended: Silver, 10 parts; copper, 10; aluminum, 20; tin,

60, and zinc, 30 parts. This alloy is said to be good for chains, etc., and

can be used m Wowpipe operations, For a solder to bo nsed with th©
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common soldering iron, 95 to 98 parts of tin and 5 to 2 parts of bis-

muth. The " fuse " to be used is paraffine, stearine, vaseline, or balsam

copaiba. The articles must be well cleaned, and the parts to be sol-

dered must be heated enough to make the solder adhere. These form-

ulas may be interesting to workers in aluminum, and may at least sug-

gest lines of further experiment.

Aluminum imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1870 io 1884 inclu-

sive.

Fiscal years ending Jnne 30-



ZIRCONIUM.
By David T. Day.

Occurrence.—Zirconium is always found as the silicate, zircon, or

rarely in the modified form called hyacinth. It occurs in crystalline

rocks, and especially in granular limestone. Madison county, North

Carolina, is the most noted zircon locality in this country ; the mineral

occurs there in well defined crystals, which' contain small amounts of

iron. Only a few pounds have been obtained from the farm of Gen.

T. L. Clingman, at Asheville, in this county, for purposes other than

cabinet specimens. The finest crystals have been obtained from Canada.

Moriah, in Essex county, New York, has also produced some good crys-

tals. Zircon is also met with occasionally in Maine, Vermont, Massa-

chusetts, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania. It has been found quite

freely at Franklin, New Jersey.

Experiments with a view to utilizatiori.— It has frequently been pro-

posed to use pencils of the oxide of zirconium f r producing an incan-

descent light. This oxide is very infusible, and when heated glows

with a very white light. The obstacles to its use are, however, serious.

It is extremely difficult to decompose the silicate and obtain the oxide

from it. To purify this oxide is another difficult matter. Comparative

tests between zirconia and lime for incandescent lights have shown that

zirconia has the one advantage of not taking up moisture as lime does.

In 1882 an eftbrt was made to produce an incandescent electric light by
inclosing carbon points in a cylinder of zirconia without access of air.

It was found by inquiry that only one-half ounce of zirconia could be

bought in the United States ; enough was jDrepared in Baltimore and at

Columbia College, New York, to use in the experiments, which have

not yet, however, been completely successful. It is more than possible

that such a use as this may yet bring zircon to market.
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STRUCTURAL MATERIALS.
BUILDII^G STOIS^E.

Present status.—The value of the building stone quarried in the

United States during the past three years is estimated as follows

:

1882 -- $21,000,000

1883 i 20,000,000

1884 19,000,000

A complete canvass of the quarries is evidently impracticable with

the means at command—the census investigation, of building stones

having cost many times the whole expense of the present work—and

no effort has been made in this direction. The foregoing estimates are

based upon these considerations : The output during the census year

1879-1880 was placed at $18,356,055, the returns, however, not in-

cluding quarries yielding less than $1,000 worth during that year. As-

suming the census figure as nearly correct, with the qualification just

stated, a fair estimate for 1882 could not fall below $21,000,000, and

this was probably a very close approximation to the truth. A com-

parison with the census results is much less to be relied on for subse-

quent years, but the valuation for 1883 is placed at $20,000,000, not-

withstanding the known increase in building activity during that year

as compared with 1882, because of the marked preference for brick con-

struction, which more than offset that general activity. For 1884 the

estimate is still more uncertain, but the general industrial decline, and

the prevailing fashion in choice of building material, certainly reduced

the value of the stone quarried, and the falling off may be roughly in-

dicated by the estimate, $19,000,000. However faulty these estimates

may be, they at least express the opinion of the builders who have been

consulted.

Brick in a general way, pressed brick, and brick and terra cotta work

combined, especially on the Atlantic seaboard, have superseded stone

to about the extent indicated above, and the change may be attributed

in part to economical measures. Many architects and builders still give

decided preference to stone where it can be used within the limits of

proposed expenditure, the sandstones for dwellings, especially on fronts

of rows of city houses, and the granite for large and imi30sing edifices.

Marble as a building stone appears to have entirely gone out of fashion

in the neighborhood of New York City, and large quarries in the adja-

cent county of Westchester are for the present practically abandoned.

Similar conditions prevail in other portions of the country, though the
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Verraout marbles, dressing to a harder, smoother, and durable surface,

retain a good market for trimmings, monumental work, etc. The blue-

stone of Ulster county, New York, has extensive use for building pur-

poses in the way of steps, platforms, sills, and lintels, in addition to a

liberal consumption for flagging, and is distributed over all parts of the

adjoining States.

The building stones of the eastern States have been minutely de-

scribed in Volume X. of the census reports. On page 453 et seq. of " Min-

eral Resources of the United States, 1882," will be found a notice of the

stones of the Rocky Mountain region, to which nothing need now be

added. Mr, Yale furnishes the following notes, in continuation of the

description given in the former report, on the Pacific coast building

stones

:

Building stone on the Pacific coast.—The rocks most employed for build-

ing and similar purposes abound almost everywhere in the Pacific di-

vision, many heavy ranges of mountains being composed mainly of the

more common kinds, such as granite, diorite, sandstone, limestone, slate,

" porphyry," etc. The Sierra Nevada, the longest and loftiest chain

west of the Rockies, consists almost wholly of granite. Very little stone

is, however, obtained from the main range, most of the granite quarries

worked in California being situated ou the lower foothills of the Sierra,

some of them at an elevation of only a few hundred feet above tidewater.

While the principal granite quarries are located in Placer county, Cal-

ifornia, on the line of the Central Pacific railroad, some granite is quar-

ried in other parts of the State, this latter stone being mostly for local

uses. The quarrying of granite was commenced in California as early

as 1853, large quantities from that time on being required for both pub-

lic and private buildings. Prior to that date several cargoes of granite

were imported from China, the blocks being already dressed ready for

usei. A number of stores were built in San Francisco from this material,

all of which are still standing and in a good state of preservation. A
few buildings were also at the same time, or a little later, constructed in

that city^ of marble brought from Vermont, none of these, so far as the

stone is concerned, being any the worse from the lapse of time. Besides

being much used in the construction of stores, warehouses, etc., granite

in connection with cobbles and basalt blocks has been largely employed
for street paving in San Francisco; A great deal of this stone has also

gone into the fortifications. The light-house now in course of con-

struction on Saint George's reef, on the northern coast of California,

consists of granite obtained from a deposit recently discovered ou Mad
river in that neighborhood. The stone exists here under conditions

that render it easily available, the whole face of the mountain being

covered with loose blocks of granite, some of which weigh hundreds of

tons. A great deal of California granite is also being used in the con-

struction of the new dry dock at Mare Island navy yard, San Francisco

bay. In the Pacific division, outside of California, not much has been
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made of this stone, cheaper building material having usually been made
to answer in its stead ; this having been to a great extent the case also

with the other useful stones, such as diorite, basalt, limestone, marble,

slate, etc. A species of lava rock, soft and easily cut when first quar-

ried, but which hardens when exposed to the air, has been employed for

building in these western regions, especially where lumber is scarce.

So also has sandstone for like purposes come into large use there, the

branch mint in San Francisco, the great Mormon temple and the im-

mense building known as the Tabernacle in Salt Lake City, Utah, being

constructed of this material. The sandstones of the Pacific States and

Territories are of all varieties and colors, light drab, yellow, red, brown,

etc. In a low range in central Kevada a sandstone is found which an-

swers well for the construction of metallurgical furnaces, some of it hav-

ing been used for that purpose with excellent results.

During the past year many samples of building stone were submitted

to the architects of a dwelling to be built in San Francisco for a wealthy

citizen. The investigation proved that choice building material was

abundant, but that the cost of freight, etc., and the lack of development

of the quarries were against its use. It was the original intention to

build with stone quarried in California. Samples from all parts of the

State were submitted and over fifty of them were tested. A number

were found to meet all requirements, among them being varieties of

granite, marble, sandstone and brownstone, and " blackleg." But it

was found that the cost of getting either of these stones to San Fran-

cisco in the desired shape would be so high that the same material could

be brought from the eastern States at a much lower cost. For instance,

it would cost as much to break out California marble and send it by

rail as to bring marble by sea from Italy, while the latter stone could be

worked more readily. The fine Penrhyn granite was not selected be-

cause of similar reasons and as a matter of personal taste. Of brown-

stone there were two excellent samples, one from an island off the coast

of Lower California, and the other from Solano county. In both cases

the quarries required to be opened. A company was formed to quarry

the " blacklog " stone, which is of a bluish gray color and is found in

Oregon just north of the California line. But in this case the building

of 10 miles of railroad and a breakwater would be necessary. For these

reasons it was finally decided to obtain stone from the eastern States.

The case was of course an exceptional one.

Basalt, " trachyte," and other volcanic rocks are common in the far

West, the former often showing the columnar structure in great per-

fection. Good building and roofing slates are also abundant, that from

some localities being an excellent material. From the beds in San Ber-

nardino county large slabs, thin, smooth, and straight can be readily

split.

Besides the numerous and extensive beds of marble in California

and the other Pacific States and Territories, this stone seems to occur
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in great abundance and of good quality in Alaska. As early as 1867

Prof. George Davidson reported finding on Baranoff island, 10 miles

north of Sitka, a large deposit of marble, which he described as being a

pure white, finely crystallized stone, free from marks and stains, render-

ing it very desirable. Believing this to be a valuable deposit a company
has been formed in San Frai»cisco to work it on an extensive scale.

Imports and exports.—The following tables show the extent of the for-

eign commerce of the United States in marble and other stone :

Marile imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1883 inclusive.

Fiscal years end-
ing June 30—
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Building stone (^exclusive of marhle), paving stone, and sfQne hallast imported and entered

for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Piscalyears
ending

June 30—

1867.

Building stone,
rough.

Long tong.

1869...
1870 . .

.

1871 . .

.

1872...
1873 .

.

1874 ..

1875 . .

.

1876...
1877...
1878 -.

1879
1

125,493
1880 I 75,501
1881

1

76,741
1882

I

104,290

1883 1
127,476

1884 122,463

$59, 081
61, 408
150,619
145, 759
162, 614
218,236
238, 680
275, 6J3
316,404
201, 034

153, 693

1,455
10, 723

20, 2-26

19, 658
15, 748
8, 199

7,584
10. 197

6,845
11, 035

15, 867
16, 778
14, 324
12. 198

$8, 237

16, 982
39, 515
73, 889
81,645
67,357
34, 124

25,571
37, 878
24, 531
43, 997
65, 950
75, 369

64, 767
50, 860

$4, 171
3,201
3,660
7,680
6,160
8,534

10, 986
7,174
5, 492
7,136

13, 956
10,220
15, 115

$37, 510
16, 045
19, 602
19,879
21, 381
25, 925
26, 643
27,519
42, 022
44, 260
34, 479
39, 935
46, 260
51, 165
46, 863
45, 774

44, 375
34, 640

$85, 204
118,776
85, 364

107, 521
117, 484
107, 192

91, 503
80,519
16, 342
2,051

4
275
620
72
2

154

2,813
16, 099

a
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MarMe and stone, and manufaotiires of marile and stone, of foreign production exported

from the United iStates, 1872 to 1884 inclusive.

Piacal years ending June 30—
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the attention is given to the sharpness of the sand that is recommended
in the books.

Imports and exports of sand and gravel.

Fiscal years ending Jnne 30

—
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The production of 37,000,000 barrels of lime presupposes the burning

of about 6,600,000 short tons of limestone, without allowances for moist-

ure.

Imports and exports.—The imports of lime are very small, as would

be expected. The table of exports, derived from the custom-house

records, does not segregate lime from cement ; and from the ratio of

quantity to value it will be seen that the greater portion of the exports

classified under this head must consist of cement

:

Lime imported and entered for consumption in the United States.

Fiscal years ending June 30—
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The following table, prepared by Mr. John M. Hartman and published

in the Bulletin of the American Iron and Steel Association, gives the

value of limestone containing various amounts of silica, lime, and mag-

nesia. The basis of the calculation is magnesian limestone at 50 cents

per ton and fuel at $3.50 per ton, both at the furnace. The siliceous

character of all American iron ores requires the use of twice the amount
of limestone to each ton of fuel used in our furnaces as is required in

foreign furnaces. The carbonic acid from this extra amount of lime-

stone burns away the fuel at the top (by Bell's E reaction), and is one

cause of the excess of fuel used in this country. Limestone is a great

heat absorbent, and an excess of it performs two things in the furnace:

First, it purifies the iron from sulphur, giving a larger, darker grain
j

and, second, its cooling action prevents the reduction of silica to silicon,

and therefore prevents the light color sometimes found in foundry pig

iron. Magnesian limestone will remove phosphorus to a certain extent.

Belative value of limestone as flux.-

Limestone.
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CEMENT.

Production.—A careful estimate of the production of artificial (Amer-

ican Portland) cement, made by Mr. Henry S. SprouU, of the New York

Real Estate Record and Guide, who has also furnished much of the in-

formation given under this head, gives the following results

:

Production of American Portland cement in 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Tears.
Barrels
of 400
pounds.

Average
price per
barrel.

Total
value.

1882
1883
1884

85, 000
90, 000

100, 000

$2 25
2 15
2 10

$191, 250
193, 500

210, 000

For cement manufactured from natural rock the estimate is not so ac-

curate, but will not be very wide of the. mark, and where doubts have

arisen between the adoption of an extreme or a more conservative indi-

cation, as developed through different sources of information, the mini-

mum figure was selected. The results are as follows

:

Production of cement madefrom natural rock iii the United States in 18S2, 1883, and 1884.

Tears.
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Manufacturing centers.—The leadiug points of manufacture for the

United States are as follows :

Localities. Factories.

Artificial cement

:

Egypt, Pennsylvania
Coplay (near Allentown), Pennsylvania

Natural rock cement

:

Eosendale, New York
Louisvine, Kentucky
Buflfalo, New York
Akron, New York.
TJtica, Illinois

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Mankato, Minnesota

Besides these, there are other works at Sandusky, Ohio ; Kensington,

Connecticut ; Cumberland and Round Top, Maryland ; Shepherdstown,

West Virginia ; on the James river, Virginia ; Eockland, Maine ; South

Bend, Indiana; Fort Dodge, Iowa; Denver, Colorado; and Benicia, Cali-

fornia.

Kinds made.—The rock cements made at the various points enumer-

ated are simply a hydraulic lime, grading quite uniformly as to quality

and differing principally in color. The difference in price between arti-

ficial and rock cements is indicated in the average rate per- barrel, as

given in the estimate of the value of the production. There is little dif-

ference, so far as known, in the production cost of the natural cements.

Domestic cements are used for all ordinary building and foundation

work, including submarine operations, and also find favor in the manu-

facture of paving blocks and surfaces as a mixture with the foreign ce-

ment. They were at one time used to a moderate extent in the produc-

tion of drain and sewer pipe, but with indifferent success.

Bnports.—The steady growth of the import trade in cement is a mat-

ter of no little significance, and is best indicated by the following state-

ment of receipts at the port of New York during the years named

:

Imports of cement at New York, in packages of 400 pounds.

Tears.

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1889
1884

From
G-reat

Britain.

47, 632
51, 477
80,834

120, 833
149, 486
171, 202
158, 602
155, 477

From Eu-
ropean

continent.

10, 818
19, 040
26,212
45, 080
73, 186
190,9^
143, 363
201, 085

Total.

58, 450
70, 517

106, 046
165, 913
222, 672
362, 126
301, 965
356, 562

Imports have also been made at Boston, Philadelphia, New Orleans,

aiid some of the South Atlantic ports, and also at San Francisco a small
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amount is re-exported. The total imports (classed as "Eoman" cement

at the custom-houses) into the United States since 1868 have been:

Roman cement imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1884 in-

clusive.

Fiscal years endingJune 30

—
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stock much below the plane of merit possessed by even the poorest of

the home product, and it remains on hand a worthless accumulation.

In price the foreign article will average, delivered on pier, from $1.25 to

$1.50 per barrel more than domestic.

Rocky Mountain division.—In 1881 it was accidentally discovered that

the liDie burned from one of the limestone beds near Canon City,

Colorado, possessed hydraulic properties, and experiments were begun

with a view to the manufacture of cement. These experiments were

continued, with but slight success on a large scale. In 1882 works were

built at Denver, and every eftbrt was made to secure the most favorable

results. During that year about 100 barrels of excellent cement were

made, and freely tested in various ways. While the cement stood every

test satisfactorily, only a small portion of the rock burned acted well,

over 90 per cent, being useless for hydraulic purposes. These experi-

ments were continued until finally complete success was achieved. In

the first week in May, 1883, the first entire kiln of cement was turned

out, and the company was satisfied of its ability to produce a cement

almost equal to the best Portland. The works and experiments cost

about $30,000, and the capacity is now 20 barrels of 400 pounds net per

day, or about 2,500 sacks of 100 pounds per month. The relative cost

of the various brands of cement at Denver is as follows:

Portland, per banel of 375 pounds net $7. 00 to $7. £0

Louisville, per barrel of 265 pounds net 4. 00

Denver, per barrel of 400 pounds net 6. 00

Daring the latter part of 1883 the manufacture of cement by the

Denver works was begun on a commercial scale, and an excellent prod-

uct has since been made. This is now the cement most generally used

in Colorado. It is used exclusivelj^ in the new post-ofl&ce building now
being erected at Denver, and for all the principal buildings in that city,

as well as by the Denver and Rio Grande Eailway. Its quality is said

to be quite as good as that of the Portland cement. The works were

closed at the end of 1884, on account of the small demand during the

winter months. The limestone used by this company is taken from the

"hogback" near Morrison. The calcareous marl used in the manufact-

ure of the Denver cement is obtained from the ''hogback" near Colo-

rado City, in El Paso county. The production of cement by years has

been:
Production of cement in Colorado.

Tears. Barrels.

1882
1883
1884

Total

100
1,200
2,500

3,800

Pacific coast.—At various places on the Pacific coast deposits of ma-

terial for the manufacture of cement occur, but it is only in California
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that they have been utilized, and to no great extent in that State. A
deposit was opened in Oregon some years ago, but it was not of an

extensive character. The most notable occurrence in California is at

Benicia, Solano county, on Carquiuez straits. Large quantities of

cement were made there for some years, and the product was quite pop-

ular. A company was formed to work the deposit, since whicJi time

very little has been done, though in January, 1885, operations were

being recommenced. From another deposit of hydraulic limestone, re-

cently found near Niles, in Alameda county, some excellent cement has

been made. In the southern coast counties several deposits have been

found, but they have not been utilized to any extent. The largest

amount of cement ever made in California was in 1872, when theBenicia

works turned out 25,500 barrels. There is an occurrence of cement at

Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz county, which was worked for a time, and an

extensive plant for burning the rock was put up. For the past few

years, however, litigation and other difiliculties have stopped the works,

which are not now producing. None of the product was ever put upon

the market.

Large quantities of cement are used in California, but the State de-

pends almost entirely upon importations. The cement is used in the

foundations of buildings and floors of basements, and with lime in mak-

ing the various artificial stones. Only the best Portland cement is

used for the latter purpose. In building the foundations and tubes for

the beds of the cable railroads in San Francisco very large quantities

of Portland cement have been used, the Market street road having re-

quired over 40,000 barrels to make the concrete. Both European and

eastern cements are largely imported, the imports in 1883 and 1884

having been much greater than ever before ; while during the past

twenty years they have been as follows

:

Imports of cement at San Francisco.

Years.
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Francisco are very small, amounting to only a few hundred barrels an-

nually.

A light brecciated rock was found in 1884 near Berkeley, Contra

Costa county, which was claimed to be pozzuolana, similar to that used

by the Romans for cement. Mr. Samuel Kellett made experiments and
announced it to be a hard-setting cement, but subsequently reversed

his opinion, further experiments being less satisfactory. Mr. Hanks,

the State mineralogist, in his experiments failed to produce a hard

cement. Others claimed to have found a method for doing so, but kept

the details a secret. A company has been formed to work the deposit,

but so far none of the material has been placed upon the market. An
analysis made by Mr. G. E. Moore is given below, and for comparison

one of the true Eoman pozzuolana

:

Silica
Almnina
Lime
Magnesia
Oxide of iron
Potash
Soda
Water

9.2

Berkeley
cement
rock.
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these deposits. The reports of State geologists, in those States which

have conducted geological surveys, contain a large amount of infor-

mation, but much of it is not available in giving a brief review of the

subject, and statistical facts are very meager. In this paper the matter

given is drawn from a variety of sources. Much is obtained from the

various State reports on geology. Especial acknowledgments are here

made of valuable aid received from the following sources:

" The Sixth Annual Eeport of the Bureau of Labor and Statistics of

New Jersey," made by Mr. James Bishop. This report will be referred

to as A. ^
" The clays of Ohio and the industries established upon them," by

Edward Orton, jr., E. M., from Volume V., Geology of Ohio. Eeferred

to as B.

" Report on the clay deposits of New Jersey," by Dr. George H. Cook,

State geologist. This will be referred to as G.

" Statistics of the manufacture of drain tile in Illinois, compiled by
the State Bureau of Labor Statistics," for 1883.

" Eeport of the Secretary of Internal Affairs of Pennsylvania," for

1883, Volume III.

"Eeports of the Bureau of Statistics of Indiana," for the years 1880,

1881, 1882, and 1883.

Statistics are quoted from reports of the United States Bureau of

Statistics, the Brick, Tile, and Metal Review, the Record and Guide, the

San Francisco Journal of Commerce, the Engineering and Mining Jour-

nal, the Age of Steel, and various other journals. Information has also

been received from Prof. Edward Orton, of Ohio ; Prof. J. P. Lesley, Mr.

Charles A, Ashburner, and Mr. C. B. Scott, of Pennsylvania; Prof. G.

C. Broadhead, of Missouri ; Mr. JohnCollett, State geologist of Indiana;

and many other sources of private information have been consulted.

The report for the Eocky Mountain division was made by Mr. F. F.

Chisolm, and that for California by Mr. G G. Yale.

The attempt has been made to give a brief review of (1) localities

where clay deposits occur
; (2) a list of articles manufactured from clay

in the United States
; (3) descriptions of the methods used in manu-

facturing the more important articles produced
; (4) some notices of

manufacturing localities, and such reliable statistics as could be ob-

tained.

OCC»BKENCES OP CLAY DEPOSITS.

District east of the RocTcy mountains.—Few new fields of any great

magnitude have been developed since the report issued for 1882, and the

reader is referred to that for more particular mention of the occurrences

of fire, common, and potter's clays. Large deposits of brick clay are re-

ported in Maine, around its seacoast and stretching far inland. They
are very noticeable along the Kennebec and Penobscot rivers. The
clay is suitable for ordinary brick. Some promising deposits have been
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opened in Virginia, notably the one at Lipscomb, Augusta county, which

is producing both fire and potter's clays. At Birmingham, Alabama,

developments have been made. There are no doubt many other valu-

able deposits in the clay districts mentioned in the report of 1882, which

will be developed as local demands cause search to be made for them.

In B very particular mention is made of the clays of Ohio, and the same
is true of the full report on those of New Jersey in C. These two vol-

umes, together with the notices in the different State reports, constitute

the literature on the subject of clays in the CTnited States, and all refer-

ence to localities, etc., in these two States are quoted from them.

Rocky Mountain division.—No new localities have been reported dur-

ing 1884, and reference is here made to the descriptions of the deposits

in this division given on pages 472 to 475 of the report for 1882.

Pacific Coast division.—To quote Mr. Yale: "California abounds in

clays adapted for making the coarser kinds of pottery as well as fire-

brick, assayers' and chemists' wares, etc. It has at last been proved

that the State possesses also a good porcelain clay, though the extent

of the newly found deposits remains to be determined. The discovery of

kaolin has frequently been reported in California, but not until recently

have genuine deposits been found. In 1883 kaolin was discovered near

the town of Calico, in San Bernardino county. While the quality of the

material is excellent, and it occurs at several different points, the im-

portance of the find is yet to be established, being dependent on the

quantity of the clay here to be obtained. The useful clays, of varying

degrees of excellence, are known to exist in considerable abundance at

the following localities in California, their presence having also been

observed at many other places: at the town of Lincoln, Placer county;

near Antioch, Contra Costa county; in the vicinity of San Francisco,

Oakland, San Jos^, and Sacramento cities ; at Michigan Bar on the

Cosumnes river; near Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras county; Calico dis-

trict, San Bernardino county; and at various places in Humboldt, Men-
docino, Napa, Sonoma, Tehama, El Dorado, Inyo, Santa Barbara^ and

Los Angeles counties."

Analyses of California clays.

Localities.
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ARTICLES MANUFACTURED PROM CLAT IN THE UNITED STATES.

I. BUILDIKG MATERIAI£:
1. Common liuildiDg brick.
2. Front bnilding" brick (pressed brick,

molded, intaglio, or ornamental brick).
3. Hollow brick.
4. Glazed brick.
5. Roofing tile.

6. Flue linings.
7 Door knobs and hardware porcelain.
8. Terra-cotta Inmber.
9. Hollow tile, inreproofing, or castings.

n. EEFRACTORY materials :

1. Firebrick.
2. Gas retorts.
3. Retorts for zinc works and for other metal-

lurgical purposes.
4. Glass pots.
5. Stove and furnace linings.
6. Chemists' and assayers' utensils.

m. Pottery:
1. Stoneware.
2. Eaitbenware (yellow ware, Rockingham

ware).
3. Gi-anite or ironstone ware.
4. Wbifeware.
5. Porcelain (a.s part of mixture).

IV. Ornamental ware :

1. Encaustic tile, for walls and floors.

2. Ornamental pottery.
3. Ornamental terra cotta.

V. Miscellaneous:
1. Sewer pipe.
2. Drain pipe or drain tile.

3. Flower pots.
4. Garden border edging.
5. Telegraph insulators.
6. Well tubing.
7. Receivers for acids.
8. Water filters and coolers.
9. Lamp stands.

Clay is also largely used in furnace work for luting, for weighting and
sizing paper, and in making alum.

The above list illustrates the number and variety of articles made in

the United States from the various grades of clay. The arrangement

is, for convenience, under five general heads, but this classification is

an arbitrary one. A single article might properly come under two or

more of these heads. The list is prepared from various sources, but

particular acknowledgments are due to sources A and B for partial

lists. It is probably not a complete catalogue, but is believed to in-

clude all lines of manufacture of any great importance.

METHODS OP MANUFACTURE.

The following descriptions of the methods of manufacture are not to

be regarded as invariable in detail in all the producing districts of the

United States. It is believed, however, that the general features of

manufacture are similar throughout the country, and therefore the

methods described may be taken as typical ones. They are selected

from official reports made on the industries in the different producing

States, and chiefly from reports A, B, and G.

Common hrick.—There is a great variation in the quality of brick

produced in different localities, due to differences in the clay used and
to the care taken in manufacture. Clay carrying a large amount of

lime is generally avoided, as this would be made caustic in burning,

and, upon subsequent exposure to the weather, would be hydrated and
cause the brick to crumble. If the clay contains stone or iron pyrites

it is carefullj^ sorted after it is dug and these are removed. It is then

exj)osed to the action of the air in ordfer to weather it and cause it to

become partially dry. The disintegrated and air-dried clay is next

ground in roller mills and afterward mixed for use. The mixing gives

uniformity to the brick, making them equally porous throughout. If

the clay ased is too "fat" it produces bricks which are liable to bend
and crack, and which are not sufficiently porous. If too "poor" the
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bricks crumble easily. The mixed clay is next taken to the molder.

The bricks are molded by the workman upon a bench set before him,

in a mold of sheet iron with detached bottom; called the "stock

board." The assistant sprinkles the bench with dry sand, and, taking

a "clot" from the mass of tempered clay, roughly molds it with his

hands into the shape of a brick. The molder takes this "clot" and
dashes it into the mold. He then presses the clay into the angles of

the mold with his hands, and with the "strike," previously wetted by
immersion in water, removes the superfluous clay. The brick is then

thrown out of the mold ready to be taken to the drying-floor. In

what is called slop-molding the mold is dipped in water to prevent the

adhesion of the clay, and the bricks are cairied in the molds to the

drying-floor. It is said that a molder, with proper assistance, can make
2,000 bricks in a day. In many localities the molding is done by ma-

chinery. The molded bricks are set in the yard to partially dry in the

sun, and are then stacked in the kilns for burning. The fuel used in

burning varies with the locality, but in the large producing districts is

generally anthr.icite screenings. The time required for burning is

from four to six days, where coal is used for fuel, and that for cooling

down a kiln is about the same.

Front building hricJc.—The general operations are similar to those

followed in making common brick, but a better quality of clay is re-

quired, and all the operations are more carefully performed. Pressed

bricks are produced by a combination of the hand and machine pro-

cesses. The molding is usirally done by hand, the green bricks being

moMed larger than the size required, and then compressed to it in a

brick press. The molding sand is an important item in making the

bricks, as their color and smoothness depend upon it. The molding,

pressing, and drying are entirely done under cover, and the bricks are

laid on their faces in drying, instead of being put on edge, as is done
with common ones. They are put in the kilns with great care, common
brick being used to make the arches, and four or five courses of them
being laid over the arches before the pressed brick are piled. The ends

and edges of the kiln are also covered with pressed brick, and after it

is filled common brick are ])irt on the top. The firing is conducted

slowly and with care, ten or twelve days being the usual length of time

required, and when burned tbc kiln is slowly cooled. After cooling the

bricks are sorted, and defecti\ e ones are rejected.

Ornamental and intaglio hricl- are made in a similar manner, the work
beiog maialy done by hand. More care is required in stacking in the

kiln and burning, as they become soft when the firing begins, and are

then liable to lose their shape.

Glazed brick.—These are manufactured in Ohio and elsewhere. In

Ohio, according to JB, " the manufacture of glazed brick is already at-

tracting a great deal of interest and attention among architects and
builders. The bricks are of various colors, and are employed to make
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symmetrical and ornamental designs in building fronts. Very strik-

ing effects are obtainable through their use. The coloring must, of

course, be put upon an ordinary red or light-colored brick, and the

proper mixture of reagents to make a good enamel on a red clay is a

question for pottery decorators to settle. Some colors are very easily

obtained; the yellows are made by using a simple lead glaze on a cheap

buff firebrick
;
blacks are made by a manganese and iron glaze

; white

and blue are the most difficult to make, as the strong red color, native

to the clay, has first to be concealed by an opaque layer of white, which

then is finished with a white or blue glaze
;
green is made in the same

way. In the most skillful use of these bricks only a few colors are em-

ployed, such as red, black, blue, white, yellow, and possibly green,

though all colors can be produced as well as those mentioned."

Roofing f*te.— Ordinary brick clay is used in making these tile. At
the Akron, Ohio, factories the following method is in use (see B) : "The
grinding and tempering is done in tracers such as used for sewer pipe

;

when tempered [the clay] is put into a horizontal cylinder, in which a

piston is working; whatever is put into the cylinder is forced out, at

the end of the stroke, in a series of parallel plates, about 6 inches wide

by three-eighths of an inch thick, and extending along until cut up in

lengths. Considerable oil is used to keep the clay smooth and to keep

the freshly-pressed plates from sticking. These plates are adjusted,

one after anoth^pr, on a series of disks arranged on the circumference of

a revolving circular disk. This disk moves through one-sixth of its

circumference at a stroke, boring in succession each plate of clay spread

out on its table under a compound piston. This piston is arranged to

cut off the edge of the plate in a symmetrical shape, and then to press

it into the required shape. The pressed tiles are removed and set in

piles to dry. Drying takes about two weeks in a steam-heated chamber,

as the oil used in the pressing of the clay hinders the escape of the

water. They are finally piled in loose order in a kiln, to a depth of

about G feet, and subjected to a light burn. The kilns employed are cir-

cular down-drafts. The ware is of several classes. Shingle tile, which
are more like shingles than anything else, are slabs of burnt clay 12

by 6 inches by three eighths inch, with holes in proper places for nail-

ing them to the roof. Their uses are as nearly like those of a real shin-

gle as well can be. About 5 inches of each tile are exposed to the

weather. The so-called diamond tile are made to hook into each other,

but are also supplemented by nails. They are more ornamental than

the shingle tiles, but as they are more dependent on each other for sup-

port they are not so durable or strong. One of the chief objections to

a tile roof is its weight ; a l6-foot square of plain shingle tile weighs

about 1,100 pounds, and the same area of diamond tile weighs from 650

to 850 pounds. The advantages claimed for them are durability, beauty,

and immunity from danger by fire or lightning."

Door hnobs.—The following method is employed at the East Liver-
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pool works, Ohio (see B) : " The clays used are the native clays,

mainly from the Lower Kittanuing horizon. There are two kinds used

—

a light clay, the same as the yellow- ware clay of this district, several

grades of which are mixed to get a good body ; and a clay obtained to

the southeast of Liverpool, which is naturally red, and which burns to

a cherry-red color. These clays, to be properly prepared are put through

a process called boiling. The clays are put into a vertical cylinder

about 6 feet in diameter, in the center of which revolves a rod carry-

ing stirring and cutting arms, arranged ^spirally. This machine, filled

with the requisite amounts of water and clay, is set in motion by horse

power ; the clay is beaten to a thin mud or 'slip.' This is then run out

in a fine stream into a slightly inclined, oblong box, the bottom of

which is covered by a fine bolting cloth. The sand, coarse grit, etc., are

passed over the cloth and out at the end to a receptacle provided ;
the

slip i^asses through into a large tank ; from here it is dipped as fast as

needed into a large iron-lined pan 20 feet long by 5 feet wide and 1 foot

deep. A fireplace and flues circulate underneath the pan and evapo-

rate the water from the slip. One panful a day (about 5 tons) is con-

centrated. When removed from the pan the clay is as soft and plastic

as it is possible to be ; it is piled np and covered with wet blankets to

keep it tempered. Each color of clay is of course made separately. The

clay when ready to use is next ' wedged.' A block of both colors, about

12 by 12 inches by 6 inches is cat and sliced up by a wire into six or

eight layers each ; these are piled alternately into a new block 1 foot

cube. This is then lifted and thrown down with violence to consoli-

date the layers ; it is then cut and welded again by a blow, and so on

until the colors are marbled in fine alternating streaks. This clay is

then molded into the requisite shapes by first wadding with the hands

and then stamping in a die. The knobs are then laid on trays in a

steam-heated chamber to dry, and when hardened somewhat are turned

to a smooth regular face. They are then dried thcroughlj^ and burned.

The burning is done in seggars in kilns like those used in yellow-

ware manufacture." They are burned twice; once as biscuit, then

dipped in glaze and burned again.

Terra-cotta lumber.—A kaolinite, or clay without grit, unmixed with

sand or sandy clay, is mixed with sawdust, worked by machinery into

slabs, burned, sawed, and dressed, and in this condition is ready for

market. It is claimed that it is indestructible by fire, water, frost,

acids, gases, or age. It is a very poor conductor of heat, dampness,

and sound, and is said to expand and contract but little under changes

of temperature. Its weight is put down at one-half that of brick, two-

thirds that of marble or granite, and one-seventh that of iron ;
and it

can be worked with edgetools, bored, and sawed, and holds nails like

timber.

Hollow tile, jireproofing, or casings.—This material is known under

these different names in different localities. There are two kinds—the
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first made like terra- cotta lumber by admixture with sawdust, and the

second of clay alone. The manufacture is essentially like that of fire-

brick. It is used to incase beams aud girders, to fill in partitions and
ceilings, and to cover wood and iron work generally in the construction

of buildings.

Firehrick.—While common briclv can be made from the poorer grades

of clay, containing such impurities as iron, lime, magnesia, soda, and
potash, firebrick demand a clay of great purity, and their refractoriness

depends in a large measure upon this purity. The reason for this is

evident, since if iron, lime, magnesia, soda, or potash were present they

would, at the high temperatures to which the finished brick is to be

exposed, form fusible compounds with the silica present, and the brick

would be destroyed. Makers mix with such pure clay a certain amount,

varying with the formula of the individual makers, of calcined clay and
coarse sand or so-called feldspar. The clays and flint for the mixture

being selected they are thoroughly mixed by grinding them together.

This grinding is done in different ways in the districts. A common
method is that in which the charge is introduced into a large circular

cast-iron pan which revolves on an upright axis. Two or more large

cast-iron wheels, which turn on a horizontal axis, are put in the pan.

As it revolves the wheels turn and crush and mix the clay. Water in

proper amounts is introduced during the operation, and the grinding is

continued until the feeling of the mass shows the workmen that the

proper consistency has been reached. After grinding the clay is

molded, either by hand or machines, like common brick. The hand-

made brick are then pressed, in a steel brass-lined chamber, by lever

power. The machine-made ones are not pressed. The pressed brick

are now dried, either in covered sheds in the open air or in chambers
heated for the purpose. After they are sufficiently dried they are piled

in the kilns, being separated from each other by^layers of non-vitrifiable

sand. The time required for burning is about six days, and the firing

is conducted with the utmost care, as upon it the perfection of the brick

largely depends. A low fire is used at first, increasing gradually until

the proper temperature is reached. The fires are kept at this for several

hours and are then drawn, and the kiln is allowed to cool for three or

four days before opening. The kilns used are of various kinds, some
makers preferring up-draft and some down-draft, and their size de-

pends on the extent of business carried on.

Qas retorts.—The claj^ used in making these retorts must be able to

stand strong heat without tendency to soften, since they have to sus-

tain their own great weight and also that of the charge they contain.

Great care is exercised in compounding the mixture from which they

are made. The failure of a retort would entail a considerable loss aside

from its own cost. Calcined clay is used in large amounts, but it is

more finely crushed than for firebrick and requires a very good and
plastic bond clay. The retort is shaped from the tempered clay by fill-
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iiig the space between a large sheet-iron shell and a wooden core. The
shell is placed in position and the floor covered with clay 4 inches deep

and tamped. The core is then introduced and adjusted so that it is

separated from the walls on all sides by a space of 4 inches. The clay

is then filled in in small amounts and gently tamped. When the retort

is high enough, the core is withdrawn by a crane and the mouth of the

retort is made by hand. The shell, which is made in two sections, is

then unbolted, and the finished retort is left standing on end. It is left

in this position to dry for several weeks and is finally removed to the

kiln to be burnt. Burning is done in ordinary firebrick kilns, and

bricks are piled about the retorts to keep them in place, and from sag-

ging. Retprts for zinc works and for other similar purposes are built

in like manner.

Glass pots.—The following method is in use at the Ohio Valley Pot

Olay Company's works at Steubenville, Ohio (see B) :
" The clays used

are (1) Gros Almerode, near Coblentz, Germany, for bond clay
; (2)

Christy clay, from near Saint Louis, Missouri, used for calcine and

bond; (3) Blue Eidge, Missouri, clay, used for bond and calcine; (4)

Mineral Point, Ohio, flint clay, used as flint and calcine
; (5) old pot-

shells, used for calcine. The German clay is shipped as ballast in the

holds of vessels, and hence transportation costs but little—much less

than for the Missouri clays, in fact. It is an excessively fine-grained

and heavy clay and is very plastic, making a better bond than any

native clay. It comes in blocks 9 by 6 by 6 inches, which have to be pared

with a drawknife and then broken and inspected and all irony spots

removed. No pieces larger than a walnut are allowed to go into the

mixture. The work involved in getting this clay ready for use is ex-

cessive, and it is the opinion of those at the works that it is much over-

rated. It is an excellent bond clay, it is true, but its refractory proper-

ties are excelled by the Christy clay of Missouri. These Missouri clays

come in blocks either calcined or raw. They are pared and broken,

but are not sorted over. They are washed before shipping, so that they

are much finer than in nature. The Blue Kidge is the finer grained of

the two. The Mineral Point calcined clay is not now largely used, be-

cause the extensive connections of the company allow them to get back

their old pot-shells for calcine, which, being already in the desired com-

position of the mixture, make a better calcine than any single clay.

These shells are chipped with small hammers until no part of the sur-

face remains and only the clean interior is left. The charge is com-

l)osed quite largely of calcine, with a little flint clay, and the remainder

German and Missouri bond clays. The mixture is ground in a dry pan

and sifted by a jig bolt, and the coarse part is reground. It is then

l)ugged five or six times in succession and then is stored and blanketed.

It remains in this state until it sours and smells ofl'eusively, which the

men claim is necessary to its proper working. It is wedged by hand

a.nd is ready for use. The pots are large structures, about 5 feet high,
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4 feet wide, and 4 feet long, bounded on top and sides by covered walls

and on the bottom by a flat face. They weigh from 2,000 to 3,000

pounds each, and sometimes as much as 3,500 pounds. They are made
from 3 to 5 inches thick, with a thicker floor, and are each built on a

flat platform covered with gravel, so that air may circulate beneath

them and dry them faster. They are built entirely by hand, small

pieces being added daily, and are left to harden before another addition

is made. Each builder, of whom there are four, has on hand twelve or

fifteen pots at once, on which he daily builds a little more, until at the

end of three weeks or a month he finishes them altogether. About sixty

pots a month is the average output. They are dried from one to six

months—the longer the better—and are shipped on three-wheeled
trucks, so that they are loaded and unloaded with ease and security.

Each pot is worth from $60 to $75. The quality of the ware is excel-

lent, and it has a wide consumption among glass workers."

Stove andfurnace linings.—These are ordinary firebrick, molded into

the shapes required.

POTTERY.

Before giving the methods used in manufacturing pottery it is neces-

sary to define the various kinds given in the preceding list, made in this

country. The compact and concise definitions used in ^ are quoted:
" Stoneware is the product of an unmixed natural clay, burned at high

enough heat to oblige the impurities to combine with free silica, and thus

cause an incipient vitrification or fretting, without loss of shape. It

should be impermeable to water without any glazing on it, but it fre-

quently fails in this point. Its color is bluish gray and is due to com-
bined iron." " Earthenware is a product of very similar clays burned
too lightly to vitrify the body or combine the iron ; it is of a yellow or red
color, from the free iron, and is porous unless glazed." " China (the iron-

stone china made in this country) is a mixture of several clays with,

powdered silica and enough potash feldspar to make the body vitreous

on burning. Porcelain is made in the same way, but in very different

proportions of material ; white ironstone china is thick and opaque

;

porcelain is often as thin as an &gg shell and nearly clear enough to be
called translucent. China is of a dead or bluish white color, while por-

celain is of a creamy-white tint."

Stoneware,—KacoxAing to the census of 1880, Ohio is the largest pro-

ducer of this ware, and it is therefore fit that the methods in use there

be given (see B) :
" The operations are : (1) Wetting the clay

j (2) grind-

ing; (3) wedging; (4) turning; (5) drying; (6) slipping; (7) burning;

(8) sorting the product. In very many places the clay is put in a bin

before using, and allowed to stand over night after drenching with
water. This precaution is well taken in small works, where horse pow-
er only is used in grinding ; in the largest steam works it is unnecessa-
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ry. The grinders for stoneware clays are of several kinds ; the simplest

is a pugmill. The next machine has no specific name, but is the one in

use in all the country potteries. It is a square frame pivoted on an up-

right beam, which runs through the point of crossing of the diagonals,

on the projecting ends of which are fastened cart wheels, which work in

a circular trough beneath. The whole frame revolves by the motion of

a large frame above, which receives its power from the horse or engine;

the motion is slow, but by weighting the corners of the frame the wheels

m their revolution manage to cut the clay to pieces quite effectually.

Such a machine, which can easily be made by any village mechanic, can

grind from 1,200 to 1,500 pounds at a charge, and will occupy about two

hours in doing it. This amount of clay will make from 180 to 190 gal-

lons of ware. • The clay, after grinding, is balled into large masses and

wet-blanketed to keep until used. The grinding is done in the Akron

district in steam mills called tracers. They are very efficient for stone-

ware clays, grinding about 1,200 pounds to a charge in from sixty to one

hundred minutes. The clay, after being ground, is put through a pro-

cess called wedging" [see method of making door knobs for description

of wedging]. " This treatment is supposed to eliminate blebs, or spaces

in the clay, and any larger pieces of foreign matter. When wedged it

is rolled up into wads or balls which have a definite weight for each kind

of ware, and is then ready to be turned." Turning will be described later

under whiteware. The articles made are crocks, fruit jars, jugs, milk

pans, churns, etc. As fast as the ware is made it is dried. In small pot-

teries this is done in the sun, but in the larger ones the ware is piled on

shelves in a room artificially heated. The dry ware is next " slipped."

This term means the covering of the ware with any wash or solution.

The slip used with stoneware is made by stirring a very fine-grained clay

into water. The ware, when dipped in this, receives a thin coating of

the suspended clay, and this coating, when heated in the kiln, vitrifies

and gives a glassy surface. The color of the glaze depends on the com-

position of the clay used in the slip. That containing alkalies and alka-

line earths only with silica would give a light->'/Olored glaze, while that

containing iron would give a darker color.

Earthenware.—The character of the clays used in making earthen-

ware is nearly the same as that used for stoneware. In some places the

same clay is made into both kinds of ware, the only differences between

them being in the processes employed. Generally, however, the clay

for earthenware should carry less sand and any iron present should be

disseminated uniformly through it. The clay is allowed to slack in the

air, after mixing, for a time sufftcient to partially weather it. It is then

washed. Various methods of washing are in use. The one given below

is that employed to some extent in preparing pottery clays in New Jer-

sey. It is quoted from : " Clay stirred up in water will remain in

suspension a long time, while sand, gravel, and nodules of iron pyrites

settle quickly. The finer the clay is the longer it will remain suspended
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in water. Advantage is taken of this property in washing the clays

and freeing theui from impurities. Washing has the further advan-

tage, too, of bringing the clay to a uniform tint or color. As taken

from the bank it may be streaked with brown, yellow, or red colors, or

with all of these, but after passing through the washing process these

colors are all blended in one uniform tint. And by a proj)er selection

of the white and stained clays a great variety of colors is produced.

The apparatus for washing consists of a large trough or bin into which

the clay from the bank is dumped, covered with water, and allowed to

stand for twenty-four hours. Other large troughs, in which long hori-

zontal shafts annexed with knives revolve, receive the clay. The knives

are set at right angles to the shafts and are fastened in a spiral line,

so that at every revolution of the shaft the clay in the whole length of

the trough is thoroughly stirred up and mixed with the water which is

constantly streaming into it. Large vats are used in which to receive

the clay and water. These vats are made of puddled clay at the bot-

tom, which is then covered with boards. The sides are made of a double

casing of boards filled in with puddled clay and backed up with earth.

They are nearly 4 feet deep. There are a number of vats, entirely

separate from each other, which are intended for white clays and differ-

ent shades of colored clays. Each vat has also partitions or guiding

boards in it which are so arranged as to cause the water with the sus-

pended clay in it to circulate between them and cross the vat repeatedly

before it reaches the farthest part, and so that the clay may have time

to settle and let the water run off clear at last. When the washing ma-

chine is in operation a constant stream of water is run into it and is

thoroughly mixed with the clay, which is thus divided into its finest

particles and separated from its heaviest impurities, and only that

which is fine and completely suspended in the water can run off' into

the settling vats. The process of washing any desired quality of clay

is carried on from day to day till the deposit in the vat is thick enough

to handle conveniently and to furnish a supply adequate to the demand.

The washing of clay is common in all kaolin districts where clays for

ware or paper are obtained, and also at potteries as a further prepara-

tion for their use in the body of the finest whiteware. These modes in-

volve various styles of machinery whereby the clay or kaolin is agitated

with water, and then the clayey liquid is conveyed to a series of settling

vats. There may be many modifications in the mechanical arrange-

ment of these appliances for stirring the clay, as well as differences in

the size and forms of the vats. The washed clay is allowed to dry in

the vats on long exposure, or the water is pressed out of it by subject-

ing it to great pressure in bags. The latter method obviates the length

of time required for drying in the open air and does not need such large

vats." *

After the clay is pressed it is rolled in a wad, and, still in a moist and

plastic condition, is put in a close room and piled, and covered with
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blankets until it is used. The next step is '' wedging" or "slipping,'^

already described. After wedging, the clay is ready for the potter.

According to A, "there are three methods of fashioning the innumera-

ble and various articles made from c]a3\ The first and most ancient is

that of throwing, in which the thrower or jigger throws down a lump
of clay upon the revolving table of his lathe. Using both hands he
works the lump into the shape of a rude cone, and then flattens the

mass within a few inches of the table, the object of his operation being

to force out any air bubbles that may remain in the clay. By means of

his hands and fingers, and referring continually to measuring sticks, he
fashions the vessel according to a model or after his own fancy." The
above is the method most commonly used iu making earthenware, but

in this connection the remaiuiug ones are given. They are mainly em-

ployed in making whiteware and porcelain, "Few jiggers are em-

ployed in our potteries [the Trenton whiteware potteries], the best ex-

amples of this art being found in the county earthenware potteries.

Presswork is the method commonly employed. This work is done in

molds made of plaster-of-Paris, one-half of the pattern being formed

in one side of the mold and the other half in the other side. The
two molding pieces are then accurately fitted together. Handles are

molded separately and fastened on with slip. Handles of teapots,

fluted solid rods, and all such slender ornaments, are made by forcing

clay under great j)ressure through a narrow hole in the bottom of a

piston previously charged with dough clay. As the thread of clay

issues it is cut into suitable lengths. From these pieces the ornaments

are bent and fastened on with slip by the handlers. For articles of

very irregular shape a method called casting is employed. The two
halves of the mold are fastened together and slip is poured in until

the cavity is quite full. As the molds are previously thoroughly dried,

the absorbent power of the plaster soon abstracts the water and makes
the coating of the clay next to it stifi" and doughy. AVhen the liquid

is poured out this doughy coating remains. If each half has been cast

separately, as is the usual practice, the halves are allowed to dry to

the green or most tenacious state and are then joined with slip. The
method of casting is that usually employed in molding porcelain. An-
other method of forming articles in porcelain we may call the crush

method. The dough is spread with a rolling pin upon a moistened

sheepskin, and is transferred over the mold by lifting it carefully upon

the skin. All pieces, whether pottery or porcelain, are finished upon
the lathe when they have dried to their greatest tenacity. A moist

sponge and a knife are the implements used in turning."

The ware now being formed is next put in seggars for burning. Beg-

gars are vessels of fireclay, in which all articles except the most com-

mon earthei^ware are burnt. They are made of clay slabs, roughly cut

with a spade and worked with a mallet over an oval form. The bottom

is put on separately and the seggar is burnt before it is used. Iii
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earthenware making the seggars are filled, the pieces being separated

from each other by pins or cockspurs, and the covers are luted on.

They are then piled in the kilns one above another. After the kiln is

filled the openings are luted and the fire is started. The fire is started

slowly and gradually raised ; the firing generally occupies about forty-

eight hours and about the same time is required in cooling down. When
cool the seggars are removed and the biscuit taken out. This biscuit is

very porous and when dressed of all rough prominences is ready for the

glaze. The seggars, if uncracked, are used again. Both the New Jer-

sey and Ohio potteries use New Jersey fireclay for seggars. "The
theory of the glazing of pottery is very simple, but in its application lies

the excellence of one ware over another. There are certain substances

that have the property of fusing under heat in the presence of free silica

to a clear, transparent silicate, of which glass is the type. To make a

potter's product useful it must have its tendency to absorb liquids re-

moved, which is done by wetting the biscuit ware with a substance

which will fuse to a clear glass with the silica of the clay and give a

smooth, imperishable finish to the work." There is a large range of

bodies chosen to do this work, notably the alkalies, borax, lead, etc.

The glazes applied to yellow ware are usually made as follows: Portions

of litharge (PbO), flint (SiOg), spar (potash feldspar), and Paris white

(CaCOs) are mixed in a grinding vat with a thin slip of pure clay. This

last is necessary to keep the heavier bodies from settling out. All the

elements being well incorporated the mixture is transferred to the jilaz-

ing trough and used; heat, of course, on such a mixture (silica and lead,

potash, and lime, with a little clay) would immediately produce a very
fluid, clear glass. Sometimes the carbonate of lead is used instead of

the oxide, but the effect is the same. These are the main elements of

a yellow-ware glaze. The special proportions used are kept secret by
each potter, and even the constituents by many, though these may
easily be determined by looking over the list of bodies which would ex-

ercise the desired action. Some glazes will crack over the surface of

the ware and greatly disfigure it, and a change of proportion or working
is necessary to correct this tendency. Rockingham ware is the same as

yellow, except in color; the addition of a large amount of manganese
oxide is made to the ordinary glaze, and the ware, first given its ordi-

nary glaze, is then sprinkled or "spaddled" with the manganese glaze.

This, on burning, colors the otherwise clear glaze to a beautiful brown,
running to black. " Selfrock" or brown ware is made by the use of a
manganese glaze over the -whole surface, instead of sprinkling it.

Whitewarc and porcelain.—To quote Mr. Orton again: "The main dis-

tinction between the yellow ware and whiteware manufacture is in the

preparation of the clay ' body.' This ' body' or mixture of clays, flint,

and spar, to be used in the molds, is the great secret of each establish-

ment. Usually not more than one or two men in the works know it.

The clays chosen are selected with reference to plasticity, shrinkage,

2 M K 44
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liability to crack, color, etc. ; in a mixture at least one light clay is em-

ployed, and the aim is to keep the mixture of clays as light in tint as

may be and still secure the other qualities necessary. The flint is used

in the finest state of division and is perfectly white, as is also the spar.

The body mixture of kaolin alone would, if heated, be liable to crack

without apparent cause and would be infusible at the heat applied. By
adding silica, which sometimes forms nearly one-half the mixture, the

body is very much whitened and the clay is much more like a stoneware

clay in composition, and is prepared to vitrify on heating, but because

of the purity of the reagents there is nothing present to cause vitrification

with the free silica. Should this body be burned all tendency to shrink

or crack would be gone, but the bond would be very slight which would

hold the mass together ; a blow on a thin edge would give a dull wooden

sound, which well illustrates the lack of close union of the liarticles.

By adding spar (which is powdered orthoclase, containing 14 per cent,

potash) the mixture is complete 5 the color is corrected by the flint, as

well as the tendency to shrink and crack, and with the presence of the

spar the burning immediately causes a thorough vitrification of the

whole mass to a homogeneous solid with a slightly glassy fracture. A
blow now would give a clear ringing sound. As there is necessarily

some small amount of iron in the clays used, its yellow color is usually

counteracted by the use of a very little cobalt. The blue and yellow

colors really unite to produce a green, but this color has not nearly so

strongly marked a character as either of its constituents, and escapes

observation."

The process of preparing porcelain paste is much the same as that em-

ployed for whiteware paste. The grinding of the feldspar, chalk, bro-

ken porcelain, etc., which enter into the composition of the paste, must

be well done and all particles of iron, mica, and other foreign substances

must be removed. The ingredients are mixed either in the form of slip

or in the dry powder, the latter being the least convenfent method but

imost accurate. The composition of the best Sevres porcelain is

—

Per cent.

Silica ...

Alumina
Lime
Potash ..

58.00
34.00
4.50
3.00

9.50

The methods of mixing and forming the ware have already been de-

scribed. The placing in the kiln and firing are the same as in earthen-

ware; but only a single article of porcelain i)aste can be burnt in a seg^

gar, and the bottom of the seggar must be sprinkled with infusible

quartz to prevent adhesion between it and the porcelain. After firing

the biscuit is ready for the glazing.
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" The glazes used in whiteware are much more com])licated than for

yellow ware and reqirtre perhaps the most skillful work of all to get

just right ', there is more value placed on the composition of a good glaze

than any secret about a pottery, even including the composition of the

body. The constituents and way of mixing an ordinarj' glaze are as

follows : Proportions of borax, or boracic acid, or both, with flint, spar,

clay, and Paris white, are mixed while dry and put into a seggar, which
has been previously coated with a wash of flint. This precaution is

necessary because the liquefying of the glaze would allow some of the

iron from the seggar clay to color it if it were not protected by the pure
silica. On heating, the mixture becomes a clear glass, which is called

' fret.' This fret is ground up and mixed with fresh proportions of Paris

white, carbonate of lead, flint, and spar, and is put into a grinding pan
or vat lined with French buhrstone. In this it is ground into a thin

slip of pure, white clay, as something of this sort is necessary to incor-

porate the heavy parts of the mixture and keep them from settling out.

The most common diflQculty met in glazing is the tendency of the pol-

ished surface to crack or ' craze.' This is due to a lack of adjustment
betweeu the coefficients of contraction of the body and glaze, and in the

proper adjustment of this pomt lies the hardest problem of the potter.

Other troubles are also known; if a seggar leaks or admits air while

hot, it causes' the ruin of everything in it, for the sulphurous gases of

the kiln immediately attack the hot lead silicate, causing a sulphide

film to form on it, which is black and unsightly.

"The whiteware made in our potteries is graded as: (1) Ironstone
china; (2) majo.ica; (3) '0. 0.' ware, a grade of whiteware made from
poorer clays and cheaper and inferior. China differs from majolica much
as yellow difters from Rockingham ware, in finish and glazing only. The
glazes used in majolica are applied after the first or body glaze, in a
soft, pasty state and in dabs, which would presage a veiy rough ap-

pearance when finished; but on heating they melt and flow over the

ware, making an eftective play of color. The colors used are in the glaze

and difl:er from all other styles in being neither beneath nor above it."

In the decoration of glass, pottery, enamels, etc., "the coloring agents
employed are the metallic oxides, these being the only bodies whose
coloring effects would last at the temperature used. The forms in which
these oxides are used are called enamel paints, and are mixtures of the

requisite oxide with suitable bases and fluxes, so that, on heating, the

latter unite to foTm a glass which receives its color from the accompany-
ing oxide. The oxides in commonest use are cobalt, blue; nickel, yel-

low or brown; iron, black; manganese, brown or violet; chromium,
green

;
copper, red ; tin, pink ; tin and gold, purple ; silver, or urauium,

antimony or carbon, different yellows; zinc, opaque white; and gold,

purple." There are several well-marked styles of pottery decoration

now used, such as painting, striping and hand-painting, and printing.
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The decoration is usually placed upon the already glazed ware, but some
underglaze work is done in the Trenton potteries.

China clay, or kaolin, is used to a coDsiderable extent in making cheap

pigments and as a weighting material or adulterant.

Ornamental terra cotta.—The clay used is a gritty, plastic one, and no

special care is taken in preparing it, save that it is thoroughly ground.

Terra cotta proper burns in the kiln to a hardness that gives the arti-

cles, when struck, the ring of iron. The clays used are more or less

largely colored with oxide of iron. According as this is present in

greater or less color the ware jjroduced is red, buff, or brown in color.

When single pieces are required the molder makes his design in clay,

which is dried and fired. When a number of similar ornaments are

wiished molds are prepared in plaster. The clay is pressed with the

hand into the mold, and the objects are afterward finished by hand.

The burning of real terra cotta should be done in a closed chamber, so

that the ware is not in contact with the fire. The objects to be burned

are placed in tiers, the layers being separated by firebrick. Terra cotta

is used for making chimney tops, outside and inside ornamentation

for buildings, lawn vases, statuary, etc.

Encaustic or enameled tile.—According to J5, " this ware is manufact-

ured in only three places in the United States at present, among whic h
the works at Zanesville were the first to be established, and their wares

have attained as high. a grade of perfection as any." "Our best tiles

are as good as the best of the English and French, but the average of

foreign tiles exceeds the average of the home manufacture. The clays

used are of many kinds." The body clays are found near Zanesville,

but parts of the mixture are obtained from abroad. " In making col-

ored clays the effort is to obtain a clay as nearly right naturally »s pos-

sible, and then to correct it with the necessary reagents, rather than to

undertake to establish a new color in a clay. The process in outline is

as follows: The clays are washed or beaten up to a slip in a 'blunger,'

and while in this state the necessary metallic oxides are added to color

them. The slip is strained and evaporated to a paste in iron lined tanks.

The paste is stacked up in open cribs in a tight steam-heated room, and

the clay is there retained until i)e.rfectly dry. It is then reduced to

powder and uniformly moistened, but so slightly that it is not percei>ti-

ble to the hand, and in this state it is molded. Each kind of ]K)wder,

though probably indistinguishable in appearance from others, has the

elements in it which will develop its own color. The simplest tiles are

made from clay of one color, and the process consists in stamjung so

much clay powder into a confined space, and consolidating it by enor-

mous pressure. Next come those tiles made of two colored clays; the

first stamping makes the body, but leaves indentations in its surface,

into which the second clay is put, and this is pressed into place; the

tile is then scraped to get a cleanly-drawn line of both colors and'again

stamped with a flat die. The most complex tiles show six colors on
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their faces, aud have a band of a seventh kind of clay running through

the center to keep the complex mixture from warj)ing. They are dried

in steam-heated closets for as much as six weeks after forming, in order

to insure their perfect dryness before burning. The burning is done in

seggars, like chinaware, and with fully as much care." " The tiles are

sold in the biscuit state, or are glazed, plain colored, or majolica."

Sewer inpe.—Ohio produces more of this pipe than any other State,

and the following methods are used there (see B) : " There are two

quite well-marked ways of making sewer pipe, which lead to their

classification usually as the river process (that used in the Ohio valley

in Jefferson county) and the Akron process (used at Akron and Colum-

bus.)" In the river process the grinding and tempering are done as in

the manufacture of firebrick, but the clay is dried, ground, and screened

before going into the wet mill. " When the clay has been ground, sifted,

and tempered it is usually elevated by a belt to the upper story of the

works, and deposited in a bin beside the top of the press. These

presses are the most expensive part of a sewer-pipe plant." They are

of different kinds,,but all act on the same general principle. "The
press consists of a large steam cylinder upon a high iron frame ; the

piston runs into a second cylinder of much less diameter situated be-

neath it; this is called the mud-drum or mud cylinder, and into it the

clay to be i>ressed is introduced, and from its lower end is forced out as

pijDe by the pressure from the upper or steam cylinder. The piston at

the upper limit of its stroke leaves a passage into the inside of the mud-

drum, near the top, which is closed as the piston moves farther down.

Into this opening is shoveled the temf)ered clay. It is tempered so dry

that it may be shoveled with perfect ease and it has no tendency to stick

together by contact alone, though it does so readily by pressure. The
cylinder being filled with clay, the piston is given steam and moves
down slowly, cousolidating the clay and expressing the inclosed air

through small holes in the piston head aud the cylinder bottom. When
the clay begins to issue through these holes the pressman knows that

the clay has filled the shape of the cavity perfectly ; and as the bottom

is a movable one, it is loosened aud dropped upon a balanced i)latform

close beneath it. The i)latform under the weight of the cylinder head,

which is so shaped as to form the pipe, is just counterbalanced and by
any pressure can be moved up or down, carrying the socket shaper on

its top. The bottom being pushed out of the way continued pressure

from 5.bove causes the pipe to issue. When enough has come out it is

cut off by a rotary knife from the inside and the separated length of pipe

is carried away either on a cart or in the hands. It is next sponged and

pared to smooth it. The pipe is- shaped by being forced out between

the wall of the mud-drum and a conical core which is suspended from

higher up in the drum. This cone parts the clay evenly on all sides

and causes it to leave the press in an even, regular shape and thick-

ness."
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" The heat used in sewer-pipe burning is only that necessary to get a

good salt glaze ; about one barrel of salt to a kiln is required. Coal is

the fuel invariably used. The finished pipes, after some coating, are

stacked up in piles ready for sale. The fittings which go with the pipe,

such as curves, elbows, traps, Ys, and Ts, and all the other special

shapes, are made by hand in plaster molds."

In the Akron process the clay used is very different and the grinding

is done in machines called '' tracers." " The ground clay is shoveled

into a squeezer, either of the screw or piston type, and it is concentrated

into a long, compact cylinder about 6 or 8 inches in diameter. This is

cut into lengths of about 15 pounds weight and is fed to the machine in

this shape. From this results the worst trouble of the Akron pipe ; the

stiffness of the clay and the large, well-compressed wads in which it is

fed act together in keeping the clay from uniting in a homogeneous

mass." The making of the pipe is done in the presses already de-

scribed. The kilns used for burning are similar to those used in stone-

ware manufacture, and the burning requires about six days.

Drainpipe or tile.—Almost any clay that will make a good brick can

be used for drain pipe. The clay is wet down after being dug and then

ground: A common form of grinder has two parallel horizontal rolls,

which revolve toward each other, a small space (about a quarter of an

inch) intervening between them. " On the surface of these rolls are

small, gradual depressions and elevations which are arranged on both

sides of the center as spirals toward either end. Any j)article of hard

matter half an inch in diameter will not catch on the smooth, slippery

roll, but by the spiral motion of the alternating ridges and depressions

will be carried off on either side and dropped into an appropriate recep-

tacle, while all clay and soft matter is crushed and deposited on the

belt which runs underneath the machine. On this belt it travels to the

auger machine, into which it is delivered.

" The grinder is run at high speed and has no trouble in cleaning

enough clay for one large machine to use. The auger machine consists

of a cylindrical shell of iron plate, inside of which works a screw or

auger. A hopper at one end catches and collects the clay as it comes

from the grinder, and it^ is dropped ui)on the revolving screw ; it is

caught up and carried forward and is soon forced out at the other end
through the orifice in the die. The machine has a set of dies of from 2

inches to 12 inches and can make any size at will. Besides the circu-

lar tile, by alterations in the die, fireprooflng, square tile, perft)rated

brick, etc., can be made. There are a great many styles of auger ma-
chines in use. The shaped clay issuing from the machine is cut into

lengths and put on the shelves of an elevating belt. It is received on

the upper floors and set on end on the drying floors." The tiles are

then dried and burnt.
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lOCAlITIES OF MANUFACTURE, AND PRODUCTION STATISTICS.

It is not possible to give the statistics of production of the various

articles mentioned in the preceding list or to mention all the localities

where the different mauufactures are conducted. According to the

census of 1880, the value of articles manufactured in the United States

from clay during that year was over $40,000,000, and over 75,000 men
were engaged in their manufacture. The figures of this census do not,

however, represent the present production of the country. There has

been a great increase in production in many lines of manufacture, and

these figures do not approach present facts. As illustrations of this the

following comjoarisons will be instructive

:

In 1880 the value of the manufactured products, iucluding common
brick, firebrick, pressed brick,. tile, drain tile, and miscellaneons arti-

cles in the State of Illinois was given as $3,005,300. In 1883 the same

State x)roduced drain tile alone valued at $3,960,958. In 1880 the entire

production of drain tile in the United States was valued at $1,765,428.

New Jersey is credited in 1880 with producing, under the same heads

given for Illinois, articles valued at $1,672,533. In 1883 her production

was valued at $2,936,047.

IS^umerous other illustrations might be given, but the above examijles

show the growth of these industries during the three years immediately

following the census.

Following the arrangement previously given, the notices of manu-
facturing localities and such statistical information as is obtainable are

as follows

:

EASTEEN DIVISION.

Common hricJc.—The distribution of clays suitable for common brick

is so wide and they are so generally made in all the States that no ex-

tended notice can be made of the localities producing them. Most of

our large cities and towns have near them places of manufacture to

meet the local demand. The figures given below are nearly all obtained

from various State reports for 1883 and previous years. While they do
not give any definite information as to the total production, they still

show that of some of the more important districts and give some idea

of the magnitude of the industry.

In 1880 the total production of common brick Id the United States

was 3,822,362,000. In 1880 New York produced 575,996,000 brick. In

1883 New Y'ork produced as follows in the Hudson Eiver district:

Production of common trick in the Hudson River district, New York, in 1883.

Localities.

Haverstraw
Vorplanck's Point. . .

Fishkill
New Windsor
llondout
Glasco
Catskill

Number
produced.

311,396,000
73, 750, 000
53, 250, 000
35, 000, 000
64, 000, 000
27, 500, 000
32, 250, 000

Localities.

Hndson
Athens
Coxsackie
Between Coxsackie and Albany
Between Albany and Troy

Total

Number
produced.

8, 000, 000
8, 000, 000
5, 000, 000

10, 000, 000
30, 000, 000

658, 146, 000
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There are 142 yards in this district. Its i^roduction in 1884 is esti-

mated at 775,000,000. The production for the remainder of the State is

large, but figures cannot be given.

ProduciioH of common hrick in New Jersey during the year ending July 31, 1883.

Localities.
Xumber of
brick made. Value.

Hands
employed.

Hackensack rirer
Raritan aud South rivers
Rariti\n bay and Matawan creek
Trenton and Bankora
Delaware river, Pea sliore

Camden county and South Jersey (a)

Scattering throughout the State («)..

Total

31, 500, 000
84, 000, 000
18,000,000
32, 900, 000
8, 000, 000
6. 000, 000
6, 000, 000

$220, 500
588, 000
126, 000
398, 200
64, 000
42, 000
42, 000

211
676
190
578
100
75
75

186, 400, 000 1, 480, 700 1,905

a Estimated.

The production of common brick in New Jersey during the calendar

year 1884 is estimated at 225,000,000.

Production of common Irick in Pennsylvania in 1883.

Counties producing largest amounts.
Number of

estab-
lishments.

"Wages.
Number of
brick made.

Hands
employed.

Allegheny
Berks ...'

Dauphin
Philadelphia
Total for the State

39
160

$05, 557
25, 772
50, 496

800, 962
1,190,244

19,373,000
11, 580, 000
10,250,000

176, 752, 000

292,512,740

164
174
177

2,296
4,092

The production of common brick in Pennsylvania in 1884 is estimated

at 325,000,000.

In 1880 Ohio produced 296,224,000 brick, and had from 375 to 400

establishments. In 1884 the production was not less than 325,000,000.

Production of common iriek iw Indiana.

Tears.
Numberof' rl„„;^.^ TT.i *•

estab I

Capital
|

Value of

lishmeuts. e»'Pl"yed.j product.
Hands tt7-..™„„

employed.
|

^«S^»-

1879 (6)

1882 . .

.

1883 . .

.

406
173
396

448,200 995,310
340,550 I 993,425
801, 872

I

2, 170, 277

1,928
1,357
3, 012

$359, 870

6 Estimated; evidently too high.

The District of Columbia produces annually about 100,000,000 brick,

and in 1884 the production probably reached 120,000,000. The clay

beds at Washington are in a continuation of the clay belt which extends

through eastern Pennsylvania down through Delaware, Maryland, the

District of Columbia, and northern Virginia. Brick made from this

clay are noted for their great hardness and cherry-red color.
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Pressed bricJc.—According to the censiitfi of 18S0 the total number of

pressed and ornamental brick made in the United States in tliat year

was 210,815,000. These brick are largely manufactured at Philadelphia,

Baltimore, Washington, Chicago, and Milwaukee. The pressed brick

made at Philadelphia and Baltimore are made from the clay contained

in the belt just mentioned. Ohio produced 10,305,000 in 1880, her chief

center of manufacture being Zanesville, Muskingum county.

Hollow bride are made to some extent in the Raritan Eiver district,

Kew Jersey, and glazed brick are made in Ohio.

Boofing tiles are manufactured at Akron and Cincinnati, Ohio, the

largest works being at Akron; and also on the Earitan river, New
Jersey.

Door Icnobs, hardware, porcelain, and telegraph insulators.—These arti-

cles are chiefly made at works which produce whiteware pottery. There

are two establishments at East Liverpool, Ohio, which make them, and
several more at Trenton, New Jersey. The Liverpool works turn out

about 30,000 a day.

Terra-cotta lumber.—The only establishment, so far as reported, pro-

ducing this material is at Perth Amboy, New Jersey. It has not been

successful as a business venture.

Fireproofing or casings.—A large amount of this materialis manufact-

tured in Middlesex county. New Jersey. The casings made here are

used in the construction of buildings in New York and adjacent cities.

Pennsylvania produces a large amount, and considerable is made at

Toronto and Columbus, Ohio.

Firebrick.—Pennsylvania, Ohio, and New Jersey are the three States

producing the largest amounts of these brick. In 1880 Pennsylvania

produced more than any other single State, and Ohio ranked next, pro-

ducing 19,878,000 in that year. Ohio made about 25,000,000 firebrick

in 1884. During the year ending July 31, 1883, there were made in New
Jersey 20,500,000 firebrick, valued at $508,250, and 600 men were em-
ployed in the manufacture. For the calendar year 1884 the output is

estimated at 20,000,000. No complete returns can be given for Penn-
sylvania for 1883. The chief centers of the industry in that State aie

in Allegheny, Berks, Cambria, Centre, Clearfield, Lehigh, Beaver, Phila-

delphia, and Somerset counties. In eighteen counties of the State there

were in 1883 forty establishments making firebrick, employing 1,729

hands, and paying out $664,994 as wages. The number of brick pro-

duced cannot be given with exactness, but would exceed 55,000,000 in

1883 and reach 50,000,000 in 1884.

Retorts and glass pots.—At Steubenville, Ohio, is a large factory de-

voted to glass-pot making, and there is one other in the State. In ad-

dition several glass works using these pots in large numbers make their

own supply in that State. In New Jersey glass pots are made at the

glass works, and the same is probably true of the Pennsylvania glass

district. There are two factories making gas retorts in Ohio—one at

Cincinnati and the other at Dover.
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Stoneware and earthenware.—The manufacture of these different wares

is widely distributed throughout the United States. Potteries produc-

ing ordinary stoneware are to be found io all regions producing clays,

and local demands are largely met by them. Earthenware is not so

generally manufactured, the principal points of i)roduction being in

Ohio and New Jersey, where it is made in connection with the white-

ware manufacture. According to the census of 1880, there were in

the United States in that year between 600 and 650 potteries mak-

ing stoneware and earthenware, x^roducing annually about $3,000,000

worth. The largest amount is made in Ohio. The centers of the stone-

ware manufacture in this State are at Akron and Roseville, while

earthenware is chiefly made in Columbiana and Hamilton counties.

In 1882 Ohio produced stoneware valued at $205,995. Her earthen-

ware potteries, nine of which are located at East Liverpool, one at

Wellsville, and several at Cincinnati, produced in the same year goods

valued at $419,000. Pennsylvania produces large amounts of stone-

ware. The statistical report of the State for 1883 does not furnish the

data necessary for a complete statement of the production of this indus-

try, but from the partial facts given it appears that in 1883 there were

in the twenty-one counties that produce the largest amounts 39 pot-

teries, employing 683 men, to whom wages amoun4;iug to $231,022 were

paid. The value of wares made is not given in all the counties. In 30

of the potteries the value of ware is put at $441,535. The counties pro-

ducing most largely were the following:

Production of stoneware in the leading counties of Pennsylvania in 1883.

Counties.
Xumber of
establisli-

inents.

Hands em-
ployed.

Total
amountpaid
in wages.

Value of
annual pro-

duct.

Beaver
Cambria
Chester
Greene
Philadelpbia

232
15

121
69
167

$83, 330
6,800

33, 700
18, 433

66, 300

$167, 000
18,000
81, 800

142, 600

The census of 1880 rates the States engaged in manufacturing these

wares in the following order, according to amount of capital emploj'ed:

Ohio, New Jersey', New York, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts, Illinois, and
Maryland. The more probable arrangement would be Pennsylvania,

Ohio, New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Illinois, and Maryland,

as in the census rating whiteware is also included, and Ohio and New
Jersey produce this largely.

^y^l^teware.—There are only two States which i^roduce any consider-

able amounts of ironstone china, whiteware, or porcelain. These are

Ohio and New Jersey. The industry in Ohio is carried on chiefly at

East Liverpool, with a few potteries at Wellsville, near Liverpool, and

severalat Cincinnati. In 1883 there were thirteen firms using sixty-three
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kilns at East Liverpool, two firms at Wellsville, and a number at Cincin-

nati. The potteries in New Jersey are all at Trenton. In 1883 there were

twenty-three firms, using one hundred and ten kilns, making ware there.

The census of 1880 gave $,j,000,000 as the annual value of goods of this

grade made in the United States, and the number of kilns emi)loyed was
put at about two hundred. These figures did not include decorated ware
or printed goods, but covered plain white, C. C, and ironstone china

only. Of this amount Trenton is to be credited with about $3,725,000

worth, East Liverpool $800,000, Cincinnati and other points the re-

mainder. In 1882 the value of whiteware, etc., produced in Ohio was

$1,250,400, of which East Liverpool produced about $800,000. The fol-

lowing table shows the production in New Jersey in 1880 and 1883

:

Production of wliiteicare in New Jersey.

Tears.
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ornamental work produced at the George Ward Rockwood pottery of

Cinciunati, Ohio. Both molded and turned wares are made here in

antique and modern styles ; the decoration is overglaze, underglaze,

and smearglaze ; and vase gilding is also done.

Ornamental pottery of the best grades is now made at Baltimore, from

the clays of Howard and Anne Arundel counties, Maryland. The pot-

tery is said to be quite equal to the best made in Trenton or Cincinnati,

and several features of the establishment are unique in this country.

The temperature obtained in the kilns is much higher than that of the

English kilns, and the resulting ware has a fine vitreous body. Much"

attention has been given to coloring this body, producing many orna-

mental effects without the use of paint. In the final decoration under-

glaze, as well as the usual colors, has been used with good effect. A
variety of real Parian porcelain has been produced which is new in this

country, and has attracted attention both here and in England. The

paste is said to be as pure as the finest old Sevres biscuit ; it has a char-

acteristic creamy tint, and is very translucent. Some articles of fine

tableware have been made from this paste in the form of egg-shell por-

celain ; it has been chiefly used, however, for ornamental figures in re-

lief. Although this development of ornamental pottery at Baltimore is

quite new, its importance can be judged from the fact that 1,000 plaques

of one particular style have lately been ordered for the English market

in competition with ware from the Wedgwood potteries.

Terra cotta.—New Jersey produces the largest amount of these goods,

and next comes Ohio. Considerable is made in Boston, and some at

Baltimore and Chicago. In 1883 the three leading works in New Jer-

sey produced common and architectural terra cotta valued at $438,000.

The capital invested in these works was $325,000, and 432 persons were

employed by them. For 1884 the value of the terra cotta made is esti-

mated at $450,000. A large amount is produced in the clay district on

the Ohio river, in Ohio, chiefly the common kinds.

Brain tile.— Illinois produces the largest amount of drain tile made
in any one State. Large quantities are also made in Indiana and Ohio.

New Jersey produces considerable, and Pennsylvania also is a producing

State. It is made wherever the drainage of the surface of the soil is

demanded and suitable clay can be found.

The statistics for 1884 of the Illinois drain-tile industry are as follows

:

Siaiiatics of the drain-tile industry of Illinois in 1884.

ITnniljer of counties in whicli drain tile was manufactured 75

Nnmlier of factories 536

Amount of capital employed $3,794,000

Number of eraploj63 5,495

Amount paid in wages during the year $1,434,163

Average number of months in operation 7

Total value of tile made $3,960,958

Whole number of tile made '- 176,962,821
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The production of Indiana is reported as follows

:

Production of drain tile in Indiana.

701

Years.
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The number of firebrick made in 1882 at Golden is estimated at

2,500,000, and the total value of all the products of the industry at the

same place at $167,000.

There are two pottery establishments in Colorado : the Columbia

Brick and Tile Works at Golden, and the Terra Cotta Works at Denver,

owned by Mr. Thomas Moulton. These works manufacture drain tiles,

of the best quality, pavement tiles, and large quantities of sewer pipe.

Both works also make flower pots, hanging baskets, jars, jugs, and

many other forms of earthenware. The entire local market and the

demand in the adjoining towns is supplied from their products.

Firebrick and crucibles are made at Helena, Montana, from a clay

found near by, to supply the local demand of the smelting and roasting

furnaces of Helena and Butte, but no satisfies of the amount of wares

produced here were obtained.

PACIFIC COAST.

Mr. Yale reports as follows for California :
" Although clays, of

varying excellence, are widely and plentifully distributed, there are

not over a dozen potteries being operated in the State, the products

of which are mainly of the coarser sorts of crockery, such as stone

jars, jugs, and crocks, flower pots, and vases ; ironstone, sewerage

and drainage pipes; fire and subirrigation tiles, stove and flue linings,

well tubing, water filters and coolers ; acid receivers and chemists'

and assayers' utensils; firebrick, terra cotta, etc. Tableware or other

better descriptions have not yet been manufactured. These estab-

lishments employ a total of 300 hands, one-fcurth of the number

being Chinese—these people being engaged only by the larger com-

Ijanies. The capital invested in this business amounts to $400,000

;

aggregate yearly value of products $375,000 ; money expended for

wages $130,000, the Chinese being paid $1 and white laborers from

$1.75 to $2.50 per day. Where employes board and lodge themselves,

as the Chinese usually do, there is, of course, some difierence in the

rates. In the coast counties the potteries are operated without inter-

mission the year round. Those situated further in the interior sus-

I)end work during the winter, with the exception of the larger estab-

lishments, where most operations are then carried on within doors.

The long dry seasons of California greatly favor the prosecution of this

business, enabling the potter to very effectually dry his wares and per-

form much of his work in the open air.

"But, notwithstanding these natural advantages, coupled with an

ample supply of the raw material, this industry has undergone but

little expansion in California, partly because the manufacturer has had

only a limited market for his wares, but chietiy because of the compe-

tition to which he has been subjected tlirough free and often excessive

foreign importation, it having been the practice of ships visiting the

port of San Francisco to load with wheat, to bring everything in this
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line, firebrick included, at very low freights—sometimes as ballast.

The effect of this cheap transportation has been to keep the market

overstocked and prices depressed, so that a more rajiid growth of this

home industry was impossible. Then, too, there having been for a time,

at first, but little demand for ornamental and architectural i)ottery,

the California manufacturer confined his efforts to the making of the

cheaper and commoner wares, those involving elegance of design and
artistic skill having been neglected. Now, these, after having come to

be in large request, insure for the business better returns and a more
rapid development.

''- Firebricli.—The manufacture of firebrick still remains among the

large class of possible but as yet undeveloped industries of Cali-

fornia. There are suitable clays, the skill to manipulate them, and a

considerable local consumption, but these advantages have not availed

to supply the home demand to any great extent, having been neutral-

ized by the cheapness of the imported article, now selling in San Fran-

cisco—the principal distributing point for the Pacific coast—at about

$40 per thousand, a price at which they can hardly be made in any
part of California. As a general thing, the English firebrick have
been preferred to those made in California, and generally for the reason

that too little care has been observed in selecting the clay or in manu-
facturing the brick.

" Common hricli.—Of building brick, about 245,000,000 are burnt annu-
ally in California, their use, as compared with the population, being
rather limited. Formerly when the business portions of the cities and
the larger towns were being built tip, a great many brick were called for.

But now the buildings being put up without the fire limits of the towns
are nearly all constructed of wood, which, besides being cheaper, is

better adapted to the climate than either brick or stone; hence the com-
paratively limited use of these latter for building purposes in California.

A tolerably good clay for making brick is found in many parts of the

State, notably on the bay shore of Marin and Contra Costa counties.

From a bed of this material near San Jose, in Santa Clara county, a
pressed brick is made, claimed to be equal to the best imported. Dur-
ing the wet season, extending usually from about the middle of Novem-
ber to the end of April, the business of brick making is suspended in

the State except where the burning is conducted in large furnaces by
the Hoffman process, which admits of its being prosecuted constantly.

The average price of common brick in San Francisco is $9 per 1,000

;

delivered at the kilns from 15 to 20 per cent, less; pressed brick sell

at about $27 per 1,000. There is probably $1,000,000 invested in the

brick business in California, which calls for the service of about 1,600

men during the dry, and one-third as many during the wet season, 36

per cent, of the whole being Chinamen. Wages $70 per month for

burners; $45 for molders and setters; and $37 for ordinary hands

—

board being always included; for Chinese, less these rates by 40 per cent."
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A considerable number of common brick enter the port of San Fran-

cisco from England. The imports during 1884 were large, falling but
little below those of 1883.

Imports of brick at San Francisco.

Tears.
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$0,380,610, employed 8,494 hands, paid in wages during the year

$3,279,535, used raw material to the value of $2,504,359, and the value

of their products was $7,942,729.

There were also 5,631 establishments making brick, drain tile, tile,

etc.j the capital invested in them was $27,673,616; the number of

hands employed, 66,355 ; wages paid, $13,443,532 : material used (in-

cluding fuel), worth $9,774,834; made 3,822,362,000 common brick,

163,184,000 firebrick, 210,815,000 pressed brick, $2,944,239 worth of

tile, $1,765,428 worth of drain tile, $719,926 worth of all other articles,

and produced wares having a total value of $32,833,587.

No attempt at a complete canvass of the production in recent years

has been attempted. On the basis of the census figures, however, in

connection with the known changes in building activity and in price, it

is estimated that the total value of the brick and tile made in the United

States in 1882 was $34,000,000 ; in 1883 the production was undoubt-

edly larger, but was offset by the decline in prices, the total probably

being about the same ($34,000,000) ; in 1884 manufacturers cut down
expenses still further, and while about the same number of brick and

tile were made as in

$30,000,000.

IMPORTS IND EIP0BT8.

1883, the total value probably did not exceed

Large as are the amounts of wares manufactured from clay in the

United States the demand is not satisfied by them, and the yearly im^jorts

are extensive. There is a small export trade, but the imports far exceed

the exports in amount and value, as will appear from the following ta-

bles. Many articles mentioned in the preceding pages are not imported,

home supply equaling the demand for them, and therefore the tables

cover by far the larger portion of the value of imports of clay prod-

ucts.

Clay imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1883 inclusive.

Fiscal years endingJane 3C—
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In 1884 the imports were classified as follows i

Kinds. Value.

China clay or kaolin.
All other

:

Uifwrought
Wrought

Total, 233, 211

Building trick imparted and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1884 in-
clusive.

Eiacal years ending June
30—
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Earthenware and china imported and entered for conaumpiion in the United States, 18(57

to 18d4 inclusive.

Piscal years ending June 30-

1867
1868
lh'69

1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Brown
earthen and
common

stoneware.

$48, 618
47, 208
84, 2G0
47, 457
96, 695

127, 346
115, 253
70, 544
68, 501
36, 744
30,403
18,7J4
19, 868
31,504
27, 586
36, 023
43, 864
50, 172

China and
porcelain not
decorated.

$418,493
309, 960
400, 804
4.:0, 442
391, H74
470, 749
479, 017

397, 730
436, 883
409, 539
326, 956
289, 133

296, 591

334, 371

321, 259
316,811
368, 943
982, 499

China and
porcelain dec-

orated.

$439, 824
403, 555
555, 425
530, 805
571,032
814, 134
867, 2C6
676, 656
654, 965
718, 156
668, 514
657, 485
813, 850

1, 188, 847
1,621,112
2, 075, 708
2, 587, 545

2, 664, 231

Other oarth-
enstone or
crocliery,

glazed, etc.

$4, 280, 924
3, 244, 9b9

3, 408, 970
3, 401, 524
3, 573, 254

3, 896, 664
4, 289, 868
3; 686, 794
3, 28U, 867

2, 948, 517

2, 746, 186

3, 031, 393

2, 914, 507

3, 945, 066

4, 413, 369
4, 438, 237

5, 685, 709
666, 595

Total.

$5, 187, 859
4,005,712
4, 459, 549
4, 400, 228
4, 632, 355

5, 308, 893
5,751,944
4,831,724
4,441,216
4, 112, 956
3, 1T2, 059
3, 990, 725
4, 044, 876

5, 5U0, 388
6, 383, 326
6, 866, 779
8, 686, 061

4, 363, 497

Value of tiles imported for consumption in the United States, 1868 to ISSiinelusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—

1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881

1882
1883
1884

Encaustic, l^^^-fl'lggi Total.

$11, 423
7,599
8, 549
4,771
8,083

18, 717
14, 193

15, 401

15, 267
16, 787
13, 11'2

17, 355
16, 896
21,106
27, 729
16, 459
16, Oil

$1,443
875
884

31, 453
51, 772
51,010
45, 360
29, 903

42, 143

41, 032
31, 177

34, 063
43,717
46, 562
83, 777

115, 770

$11, 423
9,042
9,424
5, 655

39, 536
70, 489
65, 204
60, 761
45, 170
58, 930
54 144
48, 532
50, 959
64,823
74, 291

100, 236
131,781

Value of clay exported from the United States, 1865 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—

1865
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

Value.

$20, 975
5,065
2,354
10,904
5,275
4,970
8,146

13, 933
4,325

Fiscal years ending June 30

—

877
878
879
880
881
882
883
.884

Value.

$5, 493
8,384
6,314
8, 355
8,762

17, 458
17, 790
7,725
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Value of Irick, etc., of domestic production exported from the United States.

Fiscal years ending September 30, until
1842, and Jane 30 sine*.
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During the years given there were exported from the port of New
York the following number of building brick and firebrick

:

Building brick and firebrick exported from Neiv York.

Calendar years.
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lower than during 1883 and remained quite uniform during the season.

More brick from the yards in New Jersey came into the New York
market than in previous years.

The following was the production of common biick at the points from

•which 'New York draws its supply, during the years named

:

Production of common brick in the 2s^etv Yoi-k district.

Tears.
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hopefully on the prospects for the coming year. The stagnation in the

iron industry has been an important factor in this condition of affairs,

but a more important one is found in the'competition with foreign prod-

ucts. Much foreign stock has been imported in ballast or at merelj^

nominal freights, so that although the American brick were as good

or even better than foreign makes, the American makers could not

market their stock at advantageous prices. Ruling prices on January

1, 1884 and 1885, are given below.

Prices offirebrick in the New Yorh market, per thousand.

Kinds. 1884. 1885.

Welsh
English ..,

American, No. 1
American, No. 2

$30 00 to $35 00 $25 00 to |30 00
25 00 30 00 25 00 30 00
33 00 35 00 80 00 35 00
25 00 30 00

I
25 00 30 00



ABRASIVE MATERIALS.
BUHRSTONES.

Nearly all the buhrstones used in this country are imported. They
come mainly from France, the principal locality of production there

being the Paris basin. They are also imported in smaller amounts from

Belgium and Germany. The French and Belgium stones consist of

silica mixed with calcareous material, and are both hard and porous.

The German stones are said to be of basaltic lava. These stones are

imported iu the rough, at low rates of freight, and are finished in this

country.

Stones answering some of the purposes of buhrstones are found in

various parts of the United States and are quarried and worked to some
extent. The leading localities in which these stones are found are as

follows : Ulster county, New York—the stone, which is known as Eso-

pus stone, is a quartzite of variable texture and harduess ;
Lancaster

county, -Pennsylvania—this stone, which is known to the trade as the

Cocalico, is a conglomerate, and is found in the form of bowlders scat-

tered over the surface; Peninsula, Ohio, where a white variety of the

Berea Grit is worked, mainly for the purpose of grinding oatmeal and
barley. In addition to the above localities, stones more or less suitable

for coarse work are, or have been, quarried in i)arts of Virginia, North

Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, Missouri, and Arkansas. They are also

reported to exist in Owen's Lake valley, and in the Pitt Eiver country,

in California.

The American stones are not used at all for grinding wheat, but only

for the coarser cereals, and for grinding paints, cement, chemicals, fer-

tilizers, charcoal, etc. The imported stones, being finer in grain and

much harder, are used for grinding wheat and for all the better class

of work. The use of rollers, as a substitute for buhrstones, is gaining

ground with great rapidity. Indeed, at present, nearly all the large

flouring mills in the country are adopting the roller system, and there

is every probability that for many other purposes buhrstones will be

replaced by rollers or other grinding machinery in the near future.

The estimates of production of American buhrstones range through

wide limits, from a merely nominal value up to $350,000. In all proba-

bility, $300,000 is an approximation to the correct value.

712
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The following table presents the value of the imports of buhrstone in

each fiscal year since 1868

:

Buhrstones and millstones imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868
to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years erding
Jane 30

—

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876

Bough.

$74, 224
57, 942
58, 601
35, 406
69, 062
60, 463
36, 540
48, 068
37, 759

Made
into mill-

stones.

$2, 419
2,297
3,698
5, 967
8,115

43, 170
66, 991
46, 328

Total. '

$74,

60,

60,

39,

75,

68,

79,

115,

84,

Fiscal years ending ^^^^ inSl-June 30-
|

«
^^^^^_

877,

878
879
880
881
882
P83

$60, 857
87, 679

101, 484
120, 441
100, 417
103, 287
73, 413
45, 837

$23, 068
1,928
5,088
4,631
3,495

747
272
263

Total.

$83, 935
89, 607

106, 572
125, 072
103, 912
104, 034
73, 685
46, 100

The decrease of imports in the last two years is doabtless owing to the

increase in the use of rollers.

GKINB8TONE8.

The principal source of grindstones in the United States is the

geological formation known as the Berea Grit, which underlies large

areas in the northeastern part of Ohio. It is a fine-grained sandstone,

but differs greatly in texture and hardness in different localities. It is

quarried for this purpose mainly at Berea, Amherst, Independence,

Massillon, Loraiu, Grafton and Marietta, and the principal locality for

the manufacture of the stones is Cleveland, Ohio. The Berea stone has

a white color, a fine and sharp grit, and is used generally for sharpening

edge tools. The Amherst stone is brownish white in color, with a soft,

loose grit, and is used to sharpen edge tools and saws. That from Inde-

pendence has a grayish white color and a coarse sharp grit. It is used

for grinding springs and files and for dry grinding of castings. The
Massillon stone is yellowish in color, with a grit very similar to the last,

and is used for similar purposes. I^ear Grindstone City, Michigan,

there is found a fine-grained argillaceous stone, of a uniform blue color,

which is in general use for finishing work, especially where a very fine

edge is required. The production during the year 1883 is estimated to

have had a value of about $600,000. In 1884 the production was not

quite as great, being estimated at $570,000.

The exports of grindstones are small in amount and are mainly to

the West Indies, Mexico, and Central and South America. The imports

are also small in value, and are derived mainly from Nov.a Scotia, Eng-

land, Scotland, France, and Belgium. The amount and value of the

imports since 1868 are given in the following table. Amounts are

given in long tons of 2,240 pounds.
^
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Grindstones imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1883
inclusive.

I^Bcal years ending Jane so-

Finished.

Quantity. Value. Quantity.
|
Value.

Total
value.

1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879 .

1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.

Long tons.

385
1,202
1,437
1,443
1,373
1,681
1,245
1,463
1,603
1,573
2,064
1,705
1,755

^25, 640
15, 878
29, 161
43, 781
13, 453
37,03:t

18, 48.'->

17, 642
20, 202
18, 546

21, 6f8
24, 904
24, 375
30, 288
80, 286
28, 055

Long tons.

3,957.15
10, 774. 80
8,376.81
.7, 721. 4

1

7, 6J6. 17
6, 079. 34
4, 979. 75
3, 669. 41

4, 584. 16

4, 578. 59

5, 044. 71

5, 945. 61

6, 945. 63

$35, 215
99, 715
96, 444
60, 935

100,494
94, 900
87, 525
90, 172
69, 927
58, 575
46, 441
52, 343
51, 899
56, 840
66,939
77, 797

$60, 855
115, 593
115, 605
104, 716
113, 947
111, 933
106,010
107, 814
90, 189
77, 121
68, 129
77, 247
76, 274
87, 128
97, 225

105, 852

In 1884 the total imports, finished and rough, were 7,056 tons, valued

at $86,286.

CORUNDUM A:N^D EMERY.

Bt T. M. Uhatard.

Properties.—Alumina (the oxide of aluminum) is often found native,

and is then known as corundum. In its purest state it is transparent

and colorless, but is usually tinted by traces of oxides of other metals,

forming gems known, according to the color, as sapphire, oriental eme-

rald, oriental ruby, or oriental topaz, the term "oriental" being pre-

fixed to distinguish these precious stones from others of the same name
but of different composition, and a less degree both of hardness and

brilliancy. So far, although the localities of the mineral are numerous

and the amount discovered is large, but little corundum available for

gems has been found in the United States ; while, on the other hand,

a large and increasing demand for the coarser non-transparent material

has arisen through its application as an abrading agent. The corun-

dum gem stones are described on page 733 et seq. of this report.

Mechanically mixed with varying proportions of oxide of iron corun-

dum forms the well-known emery, or, as it is usually called, Turkey

emery. This is found in large quantities in Asia Minor, near Smyrna

and Ephesus, and also in the island of Naxos and other islands of the

Grecian archipelago. It owes its value as a grinding and polishing

agent to the corundum contained in it.

Next to the diamond, corundum is the hardest of all known sub-

stances, especially in its gem form. If sapphire be taken as 100, corun-

dum from North Carolina has an abrasive power rei)resented by from
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1)0 to 97 ; while the best Naxos emery ranges from 40 to 57, or about

one-half that of corundum, a difference which must bo taken into con-

sideration in every stage of the preparation and use of the materials.

American occurrences.—Emery has not been found in any quantity

within the limits of the United States, while cornndum occurs in a very

large number of localities among the older rocks of the Atlantic States,

ranging from Massachusetts to Alabama. The Turkey emery is found

in granular limestone overlying gneissoid rocks, and in the correspond-

ing limestones of this country some little corundum has been found ; but

so far (unless the locality of Chester, Massachusetts, be considered an

exception) it is only in connection with the chromiferous serpentine or

chrysolite formation that any large bodies of the mineral have been

discovered.

Although this serpentine formation has a considerable development

in Pennsylvania and adjacent States, and corundum has been found in

many places along its course, the yield has been small in comparison

with the more southern localities of North Carolina and Georgia.

Throughout a belt of country stretching from Dndleyville, Alabama,

through Georgia, the western portion of South Carolina and !N"orth Caro-

lina to the Virginia line, and about 100 miles in width at its greatest

extension, corundum is found, and, although many of the localities have

furnished only surface specimens and no such excavations have been

made as would discover the mineral in place or show the nature of the

accompanying rocks, it is reasonable to suppose, in view of what has

been already done, that throughout this region the corundum occurs in

c!ose connection with chrysolitic rocks. More than fifty localities are

already known and new ones are continually being added. (See lists,

"Mineral Resources of the United States, 1882," page 687 et seq.)

It is at Corundum hill, Macon county. North Carolina, and at Lau-

rel creek, Georgia, 26 miles southeast of the former, that the most ex-

tensive work has been done and the best opportunity is offered for the

study of the nature of the occurrence. These two mines are owned and
worked by the Hampden Emery Company of Chester, Massachusetts,

the pioneer of American corundum mining and the largest operator in

it. Under the management of Dr. H. S. Lucas this company began
operations at the Chester locality and has built up a large and profit-

able trade, the increasing demands of which have necessitated new
sources of supply, which have been found in the South. Taking hold of

Corundum hill, then jjractically abandoned as useless, it has within the

past six years created a flourishing business, the output of the two

mines being ample for present wants. So far the preparation of the

corundum at the mines has been confined to concentrating the mineral

so as to allow of its economical shipment to the mill at Chester, Massa-

chusetts, where the final cleaning and sizing is effected ; but a large

mill is now being built at Corundum hill, to allow of the turning out of

a finished product.
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At Corundum hill there is a, large outcrop of chrysolitic rock, or

dunyte, lying in and intermixed with hornblende-gneiss, both the chrys-

olite and adjacent gneiss being much decomposed. The chrysoMte ap-

pears to have been fractured in every direction, and along the lines of

these fractures decomposition has been most rapid, giving a spheroidal

appearance to the masses of the rock. The gneiss as it appears

amongst the chrysolite has a northeast and southwest strike, dips

almost perpendicularly, presenting a coarse, loosely compacted appear-

ance, and retaining the structure of the original rock. The corundum

is found in chlorite (a) lying between the chrysolite and the gneiss,

separated from them by bands of talcose and chloritic material, which

are much thicker on the side of the chrysolite, where a succession of

subfibrous and micaceous minerals, such as talc, enstatite, steatite, and

other magnesian substances, frequently interlaid with chalcedony and

often so decomposed as to form clays, leads to a kernel of more or less

altered chrysolite. As the result of this alteration one often finds large

globular masses of apparently solid rock, which prove on examination

to consist of a tough casing of talcose rock surrounding and inclosing

a mass of soft, wet, clay-like material, generally having in the center

some harder but altered chrysolite. In most parts of the mine the co-

rundum is found in crystalline masses, often of considerable size, one

crystal having been found weighing 375 ijounds ; and at times speci-

mens occur which are sufficiently transparent and tinted to be of value

as gems. At present, however, the principal part of the product is

obtained from the so-called " sand vein " which lies on the easterly side

of the formation. This is a vein of chloritic material, consisting of small

scales of a reddish and yellowish brown color, containing small crystals

and grains of corundum scattered in profusion through it. The mate-

rial is soft enough to be worked by a stream of water delivered through

a hose and pipe. The water not only excavates the corundum, but also

washes it and conveys it to the mill, where it is subjected to further

washing and cleaning. The vein is in places 6 to 8 feet wide and is

very cheaply mined, the corundum being of excellent quality and, owing

to the granular condition, far advanced in preparation.

At Laurel creek the corundum lies between the gneiss and chryso-

ite, in a band of steatite, chlorite, and talc, the latter generally indu-

rated. The spheroidal condition of the chrysolite is not so well marked

as at Corundum hill, and the succession of the alteration products is

somewhat different, but there can be no doubt that the same agencies

have been at work in substantially the same manner. The corundum

occurs on the south side of a hill of chrysolite, which gradually changes

aThe names given to the different minerals are ouly approximations and generally

such as are used by tlie miners ; thus under "chlorite" is understood a large series

of hydrous micaceous minerals of greenish, yellowish, or brownish colors. The same

may be said of "talc," "serpentine," etc., as representing classes; while "vein" is

used to mean any material filling a crevice, except " drift."
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into Steatite and indurated talc as it approaches corundum. Next

comes a vein of chlorite containing the so called " block corundum," or

masses of almost solid corundum sparingly mixed with brown or green

chlorite and frequently of great fcize, several having been obtained of

at least 6,000 pounds in weight. The " block corundum " is succeeded

by a so-called " horse" of soapstone, and this by a " sand vein" more

compact than that at Corundum hill, the ch]oritic material often break-

ing out in large masses which are very difficult to disintegrate. Talc,

enstatite, and other minerals follow, and finally the gneiss is reached,

the whole series having a general east-and-west course and the aggre-

gate width being not less than 100 feet. The whole corundum-bearing

formation may be viewed as a counterpart of the so-called " veins " of

Corundum hill, though on a much larger scale and not so easily tr^^ed.

Both of these mines are well opened and thus can be studied ; but

while there are many other localities, some showing very good pros-

pects for corundum, few of them have been sufficiently developed either

to determine their value or to show the mode of occurrence. In this

direction there is a good field for profitable operations, if it be borne

in mind that the discovery and proper mining of the mineral are only

a portion of the problem. The preparation for market is equally impor-

tant, and any neglect in this will surely prove most disadvantageous.

A good article of well-prepared corundum will sell for double that of

emery of the same " number ; " and although the latter is much reduced

in price, rough ore of good quality being worth at present about $25

per ton at the ports of shipment, at existing prices a good mine well

managed should pay very satisfactory profits.

Prospecting for corundum.—In prospecting for corundum the surface

indications are to be followed as in searching for other ores, and pits

are to be sunk as usual, remembering that corundum is to be looked for

neither in the gneiss nor in the chrysolite, but along the contacts of the

two rocks, and particularly where the rocks are most altered ; if a con-

tact is found it should be carefully followed and the adjacent rocks

closely examined. Chlorite, the almost unfailing companion of corun-

dum. Is considered a good sign.

In making such a search, particularly in sinking pits, care must be

taken that the later sediment or ''wash" be not mistaken for original

rock in place, an error not infrequently made when the rocks are very

much decomposed. The decomposition of the gneiss usually gives a

grayish or brownish sandy micaceous product ; while the chrysolite, in

addition to the talc, steatite, and chalcedony, yields various red and

yellow clays often intermixed with small fibers and needles of other

minerals, so that the color and appearance of the soil may often give a

clue. As the rocks of the southern corundum field are often decom-

posed to a depth of from 30 to 40 feet, prospecting is sometimes difficult;

but a careful preliminary examination of the surface will often save

much useless digging, and a single pit located with judgment, and closely
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observed during tlie sinkiDg, will generally give more valuable informa-

tion than a dozen dug at hap-bazard.

From wbat bas been said it will be seen that a corundum mine is nec-

essarily "pockety;" but, if what has been so far observed be generally

applicable, there should be no great difficulty in tracing out and finding

the various pockets, and if a proper amount of prospecting work be

done and the abrasive value of the corundum discovered prove to be

satisfactory, before any large investment is made, there is no reason why
the same skill and energy necessary in other mining operations should

not in this field meet with adequate reward.

Manufacture.—The preparation of corundum and emery has for its

object the granulation of the material into a series of " numbers " or

grades of fineness, ranging from the finest "flour" up to particles of

comparatively large size. All gangue and other extraneous matter must

be removed, as it is absolutely necessary, especially in the case of co-

rundum, that all the grains of a given " number" shall be practically of

the same size, of equal hardness, and of suitable form. To this end suc-

cessive crushings alternate with processes of washing, cleaning, and

sifting, the machinery employed being similar to that used in ore con-

centration and usually very simple in construction, but requiring fre-

quent repair and replacement owing to the hardness of the mineral.

Stamps and rolls are used for crushing; great care being taken to pro-

duce as little "flour" as possible, it being of much less value than the

coarser grades. The crushing of emery is generally much easier than'

that of corundum, though in this respect great differences often exist

between the corundum of different localities, and even in that from dif-

ferent parts of the same mine. This is probably due to the tendency

of corundum to alter or weather. The researches of Prof. F. A. Genth

and others have shown that it yields re-adily to the action of mineral

solvents, becoming softer and more friable, the alumina uniting with

other substances to form various other minerals, and these changes

proceed with greater rapidity along certain lines of least resistancewhich

originate in the arrangement of the molecules of mineral, and which are

clearly shown by the examination of a piece of solid corundum, particu-

larly of its fracture. Even when the change is very slight and invisible

to the eye we may have a material apparently solid and unaltered, which

though crushing easily and giving a product of good appearance, not

only yields too large a proportion of the comparatively valueless "flour,"

but even a grain deficient in cutting effect. The value of corundum

depends entirely on its abrasive power, and this can be easily deter-

mined by taking a piece of plate glass previously weighed, placing on

it a weighed i)ortion of the sample to be tested, rubbing the material

on the glass and continuing the operation until the glass ceases to lose

in weight, the total loss in weight of the glass giving the abrasive power

of the sample. If the weighings are accurately made and the same weight

of material is taken for each experiment, the relative loss suffered by
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the glass will prove a sure iudicatiou of tbe relative value of the differ-

ent samples, and such experiments should always be tried on the corun-

dum of any locality before deciding to commence mining.

Almost all the corundum and a large proportion of the emery of com-

merce are used for the manufacture of the well-known corundum and

emery wheels. These wheels are made according to various processes,

some of which are known through patents, while others are secret. In

all of these methods the cutting material is mixed with some binding

compound or " base," molded into form, and then subjected to treat-

ment intended to give the base the qualities necessary for the uses to

which the wheel is to be put. (a) The much greater hardness ofcorundum

in comparison with emery requires, to obtain the best results, not only

special care in the manufacture of the base, but also in the running of

the wheel
J
and as the rapidity of grinding and consequent economy of

work are, other things being equal, proportional to the hardness of the

grinding material, it is evident that a properly constructed and prop-

erly run corundum wheel will, within the range of its work, be far more

effecti,ve than one made of emery. Where unsatisfactory comparative

results have been obtained, they are generally traceable either to de-

fective manufacture or, as is usually the case, to lack of experience in

the proper handling of a tool the value of which is amply shown by the

steady and increasing demand.

Exports and imports.—The exports of manufactured emery goods,

so far as reported, amounted to only $1,857 in the fiscal year 1883, and

$3,565 in 1884. Imports of unmanufactured emery during recent yeara

have been as follows :

Emery imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years end-
ing June 30—

1867.

1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1870.
1877.
1878.
1879
1880.
1881.
1882.

1883.
1884.

Grains.

Quantity. Value.

Pounds.

610, 117
331, 580
487, 725
385, 246
843, 697
334, 291

496, 633
411, 340
454, 790
520, 214
474, 105
143, 267

$29, 706
16,216
23, 345
18, 999
16, 615
16, 359
24, 456
20, 066
22, 101
25, 314
22, 767
5,802

Ore or rock. 'Pulverized or ground.

Quantity. Value,

Tons.
428
85
964
742
615

l,64l
755

1,281
961

1,395
852

1,475
2, 478
3,400
2,884
2, 765
2,447
4,145

$14, 373
4,531

35, 205
25, 335
1.5, 870
41, 321
26, 065
43, 886
31, 972
40, 027

21, 964
38, 454
58, 065
76, 481
67, 781
69, 432
59, 282

121, 719

Quantity. Value.

Pounds.
924, 431
834, 286
924, 161

644, 080
613, 624
804, 977
343, 828
69, 890
85, 853

77, 382
96, 351

65, 068
133, 556
223, 855
177, 174
117, 008
93, 010

513, 161

Powdered.' Total.

107
97
20
94

34

(6)

145
53

241
269

$52, 504
38, 080
77, 916-

54, 866
44, 811
77, 424
70,919
62, 366
58, 327
61,653
42, 182
56, 601
87, 506

105, 894
97, 432
98, 695
85, 490

a Considerable iuforination of interest in this connection may be found in an article

on "Emery Wheels and Emery-wheel Miichinery," by W. O. Rooper, in the English

journal Iron, of October 24, 1884.

b Not specified.
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Exports of manufactured emery.

Fiscal years ending Jane 30—
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per tou, the Marylaiid eaitli .selling- at about $10 i)er ton. The in-

dustry being a new one, the i)rodnct is at the outset at a distidvantage

;

but the owners hope to introduce the earth extensively during- tlie

present year.

Mr. J. M. Cabell has made the following analysis of infusorial earth

from near Eichu)ond, Virginia, the sample being carefully taken. The
sample proved to be almost exclusively composed of distinguishable in-

fusoria. It is white with a tinge of yellow, feels a little harsh ; specitic

gravity of mass coated with varnish, 0.922 ; the specific gravity of pow-

der, 2.321.

Silica

:

Dissolved in let hour
Dissolved in 2d hour
Undissolved

Alumina
Ferric oxide
Lime
Magnesia
Potash . -

.

Soda .

Nitrogenous matter (nitrogen x 6)

Water bv H2 SOa 3. 37 1

" bylOOoC. 1.17^
(LessN) by ignition 3. 83 )

Percent.

29.60
4.97
41.29

75.86
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ROTTENSTONE

.

This substance, sometimes known as " tripoli," in the trade, is a de-

composed siliceous limestone, the lime of which has been washed away,

leaving the silica in condition to be used as an abrading agent. It is

not produced in the United States, the supplies being brought mainly

from Great Britain. Becent imports have been as follows

:

Bottenstone imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1873 to 1884 in-

Fiscal years ending June 30—

1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878

Value.

$3, 494
353

1,900
2,651

675
l,39t)

Fiscal years ending June 30-

1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Value.

$3, 330
8,640
3,848
8,301
6,749
4,402



PRECIOUS STONES.
By George F. Kunz.

Introduction.—This paper slightly repeats some of the material of the

former one in the 1882 report, but this is scarcely to be avoided. The
time allowed for the first paper was scarcely sufficient for cou suiting

the literature to any great extent, and it was prepared from material at

hand or from personal observation. The interval of over a year has

afforded the time necessary to inquire into and verify the authenticity

of this matter. Where the material has been duplicated, it is only in

j)art, and fuller or more authentic facts are added in this report. A
number of localities are mentioned where, although no gems have as

yet been found, the material at times is very nearly good enough for

gems ; or else from the small amount of development, the possibility of

gems being found in the future may fairly be inferred. A few locali-

ties are mentioned where specimens unexampled as such have been

lound, and have a claim on the gem collector, since they are gem min-

erals ; and also where they have been of financial value to the finders,

although little or no gem value may be attached to them, as in the case

of the Pike's peak amazonstone and smoky quartz, and the Monroe spi-

nels. Many of these are as beautiful, if not more so, in their native form,

than they are after having undergone the cutting process, as for ex-

ample some of the Utah topazes, beryls from North Carolina, and many
others, a fact of which almost any one would be convinced by a visit to

some of our finer cabinets. The cutting of such material, therefore, for

the higher money value, is really vandalism and should be discouraged

by all scientists.

A most imjiortant find of gem materials and specimens during the

past year was at the Auburn, Maine, locality (a), which from July, 1883,

to July, 1884, afforded possibly about $1,000 worth of tourmaline speci-

mens, and the other minerals netted about $500 more. These were taken

out in one month's work, and since then fully $500 more has been real-

ized on those taken out by the various persons working the locality.

The tourmalines and beryls found in the last work done by the Mount
Mica Mining Company during the summer of 1882 were still in the j^os-

session of the company, and were offered for sale in the summer of 1884

at Bar Harbor, Mount Desert, Maine. Some were there readily sold as

a See paragrapli on tourmaline, page 743.

723
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Maiue gems. The cut gems owned by the company in the early part of

the summer of 1884 were valued by them as follows :

Tounnaliues, from $10 to $500 each $2,683

Beryla and aquamarines, from $5 to $50 each 1, 062

There are about $400 worth of uncut specimens. No work was done

here in 1884.

The beryl locality at Stoneham {a), Maine, has yielded fully $700 worth

of gems and specimens to the different workers, one crystal selling at

$75 for gem material. Some very flue blue beryls were found here.

The topaz locality, though it produced no topaz, from other minerals

yielded the workers over $500 by the sale of herderite, columbite, and

associated minerals.

Work was suspended by the mining company at Stony Point, North

Carolina, at the end of August, 1883, and was resumed for about two

weeks during July of 1884. Since July, 1883, perhaps $500 has been

realized from the work done. The work of 1883 brought to light some

of the finest crystals that have yet been found, for color, but of second-

ary gem value. The largest of these was about 3 inches long and very

perfect. The two weeks' work of 1884 discovered a few very fine quartz

crystals containing rutile, and some containing asbestus or byssolite C?)

;

also very fine rutile crystals, though no gems. When work will be re-

sumed is not definitely known. The adjoining property is reported to

have been purchased with a view to working at some future time. The

indications on Mr. John Lackey's property look very well for the class

of minerals found in this section.(&)

Since October, 1882, the Pike's peak topaz and phenakite locality has

been searched to some extent, and the topaz and phenakite taken from

it thus far would be valued at fully $1,500, one crystal of topaz being

held at $100, and one phenakite also at fully this amount. Two topaz

gems cut from the stones found here were worth fully the same each

after the cutting.

The Crystal peak locality, near Florissant, Colorado, has yielded

perhaps $1,000 worth of topaz, some specimens associated with phena-

kite and on amazonstone, and a number of fine amazonstone crystals.

A number of stones enumerated here, although below 7 in hardness,

and even below 6, may suggest to some that they are too soft for any

gem or ornamental uses. Thus apatite and fluorite are too soft for cut

gems, yet beautiful cups, vases, etc., can be made of the latter. Ser-

pentine and catlinite could be successfully worked where apatite could

not, because they are opaque and do not show scratches, and an even,

good color will always appear. It is only by adapting any mineral to

its proper use that it can be made a success.

One of the finest displays of gem minerals since 1876 was the North

Carolina exhibit in the fall of 1883 at the Mechanics' Fair at Boston.

a "Mineral Resources of the United States,1862," page 467.

6 See paragraph on beryl, page 738.
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In this were some of the finest l^orth Carolina quartzes, from White
Plains and other localities; remarkably brilliant rutiles from Mitchell

and Alexander counties j beautiful amethysts, some of them rutilated;

some remarkable Alexander county emeralds, and blue, green, and yel-

low beryls, and manj others that as a rule were quite new to the gen-

eral public as gem minerals.

Delusive Jinds.—During the past year a number of articles have ap-

peared in regard to the finding of valuable gems, which have proved
otherwise on investigation ; and as newspaper statements are at times

copied into the literature, it may be well to give them notice from some
reliable source.

The "Blue Eidge sapphire," or the "Georgia marvel," as it was called

by the press, was found nearly two years ago in a brook in Georgia, in

the Blue Eidge mountains. It was estimated to be worth about $50,000

by the owner, who had been assured of its authenticity as a sapphire by
two southern jewelers, and arrived at its valuation by taking into

account its weight. Anything scratched by a file is sure to be pro-

nounced glass, whether that or really topaz or some equally hard stone;

while, on the other hand, the common fallacy may prevail that anything

not touched by a file is to be regarded as a genuine stone, even though
it may be only glass. In this instance the gem proved to be a piece of

rolled blue bottle glass, and its owner could be convinced of this only

when he saw a platinum wire coated with a melted fragment of the

material.

Another was a stone plowed up by Mr. James M. Smith, of Gibson-

ville, Guilford county, North Carolina, pronounced a genuine emerald,

weighing 9 ounces, by some local expert, who tested it, and with the mi-

croscojie showed that it contained various small diamonds. Its value

was estimated up in the thousands, and $1,000 was reported to have been
refused for it by its owner. As it was believed to be the largest known
emerald, it was expected by its owner that it would realize him many
thousands. Being therefore too valuable to be intrusted to the express
company, he put himself to the expense of a trip to New York, where it

proved on examination to be a greenish quartz crystal, filled with long,

hairlike crystals of green byssolite or actiuolite, on which were series

and strings of small liquid cavities that, glistening in the sun, led to

the included diamond theory of the local expert. As $5 was the best

ofler received for the stone, it was returned to North Carolina.

The " Wetumpka ruby," from Elmore county, Alabama, the property
of Mr. James W. Thomas, was supposed to be a ruby of 6 ounces' weight
" after cutting away all the roughness." Owing to its value, it was de-

posited in the Wetumpka bank vault, and on no consideration would
be sent to anyone on approbation. A small fragment sent to Mr. L. P.

Gratacap, of New York, and examined by him, led him to believe that

it was only a common garnet, and from its stated quality of no value,
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even if a ruby. Doubtless it is one of tlie large rough garnets so often

found in the South.

Another is a quartz (?) crystal found by Mr. James Pepper, of Dan-

bury, North Carolina, which was examined and pronounced to be a

genuine diamond by the local jewelers, and valued at $7,000.

The diamond discoveries so often reported are not to be wondered at.

In one of the southern States one of the late geologists who had much
to say as to the ''immutability of human events that would eventually

lead to the finding of diamonds, rubies, sapphires, and emeralds in his

State," knew so little of the diamond that he actually sent a common
paste imitation to New York to inquire as to its genuineness as a dia-

mond. Yet his remarks have often been copied, especially a story that

a bottle of diamonds that were worth many thousands of dollars was

thrown away before they were recognized.

Utilization of precious stones.—During the last ten years taste in

furniture and decoration in the United States has reached so high a

degree that every conceivable new idea which has been or is applied

anywhere on the face of the earth has been resorted to. Minerals, as a

rule, have been only slightly utilized, owing principally to the want of

familiarity with them and the methods of applying them so as to avoid

coldness ^.nd inappropriateness. In one of the finest pairs of carved

rosewood silver-paneled pedestals in this country the dull effect of the

rosewood was very much relieved by the insertion of a number of small

round cabochon pieces of a dark red Texas agate, these additions really

giving all the necessary brilliancy where polished wood was an effect

not desired. Our large list of cheap and beautiful ornamental stones,

such as jasper, agate, silicified woods, turquois, rose quartz, and a large

number of others, might be introduced with advantage into the inlaid

work on clocks, mantels, and fine furniture. The utilization of rock

crystal for hand glasses is mentioned on page 750.

One of the new departures in the United States in the uses made of

the common stones is the introduction by a leading New York firm of a

line of American stone goods, similar to the Scotch jewelry, the designs

of which will be so improved and American gem stones used to such an

extent in them that they will undoubtedly find a ready sale, and before

the year is closed may be universally sold throughout the United States,

displacing many of the cheaper varieties of gold and silver pins. Some
of the minerals used are agate, moss agate, jasper of all colors, rhodonite,

pyrite, labradorite, Chester county moonstone, and other cheap Ameri-

can minerals. The designs are crowns, knots, thistles, shepherds'

crooks, nails, horseshoes, crescents, daggers, keys, spears, umbrellas, and

a large variety of others suggested by the variations of ibrms and colors

shown in the kaleidoscope.

The following few items may perhaps be of sufficient interest to en-

title them to mention in this report : During the last three years a

novelty has appeared in the form of a so-called mineral clock, consisting
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of a plain wooden case, usually in the form of a house, and completely

covered with specimens about an inch square of pyrite, galenite, ama-

zonstone, ores from celebrated mines, and other Colorado minerals.

Tbey are {ilued on, and, as a rule, numbers are pasted on each referring

to a list of the minerals on the back of the case. The clock i)art con-

sists of a Connecticut Yankee clock. They have sold remarkably well

since they were introduced, $15,000 worth in liS82, $11,000 in 1883, and

$20,000 worth in 1884, to be retailed at an advance of 33 i)er cent. In

addition there are a large number of paperweights, inkstands, and a

variety of objects made that have netted several thousand dollars per

year more.

Arrow points.—Mr. H. C. Stevens, of Oregon City, Oregon, writes

that since 1878 he has personally handled 35,0i fine arrow points,

peculiar to Oregon, and that fully 50,000 in all have been found by

difl'erent persons. Before 1878 jierhaps an equal number were found.

Fully $3,000 have been realized on these in cash since 1878. At present

few are found, except after a heavy freshet and overflow of tbe river

banks, where the greater number have been found. These jmiuts at,

times represent the highest examples of savage stone chipi)ing, and ar*e

really so often gem materials that the demand for them as. articles of

jewelry is not surprising. The j)rices range from $1 to $2.50 each for

the finer ones, which are usually made of rock crystal; flesh -colored,

red, yellow-brown or mottled jasper, obsidian, or various colors of

chalcedony. They are principally sold in the East, scarcely any being

sold in Oregon for jewelry. They are not made by the present Indians

of Oregon. Fine suites of Oregon arrow points were exhibited by Mr.

M. F. Savage at the Bartholdi Loan Exhibition at the New York

Academy of Design, December, 1883.

Trilobite ornaments.—The trilobites found in various parts of the

United States are used, when of the proper form, as charms, scarf pins,

and other ornaments. Perhaps 99 per cent, of those used for these

purposes are found in the vicinity of Cincinnati, especially near Cov
iugton, Kentucky. The species is Calymene senaria, which, as a rule,

are found curled up, evidently in dying, and therefore appear either

round or slightly oval in form, making very neat charms, and the

smaller ones very pretty scarf pins. They vary in size from one-fourth

inch to 2 inches in diameter, and are sold at the locality at from 25 cents

to $5 each, according to beauty or perfection. The casts of the Caly-

mene senaritty variety hlumenbacMi, if perfectly flattened out and perfect

in form, are worn at times as scarf pins. As they are entirely limestone,

the surface, as a rule, is covered by thousands of microscopic brilliant

crystals of calcite, the glitter of which is very efi'ective. A number of

fiiie trilobites are sold annually at Trenton Falls, especially the Ceraurus

pleurexamfhamus and Asaphas gifjas from the Trenton limestone. They
are sold, however, more as tourists' mementoes than as objects of orna-
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ment. Twenty-five dollars is often asked for large fine specimens of the

AsapJias gigas.

Cafs-eye minerals.—The following minerals found in the United States,

when fibrous or cut across the cleavages in cabochon effect, will show

the cat's eye ray :

Corundum: At Ellijay creek, Macon county. North Carolina, Mr. E.

A. Hutchius cut a dark brown, almost black, crystal of corundum that

furnished along e?i cahochon gem, two thirds of an inchacross, that shows

the cat's eye ray distinctly.

Chrysoberyl : The chrys9beryl8 of Stow, Peru, and Canton, Maine,

would cut into poor cat's- eyes.

Beryl: The beryls of Stoneham, and some of the North Carolina

beryls, especially those from Alexander county, would furnish cat's-

eyes, although not fine.

Quartz: Quartz filled with actinolite, from Cumberland Hill, Ehode
Island, makes a very fine quartz cat's-eye. This is the Thetis hairstone

of Dr. Jackson.

. Hornblende: A fibrous black hornblende from near Chester, Massa-

chusetts, afforded an imperfect cat's-eye.

Pyroxene: A white compact fibrous pyroxene from Tyringham, Mas-

sachusetts, made a curious white cat's eye.

Labradorite: Some of the Labrador spar, when filled with included

minerals and impurities, will show a cat's-e.ye ray ; this is especially ap-

plicable to the mineral found in Orange county. New York, and that

also in the northern part of the State.

Hypersthene, bronzite, and enstatite, when fibrous and cut across tbe

fiber, j)roduce a cat'seye effect, .and are sold abroad for this purpose to

a very limited extent.

Limonite: Limonite from Salisbury ((Donnecticut), Eichmond (Mas-

sachusetts), and other American localities, would at times cut into a

gem showing the cat's-eye ray.

Aragonite and gypsum satin spars : These both produce the cat's-eye

effect.

LOCALITIES OF PRECIOUS STONES IN THE UNITED STATES.

Diamonds.—Eeferring to the paper on American gems, in " Mineral

Eesources of the United States, 1882," containing information furnished

by Mr. John H. Tyler, sr., about the Manchester diamond, having since

been enabled to obtain a more complete history of it, as it is possiblj^ the

largest diamond really found in the United States, I herewith present

the facts. The first record I have been able to obtain is from the New
York Evening Post of April 28, 1855, which says :

" We were shown

yesterday, on board the steamship Jamestown, what is said to be the

largest diamond ever discovered in North America. It was found sev-

eral months ago by a laboring man at Manchester, Virginia, in some

earth which he was digging up. it was put in a furnace for melting
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iron, at Kichmond, where it remained at red heat for two hours and

twenty minutes. It was then taken out and found to be uninjured and

brighter than ever. It was valued in Eichniond at $4,000." This stone

was next in the possession ot Capt. Samuel W. Dewey, now of Philadel-

phia, and by him was named theOninoor or "sun of lig^ht," though it has

more generally been known as the Dewey or Morrissey diamond. It

then passed through, many hands. It was cut at an expense of $1,500

by Mr. H. D. Morse, and at one time $6,000 was loaned on it. This

diamond was a slightly rounded trigonal trisoctahedron. Its origiual

weight was 23f carats, and after cutting it weighed 11^^ carats. As
it is off-color and imperfect it is to-day worth not more than

from $300 to $400. Exact copies of it in glass, as it was found,

and also as cut, were deposited in ihe United States mint at Phila-

delphia, by Capt. S. W. Dewey, and also at the Peabody museum in

ifew Haven. Electrotypes of it may be seen in a number of cabinets.

The first diamond found in North Carolina was at the ford of Brin-

dletown creek, by Dr. F. M. Stephenson. It is an octahedron in form,

and is valued at $100. Another, in the possession of Professor Feather-

stonhough, was found in the same neighborhood by him. A third, ob-

served in Mr. D. J. Twitty's collection by General Clingman, and de-

scribed by Prof. C. U. Shepard, was found at Twitty 's mine, Euther-

ford county. In form this is a distorted hexoctahedron, yellowish in

color. A fourth was found by Dr. C. L. Hunter, near Cottage Home,
Lincoln county, iu the spring of 1852. It is said to be greenish in color-

and inform an elongated hexoctahedron. Another, in the possession

of Dr. Andrews, of Charlotte, was found at Todd's branch, Mecklen-

burg county. It was said to be a perfect crystal and of a good white

color. Dr. Andrews reports also the finding of a black diamond

the size of a chincapin by three persons, who crushed it, believing a

diamond could not be broken. He found that the fragments scratch

corundum very readily.

Dr. Genth reports two diamonds from the Portis mine, Franklin

county, one of them a very beautiful octahedron. A small diamond
Avas found on the headwaters of Muddy creek, in McDowell county, and
diamonds have also been reported in weight frequently from one-half

carat up to over 2 carats, from J. C. Mills's mines, in Burke county. Some
of these, examined by Mr. James B. Mackintosh, proved to be quartz, and

another supposed diamond, found in some gravel from this mine, in the

State collection at Ealeigh, I found not to be a diamond, but zircon.

The diamonds in North Carolina are usually found associated with

gold, mouazite, xenotime, zircon, octahedrite, and other minerals. Dr.

Genth(a) says this debris is the result of the old gneissoid rocks,

such as mica-schist and gneiss, in which graphite is always found.

In a letter to the New York S^m Mr. C. Leventhorpe mentions the

a "Mineral Resources of North Carolina," Journal Franklin Institute, November
and December, 1871.
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finding at his placer mine, in "Rntherford connty, of a diamond of bad
color, which was pronounced a diamond and placed in the Amherst
College collection by Prof. 0. U. Shepard. The same article also men-

tions a fine white diamond, valued at $400, found in a South Carolina

placer by Mr. Twitty, and states that Mr. Twitty has a diamond
weighing 3 grains in his possession which was taken in White county,

Georgia, from a "long tom."

In the cabinet of Mr. Samuel R. Carter, of Paris, Maine, are two small

crystals of diamond weighing less than one-eighth carat, which were

found in March, 18G6, at the Horshaw placer gold mine, Eacoochee val-

ley, White county, Georgia, one by Dr. A. C. Hamlin(a), of Bangor, and

the other by Mr. H. Ashbury. They are oi^aqne and have no definite

form. Several stones of fine quality have been found here.

At the May, 1867, meeting of the California Academy of Sciences

Prof. B. Silliman exhibited four diamonds found in California. One,

from Forest Hill, El Dorado county, weighing 0.3G9 gram (= 5.673

grains = 1^ carats), was of good color with a small cavity and a dists*!-

oration on one of the solid angles. This crystal, which was not entirely

symmetrical, was found at a great depth from the surface, in a tunnel

running into the auriferous gravel at Forest Hill. Another was found

at French Corral, in Nevada county, weighing 0.3375 gram (= 5:114

grains = 1^ carats). It was very symmetrical in form, remarkably free

from flaws, and slightly yellowish, its color having been altered by hav-

ing been subjected to a red heat. It had been found in the deep gold

washings and was thrown out from the cement. The third was the

property of Mr. M. W. Belshaw, weighing 0.2345 gram (= 3.619 grains,

little less than 1 carat). This crystal is distorted, and has several re-

entering angles and cavities. Four others besides this have been found

in the search for gold at Fiddletown, Amador county, in the gray

cemented gravel underlying a stratum of so-called lava or compact

ashes. The other one shown was the property of Mr. George E. Smith,

who states that it was found at Cherokee Flat, Butte county, and that

he had seen fully fifteen diamonds from this locality ; these were all

found in the deep gravel washings, and were believed to have come
from a stratum 3 feet thick, forming part of a superincumbent mass of

material 25 feet thick. Mr. Eemond (b) is quoted as authority for the

occurrence of diamonds at Volcano, which may be the same locality as

Fiddletown. Professor Whitney at this meeting stated that diamonds

had been found at from fifteen to twenty localities m California, the

largest that had come to his notice weighing 7^ carats, having been

found at French Corral.

Prof. B. Silliman (c) mentions that platinum, almandine garnet, chro-

mite, epidote, gold, iiidosmine, limonite, magnetite, pyrite, quartz, rutile,

a " Leisure Hours among the Gems," A. C. Hamlin, page 49, Boston, 1884.

J) ''Geology of California," Vol. I., page 276.

c American Journal of Science, Yo], 6, 1870.
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topaz, and zircon are associated with the diamond at Cherokee, Butte

county, California.

Mr. W. P. Carpenter {a), of Placerville, states that while he was

assisting Mr. W. A. Goodyear, assistant State geologist, in 1871, they

found several diamonds in the hands of persons who did not know what

they were; one of these was purchased as a specimen by Mr. Goodyear,

who had found some specimens of itacolumite 3 miles east of Placer-

ville, but had kept them as curiosities. The gravel in the channel is

capped by lava from 50 to 450 feet in depth, and of late years is worked

by steam cement mills. He says he knows of instanct-s where fragments

of broken diamonds have been found in cleaning up the batteries. He
gives the following list of the finders of diamonds near Placerville:

Charles Reed and Mr. Jeffries, each one; Thomas Ward & Co., three,

two white and one yellow (one of these is now in the possession of Mr.

Ashcroft, of Oakland, who had it cut in England) ; Cruson & Olmstead,

four, one{b) of which, /^ i^^ch in diameter, was sold to Mr. Tucker, of

San Francisco, for $300 ; Thomas Potts, one small flawed stone, which

was sold to Mr. Goodyear for $15 ; Jacob Lyon, one light-straw colored,

about the size of a medium x>ea, and several fragments from the tail-

ings of a cement mill at the Lyon mine; A. Brooks, one, small white;

E. Bi entfeld, one, small yellow, weighing two grains, which had passed

through a cement mill; one was found by Mrs. Henderson in some tail-

ings that were washed for gold, and is most probably the one mentioned

in the 1882 report as having been found near San Francisco.

Mr. H. G. Hanks visited Cherokee Flat, with the intention of study-

ing the celebrated diamond localities, and was informed by Mr. A. Mc-

Dermott, of Oroville, of a diamond the size of a pea and quite round,

which had been sent to him in 1862. They are found in cleaning up the

sluices and undercurrents. The first notice of a diamond being found

here was in 1853. The largest one, now in the possession of Mr. John

More, weighs 2^ carats, 9 grains. Fifty to sixty stones in all have been

found here, of which some were rose-colored and yellow, and others

white, and all were associated with zircon, platinum, iridium, magnetite,

gold, etc.

Microscopic diamonds were reported from the platinum sands of the

Trinity river by Prof. F. Woehler, of Gottingen, with similar associa-

tions as at Cherokee. In all the northern counties of Calilornia drained

by the Trinity river, in the vicinity of Coos bay in Oregon, and on the

banks of Smith river, Del Norte county, diamonds may be looked for in

the flumes and sluices.

A flne diamond from the Spring Valley mine at Cherokee, Butte

county, was presented to the California State museum by Mv. G. F.

Williams, sut)erintendent of the mine. Two diamonds from here, one

cut and oni) uncut, are in the ])ossession of Mr. and Mrs. Harris, of

a Second report of the State mineralogist of California.

h Mentioned iu Whitney's "Auriferous Gravels of the Sierra Nevada."
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Cherokee. Mrs. W. 0. Hendricks, of Morris Eavine, near Oroville, has

also a flue Cherokee diaraond set in a ring. A diamond found in 1861,

weighing 6 grains (= 1^ carats) is now in the possession of Mr. John
Bid well, of Chico. It was from a locality

1
J miles northwest of Yankee

Hill, Butte county, and has been cut in Boston.

Mr. C. G. Yale furnishes the following notes on the California occur-

rences : "For a period of more than thirty years the placer miners of

California have occasionally picked up small diamonds. Tlie hydraulic

washings at Cherokee, Butte county, have been the most prolific. The
diamonds are usually found by the miners when cleaning up their sluices

or while washing off the bed rock, though in some few instances they

have been picked up on the surface. As a general thing the gravel

in which they occur is mixed with lav^a, ashes, or other volcanic matter;

zircon, platinum, iridium, magnetite, etc., being associated with the

diamonds. While many of these stones have been of good color, brill-

iant and perfect, none weighing over 3.^ carats have been found in the

State. In size they have ranged usually from about half a carat down
to stones of microscopic dimensions, the latter being numerous in a few

localities. So far as known $500 is the highest price for which any

California diamond in the rough has been sold, though large numbers
have found pjirchasers at prices ranging from $10 to $50, and not a few

at as much as $100. The stones have been of all colors, white, yellow,

straw, and rose, and many of good water. A few small diamonds have

been found also in the placer diggings of Idaho, being of about the same
quality and occurring under the same conditions as in California. In

neither region have diamonds been made the object of special search,

those found having been picked up by miners while washing gravel for

gold. Fragments of diamonds have been noticed in the tailings from

the quartz mills, being the remains of stones which have been broken

under the stamps."

Since February, 1884, numerous notices have appeared in the press of

the finding of diamonds under very peculiar circumstances. Ajeweler of

Milwaukee purchased from a lady customer for $1 a stone which he

represented as being a topaz. The stone was reported to have been

found eight years before at Eagle, Waukesha county, Wisconsin, hav-

ing been thrown out from a depth of (iO feet while excavating a well.

Two small stones are also reported to have been found here, each weigh-

iug less than one-half carat, the larger one first found weighng about 15

carats. One of the smaller stones I examined. All three stones are

said to resemble those found at the Cape. The 15-carat stone is slight!}'

off-color, and would, therefore, be worth only about $300 at the outside

on its merits as a diamond. It has been ofiered at $1,000, owing to its

being the first diamond found in Wisconsin, and it was supposed by the

owner that it would be purchased for the State cabinet. Having care-

fully examined a quantity of the gravel scut to different persons, 1 have

failed to find anything but the regular d6bris Irom glacial drift, and,
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as remarked by oue geutleuiuii, believe if the box were to be filled with

the drift material from New York City the owuer would not discover

the differeuce.

In the latter part of 1883 a diamond was reported to have been found

at Nelson hill, near Blackfoot, Deer Lodge county, Montana. This

stone is described as being colorless, and in form dodecahedral, with

triangular markings, but is more likely a trigonal trisoctahedron with

curved faces. Its specific gravity is said to be about 3.5 ; its weight

about 12 grains. It was jjronounced by an old diamond dealer of New
York as really a diamond. The person now owning it came into its

possession through a Chinaman, who panned it out and handed it to

him, and he thinks he has seen many similar stones in the mine.

Mr. J. D, Yerrington, of New York, informs me of a brown diamond
weighing 1 carat, and yielding when cut a gem weighing one-half carat,

which was found near Philadelphus, Arizona. Two pieces of blue bottle

glass that had been rolled so as to lose all form, were naturally supposed

bj' the finder to be sapphires, being in the same locality with the diamond.

To insure the finding of diamonds in a new district one of the best

methods is to familiarize the searchers with the luster principally, which

can be readily accomplished, as once partly carried out by Mr. Dwight
Whiting, of Boston. He suggested selling to the miners small imper-

fect diamond crystals (bort), mounted in a very inexpensive manner,

so as that the entire ring or charm could be sold at from $5 to $10.

Several thousand searchers thus prepared would soon ascertain whether

diamonds really existed, and the crystal would also serve for testing

the hardness of the stone as well as the luster. One of the minerals

most likely to be mistaken for the diamond is a form of small quartz

crystal found principally at Santa Fe and Gallu];), New Mexico ; Fort

Defiance, Arizona ; Deadwood, Dakota ; and Shell creek, Nevada.

They range in size from 1 to 5 millimeters, and the prism is nearly or

entirely obliterated. In addition to this, as a rule, the surface is slightly'

roughened, ami by an inexperienced person is easily mistaken for an

octahedron, which is almost universally considered to be the only dia-

mond shape.

The well-known "Arizona diamond swindle" was an adroit one, and
the locality could hardly have been better selected 5 but it should not

have received so much credence, since gem minerals are so readily rec-

ognized by means of their local* characteristics by gem-collecting min-

eralogists.

SAPPHIRE GEMS.

Corundum.{a)— In North Carolina many corundum localities have been

opened, and the material found is often of a very fine color even if not

of gem quality. It was first found in the State by Gen. T. C. Clingmau,

who came upon a large dark mass of the cleavable variety, 3 miles be-

a See also page 714 et aeq.
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low Marsliall, in Madisou county. Later on it was found by Dr. 0. L.

Hunter in reddish and bluish masses at Crowder's mountain, and also

at Chubb's and King's mountains, Gaston county.

The largest deposits of the finest material, however, are those in Macon
county, near Franklin (see "Mineral Eesources of the United States,

1882," page 485). A very interesting variety from here, in addition to

the gems, is a white and blue banded form which would afford curious

gem stones. The Culsagee or Corundum Hill vein is from 10 to 14 feet

thick. Other Macon county localities are Jacobs & Haskett's mine, on

Ellijay creek ; Robinson's mine, Sugartown Fork; Houston's mine, and
Moore & Higton's mine.

At the Jenks mine, at Franklin, was found probably one of the finest

known specimens of emerald-greeji sapphire (oriental emerald). It is

the transparent part of a crystal of corundum 4 by 2 by 1^ inches, from

which several gems could be cut that would together furnish from 80 to

100 carats of very fine, almost emerald-green gems (not too dark, as

the Siamese), the largest possibly fully 20 carats in weight. As this

gem is one of the rarest known, it makes this specimen a very valuable

one. It is now in the fine cabinet of Mr. Clarence S. Bement, with a

suite of the choicest crystals found at this mine, and its value is over

$1,000.

From near Franklin(a) a curious brown variety was found which

shows a distinct asteria in sunlight or artificial light when the stone is

cut en eabochon. Similar crystals have recently been found near Frank-

lin by Mr. E. A. Hutchins, and more recently Dr. T. M. Chatard, at a

locality 12 miles from Franklin, found a fine dark brown variety with

bronze-like reflections.

In the Hogback mine, Jackson county, on the feldspar hanging wall,

sapphire is met with in crystals ; at the Cullakenee mine at times a

deep ruby-red corundum is found, and also at Penland's on Shooting

creek, in Clay county. Two miles northeast of Pigeon river, near the

crossing of the Ashville road, in Haywood county, and 2 miles north of

this on the west fork of Pigeon river, at the Presley mine, are found

some of the finest colored specimens of bine- and grayish-blue corun-

dum. Twenty miles northeast of this, at the Carter mine, fine white

and ijink corundum is found in crystals and in a laminated form.

Blue, bluish-white, and reddish corundum is found at Swannanoa
Gap, Buncombe county.

Mr. J. A. D. Stephenson found fine hexagonal prisms of a pale brown-

ish corundum at Belt's ridge, and more recently some very fair colors

from several new localities near Statesville, North Carolina.

A very fine black corundum crystal is in the Vaux cabinet at the

Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, the locality given being

Buncombe county, North Carolina. This cabinet has also a fine ruby-

a Transactions New York Academy of Natural Science, Marcb, 1884.

J
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colored corimdum from Buck's creek. Clay county, aud another from

Hogback, Jacksou county.

The gravel deposits of Burke, McDowell, and Eutherford counties

contain small grains aud crystals of corundum usually altered into

dauiourite.

Mr. E. A. Hutchins, who is doing much to develop the corundum
l)roperties of North Carolina, has some very fine opnlescent and deep

indigo-colored corundum from near Franklin and elsewhere in Macon
county.

One of the principal Pennsylvania localities is near Black Horse,

near Media, Middletown township, Delaware county ; the cleavage

plains of the crystals show a bronze luster, and the crystals have

usually fixed asterias shown by Dr. Isaac C. Lea(«) to be produced by
included crystals. They are here found 4n a feldspathic rock. Near

here are also crystals, found loose in the soil, at times 4 to inches in

length. After sinking a 60-foot shaft fully 50 tons were mined here,

but work has been abandoned.

Mineral Hill, near Media, has furnished large brown and altered

crystals.

Near Village Green, Ashton township, Delaware county, large brown
crystals have often been found with the brown luster. Dr. Genth men-

tions a small mass of grayish and blue corundum with good cleavage

in the vicinity of the chrome mines, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania.

In Chester county, near Fremont, West Nottingham townshijD, and 2

miles south of Oxford, corundum has been observed with albite. Near

Unionville, Newliu township, are several localities of interest, also 1^

miles north of this locality loose crystals 3 to 4 inches in length were

found in the soil. (6)

Mr. W. W. Jefferis described a new locality on the south side of the

Serpentine ridge, in Newlin township, Chester county, and fully 500

pounds of massive blue corundum had been taken out.

Mr. Louis Zimmer, of New York, possesses a fine large crystal of co-

rundum of a deep blue color, found by him 40 miles north of Eichmond,
Louisa county, Yirginia.

Professor Wilson, of Chicago, is reported to have found a large de-

posit of corundum at Lone mountain, Pennsylvania. Good blue corun-

dum has been found on Sequale creek, Georgia.

Prof. C. U. Shepard (c) mentions specimens of asteriated sapphire

from Litchfield, Connecticut, lacking, however, the transijareuey requi-

site to a good gem.

Hoffmann((?) mentions impure columnar corundum in fragments nearly

1 inch in diameter from Silver Peak, Nevada.

a Proceedings Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences, May, 1869.

Z> Proceedings Mineralogical Section Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences,

1879.

©"Report on Minerals of Connecticut," 1837, page 64,

rf " Mineralogy of Neva^dq,," . '.
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In Dr. F. A. Geutli's suite of coiimdums are some that would afford

opalesceut stones with fixed stars, and other iuterestiug- forms from

North Carolina and Pennsylvania. Many fine examples of corundums

that would afford mineralogical and interesting gems from Pennsylvania

are in the cabinets of Mr. W. W. Jefferis, now of Philadelphia, Mr.

Lewis Palmer, of Media, and Dr. Cardesa, of Claymont. Specimens

fiom Pennsylvania and North Carolina are to be found in the cabinets

of Mr. Clarence S. Bement, Col. Joseph Wilcox, and Dr. Isaac Lea, and

in the W. S. Vaux cabinet at the Philadelphia Academy of Natural

Sciences. At present, however, the finest of the sapphires for the gem

trade really all come from near Helena, Montana, collected there by the

miners in the sluice boxes of the placer mines. These are rolled crys-

tals, rarely over one-quarter to one-half inch long, and the colors are

pale but brilliant. In the gravels of the ujjper Missouri river, in Mon-

tana, corundum is also found in placer mining.

The largest known crystal of sapphire(«) is the one found at the

Jenks mine near Franklin, Macon county, North Carolina, about 1872.

It weighs 312 pounds and is both red and blue (ruby and sapphire) in

color. It is now in the Shepard collection at Amherst College, and es-

caped the disastrous tire of 1882, which destroyed so many of the fine

objects there.

Chrysoberyl has been found at Stow(6), Maine, in masses weighing 5

pounds each, and also in single distorted crystals 3 by 5 by 1 inches, of

an opaque color ; these may in part furnish very poor chrysoberyl cat's-

eyes. Large masses have also been found at Canton, Maine, of a some-

what similar character; and recently, perfect, small, and very distinct

crystals of no gem value have been found in fibroiite at a new locality in

Stow, Maine. Peru, Maine, has also afforded some crystals, though this

locality is now exhausted. Mr. N. H. Perry found one small, very per-

fect crystal at Tubbs' Ledge, Maine, and it has also been observed at

Speckled mountain, and at Stoneham, Oxford county, Maine, near the

Stow line, by Professor Verrill ; also at Norway.

Eev. Frederick Merrick stated that he had collected fifty years ago

some crystals that he believed would furnish gems, but perhaps not of

the finest quality, at Haddam, Connecticut, an old and well-known local-

ity, now exhausted. The Greenfield locality, 1 mile north of Saratoga

Springs, New York, afforded many beautiful crystals, but is now also

exhausted. It was also found in New Hampshire in granite, at the deep

cut of the Northern railroad at Orange Summit. None of these locali-

ties, however, have furnished a fine gem. The most promising localities

are those near Stow, Peru, and Canton, Maine, and gems, if found at

all, will be likely to be found here. The alexandrite variety of chryso-

beryl has not been observed at any American locality.

a See paper on corunclnm, Popular Science Monthly , Vol. XXII., page 452, February,

1874.

i Transactions New York Academy of Sciences, January 32, 1883,
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Spinel.—Mr. Silas C, Young, who has collected minerals in Orange

county, New York, for over twenty years, writes that in the past he

has collected small ruby spinels, also others of a smoky and purple tint

sufiiciently clear to cut, and that the locality at Hamburg, New Jer-

sey, was discovered by his father over tifty years ago. The region of

granular limestone and serpentine in which spinels abound is from Am-
ity, New York, to Audover, New Jersey, a distance of 30 miles. Mon-

roe, Norwich, and Cornwall (New York), and Vernon, Sparta, Franklin,

and Hamburg (New Jersey), are well-known localities. The locality

known as Monroe, New York, which furnished the monster spinel crys-

tals so well known to collectors of twenty years ago, is really some-

where between Monroe and Southfield. Its exact location was known
only to two persons, Mr. Silas Hortou and Mr. John Jenkins, both miner-

alogists, who worked it for some years by moonlight for secrecy, and

from it took crystals that realized over $C,000. The locality furnished

many fine crystals that were ruined in blasting and breaking out. Since

the death of the former miners the position of this most wonderful

locality has been unknown. All this region has aflbrded an occasional

gem stone.

The gahnite from the Deak mine, Mitchell county, North Carolina, is

of a very dark green color, translucent on the edges, and appears to be

compact enough for cutting. The localities of Franklin and Sterling,

New Jersey, have afitbrded some of the finest known crystals of this

mineral, which would cut into mineralogical gems. At the lead mine

at Canton, Georgia, some fine ones were found on galenite. Dr. F. A.

Genth mentions in his "Contributions to Mineralogy" large, rough crys-

tals 9 centimeters long from the Cotopaxi mine, Chaffee county, Colo-

rado. Mr. William Tatham, of Philadelphia, sent me a specimen of

gahnite from some lead mine in New Mexico ; the crystals were from

one-eighth to three-eighths inch across, bright polished octahedrons em-

bedded in galenite. This most interesting and curious association was

accompanied with massive garnet. The crystals were translucent on

the edges. This locality may rightfully be regarded one of the most

interesting for this variety, and it is to be regretted that more exact

information cannot be obtained regarding it. At none of these places

has this material been found sufficiently fine to make a good gem.

Topaz.—The Platte mountain topaz locality, near Pike's peak, de-

scribed by Kev. R. T. Cross(a) and by Mr. Whitman Cro»s(/>), has

been prospected very extensively during the last fourteen mouths, and

many fine crystals of topaz have been found, some of them yielding

cut stones from 10 to 193 carats each in weight, and in color ranging

from colorless to a rich cinnamon brown, and entirely free from flaws.

One of the larger ones, belonging to the cabinet of Mrs. M. J. Chase,

Weighs 125 carats, and is as fine a gem as America has produced of any

a American Journal of Science, October, 1883.

h American Journal of Science, October, 1882.

3 M K 47
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kind. These crystals are equal in quality to many of the finest of the

same size from Siberia, and one fragment of good color but flawed has

been lound here which weighed 2 pounds. The crystals found in ihis

locality, over one hundred in all, during fourteen months,, have sold for

nearly $1,000, at a valuation of from 50 cents to $100 each. At Crys-

tal peak, near Pike's peak, on large amazonstone crystals, topaz is

found of a slightly different tyi)e, with phenakite, and also different

in form, fioiu the Pike's peak variety. ISorae occur over 1 inch long

and quite thick. Pi of. J. E. Clayton, of Salt Lake City, visited the

locality mentioned, and it was also visited by Lieutenant Simpson in

1847. H«'re the topaz occurs in some isolated mountains west of the

Sevier lake, and 140 miles southwest of Salt Lake City by the road.

The rock is an eruptive overflow of trachyte full of amygdaloidal cavi-

ties, in v;hich the topaz crystals are found ; they are also disseminated

through the body of the rock. The crystals are usually small, from 1

to 100 millimeters long, and from 5 to 8 millimeters across. The wine

color, yellow, and blue are very uncommon, the general color being-

limpid white 5 they are very brilliant and of remarkable transparency,

closely resembling the Durango, Mexico, and the Chaffee county, Col-

orado, varieties, especially the latter, which in the same rock is asso-

ciated with small fine crystals of garnet. In the scarcity of water the

locality i)resents almost insuperable obstacles, but will no doubt be re-

visited in the near future. The Stoneham, Maine, locality has furnished

scarcely a fair crystal during the year. Genth and Kerr(«) mention

that the Crowder's mountain topaz is very doubtful, proving on exam-

ination to be kyanite. Pycnite occurs in fine columnar aggiegations of

a yellowish and brownish-yellow color, associated with garnet, near

White's Mills, Gaston county, North Carolina.

Diaspore.—Possibly the finest known diaspores are those which were

found at the corundum locality near Unionville, in Newlin township,

Chester county, Pennsylvania. The crystals were from one-half to 1^

inches in length, and one quarter of an inch in thickness. The color

varies from a white to a fawn color inclining to a topaz, while others

are at times of slightly brownish tint. They closely resemble topaz in

appearance, and would afford gems as fine as any yet obtained. The
finest of these are in the cabinets of Dr. Isaac Lea and Colonel Joseph

Wilcox, of Philadelphia.

The emery mines of Chester, Massachusetts, have produced a few

small crystals which might be cut into minute cabinet gems.

INIr. John C. Trautwine, of Philadelphia, obtained some minute acicular

crystals in a cavity of massive corundum at the Culsagee mine, North

Carolina. General T. C. Clingman also observed the mineral associated

with blue corundum ne.ar Marshall, JMadison county. North Carolina.

Beryl and emerald.—Prof. Parker Cleveland (6) mentions having seen

a "Minerals aud Mineral Localities of North Caro.'ina," page 53.

b "Mineralogy and Geology," by Parker Cleveland, Boston, 1822, page 341.
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several emeralds from Topsliam, Maine, of a lively beautiful greeu color,

scarcely, if any, inferior to the finest Peruvian emeralds ; also two (a)

rose-colored beryls as Laving been found at Goshen, Massachusetts.

The finding of an emerald at Iladdam, Connecticut, of a deep green

color, an inch in diameter and several inches in length, is mentioned

in Bruce's Mincralogical Journal, Vol. Y., 1, as belonging to Colonel

Gibbs' cabinet.

As no true emeralds are in existence from Haddam or Topshiim, tliese

may really refer to very dark green beryls.

Of emerald specimens some of the finest in color, though of little gem
value, were found during the summer of 1883 at the Stony Point mine,

in ^orth Carolina. The finding of fine ber\ Is and emeralds of pale color

collected by Mr. J. A. D. Stephenson on the property of J. O. Lackey,

1 mile southwest of the Stony Point deposit, and a short distance from

the Lyons property, on which the same mineral was found by Mr.

Smeaton, of New York, shows that the deposit is evidently not acci-

dental, and that there is encouragement for future work in this region.

Beryl is found in greenish-yellow and deep green crystals, resembling

the Siberian, in the South mountains 9 miles southwest of Morganton,

Burke county; in the Sugar mountains at Shoup's ford, Dietz's, Huff-

man's, and Hildebraud's, and in smaller crystals in Jackson county.

One fine blue-green crystal in quartz was found at JMills's gold mine,

Burke county, and one fine transparent green crystal from near here is

now in the cabinet of Mr. M. T. Lynde, of Brooklyn. Fine blue-green

aquamarine occurs at Eay's mine on Huiricane mountain, Yancey
county, North Carolina. Clear green beryls have been found at Balsam

Gap, Buncombe county ; Carter's mine, Madison county ; Thorn mount-

ain, Macon county ; E. Balch's, Catawba county ; Fort Defiance, Cald-

well county, and at Wells, Gaston county. Souje crystals 2 feet long

and 7 inches in diameter, that would cut into gems with small clear

spots, occur 4 miles south of Bakersville creek, and still others, larger,

at Grassy creek, North Carolina.

The Stoueham, Maine, beryls have flocculent centers, with fibrous ap-

j)earance, and some of these may cut into beryl cat'seyes.

Beautiful transparent beryls have been found at Streaked mountain,

Norway, Lovell, Bethel, and Franklin plantation, Maine, and very good

ones also at Mount Mica and Grafton, Maine. The best locality, how-

ever, is the on eat Stoneham, mentioned in the last rei)ort.(^^) Uere
some perfect gems over 1 inch long were cut from the material, and the

work during the last year has yielded aqnamarines of a good blue

color, the aggregate values ot which amount to over $700.

At Albany, Maine, JMr. N. H. Perry has recently found beautiful trans-

parent golden yellow beryls that would cut into periect gems of over

a " Mineralogy and Geologj-," by Parker Cleveland, Boston, 1822, page 344.

J» "Proceedings American Association lor the Advancement of Science," 1883,
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2 carats each. One fiue-cut light sea-green aquamarine beryl from

Sumner, Maine, in Mrs. Merchant's cabinet, weighs about 7 carats.

One remarkably fine deep-blue gem from Eoyalston, Massachusetts,

weighing over 10 carats, is in the United States National Museum, and
in the same collection is one weighing 14 carats from Portland, Con-

necticut, equal to almost any from Brazil for depth of blue color. Both of

these localities have at times afforded fine clear material. Some very

clear white stones are obtained at Pearl hill, in Fitchburg, Massachu-

setts, and are sold by the local jewelers. Dr. A. C. Hamlin owns a

very fine golden yellow beryl of 4 carats from this locality.

Fine crystals of beryl of almost emerald green color, also beautiful

yellowish green and bluish beryls, are found in Deshong's quarry, near

Leiperville, Pennsylvania ; the crystals are at times 12 inches long, of

a yellowish green color. At Shaw & Ezra's quarry, near Chester, at

Upper Providence, and in Middletown, Concord, and Marple townships,

fine specimens have been found. Fine beryls also have been observed

at White Horse, 3 or 4 miles below Darby, Pennsylvania. Bluish green

and blue beryls occur in the vicinity of Unionville, Newlin township,

and on Brandywine battlefield, in Birmingham township. One crystal,

of a dark tourmaline green tint, over one-half inch long, in the cabinet

of Mr. Michael Brodley^ of Chester, Pennsylvania, is from Middletown,

Delaware county, and would afford a fine gem. Some of the gems from

here, especially those from the John Smith farm, have much the ap-

pearance of bluish emeralds. The finest American golden yellow beryls

are found at the Avondale quarries, Delaware county, Pennsylvania.

A 20-carat gem is in the cabinet of Mrs. M. J. Chase, and material for

another is in the cabinet of Mr. Clarence S. Bement. Mr. B. B. Cham-

berlain has lately found six fine yellow beryls, 1 to 2 carats each, in

Manhattanville, New York City.

The variety of beryl found at Goshen, Massachusetts, and called

goshenite, occurs in pieces transparent enough to afford gems.

Phenakite.—About fifty crystals of jihenakite have been found during

the last year, of which fully one-quarter would aoffrd gems, some over

6 carats in weight and absolutely pellucid ; the largest crystal found

was 3 inches across ; the finer ones are equal iu quality to the Siberian.

They have been observed at the locality near Pike's peak(a), and

also near Crystal peak small ones on amazonstone. At the topaz

locality at Florissant, El Paso county, Colorado, phenakite{&) occurs in

small but very interesting crystals implanted on microcline amazonstone.

They are rarely over 5 millimeters in size, and are very transparent and

colorless, and would afford minute gems.

Uuclase.—Only one mention is made of euclase in the United States. (c)

aW. Cross, iu American Journal of Science, October, 1882.

b Identified by Mr. W. Cross iu December, 188'!.

C "MinerO'ls aud Mineral Localities of North Carolina," 188X.
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In this case several crystals were reported as found at the residence of

Mr. Morrill, Mills's Spring, Polk county, North Carolina, by Gen. T. L.

Cliugman, in washing the gold sand at this locality, and Dr. F. A.

Genth says this mineral was not euclase.

Zircon.—At a locality near the Pike's Peak toll road, due west from

the Cheyenne mountains [a), zircons are found in a soft yellow mineral

in a quartz rock. The crystals found here are the most beautiful ever

found of this mineral, nearlj^ always brilliant and often transparent; in

color generally a rich reddish brown, although at times pink and honey-

yellow, some few emerald-green crystals also having been found. They
are rarely over one-eighth inch in diameter, as a rule not over one tenth,

and yet some of them would furnish very interesting small gems.

Opaque zircon is found at several localities in the Pike's Peak district,

in one case associated with amazonstone and in another with astro-

phyllite, also with a flesh-colored microline in the same region, and in a

quartz rock. No gems have been found in these localities. Zircon is

abundant in the gold sands (?>) of Polk, Burke, McDowell, Eutherford,

Caldwell, Mecklenburg, Nash, Warren, and other counties in North
Carolina, in nearly all the colors peculiar to Ceylon; yellowish brown,
brownish white, amethystine, pink, and blue. They have many planes,

but are too minute to furnish gems of any value. Gen. T. L. Clingman,

in 1869, obtained within a few weeks 1,000 pounds of the well-known
brownish crystals from Buncombe county. North Carolina. They occur

in equal abundance at Anderson, South Carolina. The latter are readily

distinguished from the North Carolina crystals, being much larger, often

1 inch across, and the prism is nearly always very small, the crystal

being made up often of the two pyramids only.

Fine crystals of this mineral have also been found in Lower Saucon
township, Northampton county, Pennsylvania, and three-fourths of a
mile north of Bethlehem. The gravels of the Delaware and Schuylkill
rivers contain considerable quantities of very minute nearly colorless

crystals of zircon. Some fine ones over 1 inch in length have been
found at Litchfield, Maine, and all through the cancrinite and sodalite

rocks near them. In the Canfield cabinet are some of the finest known
black zircons, perfect crystals over 1 inch long, which were found near
Franklin, New Jersey.

A7idalusite.—The andalusites of Upper Providence, Delaware county,
Pennsylvania, described by Prof. E. S. Dana (c), are worthy of men-
tion from the fact of their remarkable size, one of the crystals weighing
7 pounds, although not fit for gem purposes.

Andalusites of a fair pink color not entirely perfect, but still of a
quality to produce mineralogical gems, were found to some extent at

a American Journal of Science, October, 1882.

6 " Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," 1881, page 44,

American Journal of Science, III., Vol. IV., December, 1^72.
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Westford, Massachusetts(a), some of the crystals being 2 inches long

and one-fourth inch across.

No new crystals have been found at the Gorham, Maine, locality(6),

of which a brief mention was made in the last report.

Andalusite has been found on the slope of Mount "Wiley, Standish,

Maine, by Mr. Lucien Holmes, of Standish ; the crystals are fully one-

quarter to three-eighths of au inch iu diameter and of a good flesh-pink

color ; they would cut into very fair mineralogical gems. While col-

lecting on the Dresser farm, back of the Lucien Holmes farm, I found

some crystals similar to the above, equally as transparent, associated

with crystals of pyrrhotite in a quartz ledge. The locality associations

being identical at the three places, although 6 miles apart, would lead

to the inference that this mineral must occur in some abundance in this

vicinity, and that these are only outcrops of the same rock, which may
yield some fine gems if the proper amount of work he expended there.

Prof. W. P. Blake (c) first observed that in Mariposa county, Cali-

fornia, in the drift of the Ohowchilla river, near the old road to Fort

Miller, cbiastolites are found in great abundance in fine crystals, show-

ing the dark crosses on a white ground in a remarkably perfect and in-

teresting manner. They are also found in the stratum of conglomerate

which caps the hills above the streams, and these were doubtless all

originally in place in the slates a little higher up the river. Smaller

and less perfect "macles" are found in the slates at Hornitos on the

road to Bear valley. The Mariposa, California, crystals, are rather the

finer.

The interesting and well-known illustrations iu Dana's " System of

Mineralogy," page 372, well indicate the endless variety of markings

that may exist in this mineral and the beautiful ornamental effects that

could be produced, serving also purposes of personal adornment.

Lancaster and Westford, Massachusetts, have produced many of the

finest "macles" ever found.

Schorlomite.—The schorlomite of Magnet Cove, Arkansas, as a rule

is penetrated by white crystals of apatite, but at times is very free from
all foreign matters, and very compact, breaking with a very bright cou-

choidal fracture. Its superior hardness impressed me enough to try

and see the effect in gem form. It proved on cutting to yield a dead
black stone of not quite as metallic a luster as rutile, but rather a mod-
ification between it and black onyx. As it occurs in sufficient quantity

we have here material that will form a new and fine mourning gem

;

stones can be cut of any size to perhaps over 20 carats, as the mineral

occurs to fully this size. The first stone cut was over 6 carats in weight.

It is the only gem of metallic luster over 7 in hardness.

StauroUte.—The staurolite of Fannin county, Georgia, 12 miles south-

o School of Mines cabinet, New York.

h "Proceedings American Association for the Advancement of Science," 1883.
''' oW. P. Blake :

" Mineral Localities of California," 1866.
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east of Dacktown, Teunesseo, first described by Prof. E. S. Dana(a),

has fnruisbed some of the finest known twinniupjs of this material.

From their beauty these have found a sale abroad as ornaments and
charms, and are more highly regarded than those found at Bietagne,

France, which the superstitious believe were dropped from Ileaven,

according to the legend. They occur twinned in single and double

crosses, aud large quantities were found in decomposed rock, of which

perhaps one-tenth were perfect crystals. They usually require a certain

amount of scraping and cleaning when found.

Some fine brilliant crystals are found at Windham, Maine, some of

the twins forming fine crosses. Occasionally crystals are found here

that would afford small mineralogical gems, if cut. Their use for nat-

ural ornaments is exceedingly limited abroad, aud here they are used

scarcely at all.

Staurolite is found also at Franconia aud Lisbon, New Hampshire, in

mica slate ; on the shores of Mill pond, loose in the soil ; at Grantham
;

at Cabot, in Vermont.; at Chesterfield, Massachusetts ; at Bolton, Litch

field, Stafford, Tolland, and Vernon, Connecticut; on the Wissahickon,

8 Qiiles from Philadelphia, in abundant reddish brown crj'stals; and at

Canton, Georgia, at the lead mine.

It is also found at the Parker mine, Cherokee county, North Carolina,

in fine twins ; also on Persimmon, Hanging Dog, and Bear creeks, Madi
son county, and Tusquitee creek, Clay county. At the latter localities

it is iound in argillaceous and talcose slates.

Some staurolite macles similar to a chiastolite are described by Dr.

C. T. Jackson from Chailestown, New Hampshire, which by insensible

shades pa.-s into andalusite macles.

loHtc.—The late Dr. Torrey possessed a fine seal made of a cube of

iolite from the albite granite of Haddam, Connecticut, that displayed its

dichroitic properties to the greatest perfection, the blue being remark-
ably fine. Though this locality promised well, the' sujjply of gem
material was scant. It has been found near the Norwich aud Worces-
ter railroad, between the Shetucket and Quinnebaug, where the gneiss

has been quarried for the road. At Brimfield, Massachusetts, on the

road leading to Warren, it occurs with andalusite in gneiss, and also

near Norwich, Connecticut. It is found also at Eichmond, New Hamp-
shire, with anthophyllite in a talcose rock. No gems are being found
at i)resent.

ToKrmaline.—One of the remarkable tourmaline localities (&) of the
world i.s Mount Apatite, on the Hatch farm. Auburn, Audroscoggiu
county. Maine, Ihe loc;ility first discovered by Mr. S. R. Carter. It

was worked by Mr. N. H. Perry, who lirst found the true vein in 1882,

and obtained luobably one thousand five hundred crystals. They are

aAiKii-Uan Journal of IScieme, Vol. XL. May, 1H7G, page 385.

lAvurican Journal of Science, Vol. XXVJI., April, 1884. "Proceedings Americi^n

Aesociation for tlie AdvaDceinent of gcjeuce," ^883.
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usually colorless, light pink, light blue, bluish pink, light golden, and

sections show the characteristic variety of color, such as blue and pink,

green and pink, when viewed through the end of the crystal. Some of

the faintly colored crystals aftbrded gems that were considerably darker

after the cutting.

During the last summer the north side of this locality has been worked

by Mr. G. C. Hatch and Mr. T. F. Lamb, and much darker material has

been found, especially the green colors, some of which equal anything

found at Mount Mica. Eude black crystals were observed here 8 inches

in diameter and 12 feet long, and at times inclosing quartzite. Several

specimens were almost emerald color, and would afford gems. This

promises well to afford fine gems for some time to come, as well as the

Mount Mica locality.

Mr. Lucien Holmes, of Standish, Maine, found crystals of green, red,

and blue tourmaline on the Hussey farm, but they were not of gem
quality, although very good as crystals. As little work has been done,

this locality might improve by development. The specimens at Bates

College, Lewiston, labelled ^'Baldwin," are supposed to have been found

at this locality.

During the last year Mr. E. G. Bailey and Dr. A. C. Hamlin have

opened the Mount Black locality at Eumford and Andover, Maine.

The indications here are quite good for gems, and a quantity of rubellite,

a great quantity of lepidolite, spodumene 3 feet long, cookite, ambly-

gonite, and other minerals similar to those of the Mount Mica, were

taken out, none however of gem quality.

The tourmaline mentioned in Hamlin's " Tourmaline," page 72, was

found about 1860, by Augustus Lane, at Welcome's Corner, on the

Boutelle farm. This specimen was first recognized by Dr. Hoar. The

locality is about half a mile from the Hatch farm, and the indications

were found by Dr. Hamlin on working, in 1860 and 1862, to be the same

as at the Hatch farm.

The localities in, Maine that have furnished fine tourmalines are

Mount Mica at Paris, two localities at Auburn, Hebron, Norway, Mount

Black in Andover and Eumford, as well as the Standish locality; the

two latter have furnished no gems.

Some of the finest of the cut rubellites and green tourmalines are in

the possession of Prof. C. U. Shepard and members of his family. One

of the most magnificent known green tourmalines is one, the color of

which is described by Professor Shepard as of a chrysolite-green, and

having a blue tinge, while less yellow and more green than chrysolite.

It is 1 inch long, f inch broad, and 1 inch thick, and finer than any of

the Hope gems. One fine rubellite of two-thirds this size, and equally

fine, one pink topaz one half this size, and one remarkable rubellite the

size of the large green tourmaline, are also in possession of this family.

The Hamlin cabinet (a), the first crystal of which was found in 1820,

a See "The Tourmaline," by A. C. Hamlin.
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contains many hundred fine rubellites, indicolites, achroites, and fine

pink, green, yellow, and other colored tourmalines, mostly from Paris,

Maine. It is the finest tourmaline collection in the world, and really

would furnish full suites for a dozen cabinets. One wonderful dark gem
of 28 carats, 1 inch long, one achroite of 23 carats, and many fine stones

of nearly every known shade of color of this gem, are found in this

cabinet.

The DeKalb, New York, locality of white tourmalines afforded a few

fine crystals. The choicest of these, in the cabniet of Mr. Clarence S.

Bement, is over 1 inch long, and would cut into a gem weighing over

10 carats, that for light yellow color would be equal to that from any

American locality.

Dr. Genth(a) mentions beautiful light yellow, brownish yellow, and at

times white crystals, at Bailey's limestone quarry. East Marlborough,

Pennsylvania
J
yellow crystals at Logan's limestone quarry, West Marl-

borough ; brown, light yellow, at times transparent, at John Nivin's

limestone quarry, New Garden township ; and green tourmaline in talc

has been found near Eock Spring, Lancaster county. Very beautiful

crystals of black tourmaline are found in Delaware county ; near Leip-

erville, it is found in crystals of 5 inches in length and 1^ inches thick,

and well terminated ; also in Marple township, terminated with two low

rhombohedra. These are about as fine as black crystals are ever found.

Bluish and brownish green tourmaline is found in fine crystals, pene-

trating damourite and diaspore, at Unionville, Newlin township.

The brown tourmaline found near Amity, and called xanthite, Mr.

S. C. Young informs me he has observed transparent enough to cut

into gems.

A small, well terminated, transparent green tourmaline (b) was found

by Colonel Mills, on Silver creek, Burke county, North Carolina; also

a blaxik crystal 4 inches long, inclosed in a green beryl crystal.

Garnet group.—Although the garnets found in the diamond mines at

the Cape of Good Hope, the so-called Cape rubies, are larger in size,

and perhaps equal to those of Arizona, New Mexico, etc., by daylight,

yet there is undoubtedly no finer garnet found that looks better in the

evening than those from the garnet regions of the United States. The
dark color in Cape garnets remains by artificial light, whereas with the

American garnets nothing but the clear blood color is visible. They are

of fine quality and plentiful on the Great Colorado plateau. Hoff'moun

mentions good though small crystals of garnet from Black Caiion, Col-

orado river, Nevada. Fine small almandine garnets are also found in

the trachyte of White Pine county, Nevada. Some very fine crystals

of garnet have been found during the summer at Round mountain,

Albany, Maine, by Mr. Edgar D. Andrews. The large dodecahedral

and trapezohedral garnets, coated externally with a brown crust of

a "Preliminary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," page 96.

h "Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," page 52.
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limonite, but usually on breaking showing a bright and very compact

material, are often as tine in color as tbe Bohemian gem material, and

should find a ready use for watch jewels and other like purposes. Some

of these crystals weigh 20 pounds, and would afford large dishes or

cups measuring from 3 to 6 inches across. Some have been cut into

very fine gems. They are found in Bnrke, Caldwell, and Catawba

counties, North Carolina. A very large quantity has been found about

8 miles southeast of Morgantou, in Burke county, and also near Warlick,

in the same county. Another good locality is 4 miles from MarshuU.

Many of them are very transparent, varying in color from the purple

almandine to a pyrope red. Many tons have been crushed to make

"emery" and the sand])aper called garnet papt r. The peculiar play of

color is often due to tbe inclusioDS. In these, as well as tho^e from

Stony Point and elsewhere, at times nearly one-quarter of the entire

crystal is taken np by cavities, of fluid, acicular crystals, etc.

Pyrope of good color has been observed in the sands of the gold

washings of Burke, McDowell, and Warren counties, North Carolina.

The Avondale, Pennsylvania, quarry has furnished some of the finest

known crystals of common garnet as specimens, one of them measuring

2^ inches across (in a piece of quartzite), in color a rich purplish red,

with beautiful natural polish and remarkably sharp angles. It is, per-

haps, as fine as it is possible for this mineral to occur in crystal form,

and is in the cabinet of Mr. C. S. Bement.

Iron-rflumina garnet is found in Concord township, at Deshong's

quarry, Shaw & Ezra's quarry, and at Upland, near Chester; also in

Darby, Acton, Lower Providence, Haverford, and Eadnor townships,

Pennsylvania. A dark red variety, similar to pyrope in color, is found

in the bed of Darby creek, near the Lazaretto, in Delaware county.

Some peculiar garnets of a deep blood-red color have been mistaken for

pyrope, but an analysis made by Mr. C. A. Kurlbaum proved them to be

true garnets. Many garnets have been cut by collectors from both

Chester and Delaware counties, and some of these were of very fair

quality. At Acworth, Grafton, and Hanover, New Hampshire, gar-

nets of gem value have often been found. At Eussell, Massachusetts,

a vein of garnet, very dark in color, and called there black garnet (not

melanite), was opened during the last two years, and many fine crystals

have been taken ont, partly by Mr. Daniel Clark, of Tyringham, Massa-

chusetts. These have been sold as specimens only, or exchanged for

minerals, and were valued at fully $1,000 in all.

Beautiful transparent essonites one fourth inch in diameter have been

found at the Avondale quarry, Pennsylvania. They are entirely trans-

parent and quite flat, being usually found between plates of mica. A
few have been found equal to the Ceylon essonites. Essonite has been

found of good quality at Milton plantation, and at the Carter, Perry,

and Wild properties, Oxford county, Maine. Very fine essonites, red

and fine yellow, were formerly found at Phippsburg, Maine. Mr. George
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W. Fiss, of Philadelpbia, found some of the most beautiful natural

gems of microscopic yellow garnets in the cleaning out of a small

cavity at the microlite locality near Amelia Court- House, Virginia. In

the cabinet of Dr. Isaac Lea are some crystals of a rich, dark, oily green

grossularite, transparent, from 1 to 5 millimeters long, that were found

at the Good Hope mine, California. Some very fair crystals of a rich

green grossularite, from 1 to 5 millimeters in diameter, are found at

Hebron and West Minot, Maine.

The colophonite from Willsborough, New York, although of a beau-

tifully rich, irridescent color, has never been utilized, owing to the small

size of the grains and the friability of the large masses. At Franklin,

Sussex county. New Jersey, immense crystals of the different varieties,

melanite, polyadelphite, colophonite, etc., have been found, but rarely

in crystals that would afford a gem.

The beautiful and rare garnet, ouvarovite, was first described as occur-

ring in this country by Prof. C. TJ. Shepard(a), as having been found

in minute nearly transparent emerald-green crystals one-tenth inch in

diameter at Wood's chrome mine, Lancaster county, Pennsylvania.

The ouvarovite from Oxford, Canada, adjoining Newport, Vermont, on

Lake Memphremagog, is found in large quantities, at times in masses

over 1 foot across. The crystals, however, are very small, being rarely

overone-sixteenth inch across, though usually of a good color. The white

garnet from here, described by Dr. T. Sterry Hunt(&), although not in

crystals, is identical with the fine crystals found at Wakefield (c), Can-

ada, and has been cut into white gems. The Wakefield ouvarovite is

much finer than the Oxford crystals, some one fourth inch across having

been found, one of which is now in the cabinet of the late Mr. John

G. Miller, of Ottawa, Canada.

Garnets are found at many localities in California and Arizona. Ac-

cording to Prof. W. P. Blake they have been found at the following

places in California: Eodgers mine, in the eastern part of El Dorado
county, a green grossular stone in copper ore ; near Petaluma, Sonoma
county, associated with specular iron, calcspar, and iron and copper

pyrites; in the Coso district, Inyo county, in large semi-crystalline

masses of a light color, some specimens of which were taken to San
Francisco under the impression that they contained tin ; 3 miles from

Pilot Hill, El Dorado county, in blocks several feet thick ; also in Plu-

mas, Mono, Fresno, Los Angeles, and San Diego counties. Garnets

occur in great quantities in mica-schist at the mouth of the Stikeen

river, near Fort Wrangel, Alaska. Blood-red stones are plentiful on

the Nacimiento desert, near Fort Defiance, northeastern Arizona. They
are found here in the loose sand, having i)robably been brought by the

action of water from a point 50 miles to the north, where they occur in

a American Journal of Science, 2, XLI., page 216.

6 " Geology of Canada," 1863, page 496.

c "Proceedings American Association for the Advancement of Science," 1883.
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the so-called syenite. This is thought to be the place where the perpe-

trators of the famous '' diaraoud swindle" procured the jrarnets with

which they salted the bogus diamond field. lu the western part of

Arizona, on the same i)arallel with Fort Defiance, garnets have beeu

observed on both sides of the Colorado river.

Kyanite.—The finest American kyanites were possibly those formerly

found at Chesterfield, Massachusetts, a fine example of which is in the

British Museum cabinet at South Kensington. The crystals in this are

all distinct, of a fine dark blue color, and would cut into some small

mineralogical gems.

At the locality at Derby creek, Moon's ferry, Delaware county, Penn-

sylvania, fine deep azure-blue blades 5 and 6 inches long have been

found, which would afford gems if they were thicker. Blue, green, and

gray specimens are found at East Bradford.

Fine crystals are found, together withlazulite, at Chubb's and Crow-

der's mountains, Gaston county, North Carolina, on the road to Coop-

er's gap.

In Maine kyanite is found in fine crystals at Windham.
The old localities are Worthington, Blanford, Westfield, and Lancas-

ter, Massachusetts; Litchfield and Washington, Connecticut; Strat-

ford, Salisbury, and Bellows Falls, Vermont; near Wilmington, Dela-

ware, and at Willis mountain, Buckingham county, also 2 miles north

of Chancellorsville, Spottsylvania county, in Virginia.

No really fine gems have as yet beeu produced from American kya-

nite.

Danhurite is found in considerable quantity at Eussell, New York.

Lithia emerald {hiddenite).—Lithia emerald, or hiddenite, has been

found in very small quantities at Stony Point, Alexander county, North

Carolina, since the spring of 1883; nearly all the gems sold by the com-

pany now are, therefore, of old material, usually small stones, or else

rather light colored.

SILICA GROUP.

Transparent quartz.—In Herkimer county. New York,^ quartz crys-

tals have been collected by many for their remarkable brilliancy and
perfection, rivaling even those found in the Carrara marble ; many col-

lections of them have been made, notably one by Eev. Bogert Walker,

of Herkimer. There are a number of others at Middleville, Little Falls,

Canajoharie, and other places. Many are sold along the railroads, a

two-ounce vial of them usually bringing $2. Crystals with a drop of

water bring from $1 to |30 ; single fine limpid ones, from 10 cents to

$25. At times they are brilliant, transparent, and perfect as any known
substance, whiter even than any diamond. Curious groupings or in-

clusions, such as bitumen, pearl spar, etc., also bring fancy prices.

Many fine crystals were obtained where the railroad was opened, at

Middleville and Newport, also at Little Falls, on the line of the West
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Shore railroad. The old diggiugs at Little Falls have been worked so

extensively that the highway has been encroached upou, thus partly

preventing further digging. There crystals are in demand all over the

United States^ several men being required to dig nearly all the time to

supply the demand from all quarters. At Diamond i)oint and Diamond
island, Lake George, the same crystals occur as in Herkimer county,

and are extensively sold there.

Some of the most magnificent known groups of quartz were formerly

obtained at the Ellenville lead mines, Ulster county. New York, some
of the finest of which are now at the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, New York City. Few, if any, of these were used for gem purposes,

although many were sold as souvenirs at the locality over twenty years

ago. The Sterling mine at Antwerp, New York, furnishes small, tine,

doubly-termiuated dodecahedral crystals, and the same forms, slightly

different, are also found iu the specular iron at Fowler, Herman, and
Edwards, Saint Lawrence county; Diamond hill, Lansingburg, is an
old but poor locality, and Diamond island, Portland harbor, Maine, is

well known for the small but bright crystals found there.

Dr. Geuth, in •' Preliminary Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," mentions

crystals from 1.^ to 3 inches across, short and thick, but with clear

pyramid, from Nazareth, Northampton county, Pennsylvania ; also fine

crystals, 1^ inches long and wide, from Crystal springs, on Blue mount-

ain, in Bushkill township,

Tlie highly modified crystals from Diamond Hill and Cumberland Hill,

Ehode Island, also the fine ones from White Plains and Stony Point,

Alexander county, and from Catawba and Burke counties. North Caro-

lina, are worthy of mention, and lately formed the subject of a crystal-

lographic memoir by Prof. Gerhard vom Kath.

The San Francisco Bulletin of July 16, 1884, mentions the finding of

a large deposit of crystal or pebble stones on the Santa Margarita

rancho, San Diego county, California, special reference being made to

one specimen of pure crystal 8 inches in diameter.

Mention is made by Dr. Daniel G. Brittou(a) in a paper on the folk

lore of Yucatan, in quoting the language of Garcia that the natives

were converted from Pagan idolaters to Christian idolaters, and speak-

ing of the belief in witchcraft and sorcery among them, that the wise

men divine with a rock crystal and that it has great influence over

their crops. Their occurrence in the mounds of Arkansas, North
Carolina, and elsewhere, and the abrasion of the crystalline edges,

would lead to the inference that they weie not collected only to bury
with the dead, but that they were carried by the natives for a long time

to produce certain influences, and having been used for such purposes

were probably buried with them as their property. Personal observa-

tion in Garland and Montgomery counties, Arkansas, carried on at times

40 miles from the Crystal mountain locality, showed these crystals

ff Fglk Lore Journal, August, 1883,
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associated with a quantity of some of the finest chipped arrow iioiuts of

chalcedony anywhere found, and yet no trace of a chipped crystal could

be found among them. Tu a number of the mounds leveled by the

farmers in cultivating, and not worked systematically,' many single

crystals of quartz were revealed, which may, however. Lave been kept

for their beauty and symmetry" by the Indians. These masses of trans-

parent quartz, especially fiom North Carolina, would afford perfectly

clear crystal balls, at least 2 to 4 inches in diameter, and a few have been

cut over 2 inches.

A large mass weighing 5 kilos was recently brought from Alaska,

and was only a part of an original mass which must have weighed 20

kilos. It afforded clear crystal slabs for hand glasses 3 by 5 inches.

The superiority of this material over glass lies in the fact that it does

not, like glass, by its color detract from the rosiness of the countenance.

A fine glass of this kind is in the Dresden " green vaults."

Amethyst.—One of the finest American amethysts was lately shown
me hy Mr. L. M. Ives, of New York City. The color was nearly equal

to the finest Siberian, and the crystal would afford a gem three-eighths

inch arcoss. It was found by Mr. Ives,
1
J miles from Eoaring brook, near

Cheshire, Connecticut.

Amethyst of a light purple and at times pink color is found in crys-

tals 3 inches long and over in large abundance at Clayton, Rabun
county, Georgia. At times these have largo liquid cavities contain-

ing movable bubbles of gas. They are of little gem value, although fine

as si)ecimeus. Some fine amethysts in the Hamlin cabinet are from

Oxford county, Maine. Very fair crystals were formerly found at Mount
Crawford, Snrray, Waterville, and Westmoreland, New Hampshire.

Some very fair crystals have been observed at Bristol, Rhode Island.

Dr. F. A. Geuth(a) menticms magnificent specimens from Delaware and

Chester counties, Pennsylvania. Among the Y)rincipal localities may
be mentioned the farms of S. Entrikin, William Gibbon, Mrs. Faulkes,

and Dr. Elwayne, in East Bradford township; in Pocojisou township,

John Enlrikin's and Joseph B. Darlington's; Birmingham township, on

Davis B. Williams's farm ; in Charlestowu township about 1 quart of

loose crystals were obtained ; on Charles Passinore's farm, Newlin town

shii>, about 100 i)ouiuls have been found. " Mr. W. W. Jefferis(6) an-

nounced that amethysts of a rich purple color had been found in the

i.orthern i)art of Newlin township. Splendid crystals, one weighing 7

pounds, though not gem material, were found at Morgan Hunter's farm

in Upper Providence. Other localities are Astor, Concord, Marple, and

Middletown townshi[)S. Near Twaddle's paper mill, in Birmingham,

they are lound in clusters, and in isolated crystals near Dutton's mill;

a " Preliuiinary report on the Mineralogy of Peiiiis.vlvauia," page 57, B.

b " Proceeding^; Pliiladelpbia Academy of Natural Science, Miueralogical Section,"

page 44,
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also at Chester aud Thoriibury, Delaware county, Pennsylvania, where
many fine gems have been lound, well knowp among the cabinets.

Boffmanu mentions amethyst on the mesa near the mouth of the Rio

Virgen, Nevada, In Llano and Burnett counties, Texas, some very fair

amethysts have been found ; and at Grand Eapids, Wood county, Wis-

consin, also in the amygdaloid on the Lake Superior shore, and in Michi-

gan in trap rock at Keweenaw Point and Point Aux Peaux, Monroe
county.

In the Yellowsone National Park and at Holbrook, Arizona, ame-

thysts line the hollow trunks of agatized trees, varying in color from

light pink to a dark purple, and forming a beautiful contrast, with the

chalcedony and banded agate sides of these specimens. They occur also

in small crystals at Nevada and neigljboring localities on Bear creek,

Clear Creek county, on the summit of the range east of the Animas,
Colorado. The Lake Superior variety found at Piince Arthur's land-

ing, often of large size, is spotted with the coating of red mosslike

markings so we.l known, giving them a moss-amethyst effect, if cut,

though as a rule the coating is so even as to cover the entire surface,

and nothing but a brickred color is visible unless the crystals are

broken. Notwithstanding the abundance of this mineral, but few gems
could be cut from this locality. The West Shore railroad tunnel at

Weehawken, >iew Jersey, brought to light a few very fair amethyst
specimens in the volcanic rock.

The most remarkable amethyst as yet found in the United States has
lately been deposited in the National Museum by Dr. H. S. Lucas. It

is a turtle-shaped prehistoric chipping, measuring 2^ inches in length,

2 inches in width, aud J^ inches in thickness. The entire piece is trans-

parent, flawless, and would afford a remarkable gem if cut.

Citrine is mentioned by Hoffmann(a) as occurring at Tusoarora, Gold
Mountain, aud in Palmetto caiion, Nevada. At Taylorsville and Stony
Point, North Carolina, a number of clear pieces of this material were
found that cut fair stones weighing over 1 ounce each. Occasionally

at the Herkimer aud Lake George localities quartz crystals have a fine

citrine tint.

Srnoky quartz.—The quartz of Herkimer county. New York, and
Diamond island and Diamond point, Lake George, is at times of a
variety of beautiful smoky tints and excei)tioually pellucid. Someliue
sm )ky quartz has been found at Goshen, Massachusetts, and by Mr.

Gideon Bearce at Miuot, Maine. A mass of tine clear smoky quartz
weighing over G pounds, with clear spaces several inches across, was
found in the summer of 1884 ou Blueberry hill, Sioneham, Maine; and
a fine cr;\stal over 4 inches long aud 2 across, ve y clear in ])arts, was
found near Mount Pleasant, Oxford county. Dr. Genth(6) mentioned
smoky quartz near Philadelphia ; ou the Schuylkill, near Reading, Berks

a " Mineralogy of Nevada."

b " Preiiiniuary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," page 58.
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county; near Hammerstown, Dauphin county; in Upper Derby, near

Garret's road tollgate, and near the Kellyville schoolhouse, all in Dela-

ware county; also at the tunnel near Phoenixville, and in East Not
tingbam and Birmingham townships, Chester county. In certain parts

of Delaware and Chester counties the amethyst and smoky quartz grad-

ually shade into each other, a characteristic peculiar also to many
from the North Carolina localities. Alexander, Burke, and Catawba
counties and other localities afford fine smoky quartz crystals. Some
very fine ones have been found at Iron Mountain, Missouri.

From a region 20 miles west of Hot Springs, for about 60 miles west-

ward, the quartz crystals as a rule are all doubly terminated and de-

tached, and are found loose in the sand between the breaks or veins in

the sandstone, which somewhat resembles the calciferous sandstones of

Herkimer, New York. At that part of this region called '' the gem
country," nearest Hot Springs, the crystals are quite white, but grad-

ually shade into a dark smoky color at the other end of the district.

As a rule all the quartz is filled with fluid cavities. Some four hundred

crystals with liquid inclusions were obtained from two veins of sand

within three days.

Most of the cut articles of smoky quartz sold at the tourist localities

are of foreign material cut abroad at a very low figure. Smoky quartz

pebbles are rarely found in the sands along our coasts. At the water-

ing places, such as Long Branch and Cape May, they are, however,

occasionally found and cut as souvenirs.

The Pike's peak region at Bear creek is by far the richest locality for

smoky quartz, and many thousands of crystals have been procured from

1 inch to those from 1 foot to over 4 feet long. (a) Considerable of this

material has been sent abroad for cutting. Crystals are also found on

Elk creek and the Upper Platte. Smoky quartz is found near Placer-

ville, El Dorado county, California, in the placers. A fine large crystal

6 inches in diameter was in the cabinet of Dr. White, of Placerville.

A specimen of the rose quartz from Stow, Maine, cut into a long

double cabochon from a massive transparent piece of quartz, distinctly

shows the asteria effect similar to the star sapphire, if viewed by sun-

light or artificial light.

Aventurine{b) quartz has not been observed Irom any American local-

ity in fine specimens, although mentioned by Dr. F. M. Endlich as oc-

curring on Elk creek, Colorado. Prof. John Collett has lately found

a few small specimens of white aventurine quartz pebbles in the drift

near Indianapolis.

Bose quartz.—At Stow, Albany, Paris, and a number of other locali-

ties in Maine, the veins of quartz shade from white, transparent, and
opalescent resembling hyaline quartz, often without any imperfections,

through faintly tinted pink and slightly salmon colored, into a rich rose

oDr. A. E. Foot's cabinet.

&Tenth Annual Report, F. V. Hayden. Geological Survey, 187G, page 150.
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fcolor, thus forming' a beautiful series of tints of color that have merit for

a common gem or for ornamental stone work. Possibly as fine trans-

parent opalescent rose quartzes as have ever been found were recently

obtained, in pieces free from all flaws, of a fine rose-red with a beautiful

milky opalescence 4 by 5 inches in size, at Eound mountain, Albany,

Maine. A beautiful opalescent quartz has been found at Daw river,

Stokes county, North Carolina. Eose quartz is found at many locali-

ties in the granites of Colorado, also in fine specimens at the head of

Koariug fork, from near Clear creek, and on Bear creek. It is men-

tioned by Iloffmaun, from Tus6arora, Moray, and Carlin, and Silver

Peak, Nevada(a) ; also by Sweet(6) in crystals from Grand Eapids,

Wood county, Wisconsin.

Prase.—Prase is found always crystallized at the various limonite de-

posits on Staten Island, New York. As specimens the mineral is very

good indeed
;
groups of crystals are often 8 or 10 inches across, although

the crystals are rarely over one-half inch long and one-eighth inch in

diameter. The color as a rule is a dark leek green of no gem value.

Prof. W. P. Blake(c) mentions a greenish-tinged quartz resembling

datolite in color, from the French lode, Eureka district, California.

Hoffmann, in the " Mineralogy of Nevada," mentions prase in crys-

tals at Eeese river, San Antonio, and occasionally on the mountain

near Silver Peak.

A translucent leek-green variety((?) of chalcedony and quartz occurs

in the syenitic range of the Lehigh, especially at the allanite locality, 5

miles east of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. Prase is found at Blue hill,

Delaware county, in doubly-terminated crystals, in curious crossings

and rosettes several inches across; also in inferior specimens near Dis-

mal run, Delaware county. Very fine quartz(e) occurs in its massive

variety at George Van Arsdale's quarry, Bucks county; in Delaware
county at Eadnor ; and in East Bradford township, Chester county.

Quartz inclusions.—The quartz inclusions as they occur in some varie-

ties are sometimes of great beauty, and constitute an important part of

the American gem minerals. As some of these are quite rare and lit-

tle known among collectors, mention of a few of the leading American
localities may not come amiss. (/)
Two of the finest known specimens of rutilated quartz are of Ameri-

can origin ; they are massive smoky quartz, evidently parts of one
crystal. One of them was originally in the possession of the late Dr.

Chilton ((/) as early as 1847, and is now in the Vaux cabinet at the

Philadelphia Academy of Sciences. It is about 7 by 3^ inches, and is

a "Mineralogy of Nevada."

6 Sweet's "Minerals of Wisconsin."

c" Catalogue of Minerals of California," 1866, page 20.

d Preliminary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania, page 59.

e Preliminary report on tlie Mineralogy of Pennsylvania, page 58.

/See also paragraphs on rntile, amethyst, and garnet.

g "Proceedings American Association for the Advancement of Science," 1849.

2 M K 48
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completely filled with transparent essonite-red crystals of rutile, some

of which are over 6 inches long and from the thickness of a knitting

needle to that of a thin lead pencil ; the larger crystals are slightly

flattened. The other belongs to Prof. Oliver P. Hubbard(ft), of Darts-

mouth College, and is 7 inches long by 3 inches across, and of a rich

smoky color. The included crystals are a . fine essonite-red, but not

thicker than a knitting needle. Both were brought from some Ver-

mont locality now unknown ; believed, however, not to be Bethel or

Eochester, notwithstanding these localities have furnished many fine

crystals of similar size filled with beautiful rutile. Beautiful pieces of

quartz 3 by 4 inches, and fine crystals of quartz penetrated by beautiful

clove-brown and black rutile, were formerly found at Middlesex, Ver-

mont.

Eutilated quartz of unexcelled beauty, the rutile usually brown, red,

golden, and black, has been found at many localities in Eandolpb,

Catawba, Burke, Iredell, and Alexander counties, North Carolina ; and

during the last year, at the emerald mine at Stony Point, crystals of

quartz have been found 3 inches in length, and filled with rutile as

thick as a knitting needle. Fine pieces of quartz 4 inches square, con-

taining acicular rutile of a rich red color, were found near Amelia Court-

House, Virginia. Some fine acicular crystals of rutile in limpid quartz,

in the possession of Mr. Joseph Wharton, were found near Knitzer's,

Lancaster county, Pennsylvania.

Mr. Samuel E. Carter has in his cabinet cut specimens of pieces of

bluish quartz filled with small acicular crystals of indicolite, somewhat

resembling rutile in quartz, with the exception of the blue color. These

were found in pieces over 1 inch square at the famous tourmaline local-

ity at Mount Mica, Paris, Maine.

The mining operations at Stony Point, North Carolina, brought to

light a number of crystals of quartz, some 4 inches long and 3 inches

across. Large pieces of quartz 3 inches square, filled with what appears

to be asbestus or byssolite, form interestiug and pretty specimens.

The inclosures of what appears to be gothite in red fan-shape crystals

from North Carolina also form very pretty and interesting gem stones.

A fine limpid crystal(&) of quartz, 1 inch long and two-thirds of an

inch in diameter, penetrated by fine green crystals of actinolite one-half

millimeter in diameter, is said to have been found at some Virginia

locality. The so-called Gibsonville emerald(c), exactly similar to the

above, the crystal being 3 by 2 inches, was plowed up in a field at Gib-

sonville. North Carolina.

Some crystals of limpid quartz have been found In California con-

taining particles of native gold ; one of these was said to be 1 inch

long, and inclosed a scale of gold about the size of the end of a finger

a "Proceedings American Association for the Advancement of Science," 1849.

h Cabinet of Tifiany & Co.

c See page 725.
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nail. Two of these inclusions, not so large, are in the possession of

Eev. W, 0. Hovey, of Minneapolis, Minnesota.

In Kevada county, California, in the Grass Valley mines, quartz is

often found supporting gold between the crystals. Pellucid crystals of

quartz, some 1 inch long and three-fourths of an inch across, filled with

a very brilliant stibuite projecting in all directions and some of them

curiously bent, were found at the Little Dora mine, Animas forks, San

Juan, Colorado, Mr. John W. Palmer, of Chicago, owning a very fine

one. This material is capable of being made into one of the finest of

this class of gems that have been found at any locality.

The beautiful specimens of limpid milky quartz, and also quartz

crystals, the latter at times from three-fourths of an inch to 2 inches

long, are found penetrated by crystals of black hornblende varying in

size from acicnlar to those one-sixteenth inch in diameter and at times

6 inches long. They interlace and penetrate the quartz in every direc-

tion, making a very beautiful gem and ornamental stone. Fine pieces

6 inches square have been found. It occurs at the quarry at Calumet
hill, Cumberland, Rhode Island, where the workmen, as a rule, know-

ing its value, secure the best specimens for disposal to the greatest ad-

vantage. Some hundreds of pounds of this material were sent abroad

a few years ago to be cut up for jewelry at Idar and Oberstein. As,

however, work has been suspended at the locality, the mineral is likely

to become somewhat uncommon. Cut specimens sell at frum 50 cents

to $5, and specimens polished on one side at from 25 cents to $5. This

locality is one of the best known for this association.

Among other inclusions that might be utilized for gems may be men-
tioned the following : Crystals of quartz filled with specular iron found

at the Sterling mine, Antwerp, IsTew York
;
quartz including scales of

hematite from King's Mills, Iredell county, North Carolina ; dolomite

in pellucid quartz of Herkimer county, New York ; crystals of quartz

containing crystals of the green spodumene (hiddenite) from Stony
Point, North Carolina, and fine inclosures of chlorite and mica, green

when viewed through the side of the prism, from several North Caro-

lina localities.

The corals and sponges of Tampa bay, Florida, which are so often

found there altered to chalcedony by the sileceous waters, are at times

filled with fluid that was imprisoned while the regular deposition of

silica closed the apertures that admitted the siliceous water. These,

as well as the ones found in Uruguay, the so-called hydrolites, or water-

stones, are always lined with drusy quartz. If not as beautiful as those

from Uruguay, they are even more interesting, and have been sold at

from $2 to $20 each.

The crystals of quartz from the Herkimer (New York), North Caro-

lina, and Arkansas localities, containing fluid cavities with moving
bubbles, are at times cut into ornaments which are not only interesting

but pretty. One of these pure limpid crystals with a crescent-shaped
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cavity, from Little Falls, was mounted in a pair of gold ice-tongs to

represent a cake of ice. These crystals are valued at from $1 to $25

each. In Eabun county, Georgia, the fine amethysts often contain

these cavities nearly 1 inch long, and would afford good gems, as would
also those from Stow, Maine.

The quartz pseudomorphs, after calcite cleavages, from the locality 2

or 3 miles northwest from Eutherfordtown, Eutherford county, North

Carolina, at times contain liquid in irregular-shaped cavities, and from

their breaking out in good shape can be utilized for curious ornaments.

This variety of quartz was also found by Mr. J. A. D. Stephenson in

Iredell county. Possibly the finest specimen is one belonging to Mr.

W. B. Dinsmore, of New York City. It is about 1 inch long and the

surface is coated with a beautiful bluish white chalcedony with a curious

rough surface, and it is perfect on all sides, with a free movement of

the bubble. It is so thin and so filled with liquid that the liquid would

weigh fully twice as much as the quartz walls. It is of the proper size

and sufficiently beautiful for personal ornament. As nearly as can be

ascertained it is from some locality in Georgia.

In the cabinet of Dr. Isaac Lea, of Philadelphia, there are perhaps

thousands of remarkably fine and unique inclusions in quartz, as well

as in all known gems, probably, in fact, every known form of mineral

inclusion, forming undoubtedly the finest cabinet of "included min-

erals" in the world, the result of scores of years of keen observation

and careful microscopic work. In the cabinet there are, of course,

many stones which could be cut into fine gem stones, but which possess

a higher interest as mineralogical specimens.

Agate and chalcedony.—The "trap" along the Connecticut river, especi-

ally at Amherst and Conway, Massachusetts, and Farmington, East
Haven, Woodbury, and Guilford, Connecticut, affords agates of consid-

erable beauty, though rarely over 3 inches across. The so-called chal-

cedonic balls of Torringford are very handsome when polished, and
the rich carnelian shades with milky translucency afford a pleasing con-

trast. Many of these were cut into the form of sealstones as early as

1837(<x), which were fully equal to any from abroad in the delicate ar-

rangement of the layers and the richness of the colors. At Natural
Bridge, Jefferson county, New York, fine agates have been found. The
Belmont lead mine. Saint Lawrence county, has afforded some very
good chalcedony. White, yellow, and blue chalcedony of good size was
found 4 miles east of Warwick, at Bellvale, Orange county, New York,
by Dr. W. Horton.(&)

Chalcedony is found in Delaware county, Pennsylvania, principally

at Middletown and Marple. Brown botryoidal masses occur at the Hope-
well mine; also, at Williston, West Nottingham, West Goshen, and
London Grove townships, in Chester county j a pale blue variety at

a C. U. Shepard : "Mineralogical Report of Connecticut," 1837.

6 "Geological Survey of New York," 1840; Eeport on Orange county minerals.

I
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Cornwall, Lebanon county ; near Eock spring and Wood's mine, in

Lancaster county; between Clay and Hamburg; also, at Flint bill,

Berks county ; in Cherry valley, Munroe county ; at Consbohockeu,

Montgomery county, and at other localities in Pennsylvania. From
many of these localities, especially in Delaware and Chester counties,

ringstones, sealstones, and other ornaments are worn by the residents

who have had them cut from local material.

Agates are found abundantly on the entire Lake Superior shore, and

along the Mississippi river, especially in Minnesota, and fine chalce-

dony occurs 5 miles north of Grand Rapids, Wisconsin. Agate and

chalcedony are both found at the Fox river, Illinois. Agate, chalcedony,

and carneliau are found near Van Horn's well, Texas, and near Hot
Springs, Arkansas.

The agates of the Yellowstone National Park and Holbrook, Arizona,

equal any yet found.

A rich fawn and salmon colored chalcedony has been found in Burke

county, North Carolina, by E. A. Hutchius. At Caldwell's, Mecklen-

burg county; near Harrisburg and Concord, Cabarruscounty, and Gran-

ville, Orange county, and in other localities in Nortli Carolina, fine

agates and chalcedony have been found.

In Colorado chalcedony is found 8 miles south of Cheyenne mountain

at the Los Piuos agency at Chalk Hills; on the bluffs near Wagon-
Wheel Gap and along the upper Eio Grande valley; in Middle and

South parks, Buffalo park. Fair Play, Frying Pan, Trout creek, Gun-

nison river, and frequently in drift accumulations.

Agate is found in fine specimens lined with amethyst on the summit
of the range of the Animas, clouded white and gray in the lower tra-

chytic formations of the Uncompahgre group. It occurs in a variety

of forms, clouded, banded, laminated, and in a variegated form, at

the Los Pinos agency ; also in the South park in the drift, in the lower

Arkansas valley, on the Frying Pan, and throughout the Middle park

in the form of onyx and sardonyx, on the lower Gunnison and adjacent

regions.

Prof. W. P. Blake (a) mentions large masses of white chalcedony,

delicately veined and in mammillary sheets, near the Panoches, in

Monterey county, California; on Walker river, Nevada; also of a fine

pink color near Aurora, Esmeralda county, Nevada; and in pear-shaped

nodules in the eruptive rocks between Williamson's Park and Johnson's

river, Los Angeles county, California.

Beautiful pebbles of agate and chalcedony are abundant along the

beach of Crescent City, California, and are often cut as souvenirs

;

they are usually of a light color. In the pebbly drift of the Colorado

river they are more highly colored, more abundant, and of larger size;

many of the surf-worn pebbles of the Pescadero beach, California, are

agate and quartz, of very fine bright colors ; occasionally these are

a " Minerals of California," page 9, 1866.
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utilized as gem stones. Fine agates and jaspers are found about the

Willamette, Columbia, and other rivers in Oregon. Beautiful red and

yellow carnelian and sardonyx result from the silicification of the corals

and sponges at Tampa bay, Florida, and although the pieces are not

large, the colors being natural are very good.

The silicified bones of the atlantasaurus found at Morrison, Colorado,

have at times a coarse cellular structure, infiltrated with carnelian, giv-

ing a very pleasant effect of a brilliant red striped and mottled appear-

ance.

Chalcedony coats and incloses the crystallized cinnabar of the Eed-

ington and other mines of California; and these crusts, if cut with the

cinnabar, form very pretty and interesting gem stones.

Silicified coral.—The true silicified corals found at Schoharie, New
York, along the Catskills, and at a large number of other American

localities, form very pretty gem stones. Some similar to the so-called

fossil palm wood from India have been observed at a few localities in

New York State. One very interesting black siliceous coral form with

large white markings was found at Catskill, New York; when cut across

the large white columnar lines the effect was very pleasing and orna-

mental.

Silicified wood.— In the valley of the east fork of the Yellowstone

river, and in the volcanic Tertiary rock, which here attains a thickness

of 5,000 feet and is made up of fragmentary volcanic products which

have apj)arently been redistributed by water and now form breccias,

conglomerates, and sandstones, Mr. W. H. Holmes(a) mentions the oc-

currence of silicified wood in great abundance, and in some cases the

trunks are in situ in these strata.

In the valley of the main Yellowstone, in the Gallatin range, and

about the sources of Canon and Boulder creeks, also near the divide at

the head of Boulder creek, and at a number of points above this line,

may be observed trunks mauy feet in height and of gigantic propor-

tions, standing in the identical strata in which they grew. In general,

these strata are horizontal. Three miles south of Gardiner's river, at an

elevation of 6,000 feet above the sea, silicified trunks are found in sand-

stone belonging to the same strata. On the south side of Third canon,

opposite the mouth of Hell-roaring creek, is a massive promontory, in

which many fine trunks are exposed in a conglomerate. At Amethyst

or Specimen mountain some of these trunks have been found 10 feet in

diameter. Many thousands of silicified trees are found ;
in some cases

the structure is well preserved, and in other cases comj>letely agatized

or opalized, and lined with crystals of calcite, quartz, and beautiful

amethysts. In this locality many of the finest specimens of American

silicified wood are found.

The workmen on the Denver and New Orleans railroad in 1882(6),

a " Geology of the Yellowstone National Park/' page 48.

6 A. E. Foote, Naturalist's Leisure Sour, July, 1882, page 38.
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while within 20 to 30 miles of Denver, Colorado, between Cherry and

Euuning creeks, were met by an obstacle in the form of a buried forest.

The trees are of various sizes, all silicifled and agatized, and buried at

depths of from 10 to 20 feet ; they are very perfect and are met with in

a half dozen localities.

I^umerous newspaper articles have appeared on the utilizing of the

petrified forests near Holbrook, Arizona, by a company which is making

large ornaments of the material, and which have gradually driven the

so-called California and Mexican onyx out of the market. A com-

pany has been formed, however, and a large exhibition of this material

was made at l^ew Orleans, and a quantity of the mineral was sold,

usually as - small paperweights or for small jewelry ornaments. The

company has been reorganized, and with its new sawing machinery

hopes to be able to cut table-tops, tiles, and for other like purposes.

The material is one o:^ the finest known for color and hardness that

could be used in this way. A stump, 18 inches across and 3 feet high,

was sold to a Eussian at New Orleans. Immense quantities of the

material exist in Arizona and in magnificent specimens. One in the

Peabody museum is fully 24 inches across and very compact; some of

the trunks are at times magnificently lined with quartz and amethyst.

One tree, fully 100 feet long, spanning a chasm and making a natural

bridge, is one of the attractions. Some use may arise for the material

if cheap polishing and slitting can be introduced, and no doubt in the

near future some developments will be made in this line, since a second

company has obtained property adjoining that of the company doing

the work. The cut-ting of some sections of a 12-inch trunk into bottoms

for solid silver trays is one of the novelties introduced by a leading

jewelry firm.

Moss agate.—Moss agate was formerly found near Hillsborough,

Orange county, Korth Carolina. The agatized trees .from Holbrook and

Specimen mount show these mosslike markings more like the fine tree-

stones from Brazil than our common American agate. One curious

stalactite of chalcedony, about 3 inches long and having the appearance

of a piece of common sperm candle, had a black core through its entire

length about the size of a candle wick, making it at first sight scarcely

distinguishable from a half-used candle. It was unfortunately cut into

a number of matched stones for* cuff-buttons, which were very unique

with the beautiful black central dot.

In the southeastern part of Humboldt county, 115'evada, are large quan-

tities of moss agate of the dendritic and "fortification" forms, which,

however, have been utilized to a very limited extent.

Moss agate has been very sparingly used during the past year, the

sales amounting to not over $1,000. Since the recent introduction into

cheap jewelry of the Chinese natural green and artificially-colored red

and yellow moss agate, the sale of the American has almost entirely fallen

off. A so-called moss agate is found at Eock Springs, Lancaster county,
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Pennsylvania, and also near Beading, Berks county. A beautiful moss

jasper is found in Trego county, Kansas.

Chrysoprase.—Pqssibly the best American chrysoprase was found

within the last year by Mr. F. E. Monteverde, at Nickel mountain, near

the town of Eiddle, Douglas county, Oregon. The chrysoprase was

observed in small veins about one-eighth inch thick, and furnished a

number of flat stones of a rich green color, that were over 1 inch square

;

it occurs in a vein of serpentine associated with the nickel ores.

Traill (a) mentions chrysoprase from IS'ew Fane, Vermont, which min-

eral Prof. J. D. Dana refers to green quartz and not chrysoprase,

although it was also so-called at the locality where found.

A fine green-colored specimen intermixed with a black hornblende

that would afford gems 1 inch across was shown to me by Mr. E. A.

Hutchius, of New York, and was found at some locality in Macon
county, North Carolina.

Mr. Thomas A. Tabor, in 1839, mentions in a letter to Dr. C. A. Lee

the occurrence of chrysoprase in Chester county, Pennsylvania, with-

out any description of its quality, though one would infer that iit was of

gem quality, since Mr. Tabor was a jeweler. Dr. F. M. Endlich(6)

mentions chrysoprase as of rare occurrence in Middle park, Colorado.

Opal.—Beautiful fire opal without any opalescence is found in Wash-
ington county, Georgia, and was first described by Prof. G. J. Brush,

who has the finest piece in his cabinet. It is a vein about one-fourth

inch thick and 2 inches square.

Common opal occurs rarely in small masses of a greenish and yellow-

ish white with vitreous luster, at Cornwall, Lebanon county, Pennsyl-

vania. It is found at Aguas Calientes, Gilsou gulch, at Idaho Springs,

Colorado, in narrow seams in the granite, and most of it is brownish.

Mr. J. W. Beath states that he had seen fine oi)al specimens showing

play of colors, said to have come from the Idaho Springs locality. At
Colorado Springs it occurs milk white in color.

The following is communicated by Mr. C. G. Yale: " While the precious

opal has never been found in the Pacific division, the common kind

occurs in numerous localities. Large and very beautiful opalized

wood is frequently found in the hydraulic mines of California. Small

stones in great number are also taken out of some of the drift mines.

A few of these being infiltered with the oxide of manganese, giving

them the appearance of being filled with moss or possessing other pe-

culiarites, are enough sought after to give them some little value."

Hoff"mann(c) mentions opal in nmgnificeut colors (evidently opalized

wood) with silicified wood, and states that on breaking some of the

large trunks at San Antonio, Nevada, fine specimens were obtained.

a " Quartz and Opal," page 35,

Z>" Catalogue of Minerals found in Colorado," 1876; tenth annual report of tlje

Hayden Survey, page 150.

p " Rlineralogy of Nevada,"
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Hyalite occurs with cachalong at several localities iu Yavapai county,

Arizona ; at the Philips ore bed, Putnam county, New York ; and cach-

along at Believale, 4 miles east of Warwick ; iu Burke and Scriven

counties, North Carolina ; in yellow fluorescent coatings upon gneiss at

Frankford, Pennsylvania, and at A vondale, Delaware county, in bluish-

green ; also at Megarge's paper mill on the Wissahickon. Hyalite oc-

curs at Concord, Cabarrus county, and the Culsagee mine, Macon county,

North Carolina. Associated with semi-opal it is mentioned in the Mount
Diablo range about 30 miles south of Mount Diablo.

Prof. W. B. Blake(a) mentions that a rich white variety of opal is

found at Mokelumne Hill, Calaveras county, California, or on the hill

near that place known as Stockton hill, on the west side of Chile gulch.

A shaft had been sunk 345 feet, and the opals were found in a thin

stratum of red gravel. They varied in size from that of a kernel of

corn to a walnut, many of them containing dendritic infiltrations of

oxide of manganese resembling moss. In 1866 about a bushel of these

stones were raised in a day, and were reported to have a market value.

A milky variety similar to the above, and without fire, is found with

the magnesite on Mount Diablo, 30 miles south of the mountain ; also

in the foot hills of the Sierra at the Four creeks.

Beautiful pieces of a moss-marked opal, similar to moss agate, are

found in Trego county, Kansas. They are often 3 and 4 inches across.

Semi-opal is found together with the chalcedonies at the Los Pinos

agency, and north of Saguache creek, Colorado, in trachyte.

Geyserite.—Some of the geyserite from the geysers in Yellowstone

park, especially at Firehole river, occurring in such a variety of con-

cretionary and imitative forms, might be used for small ornaments.

Jasper.—Dr. Genth mentions that cat's-eye has been observed in sev-

eral localities; a fair hexagonal crystal with the pyramid of greenish

color, resulting from very fine fibers of actinolite disseminated through

it, came from York county, Pennsylvania
; it is found also 5 miles east

of Bethlehem at the allanite locality, but not of gem quality.

A curious dark-gray piece of quartz was observed from the West
Shore railroad tunnel at Weehawkeu, New Jersey(6), that was filled

with what seemed to be byssolite, but really may be an altered pecto-

lite, and would cut a tolerably fair mineralogical cat's-eye.

The so-called Thetis hairstone described by Dr. Jackson(c), found
at Cumberland, Ehode Island, is really a quartz cat's-eye, and some
very fair cat's-eyes have recently been cut from it by Mr. Edwin Pass-

more, one of them nearly two-thirds of an inch long, and quite equal

to many from Hoff, Bavaria.

Little or no novaculite has been used during the last year for orna-

mental purposes, although it has some use as streakstones for miner-

a " Catalogue of California Minerals," 186G, page 18.

6 Cabinet of G. F. Kunz.
" Geology of Rhode Island," 1839.
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alogical work, being better adapted for this purpose than anything else,

owing to its hardness and pure white background.

Eed jasper is found on Sugar Loaf mountain, Maine, and a fine yellow

with chalcedony has been found at Chester, Massachusetts ; fine red

and yellow also by Dr. Horton 4 miles east of Warwick, at Bellvale^

Orange county, New York
;
pebbles of fine red occur along the Hud-

son river from Troy to New York, especially at Hoboken, Fort Lee, and

Troy, where the jaspery rock outcrops. The so-called green jasper of

Norman's Kill from the Hudson river slates was used by the Indians

for arrow points.

Jasper agate is found in considerable quantity at Diamond Hill, Cum-

berland, Ehode Island, in all shades of white, yellow, red, and green
;

these colors are also all intermixed in one specimen, usually mottled,

and at times beautifully banded in irregular seams of white, creamy

brown, greenish, and brecciated. It is found in large quantities, and

although fully 1,000 pounds is taken away every year by visitors and

collectors, not over $100 worth is sold or polished per annum.

Large pieces of fine yellow jasper have been found at Tyringham,

Massachusetts, by Mr. Daniel Clark, of that place.

In Pennsylvania(a) jaspers more or less impure are abundant in the

drift of the Delaware and Schuylkill rivers ; also in Berks county, near

Eeadiog. Brownish-yellow is found at West Goshen, Chester county,

and a reddish brown variety near Texas, Lancaster county, and a brown

banded variety at the hydropathic establishment near Bethlehem.

The arrow heads found in this vicinity and near Easton are mostly

made of jasper. The jaspery sandstone so plenty near Mauch Chunk

might be utilized for large ornamental work with advantage.

In North Carolina fine jasper, banded red and black, is found in

Granville, Person county ; bright brick-red and yellow at Knapp's,

Eeed's Creek, Madison county ; at Warm Springs ; at Shut-in Creek in

Moore county ; also in Wake county, and elsewhere in the State.

In Texas fine jasper has been found near Fort Davis, Bexar county,

and at Barilla Springs, where are found the jaspery agates called Texas

agate.

The moss jasper of Trego county, Kansas, is equal to any yet

found.

Fine -yellow, brown, and red jasper is found at the Los Pinos agency

;

throughout the Middle and South parks ; along the Gunnison, in the

Dakota group ; on the Arkansas, Grand, White, Animas, and other

rivers of Colorado, in the drift, and in some of the trachytes, mostly

red, green, and brown. A very fine specimen was found at the junction

of Lost Trail creek and the Eio Grande. Small but smoothly worn

pebbles of jasper and agate are quite plenty on the shores of Lake

Tahoe, California. Eed and green jasper are very abundant in the

Qi "Preliminary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," page 60.
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neighborhood of San Francisco, though not of fine quality ; some of

this stone has been used in building and for sidewalks.

Fine red jasper is found on the Little Colorado river, New Mexico,

and also on the Willamette, Oregon. The latter region evidently fur-

nished the material for the fiue arrow points of Oregon.

The banded jasper found near Oolyer, Graham county, Kansas, red,

yellow, and other colors, with even white bands, affords blocks over 1

foot long and 6 to 8 inches wide, and really merits the attention of

workers in ornamental stone, as it is unrivaled in the world for banded
jasper.

Bloodstones in beautiful specimens with the red markings very fine

are found at Chatham county, Georgia. Some fine heliotropes from

here are in the cabinet of W. W. Jefferis. Heliotrope was formerly

found in veins in slate at*Blooming Grove, Orange county, ]!^ew York.

Some very fine pieces have been found near the Willamette river, Or-

egon, and of fine quality near the South park, Colorado, and below the

Uncompahgre, near Grand river.

Basanite was found by Dr. Horton(«) at Canterbury and Cornwall,

New York. It is also sparingly found in nearly all the drift north of

New York City, and in that of the Delaware river from Easton, Penn-
sylvania, down to the State line.

Gold quartz.—The gold found in California quartz is worth about

$16.50 per ounce, but jewelers will give willingly from $20 to $30 for

each ounce of gold contained in such material as they can use. The
price of specimens varies according to their beauty from $3 to $40 per

ounce of quartz. The specific gravity of the mineral is taken, after

which the gold value is ascertained by a table called Price's table. The
amount of this material in the rough sold for jewelers' purposes is vari-

ously estimated at from $40,000 to $50,000 per annum, $1,000 to $2,000

worth being often purchased at one time. One lapidary at Oakland,

who employs several assistants, purchased nearly $10,000 worth within

one year, and a large jewelry firm in San Francisco, during the same
time, purchased nearly $15,000 worth of this material.

Great care must be taken in the selection of the quartz. The stone

used must be large enough to bear the rough treatment of the diamond

saw and the lap wheel of the polisher ; all. of the ore is friable, and

some of it crumbles to pieces while undergoing these processes. For

the same reason all the pieces set in cabinet work are small ; the saw
hanging in the gold in the slitting prevents the cutting of large pieces,

as the wafer like slabs are apt to be broken by this resistance while

being separated from the block. Pieces 4 by 2 inches are quite rare,

although fine pieces 4 inches square are at times seen.

Earely more than one-half of the pre purchased finds its way into the

mounting owing to this breakage and the trimming into shape. Nearly

all the cutting of this material is done at Oakland, California.

a "Geological Survey of Ne-w York," 1840.
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The white gold quartz of California is mainly supplied from the fol-

lowing counties: Butte, Calaveras, EI Dorado, Mariposa, Nevada,

Placer, Sierra, Tuolumne, and Yuba.

The black gold quartz, a quite recent novelty, is found at the Sheep

Eanch mine, Calaveras county, and at Sutter creek, Amador county,

California.

, The so-called rose gold quartz is made by backing a translucent

quartz with the desired shade of carmine paste, and forms an effective

contrast to the opaque white and black gold quartz with which it is

usually mounted in some design.

Single stones for scarf pins, rings, and sets of pin and earrings, sell

from $2 to $10 each, and occasionally exceptionally fine or curious

pieces bring higher prices.

It is not many years since gold quartz has been utilized to any great

extent in jewelry. At first the designs were usually simple and the

mountings very modest, but the demand has created a supply of the

most elaborate designs, and at present it is used in every conceivable

form of jewelry, and in articles of personal or house adornment of al-

most unlimited variety, such as canes, paper weights, writing cases,

perfume bottles, fan sticks, bracelets, watch chains, and lace pins, the

latter in such designs as shovels, picks, and other mining emblems.

In certain kinds of furniture it is used as paneling ; and here, as in

the jewelry, the effect is better brought out by added colors, such as

are afforded by agate, moss agate, silver rock, smoky quartz, pyrite, chal-

copyrite, cinnabar, malachite, turquois in the matrix, and other bright

minerals.

Much of the jewelry made of this material is sold to tourists from

the eastern States and from other countries. Eleven hundred dol-

lars' worth was recently purchased by an Asiatic embassy, and scarcely

any one visiting California fails to purchase a memento. The sale is

increasing.

The best taste as a rule is not exercised in the designs. Many are

too large and ungainly for personal adornment, and many others are

not as well mounted as most of the other jewelry sold with them. Per-

haps not one article in ten sold will have much if any wear. There is

much room for improvement in the line of this work.

One of the large designs made of gold quartz, representing the ca-

thedral of Notre Dame, at Pij-ris, is valued at $20,000. It stands about

12 inches high, and is perhaps the finest piece of gold quartz work pro-

duced.

A mass of gold quartz(«) weighing 160 pounds was hydraulicked out

of the bank of the Nevada Hydraulic Company at Gibsouville. The
bowlder was smoothly washed and had the appearance of having been

ground in a pothole. Its estimated value was $2,500, but its real w^orth

was more, since it was valuable for laijidaries' purposes.

a Jewelers' Circular, Vol. XIV., jJiige 258, September, 1883.
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It is stated that some years since a Mr. Thiery devised a method of

fusing quartz and throwing in lumps of heavily alloyed gold, and allow-

ing the material to cool in molds of required shapes. It is said the

mingling of the metal and the quartz was complete, but the quartz

had a milky, unnatural glasslike appearance entirely unlike the gold

quartz it was intended to represent. Messrs. LeDuc, Connor & Laine,

on applying for a patent for an imitation gold quartz produced by
means of electricity, found that a similar patent had been issued nearly

fifty years ago to a New York man. However, notwithstanding they

were not able to obtain the monopoly, they started as manufacturers of

jewelers' quartz, but abandoned it, as it proved so unsatisfactory.

Actinolite.—The emerald-green glassy actinolite of Concord township,

Pennsylvania, is very fine and might be utilized in some form, possibly

the compact, as a form of cat's-eye. An inlaid ornament of this mineral

taken from an old piece of furniture in London during the early cat's-

eye excitement netted the persons who cut it up hundreds of dollars.

Butile.—The rutile of Middletown, Connecticut, was cut into gems
that were almost ruby in color, as early as 1836, by Prof. C. U. Shepard.

The finest small brilliant geniculated crystals are found at Mill-

holland's Mills, White Plains, at John Lackey's farm, near Liberty

Church, and at Wilson's near Poplar Springs, in Alexander county,

North Carolina. These have furnished some of the finest cut black

rutile, which more closely approaches the black diamond in appearance

than any other known gem. Some of the lighter colored ones furnished

gems closely resembling common garnet.

Beautiful long crystals, at times transparent red, have been found,

ranging in thickness from that of a hair to one-quarter and in some few

cases nearly two-thirds of an inch across, and from 1 to 6 inches in

length, at Taylorsville and vicinity, and at Stony Point, North Carolina.

These are very brilliant and at times doubly terminated.

Beautiful crystals are also found in quartz and loose in the soil at

Sadsbury township, Pennsylvania, for 7 miles along the valley, espe-

cially near Parksburg, where double geniculations and geniculations

forming complete circles are found, weighing over 1 pound. This is the

" money stone," so called by the inhabitants of the district, as it is often

looked for because they can obtain money for it from the collectors;

some of the finer small ones are worn as ornaments.

Some of the beautiful geniculated nigrine from Magnet cove would
also well serve the purpose of ornament. These and the Alexander
county rutiles are possibly the finest in the world.

Axinite has been observed with the essonite and idocrase at Phipps-

burg and Wales, Maine, and also at Cold Spring, New York. The best

American locality is the one near Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, first found

by Prof. F. Prime, jr., and Dr. Eeopper, and described by Prof. B. W.
rrazier.(a) These crystals, colorless, pale yellowish, and brown, are

a American Journal of Science, December, 1882.
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at times one fourth inch long, and future finds in this vicinity may

bring some gems to light ; up to this time no stones suitable for fine cut-

ting have been found, though a few might furnish mineralogical gems.

Jade.—Among the implements collected by the Point Barrow (Alaska)

Expedition were a number made of dark green jade. This mineral is

supposed to be found in a place somewhere to the east of Point Bar-

row.

£^o(?om^e.—^Rhodonite has been found in an extensive bed at Blue

Hill bay, Maine, on Osgood's farm ; also in bowlders at Oummington,

Massachusetts, and in the neighboring towns ; at Warwick, Massachu

setts; in Irasburgh and Coventry, Vermont; near Winchester and Hins-

dale, New Hampshire ; and at Cumberland, Rhode Island.

The Alice mine, at Butte City, Montana, has produced a large quan-

tity of rhodonite associated with rhodocrosite, and it has here been

used to some extent as a gem stone.

It has recently been described by Mr. William North Rice(a) as oc-

curring at the White Rocks, Middletown, Connecticut—only in a limited

quantity, however.

The variety fowlerite, found at Franklin, Hamburg, and Sterling,

New Jersey, is also very fine in color.

Rhodonite has recently been used very effectively in combination

with unpolished or stone-finished silver, as handles for very tine orna-

ments, the rose color streaked with black presenting a very pleasing

contrast.

Upidote.—Fine crystals of epidote have been found at Haddam, Con-

necticut, which might yield small gems. The large crystals in quartz

at Warren, New Hampshire, were all too opaque, though fine as cabi-

net specimens.

At Roseville, in Byram township, Sussex county. New Jersey, epi-

dote was formerly found in good crystals that would afford mineralog-

ical gems.

Dr. F. A. Genth(6) mentions a crystal of epidote in the cabinet of

the University of Pennsylvania, from the gold washings of Rutherford

county. North Carolina. This crystal iu strongly pleochroic, like the

so-called puschkiuite from the auriferous sands of Katherinenburg, in

the Ural mountains, and would cut the best American gem yet found.

Some fine highly complex forms have been observed at Hampton's,

Yancey county, North Carolina, by Mr. William Earl Hidden.(c) The

Yancey county crystals would also possibly afford cabinet gems, none

of them as fine, however, as the Tyrolese epidote.

In Chester county, Pennsylvania, crystals 3 inches in length have

been found. The principal localities are the Smith and McMullin farms.

West Bradford township ; East Bradford, where dark green specimens

a Science, Vol. I., No. 2} ,
page 601.

6 "Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," 1881, page 44.

cliid., page 86.
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occur, and Taylor's mill, West Goshen. In East Marlboro' township it

occurs in yellowish-green crystals, and at McOloud's farm and Pearce's

old mill, Kennett township. In the limestone quarries of London Grove

and Sadsbury townships it occurs in bottle-green crystals.

Idocrase.—Idocrase or vesuviauite that would yield small gems has

been found at Phippsburg, Maine.(a) A beautiful wine-colored variety (?>)

is mentioned as occurring near New Hope, Bucks county, Pennsylvania.

At the locality 1^ miles from Sanford, Maine, idocrase occurs in un-

limited quantities, one ledge beiug fully 30 feet wide, made up almost

entirely of this mineral associated with quartz and occasionally with

calcite. Some of the crystals are 7 inches long, and the smaller ones

would afford fair gems at times.

Idocrase is mentioned by Endlich as occurring in large crystals on

Mount Italia, Colorado, and north of the Arkansas river, in granite.

Gassiterite.—The finer crystals of cassiterite found at Hebron, Norway,

and Paris, Maine, would afford miueralogical gems.

The claims in the Temescal range, ia San Bernardino county, as well

as the locality near San Diego, California, will possibly produce speci-

mens of this mineral equal to that from Durango, Mexico.

The important occurrence at the Broad Arrow mines, 2 miles from

Ashland, Clay county, Alabama, may produce both the crystals and

the stream tin. The Black Hills of Dakota locality is a fine one for the

gem. On Jordan creek, Owyhee county, Idaho, Prof. W. P. Blake

mentions very fine specimens of wood tin one-eighth to one-half inch

across, of very i)ure and clean material. Cassiterite has also been

found in large quantities in North Carolina, though scarcely any of

these localities have produced a single fine gem.

Chondrodite.—The finest known crystals of chondrodite, and the finest

known gems of this mineral, have been found at the Tilly Foster mine,

Brewster's, New York. The gems are few in number, and one of the

finest is a cut stone (c) measuring one-half by one-quarter inch, of a

transparent garnet color. Another(<i), an essonite-colored crystal, is

one-quarter by one-eighth inch, and another(e), of a red essonite color,

is one-quarter by one quarter inch. The two latter, though uncut,

would furnish fine gems. The finest of these crystals are in the Allen

cabinet, now at the Johns Hopkins University, and in the miueralogical

cabinet of the Peabody museum. The gems are so few as only to serve

for mineralogical rarities.

Turquois.—Mr. Bernard Moses recently brought to New York a

series of finely colored specimens of the American varieties of turquois,

obtained at Mineral Park, Mohave county, Arizona. They were from

a Cabinet of Gideon Bearce, West Minot, Maine.

6 George Rogers :
'' Geological Report of Pennsylvania," Vol. II., page 685.

c Cabinet of F. A. Canfileld.

d Cabinet of C. Bullman.

e Cabinet of F. A. Canfield.
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three veins, varying in width from 1 to 4 inches, about 100 yards apart,

running almost parallel and traceable for nearly half a mile. They
show evidences of having been worked by the Indians and Spaniards,

and a large number of stone hammers were found.

One of the largest masses of the American turquois is in the posses-

sion of Prof. W. P. Blake; it is 2^ inches long, If inches wide, and

weighs 75.5 grams.

No work is carried on at present at the Los (3erillos mines, the recent

investment to work that localitj' having proved unsuccessful. Some of

the specimens sent east showed a fine blue color, which, however, was

artificial, as proved by dipping for a moment in ammonia. Along
the line of the railroad turquQis is sold to some extent by the Indians

of the San Domingo pueblo. New Mexico, the men, women, and chil-

dren coming some distance from the road to sell them. They are ground

into round or heart-shaped ornaments, which are drilled with a crude

form of bow-drill called by them "malakates." The drilling point is

made of either quartz or agate, and the wheel to give it velocity was in

one instance made of the bottom of a cup. The selling price of the

ornaments is now very low. Eev. E. T. Cross states that one string

made up of many hundreds of stones was valued at the price of a pony.

Turquois was used by the ancient Mexicans to inlay obsidian orna-

ments, and also together with pyrite for making mosaic inlays and in-

crustations, thus forming many rich and curious effects.

Hoffmann (a) mentions turquois from the mountains 5 miles north of

Columbus, Nevada. The specimens are of a pale blue color, although

some fine ones have been obtained.

Yery little of the American turquois seems to find sale except as

tourists' souvenirs or mineralogical gems; yet for ornamental or inlay-

ing work it might have quite a sale, were it properly introduced, as the

green color would contrast favorably with many stones or wood.

Hematite.—See 1882 report.

Ilvaite.—Mr. E. D. Eand (&) observed some small black crystals of

ilvaite in a narrow calcite vein in gneiss at Flat Eock tunnel on the

Philadelphia and Eeading railroad, opposite Manayunk.
This mineral forms a curious deep black gem and is one of the few

that can be used to represent the initial "I" in jewelry work made up

of the initial letters of gems. It would also represent the letter " T,"

although the name yenite has been rejected.

It is reported as occurring with hornblende and magnetite, traversing

quartz, in slender brown-black or black crystals at Cumberland, Ehode

Island, and formerly also at Milk Eow quarry, Somerville, Massachu-

setts. No material for really fair gems has as yet been found in the

United States.

Pyrite.—The small groups of brilliant pyrite occurring with the slate

a "Mineralogy of Nevada."

h "Preliminary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," page 22.
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found through the coal regions, are trimmed and cut into ovals, squares,

and other shapes, and sold for mounting as scarf pins, lace pins, ear rings,

and ring stones, as well as other ornaments. Fine single crystals are

also sold for ornaments, principally at Mauch Chunk and the summit

of the Switchback road, and by the local jewelers at Ashland, Shenan-

doah, and Mahoney City. The finest specimens used here are from the

Eaven Eun mine, 6 miles from Mahoney City.

Many fine single crystals with a very high polish have been found at

Black Hawk and other localities in Colorado, which are often sold for

ornaments, just as they are found, at Denver, Colorado Springs, and

other places in the West. These are compact enough to cut into the

faceted gem, known in Europe as " marcasite," which has been almost

entirely superseded by bright steel jewelry.

Diopside.—Associated with the garnets from FortDefisfcnce (Arizona),

Gallup (New Mexico), and other localities in that vicinity, small pieces

of almost emerald-gr-een diopside are found—evidently a chromium diop-

side similiar to that found with the South African diamonds. As a

rule they are too small to afford gems of any value, but a few pieces

have been found that are of sufficient size for very small gems. This

would be a very desirable addition to the list of American gem locali-

ties, if the specimens were found m any size or quantity.

At the De Kalb (Eew York) locality, some very large crystals were

found in 1884, several over 3 inches long and 1 inch thick, with clear

spots of gem material, promising to afford cut stones weighing 20 to 30

carats.

FELDSPAR (xROUP.

The greenish variety of orthoclase, called lennilite by Dr. Isaac

Lea(a), found at Lenni Mills, Delaware county, Pennsylvania; the

pearly variety called delawarite by Dr. Lea. and the bluish-green sub-

transparent of an aventurine character, the bright particles being hex-

agonal hematite (?), called cassinite by Dr. Lea, found at Blue hill, 2

miles north of Media, are all at times of fine enough color to make a com-

mon gem or oruaiuental stone.

Large bowlders oflabradorite are often met with in the towns ofLewis,

Moriah, Mclutyre, E^ewcomb, .and Westport, also in Green, Lewis,

Orange, Schoharie, Saint Lawrence, and Warren counties, New York.

Within a few miles of Amity, in Orange county, Mr. Silas C. Young-

broke up a mass of fine material for specimens, weighing over two tons,

that showed the chatoyant play of colors very well.

In Pennsylvania it occurs at Mineral hill, Chester county, and oppo-

site New Hope, Bucks county ; and also in the Wichita mountains, Ar-

kansas.

Mention is made by Genth and Kerr(&) of a curious white variety as

occurring at the CuUakenee mine. Clay county ; also, large crystals in

a "Proceedings Philadelphia Academy of Sciences," May, 1866.

h " Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," page 48.
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the trap at Shiloh Church. On the road to Charlotte, Mecklenburg'

county, and near Bakerville, on Toe river, specimens showing a slight

blue chatoyancy are also found.

Eockport, Massachusetts, formerly afforded many finely colored pieces

of amazonstone. Some fine green crystals have also been found at

Paris, Maine, and at Mount Desert material that will cut into fair gems

is occasionally met with.

One large, fine light green crystal, over 6 inches long, was found near

Amelia Court House, at the microlite locality.

On the John Smith farm, Middletown, Delaware county, Pennsyl-

vania, many shades of green feldspar, passing into the cassinite and

delawarite, are found in the soil in loose bowlders up to 20 inches in

diameter.

Elceolite.—The elseolite of Gardiner and Litchfield, Maine, would ad-

mit of a very good polish, and at times the color is greenish and would

look quite well. Some of the Salem, Massachusetts, variety would

also do for this purpose.

Leopardite.—A compact variety of orthoclase, which is spotted with

hydrated sesquioxide of manganese, called leopardite(ffl), is abundantly

found near Charlotte, Mecklenburg county, and also in Gaston

county, IJJ'orth Carolina. It is a variety of porphyry with crystals of

disseminated quartz. This material is found in large masses and would

furnish a good ornamental stone if polished. It would also furnish ma-

terial for a cheap gem stone.

Moonstone.—At Van Arsdale's quarry(6) near" Feisterville, Bucks

county, Pennsylvania, orthoclase is found in crystals from one-half to 2

inches in length, usually, however, in cleavage masses of gray or gray-

ish-black colors, which show the blue chatoyancy, as well as many va

rieties of labrador spar, and make a very fine variety of moonstone.

The albite occurring in such beautiful specimens at Mineral hill,

near Media, in Middletown, Delaware county, Pennsylvania, shows the

blue chatoyancy remarkably well, and is there called "moonstone." It

might well be, and is doubtlessly rightfully classed under this head,

since the appearance differs so slightly from an orthoclase moonstone,

and it is the effect that really gives it its name.

The greenish-gray granular albite or oligoclase found in the serpen-

tine at the magnesia quarries, West Nottingham township, Chester

county, Pennsylvania, shows a faint blue moonstone luster.

The beautiful feldspar found by Mr. W. W. Jefferis, with the sun-

stone at Pearce's paper mill, shows the blue chatoyancy equal to any
labrador spar. It may be the latter or oligoclase (?). The finest exam-

ples of this mineral from an American locality, very closely resembling

the Ceylon in quality, transparency, and color, have been lately found

a "Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," Genth and Kerr, page r>l.

t " Preliminary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," page 89.
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at Amelia Court House, Yirgiuia, by Mr. George W. Fiss, of Philadel-

phia, who had two very fine gems over one-fourth of an inch across.

Peristerite has been found in some abundance in the town of McComb,
Saint Lawrence county, New York, associated with common orthoclase;

it occurs by the ton, and many of the specimens show the beautiful light

blue chatoyant effect. Mr. 0. D. Mmms has also observed this mineral

as far north as Bythurst, Canarla, 9 miles north of Perth; also in the

towns of Pierrepont, Kussell, and in at least a dozen other places in

this section of New York State. Some specimens make a very fine gem
stone, differing somewhat from labradorite and moonstone. Mr. Charles

A. Dana, of New York, has had a number of these flesh-colored pebbles

of orthoclase found on Long Island sound, near his home, at Glen Cove,

New York, cut en cabochon, making thus a very effective salmon-colored

stone.

Perthite, found so plenty in Canada, at Perth, Ontario, is likely to be

found in the United States as bowlders, and possibly in place. This

forms a very curious and rich-colored gem stone, with its bright aven-

turine reflections.

A very fine oligoclase occurs at Dixon's quarry, Newcastle county,

and a fine striated variety at West Chester, Delaware county, Penn-

sylvania.

Sunstone.—Very good sunstone (oligoclase ?), with very fine reflec-

tions, has been found near Fairville, Pennsbury township, Pennsylvania.

Sunstone (oligoclase ?) occurs at Mendenhall's lime quarries, Penns-

bury, Chester county; also in Ashton township, some of which is a

grayish-white color with coppery reflections ; ajQd also a curious variety

of sunstone in moonstone (albite) is found, showing double reflections.

A very fine green and red sunstone is found near Media, On John

Scofield's farm, in Middletown township, Delaware county, moonstone

and sunstone in small nodular lumps are scattered through the soil.

About 1 ton has been taken out since the locality was discovered. On
John Hibberd's farm, in the same township, moonstone in bowlders is

found. A very fine sunstone, the orthoclase of which is a very rich

salmon color and quite transparent and streaked with white, showing

the aventurine effect beautifully, is found at Glen Riddle, Delaware
6ounty.

Another beautiful variety is found in the hornblende at Kennett

township, Chester county; this. Dr. Genth thinks, is most probably an

oligoclase. The greenish orthoclase, sometimes in bright green pieces,

also pale green, and at times much spotted with brownish tints, all

showing a very good sunstone effect, is found at Mineral hill, Middle-

town, and in Upper Providence, Delaware county. The orthoclase of

Frankford, Pennsylvania, with the gothite disseminated through it,

approaches the sunstone in appearance very closely.

On the Horace Greeley farm, at i3happaqua(a). New York, small pieces

a "Proceedings New York Academy of Sciences," Vol. I.
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of an orthoclase sunstone were found, almost as fine as any of the

Norwegian.

Obsidian.—Smoky, transparent obsidian that would cut well, and

form a curious variety somewhat resembling the " Moravian bottle

glass" (moldavite), but not so green, has been found in rounded pebbles,

over 1 inch across, near Santa F^, Mew Mexico.

A porphyritic and spherolitic obsidian is found under the trachyte

on Gunnison river, and a heavy vein of porphyritic obsidian near the Eio

Grande pyramid, continuing from there southward through the trachytic

bed. IsTodules occur in the lower members of the trachytic veins.

A dike of obsidian, light gray and clear with concentric structure, sets

from the Colorado Central lode near Georgetown, north of Saguache

creek. Hoffmann mentions obsidian in fine pieces and very abundant as

occurring 10 miles southeast of Silver Peak, Nevada. Across the State

line, 5 miles in Owen valley, California, it is found in red fragments, and

also banded with alternate layers of black and brown. Obsidian oc-

curs in large, fine black pieces, and mottled black and brown, and in

small layers, in a moss rock at Obsidian cliffs, Yellowstone park.

OctaJiedrite.—Octahedrite is reported as occurring in small crystals

at Dexter's lime rock at Smithfield, Ehode Island, and in flat tabular

glassy crystals of a pale green color and very brilliant in the gold sands

of the Brindletown mine(<x), Burke county, North Carolina. These

would possibly afford small gems, nothing, however, to compare with

the beautiful blue crystals from Brazil, so splendent at times as to be

mistaken for diamonds.

BrooTcite, arJcansite, microUte.—At the Ellen ville, Ulster countj^. New
York, lead mines some remarkable flat, ruby-red crystals of brookite

have been found, and at Magnet cove, Arkansas, remarkably brilliant

crystals of the variety of this mineral known as arkansite occur in great

profusion, at times a transparent honey yellow. The mineral does not,

however, readily admit of polish. One fine crystal of microlite in the

cabinet of Mr. C. S. Bement, is about three-eighths of an inch long, and

in part a rich honey-yellow color, having all the color of topazolite, with

a higher luster. This might possibly be added to the list of American

gem minerals. This crystal was found at Amelia Court House, Vir-

ginia. Some few of the microlites found at the Amelia Court House
locality are of sufficient transparency to aftbrd gems, the color ranging

from an essonite red to that of a rich spinel yellow and remarkably

brilliant.

Microlite has the highest specific gravity of any known gem, being

about (5.

Ihnenite.—At Magnet cove, Arkansas, the ilmenite is found in such

fine bright crystals as to form natural ornaments, and will, besides, ad-

mit of a fine brilliant polish.

a " Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," 1881 page 84.
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Allanite.—The allanite found in large masses and crystals in Amherst
county, Virginia, is very compact and bright black in color, and would

form a black metallic gem stone.

Sodalite, cancrinite.—At Litchfield and South Litchfield, Maine, soda-

lite, elseolite, and cancrinite are found in bowlders in size from that of

the fist to those weighing many tons. They lie scattered over the sur-

face for a distance of about 4 miles. One mile and a half west of this

line, across a pond in West Gardiner, these minerals are found asso-

ciated with zircon, as in South Litchfield. On some of the West Gar-

diner farms there are ledges of rocks that are evidently the source of

these bowlders. The bowlders occur principally on the farms of Moses

True, Capt. Joseph Wharff, and Eufus Smith.

The deep-blue and azure-blue sodalite and cancrinite, a rich yellow,

and occasionally in hexagonal crystals, occur sparingly in S'^ams in this

tough elseolite and lepldoraelane rock. The seams are from 1 millimeter

to very nearly 1 inch in thickness; some of the white seams found are

evidently altered sodalite ; the cancrinite has been found 2 inches thick.

Violet and azure-blue sodalite have been found associated with elaeo-

lite, biotite, and zircon in a syenite vein at Salem, Massachusetts.

Enough has been found within the last two years at South Litchfield to

give it some gem importance. A number of distinct hexagonal crystals

of fine waxy yellow cancrinite, as a rule embedded in the deep blue so-

dalite, have also been found ; also pink and greenish masses, and masses

of rich yellow, 2 inches in thickness, which could be used the same as

sodalite.

ScapoUte.—The pink and purplish scapolite found at Boston, Massa-

chusetts, will polish nicely and form a neat ornamental gem stone.

Lazulite.—Lazulite in dark-blue crystals and crystalline masses is

found at Crowder's and Chubb's mountains in Gaston county, North

Carolina, and at Oofi"ee Gap, Sauratown mountains, Stokes county.

At Graves mountain, Lincoln county, are found the finest sky and dark-

blue crystals known. This mineral would make an opaque gem or orna-

mental stone, as the color, although lighter, is often as rich as lapis-

lazuli.

Cobaltite is occasionally cut abroad and resembles a flesh-colored

pyrite when cut. It is not found of fair quality at any American lo

cality.

Zincite, franklinite, and willemite{a), as found intermixed in the zinc

mines at Franklin, New Jersey, are at times ground into charms and
paperweights and ornaments of different kinds, principally by the

miners. They do not admit of a very fine polish, however, though they

present a good appearance. A curious brown serpentine containing

zinc, described by Prof. C. TJ. Shepard, was also cut and polished by
the miners here.

Enstatite amd &row5;iie.—Enstatite and bronzite are found half a mile

oSee also "Mineral Eesources of the United States, 1882," page 496.
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west of Texas, Pennsylvania, and in beautiful massive foliated varieties.

Bronzite was observed by Dr. Genth (a) near Crump's serpentine

quarry, near Media, in Middletown township, and also near Henry
Hippie's, in Marple township, forming the mass of Castle rock; also in

Newton township near the lime kiln, and near Eadnor's, Delaware

county. Bronzite and enstatite occur in large quantities at Bare Hills,

Maryland.

Titanite.—At Bridgewater station, Delaware county, Pennsylvania,

some remarkably fine crystals of titanite have been found. Some of

them, over 1 inch long and very transparent in parts, are a rich

greenish yellow and a vitreous golden, equaling iu color the finest

from the Tyrol, and some would afford gems weighing from 10 to 20

carats each, that would show a play of colors rather adamantine than

opalescent. Some of the fine crystals from this locality are now in the

cabinet of Mr. C. S. Bement, the W. S. Vaux cabinet, Academy of Nat-

ural Sciences, Philadelphia, and in the Peabody museum, New Haven.

Many yellow crystals(&) over 1 inch long have been found in the horn-

blendic gneiss on the Schuylkill near Philadelphia, and yellow crystals

with sunstone at W. Cloud's farm and Pearce's paper mill, in Kennett

township, Chester county, Pennsylvania.

Chlorastrolite.—One of the largest known perfect chlorastrolites is in

the cabinet of Mr. M. T. Lynde, of Brooklyn, Long Island, a gem meas-

uring 1 J by 1^ inches. A fine pair of chlorastrolites over half an inch

across are in the possession of Mr. P. A. Canfleld.

Datolite.—^The compact, opaque, white, creamy, and flesh-colored

varieties of datolite found at the Minnesota, Quincy, Marquette, Ash-

bed, and other mines in the copper region of Lake Superior, admit of a

very high polish, and make an excellent opaque gem or ornamental

stone. Notably one especially fine nodule over 4 inches across, with a

flesh-colored center shading off into gray and creamy tints, was found

at the Delaware mine, and is iu the cabinet of Mr. C. S. Bement.

Thompsonite.—Large quantities of thompsonite have been cut into gem
stones during the last year, the cutting consisting almost entirely of a

rounding off of the pebble so as to show the concentric and other mark-

ings to the best perfection. Some of them, over an inch in diameter,

have been polished. As a rule the small ones are the finest material.

The lintonite is really a variety of the thompsonite and polishes very

nicely, either alone or when occurring with the flesh-colored forms of

thompsonite.

Ifatrolite.—Many veins of natrolite, and more particularly one large

surface, representing over 300 square feet of the mineral, were met with

at shaft No. 2 of the West Shore railroad, at Weehawkeu, New Jersey.

Although this quantity aftbrded millions of crystals, scarcely any were

stout enough to afibrd gems of this beautiful limpid and white mineral,

a "PreKminary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," page 63.

b JMd., page 27.
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SO abundantly found here and all along Bergen hill where any tunnel-

ing has been carried on.

Fine crystals are found in the Lake Superior copper region. None
has been sold for gems in the United States, though it is occasionally

used as an initial gem for the letter " N" in initial jewelry.

PectoUte.—Among the Eskimo implements collected by the United

States Signal Service at Point Barrow, Alaska, and examined by Prof.

F. W. Clarke(c(), was a supposed jade, which he found on analysis to

be a new and interesting .variety of compact light-green pectolite ; spe-

cific gravity, 2.873. This was obtained from some point east of Point

Barrow, on the Kowak river, and forms an interesting and unexpected

addition to this line of gem stones.

Apophyllite (also called fish-eye stone) is really too soft for gem pur-

poses, though repeated references are made to it by gem writers.

The Erie tunnel, Bergen hill, afforded thousands of fine doubly-termi-

nated detached crystals, less than one-fourth inch in diameter, that were
really beautiful as ornaments ; this same tunnel afforded a single crystal 4

inches in diameter. Some beautiful ones have also been found at the

Cliff mine and other localities in the Lake Superior copper region, at

times being perfect specimens of limpidity. The West Shore railroad

tunnel at Weehawken, New Jers.ey, was the first locality in the United

States to produce pink and flesh-colored crystals. Many beautiful ones

were found here, though not as fine as the Andreasberg or the Mexican
varieties. This and the Lake Superior locality would both afford ma-
terial for cutting.

Apatite.—Apatite was found in such remarkably perfect and fine-

colored crystals at the tourmaline locality at Auburn, Maine, by Mr.N.
H. Perry, that the hill on which the tourmalines were found has been
named Mount Apatite. These crystals were transparent green, pink,

and violet, and so much resembled tourmaline as at times to have been
mistaken for it. Some of the local collectors attempted cutting some
of them, but the hardness is too low for a transparent gem.

GrocidoUte.— Crocidolite was observed by Col. Joseph Wilcox(&) in

long, delicate fibers of a blue color, in one of the western counties of

North Carolina.

Mr. Theo. D. Eand found a dark-bluish, fibrous mineral at the Falls

of the Schuylkill, and Prof. W. T. Eoepper (c) found at Coopersburg,

associated with white and brownish-white garnet, bluish-white crys-

talline fibrous coatings, w^hich may belong here.

Crocidolite was also observed near Cumberland, Rhode Island, and
at Eland Fountain, Orange river. New Jersey, though none ofgem value

has yet been found in the United States.

Serpentine.—The many fine varieties of serpentine found in the United

a American'Journal of Science, 111., Vol. XXXVIII., page 63.

b " Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," 1881, page 41.

c "Preliminary report on the Mineralogy of Pennsylvania," page 10.
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States would admit of use in some cases as ornaments. The dark-green

noble serpentine of Newburyport, Massachusetts, was cut into oak and

other leaf-like forms, very effectively indeed, by Mr. F. Osgood, of that

place. The handsome yellow serpentine of Montville is also of the pre-

cious variety.

The beautiful varieties of serpentine or verd antique from Harford

county, Maryland, admit of a fine polish.

The serpentines of Saint Lawrence county, as also those of Cornwall,

Monroe, and Warwick townships, Orange county, the ophiolite of New
York city and vicinity, the serpentine of New Eochelle, New York, also

some of the Hoboken, New Jersey, and the Staten Island varieties are

useful for ornamental and occasionally for gem purposes.

At Stoneham, Maine, green and red damourite(a), altered from topaz,

was cut into different odd forms and charms by local collectors. At
Deer Isle, also, serpentine of a very light- green color occurs.

The serpentine of Texas, Mineral Hill, Newtown, Marple, Middle-

town, and other localities in Delaware county, Pennsylvania, are also

very fine.

The serpentine from the neighborhood of Patterson(&), Caldwell

county, North Carolina, is of a dark greenish-black color, and admits of

a fine polish.

The serpentinous substance named pelhamine by Prof. C. U. Shep-

ard(c) admits of a very good polish and with a very curious effect.

Dr. F. A. Genth mentions as being found at Easton, Pennsylvania,

a bowenite frequently containing a small quantity of tremolite; it is of

a greenish and reddish-white color and of great tenacity. This is evi-

dently the so-called jade mentioned in the report for 1882. The easy

working of this material, and the effective designs that can be made
from it, recommend it as having fully as much merit for tourists'jewelry

as the various teeth, beans, and other like things that are sold for this

purpose.

Fluorite.—The clear varieties of colored transparent fluorite are des

ignated as false ruby, emerald, sapphire, topaz, amethyst, etc. Many
fine specimens of the green have been found at Muscalonge lake. Saint

Lawrence county, New York, at times crystals over 1 foot across.

The Hardin county, Illinois, localities are the largest deposits in the

United States, and some thousands of tons are annually mined here

;

crystals of the richest purple, yellow, red, rose-colored, green, and other

varieties are very common. It differs from the English in that the

crystalline faces in nearly all cases are dull and the colors show only

by transmitted light. Some crystals 1 foot across were observed here.

On the Cumberland river, Tennessee, some of the finest American

crystals of a blue-green variety have been'found; wine and honey-

a American Journal of Science, May, 1885.

b Genth and Kerr's " Minerals of North Carolina," page 57.

e " Contributions to Mineralogy," 1876.
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yellow ones also at Saint Louis, Missouri, in the geodes in the lime-

stone. Fine crystals are found at Pike's peak, Colorado.

One of the most remarkable varieties of this mineral is a chlorophane

from the microlite localities(a) at Amelia Court House, Virginia. This

fluoresces by the heat of the hand, and when a cut stone was placed in

a vial of warm water, showed distinctly in a dark room, thus making a

new form of gem, i. e., a fluorescent gem stone, though not hard enough
for any kind of wear.

Fossil coral.—The Iowa fossil corals have during the last year been

sold more largely than heretofore for jewelry, paper weights, and speci-

mens. One Philadelphia lapidary states that he sold over $250 worth

in one year. It is sold to some extent at Iowa City and other places in

Iowa, as well as at the regular tourists' stopping places all over the

United States.

Lepidolite.—Lepidolite has been found in large quantities in the past

at Mount Mica, Paris, Maine, which has aflbrded masses of 50 pounds
of very fine color ; at Hebron and Norway, and more recently at Auburn,
also at Mount Black, Rumford, Maine. As this mineral is used to some
extent abroad for ornaments, sucb as dishes, vases, paper weights, etc.,

the similar utilization of the American material is suggested.

Aragonite and satin spar.—The aragonite " satin spar," from near

Dubuque, Iowa, especially in such fine form as at Eice's cave, and in

such remarkably fine forms as the " floss ferri " variety, from near

Eapid City, Dakota, would admit of the same uses as common satin

spar.

The satin spar (gypsum) ornaments, such as beads, eggs, and a variety

of others, sold at Niagara Falls and many of the tourist places, are

almost without exception imported from Wales, though some few com-

mon white gypsum ornaments are at times cut from gypsum found near

Niagara. On Goat island large masses are often found, and occasion-

ally even under the falls, where all the material for all the ornaments
sold here is supposed to have been found. Fine selenite occurs here,

but no satin spar.

Malachite.—One very fine, compact, fibrous mass of dark green

malachite, that would cut a beautiful cube 1 inch square, from the Mc-
Culloch mine, Virginia, is in the cabinet of Mr. C. S. Bement.
Hoff'mann meutious it in massive concretions in Copper canon. Galena

district, and at Mineral Hill, Nevada. Some of the copper mines of

Arizona and New Mexico will undoubtedly furnish fine specimens when
they are more developed.

Mr. F. E. Monteverde has some gem specimens of malachite of very
good quality, over 1 inch across, from the Copper Queen mine, Bisbee,

Arizona. Malachite has been found recently at the Globe and Arizona
mines in fibrous and mammillary masses, and in seams from 3 to 4 inches
in thickness and of very fine color, in many respects equaling the finest

a American Journal of Science, July, 1884.
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from Russia. A number of fancy articles have been made from it. At
Ducktown, Tennessee, some fine radiated masses have been found that

would polish well.

At the Jones mine, Berks county, Pennsylvania, very dark green and

finely mottled malachite was found that would cut into tine gems over

2 inches across. Some very fine specimens from here are in the cabinet

of Mr. W. W. Jefferis. The material from this locality equals any from

Russia, but the supply is very limited.

Malachite is found in Forth Carolina in Guilford, Cabarrus, and

Mecklenburg counties. At Silver Hill and Conrad Hill, in Davidson

county, the fibrous variety has been observed, and at a number of other

localities in the State, but rarely of any gem value. In the United

States subtreasury, in New York City, are a few fine gem pieces of

malachite from the Copper Knob mine in Ashe county, North Carolina.

Chrysocolla.—A beautiful compact chrysocolla, mixed with quartz, is

found at the AUouez mine, Houghton, Lake Superior region. Some of

the specimens would furnish fine, rich, bluish-green gems one-half inch

square.

Beautiful specimens, botryoidal and massive, greenish blue in color,

have been found at the Jones mine, near Morgantown, Berks county,

Pennsylvania ; and a fine specimen from some Arizona locality, coated

with chalcedony, made some beautiful gems when the chalcedony was

polished, allowing the botryoidal chrysocolla to show through. In one

case these markings resemble a human head.

Anthracite is used to some extent as jewelry, being carved and turned

into small trinkets, such as compass cases, boots, hearts, anchors, and

other small charms. It could readily be made into beads a*nd round

ornaments to be used for scarf pins, lace pins, bracelets, etc., in the

same way as jet. It is also turned into cups, saucers, vases, candle-

sticks, and paper weights, and is carved by hand into a variety of small

ornaments. The objects made often have one or more ridges of the

rough coal, the other portions being highly polished, thus making a

striking contrast. Most of the anthracite is worked at Mountain Top,

near Glen Summit, Lucerne county, Pennsylvania. The material used

is obtained at the Franklin mine at Ashley, the Spring Tunnel mine at

Summit Hill, and at Nanticoke, Pennsylvania. These articles are sold

at Scranton, Wilkes Barre, Pittston, Mauch Chunk, and at the Sum-

mit Hill station on the Switchback railroad. From $2,500 to $3,000

worth of these anthracite objects are sold annually.

CatUnite or pipestone.—Catlinite, which is found in such large quan-

tities in the Upper Missouri region, and especially in Pipestone county,

Minnesota, is worked into a large variety of ornamental pipes, that are

sold at from 75 cents or $1 each to as much as $5 and $10; at times as

high even as $20 for very large pieces of carving. They are made in a

variety of forms, mainly to sell readily, such as tomahawks with the

pipe bowl in the back, and often pipes from 10 to 24 inches long have
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one or more figures on the stem, which is sometimes made of several

pieces, usually, however, of wood. Parts of the pipes are often laid

out in designs that are filled in with lead.

This stone is also worked into a variety of ornaments and into small

charms of different kinds. These are offered and find a ready sale to

persons visiting Mianehaha Falls, Lake Minnetonka, various hotels in

Saint Paul and Minneapolis, and other cities in Minnesota and Dakota
as far west as Fort Sully. The amount sold annually is perhaps
$10,000 to $15,000 worth. This stone should surely find more uses
from its compactness, easy working, and the fine polish it admits of.

One curious spotted variety is very beautiful, and would make a good
contrast with the regular red pipestone.

Catlinite is also found at Eice lake, Barron county, Wisconsin.

Amber.—Before the Kew York Academy of Sciences, February 5,

1883, I exhibited and described an elongated, twisted mass of amber(a)
of a rich yellow color, but opaque, weighing 12 ounces, that had been
found on the shore at Nantucket, Massachusetts, evidently from the

Tertiary deposits there. This mass more closely resembled the true

amber than any other American specimen yet seen.

The Kev. Phcebe Hanaford, at the same meeting, mentioned having
found a small piece weighing about 1 ounce at the same locality.

Amber has also been found at Martha's Vineyard and at Gay Head.
In a paper read before the New York Academy of Sciences, on

the same date, I described a mass of amber 20 inches long, G inches

wide, and 1 inch thick, and weighing 64 ounces, found at Kirby's
marl pit, on Old Man's creek, near Harrisonville, Gloucester county,

New Jersey. A one-fourth-inch section showed a light grayish-yellow

color. A section one-fourth inch thick.showed a light, very transparent
yellowish-brown color. The entire mass was filled with botryoidal-

shaped cavities filled with glauconite or greensand and a trace of vivi-

anite. The hardness is the same as the Baltic amber, only slightly

tougher and cutting more like horn, and the cut surface showing a
curious pearly luster, differing in this respect from any other amber yet
examined by me. This luster is not produced by the impurities, for

the clearest parts show it the best. It admitted of a good polish.

The specific gravity of a very pure piece of the carefully selected amber
is 1.061, which is the lowest density on record, the usual amber range
being from 1.065 to 1.081. It ignites in the same way as other ambers.
It was found at a depth of 28 feet and under 20 feet of the Cretaceous
marl, the amber being found in a 6-foot stratum of fossils.

Dr. N. L. Britton has observed traces of amber near Camden, New
Jersey, in the Cretaceous deposits.

Dr. Charles C. Abbott(6) mentions having several times found small
grains or pebbles of amber in the bed of Crosswick's creek. These he

a Now in the Amherst College cabinet.

b Science, Vol. I., page 594.
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gave to Mr. W. S. Vaux, of Philadelphia, and they are now at the

Academy of ll^atural Sciences. He suggests that they are derived from

the beds of clay which are exposed in the bluff' forming the southern

bank of the creek. There are Cretaceous clays nearer Trenton than

Orosswick's creek, in which occurs much fossil wood ; in and on this

grains of amber are not uncommon ; they are usually very small and

difficult to detect. The wood is soft and very recent in appearance,

burning with an uncertain, flickering flame. The amber is evidently

derived from the sap of the wood.

The late Professor Kerr(«) mentioned the finding of succinite in lumps

of several ounces weight in Pitt county and elsewhere, in the Tertiary

marl beds of the eastern counties of North Carolina.

Dr. Troost(6) mentions that at Cape Sable, on the northern side of

Magothy river and western shore of Maryland amber of several varie-

ties occurs. One is entirely opaque in concentric zones of every shade

of red, yellow, and brown, thus displaying the most beautiful colors;

another is a transparent yellow, and another is an earthy porous variety.

It is found heie in the lignite beds in some quantity. It also occurs on

the Chesapeake and Delaware canal in Kent county, Delaware.

Mr. C. G. Yale, of San Francisco, California, says that amber is com-

mon in the lignite deposits on the peninsula of Alaska. It is also ob-

tained in the alluvium in the delta of the Yukon river and in the vicinity

of most of the Tertiary coal deposits on the Fox islands, being every-

where an article of ornament with the natives, who carve it into rude

beads.

At no American locality is amber found of commercial value, and al-

though the specimens above referred to are all called amber, they are

undoubtedly, with the exception of the Is'antasket amber, all from dif-

ferent trees from those producing the Baltic amber, and analyses of

them would prove of considerable interest.

Jet—Jet occurs in the Wet Mountain valley, Trinchera mesa, south-

east Colorado, and in the coal seams of most coal-bearing rocks of Colo-

rado. The beautiful specimens of El Paso county, although sold largely

for specimens, are very little if at all used for ornamental purposes, from

the fact mainly that although this perhaps rivals any known jet, black

onyx has almost entirely superseded this material in the United States,

owing to the greater hardness of the onyx and the cheapness with which

it is furnished from Oberstein and Idar.

Meerschaum.—Sepiolite, or meerschaum, has occasionally been met
with in compact masses of smooth earthy texture in the magnesia quar-

ries in West Nottingham townshij), Chester county, Pennsylvania.

Only a few small pieces have been found, but they were of good qual-

ity. It also occurs in grayish and yellowish white masses in the ser-

pentine near Stamp's tavern, in Concord township, Delaware county.

a "Minerals and Mineral Localities of North Carolina," jiage 83.

b Silliman'a Journal, page 182, 1835?.
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Masses weighing 1 pound, of a pure white material, have been found

on the John Smith farm, Middletown, in the same county.

It has been observed at the Cheever iron mine, Eichmond, Massa-

chusetts, of equally good quality, in pieces over 1 inch across.

It has also been found in the serpentine at New Eochelle, Westches-

ter county, New York.

PRODUCTION OF PRECIOUS STONES IN THE UNITED STATES.

While it is impossible to obtain exact returns of the values of the

precious stones found in the United States, it is believed that the esti-

mates given in the following table represent, roughly, the total values

and the proportionate values of the several mineralogical species. Gold

quartz, the value of which should be more properly perhaps included

under the head of gold mining, is added at the close of the list.

Estimated production of precious stones in the United States in 1883 and 1884.

Species.

Diamond
Sapphire gems
Clirysoberyl
Topaz
Beryl
Emeralds .'.

Hiddenlte
Tourmaline
Smoky quartz
Quartz
Silicified wood
Garnets
Anthracite
Pyrite
Amazonstone
Catlinite
AiTow points
TriboMtes
Sagenitic rutile
Hornblende in quartz

.

Peridot
Tbonipsonite .

Diopside

Chlorastrolite
Turquois .

Moss agate
Amethyst
Jasper
Sunstone
Fossil coral

Total.
Gold quartz .

1883.

2 « ii

BS « .

Ills_ " O +i'

Ram

© DO « f^

$200
100

1,000
200
500
100

2,500
10, 000
5,000
1,000

1,500
3,500

10, 000

1,000
500
500
500
50

250
200

1,000
500

1,500
3.000
2,000
2,000
250
500

47, 350
40, 000

a <a

9 g

$2, 000

300

'566'

7,500
1,500

5,000
2,500

500
250

500
100
250
500
100
500

1,000
500

20, 000
250
500
200
250

44, 700
75, 000

Total.

$2, 200
100

1,000
500
500
600

10, 000

11, 500
5,000
6,000
2,500
2,000
3,750

10, 000
1,000

500
1,000

600
300
75U
300

1,500
1,500
2,000

21, 000
2,250
2,500

450
750

92, 050
115, 000

1884.

0.2 S
0043 o
'd 'S*^
1=1.2 o .

I 1^1
O p.00 o
§"»=&
.:; EC oz^

$250
25

200
300

1,500
2,000

10. 000
10, 000
1,000

2,000
2,500

10, 000
1,000

500
500
500
50

250

4,000
500

1,500
1,000
2,000
2,000
250
500

54,325
40, 000

1,500

300
400

500
10, 000
1,500
500

3,000
2,500
1,000

250

500
100
100
500

500
1,000

500
2,000

250
500
200
250

28, 650
100, 000

Total

1,750
25

500
700

2,000
12, 000
11,500
10, 500
4,000
2,500
3,000
2,750

10, 000
1,000

500
1,000
600
150
750

4,500
3,500
2,000
3,000
2,250
2,500
450
750

82, 975
140, 000
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IMPORTS.

Diamonds and other^precious stones imported and enteredfor consumption in the United States^

1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30— Glazier's. Dust.
Kough. or
uncut.

Diamonds
and other
stones not

set.

Set in gold
or otHer
metal.

Total.

1867.
1868.
1869.
1870.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.
1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884-

445
9,372

976
2,386

22, 208

140
71
17

89, 707
40, 424
68, 621
a2,5L8
20, 678

45, 264
36, 409
18, 889
49, 360
51, 409
92, 853
82, 628
37, 121

$176, 426
144, 629
211,920
186, 404
78, 033
63, 270

104, 158
129, 207
233, 596
449,313
443, 996
367, 816

317, 420
060, 544
997, 282
768, 324
349, 482
939, 155
917, 216
158, 172
234. 319
409, 516
110,215
970, 469
841, 335
690,912
320,315
377, 200
598, 176
712, 315

1, 465
23

1,504
256

2,400
326
114

45
1,734
1,025

538
765

1,307
3,205
2,081

(«)

$1, 318, 617
1, 062, 493
1, 997, 890
1, 779. 271

2, 350, 731

3, 033, 648
3, 134. 392
2,371,536
3, 478, 757
2, 616, 643

2, 235, 246

3, 071, 173

3, 964, 920
6, 870, 244
8, 606, 627
8, 922, 771
8, 126, 881
9, 139, 460

alTot specified.

Imports of substances not included in thejoregoing table, 1868 to 1884 inclusive.

Piscal years ending
June 30—

1868-
1869.
1570.
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874-
1875-
1876.

1877.
1878.
1879-
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883-
1884-

$151
177
520
293
579
82

138
57

486
901
14

o *

1

529
1,310
1,524
5,165
1,567
1, 904

404
364

2,346
3,700
5,084
2,895
6, 100

$269
766
661
207



FERTILIZERS.

PHOSPHATE ROCK.

By David T. Day.

All the natural sources which yield phosphorus even in very small

quantity have industrial value in furnishing this element for fertil-

izers. First among these sources are the different varieties of calcium

phosphate found quite widely distributed over the United States. This

substance occurs as " phosphate rock " in a bed of enormous value,

with its center at Charleston, South Carolina. The bed can be mined
for a distance of 70 miles parallel to the coast, and has a maximum width

of 30 miles, and crops out again irregularly in North Carolina; lately

similar deposits have been investigated in Florida, and the phosphates

of Alabama will probably assume industrial importance in the future.

While these deposits have a few distinguishing features, to be spoken
of farther on, they are all much more closely allied to each other than

to apatite, a phosphate of calcium containing varying amounts of cal-

cium chloride and calcium fluoride, which is the second and less impor-

tant form in which phosphorus is obtained for fertilizers, and which is

found irregularly distributed through the l^ew England States towards
Canada.

SOUTH CAROLINA.

There is little to be added to the description of the phosphate de-

posits of South Carolina, given by Mr. O. A. Moses in " Mineral Ee-

sources of the United States, 1882." The region has been explored

quite thoroughly, and new beds are only continuations of old ones that

have become unprofitable. About two years ago Italian laborers were
introduced into the phosphate mines, but they have given place again to

the negroes, who have proved more tractable and better suited to the

climate. Much attention is now being paid to improvements in the

dredges for river mining, the object being to secure a satisfactory method
of crushing the rock at the bottom of the river. Just now (June, 1885)

the phosphate industry is awaiting the results of the trial of the new
Brotherhood dredge, an adai^tation of the Clyde form, of which much has

been said pro and con. The " clam-scoop" dredge has done well in

783
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Beaufort river, where improvements in dredging and drying machinery

are being made more rapidly than at Charleston. The Edisto and Ash-

epoo district is also receiving more attention than during former years.

The production of crude phosphate rock in 1883 and 1884 was some-

what greater than during any former period. This was due to more
systematic methods in mining rather than to an increased demand ; the

prices, therefore, have been somewhat lower, $5.50 per ton being the

average price for clean-washed phosphates. The West is becoming a

better market for crude phosphates ; 12,000 tons were shipped west-

ward in the year 1883-'84 against 6,000 tons in 1882-'83. From June

1, 1883, to May 31, 1884, the entire yield of crude phosphates from

South Carolina was 431,779 long tons ; of this about three-fifths, or

252,825 tons, were shipped from the port of Charleston, and nearly all of

the remainder from Beaufort ; 6,329 tons were shipped from other ports.

From June 1, 1884, to May 31, 1885, the production was slightly less,

namely, 395,403 long tons j the proportion between the shipments from

Beaufort and Charleston remained practically the same as in the pre-

vious year. A summary of the entire production in. South Carolina is

given in the following table

:

Phosphate roclc {washed product) mined hy the land and river mining companies of South
Carolina.

Tears ending May 31

—
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Detailed siattiavnl of total foreiyii and cowyLwim- bldprncntti and local coimunqjtion since

June I, 1874.

Periods.

From June 1, 1874, to May 3J, 1875

:

Foreign ports '

Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

.

From June 1, 1875, to May 31, 1876

;

P'oreigu ports •-

Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

From June 1, 1876, to May 31, 1877

:

Foreign ports
Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

From June 1, 1877, to May 31, 1878

:

Foreign ports
Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

From June 1, 1878, to May 31, 1879

:

Foreign ports
Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

From June 1, 1879, to May 31, 1880

:

Foreign ports
Domestic ports
Consuiped

Total

From .June 1, 1880, to May 31, 1881

:

Foreign ports
Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

From June 1, 1881, to May 31, 1882

:

Foreigu ports
Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

From June 1, 1882, to May 31, 1883

:

Foreign ports
Domestic ports
Consumed

Total

From June 1, 1883, to May 81, 1884:
Foreign ports
Domestic ports - .

.

Consumed

Total

irroni June 1 , 1884, to May 31, 1885

:

Foreign ports
Domestic ports
Consumed , .

.

Total

Beaufort.

Long tons.

44, 617
7,000

^ ^ IJ.*»*«5Q

51, 617

50, 384
9,400

59, 784

73, 923
6,285

80, 208

100, 619
8, 217

108, 836

97, 799
8,618

106, 417

47,157
13, 346

60, 503

62, 200
65, 895

128, 095

89,581
57, 465

147, 046

94, 789
36, 175

130, 964

132, 114
34, 711
5,800

172, 625

Charleston.

Long tons.

25, 929
25, 560

19, 684

71, 173

Other
points.

Long tons.

25, 431
28, 831

18, 850

73, 112

28,844
40, 708
13, 400

83, 012

21,123
60, 729
17, 635

99, 487

21,767
52, 281

18, 900

92, 948

14, 218
94, 002
22, 040

130, 260

8,568
91, 929
38, 142

138, 639

22, 905
111,334
42,937

177, 156

28, 251
150, 545
42, 620

221, 416

20, 539
181,363
50, 923

Total.

Long tons.

70, 546
32, 560
19,684

122, 790

75, 815
38, 231
18, 850

132, 896

102, 767
47, 053
13,400

163, 220

121, 742
68, 946
17, 635

208, 323

119, 566
60, 899
18, 900

199, 365

61, 375
107, 348
22, 040

190, 763

70, 768
157, 824
38, 142

7, 875

266, 734

112, 486
176, 654
42, 937

7,875 332, 077

26, 000

123, 040
212,720
42, 620

378, 380

; 152, 653

6,329 222,403
;

56,723

252, 825 6,329
\

431,779

111, 075
30, 963
12, 000

154, 038

11, 495
161,700
55, 000

228, 195

13, 170

122, 570
205, 833
67, 000

13, 170 395, 403
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A noteworthy feature in the year 1884 was the formation in March of

the Phosphate Miners' Exchange, in which the producers have joined,

in order to support the interests of the trade. The organization is quite

perfect, but the price of phosphate rock has not risen since its forma-

tion. The following companies and individuals are engaged in mining

phosphate rock in South Carolina

:

List of phosphate mining companies in South Carolina.

LAND COMPANIES.

Charleston Mining and Manufacturing Company, Ashley river.

Bolton Mines, Ashley river.

C. C. Pinckney, Ashley river.

Rose Mining Company, Ashley river.

Wm. Gregg, Ashley river.

Saint Andrews Mining Company, Stono river.

D. Roberts, Stono river.

A. B. Rose, Ashley river.

Wando Company, Ashley river.

G. A. Trenholm & Son, Ashley river.

J. F. Fishburne, Ashley river.

F. C. Fishburne, Edisto river.

L. N. Chisolm, Edisto river.

Cahill & Wise, Ashley river.

Charles H. Drayton & Co., Ashley river.

Pacific Guano Company, Bull river.

E. Willis, Charleston.

G. H. Linstedt, Charleston.

Charleston Phosphate Company, Charleston.

Dotterer & Ravenel, Charleston.

D. W. Ebaugh, Charleston.

W. L. Bradley, Rantowle's creek. *

C. O. Campbell, Charleston.

Wm. Wilkinson, Charleston.

RIVER COMPANIES.
,

Coosaw Company, Coosaw river.

Farmers' Company, Coosaw river.

Oak Point Mining Company. Bull river.

South Carolina Phosphate Company, limited, Beaufort.

Phosphate Mining Company, limited, Beaufort.

Campbell & Wilson, Beaufort.

J. B. & J. Seabrook, Beaufort.

W. T. Seward, Beaufort.

George Gage, Beaufort.

Baring mine, Jacksonborough.

J. G. Taylor, Beaufort.

S. M. Croft, Beaufort.

G. T. Davis, Beaufort.

W. W. Farr, Beaufort.

Trenholm & Venning, Charleston.

Sea Island Chemical Company, Saint Helena sound.

Hume Bros. & Co., limited, Saint Helena sound.
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Manufacture.—Numerous advantages are offered to the producer of

phosphate rock for converting his product directly into the usual form

in which it is applied as a fertilizer, namely, " superphosphate of lim*^

"

(see page 815), and thus save freight on fertilizers which would otherwise

be. shipped from States farther north. The manufacture is increasing

rapidly, and the following firms in South Carolina are now making fer-

tilizers of various grades

:

List of manufacturers of superphosphates and fertilizers in South Carolina.

Name. Location.

Wando Phosphate Company—
Atlantic Phosphate Company..,
Stono Phosphate Company
Pacific Guano Company
Eclisto Phosphate Company
Etiwan Phosphate Company

—

Ashepoo Phosphate Company.

.

Charleston Phosphate Company
C. C. Pinckney Company
H. Bulwinkle Company
Wilcox, Gibhes &Co
Woodstock Lime Company
Domestic Fertilizer Company...
Sea Island Chemical Company

.

Hume Bros. & Co., limited
Port Royal Fertilizer Company.

$100, 000
200, 000
135, 000

1, 000, 000
200, 000
300, 000
125, 000
50, 000

100, 000

50, 000
100, 000
100, 000
50, 000

100, 000
500, 000
125, 000

Ashley river.
Do.

. Do.
Do.

Cooper river.
Do.

Ashley river.
Ashley river.

Do.
Do.

Charleston:
Woodstock.
Columbia.
Beaufort.

Do.
Do.

Statement of manufactured fei'tilizers shipped from Charleston since 1871.

[Calendar years.]

By- 1871. 1872. 1874. 1875. 1877.

South Carolina railway

:

January '.

February
March
April
May

Northeastern railroad

:

January
February
March .

'.

April
May

Charleston and Savannah railway:
January
February
March
April
May

Georgetown, Pee Dee, Santee, and
Edisto steamers

:

January to June

Short
tons.

3,616
4,809
5,763
2,853

80

182
599
603
293

Total five months
For remainder of year.

Grand total

4
87

300
54
2

1,236

20,481
2,108

Short
tons.

7, 224
8,304
9,925
2,845

112

626
1,955
1,284

580

193
587
240
130

1

2,713

Short
tons.

8,832
10, 295
13,714
5,419

175

1,912
2,008
3,011
1,606

76

95
350
520
120

1

2,038

Short
tons.

7,330
7,901
8,214
2,949

318

1,271
2,684
2,804
1,001

41

116
285
253
153

1

1,679

Short
tons.

4,830-

9,780
11, 156
4,313

164

2,872
3,813
3,195
1,379

106

282
497
424
90
1

Short
tons.

8,084
11, 156
8,491
2,565

77

2,064
3,894
2,927
1,109

58

206
551
401
108

1

855

Short
tons.

5,480
12, 419
10, 710
2,183

70

385
1, 981
3,385

888
57

322
791
256
26
31

1,081

36, 719
1,040

50, 172

6,126
37,000 ! 44,808
9,3b2

j
6,029

42, 547
3,896

22, 589 37, 759 56, 298 46, 382 50, 837 46, 443

40, 065
5,691

45, 750
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Statement of manufaGtured fertilizers shipped from Charleston since 1871—Contiuued.

By- 1878. 1879. 1880. 1881. 1882. 1883. 1884.

South Carolina railway

:

January
February
March
April
May

Northeastern railroad:
January
Febrnaiy
March
April
May

Charleston and Savannah railway

:

January
February
May
April
May

Georgetown, Pee Dee, Santee, and
Edisto steamers

:

January to June

Total five months
For remainder of year.

Short
tons.

6,789
12, 662

15, 019
1,795

44

879
1,817
3,371
1,579

141

676
584
436
95

1,263

47, 152

4,848

Short
tons.

6,559
14, 445
12, 044
2,513

53

285
3,231
2,731

634
48

1,016
1,791
1,444

675
5

1,364

48, 838
11, 162

Short
tons.

17, 449
17, 368
10, 814
2,761

707

1,381
3,366
3,382

977
201

1, 102

1,249
476
203

2,560

64, 005
15, 995

G]*and total

.

"52, 000 60,000 ' 80,000

Short
tons.

14, 930
18, 523

18, 721
3,599

189

2,186
3,256
4,939
3,044

28

951
1,155
2,375

629
50

2,950

77, 525
25, 000

102, 525

Short
tons.

18, 391
19, 837
12, 107
1,711

548

2,424
5,362
7,285

955
198

690
1,272
594
100
14

2,002

73, 490
29, 000

Short
ions.

17, 721
32, 618
21, 626
2,971
720

5,430.

9,708
9,091
1,638
216

2,059
2,888
1,003

225
33

3,517

111,464
20, 000

102, 490 131, 464

Short
tons.

21, 443
29, 171

18, 118
5,019
441

5,194
12, 318
7,822
2,413
220

4,196
5,373
3,525
1, 234

20

6,309

122, 816
17,184

140, 000

NORTH CAROIIXA.

Within the years which this report is intended to cover (1883 and

1884) discovery has been made of beds of phosphate rock in North Car-

olina of such extent that they must inevitably become an important

factor in the phosphate industry of the United States. The discovery

is due to Dr. Charles W. Dabney, jr., director of the agricultural ex-

periment station of North Carolina, and it is from the reports of this

institution that the following account has been condensed. The beds

of marl common in Virginia are also found in many counties of North

Carolina. It has been known for many years that coprolites and fish

teeth may be found at the bottom of this marl. Tbey are mixed with

shells and rounded pebbles of quartz. They have been noticed occa-

sionally in such quantity that suggestions have been made in several

geological reports as to their practical value for fertilizers, but they

have remained untouched until now, although the associated marl has

been dug for manuring adjacent, land. This was the state of knowledge

in regard to them from 1852 to 1883. In the winter of 1883 Dr. T. D.

Hogg took a phosphatic specimen to the experiment station at Ealeigh

for examination. The specimen came from a farm at Castle Haynes,

New Hanover county. It was followed by another specimen from the

same county, near Eocky Point. Both consisted of a ^' conglomerate " in

which phosphatic nodules, sharks' teeth, shells, etc., were bound together

by a cement of carbonate of lime. Soon after this Mr. Levi Moore aud

Col. A. M. Faisou sent samples from another part of the State, Sampson
county, which bore more the character of phosphate rock. Brief ex-

j)loratious of these looalitiea were macie aud so muoU iater^at wa^
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awakened that many samples were sent to the station for analysis. The
results showed that numerous deposits of i)bosphate rock exist in

Sampson, Duplin, and Onslow counties. This information was ob-

tained in the first year after ^the earliest" intimation had been received

of the existence of the phosphate rock. In January, 1884, a survey-

ing party was sent out, and the following account of its operations

gives the basis upon which the subsequent opinion as to the practi-

cal value of the North Carolina phosphates is based. The phosphate

localities lie in a belt 15 to 20 miles wide, extending from the South

Carolina line northeastward with the trend of the coast to the Neuse
river, and with its southeastern boundary 20 to 25 miles from the

coast line. It runs through the counties of Columbus, Bladen, Samp-
son, a corner of Pender, through Duplin, and includes a small part

of Lenoir, Jones, and Onslow counties. It was the work of the first

survey party to establish these limits by examining all the deposits

and forming a crude estimate of the situation of each bed as well as

the quality and quantity of phosphate. Phosphates were found in one

hundred and forty-eight localities in the whole belt. Up to October,

1884, seventy-one of these, lying in the central part of the belt,

mainly in Sampson and Duplin counties, had been explored. The
boundaries of each bed were determined by digging pits at short in-

tervals. The thickness of the beds and the distance from the surface

were measured, and the yield of rock compared with the amount of

earth which must be removed to get to it. This exploration developed

the fact that the belt is a gently undulating country 60 to 120 feet

above the sea-level. The beds are of very irregular outline and in what
are usually termed " pockets." Thej^ are found on small streams,

usually a few hundred feet down the stream from the marl beds. They
lie in the bottoms and extend inl o the adjoining slopes. They are found

at all depths from the surface to 20 feet, which is as deep as the ex-

ploration has been pushed. The surface soil is a very sandy loam, the

subsoil a stiff yellowish or reddish clay. The phosphate rock is found

frequently immediately underneath a stratum of 2 to 4 feet of this

clay imbedded in coarse sand. Underneath this is another stiff", fine-

grained, bluish clay. The layer of phosphate rock is 6 to 20 inches

thick. The rock is in the form of light gray to dark greenish-black -

lumps, which are rounded and perforated, though less so than the South
Carolina rock. They vary in size from that of an orange to great slabs

or cakes weighing half a ton. The seventy-one beds explored lie along

the line of the Wilmington and Weldon railroad, on either side in an
area seven miles square, including Warsaw, Bowden's station, and
Faison's. Fifty of the beds, varying in size from one-third acre to 12

acres, were found to yield phosphate rock containing from 30 to CO per

cent, bone phosphate, and when followed only to a depth of 10 feet

yielded 100 to 1,100 tons per acre, the average being 407 tons to the

acre. As this gives the average of the total area explored it does not
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represent the best yield wliicli would be obtained in mining, by neglect-

ing poor beds. The following is a summary of the survey's work-

Summary of explorations of North Carolina phosphate deposits.

Total number of acres explored 124. 98

Total number of pits dug 790

Total cubic feet earth excavated 69,719

Total pounds phosphate rock excavated 75,495

Total calculated number tons of phosphate rock in the 124.98 acres 50,864.48

Average tons per acre 406. 98

In order to test the actual cost of mining the rock a bed was selected

not for its richness but proximity to the railroad, and the cost involved

in loading 50 tons of rock on the cars was carefully noted, as follows

:

Cost of mining 50 tons of North Carolina phosphate rock.

Cubic yards earth, etc., excavated 681

Fraction of an a ere excavated 0. 1

1

Cost of excavation $110 05

Cost of hauling 33 75

Cost of loading on cars - 2 75

Cost of ditching 18 75

Total cost 165 30

This experimental mining was carried on during very wet weather

in March, and it is probable that the expense could be reduced to $110

instead of $165. The following are analyses selected at random from

among a large number published by the agricultural station:

Analyses of North Carolina phosphate rock.

Locality.

Farm of J. W. Best, near Warsaw, Duplin county .

Farm of D. I. Woodward, near Warsaw, Duplin
county

Farm of D, I. Woodward, near Warsaw, Duplin
county

Farm of K. Middleton, 2 miles east of Warsaw, Du-
plin county

Farm of K. Middleton, 2 miles east of Warsaw, Du-
plin county

Farm of G. Middleton, 2 miles east of Warsaw, Du--
plin county ^

Farm of G. Middleton, 2 miles east of Warsaw, Du-
plin county

Farm of Levi Moore, 4J miles southeast of Warsaw,
Duplin county

Farm of Mrs. li. Bowden, IJ miles west of Warsaw,
Sampson county

Farm of Col. A. M. Fai8on,2J miles west of Warsaw,
Sampson county

Farm of A. Kich, 3 miles south of Faison's, Samp-
son county

Capt. L. T." Hicks, 4 miles southwest of Faison's,
Sampson county

Moisture.

Per cent.

1.08

.39

L57

.92

1.73

1.79

.63

Sntt I

Carbonate

matter. '
«^ l'°^«-

Per cent.

42.96

30.44

36.59

38.09

28.92

59.47

51.17

37.36

60.58

39.60

34.60

35.76

Phosphate
of lime.

Per cent.

4.18

6.30

6.30

3.81

2.43

3.12

5.91

4.96

3.43

3.01

5.71

5.11

Per cent.
'

42.46

53.03

45.78

45.16

57.18

28.19

37.28

44.51

28.88

46.56

46.19

43.58

These analyses show that the composition varies within considerable

limits, but also that beds can be picked out which will yield phosphates

as rich as those of South Carolina. They contain small amounts of cal-

cium fluoride, oxides of iron, and alumina.

As to the chance of this rock being utilized, there is nothing in the

location of the beds which would interfere with its being mined for local

use in the manufacture of superi>hosphates. The beds are all compara-
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tively near the Wilmington and Weldon railroad, and the test of the

cost of mining has shown that rock can be put on the cars at a price low

enough for the profitable manufacture of superphosphates. CousideriDg

the enormous amount of manufactured phosphates used in North Caro-

lina, it is safe to predict that factories will soon be established to satisfy

the needs of the State by home products. At present phosphates arenot

manufactured to any great extent in North Carolina except at the works
of the Navassa Phosphate Company, near Wilmingtou

; this company
is so removed from the phosphate region and has become so well con-

nected with other sources of phosphate rock that it must be looked upon
rather as a foreign element, and if the new beds are to be utilized it must
be by manufacturers located nearer the deposits and working in common
with the miners. Such home manufacture will have the advantage of

minimum freights for crude material as well as manufactured fertilizers.

In regard to the possible influence of the North Carolina phosphates

upon the fertilizer trade at large, it mustbe remembered that the question

of exportation brings up the sharpest competition with the Charleston

phosphates. If phosphates can be shipped from North Carolina which
contain as much calcium ijhosphate as those of South Carolina, the

competition comes upon an even footing, and that phosphate will find

sale which can be delivered at least cost. The superior facilities for

loading on vessels at Charleston would probably be sufficient to decide

in favor of those deposits, which are directly at a deep-water harbor,

while the North Carolina phosphates must be mined through woods and
swamp land, requiring much improvement in the way of terminal facil-

ities. Further, in order to compete with the South Carolina industry.

North Carolina must break into well-established lines of trade involving

other industries than phosphates. It has still to be shown that the phos-

phate deposits of North Carolina are so extensive as to become a rival of

Charleston in point of quantity. If, however, they should prove equally

large, the question of their utilization outside of the State is one of the

time when the cost of mining in Charleston shall rise to the limit of

profitable shipment in North Carolina.

The "conglomerate" found near Castle Haynes and Eocky Point, in

New Hanover county, is a formation different from phosphate rock. It

is found at the bottom of marl beds, and consists of cemented coprolites

and bones of fish. Taken as a whole, the composition of the conglom-
erate is given in the following analysis

:

Analysis of North Carolina coprolitic viarl.

Calcium carbonate
Calcium phosphate (bone phosphate) .'

.

.

"
Magnesia
Potash '.'..

I '..!! I !!!!!!!!.!

.

Sulphates and cJcrides
Sand, soluble silica, oxide of iron, alumina, etc., undetermined

Per cent.

64.26
11.16
.81
.40

Traces.
23.37

100. 00
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The conglomerate is fonnd " in large beds along the northeast Cape
Eear river, in Pender and l^ew Hanover counties. The beds are seen

wherever the creeks have cut through the sand or wherever ditches

have been dug, throughout a region 25 miles long and 10 miles wide.

Beginning at the south, they appear at various points about Wilming-

ton ; 1 mile east, at a ballast quarry, whence a lean phosphatic rock

has been shipped to many parts of the world as ballast; 2 miles

northeast, along the banks of Smith's creek; 1^ miles cast, in S. W.
Noble's marl pits. From this point the beds extend up the northeast

Cape Fear, appearing chiefly upon the right bank of the river, and
throughout the country to the east, until they disajjpear under the sand

banks of the coast. Ten miles north ofWilmington, in the Castle Haynes
neighborhood, they attain their greatest development and come nearer

the surface. They appear all along the bank of the creek here 4 or

5 feet thick, and in the fields adjoining the creek the conglomerate

is found within. 2 feet of the surface and 4 to 5 feet thick. The beds

cross the river 1^ miles north of Castle Haynes, and from this point

onward appear chiefly on the west side, between the river and the

line of the Wilmington and Weldon railroad. Here again they are seen

on the banks of the creek and in the ditches. They are exposed to

great advantage on French Brothers' farm, 3 miles east of Rocky Point,

where marl and limestone have been largely dug. The Messrs. French

have removed the limestone for burning lime down to the conglomerate

and exposed it for several acres. To the north from this point the beds

are found on Durham farm, the Walker farm, across the river on Greg-

ory's creek, etc., until they are lost in Holly Shelter and Angola Bay
swamps. ISTorth of the swamps, in Duplin, Onslow, and Jones counties,

the phosphates occur again [but now as phosphate rock].

"At French's bed a tough, solid shell-limestone 5 to 7 feet thick is

found 3 or 4 feet below the surface; below this the conglomerate is 2

inches to 2 feet thick. At Castle Haynes there is either a mere skim of

the limestone or none at all, covering the 4 to 5 feet of conglomerate.

At the other places a layer of loose nodules is found on top of the con-

glomerate. At Noble's farm, near Wilmington, a bed of very soft marl

2 feet thick is found carrying the nodules, and a bed of hard conglom-

erate under this for 2 feet deeper. At other places, a thick bed of shell

marl rests upon the conglomerate." " The nodules of this conglomerate

are of all sizes from a pumpkin to a bean. They are smaller about Wil-

mington and Castle Haynes, and larger at French's. They are of all

shapes, but for the most part kidney and egg shaped. Their color is

light gray to greenish black. Some are perforated, but less so tban

South Carolina rock. The composition varies markedly even in the

same piece of conglomerate." The following is the complete analysis of

one of the nodules from the conglomerate, taken at random:
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Sand
Carbonate of lime
Magnesia
Potash
Oxide of iron and alumina
Phosphate of lime
Sulphuric acid
Chlorine

Per cent.

43.66
34.56

.86

.39

.56
19.99
Trace.
Trace.

100. 02

"The variations in composition of the nodules from different localities,

and even from the same locality, are illustrated by the following analy-

ses :

Comparative analyses of North Carolina phosphatiG nodules.

From Castle Haynes

From French's farm 5 i"

From Noble's farm 5 i"

Sand and
insoluble
matter.

Per cent.

22.07
33. 52

18.50
20.02
3.25

31.66

Carbonate
of lime.

Per cent.

42.12
20.45

39.04
42.12
51.34
15.94

Phosphate
of lime.

Per cent.

20.50
33.97
30.90
25. 34
22.68
31.59
42.09

"The average percentage of 4)hosphate of lime in a large number of

individual nodules, separately examined, is 32. A large lot of, nodules

ground up together and well mixed gave 30.90 per cent, phosphate of

lime. The economic relations and agricultural value of these deposits

were tested this year (1884) with such good results that a company, called

the l!»rorth Carolina Phosphate Company, has been formed to put this

material on the market. The conglomerate is very easily mined. After

the 2 feet of earth is removed with plows and scrapers, the deposit is

shattered with powder, crushed, and ground." The deposits are on nav-

igable water and will probably be profitable.

FLORIDA.

Phosphate rock has been found in Florida, in Clay, Alachua, Duval,

and Gadsden counties, and between Wakulla and the Saint Mark's river

in Wakulla county. Lately a large deposit of phosphatic nodules has

been rejiorted by Dr. Willliam Dall as occurring in the central portion

of the State, in the neighborhood of Gainesville; it is supposed to ex-

tend across to the northwestern border. Attention has only recently

been called to it, and a small mill has just been started at Hawthorn,
Alachua county, 6 or 7 miles from Gainesville. Bowlders of phosphate

rock have been found on knolls further east than Hawthorn. The de-

posit is a fine sand to a coarse gravel coated by phosphate of lime, and
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has often an oolitic ai)pearance. The deposit is said to rest on the Oli-

gocene. In places the beds are 6 to 8 feet thick. It is very probable

that the cost of freighting phosphates from Charleston to distant points

in Florida will tend to make these deposits a valuable source of super-

phosphates for local use.

ALABAMA.

By W. C. Stubbs.

In Alabama there is a belt running across the State from east to

west, just below its middle, included between parallels of latitude 32°

and 33°, which has a widespread celebrity. Locally it is known as the
" black belt," formerly so called because of its prevailing black lands,

so productive of corn and cotton. Latterly it is referred* to politically

as the " black belt" on account of the predominance in numbers of the

negro race, outnumbering the whites nearly four times. In fact one-

half the negroes in Alabama are to be found in this belt. Agriculturally

this belt is called " the prairies," because here and there, where the

Rotten Limestone comes to the surface, occur patches of true prairies,

and from their presence, and the similarity of most of the soils, the term
" prairie " is applied to this entire region. Geologically this belt belongs

to the Cretaceous or Chalk period. The great chalk hills of England,

characteristic of this period there, are replaced in Alabama by the

Kotten Limestone. This formation is divided by Hilgard, in his geo-

logical report of Mississippi, into four groups: First or lowest, Eutaw;

second, Tombigby Sand ; third, Eotten Limestone ; and fourth, Ripley.

The four groups are thus described by him

:

"I. Eutaw group.— Bluish black or reddish laminated clays, often

liguitic, alternating with and usually overlaid by non-effervescent sands,

mostly (though not always) poor in mica and of a grayish yellow tint.

Contains beds of lignite, very rarely other fosssils. Those found (by

Tuomey in Alabama, iione in Mississippi) are siliciiied, and the sand

when indurated shows a siliceous cement." The name Eutaw was ap-

plied to this group by Dr. Hilgard because at Eutaw, Alabama, charac-

teristic beds of this portion of the Cretaceous period occur, which were

first examined and recognized by Tuomey.
" II. Tombigbee Sand group.— Sharp, strongly micaceous sands of

greenish blue, laminated when indurated, and cemented by carbonate

of lime. Very unequally developed in different localities, and appar-

ently subordinate to the Rotten Limestone, into which it shows many
lithological transitions and many of whose fossils it shares.

"Ill Rotten Limestone group.—Soft, chalky, white limestone, of great

uniformity and thickness, passing into heavy, calcareous, massy clays or

light-colored marls.

"IV. Ripley group.—Hard, crystalline, white limestones (generally
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somewhat sandy, and often glauconitic), underlaid by black or blue

micaceous marls, whose fossils are in an admirable state of preserva-

tion. These strata form the Pontotoc ridge in Mississipj)i, and the

Chunnennugga ridge in southeastern Alabama ; according to late re-

searches by Conrad, they also exist at Eufala, Alabama."

In the report of the Geological Survey of Alabama for 1881 and 1882,

Dr. E. A. Smith makes only three divisions of the Cretaceous period in

Alabama. Either the Tombigbee Sand does not exist or, if existing,

without characteristic differences, it is blended with the others. He
thus describes them

:

"I. Eutaiv group.—Consists largely of clays and sands, which are for

the most part deeply covered with beds of Stratified Drift.

" 11. Rotten Limestone group.—This is a great thickness of an impure

argillaceous limestone, interstratified with clays. The disintegration

of these beds give rise to the true prairie soils.

"III. Ripley group.—Consists of hard, sandy limestone, sometimes

crystalline, underlaid by strata of bluish micaceous marls."

The Eutaw group in Alabama is present in great thickness, but is

everywhere covered with drift and loam to such an extent as to render

difficult the task of tracing its boundaries. The Eotten Limestone is

well developed, being over 1,000 feet in thickness, and underlying many
thousand square miles of the State. The Eipley group, while running

nearly across the State, finds its best development in southeastern

Alabama.

It is in this "black belt," this Cretaceous formation, these "prairies,"

that phosphates have been recently found. If a line be drawn from

Columbus, Georgia, westward through Tuskegee, Montgomery, Marion,

Greensborough, and Eutaw, Alabama, on to Columbus, Mississippi, we
shall have very nearly the northern boundary. It extends southward

from this line for twenty to fifty miles. Geologically, it is bounded on

the north by the Stratified Drift, which conceals the line of union be-

tween it and the coal fields ; and on the south by the Lower Tertiary

groups.

The phosphatic deposits occur at the base and summit of the Eotten

Limestone, and they may be designated as the northern or lower belt

and the southern or upper belt.

The northern or loicer belt.—This extends across the State, near the

northern limit o% the Cretaceous formation previously described. The

State Geological Survey has traced it fromWetumpka westward through

Prattville, Mulberry, Selma, Hamburg, Greensborough, Choctaw Bluff',

Eutaw, Pleasant Eidge, and Pickensville ; and Mr. LeEoy Brown, jr.,

assistant State chemist, has traced it eastward through Tuskegee, So-

ciety Hill, and Marvyn. In the eastern part of the State it is covered

by the Drift to such a depth as to be practically useless
;
yet its ex-

istence is revealed by hundreds of wells and several creeks which have
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passed through the overlying Drift into the underlying greensand. In

the central and western part of ihe State this belt is well exposed. On
the farm of Mr. J. W. Spencer (who was the first person to suspect the

true character of these phosphates, and through whose instrumentality

the public were informed of their existence), near Hamburg, in Perry

county, a thorough examination of these beds was made by Mr. D. W.
Laugdon, jr., of the State Geological Survey, and Mr. Brown. The

beds were found to outcrop not only on his place, but also on the farms

of Messrs. A. F. and A. J. Davis, near the Cahaba river, and 5 miles

from Hamburgh. The following is a section of the formation on the

l)laces of Messrs. Davis, and is similar to that occurring at many other

places in the State which have been examined

:
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Pro^)ortion of phoapliaUc nodules in matrix, and estimated yield per acre.
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Analyses of samples of each, with localities aud descriptions, are ap-

pended:
Analyses of phospliatio nodules and casts.
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Analyses of greensands—Continued.

Description.

Greensand from Spencer's, Hamburg, Ala-
bama.

do
do

Greensand, Eutaw, Alabama
Greensand, Choctaw Bluff, Alabama
Greensand, Coke's Mill, Alabama
Greensand from Spencer's, Hamburg, Ala-
bama.

do
do
do

Greensand, first 12 inches, Pit I, Spencer's,
Hamburg, Alabama.

Greensand, next 9 inches. Pit I, Spencer's,
Hamburg, Alabama.

Greensand, next? inches, Pit I, Spencer's,
Hamburg, Alabama.

Greensaud, next 20 inches. Pit I, Spencer's,
Hambui g, Alabama.

Greensand, western Autauga, Alabama. .

.

Greensand from a well, western Autauga,
Alabama.

Greensand bed 3 feet thick, western Au-
tau^, Alabama.

Greensand bed 8 feet thick, Summerfleld,
Alabama.

Greensand, Selma, Alabama
Phosphatic greensand, Wetumpka, Ala-
bama.

Indurated greensand, Eutaw, Alabama . .

,

Greensand, Marion, Alabama
Greensand, Scott's Station, Alabama ,

41.42

41.11
48.81
28.62
42.66

54.52

31.95

39.87
37.70

'6
'3

o
•§

%
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, Analyses of other phosphatic materials in northern belt.

u

1
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could possibly be utilized as a cheap fertilizer, since it would still con-

tain a considerable amount of phosphates, and thus reduced it would

be available to plants. Kainite might be added where potash is re-

quired. The nodules after such treatment are said to be easily ground.

The above plan of utilizing such rock was first suggested by Sir John
Bennett Lawes to Dr. Charles W. Dabney and others, of liTorth Carolina.

The establishment of acid phosphate works all over the State of Ala-

bama would be of great benefit to her farmers. Acid phosphates, or

guano, whose chief constituent is acid phosphate, have been extensively

used for some time in the south Atlantic States for growing cotton.

Grradually their use has extended into Alabama, and to day, with the

exception of the "black belt" in which the phosphates are found, every

portion of the State annually consumes large quantities of commercial

fertilizers. This rapid growth of the use of phosphates clearly estab-

lishes the want of the soil for phosphoric acid.

With this great and growing demand for acid phosphates so near the

beds; with large deposits of pyrites upon the -Coosa river easily ac-

cessible for the manufacture of sulphuric acid; with railroads and
rivers offering facilities for cheap transportation, nothing prevents the

immediate erection of scores of mills for the manufacture of commercial

fertilizers, save the scarcity of the high-grade phosphates (nodules and
casts). Effort will not be wanting in solving this vital question. Al-

ready a car or two of these materials have been shipped to Chicago to

determine their commercial value, and if found valuable, as doubtless

they will be, systematic and persistent search will perhaps reveal suffi-

cient quantities.

Greensands.—While the phosphatic nodules and casts are found in

limited quantities, the phosphatic greensands are simply inexhaustible.

They form extensive beds, running from Georgia on the east to Missis-

sippi on the west. These beds cross the Cahaba, Tombigbee, Alabama,
and Chattahoochee rivers, and are easily reached by several lines of

railroads ; thus cheap transportation to every part of the State is af-

forded. They are superior to the New Jersey greensands, since they
contain increased quantities of phosphoric acid. Properly utilized

they must be a source of immense wealth to the State, and that too at

an early day, provided transportation is made sufiQciently low, so as to

induce extensive experiments with them. Knowing what a wonderful
transformation has been wrought in the fertility of the soils of ISTew

Jersey by the extensive use of greensands, it is not idle speculation to

make the above assertions.

TJie southern or upper belt.—This belt has the same general direction

as the one just described. It runs along the southern border of the
" black belt," and geologically occurs at the base of the Elpley group
or at tbe summit of the Eotten Limestone group. This section of the

Cretaceous formation is called the " hill prairies," because the topog-

raphy of the country is broken by alternations of hard and soft strata,

2 M 11 51
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the former only remaining, giving in many iilaces steep and precipitous

hills. These hard rocks contain a fair percentage of phosi)horic acid

;

here and there are found, besides, casts and nodules yielding phosphoric

acid, in quantity and quality similar to those found in the northern

belt. Here too we find the rock to be generally phospliatic for some

distance below and above the main phosphate-bearing rock. These

beds lie south of the northern belt at a distance varying from a few to

50 miles. They are more highly developed and are more accessible

in the eastern j)art of the State than those of the northern belt, which

is deeply covered by the Drift. These rocks are very extensive, and
though rarely containing over 10 per cent, phosphoric acid, the aggre-

gate contents of this ingredient is very large. Their proximity to the

Tertiary lauds adjoining them on the south must prove, if x)roperly util-

ized, of incalculable benefit to the latter. This belt has not been

thoroughly examined, and therefore its capabilities are simply con-

jectural. However, enough is known to give it a high value for local

use, and to arouse a hope that richer beds may yet be found beneath

its jagged crest. Analyses of samples from the southern belt are ap-

pended:
Analyses of phosphatic material from southern belt.

Phosphatic shell csvsts, Minter station

Phospliatic shell casts, Coatopa
Phosphatic shell casts, Livingston
Phosphatic shell casts, Pickensville
Siliceous limestone, Minter station
Wliite argillaceous limestone, Coatopa
Siliceous limestone, Moscow
Argillaceous limestone, Livingston
Argillaceous and siliceous limestone. Living

ston.
Argillaceous limestone, Livingston
Lisht-colored limestone, Livingston
White argillaceous limestone, Liivingston
Grlauconitic limestone. Richmond
Siliceous limestone, Richmond

do
do

Glauconitic limestone, Minter station
Hard siliceous limestone. Fort Deposit
Siliceous limestone. Strata
Siliceous limestone, Olustee

9.38
11.65
4.21

42.44
25.74
57.00
25.30 '

53. 16 1

39.52 i

15.02
;

13.30
15.73
34. 95

I

40. 16 I

39.47
17.38

14 56
9.92

22.40
1.43
5.01
.58
.56
.41

31.78
21.65
'48. 90
3.12
10.93
1.26
1.22

. 50
I

1. 09
I

41.90

,64
2.58
2.62
3.21
5.94
8.69
.74

13.55
6.22
L14

L39
5.62
5.72
7.00
12.96
18.97
L62

29.58
13.57
2.49

State laboratoi-y of A. anU
M. College.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

University of Alabama.
Do.

State laboratory.

Other occurrences of phosphates.—Other occurrences of phosphates in

the Rotten Limestone belt have been mentioned by Dr. Smith in a late

report on the phosphates of Alabama, and the opinion is advanced that
'' phosphatic strata are to be found at intervals through the whole

thickness of this rock, being more abundant at the base and summit."

The following are analyses, made at the State laboratory, of some casts

and nodules taken from between the two belts described and overlying

the Eotten Limestone

:
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Analyses of casts and nodules from between the two belts.
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Rich phosphate deposits are used for home consumption in Austrian

Gahcia. They are found i^rincipally at Calluz, Tchowtchevka, Minko-

retz, and Liadowa. They yield from 50 to 85 per cent, bone phosphate.

Imports.—These countries affect the United States by sharing the

export trade to England. The numerous guano islands and Peruvian

guano affect this country by direct imports. These imports are, how-

ever, frequentlj'^ from islands controlled by the United States, and do

not enter as ordinary imports. The following table shows the imports

from these two sources as far as they have been collected by the Bureau

of Statistics: •

Guano iroughtfrom islands, rocks, and keys apperlaining to the United States, 1869 to 1884
inclusive.

Piscal years ending
Jiine 30—

'

1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
3874
lfi75

1876

Quantity.

Long tons.

15, 622
14,318
14, 154
4,209

11, 014
6,877
7,269

14, 785

Value.

$253, 545
K56, 830
340, 235

60, 865
161, 690
100, 345
122, 012
192, 972

Piscal years ending
June 30— Quantity.

1877.
1878.

1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

Long tons.

6,060
17, 930
8,733

12, 795
16, 883

, 15, 249
7,873
9,333

Value.

$79, 822
211, 239
95, 137

147, 051
179, 882
160, 016
92, 130

106, 431

Provision is made that the introduction of guano from such islands,

etc., shall be regulated as in the coastwise trade between different ports

of the United States. This guano, which does not differ essentially in

composition from other phosphates, is not included in the statement of

imports from foreign countries which follows. It is that form of crude

phosphate of lime which is obtained from the islands where it has been

deposited as the excrement of sea fowl. It contains a small percent-

age of ammonia, also, which makes it advantageous to distinguish it

by name from the crude phosphatesof ordinary origin.

Phosphates imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1868 to 1884 in-

'

elusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30-

1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Guano.

Quantity. Value.

Long tons.

99, 668
13, 480
47, 747
94, 344
15, 279
6,755

10, 767
23, 925
19, 384
25, 580
23, 122
17, 704
8,619

23, 452
46, G09
25,187
28, 090

336, 761
217, 004
414, 872
313, 914
423, 322
167, 711
261, 085
539, 808
710, 135
873, 459
849, 607
634, 546
108, 733
399, 552

854, 463
537, 080
588, 033

Crude phosphates and
other substances used
for fertilizing purposes.

Quantity.

Long tons.

133, 955. 50
96, 585. 86
16, 542. 00

Value.

61, 529

90, 817
165, 703
83, 342
218,110
243, 467
212, 118
164, 849
195, 875
285, 089
223, 283
317, 068
918, 835

1, 437, 442
798, 116

237, 594

Total
Value.

$1, 425, 625
278, 533

1, 505, 689
3, 479, 617

506, 664

385, 821
504, 552

751, 9i;6

874, 984

1, 069, 334

1, 134, 696

857, 8-'9

425, 801
1,318,387
2, 291, 905
1, .335, 196

825, 627
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PHOSPHOKUS PROM IRON SLAG.

Nearly all grades of iron ores contain traces of phosphorus which it is

necessary to remove in making good iron ; after this removal the phos-

phorus is found in the form of phosphates in the slag. In 1882, G,

Eocour, of Luttich, Germany, proposed to obtain phosphoric acid from

blast-furnace slag, for use in fertilizers, by fusing the slag in a reducing

furnace so as to obtain a metallic mass rich in phosphides ; these yield

phosphureted hj^drogen on treatment with sulphuric acid, and this is

converted into phosphoric acid by simjile means. In 1883 the method
was moditied by heating the slag in a reducing furnace and fusing the

result with 3 to 7 parts of anhydrous sodium sulphate to 1 of phosphorus.

By this process the greater part of the phosphorus is converted into

sodium phosphate, which is then dissolved out in water. The insoluble

residue contains the calcium, iron, and manganese of the slag, and
after all the phosphorus has been extracted by a second fusion it is

smelted for the iron. Another process, patented by 0. Scheibler in

1884, appears more practicable and has just come into use on the large

scale in Schalke and Stolberg. The slag, which must be highly basic,

is roasted in a Siemens furnace, and then treated with steam, by which

the lime in the slag is slaked, reducing the whole to an impalpable pow-
der. By stirring with water the lime is removed as milk of lime, while

the heavier phosphates sink and are afterwards treated with just enough
hydrochloric acid to combine with the earths in combination with silicic

and phosphoric acids. By carefully regulating the dilution ofthe hydro-

chloric acid it is possible in a few minutes to obtain a solution of phos-

phoric and silicic acids containing only small quantities of iron and
manganese compounds. By fractional precipitation, with the lime

water prepared in the ^rst part of the process, calcium bi-phosphate is

obtained containing 35 to 37 per cent, phosphoric acid. It seems prob-

able that this source of phosphorus will be profitable. Eleven patents

have been taken out in the United States for utilizing the phosphorus

in slag, but it is not known that any are in actual use.

APATITE.

The beds of apatite irregularly distributed through the New England
States were formerly mined for making superphosphates. Since the

development of the South Carolina phosphate rock native apatite has
not been mined. The Canadian deposits continue to furnish all of this

mineral used in the United States.

There are two districts in Canada which contain deposits of economic
value. One of these is in the province of Ontario, and includes parts

of the counties of Lanark, Leeds, and Froutenac j while the other is in
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the proviuce of Quebec, chiefly in Ottawa county. The mines of tlie

north Ottawa phosphate region are on the Eiviere aux Lifevres, about

18 miles above Buckingham, a station on the Canadian Pacific railroad,

east of Ottawa. The mineral occurs here in veins which vary in thick-

ness from 2 to 30 feet, and is found in both massive and crystalline

forms. The deposit is about 8 miles long and nearly as wide, running

northeast through Templeton, Wakefield, Portland, and Buckingham

townships. In this region the Lievre Phosphate Company lias land fol-

lowing the Lievre river, and reports apatite also in Bowman township.

Other mines are those of the Dominion Phosphate Company; Mr. Al-

len's Little Eapids mine in Portland East ; the Union Phosphate Com-

pany's mine, and the Emerald mine at High Eock. All these com-

panies are actively engaged in mining apatite. In the Ontario region

mining is active at Otter lake, near the town of Perth, Lanark county.

The apatite is found in well-defined veins or lodes, 3 to 8 feet wide,

occasionally cropping out on the surface, and extending to an unknown

depth. One thousand eight hundred and twenty-two acres have been re-

served for mining
;
part of this (639 acres) is freehold property, the re-

mainder being mineral concessions beld under mineral rights from the

government of the Dominion of Canada in perpetuity. Three hundred

l>rospect shafts, varying in depth from a few feet to 100 feet, have been

sunk in various parts of the field ; the veins are found to increase in widtli

with the depth. At the bottom of the deepest shaft the vein was 8 feet

wide.

Apatite consists of tri-calcium phosphate, together with varying

aiiiounts of calcium chloride and calcium fluoride ; its value for super-

I)!iosphates depends not only upon the percentage of phosphoric acid,

but also upon the amount of calcium fluoride, because of the injurious

hydrofluoric acid to which this substance gives rise on treatment with

sulphuric acid. Canadian apatite is of a very high grade, as will appear

from the following comparison with European apatites, and is one of

the valuable mineral resources of the Dominion

:

Analyses offoreign apatite and phosphorite.

rrom—



APATITE.

The total amount mined since 1878 is given below

:

Production of Canadian apatite from 1878 to 188i inclusive.

807

Years.
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etc., in a coarse granite, contains, according to an analysis by Mr. H.

Eowan

:
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GYPSUM.

By F. a. Wilbek.

Eastern division.—There are no additions to be made to the list of

localities in which gypsum occurs, given in the " Mineral Eesources of the

United States, 1882," pages 526 and 527. The localities there mentioned

are in the States of Michigan, Ohio, New York, Virginia, Alabama,

Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Iowa, and Kansas.

The only States producing any large amounts of gypsum are Michigan

and Ohio. In addition to that manufactured in these States, from min-

erals mined in them, a large quantity of stone is imported from Nova

Scotia, which is ground and distributed among the States on the At-

lantic seaboard. Mr. Henry S. Sproull, commercial editor of the Real

Estate Record and Guide, of New York City, makes the following state-

ment in regard to the amount of gypsum passing through the port of

New York during 1883 and 1884 : " The production of plaster in the At-

lantic States (Maine to Virginia) in 1883 amounted to an aggregate of

130,000 tons of 2,240 pounds each, about 95 per cent, passing through

the hands of operators in this city, from whom my information is derived.

The above total has varied very slightly for two or three years ; but

is probably 10,000 tons in excess of that of 1880 and 1881. Its division

is about 60,000 tons calcined and barreled for regular trade consumption,

and the balance is simply ground and distributed for fertilizing pur-

poses. The receipts of stone are entirely from Nova Scotia. The esti-

mated production of plaster for the Atlantic States during 1884 is

115,000 long tons, exclusive of the Maine product, the local manufact-

urers still handling about 95 per cent, of the amount. The division of

the product is about 60,000 tons for fertilizing purposes and 55,000 tons

calcined and barreled for trade use. The shrinkage as compared with

1883 is entirely in the calcined product, which has lost ground as a fire-

proofing material consequent upon the introduction of fireclay brick as

a competitor. The weight of a barrel of plaster is 250 pounds net.

The average price per barrel in 1883 was $1.32^, and in 1884 $1.25.

The average price of Nova Scotia gypsum laid down at New York in

1883 was $3.25 and in 1884 $2.85 per long ton. The points in the United

States where Nova Scotia stone is ground and calcined are New York

City, Newburg (New York), and Newark (New Jersey) ; and constitute

the local manufacturing interest above referred to. A small amount

of domestic quarried stone, estimated at 10,000 tons annually, is burned

and ground in Maine."

According to the report of the inspector of mines the production of

gypsum in Nova Scotia in 1883 was 144,668 long tons. In 1882 the

production of gypsum in Great Britain was 101,872 long tons, valued

at £58,145; in 1883 it was 99,551 long tons, valued at £43,215.

The following table gives the quantities and average values of the
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total imports of gypsum imported into tlife Uoited States during the

period from 1877 to 18S4, through the port of Kew York, and the aver-

age price of calcined plaster during the same period :

Amounts of unground gypsum entered at the port of Nero York during the years 1877 to

18t:i4 inclusive, and average prices per ton January 1; also price of calcined plaster per
barrel.

Tears.
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Amount of land plaster and calcined piaster produced hy the several plaster companies in
Michigan during the years stated.

y
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Rocky Mountain division.—In "Mineral Eesources of the United

States, 1882,"pages 528 and 529, will be fonnd mention of the localities in

Colorado, Montana, and I^ew Mexico containing deposits of gypsum.

'So additions to the localities mentioned there have been reported

dnriug 1884. This mineral occurs abundantly in Utah. Deposits are

found near Cedar City, in Iron county; at Salt Creek, or Nephi, Juab

county; at White Mountain station, 12 miles southwest of Fillmore,

Beaver county, and on the Muddy, in San Pete county. No develop-

ment of any of these deposits is reported. In Dakota, according to

Mr. F. F. Chisolm, " gypsum occurs all around the Black Hills in lim-

ited beds, and some plaster-of-paris is made at Spearflsh, Crook City,

Sturgis, and Eapid City, from the beds near each place. At Eapid

City the amount manufactured in 1884 was about 15,000 pounds. No
plaster-of-paris is used in the Black Hills except that manufactured

there.

PlasUr-of-paris made by the mill at Colorado Springs, Colorado, during the 'ffiars 1879
to 1884 inclusive.

Years.
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county and other parts of California, warranting the inference that

there will be no deficiency of this mineral in that State, although future

requirements will probably be large. Its utility as an aid to agriculture

in the arid regions west of the Rocky Mountains having become fully

apparent, its employment for such purposes must ultimately reach large

j)roportions.

The other California localities where this mineral is known to occur

in notable quantities are the following: along the Truckee pass, Ne-

vada county; near Hill's Ferry, Stanislaus county; on Posa creek,

Kern county; in the mountains of the Arroyo Grande, San Luis Obispo

county; along Cariso creek, San Diego county; and at dift'erent places

in Monterey, Yeutura, and Tulare counties.

The varieties of gypsum known as alabaster, selenite, and satin spar

are found in many places in California ; the former abundantly at Arroyo

Grande, San Luis Obispo county, and at Point Sal, in Santa Barbara

county; selenite in large slabs at Soledad canon, Los Angeles county;

near Dos Palmas station on the Southern Pacific railroad, San Diego

county; on Robinson'j^ ranch, Lake county; in the San Emigdio an-

timony mine, Kern county; and near the town of Gilroy, Santa Clara

county. Satin spar occurs plentifully on the Casmalia lands; also at

White river, Tulare county; in the Calico district in San Bernardino

county, and elsewhere in the State.

Besides the land plaster now beginning to be aj^plied quite freely in

California, a good deal is used in the arts and for building purjioses, as

is shown by the following tables of imports at San Francisco during

the past ten years, imports for the last months of 1884 being estimated:

Imports of plaster' at San Francisco.

Tears.
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Gypsum imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

[Long tons and hundredweiglits, of 2,240 and 112 pounds respectively.]

Fiscal years ending June 30—
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fireproofing purposes; and as the material for making molds in tbe

manufacture of many articles. Potters make the molds for their

white and porcelain ware from it, and makers of terra cotta employ it

for a similar purpose. The molds used in making elbows, curves, etc.,

in the sewer-pipe manufacture are made from it. It is used for taking

casts of natural objects and works of art, for sculptors' models, lay fig-

ures, etc. Surgeons employ it to confine the parts of a broken limb,

and dentists to take casts of the mouth for false teeth. It is largely

used in plastering walls and ceilings ; as an ingredient in alabastine,

which is a preparation for finishing interior house walls; and in making
cornices and other work of interior house decoration. It is one of the

ingredients of blackboard crayons; it is used as a cement in various

manufactures; and, mixed with infusorial earth, as an absorbent for

drying purposes. It is sometimes used by miners and quarrymen as a

material for tamping blasts, and for this use its great advantage is that

no tamping bar is needed and consequently there is little danger of pre--

mature explosions. It is added, in small quantities, to light wines in

order to retard fermentation and prevent them from becoming acid;

aud is also added to strong wines to absorb the water that they contain

and thus increase the amount of alcohol in them.

MANUFACTURED FERTILIZERS.

By David T. Day.

Character.—Fertilizers include those substances which are added to

the soil to supply some needed constituent, and also those substances

added for the i)urpose of rendering available some constituent already

present in the soil ; that is, bring it into such a condition that it may be
assimilated by plants. The number of substances which thus come
under the name of fertilizers is almost indefinitely great, for it has be-

come proverbial that when the products of any industry have passed
their last stage of usefulness in the various applications of which they
are capable they are finally returned to the earth, "used as fertilizers."

All these substances are commonly grouped in classes according to the

constituent which they are intended to supply to the soil or render

available for plants. Mtrogen in the form of ammonium salts, nitrog-

enous organic matter or nitrates, phosphorus, as salts of phosphoric
acid, and salts of potassium and calcium, are the chief substances

which must be returned to the earth in place of what is taken out by
growing plants. Lime, sodium sulphate, and sodium carbonate are

among the important substances used to convert potassium salts and
certain other constituents into an available form.

The sources of phosphorus have been stated in connection with phos-

phate rock. Bones are also used as a source of phosphorus and nitro-

gen. They contain ordinarily from 40 to 55 per cent, tri-calcium phos-

phate and 5 to 7 per cent, ammonia.
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Soiireea of nitrogen.—A large part of the ''sulphate of ammonia" of

commerce is used to furnish nitrogen to the soil. It is made largely

from tiie ammoniacal liquor of the gas works. The production of this

substance is increasing rapidly, but in many places the ammoniacal

liquor is still allowed to go to waste. Sodium nitrate or " Chili salt-

peter" is imported for use as a fertilizer, as well as for the manufacture

of sulphuric acid. It also occurs on the Pacific coast of the Uuited

States. A large portion of the nitrogen in fertilizers is introduced in

the form of nitrogenous organic matter. The variety of forms in which

this occurs as various waste products is one reason for the great num-

ber of substances called fertilizers. Dried blood, tankage, "azotin,"

cracklings, " nitrogen A. A.," etc., are some of the forms obtained from

slaughter houses and associated factories. .Fish, beef, or pork "scrap"

is the name given to the bodies of animals from which the oily or fatty

portion has been removed for making soap. This scrap is used in large

quantities for fertilizers. Dried fish is another much-used source of

ammonia. Castor pomace, linseed cake, cottonseed meal, etc., from the

oil mills ; hoof and horn shavings, hair, leather scrap, and wool waste

from the tanneries, wool, and other factories, contain nitrogen in con-

siderable amounts, but it is very differently available. Cottonseed

meal, tankage, blood, dried fish, and similar substances yield their

nitrogen to plants quite easily, but leather scrap, wool waste, and

"shoddy" give up their nitrogen only very slowly, and hence have a

very low agricultural value. All of these substances are valued ac-

cording to the amount of nitrogen contained or its equivalent in am-

monia.

Sources of potassium.—The potassium which is added to American

soil is at present procured entirely outside of this country. The de-

posits of kainite at Stassfurt, Germany, and Kalusz in Galicia, are the

most important sources of potassium. This kainite is a mixture of the

sulphates of potassium and magnesium and chloride of magnesium.

Where it is found in purest condition the substance has such a constant

composition that it may be represented by the formula K2S04-|-MgS04

+ MgOl2-i-6H20. The crude mineral as obtained from the mines is

shipped for use as a fertilizer without purification. In this form it con-

tains such impurities as sodium chloride, calcium sulphate, etc., as indi-

cated by the following analyses

:

Average composition of crude kainite from Kalusz, Galicia.
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The kainite imported into the United States contains a higher per-

centage of potassium sulphate, due to careful selection. It is usually

sold with a guarantee that it will yield 24 per cent, potassium sulphate.

The following is an average sample

:

Analysis of 'kainiie imported as a ftriilizer.

Potassium sulphate .

Magnesium sulphate
Magnesium chloride
Sodium chloride
Water
Insoluble matter

Per cent.

24.80
14.30
12.62
32.00
14.36
1.92

100. 00

The only method of purification of this substance before use as a fer-

tilizer is that it is sometimes washed with water, thus partially remov-

ing the very soluble magnesium chloride, which is generally regarded

as an objectionable substance in fertilizers. The imports of kainite

during the fiscal years 1881, 1882, and 1883 made up nearly the whole

of the following table, that from countries other than Germany being

chiefly reshipments

:

Values of fertilizers {not elseivhere enumerated) imported free of duty into the United States

during the fiscal years 1881, 188:2, and 1883.

Countries from which
imported.
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Lime and marl and gypsum or land plaster are added to soil not

only to restore the calcium salts removed by plants, but as valuable

aids in rendering other constituents, such as potassium salts, available

to plants. Sodium sulphate, obtained in this country chiefly in the

manufacture of sulphuric acid, is added for the same purpose.

Methods of manvfacture.—Nearly all of these fertilizers require a cer-

tain amount of preparation before application to the soil. They must be

reduced to a very fine condition in order to mix evenly with the soil and

act quickly. Simple grinding is the only preparation required for such

substances as sodium sulphate, plaster, lime, and the various sources

of nitrogen and potassium. Bones are sometimes only ground and sold

as bone meal ; more frequently they are subjected to the action of su-

perhe^^ted steam to drive out the gelatine, which is valuable for other

purposes, and the bones are left in a better condition for grinding.

Thus the manufacture of fertilizers often consists in nothing but this

purely mechanical grinding and steaming process, and perhaps the mix-

ing of several fertilizers together. By far the greater number of fer-

tilizer establishments, however, are designed principally to convert the

various forms of phosphates from the insoluble and comparatively val-

ueless condition in which they exist in nature, into a form soluble in

water. Phosphoric acid in phosphate rock, bird guano, bones, apatite^

etc., is in the form of tri-calcium phosphate, Ca3(P04)2. This substance

la very insoluble in water, and, unless ground to an impalpable pow-

4der called " floats," is only absorbed very slowly by plants. In order

to bring the phosphoric acid into the form of a calcium salt which is

soluble in water and hence easily absorbed by plants, the phosphate

j'ock is treated with sulphuric acid, which converts it into an "acid

phosphate" or "superphosphate" of lime, in which the phosphoric acid

is present as mono-calcium phosphate, H4Ca(P04)2. This substance

is soluble in water. The method by which this treatment with sul-

phuric acid is effected is practically the same all over the world ; even

the details in the arrangement of the plant are nearly identical through-

jout the United States.

T?he i)hosphate rock when first received is prepared for grinding by
•drying in a large revolving drum making from twenty to fifty revolutions

per minute, through which passes a current of air heated by a furnace.

The rock is then crushed to the fineness of sand, and finally reduced

to powder by a second set of millstones. The fineness is assured by

"blowing the powder by a fan through a long tube to the place where it

is to be treated with sulphuric acid. The amount of sulphuric acid

added to the rock varies, of course, with the exact amount of bone

phosphate contained. In England less acid is used than in the United

States. It is usual there to treat phosphate rock with about two-thirds

its weight of sulphuric acid. In the United States 1,100 pounds Charles-

ton rock is mixed with about 900 pounds of 60 per cent, sulphuric

acid (47° Baurn^). The mixing takes place in shallow lead pans, 6 to 8
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feet in diameter, and the mass is stirred constantly by revolving lead

arms. The chief condition of failure or success in the manufacture of

superphosphate seems to depend upon the exact conditions under

which the mixing of the acid and phosphate takes place. The prime

essentials are to add enough sulphuric acid to obtain the maximum
amount of soluble phosphoric acid salts; and yet if too much is added

the phosphate will not dry ; and if, further, the mixing is not skillfully

effected, the heat liberated by the action of the acid on the phosphate

will not be sufficient to evaporate the moisture before the mass is cold.

The superphosphate is next stored in heaps so arranged under drying-

sheds that the mass will take many days for cooling, and during this

time a requisite amount of moisture will evaporate. This loss of moist-

ure is essential, for, if allowed to remain, its weight would bring the

percentage of phosphoric acid below the limit fixed by law. Superphos-

phate immediately after mixing contains from 24 to 26 per cent, moisture.

Under favorable conditions, as for instance exposure to the air and

conservation of its initial temperature, there may be a loss of 10 per

cent, moisture in 48 hours ; but it goes on for one or two months, so

that it is a safe rule to follow that acid phosphates which immediately

after mixing contain 24 to 26 per cent, moisture will within four weeks

dry down to 12 per cent, moisture. The following analyses will serve

to show the average composition of acid phosphates 24 to 48 hours after

mixing. The analyses were made by Dr. W. B. Phillips, chemist of

tlie Navassa Guano Company, Wilmington, North Carolina, to whom
thanks are due for valuable services rendered in the preparation of

this paper.

Partial analyses of superphosphate of lime.

From
Navassa
rock.

rrom
Charleston

rock.

Moisture at 212° Fahrenheit

Soluble phosphoric acid
Eeverted phosphoric acid .

.

Available phosphoric acid.

.

Insoluble phosphoric acid .

.

Total phosphoric acid

Per cent.

13.22
Per cent

13.62

13.92
1.16

15.08

15.74

12.65
2.07

14.72
1.02

15.74

These analyses only account for about 25 per cent, of the entire

superphosphate ; the rest is made up of calcium sulphate, the oxides

of iron and aluminum, sand, and other insoluble matter contained in

the crude phosphate.

If a superphosphate is analyzed and 'then analyzed again a day or

two later it will be found that the amount of soluble phosphate is de-

creasing in proportion to the insoluble phosphate. This change goes

on indefinitely, the soluble phosphate reverts to its original condition
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of insolubility in water ; biit this reverted phosphate is soluble in a

solution of certain organic salts such as ammonium citrate, while the

original phosphate is not. It is possible therefore to determine the

amount of phosphate which is soluble in water in a superphosphate,

and also how much was once soluble, but has " reverted." As this

reverted phosphoric acid is so easily soluble in solutions of certain

organic salts, it is probably available for plants. Hence the sum of the

phosphoric acid soluble and reverted is taken as " available " phosphoric

acid in the superphosphate. The nature of this process of reversion has

been studied very generally, and is believed to consist in the formation

of di-calcium phosphate from tri-calcium and mono-calcium phosphates.

The principal circumstances which favor this reversion are the presence

of iron and aluminum in the superphosphate, the presence of tri-calcium

phosphate, and drying at too high a temperature.

Large quantities of plain superphosphate of lime are sold as a fer-

tilizer. But in order to furnish other ingredients it is usual to mix with it

some substance containing nitrogen (fish, beef, or pork scrap, etc.), and
a potassium compound (usually kainite), and sell the mixture under the

comprehensive term " guano." Many fancy names are also given to the

various mixtures, of which new sami^les are daily brought on the market.

1^0 matter what particular names are given them or what particular in-

gredients are used in their manufacture, their values are fixed by the

amount of available phosphoric acid, potassium salts, and ammonia
obtainable from them. The table on the next page gives a fair idea of

the composition of some prominent mixtures of this kind. The list is

copied from the annual report of the North Carolina experiment station

for 1884. "The relative valuations are not designed to fix the price at

which the article shall be sold. It is impossible to give any one set of

figures which shall represent the commercial value of these ingredients

over our extended territory and throughout the entire year. The fig-

ures merely furnish a convenient method of summing up the results of

the analysis and comparing them" (Dabney). "The water given is that

lost by continual heating at the temperature of boiling water. The in-

soluble phosphoric acid is that contained in phosphates which failed to

dissolve in neutral ammonium citrate solution, specific gravity 1.09

(Washington method). The soluble phosphoric acid is that free or in

the form of phosphates soluble in pure cold water. The 'reverted' is

that insoluble in water, but dissolving in neutral standard ammonium
citrate solution. This is all that the term reverted signifies here, and

it is used simply to stand for the phrase insoluble in pure water, but

soluble in standard ammonium citrate solution under the standard con-

ditions. It is generally agreed that it is within the power of plants to

take up directly the phosphates so dissolving, or in other words that

these phosphates are 'available.' The total available phosphoric acid

is simply the sum of the soluble and the reverted acid. Nitrogen is
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given as such, and also calculated to its equivalent ammonia. Potash

is given as K2O."
Analyses of Mixed fertilizers.
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doubtless prove more efficient and simple, provided the cbemists were

also in harmony concerning the results of their analyses. Unfortunately

for the industry, neither the analyses nor the laws which regulate the

use of their results are satisfactory. As regards the methods of analysis

it has been shown that, at least until very lately, the results of analyses

of the same sample by two chemists may differ as widely as 3 per cent,

in the determination of i:)hosphoric acid, which is usually such an im-

portant factor in the valuation of a fertilizer that a difference of 1 per

cent, may make a difference of $30,000 per year in the returns of the

largest manufacturers. With a view to harmonizing these inconsistent

results several conventions have been held by the State chemists, the

final outcome of which is a uniform method of analysis; and it is ex-

pected that similar movements will lead to uniformity in State legisla-

tion. At the first of these conventions, which was held at Washington,

in 1880, it became evident that there is little danger of disagreement in

the determination of potassium salts or of nitrogen, by which, together

with the phosphoric acid, the value of the fertilizer is deduced ; but that

conflicting results are likely to prevail in the determination of phos-

phoric acid, particularly in that form known as " reverted" or "citrate-

soluble" phosphoric acid. The convention, recognizing that reverted

phosphoric acid is hot as tangible a substance as could be wished, en-

deavored to secure better results in the determination by the uniform

use of the method most generally recognized as the best at that time.

The details of this method, which is that of Fresenius, Neubauer, and

Luck, were published in the Zeitschriftfur Analytische Chemie, Vol, X.,

page 133. This method, with some slight modifications concerning the

temperature at which the extraction with ammonium citrate should be

made, has since been known as the " Washington method." It was
more generally used than any other, but never by all agricultural

chemists on account of its manifestly imperfect results when made to

embrace all the conditions in which phosphoric acid must be determined.

The desirability of a new method became so evident after the Wash-
ington method had been in use for one year, that a second convention

was held in Boston as a subsection of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, and five chemists were designated to secure the

cooperation and experimental research of agricultural chemists, to collect

and examine the various published methods of fertilizer analysis, and to

report at the next convention, the whole convention being pledged to

assist the committee by conducting any experiments or tests which they

might desire. In opening the third meeting of the convention, held at

Cincinnati, in August, 1881, Dr. Ledoux called attention to the fact that

there had been comparatively little complaint since the Washington meet-

ing in regard to the results obtained in the determination of nitrogen,

potash, and total and soluble phosphoric acid ; but that in spite of honest

endeavor on the part of chemists who attended the previous meetings
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to adhere strictly to tbe methods laid down and adopted by the conven-

tion, the determinations of insoluble or reverted phosphoric acid had
shown the most unfortunate discrepancies. The committee on the estab-

lishment of a new method did not report, but in response to a petition

presented by the Baltimore (Jhemical and Fertilizer Exchange, the use

of the so called "oxalate method" was substituted for the citrate method
for determining reverted phosphoric acid. The difference in the methods
consisted in using a solution of 2 grams of ammonium oxalate in 100'

cubic centimeters of water, in the place of the solution of ammonium
citrate, for effecting the solution of reverted phosphoric acid. The sub-

stitution was made because the citrate method did not show the full

amount of reverted phosphoric acid in supei phosphates containing iron

and aluminum. It can hardly be said that this change was in the direc-

tion of uniformity, and the ammoniuhi citrate method was returned to

at a meeting of agricultural chemists at Atlanta, Georgia, in May, 1884.

The return was made in consequence of a paper which had appeared a
short time before in the American Chemical Journal, in which Professor

(xladding showed that the citrate solution dissolves all reverted phos-

phates, including those of iron and aluminum, at a temperature of 65°

C, instead of 40°, as used in the Washington method. It is the opinion

of many chemists that this so-called "Atlanta method" represents as

much, if not more, progress in the direction of uniformity as has been
obtained in any country up to the present, and that further agreement
in analytical results will depend upon the exactness with which the
minor details are cariied out by each analyst. With the view of enforc-

ing the general use of this method, an Association of Official Agricul-

tural Chemists, consisting of analytical chemists connected with depart-

ments of agriculture, State agricultural experiment stations, and State

boards exercising an official fertilizer control, was organized in Phila-

delphia in September, 1884. Besides securing uniformity and accuracy
in the methods and results of fertilizer analysis, the object of this asso-

ciation is "as far as possible to secure uniformity in legislation with
regard to the regulation of the sale of fertilizers in the different States.'^

It seems that the work of such an association must in the future be
principally in this last direction.

The greatest impediment to the progress of the industry lies at pres-

ent in the legislative restricticns which in most States are thrown
around the manufacture and sale of fertilizers. It is true that only

chemical analysis can determine the valuable article and keep spurious
fabrications from being imposed upon the public. But the require-

ments of the State laws are not confined to establishing merely a healthy

control and insisting upon the manufacturer living up to his guaranteed
analysis, but harass the trade and farmer alike with unnecessary and
in some cases quite absurd provisions.

The average farmer's knowledge o^ plant physiology and agricultural
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chemistry is as a rule of a very limited nature. He is not able to de-

termine for himself what are and what are not those essential elements

of plant food which he desires to procure for his laud by the purchase

of fertilizers ;
for that knowledge lies far beyond the limits of a common

4School education. Fertilizer control, whether exercised by depart-

ments of agriculture or by experiment stations and State boards of

agriculture, should therefore serve a double purjiose, first, to protect

the farmer from imposition, and also to educate him to a proper under-

standing of the various elements of plant food and their relative value

in the soil. To accomplish this it would seem wise to use as far as pos-

sible those terms which are most intelligible to the farmer without doing

violence to systematic knowledge ; but though only three constitueuts

are universally considered as valuable elements in a fertilizer, there

are different terms used in almost every State for the expression of

phosphoric acid, potassium salts, and ammonia. It is doubtful whether

it aids the farmer in making an estimate of the value of a fertilizer to

see printed on each bag " phosphoric acid soluble in neutral solution

of citrate of ammonia at 100° F." or " anhydrous phosphoric oxide solu-

ble in distilled water," and yet it is made necessary by law not only to

brand each bag of fertilizer with a statement of its contents, but the

exact form is prescribed and is different in almost every State. The

manufacturer, who under heavy penalties is compelled to print exactly

these terms on each sack of fertilizer, is thus obliged to use a multiph

cjity of sacks.

Among the fertilizer manufacturers this subject of legislation has

been agitated to the extent of forming a National Fertilizer Association,

with headquarters at Baltimore. During the two years of its existence

this association has done much toward securing concordant views

among the manufacturers concerning advantageous changes in the exis-

ting laws which their industry requires. From the iiearty indorsement

of their efforts by State chemists and commissioners of agriculture this

association expects to accomplish much in the direction of the uniform

legislation so much desired by both agriculturalist and manufacturer.

Already a provisional draft of a uniform law lor all the States has been

drawn up tlirough the efforts of this association, and it is proposed to

present itfor the consideratioii of the Association of Agricultural Chem-

ists at their meeting in Washington in September, 1885.

Production.—Mixed fertilizers are sold in much larger quantities than

simple superphosphates and. kainite, but the increasing practice of

composting or mixing manures on the farm involves increased use of

super])hosphate, which is added to the compost heap more frequently

than directly to the land. The total amount of fertilizers sold iu the

United States has been computed with great care and labor by Mr. A.

de Ghequier, secretary of the National Fertilizer Association. The

total amount produced betweeu May 1, 1882, and April 30, 1883, was
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877,000 short tons; in 1883-'84 the yield was 967,000 tons; and in 1884-

'85 1,023,500 tons. This was produced by the following States :

JEstimated production of manufactured fertilizers, years ending April 30.

States.

Alabama
Connecticut . ;

Delaware
District of Columbia
Georgia
Illinois

Indiana
Iowa
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Miissachusetta
Michigan
Missouri
2s'ew Jersey
]Srew York
North Carolipa
Ohio
Pennsylvania
Hhode Island
South Carolina
Virginia
West Virginia

Total
Value

1883.

Short tons.

3,000
15,000
40, 000
7,000

25, 000
30, 000
3,000
1,000
2,500
2,000
6,500

260, 000
75, 000
2,000
6,000

85, 000
90, 000
15, 000
15, 000
60, 000
12, 000
90, 000

30, 000
2,000

877, 000
$23, 680, 000

1884.

Short tons.

4,000
15, 000
45, 000
7,000

30, 000
35, 000
4,000
1,000
3,500
2,500
7,000

290, 000
80, 000
3,000
6,000

90, 000
95, 000
15, 000
15, 000
65, 000
12, 000

100, 000
40, 000
2,000

967, 000
$26, 110, 000

1885.

Short tons.

4,000
15, 000
50, 000
7,000

35, 000
35, 000
5,000
1,000
4,000
3,000
7,500

300, 000

85, 000
3,000
6,000

95, 000
100, 000
15, 000
18, 000
70, 000
12,000

110,000
40, 000
3,000

1, 023, 500
$27, 640, 000

By obtaining freight lists of the various transportation companies,

]Mr, de Ghequier has traced the consumption of manufactured fertilizers

to the following States

:

Estimated consumption of manufactured fertilizers in the following States, years ending
April 30.

States.
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exported to the same markets. Manufactured fertilizers are exported

to some extent. The following table gives the record of fertilizers ot

domestic production exported from the United States, fiscal years 1864

to 1883, inclusive, as furnished by the Bureau of Statistics. In 1884 the

exports invoiced as " fertilizers " amounted to 161,352 long tons, valued

at $1,096,021. This consisted principally of phosphate rock, with a

small amount of manufactured fertilizers.

Fertilizers of domestic production exported from the United States, 1864 to 1883 inclusive.
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The salt industry of the United States, taken as a whole, can not be said

to be in a flourishing condition. Certain large producers, aided by excep-

tional facilities and by access to market, are still making very fair

profits ; but many weaker establishments less favorably situated have

been compelled to close or to make salt for local consumption only. The

competition is sharp, the great producing districts of Michigan and New
York having seriously crowded those of the States in the interior and

farther south ; while the heavy imports of cheap salt (amounting to

$1,690,564 worth in 1884) have an additional depressing eftect. When
it is considered that the price in 1884 in some districts fell as low as to

63 cents per net barrel at the works, it will be seen how small a margin

of profit remains.

Production.—The following table shows the total production in the

United States in 1883 and 1884. In it the quantities have been reduced

to barrels of 280 pounds, as being the most common unit, though the

returns are also reported in bushels of 56 pounds and in tons, the latter

unit being generally used where salt is handled in bulk. Stated in

other terms, the total output in 1883 would be 1,733,824,680 pounds, or

30,961,155 bushels, or 866,912 short tons of 2,000 pounds ; and that of

1884 would be 1,824,182,360 pounds, or 32,574,685 bushels, or 912,091

tons.
Salt product of the United States in 1883 and 1884.

1883. 1884.

Michigan
New York
Ohio
West Virginia
Loaisiana
California
Utah
Nevada
Illinois, Indiana, Virginia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and other States and

Territories, estimated

Total

Barrels.
2, 894, 672

1, 619, 486
350, 000
320, 000
265, 215
214, 286
107, 143
21, 429

400, 000

6, 192, 231

Barrels.
3, 161, 806
1, 7S8, 454

320, 000
310, 000
223, 964
178, 571
114, 285
17, 857

400, 000

6, 514, 937

The total apparent yield in 1884 exceeded that of 1883 by 322,706

bushels, but owing to the decline in price the total value was $13,308

less—$4,197,734 in 1884, as against $4,211,042 in 1883. The values given

are computed on the basis of net wholesale rates at the point of produc-

tion. There was, however, a considerable stock of salt on hand in New
B27
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York at the close of 1884, made in that year, but not inspected, the

production of which will be credited to 1885 when reported by the in-

spectors. Were this taken into account the total value in 1884 would

exceed that of 1883, while the difference in total production would be

somewhat greater.

MicMgan.—The salt industry of this State has grown to huge pro-

portions. Salt is made in the following counties, arranged in the order

of their present productiveness : Saginaw, Bay, HuroUj Iosco, Manistee,

Saint Olair, Midland, and Gratiot. The supply is derived from brines

obtained from borings, and commonly evaporated by artificial heat, for

which method the local conditions have been very favorable, the waste

from saw mills in the immediate neighborhood of the salt works fur-

nishing an inexpensive fuel in the shape of slabs, sawdust, etc. As
the lumber becomes exhausted this advantage will gradually have less

weight. A small quantity of salt is still made in Michigan by solai

evaporation also. Mr. G. W. Hill, the State salt inspector, has fur-

nished the statistics for the last two years included in the following

tables

:

Salt made in Michigan, 1880 to 1884 inclusive, hy counties.

[Barrels of 280 pounds each, as in each subsequent reference in this section.]

Counties.
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Previous to 1869 the salt production of the State was as follows

:

Tears.
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ized iron pipe, and the numerous connections necessary to make a

working relationship among the pumps, cisterns, settlers, grainers and

boilers make a whole of over 9,000 feet of pipe. Under the same roof

are fourteen salt-bins and a packing room, adjoining which is the salt-

shed, 230 feet long by 150 wide. The brine is limed in the cisterns out-

side and allowed to stand 48 hours. After becoming clear it is drawn
into the settlers inside. There the temperature is raised to 175° Fah.,

and evaporation goes on until saturation is reached, which takes about

24 hours. It is then drawn into the grainers, the temperature is raised

to 185°, and crystallization begins. Every morning the salt is lifted

and the grainers refilled. The salt is wheeled into the bins, where it

drains 14 days and is then inspected and packed."

New York.—Salt is made on a very large scale in the Onondaga dis-

trict, at and near Syracuse, which has been steadily productive since

the last century. Much attention has been given to the recent discov-

eries in the Warsaw district, in Wyoming county ; and salt is also

made on a small scale in Genesee and Livingston counties, at Le Eoy,

Piffard, and Mount Morris ; while very recent strikes have been made
at East Gainesville and near Phelps. The total output of the State in

1883 was as follows : Onondaga district, 7,497,431 bushels ; other dis-

tricts, about 600,000 bushels ; total, 8,097,431 bushels. In 1884 the pro-

duction was : Onondaga district, 6,942,270 bushels ; other districts,

about 2,000,000 bushels ; total, 8,942,270 bushels. The figures for 1884

do not include a large stock on hand in the Onondaga district unin-

spected and unsold. The total spot value of the New York product in

1883 was $680,638, and in 1881 it was $705,978.

The Onondaga salt springs reservation is under State control, the

wells being worked on lease. The gross revenue to the State in 1884

was $69,513. The reservation is divided into four subdistricts. Their

segregated output in 1884, according to the official returns of Mr. P. J.

Brummelkamp, the State superintendent, was :

•

Salt inspected at the Onondaga salt springs in 1884.

Subdistricts.

1. Syracuse
2. Salina—
3. Liverpool
4. Geddes ..

Total.

Solar.

Common. Ground

Bushels.
442, 295
388, 449
624, 654
785, 638

2, 241, 036

Bushels.
55, 896
56, 928

112, 824

Fine.

Common. Ground.

Bushels.
883,644

1,133,415
412, 952

1, 118, 718

3, 537, 729

Bushels.
368, 687
334, 452

347,542

1, 050, 681

TotaL

Bushels.
1, 750, 522
1, 902, 244
1, 0''7, 606
2, 251, 898

6,942,269
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The total production of the Onondaga reservation since 1797, the date

of the first leases in lots, has been

:

Production of the Onondaga district, 1797 to 1884 inclusive.

Years. Solar. Fine. Total

1797.
1798.
1799 .

1800 .

1801.
1802.
1803.
1804.
1805.
1806.
1807 .

1808.
1809.
1810.
1811 .

1812.
1813.
1814 .

1815.
1816.
1817.
1818.
1819.
1820 .

1821.
1822.
1823.
1824.
1825.
1826.
1827.
1828.
1829.
1830.
1831.
1832.
1833.
1834.
1835.
1836.
1837.
3838.
1839.
1840.
1841.
1842.
1843.
1844.
1845.
1846.
1847.
1848.
1849.
1850.
1851.
1852.
1853 .

1854.
1855.
1856.
1857 .

1858.
1859.
1860 .

1861.
1862.
1863.
1864,
1865.
1866,
1867.
1868.
1869,
1870,

BunheU of 56
pounds.

220, 247
163, 021

318, 105
332, 418
353, 455
331, 705
262, 879
342, 497
377, 735
374, 732

378, 967
633, 595
677, 947
734, 474
498, 124
709, 391
481, 280

1, 514, 554
1, 345, 022
1,462,565
1, 884, 697
1, 983, 022
1, 437, 656

1, 971, 122

1, 886, 760

1, 978, 183

2, 271, 892
2, 027, 490
1, 857, 942
2, 487, 691

BvsheU of 56
pounds.

25, 474
59,

42,

50,

62:

75:

9o:

leo:

154
122
175;

319,

128,

450,

200
221
226;

295,

322,

348,

408,

406,

548,

458;

526,

481

726,

816,

757,

811

983,

1, 160,

1, 129,

1, 435,

1,514
1,652
1, 838,

1,943;

1, 209
1, 912,

2, 167,

2, 575,

2, 864;

2, 622;

3, 120,

2, 128
2, 809,

3,671

3, 408,

3, 507,

3, 688,

4, 394,

4, 705;

3, 894,

4, 235;

4, 288,

4, 826,

5, 068,

5, 584,

5, 257,

3, 830,

5, 518,

6, 549;

- 4, 130
5, -61^

7, 070,

6, 504,

5, 407,

4, 499,

5, 180

5, 323

6, 639,

6, 804,

6, 260,

928
704
000
000
000
000
000
071
577
448
618
282
000
000
on
000
000
058
665
665
540
374
329
049
562
988
634
203
023
410
888
280
446
037
985
646
252
867
858
287
033
718
305
520
882
395
134
903
146
476
629
834
187
150
938
577
8>3
761
419
846
635
250
682.
694
852
727
712
170
320
673
126
295
422

ushelt of 56
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Production of the Onondaga district, 1797 to 1884 inclusive—Continued.

Tears.
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working is by Prof. 0. H. Dann : " The brine comes from a bed of solid

rook salt about 80 feet in thickness and about 1,550 feet below the sur-

face. Wells (of which this company has three 5f inches and one 8 inches

across) are sunk to the bottom of the salt bed. The well is cased with

iron pipe down to the salt. A 2-inch pipe descends to the bottom of

the bed, having perforations only for a few feet at the lower end. Pure

water from the Warsaw water-works is let into the well between the

casing and the small pipe until the well is full. The water in contact

with the rock salt dissolves all the salt it will hold, and the brine, being

more than twice as heavy as pure water, sinks to the bottom, enters

the small pipe, is driven part way up by the weight of the outside col-

umn of fresh water, and is pumped into large vats a few feet higher

than the evaporating pans. One of the wells is supplied with fresh

water from an underground stream. The company has five pans, each

130 feet long by 20 feet wide and 18 inches deep. The full capacity of

a pan is 200 barrels a day. The fuel used for evaporating the brine is

anthracite coal dust, which costs $1.65 per ton. The brine runs contin-

uously from the vats to the pans, and the salt is constantly depositing

in the bottom of the pans and is frequently drawn out with long-handled

scrapers upon sloping shelves at the sides of the pans. After drain-

ing a while it is taken to large storage bins, where, after drying for two
or three weeks, part is put into barrels for shipment, part is shipped in

bulk, and part is dried, bolted, and ground for different grades of dairy

and table salt. The dryers are two closed cylinders of boiler iron 33

feet long, 6 feet in diameter, traversed by steam pipes, and kept revolv-

ing. The salt enters one end of the dryer, passes graduallythrough it,

and issues, dry and warm, from the opposite end. It is then carried

by elevators to the third story, whence descending, lumps are taken

out by sieves, the salt is bolted, ground, put by women into small sacks,

which are thrown into wooden tubes, down which they are carried by
their own weight into the packing-room. Three boilers furnish steam
for the 80-horse-power Corliss engine and seven smaller engines that

propel the drying and grinding machines and the pumps. The build-

ings cover about three acres, the main building being 520 feet in length."

The following analyses show the character of the artificial brine

pumped from the wells

:

Analyses of Warsaw Irines.
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The Warsaw salt is all made by evaporation by artificial heat, no solar

salt being produced. A number of grades are made, sold under differ-

ent trade names, and some salt is sold as a fertilizer, in the shape of

" common fine," and known as '' agricultural." The following analysis

of the Warsaw salt is published by one of the companies

:

Sodium chloride .

Calcium chloride
Calcium sulphate
Moisture

Per cent.

98. 8929
.0500
.7230
.3341

100. 0000

Prof. J. S. ^Newberry has published the following account of the geolog-

ical origin of the 'Sew York salt beds: "All the salt deposits of 'Sew

York apparently occur in one formation, that which has been called for

that reason the Onondaga salt group, or, more recently, the Salina forma-

tion, a part of the Upper Silurian system. This seems to be the deposit

of a great salt lake that occupied central and western Kew York, north-

ern Pennsylvania, northeastern Ohio, and southern Ontario. Its out-

lines are not definitely traced, and may have been quite irregular, but

probably included an area as great as that of Lake Huron or, perhaps,

Lake Superior. In this lake, besides the land wash, which is now repre-

sented by the colored shales and marls seen about Syracuse, were depos-

ited great sheets of gypsum and rock salt, and when the water surface

was more extended, the impure limestones that form the well-known

Water-lime group, from which so much hydraulic cement is made on the

Hudson and in central and western New York. About Goderich, Canada,

near the northern margin of the old salt lake, rock salt has been found

in a number of wells, forming beds from 2 to 65 feet in thickness, inter-

stratified with gypsum and water-lime. At Sandusky, Ohio, near the

western border of the old lake, where its sediments are not more than

40 feet in thickness, they include beds of gypsum that are the basis of

an important industry. At Syracuse the salt is not obtained directly

from the Salina formation, but from brine pumped from wells that pene-

trate a great mass of sand, gravel, etc., that fills one of the old buried

channels formed when the continent stood higher above the ocean than

now—before the ice period, when they were to a large extent filled and

obliterated—and its surface was deeply scored along the lines of drain-

age. The old channel at Salina, cutting across the strata, receives the

drainage from deejjly buried beds of salt, long ago suspected to exist,

which have lately been discovered by borings in the country south. Salt

being very soluble, rain falling on the surface and penetrating the rocks

to these beds of salt has gradually dissolved them to form brine, which,

flowing down to a lower level, has filled the reservoir formed by the old

channel referred to, and from this has been pumped up and evaporated.
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"The salt deposits of tJie Salina group exhibit an interesting diver-

sity of composition. Some are almost chemically pure, while others con-

tain a large quantity of chloride of calcium, chloride of magnesium, sul-

phate of magnesia, etc., which constitute the ' bitterns ' of the salt-boilers.

These differences are apparently the result of different conditions under

which the precipitates were made. Salt water contains a great variety

of substances held in solution, among which gypsum, common salt, sul-

phate of soda, sulphate of magnesia, and the chlorides mentioned are

the most abundant. When it is evaporated, these salts are thrown

down in the inverse order of their solubilities. For example, the sulphate

of lime (gypsum) being the least soluble is first deposited; then, when
the solution is more concentrated, chloride of sodium and the other salts

in order, until finally only the deliquescent salts mentioned are left.

These have such affinity for water that they do not exist in nature except

in solution, and, after being artificially prepared, rapidly absorb moisture

from the atmosphere. These facts give us an explanation of the varying

purity of the salt, and the occurrence in certain places of great sheets

of gypsum. Where a landlocked basin receives the drainage of the

surrounding country—which, although apparently pure water, always

contains some salts—by evaporation, the water becomes ' salt,' a charac-

teristic of all undrained lakes, Great Salt lake and the Dead sea being

good examples. If such a solution should be further concentrated, the

least soluble ingredient, gypsum, would be first thrown down, and a
sheet of this might be x>recipitated while yet all the other saline con-

stituents were held in solution. With further evaporation, a belt or

margin of gypsum would be left around the shallower portions of the

lake, and chemically pure salt would be deposited when the concentra-

tion passed the point of saturation for salt. The diminished waters, now
retiring to the deeper parts of the basin, would leave behind them in

places sheets of pure salt, while the precipitates subsequently made
would contain an abnormal quantity of bitterns. Just such a record we
seem to have in the sediments of the old Salina lake, as well as in those

of later date in other parts of the world, the salt of certain localities or

certain layers being nearly pure, while that of other localities or layers

contains an undue proportion of impurities. The salt basins of the upper
Ohio and of Michigan, both distinct from and of later age than that we
have been considering, show the same peculiarities. By some writers the
gypsum of the Salina group, as well as that of other formations, is attrib-

uted to the action of acid waters on carbonate of lime; but the contin-

uous sheets of gypsum contained in the Salina group, separated by thin

bands of pure limestone, disprove this theory. They are evidently chem-
ical precipitates from saline waters, alternating with the limestones,

which were formed from the hard parts of organisms inhabiting the water
during the intervals when it was pure enough to sustain animal life."

Pennsylvania.—There are sixteen establishments in the State engaged
in making salt. Of these only four have reported for 1884, in which
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year they employed 51 hands and x^aid $26,071 in wages, the total value

of their products (including, however, some other chemicals) being

|!121,468.

Ohio.—The production of 1883 is estimated at 350,000 barrels, worth,

at 66 cents net at the works, $231,000; and in 1881 at 320,000 barrels,

worth $201,600, at an' average net vahie of 63 cents per barrel. It is

possible that these estimates are understatements, as the returns are

very imperfect. The reports made by the count;^ clerks to the secretary

of state placed the make for the year ending March 31, 1884, at 2,489,000

bushels (497,800 barrels), and the total value of the product at $557,810;

but there is evidently an error in these figures, as the valuation would

indicate an average price of $1.12 per barrel, or nearly twice as much
as the actual rate, the highest average for 1883, as estimated by man-

ufacturers, having been 70 cents, and that for 1884 only 67^ cents, while

the rates given above, 66 and 63 cents spot respectively, seem to be

warranted by reports received. The valuation given by the county

clerks may perhaps include bromine or other by-products ; but if this

were the case it would hardly explain the entire discrepancy, and the

county clerks' figures are therefore not adopted.

The great flood in February, in addition to the depression caused by

low prices, had the effect of reducing production in 1884.

The following account of the Ohio salt industry is condensed from a

recent description by Prof. Edward Orton. Salt is made in the follow-

ing districts, named in the order of their production: (1) the Pomeroy
or Ohio Valley district, Meigs county

; (2) the Tuscarawas Valley dis-

trict, Tuscarawas county; (3) the Muskingum Valley district, Mus-

kingum county
; (4) the Hocking Valley district, Athens, Morgan county;

(5) the Cambridge district, Guernsey county and Noble county; (6) the

Eastern Ohio district, Columbiana county. The brine is obtained from

two horizons, the Logan, or Upper Waverly sandstone (frequently con-

glomeratic), and the Berea grit, or Lower Waverly sandstone. To the

first are to be referred all the wells except those belonging to the Tus-

carawas valley and the eastern Ohio fields. The strongest water found

in the State is about 10° Baum6, and water of this strength is derived

from both the salt horizons. The manufacture is in a more or less de-

pressed or unsatisfactory condition throughout the State. This depres-

sion arises from the sharp competition which has prevailed in all west-

ern salt markets during the last ten or fifteen years, and especially from

the competition arising from Michigan salt, which has brought the price

too close to the cost of production in Ohio to make the business a sound

and growing industry.

The salt wells of the Pomeroy district are the most prominent. The
Pittsburgh coal seam has an excellent development at Pomeroy. It

lies about 150 feet above low water in the Ohio. It has a thickness of

4^ feet, increasing in the swamps to 6 feet. A large area immediately

adjoining the river originally held the seam, and mining has been car-

I
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ried on vigorously for a long term of years. The seam is not hoiuo-

geneous, but it consists of two benches quite unequal in thickness and
also in quality. The lower bench, 3 to 3J feet thick, is of a much better

character than the top bench. The latter is 12 to 15 inches in thickness

and is high in ash and sulphur, and also carries a cannel streak. It

was long ago found that the character of the entire seam was greatly

lowered by sending out the top coal, and it finally bepame necessary

to reject it altogether from the coal supplied to the river market. A
large amount of coal, one-quarter at least of the entire seam, was there-

fore to be thrown into the waste, cumbering the mine and reducing the

output. To use this inferior coal and also the slack and screenings

produced by mining, it was decided by the proprietors of the Pomeroy
field to establish salt furnaces, provided a supply of brine could be
obtained. The Ohio Valley salt interest was thus distinctly based upon
the low-grade coal of the upper bench of the Pittsburgh seam at this

point. Drilling for salt water was begun about 1850, and a good supply

was found at a depth of 1,010 feet in the pioneer well of' the Pomeroy
Salt Company. A smaller supply was passed at 300 feet in the Mahon-
ing sandstone. The well head is about 60 feet below the level of the

coal seam, making the main salt rock about 1,075 feet beneath the

Pomeroy coal, or about 600 feet below the place of the Nelsonville coal.

This shows the salt rock to be the Logan sandstone or Upper Waverly^
which has already been found supplying the salt wells of both the

Muskingum and the Hocking valleys. The brine is supplied in good
quantity. For some time after drilling the first wells it flowed from

the well heads, but it was soon found necessary to pump the brine, and
the length of the lift has been gradually increased until the present

time. It is now lifted about 500 feet. The well is cased to 600 feet,

and the salt water rises about 100 feet in the casing. Aside from this

there is no falling off in the supply. The strength of the brine is mod-
erate, reading about 10.75° on the Baum^ scale. This strength has been
uniformly maintained in all of the wells, except when one or another

may be temporarily invaded by fresh water from above. The brine

carries but a small amount of sulphates, but it holds considerable iron^

and, like other Ohio brines, is extraordinarily rich in bromides. There
are now in operation in this district 15 furnaces. At one time there

were 26 in operation—13 on each side of the river. The business was
fairly successful from its beginning until the end of the war. After

the war was ended the work of resupplying the southern States with
salt, for which Ohio was most advantageously situated, brought an
extraordinary but short-lived prosperity to this field, which in the end
proved a real misfortune. The success of the business at this time at-

tracted $2,000,000 of new capital, and the production was brought up
to a maximum of 1,200,000 barrels annually—a larger quantity of salt

than the regions naturally tributary to the Ohio valley could make use

of. At about the same time the competition of Saginaw salt began to
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be felt, and the Ohio valley manufacture has since been carried on at

a confessed disadvantage. The barrel in which the salt is packed costs

not less than 30 cents, southern Ohio oak, which is the most acces-

sible lumber supply, being discarded and replaced by elm and other

white woods, mainly from northern Ohio. The price of salt on the

yards falls as low as 70 cents (and lower) at times. This leaves 40 cents

for manufacturing and packing 280 pounds of salt. It requires great

skill in management and great economy in every expenditure to make
7 pounds of salt for one cent and save any profit. But in reality the

manufacture is not conducted with the highest degree of economy. As
previously stated, the upper bench of the coal mined here, together

with the slack produced in mining, was the original reliance of the salt

furnaces as to fuel, and most of them adhere to the old practice. A
few, however, use the whole product of the mines, and it is a question

whether the superior efficiency of the fuel derived from the entire seam

does not fully compensate for the increased expense. Tor transporta-

tion Pomeroy has mainly relied upon the Ohio river, but within the

last few years railroads have reached the town, and salt can be shipped

by them at fair advantage when the river is not available.

In what is known as the Tuscarawas Yalley salt field, three furnaces

are now in operation : the Sugar Creek Salt Works, at Canal Dover
j

the Dover Salt Works, at Canal Dover ; and the Goshen Salt Works,

3 miles above New PhiladeliDhia. Each of them depends on a single

well, and each uses the entire product. The capacity of the three is

about 60,000 barrels per year, the Sugar Creek Company producing more

ihan either of the others. This field is generally counted the most suc-

cessful in Ohio at the present time. The wells are about 900 feet in

depth, all of them reaching unmistakably the Berea grit, which yields gas

in connection with the brine. The water now requires to be lifted 500

feet. Its strength is about 10° Baum6, sometimes gaining alittle on this.

The Kew Philadelphia well was the first to be drilled, in 186G-'67. The

object sought for in drilling was oil. The other wells followed in close

succession. A fourth well drilled near Dover failed to produce brine,

but the supply of brine may be counted as practically unlimited. The

quality of the salt produced is good. It finds its chief market in central

Ohio. There is but a small proportion of sulphates in the brine. The

processes used in the manufacture are a blending of the old and new.

Steam is used in the evaporation in part only. Two of the companies

mine their own coal, depending on the Middle Kittanning or No. C seam,

which is very accessible. The Sugar Creek furnace makes use of slack

exclusively, drawing its supply from thePikeEun and Cambridge mines.

The Scott Salt Works, 3 miles above Cambridge, on the line of the

Central Ohio railway (Baltimore and Ohio), are the only important

works in Guernsey county. Their production is about 4,500 barrels per

year. Two or three small furnaces are situated in the Wills Creek
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valley that have outlived their usefulness, but that still maintain a
feeble production. Two, wells have been drilled at Scott's works. The
main salt rock lies here 620 to 650 feet below the Cambridge coal, which
shows it to be the Logan sandstone. They are begun near the level

of the middle Kittanniug seam, upon which they depend for fuel. They
are thus seen to agree with the Scott wells as to the horizon from which
the brine is derived. The brine is weak, not rising to 10.7° Baume, but
it is said to be unusually free from impurities. The percentage of sul-

phate of lime, of iron, and of bromides are all low. The pea coal and
the slack of the large mine that is worked here furnish all the fuel for

the furnaces. The salt has an excellent name in all of the markets that

it reaches. The Wills Creek valley was one of the early sources of Ohio
salt. Ail of the early wells bored here are said to have found a notable

quantity of gas in the salt rock.

Quite an extensive production of salt was maintained in Columbiana
county for a number of years, the manufacture being chiefly confined to

the valleys of Yellow Creek and Little Beaver, but it has almost en-

tirely disappeared under the competition that has come in from outside

fields. One furnace is still in operation near New Lisbon, and several

have been operated within the last few years in the Ohio valley below
East Liverpool. The horizon from which the salt water is derived

clearly seems to be the Berea grit. The brine is weak, not exceeding
50 or 60 Baume.

IsToble county is to be credited with a single salt furnace, now, or re-

cently, in operation. The well is shallow, and the brine is derivied from
a Coal Measure sandstone, probably one of the divisions of the Mahon-
ing sandstone. The production is insignificant.

West Virginia.—The salt industry of this State, also, is in a depressed
condition, due to the recent sharp competition. The brine wells are

mainly in Kanawha and Mason counties. The output is estimated by
Dr. J. P. Hale to have been only about 320,000 barrels, of 280 pounds,
in 1883, or 20 per cent, less than in 1882. In 1884 the yield still fur-

ther declined, and probably did not exceed 310,000 barrels. The average
value at the works in 1883 was about 66 cents, and in 1884 about 63
cents per barrel.

Estimattd production of salt in West Virginia, 1882 to 1884, inclusive.

Tears.
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The earlier history of the salt raanufacture ofKanawha county is shown
in the following table, prepared by Dr. Hale

:

Production of salt in Kanawha county, West Virginia.

Tears.

1797 pounds per day..
1808 bushels per day .

.

1814 Lushels per year..
1827
1828
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845

-do
.do
.do.
do
.do...
.do...
-do...
do...
.do...
.do...
-do ..

-do...
.do...
.do...
-do...
.do...
.do...
.do --

-do...

Quantity. Tears. Quantity.

1 846 bushels per year.
1847 do ..

1848 do...
1849 do...
1850 ; do...
1851 do...
1852 do...
1853 do...
1854 do...
1855 .-.., do...
1856 do...
1857 do....,
1858 to 1863 1

1864 do.-.-i
1865 do....

I

1866 do....!
1867 do ...|

1868 do....

I

1869 do.... I

1870 ... do...
I

1871 to 1874 1

1875 do....i
I

3, 224, 786
2, 090, 087
2,876,010
2, 951, 492
3, 142, 100
2, 862, 676
2, 741, 570
2, 729, 910
2, 233, 863
1, 498, 548
1, 264, 049
1, 266, 749

(a)

1, 300, 991
861,973

1, 275, 017
1, 321, 066
1, 528, 282
1, 822, 430
1, 721, 963

(a)

967, 465

aNo records.

Virginia.—Eock salt and brines occur at Saltville, Smythe county
j

and brines are also met with in Washington and Lee counties'. The
Norfolk and Western railroad carried 1,214 tons of salt in 1882, and
11,482 tons in 1883, the source of which is not reported. Mr. Thomas
Kadcliffe makes the following statement as to the salt of the flolston

valley, near Saltville : "A specimen of the rock salt sent by the super-

intendent of the salt works was brownish red in color, with a crystal-

line structure, and was obtained while deepening one of the salt wells.

This rock salt is not mined, the brine alone being used for the manu-
facture of salt. The capacity of the works is at present 450,000 bushels

per year, though at one time during the late war the yield was as high

as 10,000 bushels per day. According to analysis the rock salt con-

tained

—

Sodium chloride
Potassium chloride .

.

Calcium sulphate . .

.

Magnesium sulphate
Ferric oxide
Silica .-..

Water

Per cent.

93.05
Trace.

2.40
.07
.83

2.81
.30

9.46

"An analysis of the marketed salt gave 98.89 per cent, sodium chloride,

with a small percentage of calcium sulj>hate, water, and a trace of mag-

nesium sulphate, showing it to be a high-grade salt."

North Carolina.—There are brine wells, not largely utilized, in the

Triassic beds of Chatham, Orange, and Rockingham counties.

I
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Louisiana.—The great rock salt mass of Petite Anse, or Avery's isl-

and, near New Iberia, in the southern part of the State, is praatically

the sole source of commercial salt in the State. Its product, however, is

very great, and could be increased with a more favorable market. Mr.

William Crooks, superintendent of the American Salt Company, operat-

ing the Petite Anse mine, furnishes the following statistics of its output

during the past three years

:

Production of the Petite Anse mine in 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Qrodea.
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respond in grain with Liverpool coarse or " ground alum," as it some-

times is called; "fine" is ground still smaller, and corresponds to Liv-

erpool fine ; " table " is ground for table use. The price at the mine in

1884 averaged: Lump, $6; crushed, $3.50; coarse, $3.75; fine, $475;
table, $5, per ton.

The other principal salines of Louisiana were described by Professor

Hilgard in the 1882 report. They consist of salt licks, brine pools,

lakes, etc., in the northern part of the State. The salt from these is

used to a small extent locally, but is not on the market. A little sea

water has been boiled at times along the gulf coast between the mouths
of the Mississippi and Atchafalaya rivers. The amount thus produced

is at present insignificant.

Texas.—A number of extensive lagoons or sea marshes are met with

in the neighborhood of Corpus Christi and farther west, where salt

forms by natural evaporation of the water which floods them at periods

of very high tides. This salt is gathered and used to some extent by

ranchmen and others. There are also salt lakes of considerable extent

farther inland, in Hidalgo and Cameron counties, where the salt formed

naturally has a small local use; and in the northwestern part of the

State, near El Paso, are similar lakes, which before the advent of rail-

roads supplied the population on both sides of the Eio Grande. A lit-

tle salt has been made at Graham, Young county, at a small block,

making salt from brine with the aid of natural gas. Eegarding one of

the Hidalgo county salines the following description has been furnished:

La Sal del Rey lake is in form an ellipse, about 1 mile in length and

6 miles in its circumference. Its depth nowhere exceeds 3 or 4 feet, and
its bed consists of pure rock crystal salt. The water is a brine of

unusual strength, which crystallizes with such rapidity that if a

large quantity of salt is removed from the bed of the lake one day,

it is said that its place will be found filled with salt of a similar

quality the next. This indicates that the supply of salt is very great,

while in purity it ranks very high, as shown by an analysis by Dr.

Eiddle, which gave 99.09 per cent, sodium chloride, 0.51 per cent, in-

soluble matter, and traces of magnesium sulphate.

Illinois.—The salt wells of Gallatin, Jackson, Marion, Vermillion,

Saline, and Calhoun counties have produced very little salt of late

years.

Indiana.—There are salin6 springs or borings in the sub-Carboniferous

rocks in Putnam, Warren, Jackson, Clark, Floyd, Scott, Harrison,

Fountain, Franklin, Dearborn, and Vigo counties. The salt production

of Lidiana is small, owing to the competition of the supplies from the

neighboring States.

Kentucliy.—'Biim is obtained and evaporated from wells in the east-

ern coal fields and the sub-Carboniferous limestones of the western part

oi the State. There are also weak brines in the central counties.

Tennessee.—There are salt works in White, Anderson, and Overton
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couDties. Brine has been found in borings for petroleum in some of

the central counties.

Missouri.—There was formerly a considerable production in Saline,

Sainte Genevieve, and Jefferson counties ; but the industry has de-

clined.

Kansas.—There are a large number of brine wells and some deposits

of rock salt, said to be very extensive, in this State ; but the output of

salt is not large.

Arkansas.—Eock salt is found in Dallas and Hot Springs counties,

but has not been utilized to any extent.

Nebraska.—Several springs have been found along Salt creek, Lan
caster county.

Bocky Mountain region.—Salt is found in considerable quantities

in various portions of the Eocky mountains, from Montana to Mexico,

both in salt springs and as salt beds or deposits. In the Yellowstone

valley salt springs occur frequently, but no effort has yet been made to

utilize the brine in the manufacture of salt. In Wyoming, rock salt is

said to occur in extensive beds in the western portion of the territory,

and in Crook county, west of the Black Hills. At Jenny's Stockade,

Dakota, a number of springs furnish an excellent quality of salt, and
the supply of brine is abundant. These springs are owned by Captain

Davey, of Galena, Black Hills, who has evaporated a considerable quan-

tity of brine and sold the salt. He has manufactured during the latter

part of 1884 about 3 tons of salt daily. This salt supplies the Black Hills

towns.

In the South Park, Colorado, there are a number of salt springs. Be-

fore 1870 works were erected with a capacity of many barrels of salt

daily, but for some reason they proved a failure and have not been run-

ning for years. It is not possible to ascertain how much salt has been

produced and marketed.

In New Mexico, on the great plateau of the Eocky mountains, south-

west of Canon Blanco summits, are the Salinas, which furnish a large

quantity of good salt. The greater portion of I^ew Mexico is supplied

from here, it being freighted to Santa F6, Las Yegas, to the towns along

the Eio Grande, and even to Chihuahua. The only cost is that of trans-

portation. It occurs in quantity in many places in New Mexico, often

mixed with alkali, and also pure in lakes. The evaporation in the salt

lakes annually makes a deposit of salt several inches in thickness, coarse,

strong, and of the best quality. It has often been taken to the city of

Chihuahua for sale, as the salt of that State is inferior, being mixed with

alkali. The principal lakes are in the valley between the Organ and
the Sacramento mountains, one lake on the Texas line, and the best one
60 miles northward, and another large and excellent one about 60 miles

south of Santa ¥6, near the town of Manzano, whence many wagon
loads are regularly carried to Santa F6 and other distant points, the
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article forming quite a commodity of interior commerce. These salt

lakes have been used as public property.

Utah.—Eock salt deposits in great masses are found in San Pete

county ; this rock salt is usually tinged with red or brown clays, but

occasional lumps are as clear as crystal. Salt also occurs in large

quantity in Juab, Millard, and Sevier counties, and small amounts
have been taken irom a number of localities in the Territory. At pres-

ent, however, almost the whole production comes from the waters of

Great Salt lake. The method of obtaining the salt is to overflow

marshes or basins in the spring, shutting the water in by dirt walls.

Solar evaporation causes a deposit of salt to be formed. The expense

of gathering it is very light, the cost being mainly in handling it to the

railway, from 3 to 10 miles from the salt flats. The largest shippers

are Lyman & Wallace, but other firms and persons are engaged in the

business. The quality of the salt is in proportion to the care bestowed

on its manufacture. Good table salt may be selected from the evap

orated salt, but there is usually too much dirt, consisting of dust blown

in from the adjoining lands. The chief demand is for use in silver mills

in IJtah, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, and Colorado. The lake supply is

enormous, as the surface is so great, ranging between 1,750 and 2,100

square miles in late years ; the mean depth varying from 13 to 18 feet,

and probably being about 16 feet at present ; while the salinity has

ranged between 14 and 21 per cent., being now about 17 per cent. The
production during the past six years, as estimated by Mr. J. M. Goodwin,

of the Salt Lake City Tribune, is given below. In the spring of 1884 a

large quantity of salt was lost by the unexpected overflow of some land

on which it had been piled.

Salt production of Utah since 1879.

Tears.
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Analysis No. 1 was taken at an unusually low stage of water, and
showed 22.28 per cent, of solid matter.

Analyses of the water of Great Salt lake.
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county, where extensive vats or reservoirs for solar evaporation have

been constructed. The importations of salt at the port of San Francisco

during the past five years have been as follows

:

Imports of salt at San Frandisco.
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ported from the latter country, fcsliipments that year having been due to

peculiar circumstances not likely to recur. Owing to the accumulation

of ample stocks the j^rice of salt has been low in San Francisco for the

past two years, Liverpool salt having sold for a part of the time below

$12 per ton, barely enough to cover freight and charges. Owing to the
shortage of the home product in 1884, prices improved towards the end
of that year, ruling in the early part of 1885 at $15 to $18 pev ton for

Liverpool; California rock salt, $8 to $10; half ground, $10 to $12;
Carmen island, $14 to $18. The yearly exports of salt from San Fran-

cisco amounted to between 500 and 600 tons, sent to Oregon and
Washington Territory.

The new sources of salt production in California consist of the exten-

sive saline opened in 1884 near Dos Palmos station, on the Southern
Pacific railroad, San Diego county, and a well near the town of Yreka,
Siskiyou county, which, having been bored to a depth of 675 feet, has
since discharged a strong brine at the rate of 10,000 gallons per hour.

Salt to the amount of several hundred tons has been produced here by
the method of graduation, and there being a local demand for all that

can be made, the business has proved i^rofitable. Salt can not be car-

ried to this portion of the State from San Francisco, the only other sup-

plying point, at less than $40 per ton, which enables the local manu-
facturers to charge high prices for their product.

The Liverpool Salt Company, owners of the Dos Palmos bed, took
out last year 1,500 tons of salt, which was marketed in the southern
part of the State and in the adjacent Territory of Arizona, which locali-

ties will most likely continue to obtain their supplies from that source.

This company, having made arrangements for working its deposit on a
large scale, will probably produce hereafter several thousand tons of
salt annually. A stratum of nearly pure salt several inches in thick-

ness occurs at this point, covering many hundred acres. Under this is

a lake of brine carrying from 25 to 30 per cent, chloride of sodium and
said to be free from iron and sulphur. This surface incrustation, hav-
ing been broken up and suffered to fall into the brine beneath, is there
slightly agitated in order to wash off the small quantity of mud and
sand it contains. This done, it is ready for market, being quite pure
and sufiaciently clean for ordinary uses. The company has constructed
large vats for holding the brine, which is evaporated by solar heat, the
climate being extremely favorable for that system. But little rain ever
falls in this part of California, and the mean temperature for seven
months in the year is not much below 100° Fah. Works will be put up
either on the ground or elsewhere for making table and the other finer
grades of salt. The Southern Pacific Kailroad Company, with a view to
facilitating the shipment of salt, has laid down a mile and a half of track
connecting the salt works with their main line at the Dos Palmos sta-
tion.

Nevada.—The Eagle Salt Works, Churchill county, Nevada, produced
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1,200 short tons of salt in 1883 and 1,000 tons in 1884. The latter season

was a bad one, losses being caused by rains. The average vakie at the

works was $5 per ton during the two years. The works made 200 tons

of table salt in each year (included in the total stated above), the re-

mainder being mill salt used in silver amalgamation, "rock,'' "stock,"

and " Liverpool fine." Mr. C. M. Willey, superintendent of the Eagle

works, estimates the total output of salt in Nevada at 3,000 short tons

in 1883 and 2,500 tons in 1884. Were there a market for the product

the amount made could be increased indefinitely. The salines of the

Eio Yirgen and the others of Churchill, Esmeralda, and Lander coun-

ties were fully described in the previous report.

The brines from the Buffalo salt wells and from the Eagle works con-

tain, according to analyses by Mr. F. W. Taylor:

Analyses of Nevada brines.
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Durham is growing in importance. The production of France in 1882

was 380,000 metric tons. Prussia produced 208,240 metric tons of rock

salt in 1883, while the whole German em])ire (aud Luxembourg) pro-

duced 456,958 metric tons of brine salt and 31 1,907 tons of rock salt in

1881, and 459,499 tons of brine salt and 322,422 tons of rock salt in 1882.

In Austria-Hungary the salt trade is a government monopoly, and is

said to yield a profit of about $10,000,000 annually in Austria and

$0,250,000 in Hungary, or $16,250,000 in all.

Among other foreign sources may be mentioned the rock salt of the

Pyrenees and the rock salt and brines of other parts of Spain ; the rock

salt of Italy and the rock salt and brines of Switzerland ; the heavy

deposits of Galicia; the salt lakes of Asiatic Eussia; the brines of

western China on the borders of Thibet ; the very abundant lakes and

dry salines of Persia j the rock salt of the Punjaub, Indiaj the salines

of Morocco, Barbary, Algiers, and south Africa j and the numerous

deposits of South America. Sea salt is made in very many parts of the

world.

Analyses of different salts.—The following table is taken from the

"American Cyclopedia":

Analyses of salt from different localities.

Localities.
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Imports and exports.—The imports of salt into the United States

since 1867 and the exports from this country since 1790 are shown in

the following tables. While the quantities are doubtless given cor-

rectly, there are apparent discrepancies in the values as reported:

Salt imparled and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

^ I

=1 fcC

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
J 874
1875
1876-

1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
'1882

1883
1884

Cake, over 30 per
cent, of potash.

Quantity. Value

Pounds.

$l,75i
9,698
2, 4:36

1,867

1, 397, 579

8, 954, 831

7, 863, 756
a8, 41C, 147

2,480
21, 667
8,187

55. 622
43, 363

40, 646

In bags, barrels, and
other packages.

Quantity. ! Value.

Pounds.
254, 470, 802

308, 440, 080

297, 382, 750
•IfiS, 47!t, 287

283, 903, 799

258, 232, 807

339,494,117
358, 375, 496
318, 073, 091

331,260, i40

359, 005, 742

J52, 109, 903

375, 286, 472;

400,970,531
412,442,291
329,909,300:

812, 9n,36oj
340, 759, 010

$690, 570
915,546
895, 272

797, 194
800, 454

788, 893
1,251,8.8
1,452, 161

1, 200, 541

1,153,480
1, 059, 941

1,002,995
1, 150,018
1, 180,082
1. 242, 543
1,086,932
1, 035, 946

1, 093, 628

Inbnlk.

Quantity. Value

Pounds.
229, 304, 323
219,975,096
256, 705, 240
349, 776, 433
;;74, 730. 573,

257, 6)7, 230
':h8, 012, 142
427. 294, 209
401,170,315
379, 478, 218
444, 044, 370
414,813,516
434, 760, 132
449, 743, 872

9, 301, 042
309,100,228
412,938,686
441, 613, 517

$336, 302
305, 458
351, 168
507, 874
355, 318
312, 569
525, 585
649, 838
549,111
462,106
532, 831
483, 909
532, 706
548, 425
658, 008
474, 200
451, 001
433, 827

Per the purpose of
curing fish.

Quantity. Value.

Pounds.

68, 597, 023

64, 671, 139
57, 830, 929
86, 756, 628

105, 613, 913
110, 249, 440
118,760,638
132,433,972
100,794,611
94, 060, 114
109,024,446
133. 395, 065
134, 777, 569
142, 065, 557

126, 605, 276

$87, 048
66, 008
60, 155
86, 193

126, 896
119,607
126, 276
140, 787
96, 898
95, 841
119,667
144, 347
147, 058
154, 671
122, 463

Total
value.

$1, 032, 872
1, 281, 004
1, 248, 192

1, 401, 814
1, 224, 216
1, 101, 617

1, 866, 596
2, 228, 895
1, 871, 126

1, 741, 802
1, 733, 559
1, 643, 802

1, 781, 045
1, 869, 841

2, 053, 145
1,763,812
1, 684, 981

1, 690, 564

a Classed as "salt cake; " amount of potash not specified.

Salt, of domestic production, exportedfrom the United States.

JTiscal years ending Sep-
tember 30 until 1842, and
June 30 since

—

1790
1791
1830 ,

1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
1837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843 (nine months)
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
1850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855
1856

Quantity.

Bushels.
31, 935

4, £08
47, 488
45, 847
45. 072
25, 009
89, 064

126, 230
49, 917
99, 133
114,155
264, 337
92, 145

215, 084
110,400
40, 678

1.57, 529
131,500
117, 627

202, 244
219, 145
312, 063
319, 175
344, 061

1, 467, 676
'

515, 857
548, 185

536, 073
698, 458

Value.

$8, 236
1, 052

22, 978
20, 848

27, 914
18,211
54, 007
46, 483
31, 943
58, 472
67, 707
64,272
42, 246
02, 765
39, 064
10, 262
47, 755
45,151
30, 520
42, 333
73, 274
82, 972
75, 103
61,424
89, 316

119, 729
159, 026
156, 879
311, 495

I

Fiscal years ending Sep-
tember 30 until 1842, and
June 30 since

—

1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862

1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1809
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Quantity.

Bushels.
576, 151
533, 100
717, 257
475, 445
537, 401
397, 506
584, 901
635, 519
589, 537
670, 644
605, 825
624, 970
442, 947
298, 142
120, 156
42, 603
73, 323
31,657
47, 094
61, 014
65, 771
72, 427
43, 710
22, 179
45, 455
42, 085
54, 147
70, 014

Value.

162, 650
212, 710
129, 717
144, 046
228, 109
277, 838
296, 088
358, 109

300, 980
304, 030

289, 936
190, 076
119, 582
47, 115

19, 978
43, 777

14, 701

16, 273

18, :.78

20, 133

24, 968
13, 612
6,613

14, 752
18, 265
17, 321

26, 007



BROMINE.
By David T. Day.

Occurrence.—Bromine is found in small quantities, but so widely dis-

tributed as to justify the general statement that where compounds of

chlorine are found corresponding bromine compounds also occur. The
proportion of bromine to chlorine varies within wide limits, reaching a

maximum in such waters as those of the Dead sea and a minimum in

such salt deposits as those of Louisiana. From the discovery of bro-

mine in 1826 until the opening of the Stassfurt salt mines in Germany
the production of this element was insignificant, it being obtained from

the mother liquors of certain salt springs, which, like that at Kissengen,

contain notable traces of bromides. The production of bromine in the

United States was begun in 1849 by Dr. David Alter in the salt works

at Freeport, Pennsylvania, but on a very small scale. In the year 1865,

according to Mylius, attention was called by A. Frank to the presence of

larger quantities of bromides in the Stassfurt carnallite, and introduced

the manufacture of bromine on a large scale as a secondary branch, in-

tended to divide the cost of producing potassium salts from the Stass-

furt mines, and thus aid in the competition with kelp. He also hoped
that the bromine so produced would replace iodine in the manufacture

of aniline dyes. The impetus thus given to the bromine industry awak-

ened competition in West Virginia. The manufacture was actively

pressed, and such quantities were sent to the European markets as to

affect the Stassfurt production disastrously. From a nominal value of

$8 to $16 per pound in 1865 the price of bromine fell rapidly, as it be-

came evident that there was no adequate demand for the supply. The
manufacture of bromine has been extended to the Pomeroy and Tusca-

rawas districts in Ohio. Bromine has never been manufactured in the

Syracuse region, as the salt brines of that district contain only slight

traces of bromides. As far as can be ascertained little or no bromine
is manufactured in Michigan.

Production.—JSTearly all the salt manufacturers in West Virginia work
over the mother liquor from salt for bromine. In Ohio this " bittern "

is collected from various salt works by the United States Chemical
Company of Middleport, who pay a royalty to the salt works of 2 cents

for each barrel of salt produced. About two-thirds of the Ohio product

is produced by this establishment. As nearly as can be ascertained

the total production of bromine in 1883 was 301,100 pounds, of which

851
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194,450 pounds came from Ohio and 106,650 pounds from West Virginia.

In 1884 the product was slightly less, namely 281,100 pounds, the Ohio

and West Virginia proportion remaining the same. In the Tuscarawas

valley, Ohio, the brines contain a larger proportion of bromine than in

any other region in the United States, one pound of bromine being

obtained for each barrel of salt. The Pomeroy and West Virginia

works yield 1 pound of bromine to 3 barrels of salt (840 pounds).

MetJiod of manufacture.—The process of manufacture is generally the

simplest known, namely, treatment of the concentrated bittern with

sulphuric acid to liberate hydrobromic acid, and manganese dioxide to

oxidize the hydrobromic acid to water and free bromine; this takes place

in stone vessels similar to those used in the preparation of chlorine.

By heating, the bromine is distilled and collected in glass vessels. The
use of potassium chlorate instead of manganese dioxide has been at-

tempted, but has not met with marked success.

Utilization.—The consumption of bromine depends upon its use in

medicine, photography, and in analytical and experimental chemistry.

The hope of using its carbon compounds as substitutes for those of

iodine in the industry of coal tar dyes has not yet been realized. How-
ever, Hofmanu(a) has removed one of the obstacles to this end, that

is, the greater volatility of the bromine compounds, by proposing to use

amyl bromide, boiling at 120° C, together with methyl alcohol (wood

spirits) or ethyl (ordinary) alcohol with the bases to which it was nec-

essary to add methyl or ethyl. By this means methyl or ethyl bromide

was formed, together with amyl alcohol ; but the indiflereut action of the

bromides compared to the iodides, the inferior luster of the color pro-

duced, and the difficulty of recovering the more volatile bromine, have

defeated the use of bromine in this field. The hope has, however, not

been given up that by extended efforts bromine may yet obtain the ex-

pected importance in the color industry, since there are still some Eng-
lish and German manufacturers who use a mixture of ethyl and methyl

bromides instead of methyl iodide. During the late civil war, and also

in the Franco-Prussian war, bromine water was introduced as a disin-

fectant, but although possessing certain advantages over chlorine in the

ease with which it may be manipulated, its use was limited. With the

amounts which can be produced it is hardly possible that bromine will

escape application in this field. The bleaching action of bromine is

also sufficient to justify the prediction that extended use will eventually

be made of it in this direction.

Pnce.—-Since at present bromine is not used in any large industry, it

is not surprising that its price should sink in proportion as the supply

increases, and it has now reached a point where sales are slow at any
price. By 1873 the price had fallen to 50 cents per pound. Since then

the following rates have controlled the sales of wholesale quantities.

q, "Entwickeluug der cheni. Industriej" page 128,
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These, as well as the figures for allied substances, have been kindly-

arranged by Messrs. Powers,& Weightman, of Philadelphia:

Price of iromine per pound.

Tears.



IODINE.
By David T. Day.

Domestic occurrences.—Traces of iodides have been found, together

with chlorides and broniides, in the various salt wells, particularly those

of the West Virginia and Ohio district. At Saratoga, ISTew York, traces

have been detected, but although the percentage of iodine in profitable

sources is extremely small, the occurrences in the United States will,

in all probability, remain entirely insignificant. Although iodine is not

produced in the United States, its important influence upon the bromine

industry, in which the United States holds first rank, makes a coHside!i?a-

tion of the peculiar features of the iodine industry advisable.

Sources and mode of manufacture.—Sea water and the South American

nitrate deposits have served as the only sources of iodine. The minute

trace of iodine in the former is concentrated by many varieties of algsEL,

so that these plants when perfectly dry contain from 0.0297 to 0.4535

per cent, of their weight in iodine, in the form of iodides of the alkali

metals (Stanford). Before the discoj^ery of iodine by Oourtois, in 1811,

these alg^ were collected on the shores of Ireland, Scotland, and Nor-

mandy, and their ashes ("kelp," "varec") furnished a considerable part

of the soda and potash of that time. According to the report of Mr.

E. C. Stanford (a) the production of kelp, that is, the ashes of several

varities of seaweed, amounted to 20,000 tons from the western islands

alone at the beginning of this century, and sold for £20 to £22 per ton.

The importation of barilla then began, and this, together with the

establishment of the Leblanc soda process, reduced the price of kelp to

£10 per ton. Among the manufacturers of sodium salts from kelp was
Courtois, in Paris. His discovery of iodine in the kelp was made at a

time when theoretical discussions as to the elementary character of

chlorine subjected the properties of that substance to careful study,

and the analogous character of iodine led in an unusally short time to

a general knowledge of this element and its possible uses. It was ex-

tracted from kelp during the preparation of soda; but small quantities

fully satisfied the demand, so that its source was no more valuable than

before iodine was discovered. In fact the price of kelp sank gradually

to £2 per ton in 1831. Between 1841 and 1844, however, iodine was

applied to the manufacture of aniline dyes. In 1845 the production of

iodine began on a commercial scale, and kelp was again in demand.

a Chemical News, Vol. 35, page 172, 1877,
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The imports to the Clyde increased from 2,565 tons in 1841 to 6,000 tons

in 1845. In the latter year there were four small works engaged in the

manufacture of iodine j in 1846 this number increased to twenty. The
kelp required was not the same ; formerly that yielding most soda was

needed, but this was poorest in iodides, which now became the im-

portant constituents. Moreover, it was found that kelp richest in

iodine was also richest in potassium, which also was valuable
;
potas-

sium chloride being worth £25 per ton. The following table gives the

imports of kelp into the Clyde for thirty -five years, and also the price

of iodine from the time of its industrial ajjplication up to the present.

The earlier figures have been compiled by Mr. Stanford, of Glasgow,

and the later prices of iodine have been furnished through the kindness

of Messrs. Powers & Weightman, of Philadelphia.

Kelp imports into the Clyde, andprice of iodine.

Tears ending June 30

—

1841
1842
3843
1844
1845
1846
1847
1848
1849
J850
1851
1852
1853
1854
1855-

1856
1857
1858
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864

Kelp im-
ports.

Long tons.

2,5't6

1,887
1,965
3,263
6,086
3,627
4,000
4,400
4,731
11,421
7,320
5,418
6,491
4,679
5,826
6,349
8,641
8,123
8,190
7,754
9,722
9,414

14, 018
11, 349

Price of
iodine.

Per pound.
$1.20
1.12
1.44
2.88
7.46
5.34
2.64
2.64
2.64
2.56
2.08
3.64
3.72
2.88
3.20
3.28
2.96
2.52
2.32

2.(i4
1.68
1.36
1.20
2.00

Tears ending June 30

—

1865
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kelp. The production in France at this time was somewhat less, amount
ing to 40 tons, derived from 16,000 tons of inferior " varec " or kelp.

As early as 18G5 the presence of sodium iodate was noticed in tho

South American caliche (native sodium nitrate). The effort was made
by Thiercelin to extract the iodine from the mother liquors from sodium

nitrate by precipitating the iodine by means of acid sodium sulphite,

or, better, sodium nitrite, prepared by fusing the domestic sodium ni-

trate with one fifth its weight of charcoal. But the difi&culty of drying

the iodine thus obtained by spreading on porous plates, and the fact

that frequently the greater part of the iodine existed as sodium iodide

and escaped precii)it^tion, prevented active competition with European

iodine until Langbciii's method was introduced in the province of Tara-

paca, then belonging to Peru, but at present held by Chili. By this

method the mother liquors were treated with an excess of sodium sul-

phite or acid sodium sulphite, converting the iodate into hydriodic acid,

from which cuprous iodide was precipitated by copper sulphate and

sodium sulphite. In 1874 South American iodine was offered upon the
London market for lOJ to 11 pence per ounce, against 13 pence for

Scotch iodine. The result was an active competition, soon resolving

into commercial warfare, which has exerted great influence upon the

industry. All through 1874 Peruvian iodine was offered at prices

about 20 per cent, below the Scotch product. At the beginning of

1875 both varieties sold for t^'o-thirds the price of 1873, and the Pe-

ruvian iodine still led the way to lower prices, until at the close

of 1876 the price had fallen to 5f pence per ounce, and both sides

were ready to compromise or else give up the manufacture, which
now yielded little profit to either. In order to keep up the com-

petition the European method of producing iodine had undergone a

revolution. Formerly the custom was to allow seaweed to collect

during the wiHter months. It lay exposed upon the coasts until some-

times 90 per cent, of the iodine had been washed away from the

partially decomposed weed, before it was burned and shipped to Glas-

gow. Further, the weed was burned in long kilns made of loose

stone walls and turf; the burning seaweed here attained a very high

temperature. This part of the work was done by women and children

;

the men then raked the ash with iron " clats" until it formed a molten

slag. " During this laborious process," says Stanford, " more than 50

per cent, of the iodine is often wasted, and a large amount of potash;

indeed, so intense is the heat that sufficient soda is volatilized to give

an intense monochromatic flame. The high temperature also enables

the carbon to deoxidize the alkaline sulphates to sulphides and other

sulphur compounds ; these become concentrated in the mother liquor,

and entail a large expenditure of oil of vitriol, and give rise to great

nuisance in the lixiviation." The first improvement, proposed in 1862,

was to subject the kelp to destructive distillation in closed vessels, by
which ammonia, acetic acid, naphtha, a considerable amount of illaminat*
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ing gas, and finally a variety of charcoal better than others for decolor-

izing, etc., were obtained. From this charcoal twice as much iodine

was obtained as from the kelp. This radical improvement was only

used on the islands of Tyree and North Uist until the competition with

Peru. The next improvement, proposed by Pellieux and Maz^-Launay,

consists in drying the fresli seaweed for four or five days, then allowing

it to ferment until decomposition begins. The object of the fermenta-

tion is to bring the seaweed into a condition in which no iodine will

be lost in burning. The sulphur compounds in the algse are converted

into alkaline sulphides; these decompose the organic iodine compounds
into alkaline iodides, which are not so easily volatilized. The water

formed during the fermentation is carefully saved on account of its

containing considerable iodine. The results of this process are very

satisfactory. The lixiviation of iodine from the kelp is double. First,

chlorides and iodides are extracted by cold water, then potassium sul-

phate by hot water. From the solution containing the iodides, iodine

is precipitated by potassium chlorate, which separates it from small

quantities of bromides. Before the end of the competition with Peru,

it is said that vessels were sent out to collect seaweed for this purpose
at times when the coast was bare. In March, 1877, a combination was
effected between the European and South American producers, and the

price set at lOJ ])ence per ounce. This combination was of especial value

to the South American x)roducers. It enabled them to erect new works
and gave an impetus to the trade which continued even after the com-
biuation was broken in 1880. The price then fell to less than half, and
with continued competition had reached by November, 1884, 3f pence
per ounce, the same price which ruled in 1841, before iodine entered into

chemical manufactures. It was predicted in November that a combina-

tion would be formed and the price then go to 9 pence per ounce. The
prediction was fulfilled.

The yield from South American deposits has been estimated as

follows

:

Tears.
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3,200 pounds of iodine each month. The sodium nitrate at this place

contains sodium iodate, which according to the Ginie Civil, 1884, may
in extreme cases amount to 60 per cent. The average mother liquor

contains

:



BORAX.
Domestic sources.—In addition to the deposits of borates of lime and

soda before known to exist in California and Nevada, extensive beds of

these minerals have within the past two or three years been discovered

in the former State. Of these one is the Death valley, Inyo coiinty;

one at Desert Springs, Kern county ; and another in the eastern part

of the Calico district, San Bernardino county, some of minor impor-

tance having been met with elsewhere in these counties. These discov-

eries have led to the formation of one or two additional companies, and

to some new combinations of those before in the fi^ld. These new dis-

coveries, companies, and combinations have had the effect of consider-

ably stimulating production, which for the past two years has been

large beyond precedent. The total production of borax, all from Cali-

fornia and Nevada, has been stated by Dr. Henry Degroot, to whom
acknowledgments are due for other material in this paper, in round

numbers at 50,000,000 pounds (25,000 short tons), the output in 1883

and 1884 having been 6,500,000 and 7,000,000 pounds respectively.

Price.—Only once before, and then but for a short time, has the price

of borax been so low as at present, concentrated being quoted in New
York at 8^ cents and in San Francisco at 8 cents per pound, these being

the extreme figures for lots of 10 tons or more. For the past two years

the price has been steadily tending downwards, and that notwithstand-

ing higher duties have meantime been imposed upon the imported

article. The year 1883 opened with the price of borax in New York at

13 cents per pound. After declining to 11 cents, the price on the pas-

sage of the new tariff' bill advanced 15 cents, but fell back again before

the end of the year to 11 cents, by reason of the heavy importations of

boracic acid, which had been made in anticipation of a higher tariff.

Early in 1884 the price was put down in London 33 per cent., causing

a corresponding depression in the markets on this side, the decline

having gone on slowly but steadily to the end of the year, when the ex-

treme low figures above stated were reached. The causes that have

contributed to so demoralize the market are various, the large pro-

duction that has been going on of late all over the world beiug of

course the principal one. Among the minor factors which have en-

tered into the problem has been the disposition of English dealers to

force down prices with a view to excluding from European markets the

product of California. Then there has been the sharp competition be-

tween local producers, as well as the similar rivalries elsewhere. There

may have been something also in the alleged willingness of the Eng-
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lish lessees of the Tuscan salines to unduly depress prices in order to

secure a renewal of their leases on more favorable terms. The pros-

pect for any improvement in prices is not very encouraging to the pro-

ducer. That no advance can take place except through some combina-

tion on the part of the principal producers is evident ; but how any such

concerted action can be brought about where the producing points are

so widely separated is not easy to see.

Foreign co7npetition.—While no new uses for this salt, or at least none

of much importance, are being introduced, new sources of supply are

constantl;^ being discovered. Besides the new deposits of borax found

in California, large beds of borate of lime have been discovered lately

on the eastern side of the Andes in the State of La Plata, South

America, much of this material being rich enough to bear transporta-

tion to Liverpool. Chili exported 32,923 quintals of borate of lime in

1883. The discovery of borax in Asiatic Turkey, not far from the

Bosj)horus, as announced a year or two since, seems also to have been

one of considerable magnitude, the French having shipped lately large

quantities to Havre. Meantime the exportation of the crude substance

from the west coast of South" America and from India has gone on ac-

tively, while the salines of Tuscany have kept up their usual production;

the latest statistics published showing exports of boracic acid from

Italy as follows: 1877, 2,697 long tons; 1878, 3,433 tons ; 1879, 2,505 tons.

Froduction.—The production of concentrated borax in California and
Nevada during the past ten years has been as follows:

Production of horax since 1875.

Tears.
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The figures for 1884 showed largely dimiuished shipments to Liver-

pool and correspondingly increased shipments to New York, although

it has been stated that it is cheaper to ship borax from San Francisco

to New York City by way of Liverpool than directly overland. Some
dealers adopt this plan, for if there is no market in Liverpool when the

borax arrives it can be brought back to New York. A large part of

the recent importations has been domestic borax reimported by way of

England because of differences in the two markets.

Borax, boracic acid, and borate of lime imported and entered for consumption in the United
States, ld67 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years
ending

June 30—

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1884

Kefiried borax.

Quantity. Value.

Pounds
49, 652
79, 183

89, 695
97, 078

134, 927
35, 542
9,284
3,860
5,153
3,145
3,500
3, 492
3,472

15, 278
4,136

15, 710
5,611
7,332

Crude borax.

Quantity. Value

Pou7ids.
5,672

22, 293
54, 822
2,616

5

588

"55

142

$711
2,9S5

8,011
322

1

78

Boracic acid.

Quantity. Value,

Pounds.
770, 756
243, 993
988, 033

1, 166, 145
1, 204, 049
1, 103, 974
1, 222, 006

233, 955
41, 742

137, 518
107, 468
178, 798
306, 462
243, 733
187, 053
536, 334

4, 334, 432
44, 512

$73,

22,

109,

173,

185,

191,

255,

52,

6,

15,

11,

14,

21,

18,

15,

71,

580,

4,

Borate of lime.

Quantity. Value,

Pounds.

33,529 $1,666
45, 600 2, 248
22, 500 800

22, 122 742

Total
value.

$80, 708
35, 957

13C, 784
190, 305
208, 431
198, 663
257, 338
54, 083
7,504

16, 402
11, 919
15, 500
22, 378
21, 226
16, 636
75, 117

581, 530
6,219

The imports of boracic acid in 1884 were classed as follows

:
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whicli is about 15 feet high and 150 feet long. The dump has an easy

ai3proach from two sides, and is level enough on the top for the easy

handlingof all the material taken there. Anew building covers the boiler

and pumping room, in which is a tubular boiler 16 feet in length and

54 inches in diameter. There are two steam pumps in position, one of

which has a 6-inch cylinder, and is used for the purpose of pumping

water from the well for washing the tanks and sprinkling, as well as

fire i)urposes. This well is 22 by 12 feet in size and 18 feet deep. The

other pump has a 4-inch cylinder, and is used for feeding the boiler and

for conveying water to crystallizers. An immense network of steam

pipes, of sizes varying from ^ inch to 4 inches in diameter, runs about

the pumps* and boiler to the dissolving tanks. It is estimated that

about 1,500 feet of steam pipe have been put into the places required.

Eight under the stone wall are six immense iron dissolving tanks, each

of which is 9 feet in diameter by 7 in depth. The tops of these are

covered with a platform made of 2-inch plank, in which openings are

majie for filling the tanks. A system of steam pipe extends all over

the bottom of each tank, and about every four inches the pipe is per-

forated for the escaiie of steam. A quantity of the crude borax is

dumped into one or more of the tanks, and about three feet ofwater added.

This fills the tank to within two feet of the top, when the steam is turned

on and the mixture receives a thorough boiling. It is allowed to

settle ten or twelve hours, and is then drawn off from the top of the

solution by a syphon into the crystallizer, located on a platform about

30 feet below. There are fort^-five crystallizers now in use, and more

will be added when necessary. Each of these is lined with galvanized

iron, upon the surface of which the borax precipitates itself, and is

easily removed. The solution remaining in the dissolving tanks is then

given a second boiling and drawn oft* again as above described. The
mud and remainder of the borax is then turned into a system of mud
tanks, which occupy a position immediately below the first line of tanks,

and if found to contain a large enough percentage of borax it is shov-

eled into a car and run along a track to a Hinckley elevator, which

lands it on the top again, whence it goes into the dissolving tanks.

After the crude borax has been worked over and over until but little

remains the tailings are removed to a reservoir made in the ground,

just below the last line of crystallizers. This reservoir is 50 feet square

and 2^ feet deei>, and here the tailings are allowed to remain and un-

dergo the natural changes, the same as when first taken from the marsh.

Car tracks run between the lines of mud and the crystallizing tanks

and into the drying and storage building. This building is 64 feet

long by 24 in width on the ground floor."

The method pursued at Lardarello, Italy, is thus described by Mr.

Rice, the American consul at Leghorn : "A shallow pond is dug, and
in it an artesian well is bored, which at a small depth invariably strikes

the bed of borax. Not content with vapor alone, the boring is carried
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down till the well gives water. The boring machinery is then with-

drawn and the water let into the pond. The upshoot of the boring

heats this pond to boiling point in a few minutes, and the boiling in a

very short time impregnates the water in the pond with borax, shot up

with hot water from the artesian well ; there only remains to draw off

the water, which is done every twenty-four hours, and evaporize it.

This process is effected by passing it over a series of shallow metal

pans arranged as a cascade. The fall from one pan to another may be

two or three inches, and the pans are fifteen to twenty in number. Un-

derneath the pans are a series of hot steam pipes, which keep the shal-

low pans at an intense degree of heat, the consequence being that a

very large portion of the liquid which reaches the last or bottom pan is

semi-solid borax. This is then pumped into vats and allowed to Cool,

and when cold the vats have the appearance of being frozen over with

a thick skin of very dirty and rotten ice. This skin is removed and

strewed on the floor of a drying house, heated by hot pipes under the

floor, and by this means the borax becomes crystallized. The boracic

acid is then ready for packing, the color not being the same in all cases,

varying from a dirty white to almost black. The acid is mixed in the

stores and packed in huge casks, weighing fourteen to sixteen hundred-

weight, for exportation. The lagoons are most interesting to watch.

When full of water the boiling is continuous, rising (especially in the

case of the artesian borings) to some feet in heig-ht. When natural

springs, the bubbles are about a foot above the level of the water. The

vapor is, however, most clammy, and especially unpleasant from its

excessive sulphurous odor. When the water is pumped out the bottom

of the lagoon remains of a dirty mud color, with round, semi-si)herical

holes like pock-marks, varying from a foot to several feet in diameter

and depth ; these are the springs. When empty they each give off a

small amount of vapor, but as water finds its way into the holes in ques-

tion ebullition commences, and each hole appears to be a cooking pot,

boiling with all its might, the water rising more and more, the lagoon

one huge boiling caldron. The difficulty in the production, and a very

grave difficulty it is, consists in the scarcity of water j in fact, in the

summer Lardarello is almost the only establishment that can work sat-

isfactorilj^, and even at Lardarello the works are often working half

time only. The water which has served in the mineral baths at Morbo
is carefully drained down tq the Lardarello reservoir and there stored."



SULPHUR.
By David T. Day.

Occurrence.—The sulphur springs found so frequently through the

CTnited States bear evidence to the general distribution of sulphur

either in the free state or in combination with hydrogen. Beds of sul-

phur occur in the following localities in the eastern States : At Cayuga
lake and at Springport, Cayuga county, 'New York ; twenty-five miles

above Washington, on the Potomac river, Virginia; at Put-in Bay
island, Ohio; in Kansas; at Tampa, Florida; and in Louisiana. These

deposits are too small to have any industrial significance, except the

beds in Louisiana. Here sulphur is found thirteen miles from Lake

Charles, Calcasieu parish, near the track of the New Orleans and Texas

railway. In 1869 and 1871 a number of borings were made showing

that the bed is reached at about 425 feet from the surface; the sulphur

layer is said to average 100 feet in thickness and to be quite pure. Un-

der it is a bed of gypsum and sulphur (principally the former) about

1/50 feet thick. The first company incorporated to work the dejjosit was
(tomposed chiefly of French Creoles headed by Gen. Jules Brady. After

sinking a sectional cast-iron shaft to a depth of 110 feet the enterprise

was abandoned on account of the breaking of the lining. The property

is now owned by a company, with Mr. Duncan F. Kramer at its head ; it

has done little, however, towards mining the deposit. Mr. D. M. Jew-

ert, of White Oak, ISTew Mexico, reports sulphur deposits in Tom Green

count3^, Texas, which might prove valuable if mined.

Tiie only imj)ortant beds of sulphur from the present point of view are

in the far West. In Wyoming it occurs in quite large quantities about

30 miles southeast of Evanston, in the Uintah mountains, Uintah

county. Large beds are said to occur in the southeastern part of Idaho,

near Swan lake, and also four miles from Soda springs, Oneida county.

Sulphur is found in several localities in New Mexico. In California it

is found in the Azur mountains, on the border of Santa Barbara and

Ventura counties ; in the Coast range, 30 miles \^ est from the town

of Colusa; on Chalk mountain, two miles east of Clear lake. Lake -

county; at various places in Napa, Kern, San Luis Obispo, Los Angeles,

and San Bernardino counties, and about the mud tolcanoes in San

Diego county. Although some of these deposits are large, none except

that at Clear lake has been utilized, and they will probably long remain

untouched on account of the difficulty of bringing the sulphur to inar-

864
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ket at prices comparable with Sicilian sulphur. At the Clear lake de-

posit sulphur occurs in a decomposed volcanic rock. Through fissures

in this rock steam and vapor of sulphur compounds issue and deposit

sulphur near the surface, where it is found mixed with 10 to 35 per cent,

earth, silica, etc. A curious feature of this deposit is the occurrence of

a notable percentage of cinnabar mixed with the sulphur; and borax

is also found in the neighborhood. In 1864 an extensive refinery with

a capacity of 6 tons per day was erected here, and for about twenty
years was used in turn for borax, sulphur, and quicksilver. The crude

sulphur was shoveled into wheelbarrows and thrown into a furnace,

from which it passed into a receiver, thence into large iron kettles, where
it was purified, and was finally cast in molds. From 1865 to 1868, in-

clusive, about 2,000,000 pounds of sulphur were produced, but at the

end of that period the enterprise was abandoned as unprofitable, princi-

pally because the price of refined sulphur in San Francisco had fallen

from $75 to $40 per ton.

In Nevada sulphur has been found near Humboldt House, Humboldt
county, in the craters of extinct hot springs on the open sage-brush des-

ert. Nearly all the cones, which rise to the height of 20 to 30 feet, are

weathered and broken down ; the outer surface is composed of calcare-

ous tufa and siliceous sinter forming irregular sheets sloping away at a

low angle from the orifice at the top. The interiors are filled with crys-

talline gypsum containing, at least in two cases, sulphur. One of the

cones has been opened by a cut in the side in such a manner as to ex-

pose a good section of material filling the interior, and a few tons of

the sulphur and gypsum have been removed. The percentage ofsulphur

is small; and, according to Mr. I. C. Eussell's report, read to the New
York Academy of Sciences, the economic importance of the deposit, as

shown by the excavation already made, will not warrant the further ex-

penditure of capital. Sulphur is reported as occurring in the deposits

surrounding Steamboat springs, situated midway between Carson and

Eeno ; in the Sweetwater mountains, on the boundary between Cali-

fornia and Nevada, in latitude 38° 30' ; again 10 miles north of the

Humboldt salt marsh in Churchill county there is a bed covering 30

acres, and some of the sulphur is said to be quite pure, though the

greater part is mixed with a large percentage of earth, etc. These

localities have not been mined. The most important sources of sulphur

in the United States at present are the Eabbit-hole mines in northwestern

Nevada, on the eastern border of the Black Eock desert, deriving their

name from the Eabbit-hole springs, a few miles to the southward. The
hills bordering the Black Eock desert on the east are, according to Mr.

Eussell, mainly of rhyolite, with a narrow strip of volcanic tufa along the

immediate edge of the desert. These beds of tufa are stratified and
have evidently been deposited by water, and are identical with tufa

deposits that occur over an immense area in Oregon and Nevada. At
the sulphur mine the tufa is richly charged with sulphur, which fills

2 M K 55
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all the interstices of the rock and sometimes lines cavities 5 or 6 feet

wide with layers of crystals. In the Eabbit-hole district sulphur has

been found in paying quantities for a distance of several miles along

the border of the desert ; but the distribution is irregular and is al-

ways superficial, so far as can be judged from the present openings.

The sulphur has been derived from a deep-seated source and deposited

from the condition of vapor, among the cooler and higher rocks where

it is now found. A valuable portion of the beds belongs to the Hum-
boldt Sulphur Company. In 1865 this company erected works on the

ground for refining sulphur. Previous to this time the company had
shipped some crude sulphur to San Francisco. The works have a

capacity of 20 tons per day, and have produced as much as 1,200 tons

a year, employing twenty men all the year. The sulphur, after being

mined and assorted, is placed in upright cast-iron retorts having a gen-

eral resemblance to the common form of blast furnace, with a capacity

of about 2^ tons each. When the retorts have been charged, the opening

at the top is closed and superheated steam is admitted at the side.

When the sulphur melts it passes through a grate and is collected in a

kettle beneath the retort, from which it flows into a receiving pan hold-

ing 6 tons ; here the impurities settle off and the sulphur is cast into

blocks, which are sold in San Francisco for $40 to $45 per ton. In

spite of an expenditure of $60,000 to $70,000 in the plant and unusually

heavy running expenses due to the barrenness of the country, refining

would continue profitable if these prices could be assured, but it seems

possible for the Sicilian producer to run the price much lower, and this

competition has nearly stopped the works.

In Utah it is said that the Mormons refined sulphur from native ore

thirty years ago. About fifteen years ago prospecting was begun in the

Gordon raining district, in the southeastern part of Millard county, by
Mr. 0. A. Semler ; this resulted in the discovery of extensive sulphur

beds at Cove Creek, about 22 miles east of Black Eock, on the Utah
Central railroad. In 1870 the Cleveland mine was located, and in 1872

fourteen others—the Mammoth, Philadelphia, Prince Albert, Mariposa,

Excelsior, New York, Sulphur King, Queen Victoria, Brooklyn, Boston,

Victor, Hoosic Falls, Utah, and Conqueror. A few of these claims have

been developed to a slight extent. They have not yet been worked suf-

ficiently, however, to make the sulphur from this' locality an article of

commerce. Mr. Russell thus describes the mines : " The deposits at

Cove Creek arrange themselves in three convenient groui^s, the divisions

depending, however, more on the nature of the cavities that have re-

ceived the sulphur than on any difference in the manner in which it has

been introduced. In one instance the sulphur occupies a nearly extinct

solfatara ; again we find it impregnating and cementing beds of volcanic

tufa
I
at other places the sides of fissures are sheathed with a brilliant drusy

lining of sulphur crystals. In all of these instances it is evident that the

sulphur has been derived from deeply-seated sources, having been ex-
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pelled in a gaseous form and condensed and crystallized in the cavities

and fissures in the cooler rocks. In the mine named the Cleveland by-

Mr. Semler, which is situated about 2 miles southward of the fort at

Cove Creek, the sulphur occurs in quantity, filling the crater of a sol-

fatara. The bottom of the little valley in which the Cleveland is situ-

ated is nearly circular, with a diameter of about 1,200 feet, and is totally

destitute of vegetation ; over the level surface of this desert the sulphur
outcrops in many cases, forming ledges ; a number of prospects show an
abundance of quite pure material. A shaft was sunk in the center of

this deposit to the depth of 25 feet, all in pure sulphur. The material

taken from the shaft was returned to it in order to guard against burn-

ing the mine, and the broken fragments are now cemented into a solid

mass by the sulphur that has been deposited in the interstices between
them. The deposition of sulphur is still in progress, the prospect holes

becoming lined in a few days with most beautiful crystals of pure sul-

phur. The sulphur at this locality covers a circular area about 1,000

feet in diameter, and from the prospects that have been reported can-

not be less than 25 feet thick. This is not pure sulphur, but carries a
large percentage of earthy matter. Of the second class of mines—those

in which sulphur impregnates beds of volcanic tufa—we have exam-
ples in the Mariposa and Prince Albert mines, situated at the base of

the mountain 2 miles east of the fort at Cove Creek. At these localities

the tufa is stratified
5 it contains scattered pebbles of quartzite and

limestone, and is impregnated over a large area with sulphur, which
fills all the interstices of the rock. Judging by the eye alone, much of

the tufa contains from 10 to 40 per cent, of sulphur, while in some lo-

calities the rock is f^ir richer than this. Over the tufa are alluvial cones

of gravel, that are in some places cemented by sulphur in the same
manner as the strata of tufa beneath, thus showing that the beds now
carrying sulphur have acted simply as condensers for the sulphur, which
in every case has been derived from a deeper source. The third class

of sulphur deposits—those in which the sulphur forms a lining of crys-

tals on the sides of fissures—are illustrated by the Philadelphia and
Mammoth mines. At the first of these, situated 1 mile north of Cove
Creek, the sulphur occurs in drusy crystals covering the sides of small

intersecting fissures in trachyte. The Mammoth is of similar character,

but found in dark Carboniferous limestone." Up to 1880 only sufficient

work had been done on these deposits to hold title to the mines, but
considerable money has latelj^ been invested in plant for refining sul-

phur, and daily shipments are being made to Salt Lake City.

In Alaska heavy deposits of sulphur are found near the volcanic

cones abundant on the Onimak, Kodiak, Uualaska, and Aleutian
groups of islands, where the sulphur has long been used by the natives

as a means for pro^^cing; fire. The deposits have ueyer been otherwise
utilized.
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Production.—During 1883 and 1884 the mining of American sulphur

has nearly ceased; 1,000 tons in 1883 and 500 tons in 1884 will cover

the production, which came principally from the Eabbit hole mines in

Nevada. About half of the supply for 1883 was sent to San Francisco,

the rest being consumed locally, in the acid works at Dayton. A small

proportion was produced in Utah, finding use in Salt Lake City as a

sheep dip and in local acid works. It is probable that the Utah deposits

will furnish larger quantities during 1885.

Price.—The price of crude sulphur has declined from $27 per long ton

(2,240 pounds) for "best unmixed seconds" in 1883, to $23.50 at the

close of 1884. In fixing this price little regard is paid to the source of

the sulphur, but it is based on the distinction between that part of cal-

carone sulphur which has a bright yellow color, which is called " sec-

onds," and that with a dirty brown color, which is called "thirds" and

is usually sold for 75 cents less per ton. The brown variety is usually

nearly as pure as "seconds," but occasionally contains as much as 6 per

cent, impurities, frequently gypsum. The small amounts of Japanese

sulpbur received in America have been classed as "best unmixed sec-

onds," but a cargo of 3,000 tons was sold in 1883 at San Francisco for

$20.75 per ton. The price of refined sulphur has been $40 to $45 per

ton during 1883 and 1884.

Foreign sources.—The, one important source of sulphur is the island

of Sicily. The Sicilian deposits have frequently been described, and

are treated at considerable length in A. W. Hoffman's " Entwickelung

der chem. Industrie." The yearly production in Sicily increased from

143,323 tons in 1862 to 171,236 tons in 1871, and the entire production,

of Italy for three years is given below. Nearly all of this is from

Sicily:

Sulphur produced in Italy for three years ending 1879.

Tears.
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Sulphur imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending
June 30—
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Statement hy countries and "by customs districts, showing the imports into the

[Quantities expressed in long cwts.]

Countries \7hence exported and cus-
toms districts through which im-
ported.
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United States of refined sulpJiur eath fiscal yea/r,from 1875 to 1884 inclusive.

[Quantities expressed in long cwts.]

871

1879,
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The foregoing tables show the distribution of the imported sulphur,

as well as the sources from which it came. The refined sulphur imported

from England and France is of Sicilian origin, which is simply refined

in other countries. The imports of crude sulphur from England, Scot-

land, and France are principally reshipments of Sicilian sulphur.

In addition to the above amounts, some lac sulphur, or "precipitated"

sulphur, is imported for pharmaceutical purposes, as shown in the fol-

lowing table:

Lac sulphur imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1879 to 1884 in-

clusive.

riscal years ending June 30—
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6,700 pouud« of ore, or 5.7 per cent, from ore containing from 25 to 45

per cent.; 1,9G0 pounds of sulphur were burned as fuel in order to fur-

nis 385 pounds of sulphur. In 1850 this process was markedly improved

by changing the calcarelli into "calcaroni." The latter are, as the form

of tbe word indicates, similar to calcarelli, but on a much larger scale

and better plan. A hole 30 feet in diameter and about 8 feet deep, so

arranged (usually in the side of a hill) that an opening can be made at

the lower side, is walled up with gypsum and made sulphur-proof by a

coating of plaster-of-paris. The bottom slopes down the hill. Within

this wall the sulphur ore is built up in the form of a dome, and covered

with a layer of spent ore. Holes are left at appropriate intervals for

the draft, which must be regulated with the greatest care to secure the

best yield of sulphur. The calcaroni are built to last ten years, and
have a capacity of from 50 to 500 "cassa" (a cassa = 2.5 to 5 tons), 'The

calcarone is lighted by dropping burning straw and sulphur into the

openings. It is allowed to burn for an hour and then all the openings

are closed for eight to nine days. About this time mixed vapors, consist-

ing of water, sulphur, and sulphur dfoxide begin to make their way out

of the heap, and a deposit of sublimed sulphur is found near the closed

draft holes. At the same time the tap at the bottom becomes hotter until

it is red hot. By opening the taphole the workmen observe whether a

considerable amount of melted sulphur has collected. In some works

the sulphur is allowed to collect until the operation is finished and is

then drawn off and cast; but at most places it is drawn off twice Or

thrice every twenty-four hours. The length of time consumed in the

whole process varies with the capacity of the calcarone, the nature of

the mineral, and the atmospheric conditions; being slower as the ore is

harder and the atmosphere colder. Small kilns usually require from

thirty to thirty-five days and large ones eighty to ninety days. The
proportion of sulphur burned in this process is variable and depends

upon many conditions. It is particularly large when the ore contains

much gypsum (consequently considerable water), or when it is brought

into the oven in a moist condition, or when- there is a heavy rainfall

during the burning. With long-continued rains it sometimes happens
that all the sulphur is consumed. In a well-conducted operation, with

an ore containing 25 per cent, sulphur, 70 per cent, limestone and gangue,

and 5 per cent, water, one-fifth of the sulphur should suffice, according

to theory, to melt out the other four-fifths ; in practice, one-third to two-

fifths is required.

It scarcely needs to be stated that numerous methods have been pro-

posed for avoiding this waste of suli)hur, and more particularly the great

damage to agriculture in the surrounding country. So great is this

nuisance that the Italian Government forbids "burning the ore" between
July 1 and December 31. Heated air, steam under pressure, superheated

steam, and various solvents have been in turn proposed for the purpose

of obtaining the greater part of the sulphur without the production of
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sulphurous fumes. In the heated air process a chamber of masonry is

filled with the ore, and a current of warm gas from a hearth fed with

wood or coal is sent into it. This prevents in a great measure the pro-

duction of sulphurous acid, but the action is slow and the mass of ore

is irregularly heated. A large amount of fuel is used and the number
of employes increased, so that the economy over the old method is slight.

The use of superheated steam, as carried on in Kevada, seemed at first

to offer the best solution of the problem, for its action is very simple

and rapid, and the sulphur obtained is of good quality. The yield is

better than in the calcarone process, and no sulphur dioxide is pro-

duced. In a country where fuel is cheap there is little doubt but what
this process would be advantageous, but in a region like the Rabbit-

hole district in llifevada experience will probably sliow, as it has already

done uijder very similar conditions in Sicily, that the advantages are

counterbalanced in great part by the extra expense of purchasing and

maintaining the equipment, as well as furnishing the fuel. The neces-

sary apparatus consists of boilers for generating tire steam, tanks to

receive the ore, and the other accessories. The proportion of fuel used is

considerable, in consequence of the large amount of steam necessary to

heat the ore, and of waste by radiation from a large surface of tanks

and boilers. The extraction by dissolving sulphur in carbon bisulphide

and regaining the solvent by distillation is inconvenient because of the

very great care needed in the arrangement and running of a necessarily

complicated plant. These difficulties have prevented the use of such

processes in Italy to any great extent, so that the old method of the

calcarone is atill generally employed. But within the last year or two

another method of extraction has been found so applicable to the con-

ditions of Sicilian sulphur mining that it is hoped that it may also be

valuable under analogous conditions in America. The method consists

in melting the sulphur in a bath of water containing so much calcium

chloride that it can be heated to the melting point of sulphur without

boiling. In 1805 Thomas proposed immersing the ore in salt solutions

heated to a suitable temperature. Balard, in 1867, thought the water

from the salt marshes, which is rich in magnesium chloride, might

answer. Finally, in 1868, Deperais took out a patent in Italy for the

extraction of sulphur by the immersion of its ores in a liquid heated to

10° to 20° C. above the fusing point of sulphur. By this means it is

separated from the earthy substances associated with it. He used a

solution of calcium chloride. The apparatus consisted of a spherical

boiler of 2,000 liters capacity, furnished with a stopcock for drawing off

the liquid sulphur, and surmounted by a vertical cylindrical part, into

which, with the aid of a pulley, a basket of perforated iron, filled with

the ore, can be let down upon a grate. The apparatus is placed in a

furnace and heated directly, while the cylindrical portion is surrounded

by the warm products of combustion as they go up the chimney. The

basket of ore is let down into the solution of calcium chloride heated to
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130° C. The sulphur melts, collects at the bottom of the boiler, and is

drawn off by the stopcock and poured into molds. When the ore is

exhausted the basket is raised and immediately immersed in water con-

tained in another boiler heated by the same furnace; this water is used

to supply the place of that evaporated in the first boiler. At the time

when this process was introduced calcium chloride was comparatively

dear, so that the patent could not be worked successfully and was soon

abandoned. Very recently it has been taken up again by MM. de la

Tour and Dubreuil and put into successful use. Calcium chloride is

now very cheap, in consequence of the rapid development of the soda in-

dustry (the ammonia process). It can be put down at the sulphur mines

in Sicily at 9 francs per 100 kilograms. The apparatus of MM. de la

Tour and Dubreuil consists of two rectangular tanks 6^ by 4^ by 2^ feet.

The bottom is inclined 1: 10. They are placed in the same furnace, and

heated alternately by the same fire, which is fed with coke, lignite, or

coal. The ore is placed in one of these tanks, in which is also placed

a solution of calcium chloride boiling at 120° C. Heat is then applied.

The sulphur melts gradually and is drawn off directly into molds by

means of a spigot. The whole operation lasts about two hours. The

end is reached when the sulphur ceases to flow. The calcium chloride

solution is tlien drawn oft' into the other tank previously charged with

ore. Half the liquid flows through a communicating tube; the rest is

received in a vat built in the ground and is raised by a pump. The

gangue is washed to regain the salt which it has absorbed, and this

dilute solution is used in filling the tanks as occasion demands. The

heat is then directed upon the second tank, and the first is cleared and

recharged. There is no interruption in the work and the heat from the

fire is all utilized. The sulphur obtained contains only 0.1 to 0.2 per

cent, of impurities, while that obtained from the calcaroni contains from

2 to 3 per cent. There is left in the gangue but 4 to 5 per cent, of the

sulphur originally contained in the ore. In this treatment certain ores

are completely disintegrated, in consequence of the fusion of the sul-

phur, which then contains earthy matter. The following form of ap-

paratus is, however, applicable to all kinds of ores. The tanks are

horizontal, and are divided longitudinally through the center by a gut-

ter with inclined sides, which collects the sulphur, and from which it

is drawn. On its sides iron gratings are built vertically to keep the ore

from falling into it. These gratings are made of bars of sheet iron -^

inch thick ai}d 1 inch wide, placed -^ inch apart. By this arrangement

even the fine powder formed in mining can be treated. This powder,

known as "sterri," is always richer than the average ore, because in

getting out the ore the rock breaks along the lines of least resistance,

which in this case are the veins of sulphur. On account of its friability

the sulphur is reduced partially to dust and forms a large part of the

mixture.

At the Tronica mine, in the Caltanisetta district, in Sicily, the ordi-
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nary ore gives 21 per cent, sulphur by the calcium chloride method,

and only 12 to 13 per cent, when treated in the calcaroni. After the

treatment of a large amount of sterri, MM. do la Tour and Dubreuil

estimated the cost of extraction of a ton of sulphur at 12f fraucs in the

case of a mean yield of 33 per cent, of the weight of the ore. It seems

possible that this method might give satisfactory results in this country,

where some other salt might be substituted for calcium chloride, if the

shipment of this from England should make it too expensive.

Utilization.—A comparatively small quantity of sulphur is used in the

manufacture of gunpowder; sulphur compouuds, such as carbon bisul-

phide, for protecting California vineyards from mildew; and in the m.anu-

facture of ultramarine in ISTewark, ISlew Jersey. There was formerly a

small consumption of Nevada sulphur in the chloridizing-roasting of

silver ores ; but in the few cases in which sulphur is needed to efl'ect

the reactions, it is now added in the form of copperas. Nearly all the

sulphur is now used for making sulphuric acid. It is difficult to esti-

mate the total amount of this substauce produced each year, but it is

estimated that 30G,000 short tons of sulphuric acid were made in 1884

from crude sulphur, and about 122,000 tons from pyrite. The only note-

worthy improvement in the manufacture of sulphuric acid has been in

the direction of using pyrite as the source of the sulphur, and a discussion

of this subject will be found in Mr. Martyn's paper on pyrites, immedi-

ately following this section. A small amount of common sulphuric acid

and some fuming sulphuric acid are imported for special purposes,

according to the following table:

Sulphuric add imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1883 in-

clusive.{a)

Fiscal years ending June 30

—



PYRITES.
By William Martyn.

OCCBRBENCE IJf THE UNITED STATES.

New Hampshire.—From this State comes an excellent ore, admirably

adapted for acid making, and in this respect comparing favorably with

the best Spanish ores. It is mined at Milan, in Coos county. The shaft

is close to the Grand Trunk railway, connection with which is made
by a short tramway. The vein is 15 to 25 feet wide. In addition to

the ore sold to sulphuric-acid makers, large quantities of ore carrying

a fair percentage of copper and silver are mined, and this is picked out

from the other and smelted at the mine, the resulting argentiferous

copper matte being shipped to New York to be refined. The propor-

tion of the different grades of ore is said to be as follows

:
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formed in the burners) need for their decomposition. It is claimed, how-

ever, that the zinc iD excess of, say, 5 per cent, does not lock up any
sulphur in the cinder. Some oxide of zinc is liable to be carried over

into the flue, where it is deposited. The mining company supx>lies the

ore broken to size and screened ready for charging into the burners.

The ore is shipped over the Grand Trunk railway to Portland, a dis-

tance of 102 mileSj and from there sent via the Eastern railroad to

Boston (108 miles), or put on board vessels for New York and points

south. The mine is owned by the Milan Mining Company of Boston.

Vermont.—At the Ely mine large quantities of low-grade pyrites are

mined, but Owing to its low sulphur contents and the inaccessibility to

markets, it has not thus far been used for acid making.

Massachusetts.—In the town of Eowe, Franklin county, is the Davis

mine, at which work was commenced in June, 1882. The vein varies

between 12 and 22 feet in thickness, and has a dip of about 19°. The
foot wall is a micaceous schist, and the hanging wall a chloritic slate.

Two shafts, 350 feet apart, have been sunk on the dip of the vein.

Shaft No. 1 has been carried to a depth of 300 feet and No. 2 to a

depth of 130 feet, and hoisting appliances are in working order for rais-

ing 7,000 tons per month. Three drifts have been driven, aggregating

800 feet in length, and a considerable quantity of ore has been mined.

The vein material is almost pure iron pyrites, with a slight admixture

of copper pyrites and quartz. The iron pyrites is distinctly crystalline,

the crystals being about one-tentb of an inch across. The proportions

of the principal constituents of the ore are about as follows

:

SnlphuT
Iron
Copper
Zinc, lead, etc
Silica
Arsenic

Per cent.

48.0
44.0
1.6
1.5
3.7

(?)

The "smalls" ore is of remarkable purity, contains upwards of 48

per cent, sulphur, and is admirably suited for use in shelf burners or in

Spence's mechanical furnace, in either of which it is readily burnt down
to 3 per cent, sufphur. The smalls are all screened before being shipped

from the mine, so that there are no pieces larger than -i%-inch size. A
large quantity of Davis ore, both lump and smalls, has been burned

during the past thirty months, and it is in favor with some manufact-

urers, who find it free from arsenic. This, while of no great moment so

far as the quality of the greater portion of the acid made is concerned,

may yet be an important matter as regards the wear and tear on cham-

ber lead. The Davis ore is put on rail at Charlemout station, on the

railroad belonging to the State of Massachusetts. Charlemont is 128

miles fi'om Boston, 42 piiles from Tro^, apcl 104 miles from New Ef^yep,
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which is tho shipping port for New York and points south. From New
Haven to Philadelphia, New York, etc., the ore is shipped aboard coal

vessels, which are glad to get it as a return cargo at moderate rates.

New York.—There are mines in Saint Lawrence county, near De
Kalb. The ore contains 38 to 40 per cent, sulphur and 2.75 per cent,

copper. Some of it is said to contain considerable silver. The ore is

shipped to Canada and to Detroit.

Virginia.—In Virginia are extensive supplies of rich ijyrites that have

taken a good place in the market. Several mines have been opened

out in Louisa county, and a good deal of work has been done. The

pyrites is overlaid with hematite iron ore, which has been worked, by
an open cut, for iron making since 1834. The hematite has doubtless

resulted from oxidation of the bisulphide. After passing through

about 60 feet of "iron hat " the bed of pyrites is reached. Down to the

100-foot level it is generally decomposed and granular, falling readily

to pieces, and it is permeated by water so heavily charged with salts

of iron and copper as to destroy iron pipes or tools in a few weeks.

Neither the foot nor hanging walls yield other than pure water. The
deposits, which are 10 to 65 feet wide, lie wholly in the primary rocks,

here consisting of gneiss and crystalline schists (micaceous, chloritic,

and argillaceous) within a boundary inclosing, say, 3 miles in width by

10 miles in length, their general direction being northeast and south-

west. The following analysis of Virginia ore is by Dr. Volcker, of

London:

Sulplmr
Iron
Peroxide of iron
Sulphuric acid...

Silica
Copper
Arsenic

Percent.

48.02
42.01
1.93
.44

7.60
None.
None.

100. 00

Some chemists have detected the presence of arsenic, but there can be

no doubt that if present the amount is altogether insignificant. Other

analyses show 46 to 50 per cent, sulphur. Latterly the perci^ntage of

copper has increased to a gratifying extent, and in this way the value

of the ore has been greatly changed. Three mines have been worked in

Louisa county, belonging to the Arminius Copper Mines Company, the

Sulphur Mines Company of Virginia, and Messrs. Charles Leuning and

Boyd Smith, respectively. At the Arminius mine two shafts have been

sunk, over 500 feet of drifts driven, and stopes capable of a daily output

of several hundred tons are being worked. A Becket & McDowell hoist

of the necessary capacity has been put in, and all the ai)purtenances

required for doing a very large amount of work. A private tramway, 2

miles long, connects with the Chesapeake and Ohio railroad at Tolers-

vUle station, Toler^ville is 56 miles froin Richmond and 133 miles from
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Newport News, either of wliicli ports offers unexcelled facilities for

shipping north or south. The mines of the Sulphur Mines Company of

Virginia are 2 miles northeast of the Arminius mines. It is claimed

that at these mines there are developments to the extent of a million

tons of ore in sight, and the company proposes to build a railway con-

necting with Tolersville station at an early date. The Arminius and

Sulphur Mines companies combined early in 1883.

Georgia.—The pyrites raised at two mines in this State has been used

for the manufacture of sulphuric acid. The mine of the Tallapoosa

Copper Eeduction Company is in Haralson county, and tliat of the

Paulding County Mining Company is in Paulding county. The mine

belonging to the latter company is on the East Tennessee, Yirginia

and Georgi"a railroad, 30 miles northwest of Atlanta. The vein is a

well-defined and regular one varying from 5 to 8 feet in width. The

shaft has been sunk vertically, to a depth of 35 feet, to the vein, the

dip of which (30°) it then follows. Some of the ore contains as much
as 11 per cent, copper, but the average is very much lower. The Georgia

ores are somewhat irregular in quality and the supply is intermittent,

so much so that there is a probability of the chemical company at At-

lanta which has been burning these ores abandoning them in favor of

brimstone. They contain about

Sulplitix

.

Copper.

.

Silica ...

Per cent.

40.00
2.75
8.00

Some ore from the Paulding County mine has been sent by rail to

works in Tennessee.

Deposits not now worJced.—There is scarcely a State in the Union in

which pyrites does not occur to a considerable extent. At the present

time all sulphuric-acid makers can be cheaply supplied from the mines

already opened. As new acid-making centers spring up, doubtless

many of the existing deposits not now worked will be drawn upon.

Probably as the demand for suli)huric acid in the far West increases

the extensive supplies of auriferous pyrites there worked will be utilized

in its manufacture, unless the brimstone mines of Utah and Nevada

are able to mine the ore and extract the sulphur at very low rates. For

particulars in regard to the occurrence of pyrites in the different States

leference may be made to the list published in the "Mineral Eesources

of the United States, 1882," beginning on page 667.

The deposits in South Carolina, though not developed, seem to offer

strong inducements to capitalists considering the near proximity of

Charleston and Baltimore. The ore mined about fifteen years ago at

Authon5''s Nose on the Hudson river. New York, was not pyrites but

pyrrhotite, quite unsuitable for acid-making, and only indifferent suc-

cess attended its use. Several thousand tons of it were used by dif-

ferent works in the vicinity of New York at a time when brimstone
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was selling at fabulous prices, but when the latter fell the manufact-

urers who had been using the ore were glad to return to the use of the

brimstone, and would have done so even if they had not been com-
pelled to by changes brought about through the mines having changed
hands.

FOREIGN DEPOSITS.

Canada.—The ore from the Canadian deposits was the first to be used
in this country for making sulphuric acid. It is now almost twenty
years since the company at the head of which was the late General

Adams opened out several properties in the province of Quebec, the

ore from which was burnt at Maiden, Massachusetts, Bridgeport, Con-

necticut, and at several works in the neighborhood of New York City.

The mines subsequently came into the hands of a Scotch corporation,

which retained all the ore for treatment (for copper) at the mines, and
thus those manufacturers who had been using the ore were compelled

to again resort, to brimstone. The Canadian mines now furnishing

pyrites for acid-making are the Albert mine, belonging to Messrs. G.

H. Mchols & Co., of New York, and the Crown mine, belonging to the

Orford Copper and Sulphur Company. The Crown mine is situated at

Capelton, 8 miles from Sherbrooke and about 30 miles north of New-
port, Vermont. The beds occur conformably with the stratification,

forming in places large chimneys of ore sometimes 40 feet wide. These
chimneys increase and diminish in width, thus forming lenticular

pockets. The contractions occur both in the line of the strike and of

the dip. With these chimneys exist horses which run down with them
from the surface. One chimney may be chiefly iron pyrites, while the

next may be principally copper pyrites. So regular are these forma-

tions that the foremen when opening up levels in new ground are able

to tell what class of ore they are about to find. The country rock is a
chloritic slate interspersed with a number of quartz veins which pre-

sumably are auriferous, as gold can be found in almost all the streams
flowing from the hills. The ore is delivered through a tunnel 1,000 feet

long over a short tramway to the spalling shed, thence over a gravity
road to the Passumpsic railway, where it is dumped directly into cars.

The cost of handling and delivering on the cars (exclusive of spalling)

is said to be not over five cents per ton. The ore is quite compact and
forms very few smalls in breaking. It burns well in the kilns, in which
the charge may be 25 per cent, larger than with Spanish 48 per cent,

ore. Its composition is about as follows

:

2 M R 56

Sulphur
Iron :

Copper
Silica
Arsenic
Silver

aFour ounces per toij.

Per cent.

40
35
4

20
traces.

(a)
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The ore is shipped over the Passumpsic aud connecting railroads to

ISTew Haven (330 miles), where it is put on board vessels for Ifew York,

in the vicinity of which city it is being used at the rate of about 1,300

tons per month. The cinders have been smelted at the works of the

Orford Company, at Bergenport, New Jersey. Latterly considerable

quantities have been treated by the wet process for both copper and

silver, the relatively large proportion of the latter metal being a set-off

to the comparatively low value of the residual purple iron ore, owing

to the large percentage of silica.

The ore from the Albert mine contains less sulphur ami more copper

than that of the Crown. It is used at the works of the mine owners at

Laurel Hill, Long Island. The cinders are afterwards smelted at the

same works.

Spain and Portugal.—The most important foreign deposits are those

of Spain and Portugal, the ore from which has been so successfully

used in Europe for many years past. These deposits were worked for

copper by the Phoenicians and Eomans, but their recent development

dates only about twenty five years back. The metaliferous zone ex-

tends in an approximately east-and-west direction from El Castillo de

las Guardas, north of the town of Seville in Spain, through the Span-

ish provinces of Seville and Huelva, and through Portugal to the At-

lantic ocean. The beds have been opened at the eastern portion of the

zone j that is, in western Spain and eastern Portugal. The zone is 10

to 15 miles wide and 90 miles long. The principal mines, reckoning

from east to west, are the Rio Tinto, Poderosa, Buitron, and Tharsis in

Spain, and San Domingo in Portugal. The province of Huelva, in

which are the Rio Tinto and Tharsis mines, is composed of carbonaceous

or culm schists and graywackes, plicated by the upheaval of granitic

rock forming the Sierra Morena range, which runs parallel with the

metalliferous zone. A later period was marked by the appearance of

quartz porj)hyry, while the deposits themselves are attributed to the

Permian period by M, Cumeuge, a leading French engineer, who be-

lieves them to be the equivalent of the carbonaceous schists of Mans-

feld, the sandstones impregnated with copper ores of the Corr^ze, of

• the Rhine, of the Saar, arrd of the Ural mountains. Since the formation

of the pyrites deposits, movements have taken place which have caused

fissures in the beds, and the upper portions of the deposits have, under

atmospheric action, been converted into oxide of iron, forming an iron

hat from 30 to 150 feet thick. In the southeastern part of the zone the

schists have been covered by a horizontal layer of from 10 to 13 feet of

rock which is mined as an iron ore. There are also eruptive rocks of a

more recent date. The pyrites deposits are closely related to the por-

phyries, and are found at the contact of these and the sedimentary

rocks or in the latter. The Rio Tinto Company has two principal seams

of ore, the north vein and the south vein, 3,500 and 2,500 feet long re-

spectively. The latter is the one from which most of the ore has thus far
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been taken. It is from 300 to 400 feet wide, and until recently has been

worked only by an open cut. In this way upwards of 5,000,000 tons

have been taken out, consisting of compact iron pyrites with spots of

copper pyrites and black sulphide. At the western part of the south

vein there are now four hoisting shafts and three ventilating i)its, the

main shaft being equipped with plant capable of handling a daily out-

put of 1,800 to 2,000 tons. The north vein has been comparatively

little worked so far. It is much more extensive than the south vein,

being at §ome points as much as 1,600 feet wide. According to reliable

estimates there are now opened out in the two veins 134,000,000 tons

of ore, and it would seem that even after that is taken out the further

supplies will be almost inexhaustible.

In 1883, 1,099,973 tons of ore were mined, of which 313,291 tons were

exported and the balance was treated for copper at the mine. The ore

is sorted into six classes: 1. Export ore. 2. Eich copper ore contain-

ing 7 to 8 per cent, copper. This is smelted at the mine and the matte

is shipped to Swansea. 3. Eoasting ore, which is.roasted in heaps for

use wirh ores of the next class. 4. Ore for special treatment in heaps.

This is mixed with roasted ore of class 3 and built into large heaps.

Smaller heaps of the same mixture of ores are set fire to alongside the

large heaps. The gas produced by combustion mixes with the steam

generated from the heating of the moistened mass and permeates the

whole heap of ore, amounting to some 4,000,000 tons. Continuous

streams of water are poured on the tof) of the heap, which dissolves

out the copper as sulphate. The copper liquor is run into large reser-

voirs built of masonry, where the copper is precipitated by scrap iron.

5. Smalls ; these are now treated by Doetsch's process. The ore, mixed

with one-half of one per cent, of common salt and a like quantity of

persulphate of iron, is built up into large heaps, and a solution of per-

chloride of iron is run on it in a continuous stream. The solution run

oft" at the foot of the heap contains chloride of copper and protochloride

of iron. Alter precipitation of the copper with scrap iron the solution

of protochloride of iron is run down a brick tower packed with fire-

brick, etc., and is perchloridized by an ascending current of chlorine

generated in a furnace from a mixture of common salt and j)ersulphate

of iron. The solution may now be used over again. The smalls ore

treated by this process contains about 2.6 per cent, copper; 50 per cent,

of this is dissolved out in four months, and 80 per cent, in two years.

The iron pyrites remains unacted upon, and the sulphur contents of

the leached ore is not sensibly less than that of the original ore. The
6th class of ore contains considerable quantities of copper, lead, and
silver.
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The following are two recent analyses of Eio Tinto export ore (that

which is used for acid making)

:

"German
analysis"
reported
by Mr.
Walter
Weldon.

Salphnr
Iron—
Copper-
Lead...
Zinc . .

.

Arsenic
Silica .

.

Silver.

.

Gold...

Per cent.

49.5
43.0
3.0
1.0

(&)

(d)

a 40 grams per metric ton.

c26 grams per metric ton.

6 89.2 milligrams per metric ton.
dl80 milligrams per metric ton.

The export ore is shipped over a private track to Huelva (50 miles),

where the company has ample wharf accommodation. The cost of de-

livering Eio Tinto ore in England is stated to be as follows:

Mining
Freight to Huelva
Ocean freight

Total

Per ton.

50
3 50

4 80

The Eio Tinto Company's capital stock is $15,795,000, and it has

bonds to the amount of about .$18,000,000. It paid a dividend of 14

per cent, in 1883.

The Tharsis Sulphur and Copper Company, whose mines are west of

those of the Eio Tinto, though not operating on so large a scale as the

latter company, yet has a very extensive property, and moreover has

metal extraction works at all the principal manufacturiug centers in

England and Scotland, where it treats its own cinders from the neigh-

boring acid works for copper and silver. It mined 490,000 tons in 1883,

of which 202,318 tons were exported. Tharsis ore is softer than most

of the peninsula ores, and some of it has the disagreeable property of

exploding more or less in the burners ; this is not the rule however.

The companj^ has its own railroad to Huelva and its own wharves in

that port. Its paid-up capital is $5,708,000 and it has a debenture

debt of $625,600. It paid a dividend of 27^ per cent, for the year 1883.

The San Domingo mine, belonging to the Mason & Barry Company,

limited, is in the southeastern part of Portugal. The ore from this

mine is the best for acid-making of all the ores of the peninsula, but its

use does not extend much of late. In 1883, 382,555 tons of ore were

mined and 123,450 tons exportetl, as compared with 405,029 tons mined
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and 129,437 tons exported in 1883. The capital of the company is

$899,890, and it paid a dividend of 12J per cent, for 1883.

France.—In France there are mines at Chessy and Sain Bel, near

Lyons, belonging to MM. Pechiney & Co., which supply all the pyrites

used in the south of France. The composition of. the ore is about as

follows

:

Salphiir.
Iron
Copper.

.

Alumina
Silica . .

.

Arsenic.

Per cent.

46.40
39.00
1.50
3.75
9.25
.10

100. 00

The ore from Chessy consists of loosely-aggregated crystals, which
very readily separate on being struck by a hammer. It is very free-

burning, and is said to be frequently burnt to as low as 1.5 per cent,

sulphur.

Germany.—In Germany the Westphalian pyrites is the most im-

portant. The bed occurs along with heavy spar, and is traced for a

length of 2J miles. Its thickness varies from 4J to 18 feet. The ore is

of a gray color, and is not crystalline. It burns without requiring

much care, but the sulphur cannot be got down very low, owing to

the amount of zinc present. The composition of Westphalian ore is

about as foUows:

«
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The amount of capital invested in pyrites mining is probably about

200,000, and the number of men employed in 1884 was 175.

IMP0KT8.

Imports ofpyrites into the United Statesfrom 1880 to 1884 inclusifie.

Fiscal years ending
June so-

Canadian.

Tons of
2,240

pounds.
Copper (a). Value. Duty.

New-
found-
land.

Tons of
2,240

pounds.

Spanish.

Tons of
2,240

pounds.

TotaL

Tons of
2,240

pounds.

1880...
1881...
1882...
1883...
1884 (c)

1,958
10, 812
23, 980
25, 211

26, 000

Per cent

4.0
3.0
2.5
3.7

Pounds.
1, 125, 296

982, 899
1,591,814
1,403,900
2, 154, 800

$156, 834
102, 543
160, 473
134, 400

$33, 758
29, 786
47, 754
39, 879

2,000

1,115
5,838

6X), 600
16, 250

11,927
29, 818
35, 811

44, 250

a Copper contents—^these are "dry assays "—1.30 per cent, less than actual (wet) assays. The Spanish
ore imported has contained an average of only 1.25 per cent, copper (wet assay). Newfoundland ore
contained about 3 per cent, wet assay.

& "Spanish" pyrites includes 1,473 tons Portugese (Mason & Barry) in 1883. The balance is almost
all Rio Tinto ore.

c All the figures for 1884 are estimated, as also is the quantity of Spanish ore for 1883. This has
been rendered necessary by the practice of some of the custom houses not keeping pyrites separate
from iron ores.

MANUFACTURING.

Worlcs burning pyrites.—There are at present twenty-three establish-

ments in the United States burning pyrites. They are located as fol-

lows:

•
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2 per cent., but this is not usual. The cinders are either given to the

buyer or are removed at the expense of the seller. The price is either

fixed at so much per ton of 2,240 pounds, dehvered at the buyer's works

or at the port of shipment, or else at so many cents per unit of sulphur

per ton -of 2,240 pounds. At 12J cents per unit, for example, this

would be

:
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The other plan of assaying in common use is to fuse ^ gram or 1 gram
of the pyrites (very finely pulv^erized) with twelve times its weight of a

mixture of carbonate of soda and nitrate of potash in equal propor-

tions. The fusion mixture and the weighed quantity of sample are

thoroughly mixed in a platinum crucible, the cover of the latter is put

on, and the crucible and its contents are gradually heated over a lamp

till the mixture fuses. A state of quiet fusion is maintained for several

minutes, the crucible is cooled, and the contents are washed out with hot

water. The solution is filtered, the filtrate is acidified with hydrochloric

acid, and the sulphur determined as before.

Sometimes the moisture in the sample is determined and allowed for

in the assay and in the weight of the cargo, but unless the ore is very

wet this is unnecessary. For, suppose we buy 100 tons of ore contain-

ing 1 per cent, moisture and 48 per cent, sulphur in the moist state,

100 tons X—= 48 tons sulphur to be paid for.
100

^ ^

Now if we determine the percentage of sulphur in the dried sample,

or calculate it from the assay of the damp ore and the percentage of

moisture found, we would find it to be

48X— =48ii per cent.
99 99

^

We would then have

—

Tons moist ore delivered 100

Less 1 per cent, moisture 1

Tons dry ore 99

48—
99X 99^48 tons sulphur to he paid for as ahove.

100

Statistics of pyrites consumption.—The following figures, though not

absolutely accurate (reliable returns from some works not being avail-

able), will serve to convey an idea of the extent to which pyrites has

been and is used

:

Pyrites burned in the United States.

»
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Pyrites mined, imported, and consumed in the United States from 1881 to 1884 inclusive.

Tears.
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PROCESSES.

There are three kinds of furnaces for roasting pyrites in common use

—

grate burners for burning ore in pieces, shelf burners, and Spence's me-

chanical furnace for burning " smalls" ore.

Grate burners.—Grate burners are built of firebrick in two rows back
to back, the fronts being incased in f-inch cast-iron plates. From 12 to

30 burners (or even more, although this is not recommended) are com-

bined to work through one set of chambers in two rows of from G to 15

each. The center wall between the two rows of burners is 14 or 18

inches thick, and the side walls between burner and burner are 9 or 14

inches thick, preferably 14 inches. The front wall, which is protected

on the outside by cast-iron plates, is 9 inches thick. The side and back
walls are sometimes made to taper upwards, but this is not necessary.

The inside dimensions of a good size of burner are 5 feet 3 inches from

front to back and 4 feet 6 inches wide. Such a burner will take care

of from 700 to 800 pounds of 48 per cent, ore every twenty-four hours.

The grate is about 18 inches from the ground. It consists of three cast-

iron bearing bars, running from side to side of the burner at the front,

middle, and back, and. having a number of journals cast in the upper

edge for the grate bars to work in ; and a number of grate bars If
inches square, rounded at three places in their length where they rest

in the journals on the bearing-bars. The grate bars are 3f inches apart

from center to center. The front ends of the grate bars are closed in by
a tight-fitting double door working on hinges, and below is another

door, 10 by 15 inches, for removing cinders from below the grate.

There is no brick wall across tSe front of the burner below the grate

—

only the f-inch plate, on which is hung the ashpit door. Two feet three

inches above the grate bars comes the charging door, 9 by 12 inches.

This is usually hun'g on hinges, and it is made airtight. A small hole,

1^ by 2^ inches, closed by a slide, in the center of the charging door,

allows the inside of the burner to be seen without opening the charging

door. At some works the distance from the grate to the charging door

is more than 2 feet 3 inches and at some less, the extremes being 2 feet

6 inches and 18 inches. The former size is too deep except for low-grade

ores and the latter is too shallow. Between the grate and the charging

door are two small' doors, 4J by 6 inches, one on each side, for pokering

when clinkers get down on the grate. These doors are very seldom re-

quired to be used. On a level with the top of the charging door the

4^-inch arch over the burner springs from side to side. A hole 7 inches

square is left about the center of the arch for the exit of gas into the

flue. The front and back (or center) walls are carried uj) 9 inches above

the crop of the above arch, and then another arch 4^ inches thick is

sprung over each row of burners forming two flues for the passage of

burner gas to a Glover tower or to the chambers. Such a burner will

burn any ore in the market for acid making. The cost of each burner
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need uot exceed $230. Tliev can be built of ordinary red brick up to a

foot above tlie grate. In starting up new burners, after slow drying

for fifty or sixty hours the burners are filled with pyrites cinders (care-

fully screening out all dust beforehand) up to the level of the charging

door, and a wood and coke fire is started on top. When the top of the

ore and the arch, etc., are at a good red heat the wood and coke are

removed and a charge of pyrites is thrown in. When pyrites cinders

are not available for starting the burners, broken brick, slag, or any

such material may be used instead. Each burner is charged with 350

to 400 pounds of 48 per cent, ore or 400 to 500 pounds of 40 per cent,

ore every day of twelve hours in regular working. Before charging,

the workman opens the grate-bar door, puts a key on the end of every

alternate bar, and gives it a half dozen twists, thereby causing a portion

of the cinders to pass through between the bars into the ashpit, from

which they are afterwards removed. He then puts a poker through

the top layer of ore, so as to break tip any clinker that may have formed,

levels off with a rake, and throws in the fresh charge of ore. For a

block of twenty six burners (which is a convenient number to work in

one set) two men will be required on each twelve-hour shift. They

charge and attend to the burners, drop the cinders and remove them

from the ashpit to the dump, and " cook" the niter in the niter oven at

the end of the burners.

BreaJcing lump ore for the grate burners is done by means of a Blake

crusher or by hand. For hard compact ores a mechanical crusher is

best ; but for softer ores, making large quantities of smalls in breaking,
^

hand work is preferred. This is by nojaieans a drawback to soft ores,

as they can very often be as cheaj)ly broken by hand as hard ores can

be handled by aid of a crusher. Where no smalls burners are used, and

generally in small works, breaking by hand is preferable; but with hard

ores, in works having a capacity of 120 tons and upwards per week, a

mechanical crusher should be used. The cost of breaking the ore, wheel-

ing to burners a distance of, say, 150 feet, and weighing on the way,

should not exceed 50 cents per ton either by hand or by machine.

Shelf burners.—These solve the problem which puzzled practical men
for many years—how to burn smalls ore without the aid of extraneous

heat. They have been in use for about eight years, and have fully estab-

lished their claim to be considered an economical means of furnishing

sulphurous-acid gas from pyrites. In this country, where there are large

quantities of soft ore cheaply mined and requiring no preliminary prepa-

ration for the burners, they and the Spence furnace (to be next described)

are likely to be put up in increasing numbers. The burner consists of
* a number of fireclay shelves—seven—^placed one above the other in a

firebrick chamber, and so arranged that the ore raked off one shelf falls

...r'^^'.the one next below. Each shelf is 4 feet wide and 7 feet 6 inches

«WjJW^'' ' Assuming the shelves all to contain ore, the contents of the

•*'lv^'"est shelf are raked into the ashpit, then the contents of the second
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shelf are raked off on to the bottom one and spread on it. ISovf the

contents of the third shelf are raked on to the second one and spread

there, and so on up to the top. When the charge on the top shelf has

been raked on to the shelf below a fresh charge is dropped in through

a hopper in the roof. An error sometimes made in building shelf burn-

ers is putting the shelves too far apart, which makes it difficult to main-

tain sufficient heat in the burner. If the lower shelves are not more

than 6 inches apart and the upper ones are about 8 inches apart, this

difficulty will never arise ; that is, with regular attention on the part of

the workmen. One man on each shift attends four shelf burners and

removes the cinders to the dumj). Each burner takes three charges of

550 pounds of 48 i^er cent, ore every 24 hours. Some persons claim to

reduce the sulx)hur in cinders from shelf burners to 1.5 per cent. If this

is really done, it is, to say the least, unusual ; 2.5 per cent, may be con-

sidered very good work, and 3.5 per cent. good. The cost of building a

shelf burner is about $550.

Spence mechanical furnace.—This is at work in three factories and is

giving good results. It is a modified shelf burner (or rather a double

shelf burner), the shelves in each half being four in number and 3 feet

4 inches by 14 feet 6 inches long. Instead of moving the ore in the fur-

nace by hand, however, steam power is used for that purpose. Oa'st-

iron rakes in each of the four compartments of each half are connected

by a stout iron rod passing through a bush with an iron frame traveling

on a railroad track outside the furnace. Motion is transmitted to this

movable frame and system of rakes from a 10- horse-power engine work-

ing intermittently. Attached to this main engine is a small auxiliary

engine with a 2J-inch cylinder. This small engine works continuously,

and gives motion to a small spur wheel, which it turns round once in

five minutes. In the side of the spur wheel near the periphery is a pin,

and every time this pin comes round it catches the end of a rod, opens

the steam valve, and sets the main engine in motion. The feed and dis-

charge are both automatic. Each furnace burns 45,000 pounds of 48 per

cent, ore per week. The help required is three men each shift to four

furnaces, exclusive of steam-raising. The coal consumed for steam is 2

tons per furnace per week. The cost of erecting two furnaces with en-

gines (one for two furnaces) and everything complete is about $6,000.

These furnaces do excellent work, give a very rich gas, and reduce the

sulphur in cinder to a minimum.

Carter- Walker furnace.—This furnace was tried in the spring of 1884

for burning smalls ore. Its construction may be thus described : Two
vertical series of four retorts each are arranged in a brick chamber

over a fire grate. The products of combustion from the coal fire en-

velop the retorts but do not mix with the gas from the burning pyrites.

The retorts are made of fireclay, and are 18 inches in diameter by.l2

feet long; they rest on the brick walls at each end of the furnace. ,.<

From the upper part of each retort there is a channel conveying the
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gas from the retorts into dust chambers placed on each.side of the fur-

nace, from whence the gas goes to the chambers. The individual re-

torts communicate with one another at alternate ends, so that the ore

being charged into the upper retorts has to travel in a serpentine line

in order to reach the last retort, out of which it falls into a barrow

waiting to receive it. The ore is automatically fed into the upper re-

torts by a screw arrangement, and is kept stirred continuously and at

the same time is moved to the outlet into the next retort below by

means of steel arms radiating from a hollow shaft through which a

stream of water flows to keep it cool. The cinders come out from the

lowest retorts in a continuous stream. The success attained in work-

ing pyrites with this furnace was not at all encouraging, and it has

been abandoned. It seems to be particularly adapted for roasting sul-

phuret gold and silver ores.

Pugging smalls ore.—This is a method of dealing with smalls which

was at one time extensively practiced in Europe and is still where shelf

burners are not used. The pan of a pug-mill (with pan 8 feet 6 inches

diameter and cast-iron edge runners 3 ffeet 6 inches in diameter) is half

filled with water. The edge-runners are then set in motion and smalls

thrown in with a shovel. When the mixture comes to the consistency

of a soft mud it is run out by opening a slide in the side of the pan,

and is lifted upon the top of the pyrites burners and spread in layers

about 3 inches thick. In about 36 hours all the water is expelled and

the mud is baked into hard cakes. These are then broken up into pieces

3 inches square and charged into grate burners with ore in ijieces.

Usually it is considered advisable that the "pugged dust" should not

exceed 25 per cent, of the whole charge, but in some cases as much as

50 per cent, has been burnt with satisfactory results, and pugged dust

has even been burnt in grate burners by itself.

The operation in the pug-mill occupies about an hour and a half to

each batch of 2^ long tons. Four men will in nine hours do all the

work connected with pugging 12 long tons tvf dust, including wheeling

the ore from the dump to the mill, pugging, wheeling and lifting on to

burners, breaking up the dried cakes, and wheeling and weighing off

to the burners. The cost of labor for pugging is therefore about 55

cents per ton. To this must be added the cost of coal for steam (this

will not exceed 2 per cent, on the ore) and wear and tear. This last item

is somewhat large, as the acid sulphate formed in pugging causes

pretty rapid destruction of all iron tools, etc., that it comes in contact

with. Sometimes a little green vitriol is added in the pugging. This

causes the smalls to cake more firmly.

Glover tower.—Though not an essential, this is a very useful adjunct

to a pyrites-acid plant. Where it is not used the burners must be com-

bined in sets of not more than 16, lead concentrating pans mounted

thereon to boil up acid for the absorbing tower, and a long pipe inter-

posed between the burners and chambers in order to cool the gas.

When using the Glover tower the gas is thoroughly cooled before enter-
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ing the chambers, and thus the heavy wear on the latter is avoided ;

.

the acid required for absorbing is concentrated in the cheapest possible

way 5 half the steam required for the chambers is got without any ex-

pense for fuel ; and the niter is recovered from the nitrous vitriol in the

most perfect manner possible. A Glover tower moreover acts as a sort

of regulator and tends to neutralize sudden or great changes in the

draught, and less chamber space is required when it is used. The bot-

tom of the tower should be at least 15 feet above the level of the floor

of the burner house, and it would be better to have it even 20 feet above.

It should be at least 25 feet from the burner shaft, unless where the full

concentrating action of the tower is required, when it may be only 15

feet off. Where the burner pipe is lined with firebrick the tower may be

35 feet from the shaft, or even more. The saucer should be at least 35-

pound lead, better 45-pound ; and the lower iDortion of the sides should

be 25 to 3()-pound. The firebrick lining should be 2 feet 3 inches thick

for the first 5 or 6 feet, then 6 feet of 18-inch work, then 14-inch and

9-inch. Too much care cannot be taken in selecting the firebrick for

the lining, and the superintendent should in every case give this his

personal attention. The bricks should be chosen from the hottest part

of the kiln, should be very heavily fired, close and non-porous in struck

ure, and of a brownish color; and should have a clear metallic ring

when beaten together. The corners of the bricks at the corners of the

towers should be chipped oft', or else a specially molded brick with

rounded corners should be used. The packing should be entirely of

washed flintstones or quartz (such as that from South Paris, Maine)

;

coke is on no account to be used. The packing must never be dumped
promiscuously into the tower, but must be carefully laid by hand.

Care should be taken to have the lowest rail (or girt) on the side in

which the burner pipe enters at a suf&cient distance above the latter

;

it is best made of angle iron. It is necessary to have a good joint be-

tween the burner pipe and the collar of the tower, or it will certainly

leak in a very short time.

Ahsorhing tower.—For a given amount of sulphur from pyrites a

larger tower space is required than from brimstone. For 20 burners

the absorber should be 40 by 7^ by 7^ feet, or else 8 feet diameter and
45 feet high ; and one for 26 burners should be 45 by 8J by 8^ feet.

Treatment of cinders.—Thus far no extensive use has been made of

non-cupriferous pyrites cinders. Quite recently, however, a French cor-

poration, the Terre ISToire Company, has succeeded in using them in the

manufacture of steel. The cinders (the sulphur in which is reduced to

1.5 per cent, in shelf burners) are mixed with 15 per cent, of hydraulic

lime, with which they are thoroughly incorporated in suitable mills.

The mixture is converted into bricks by machinery, and these, after

drying, are charged in to blastfurnaces of moderate height. The pig iron

produced does not give a good wrought iron, owing to the arsenic pres-

ent depriving it of its welding properties ; but good steel (for purposes

where it is not required to be welded) is made from it. With American
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ores, which are usually non-arseniferous or practically so, it is possible

that the result obtained might be more satisfactory. The sulphur is

said to be counteracted by the lime, and there is no phosphorus.

Smelting cupriferous cinders.—If the cinders contain over 5 per cent,

of copper, or if they contain a considerable quantity of silica, it is best

to smelt them. This is best done in the water-jacket cupolas, which are

now so largely used in the West. If the cinder does not contain sufficient

silica to produced fusible slag, sand or other siliceous material must be

added. If a very siliceous copper ore can be had at a reasonable price,

it is the best flux to use. The cost of smelting in water-jacket cupola

furnaces per short ton is as follows

:

Labor $0.50

Coke 1.00

Coal for steam 10

Repairs 25

1.85

Of course the weight of flux -must be taken into account in calculating

the cost of smelting the cinder. The 40 per cent, matte produced may
be broken with cobbing hammers or otherwise, and roasted in heaps or

stalls four or five times, and then smelted for coarse copper. Generally

it" villi be x^referred to sell the matte to copper smelters, who will charge

about 3-^ cents per pound of copper for smelting and refining. For re-

fining coarse copper the charge is about 1-^ cents per pound. One and

three-tenths per cent, is deducted from the actual copper assay as allow-

ance for loss in smelting. The cost of a complete smelting plant, capable

of taking care of the cinders from 200 tons of pyrites per week, and
producing a 40 per cent, matte therefrom, would be about $7,000. About
20,000 tons of pyrites cinder were smelted in 1883, and a like quantity

in 1884.

Henderson wet process

.

—This process is peculiarly adai)ted for cinder

containing from 2 to 5 per cent, copper, 1 ounce and upward of silver

per ton, and only 2 to 7 per cent, silica. It is the process universally

used in England for the treatment of Spanish cinders j upwards of

430,000 long tons are there treated annually. It consists in chloridiz-

ing the copper and silver by roasting with common salt ; dissolving the

chlorides out with hot water
j
precipitating the silver as iodide by means

of a soluble iodide, and then the copper with metallic iron. There are

five different stages in the process, namely

:

1. Crushing the ore and mixing with salt.

2. Calcining or roasting.

3. Leaching.

4. Precipitating the silver from the argentiferous copper liquors.

5. Precipitating copper from the desilverized liquors.

Grusliing.—The cinder is mixed with common salt in the proportion

of 13 to 20 parts salt \w.v 100 parts cinder, and is j)assed through a pair

of Cornish rolls of say 36 inches in diameter and 18 inches face. The
rolls are ])ressed together by means of powertul steel springs, and are

so geared together that if any hard material accidentally gets between
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them they separate and allow the hard substance to pass without their

getting out of gear. The crushed ore is passed through a revolving

plate screen with slots one-tenth of an inch wide; the fine stuff passing

through goes on to the calcining furnace, and the coarse is returned to

the rolls. Such a mill will crush 6 to 7 tons per hour.

Calcining or roasting.—This is usually done in muffle furnaces having

beds 30 to 35 feet long. Tlie fire gases pass first over the muffle, then

back under the bed, and return under the bed to the flue leading to the

chimney. In another form of calcining furnace, introduced by the well

known English metallurgist, Mr. Thomas Gibbs, the furnace bed is 70

feet long and is heated only from below. The inside of the muffle is

connected with a condensing tower built of firebrick and packed with

bricks and coke. Down this tower a stream of water is kept running

for the purpose of condensing the acid gases evolved from the furnace

mixture. The acid solution running off at the bottom of the tower is

used for dissolving the oxide of copper out of the roasted ore, as we

shall presently see. The charge of ore in a furnace with a 30 to 35-foot

bed is about 6 tons. It is charged through holes in the roof and is

in the furnace from 8 to 15 hours, according to circumstances. It is

kept stirred from time to time, for which purpose there are doors along

each side of the furnace about 5 feet apart. The inside width of the

furnace is about 12 feet. When, judging from empirical signs (the ces-

sation of sulphur flames and the greenish-gray color of the ore) the

calcination seems to be completed, a little of the ore is taken from every

part of the bed, mixed, and tested by washing with hot water, then

with dilute hydrochloric acid, and lastly with nitro-hydrochloric acid.

To this last solution an excess of ammonia is added and the ferric oxide

is allowed to settle; the clear solution should have only a faint blue

color. The object in working the calcining furnace is to oxidize all

the sulphur and chloridize all the copper (or rather to render all the

copper soluble with the least possible expenditure of acid in leaching)

and silver. In cinder from the pyrites burner the copper exists some-

what as follows

:

Per cent.

Soluble in water— copper as snlphate 40

Soluble in dilute acid—copper as oxide 10

50

Soluble in nitro-hydrochloric acid—copper as snlpMde 50

- 100

In the calcined ore the copper exists as follows

:

Per cent.

Soluble in water—copper as protochloride 70

copperas subchloride 7

77

Soluble in dilute acid—copper as oxide 20

97

Soluble in nitro-hydrochloric acid—copper as sulphide .
3

100

The heat of the furnace must not be allowed to exceed a dull red, for

if it does a larger proportion of the protochloride will be decomposed
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and the subchloiide formed therefrom, and as the subchloride is only-

soluble in a strong solution of the protochloride or of hydrochloric acid

the inevitable i esult is faulty leaching and a good deal of bother from

the crystallizing of the subchloride out of the liquors in the shoots, etc.

Leaching.—The red-hot ore from the calcining furnace is allowed to lie

some time to cool, and is then taken while stiU quite hot to the leaching

tanks. These are built of wood, and are about 10" feet square and 5| feet

deep. Each tank holds 20 tons of calcined ore, which rests on a false

bottom on which a rough sort of Alter is formed of screened furnace

ashes. The ore is first washed with weak liquors from a previous

operation, then with the acid solution from the condensing tower, and
finally with hot water. Only the first (strong) liquors are run to the

Claudet tanks ; the weak liquors are used as first washings for another

tank of ore. The residual ore is now thrown out of the leaching tanks

and after draining is ready for shipping as purple iron ore.

Precipitating the silver.—The method employed for recovering the

silver from the argentiferous copper liquors is the invention of Mr. F.

Claudet. The silver contents of the liquor are first determined in the

laboratory by precipitation with iodide of potassium and addition of

chloride of lead, melting the precipitate with fusion mixture in a cru-

cible, and cupelling the resulting button of lead. The liquors usually

contain from 3 to 6 grains of silver per gallon, and from 0.2 to 0.7

pound of copper. The silver contents of the liquor iiaving been ascer-

tained, it is run, together with an excess of an iodide of zinc solution

of known strength, into the "Claudet tanks," which are wooden vats,

usually circular, of about 3,500 gallons capacity. The strength of the

iodide of zinc solution varies considerably ; it may be taken at say 500

grains silver per gallon—that is to say, of such strength that 1 gallon

precipitates 500 grains silver. Its strength must be accurately deter-

mined when it is made up. An excess of about one-tenth of the iodide

is added in order to insure precipitation of all the silver in the liquors.

The reaction occurring on addition of iodide of zinc is

2 AgCl -f Znl2= 2 Agl+ ZnClg.

The liquor is allowed to settle for 48 hours, and is then run off into

the copper-precipitating tank. The precipitated iodide of silver is

allowed to accumulate in the Claudet tank for about a month, at the

end of which time it is swept out into another vat, and after washing

with dilute acid and water is digested with scrap zinc, when the follow-

ing reaction occurs

:

2 Agl+ Zn= Znig -f 2 Ag.

The iodide of zinc is dissolved out and used over again for precipi-

tating silver from fresh liquors. The silver residue, consisting of

metallic silver mixed with a little gold and considerable sulphate of

lead, etc., is sold to silver refiners, who pay about $1.05 per troy ounce

for the silver it contains and usually a little for the gold likewise.

Precipitation of copper.—The desilverized copper liquors are precip-

2 MK 57
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itated with scrap iron in wooden vats. The liquor is kept at a temper-

ature of from 150° to 170° Fahr. by injection of steam. The copper in

the first liquor run on to the fresh iron is precipitated in three or four

hours, each subsequent liquor taking longer to precipitate. When
the iron is so enveloped in copper precipitate that about twenty-four

hours are required to, throw down the copper from a fresh liquor the

tank is cleaned out and a fresh start is made. The test for the comple-

tion of precipitation of the copper feom the liquors is made by dip-

ping a bright knife blade in the liquor; if all the copper has been pre-

cipitated the blade remains bright, if not it becomes stained. When
dried the precipitate contains 75 per cent, copper in the metallic state.

Eefiners charge about 2 cents per pound of copper for refining the

precipitate, and deduct the usual 1.3 per cent, from the wet assay. The
iron required for precipitating is about 110 per cent, of the copper.

There are two wet-process plants in operation in the United States:

one in Elizabeth, 2^ew Jersey, belonging to the New Jersey Extraction

Works, limited, and one in E^atrona, Pennsylvania, belonging to the

Pennsylvania Salt Manufacturing Company. About 8,000 short tons

of cinder were treated in 1883, and 10,000 tons in 1884.

Comjjarison of wet process with smelting.—The cost of the whole wet

process is about $7 per short ton of cinder containing 4 per cent, copper.

The cost of smelting a similar grade of cinder (assuming it to be siliceous

enough to flax itself), and producing a 75 per cent, matte, will not ex-

ceed $2.25 per ton ; but the amount of copper recovered by smelting

will only be about 3.1 per cent, against 3.75 by the wet process, and

the silver (amounting to say $1 or even more per ton of ore), which in

the wet process is recovered, has little or no commercial value in the

matte. The value of the purple iron ore must also be taken into ac-

count in comparing the two processes ; in the present depressed state

of the iron trade this is not very great. On the other hand, the cost of

a wet-extraction plant is fully. four times as great as a smelting plant,

and requires four times as much ground space. But after all a compar-

ison of the two processes is of little value, since a siliceous cinder can-

not be advantageously treated by the wet process unless it contain say

3 ounces silver per ton, nor a highly basic cinder by the dry pro-

cess unless a cheap flux is at hand.

Purple iron ore.—This is the residual ore from the wet process after

extraction of the copper and silver. Its composition is about as follows:

Percent.

Peroxide of iron (64.4 per cent, metallic iron) .

.

Copper
Sulphur
Metallic sulphates
Phosphorus
Insoluble matter

92.00
.15
.10
2.75

6.00

100. 00
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It is used as a ''fix" for puddling furnaces and in admixture with

other ore in pieces for making" pig iron. It has been used in the direct

process for making wrought iron and steel. For use in blast furnaces

without admixture of other ores it has been made into a mortar with

clay, then allowed to set, and afterwards broken up with picks and
taken direct to the blast furnaces. The method of mixing it with hy-

draulic lime (in the manner spoken of under the head of treating non-

cupriferous ores) seems worthy of attention. In England, where so

much of this purple iron ore is produced, there is a sufficient demand for

it at remunerative prices for mixing with other ores in blast furnaces

for production of Bessemer i^ig and for "fix." Accessibility to iron-

making centers is an important consideration in locating wet-extractiou

works.

Comparison of American and foreign pyrites.— Thus far no deposits

have been found in America comparable in extent with those in Spain

and Portugal, the mines of which practically control the whole pyrites

trade of the Old World
;
but this is to some extent compensated by an

even distribution of deposits of moderate extent iu different parts of

the country. So far as burning qualities and adaptability to sulphuric-

acid making is concerned, American ores compare favorably with

Spanish. It is true that in some domestic mines a good deal of smalls

is produced, owing to the friable nature of the ore, but since the advent

of shelf burners and the Spence mechanical furnace these can be burned

quite as economically as lump ore, and in* some cases even more so.

The average sulphur contents of domestic ores is equal to that of Span-

ish, and they are all practically free from arsenic or nearly so, while

Spanish ores contain from 0.25 to 1 per cent, and Canadian ores contain

notable quantities. On the other hand, it cannot be said that any
American ores possess all the elements for a great commercial success

such as attends the treatment of Spanish ores. The requirements for

this are

:

1. Nearness of the mines to manufacturing centers and cheapness

of transportation thereto. Domestic mines compare favorably in this

respect.

2. High sulphur contents—48 per cent, with highly basic ore (say

3 to 4 per cent, silica), or 40 per cent, with a siliceous ore (20 per

cent, silica). American ores are quite up to this requirement.

3. Copper and silver in suitable quantity. With a highly basic ore,

copper should be 3 to 4 per cent, and silver 1 ounce or more per ton.

With siliceous ore the copper contents should range from 3 to 5 per cent.

At the present time the silver in a siliceous pyrites ore cannot be

said to have a steady commercial value, but doubtless will have
shortly when the extraction of silver from copper mattes shall have

become an established' success, as it bids fair soon to be.

4. The silica contents should be either 3 to 5 per cent., or else about

20 per cent.
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5. The ore should be comparatively free from zioc, lead, lime, etc.,

and should contain only traces of arsenic.

Competition offoreign and domestic ores.—At the outset it may be said

that the importation of Canadian ores is likely to continue unless very

improbable changes are made in our tariff laws; for while there is no

doubt that the cost of mining and delivering in the New York district

is fully as much as the sulphur value of the ores, yet they contain

enough copper to make the treatment of the cinder quite remunerative,

and it is on this that the miners depend for their profits. In regard to

Spanish ore, the present position of affairs is rather more obscured, for

while one of the Spanish companies is delivering ore to three works,

under contract, it has shown a total disinclination to accept any further

business, and evidently has no present desire to cultivate the American

trade. Another of the large Spanish companies has recently declared

its inability to furnish any lump ore for this market, and quotes smalls

at such a price as give it no chance of competing with domestic ores.

The third great Spanish company is not, I think, in position and does

not desire to ship any large quantity of ore to this country, for the

present at least. None of the companies seem to show any inclination

to sell ores just now for less than 12 shillings (say $3) per ton of 2,240

pounds free on board at Huelva or Pomaron. Adding to this $2.75

freight and 75 cents duty, we have as the price delivered on steamer in

Boston or New York $6.50 exclusive of insurance and interest. It is

not unlikely that a large quantity of smalls, the copper of which has

been extracted by Doetsch's process, will seek a market here within a

year or two, when the heaps now being worked at the mines have be-

come exhausted of copper. The probable effect of the introduction of

sulphur recovery and ammonia-soda processes in Europe will be dis-

cussed further on.

Comparison ofpyrites and brimstone.—There can be no doubt that acid

can be made from pyrites much cheaper than from brimstone. The

points that require to be kept in view in making a comparison of the

two processes are : The cost of burners for pyrites is twice as much as

for brimstone. Where a Glover tower is added to the plant no more

chamber space is required for burning pyrites than for brimstone ; 20

cubic feet per pound of sulphur burnt off" is ample. Many works using

pyrites have too many hand.s. In a works having 24 to 30 grate burners

only eight men are really needed in all, two on day shift breaking ore

and wheeling to burners, two burner men on each shift who also pot

niter and wheel away cinder, one man on each- shift attending steam

boiler, pumping acid, and attending chambers. This is equal to say 35

cents per ton of 50° acid. The cost of labor with brimstone where niter

recovery is practiced is about $1.25 per short ton, or 27 cents per ton

of 50° acid. In well conducted works, with Glover and Gay-Lussac

towers, there is no difference in niter consumption with pyrites or brim-

Btone. As to yield of acid, with pyrites 280 to 290 parts sulphuric

acid (06° Baum6) are obtained per 100 of sulphur contained in the ore.
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The coal consainption is generally less with pyrites than with brim-

stone. The wear and tear is between 20 and 30 per cent, greater with,

pyrites than with brimstone.

PRESENT STATE OP THE PYRITES INDUSTRY.

From the miner's standpoint the present condition of the industry is

highly satisfactory, thougli selling prices of ore are very low. The mines

are now in better shape than they have ever been, and the business of

raining and shipping has been thoroughly systematized and costs reduced

to a minimum. They are now in i)osition to meet any demand for ore

likely to occur, and are anxiously waiting for a still more extended use of

pyrites. From a manufacturing point of view the only unsatisfactory

thing is the low price of acid ; and while this has doubtless been caused,

in great part at least, by the cheapening of production consequent on the

adoption of pyrites, it is pleasing to know that the reduction in price has

been no more than commensurate with the cheapening of cost. Another

point here worthy of notice is the reduction in the price of brimstone

which has taken place since the introduction of pyrites. In the early

part of 1882 best unmixed seconds was worth about $31 per ton, at the

close of 1884 it is selling at about $23. As regards the probability of

pyrites ever entirely taking the place of brimstone it should be noted

that the prejudice at one time existing against pyrites acid is gradually

giving way. Pyrites acid is equally as good for most purposes as brim-

stone acid ; the only drawbracks to it are the occasional presence of iron

and arsenic in it. With domestic ores the amount of arsenic is usually

infinitesimal, and will generally only debar the use of the acid for sub-

stances used in the preparation of pure chemicals, etc. When using

arsenical pyrites the arsenic is almost all deposited in the Glover tower

and first chamber, the last chamber acid containing very little, as the

. following tests of acid made from Spanish ore will show

:
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It is interesting to compare with the above the following statement

showing the purposes for which sulphuric acid made in England is used:

Per cent.

In making sulphate of soda for the Le Blanc soda process 49

In making sulphate of soda for glass manufacture, etc 7

In making fertilizers 22

79

For all other purposes 22

100

In regard to acid plants there are in this country as fine works as

can be found anywhere; those of the Bergenport Chemical Company
at Bergenport, IS^ew Jersey, and of the Bradley Fertilizer Company at

North Weymouth, Massachusetts, with their splendid arrangements of

smalls burners. Glover and Gay-Lussac towers, will compare favorably

with the best European works.

Recovery of sulphur from ''tank wasW^ in Europe.—This is a thing

which may exercise an important influence on our pyrites market. Tank

waste consists essentially of sulphide of calcium. It is produced in the

" ball furnace " in alkali works by fluxing a mixture of sulphate of soda,

limestone, and coal. The change which takes place may be thus rep-

resented :

]Sra2S04+CaCo3+C=Na2C03+CaS+C02.

The carbonate of soda is dissolved out with hot water and the sulphide

of calcium (tank waste) remains. This has mostly been dumped on va-

cant land reserved for the purpose or else sent out to sea aud dumped
there. A small quantity has been treated for sulphur for several years

past, 2,000 or 3,000 tons (or even more) of which have been recovered an-

nually. A little of this recovered sulphur has found its way into the

fTew York market, but as it contains arsenic it has not been favorably

received.

Let us consider the probable effect of the universal adoption of this

process in England alone. There are used annually in that country in

the soda manufacture about 350,000 tons of pyrites, containing 168,000

tons of sulphur. The tank waste produced contains 90 per cent, ofthis,

or 151,200 tons. Assuming it possible to recover 85 per cent, of this, the

quantity of sulphur recovered annually would be 128,500 tons, equal to

about 285,000 tons of pyrites. The probable effect of a diminution in

the consumption of pyrites in England to the extent of 285,000 tons a

year need not be commented on here.

The important questiou now comes in : At what cost could a ton of

sulphur be produced by this process *? Mr. Walter Weldon in January,

1883, said that it could ultimately be recovered for about $10 (£2) per

ton. To compete with this, pyrites would have to come down to $4 per

ton or even less, or say 8 to 8^ cents per unit. The effect already

produced by the agitation of the sulphur-recovery process (supplement

ed by the threatening attitude of the ammonia-soda process toward the
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old Le Blanc process) lias been the reduction of the price of pyrites in

England to 9 cents (4J d.) per unit, or $4.36 per ton of 2,240 pounds.

Since this reduction took place the sulphur-recovery agitation has sub-

sided, but will undoubtedly recommence at the first sign of any in-

crease in the price of pyrites.

The ammonia-soda process.—The ext'^nding use of this process in

Europe and in the United States is a matter of great interest not only

to European soda makers but also to- American chemical and fertilizer

manufacturers, oil refiners, etc. In the old Le Blanc soda process—by
which up till about ten years ago all the soda in the world (with tri-

fling exception) was made—common salt is first converted into sulphate

of soda by the action of sulphuric acid, and the sulphate of soda is then

converted into carbonate in the manner described in speaking of the

recovery of sulphur from tank waste. For the production of the 545,000

tons of Le Blanc soda (stated as NaaCOa) annually made throughout

the world about 874,000 tons of sulphate of soda are required; and the

sulphuric acid used in making that amount of sulphate necessitates

the burning of 496,000 tons of pyrites.

In the new ammonia-soda process no sulphuric acid is required, soda

being produced by the action of ammonia (constantly regenerated) and

carbonic acid gas on a strong solution of common salt. Soda can be

made by this new i)rocess for 25 per cent, less than by the old, and at

the present time one-fourth of all the soda being annually made is pro-

duced by the new process.

The only thing which has prevented (and still prevents) the univer-

sal adoption of the new process is the fact that in it the chlorine of the

common salt is all lost (as useless chloride of calcium), whereas by the

old process it is liberated as hydrochloric acid gas in the decomposi-

tion of common salt, and after condensation "this hydrochloric acid is

used for generating free chlorine for the manufacture of bleaching

powder. By combining to raise the price of this commodity Le Blanc

soda makers have been able to compensate themselves for the loss sus-

tained in selling soda below the cost of production.

Many ingenious inventors are now at work trying to solve the prob-

lem how to obtain free chlorine (for bleaching powder) economically by

the new process. If these efforts prove successful the days of the old

Le Blanc process are numbered, and the 496,000 tons of pyrites now
used annually in the decomposition of common salt will have to be

diverted into other channels.

But whether the efforts to obtain free chlorine—in other words, bleach-

ing powder—by the new process prove immediately successful or not,

its further advance cannot be delayed for this reason : 1 ton of bleach-

ing powder is made from the hydrochloric acid liberated in the decom-

position of 2^ tons of common salt. Kow in England there are made
annually 140,000 tons of bleaching powder; 140,000 x 2.5 = 400,000 tons

salt required annually for the production of bleaching powder. Deduct-
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ing 400,000 from 560,000 (the number of tons of common salt used an-

nually in making Le Blanc soda) leaves 160,000 tons common salt, equal

to 110,000 tons soda (stated as l^azCog). This represents the prob-

able immediate increase in the annual amount of ammonia soda made;

and the output of Le Blanc soda will probably immediately decrease

to a like extent. This decrease in the output of Le Blanc soda will

bring about a reduction in the quantity of pyrites consumed in England

to the extent of about 100,000 tons, and the reduction on the continent

will probably be an additional 30,000 tons of pyrites.

To sum up these different phases of the European soda and pyrites

trades

:

1. The possibility of the economical recovery of sulphur from tank

waste will in all probability prevent the price of pyrites in Europe rising

above 9 cents per unit of sulphur, even if we leave out of account for

the moment the effect of an inevitable decrease in the amount of pyrites

required by Le Blanc soda manufacturers.

2. There will be a decrease during the next two or three years in the

quantity of Le Blanc soda made in Europe annually of 140,000 tons

and of pyrites burned of 130,000 tons.

3. If the attempts to obtain free chlorine in the ammonia-soda pro-

cess prove immediately successful, the old Le Blanc soda process will

probably be extinct in a few years, and the 496,000 tons per year of

pyrites now used for it will have to be utilized in some other way. The

extinction of the Le Blanc process would also be brought about by the

discovery of a cheaper bleaching agent than chlorine.

Effect of reduced consumption of pyrites in Europe on the American

market.—Let us now briefly consider the probable effect of a reduced

consumption of pyrites in Europe on our domestic market. In the first

place it will probably result in the Spanish companies endeavoring to

compensate for the loss of European business by shipping at first large

quantities of non-cupriferous ore to this country. When the volume of

business here becomes large enough they will probably make extensive

arrangements for treating the cinders and begin to ship cupriferous ore

here, unless indeed they can make more profit by treating the ore for

copper at the mines in Spain. This last supposition seems extremely

improbable. The cost of treating a 3 per cent, ore for copper at the

mines is probably in no case less than $2 per ton. If the same ore were

shipped to this country the debits and credits would stand about as

follows

:

DEBITS.

Freight to Huelva $0. 50

Duty 75 cents per ton, plus 10 per'cent. of

2J cents per pound on 1 per cent, copper. 0. 80

Ocean freight, etc 2. 75

Treatment of cinder 4.90

Balance (in favor of shipping to this coun-
try) 1-65

10.60

CBEDITS.

Sulphur (say) $5.75
Purple ore ($3 per ton) 2.10
Silver 0.75

8.6U

Add cost of treatment at mine -. 2. 00

10.60
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The cement copper is supposed to be shipped to England in either

case.

It may be that these apprehensions of extensive foreign competition

with domestic ores are unwarranted, but at all events sufficient has

been said to justify the belief that the price of pyrites in this country

as well as in Europe can never be much if any higher th.'sn at present.

Some persons even believe that in the near future pyriies mines will

supply the ore to acid makers for nothing, the only condil ion being that

the cinders shall be sent to extraction works belonging to the sellers of

the ore 5 but there is not much ground for such a belief, as it will always

pay better to treat the ores for copper at the mine (where labor is usu-

ally much cheaper than in manufacturing centers) rather than in the

neighborhood of acid works, unless a fair price can be had for the sul-

phur contents.



MICA.
By F. W. Clarke. («)

Althoagh the term "mica" covers a number of mineral species all

similar in their scaly structure and general chemical composition, only

one of these species has any commercial value or is popularly recog-

nized under the generic name. This species, muscovite, is one of the

commonest minerals, and occurs in greater or less quantity in a variety

of rocks. CTsually, however, it is disseminated in minute scales of no

practical value; its occurrence in sheets or plates large enough for eco-

nomic working being quite limited. Even when it is found of sufficient

size and in sufficient abundance, it is apt to be defective in structure or

so stained and spotted with impurities as to be worthless. In order to

be advantageously marketed mica should yield trimmed plates not

less than 3 inches square; and these should be tough, clear, even in

texture, and capable of being smoothly split into exceedingly thin lay-

ers. Even in localities which yield mica abundantly only a small por-

tion of the mineral taken out is available for the ordinary uses. Ac-

cordiugly we find around every mica mine an accumulation of waste

scrai)s and clippings far exceeding in quantity the mineral which has

been trimmed and marketed. The latter is chiefly used in the manu-
facture of stoves, lampshades, and lanterns; although some of the finest

mica is employed for the dial plates of compasses. Various.plans have

been proposed for the utilization of the refuse. Finely ground, it is

recommended as an absorbent for nitroglycerine in the preparation of

high explosives; it is also used as a lubricant for machinery, as an in-

gredient of some glistening wall-papers, in the manufacture of "bro-

cade" pigments, and as a substitute for asbestus in the production of

fireproof roofings. JSTone of these latter uses, however, can yet be re-

garded as having much economic importance.

Atlantic States.—Along the eastern slopes of the Appalachian system,

in an almost continuous belt from Maiue to Alabama, are scattered many
workable deposits of mica.. These occur in coarse granite veins, cutting

through walls of mica-schist, and having in general a northeast and
southwest direction. In other words, these veins are parallel to the

main trend of the mountain system, and wherever they are found they

possess a noteworthy uniformity of cliaracter. As a rule, the mica oc-

curs in bunches or pockets, associated with large masses of quartz and

a Special reports to this office by F. F. Chisolm andC. G. Yale, represeiiting work
done west of the Mississippi, have been freely nsed in the preparation of this chapter.

- 906
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huge crystallizations of feldspar. Besides these commoner species,

which pertain properlj^ to granite, these veins are remarkable for their

rarer mineral contents. Tourmaline and garnet almost invariably occur

in them, beryl is nearly as certain to be found, various phosphates are

frequently encountered, and such rare minerals as columbite, samar-

skite, autunite, etc., are often met with, in short, the rarer chemical

elements, such as glucinum, columbium, tantalum, the cerium and yttrium

groups, and uranium, are found most abundantly in these coarse veins

of granite. Mineralogically, therefore, every mica mine is well worth

studying and watching. Sometimes a mine which fails with regard to

mica, yields enough merchantable quartz or feldspar to pay well for

working.

Beginning with the New England States, we find mica mining carried

on in numerous localities. In Maine, unsuccessful attempts have been

made at Gilead and Albany, and promising deposits of mica are said to

exist in the adjacent towns of Woodstock and Eumford. In Paris, at

Mount Mica, from the same deposit which has yielded the famous gem
tourmalines, a good deal of excellent mica has been taken out and sold.

Southward, along the seacoast, the granite veins attain an enormous

development 5 but here they are chiefly valuable for their feldspar.

Some mica, however, has been produced along with quartz and feldspar

at Edgecombe.
In Kew Hampshire, along a belt of country southwestward of the

White mountains, mica mining is quite an old and well established in-

dustry. The " mica belt " first becomes conspicuous in the town of

Rumney ; and actual workings have been carried on in Orange, Groton,

Grafton, Springfield, Alexandria, New Hampton, Wilmot, Marlborough,

Acworth, and Alstead. Throughout this region the granite veins are

most conspicuous objects, and often they may be seen from miles away

'

cropping out along the barren hillsides. The most important mines

are in Groton, Grafton, and Alstead, and large quantities of mica are

annually taken out and sent to market. In Alstead, work has been
carried on interruptedly for more than forty years, and the locality

has yielded sheets of mica nearly 4 feet across. In Grafton, no
less than six mines have been recently worked, and one of them, the old

Euggles mine on Isinglass hill, has been a recognized source of mica

ever since the close of the last century. Throughout this time it has

been in the hands of one family, and it is still worked on a large scale

with steam drills and other modern appliances. In 1883 a single mass
of mica weighing 512 pounds was taken out. Near by, on Alger hill,

is another locality, which is remarkable for having yielded the largest

crystals of beryl known in the world; one of them weighed over two
tons. Still another recent mine is on Hoyt hill in Orange, and impor-

tant work is progressing in Groton, about 5 miles south of the rail-

road station in Rumney. Ail these mines are either trenches or tunnels,

no deep shafts having been sunk in this region.
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Passiug southward from New Hampshire, we fiud siniihir granite

veins in Massachusetts aud Connecticut ; but in the latter State, nota-

bly in the towns of Glastonbury, Portland, Middletowu, and Haddam,
they are worked chiefly for the feldspar which they contain. In Kew
Jersey a few attempts at mica mining- have been made, and promising

discoveries of mica have been reported in Pennsylvania, at South

mountain and in Salisbury township.

As we leave the glaciated country of the north, the mica-bearing belt

becomes less easy to recognize and to follow. Nevertheless, there has

been quite recently a good deal of activity among mica miners in Mary-

laud, especially in Howard and Montgomery counties. In this region

a number of vertical shafts have been sunk into mica-bearing veins,

I>assing through kaolinized rock of varying thickness before reaching

the solid material. One group of mines is situated a few miles west of

Laurel ; and another mine, the Gilmore, is near Colesville, and only

12 miles north of Washington, District of Columbia. At the Gil-

more mine there is a vertical shaft about 50 feet deep, and two hori-

zontal tunnels; and a considerable quantity of good mica has been

taken out. At present, however, but little work is being done in this

field.

Southward from Maryland the mica belt extends across Virginia, and

is recognizable at many points. Mica mining has been carried on in

Amherst, Bedford, Hanover, and Amelia counties, although there is at

present a slackening of activity in this region. At Amelia Court House
the mica was associated with an extraordinary variety of rare minerals,

notably with beryl, coluinbite, helvite, microlite, and monazite; but this

locality is now abandoned, and the mine is full of water. A tier of coun-

ties along the southern boundary of tbe State, especially Grayson, Henry,

Patrick, Carroll, etc., offers a promising field for exploration in search

of mica.

In South Carolina, Georgia, and eastern Alabama, workable deposits

of mica undoubtedly exist, although no substantial investigation of them

has yet been made. In North Carolina, on the other hand, the mica

industry is' important and flourishing, and the Appalachian mica belt

here attains its greatest development. Mica mines occur in Ashe,

Mitchell, Yancey, McDowell, Cleveland, Alexander, Wilkes, Burke,

Catawba, Buncombe, Haywood, Jackson, Macon, and other counties, and

explorations for mica, more or less superficial, may be counted by hun-

dreds. The greatest production of mica is in Yancey, Mitchell, and

Macon counties, and the more important centers of the industry are

Bakersville, Burnsville, and Fraukliu. Mica mining is carried on to

some extent near Marion ; and in the neighborhood of Jefferson, in Ashe
county, there are many promising but undeveloped localities. The Eay
mine, near Burnsville, is one of the most noteworthy of the mica mines,

but the lotla aud Burningtowu mines near Franklin, and the Fraly

mine in Jackson county, also deserve mention. The Clarissa mine, once
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highly imj)ortant, is now do longer worked. Some of these mines are

notable for their deep shafts, and differ in this particular quite strikingly

from the mica mines of New Hampshire. Here also, as in the North,

the mica is notably associated with many rare minerals of great scientific

interest; samarskite, for instance, has literally been found by the ton in

some of the localities. Another interesting point in connection with the

JSTorth Carolina mines is the fact that the best of them were discovered

by evidences of prehistoric working. In 1868 attention was called to

some supposed "old Spanish silver mines" near Bakersville. These

were examined by Prof. W. C. Kerr, who found them to be ancient and
very extensive workings for mica; and it is now certain that from them
came much of the mineral which occurs in various ornamental forms in

the mounds of Tennessee and the Ohio valley. The mines in Macon
and Jackson counties exhibit similar traces of aboriginal working.

Quite recently a company has been organized to mine for mica near

Eepublic, in the northern peninsula of Michigan ; but, with this excep-

tion, the industry does not exist between the Appalachians and the

Black Hills.

Black Hills.—In this region mica mining has of late years assumed
great importance. The mines are mostly in Custer and Pennington

counties, Dakota, in the granitic intrusions which form the rugged
peaks in the center of the district. This granite is remarkable for the

extreme coarseness of the crystallization, the constituent minerals being

generally segregated into large masses. From this granite the aggrega-

tions of mica are quarried out, and with the mica, as in the East, are

found extraordinary quantities of beryl, tantalite, columbite, spodunjene,

etc. One mass of columbite, reported by W. P. Blake, was estimated

to weigh more than a ton. In almost all of the mica mines of this re-

gion tin is also found. Although numerous claims are held in the mica
district only a few have been practically developed. The earliest ex-

plorations for miea were made in 1879, the McMacken or Black Hills

mine being the first upon which much work was done. This mine has
been so far the largest producer in the region, and from it some 45,0U0

pounds of mica have been shipped, bringing an average price of $3 per

pound, or a total of $135,000. Only the summer season has been avail-

able for working. The New York mine produces mica ranging from
3 by 5 to 9 by 12 inches in size, and 2,500 pounds of such mica were sold

by the original discoverers at an average price of $3.50 per pound. At
present there are fourteen men employed in the mines, and the weekly
output is 150 pounds of good mica. Only about 5 per cent, of the total

mica extracted is of merchantable quality. The entire product of this

mine up to date has been 5,700 pounds, which sold for $19,950. The
Lost Bonanza mine yields a remarkably clear mica, and some sheets

have been cut as large as 13 by 16 inches, the average, however, being
only 4 by 5. Twenty-six thousand pounds of this mica have been sold

in Chicago at an average price of $4.35 per pound, or $113,100 for the
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entire output. Seven men are employed, and the weekly yield in July,

1884, was 150 pounds. The Climax mine has been well opened, and

produces an excellent mica, which brings an average price of $4.35 per

pound. The product of the mine from March, 1883, to January 1, 1884,

was 4,840 pounds, and from January Ito July 1, 1884, 3,100 pounds; a

total of 7,940 pounds, which was marketed in Chicago for $34,539.

Seven men are employed, and the average weekly product in July, 1884,

was 120 pounds of merchantable mica. There are several other mica

mines in Custer county, and numerous prospects upon which some work

has been done and from which smaller quantities of mica have been

shipped. Among these, the Demund, Ola, Last Chance, Boss, Nellie,

Sitting Bull, Eosa, Crescent, Denver, Hillside, Sioux City, Emma,

Window Light, Eureka, Grand View, Gray Eagle, Eevenue. Old Mike,.

and Spotted Tiger mines have been developed to some extent. In Pen-

nington county some small shipments of mica have been made from

the Emma, Peerless, Celia, Alice, and a few other mines, situated about

three miles southwest from Harney. Mica mining in the Black Hills

is, however, yet in its infancy ; and there is every indication that many

of the undeveloped claims are as good as those which have produced

largely. The product for 1884 was fully double that of 1883. To re-

capitulate, the product of the mines in Custer county has been up to

July 1, 1884:

Production of mica in Custer county, DaTcota, to Julyl, 1884.

Mines.

Black Hills
'Sew York
LofJt Bonanza
Climax
All other mines (estimated)

Total

Pounds. Value

45, 000
5,700

26, 000
7,940

40, 000

124, 640

$135, 000
19,950

113, 100
34, 539

140, 000

442,589

The production of the mines in the Black Hills in 1884 has been re-

ported almost exactly, and was as follows :

Mines.

Climax -

Lost Bonanza
White Spar
Euieka _

Now York
Last Chance
Warren
Keystone
Window Light
McMacken, or Black Hills
Millard
Nellie
Occidental

Total product in 1884

Value of product at $3.50 per pound

Pounds.

5,000
3,000
2,000
500

5,000
300
250
800
600

Closed
400
300

Closed

18, 150

m, 525
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Rocky mountains.—In Colorado mica has loug been known to be

wide!}' disseminated and to occur in many places in bodies of workable

size, but mining lias until lately always proved the mica to be '' plu-

mose" and unfit for cutting into sheets. Many mines have been located,

but the j)roduct has always proved worthless, until in the summer of

1884 the Denver Mica Company opened a loine 'near Turkey creek,

about 35 miles from Denver. This mica is of fair quality, and quite a

consideriible quantity of it has been mined. It is slightly brown and

the largest plates which have yet been cut are not more than 2| by 6

inches in size. Only an extremely small percentage of the gross weight

is available for cutting into sheets. An effort is being made to put it

upon the market, and at present four workmen are employed in trim-

ming the sheets. Mica of good quality and in large plates has also been

recently reported irom the neighborhood of Fort Collins.

In Wyoming, mica has been found in workable quantities near Dia-

mond Park and in the Wind River country, as well as at many points

along the mountain ranges in Laramie county. It has recently been

mined to someextent at Whalen caiion, 20 miles north of Fort Laramie,

and some of the product has been shipped to the Eastern market.

In New Mexico mica occurs near Las Vegas, and reports of shipments

have been published. At Petaca, the Cribbenville mica mines are being

worked at present by sixteen meii. Work was commenced at these mines

July 2, 1884, and the amount ofexcavation at present is 13,100 cubic feet.

The plates cut range from 2 by 2 inches to 5 by 8 inches in size. Some
specimen plates have been cut 10 by 12 inches, but the general average

is about 3J by 4J inches. Some 12 tons of mica have been handled, but

the amount sold and the average i)rice obtained are not reported* Other

localities in New Mexico also yield mica, but none have been developed

except the two above mentioned.

Pacific coast.—In California many deposits of mica have been noted,

especially at Gold lake, Plumas county; in El Dorado county; Ivanpah

district, San Bernardino county; near Susan ville, Lassen county, and
at Tehachapi pass, Kern county. In 1883 a large deposit was discov-

ered in the Salmon mountains, in the northwestern part of the State,

and some prospecting was done.

In Arizona mica is abundant, but is not yet mined. In Nevada it has

been noted at maiiy places, especially on Muddy river near the Arizona

line, and to the northward of Pyramid lake. Merchantable mica, said

to be abundant, has been discovered on the Payette river and Bear
creek, and in the Coeur d'Alene region, Idaho; and some of it has been

marketed at $3.50 per pound. Mica of workable character is also re-

ported from Oregon and Alaska.
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Production.—The output of mica in the United States is increasing.

During the last three years the output is estimated as follows:

Production of mica in the United States in 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Tears.



ASBESTUS.
Domestic occurrences.—The asbestus used in the Uuited States is iu

part mined here, in part imported. In this country the mineral is found

in very many localities, but usually in pockets or other small deposits.

In most cases of occurrence the amount is not sufficient to warrant the

expenditure of the capital necessary for opening the deposits ; conse-

quently the number of occurrences is far greater than that of operated

mines.

The following are the leading localities at which this mineral is ob-

tained : the towns of Brighton, Sheffield, Pelham, and Windsor, Massa-

chusetts; Eichmond county and elsewhere in New York; near New
Brunswick, New Jersey ; near Media and Oolerain, Pennsylvania; in the

western part of Maryland; Hanover and Loudoun counties, Virginia;

western North Carolina ; northwestern South Carolina ; Eabun and

Fulton counties, Georgia ; Butte, Fresno, Los Angeles, Tulare, Mari-

posa, Placer, and Inyo counties, California. It is reported also from

Dakota, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada. This list of occur-

rences might be increased indefinitely, as the mineral is by no means

an uncommon one.

The annual production in 1883 and 1884 was about 1,000 short tons.

The price in New York ranged from $15 to $40 per ton, the price vary-

ing with the quality. The American asbestus is usually characterized

by a short fiber, and by being somewhat brittle and harsh. These

qualities, while unfitting it to a greater or less extent for such uses as

the manufacture of rope, cloth, etc., in which a long fiber is required,

do not injure it for the manufacture of paints, cement, packing, etc., for

which purposes it is preferred to the imported as being more refractory.

Foreign sources.—Imported asbestus comes mainly from the province

of Quebec, Canada, and is perhaps the best for general uses. The bet-

ter qualities of the Quebec asbestus bring $75 to $100 per ton in New
York, while the price of the poorer grades ranges as low as $40 per ton.

For the manufacture of cloth, drop curtains, etc., Italian asbestus is

principally used, as it has a long, silky, tough fiber, well fitted for the

purpose. This brings in New York from $100 to $250 per ton.

Uses.—The uses of asbestus depend upon its refractory qualities, and

are being constantly extended. It is used for sheathing, for steam

packing, for fireproof paints, cement, and putty, as a lining for safes,

for stove pipes, and for fireproof enamel for walls. It is made into yarn,

wicking rope, cloth, and paper. Drop curtains for theaters are being

2 M B 58 913
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made from it, and a demand has recently sprung up for this material

for insulation for electric wires.

Value of asbestus imported and entered for consumption^ in the United States, 1869 to 1^84

inclusive.

J870.
1871.
1872.
1873 .

1874.
1875.
1876 .

1877 .

1878
1879.
1880 .

1881 .

1882 .

1883
1884.

Fiscal years ending June 30—
TJnmanu- I Manu-
factured, factured.

$310
7

12

Total.

$310
7
12

152
7i6
483
071
536
'204

736
717
235
369
755

1,077
396

1,550
372

4, 624

69
504

1,185

18
152

5,783
5,881
3, 221
3, 9(18

7, 828
9,736

27, 786
15. 739
24, 612
49, 940

Domestic exports of manufactured aslestus.

Fiscal years ending June 30—

1879
1880
1881

Value.

$2, 335
7,848

30, 7»5

Fiscal years ending June 30-

1882
1883
1884

Value.

$18, 923
17, 865
30, 846



GRAPHITE.
By John A. Walker.

Occurrence.—From the tabulated list of useful minerals in the " Min-

eral Eesources of the United States, 1882," it will be seen that graphite

is of too general occurrence to make of special value a list of the locali-

ties from which samples are received by the manufacturing companies

for examination. During 1884, however, the samples have been numer-

ous and of more promise than usual.' There is a growing interest in

the mineral, which is becoming so generally used, and about which so

little of value has been published. Some of the more recent discover-

ies would probably have been developed but for the remarkable cheap-

ness of foreign crraphite and the general business depression prevailing,

especially that of the metal industries, on which the graphite trade largely

depends. The importation, while smaller than in any year since 1880,

has kept the market fully supplied. These facts, couiiled with the diffi-

culty of obtaining men with sufficient knowledge and experience to

produce the mineral in a pure state, have delayed the development of

any of our more recently discovered deposits, and the Dixon Company
continues to be the only successful miner of graphite in the United

States. Its mines at Ticonderoga, Essex county, New York, are under

the management of Mr. William Hooper, the inventor of some of our

best ore dressing machines, and who has been successful in producing

from a 10 per cent, ore the finest graj)hite in the world.

Graphite has been observed in many places throughout the Pacific

States and Territories ; only in California, however, where its occur-

rence seems most frequent, have any attempts been made to mine and
market or otherwise utilize it in a large way. The deposit which has

been most worked in that State is situated one mile north of the town

of Sonora, Tuolumne county, from which some twenty years ago about

1,000 tons of graphite were extracted, the most of which was shipped to

England, France, and Germany, and there sold at the rate of about $100

per ton, a price that aftbrded the shippers some profit. But the impos-

sibility of securing here any large quantity sufficit^ntly pure for com-

mercial purposes put an end to the enterprise, the labor of concentrating

the crude material, which was largely mixed with slate and other for-

eign matter, having been expensive. Besides the Sonora deposits, graph-

ite has been found in California at the following places: Near Sum-
mit City, Alpine county ; on the border of Tomales bay in the Coast

915
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range of Marin county ; near Fort Tejon, Kern county ; at Tejunga, Los

Angeles county, and at Boser hill, Fresno county (both recent discov-

eries), and at several places in Sierra, Plumas, Marin, and Sonoma coun-

ties. In 1883 a deposit of graphite was found in the Sierra mountains,

Humboldt county, Nevada. The mineral here occurs in numerous small

veins, some of it being quite pure ; but like the deposits elsewhere on

the Pacific coast, this possesses just now no special value. Graphite

has also been found recently in Beaver county, Utah, but the quality

of the mineral and the extent of the deposit remain to be tested. A de-

l)Osit in Albany county, Wyoming, is reported as about 20 inches thick

and sufficiently pure to be worked; no developments have been made,

and the extent of the deposit is unknown.
Production.—During 1883 the Ticonderoga mines produced 550,000

pounds, and estimating the output of various other workings at 25,000

pounds, the total production for 1883 was 575,000 pounds, representing,

at an everage spot value of 8 cents per pound, $46,000. The out-

l)ut in 1884 was practically nothing. The accumulated stocks and the

industrial depression caused the suspension of work at the Ticonderoga

mines during 1884, and it is not known that any other mine was oper-

ated on a commercial scale. The year 1885 will, however, witness the

early reojiening of the Ticonderoga mines, and active work during the

whole of the year may be looked for.

Imports.—The following table shows the quantity and value of graph-

ite imported and entered for consumption in the United States from

1867 to 1884, inclusive:

Graphite imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30-

1867
1868
1809
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877,

1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
188:J

1884

Unmanufactured.

Quantity. Value,

Owts.
27, 713
68, 620

74, 846
80, 795

51, 628
96, 381

157, 539
111,992
46, 492
50, 589
75, 361
60, 244
65, 662

109, 908
150, 927
150,421
154, 893
144, 086

$54, 131
149, 083
351, 004
269, 291
136, 200
329, 030
548, 613
382, 591
122, 050
150, 709
204, 630
154, 757

164, 013
278, 022
381,966
363, 835
361,949
286, 393

Manu-
factured.

$833
3,754

17, 605
18, 091
16, 909
24, 637
22,941
31, 674
25, 536
21, 721
1,863

Total.

$54, 131
149, 083
351, 004
270, 124
139, 954
329, 030
548,613
382, 591
122, 050
168, 314
222, 721
171, 660
188, 650
300, 963
413, 640
389, 371
383, 670
288, 256

Exports.—Very little crude domestic graphite is exported. This will

not appear strange when it is considered that the domestic mines in

1883 provided only 575,000 pounds, while 17,348,016 pounds were im-

ported. Statistics show for the ten years 1875 to 1884, inclusive, a total
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export of less than $20,000 worth. Figures of the export of manufact-

ured domestic graphite are difficult of statement, from the fact that

graphite forms a partial ingredient in so many kinds of goods. The
custom-house records show, for instance, the following figures: Exports
of manufactured graphite of domestic production for the fiscal year 1881,

$1,066; for 1882, $4,834; while for most years no exports are specified.

The records are obviously imperfect, as a single company in each of

these years exported domestic graphite products of larger value. An
approximate statement is the only thing possible; $25,000 per annum
will cover the value of the graphite in articles manufactured from the

domestic product, while $50,000 per annum will probably cover the value

of the articles.

Manufactures.—The properties of graphite specially fit it for the fol-

lowing purposes: The manufacture of refractory articles, such as cruci-

bles, retorts, dippers, stirrers, bricks, stoppers, nozzles, foundry facings,

etc.; lubricating compounds, electrical supplies, stove-polish, electro-

typing "lead," pencil leads, and pigments. The table of relative pro-

portions of different kinds of graphite used, and the percentage consumed
for each of the various purposes, given in the last report, must be

changed somewhat on account of the increased use of graphite as a

lubricant and in the manufacture of foundrv facings.

Proportionate amotmts and kinds of graphite used for different pwposes.

Manufactures. Kinds of graphite used. 1883. 1884.

Eefractory articles, such, as crucibles, retorts, stop-
pers, etc.

Stove polish
Lubricating graphite
Foundry facings, washes, etc
Graphited greases
Pencil leads
Graphited packing
Polishing gunpowder and shot
Paint .

.

Electrotyping
Miscellaneous—piano action, photographers' and

hatters' use, electrical supplies, etc.

Ceylon, American

Ceylon, American, German.

.

American, Ceylon
Ceylon, American, German .

.

American
American, German
Ceylon, American
Ceylon, American
American
American, Ceylon

Per cent.

35
Per cent.

30

30
13
10
8
3

3
2

i

100 100

The foregoing table shows quite an increase over the similar table of

the former report in the percentage used for lubrication and manufact-

ure of foundry facings and washes. These two lines deserve especial

mention.

Oraphite in foundry facings.—The last few years have witnessed a

great improvement in American foundry practice. From the compara-

tively light, simple, and rough castings of the earlier days, the time has

been reached when immense castings are of frequent occurrence, in

which the work is often elaborate and the finish is very high; in fact,

castings are now produced at will, light or heavy, smooth or rough,

plain or ornate, of common, chilled, or malleable iron, steel, etc., and all
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of these different conditions require different service of the facings. In-

stead of the simple hard-wood charcoal-dust of earlier times, facings of

charcoal, sea coal, anthracite, soapstone, and "black lead" or graphite

are now used. In all cases where the work is severe, graphite is the

constituent which gives the "body," the "sleeking" and "peeling"

l)roperties, to the facing. The use of graphite for this purpose has in-

creased rapidly with the demand for better and iiner foundry work.

Graphite as a lubricant.—With the introduction of heavier machinery

the service demanded of a lubricant has become more and more severe.

For much of this work it is found that oil will not ansiiver at all, and

for much more it answers only at great expense; hence the use of

greases and the more solid lubricants, such as graphite, mica, soap-

stone, suli)hur, etc. When graphite first began to be used as a lubri-

cant anything which gave a stove-polish luster when rubbed was

assumed to be " black lead" and fit for lubricating purposes. Experi-

ence soon proved it to give very varied results—sometimes very good

and sometimes the reverse ; in fact, it was not reliable because of a lack

of uniform, correct sizing and purity, and soon fell in disrepute among
practical men, though continuing to be well spoken of in the books. In

1868, however, systematic experiments were begun in this country with

a view to producing a reliable lubricant from graphite, and the final

result has been very satisfactory.

Water-dressed dry foliated American graphite is a little thin flake of

graphite of extraordinary properties. Its superiority as a lubricant has

been attested by all recent writers on friction. Its co-efficient of Iric-

tion is very low. Its enduring qualities are several times greater than

those of any oil. Unlike either oil or grease, it is not affected by heat,

cold, steam, acids, etc., and acts equally well under varying conditions

of temperature and moisture.

Many and carefully conducted experiments in the laboratory with

Professor Thurston's testing machine, and experience in shops, have

shown that for the highest usefulness the flake must be of a certain

size and dressed perfectly pure. Graphite never occurs of the proper

size and purity for use. Its natural impurities contain substances fatal

to anti-friction purposes. Its proper selection, sizing, and perfecting

for lubricating purposes is a matter requiring large skill, much machin-

ery, and great experience. The difference between a perfectly pure

graphite and one almost pure, but still totally unfit for lubricating,

cannot be detected by either sight or touch.

It is recommended dry for steam and air cylinders, mixed with grease

for heavy bearings, and mixed with oil for light bearings. On being

applied to a bearing it readily coats the surfaces with a shiny, unctu-

ous veneer. These surfaces then slide on each other with very little

friction. On being applied to heated bearings the graphite soon fills

up any inequalities of the bearing surfaces due to cutting, abrasion,

etc., making them smooth and even, alter which the bearing soon cools
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down. It is equally useful for wood or metal surfaces ; in short, in all

cases wbere friction exists. If the bearinjrs are loose enough ibr the

introduction of this thin flake graphite, it will prevent heated bearings,

cool those already heated, and reduce friction better than anything

else. In all cases where the service required of a lubricant is very

severe, graphite will be found specially useful, as in mill steps, gears,

heavy bearings, bed plates, etc.

Table of testa.

.
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The information contained in the following notes has been furnished

through the courtesy of the Oil, Paint, and Brng Re/porter, of New York
City, with some additions from other sources. Ackuowledgment is also

due Mr. Marcus Benjamin and Dr. I. W. Drummond.
The principal mineral substances used in the manufacture of jjaiuts

are:

White—White lead, zinc white, barytes, blanc fixe, terra alba, china

clay, whiting, and Paris white.

Eed—Vermilion and red lead.

Yellow—Potassium bichromate (used in the manufacture of chrome

yellow, etc.), ocher, and litharge.

Brown—Ocher, umber, and sienna.

Blue—Ultramarine.

White lead.—White lead, the most important of all the white pigments,

is largely made in this country. The pig lead from which it is produced

is obtained from the lead refiners, of whom a list is given on page 427.

The lead is then corroded. There are about thirty-one corroders, or

white-lead works, in this country, distributed as follows : Boston, Massa-

chusetts, 2 ; Buffalo, New York, 1 ; New York City, 5 ; Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania, 3; Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 6 : Baltimore, Maryland,

1; Saint Louis, Missouri, 3; Louisville, Kentucky, 2 ; Dayton, Ohio, 1;

Cincinnati, Ohio, 3; Cleveland, Ohio, 1; Chicago, Illinois, 2 ; and San

Francisco, California, 1. The process used is generally known as the

"Dutch method." Its essential features are as follows: The pig lead

is cast into perforated "buckles" 7 inches in diameter and ^ inch

thick. These buckles are packed in earthenware pots about 15 inches

high and of suitable diameter for the reception of the buckles. A
dilute solution of acetic acid is jjoured into the pots, which are piled

in bins, or stacks, 40 feet square. When the stack is completed it is

covered with spent tan bark or manure.and then left alone for about 30

days. A chemical decomposition of the lead follows in consequence of

the heat generated, and the metallic pig becomes converted into the

white carbonate. The unloading of the stack then takes i^lace, with the

removal of the contents of the pots, which is partially lead carbonate

(white lead) and partially unconverted pig lead. The mixture is thrown

into a revolving drum which retains the metallic portion and allows the

white lead to pass through a screen. The quantity of pig lead converted

into white lead never amounts to more than 60 or 70 per cent. There is

920
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always a residue of unconverted lead. The composition of white lead is

not constant. The amount of lead, oxide (PbO) varies from 84.7 to 86.5

per cent., with correspondingly differing amounts of carbonic acid (CO2)

and water (H2O). During 1884 about 65,000 tons of white lead were

manufactured in this country. The price varied from 4^ to 5^ cents per

pound for the dry pigment, and for that in oil the price ranged between

4f and 5f cents per pound in the eastern markets. In the West it was

a quarter of a cent lower. A small amount, 665,18.'> pounds, of white

lead, was imported into New York during 1884. It is higher in price

thau the American, selling at from 8^ to 8| cents per pound. It is im-

ported chiefly from England.

A so-called " sublimed lead" is prepared by a patented process, the

principle of which is the direct oxidation cf the crude lead sulphide

(galena) on the hearth of a reverberatory furnace, giving rise to a lead

sulphate. It is made in Joplin, Missouri, for John T. Lewis & Brother,

of Philadelphia.

White lead imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending
June 30

—
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small quantity of the zinc white ground in oil is likewise imported. At

Xew York ihe importations during 1884 were 1,898,452 pounds. The

quality of the French zinc oxide is considered superior to the American

grade ill i)urity of color. A small proportion, some 330,000 pounds, of a

Geraian zinc white, known as the " L. Z, O." brand, was imported into

New York during 1884. It sells at from 6 to 6i cents per pound.

Oxide of zinc (a) imported and entered for consumption in the United States, I8()'i to 1884

inclusive.

Fiscal yiars ending June 30—

3867
1808 .

1809

IbTU
1>- I .

18,2.
11--3

1874
1875

Quantity.

Poundn.
1, 569, ;iL2

l,n5t, 485
1,H'0, 208

2, OtH, 2%
2, 075, 898

3, 660, Oiil

3, 5!(), 465
1,074,469
2, SOU, 998

Value.

$01, 330
95,518

105, 844
113,254
103,493
193,448
233, 4-.'l

136, 282

181, 455

Fiscal years ending June 30—

1876 .

.

1877..
1878 .

1879-
1880.
1881 .

.

18B2..
1883..
1884 .

.

Quantity.

Pounds.
2,460,141
2, 068. 7i9
2,451,060
2, 274. 9.i5

2, i88, 004
2, 044, 778

2, 538, o')0

1,877,804
3, 143, 784

Value.

161.944
130,719
140,157
117,886
123, 1 13

106 990
125, 599
93, 987
141,961

ft Presumed to be dry oxide, Udt ground in oil. In 1884 the imports of zinc oxide ground in oil were
116,135 pounds, valued at $6,b56.

Barytes.—This mineral (heavy spar, barite, barium sulphate) is abun-

dant in many i)arts of the country, and is mined in considerable quan-

tities in the following States, named in the order of their production:

Missouri, Virginia, Tennessee, Forth Carolina, and Connecticut. It is

difficult to form even an approximate estimate of the production, owing

in part to the reticence of manufacturers and dealers. It is probable,

however, that it was in 1883 and in 1884 between 25,000 and 30,000

tons. The value of crude barytes ranged from $1.50 to $5 per ton at

the mines, varying with the quality and the proximity to market. Crude

barytes is ground by several firms, but chiefly by Burgess & Newton, of

New Haven. Of the ground material, the price in 1883 ranged from

$15 to $22 per ton, and in 1884 from $12 to $20; the best quality bring-

ing $18 TO $20, while the inferior grade sold at from $12 to $15.

Barytes is imported from England, .Ireland, Germany, Canada, and

Nova Scotia. The imported mineral in lumps is worth from $G to $10

per ton. The expense of manufacturing is about $7.50 per ton. It is

estimated that at least 10,000 tons of barytes were used in New York

during 1884, of which one half was consumed by the paint manufact-

urers. As regards quality, the American is considered equal, if not

superior, to the imported, the domestic mineral being i^ofter and

smoother. Much of the American barytes has been found in pocket

deposits, and therefore the amount and quality cannot always be de-

pended upon. At Saint Louis, Missouri, the Page & Krause Manufact-

uring and Mining Company prepare a "floated barytes" which is in

considerable demand. The ground mineral is floated in long sluice-

ways, and that which floats the farthest is the finest. This variety of

barytes is found to be much finer thiin that which is simply ground, but
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it is liable to be a little less white in color, as it takes some of the color-

ing matter from the water with which it is treated. It sells at from $30

to $32.50 per ton.

Besides its large consumption in the manufacture of paint, baryta

is used in the form of peroxide in bleaching and in the form of nitrate

in fireworks. It is used largely as an adulterant, esj^ecially as a make
weight.

Blanc fixe^ also known as permanent white and barytic white, is arti-

ficial barytes. The crude heavy spar is thoroughly ground and mixed

with some carbonaceous material, such as coal dust, and some chlorine

compound, generally the residue from chlorine stills. This mixture is

treated in a leverberatory furnace for an hour. The resulting mass is

hxiviated, and the liquor, which is a solution of almost ])ure barium

chloiide, is drawn off and mixed with sulphuric acid. The resulting

prcci])itate, which is barium sulpliate in an exceedingly fine state of di-

vision, constitutes blanc fixe. It is generally sold in pulp (that is,

ground in water) at a price ranging from 2| to 2f cents per pound. Its

covering power is much greater than that of the natural barytes. It

is manufactured in New York. Besides its application as a paint it is

used by calico printers, card makers, and in the manufacture of paper.

There is very little, if any, difference between the imported and Ameri-

caii-made article.

Barytes, etc., imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 in-

clusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30—
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Blanc fixe, satin white, enameled icMte, lime tvJiite, and all comiinationa of harytea with
aeids or water, imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884
inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—
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No eistimate of the amount produced could be obtained. The demand
during 1884 is said to have been somewhat less than that of the pre-

vious years, owing to the fact that several factories, where considerable

quantities of this pigment were employed, were closed. The price

was from 5^ to 5J cents per pound. Some 198,588 pounds of red lead

were imported into i!^^ew York during 1884. In quality the American

article is claimed to be fully equal to the imported, but for some few

])urposes there is a slight demand for the foreign material. The im-

ported is a little higher in price, selling at from 1^ to 7| cents per pound.

Bed lead imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years endinji June
30—

1867
18G8
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

Quantity.
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given to a mineral found in the Persian gulf, and used as a pigment.

The hard coarse powder had a dark red color with a tinge of purple.

It contained

:
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Ocher and ocJicry earth, dry, imparled and entered for consumption in the Ur.ited Stales in

lbb2, 1883, and lb84.

Fiscal years ending Juno 30—
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Umber imported and entei'ed for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1684 inclusive.

Fiscal years endingJnne 30

—

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

Quantity.

Pounds.
2, 147, 342

345, 173

570, 771
708, 825
470, 392

1, 409, 822
845, 601
729, 864
513, 811

Value. Fiscal years endingJune 30

—

$15, 946
2,750
6,159
6,313
7,064

18, 203
8,414
6,200
5,596

1876.
1877.
1878.
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882.
1883.
1884.

Quantity.

Pounds.
681, 199

1,101,422
1, 038, 880

986, 105

1, 877, 045
1,475,835
1, 923, 648

785, 794
a2, 946, 675

Value.

$7, 527
10,213
8,302
6,950

17, 271
11,1-6
20, 494
8,419

20,654

a Dry umber. In addition, 4,779 pounds, ground in oil, valued at $127, were imported.

Sienna.—Sienua is a name given to a clay colored by the peroxides

of iron and manganese. Siennas are mined to a very slight extent in

Virginia and Pennnsy Ivania, and in Canada. Most of the material used

in the manufacture of paints is imported from Italy. Sienna is never

burnt in this country, but is imported in lumps either raw or burnt.

Its value is from 4 to 6 cents per pound. The imports at New York
during 1884 were 392,119 pounds.

Ultramarine.—This most beautiful of all blue i)igmeuts is obtained

from lapis lazuli, a mineral of somewhat rare occurrence. The finest

samples of this stone are obtained from Persia, Lake Baikal in Sibe-

ria, Bokara, and more recently from China. Only from 2 to 3 i3er cent,

of the purest article can be obtained from the best stone, and the pig-

ment is therefore very expensive, costing sometimes more than $100

an ounce. A very small quantity is imported into this country and

ground into paint for artists' use.

The artificial preparation known as ultramarine is largely employed

as a pigment. It is composed approximately of 46.60 per cent, silica,

23.30 alumina, 3.83 sulphuric acid, 21.48 soda, 1.06 iron oxide, and traces

of lime, sulphur, and magnesia. The ingredients employed are some-

times china clay, sodium sulphate, charcoal or pit coal, and rosin ; or

china clay, soda, silica, sulphur, and rosin. Their proportions are a

matter of secrecy, but may be deduced pretty accurately from the per-

centage of composition just given. The raw materials are ground very

fine, well mixed and pressed, and calcined in muffle furnaces at a red

heat for 12 to 36 hours or until the sulphur is nearly burnt oft'. When
the firing is complete the furnaces are closed tightly and the material

is allowed to cool, requiring five to six days. The product is first green

ultramarine, which during the cooling process changes into a dark blue.

After washing it is ground in wet mills for from two to five days,

settled under the action of heat, repeatedly washed, classified, dried,

bolted, and packed. In this country there are two factories of this

pigment—the American UltramarineWorks at Newark,New Jersey, and

the Germania TJltrainarine Works at Whitestone, Long Island. In

the preparation of the pigment these factories use principally three

articles: (1) English clay, imported from Cornwall, England, which
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costs from $15 to $18 per ton lauded iu New York. An American clay,

costing from $10 to $12 per ton, has been somewhat used. (2) Sulphur,

whicli comes mainly from Sicily. A little has been imported from Japan,

only as an experiment, however. (3) Soda ash, imported from Eng-
land. Of each of these three substances about 750 tons are consumed
annually foi" this purpose. A small amount of American rosin is used,

and the sand employed is likewise domestic. The output of the two
factories during 1884 is estimated to have been 1,400 tons; while 312

tons were imported into New York during the same time. The price

varies, according to the purity, brilliancy, and strength of color, from

2^ cents up to as high as 50 cents per jDound ; the average price, how-

ever, is between 8 and 12 cents. The American brands compare quite

favorably with the imported. Considerable prejudice existed for a long

time against the domestic preparation, but this is now gradually dis-

appearing. The principal foreign manufactories are in Germany, but

ultramarine is also made in Austria, Belgium, France, and England.

Vltramarine imported and entered for consumption in the United Slates, 1867 to 1884 iu-

clusive.

ITiscal yeare ending June 30

—

1869.
1870.

1871.

1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.

Quantity.

Pounds.

170, 947

670, 839
1, 037, 949
1, 257, 637

1, 468, 487

Value.

$78, 490
96, 638
73, 101
92, 174
92, 142
23, 674
86, 997

136, 908
165, 634
203, 773

Fiscal years ending June 30—

1876.
1877.
1878
1879.
1880.
1881.
1882..

1883.
1884.

Quantity.

Pounds.
1, 394, 697
1, 559, 027

1, 279, 297
1, 020, 003
1, 214, 770

913, 935
906, 684
819, 625

1, 015, 875

Value.

$191, 606
203, 763
162, 487
131,762
162, 653
127, 352
122, 988
105, 654
114, 228

Slate and shale.—Eoofing slate is included under the head of Building

Stone, page 662. Slate, and also some shale, are used to a limited ex-

tent as pigments after grinding. Messrs. Ilsley, Doubleday & Co., of

New York City, mine at Grafton, near Troy, New York, a slate or shale

which they grind and sell as a pigment. Their output is about 2,000

tons per year, which is said to be less than the demand. It sells at

from $10 to $15 per ton, according to quantity. This substance comes

in four colors : green, slate, red, and drab. The ground jiigment is

mixed in oil by the purchasers according to their wants. It is em-

ployed in the preparation of certain roofing paints, as a backing lor oil-

cloths, as a " filler " or first coat in some methods of outside painting,

and to a small extent for the same purpose in coach jjainting. It is also

used in the same way on a small scale in England, and is exported to

that country in small lots. It is claimed to make a durable paint, but

it takes up a large quantity of oil in grinding. In addition to the man-

ufacture in New York State, it is reported that slate is produced for

similar purposes at Green Bay, Wisconsin, and possibly elsewhere.

2 M K—59



CHALK.
1^0 chalk is quarried in the United States. Some scattered deposits

have been found, but the cost of transportation to a market has hitherto

prevented competition with the imported chalk. The mineral is so

cheap and easily mined that, the supply being imported as ballast or

at low rates, the domestic chalk, which would have to be carried over

considerable distances by rail, is under present conditions at a disad-

vantage. The imports come almost entirely from Great Britain, with

small quantities from Dieppe and Eouen in France. The Swedish chalk

cannot compete with that from England on existing terms of trans-

portation.

The products from the imported chalk are common whiting, gilders'

whiting, paris white, and prepared chalk drops, besides which there is

a small quantity, perhaps a thousand tons a year, used in the manu-

facture of chemicals.

At the close of the year 1884 the price of chalk in New York was
about $1.25 by steamer and $1.70 by sail per long ton of 2,240 pounds,

invoice weight at the quarry, the difference in price being caused by

the steamer chalk having to be lightered, while that of the sailing

vessel is unloaded directly on the dock. The foregoing are the prices

ruling under the lowest conditions. As an average, it may be said

that the importing price has ranged between $2 and $3.50 per long ton,

wet, while the selling price of kiln-dried chalk has been $5 to $8 per

short ton.

Paris white is the name given to the white coloring substance pre-

pared by grinding cliftstone, a variety of chalk or limestone which is

as hard as some building stones and has a greater specific gravity than

the ordinary chalk. It is imported from Hull, England, and sells at

from $2 to $4 per ton ex vessel, according to freight rates from Hull.

During the calendar year 1884 3,905^ tons of cliff'stone were imported

at New York. The paris white made in tbis country is sold at irom

$1.10 to $1.25 per hundredweight, in casks, according to make and

quality. The paris white made in England, of which 508,185 pounds

were imported at New York during the calendar year 1884, sells at

from $1.25 to $1.30 per hundredweight. There is apparently no dif-

ference in quality between the cliff'stone ground in this country and the

imported paris white. Its principal use is in the preparation of kal-

somine. It is also employed in the manufacture of rubber, oil-cloth,

930
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wall papers, and faucy glazed papers. The makers of paris white from
English cliffstone are : H. F. Taintor, C. T. Raynolds & Co., and Phil-

lips & Ferguson, of Kew York City; George Hasse (proprietor of the

Eichmond Ketiniug Works), Holt & Duncan, Leatherman & Brother,

and J. W. Graffley & Brotlier, of Philadelphia.

Whiting or ground chalk.—All of the whiting used in this country

is ground from chalk imported from Hull, England. The annual pro-

duction of whiting is about 300,000 barrels. The price varies accord-

ing to the quality, from 35 to 90 cents per hundredweight. There are

four grades made, as follows: Common whiting, worth from 35 to 40

cents
;
gilders' whiting, 60 to 65 cents ; extra gilders' whiting, 70 to 75

cents ; American paris white, 80 to 85 cents. The uses of whiting are

about the same as i)aris white, which it closely resembles. The man-
ufacturers of whiting in the United States are : Messrs. C. T. Eaynolds

& Co., Truslow & Co., H, F. Taintor, John J. Budd, Frank Malone &
Co., John IsT. Koster, William B. Weddle, Arthur Buel, and Phillips &
Ferguson, of New York City ; E. V. Crandall, Brooklyn ; Conrad
Zeiger, Williamsburg; W. S. Pratt & Co., of Boston and Philadelphia;

J. W. Stickney & Co., Boston ; Southwark Manufacturing Company,
J. W. .Graffley & Brother, Holt & Duncan, Leatherman & Brother, and
Kelley, Brother & Spielman, of Philadelphia—all of the Philadelphia

makers being represented by the Quaker City Whiting Company.
Imports and exports.—The re-exports of chalk and exports of prepa-

rations of chalk are small. Recent imports have been as follows, the

values being the declared foreign values

:

Chalk imported and entered for consmnpHon in the United Slates, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30—
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Whiting imported and entered for consumption iw the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending
June 30—



FELDSPAR
By David T. Day.

Occurrence.—Although the different varieties of fehlspar occur very

widely distributed, as constituents of many crystalline rocks (granite,

syenite, felsite, gneiss, etc.), the occurrence becomes quite limited when
only those deposits are considered which are applicable to industrial

purposes. For among the feldspars orthoclase alone has a commercial

value, and this can only be used where it is found in large masses tol-

erably free from other minerals. In the United States, Maine, Massa-

chusetts, Connecticut, New York, Delaware, Pennsylvania, Maryland,

and Michigan have furnished orthoclase for use in pottery. In Maine

the feldspar quarries at -Edgecombe, Lincoln county, and Brunswick,

Cumberland county, contributed to the supply for 1883 and 1884. Feld-

spar is also found in many deposits, some of which are quite extensive,

near Brunswick. It is found at Topsham, Sagadahoc county, and at

Georgetown, Lincoln county, Maine. In Massachusetts a deposit is

mined in the southwestern part of the town of Chester. In New
York there are quarries at Fort Ann, Washington county, and at Tar-

rj'town, Westchester county. Connecticut furnishes a large part ot

the total supply from deposits at South Glastonbury, Hartford county,

and M^idletown, Middlesex county. In Pennsylvania an important

deposit is Avorked at Brandywine Summit, Delaware county. The de-

posit extends northeast and southwest in the form of a vein about 60

feet deep and 50 feet wide. In Delaware a very pure variety of feldspar

is found, and mined, at Tucker's quarry and Hokessin pits, New Castle

county. While the amount mined in this locality is small, it is of ex

ceptional purity. These sources combine in furnishing feldspar to all

the potteries in the East, and so far as can be ascertained no feldspar

is mined anywhere else except near Humboldt, Marquette county, Mich-

igan, where operations have lately been commenced.
Amount mined.—In 1883 the total output for the United States was

14,100 long tons. In 1884 the output was reduced to 10,900 long tons.

The following table shows the production for the several States in

which it was mined

:

Feldspar mined in the United States in 1683 and 1884.

States.
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Value.—A small amount of very pure feldspar mined at Hokessin,

Delaware, is used for making artificial teeth ; it has a spot value of $40

per ton. Thirty-five tons of such feldspar were mined in 1883 and 1884.

The ordinary grade of feldspar is worth $5 per long ton delivered on

board vessels in the condition in which it is taken from the ground;

when pulverized it is worth from $L0 to $12 per short ton. This would

make the value of the total supply for 1883, $71,112; and for 1884,

$55,112.

Importations.—Small amounts of feldspar are imported, as will be

seen by the following table:

Feldspar imported and entered for consumption in the United Slates, 1869 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30—



LITHOGRAPHIC STONE.
Lithographic stone is found in the following localities in the United

States: Talladega county, Alabama; Kern county, California; Illi-

nois ; Anamosa, Jones county, and Van Buren county, Iowa ; near

Elizabethton, Hardin county, Estill, Kenton, Clinton, Eowan, and
Wayne counties, Kentucky ; Saverton, Ealls county, Missouri ; Clay

an_d Overton counties, Tennessee ; Llano county, Texas.

As was stated in '' Mineral Eesources, 1882," page 595, lithographic

stone is not as yet quarried to any considerable extent in the United

States, although stone of inferior quality is found in many localities.

The points in which the American stones fail in satisfying the require-

ments of the lithographer's art are there fully stated. Generally speak-

ing this inferiority is due to one or more of the following characteristics

:

The stones are harder, heavier, more siliceous, and consequently more
brittle, coarser-grained or less uniform in texture than the stone from

Solenhofen. The fact too that few, if any, American stones have been
found in layers, but require to be sawed into slabs of the requisite

thickness, is a serious drawback. Much of it is seamed with quartz

veins or stained with iron. It should be added that small samples

from several localities have been tested and found equal in most, if not

all, respects to the Bavarian stone, and with deeper quarrying it is

quite possible and even probable, that merchantable quantities of ex-

cellent quality may be discovered. In spite of the inferior quality of

the American stone there would probably be a large demand for it for

cheap work, transfers, etc., were it not for the difficulty experienced

in obtaining it in large slabs, owing to its want of cleavage. As it is,

there is very little of it on the market.

The supply of lithographic stones at Solenhofen continues to decrease,

and the price to increase. At present it is very difficult to obtain any
of the best quality of the blue-gray stone here, as it is monopolized in

Europe. The prices in 1884 were as follows : For blue-gray, double-

faced stone, 6 to 24 cents per pound ; for yellow stones, double-faced,

1^ to 12 cents per pound ; the price varying with the size of the slab

and the quality of the stone:

With the decreasing yield of the Solenhofen quarries, and the con-

stantly increasing demand for the stone, it becomes more and more

certain that the American stone will be brought into the market, or

935
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that some substitute for lithographic stone will be discovered or in-

Tented. Already zinc plates are in use for the commoner grades of

work, while an artificial deposit of carbonate of lime upon zinc plates

is being introduced. It is very possible that the latter may supersede

lithographic stone entirely.

The imports of unengraved lithographic stone during late years have

been as follows

:

Lithographic stone imported and entered for consumption in the United States, lf^68 to 1884
inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30

—



ASPHALTUM.
Occurrence.—Asphaltum is produced iu the United States in mer-

chantable quantity in California only, though occurrences are reported

in various other parts of the country. The principal localities of occur-

rence in California are described iu detail by Professor Hilgard in an

accompanying paper. It is reported also in West Virginia and iu west-

ern Colorado. For many years most of the asphaltum consumed in

California was obtained from the deposit near Carpenteria. In this lo-

cality the dei)Osit is very heavy, and is situated immediately on the ocean

beach, convenient to a shipping point, but, as the mineral is rather im-

I)ure, and as most of it has become indurated through the escape of the

more volatile portion, thus causing trouble in breaking it out, other

beds have come to be worked more extensively, while work upon this

has decreased. At the Eancho La Brea, 7 miles west ofthe town of Los

Angeles, the deposits cover a large area. Most of the asphaltum here,

as at Carpenteria, is of so low grade that it has to be melted and sepa-

ted from its impurities before it can be used. That obtained in Santa

Barbara county, as well as. that at the Corral dePiedra and at Sargent's

ranch, is of better quality, though at the latter locality the deposit is

not very extensive. The deposit at Sulphur mountain covers many
acres, with a depth varying from 5 to 20 feet, and the deposit is in a

constant state of enlargement.

The consumption of asphaltum in California is at the rate of 2,500

short tons a year, an amount which represents very nearly the quantity

taken -from the beds, very little being exported from the State, that

little being to British Columbia, Oregon, and iJ^evada. The total is

perhaps 3,000 tons. The price of crude asphaltum in San Francisco

ranges from $9.50 to $13 a ton.

Foreign sources.—All the asphaltum used in the Bast is imported,

mainly from the island of Trinidad, on the coast of Venezuela. A
smaller, but still considerable, amount is imported from the Val de

Travers, Keuchatel, Switzerland, and a small amount from Cuba and

Germany. The Trinidad deposit, known as the "Pitch lake," joccupies

a small depression on the highest part of the island, and covers about

100 acres. Near the margin the asphaltum is solid, or nearly so, grad-

ing off to a viscous liquid in the center, where it reaches a temper-

ature of several hundred degrees centigrade. The crude Trinidad

asphaltum contains from 30 to 33 per cent, of water, the remainder being

made up of 52 per cent, bitumen and 48 per cent, of earthy matter.

The cost of crude Trinidad asphaltum in New York in 1883 and 1884,

was $11.50 a ton, and of refined asphaltum, $23.50.
937
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The deposit at Val de Travers, Switzerland, known as asphalt rock,

consists of limestone uniformly impregnated with bitumen. The price

of this material, ground and ready for use in 'Sew York, is $18 a ton
5

and asphalt mastic, which is asphalt rock with an addition of refined

bitumen, costs $22 a ton.

Jsphaltuni imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867 to 1884 inchiaive.

Fiscal years ending June 30-

1867.
1868.
1869.
1870
1871.
1872.
1873.
1874.
1875.

Quantity. Value. jiFiscalyearsending Jure 30— Quantity.

Pounds.

369, 368
405, 410
976,818

2, 602, 759
2, 948, 451
4, 627, 235
2, 366, 295

2, 351, 855

6,268
5,632

10, 559

13, 072
14, 760
35, 53-3

38, '^98

17, 710
26, 006

1870
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heim, Los Angeles county. Northward of the bay the predominant

materials of the formation are clay shales or siliceous shales. Within

the petroleum region sands more or less consolidated, alternating with

ledges of calcareous sandstone and claystone, prevail. Indications of

bitumen are reported to have been found as far north as Cape Mendo-

cino. It has been reached by the auger near San Pablo, Alameda
county, and more abundantly in Santa Clara county, southward of San

Jos4. Thence southward the indications of bituminous deposits con-

tinue, mainly in the landward portion of the Coast range, so that oil in

more or less satisfactory quantities has been obtained at numerous

localities along the western border of the San Joaquin valley. It is

not, however, until we approach the latitude of Santa Barbara county

that the petroleum-bearing strata are found above the ordinary level

of the country, when by the oozing out and partial evaporation of the

oil they give rise to easily accessible deposits of asphaltum. From the

Cayamas river southward the bituminous beds often appear on the sea-

shore, and petroleum springs even indicate their position off shore at

several points.

While the process of subaerial evaporation, however, produces the

arger and more striking j)ortion of the asphaltum beds, the mineral

occurs also under other conditions, pointing to distillation by subterra-

nean heat as the chief factor in the process of consolidation. Some-

times, again, the two modes of formation are combined so as to render

it difficult to define the exact limits within which each of the two has

acted, although ordinarily even hand specimens bear the unmistakable

evidence of their origin.

The practically important asphalt deposits of California lie within

the counties of Santa Barbara, Ventura, and Los Angeles. The first

and last named furnish alone thus far the commercial supply; but it is

in Ventura that the oil bearing formations, as well as the processes

active within them, can best be studied, and this part of the region

will therefore be first considered.

Ventura county.— This county is traversed almost centrally, from

northeast to southwest, by the Santa Clara river, which heads in the

San Fernando and San Gabriel ranges, on the southwestern border of

the Mojave desert. Not far from where the river emerges into the open

country, on the line of the Southern Pacific railroad, lie the productive

oil wells of Newhall, which have long supplied a considerable proportion

of the consumption of mineral oils on the Pacific coast. Only a few

miles away from this locality a small surface deposit of black asphalt

appears at an elevation probably a thousand feet above the valley.

Lower down we come to the well known, flowing well of Sespe, located in

a small side valley to the northward, and bored to the depth of several

hundred feet ; and here again we hear of asphalt deposits " away up

the hills." Since in this region the strata are not greatly disturbed, it

appears that there are at least two petroleum-bearing levels, a thousand
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feet or more apart, of which the lower seems throughout to be the

more prolific in oil, while the upper oue is the source of innumerable

local outflows, usually of thick, blackish-green oil, which upon exposure

to the hot sun of the region gradually hardens into solid asphaltum.

]S^ext below the valley of Sespe, that of Santa Paula comes into

the main valley from the northward. It forms the eastern limit of

the mountain mass known as the Sierra del Azufre, or Sulphur mount
ain, also now commonly called the " Petroleum range," which abuts

on the sea beach near the town of San Buenaventura, making a length

of 16 miles; while the average width between the main Santa Clara

valley and that of Ojai on the north is about 7 miles. This range

forms the connecting link between the Santa Inez mountains, reach-

ing in from Santa Barbara, and the Sierra San Fernando; and it is

the chief region of occurrence of the "brea" in the county. Its rocks,

consisting of the usual sands, with intercalated ledges of a cavern-

ous calcareous sandstone, are almost undisturbed, with a slight dip

northward into the Ojai valley. Hence, while there are a few patches

of ''brea" on the southern slope, by far the greater outflow takes

place on the northern, acquiring a development which both in kind

and apparent quantity is unusual and impressive. The thick oil or

pitch oozes or flows out at a level several hundred feet above the val-

leys, in the heads of tbe ravines, and thus forms surface deposits ap-

pearing as walls or terraces along the slopes, or else, most commonly,

glaeier-like masses moving slowly down the ravines and partly solidify-

ing into rock-like masses on the hillsides or where a break in the sur-

face occurs: partly lyiug in the huge cakes a foot or two in thickness,

on the more level portions ; or finally, forming lazy streams in the beds

of rivulets that in the wet season carry a regular current of water, but

during the dry and warm portion of the year exhibit delusive reflecting

surfaces of shining tar, generally mingled with a little calcareous water

which serves to delude all kinds of Hving creatures into the belief that

they may there slake their thirst. Thus gophers, moles, squirrels, rab-

bits, all kinds of birds from the buzzard and hawk to the canary, a^ well

as all kinds of insects, are continually falling victims to this delusion,

and may be found just caught or completely submerged, as the case

may be, in the pitiless viscid mass, which rarely releases a victim once

touched. The frequent occurrence of the bones of lambs and calves on

the apparently solid surface proves that these, and sometimes even

their elders, are not safe from harm on the treacherous ground. Even
mankind sometimes find it difficult to escape the grip of the pitch with-

out at least the loss of boot or shoe. The calcareous water incrusts

stems and leaves as it descends ; and in places exposed to warm sun-

shine its rapid flow contrasts oddly with the slow, ropy motion of the

black tar, sometims^.s arrested in mid air by a fall of temperature, until

the next day's sun starts it again on its slow journey to the valley level.

There it sometimes accumulates in masses several acres in extent, and
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at some points as much as 15 feet in thickness. It need haidlj'^ be ex-

l)lained, however, tliat these masses are far from being pure, having in

tiieir descent picked up every movable object, from sandstone bowlders

to small gravel and sand, sticks and leaves, small tree trunks and frag-

ments of larger ones, as well as, invariably, a miscellaneous collection

of animal bones in great variety. The popular estimate of the amount

of nuiterial to be found in these localities is, moreover, greatly exagge-

lated by the large surfaces that on the mountain sides are often cov-

ered only with a thin sheet of the hardened pitch, yet appear like solid

masses of available asphalt. These circumstances, and the extreme

irregularity of the scattered deposits, render it extremely difficult to

make any close estimate of the amount of actually available material.

According to the best information I have, about ten acres of ground,

covered to the depth of from 2 to 3 feet with the crude mass, lie within

8 miles of San Buenaventura landing. Thence up the lower Ojai val-

ley nearly every ravine for 8 miles afibrds a larger or smaller deposit

of similar material, lepresenting in the aggregate a very large supply.

At a point about 16 miles from the seashore there is quite a sudden

ascent of some 500 feet from the lower to the upper Ojai valley, and

here the level from which the tar flows is reached. Terraces of asphalt

appear at a certain level on every hillside, generally originating in a

more or less copious spring which may or may not still be flowing—in

many cases doubtless obstructed by its own products. At one place

there is in a cultivated field a caldron about 10 feet in diameter, filled

with bubbling tar and water; the bubbles consisting of carbureted

hydrogen. From this spring a stream of tar has flow^ed in the bed of a

creek for some 600 yards, creeping along lazily under the sunshine by
day, resting at night, and occasionally forming a sluggish cascade of

stringy tar over some ledge or break in the ground. From the semi-

fluid tar to the hard but somewhat cellular asphalt there is every shade

of transition in these deposits of the upper Ojai ; and I estimate that

within the Kancho Yiejo, on the Ojai side of the divide, the deposits

covered about six acres of ground, the average thickness being not less

than 2 and perhaps as much as 4 feet.

From the eastern end of these deposits the drainage is toward the

Santa Paula valley, and here, flanking the valley of Seesaw creek, is

the largest of the deposits in the region. For quite half a mile the

southern mountain side bears huge terraces of black ashpalt, over which

the black oil and tar ooze in constant streams, some of them overflow-

ing the roadway so as to submerge the felloes of thewheels j at one

point the latter run on a natural asphalt pavement for about 30 yards.

The quantity of material here must be estimated by the 100,000 tons,

and certainly not less than a million tons occur within the three miles

between this place and the ascent from the lower Ojai valley. The
country rock being mostly a brittle clay shale, its fragments are often

plentifully mixed with the asphalt; but abundance of measurably pure
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material could be selected, and the impure portions would serve as fuel

for the eliquating process of purification.

Near these heavy deposits the oil-bearing stratum appears to cross

over to the north side of the valley, for as we descend eastward the

glacier-like masses of "brea" lie in the ravines on the northern side,

and another bubbling caldrou of black tar and water occurs close to the

road. A well bored close to it flows thick oil at the rate of about six

barrels per day. Similar wells have been sunk at several points in the

Ojai valley, generally to the depth of between 200 and 300 feet, but

none of them have yielded paying quantities of oil. The best yields

and the lightest oils have been obtained in wells sunk on the plateau

of the " Sulphur mountain," evidently into the stratum that furnishes

the ooze toward the Ojai and Seesaw valleys.

The largest deposit on the Seesaw is about 20 miles from San Buen-

aventura via the Ojai valley, and about C miles from Santa Paula in the

main Santa Clara valley, whence the distance to the coast is 16 miles.

The retort assay of representative specimens from two localities gave

the following results

:

Assays of asphalt from upper Ojai and Seesaw canon terraces.
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Monica branch of the Southern Pacific railroad. This ranch forms part

of the undulating mesa land lying at the southern foot of the Sierra

Santa Monica, and at this point elevated probably about 350 feet above
the sea. " Outcrops" of asphaltura extend here over an area of about

80 acres, forming the main body of a low ridge. On this area there are

numerous springs and small basins from which tar, water, and gas flow

more or less constantly, and around each of these outflows a mushroom-
shaped mass of solid asphalt has accumulated, which is frequently con-

tinued into radial fissures in the soil. The smaller masses of this kind

are called " chimneys," and often yield tons of the purest mass, such as

that represented by assay No. 3, below.

There are, however, three large bodies of asphalt, evidently filling

deep basins originally constituting tar lakes, but now solidified by the

evaporation of the lighter oils. The mineral is therefore hardest on
the surface and becomes softer as the depth increases. Sometimes the

body shows no visible impurities for several yards, but more generally

more or less fragments of the country rock (a soft shaly sandstone),

gravel, and an extraordinary number of animal bones, are mixed in. At
some points are found masses of regular bone conglomerate cemented
by asphalt; at others, and especially in the most northerly of the three

bodies, there is a hard material of rough, gritty fracture, an asphaltic

sandstone (" rock asphalt ; " see assay No. 4). This, as well as the hard
surface material referred to, is not used for refining, as both require too

high a heat for eliquation.

At the time of my visit only the largest and most southerly of the

.three bodies was being "worked. The "old pit" within this mass was
about 100 by 300 feet in area and 30 feet in maximum depth, but the

lower limit of the deposit had nowhere been reached. Moreover, the
largest portion of the unavailable matter—rock, gravel, and asphaltum
conglomerate too jjoor for refining—had been dumped in the pit itself,

and the extraction being carried on by gangs of Chinamen in the most
primitive manner the working face was largely covered by the refuse

dump, which had evidently been moved back and forth a number of
times, and made such wild disorder that it was not easy to gain a
definite idea of the nature of the walls. The foreman estimated that

an average of about 50 per cent, of the crude material mined was ob-

tained in the shape of " refined " mass, but the analysis of the latter

given below (No. 6) shows how imperfect was the process of eliquation.

The latter was performed in large cast-iron pans, about 8 feet long by
3 feet wide and 2 feet deep, set in rough stonework, and heated by
means of the refuse mass. The crude material is piled in and the melted
asphalt gradually collects as a purer layer between the " settlings " and
"skimmings," the latter being the lighter gravel, small bones, etc.,

which collect on the surface and are skimmed off, after which the molten
mass is ladled out into rough molds which form it into bricks ranging
in weight from 50 pounds upwards. The Chinamen were paid $3 per
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ton of refined product. So far as ascertainable, about 15,000 tons of

such " refined " asphalt had been taken from the " old pit " up to that

time. From surface indications I estimate that this main body extends

over a surface of not less than 8 acres. The downward limit has nowhere

been reached. About 150 yards to the westward of this main basin

there is another, covering apparently about 2 acres of ground. This

has been dug into to a depth of about 15 feet ; it consists largely of

" rock asphalt" (No. 4), with occasional " chimneys" of very j)ure mass.

About the same distance to the northward of the main basin is

another, covering about 5 acres, so far as visible. Here the surface

material is so hard that it has been blasted and used as fuel in distil-

leries at Los Angeles. It becomes softer as the depth increases, but

had not been penetrated to more than 6 feet in depth. In one of the

pits on this bed a spring of water was struck.

It may safely be estimated that about 15 acres are here covered to a

minimum depth of 30 feet with asphaltic materials which have evi-

dently welled up from below, filling fissures and depressions and per-

meating whatever material came in the way of the fluid mass, and
forming attrition-conglomerates of all kinds and degrees of fineness,

besides swallowing up, while in the liquid or viscid condition, a large

number and variety of animals whose bones abound everywhere.

Small beds of asphaltum exist two miles to the eastward of this

locality, underlaid by a sandstone ledge dipping 30° due west. The
dips, however, are very variable in the region.

Assays of the several materials resulted as follows

:

Assays of asphalts from Brea rancho, Los Angeles county. •

No. 3, purest
natural.

No. i, rock.
No. 5, hard
surface.

No. 6, refined.

Volatile matter
Carbon
Asli

Per cent.

71.4
• 14.4
14.2

Per cent.

29.6
18.4
52.0

Per cent.

40.1
23.0
36.9

100.0 100.0 100.0

Per cent.

41.5
16.9
41.6

100.0

No. 3 is " mass " from a fissure vein near a chimney ; it had been

sacked and, having been exposed to sunshine, had run together. Brit-

tle, with lustrous conchoidal fracture j fuses easily, and has to be

heated very carefully in order not to froth over. Coke light and easily

burned.

No. 4 is rock asphalt from the mass westward of the "old pit," taken

from about 3 feet depth. Fuses completely, but at a much higher tem

perature than No. 3, and distills oft' oil at a high temperature only. Very

hard, and of rough, dull conchoidal fracture.

No. 5 is hard asphalt, scarcely softening in the sun ; fracture partly

dull, partly lustrous, more or less vesicular, the cavities sometimes
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filled partly with fluid tar and lower down with water. Fuses fully

at a high temperature, and requires high heat to drive oil' the oils.

Cote hard, vesicular, difficult to burn.

No. 6 is refined asphalt, from material taken chiefly at or near the

bottom of the " old pit," 30 feet below surface. Raw material much
mixed with bones, but resinous lustrous on the fracture. Melts readily,

flows very thinly, and gives off oils readily at a low temperature.

There is in this county, near Anaheim, at least one other, but much
smaller, deposit of asphalt, which was personally visited. It occurs in

a canon, antl is probably of the glacier-like character so strongly de-

veloped in Ventura county. It has been used in making gas at Los

Angeles City. Other deposits are reported, but are probably of small

extent and importance compared with that at the Brearancho.

Santa Barbara county.—In this county the indications of the presence

of bituminous deposits are widespread, especially in the eastern por-

tion 5 and doubtless the earliest report indicating their existence on the

Pacific coast comes from the early navigators who passed through the

"petroleum sea" in the Santa Barbara channel. The striking appear-

ance of the water, covered with myriads of rainbow spots or unbroken

sheets of color extending scores of yards and sometimes continued for

15 or 20 miles, could not fail to attract the attention of the most casual

observer, and was naturally interpreted as promising enormous quan-

tities of oil as the reward of the enterprising searcher. The result of

borings has not however corresponded to these high expectations, and
the cause both of the alluring promise and of the relative failure be-

comes obvious on an examination of the oil-bearing formation of the

region, which can be best seen on the beach near Carpenteria, about

13 miles east from the town of Santa Barbara ; more especially at a

point called Las Breitas in consequence of the occurrence of " brea"

(bitumen). There is here a bluff bank rising about 20 feet above high

tide; the upper part consists, below the soil, of soft shale and sandy

materia], while the lower 8 feet exhibit a stratum of moderately fine

sharp sand, completely soaked with black tarry oil. The material is

somewhat friable and is easily quarried with the pick ; but it resists the

waves like so much rock, and shoals of it appear to seaward for some
distance out, causing breakers. The outcrop is traceable for a third of

a mile along the beach, rnd its minimum thickness is seen at low tide

to be 12 feet. How far inland it extends is not known; but the pre-

sumption roust be that, as a member of the Tertiary in an almost undis-

turbed region, the stratum underlies the coast hills about two miles

inland. It is scarcely doubtful that it is the source from which the oil

films of the "petroleum sea" are derived, partly through the direct

though gradual expulsion of the oil from the sandy matrix by the supe-

rior capillary force of the sea water, partly from oil springs which are

seen to rise from shallow depths in the channel between the mainland

and Santa Eosa ana Santa Cruz islands.

2 M K 60
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The petroleum-soaked sand has in times past been distilled for oil and
tar, but after the discovery of more ample supplies from bored wells

this has been abandoned as unprofitable. The assay given below of an

average sample from this locality readily explains this abandonment

:

Assay of oil-hearing sand from Las Breiias.
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ous points, and are visible in the face of the bluff for some distance be-

yond the 600-foot limit assumed above. Moreover, it is stated that the

year before the caving away of a bank about half a mile below the

great bed disclosed a "pocket" of very good asphalt, from which some
40 tons were shipped. On the whole, therefore, the probabilities that

a very large supply can be obtained in this vicinity are very great.

The character of the main mass here is, on the whole, most nearly

like that of the " rock asphalt" from the Brea ranch, described above,

only the asphaltum is softer and more oily, and yields in distillation a

more fluid oil. There is nowhere any appearance of stratification or

even segregation into sheets, but it seems as though the whole had
been injected from below as an almost uniform, soft, doughy mass,

which in places carried with it horses of sandstone, which themselves

are often traversed by a network of veinlets carrying pure shining-

pitch, apparently injected under considerable pressure. The fracture

is roughly conchoidal, and the material is quarried with some difficulty

by means of wedges and sledges.

The rock overlying the asphaltum is mostly a soft, sandy shale, easily

dug away with the pick ; the floor stratum is similar. Occasionally

there occur in it hard, flinty nodules, which appear to be characteristic

of the x>etroleum-bearing formation of Ventura also.

Assays of the several kinds of material found here gave the follow-

ing results

:

Assays of aspJiaUum from the Galetas ied.
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of the county, as well as in the adjoining county of San Luis Obispo.

These are probably of the same character and origin as those of Ven-

tura ; and that the oil-bearing strata occur there also at a high level

appears from the fact, lately published in local papers, that Solomon'i?

peak, a prominent mountain of that region, was smoking and apparently

threatening to develop into a volcano. The samples of rock obtained

from this locality are precisely the same soft sandstone elsewhere seen

in connection with the asphalt beds, but burnt brick-red, and in places

fritted considerably from exposure to a high heat. The writer was there-

fore able to reassure the population as to the probabilities of an im-

pending volcanic eruption. Quite a similar case occurs on the coast

between San Buenaventura and Santa Barbara, where a high cliff has

for years been smoking and steaming, and from the prevailing tawny
yellow has been baked to a bright red. The fire, doubtless originating

from the annual burning of pastures, has reached the high-level oil-

bearing strata, and the combustion thus started has continued for

years. As the country is more thickly settled, such cases will doubt-

less become more frequent.

It will be noted that the mode of occurrence of petroleum and asphalt

in the California Tertiary is quite similar to that observed in Louisi-

ana(a) and adjacent portions of Texas. There also it is the sandy Ter-

tiary strata immediately overlying the Cretaceous (but decidedly of

Oligocene age) that give rise to numerous oozes and springs of tar or

petroleum, frequently consolidated by evaporation into aspbaltum beds.

But in the gulf region not only is the area very much smaller (from

the Calcasieu to the Angelina river), but the supply has, in all cases

thus far reported, been too small to justify exploitation, as may natur-

ally be expected in view of the very inconsiderable thickness of the

formation. The petroleum-bearing Miocene C?) strata of California nev-

ertheless correspond to the Louisiana beds in so far as they are imme-

diately superimposed upon the Cretaceous rocks, in the absence of the

Oligocene beds. Being of much greater thickness, the sources of petro-

leum and asphalt within them are much more copious and lasting; and

while their production is rarely as abundant, for the time being, as that

from the Palseozoic beds of the East, yet the continuous and uniform

supply given by the wells that yield at all places the industry ui)on a

much more permanent basis.. The amount of asphaltum in the accumu-

lations described above is a very considerable one—enough to supply

the demand of the United States for a number of years, even if no new
deposits should be discovered ; though the California asphaltum would

be at a disadvantage in point of freight charges, in competing with the

Trinidad asphaltum in the eastern markets.

o See " Summary of Results of a late Geological Reconnaissance of Louisiana,"

American Journal of Science, November, 1869, page 343. Also, "Supplementary and

Final Report" of the same, New Orleans, 1873, page 40.
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ALUM.
Native alum, in the form of an efflorescence and as alum-bearing clay

and shale, occurs at a number of points in the United States, but has

been utilized only to a limited extent. The use of the domestic clays,

etc., will depend of course upon the cost of transportation and upon their

richness, as compared with imported material. At present, manufac-

turers rely almost wholly on the latter. Alum clays are found in con-

siderable quantities in New Jersey, and in Indiana, Alabama, Georgia,

and other eastern and southern States, some samples reaching 15 to

40 per cent, alumina. Alum occurs at Copperas mountain, near Bain-

bridge, Eoss county, Ohio ; in the black shale formation under the Coal

Measures, and as alum shale at Alum cove, Sevier county, Tennessee;

alum shales are also met with on Copperas branch, 4 miles north of

Whitesborough, Grayson county, Texas.

In the Eocky Mountain region small quantities are found at Mount
Vernon and in Jefferson county, Colorado, and elsewhere.

It was mentioned in the last report that alum occurred in Silver

Mountain district, California, and on Howell mountain, in Napa county,

in the same State. Some of the springs at the Geysers in Sonoma
county, and at Owen's lake, also carry a small percentage of alum. In

addition to these localities alum has been observed at the following

localities in California: at the Sulphur Bank, Lake county, in thick in-

crustations, where also other sulphates occur abundantly ; in the placer

mining pits in the interior of the State, where it crystallizes on the bed

rock laid bare by the hydraulic workings ; and near the town of New-
hall, Los Angeles county. From an alum-bearing rock near Auburn,
Placer county, the exuding mineral is deposited in crystals on the sur-

face. Although no attempt has ever been made to utilize any of these

deposits, it is probable that something may in the course of time be

done in this direction, as some of them are quite heavy and are favor-

ably situated. In the summer of 1884 a large deposit of native alum

was discovered on the Gila river, in Socorro county. New Mexico, about

2 miles below the fork of the Little Gila and 4 miles below the Gila hot

springs. The deposit is said to extend over an area 1 mile square, and
to be very thick in places. The greater part of the mineral is quite

impure, as is usually the case with native occurrences, but it is thought

that large quantities are available. The alum-bearing ground has been

taken up by a company formed in Socorro. Alum has been found on
the Yerde river, Arizona, and in various parts of Utah ; but at the

present price of commercial alum the distance from a market prevents

949
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a practical utilization of these deposits. This is also true of the dis-

coveries recently reported from the peninsula of Lower California.

Foreign sources.—Alum is made from alum clay, aluminous earth, and

bauxite, which are imported from France, England, aod Ireland; and

from Greenland cryolite. The imported clays carry from 15 to 70 per

cent, alumina, averaging between 45 and 30 per cent. The production

of alum clay and shale in the United Kingdom in 1882 and 1883 was as

follows

:

Production of alum clay and shale in Great Britain.

1882.

Qaantity. Valae.

1883.

Quantity. Value.

Alam clay .

.

Alam shale.

Long tons.

8,389
8,442

£5, 877
1,055

Loiig tons.

13, 478
8,288

£10, 108
1,036

Manufacture.—The principal manufacturers of alum in the United

States are: Martin Kalbfleisch's Sons, and G. H. Nichols & Co., New
•York City; the Pennsylvania Salt Company, Charles Lennig & Co.,

Harrison Brothers & Co., Powers & Weightman, and the United States

Fertilizer Company, Philadelphia ; and the Salem Laboratory Company,

Boston. The total production of commercial alum in this country dur-

ing the past three years has been about as follows

:

Alum made in the United States in 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Years. Quantity.
Price per
pouna.

Value.

1882
1883
1884

Pounds.
36, 000, 000
35, 000, 000
38, 000, 000

Cents.
$720, 000
743, 750
712, 500

Imports.—In addition to the alum clays, etc., imported for the manu-

facture of commercial alum, and which are free of duty, considerable

quantities of alum, " alum substitute," aluminous cake, etc., are also

brought to this country. On these latter the duty is 60 cents per 100

I)Ounds. Since 1867 the imports have been as foUows

:

Alum {classed as alum, alum suhstitute, aluminous caTce, and sulphate of alumina) imported
into the United States, 1)367 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June 30-

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1»73
1874
1875

Quantity.



BLUESTONE.
During the last three years the amount of bluestone (sulphate of cop-

per, "blue vitriol") made in the United States has been nearly as fol-

lows:
Bluestone made in the United States in 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Years. Quantity.
Average
price.

Value.

1882
1883
1884

Pounds.
3, 325, 000
5, 344, 000

4, 224, 000

Cents.
5.75
5
4.30

$19], 187
267, 200
181, 632

Of the production in 1882 about 15 per cent, was obtained from for-

eign ores and matte; in 1883 and 1884 domestic copper oxide furnished

practically the whole supply. The demand for bluestone in pan amal-

gamation has fallen off latterly, and its principal consumption is in the

manufacture of paris green and dyes, and in telegraphy for galvanic

batteries.

As will be seen from the following table, the present duty on blue-

stone, 3 cents per pound, is virtually prohibitory, and the imports for

the past few years have been insignificant. No exports of bluestone

are recorded.

Sulphate of copper (blue vitriol or iluestone) imported nd entered for consumption in the

United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

Fiscal years ending June
30—

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

Quantity.



COPPERAS.
Sources.—Almost all the copperas (sulphate of iron) now produced in

the United States is made as a by-product in wire works, galvanizing

works, and rolling mills, and in the treatment of scrap tin plate. The
sulphuric acid used in such works is utilized as long as possible as a

cleaning agent, and the waste acid is then neutralized by adding scrap

iron, the iron solution being boiled down until crystals of copi)eras are

formed. ISohq is now made in this country by leaching sulphate-

bearing clays. Only one establishment, the Steubenville Copperas

Works, is now engaged in making copperas by oxidizing i)yrites, this

works being favored by the accessibility of pure pyrites and cheap fuel,

and selling its product at rather better rates than those commanded by

the copperas made as a by-product in wire works, etc. Other pyrites-

using works in the neighborhood were, however, obliged to close down.

Copperas is frequently found native, as an impregnation or efflores-

cence resulting from the weathering of pyrites, often forming deposits

analogous to the alum clays. In the far West the occurrences are

numerous, but they cannot be utilized at the present price of artificial

copperas and under existing transportation rates. A considerable de-

posit occurs in Santa Cruz county, California, near the town of Santa

Cruz.

Production.—During the last three years the amount of copiDeras

made in the United States has been nearly as follows, the estimates

being based on very complete returns

:

Production of copperas in the United States, 1882, 1883, and 1884.

Years.
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weight during the last two years. The quantity made has increased

very much during the past few years, and prices have steadily declined.

Among the leading makers are: The Cleveland Soiling Mills Com-

pany and Grasselli & Co., of Cleveland, Ohio ; Harrison Wire Company,

of Saint Louis; W. E. Cutter, & Co. (Pillar Copperas Works), of Wor-

cester, Massachusetts; S. P. Wetherill & Co., limited (Crescent Chem-

ical Works), L. E. Krumbhaar, Powers & Weightman, Charles Lennig&

Co., limited, Pennsylvania Salt Company, Keystone Chemical Works,

and Moro Phillips, of Philadelphia ; Gridley & Co. (Phoenix Chemical

Works), and Kalbfleisch & Co., of Kew York City; Craig Brothers, of

Chicago ; Cooper, Hewitt & Co. (Trenton Iron Company), of Trenton,

New Jersey; Howe & Goodwin (Vermont Copperas Company), of

Boston; New Haven Wire Company, of New Haven, Connecticut; B.

C. Johnston (Steubenville Copperas Works), of Steubenville, Ohio

;

and many other small manufacturers. The decline in price has had the

effect of closing down most of the smaller works making copperas as a

principal product, and some of the copperas formed as a by-product in

other manufactures is allowed to run to waste, as the cost of recovering

small quantities would not permit of a profit.

ZJses.—Copperas is used as a mordant in dyeing cotton and woolens,

and for conversion to nitrate of iron to be used as a mordant ; in mak-

ing bright iron oxides, Venetian red, Spanish brown, etc., by conver-

sion, for painters' colors ; in making Prussian blue ; in paper mills,

bleacheries, plate-glass works, and chemical manufacturing establish-

ments; in ink manufactories; very largely for sanitary purposes, as a

disinfectant; in photography; in the precipitation of gold in leaching

works ; and to a slight extent in medicine.

Imports.—As will be seen from the accompanying table, small quan-

tities of sulphate of iron are still imported.

Sulphate of iron (copperas) imported and entered for consumption in the United States, 1867
to 1884 inclusive.

Piscal years ending June
30—

1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
1872
1873
1874
1875

Quantity.



CRYOLITE.
The cryolite found near Pike's peak, El Paso county, Colorado, de-

scribed by W. Cross and W. F. Hillebrand in the American Journal of

Science, October, 1883, is of purely mineralogical importance and is

noticed here merely because of the frequent inquiries received as to the

commercial value of the discovery. This is the only known cryolite

locality in the United States. It occurs in small masses as a subordi-

nate constituent of certain quartz and feldspar veins in a country rock

of coarse reddish granite. Zircon, astrophyllite, and columbite are the

primary associated minerals, the former only being abundant. Alter-

ation products of the cryolite are pachnolite, thomsenolite, prosopite,

ralstonite, gearksutite, and fluorite.

The principal source of supply is the Iviktoh deposits in Greenland.

The mineral is used in making soda, in the manufacture of a porcelain-

like glass, and in Europe it has been utilized to a limited extent in the

])roduction of metallic aluminum. There is no duty on imports, and

during recent years these have been as follows

:

Cryolite iinported and entered for constimptioti i» the United States, 1867 to 1884 inclusive.

[Cwts. are long hundredweights of 112 pounds.] ^

Fiscal years ending June 30

—



OZOCERITE.
The ozocerite (native parafi&ne, "mineral wax") deposits occur in and

around Soldiers' Park canon, Utah, in the region where bituminous

shales exist. On the south side of the canon the bituminous shale al-

ternates with gray clay containing mineral oil. In the clay layers are

found vertical seams of ozocerite 6 inches to 2 feet thick, distant about

50 feet from each other. The whole formation dips about 35© to the

northwest and is observable for thousands of feet. The purest ozoce-

rite from this locality is said to contain 60 per cent, of paraffine wax, 30

per cent, heavy oil, and 10 per cent, residue of coke, which can be util-

ized as fuel.

Mr. r. Covington, of Salt Lake City, who has been engaged during

the past six years in prospecting for ozocerite, in a letter to the Minirbg

Eecord, says :
" Mineral wax is found in a sandstone formation in this

Territory in veins varying in thickness from a half inch to 15 inches,

and can be traced for miles—as also large beds of oil shale in which
more or less wax is found. These shale beds vary in thickness from 4

inches to 100 feet, and will ignite with a match. They are within from
4 to 6 miles of the railroad, while the wax veins are within from 100

feet to 2 miles of the Denver and Eio Grande railroad, about 100 miles

southeast of Salt Lake City, with plenty of good water and wood in

close proximity. I have also found black oil of the consistency of

cream, resembling the wax in color and luster ; moreover, a kind of

black jet of a very high polish. These deposits or veins of mineral

wax are about 8,000 feet above sea level, on the divide of the Wahsatch
range of mountains, and in Wahsatch county; the country rocks are

chiefly sandstone, shale, and clay. The Pleasant Valley coal mines are

about 20 miles south of the wax and shale beds." Mr. Covington states

that at the close of 1884 there were some 4,000 or 5,000 pounds of ozo-

cerite on sale from this region.

Prof. J. E. Clayton, writing to the Engineering and Mining Journal^

describes the Utah occurrences as follows : " The parafiBne oil fthales

are found on the east flank of the Wahsatch range, the south flank of

the Uintah range, and the west flank of the Colorado portion of the

continental divide, or the Eocky Mountain range, especially that portion

of it north of Grand river. These beds are probably Miocene Tertiary,

and at one time undoubtedly covered the entire area of the great in-

land sea now known as the sandstone country of Utah, Colorado, Ari-

zona, and New Mexico—a region about 400 miles in length from north-
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west to southeast, and 200 miles or more in width from northeast to

southwest. The Tertiary shales have been swept away from all the

central areas of the old basin ; but in the higher plateaus along the

flanks of the ranges, between the deep caBons, and even to the sum-

mit of the Wahsatch range in many places, these Tertiary oil shales are

found covering large areas of country.

"A peculiar feature ofthese oil shales beds is that they are not equally

rich in parafftne or wax. In some localities they are very thick, and

rich in oil, but poor in paraffine, and the e?;udations along the flanks of

the canons are simply asphalt, with little or no parafiGlne. In other

localities, the exudations are wax-like and rich in paraffine j but I do not

know of any locality where the wax exists in any considerable deposits.

In all the localities that I have examined in the Wahsatch range, about

the heads of the Spanish Fork canon, and the heads of Price river (in-

cluding White river and Fish creek, its principal tributaries), the wax
occurs as exudations from the shale beds that have been cut by ravines

so as to expose sections of the beds, or where they have been folded by

the upheavals, and their edges exi)osed by denudation. In studying the

underlying as well as the overlying beds I find below the richest zone

of shales a series of compact beds, in places aggregating in thickness 100

feet or more, that are full of fresh-water fossils, of the usual Tertiary

type. The shells in some bands form the major part of the mass. The

shaly portion is dark or blackish, in fresh fractures, and contains more

or less oil. In some cases, thin splinters of it can be lighted with a match.

Overlying these fossil beds is a very fine clay shale with very few fossils

in it, varying in thickness from 5 or 6 to 20 feet or more, which is very

rich in oil, and, in some localities, rich in j)araffine, both as impregnations

and in very thin scales and films between the thin laminae of the shales.

This upper bed of oil shale is remarkably tough. Weathered samples

assume a grayish or brownish gray color, and divide readily into thin

sheets, and will warp in the sun like thin sheets of wood. There seems

to be no sand or grit in them. One can saw them as readily as if they

were boards. Above this, is a continuation of what appears to be the

same close-grained clay shale, of a dove color, many feet in thickness,

say from 20 to 40 feet, but containing no oil or paraffine. The oil appears

to have penetrated a few feet into this overlying clay shale from below,

in some places impregnating it from 10 to 20 feet, while in other places

iiot more than a foot or two. These facts seem to indicate that the oil

is of animal origin from the underlying fossil beds above mentioned.

"Why these beds give crude oil and asphalt in some localities, and

paraffine oils in other places, is not yet understood. The best paraffine

shales yet found are near the rim or outer edge of the old Tertiary lake

or sea. Here, large lagoons or lakelets may have been filled with fresh

water, and the vegetable slimes and mosses were sufficiently abundant

to feed the myriads of mollusca that became periodically entombed in

the muddy ooze of the shallow lakes or lagoons that were more or less
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isolated from the main body of water, tlius giving more organic remains

of the right sort in some localities than in others. This seems to war-

rant the suggestion that the local conditions gave an abundant type of

organic life of the right kind in some places, while in other localities

the vegetable and animal life produced oils almost destitute of parafQne.

A careful investigation of the fossiliferous beds underlying the different

varieties of oil impregnations would throw some light on the subject.

It might possibly reveal the true origin of all the fossil oils, as well as

the causes that have produced the different varieties of oil in the same

zone of beds, only a few miles apart."

Professor Clayton's opinion of the purity and quantity of the occur-

rences of ozocerite above described is far less sanguine than many pub-

lished statements. He says: "No deposits of mineral wax have been

found in this old Tertiary basin that equal in richness or purity the

ozocerite deposits of Galicia in Austria. Such deposits may exist some-

where in this large stretch of the Tertiary beds of the Eocky mountains

;

but they have not yet been discovered. In the light of our present

knowledge, I am inclined to believe that the only way to get the par-

affine in large quantity is to distill the shales on a large scale by a sim-

ilar process to that now used in Scotland. The deposits of wax are

small, and scattered over large areas of country. Hence, the collection

of the impure varieties of ozocerite found in Utah could not be relied

upon to supply any considerable demand. Systematic explorations by
boring and otherwise may reveal rich deposits of the mineral ; but this

requires the employment of special skill and the expenditure of con-

siderable sums of money. All I can say about it now may be summed
up in this : That it is a promising field for such explorations ; but in

my opinion, the distillation of the shales must be finally relied upon for

the production of any large supply of parafBne."

Samples of ozocerite of good quality have been obtained from Wy-
oming, but the deposits have not been developed and their extent is

unknown. The recent demand for ozocerite may have the effect of

stimulating further exploration. Ozocerite is also reported to have

been found lately in the clay fields of Mr. Otto Enst, at South Amboy,
Kew Jersey.



GLASS MATERIALS.
By Joseph D. Weeks.

Constituents of glass.—The essential constituents of glass are silica

and one or more metallic oxides. The silica is generally used in the

form of sand. The chief oxides are soda, lime, potash, and oxide of

lead. Other oxides, as those of zinc, tin, barium, and antimony, are

sometimes employed in glass making ; and other materials, as manga-

nese, arsenic, and the oxides of tin and copper, are found in glass, but

these latter are present either as coloring matter, as impurities., or as

materials used to correct impurities.

The silica used in glass making is mixed in the " batch," as the com-

bined materials ready for melting are termed, in the form in which it

enters the glass. With the metallic oxides it is diflerent. These are

derived from some of the salts of the metals. Soda, for example, is

mixed in the batch not as soda but as the carbonate, sulphate, or nitrate

of soda, or chloride of sodium ; lime and potash usually as the carbon-

ates. Lead, however, is mixed as an oxide, usually as minium or red

lead, or sometimes as litharge. In the melting, these carbonates, sul-

phates, etc., are decomposed, the soda, lime, potash, and lead entering

the glass, the other elements of the compounds passing off as gas or in

the " glass gall" or " sandiver," as the " scum" on the molten glass is

termed. The action of the heat in the furnace, in addition to decom-

I)osing the salts of the batch, is to fuse the silica, which acts as an acid,

and the soda, lime, and other oxides, which play the part of bases, into

silicates. Glass however is not a simple silicate, but is a fused mixture

of two or more of the silicates so formed. Sheet or window and plate

glass are silicates of lime and soda ; lead-flint, of lead and potash

;

lime- flint, of lime and soda ; while green bottle glass is a farrago of

silicates of soda, potash, and lime with iron, alumina, etc.

SILICA.

Of glass-making materials silica is the most important, is used in the

largest proportion, and is the only one that enters into all varieties of

glass. Lead-flint glass contains the least percentage, ranging from 42

to 60 per cent., averaging about 53, and cast plate the highest, some
specimens containing as much as 79 per cent., the average being about

74 per cent. Window glass contains about 70 per cent., lime-flint glass

72 per cent., and green bottle glass about 60 per cent.
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At the present time sand furnishes most of the silica used in glass

making. Fifty years ago the silica for the finer grades of glass was

procured by an expensive process of crushing and washing iiint and

quartz. This process is still used in those districts where good sand

cannot be cheaply obtained. Bohemian glass is made almost exclusively

from quartz so prepared. Certain siliceous rocks, such as felsite, basalt,

and trachyte, containing large percentages of soda and potash, are also

used in some parts of Germany and Austria, especially in the manufac-

ture of bottles. The use of these rocks in glass making is a subject

worthy of the consideration of American glass makers. These are the

exceptions, however. By far the largest portion of the silica of the

glass houses of to-day is sand.

The quality of the glass is mainly determined by the quality of the

sand used. For the finer grades of glass, especially where freedom

from color, perfect transparency, and great brilliancy are essential,

only the purest qualities of sand can be employed, as slight impurities,

especially small amounts of iron, seriously impair all of these desirable

properties. When however color is secondary to cheapness of produc-

tion, as in the manufacture of green bottles, sands with considerable

iron and clay are not only used, but in some cases are preferred, as

these materials are fluxes and consequently require less flux in the

" batch" or mixture of materials.

Use of manganese as a decoloriztr.—The chief impurities in sand are

oxide of iron, alumina (generally in the form of clay), loam, gravel, and
organic matter. Most of these can be removed by burning and wash-

ing, but the iron and part of the organic matter can only be removed

or neutralized by the use of chemicals. Burning is necessary where

the sand contains much organic matter. For small percentages the

heat of the furnace in the melting of glass is suflftcient, the carbonized

matter being carried away as carbonic acid by the use of arsenic. In

washing the sand to remove the clay, gravel, loam, and similar impuri-

ties, it is first crushed and pulverized if necessary, and then washed and
dried. The sand comes from the drier fine, and almost as white as fiour.

Of the impurities iron is the most dreaded. It is difficult to remove it

or to neutralize its effect, while its presence, even in smaU amounts,

destroys the " color," the limpid whiteness of glass, giving it a greenish

tint. Manganese is used to correct this greenish color, but glass so

decolorized is liable to acquire a purplish tint or "high color" under

the action of sunlight. The only safeguard against this " high color " is

the use of sand containing little or no iron, and consequently requiring

no " doctoring" of the batch. Sand containing more than 0.5 per cent,

of oxide of iron is not considered suitable for any glass, even bottles,

while for plate and window glass and the finer grades of table ware the

less iron the better.

Use of arsenic as a decarbonizer.—Tbe organic matter when not re-

moved by a preliminary burning decarbonizes in the pot during the

melting of the glass materials and is removed by the use of arsenic,
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which is the great " decarbonizer " in glass making, as manganese is

the " decolorizer." The arsenic is added to the batch prior to charging

it into the pots.

Tests of sand.—Sand should be perfectly white, not very fine, uniform,

even grained, with angular rather than rounded grains. Sand which
is very fine, or the grains of which are smooth and rounded, can only

be used with difficulty and great uncertainty as to the result. Such
sand is liable to settle to the bottom of the " batch," preventing an
even mixture of the materials, and x)roducing an uneven glass. Sand
should not effervesce or lose color when heated with an acid. Loss of

color indicates the presence of clay, loam, or other foreign substance,

while effervescence indicates the presence of carbonate of lime. Oxide
of iron can be discovered by boiling the sand in hydrofluoric acid and
dropping into the solution a few drops of yellow prussiate of potash in

solution. The resulting blue color indicates the presence of iron, even
in the most minute quantities.

These tests indicate in a general way the value of sand for glass

making. An analysis is necessary to give the amount of the impuri-

ties. It should, however, be noted that while such an analysis, aided

by the appearance and color of the sand, indicates in some measure its

purity and value, it is by no means conclusive as to its adaptability for

glass making, as a sand of yellowish tint may be purer than one much
whiter. Mr. Henry Chance, of Birmingham, England, whose two pa-

pers on crown and sheet glass are the best in the language, speaking

of color and analysis as indications of purity and value, says: "The
sand used by our firm is obtained from Leightou Buzzard, and although

of a yellowish tint is more free from iron than many kinds of sand which

are white in appearance. The whiteness of sand is a very uncertain

test of its purity. Again, two kinds of sand which are shown by
analysis to be precisely similar in their comi>osition may produce different

results as regards both color and quality of glass." Mr. Chance suggests

that this may be due to a difference in the power of the sauds, arising

from the condition in which the silica exists, to neutralize the bases.

Occurrence of glass sand.—Most of the sand used in glass making
occurs as sandstone, is quarried in blocks, and must be crushed and

prepared for use. The Fontainebleau (France) sand and some of the

Berkshire (Massachusetts) and Juniata (Pennsylvania) sands are of

this character. In other cases, while the sand occurs as rock and must

be quarried, it rapidly disintegrates on exposurer to air and moisture,

as at some of the Juniata (Pennsylvania) mines. At other quarries

where the formation is saccharoidal, the sand rock has a very weak bond,

and is readily detached from place with a pick, rapidly falling into fine

sand. This is the nature of the sand at Crystal City, Missouri, and at

some of the Berkshire (Massachusetts) mines. While most of the sand

used is quarried or mined, some glass is still made, as was the earliest

glass, from river or sea sand. This however is only employed for the

coarser and cheaper kinds.
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Glass sands of the United States.—No better glass sands are found

than those of the United States. The French sand quarried at Fon-

tainebleau and the German sands found at Herzogenrath and Hoheu-

bocka, from which most of the best glass of England, France, Belgium,

and Germany is made, and the sand from near Mons, Belgium, although

of great i)urity, do not equal some of the American sands. Our de-

posits of sand suitable for the manufacture of the finest grades of glass

are not only extensive but are found at least from Massachusetts to

Missouri, perhaps in most of the States. If in the quality of the metal,

or iu the brilliancy of our glass, we are behind our European competi-

tors, it is not attributable to our sand. These dei)Osits are also in

many cases well situated with reference to fuel and transportation.

Among the beds most extensively worked are those of Berkshire county,

Massachusetts; Juniata county, Pennsylvania; Morgan county, West
Virginia; Fox River, Illinois ; and Crystal City and Pacific, Missouri.

These are all exceedingly pure sands, as the analyses subsequently given

will show. Berkshire county furnishes most of the sand for the flint

glass made in New England, New York, New Jersey, and eastern Penn-

sylvania. Some of the flint-glass houses of Philadelphia also x>rocure a

portion of their sui)plies from West Virginia and the Alleghany mount-

ains. The sand for the window and green glass made in New York,

as well as part of that used in Ontario, comes from Oswego and Oneida

counties; that used for common glass near New York City, as well as

in New Jersey and eastern Pennsylvania, is mined in New Jersey from

a very extensive deposit that can be traced through the State. This

sand is uniform and is often used without washing for the manufacture

of window glass. The large quantities of sand required in Pittsburgh,

Wheeling, and the factories in their neighborhood come from various

points in the Alleghany mountains, mainly from Juniata and Fayette

counties, Pennsylvania, and Morgan county. West Virginia. Some ia

also procured from Missouri. The Fox Eiver sand, found some 60 miles

from Chicago, is a very valuable dejjosit, supjilies the plate-glass works

at New Albany and JefiersonAalle and some of the flint-glass works in

the West. It is a beautiful sand, needs no washing, and has given the

very best results in use. Some good sand is mined in Indiana. The
Crystal City, Missouri, deposit is one of the most important beds in the

West, is of great purity, inexhaustible in quantity, and the cost of mining

is merely nominal. There is also a deposit of considerable importance

at Pacific, Missouri, which seems to be of the same formation as that at

Crystal City. The sandstone from this mine is hardened instead of

being disintegrated by the action of the air, but water, to a certain

extent, breaks the bond. This sand is regularly supplied to the glass

works at Cincinnati and many of the works of the West, except those

making plate glass. Indeed the extent of the deposits of sand in this

country suitable for glass making is almost incalculable. Many of

these are not developed, or, if opened, worked only to a limited extent.

2 M E 61
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The saccharoidal sandstone of Missouri, for example, lias been traced

for miles through some ten counties, the bed varying from 80 to 133

feet in thickness. At Minneapolis and Saint Paul a rock 175 feet thick

is found, furnishing a good quality of glass sand. In many States glass

sand has been discovered and reported upon by State geologists and

chemists. Of many of these deposits no use has as yet been made. To
these reports those desiring information as to the character and extent

of the deposits are referred.

In the following table will be found analyses of the most prominent

glass sands in Europe and this country.

Analyses of European glass sands.
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SODA.*

Until a very recent date all glass would be classed as soda glass; soda,

with rare exceptions, being the only base employed by glass makers.

The intelligent use of lead and lime are modern inventions, and analysis

shows but little potash in ancient glass. Potash and lime were almost

always found as impurities in the sodas formerly used and, as a conse-

quence, in the glass made from them, but they were chance materials.

There is also evidence that the value and effect of lead was not entirely

unknown to the ancient glass manufacturers, but its use may very

properly be said to be an English invention of the seventeenth century.

Soda for the earliest known glass houses was obtained from the banks
of the natron lakes of Egypt; that for modern glass making, until near

the beginning of the present century, from the ashes of certain plants,

chiefly those of the sea and seashore, such as kelp and the salsodas.

As late as sixty years ago English crown and sheet glass was made
from the ashes of the kelp of the Scottish and Irish coasts. These

ashes contained potash and lime as well as soda and were simply mixed
with sand and melted.

Soda ash.—The quality of these vegetable sodas was poor, the quan-

tity limited, the supply uncertain, and the glass made from them varia-

ble in character and inferior in quality. Le Blanc's discovery in 1792

of a process of converting common salt into soda ash opened a new era

in the glass industry and brought about the most important change
that has been made in the chemical part of the maufacture of glass

—

the substitution of carbonate of soda for the vegetable sodas and subse-

quently the use of sulphate of soda in place of the carbonate. In the

Le Blanc process sulphate of soda or salt cake is first made from com-

mon salt and oil of vitriol. This sulphate is then converted into an
impure carbonate and the black ash of commerce, by calcination with

fine coal and lime, and this by solution and evaporation into the car-

bonate, the soda ash or British alkali of commerce.

Sulphate of soda.—At first only soda ash was employed in glass mak-
ing, and it is still uspd exclusively for some kinds of glass ; but it was
soon found that there was some advantage in the use of salt cake, and
at present considerable window glass is made with the sulphate. Sul-

phate glass is less liable to devitrify or crystallize in the pot during

melting, and hence will carry a larger proportion of lime than carbon-

ate glass. It is therefore harder, takes a better polish, and does not

"sweat" as readily.

The use of sulphate of soda demands the introduction of carbon into

the " batch." This is supplied by some form of coal rich in carbon, as

anthracite, charcoal, or coke.

Manufacture of soda ash in the United States.—But little either of the

carbonate or sulphate of soda is made in this country by the Le Blanc
process, though the materials for the production of both exist in great

abundance. Apart from the fact that the most valuable deposits of the
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materials necessary to their production are widely separated, the chief

obstacle to their manufacture has been that the economical working of

this process depends largely on the demand for muriatic acid, which

is a by-product of the manufacture of salt cake. This demand is limited

in this country, and as a consequence the amount of soda made has

been small. The alkali-making districts of England, especially the

Lancashire and the Newcastle, supply most of that used in glass mak-

ing, not only in this country but in most others. In 1884, 287,401,005

pounds of soda ash and 8,416,147 pounds of salt cake were imported

into this country.

Ammonia soda.—Until quite recently sulphate and carbonate of soda

have been produced only by the Le Blanc process. In 1866 Mr. Ernest

Solvay began at Brussels the manufacture of carbonate of soda by a

process that has since been called the Solvay or sometimes the ammonia
process. This process bids fair to supersede the Le Blanc. The soda ash

produced is fully equal to the Le Blanc in quality and can be produced

more cheaply. The Solvay soda is 98 to 98^ jjer cent, pure carbonate,

practically free from iron and other impurities, while the Le Blanc soda

gives but 78 to 80 per cent. The Solvay soda is also free from the sul-

phate and chloride which are so productive of " glass gall " in the pot.

The manufacture of ammonia soda has been succcessfully established in

this country at Geddes, near Syracuse, New York, where some 40 tons

a day are made. The first finished ash was made about the middle of

January, 188i, since which time the works have been in constant opera-

tion, with the exception of a few days' idleness for repairs. Concerning

these works and the future of the process the late Prof. B. Sillimau

said : " This new industry is now actually supplying about 5 per cent,

of all the soda ash consumed in this country, and it is destined soon to

develop to a very considerable importance, for in western New York
are ample beds of pure salt, and probably the same exist in Pennsyl-

vania, while the beds of rock salt lately penetrated in the Wyoming
region. New York, and the salt water which flows with the gas in some

of the Pennsylvania wells, will provide very large quantities of the raw

material for the manufacture of soda ash by the ammonia process. Nor
is there need to fear that an adequate supply of ammonia can be ob-

tained, for it must be remembered that every day the coke ovens of

western Pennsylvania are wasting far more ammonia than will be wanted,

should all the soda ash now used in this country be manufactured here."

In the Solvay process advantage is taken of the chemical reaction

which takes place between carbonate of ammonia and salt, in the pres-

ence of an excess of carbonic acid. The result is bicarbonate of soda

and ammonium chloride. This bicarbonate of soda is washed in proper

vessels (after separation from the liquid ammonium chloride in suit-

able filters) and soda ash produced. The ammonium chloride is regen-

erated by quicklime and used again in the process. The apparatus used

in carrying through this apparently simple process is more complicated
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than one would suppose, as great care must be taken in dealing with

ammonia lest the gas escape and cause great loss. The vessels are of

the pattern adopted by Messrs. Solvay & Co. in their European works
and are made of wrought or cast iron. The consumption of raw material,

etc., varies somewhat from month to month, but the figures given below
will approach a fair average

:

Capital invested $600,000

Hands employed 250

Prodnction per month, long tons 1, 200

Limestone used per month, long tons 2,400

Coke used per month, long tons 400

Coal nsed per month, long tons 2, 400

Salt used per month, long tons 2, 400

Barrels used per month 8, 400

Selling price from $1.35 to $1.40 per 100 pounds 48 per cent, equals,

say, $35.18 to $37.89 per 2,240 pounds 58 per cent. ash. Imported a«h

sells at about the same figures. It is said that foreign makers can
produce ash much more cheaply than the American. This the Geddes
company is forced to admit, but hopes with time and experience to com-

pete with them. During the present year the capacity of the works
will be doubled.

Composition of ammonia soda.—Two grades of soda ash are made at

Geddes, one carrying 58 per cent, alkali (NazO), and a second with 48

per cent. These two kinds are distinguished as " pure soda " for the

68 per cent, and " ammonia soda" for the 48 per cent. The following

is an analysis of the " pure soda "

:
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tarded and time given for the glass to clear by adding about 20 per

cent, of common salt, or, as some prefer, adding 10 per cent, of salt

cake and 10 per cent, of salt, or only the former. A consumer buying ash

having 58 per cent, alkali can add either or both of these ingredients to

suit his own taste at less expense than he can purchase them already

added in 48 per cent. ash.

The following formula is used in Belgium plate-glass works:

Sand
Solvay soda, 58 per cent, alkali.
Sulphate of soda (salt cake) . .

.

Limestone, pulverized

Parts.

100
28

3J
35

All the ingredients thoroughly mixed. This mixture gave 82 per cent,

of good glass, against 73 per cent, of glass by the use of salt cake.

It is also claimed that by the use of Solvay process "pure soda" a

great saving in pots can be made. When salt cake is used the pots

must be made much thicker, and even then they will not last so long.

The presence of sulphate has a tendency to form scale on the pots, and

when the scale forms they soon burn out. As there is absolutely no
sulphate in the Solvay process "pure soda," this trouble is avoided and
expense is saved. The great purity of the Solvay process "pure soda"

is also an especial advantage to the makers of colored glass. Less

coloring matter is required than is necessary with other makes.

Native carbonates of the United States.—Though so little soda ash is

produced in this country, there are vast amounts of both the carbonate

and sulphate occurring native in large lakes as well as in deposits in

the western States and Territories. The "alkali belt," as it has been

termed, lies west of the 100th meridian. A very interesting statement

regarding this belt will be found in the census report on Chemical Prod-

ucts. Mr. William L. Rowland, the special agent in charge, estimates

the consumption of soda salts in the United States in the census year

at 398,500,000 pounds, of which but about 10 per cent., or 40,259,938

pounds, were produced here.

Common salt—As both the sulphate and carbonate of soda are pro-

duced from the chloride of sodium (common salt), many attempts have
been made to effect the direct union of silica and salt in the melting pot

without the intervening and expensive processes, but so far with but

little success. At present salt is used only for the commonest qualities

of cheap colored glass, and to retard the action of the pure soda ash
produced by the Solvay jjrocess.

Nitrate of soda.—Some little nitrate of soda (Chili saltpeter) is used

as an oxidizing agent and as a decolorizer. Deposits of this salt occur

native and in enormous quantities at Tarapaca, in Peru, where it forms

a regular bed. Some beds are also reported as existing in Nevada.
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POTASH.

As has been stated, the use of potash Id the manufacture of glass

is of comparatively recent date. The small amounts, rarely exceed-

ing 2 per cent., sometimes found in ancient glass were derived from

the vegetable sodas used, with which some potash is always a.^isociated.

Some of the most expensive and Ijeautiful glass of the x>resent day,

however, is made with potash. The Venetian glass houses of the Mid-

dle Ages, the products of which are held in such high repute, used pot-

ash made from the lees of wine and the ashes of fern. White Bohemian
glass and the marvelously brilliant lead-flint of the English glass houses

of to-day are potash glasses. The use of potash in glass very mate-

rially increases its cost. As a result soda is used in its stead wherever

it can be done. The soda-lime flint for all ordinary uses has almost en-

tirely superseded the potash-lead- flint glass, and even in the manufacture

of lead-flint the better and purer grades of carbonate of soda are taking

the place, to some extent, of the more costly carbonate of potash.

Carbonate of potash.—The form in which this alkali is mixed in the

batch is as carbonate of potash. While the best carbonate of potash is

obtained from the lees of wine, this is too expensive for the glass maker.

In large quantities it has for many years been made from wood ashes, and
more lately from the residue of the manufacture of beet sugar and wine,

and from the miner>d carnallite of the Stassfurt mines. Potatoes, chest

nuts, heather, sorrel, beet leaves, and tobacco stalks yield large i)roj)or-

tions of x)Otassium salts, but only a very small ijercentage of the total

make of the world is derived from these sources. The forests of British

America, Eussia, Hungary, etc., furnish large quantities of wood ashes

for the manufacture of potash, and the industry is still an important

one in these districts. Large amounts of the carbonate are made from

beet-root molasses, and the beet cake left after expressing the beet juice.

Grape cake is a source of supi)ly, as is also what is called " suint " or

the wool of sheep impregnated with sweat ; 100,000 kilos are produced
from "s'j.int" annually. Some is also made from the sulphate by the

Le Blanc jjrocess. The potash resulting from the lixiviation of wood
ashes is an impure carbonate which must be calcined and refined to fit

it for the glass maker's use, the quality of the glass depending upon
the degree of purification. This refined potash is known as pearl ash.

The chief sources of supply of potash are the French, German, and
English chemical works, though the largest part of that used in this

country is produced here. According to the report of Mr. William L.

Eowland to the census office on Chemical Products and Salt, there

were in the United States in the census year 68 establishments pro-

ducing potash and pearl ash, x^roducing 4,571,671 pounds, valued at

$232,643. There was imported in the fiscal year ending June 30, 1880,

crude potash to the amount of 564,807 pounds, and bicarbonate and
pearl ash 405,941 pounds.
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Of the remaining salts of potassium only the bitartrate and the ni-

trate are used in glass making, and to but a small extent.

LIME.

The use of lime as a glass-making material is of comparatively recent

date. In the article on glass in Larduer's Cabinet Cyclopedia, pub-

lished in 1832, It is stated that "lime in the form of chalk is useful

as a cheap flux," but that it "can only be used sparingly," as it de-

stroys the pots and clouds the glass. Six per cent, of lime is the max-

imum that can be used according to this author.

Though the use of lime is a recent discovery, it is nevertheless true

that lime is found in all glass, both ancient and modern, except the

lead flint. This is a silicate of lead and potash or soda. With rare

exceptions, all the other glass of commerce is a silicate of soda or potash

and lime. The lime found in glass, until within a few years, has en-

tered it with the soda or potash as a chance material, an impurity. It

is to its presence, however, that we owe the preservation of many of

the beautiful specimens of ancient glass that have come down to us.

All glass is more or less soluble, soda glass especially so. Lime mate-

rially decreases this solubility, and it is the chance occurrence of lime

in the ancient soda glass that has preserved it in the dampness of the

tombs and ground where so much of it lay hidden for centuries.

Like most other materials, lime not only plays an important part in

the reactions and processes that go on in the pot during the melting,

but it imparts valuable properties to the glass. Glass rich in lime re-

quires a higher temperature to melt, and because of this is more de-

structive to the pots, but used in proper x^roportions it promotes the

fusion, and aids in the decomposition of the materials and improves

the quality of the glass. Lime glass cannot compete with lead glass in

brilliancy; but it is harder, not so easily scratched, holds its polish

longer, is more elastic and consequently tougher, will stand higher

temperatures, resists the action of water and chemical agents, and is

very much more cheaply produced. Lime glass is also, because of the

little difference in the specific gravity of the two silicates of which it is

•composed, less liable to beccme striated. In the manufacture of plate

;^lass, which is ground and polished, it is found that glass which is

'rich in lioie is harder to polish than that which is poor in lime, but

it holds its polish better and longer. In a word, glass which is rich

jn lime is to be preferred by the consumer, but not by the producer.

It has been asserted that lime glass is more liable than other glass

to devitrify or to lose its vitreous, glassy structure, and become crys-

talline. It is probable that devitrification is the result of using an

excess of lime and is not due to the use of lime itself, as the same
phenomena are observed when an excess of sand or lead is used.

Lime is used in the batch both as caustic lime and as the carbonate.

These are so well known and of such common occurrence as to need
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but little description. The carbonate of lime is one of the most abun-

dant and widely diffused of materials, occurring in many forms, as the

non-crystalline chalk, limestone, oolite and calcareous marl, the minute,

granular, crystalline marble, and the crystalline Iceland spar. Lime
is prepared from any of these carbonates, usually from limestone, by
heating to redness, a red heat driving off the carbonic acid.

Either caustic lime or the carbonate, limestone, may be used in the

batch in connection with carbonate of soda ; but with sulphate of soda,

as a rule, only the carbonate, usually as powdered chalk or limestone,

is employed, though with sulphate the caustic lime is used. Concern-

ing the use and effect of these, Mr. Henry Chance says: " It is a curious

fact that while as regards the quality of the glass, chalk and limestone

are found to answer equally well, glass made from the latter is harder

and more difiQcult to grind than that which is made from the former.

This may perhaps be due to the carbonate of magnesia which is gen-

erally present in limestone, but in a much smaller degree in chalk.

Limestone possesses, moreover, the property of causing the glass to

cool and set more rapidly when worked into shape." Lime, like all

other glass materials, should be as free from impurities as possible,

especially from oxide of iron.

The localities in this country from which good lime can be obtained

are so many as almost to preclude any statement of them. A large part

of both the lime and limestone used by the window-glass manufacturers

of Pittsburgh is from Blair county, Pennsylvania. The limestone ana-

lyzes as follows

:

Analysis of Blair county, Pennsylvania, limestone.

Organic matter
Silicic acid
Alumina
Carbonate of iron
Carbonate of magnesia
Carbonate of lime

Metallic iron

Per cent.

.09
1.01
.02
.165

1.48
97.23

99. 995
.08

The lime- flint glass manufacturers of Pittsburgh use a different lime,

chiefly from near Sandusky and Woodville, Ohio. The Sandusky lime

analyzes as follows

:

Analysis of Sandusky, Ohio, limestone.
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The annual consumption of limestone in the glass works of the United

States is about 3,500 tons, and of lime 900,000 to 1,000,000 bushels.

CARBON.

The use of sulphate of soda in glass making necessitates the intro-

duction of carbon into the pot to assist in its decomposition. The

carbon is supplied by some form of coal rich in carbon, as anthracite,

charcoal, or coke. As anthracite usually contains some iron, where

purity of color is essential charcoal is the best. In converting the sul-

phate of soda into the carbonate in the Le Blanc soda-ash process, the

salt cake is calcined in a furnace with chalk and coal dust. When sul-

phate is used in glass making a similar decomposition must be effected.

This is brought about in the glass maker's pots in the presence of the

same substances. Lime is always used in the batch, and charcoal is

added as stated. Glass can be made with sulphate of soda without

carbon, but with difficulty.

MANGANESE.

The black oxide of manganese (pyrolusite)(a) has long been used as

a " decolorizer" in the manufacture of glass. Most ancient glasses con-

tain it in small amounts, and it is probable that the " magnetic stone,'^

which Pliny says was added in the manufacture of glass, was manga-

nese. A common name for manganese, " glass-makers' soap," derived

from the French '^savon des verriers,''^ is given it from its use to remove

the color of glass.

Just how it acts as a decolorizer is a matter of some doubt. It was
long believed that its only effect was to change by oxidation the pro-

toxide of iron, which gives glass a decidedly green tinge, to the faint

yellow sesquioxide; but Liebig suggests that the effect is not simply

chemical but optical, the amethyst color communicated by the manganese
counteracting the yellow or greenish yellow tint of the sesquioxide of

iron, into which the protoxide is converted. Mr. Thomas Gaffield sug-

gests that possibly both effects are produced, the manganese giving up
a portion of its oxygen and its coloring power to the iron, which is con-

verted into peroxide, giving a yellowish color to the glass, which color

is complementarj'^ to whatever of purple coloring power is left in the

manganese.

As the ores of manganese are usually so intimately associated with

iron, great care must be exercised in procuring manganese as free from

this element as possible, or the substance to be removed will be in-

creased. Great care is also necessary as to the heat of the furnace

when using manganese. If the heat is too low thq. oxide is not reduced

and the glass has a pinkish tinge, or "high color," as it is termed; while

if the furnace is too hot it is completely reduced and a greenish or

"low color" is the result. Manganese is also useful for coloring glass

purple or brown.

a See also pages 550-566.
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Some deposits of pyrolusite suitable for glass making are found in

this country, but most of the deposits worked for manganese contain

imparities that unfit it for glass. The manganese from the Crimora

mine, Virginia, one of the chief sources of supply of this ore for the

manufacture of ferromangauese, is too high in iron and cobalt for glass.

At Powell's Ford, however, in the same State, a deposit is found that

meets the lequiremeuts of glass making. This ore contains from 90 to

95 per cent, of binoxide of manganese, 0.02 per cent, of iron, and no cop-

per or cobalt.

A manganese much used in the glass houses of the United States is

a very pure pyrolusite from Nova Scotia. Analyses of this ore from

the Crystal mine show from 90.50 to 98.05 per cent, of binoxide of man-

ganese and practically no iron. The ore is crystalline, soft, and easily

reduced to powder. Saxony and Turkey are also sources of supply of

this material.

lEAD.

The use of lead as a glass-making material, except in the production

of artificial gems, is an English invention of the seventeenth century,

and grew out of the use of mineral fuel in the glass houses of that

country in the place of wood. This fuel required pots to protect the

glass from impurities from the coal, which so reduced the amount of

heat that reached the materials as to demand a better flux ;
and lead,

which is a powerful flux, promoting the fusion of the materials at a low

temperature, was substituted. The result was not only to permit the

use of the cheaper fuel, but the production of that most beautiful and

brilliant of all glasses, the English flint.

Glass made with lead is more dense, has a greater power of refraction^

and is less liable to breakage from sudden changes of temperature than

either soda, potash, or lime glasses. It is soft and easily worked and

scratched, but is of surpassing brilliancy, being only excelled by the

diamond. The glass used*¥or the manufacture of artificial gems is a lead

glass, and it is to the employment of this material that they owe their

brilliancy. It is very probable that the use of lead in a small way in

the manufacture of these gems, which antedated its use in flint glass,,

suggested to the English glass maker its use in the covered pots. Lead

is also used in the manufacture of optical glasses. The history of its use

for this purpose is exceedingly interesting, but cannot be repeated here.

While two forms of lead, both oxides, are used in the manufacture of

glass—litharge, the protoxide (PbO), and minium or red lead (Pb304)

—

red lead is preferred to litharge both on account of its more minute sub-

division and because the oxygen evolved by its decomposition at the

high temperature of the pots combines with any organic matter that may
be present, carrying it off, and also peroxidizes any iron that may be

associated with the materials.

Ked lead is prepared from refined lead by simple oxidation in a fur-

nace of proper shape. Two forms are used. The oldest is the ordi-
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nary egg-shaped cupellation furnace with cold blast, the flame produc-

ing the oxidation, entering at one end and playing over the molten lead

in the line of the longer axis of the furnace, passing out at the other

end. The red lead is produced in flakes, which are blown out of the fur-

nace in a strong blast blowing in the direction of its shorter axis and
across the flame, suitable channels being left in the furnace walls for

the exit of the flakes on the side opposite to that from which the blast

enters. This flake lead, as it is termed, which is a protoxide, is after-

ward heated in ovens to about 550° Fahr. and thus converted into-minium.

In this process the red lead best adapted to glass making is not that

from the flakes first or last produced from a given charge. The foreign

metals easily oxidizable, as antimony, pass off with that first oxidized
j

while those more difficult of oxidation, as copper and silver and bis-

muth, remain until the last. All of these oxides except the lead are

coloring matter, and greatly impair the limpid clearness which is so

desirable in the glass in whose manufacture lead is used. The red lead

from~ the flakes produced in the intermediate part of the process is pref-

erable for glass making. This cupellation process, with the subsequent

heating, is the one chiefly used in England in the preparation of red

lead.

In this country red lead is produced usually by one continuous proc-

ess. A reverberatory furnace, with the oxidiziug flame playing in

from two sides is used, the oxide remaining in the dish of the furnace

until the entire charge is oxidized. All of the metals, therefore, remain

in the red lead, and are diffused through the whole mass. Lead for the

manufacture of commercial red lead, however, is first carefully refined,

the silver, copper, antimony, bismuth, arsenic, and other foreign metals

being removed, so that the total of impurities left in the oxide is exceed-

ingly small. The red lead produced by this process is much better than

that by cupellation.

Considerable red lead of the very best quality is produced in the

United States from the "scraps" made in* he process of corroding

white lead. These scraps are the hard lumps of the imperfectly cor-

roded white lead, and are simply put into a ueverberatory furnace and
oxidized. As the lead used for corroding must be quite pure, the red

lead made from these scraps is also very pure. The lead furnished cor-

roders will analyze 99.99 per cent, lead, and is guaranteed by certain

refiners to contain less than 0.1 ounce of silver to a ton of lead. Indeed,

silver in excess of this will destroy the whiteness of the paint, giving

it a gray tinge. Practically no copper is left in corroders' lead, while

highly arsenical pig leads or base bullion are not used at all in the

manufacture of lead for corroders. The base bullions most used in

making this grade of pig lead are those from Leadville (Colorado), New
Mexico, Idaho, and portions of Montana and Utah.

The red lead made by corroders of this country is usually quite pure

and excellent for glass making—equal, if not superior, to that of foreign
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make 5 but little of the latter being imported. The white lead manu-

facturers of Pittsburgh are supplying many of the glass works of that

city with red lead that meets all of their requirements. Some of the

glass works i)roduce their own lead. One of the chief causes of poor

red lead is imperfect oxidation. Some metallic lead remains with the

red lead. This can be discovered by examination with a microscope.

It is stated that in England there is a great difference in the value

of lead from the ores of different mines for the manufacture of red lead

for glass making, certain ores having an enviable reputation for this

purpose. To what this is due is not fully ascertained. Percy thinks

it may be to the presence or absence of copper. The English lead ores,

as well as the Spanish—which are those now chiefly used in England

—

are more of the character of the lead ores of Missouri and Illinois, and

unlike those from the Eocky Mountain district. With marked ex-

ceptions, based upon certain impurities existing in too great abundance

in the ores of certain mines, all the ores of the Eocky Mountain region

named above are used for corroding and red lead manufacture. The
guarantee of its purity is not the mine from which the ore is raised,

for this is lost in the mass of base bullion, but the rellner's brand.

POT CLAY.

The pots or crucibles in which glass is melted are made from fire-

clay, which from this use is termed in the glass houses "pot clay."(a)

In no part of the operations about a glass works is greater care and
skill demanded than in the selection and preparation of the clay, the

construction of the pots, and the setting of them in the furnace.

Fireclay for pot making should be practically infusible, unctuous to

the touch, break with a clear, smooth, bright fracture, be free from lime

and sulphide of iron, and contain as little oxide of iron as possible.

The shale or slate clay of Stourbridge, England, is a typical pot clay,

and is largely used. The clays of Andenne and Namur in Belgium,
Forges-les-Eaux in France, Sargeuau in Switzerland, Schwarzenfell in

Bavaria, Klingenthal, the Palatinate and Bonn in Germany, and Glen-

borg in Scotland, are among the best known of European pot clays.

In this country there are large deposits of excellent pot clays in many
localities. Those that are used, however, are chiefly drawn from west-

ern Pennsylvania, Missouri, and New Jersey, though the clays of Mary-
land, Ohio, and Indiana are used to some extent. When American
clay was first used it did not seem to give the satisfaction that its an-

alysis would indicate. This was owing to a lack of skill in its prepa-

ration, but as this has been acquired, American clay is rapidly gaining

in favor.

About one-half of the clay used in this country is foreign clay, prin-

cipally German. Window, bottle, and plate-glass houses use the largest

a See, also, page 684.
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proportion of German clay, some making their pots entirely of German,
others of a mixture of German and American. Nearly all the flint

houses use pots made entirely of American clay, although a few mix
some foreign. It is found by experience that the American (Missouri)

clay will stand a more intense heat than any other, but that the Ger-

man clay resists the action of the flux better ; hence the mixture of the

two to overcome as nearly as possible the two difficulties. American
clay is fast superseding German clay because of the hotter running
furnaces that are now being used. The American clay is much purer

than the German, is more refractory, but not as dense. It is much less

expensive.

The composition of pot clay from different localities is given in the

following table

:
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The mauutacture of the meltiug jwts for a ^lass furmu»e is one of the

most imiXM'tant, oaivfnl. and tedious of the operations about a ghiss

works. Fivai the diirgiug of the eh\y till it is retined, mixed, kneaded,

and put into ix»ts, and these are thoi\>ughly dried, heated, and set in

the furnaee, two or thive yeai-s- olYen pass. The pots themselves aiv

costly, the setting: dit\iouU and expensive, and if they a:e improperly

made, or spoiled in drying, heating, or setting, and bivak, the entii\»

Iviteh frequently is lost, and in many instanees (.^ousequential damages

ensue fn^m the delays and loss of output. The importanee of having

gvXHi pots is so giwit that many manutaoturei'S ai-e not willing to depend

u^Hm outside makers to supply them, though this opposition to outside

pot niakei*s is not so great as it was a few yeai-s sinee. It is estimated

now that alv>ut one half of the pots used in the country aiv not made
at the glass works. The clay, having been allowed to ripen or putrefy

a sufficient time, is mixed into a thick paste with water and from one-

fifth to one fourth of its weight of finely gwund old pots or "potshenis,"

and is thoi\nighly kneaded by tnimping with bai\^ feet until it is of the

toughness of putty. This mixture dries more rapidly, contracts less

when drying, and Ivetter resists the action of the fire and materials of

the glass than the pure clay.

English and American pots are made without the use of molds or

machinery. Lhi the continent of Euroi>e. however, machinery for their

construction has been utilized and is largely in use. as is also a method

ofmanutacturiug jhus in molds. These molds ai-e of thick wood, strongly

hooped with iron, and of the shape of the sides of the pots. A round

mass of fireclay some 10 or 1'2 inches thick forms the bottom of the pot.

Aix>und this the mold, lined with strong cloth to prevent the adhesion

of the clay, is placed. The lower portion of the sides of tbe pot is

formed by beating down the middle of the mass of clay which forms the

bottom, thus forcing up the outer jx^rtions against the side of the mold,

the original thickness of 12 inches at the bottom being reduceil to about

4 inches. U^xin the portion of the sides thus formed the remaining part

of the sides of the pot is completed by building up with rolls of clay

worked by the baud against the sides of the mold.

As indicated, Euglish and American pots are made without the use

of molds, the left hand of the workman taking the place of the mold,

supporting ou the outside the walls of the pot while he builds it up on

the inside little by little with his right hand. Care must l>e taken to

keep the ix>t entirely fre^ fi\»m air cavities. The ix>ts are not built up

at once, but alter placing a layer each pot is permitted to stand and

set, being kept carefully covered. A gixxi pot maker and his assistants

can furnish one pot a day. After the ixus are made, great care is taken

to dry them thoroughly. In summer the natural temperature is suffi-

cient, but in winter they are kept at from t>(P to 7CK> F., care being

taken nor to allow them to freeze. The ix»ts are allowed to dry from

four to eight months, and when they are ready for use their tempera-
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tare i« very gradually and caatiotuly increased, ftiiit in a warmer room
and then in the ann<;alinj(. arch, until they reach th<; teajt^irature of

the working ianiavji, wljen they are imnie<llately placed in the furnace

or "set." The Houndnesn of the jKits i« te«ted by throwing a small

lump of a>al against the side. If it rings well it is regarde^l as a gof>d

ix>t, but if dull it will probably l>e short live^l, though this test is not

always conclusive.

The setting of the iKjts Is one of the most difficult and laVx»ri/ja»

oi>erations at a glass works. Mr, Henry Chanc*^ remarks: '-The terri-

ble task of setting these pots in the furnace falls ax>on the glaAs-hoose

crew, and the n'lcMy with which thes^j enormous vessels are adjuster] iu

their i>lace, in the teeth of a consuming fire, Is perhaps that oi>ei-ation

which, in the many marvels of glass making, would most sustonmh a
stranger to such scenes."

The average duration of open i)ot« is about seren weeks, but some
attain the age of ten or twelve weeks, while others, as every mannfftct-

urer well knows, terminate their exiTitencAi prematurely, either from the

naturally defective constitution of the i>ot or from bad treatment in

the pot arch, or, more frequently, from its having been "starved," that

is, exiKj.sed to a current of cold air in the furnace through the neglect

of the attendant. Flint pots have a much longer life, aver-aging per-

haps three months, single i>ots sometimes lasting ten months. In a

lft-I>ot lime-tiint furnace, at Pittsburgh, bat 21 jKits were set in a year.

The breakage of a {>ot often disturbs the lurnace to such an extent

that the breakage of others frequentb" follows, and many weeks will

sometimes elapse l>efore the disorganization thus protlncjid can be rec-

tifie^l. The loss of a pot and the metal contained is nothing as com-

I»ared with the injury which the glass in the sarviNing pots, and the

XK>ts themselves, are apt to sustain.

2 ii E 62



MINERAL W^ATERS.
By a. C. Peale.

That the production of mineral waters in the United States is a sub-

ject of increasing importance, especially when viewed in its commercial

aspect, is evident not only from the fact that every year adds to the

number of improved mineral springs in all portions of the country, but

also that the imports of natural mineral waters increased from 394,423

gallons in. the fiscal year 1873 to 1,714,085 gallons in the fiscal year 1883,

and in 1884 dropped to 1,534,664 gallons, while, according to the reports

received by this ofi&ce, the domestic production of mineral waters put

upon the market increased in the calendar year 1884 to 68,720,936 gal-

lons from 47,289,743 gallons in 1883. The returns for 1884, however,

are fuller and more reliable than those for 1883.

From an economic point of view mineral springs are interesting in at

least three different ways : First, as places of resort they add to the

wealth and population of their localities ; secondly, the waters when
bottled are shipped to distant portions of the country and not infre-

quently are sent abroad; and, thirdly, the bottled waters, or in some

cases the salts left upon evaporation of the water, become a portion of

the stock in trade of druggists and dealers in mineral waters.

It has long been well known that the United States abounds in min-

eral sijrings, among which all classes of water may be found. That the

majority are uuimijroved is due mainly to the comparative newness of

our country and the consequent sparseuess of population, especially in

the Territories and extreme western States, and also to the fact that

our springs have not as yet been made the subjects of careful and com-

plete investigation as in the case of so many foreign springs. Many of

the springs allowed to run to waste would in most European countries

be of considerable value. Still there has been an improvement in this

respect ; and even now a mineral spring in this country is frequently a

source of profit to the owner.

Detailed lists of the mineral springs and analyses of their waters

have been compiled in connection with the present work, but are

omitted for want of space. They will appear in a separate publication.

Although the object of this paper is to i^resent a statistical view,

still it is necessary to define the term " mineral water," especially with

reference to its scope as used here. The definition will depend some-

what upon the point of view. Water is itself a mineral, and in a strict

sense all waters holding gaseous or mineral substances in solution are

mineral waters, no matter how small the quantity may be. Usually,
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however, the term is restricted to those waters which contain an un-

usual amount of mineral matter or which are characterized by an un-

usual dei^ree of heat. In a therapeutical sense all waters that have an

effect upon the animal body are mineral waters. Interesting as they

are from a scientific standpoint, and important as they undoubtedly

must be in the elucidation of certain geological problems, it is mainly

from their use as medicinal agents that they derive their commercial

importance. Therefore in the following summary all springs have been

included which come under the head of "mineral springs," using the

words in the widest sense of the definition, where the springs have

been improved as resorts or where the waters have been placed upon

the market, and restricting the mention of unimproved springs so far as

possible to those mineralized to a more or less marked degree. The

table being thus made fairly complete, the proportion of the mineral

springs utilized is easily seen. Many springs have been included which

upon a hasty glance might seem to be unworthy of a place. It must

be remembered in this connection that had the enumeration been made

ten years ago a large proportion of the springs now used as places of

resort would have been reported as unimproved, and there is no doubt

that future lists will include many of the now unimproved springs

under the head '"improved." Many of the noted resorts of Europe

were once obscure villages, and owe their importance, and in some cases

world-wide celebrity, to the discovery and improvement of mineral

springs. The building of a railroad near a mineral spring, furnishing

easy access to it and a mode of transportation for the waters, or the

increase of population in the surrounding district, are often factors in

the development of mineral springs, and will doubtless increase the

importance of many of the unimproved springs.

MINERAI-SPRmG LOCALITIES.

Alabama.—Although but few of the mineral springs of Alabama are

used commercially, many are important as places of resort, and several

are well known throughout the country at large.

Alaslca.—The hot and mineral springs of Alaska, according to Dr.

William H. Dall, are both numerous and important. There are many
springs which do not freeze even during the most severe weather, and

which are therefore properly thermal springs. As far as learned, none

of the waters of the Alaskan springs have ever been analyzed.

Arizona.—The table is probably not complete, as alkaline, sulphur-

eted, and saline springs are so numerous in some portions of the Ter-

ritory as not to be taken notice of. Only the principal springs are in-

cluded. As far as can be ascertained, every one is unimproved. Ther-

mal springs abound, and will doubtless be utilized as the country be-

comes more thickly populated.
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Arkansas.—Among miueral-spring States Arkansas occupies a prom-

inent place. The reputation of her famous Hot Springs, which have

been known from the earliest years of this century, having attracted

attention to the subject, has probably led the people of the State to

appreciate the value of their springs, and therefore, in proportion to

the population and the number of springs in the State, a larger number

have been improved than in any other State, with the possible excep-

tion of California.

California.—The Pacific coast is remarkable for the number of its

mineral springs, and California stands at the head of the list, having

probably more than any other State, east or west. A large number of

the California springs are utilized, and are annually visited by thou-

sands of persons. Many of the springs are thermal ; for volcanic rocks,

with which thermal springs are naturally associated, are found in many
portions of the State. A large number of the springs are in compara-

tively inaccessible regions and of course are little known, much less

used as resorts. One spring in Inyo county is considered so valuable

that the water is transported first on pack animals 40 miles and then

by rail 60 miles to San Francisco, where it is sold at a high rate. The

Geysers, in Sonoma county, are probably the best known springs in the

State.

Colorado is rich in mineral springs, both hot and cold, and a fair

proportion, considering the newness of the State, have been improved.

Manitou is the best known resort.

Connecticut.—The mineral springs of Connecticut are comparatively

unimportant. They are mainly weak chalybeates, the majority of which

are unimprov^ed. The proximity of Saratoga Springs seems to have

affected them so far as extensive use is concerned. Prof. C. TJ. Shepard,

in writing of them in 1837, speaks of the springs at Stafford as being

the most important in the State, which is still the case. A number of

others, however, seem to have considerable local reputation.

Dakota.—Information as to mineral springs in Dakota is meager, and

the data ar<i insufficient for the making of a complete list. In some of

the southeastern counties are springs and wells in which the water is

said to be chalybeate, but correspondence does not develop much in

relation to them beyond the f ict that they are unimproved. In various

portions of the Territory alkali is quite abundant in the soil, and the

water passing through it naturally becomes impregnated. Localities

of this kind are found along the Little Missouri and in the Black Hills.

In Newton and Jenuey's report on the geology of the Black Hills the

following statement is made :
" Springs issuing from the black clay-

shales of the Cretaceous on Beaver creek were found to be strongly

acid and astringent to the taste, turning blue litmus red, and probably

containing alum and free sulphuric acid. Similar springs were reported

to be found near Buffalo Gate, on the southwestern side of the Black
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Hills." The Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company has had sev-

eral wells and springs analyzed, and these are shown to be mineralized.

Delaware.—Chalybeate springs are numerous in various portions of

the State, but they are of little importance.

District of ColumMa.-^M&nj of the wells and springs within the

limits of the District are sliglitly chalybeate, but none, eveo the strong-

est, is of sufScient importance to warrant its inclusion in the table.

At Uniontown or Anacostia, opposite Washington, is a well the water

of which is said to be quite strongly impregnated with iron. Springs

of similar character exist in the vicinity of Le Droit park, northeast

of the city ; and a well now filled in or unused on Louisiana avenue

between Ninth and Tenth streets, in Washington, is said to have been

strongly chalybeate.

Florida.—The springs of Florida are noted for their size rather than

the great quantity of mineral matter they contain. Some of the streams

proceeding from them are large enough to float steamboats. When min-

eralized, sulphureted hydrogen gas seems to be the principal ingredient.

Most of the springs in the southern and eastern parts of the State

would be classified as weak sulphur springs. In the northeastern por-

tion of the State, in the vicinity of Jacksonville, the springs are more
frequently chalybeate. The temperatures of the Florida springs are

remarkably uniform summer and winter, and the springs that are

utilized are mainly winter resorts. None of the waters are sold.

Georgia.—In the few general works on the mineral springs of the

United States very little space is given to Georgia. Only five or six

localities are usually enumerated
; whereas the State has about thirty

which are more or less improved as pUices of resort.

Idaho.—Thermal springs are frequent in Idaho, as would naturally

be expected when its geological structure is remembered. The coun-

try is principally mountainous, and where it is not so is covered to a

great extent with lava flows. Granitic and volcanic rocks prevail, and,

in connection with the mountain corrugation, present favorable condi-

tions for the development of warm and hot springs. Many are used

for bathing. None of the waters are used commercially.

Illinois appears to have a fair jjroportion of mineral springs, among
which chalybeate and sulphureted waters are most numerous.

Indianais prominent among the northern central States in the number
of its known mineral springs. As in the case of its neighbor, Illinois,

chalybeate and sulphureted waters are most abundant.

Indian Territory.—The list of springs for this Territory is doubtless

incomplete so far as the actual number of springs is concerned, as very

considerable portions in the western and northwestern sections are

comparatively unknown. Several of the springs are places of resort.

These are used mainly during the summer by persons who camp near

them so as to use the waters for medicinal purposes. The localities as

far as reported are unimproved.
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Towa.—Mineral springs are not common in lovra, although many
wells, both artesian and ordinary, are frequently charged with mineral

matter. The occurrence of acid springs- is notable and interesting.

Kansas.—The mineral waters of Kansas are derived mainly from

artesian wells and are principally saline and sulpho-saline, and have

been developed to a certain extent. Many of them have considerable

local reputation for medicinal effects.

Kentucky occupies a prominent place as a mineral-spring State, not

only from the number of its springs, but also on account of the quality

of the waters. Some of them are among the most remarkable in the

country, and are found on sale in the East and West, North and South.

The majority, however, are still unimproved and neglected, although a

large number are used as local resorts during the summer season.

Louisiana.—Data as to Louisiana springs are somewhat meager.

None of the waters are used commercially, and those springs utilized

as resorts appear to be mainly of local importance.

Maine.—A considerable portion of the mineral springs of Maine are

utilized both commercially and as resorts. They are all cold, none be-

ing warm enough to be considered thermal, even in the widest use of the

term. They belong to the classes of chalybeate, sulphureted, alkaline,

and saline springs.

Maryland.—The general works on mineral springs give no space to

Maryland, and Dr. Pepper's list includes but one locality, the Carroll

White Sulphur Springs of Alleghany county. The State has, however,

a considerable number of quite important springs, and many that are

unimportant.

Massachusetts.—The mineral springs of Massachusetts are few in num-

ber and of little note. They are mainly chalybeate. A few are used

commercially, and some were at one time well kept and widely known
as resorts. At present few are improved. The Hopkinton springs were

noted at one time and largely resorted to, but at present are not util-

ized to any great extent.

Michigan.—The mineral waters of Michigan are derived principally

from wells, although these are termed mineral springs. Many of these

wells are artesian and were sunk originally for other purposes. A large

number are popularly called " magnetic," from supposed magnetic prop-

erties of the water.

Minnesota.—At present only a few of the springs are developed.

Mississippi.—The mineral springs of Mississippi are numerous, and

several of them have considerable reputation beyond the limits of the

State. In certain localities the greater portion of the wells and springs

are highly mineralized and appear to be used extensively, and sometimes

indiscriminately, by the residents for medicinal purposes. The number
of waters used commercially is small.

Missouri.—This State is rich in mineral springs; but comparatively

few of them are improved. . As far as known, the si^rings are similar to
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most of those in the adjacent States, as would be expected, the geologi-

cal formations being similar.

Montana.—The proximity of the Yellowstone National Park to Mon-

tana, and the fact that the readiest access to the park has been from

that Territory, accounts, possibly, for the fact that so little has hitherto

been published in relation to its mineral springs in general works. The

wonderful phenomena ^f the geyser regions have overshadowed the

lesser springs. Montana, however, possesses many important springs,

among them one which bears a close resemblance to the celebrated

Apollinaris spring of Prussia. Several localities of thermal springs

have been improved and used extensively as resorts. The majority of

the springs are thermal and are found in the western and more mount-

ainous portions of the Territory.

Nehraslm.—Nebraska is one of the few States for which no mineral

springs are reported. Springs of any kind are of comparatively infre-

quent occurrence, particularly in the western portion of the State,

though, doubtless, the waters of certain portions, as in the neighboring

States of Kansas and Iowa and in Dakota, will be found to be somewhat
mineralized when artesian and other wells are sunk. Salt springs are

found in the eastern part of the State, also near the head of the Elkhorn

and Loup rivers. There is a saline artesian well at Lincoln, but so far

as known none of the salt springs are used medicinally.

Nevada.—Nevada occuj)ies a prominent place among mineral-spring

States. Springs both hot and cold (the former predominating) are found

)u every county. The warm or hot springs are found mainly in connec-

tion with geological fault lines, or fractures in the strata. Many have

been used by the Indians for medicinal purposes. A number are utilized

in the same way by the whites, and in case of the hot and warm springs

for bathing, with beneficial results in cases of rheumatic diseases.

New Hampshire.—Although the mineral springs of New Hampshire
are utilized as resorts to a considerable extent, they are not as a rule

highly mineralized. A fair proportion are used commercially and have
considerable local reputation.

New Jersey is not conspicuous for the occurrence of mineral springs.

Unimproved weak chalybeate springs could doubtless be found in many
ijortions of the State, but they would be of little importance.

New Mexico.—It is probable the list is far from complete. Alkaline

and saline waters, both hot and cold, are doubtless more jirevalent in

certain portions of the State than are pure waters. Many of the hot

springs have a widespread reputation, and some were doubtless used

years ago by the Franciscan and Dominican friars, and prior to that by
the Indians.

New Yorli.—New York is distinguished among her sister States by the

number of her mineral springs. They are also of great variety and
many are sources of profit to their owners. The Saratoga springs are
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the most widely known of American sniing-s. and Saratoga lias many
namesakes in other States.

North Carolina enjoys the distinction of being one of the two States

on the Atlantic coast possessing hot springs. Otherwise her mineral

springs are not different from those usually found along the coast or in

the region of the Appalachians. Chalybeate and sulphur springs are

of common occurrence. A fair proportion are places of resort, and a

few are used commercially.

Ohio.—Prof. Edward Orton, of Columbus, says, referring to the belt

of black Devonian shale which traverses the State from Lake Erie to

the Ohio valley: "This formation as a rule yields bat little water; the

springs issuing from it, except at the very base, are weak, but they

carry iron and sulphur almost everywhere. In Adams county, for ex-

ample, if there is one mineral spring there are thousands. Four are

credited on the list. One of these is a place of resoj-t, but the others

are identical in character with hundreds of others on all sides. They
have come into recognition possibly through the superior intelligence

or energy of their proprietors, who call attention to them in one way
or another. What is true of Adams county is equally true of Scioto,

Pike, Eoss, and Pickaway, and to a less extent of the northern counties

that hold the shale. The list in Delaware county might be increased to

hundreds. The sj)rings issuing from the base of the formation often

have good volume, and these make a group by themselves. The
same remark applies to the so-called chalybeate springs derived from

the Drift formation." " There are considerable districts in which a bed

of bog ore underlies the Drift beds, and all wells and springs in these

districts might be called chalybeates."

Oregon.—Oregon is well supplied with valuable hot and cold mineral

springs. Many are improved and utilized for medicinal purposes, es-

pecially in the western portion of the State. Warm and hot springs

are numerous.

Pennsylvania.—Very little has ever been published with especial ref-

erence to Pennsylvania mineral waters. Several of the springs have

been popular resorts for years, as in the case of the Bedford springs.

Others, as the Bath spring at Bristol, have declined in importance.

The latter was a resort in revolutionary times. Some of the springs,

like those at Ephrata, Yellow si^rings, and Caledonian springs, are

places of summer resort, but the waters can scarcely be called mineral

waters, as they are merely notable for their ]3urity and their situation.

Rhode Island.—So far as known there is no record of mineral springs

existing in Rhode Island. A reference to a spring said to be near

Woonsocket was received, but nothing could be definitely learned in

regard to it. There may possibly be a few unimportant springs in the

State, and if so they are likely to be simply weak chalybeate waters.

South Carolina.—Chalybeate springs are said to abound in this State.

Many of the springs have considerable reputation at home, and several,
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Glenn springs among them, are well known beyond the State limits.

Some of the artesian wells in the Charleston district possess medicinal

properties. Only one spring, so far as reported, has any commercial

importance.

Tennessee.—The geological formations of Tennessee being the same

as those in the adjacent part of Kentucky and in the northern part of

Alabama, the mineral springs are naturally of the same general char-

acter as those found in these States. They occur in all portions of the

State. Many springs are used to a large extent locally, and several as

places of resort rank with any in the adjoining States. Very few are

used commercially.

Texas.—There are at least fifteen localities in the State that are

places of resort, and there are a great many springs the waters of which

have at present only a local reputation. There are mineral springs in

thirty counties. The Lampasas springs, the Sour Lake springs, and

Hynson's iron springs apx^ear to be among those most widely known.

Utah.—All the earlier explorers and travelers who crossed Utah
.noted the presence of mineral waters and of thermal springs, especially

in the region of Great Salt Lake. They occur mainly in connection with

faulted strata and are generally strongly saline and frequently sulphur-

eted. Only a few are used as resorts even locally, and none are known
to be at present of commercial importance. The springs near Salt Lake
City are best known and most used.

Vermont.—The, springs of Vermont are not unlike those of the other

New England States, and most of them have been known for a long

time. Clarendon springs were used as long ago as 1776.

Virginia.—Virginia occupies the same position among the south At-

lantic that jSTew York does among the north Atlantic States in respect

to the number and variety of its mineral springs. More than fifty

localities are places of resort, and among them are some of the most

famous in the country. Although the spring area proper is in the Ap-
palachian region, mineral springs are also found east of the Blue Ridge

on the more level country that stretches toward the coast.

Washington.—The number of mineral springs is small. The Medical

lake is the best known spring and the only one that is now of com-

mercial value. As the Territory becomes more settled the number of

known springs will doubtless be increased.

West Virginia is noted for its mineral waters. They are thermal,

saling, chalybeate, alkaline, carbonated, sulphureted, and acid. The

best known springs are in the eastern and southeastern portions of the

State, especially in the Alleghany mountains. There are, however,

several well-known and important springs and mineral wells in the

western counties. When the central portion of the State, which is

rugged and mountainous, becomes more settled many springs will prob-

ably be discovered.
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Wisconsin possesses valuable mineral waters, many of wbich have a

reputation and are largely sold in all portions of tbe country.

Wyoming.—The table includes twenty-seven localities, exclusive of

the Yellowstone National Park, in which there are a dozen sub-localities

and more than two thousand springs and geysers. As the Territory

becomes better known the list of springs will probably be largely in-

creased, especially in the northern portions of the Territory. The

water from a spring at Soda Butte in the National Park is sometimes

seen on sale in Montana.

Mineral springs of the United States.

States and Territories.,
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HISTORICAL SKETCH OF MINING LAW.
By Eossitek W. Eaymond.

The question of the nature of private ownership in mines, and of the

relation of the State to both public and private lands containing valu-

able mineral deposits, may be discussed either upon general grounds of

public policy and political theory or by the historical method of study-

ing its development in society and through custom and law. In other

words, we may inquire what the rights and the duties of the state ought

to be, according to certain assumed principles, or we may inquire what

they have come to be and are likely to become, through the actual ex-

perience of nations, and of our own nation in particular. And, having

settled this point, we may take up the further inquiry, What part of

these governmental powers and duties belongs to the national author-

ity, and what must be left to the several States "?

A priori, it may be said that the Government acquires jurisdiction of

a peculiar character over the mining industry by reason of the unique

character of the industry itself, as constantly tending towards a perma-

nent exhaustion of the natural resources of the land. The deteriora-

tion of soils through ignorant or reckless agriculture may be cured in

time by wiser methods ; forests wantonly destroyed may be replanted
;

fishing grounds left to themselves or restocked artificially may recover

their prolific abundance of supply, but coal, iron, copper, lead, petro-

leum, gold, and silver will not come again within the history of the

human race into the places from which they have been extracted. A
waste of them is a waste forever.

It is true that neither the world in general nor any country so large

and so richly endowed by nature as ours is in immediate danger of

the actual exhaustion of its mineral resources. The time when all the

coal will have been burned up or all the iron will have been mined is

still too remote to have any special bearing upon political economy.

But history is full of examples of local and (so to say) commercial,

though not actual, exhaustion of such resources. Abandoned mining

districts, even on the virgin soil of the United States, are a familiar feat-

ure, while in older countries these landmarks of former industries and

civilizations are numerous enough. To take a striking instance at

home, we may reflect upon the extraordinary development of the pe-

troleum production of the United States and the surprising spectacle

which it presents to day of an immense overproduction and a corre-

spondingly depressed market, coupled with the approaching certainty
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of u complete exhaustion of the territory known to be oil-bearing. It

is notorious that this industry, left to itself without governmental in-

terference, has been conducted with such recklessness that even the

records of experience gained in it have been lost for the most part, and
the sources of supply have been in many cases needlessly impaired,

while the supply itself has betn wasted. Considering the national im-

portance of this article, both for domestic comfort and for foreign trade,

we are tempted to believe that a governmental regulation of the pe-

troleum business would have been justifiable and beneficial.

But reflection may convince us that it is, on the whole, wise to leave

industry untrammeled, even at the risk of occasional loss of public

wealth, which a strict supervision might have saved. At all events, a

democratic Government is not well adapted to assume the paternal atti-

tude. In the long run, it is not likely to know more about the needs of

the country, or of any individual industry in it, than the citizens en-

gaged in that industry. As Herbert Spencer has pointed out, it is con-

spicuously unfitted to do those things which, in his opinion. Govern-

ment ought not to try to do ; and its well-intentioned endeavors to

control the acts of the citizens are likely to be blunders in policy, while

they are almost certain to become encroachments upon liberty. We
leave, therefore, even the waste of timber, anthracite, and petroleum to

the operation of self-interest, and exert the authority of the state only

so far as may be necessary to preserve the public peace and safety, and
to secure the mutual respect, among individuals, of individual rights,

putting the mining industry, in this respect, on the same basis as any
other. We have, perhaps, gone too far in this direction. Better so

than to have gone too far in the other. The following passage from the

address of Hon. Abram S. Hewitt, president of the American Institute

of Mining Engineers, in 187G, on "A Century of Mining and Metallurgy

in the United States" (Transactions of the American Institute of Min-

ing Engineers, Vol. V., page 183), states the uuatter in a nutshell:

" Turning to the State and Territorial legislatures, we find that they

have, in some cases, provided for inspecting mines in the interest of the

safety of workmen. Perhaps the best law of this kind is that of Penn-

sylvania, in which State the ijeculiar perils of coal mining have forced

the legislature to take measures of protection. But we find nowhere
such a technical control of mining as is exhibited in many European
states, where the Government requires of the miner that he shall not

waste w ntonly or ignorantly the resources which, once exhausted, will

never grow again. Our people waste as much as they like and no one

interferes. Admitting that this is an evil, it still remains a matter of

doubt how far, under the circumstances of our particular case, the super-

vision of authority could remedy it. For my own part, though inclined

to restrict as far as possible the functions of Government, I am not dis- •

posed to say that for so great an end as the conservation of the mineral

"W^ealth of the country it may not properly enforce some measures of
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economy with as good right as it may forbid the reckless waste of

timber or the slaughter of game out of season. But in our nation, at

least, governmental interference is the last resort, and a poor substitute

for other causes, which, in the atmosphere of freedom and intelligence,

ought to be effective. We are, perhaps, in our material career as a

nation, like the young man who has 'sown his wild oats,' and now, by

mature reflection anfl the lessons of experience, is likely to be better

restrained than by the hand of parental authority."

The other method of inquiry above referred to, namely, the historical,

is worthy of greater attention than it has received with relation to this

subject among American authors. The present writer has given in the

article " Mining," in Lalor's " Cyclopedia of Political Science," an out-

line of the history of miniug jurisprudence, which may be consulted

by those who are interested. 'For readers of German, the files of the

Zeitschrift filr BergrecM, a quarterly magazine edited and published at

Bonn, Germany, by Berghauptmann Brassert, afford a treasury of in-

formation and acute criticism. Acknowledgment is here made particu-

larly to a paper on the taxation of mines by Dr. Ad. Arndt, of Halle-

an-der-Saale, published in that magazine, Vol. XXIII. (1882), page 18,

from which many facts have been taken. Another authority of which

abundant use has been made is the dissertation of Dr. J. F. Reitemeier

(Gottingen, 1785), entitled "Geschichte des Bergbaues und Hiitten-

wesens bei den alteu Volkern."

The purpose of this paper is to present such an outline of the history

of mining law, and its present form in other nations, as may facilitate

an intelligent study of the questions presented by the relations of the

mining industry to the Federal, State, and Territorial governments of

this country.

ANCIENT MINING TENURES.

Prehistoric mining.—So far as can be inferred from the traces which

remain (such as the extensive gold and copper workings of a nomadic

pre-Tartar race in Siberia, the ancient copper mines of Lake Superior,

the mica mines of North Carolina, the turquois mine of New Mexico,

etc.), the earliest mining w^as apparently carried on by individuals and

without permanent ownership of land. But the nature of the industry,

even more than that of agriculture, tends to fixity of tenure; and this

is the secret, in fact, of the intimate relation between mining and civil-

ization. Civilization involves order and law—that is, the protection of

property and the enforcement of contracts—and thus permits the in-

vestment, as distinguished from the hoarding, of wealth. Mining and

the manufactures dependent upon it both require and create civilization,

because, to a greater extent than nomadic pursuits, or even agriculture,

they require fixed capital, operate for future profit, and are unable to

run away when threatened.

Phoenician and Egyptian mining.—It is, therefore, not surprising that

under those early civilizations in which despots controlled both wealth
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and labor, mines should appear as royal property. Originally acquired,

with all other forms of property, by conquest, they were retained by the

conquerors. Sometimes enterprising adventurers, like the Phoenicians,

traded throughout foreign countries, buying not only the metals but
also mining rights. In other cases sovereigns operated their own mines
by the labor of purchased slaves, convicts, and prisoners of war. The
descriptions of the horrors of the Egyptian mines, furnished by classic

writers, are often quoted.

Greek mining.—The petty sovereigns of the Grecian islands were
mainly the owners of their mines. There is a record of one instance in

which a mine royalty was paid amounting to one-tenth the gross prod-

uct, namely, by the gold and silver mines of Siphnos to the Delphic
Apollo. The drowning of the mines by the rising of the sea, at a later

day, was attributed to the anger of the deity at the discontinuance of

this religious tribute.

The republic of Athens owned extensive mines, which were leased in
" claims" of size fixed by law. The lessee or "locator" paid to the state

a certain fee for his privilege, and also one twenty-fourth of the gross

product. At the beginning of the Persian war the annual income from
this source was about $30,000, which was distributed among the citi-

zens. There were also extensive mining operations in the provinces of

the Macedonian Philip, which fell, with the rest, into the hands of the

Eomans.

Roman mining.—The Eomans found the art of mining actively prac-

ticed by many of the European tribes which they overcame. The iron

of Elba, the gold of Lombardy, the gold, silver, copper, and iron of
Gaul, and the gold, silver, lead, iron, and tin of Britain, were known
to them. Above all, the mines of Spain, Sicily, and Sardinia, which
had made Carthage strong to wage war upon Eome, were the rich booty
of the first two Punic wars. After these, successive conquests secured
the mines of Asia Minor, Greece, Macedonia, Asia, Egypt, Gaul, and
Britain. There were thus two classes of mines under Eoman law, those

owned in Italy by private citizens (which seem to have been held and
taxed like other property), and those in the provinces, which belonged
by right of conquest to the state.

The system of farming the revenues pursued by the Eomans extended
to the provincial mines. According to a recently discovered fragment
of mining regulations, the procurator metallorum leased the mines to

private persons or companies, and farmed out the collection of the

royalties or rents to a conductor. The system proved ruinous as well

as cruel. The lessees employed vast numbers of slaves, and robbed
the mines without regard to anything else than the maximum profit

to be secured during the term of their leases. The result was an im-

mense temporary productiveness, followed by a corresponding exhaus-
tion and reaction. The emperors effected many reforms. They caused

a stricter inspection of the operations of mining to be maintained
j
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they discontinued in large part the employment of slaves (except con-

victs), and in many cases a sort of feudal relation grew up with the

inhabitants of the mining districts, who worked under the Government
supervision, and paid a certain tribute in money or in kind, retaining

for themselves the remainder of the ])roduct of their labor. There

seems to have been no uniform rule as to the amount of tribute. It

was fixed in various ways, according to the circumstances of each case;

but the guiding jorinciple appears to have been that the miner's share

should amount merely to wages for his work, and the state or the land-

owner should have the rest. In special cases, explorations were en-

couraged by grants of privilege.

MEDIJIVAL MINING LAWS.

Barbarian mining.—The mining industry of the Western Empire

was first overwhelmed by the barbarians. The Byzantines held out

longer, but at last they too succumbed, and the mines of Asia Minor,

Thrace, and Greece fell to the Arabs. There are hints in history of

rude and limited mining operations by the Arabs in Spain, the Franks

in Gaul, and the Goths in Italy; but the period down to the eleventh

century is practically a blank.

The German mining freedom.—The codes of the Middle Ages show

that all mines were considered the property of the sovereign, inde-

pendently of the ownership of the land. The right of the sovereign

(reckoned among the regalia) was, however, in practice a right to

grant permits for mining and to receive certain tributes from it, and

its exercise was modified by the rise of an entirely new principle—that

of the German Berghavfreiheit or "mining freedom"—which was the

earliest form of what we call, in the western mining districts of the

United States, "the right of the discoverer." This appears first as a

local custom, remarkably prevalent in the German mining districts,

according to which every citizen had the right to mine wherever he

discovered metalliferous deposits not covered by a previous claim. It

has been suggested that this immemorial custom si^rang from the

Marligenossenscliaft^ an early form of communism, in which the land of

a Mark was held in common, and redistributed annually. Such are-

distribution not being fairly practicable for mining lands, it might

come to pass that they would be left in the hands of the same occu-

pants, so long as they continued to work with suitable industry, and

would revert to the commune when abandoned.

As the titles to land became vested in individuals, the right of the

mining discoverer would come into contlict with tha^ of the land owner.

It would conflict also with the claim of the sovereign. But since the

sovereign principally cared for the revenue, and the miner was willing

to pay a fair tribute, a compromise in the latter case was not difficult.

By "granting" the Berghavfreiheit, and insisting only upon the tribute,

the sovereign saved his dignity and the most valuable part of hjs
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regalia. As for the land owner, he was recognized by neither party.

Both the custom of miners and that of kings recognized the existence

of a property in minerals separate from the surface ownership. The doc-

trine, so familiar to us, that the owner of the land owns all beneath it

to the center of the earth, and all above it usque ad caelum, was not

only unknown, but its exact opposite was declared by the authorities

of that age. Thus the Sachsenspiegel quaintly says: "All treasure lying

hidden in the earth deeper than a plow goes, belongs to the power of

the king," and the king gave it to the miner.

The German miners, carrying their Bergfreiheit with them, pene-

trated into the Eoman and Sclavonic provinces ; and the first written

code which remains to us, expressing the relation above described, is

from one of these mining colonies—the famous agreement made March
24, 1185, between the Bishop of Trent, in the Italian Tyrol, and his

German miners, characterized in the quaint Latin of the document as

Argentarii, qui solent appelari tSilbrarii.{a)

According to this treaty, concluded between Bishop Albrecht and a

representative committee of the miners, mining is declared free to all,

rich and poor, on the semi-annual payment to the bishop of certain

specified fees, in lieu of all taxation. The bishop guarantees protection

and also immunity from ordinary legal process, except in cases of per-

sonal injury committed by a miner. In other words, questions of

mining rights, etc., arising among the miners, are to be decided by
themselves, and according to their own rules and customs. They on
their part agree to increase their annual tribute if new discoveries

shall augment their profits, and also, that, if the bishop shall fall into

financial difficulties, they will lend him money.

It happens that this bishopric of Trent and its flourishing community
of miners furnished occasion for the commencement of a struggle that

lasted for more than a century between the emperors and the territorial

lords. The mining freedom established by Bishop Albrecht was undis-

turbed during his time, but his successor, Conrad, was summoned before

an imperial tribunal by the emj)eror, Frederick I., who laid claim to the

Tridentine silver mines on the ground that, according to usage else-

where (in Lombardy), they should be included among the regalia. The
dispute was settled in a way characteristic of the times. The bishop

kept the mines (or, more strictly, the right to receive the annual dues),

but consented to accept them as the gift of the emperor, who thereupon,

in 1189, solemnly granted to his late antagouist the rights in contro-

versy, " that his generous kindness to the church and its representative

might be reckoned a service to God." What the emperor gained by
this settlement was a precedent strengthening his claims elsewhere.

It is noteworthy, however, that the privileges of the miners themselves

a The text, ptiblished. in von Sperge's Tyrolisclie Bergioerlcsgeschichte (Vienna,

1765), is quoted in full by Tuscani, in the Zeitsclmft fur Bergrecht, Vol. XVIII. (1877),

• pago 337.

3JVIK— 63
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do not seem to liave beeu called in question. Probably if the emperor

had won his cause, the old treaty would have been ratified by him.

The general principle of " miuiug freedom," and a body of unwritten

maxims regulating the tribunals of miners, doubtless originated as early

as the ninth or tenth century. The earliest written codes, which bear

date in the thirteenth century, give internal evidence that they are but

records and arrangements of pre-existing rules. The famous Iglau code,

established about 1250 by King Wenzel I. of Bohemia, was the source

and model for many others, and was itself probably derived from the

ancient Bergrecht of Freiberg, which again doubtless grew out of the

customs brought thither in the twelfth century by miners from the

Harz.

German codes.—A brief summary of the Iglau code(a) will suffice to

indicate the general nature of mediaeval German mining law. This

curious document is in Latin, and bears the seals of Wenzel, king of

Bohemia, and his son, the margrave of Moravia. After a pious and

wordy prelude, it ordains that certain officials shall fix the boundaries

of mining claims, and defines the dimensions of these and the conditions

on which the possessory title of the miner may be acquired and main-

tained. The full size of the surface granted, when unoccupied space

permits, to a single mine is 479 feet along the course of the vein by 196

feet in width. A certain proportion of the claim is set apart for the

king, another for the town, or the original owner of the land. Special

rights of administration andjudgment are accorded to the mining courts

of Iglau, and various principles and methods are laid down for the de-

cision of intricate cases of conflicting claims. The thrifty burghers of

this mining city [Bergstadt) won fame and profit by keeping the provis-

ions of this code a secret, and acting uuder'their guidance as arbitrat-

ors in questions of mining jurisprudence referred to them by other

provinces. One of the most frequent causes of dispute was the privi-

lege conferred upon the party driving a deep adit, which, by draining

the water from the mines of other parties, and by facilitating their ven-

tilation, was held to entitle the owner to a share in their profits. To

secure this reward and other incidental " adit privileges," the adit must

be a certain distance below any other similar work and must be prose-

cuted under certain conditions.

Apparently gold and silver mines only were at first the subjects of

such legislation. The right to other minerals appears to have gone

with the ownership of the land, or at least to have been claimed by

the land owner.

The quadripartite conflict in the empire.—There were thus, in the thir-

teenth century, four parties more or less in conflict over mining rights

—

the emperor, the territorial princes, the miners, and the land owners.

aReiieated here from the author's article ou "MiuiDg" in Lalor's *' Cyclopedia of

Political Science." The code itself is given in Count Caspar Sternberg's "GeecllicIitQ

der holimischeu Bergwerke."
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This confusion was simpliHed by the " gokleu bull" of Charles IV. (1356),

which surrendered to the electors the claims of the emperor, and ex-

cluded also the land owner, putting all metals, precious or base, together

with salines, under one rule, that of the territorial sovereigns, (a) The
latter, wisely encouraging the industry of mining, vied with each other

in grants of privilege to mining cities, which thus became centers of

science and jurisprudence as well as of wealth. The famous seven

mining cities of the Harz, and the "ancient and honorable free mining

city of Freiberg," in the realm of the Saxon counts of Meissen, are ex-

amples.

The number of electoral princes in the empire was very great ; and
by their grants and assignments the number of " mining lords" {Berg-

herrn), that is, of those who controlled mining rights, was made still

greater. Since nearly all of them issued special mining codes, these

were correspondingly numerous, and increased the complexity of Ger-

man mining law. In one point the codes agree, namely, in the assertion

of the exclusive mining right of the Berglierr. But this right was
variously exercised. Sometimes certain minerals were reserved to be

mined by the Bergherr ; sometimes the reservation applied to specified

territory ; sometimes absolute grants of the mining right for given areas

and for specified minerals were made, with or without provision for trib-

ute; sometimes mining was made free, subject to such special grants;

that is, exploration for minerals and on territory not thus excepted was
thrown open to all, with the promise that discoverers of valuable min-

erals should receive definite grants of mining ground at a certain rate

of tribute, usually one-tenth, sometimes only one-twentieth, of the prod-

uct.

Apart from the reservations above named, the general type of a Ger-

man code of the fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries was some-

what as follows : It included free, or nearly free, exploration (buildings

not being imperiled, and damages to surface or to agriculture being

chargeable to the explorer) ; the immediate announcement (Muthung)

of a discovery made; the issue of a preliminary permit; the survey,

location, and regular grant of the mining ground, after the deposit had

been sufficiently exposed ; the obligation to prosecute the work contin-

uously, unless natural causes, such as foul air or excess of water, pre-

vented ; the payment of royalty to the Bergherr; the division of a min-

ing enterprise into shares {Euxe, usually 128 in number) ; the furnishing

of mine timbers by the crown forester, or by private owners under agree-

ments and regulations supervised by the crown officers, etc. The driving

of adits was the privilege of the Bergherr, but it was very generally con-

ceded to private parties; with the appertaining advantages and reve-

nues. It was common to give the lord " by ancient usage," one-eighth of

the s^" '•k in^very leased mine. He was, however, liable to assessment

a The words are: Universas auri et argenti fodinas atque mineras stanni, cupri, fern,

plumii, et alterius cujusque metalli, ao ctimi salis tain inventas quam inveniendas.
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like any other stockholder, and forfeited his stock by non-payment.

Mining leases covered a certain area of the surface and a space below

the surface, either bounded by vertical planes or by surfaces parallel

with the dip of the vein. The first was called a square location
(
Geviert-

feld), and the second an inclined location (GestrecMfeld). The pos-

sessor of an inclined location was generally allowed to work about 21

feet (3J LacJiter or fathoms) into the hanging wall (roof) of his vein, and

an equal distance into the foot wall (floor), and to extract all ore found

within these limits, as well as in the vein proper, which he might follow

indefinitely downward {in die ewige Tevfe). The simple square location

was applied to beds, masses, and even to true veins, when they dipped

not more than 15° below the horizontal.

French mining law.—In France theking was able to maintain his claims

against the feudal lords. The patent of Charles YI., issued May 30,

1413, declares that to him and not to ceux qui ont jurisdictions hautes,

moyennes et basses, belong all mines eiverywhere in his kingdom, and the

right to collect the mining tithe, and ordains, in the exercise of this sov-

ereignty, that every miner may mine freely anywhere, even under the

surface owned by another, provided the said tithe be duly -paid—payant

a nous notre dixieme franchement.

English mining laiv.—The principle of mining freedom took little root,

apparently, in England. Perhaps the sole trace of it in recent times is

the custom of '' tin bounding " in Cornwall and Devon. The number of

Cornish mining terms which betray a German origin indicate that the

enterprising German miners of the Middle Ages probably found their

way to that region and left their mark upon both institutions and lan-

guage. But in this case the British crown has left its mark also, though

only in the way of a ratification of the miners' custom. King John

declared in his patent of October 29, 1201, that all tin mines in the

whole of his kingdom belonged to him(a), and graciously authorized all

miners to dig for tin wherever they chose. The claim by prerogative

to all gold and silver mines as property of the crown is an immemorial

one in England, and it was not until the reign of William and Mary

that tin, copper, lead, or iron mines could be owned and freely worked

by the subject if their ores contained intermixtures of the precious

metals. In the celebrated " case of mines," in the reign of Elizabeth,

the ground of the royal claim was thus stated from the bench :
" The

common law, which is founded uj)on reason, appropriates everything to

the persons whom it best suits, as common and trivial things to the

common people ; things of more worth to persons of a higher and supe-

rior class 5 and things most excellent to persons who excel all others
;

and because gold and silver are the most excellent things which the

soil contains, the law has appointed them, as in reason it ought, to the

person most excellent, and that is the king."
^

Strictly speaking, the crown has never surrendered its right to mines of

a Stannariw aunt nostra dominica.
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pure gold or silver or either of these mixed with other metal's than tin,

copper, lead, or iron. But practically in Great Britain, the mineral

right of whatever kind originates ia the ownership of the soil, although

it may be alienated and separately conveyed by the act of the owner,

who must, however, to make such conveyance effective as a basis for

mining, expressly grant, not only the minerals, but also the right to

enter upon his lands, dig, and carry away the minerals. Usually also

the right to occupy the surface with roads, buildings, machinery, water-

ways, etc., is specified.

The custom of tin bounding is recognized as " ancient" by the charter

granted to the stannaries of Cornwall in the third year of King John.

It was thus defined in a modern case at law (Rogers vs. Brenton, 10 Q.
B., 26) : "That any person may enter on the waste land of another in

Cornwall, and mark out by four corner boundaries a certain area 5 a

written description of the land so marked with metes and bounds, and

the name of the person for whose use the proceeding is taken, is re-

corded in an immemorial local court, called the stannary court, and pro-

claimed at three successive courts held at stated intervals ; if no objec-

tion is successfully made by any other person, the court awards a writ

to the bailiff of the court to deliver i^ossession of the said 'bounds or

tin-work' to the bounder, who thereupon has the exclusive right to

search for, dig, and take to his own use all tin and tin ore within the

described limits, paying to the land owner a certain customary propor-

tion of the ore raised, under the name of ' toll tin.' The right descends

to executors, and may be preserved for an indefinite time, either by ac-

tually working and paying toll, or by annually renewing the four bound-

ary marks on a certain day." The custom in Devonshire, it is said, is

a freehold interest descending to the heir and unaccompanied by the

obligation to pay any toll to the land owner. It would probably be held

void in law, since even the Cornish custom was pronounced by Lord
Denman, in the case above cited, to be sustainable only by actually

working and paying toll.

MODERN CODES.

Eeturning now to the development of mining law on the continent

of Europe, we find that in the eighteenth century both the claims of

the land owner and the comj)laints of tlie miner began to make them-

selves heard. In difl'erent states, different minerals were exempted

from the tribute imposed on mining, and released to the owners of the

land. Coal throughout Germany, and iron ore in some provinces (e. g.^

Silesia), were among these exemptions. The mining of other substances

was embarrassed by many regulations and burdens. Thus in Prussia

the ofiBcials of the crown fixed the i3rice of the product, determined

the dividends or assessments of the private stockholders, ai3j)ointed

mining captains, engaged laborers, etc., and the mines paid extra for

this paternal suj)ervision, so that although the nominal tribute ^as but
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one-tentli, the total contribution umounted not infrequently to more

than 20 per cent, of tlie gross product. These exactions and interfer-

ences, coupled with the practice on the part of the state of reserving

for its own operations the most profitable minerals and the best terri-

tory, caused a dissatisfaction on the part of the mining communities

which ultimately brought about important changes.

France.—The first effect of modern ideas in this respect was seen in

France. The Constituent Assembly (1791) decreed, under the influ-

ence of Mirabeau, that the mines and mineral deposits of France were

the x^roperty of the nation, and authorized the Government to grant

temporary "concessions" of them, giving preference to the land owner,

to whom was also expressly reserved all that part of every mineral de-

posit lying within a hundred feet of the surface. But the law of 1810

{Code Napoleon) finally fixed in its present form the French system. It

declares that the property in minerals goes with the property in land,

but that the Government may separate the two, granting the mineral

right to another, even in perpetuitj^, on the condition of a tribute paid

to the land owner. Mines only are subject to these conditions ; mini-

ires (open workings or diggings) and carrieres (quarries) are left to

the land owner. Salt v/orks are reckoned as mines. The payments of

miners to the state comprise a fixed annual fee of 10 francs for each

square kilometer (about 247 acres) of mining ground, a tax (formerly

variable, but fixed in 1839 at 5 per cent, of the net profit), and certain

contributions [centimes additionnels) for administrative purposes. A law

passed July 27, 1880, provides that without the consent of the land-

owner no prospecting license or mining concession shall be sufficient to

authorize digging or the erection of buildings, etc., in walled inclosures,

courts, or gardens ; or the location of shafts or adits within 50 meters

of buildings or their adjacent walled inclosures. Under these restric-

tions, and after certain formalities (including advertisement), an appli-

cant for license or concession may obtain authority to take possession

of the necessary surface for his work. If his occupation lasts but one

year, and the land can then be used as before, the land owner receives

as damages twice the net annual income of the land. If the occupa-

tion is longer than a year, or if it permanently injures the land, the

owner can force the miner to purchase the property at twice the value

which it had before mining or exploration began. No mining opera-

tions are allowed to be conducted in such a way as tc^ endanger the

safety of the mine, the workmen, or the public, the maintenance of

highways, the stability of dwellings, or the permanence of mineral

springs, or springs constituting the water supply of towns, farms, or

public institutions.

Belgium, etc.—The principles of the French system have been imi-

tated in other countries. Where the Code Napoleon has survived, this

system has usually been retained. It remained in force until 1865 in

the Rhine province of Prussia. It is still in force in Belgium, where,
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however, the tax on profits is but 2 per cent., instead of 5
;
and in Lux-

embourg, where the oolitic iron-ore mines lying deeper than 35 meters

are the subject of " concessions," and the Government had, down to 1883,

granted away 992 hectares (2.47 acres each) out ofa total of 2,002 hectares

of such mineral lands, in 50-year leases, at 750 francs per annum per

hectare granted, or else 37,500 francs per hectare actually worked out.

Greece.—The Greek law of 1861 is imitated from the French, and con-

tains the same distinction as to mines, open workings, and quarries.

Mines are granted by the Government. The land owner receives a pro-

portion not exceeding 5 per cent, of the net profit. The state receives

anuually 30 centimes per hectare of the concession, and a proportion of

the net profit, not exceeding 5 per cent.

Italy.—The Sardinian law of 1859 is similar. It distinguishes between

mines and open workings. The former are worked under royal conces-

sion. The fixed tax is 50 centesimi per hectare of surface (but not to

amount in any case to less than 20 lire or francs), and the proportional

tax is 5 per cent, of the net profit.

Mexico.—The Spanish ordinance of mines, published in 1785, has been

substantially in force until the present year in Mexico, and was the law

in the territories which the United States acquired from Mexico by con-

quest and purchase. It asserts the right of sovereignty over all species

of metals, and authorizes concessions, dependent upon continuous work-

ing and annual tribute. It is also very full in its directions as to the

manner of mining, attempting to correct in this way the tendency to reck-

less robbery of mines, inevitable under such tenure. The size of claims

(invariably " square locations") is regulated by the dip of the vein, as

shown by a shaft 30 feet deep ; the length of the claim along the course

of the vein being 200 yards {varas) and the width varied from 100 to a

maximum of 200 yards, according to the dip, the smallest width being

granted to a claim on a vertical vein, and the greatest on a vein depart-

ing 45° or more from the vertical. These measures are so calculated

that under the most frequent circumstances (the dip varying from 45°

to 60° from the horizontal) the vein will pass out of the claim at the ver-

tical depth of 600 feet, at which depth, the ordinance naively remarks,

it is commonly much exhausted. It need hardly be said that the intro-

duction of steam engines and the construction of deep adits have long

since rendered it possible to mine to the depth of 4,000 feet. The taxa-

tion of Mexican mines has always been heavy—especially when the ex-

port tax on bullion is included. Spain did for her American provinces

what Carthage and Eome had done for Spain; and the spirit of her legis-

lation, the desire to wring as much plunder from the rich mines as pos-

sible, lingered in the land after the Spanish rule had been overthrown.

Eecent events, however, promise a more liberal policy, calculated to

attract and protect foreign capital. By an amendment to the consti-

tution, the control over mining and mining judicature, previously'" vested

in the several States, has been given to the central Government, which
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has issued a new code, based upon the Spanish ordinance, but contain-

ing important amendments, which bring it into greater harmony with

modern conditions and methods. Having received, up to the time of

completing this article, merely general accounts at second hand, of this

new code, I prefer to make, at the present time, no further comment
upon it than this simple mention of its appearance. (a)

Spain.—The modern Sijanish law of 1859 declares all inorganic, me-

tallic, combustible, saline, and calcareo-phosphatic substances, occur-

ring in such a way as to be obtained by mining, to be the property of

the state, and subjects of its concession, without which no one can dis-

pose of them. The so-called Basas para la nueva legislacion de minas

of December 29, 186S, established three classes, corresponding to the

French carrieres^ oniniires, and mines. Minerals of the first class (chiefly

the earthy minerals and rocks) are left to the land owner. The second

class comprises placers and alluvial deposits of metals, bog-iron ores,

and old ore and slag heaps. This class also is left, first, to the land

owner, but may, under certain conditions, be granted by the state to

another. The third class comprises ore deposits in general, and min-

eral combustibles, with asphaltum, petroleum, graphite, salts, and vit-

riols, sulphur, precious stones, etc. The concessions granted in the

second and third classes are subject to the following annual tax : On
mines of precious stones and metals (except iron ore) 20 pesetas (francs)

per hectare. On all others, 8 pesetas per hectare. This is the rate

fixed by the law of December 31, 1881. Previously the tax was half as

great, viz., 10 and 4 pesetas for the two grades respectively ; but there

was an additional tax of 1 per cent, of the gross product, which is now

a Since tliis article was prepared, a digest and discussion of the new Mexican law

has been presented to the American Institute of Mining Engineers, in a paper by Mr.

R. E. Chism, an American mining engineer re'siding at Saltillo, Coahuila, entitled

" The New Mining Code of Mexico," read a.t the Chattanooga meeting, May, 1885, and

to be permanently published in Vol. XIV. of the Transactions of the Institute. By this

code coal, rock, clay, placers of iron or tin, salt, and springs of all kinds—fresh, salt,

thermal, medicinal, petroleum, or gas—are the exclusive property of the land owner.

Other mineral deposits constitute a realty distinct from the soil, to be acquired by
denouncement and concession, and held under conditions of working prescribed by
the law. Exploration, both on private and on public lands, is permitted—in the

latter case with special conditions, such as bonds of indemnity to surface owners,

etc. Denunciation must follow within one month of the expiration of the exploring

permit, which is granted usually for oue month, and may be extended to two. The
"claim" is a "square location," being, on lodes, 200 meters long, and from 100 meters

(for a dip of 85° or more) to 300 meters (for a dip of 45^° or less) in width. On plac-

ers of precious metals or stones, the claim is 20 meters square ; on flat-lying veins or

irregular deposits, 300 meters square, or, if such deposits are of iron ore, 500 meters

square. Mining products are free of all taxes on their circulation within the repub-

lic
;
quicksilver is free of imj)ort duty or direct tax, and for fifty years all mines of

coal, iron, and quicksilver are exempt from direct taxation of any kind. Other mines

will pay (apart from coinage or export duties) not more than one direct tax, which

will not exceed 2 per cent, of the gross value of iflaeir product. Metallurgical estab-

lishments pay taxes like other manufactories.
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abolished. The number of mining concessions in Spain at the end of

1877 was 14,928 ; the'average size, 19 hectares ; or, more accurately, 5,782

concessions of the 4-peseta class averaged about 30 hectares each, and

9,146 of the 10-peseta class averaged 12 hectores. The total area granted

was 283,728 hectares (about 700,000 acres).

Germany.—Great advances have been made in recent years, in the

simplification of the mining codes of Germany. The initiative and the

model, m this respect, was furnished by the Prussian law of 18G5.

This law, \vith slight modifications, is now in force in twelve German

states, representing 93 per cent, of the area and of the ;i:ineral prod-

ucts of the empire, viz., Prussia, Bavaria, Wurtemberg, Alsace-Lorraine,

Hesse, Anhalt, and Brunswick. It expresses two tendencies—the one

towards a wider recognition of the rights of the land owner, the other

towards a withdrawal of the Government from undue interference with

mining (either by competition or by control) and a reduction of the

burdens of special tribute and taxation. The inclined location is no

longer granted, and the miner is confined to the space inclosed by ver-

tical planes drawn through his surface boundaries. The maximum
size of a location is in Prussia 500,000 square Lachter (2,189,000 square

meters, equivalent to about 540 acres), except in certain districts where

for local reasons the maximum size is only one-twentieth as great. The

permission of the land owner is necessary to j^reliminary explorations,

though he may be compelled by the authorities to give it, yet only

upon receiving a bond o'f indemnity. A mining grant is not forfeited

by ceasing to work it, unless the authorities, for sufficient reason, insist

upon the resumption of work, in which case the grantee has a right of

protest and appeal and six months' grace. The numerous fees, royal-

ties, and tithes of former times are done away, and in their place a mod-

erate tax is imposed—in Austria, Saxony, and Bavaria, a tax on net

profits ; in Prussia, a tax on the value of the product of 1 per cent, for

the general treasury of the state and 1 per cent, to cover the expenses

of supervision. Iron mines are generaly, if not universally, free of roy-

alty to the state. Benefit societies for miners {Knappschaftsvereine)

are established by law. Bog-iron ore, gold nuggets in the soil (in Prus-

sia), gold placers (in Bavaria), coal (in Saxony and some other states),

iron (in Silesia), salt and salines (in Hanover), mineral springs and

amber (except in East Prussia and West Prussia, where amber found

in the sea or on the beach belongs to the state) are exceptions to the

mining law, and belong to the land owner.

Austria.—With regard to the Austrian mining law (comprising the

codes in force in Bohemia, Hungary, Bosnia, etc., as well as Austria

proper) it is sufficient to remark here, that like the mediaeval German
codes, it contains the two principles of Bergregal and BergfreiJieit, and

that, like the modern German codes, it shows (though not in all prov-

inces of the empire equally) the tendency to a practical surrender by

the state of the Bergregal, and the substitution of a merely regulative
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power over mining. Salt mines are a state monopoly; many other

mines are state property ; coal and iron mines are generally the prop-

erty of the land owner. The remainder of the mines of the empire are

generally the objects of temporary or permanent grants. The revenue

of the state from the mines thus granted is made np of license fees for

prospecting, rents paid per unit of area granted, and taxes upon gross

or net income.

Russia.—The mines of Eussia are chiefly on the Asiatic side of the

Urals. They have been administered as a source of revenue to the state

or the czar in various ways. Grants have been made to various noble

families, out of which princes like the Demidoffs have amassed great for-

tunes. The crown has carried on large operations upon i)rivate account
5

and finally a sort of mining freedom has been introduced to increase

the revenue from the public lands. For an elaborate account of these

measures and their results, the reader is referred to the chapters con-

tributed by Mr. E. Delmar Morgan, F. E. G. S., the well-known explorer

of Central Asia, to Mr. Lock's book on " Gold," already cited.

Great Britain.—Modern legislation in regard to mines in Great Britain

is confined to the support of a Eoyal School of Mines, the collection of

statistics, the maintenance of inspectors, and the enforcement of certain

regulations for the safety of miners and the public, the protection of

children, etc. The principal statutes are the Coal Mines Eegalation Act,

1872 (35 and 36 Victoria, chap. 76), and the Metalliferous Mines Eegula-

tion Acts, 1872 and 1877 (35 and 36 Victoria, chap. 77, and 38 and 39

Victoria, chap. 39). There are other acts relating to explosives, educa-

tion, the employment of children, and the liability of employers for

injury to workmen, which bear incidentally upon mining.

British colonies.—The mining laws of Australia and Canada follow

the principles of English law, modified by old grants of the crown and

by the fact that in these colonies large areas of unoccupied public land

exist, on which the local governments may authorize mining, on such

terms as they may choose to make.

In New South Wales, the authority to dig or mine for gold is giveu

to all who apply for it.(a) It costs 10,9. per year, and entitles its pos-

sessor to take up ground upon any gold field to the extent of 60 feet by
60 feet, or from that to 114 feet by 114 feet, according to the nature of

proposed operations. For quartz mining the claim unit is 50 feet along

the reef (lode) by 100 yards oti each side. Sluicing claims extend to 10

acres. The miner's right includes half an acre for a dwelling and the

electoral franchise.

In liTew Zealand the annual license fee for " miner's right" is £1, to

which is added £1 per acre for ground held on miner's lease, and some

registration fees and a gold export duty of 2s. per ounce, which is indi-

a See, for the statements here made concerning New South Wales, New Zealand,

Tasmania, and Victoria, "Gold, its Occurrence and Extraction," by Alfred G. Lock,

F. R. G. S., (London, 1882), pages 479, 523, 527, 628, 641, and 895.
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rectiy n tax on the miner. The usual maximum claim is 16^ acres.

But the government has in special cases, to facilitate expensive opera-

tions, granted larger areas (e. g. 50 acres).

In Tasmania the mining regulations are exceedingly liberal. The

miner's right costs 10s..per annum. Alluvial claims are for a single

miner 25 yards square ; for two partners, 50 by 30 yards. Larger areas

are granted to discoverers. Lode claims are 200 yards along the lode

by a width of 250 yards. For deep workings, 21-year leases can be

obtained at 10s. per acre per annum. Dams and machinery sites may
occupy 10 acres and a quarter of an acre is allowed for a dwelling.

In Victoria a similar system obtains. At the end of 1880 the area in

this colony occupied as- "mining claims" under the by-laws of the sev-

eral district mining boards was 35,126 acres, while 24,430 acres were held

under leases from the crown.

Canada.—The mining law of Canada (apart from the police regula-

tion of mining) is found in the act of April 14, 1872, which declares

that "no reservation of gold, silver, iron, copper, or other mines or

minerals shall be inserted in any patent from the crown granting any

portion of the Dominion lands;" that "any person or persons may
explore for mines or minerals on any of the Dominion lands, surveyed

or unsurveyed, and not then marked or staked out and claimed or

occupied, and may, subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, jjur-

chase the same ; " that the surveyed lands shall be sold in legal subdivis-

ions, and land in unsurveyed territory and beyond the " fertile belt" shall

be sold in blocks or " locations " of 80 by 40 chains (320 acres), or 40 by
40 chains (160 acres), or 40 by 20 chains (80 acres) ; and that the secre-

tary of state may withdraw mineral land from sale, and lease it at a

royalty not exceeding 2J per cent, of the net profits of working it. The
act also fixes the price of mining as well as farming lands at $1 per

acre ; but the secretary of state is authorized in his discretion to put up

lands at auction and sell to the highest bidder.

The United States.—The limit of space originally allotted to this re-

view having been exceeded, it is deemed advisable to stop at this point,

without entering upon the history of mining rights and legislation in

the North American colonies and subsequently in the United States.

This department of the subject has been treated by a number of writers

and compilers, among whom may be recommended, as giving compre-

hensive and suggestive views of the past and present condition of our

mining law, Mr. Gregory Yale ("Mining Claims and Water Rights,"

San Francisco, 1867), Mr. Henry K Copp (" United States Mining De-

cisions," Washington, 1874, " United States Mineral Lands," Washing-

ton, 1882, and Land Owner, Washington, monthly), and other compilers

and editors ofdepartmental and judicial decisions, and of various statutes.

The police regulations of the different States as to mining have now
been collected in one place. The laws of Pennsylvania and Ohio are

probably the most elaborate, the conditions of coal mining iu these States
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having demaDded a degree of attention in the interest of public safety

not yet required elsewhere. Of governmental control in the interest of

economy, to prevent the waste of mineral resources, there is, as inti-

mated in the beginning of this article, no trace in American legislation

—

not even in the flagrant case of the reckless robbery of the petroleum

resources of Pennsylvania. As the writer has elsewhere shown ia), the

idea of the Bergregal does not exist in American law. The right of the

land owner is supreme; and even when the Federal Government has
legislated concerning mining titles it has done so for i)ublic lauds only

and in its capacity as their owner, with the power, given to the land

owner by the English common law, of separating the estate in minerals

from the estate in soil and disposing of either upou auy terms which it

might dictate.

a In the Eeports of the Commissioner of Mining Statistics, in communications ap-

pended to the Eeport of the Public Lands Commission, and in various papers in the

Transactions of the American Institute of Mining Engineers.
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mineral waters 981

salt 842

Indian Territory coal 45

coke 164

mineral waters 981

India tin 623

Infusorial earth 720

Iodine 854

loUte 743

Iowa coal 45

coke 164

lithographic stone 935

mineral waters 982

Iridium 581

bibliography 588

price 588

Iron furnace blowers 297

linings 298

number 305
"^ tuyeres 298

Iron ore, Alabama 278

California 286

Canada 260

Colorado 281

consumption 256

Cuba 260

Dakota 285

foreign sources 258

Georgia 278

imports 257,261

Kentucky 278

Michigan 264,267

Minnesota 266

Missouri 268

Montana 285

New Jersey 274

New York 270,273

North Carolina 277

Ohio 275

Pennsylvania 270,275

production 261

purple 898

Tennessee 278

mah 288

Virginia 270
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Iron ore, "Washington 288

"West Virginia 277

Wisconsin 268

"Wyoming 285
'
' Iron Ores in the United States, "byJames

M. Swank 257

Iron production 2, 250

smelting fuel 303

statistics 248

summary 256

sulphate 952

world's production 256

" Iron and Steel Manufacture,"by James

M. Swank 246

Italy antimony 646

lead 440

manganese - 555

mining law 999

tin 618

Jade 766

Japan antimony 649

tin 623

Jasper 761

Jet 780

Sainite 816

Kanawha valley, coal mining in 131

Kansas coal 46

coke 165

lead 425

mineral waters ^ 982

salt 843

zinc 475

Kaolin («ee Clays) 676

Kentucky coal 47

coke 166

iron ore 278

lithographic stone 935

mineral waters 982

petroleum 216

salt 842

Kieselgnhr 720

Kirchhof^C, jr., on the copper industry

of the United States

.

322

on the lead industry of

the United States 411

on the zinc industry of

the United States .... 474

Kunz, George F., on precious stones 723

Kyanite 748

Labor in anthracite mines 74

Lake Superior copper 327, 331

Land plaster production 4

Law, mining, historical sketch, by Bossi-

ter "W. Kaymond 988

Lazulite 773

Lead 411

Arizona •- 425

Austria-Hungary 439

Belgium 438

Colorado 419

cupellation 470

desilverizing 427,462

exports 433

foreign 434

I^ance 439
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Les d, Germany 436

Great Britain 435

Greece 440

Idaho 424

Illinois 425

imports 432

in glass making 971

Italy 440

Kansas 425

Mexico 440

Missouri 425

Montana 422

Nevada 418

New Mexico 425

prices 428

production 2,412,413

red 924

refineries 427,462

Sardinia 440

smelting 440

Spain 436

Utah 416

white 920

"Wisconsin 425

world's production of 434

"Lead industry of the United States, " by
C. Kirchhoff, jr 411

"Lead Slags," by Malvern Hes 440

Le Blanc soda process 903,963,964

Lennilite 769

Leopardite 770,777

Lignite (s««Coal) 11

Lime 3,668

in glass making 968

Limestone flux 2,256,669

Litharge 925

in glass making 971

Lithia emerald 748

Lithographic stone 935

Louisiana mineral waters 982

salt 841

sulphur 864

Lower California nickel 539

Macle 741

Maine feldspar 933

gypsum 809

manganese 551

mica 907

mineral waters 982

tin 598

Malachite 777

Manganese 550

exports 556

foreign 554

imports 556

in glass making 959, 970

localities 551

prices 556

production 3, 555

steel 565

utilization 557

Manufactured fertilizers 787, 815

Marble {see Building stone) 662

Marls 808

production ^
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Maryland asbestns 913

chrominm 568

coal 49

cobalt 544

feldspar ^933

manganese 551

mica 908

mineral waters 982

Massacbnsetts asbestns 913

coal 87

chromiam 569

feldspar 933

manganese 551

mica 908

mineral waters 982

pyrites 878

tin 597

Manilas process 330, 540

Martyn, WiUiam, onpyrites 877

Meerschaum 780

Meteoriciron 289

Mexico antimony 645

copper 373

lead 440

mining law 999

tin 623

Mica 6,906

Michigan coal 50

copper 329,331

feldspar 933

gypsom 809

iron ore 264,267

mica 909

mineral waters 982

salt 828

Miorolite 772

Millstones 712

Mineral paints 920

Mineral waters 978

sales 5, 987

" Mines and E«daction Works of Batte

City, Montana," by E. D. Peters, jr 374

Mining law, historical sketch, by Bossiter

"W. Raymond 988
"

Vfininni 924

in glass making 971

Minnesota iron ore 266

mineral waters 982

Missonri coal 61

cobalt 645

copper 342

iron ore 268

lead 425

lithographic stone 935

mineral waters 982

salt 843

tin 602

tungsten 574

zinc 475

Montana coal 62

coke 168

copper 336,374

iron ore 285

lead 422

mineral waters 983

tin 613

Page.

Moonstone 770

Moss agate 759

Natrolite 774

Ifatoralgas 223

analyses 235

characteristics 233

consumption 2,233

for cleaning tin plates 636

history 238

occurrence 236

use 243

Naval brass 631

INebraska coal 55

mineral waters 983

salt 843

Ifevada antimony 642

borax 859

cobalt 645

copper 342

graphite 916

lead 418

mica 911

nineral waters 983

nickel 539

salt 847

sulphur 865

ITew Almaden, quicksilver reduction at.. 503

New Brunswick antimony 644

Newfoundland copper 373

New Hampshire manganese 551

mica 907

mineral waters 983

pyrites 877

tin 597

New Jersey asbestus 913

brick production 696

ironore 274

mica 908

mineral waters 983

tin 599

whiteware production 699

zinc 476

New Mexico alum 949

coal 56

cobalt 545

coke 170

copper 340

ironore 285

lead 425

mica 911

mineral waters 983

salt 843

New South Wales antimony 648

nickel 539

tin 694,619

New York asbestus 913

brick production 695

cement 671

chromium 569

feldspar 933

graphite 915

iron ore 270,273

manganese 551

mineral waters 983

petroleum 214,217

pyrites 879
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NewTorkealt ,---- 830

tin .>. 599,613

Kickel, California 539

consumption 537

foreign 539

France 540

Germany 540

Great Britain 539

imports and exports 543

Lower California 539

metallurgy 540

Nevada 539

new localities 638

New South Wales 539

Pennsylvania 538

production 3, 537

3fitrate of soda in glass making 966

North Carolina asbestus 913

coal 59

chromium 569

corundum 715

ironore 277"

manganese 552

mica 908

mineral waters 984

phosphate rock 788

salt 840

tin 601

Norway apatite 805

Nova Scotia antimony 645

gypsum 809

manganese 554

Obsidian 772

Ocher 926

Octahedrite 772

Ohio bromine 851

coal 59

coke 171

gypsTun 809

iron ore 275

mineral waters 984

petroleum 215

salt 836

Oil, mineral (see Petroleum) 214

Onondaga salt 830

Opal 760

Oregon coal 66

iridium 581

ironore 287

mineral waters 984

platinum 576

Ouvarovite 740

Ovens, coke 143-213

Packard, E. L., on aluminum 658

Paints, mineral 920

Paris white 930

Peale, A. C, on mineral waters 978

Pectolite 775

Pelhaniine 776

Pennsylvania anthracite 66

asbestus 913

bituminous coal 76

area 76

prices 87

reserves... 78

Page.

Pennsylvania bituminous coal statistics.. 85

brick production 696

chromium 568

coal 66

cobalt 546

coke f 175

feldspar 933

iron ore 270, 275

manganese 551

mica 908

mineral waters 984

nickel 538

petroleum 214

stoneware production 698

varieties of bituminous coal 78

wages and strikes in bitu-

minous coal mines 85

zinc. 476

Peristerite 771

Perry, Nelson "W"., bibliography of irid-

ium 588

Perthite 771

Pern iodine 856

Peters, E. D., jr., on the mines and reduc-

tion works of Butte City, Montana 374

Petite Anse salt 841

Petroleum 214

California 218

Colorado 216

exports 228

Kentucky 216

market 225

NewYork 214

Ohio 215

Pennsylvania 214

prices 224

production 2,221

Russia 231

stocks 224

wellH 222

"West Virginia 216

"Wyoming 217

Phenakite 740

Phosphate rock 783

production 4

Phosphates, foreign 803

Phosphorus from iron slag. -• 805

Pig iron (seelron) 248

Pipe, drain 694

Pipe, sewer 693,701

Pipestone 778

Plaster 809,814

Platinum 576

exports 578

foreign 576

imports 578

production 3, 577

uses 579

Plumbago (see Graphite) 5,915

Pneumatic process for nickel 940

Porcelain C89

Portugal antimony , 645

copper 367

manganese 555

pyrites 882
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Portugal tin 618

Potash in glass making 967

Potassium bichromate 572

Pot clay 68*, 973

Pots, glass -..- 684,973

Potters' clay ! 676

Pottery - 685,699

Prase 753

Precious metals (see Gold and Silver) 312

Precions stones - 723

imports 782

production 4,781

Prices, aluminum ... - 658

antimony ---.— 651

Msmuth 655

borax - 859

brick 709

bromine ..•.•..••--•••••...••• 852

cement 671,676

coal 75,87

cobalt 549

copper 348

feldspar 934

iodine 855

iridium .............-.......••>..• 588

iron 251

lead 428

manganese 556

quicksilver 497

sulphur 868

tin 637

sdnc 478

Production statistics, 1882 9

1883 8

1884 1

Prospecting for anthracite 106

corundum 717

Pumice stone 721

Purple iron ore 898

Pyrites 768,877

assaying 887

burners 890

compared with sulphur 900

competition 900

consumption 888

domestic sources 877

foreign deposits 881

imports 886

production 6,885,889

Pyrolusite 550,970

Pyrope 746

Queensland tin 620

Quicksilver 492

Austria 496

exports 500

furnaces 607,512

imports 499

new uses 503

ores 504

prices 497

production 8,493

Spain 496

"Quicksilver Keduotion at New Alma-

den," by Samuel B. Christy 603

Quartz 748

Page.

Raymond, 'RosBiter "W., historical sketch

of mining law 988

" Kecent Improvements in Desilverizing

Lead," by H. 0. Hofman 462

Itedlead 924

in glass making 971

Refractory linings 298

Refineries 427

copper 330

lead 427,462

Retorts, gas 683,697

Rhode Island coal ,87

manganese 551

mineral waters 984

Rhodonite 766

Roasting copper ores 389

furnace, pyrites 890

Roofing tile 681

Rottenstone 722

Royalty in coalmining 134

Rubellite 744

Russia, chromium 671

iridium 581

manganese 555

mining law- -. 1002

petroleum 231

platinum 576

tin 619

Salt 827

foreign 848

imports and exports 50

in glass making 966

production 5,827

Sandstone (see Building stone) 663

Sapphire 733

Sardinialead 440

Satin spar 777

Scales, coalmining 141

Scapolite 773

Schorlomite 742

Scotland. {See Great Britain.)

Serpentine 775,776

Sewer pipe 693,701

Shelf burners 891

Sicily sulphur 868

Sienna 928

Silica in glass making 958

Silicified wood 758

Silver 312

consumption - 319

imports and exports 321

production 2,312

world's production 319

Slag, phosphorus from 805

S]ate and shale ground as a pigment 929

Smalt 548

Soda in glass making 963

SodaUte 773

Sodium bichromate 573

Solvay soda process 964

Sonora antimony 645

South Carolina asbestus 913

mineral waters 984

phosphate rook 784

pyrites 880
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Spain antimony 645

copper 364

lead 436

manganese 555

mininglaw 1000

pyrites 882

quicksilver 496

tin 618

zinc 489

Speigeleisen 254,559,263

Spelter (gee Zinc) 474

Spence pyrites famaoe 892

Spinel 737

Splint coal 91,133

Stall roasting 389

Staurolite 742

Steel, Hadfield's manganese 565

Steel plates for tinning 636

production 250, 256

•works 250

Stoneware 685, 698

StoweU, S. H., on petroleum 214

Strait's Settlements tin 621

Stream tin 593

Stubbs, W. C, on the phosphates of Ala-

bama 794

Stucco 4,809,814

Sulphate of copper production 2

Sulphur 864

compared with pyrites 900

extraction ^ 872

foreign 868

imports 868

production 5, 868

recovery from tank waste 902

Sulphuric acid from pyrites 868

Summary, 1882 9

1883 8

1884 1

Sunstone 771

Superphosphates 787, 815

foreign 803

Swank, James M., on iron ores in the

United States

.

257

on manufacture of

iron and steel 246

Sweden manganese 555

tin 619

Syracuse salt 830,832

Tasmania tin 621

Temescaltin district 614

Tennessee coal 88

coke 196

iron ore 278

lithographic stone 935

mineral waters 985

salt 842

Teme plate alloy. 632

plates 637

Terra alba 924

Terracotta 692,700

lumber 682,697

Texas coal 89

copper 342

lithographic stone 935

Page.

Texas mineral waters 985

salt 842

sulphur 864

Thomsonite 774

Tile and brick production 3

encaustic 692

drain 694,700

hollow 682

roofing 681

Tin 692

foreign sources 615

importsand exports 639

ore, origin of 595

physical properties 625

plate industry 633

prices 637

production 3

Titanite 774

Tools, coal mining 136

Topaz 737

Tourmaline 743

Trinidad asphaltum 937

Tripoli 720,722

Tungsten 574

Turquois 767

Tuscany borax 859

Tuyeres 298

Ultramarine 928

Umber . 927

Utah antimony 643

bismuth 654

coal 89

coke 202

copper 342

graphite 916

gypsum 812

iron ore 288

lead 416

mineral waters 985

ozocerite 955

salt 844

sulphur 866

Valentine, J. J., goldand silver statistics. 314

Values of mineral products 1-11

Ventilation in coal mines 124, 139

Venezuela copper 374

Vermilion 3,501

Vermont chromium 569

copper 343

manganese 551

mineral waters 985

pyrites 878

Victoria antimony 646

tin 620

Virginia asbestus 913

chromium 569

coal 90

coke 204

iron ore 276

manganese 551

mica 908

mineral waters 985

pyrites 879

salt 840

tin 599
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Virginia tungsten 674

"Wages in anthracite mining 74

"Wagons, coal mining 137

"Wales. ((See Great Britain.)

"Walker, John A. , on graphite 915

"Warsaw salt 830,832

"Washington coal 99

coke 206

iron ore 288

mineral waters . 985

"Waters, mineral 978

"Weeks, JosephD., on glass materials 958

on the manofactore of

coke 144

"Wells, petroleum 222

"West Virginia bromine •. 851

coal 90,131

coke 143,207

iron ore 277

mineral waters 985

petroleum 216

salt 839

"WMtb lead 920

ware 689,698

zinc 921

"Whiting 931

"Wilber, F. A., on clays 676

gypsum 809

marls 808

"WiUemite 773

"Wisconsin 268

lead 425

mineral waters 986

Wood tin 592

"Wyoming coal 100

copper , 342

graphite 916

ironore 285

Page.

"Wyoming mica 911

mineral waters S8G

ozocerite 957

salt 843

sulphur 864

tin 613

Tale. C. G., on iron ore on iJie Pacffic

coast 286

Zaffre 547

Zinc 474

Arkansas 476

Austria 490

Belgium 488

consumption 480

foreign 480

France 488

Germany 481

Great Britain. 486

Hungary 491

Illinois 475

imports and exports 477

Kansas 475

Missouri 475

New Jersey 476-

nlckel plated 541

Pennsylvania 476

prices 478

production 2, 474

Spain 480

white 921

works, capacity ' 475

world's production of 480'

"Zinc Industry of the TJnited States," by
C. Kirchhoff, jr 474

Zincite 773

Zircon 741

Zirconium 661
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